DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, U.S. ARMY AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY CENTER AND FORT BLISS
FORT BLISS, TX 79916-6816
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL ORDER
NUMBER
20

25 July 2006

Private First
U.S. Army. Alpha Company, 519th
Military Intelligence Battalion, Fort Bragg, North Carolina, 28310, was arraigned at Fort Bliss,
Texas, on the following offenses at a general court-martial convened by Commander, U.S. Army
Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss.
Charge I. Article 92. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty: Not Guilty
Specification 1: On divers occasions, between on or about 1 August 2002 to on or about
1 February 2003, at or near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, violate a lawful general order, to wit:
Paragraph 2(c), United States Central Command General Order Number 1A, dated
19 December. 2000, by wrongfully possessing and consuming alcohol. Plea: Not Guilty.
Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification 2: On divers occasions, between on or about 1 August 2002 to on or about
1 February 2003, at or near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, the accused who knew of his duties
was derelict in the performance of those duties in that he willfully failed to conduct
interrogations of detainees according to approved tactics, techniques, and procedures as it was his
duty to do. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding - Not Guilty.
,.

..

Specification 3: Between on or about 1 August 2002 to on or about 1 February 2003, at or near
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, the accused who knew of his duties was derelict in the
performance of those duties in that he willfully failed to prevent his intern ion partner from
throwing articles of garbage and soiled toilet paper onto the person of
a.k.a..IIIII, as
it was his duty to do. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Charge IL Article 93. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification 1: On divers occasions, from on or about 1 August 2002 to on or about
1 February 2003, at or near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan; or about 11 August 2005, did maltreat
Persons Under U.S. Control ("PUCs"), persons subject to his orders during interrogation; by
sitting on top of them during interrogation. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification 2: Between on or about 1 Au t 2 2 to otl February 2003, at or near
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, did maltreat
a.k.a.
a person subject to his orders
during interrogation, by sitting on top of him, throwing articles of garbage onto his person,
cigarette ash onto his person, wal his handcuffs in order to inflict pain upon
and forcefully pulling hairs out of
chest. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not
Guilty.
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(Continued)
Specification 3: BetWeen on or about 1 August 2001
r about 1 February 2003, at or near
Bagram Airfield. Afghanistan, did maltreat Person
(a.k.a.
, a person subject to
ers during interrogation, by grabbin g
by the head and sho ders:removing
c
that his genitalia were expose to a female interrogator, SGT
rid by
ver an interrogation table and waving a water bottle around in close proximity
buttocks. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Charge III. Article I 12a. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification: Between on or about 1 August 2002 and on or about 1 February 2003 ; at or near
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, wrongfully use hashish, a Schedule I controlled substance, while
receiving special pay under 37 U.S.C. § 310. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Charge IV. Article 128. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification 1: Between on or about 30 November 2002 and on or about 10 December 2003, at
or near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, unlav,
ab anhead and beard of a detainee
known as Person Under U.S. Control ("PUC")
(a.k.a.
Plea: Not Guilty. Finding:
Dismissed on motion of Defense Counsel.
Specification 2: Between on or about 1 August 20
d on or a t 1 February 2003, at or near
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, unlawfully strik
(al.a.
in the leg, groin,and
chest with his hands and knees. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Gui ty.
Specification 3: Between on or about 1 Auaust 2002
or about 1 Fe
1003, at or near
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, assault a.k.a. j by showing a condom and
his penis and then stating: "This is specia or you," "This is your God," and "I'm going to fuck
you," or words to that effect. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Charge V. Article 134. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification 1: Between on or about 1 August 2002 and on or about lair 2003iiir
Bagram Airfield, Afghariiirongfully commit an 'iiiiii
actf with
(a.k.a.
s ' ai ' enis to
by sho
placing his penis near
ace; and placing his groin
against
buttocks. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty. .
Specification 2: Between on or about 1 August 2002 and on or about 1 February 2003, at or near
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, while in an interrogation, willfully and wrongfully expose
indecent manner to public view his genitalia. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty. in an
Specification 3: Between on or about 1 August 2002 and on
ut 1 l
near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, orally communicate to
(a.k.
indecent language, to wit: "This is special for you," "This is your God,"
you," or words to that effect. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
2
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GCMO No. 20, DA, HQ, USAADACENFB, Ft. Bliss, TX, 79916-6816, dated 25 July 2006
(Continued)
The accused having been arraigned ; the findings were announced on 1 June 2006. All rights,
privileges, and property of which the accused has been deprived by virtue of these proceedings
will be restored.
BY COMMAND OF MAJOR GENERAL

DISTRIBUTION:
1111111lir
1-Accused
COL, JA
1-Military Judge (LT
Staff Judge Advocate
1-Trial Counsel (CP
1-Defense Counsel (
1-Chief, Criminal Law Division
1-Legal Administrator
1-Cdr, A Co, 5I 9th MI Bn, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 28310
1-Cdr, 519th Bn, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 28310
1-ATC-DHR-AGR, ATZC-DRM-F, ATZC-PM
2-Cdr, USAADACENFB, ATTN: SJA
I-Cdr, USAEREC, ATTN.: PCRE-FS, Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Indiana 46249
10-Clerk of Court, ATTN: JALS-CC, 901 N. Stuart Street,
Suite 1200, Arlington, Virginia 22203
1-Cdr, 76th MP DET (CID), 1 lth MP EN CID
1-Director, U.S. Army Crime Records Center, 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-HQ, USACIDC, ATTN: CIOP-ZC, 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-HQDA, Office of the PMG, ATTN: MP Operations Division,
2800 ArMy Pentagon, Washington, DC 20310-2800
1-Record Set
1-Reference Set
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DNA Processing required. 10 U.S.C.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, U.S. ARMY AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY CENTER ANDT's •
FORT BLISS, TEXAS 79916-6816
SPECIAL COURT-MARTIAL ORDER
NUMBER
17

9 September 2005

SPC
U.S. Army, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery,
United States Army Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss, Fort Bliss, Texas 79916, was
arraigned at Fort Bliss, Texas, on the following offenses at a Special court-martial convened by
Commander, U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss.
Charge I. Article 128. Plea: Guilty. Finding: Guilty.
Specification: Unlawfully strike Habibullah on or about 3 December 2002. Plea: Guilty.
Finding: Guilty
Charge II. Article 93. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification: Maltreat Habibullah on or about 3 December 2002. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding:
Not Guilty.
Charge III. Article 107. Plea: Guilty. Finding: Guilty.
Specification 1: False official statement on or about 4 December 2002. Plea: Guilty. Finding:
Guilty.
Specificatoin 2: False official statement on or about 16 December 2002. Plea: Guilty. Finding:
Guilty:
SENTENCE
Sentence was adjudged on 20 May 2004: To be reduced to the grade of El; to forfeit $822.00
pay per month for four months; to be confined for four months; and to be discharged from the
service with a bad conduct discharge.
ACTION
Only so much of the sentence as provides for reduction to El, forfeiture of $822.00 pay per
month for 4 months, confinement for 90 days, and a bad conduct discharge is approved and,
except for the bad conduct discharge, will be executed.
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GCMO No 17, DA, HQ, USAADACENFB, Ft. Bliss, TX 79916, dated 9 Sep 2005
BY COMMAND OF BRIGADIER GENERAL MN,

NNW

DISTRIBUTION:
1-Accused
CW2, JA
1-Military Judge (LTC
Legal Administrator
1-Trial Counsel (CPT
1-Defense Counsel (CPT
1-Chief, Criminal Law Division
1-Legal Administrator
1-Cdr, HHB, USAADACENFB
1-Cdr, 377th MP Co
1-Cdr, 76th MP Bn
1-Cdr, 384th MP Bn
1-Cdr, 300th MP BDE
1-Cdr, 88th RRC
1-Cdr, Garrison Command
1-US Army Crime Lab, Fort Gillem, ATTN: CODIS Lab
4553 North 2d Street, Bldg 213b, Forest Park, GA 30297-5122
1-ATZC-DHR-AGR, ATZC-DRM-F, ATZC-PM
2-Cdr, USAADACENFB, ATTN: SJA
1-Cdr, USAEREC, ATTN: PCRE-FS, Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Indiana 46249
10-Clerk of Court, ATTN: JALS-CC, 901 N. Stuart St.
Suite 1200, Arlington, VA 22203
1-Cdr, 76th MP DET (CID), 1 lth MP BN CID
1-Director, U.S. Army Crime Records Center, 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-Record Set
1-Reference Set
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CORRECTED COPY
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS. U.S. ARMY AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY CENTER AND FORT BLISS
FORT BLISS, TX 79916-6816
GENERAL COURT-M_ARTLAL ORDER
NUMBER
10.1

24 July 2006

Sergeant
L S Army. 377th Military Police company -, Detachment
1, 520 South Woodcrest Drive, Bloomington. Indiana, 47401-5336, was arraigned at Fort Bliss,
- Texas, on the following offenses at a general court-martial convened by Commander. U.S. Army
Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss.
.

,

Charge I. Article 128. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification: Between on or about 20 September 2002 and on or about 25 S tember 200 1 , at
or near Baf.Y.ram Airfield, Afghanistan, unlawfully strik
(a.k.
.y throwing him
7.
against a wall while his hands and feet were shackled. ea:
or
.: Not Guilty.
Charge II. Article 93. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification: Between on or about 20 Septemb1 and o
.bout 25 September.2002. at
or • • 4 - •• .-.5. • a - • ■ a anistan, maltrea
a.k.a
a person subject' to his
orders, by throwing him against a cell wall while his hands and feet were shackled. Plea: Not
Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Additional Charge I. Article 128. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification: Between on or about 30 November 2002 and on or about 3 December 2002, at or
near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, unlawfully strike H. (a.k.a. BT 412), in the leg with his knee.
Plea;• Not Guilty. Finding: Not Gui ty. .
Additional Charge II. Article 93. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification: Between on or about 30 November 2002 and on or about 3 December 2002, at or
near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, maltreat H. (a.k.a. BT 412), a person subject to his orders, by
striking H.in the leg with his knee. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
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GCMO No. 10.1. DA. HQ. USAADACENFB. Ft. Bliss, TX. 79916. dated 24 July 2006
(Continued)

The findings were announced on 23 February 2006. All rights. privileges and properry of which
the accused has been deprived by virtue of these proceedings will be restored.
BY COMMAND OF MAJOR GENERAL OEM

DISTRIBUTION:
1-Accused
,USA
1-Military Judge (LT
Administrator
1-Trial Counsel (CPT
1-Defense Counsel (CPT
1-Chief, Criminal Law Division
1-Legal Administrator
1-Cdr, 377th MP Co, Det. 1. 520 S. V■Toodcrest Drive.
Bloomington, Indiana 47401-5336
1-Cdr, HHB, USAADACENFB
1-Cdr, 76th MP Bn
1-Cdr, Garrison Command
1-.ATZC-DHR-AGR, ATZC-DRM-F, ATZC-PM
2-Cdr, USAADACENFB, A FIN: SjA
1-Cdr, USAEREC. ATTN: PCRE-FS, Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Indiana 46249
10-Clerk of Court, ATTN: JALS-CC, 901 N. Stuart Street,
Suite 1200, Arlington, Virginia 22203
1-Cdr, 76th MP DET (CID), 11th NEP BN CID
1-Director, U.S.-Ar
. my Crime Records Center, 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-HQ, USACEDC, A ITN: CIOP-ZC, 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-HQDA, Office of the PMG, ATTN: MP Operations Division,
2800 Army Pentagon, Washington. DC 20310-2800
1-Record Set
1-Reference Set
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HE_ADQUARIERS, U.S. ARMY AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY CENTER AND FORT BLISS
FORT BLISS, TX 79916-6816
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL ORDER
NUMBER
10.1

24 July 2006

Sergeant
u.5. Army, 377th Military Police Company. Detachment
1, 520 South Woodcrest Drive, Bloomington, Indiana, 47401-5336 ; was arraigned at Fort Bliss.
Texas, on the following offenses at a general court-martial convened by Commander, U.S. Anriy
Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss.
Charge I. Article 128. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification 1: (Redesignated as "The Specification" of Charge I.): Between on or about
20 Septeniber 2002 and on or aeptember 2002, at or near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan,
unlawfully strike
(a.k.a.
by throwing him against a wall while his hands and feet
were shackled. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification 2: 01
.12,;,
1 about 28 N vernber 1 002, at or near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan,
unlawfully strike-a.k.a.
) in the leg with a knee. Plea: Not Guilty, Finding:
Dismissed on motion of Defense Counse
Charge IL Article 93. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification 1: (Redesignated as "The Specification" of Charge II.): Between on or about
11 02 and or about 25 September 2002, at or near Bauam Airfield, Afghanistan,
20 Sept ..iirmia-maltrea..k.a
a person subject to his orders, by throwing him against a cell
wall while his hands and feet were shackled. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
f October 2002, at or near Bauam Airfield, Afghanistan., maltreat
a.k.a.
, a person subject to his orders, by striking him in the leg with a
knee. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Dismissed on motion of Defense Counsel.
Additional Charge I. Article 128. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification: Between on or about 30 November 2002 and on or about 3 December 2002, at or
near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, unlawfully strike H. (a.k.a. BT 412), in the leg with his laiee.
Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Additional Charge II. Article 93. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
Specification: Between on or about 30 November 2002 and on or about 3 December 2002, at or
near Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, maltreat H. (a.k.a. BT 412), a person subject to his orders, by
striking H.in the leg with his knee. Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Not Guilty.
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GOvIO No. 10.1, DA. HQ, USAADACENFB. Ft. Bliss, TX, 79916, dated 24 July06
20
(Continued)
The findings were announced on 23 February 2006. All rights, privileges and property of which
the accused has been deprived by virtue of these proceedings will be restored.
BY COMMAND OF MAJOR GENERAL

DISTRIBUTION:
I -Accused
1, USA
1-Military Judge (LTC
al Administrator
1-Trial Counsel (CPT
1-Defense Counsel (CPT
1-Chief, Criminal Law Division
1-Legal Administrator
1-Cdr, 377th MP Co, Det. 1,
S. Woodcrest Drive,
Bloomington, Indiana 47 -401-5336
1-Cdr, HHB, USAADACENFB
1-Cdr, 76th MP Bn
1-Cdr. Garrison Command
1-AT2C-DHR-AGR, ATZC-DRM-F, ATZC-PM
2-Cdr, USAADACENFB, ATTN: SJA
I -Cdr, US.AEREC, A
PCRE-FS, Fort Benjamin
Harrison. Indiana 46249
10-Clerk of Court, ATTN: JALS-CC, 901 N. Stuart Street,
Suite 1200, Arlington, Virginia 22203
1-Cdr, 76th MP DET (CID), llth MP BN CID
1-Director, U.S. Army Crime Records Center, 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-HQ, USACIDC, ATTN: CIOP-ZC; 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-HQDA, Office of the PMG, AITN: MP Operations Division,
2800 Army Pentagon, Washington, DC 20310-2800
1-Record Set
1-Reference Set
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, U.S. ARMY AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY CENTER AND FORT BLISS
FORT BLISS, TEXAS 79916-6816
SPECIAL COURT-MARTIAL ORDER
NUMBER
1

12 January 2006

SSG 1111111111111111111 U.S. Army, Headquarters and Headquarters Battery, United
States Army Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss, Fort Bliss, Texas 79916, was arraigned
at Fort Bliss, Texas, on the following offenses at a Special court-martial convened by
Commander, U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss.
Charge I. Article 92. Plea: None Entered. Finding: None Entered.
Specification: Derelict in the performance of his duties on or about 1 Dec 02 and on Or about 3
Dec 02. Plea: None Entered. Finding: None Entered.
Charge H. Article 93. Plea: None Entered. Finding: None Entered.
Specification: Maltreat Habibullah between on or about 1 Dec 02 and on or about 3 Dec 02.
Plea: None Entered. Finding: None Entered.
ACTION
The accused having been arraigned, the proceedings were terminated on 20 December 2005
because the convening authority withdrew and dismissed, without prejudice, all charges and
specifications. All rights, privileges, and property of which the accused has been deprived by
virtue of these proceedings will be restored.
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SPCM0 No 1, DA, HQ, USAADACENFB, Ft. Bliss, TX 79916, dated 12 Jan 2006

BY COMMAND OF BRIGADIER GENERAL

am,

DISTRIBUTION:
41111111111T
1-Accused
CW2, JA
1-Military Judge (LTC
Legal Administrator
1-Trial Counsel (CPT
1-Defense Counsel (Mr.
1-Chief, Criminal Law Division
1-Legal Administrator
1-Cdr, HHB, USAADACENFB
1-Cdr, 377th MP Co
1-Cdr, 76th MP Bn
1-Cdr, 384th MP Bn
1-Cdr, 300th MP BDE
1-Cdr, 88th RRC
1-Cdr, Garrison Command
1-Cdr,'USAEREC, ATTN: PCRE-FS, Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Indiana 46249
4-Clerk of Court, ATTN: JALS-CC, 901 N. Stuart St.
Suite 1200, Arlington, VA 22203
1-Cdr, 76th MP DET (CID), 11th MP BN CID
1-Director, U.S Army Crime Records Center, 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-Record Set
1-Reference Set
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, U.S. ARMY AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY CENTER AND FORT BLISS
FORT BLISS, TEXAS 79916-6816
SPECIAL COURT-MARTIAL ORDER
NUMBER
210111111111111111

1 November 2005

SGT11111111111111M1111111111W.S. Army, Headquarters and Headquarters
Battery, United States
y Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss, Fort Bliss, Texas
79916, was arraigned at Fort Bliss, Texas, on the following offenses at a Special court-martial
convened by Commander, U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery Center and Fort Bliss.
Charge. I. Article 93. Plea: None Entered. Finding: None Entered.
Specification: Maltreat Habibullah on or about 30 Nov 02 and on or about 4 Dec 02. Plea:
None Entered. Finding: None Entered.
Charge II. Article 107. Plea: None Entered. Finding:: None Entered.
Specification: False official statement on or 26 Jan 04. Plea: None Entered. Finding: None
Entered.
Charge III. Article 128. Plea: None Entered. Finding: None Entered.
Specification: Unlawfully strike Habibullah between on or about 30 Nov 02 and on or about 4
Dec 02. Plea: None Entered. Finding: None Entered.
ACTION
The accused having been arraigned, the proceedings were terminated on 6 September 2005
because the convening authority withdrew and dismissed, without prejudice, all charges and
specifications. All rights, privileges, and property of which the accused has been deprived by
virtue of these proceedings will be restored.
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SPCMO No 21, DA, HQ, USAADACENFB, Ft. Bliss, TX 79916, dated 1 Nov 2005
BY COMMAND OF BRIGADIER GENERAL'S...

DISTRIBUTION:
11111111111F
1-Accused
CW2, JA
1-Military Judge (LT
Legal Administrator
1-Trial Counsel (CPT
1-Defense Counsel (CPT
1-Chief, Criminal Law Division
1-Legal Administrator
1-Cdr, HHB, USAADACENFB
1-Cdr, 377th MP Co
1-Cdr, 76th MP Bn
1-Cdr, 384th MP Bn
1-Cdr, 300th MP BDE
1-Cdr, 88th RRC
1-Cdr, Garrison Command
1-Cdr, USAEREC, ATTN: PCRE-FS, Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Indiana 46249
4-Clerk of Court, ATTN: JALS-CC, 901 N. Stuart St.
Suite 1200, Arlington, VA 22203
1-Cdr, 76th MP DET (CID), llth MEP BN CID
1-Director, U.S. Army Crime Records Center, 6010 6th Street,
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060-5506
1-Record Set
1-Reference Set
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0134-02-C1D369-23533

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
UNITED STATES ARMY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION COMMAND
BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE, 3 rd MILITARY POLICE GROUP (CID)
BAGRAM AIR BASE, AFGHANISTAN APO AE 09354
CIRC-BBO (195-2b)

8 October 2004

MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: CID REPORT OF INVESTIGATION - FINAL(C) - 0134-02-U13369-

23533 -,5H9B/5-1±4-P5C2B/5--84/5Y2E/5X6/5M3A/9G1/9G2C
Snitf■

1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES:
1. 4 DEC 2002/0040Z (4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME);
ISOLATION CELL #7; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM
AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
2. 1 DEC 2002/0001 - 4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
3. 3 DEC 2002/1650 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; ISOLATION CELL #6, BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354

2.

DATE/TIME REPORTED: 4 DEC 2002, 0220

. INVESTIGATED BY:
SA

4.

SUBJECT: 1.11111111111111.1111CPTAIIIIIIIIIM RAF
LAKENHEATH, UK; FEMALE; WHITE; ALPHA MPANY, 519 MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY (UNFOUNDED)], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT (UNFOUNDED)],
[CONSPIRACY (UNFOUNDED)], [DERELICTION OF DUTY].

2.
PC;
FERGUS FALLS, MN; FEMALE; WHITE; ALPHA COMPANY, 519 MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; AKA: HIGGINBOTHAM; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
3.
SPC;111111111111111.1111..
FAIRFAX, VA; MALE; WHITE; ALPHA COMPANY, 519 MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
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CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY],
[DERELICTION OF DUTY]

SSG)1111111111

ALPHA COMP

IV; (FORMERLY
NEWPORT NEWS, VA; MALE; WHITE; FORMERLY OF
, 519TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 114

MIBRGADE,XV ORNCPS,FTBAGNC28310;F
[DERELICTION OF DUTY], [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY],.
[MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY], [CONSPIRACY
(UNFOUNDED)].
5.
SPC ;
CINCINNATI, OH; MALE; BLACK; 377 H MP COMPANY (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT (UNFOUNDED)], [MAIMING
(UNFOUNDED)], [INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER (UNFOUNDED)].
6.
INDIANAPOLIS, IN; MALE; WHITE; 377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
7.
SG;
LOUISVILLE, KY; MALE; WHITE; 377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
8. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APROXIMATELY 30 YOA, TART, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976], [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE]
PC;
9.
BLOOMINGTON, IN; MALE; WHITE; 377 TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
10.
SPC;
BLOOMINGTON, IN; MALE; WHITE; 377 TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
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CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
11.
SPC;111111111111111111111111.
FRANKFURT, KY; MAL ; WHITE; 377 MP COMPANY (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
12.
SGT;
MARIMONT, OH; MALE; WHITE; 377 MP COMPANY S ARMY
RVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]

IIRO

13.1111111111..1111111pC;
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN; MALE-7,-WMTEj77 11{ MP COMPANY (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]14.
GT; 11111111111111111111.1W
CINCINNATI, OH; MALE; WHITE; 377 MP COMPANY (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE OFFICIAL
STATEMENT], [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
15.
SPC;
MIDLAND, MI; MALE; WHITE; 377 MP COMPANY (1 1JIISIMMlrEll),11111111"
160SEYMOURAVN,CI TOH45327;AR[FLSEOIC
STATEMENT]
16.
PT;
; ONONDAGA, NY; MALE; WHITE: 377 MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
kRVE) , 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE
OFFICIAL STATEMENT], [DERELICTION OF DUTY], [NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE
(UNFOUNDED)], [FAILURE TO OBEY LAWFUL ORDER (UNFOUNDED)],
[CONSPIRACY (UNFOUNDED)].
5. VICTIM: 1. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APPROXIMATELY 30 YOA; TART, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [NEGLIGENT
HOMICIDE (UNFOUNDED)], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
.
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2. UNKNOWN; CW; AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER ID: PERSON UNDER
CONTROL (PUC)
(NFI); [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
3. US GOVERNMENT (BCP, BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN,
APO AE 09354); [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE], [DERELICTION OF DUTY], [FALSE
OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
FRANKFURT, KY; MALE; WHITE; 377 TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976 (UNFOUNDED)]
5.
SG;4F111111111111111111.
FORT THOMAS, KY; MALE; WHITE; 377 MILITALICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
6.
PC;111111111111111111111111,
BLOOMINGTON, IN; MALE; WHITE; 377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
7.
INDIANAPOLIS, IN; MALE; WHITE; 377 TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY:
"THIS ISA STRONGHOLD FREEDOM INVESTIGATION."

pp.FCITF,

On 4 Dec 02, SA
Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram
Airfield, Afghanistan, 093 1 (BAF), reported a Person Under Control (PUC)
died after being found in his cell unconscious with shallow breathing.
On 8 Dec 02, LTC
Forces Regional Medical
Examiner, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center
0 AE 09180, conducted an autopsy of
HABIBULLAH's remains. LTC
pinion was the cause of
HABIBULLAH's death was a pu onary embolism brought about by a blood clot in the
pulmonary artery near the heart. The manner of death was homicide.
Investigation established probable cause to believe HABIBULLAH succumbed to a
pulmonary embolism caused by a combination of blunt force trauma (inflicted by
members of the MP Company Guard force) to his lower legs, and prolonged standing
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restraint during the four days he was held at the Bagram Collection Point (BCP),
Afghanistan. Investigation has demonstrated the unlawful use of force by the MiPs listed
above (in the form of common peroneal knee strikes) to HABIBULLAH's legs,
combined with the use of standing restraint and sleep deprivation at the direction of MI
soldiers identified above;' caused his death. Enforced standing (achieved through
chaining to the ceiling) was used both as a punishment and as a part of sleep deprivation.
The conduct of the soldiers was outside the scope of their training and authority in the
lawful execution of their duties, it further constitutes Assault Consummated by a Battery
and Cruelty/Maltreatment of a person in their care, custody and control.
Investigation did not establish probable cause to believe any of the subjects committed
the crime of Negligent Homicide. The autopsy finding, a blunt force injury to
HABIBULLAH's left leg was where a fatal blood clot formed, is only supported by a
preponderance of evidence. The investigation did not conclusively establish the
individual who was responsible for that specific injury. Further, the medical examiner's
opinion is that, regardless of the any blunt force injury, a significant factor in
HABIBULLAH's death was prolonged, enforced, standing by restraint. The prolonged,
enforced standing caused blood to pool in the victim's legs, significantly aiding in the
formation of the blood clot that became a fatal pulmonary embolism. The investigation
did not conclusively determine a single individual was responsible for ordering or
approving this course of prolonged standing restraint.
Investi afon established probable cause to believe
mmitted the offense of Dereliction of Duty for failure to c
interro a
within applicable policies. According to the CJ2 (COL
the only authorized techniques for interrogations in the BCP were those
outlined in FM 34-52. That manual specifically prohibits physical contact. However, the
evidence indicates that all listed individuals used, condoned or ratified physical contact
during interrogations.
In

established credible information to believe MI Interrogators
and
committed the offenses Assault
/Maltreatment in their physical
assaults on PUC
ere observed by witnesses
WI)*
pulling on a detainee s beard, yanking his head around by his beard, kicking him in the
buttocks and legs and forcing detainees to maintain contorted, painful body positions
during interviews. FM 34-52 (Intelligence Interrogation) specifically prohibits use of
force during interrogations. AR 190-8, paragraph 2-1a(1)(d) states, "The use of physical
or mental torture or any coercion to compel prisoners to provide information is
prohibited." It further states, "Prisoners may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed to
unpleasant or disparate treatment of any kind because of their refusal to answer
questions."
ion established credible information to believe this misconduct was
reported to
he MI NCOIC, who excused it as necessary to the mission, did
nothing to stop the behaviors, and failed to report it or prevent further occurrences.
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Investigation established:credible information to believe
sically
as
bers of the 37 th
and Company
and
en he kicked
in the
n, punched
and attempted to
escape confinement by grabin
shovin
and running from his cell.
During these incidents,
delivered blows with their
fists and knees to defend themselves, subdue HABIBULLAH and prevent his escape, as
allowed for under the self-defense provision of Use of Force guidance. Investigation
established r able c use to unfound the offense of Assault, as it re es to an incident
wherein
eported HABIBULLAH spat on him.
later admitted
the incident was embellished.
Investigation sta 'shed cr
e inform on to b
MP Guard Force Co
ersonnel
and
and
committed the offenses of Assault Consummated by Battery
and Crue ty/Maltreatment when they delivered strikes, with their knees, to the lateral
aspect of the thigh region of HABIBULLAH as punishment
non-compliance with
procedures or directives.
at least one occasi
sought and gained
permission to strike the shackled detainee from
eant of the Guard
(SOG), establishing credible information to believe SSG
s a principal and as
such also committed the offense of Assault Consummated by Battery and
Cruelty/Maltreatment.
Additionally, members of the MP guard force placed HABIBULLAH in "standing
restraint" as punishment. This was achieved by chaining his arms overhead to a fixed
object (ceiling) for varying periods of time ranging from 30 minutes to several hours. AR
190-47, paragraph 12-10e, prohibits the use of irons, restraining straps and jackets,
shackles, hand irons, or legs irons as punishments and prohibits fastening prisoners to
stationary objects. Securing a prisoner to a fixed object is also prohibited under AR 19047, paragcaph 9-7e, except in emergencies. AR 190-8, paragraph 6-11a(4) prohibits
"inhumane, brutal or dangerous" disciplinary punishments and specifies the "age, sex and
health of the civilian internee will be considered."
The deliberate blows to restrained individuals, the use of shackling/restraint devices as
punishment and for sleep deprivation (directed by MI interrogators), collectively
constitute unnecessary, excessive physical force and violence to persons under the care,
custody and control of US forces, and who are entitled to protection JAW AR 190-8,
paragraph 1-5 (Enemy Prisoner of War, Retained Persons, Civilian Internees and Other
Detainees) and therefore constitute Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment.
Probable cause exists to believedligommitted Dereliction of Duty because, as a
detainee guard force noncommissioned officer (NCO), it was his duty to ensure detainees
were treated humanely and not subjected to assaults. He violated this duty when he failed
to correct soldiers who bragged about their use of excessive force against various
detainees. He also committed Assault and Maltreatment when he authorized or ordered
soldiers to give unnecessary knee strikes to a restrained detainee.
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Previously listed offenses regarding IIMIF ere unfounde
ed upon insufficient
evidence to indicate criminal intent. vi ence indicates
eatedly sought
guidance on permissible interrogation techniques. However,
as derelict in the
performance of her duties in that she sought to go beyond the guidance in FM 34-52,
approved for use in Bagram, and failed to e
subordinates acted IAW this
guidance. Evidence also indicates she andiiii condoned interro ation techni ues
beyond that allowed in FM 34-52, but there is no direct evidenceand
were acting in concert with regard to physical assaults of detainees.
es of Negligent Homicide and Conspiracy were unfoun
elate to
due to the fact there is insufficient evidence to believ
acts or
omissions were the legal cause of HABlBULLAH's death. Legally, sufficient evidence
officer and senior NCO chain of command supervision exists to mitigate
esponsibility for the abuses by his soldie s
to Obey a Lawful Order
was unfounded because credible evidence indicates
empted to comply with
the order of the BCP legal advisor to end the practice of overhead chaining prior to the
second death (as documented in CTD ROI #0137-02-CID369-23533) and his soldiers
simply failed to follow that guidance
ffenses of Dereliction of Duty and False
Official Statement w' e rd to
emain valid in that there is still probable
cause to believe
id not adequately investigate complaints of abuse of
detainees advanced by the ICRC and deliberately mislead investigators about the conduct
of his soldiers during the investigations of both deaths.
Investigation to date has found no existing CJTF180 guidance authorizing any of the
described actions as approved tactics, techniques and procedures (other than the use of
standing restraint as a disci linary meas e in the BCP SOP). The responsibility of
supervisory personnel
and
was to ensure their subordinates were
acting IAW existing guidance, whic they failed to accomplish.

STATUTES:
Article 92, UCMJ: Dereliction of Duty
Article 93, UCMJ: Maltreatment of a Prisoner
Article 107, UCMJ: False Official Statement
Article 119, UCMJ: Manslaughter
Article 134, UCMJ: Negligent Homicide
Article 128, UCMJ: Assault ConsUmmated by .a Battery
Article 80, UCMJ: Attempted Escape
Afghan Penal Code of 1976: Assault

EXHIBITS/SUBSTANTIATION:
ATTACHED .
1. Agent's Investigative Report (AIR) of SA
detailing initial notification of the death; interview of 1LT

ate

c 02,
preliminary
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observations related to the remains of HABIBULLAH; interviews of CPT illillind
MAJ (DIM; death scene examination; collection of records related to tpe custody
and care of HABMULLAH; interviews of SPC
nd SFC
ous rief
ti ns
F180 leadership; interviews of SSG
SPC
teret
ordination with AFIP;
interviews of SGT
IP me • 1 autopsy;
ais
itiof CPT
SPC
SSG
d SGT
; the conduct of a field test for drugs o a substance in
HABIBULLAH's belongings; the conduct of a health and welfare inspection of MP
belongings by the 377 th MP Co; and receipt of the Death Certificate.
2. Copy of medical treatment packet recording care for HAB1BULLAH on the
night of his death, including SF Form 600, Chronological Record of Medical Care, dated
4 Dec 02; DA Form 3894, Hospital Report of Death; and blood work, EKG strips and
various lab results.
3. Sworn Statement of SPCIIIIRdated 4 Dec 02, detailing his
observations and actions relating to the collapse and death of HABIBULLAH.
4. Sworn Statement of SFC OEN dated 4 Dec 02, detailing his initial
notification of the death and actions subsequent becoming aware of the death.
5. Sworn Statement of SSG Mated 4 Dec 02, detailing his observations
and actions as the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) on duty in the BCP on the night of
HABIBULLAH's death.
6. Sworn Statement of SPCINIMIdated 4 Dec 02, detailing his actions and
response relative to the collapse and subsequent death of HABlBULLAH.
7. Sworn Statement of SG
4 Dec 02, detailing his knowledge of
health issues HABMULLAH demonstrated during his last interview with MI on 3 Dec
02.
8. Sworn Statement of SPCOIMI dated 5 Dec 02, detailing his interactions
with and treatment of HAB1BULLAH during his incarceration within the BCP from 30
Nov to 4 Dec 02.
9. CID Form 36E,
Test Analysis of Suspected Controlled Substances, dated
7 Dec 02, prepared by SA which documented his screening of a substance
found among HABIBULLAH's personal effects and produced negative results for the
presence of marijuana, heroin and cocaine.
10. Copy of
02, in which 1L

Statement of Recognition of Deceased, dated 9 Dec
verifies HABIBULLAH's remains.
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Form 2064, Certificate of Death, prepared by Dr.
on 8 Dec 02, listing HABIBULLAH's cause of death as pulmonary
embolism and his manner of death was deferred pending further investigation.
12. DD Form 2064, Certificate of Death, prepared by
14
Dec 02, listing HABIBULLAH's death a result of a pulmonary embolism and ruled it a
homicide.
13. Copy of Sworn Statement of SSG
, dated 10 Dec 02, (unsigned)
detailing his actions and observations relevant to the treatment of and interaction with
HABIBULLAH during his incarceration and describing an assault he suffered at the
hands of HABIBULLAH.
14. AIR of S
MPs

SG
PC
w ess interviews

3 Dec 02
g sus I ect inte ews with 377th
SPC
C
SG
SG
PC
SPC
GT
SGT
and 5191
t
ators SP
SPC
SPC
SPC
T
ervices Civilian Interpreters
rie •
ous ersonn
CJTF180
AJ
d COL

15. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SPC
ted 16 Dec 0 "
hi e denied striking HABIBULLAH, but reported SPC struck
[as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534].

ill

16.
ver Certificate and Statement of SGT11111111dated 16 Dec 02, in
whichrecounted an incident in which HABIBULLAH kicked him in the groin
during m processing and another incident in which there was a strug'
"g
multiple MPs and the detainee was physically overpowered by MPs
dmitted
to striking HABIBULLAH twice in the shoulder with a closed fist in order to gain his
compliance, when the detainee pinned hand between his (HABIBULLAH's)
legs.
17. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SPC
ec 02,
observation of HABIBULLAH spitting on SP
in 3 Dec 02.
lso denied striking HABIBULLAH or seeing anyone else strike him.
dmitted to striking
conduct documented in OD ROI #0137-02CID369-23534.
Beta'

18. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SPC
dated 17 Dec
detailing his interaction with HABIBULLAH during his incarceration.
recounted an escape attempt by the detainee and admitted to striking H IBULLAH
multiple times in the common peroneal area (using his knee) with the permission of SSG
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MO
the SOG. He also observed SPC-also strikee detainee multiple
times in the presence of and with the permission of SSG
he SOG.

19. Sworn Statement of Mr
ed 17 Dec 02, detailing his
observatiaigig MI interrogations o
wherein he
GTE=
and SPC 11.1111111e
ssault and &illy the detainee.
eported the
misconduct to SSG
I NCOIC who dismissed an excused the conduct as
"necessary", as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534.
20. Waiver Certificate and iiit&-ijaita
l - I of SPC
dated 17 Dec 02, denying
ith HABIBULLAH. lade state
d to his manhandling
and SPC
administering water to
during an interview
session, as documented in
ROI #0137-02-C1D369-23534.
21. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SPC 111111,1at ed 17 Dec 02, detailin
his recollection of aninterview session with HABIBULLAH conducted by SGT
tated
reported being struck by the MN (NFI) in his left outer thigh,
as • ocumented m ID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534.
22. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SGT IM dated 17 Dec 02, detailing
iysically painful stress positions/techniques, an physical
hysical manipulation of
, during interro '
cumented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534.
dmitted to strikin
n the back of his knee to force him into a
kneeling position. No information relevant to contact with HABIBULLAH is contained
within the statement.
23. Sworn Statement ofallair dated 18 Dec 02, detailing his observations
relevant to interrogations of HABIBULLAH. He denied observin in
opriate
behavior from MI Interro ors re ed • AB
ecounted
multiple assaults by
and
s documented in CID ROI
__#0137-02-CID369-23534. He also described
force feeding water into
mouth, choking him, as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534.
24. Sworn Statement AM dated 18 Dec 02, describing an interview
session with HABIBULLAH one day prior to the detainee's dea
n
HABIBULLAH complained of pain in his chest and abdomen.
also reported
HABIBULLAH was unable to bend his knee
sit on the floor, he was also
't-tin u hlegm throughout the interview.
iso recounted talking with
at the request of the MPs (NF
was chained to the ceiling in his
cell, complaining he needed medication.
ported the complaint to the MPs
(NFI) who checked the detainee's nails and dismissed the matter, stating the man was
fine, as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534.
25. Sworn Statement of
dated 18 Dec 02, detailing he observed no abuse
of HABIBULLAH and could onl recall
icipati
terview with him. He
reported MI Interrogators SPC
and SPC, kicked the buttocks of
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IIIIIIIBNFI) and ulled his beard.
ft the interview suite and reported the
conduct to SSG
MI NCOIC, who dismissed the incident as permitted.
26. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SPC
w
he had no contact with HABIBUL
thi
and complaints from other PUCs
as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-0D369-23534.

18 Dec 02, in
etails his contact
regarding other abuse,

27. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SPC
dated 18 Dec 02,
his involvement in three interview sessions of HABIBULLAH, wherein SGT
was the lead interrogator. He denied either interrogate bused HABIBULLAH,
but they were told by the detainee that the MPs (NFI) beat him.
ecalled
HABIBULLAH was carried into all the interviews and never walked un er his own
power.
28. Non-Waiver Certificate of SPC

ated 19 Dec 02.

29. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SGT 111111dated 19 Dec 02, denying
he struck or observed anyone ail
s'
IBULLAH, but admitted he heard rumors the
MP Guards (NFI) struck him.
eportecl HABIBULLAH entered each of the first
two interviews under his own power, but was carried into the last (third) interview. He
noted HABIBULLAH was spitting up a thick substance, which the interpreter told him
was a by-product of discontinuing the use of a local tobacco product.
30. Waiver Certificate and State
, dated 19 Dec 02,
admitting
d permis
strike HABIBULLAH for
his hood.
as told to make t
"light".
further recounted
complained
e was
dehydrated and administered water to him.
scribed
s not
problematic and stated he had no knowledge of anyone striking im, as documented in
CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534.
31. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SPCMIN dated 19 D
admitting he struck H
ULLAH several times at the direction of SSG
and
witnessed SPC
strike him several times, because the detainee was lifting his
hood.
32. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SSG
20 Dec
detailing
his effort to attempt to feed HABIBULLAH, on the night of his death.
lso
recounted being briefed by the previous shift that each time HABIBUL AH raised his
hood, the guards administered common peroneal strikes.
33. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SSG
ted 20 Dec 02,
denying he had any involvement with HABIB
ecounted he was
involved in an incident on 9 Dec 02, with
w erein the de ainees was placed
in corrective restraints for talking and ref -using to stand.
escribed the
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confi r • of the chaining and indicated
hands w over his head.
sed another PUC
o translate and learned
elt his cuffs
were too tight and he wanted to be permitted to rest/slee
attern ted to
adjust the cuffs and a fight ensued, during which
observed SP
administer one common peroneal strike. Multiple MPs responded and the detainee was
taken to the floor, ultimately he was shackled to stretcher and placed in an Isolation Cell,
as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534.
34. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SKIIIMIated 21 Dec 02,
admitting he deli ered se ral common peroneal strikes to HABIBULLAH durin his
incarceration.
de similar admissions related to his abuse of
as
documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534.
35. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SGT
ed 21 Dec 02, in
which he described HABIBULLAH's spitting on SPC
n3 Dec 02 and
observing the detainee later that evening
nied striking or
seeing anyone else strike HABIBULLAH.
recounted enforcing a course of
sleep deprivation used onl
at the direction of MI (NFI) and
requested use of he restroom as a ruse to et
e rest from being chained
e s
night.
lso recounted SPC
orce feeding water down
throatduring an interview session, all con uct documented in OD ROI #1037-02CID369-23534.
36. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SGT_ dated 21 Dec 02,
admitting he used pressure point control to cjoigialiciaimder his nose) to motivate
HABIBULLAH to comply with directions. 1111111Wenied any use of common peroneal
strikes on any PUCs, based upon the extreme dif erence in height between him and most
detainees he stated it unsuitable for use.
enied any significant involvement
with
37. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SAM, dated 22 Dec 02, wherein
he references an earlier statement on 10 Dec 02 (contained with CID ROI
7-02involveme
• HABIB
stated he
observed
and
trike
on separate
occasions, inside the cell, but he felt the use of orce was lawful.
38. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SPCIIIIP, dated 22 Dec 02,
admitting he assisted SFC
in straining HABIBULLAH when he stuck his
hands out of the Is ion
ounted a struggle in the airlock with
multiple MPs and
herein
struck the detainee
on
peroneal strike, as documented in OD ROI #013 - 9-23534e. illif
ith a c° is o
described CPR efforts by MPs on the night of
each.
39. Waiver Certificate
Stat
2 Dec 02
admitting he participated wit
and
in chaining HABIBULLAH to the ceiling in the Isolation Cell with his hands over his
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affiigiat,
r
i
head. Hewitness
trike t e detainee three times in common peroneal area and
observed
hastise
or unnecessary use of force.
40. Non-Waiver Certificate of SG1111111. dated 22 Dec 02.
41. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SGT1111111111 dated 23 Dec 02,
wherein he denies having any contact wit HABIB
AH. He recounted the airlock
incident in which multiple
as documented in CD ROI
#0137-02-ClD369-23534.
triking either detainee, but confirmed
SGT
recollection o
se in using the restroom to obtain a
break rom sta din restraint. He observe
eliver one common peroneal
strike t
42. AIR of S
NCOIC SS

dated 21 Jan 03 documentinartierview of the MI
; and 377th MPs (SP
, SPC
d SSG

43. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SSG.", dated 26 Dec 02,
detailing he was the N OIC of the MI Unit Platoon ergeant and in charge of MI
Operations in the BCP.
ecalled
old him HABIBULLAH was
treated harshly by the MPs
at the detainee
ly combative ith MPs
reuirin him to be subdued.
itted
infor ed him
an physically assaulted
He talked with
she described
the incl ent very differently.
tated he reinforced with
the rules that MI
followed which did not permit abusive h sic contact with detainees, as documented in
CID R I #0137-02-C1D369-23534.
dmitted he was informed of SPC
se of water on
and he felt the complaints were not credible and did
not ear -urther scrutiny.
efended the use of "stress techniques/safety
positions" as being in line with existing DoD policy.
44. Sworn Statement of SP
31 Dec 02, wherein he describes
the training the 377 th MP Company receiv
ii
e use of common peroneal strikes and
pressure point control techniques (PPCT).
w as the alternate trainer for his
platoon, based on certification he had with the Indiana State Police (ISP) and the Indiana
Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA).

1111

45. Sworn Statement of SPC
ated 31 Dec 02, wherein he describes the
training the 377th MP Company received
use of common peroneal strikes and
pressure point control techniques (PPCT
was the trainer for his platoon, based on
certification with the Indiana Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA) and in Basic Training
and AIT at Fort Leonard Wood, MO.
46. Waiver Certificate and Statement of SS
dated 21 Jan 03, in
pts his earlier statement of 10 Dec 02 (Exhibit 13) and admits he struck
twice with his fist in the detainees' right side, during the aforementioned
struggle in the airlock, as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-0D369-23534.
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AIR of SAM dated 14 Mar 03, documenting coordination with LTC

JA, wherein he was provided copies of all exhibits to the report to date;
cei t the Final Autopsy Protocol of HABIBULLAH; and an interview of CPT
48. Final Autopsy Protocol and Toxicological Findings of HABlBULLAH, dated
24 Feb 03, indicating HABIBULLAH died from a pulmonary embolism, secondary to
blunt force trauma and his death was a homicide.
49. Sworn Statement of CPT111.1111111ated 14 Mar 03, describing the 377 th
MP Compan 's tra . • for their mission in Afghanistan and the Rules for Use of Force
in the BCP
described the development of the BCP SOP and training the unit
received on locations on the body where blows could be delivered safely, as identified in
the Monadnock Baton Chart.
50. Monadnock Baton Chart (color coded) indicating areas safe for baton use.
51. AIR of SA
dated 11 Jun 03, documenting coordination
with the 377th MP Company leadership and collection of relevant documents (Permanent
Order 179-001, dated 28 Jun 02; the 377 th Tactical SOP, dated May 99; and the unit alpha
roster, dated 3 Jun 03; Emergenc Action SOP and Emergency Rece tion Procedures);
iews o
SG
SG
, SS
SPC
SSG
itness interviews of CPT
and suspect interview of SSG
52. Permanent Order #179-001, activating 377 th MP Company for deployment to
Afghanistan, dated 28 Jun 2002.
53. 377th MP Company (Guard) Tactical Standard Operating Procedure (SOP),
dated May 1999.
54. 377th / /MP Company Disturbance/Riot Emergency Action SOP, undated.
55. Sworn Statement of CAM dated 8 Jun 03.
56. Sworn Statement of SSGIlliedated 8 Jun 03.
57. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SS

11 Jun 03.

58. AIR of SAIIIIIIIIated 13 Jun 03, detailing coordination with MI to
obtain an classified BCP and MI SOPs (dated 30 Jun 90), reconstruction of facility
sketches, collection of a tube of blood (HABIBULLAH), attempts to construct a timeline
of events, coordination CITF to locate records on capture of HABIBULLAH, obtaining
classified AR 15-6 Report results withwirin statements obtained by the
Investigating Officer and interviews o
and
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59. Sketch Packet, daicliagjaterior design layout of BCP and reconstructed
crime scene sketches of SAME. dated Apr 03.
60. Timeline, prepared by SAMMIIII, significant events during
HABIBULLAH's incarceration.
Copy of Sworn Statement of SSG
dated 16 Jan 03, taken by COL
15-6 Officer, detailing his work experience, team composition, techniques
applied (including the use of safety positions) and recommended improvements for MI
operations within the BCP.
Copy of Sworn Statement of CPT
dated 17 Jan 03, taken by COL
5-6 Officer, detailing his unit's pre-deployment and sustainment training,
experience, schedule within the BCP, punishments in the BCP, familiarity with the
USDB rules on infractions/pundshments, understanding of execution of sleep deprivation
and improvements suggested for the BCP.
63. Copy of Sworn Statement of CPTdated 17 Jan 03, taken by COL
5-6 Officer, detailing her unit makeup and experience level, methods used to
measure proficiency, sequence and techniques of interrogation, use of sleep deprivation,
and limits on use of physical contact with PUCs.

Millf

64. AIR of SA
'SA 1111111, dated 24 Aug 2003, detailing the rationale
for the formation of the Task Force, observations from review of case file and evidence to
date, coordination with subject matter experts (SME) in Army Corrections, preparation
and submission of Crime Lab Exam Request to USACIL.
65. Military Police Program of Instruction Training Outline Packet, detailing the
tasks, conditions and standards for detention operations and prisoner handling training
provided for military police in the summer of 2002.
66. DA Form 3665, Crime Lab Request, dated 24 Aug 03, requesting USACIL
examine four items of personal property seized from HABIBULLAH upon arrival at the
BCP, as documented under ECD Voucher #0063-02 for poisons, toxins, controlled
substances and medications.
67. AIR of SA
SAM, dated 28 Aug 03, detaili
I Ne interpreters for interview, interviews of CPT
examined
at FOB Salerno
his capture) and CPT
physician
a OB Salerno with
Titan Serv.N

' tion with
who
(another

68. Sworn Sta n
Sketsilif CPT ingindated 28 Aug 03, detailing
his examination of
UC Mat Forward Operating Base (FOB) Salerno,
shortly after his capture by US Forces.
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69. AIR of SAM/SAMMIldated 9 Sep 03, detailing collection as
evidence of an After Action Review from the Mobilization Assistance Team (MAT) Ops
on the 377th and the Post Mobilization Training Support Requirements (PTSR) of CPT
n the 377th
y's trainin n
• ordination's with MAT Ops
Staff, interviews of CPT
d SSG
(who trained the 377 th MP
Company at Fort Dix, NJ prior to the unit's deployment) and canvass interviews of other
trainers with no specific recollection of the 377 th MP Company.
70. Copy of AAR, signed by CPT
dated 30 Jun 02, pertaining to the
performance of the 37 ti
ompany during a Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE) on
detention operations.
-ioted a lack of familiarity with 95C (Corrections) tasks
and poor preparation at squad/team level as well as the chain of command and the unit
lacked a Tactical SOP for the mission.
71. Copy of PTSR, signed by CP
dated 11 Jun 02, detailing his
unit's training requirements for five critical task areas in EPW Operations.
72. Sworn Statement of CAW dated 9 Sep 03, detas observations
and responsibilities as the Officer in Charge of the 377 th's MRE.
referenced the
same tasks, conditions and standards contained in the above referenced POI (see Exhibit
65) as the grading criteria for the MRE.
73. Sworn Statement of SSG Mallidated 9 Sep 03, detailing his
observations related to the training of USAR soldiers and instructions by the MAT Ops
staff to the 377 th MP Company that they were not to use common peroneal (knee) strikes
on detainees.
74. AIR of SAMISAIIIII, dated 23 Sep 03, detailing coordination with
tent Prints Division re
'
tterned impression on the left calf of
d interview of COL
USACIL indicated based on the lack of
scale on a plane with the injury, they could not reach a conclusion about the genesis of
the mark.
75. Sworn Statement of COL
23 Sep 03, detailing his
HABIBULLAH as he was in processed at the BCP on 30 Nov 02.
HABIBULLAH "looked well" with no signs of illness, injury and no
medical complaints, other than one cavity in a tooth.
exam

76. AIR of S

SA

dated 6 Nov 03, detailing interviews of
, and SJA and AMP coordination's.

77. Sworn Statement of SFCRAIffedated 7 Oct 03, detailing his
observations relevant the 377 th MP Company training at Fort Dix, NJ, for which he was a
Unit Assistor.111111111.rovided a copy of an email from 1 st Army acknowledging
the 377th MP Company was below standard in several areas, but directed deployment
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anyway. He also provided a copy of correspondence between the 211 th MP and the 377 th
78. Copy of Electronic Message Traffic (Email), dated 26 Jun 02, detailing MAT
Ops, Fort Dix, NJ notation the unit did not meet validation criteria and should be
REFRAD (Returned for Additional Training). 1 St Army response was to fix what they
could and deploy the unit on schedule.
79. Copy of Memorandum, entitled "Non MTOE Items Needed for Deployment
to KAF", dated 14 Jun 02, signed by CPT
MP Company. The memo
detailed for the 377 th MEP Company, training requirements specific to detention facility
operations.

11111&11 th

80. Sworn Statement of CPT
dated 15 Oct 03, detailing his
observations relevant to the 377th MP Company training at Fort Dix, NJ, for which he
was a Unit Assistor.
tated the 377 th MP Company taught Unarmed Self
Defense (USD) internally and they were instructed batons were not permitted in a US
Detention Facility. He confirmed the training conducted at Fort Dix, NJ was IAW with
the POI provided in Exhibit 65.
worn Statement of 1111111 dated 27 Oct 03, detailing his obse ation of
restrained in an Isolation Cell with his hands cuffed overhead.
described observing interpreters (including place a detainee in a kneeling
position and interlockin
ers behind his head, forcing his head down until the
detainee cooperated. lso described other positions used to cause physical
discomfort to detainees and indicated he could not recall the names of the interrogators
but would recognize photographs of them.
82. Sworn Statement of LTC
dated 29 Oct 03, the physician who
pronounced HABIBULLAH dead on 2013Z/3 Dec 02. He indicated HABIBULLAH was
dead on arrival at the Emer Mir and he did not attempt to revive him based on his
obviously deceased status. doted injuries (bruising) to HABIBULLAH's left
chest, thigh and nose areas, as well as swelling to the left knee.
83. AIR of SA
ated 20 Nov 01 detailing interviews of
Titan Services interpreters
and MOW coordination with
Regional Medical Examiner
regarding re-enactment photographs
contained in photo packet; check with CITF to locate possible witnesses to the incident
who were still at the BCP; coordination with 327 th MP Bn Cdr LTC
coordination with 327 th MP Bn Corrections SME (SFC
and search of BCP
for pass-on books, medical records; command briefings of CJTF180 Staff members.
84. Sworn Statement and Sketch ofillillir dated 15 ^^o 03, d
observations relevant to interrogations he translated for in which
physically abuse
They used "safety positions" to caus
discomfort and kicked him or hit him when he failed to maintain the positions.
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warned

not to hit 011111,"too hard" Cause
was so small.
eported his observations to
ho stated "it was wrong" and
indicated he would talk with elt1111111understood
tolerated and made excuses for the interrogators a usive conduct. He observed
later making jokes about having physical contact with detainees.
observed
eta es chained to the ceiling of th •
r hours as punishment and he witnessed
1110111directed the MPs to chain
to the ceiling of the airlock, after an
interrogation. He com leted a sketch of the positions he by iiii
rti s to an
interrogation of
in which he observe
and
assault the
detainee.
85. Sworn Statement of
dated 0 Nov 03, detailing his observations
relevant to interro ations he translated for in which
abused
In the final interrogation, prior to
observe
slammed the detainee's chest into the table, and forced water into
DILAWAR's mouth, choking him He observed DILAWAR in physical distress
sha • tired, weak, complaining of numb hands and feet; and asking for water).
structed DILAWAR to kneel, which the detainee stated he could not.
structed the MP to put DILAWARon his knees, which the MP (NFI) did by
stepping on or kneeling on his knee.
concluded the interview by shaking
DILAWAR and threatening him with transfer to
'can prison, where according
e would be "
a woman".
instructed the MN to keep
ILAWAR awake.
also described assaults on other detainees, he witnessed
committed by
and

1

our

86. Sworn Statement of
21 Nov 03, detailin his observations
relevant to interrogations he translated for in which he obse
and
PUC
• • and pulling his beard).
orted several
mei en s tob
dismissed the conduct and
elt the friction
created by his comp aint caused his transfer from the BCP.
87. Nov 2003 Escalation & Application of PUC Punishments in the BCP.
88. AIR of SAM. dated 1 Dec 03, detailing his collection of military ID
photographs for use in identification line-ups from the Defense Manpower Data Center
(DMDC).
89. Copy of CD-ROM, containing identification photographs from DMDC.
90. AIR of SAIN dated 15 Dec 03, detailing interview of,receipt
of USACIL Lab Results, Task Force In-briefing, research into compounds discovered in
USACIL examination, receipt of DCII Name Checks on identified subjects — no persons
were found to have criminal histories.
91. Sworn Statement and Photo ID Sheets o
11 Dec 03,
detailing his observations relevant to interrogations he translated for in which Mr
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interrogated HABIBULLAH the da* prior to the detainee's death. HABIBi liAli
: , was
very sick, spitting up phlegm and the interrogators gave him a spit cup.
recall
HABIBULLAH could not bend his
t leg (at the knee), but was stubborn and gave
smart responses to questions. ENE wanted to employ the kneeling "safety position",
but settled f. . . 1 • HABIBULL on the ila of thecialiwe'§ swollen ee
and foot.
'dentified
s
as 1111111rand
as
ased on photographs shown to him of the interrogators at BCP in Dec 02.
stated DILAWAR was ordered on sl ep deprivation by either
or CPT
for many hours. MPs asked
to get DILAWAR to stop
yelling/screaming. The detainee told
if he " s left in shackles another hour
he (D
would die". DILAW told
e needed a "doctor and a shot",
which
passed on to MPs, who dismissed the complaint. The following day
earned DILAWAR died.
92. USACIL Lab Report #2003-CID131-1751, dated 19 Nov 03, which found
nicotine, camphor and mefenamic acid in compounds taken from the personal effects of
HABIBULLAH. Mefenamic acid was found in the tablets contained in the foil packet
collected from HABIBULLAH.
93. AIR of SAIllir dated 31 Dec 03, detailing coordination with Indiana Law
Enforcement Academy (ILEA) to obtain a copy of their Physical Tactics Manual, the
conduct of F1NCEN searches to locate current addresses for persons of interest and
receipt of evidence from the Bagram Branch Office into the Mid-Atlantic Fraud Field
Office.
94. ILEA Physical Tactics Manual, containing training guidelines for the
application of common peroneal strikes and other Pressure Point Control Techniques
(PPCT).
of SA
dated 30 Dec 03, detailing the interview of MAJ
who ronounced DILAWAR dead and the collection of copies of journal
made about the incident.

entries

96. Sworn Statement of MAJIIIIIIIIrdated 30 Dec 03, detailing his
observations and actions on the night he pronounced DILAWAR dead
97. Copies of journal entries from MAJ Mr from 4-21 Dec 02, detailing
his personal observations recorded about events he witnessed his first three weeks in
Afghanistan.
98. AIR of S
an 04 detailing attem to
interviews o
d
and a
commander's coordination/briefing provided for CO
r, 525 MI Brigade.
99. Non-Waiver Certificate of

dated 6 Jan 04.
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100. Non-Waiver Certificate of

dated•6 Jan 04.

101. Non-Waiver Certificate of Mdated 6 Jan 04.
102. Non-Waiver Certificate of IIIIIIIr, dated 6 Jan 04.
103. Non-Waiver Certificate of illIllr6 Jan 04.
104. Non-Waiver Certificate of
105.

6 Jan 04.

SAllitted 15 Jan 04, detailing intervi
d
and attempted interviews o

nd

106. Sworn Statement of CPTIMIrdated 10 Jan 04, detailing his response
to the BCP for HABIBULLAH who was in rigor mortis when the medical team arrived.
107. Sworn Statement of SSG
dated 13 Jan 04, detailing his
observations upon responding to the BCP when HABIBULLAH died. He also noted the
detainee had been dead for sometime.
108. AIR of S
attempts to interview

dated 15

4, detailin interview of
nd

ind

109. Sworn Statement o
ated 15 Jan 04, detailing the assignment of
sold- rs within the 519' Interrogation cell, training received from and
n the use of safety positions, the day to day operations of the Intell
element run b
d his recollection of interviews with HABIBULLAH.
110. Non-Wavier Certificate of

dated 15 Jan 04.

111. Non-Waiver Certificate of IMIIIIIrdated 15 Jan 04.
112. Non-Waiver Certificate of dated 15 Jan 04.

i8

13. AIR of SA n dated 21 Jan 04 detailing interviews of SFC
SPC
FC
a SGT NW
114. Person Under Control (PUC) Questionnaire of

dated 21

Jan 04.
115. PUC Questionnaire of

dated 21 Jan 04. .

116. PUC Questionnaire of

dated 21 Jan 04.
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117. Sworn Statement and Sketch of 11., dated 21 Jan 04, detailing the
composition of 3rd Platoon, 377 th MP Company and training received on common
peroneal strikes within the unit, the use of sleep deprivation by MI in the BCP,
handcuffing of detainees to the ceilings of the BCP. He discussed his understanding of
the use of compliance blows and strikes and recounted a discussion with SJA about the
chaining. The response was the cuffs could not cut off circulation and MN could meet
force with equal force.
118. PUC Questionnaire ofllMdated 21 Jan 04.
119. Sworn Statement of
dated 21 Jan 04, detailing training he
received from the unit; the use of the common peroneal strike; use and enforcement of
sleep deprivation with the detainees through standing restraint in the isolation cells.
12
SSG

of SA
PC
d CPT

ated 22 Jan 04 detailin i rviews of SPC
G
, SPC
SGT

121. PUC Questionnaire of
122. PUC Questionnaire of

, SSG

dated 22 Jan 04.
dated 22 Jan 04.

123. PUC Questionnaire of111111111rdated 22 Jan 04.
124. PUC Questionnaire of1111111111ated 22 Jan 04.
125. PUC Questionnaire of

dated 22 Jan 04.

126. PUC Questionnaire of MI dated 22 Jan 04.
127. PUC Questionnaire of 11111111, dated 22 Jan 04.
128. Sworn Statement of
dated 22 Jan 04, detailing clarification of his
previous statement to CD on 8 Jun 02 (Exhibit 55) and the AR 15-6 Investigating
Officer on 17 Jan 03 (Exhibit 62), related to the deployment preparation of the unit,
coordination with the 211 th MP Company, and training at Ft Dix, NJ. Publishing of the
377th Standard Operating Procedure, coordination and relationship with the MI personnel,
handling of the detainees, and training of the members of the 377th MP Company. The
utilization of compliance blows by MP personnel.
129. 377th MP Company (Guard) Tactical Standing Operating Procedure (SOP)
for Enduring Freedom 2002, undated.
130. AIR of SA
SPC

dated 22 Jan 04 detailing interviews of SPC
PC Mr SPC
nd
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131. PUC Questionnaire offal", dated 22 Jan 04.
132. Sworn Statement of fated 22 Jan 04, detailing his instruction of
Pressure Point Control Techniques (PPCT) to members of the 377 th MP Company.
133. Sworn Statement ofillillrdated 22 Jan 04, detailing his involvement
with HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR.
134. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
admitting he struck HABIBULLAH numerous times.
135. Non-Waiver Certificate of
SG

136. AIR of S
SP

dated 22 Jan 04,

fated 22 Jan 04.

dated 23 Jan 04 tailin interviews of SPC
P
SGT

and SSG

137. PUC Questionnaire oilli. dated 23 Jan 04.
138. PUC Questionnaire of _dated 23 Jan 04.
139. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement o ft101.111t, dated 23 Jan 04,
detailing the training and deployment of the unit and stri ng HABIBULLAH with
common peroneal strikes.
140. PUC Questionnaire ofill1111111Idated 23 Jan 04.
141. Sworn Statement of III, dated 23 Jan 04, detailing training
received by the unit to inc ude "Raven Training" at Ft Dix, NJ. Her observations of
d a third MP who brought HABIBULLAH back to the
downs airs iso ation cell.
turning
rning to the cell, HABIBULLAH
isting
but was struck by
a common peroneal strike and
ho
administered a sidekick to the chest of HABIBULLAH. She also detailed her
observations related to the death of DILAWAR.
142. Second Sworn Statement ofallEir dated 23 Jan 04, providing
clarification of the "Raven Training" received by the unit and the disposition of the unit
log books.
143. Waiver Certificate, Sworn Statement and Photo ID of
Jan 04, detailing his involvement in restraining HABIBULLAH while
delivered common peroneal strikes.
144. Non-Waiver Certificate of1111111dated 23 Jan 04.
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ted 23 Jan 04 detailin interviews o
SGT
SPC
SGT
PC

and

146. PUC Questionnaire of Illiated 23 Jan 04.
147. Sworn Statement o
ated 23 Jan 04, detailing the training in
PPCT he gave to members of the 377 MP Company.
148. PPCT Defensive Tactics Instructor's Manual, undated.
149. PUC Questionnaire of

mat

dated 23 Jan 04.

150. Non-Waiver Certificate of..., dated 23 Jan 04.
151. Non-Waiver Certificate of

int dated 23 Jan 04.

152. PUC Questionnaire of Tated 23 Jan 04.
153. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of Mr dated 23 Jan 04,
detailing his knowled of a detainee who requested and subsequently received medical
care from Dr. .n re and to a complaint of stomach pain. Also, he detailed
knowledge of having overheard
ched one of the two men who died in the
stomach and on guard duty one of the men told him through a translator that his stomach
was hurting.
154. PUC Questionnaire of IIIIIrdated 23 Jan 04.
155. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement
dated 23 Jan 04,
detailing HABIBULLAH was kept in standing restraint for an entire day shift.
156. PUC Questionnaire of

dated 23 Jan 04.

157. PUC Questionnaire of
158. PUC Questionnaire of

23 Jan 04.
sated 23 Jan 04.

159. Sworn Statement of
dated 23 Jan 04, detailing his observations
relevant to the treatment of DILAWAR and administration of water to prevent
dehydration.
160. Waiver Certificate and PUC Questionnaire of
fated 23 Jan 04,
detailing denying any knowledge of or participation in ill treatment of either detainee
who later died.
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161. PUC Questionnaire ofillOrlated 23 Jan 04.
SPC 162. AIR of SA

dated 24 Jan 04 detailin interviews of CPL
SPC
d SPC

163. PUC Questionnaire of1.1.111Pated 24 Jan 04.
164. PUC Questionnaire of

dated 24 Jan 04.

165. Non-Waiver Certificate ofillirdated 24 Jan 04.
166. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement o
dated 24 Jan 04,
detailing train as a 95C Corrections Specialist and previous deployment to Kosovo as
a prison guard.
admitted to striking HABIBULLAH and implicated
and
n striking HABIBULLAH on the nigh ......._....
t the detainee died.
itted he strut ILAWAR twice on the thigh with his Unnirknee
during the detainee's stay in the Isolation Cell.
lso admitted he could not recall
the details related to DILAWAR or HABIBULL
ecause he struck a number of
detainees in the BCP with regularity and could not differentiate between events.

wt

IR of SA NEM dated 26 Jan 04, detailing the interview of SFC
and the collection of a Pressure Point Control Tactics handout, two
training schedules for the 377 th MP Company (Jan 02), seven class rosters, and six
photogaphs, as evidence.
168. Copy of Pressure Point Control Tactics training class handout.
169. Copy of Jan 02 377th MP Company Training Schedule, reflecting EPW
training was conducted between 12-17 Jan 02.
170. Copy of sign in sheets for 377 th MP Company EPW training Jan 02.
171. PUC Questionnaire of

dated 26 Jan 04.

172. Copies of six photographs from Jan 02 377 th MP Company EPW
Training.
173. Copies of Mar 02 377 th MP Company Training Schedule, reflecting
additional EPW and handcuffing technique training.
174. Copy of Memorandum of CP
dated 22 Jan 02, changing the
377th MP Company's drill schedule to focus on METL tasks for a projected GTMO
deployment.
of S
and SSG

dated 26 Jan 04, detailing the interviews of SGT
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176. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
dated 26 Jan 04,
detailing PPCT training and admitted th
the restraints on detainees, he saw
no reason for the use of knee strikes.
also detailed nutritional
supplements for body building being used by members of the unit during the deployment.
177. Sworn Statement WM, dated 26 Jan 04, detailing her duties
and responsibilities as the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) within the BCP and her position
in accounting for detainee property. She also described the rules for use of force and
reviews of conduct by SJA within the BCP during her tour there.
ated 2
etailing theltraiii-ws of SGT
SFC
SGTA
,FC
SSG
d SPC
d the receipt of a com act disc
containing digital images of the 377 th MP CO in Afghanistan from SFC
179. PUC Questionnaire of

dated 27 Jan 04.

180. Sworn Statement of gillMlIllrated 27 Jan 04, detailing the
training sessions scheduled for the 377 th MP Company prior to deployment, while at Fort
Dix, NJ (awaiting movement) and information on inappropriate use of force he heard of
or observed within the BCP.
181. PUC Questionnaire ofillIllrated 27 Jan 04.
182. Sworn Statement ofillillardated 27 Jan 04, detailing her duties
and responsibilities as the 377 th MP Co Supply Sergeant, and participation in unit training
which was digitally photographed and maintained on a CD-ROM.
183. Copy of Compact Disc obtained from SFC
184. Sworn Statement of dated 27 Jan 04, detailing his
knowledge and observations regarding 377' MP Company training at drills prior to
deploying and in preparation for deployment at Fort Dix, NJ. He also related activities of
MPs at the BCP, until he•edeployed in Nov 02, due to family issues.
185. Sworn Statement and PUC Questionnaire ofilledated 27 Jan 04,
detailing his deployment with the 377 thMP Company as a mechanic and
he heard
from within the unit about those MPs responsible for the two deaths.
•
• elude mission made in The W on Wheel Bar, Quatar by suspect MPs
in
admitting to common peroneal knee
strikes
186. AIR of SA
Mr.

WIT 04, detpin the i t iews of SSG
and SPC
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187. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
dated 28 Jan 04,
detailing his actions to restrain DILAWAR in the airlock and the assistance rendered to
him (CPR) at the time of his death. He denied delivering co
on e eal strikes, but
a •tte
defendin•
uring the airlock struggle.
bse
nd
unishing detainees by. making them "PT".
admitted to restraining detainees to the ceiling of the Iso Cell with the detainees hands
stretched out to the side. He also described the use of body building supplements within
the unit and the administration of sleep deprivation at the direction of MI personnel.
188. PUC Questionnaire o

dated 28 Jan 04.

189. PUC Questionnaire of11111114ated 28 Jan 04.
190. Sworn Statement of11111111111ated 28 Jan 04, detailing his
observations relevant to the attitude and conduct of 3 rd platoon, 377th MP Com an
members related to detainees and their physical disci
e of detainees.
detailed an incident wherein he witnessed SG
lam
= gainst a wall in
an Iso Cell. He further detailed assaults by SP
gains c e amees by propelling
them down a flight of stairs blindfolded (goggled or hooded), resulting in facial iniu
as present during a drill period (post deployment) when
admitted he was responsible for the death of a detainee, by his use of common peroneal
strikes.
191. AIR of S Alki ,ted 29 Jan 04 detailing the interviews of SPC.
SPC IIIIIIII SPC
SPC 1111.111
M id SPC
Mr.
192. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
dated 29 Jan 04,
detailing his description of how the detainee he escorted downstairs became injured when
* away from him and tripped. The than suffered a cut to the nose,
the detaineepulled
which
stated was treated by the medic, SPC
He admitted familiarity
with the "blue ook" (BCP SOP). He denied striking any etainee, but admitted to using
other PPCT techniques.
193. Sworn Statement of
dated 29 Jan 04, detailing his previous
experience in guarding detainees (nine months in Kosovo with the 391 st MP Company).
C. Mdescribed how members of 2nd and 3rd Platoon administered multiple common
peroneal strikes to detainees in Isolation, who
ecalled was a "top dog" and spit
on him. He also stated this man was the last detainee to die (DILAWAR). He further
described bruiabserved on the detainee's leg, while he wa
treated by a
medic (NFl).
lso recounted admissions made by
ho said "I may
have killed one of the detainees."
194. Sworn Statement o
, dated 29 Jan 04, detailing the
implementation of sleep deprivation by handcuffingdetainees to the ceiling of the
Isolation Cells at the dir ction of MI
He also recounted admissions he
heard from
bout the dea of a detainee.
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195. Sworn Statement of
dated 29 Jan 04, detailing his knowledge of
the use of dietary supplements by 377 1 MP Company soldiers and his observations that
everyone who toured the BCP knew of the use of sleep deprivation and standing restraint.
196. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement ofillillirdated 29 Jan 04,
admitting he was uncertain HABIBULLAH spit on/at him and was still alive when he
struck him with common peroneal strikes for spitting at him. He also added comments
on the jokes within the 377 th MP Company (post deployment) about "death by knee",
referring to the manner in which the two men were killed.
197. Polygraph Examination Report of SPCIMIllidated 29 Jan 04.
(USACRC and file copy only).
198. AIR of S A
1111111111WSPC

ira SPC
dated 30 Jan 04, detailing the interviews of PFC
IIIIIMIr

199. PUC Questionnaire of 111111.111 dated 30 Jan 04.
200. PUC Questionnaire ofillidated 30 Jan 04.
201. Waiver Certificate, Sworn
and Sketch of
dated 30
Jan 04, detailing assaults committed by
nd himself upon DILAWAR while he
was resisting standing restraint in Isolation. He admi
them struck the detainee
(DILAWAR) with common peroneal strikes twice.
also admitted to lying
in earlier statements and described admissions made by
who recounted
delivering knee blows to DILAWAR.
202. Polygraph Examination Report of SPC
(USACRC and file copy only).

imui203.rSPCAIR of S

, dated 30
SPC

204. PUC Questionnaire of

dated 30 Jan 04.

detailin the interviews of SPC
SPC
nd SPCIIIIIIIF
dated 30 Jan 04.

205. Sworn Statement
.30 Jan 04, detailing his knowledge of
standing restraint for punishment of facility rules. He admitted no direct knowledge
related to either of the deceased detainees, but described other behaviors by MPs, which
disturbed him.
206. Non-Waiver Certificate of SPC

dated 30 Jan 04.

207. Sworn Statement( AIM dated
ated 30Jan
J 04, detailing his observations
relevant to activities within the BCP during his brief time there as a relief shift. He
recounted ordering SPC
om an Isolation Cell for yelling at a detainee. He
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added most of the unit did not share things with him, because he is related to the unit
1SG.
208. PUC Questionnaire ofilliff dated 30 Jan 04.
209. Sworn Statement of IIIIIIdated 30 Jan 04, detailing the use of kneeling,
standing and "roman chair" positions and ai
• • for punishment. He also described the
use of sleep deprivation within the BCP.
felt the detainee's treatment was
inhumane and cited racism, bias and use of steroids within members of the unit as a
possible cause of the treatment. He also stated everyone (CIA, MI and MP leadership)
knew the MPs were mistreating the detainees, but nothing changed until the deaths.
210. AIR of SANK dated 30 Jan 04, detailing the interview of SPC
UMW
211. Non-Waiver and Sworn Statement of
detailin his obse ati ns regarding abuse of detainees by
nd
ho administered multi le re et'•
n peroneal strikes to
a menta ly handicapped detainee (`
eft co
due
to an injury from being struck by a ve c e. e reco
issions by
who
reportedly "beat the crap out of a detainee".
also admitted to using a
common peroneal strike on a detainee in Iso ation for being loud and noisy.
AIR of S
1111111212.
SPC

SSG

dated 31 Jan 04, detailin the interviews of PFC
nd SPC

213. PUC Questionnaire agar dated 31 Jan 04.
214. Sworn Statement of 1111E dated 31 Jan 04, detailing his
observations and action within the BCP and training the 377th MP Company received in
preparation for the mission.
,215. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
dated 31 Jan 04,
detailing his understanding of the use of force guidelines and their functional
employment. He recounted a struggle with HABIBUL
who was in standing
restraint in an Isolation Cell, he was present when
punched the detainee in the
abdomen or hip.
216. Non-Waiver Certificate of
2

dated 31 Jan 04.

IR of SAlliplated 1 Feb 04, detailing the interview of SPC

218. PUC Questionnaire of
219. AIR of SA

gun

dated 1 Feb 04.

dated 1 Feb 04, detailing the interview of 1SG
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220. Sworn Statement of 1SGIVIrated 1 Feb 04, detailing her
observations and actions during the 377
Company tour in Afghanistan.
stated CPT
red her to stay out of the prison B
. e recount
ults
witnessed by
, which were committed by
d
the use of MP working dogs to frighten detainees and linking by soldiers of 3r Platoon
during the deployment.
221. AIR of
and SPC

dated 2 Feb 04, detailing the interviews of SPC

222. PUC Questionnaire of ...rated 2 Feb 04.
223. Sworn Statement of
dated 2 Feb 04, detailin
incident he
witnessed in the general population area of the BC
herein
icked a detainee
up by his throat and held him in the air, until SFC
yelled at him to stop.
224. Non-Waiver Certificate of IIIIIIIIIr dated 2 Feb 04.
AIR of SA
nd Mr.

ted 2 Feb 04, detailing the interviews of Mr.

allir

226. Sworn Statement of
dated 2 Feb 04, detailing rumors and
observations he recalled pertaining to the treatment of detainees by members of the 377 th

MPCompany.

227. Sworn Statement of
dated 2 Feb 04, detailing his
observations and actions relevant to the care and treatment of detainees within the BCP in
Afghanistan in Dec 02.
228. AIR of S
SGT 111111111md 2L

dated 3 Feb 04, detailing the interviews of SPC11111,

Pit

229. Waiver Certificate, Sworn Statement and Sketch of
dated 3 Feb
04, admitting and describing the 30-37 common peroneal strikes e a mistered to
DILAWAR while the man was chained standing an the Isolation Cell of the BCP.
230. Sworn Statement o 11111.11 ated 3 Feb 04, detailing the actions of
377th MEPs to effect sleep deprivation and other punishments at the direction o I
Interrogators. He also described the use of steroids by
and
231. PUC Questionnaire o

3 Feb 04.
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111111

only).

. Polygraph Examination Report
dated 3 Feb 04, which details
onfession to striking DILAWAR multiple times (USACRC and file copy
33. AIR of SAlladated 4 Feb 04, detailing the interview of Mr.

234. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement ofallidated 4 Feb 04,
detailing his contact with
LAH and ILAWAR, while performing duties as
the Isolation Cell guard
observed
trike DILAWAR and was
present when DILAWAR was found hanging from his restraints in the Isolation Cell, the
night he died.
235. Waiver Certificate ow. dated 31 Jan 04.
of SA

dated 4 Feb 04, detailing the interview of 1LT

237. Sworn Statement of 1LT
ated 4 Feb 04, detailing the
medical response to HABIBULLAH's death and an SJA Officer told him standing
restraint was authorized to enforce discipline.
238. AIR of SA

11111111tand SFC

dated 5 Feb 04, detailing the interviews of SFC

239. Sworn Statement
dated 5 Feb 04, detailing his
observations as a supervisor in the BCP. He noted the detainees were chained standing
for hours and the practice
known by all levels of MP leadership, including the.
CJTF180 PM (MM
who toured the facility and observed men restrained in
this manner.

1 I I I I I It

240. Sworn Statement of
dated 5 Feb 04, detailing his
st toon Sergeant,
observations as
377th I
I • , during the Afghanistan
deployment.
indicated he remove
om the BCP for rough
handling of PUCs and he recalled the medical personnel who responded to the first death
telling him the man "had been dead awhile". He felt the deaths were due to na
causes and stated he did not have any indications any of his soldiers (other than
ad mistreated d ain .es.
AIR of S
dated 5 Feb
tailing the interviews of SGT
and SG
ated 5 Feb 04, detailing the fact he is
often mist
possibly resulting in someone
ulted a
detainee.
rued committing any assaults and add_e
honed
his house several times attempting to determine what he
told CID during his
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interviewtso described the pills being taken by aIMMIIIIrmd others
from 3"I platoon to enhance their body building efforts.
243. PUC Questionnaire oflillidated 5 Feb 04.
244. PUC Questionnaire ofailliated 5 Feb 04.
245. AIR of SAIMItated 6 Feb 04, detailing the interview of SFC
MON
246. Sworn Statement and Sketch ofNada ted 5 Feb 04, detailing his
knowledge of operations within the BCP, as he ran the Tactical Operations Center for the
BCP and recorded detainee logs in the computer. WO so provided a detailed
description of the computer and indicated its location within the facility on a sketch.
247. AIR of S
1111101and SPC

dated 6 Feb 04, detailing the interviews of SSG

248. Sworn Statement ofdated 6 Feb 04, detaili his
edge
of operations within the BCP during the Afghanistan deployment. ted his
platoon had limited contact with the detainees as they were working the Entry Control
Points during the timeframe of the deaths.
249. PUC Questionnaire
250

ofiliNg dated 6 Feb 04.

of SAMMOrlated 7 Feb 04, detailing the interview of SFC

251. Sworn St
of an incident in whit
several minutes, screaming at him.
feet dangled during the incident.

, dated 7 Feb 04, detailing her observations
ee by his arms or clothes, off his feet for
as much larger than the detainee, whose

of SAM. dated 7 Feb 04, detailing the interview of 1LT
253. PUC Questionnaire of 1L1

7 Feb 04.

254. AIR of Sdated 7 Feb 04, detailing the, interview of 1LT
255. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement o
dated 7 Feb 04,
rd
detailing his observations as t
on Leader, 377 MP Comp
he
deployment to Afghanistan.
etailed questioning by CP
f all
aders and Platoon Sergeants about "illegal PUC beatings" after the first death.
th in led out members of 3 rd Platoon to question further about abuse of
detainees
explained an incident, which occurred on a repatriation mission. A

dirt
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b3rinit

detainee became frightened
hambering a round ilia
while approaching a hot
landing zone and efecated on himself, apparently interpreting
:act as a hostile
intent.
djusted practices after that incident to ensuredetainees were not able
to observe MPs chamber rounds during approaches to LZ(s). He denied he abusing
detainees and indicated he had no knowledge other members of his platoon abused
detainees.
256. AIR of S
Af

dated 13 Feb 04, detailing coordination with 428 th
th MP Com any for the MPCompanytlcefursdiolveth37
deplo ents d interviews of those soldier PC
GT
SPC
SPC
d PFC

'

257. PUC Questionnaire of

ated 13 Feb 04.

258. Sworn Statement of 1111, dated 13 Feb 04, detailing his observations
as a member
A L' ^^I. unit cross leveled to the 377 th MP Co for the Afghanistan
deployment.
observed an unidentified white, mal-._ 14 '
common
peroneal strikes to a detainee in Isolation who refused to stand,
elt the
blows were unjustified because the man was resistant to direction, bu was not combative
or threatening to the MPs. He could not recall which MP he observed doing this, nor
which detainee was assaulted.
259. Sworn Statement of
dated 13 Feb 04, detailing his observations
as a member of a USAR MP unit cross leve ed to the 377t h MP Co for the Afghanistan
deployment. He recalled MPs deliverin
on peroneal strikes to detainees during
within the facility and
described an assault on an MP (SPC
'early in the deployment, but had no specific recall of events related to
DILAWAR or HABIBULLAH.
260. PUC Questionnaire ofillarted 13 Feb 04.
261. PUC Questionnaire ollinr, dated 13 Feb 04.

r

AIR of Sillillrated 24 Feb 04, detailing the interview of SSG

263. Sworn Statement of
, dated 19 Feb 04, detailing how he was
disturbed by other interrogators in the 519 th MI Bn's tactics for interrogations.

arfr

4. AIR of SAIIIIIIrdated 29 Feb 04, detailing the interview of MAJ

265. Sworn Statement of
dated 29 Feb 04, detailing his knowledge of
medical treatment and documentation of that treatment of detainees from the BCP, as the
Patient Administration Director, in charge of record keeping at 48 th Combat Support
Hospital.
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AIR of SAMSA
, dated 1 Mar 04, detailing the interview of
CPT
formerly Cdr, 377 MP Company (USAR), until one month prior to the
unit's Afghanistan deployment.
267. Sworn Statement of CPT
dated 1 Mar 04, detailing her
observations as the 377 th MP Company Commander, for the two years prior to the
Afghanistan deployment. She detailed the unit's previous deployments training and
experience and preparation for anticipated deployment to GTMO.
had no
direct knowledge related to the deaths as she did not deploy with t e unit, command of
the company was assumed by
n May 2002.
268. IR of SAA, dated 2 Mar 04, detailing the interview of
MAJ
formerly Cdr, 211 th MP Company, who preceded the 377th MP Company
in operating the BCP.
269. Sworn Statement of MAJ
dated 2 Mar 04, detailing his observation
the Afghans were among the most compli
est o le he ever handled. He admitted he
wrote the BCP SOP and sent it to CP
He indicated detainees were punished
by being made to stand, but never affixedtny object. He stated only one detainee was
ever injured during his tenure and it occurred during a well documented escape attempt.
The detainee recovered fully from the broken nose he got during the recapture.
AIR of SA
dated 2 Mar 04, detailing the interview of SPC
CP/MP Medic and the collection as evidence of a Memorandum prepared
b
in which he detailed allegations by three detainees they were injured by
American forces at Khandahar.
271. Sworn Statement °AIM'dated 2 Mar 04 detailing his knowledge and
involvement with the detainees as the BCP Medic.
ad no specific recall of
either man who later died.
272. Copy of Memorandum For Record, dated 14 Sep 02, written bill...
in which he detailed allegations by three detainees they were injured by American forces
at Kha ahar, and attendant Security Classification Memorandum, authored b
dated 1
lassifying the document FOUO, despite "Secret" markings
p aced on it by
2 3. AIR of SA

6 Mar 04, detailing subject interview of CPT

274. Waiver Certificate o 101111Pt 1054/6 Mar 04.

■

275. Waiver Certificate of
Mat 1130/6 Mar 04 and Sworn Statement of
dmitting he knew 377 th MN struck restrained detainees and that he probably
talked to is men about it because of complaint she heard and suspicions the use of force
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was illegal. IMOalso discussed a special relationship he had with two detainees,
which he fostered without direction from anyone.
276. Polygraph Examination Report of dated 6 Mar 04 (USACRC and
file copy only)
7 AIR of SAM dated 6 Mar 04, detailing there-interview of
d his i ntification of the photographs o
d
as described in previous a previous interview assaulting

ollair

278. Sworn Statement and Photographic Identification Sheets
dated 6 Mar 04, detailing assaults upon detainees he witnessed by MI Interrogators.

4.

171191.; AIR of SAM, dated 7 Mar 04, detailing interviews AIM
280. PUC Questionnaire offing dated 7 Mar 04.
281. Non-Waiver Certificate ofalle dated 7 Mar 04.
282. Non-Waiver Certificate ofillirdated 7 Mar 04.
2 . AIR of Sedated 22 Mar 04, detailing the interview of SGT

284. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
22 Mar 14,
detailing his participation in the airlock struggle with DILAWAR.
as on
top of the airlock waiting to other MPs to get DILAWAR's hands close enough to cuff.
He assisted in moving him to the Isolation Cell, cuffed to a stretcher.
stimated DILAWAR was restrained standing for 50-60 hours straight at
the BCP.
/.
285. AIR of AMP, dated 24 Mar 04, detailing his interview ofallite
detailed his observations on the night of HABIBULLAH's death verbally, but refused to
reduce his statement to writing.

e

wilikAIR C

dated 25 Mar 04, detailing re-interviews of CPT

d SP ofirill
S

287. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of li. dated 25 Mar 04,
detailing the routine use (and general knowledge among ea phip)
ers of standing restraint
and sleep deprivation at the BCP.
288. Copy of
01111ssued b

randum for Record, Summary of Counseling regarding 1SG
dated 6 Mar 03.
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289 Waive k Certificate and Sworn Statement oMI ated 25 Mar 04, denying
witnessing...deliver common peroneal strikes.

gu

e0. AIR of SA; dated
30 Mar 04, detailing a re-interview of SPC
1111/
egarding informatiollilltrovided on 29 Jan 04, without benefit of rights
advisal.

291. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement ofiliallidated 30 Mar 04,
detailing his ol , Eavations
the mist tment of d- ainees inside
the BCP.
escribed
and himself
(among others) striking DILAWAR repeatedly with common peroneal stri es because
they were amused by his cries to Allah for help.
292. AIR of
interview

dated 31 Mar 04, detailing attempts to contact and rewho refused to cooperate further and was no longer in the USAR.

93. AIR of SAIIIIIIIPated 6 Apr, detailing the re-interview of
294. Waiver Certificate and Sworn State
MIMIdated 6 Apr 04,
in which he describes a warning from SF
between the death of
HABIBULLAH and that of DILAWAR.
tated it "came down from
command" hands on punishment was to be avoided and verbal correction used instead..
295

of S
dated 8 Apr 04 deta in interviews of SSG
, MAJ
and 1 LT
as the 211 th MP
Company
NG COIL or the BCP, prior to the unit being re ieve by the 377 th MP
Company.
was the CJTF 80 Provost Marshal until Nov 02 and supervised
MP Operations in the BCP.
as part of an escort element, which transported
d' e from Khandahar to Bagram, but was not involved i escorting DILAWAR.
dicated he believed another MP (SFC
was the escort for
ILAWAR.

law

296. Sworn Statement of111111111111
4
, dated 31 Mar 04, describing the
operation of the BCP under the tenure o the 211 MP Company and his impressions of
the Relief in Place (RIP) they conducted with the 377 th MP Company in Sep 02.
297. Sworn Statement ofillillidated 7 Apr 04 detailing his responsibilities
as CJTF180 Provost Marshal and his impressions of CPT
Cdr, 377th MP
Company's poor job knowledge, lack of leadership and poor per ormance.
2 8. IR of SA
, dated 9 Apr 04, detailing the interview of CPT
SAMPS Instructor, who trained the 211 th MP Company on common
peroneal s ' es.
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299. Sworn Statement o
, dated 9 Apr 04, describing Non-Lethal
Capabilities Set (NLCS) he provided as the 3 r Army and Combined Forces Land
Component Command (CFLCC) Provost Marshal representative and limitations placed
on the use of NLCS techniques. They were to be used for controlling escape attempts
and self-defense only.
300. AIR of SA
dated 17 Apr 04, detailing the interview of
who was the USAF Liaison for movement of detainees to GTMO.
301. Sworn Statement ofillelated 17 Apr 04, detailing his observations of
and interactions with the 211 th MP Company (NCNG the 377 th MP Company (USAR)
the 2 3rd MP Company, Fort Stewart, GA.
land carried information to CPT
hich was sent to assist in preparing the unit to assume control of the BCP
from the 2 l th.
30 AIR of S
SPC
and SP
transported him to the hospital.

d 27 Apr 04, detailing interviews of CPT111111.
who responded to the BCP when DILAWAR died and

303. Sworn atement of
dated 23 Apr 04, describing the ambulance
run with SPC Lo the BCP on 10 Dec 02. He documented his actions and
observations on the night DILAWAR died.
304. Sworn Statement of SPCdated 25 A r 04 escribing his
observations and actions on the ambulance nm with CPT
o the BCP on 10 Dec
02, the night DILAWAR died.
305. AIR of SA
dated 30 Apr 04, deta•li
rbal interviews of USAF
Ravens Trainers:
SAF), CMSGT
SAF), MSGT
(USAF) and LT
SAF). The Ravens Team was designed to instruct so di rs
and airmen on the correc restraint techniques and safe - aircraft movement of detainees.
306. USAF Operation Fundamental Justice Training Bullets, dated 3 Jan — 26
Aug 02; Ravens Training Tables 1 and 2 and Pressure Point Control Tactics Outline.
298. USAF Ravens Training Database, listing 78 me
of the 377th MP Com s an who attended trainin • PFC
SPC

SPC
SPC
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308. AIR of SA
CJTF ership and
CJ2X.

date
04, detailing interviews of
onnel: COL
15-6 Officer.
J
eputy Cdr Bagram Air Base; LT
Deputy
ICRC Liaison/BCP Legal Advisor; COL
J2 and
Bagram Air Base Commander.

309. Sworn Statement and Sketches of
detailing his observations and actions as the CJ2X s
intelligence, at Bagram from May-Nov 02.
of MI personnel were supervised by CPT

, dated 24 May 04,
sor of counter and human
stated "day to day" operations

310. Sworn Statement and Sketche of LICIIIIIrdated 24 May 04, detailing
his observations relative to the BCP.
supervised maintenance and construction
projects in the BCP, but he had very limited contact with or knowledge of soldiers or
detainees inside the BCP.
311. Sworn Statement and Sketches of LTC11111111, dated 25 May 04,
detailing his contribution to the formulation of the AR 15-6 Report and responsibilities
related to advising the CID criminal investigation of both deaths.
312. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of MAJIIIMPlated 26
May 04, detailing his responsibilities as the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) Liaison for the BCP. He described his review of CID investigations in that
capacity and detailed decisions by the SJA (CO
on the applicability of AR
190-8 inside the. BCP. He also detailed research conducte on and discussions of areas
disputed by the ICRC, related to the use of handcuffs, punishments and sleep deprivation.
313. Sworn Statement of COL
dated 27 May 04, detailing his
responsibilities and knowledge as Bagram Air Base Commander, related to the operation
of the BCP.

m

ai AIR of SA
dated 9 Jun 04, detailin the interviews of MSGT
(USAF), SSGT
SAF), MSG
(USAF), CMSGT
SAF), SSGT
USAF), MSGT
AF), and MSGT
Si F) related
-j to Ravens training and instmction given to the 377 th MP Compa
l!!!
Dix, NJ.
315. AIR f SA
S
MAIIIIIIMA
and
alag CO
S

, dated 11 Jun 04, detailing the interview of

UMP
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316. Waiver Certificate and Unsigned/Unsworn Statement of MAJ
11111 dated
8 Jun 04 describi his duties and responsibilities as the ICRC Liaison officer preceding
MAJ.
and advice he gave to MP personnel assigned there.
317. Sworn Statement of MAJ
dated 10 Jun 04, describing his duties
and responsibilities as the Bagram Provost Marshal and the Duty, Law and Order (DLO)
portion of the 377 th MP Company mission.

OMM,

318. Sworn Statement of C
dated 1 Jun 04, describin
duties and responsibilities as the CJTF180 J2.
indicated CPT
was
well aware her team was prohibited from any p ysica contact with detainees. e also
indicated he directed the initiation of a Procedure 15 (an internal MI inquiry required by
regulation at the intimation of MI professional misconduct), although he was not certain
his direction was followed.
ingilliAIR of SA
ated 10 Jun 04, detailing the interview of SFC
formerly of the 21 MP Company, who escorted DILAWAR from
WITallimilliW
nc har to Bagram in Dec 02.
320. Sworn Statement of SFC
dated 7 Jun 04, describing his
recollection related to his escort mission on DILAWAR and observations related to cross
training with 377th MP Company personnel who roughed up an unidentified detainee.
1.
of SAIIISA1111111, dated 18 Jun 04, detailing the interview of
COL
TJF180 SJA who provided guidance to subordinate elements about the
conduct of operations within Afghanistan.
322. Unsigned/Unsworn State
Hand Drawn Organizational Chart and
Monandock Baton Chart of CO
dated 18 Jun 04 describing his recollection
of decisions and legal opinions during his tour as the CJTF180 SJA in Afghanistan.
323.
IIIIIIIIII 1LT

of S

ated

Jun 04, detailin t e re-interviews of SP IN
nd SFC

SSG

324. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SPAM. dated 16 Jun
04, confessing to repeated blows
WAR and d cribin his bservation related to
assaults on DILAW
and
also described
efforts by SF
to curb the behavior o his soldiers re ated to the corporal
punishment of detainees.
.

325. Non-Waiver Certificate of 1LTMill dated 16 Jun 04.
326. Sworn Statement of SSG MO 6 Jun
scribing his recollection
of a repatriation mission (described earlier by SFC
in which there was a
difference of opinion on the handling of detainees between the 21 st MP Company and the
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377th MP Company. Walliindicated no detainees were injured or assaulted during
the mission.
7 AIR of

dated 17 Jun 04, detailing the re-interview of SFC

328. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
- dated 17 Jun 04,
denying he was aware members of his platoon were physically abusing detainees.
329. AIR of SAIMIlidated 18 Jun 04, detailing the re-interview of SPC
111111111111
330. Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
describing a conversation he witnessed in Quatar in which
admitted to striking DILAWAR and hearing the detainee cry "Allah, Allah, Allah".
331. AIR of SAIONSAIMMIdated 28 Jun 04, detailing interviews with
six detainees at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base (GTMO) who were held at the BCP during
the time of both deaths. Two of the men witnessed DILAWAR being beaten by 377th
MPs in the airlock of a general population cell. The men were able to select the MN
involved in the beating from photographs of 377 th MP Company personnel.
332. Photo Arrays (Number "A" through "N").
of SAIIIISAllita, dated 15 Jul 04, detailing the interview of
SJA Coo ination with and collection of Grant of Immunity for
om LTG
dr, XVIII Abn Corps.

PC

334. Sworn Statement and Sketches of
dated 13 Jul 04, describing
the use, pervasiveness and intent of safety positions and sleep deprivation by MI
Interrogators at the BCP.
335. Memorandum for Rec
Testify", pertaining to SGT

title "Grant of
(AKA:

and Order to
dated 15 Jul 04.

336. AIR of SAM/ dated Jul 04, detailinf
-up interviews with
members of USAF Ravens (MSGT
d GYSGT
SM
. ch
concentrated on proper security of detainees for aircraft movement. dmitted
distraction techniques, such as the common peroneal strikes were used in training, but
they were to be employed to gain control over a combative detainee in flight.
33
ated 25 Jul 04, detailing the interviews of SSG'S".
and SSG
who trained the A Co, 519 th MI Bn Interrogators who assaulted
both of the detainees who later died at the BCP.
338. Non-Waiver Certificate of

dated 22 Jul 04.
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339. Non-Waiver Certificate oiling dated 25 Jul 04.
40.

of SA
dated 27 Jul 04, detailing his verbal re-in rviews of
SPC
d SSG
which explored the photographs ofin a
straight jacket inside the BCP (as ocumented on Exhibit 181 and in Exhibit 176). Both
soldiers reported the incident was a "joke" and stated no detainees were ever restrained in
the manner depicted in the photographs.
341. AIR of SA
dated 28 Jul 04, detailing his coordination with
Patient Administration Division (PAD) personnel, Brooke Army Medical Center
(BAMC), Fort Sam Houston, TX (FSHTX) who were the assigned custodians of records
from the 48 th Combat Support Hospital (CSH . Bot ABIBULLAH and DILAWAR
were pronounced dead at the 48 th CSH. SA
orwarded requests for medical
information to obtain any and all records on either man.
342. DA Forms 4254-R, Request for Private Medical Information on
HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR, dated 28 Jul 04.
343. AIR

•
AKA SPC
to Testify, fi-om LTG

dated Aug 04, detailing the interview of SGT
ursuant to her Grant of Immunity and Order

tatement, Sketch and Grant of Immunity/Order to Testify of
ted 31 Jul/1 Aug 04.
AIR of SAMS dated 2 Aug 04, detailing the interview of CPT
er Commander, Alpha Company, 519 th MI Bn, Fort Bragg, NC during the
period of their deployment to Afghanistan.
346. Sworn StatementMIP
ofdated 2 Aug 04, detailing his duties and
responsibilities related toee o ations of MI missions within the BCP and supervisory
responsibilities over CPT
. He described operational guidance and supervision
for the MI element in the BCP came from CJTF180 J2 Section and the company handled
routine soldier matters of admin, leave, pay, etc.
347. AIR of SAM dated 3 Aug 04, detailing the interview of MAJ
IIIIIIIIIIJTF180 Provost Marshal at the time of both deaths.
348. Sworn Statement of
dated 3 Aug 04, detailing his directions to
CPT
o discontinue enforcement of sleep deprivation for I missions and to
discontinue any form of chaining detainees to fixed objects.
ound through
spot checks, 377th MP
ill chaining detainees and con onted BERING about
the practice, to whic
responded not every one of his
i had gotten the
message.
Mated he again stressed the issue with
and followed up
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the direction with an e-mail addressed also to the 377 th MP Company Operations Cell
(run by SFC
349. AIR of SA NM dated 23 Aug 04, detailing receipt of medical records
of HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR from USA MEDCOM.
350. Certified copies of medical records of HABIBULLAH.
351. Certified copies of medical records of DILAWAR.
352

of SA
fated 23 Aug 04, detailing interview of SSG
and the construct of a composite sketch of

353. Sworn Statement of
354. Composite Sketch of

, dated 23 Aug 04.
,y SSG...1W

355. A
f
dated 31 Aug 04, detailing operational decision not to reinterview LTC
or the discrepancies in his statements, as they did not impact
the circumstances of either death.
01111101011111.' dated 17 Sep 04, detailing interview of SFC
and her observations and actions related to detainees being held
in restraints within the holding cells and chained to the door of an isolation cell.
357. Sworn Statement of11111111111111111Pdated 17 Sep 04.
358. AIR of SA
dated 4 Oct 04, detailing request and subsequent
interview of LTC
related to his knowledge of operations within the BCP
and the deaths of the two detainees.
st For Assistance (RFA), dated 24 Sep 04, requesting the interview of
LTC , by the Darmstadt Resident Agency, USACIDC. (USACRC and file
copy only)

detainees.

AIR of SA
ted 28 sep 04, detailing the interview of LTC
d his knowledge of operations within the BCP and the deaths of the two

361. Sworn Statement of LTC

27 Sep 04.

362. AIR of SA, dated 29 Sep 04, detailing RFA to the Bagram
Branch Office, USACIDC to locate and examine the classifiariter system utilized
by the 377th MP Company and the receipt of the AIR of SA
documenting
subsequent investigative activity.
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363. RFA dated 25 Aug 04, requesting to locate and conduct a forensic
examination of the classified computers assigned to the 377 th MP Company while they
operated the BCP. Addition
to locate and examine the classified e-mail accounts of
the CJTF-180 PMO (MM
and the Commander, 377th MP Company (CPT
OM, by the Bagram Branch Office, USACIDC. (USACRC and file copy only)
364. AIR of SA
P, dated 3 Sep 04, detailing investigative activity related
to attempts to locate and examine the classified computers issued to the 377 th MP
Company while operating the BCP as well as the classified e-mail accounts of the CJTF180 PMO and Commander, 377 th MP Company. The classified computers were no
longer in use at the BCP. Due to poor record keeping, the exact location of t
computers could not be established. The classified e-mail accounts for M
and CP
ad been removed from the Bagram classified server and no records
remained.
365. Copy of hand receipt, dated 1 Aug 03, detailing computer equipment issued
to the 327th MP Company, Bagram, Afghanistan.
A1111111111d
etailing
• telephonic interviews of CP Mar and
1SG
related to their deployment as members of the CJTF-180 PMO and
their duties and observations of BCP operations.
367. CD ROM containing Crime Scene Photographs, Autopsy Photographs,
Crime Scene Re-enactment Photographs, in a variety of subfolders.
368. (368.1 thru 368.8) Evidence Custody/Property Document (ECD) Voucher
#s: 0063-02; 0067-02; 0049-03; 0088-03; 0002-04; 0001-04; 0003-04; and 0004-04.
(USACRC and file copy only)
NOT ATTACHED:
Retained in the Evidence Repository of CID's Washington Metro Fraud Office:

369. One snuff case, (Item #1, Voucher #0063-02).
370. One bottle of liquid, (Item #2 Voucher #0063-02).
371. One foil packet of pills, (Item #3, Voucher #0063-02).
372. One bottle of liquid with stopper, (Item #4, Voucher #0063-02).
373. Fingernail scrapings of HABIBULLAH, (Item #1, Voucher #0067-02).
374. Cut beard hairs of HABIBULLAH; (Item #2, Voucher #0067-02).
375. Pulled pubic hairs of HABIBULLAH, (Item #3, Voucher #0067-02).
376. Cut pubic hairs of HABIBULLAH, (Item #4, Voucher #0067-02).
377. Rectal swabs of HABIBULLAH, (Item #5, Voucher #0067-02).
378. Oral swabs of HABIBULLAH, (Item #6, Voucher #0067-02).
379. Tape residue from ear of HABIBULLAH, (Item #7, Voucher #0067-02).
380. One tube of blood from HABIBULLAH (Item #1, Voucher #0049-03).
381. Three pieces of paper, AAR o
(Item #1, Voucher #0088-03).
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382. Three pieces of paper, PTSR of
#2, Voucher #0088-03).
383. Four sheets of paper containing Jan 02 377 th Training Schedule (Item #1,
Voucher #0002-04).
384. Seven sheets of paper, Class Rosters for 377 th MP Company Jan 02 Training
(Item #2, Voucher #0002-04).
385. Nine sheets-of paper, PPCT Training Outline from 377 th MP Company Jan
02 Training (Item #3, Voucher #0002-04).
386. Six photographs, from Jan 02 377 th MP Company EPW Training (Item #1,
Voucher #0001-04).
387. Five sheets of paper, Mar 02 377 th MP Company Training Schedule (Item
#1, Voucher #0003-04).
388. One sheet of paper, CPT
Memo requesting change to 377 th MP
Company Drill Schedule (Item #2, Voucher #0003-04 .
389. One sheet of paper, Memorandum for Record of
Item #1,
Voucher #0004-04).
Retained in Class V Classified Container, US Army Crime Records Center:

390. AR 15-6 Report of COL, 23 Jan 03 (title unclassified, but
contents classified).
391. BCP Standard Operating Procedure, undated and unsigned (title
unclassified, but contents classified).
The originals of exhibits 1, 3 thru 8 were attached to the USACRC copy of this report.
Originals of exhibits 14 thru 47, 49, 50, 51, 55 thru 60, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 72 thru 96, 98
thru 167, 171, 175 thru 271, 273 thru 287, 289 thru 348, 352 thru 364, and 366 thru 368
were forwarded with the USACRC copy of CID ROI 0137-02-C1D369-23534, while
copies of these documents were attached to the USACRC copy of this report. The
originals of exhibits 9, 70, 71, 168 thru 170, 172 thru. 174, 272 and 368 are retained in the
Evidence Repository, Washington Metro Fraud Office, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir,
VA 22060. The originals of Exhibits 11, 12 and 48 are maintained in the files of the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology (AFIP), 1413 Research Boulevard, Suite 102,
Rockville, MD 20850. The location of the original of Exhibit 13 is not known. The
originals of Exhibits 52 thru 54, 288 are maintained within the files of the 377 th MP
Company (USAR), 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH. The originals of Exhibits 2,
10, 350 and 351 are maintained within the files of the 48 th Combat Support Hospital, Fort
Sam Houston, TX. The originals of Exhibits 61-63 are maintained within the files of
Combined Joint Task Force 180 Ba
r Field, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
(attached to the AR-15 of COL
. The original of Exhibit 66 is maintained
within the files of the US Army Crime Lab, Fort Gillem
he originals of Exhibit 97
are maintained within the personal property of MAJ
. The original of Exhibit
365 was retained within the files of the Installation Property Book Office, Bagram,
Afghanistan.
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STATUS: This is a "Final (C)" report. This investigation was terminated IAW CLDR
195-1, Paragraph 4-17(a)4, in that the supported staff judge advocate is of the opinion
sufficient admissible evidence is available to prosecute the subject(s) for the listed
offense(s) if deemed appropriate, that additional investigation would produce only
cumulative evidence, and the identification of additional subjects or offenses is unlikely.
Additional leads, such as re-interviews of personnel connected to this investigation, that
may be undertaken at the request of the supported staff judge advocate will be completed
and documented in supplemental reports. Additiona ws or re-interviews of MI
Interro ators who have left military service
et al.) were not conducted at the request of SJA, ecause those
individuals cou d be charged under United States Code and any Army interview must
should first cleared with the US Attorney's Office haling jurisdiction over those (now
civilian) personnel SJA will pursue that avenue as appropriate.
ction T
n
Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC.

DA Form 4833) against
pending from the Cdr, 519 th MI

Commander's Report of Disciplinary Action Taken (DA Form 4833) against.", is
pending from the Commander, 304 th MI Battalion, Fort Huachuca, AZ.
Assistant US Attorney's Report of Disciplinary Action Taken (DA Form 4833) against
pending.
er's Re

(USAR), Inkster, MI.

REP

PARED BY:

pecial Agent,

Action Taken DA orm 4833
is pen mg om the Cdr, 300 MP Brigade

REPORT APPROVED BY:

CW5, Chief, Investigative Ops

DISTRIBUTION:
1. Director, US Army Crime Records Center, ATTN: CICR-CR, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort
Belvoir, VA 22060 (original).
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1. Commander, USACIDC, ATTN: Investigative Operations Division, 6010 Sixth Street,
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060.
1. Commander, 3 d Military Police Group (CID), Fort Gillem, GA 30050 (less exhibits).
1. Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, US Army Forces Command (FORSCOM),
ATTN: MAJ
777 Hardee Avenue SW, Fort McPherson, GA 30330

Aria

1. Office of the
ARRC-JA (LT
exhibits)

l e Advocate, US Army Reserve Command (USARC), ATTN:
, 1401 Deshler Street SW, Fort McPherson, GA 30330 (less

1. Commander, 300 th MP Brigade (USAR), 3100 South Beech-Daly Drive, Inkster, MI
48141
1. Commander, 111 MI Brigade, Fort Huachuca, AZ 85613
1. Commander, 525 th MI Brigade, Fort Bragg, NC 28310.
1. Provost

al Office, US Army Reserve Command (USARC), ATTN: AFRC-OPM
, 1401 Deshler Street SW, Fort McPherson, GA 30330 (less exhibits)

1. File.
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

0134-02-CID369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

Page 1 of 7 Pages
DETAILS

NOTE: Are times are in Zulu (Z). Local time is 4-1/2 hours more than Z.
BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION: About 2150Z, 3 Dec 02, CW31111111110111, Special Agent in Charge, Criminal
Investigation Task Force (CITF), Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354 AF), notified this office of the death
of a detainee being held at the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), BAF. CW3 did not know the details surrounding
the incident, however, he had been informed by the BCP of the death.
About 2220Z, 3 Dec 04, S
oordinated with SA
, CITF, BAF, who stated he had responded to the
American Hospital, BAF, as e was i
y the BCP that a etainee was found unresponsive at the BCP and had
been transported to the hospita
was requested to expose photographs of the detainee for docu
purposes. Upon his arrival, SA
as informed the detainee had died due to possible kidney failure. SA
s tated the detainee was listed with a Bagr
(BT) number 412, as he had arrived on 30 Nov 02 an ad not
been assigned a permanent number yet. SA
lso related BT-412 (later id
- a . kJ el • bib ULLAH about
30 years old, unknown residence, Tarin Khowt, A g
s a friend of Mr.
who was interested in the well-being of BT-412. SA
stated d been hel
'11W411111111218
Cell), where Military Police (MP) discovered him as non-responsive. S
elated 1LT
Platoon Leader, 377 th MP Co, BAF, was currently at the hospital and could provi e more details on this incident.

immiik iiimisur

About 2315Z, 3 Dec 02, SA
nd S
BAF, to conduct interviews and an examination o t e remains.
About 2325Z, 3 Dec 02, SA
0300Z, 3 Dec 02, and that he w
C o, BAF, of the incident. 1LT
when he first saw him. He also
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
unresponsive by SPC
while being fe
(SOG), SSG

his office, traveled to the American Hospital,

interviewed 1

is .latoon was on shift from 1500COIC, Night Shift, 377 th MP
stated BT-412 was already on a stretc er and in the front holding cell
T-412 was a possible known Ta
aeda and was bound for
was briefed by SFC
hat
BT-412 was found
th
o, BAF, in an ISO Cell about 1930Z, 3 Dec 02,
377th MP Co, BAF, and the Sergeant of the Guard
77 MP Co, BAF, were also present during the incident.
C

About 2330Z, 3 Dec 02, SA
conducted an examination of Mr. ULLAH's remains. He was male, about 30 years
of age; about 66" tall; 1751bs; brown eyes; and although initially annotated on the BCP inprocessing, sheet as having black
hair, Mr. ULLAH had a shaved head. There was an unknown pattern on his left earlobe, which extended to just under his
ear; and had two apparent birthmarks on his upper chest near the sternum. There was a contusion on the outer part of the
left thigh, which was approximately 5mm long and 3mm wide; one on the upper left arm just below the elbow, which was
approximately 4mm long; and two near the left elbow, which were approximately 1/2 mm in circumference. There were
abrasions on both of the wrists, which wrapped around each; and an abrasion, which was approximately 1 Omm long near
the lower left chest area. There were three medical monitor lead pads on the left nipple; left abdomen; and right lower
skin was cold to the touch; rigor mortis was apparent; and both eyes appeared to be dry and glassed over. SA
tained fingerprints and exposed photographs utilizing a Nikon digital camera. (see photos for details)
TYPEDA ENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION
87th Military Police

ir_..401
SA

Detachment (CID)(FWD)

Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

SIGNATURE

DATE

EXHIBIT
11

4
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DETAILS

bout 2340Z, 3 Dec 02, SIM interviewed CPT
, Charge Nurse, 339 th Combat
Support Hospital (CSH), BAF, who stated he was dispatched to the BCP and arrived there around 2000Z, 3 Dec 02. He
xamined BT-412 and noted there were no signs of life (no heart beat, no respiration, pupils fixed and dilated, and rigo ortis was beginning to set in), therefore no life saving measures were performed on e. B
he hospital around 2006Z, 3 Dec 02, and was hooked up to monitors by Dr. (LTC)
On-Call Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) Physician, 339 th CSH, BAF. The monitors were negative for signs ol
life. Blood was drawn and the remains were taken to be x-rayed. Attempts to draw urine were unsuccessful as there was
o urine to be drawn, and that, coupled with the results of the blood tests, indicated BT-412 died as a result of Acute
enal failure, meaning his kidneys had failed. The x-rays were negative for any acute injury.
10Z, 4 Dec 02, SA
interviewed Dr.
who reiterated what CP
had stated. Dr.
verified the monitors
11) were negative for signs of life and pronounced BT-412 dead on
amval (DOA) at 2014Z, 3 Dec 02. Dr.
lso stated BT-412 ha
ed prostate which had been pushing
against his kidneys, which did not allow them to function properly. Dr.
subsequently provided copies of Mr.
LAH's medical report, which included SF Form 600, Chronological Record of Medical Care; DA Form 3894, Hospital
eport of Death; and copies of the laboratory work sheets and printouts.
etween 0020-0050Z, 4 Dec 02, SAlligind SAIIIIIPconducted a death scene examination of ISO Cell
CP, BAF.

#7,

Characteristics of the Scene: ISO Cell #7 was located on the first floor of the BCP and was the last cell on the
ight side of the room. The cell was of wood construction and measured approximately 11 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 8
feet high. The ceiling was constructed of wire, approximately 1/4 inch in diameter. The entrance/exit was centered on the
ell and was also of wood construction with a small window opening with three metal bars. There were no other windows
r openings within the cell.
Conditions of the Scene: The cell was bare of any other furnishings and was clean. There was a .5 liter water
ottle in one corner, about 3/4 full, a pair of tan cloth booties, a pair of blue canvass shoes, a black hood, all near the
entrance/exit, and a dirty used surgical mask at the far wall opposite the entrance/exit. There was nothing else remarkable
about the cell.
Environmental Conditions: The temperature inside the cell was approximately 70 degrees Fahrenheit and the air

s dry.

Factors Pertinent to Entry/Exit: The door to the cell was pad-locked from the outside of the cell and could not be

eached from the inside of the cell. The door led to a make-shift hallway which led to the entrance/exit of the room.
Scene Documentation: SA
camera. (See Photographic CD for details)

exposed photographs of the scene utilizing a Nikon CoolPix 995 digital

Seizure of Evidence: There were no items of evidentiary value identified at the scene.
TYP

'

DSEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

SA

87th Military Police Detachment (CID)(FWD)
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

SIGNATURE

DATE

111111111

CID FORM 94
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bout 0055Z, 4 Dec 02, SA
btained Mr. ULLAH's BCP case file, from 1LT
which included
CP Incoming sheet; two Incident Report Local F
rm 4237-R, Detainee Personnel
ecord; DA Form 2823, Sworn Statement of SSG
7th MP Co, BAF, relating to an
incident that occurred on 2 Dec 02, with Mr. ULLAH; DD Form 2708, receipt for Inmate or Detained Person; and two
A Form 4137, Evidence/Property Custody Document, depicting property taken from Mr. ULLAH.
bout 0138Z, 4 Dec 02, SA
wed SPC
who rendered a sworn statement detailing his
owled . - of this inci
lated that around 1900z, 3 Dec 02, he went into BT-412's cell with SPC
d SGT
to give im food, which he refused to eat or dri
- 2 then spit on SPC
so they place im in corrective restraints., Around 1908z, 3 Dec 02, SS ntered BT-412's cell
an. oun•m slumping and medical personnel were notified. They all began to conduct basic medical treatment on BT12 and waited for medical personnel to arrive. Once BT-412 was found to not be responsive and not breathing, they
shed him to the hospital where he subsequently died. BT-412 was combative in that he had tried to get out of his
andcuffs several times and it left bruiges on his wrists.
it of runnin . aro
cell and banging into the
alls. When BT-412 was first brought in, he struck SGT
th MP Co, BAF, in the
genital area.
erous occasions. He tie
and he had grabbed the
shirt of SPC
77th MP Co, BAF. SPC
did not strike BT-412 and
ad not seen or witnessed anyone striking B -412.(See Sworn Statement of SP
for details)
bout 0250Z, 4 Dec 02, SA
rviewed SFC
who rendered a sworn statement detailing his
owledge of this incident. SF
relate
1925z, 3 Dec 02, he was called to ISO Cell one, Main
loor, BCP. BT-412 was not responding and SPC
was told to check his pulse, which was faint, and his
lood pressure was 118/36. About 1935-1940z an am u ance was called and arrived about 20 minutes later. The
tam
hat came to the BCP requested they take BT-4
'tal after they arrived at the
was
otified approximately 30 minutes later by 1 L
hat BT-412 was dead. SFC
relate
-412
came into the facility combative. He was always spi mg, constantly talking to the other detainees, and did not listen to
ny instructions or orders. The first day he arrived at the Confinement Facility, BT-412 hit a guard in the groin.
also spit on one of the guards, had struck a guard in the jaw, and tried to strike another in the stomach. SF
stated
not strike BT-412 and had not seen or witnessed anyone striking BT-412. (See Sworn Statement of SFC
r details)
bout 0355Z, 4 Dec 02, SAWbriefed COL
Combined Joint Task Force (CJ - , AF.

Commander, Dragon Brigade,

bout 0405Z, 4 Dec 02, SA
riefed CP
111111111111111. rial Counsel, Office of the Staff Judge Advocate
SJA), Dragon Brigade, CJTF-180, BAF.
bout 0415Z, 4 Dec
interviewed SS
ho rendered a sworn statement detailing his knowledge
f this incident. SSG
eat
1908z, 3 esponded
0
7, due to BT-412 not eating
and spitting at the ISO guard, SPC
When SSG
d SPC
he cell, BT-412 was
nresponsive. BT-412 received treatments to revive him, but they were unsuccess
told SPCIIIIII
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o go get th
doctor. After talking with SFC
e told
at he was going to call an ambulance
en SSG got back to the cell, SFC
and SP
ere putting BT-412 on a stretcher and
oved him to t e processing area to await
ance. SSG
re ate BT-412 was combative, non-complaint
unched guards, and spit at guards. SSG
her relate
2 had punched a guard, spit on several guards
icked a guard in the genital area, refused to walk when being escorted to the latri talked with other detainees, grabbed
several guards, and tried to get out of his cell when he was being fed. SS stat e did not strike PUC 412 and
ad not seen or witnessed anyone striking PUC 412. (See Sworn Statement o
or details)
bou

02, SA
riefed MAJ
hief, Operations Law, CJTF-180, BAF
was also the liaison with the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the Legal
dvisor to the BCP (Operations).
bout 0500Z, 4 Dec 02, SAMbriefed COL

Criminal Law, CJTF-180, BAF.

bout 0510Z, 4 Dec 02, SA
terviewed SPC
COM.ho rendered a sworn statement detailing his
owledge of this incident. SPC
related that around 1912z, 3 Dec 02, was summoned on the floor to ISO Cell
7 to help with a detainee. Upon entering Cell #7, he found BT-412 slumped over. He checked for a pulse and found a
eak, but steady carotid pulse
nd slow
m rub to stimulate him, but with no
eaction. He then helped SPC
and SG
77th MP Co, BAF, lowered BT412 to the floor. About 1920z, the sergeant of the guard, SSG
, told him to go get the medic at his tent and was
advised to contact an- ambulance and move BT-412
pital. BT-412 was moved to the front of the processing
oom to wait for an ambulance. About 1950z, SP
hecked BT-412's vitals again and found blood pressure of
115/68, weak pulse, very faint breath sounds, and is
is
not reactive. The ambulance crew
t two
mutes later to transport BT-412 to t
' . SPC
elated that when he observed SP
offer
T-412 bread, he spat at him. SPC
rther re a e BT-412 would not eat or drink SPC
stated he
did not strike PUC 412 and had not seen or witnessed anyone striking BT-412. (See Sworn Statemen of SPC
for details)
bout 1250Z, 4 Dec 02, SA
interviewed Mr.
Interpreter, BCP, BAF, who
spoken with Mr. ULLAH several times and there was no indication of Mr. ULLAH being ill or sick. Mr.
iso stated he never saw or heard about guards getting unnecessarily physical with any of the detainees.

11111

bout 13052 , 4 Dec 02, SA
coordinated with Dr.
Medical Examiner, AFIP, Washington
ed him on the circumstances surrounding this investigation pertinent to support from this office. Dr.
at
arrange for himself and two others to travel to BAF to conduct a Forensic Autopsy as soon
as possible. Dr. uested this office arrange for the remains to be dealt with by Muslim Clergy for burial
once the autopsy was comp eted.
bout 1400Z, 4 Dec 02,
interviewed SG
A Co, 519th MI Bn, BAF, who
endered a sworn statement detailing his knowledge ot is mei ent. SG
related that on 02 Dec 02, he
conducted the interview of BT-412. He noted that when BT-412 was being brought into the interview room by the
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guards, he was always uncooperative
ometimes have to be carried by the guards, even though BT-412 seemed
o be very coherent and healthy. SG
did not strike BT-412 and had not seen or witnessed anyone
striking BT-412. (See Sworn Statement of SGT
r details)

out

bout 1115Z, 5 Dec 02, SA
rviewed SPC 111.111.0who rendered a sworn statement detailing his
owledge of this incident. SPC
related that about 0900z, 3 Dec 02, he was assuming duties in the Isolation
lock Delta, at the BCP, BAF.
out 0900z, BT-412 had to be move to cell #
6, so the Engineers could
einforce the doors in the Isolation Block Delta. BT-412 would not walk, so SP
of assistance from another
elp carry him to ISO Cell #7, and back to Cell #6 when the Engineers had finished. About 1115z, SPC
ad to remove one of BT-412's cuffs to untangle him, because he repeatedly swung in a circle and wrapped his
resisted and pulle a d tried to grab his hand, scraping skin off his middle knuckle, and tried to jab
the chest. SPC
en got separated from BT-412 and cuffed the loose cuff back to the chain
e then loc e e cell and got help om o other soldiers. The three soldiers struggled to get BT-412 handcuffed again
and had to use wristlocks and common perennial hits to the thigh to get BT-412's attention in order to re-cuff huh. About
1200z, BT-412 was removed from a hanging position so that he could eat chow and pray. BT-412 then made steps toward
he o en cell
r and a wrist lock was used to pull on his hand shackles and he was pinned a •
ar wall of the cell.
SPC
elated he regained control of the situation and backed out of the cell. SPC
stated he required
elp om o er soldiers to re-handcuff BT-412. As soon as this was complete, about 12 z, BT-412 tried using his
chains on his cuffs as a sa
cutting throulh th
up. BT-412 constantly tried to
ull off his hood. SPC
notified SSG
7th
MP Co, BAF, who was the
Sergeant of tie u (SOG) and was instructed to .
n
a
slight
common
perennial
strike and pull his hood back
down. SSG
obs- a - the three tim S'
strike
BT-412
in
the
thigh,
and
he stopped trying to pull
he mask off.
nformed SPC
at the
and shift that h
mon perennial
strikes, but only after e • a gotten authorization to do so. SP
informed SP II
at BT-412 had
o be forced to do everything and that he should read the incl ent in e logbook. SP I
1a
a SPC
hat BT-412 was non-complaint and would not do anything that he was asked to I o.
urther
using the common perennial strike on BT-Me times in t
area due to his constant corn ative '
authorization from SSG
SPC
also related he observed SPC
77th MP Co, BAF, adrninistrate a common perennial strike to BT-412's thigh. ( ee Sworn
tatement of S
or details)
I

.

. i

4

A

• 2 - •

bout 1430Z, 5 Dec 02, SA
stated he interviewed Mr.
LLAH was ill or sick. SPC
he detainees.

interviewed SPC
Co, 519 th MI Bn, BAF, who
t after he had been rought to the BCP, and there was no indications that Mr.
lso stated he never saw or heard about guards getting unnecessarily physical with

bout 1140Z, 6 Dec 02, Dr. (LTC
Armed Forces Regional Medical Examiner, Office of the
rmed Forces Medical Examiner,
egional Medical Center (LRMC), APO AE 09180, conducted a preliminary
examination of the body, with SA
observing, and the following information was noted: After removing the
garment away from the groin area, o served what appeared to be lacerations on both sides of the upper legs near the hips;
and a contusion on the left calf (posterior). It was also observed that a pattern was made on the left calf, similar to the sole
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of a resoled Vibram boot. Dr.111111111r su
ody d i
(COL
for detai s

sisting Dr.
and GS-12

ersonlatmpdcei

y stated the injury to the upper legs were due to when the ER
hotographs utilizin a di i
mer.
the
SSGT (Air Force)
Dr
all assignet LRMC, APO AE 09180. ee Photogr phic CD

0700Z, 7 Dec 02, Dr.
onducted an examination of the cell in which BT-412 was kept. SA
osed several photographs utilizing a digital camera of the cell. (See Photographic CD for details)
bout 0730Z, 7 Dec 02, SA
terviewed CPT
er, 377 th MP
Co, BAF, who had no informa ion other than what was related to
is soldiers. CP
so minimum
provided a
copy of his unit's Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the BCP. The SOP reflected the guards will use the
amount of force necessary to maintain discipline and compliance The SOP does not reflect that blows will be
administered to any detainees if they do not follow instructions.

NW

Z, 7 Dec 02, Dr.
conducted a second examination of the exterior of the body, with SA
serving, and the fo owing information noted: Contusions were found on both inner thighs near the oin area•
ight part of the neck; left inner arm; and left knee/lower calf area. The left knee/calf area was also swollen. S
xposed several photographs utilizing a digital camera of the body and injuries. (See Photographic CD for detai s
bout 1200Z, 7 Dec 02, SAM conducted a field test of three unknown substances found on BT-412 which all met
ith negative results for controlled substances. The results were documented on a CID Form 36, Field Test Analysis of
Suspected Controlled Substances.
- - 14 I I -0700Z, 8 Dec 02, Dr.
onducted an autopsy on BT-412, w'
bserving. Dr.
wined the preliminary cause of death was a Pulmonary Embolism. SA exposed photographs
camera and obtained items of evidence, on a DA Form 4137, Evidence/Property Custody Document. Dr.
subsequently provided this office with copies of SF Form 503 Auto
rotocol, detailing the Autopsy;
D orm
, Statement of Recognition of Deceased, depicting 1LT
identification of BT-412; and
D Form 2064, Certificate of Death, pertaining to BT-412.
bout 0620Z, 10 Dec 02, SA
rviewed SSG
ho rendered a sworn statement detailing his
owledge of this incident. SS
elated that about 945z, 2 Dec 02, he was working in ISO Ce
t the
CP. He entered ISO Cell #6, to retrieve
-412's food which he refused to eat. At that time, SSG
ound
T-412's pants where down to his ankles. SSG
let BT-412 stand free, but not sit down for a period
of time to be de ermines b
ons. At 2 I
observed BT-412 lying down on the cell floor. He
contacted SGT
'
Co,
BAF,
and he assisted him in placing BT-412 back up in
he restraints. B
wou . not sta
abbed
him
by the arm and lifted him up against the wall to
lace the restraints on him. As SSG
as o sing his arms against his body, BT-412 struck him in the right
side of his chin with his left fist. At this point, BT-412 was pinned against the wall
restraints placed o him, along
ith a hood over his head. Corrective restraints were place on BT-412, SS
and SGT
en exited
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he cell. SSG
stated he did n
detainees. (See Sworn Statement of SSG

tr. e BT-412 or any knowledge of other soldiers striking any of the
for details)

GENT'S COMMENTS: The original statement was not in the case file and is presumed missing. A copy of the
statement was reprinted and added as an exhibit, but it is not signed.
About 1430Z, 10 Dec 02, SA
nterviewed SFC
rovide no further information other than he contacted the am ulance.

, 377th MP Co, BAF, who could

bout 1435Z, 10 Dec 02,
coordinated with 1L
no stated his unit had earlier conducted
a Health and Welfare Inspection an id not find the boot pattern1 iscovered on BT-412's leg on any soldier's boots.

111111111.h

bout 1445Z, 10 Dec 02, SA
interviewed SPC
77th MP Co, BAF, who
stated he could not provide any information on the condition o T- 2 the night of s he was not on duty and
did not respond to the BCP when the detainee was found unres
PC
lso stated there was no
indication of any previous medical problems from BT ;
provided an example of the tread pattern
comparblethnfoudBT-412'scal.SPC
air of resoled jungle boots, which he had in the
bottom of his duffel bag within the unit's storage room. S
exposed photographs of the pattern utilizing a
digital camera. (See Photographic CD for details)
bout 1505Z, 11 Dec 02, SA
interviewed SSG
stated he did observe SPC
strike BT12 in the thigh (common perennial), but nowhere else. SSG
also stated his Company had last received training
on common pressure points about three months prior (Aug 02), and conducted refresher training during guard mounts.
bout 1512Z 11 D 02, SAMEPnterviewed SG
who stated he did enter BT-412's cell on 2 Dec 02,
ith SP
but coul provide no further information on when the detainee was found unresponsive.
bout 1600Z, 13 Dec 02, Dr. 111111111111 provided to this office with a copy of the DD Form 2064, Certificate of
in which she changed the cause o eath from Pulmonary Embolism due to Blunt Force Trauma, and the manner of
death as Homicide.
////LAST ENTRY////////
ID eath,
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013 -02-CID369 23533

Sw o rn S tat em ent •
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE:4 Dec 02
TIME
NAME
SSAN
RANK: SPC/E-4/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377 th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

0

, want to make the following statement under oath:
On 3 Dec 02, I was on duty at the Isolation Cell Block at the Confinement Facility. Bagram
a history of being combative. At 1900Z, 3 Dec 02,
was an inmate wh
Temporary (
entered his cell to give him his food. He refused to
and SG
myself, SPC
eat or drink anything. e then spit on me. We placed him in corrective restraints for the spitting
incident. We then tried to give him food again. He refused, even when food was placed in his
mouth he would not chew anything. He then faked a fainting spell, but still ha eflexes when
came in with an
touched. We left his cell at 1905Z, 3 Dec 02. At 1908Z, 3 Dec 02, SS
tanding
apple and an orange trying to get him to eat. We found him slumping forward
on his own. He was using his restraints to hold him up. We called for SPC to assist
us entering the cell without being attacked. We entered his cell to find BT-412 had a lower level
of consciousness. He had a good carotid pulse, respirations were weak and shallow. His pupils
were slow, but reactive to light. We the on the floor, elevating his feet for b
to go get our facility medic, SPC
e sent SP
comfort for breathin
'
ad
come
back,
we
had
decided
to
call
for
an
ambulance.
then
r
Before SPC
in
get a stretcher to p ace im on from our medical area. I returned and assisted SF
placing him on a stretcher. We then moved him to our processing room to wait for an
ambulance. Once we got him there, I did a check of all his vital signs. I found a blood pressure
of 118 over 76, well within normal range. His pulse had gotten harder to feel, and was weak and
thready. Respirations were at 15 perminute, but shallow. After a few minutes I took another set
of vitals. I found his blood pressure to be 118 over 74, still within normal range. Respirations
were still at 15 per minute, with the weak thready pulse. His skin was starting to turn cool and
clammy, but he still had ood color. Pupils were even slower, but still reactive to light. At
ame in and checked another set of vitals. He stated blood
1952Z, 3 Dec 02, SPC
pressure was 114 over 68, thready pulse, shallow respirations and the pupils had become nonreactive to light. At V955Z, 3 Dec 02, the ambulance crew arrived and stated they could no
longer find breath sounds. They then rushed him out to the hospital. Approximately one h r
later, I was informed that BT-412 had been pronounced deceased at the hospital.

I, SPC

Q: SA
A: SPC
Q: What does the term "thready" mean?
A: It's a med . term meaning the pulse is getting weak.
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013V-02-CID369 2,SS33
Statement of SP U
continued:

a ken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02,

Q: How long has BT-412 been at the Bagram Confinement Facility?
A: 3-4 days.
Q: How long had he been in the Isolation Cell Block?
A: The entire time that he had been at the Bagram Confinement Facility.
Q: Describe the cell in which he was in?
A: Wooden cell with a lockable door to the outside. Wire cage roofing, approximately 10 feet
by 8 feet and 8 feet tall.
Q: Are there any seats or beds within the cell?
A: No there is not.
Q: What type of personal belongings did BT-412 have inside the cell with him?
A: He had a pair of cloth boots to go over his feet so that the ankle shackles did not cut into his
skin; a pair of house slippers; a bowl to wash his teeth with; and a surgical mask over his face
because his TB test had not yet come back.
Q: When USACIDC examined the cell the bowl was not within the cell, what happened to that?
A: It could have been kicked outside when we were bringing in the stretcher.
Q: Since he has been in Isolation, how would you say his eating patterns have been?
A: He has refused to eat almost anything. On a couple of occasions, we have been able to get
him to eat some bread or fruit.
Q: On 3 Dec 02, prior to 1900Z, had BT-412 been involved in any other altercation?
A: He had tried to escape when the guard was feeding him. It occurred on the shift prior to me.
The guard caught him and placed him in handcuffs.
Q: Do you
ame of this guard?
A: SPC
Q: Are you aware if any personnel struck BT-412 during any of these altercations?
A: Not that I am aware of.
been in any altercations?
Q: Since being at the Bagram Confinement Facility, had B
in the enital area. He has spit
A: When he was first being brought in, he struck SGT
at the guards on numerous occasions. Yesterday he 'ed to SSG And earlier
.hirt.
today just before he tried to escape he a ed SPC
are towards
and SPC
Q: How would you say that SG
SSt
9
the detai
and SPC11111111Pre both
is fair and not rough at all. SGT
A: SSG
on the day shift, and I do not believe that they would hurt any of the detainees.
Q: Were you aware of any previous medical conditions that BT-412 had?
A: No, we had a thing up on the board where it would list any type of medical problems. There
was one entry, which listed he had told an interpreter that he (BT-412) had a respiratory problem,
but he had been checked out by medical which determined there was no medical problems with
him.
Q: What type of corrective restraints did you have on BT-412?
A: Leg shackles around his ankles; a short pair of handcuffs with a belly chain attached; and
another chain attached to the ceiling. We had orders from MI that he was to be standing up all
.
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013° -02-CID369 13533
Statement of SPC1111111111.11Ptaken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02,
continued:

night. He also had tried to get out of his handcuffs several times and it left bruises on his wrists.
We bandaged them up as best as we could.
Q: Describe a belly chain?
A: Silver chain similar to a log chain that has a bracket which attaches to a pair of handcuffs.
When the belly chain is attached to the handcuffs, it keeps the detainee from raising his hands.
Q: How was the chain that connected to the ceiling attached to BT-412?
A: It connected into the handcuffs on the same bracket that the belly chain connected to. There
was a black box that went over the handcuff connecting chain that prevented the detainee from
twisting the handcuffs around. The bracket on the belly chain goes through the black box and
then a padlock is placed at the end of the bracket.
Q: Was he suspended from the ceiling from the chains?
A: No his feet were on the ground.
Q: Why was the chain connected to the ceiling?
A: Keeps him standing up and keeps him from running around the cell. He had a habit of
running around the cell and banging into the walls.
Q: Why was he in the restraints?
A: Because he had spit on me. Part of the standing up rule is that the detainee is standing for
four hours and then allowed to rest for 20 minutes.
Q: Prior to you coming into the cell to feed him, was BT-412 already in restraints, or was he put
in them for spitting at you?
A: He was already in restraints, we were taking them off so that he could eat. After he spit on
my leg, I stepped back and was shocked at what he did. He then started to laugh about it. We
tried to feed him again, but he did not want to. We put him back into restraints and left the cell.
Q: After he spit on you, did you strike him in any way?
A: No. The only time we put our hands on him is when we tried to pick him up, so we grabbed
his shoulders.
Q: Describe how he looked when you went back into his cell?
A: He was slumping forward on the chain in front of him. He had his eyes and mouth open. We
thought at first that he was playing. After a few seconds of no reaction, we entered the cell and
tried to get him to eat some food. There were no reactions from him. I could feel that he had a
pulse, so I just kept thinking that he was playing with us. 'After a few minutes of no response
from him, I realized that he was not playing and that there was something wrong with him.
Q: Have you been previously trained as a medic?
A: I was an Army medic and a civilian EMT.
Q: Is this statement in our o words and typed by this agent?
e 5 i#- 1 .5"
A:
Q: Do you have anything further to add to our statement?
A: No ///End of Statement/II

Mr
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013q-02-CID369 23 535
Statement of SP11111111111111Nraken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02,
continued:

AFFIDAVIT
I, SP111111111111111HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHIG GINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

IIIIIIPIPPIV
tgna re

(Signature of Person Making Statemen

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 4 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

lute an , ame

be—r. (c-to)
(Unit)
Oath)

WITNESS:
(Signature)

SA
o ce Detachment (CID)
87t
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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0133-02-CID369 23533

Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Air d, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 4 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SFC/E-7/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
want to make the following statement under oath:
Isolation One, Main floor. When I arrived SPC
oxim tely 1925Z, ,I was c
as not responding. When I looked at the PUC his eyes were
old
check
his pulse, he said he had a faint pulse. The blood
opened. I had SPC
pressure I think was 118/36. We saw he was barely breathing, so we decided to call an
ambulance at approximately 1935-1940Z. The ambulance arrived about 20 minutes later. We
initially went to get the medic and he told us to call the hospital or take him to the hospital. The
er they
Captain that came to the BCP requested we take him to the hospital about ten mi
d told
arrived at the BCP. I was called approximately 30 minutes later b 1LT
tent and brought
t to the CPT
that BT-412 was dead. Prior to the pho
him to the BCP to plain the situation
Q: SA
A: SFC
Q: What does PUC mean?
A: Person Under Control.
Q: Were you aware of any medical problems with BT-412?
A: No. We did pull his file prior to the ambulance arriving and found no information.
Q: How long has the detainee, BT-412, been at the Bagram Confinement Facility?
A: About 5 days.
-Q: How long had he been in the Isolation Cell Block?
A: He had been there the entire time. He was originally in cell 7, but then we changed him to
cell 6, and then changed him back to cell 7.
Q: Describe the cell?
A: Wooden cell, four walls, one door with an opening with metal bars. We had just started to
use the cells just when the new group of detainees, which included BT-412, had arrived.
Q: Why was he in the Isolation Block?
A: He came in combative, always spitting, constantly talking to the other detainees, and not
wanting listen to what he was being told. The first day that he arrived at the Confinement
Facility, he (BT-412) had hit a guard in his testicles.
Q: At the time of this incident, was the detainee in restraints?
A: Yes.
Q: Wh was he in restraints?
, SFC
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013)f-02-CID369 2.353
Statement of SFC
continued:

taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02,

A: Because he was combative. He just had spit on one of the guards, and the previous day, he
struck a guard in the jaw and tried to strike another in the stomach.
Q: Was it standard procedure for a detainee to be restrained the way BT-412 was?
A: Yes, that way we can easily monitor the detainee.
Q: Had there been other altercations with BT-412?
A: He was always non-compliant and spitting on everybody and everything.
Q: Since he has been in Isolation, how would you say his eating patterns have been?
A: He was refusing some meals.
Q: On 3 Dec 02, prior to 1900Z, had BT-412 been involved in any other altercation?
A: Not as far as I know, we came on shift about 1930. If there had been a major incident, we
would have been informed, but anything is annotated in the logbook in the Isolation area.
Q: During any of the altercations with BT-412, do you know if any US personnel had struck
him?
A: No.
Q: Was there any guards that were violent towards the detainees?
A: Not that I have seen.
and SPC
SSG
: How wo ld you say that SG
e towards the detainees?
A: Professional. If an incident occurs with the detainee, the guard notifies the SOG who in turn
will decide what type of punishment needs to be dealt out, if any.
Q: While BT-412 was restrained within his cell, was he suspended from the ceiling with the
chains?
A: Both feet were on the ground, and he was able to walk around the cell a little bit. But, he
could not run towards the door or walls.
Q: Could he have choked or injured himself with the restraints?
A: No, because we had the restraints set up so he could not get the chains near his throat and his
hands were handcuffed in front of •
was detainee BT-412 restrained, or was he
Q: Prior to the incident with SPC
restrained due to the incident?
A: He had been previously restrained.
Q: How was BT-412 restrained?
A: Belly chain, ankle restraints, short handcuffs, and he had one chain connected to the ceiling
behind him and another in front of him.
Q: Is this statement in your own words and typed by this agent?
A: Yes.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement///
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013 1-02-CID369 2353 3
fcen at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02,

Statement of SF
continued:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE
READ
OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
I, SF
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
RCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT,
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

1111111mr

WITNESS:

{Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 4 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

(Si
S

WITNESS:

(Signature)

87 Military Police Detachment (CID)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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01A-02-CID369 2353 5
Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 4 Dec 02
TIME: o
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SSG/E-6/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
want to make the following statement under oath:

SSG

i

ound 1908Z I responded to ISO Cell 7, PUC 4 not eating and spitting at the ISO guard,
en the cell PUC 412 was unresponsive and
When I had SP
SP
w o came to m loca 'on and saw PUC 412
his eyes open. I called SF
went to see if we had any. SPC
unres o e. I asked for sme mg sauce and SFC
checked vital si ns and oceeded to
hen came in and along with SPC
and when I
do a sternum rub to get a response, but there was none. I left to see SFC
o go get SPC
came bac to the cell, PUC 412 was on the floor. I then told SPC
I told him I was going
ng with SF
ho is the facility doctor. After
the
hos
ital
an he said that he
ca
was
goint
o
to call an ambulance. I then told SFC
was putting
d SPC
would do so. When I got back to the ce 1, SF
ocessing
area
to
await
the
ambulance.
moved him to
PUC 412 on a stretcher,
took the blood pressure to see how
and SPC
When in the room, SPC
PUC 41 was doin . They had a pulse and we waited until the ambulance arrived.
Q: SA
A: SSG
Q: What was your position in the Confmement Facility on 3 Dec 02?
A: SOG.
Q: Were you aware of any medical problems with BT-412?
A: No.
Q: What is ISO?
A: Isolation area.
Q: When you arrived at BT-412's cell, was he restrained?
A: Yes.
Q: How was he restrained?
A: Short handcuffs around his hands. Attached to the handcuffs was a belly chain. He also had
a set of leg shackles with a chain going from the cuffs to the leg shackles. He was also chained
to the ceiling from a chain in front of him and behind him.
Q: Why was he restrained?
A: He was combative, non-complaint, punched guards, and spit at guards. We had him on a 4
hour standing and 20 minutes sitting procedure directed from MI.
Q: Do you know why MI had him standing for 4 hours?
A: No.
•
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Statement of SSG

taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02, continued.

Q: When was e put in restraints?
A: When we came on shift, BT-412 was in chains which were attached to the ceiling with his
arms stretched out. After we came on, we pulled his arms down and placed his hands in front of
him and handcuffed them together. The chains that were attached to the ceiling, were there in
order to keep him from running into the door and walls. The restraints also prevented him from
pulling on his handcuffs, which he had been previously doing, so that he did not injure himself.
The handcuffs had been digging into his wrists.
Q: When you handcuffed his hands in front of him, did you also place the other chains on him?
A: He already had the leg shackles on, we just put the other chains on him.
Q: How long has the detainee, BT-412, been at the Bagram Confinement Facility?
A: Three days.
Q: How long had he been in the Isolation Cell Block?
A: Since he arrived.
Q: Why was he in the Isolation Block?
A: MI requested it. He came in with a group of seven persons, and they were all placed in the
ISO.
Q: Was it standard procedure for a detainee to be restrained the way BT-412 was?
A: When they first come into the Confinement Facility, detainees are normally told to stand for
24 hours, and then be in chain and leg shackles for about 3 days. If MI deems that the detainee
has been cooperative, then they can get the shackles taken off and they are allowed to sleep. BT412 was always combative and non-complaint. We normally will only place a detainee in
restraints if they are combative.
Q: What altercations have occurred with BT-412?
A: He has punched a guard, spit on several guards, kicked a guard in the genital area, refuses to
walk when being escorted to the latrine, talking with the other detainees, grabbed several guards,
and tried to get out of his cell when he was being fed.
Q: Since he has been in Isolation, how would you say his eating patterns have been?
A: Non-consistent.
Q: During any of the altercations with BT-412, do you know if any US personnel had struck
him?
A: No.
Q: Was there any guards that were violent towards the detainees?
A: No.
Q: While BT-412 was restrained within his cell, was he suspended from the ceiling with the
chains?
A: His feet touched the floor. The restraints were to keep him from sitting down and throwing
himself against the door and walls.
Q: Could he have choked or injured himself with the restraints?
A: No, we had him restrained so that he could not get his hands up to his neck, or get his
restraints up to his neck.
Q: Just prior to the ambulance arriving, how was BT-412?
and
A: Non-res o sive. I did not feel a pulse and did not see his chest rise.
stated they had blood pressure.
SPC
ttempt at CPR conducted?
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013 Y-02-CID369 a 3533

Statement of SS 1111111111111 aken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02, continued:
A: We tried to and the CPT mask, but could not find it, and by this time the ambulance had
arrived and shortly after the doctor stated he was dead.
Q: Is thilaitement in your own words and typed by this agent?
A: Yes
Q: Do you have anything further
iiadd to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement//

i

AFFIDAVIT
I, SS
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT

411111111/1"

ment)
111.11
igna m
11V

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 4th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

(Si
WITNESS:
(Signature)

Oath)

SA
87th Military PoliceDetac ent (CID)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 4 Dec 02
TIME: os 6
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPqE-4/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

Amp

,

want to make the following statement under oath:

111111.floor
approximate to
y 1912Z,
3 Dec 02, I was summoned
on the
Isolation
Room
One to help
with a PUC. I entered Cell #7 to find BT-412 slumped over. At that time, I checked for a pulse.
I found a weak, but steady carotid pulse, faint breath sounds and slowly
ti
ils. I tried a
sturnum rub to stimulate the PUC with no reaction. I then helped SPC
d SGT
filliffiver the PUC to the floor. At approximate, SPC
checked vital
si ns a n. At 1920Z, the sergeant of the guard, SSG
told me to go get the medic SPC
at his tent. I woke him up at. about 1926Z, and he advised me that we needed to
contact an ambulance to be taken to the hospital. I returned to the BCP and was notified that they
had already contacted an ambulance which was enroute. The PUC was moved to the front
processing room to wait for the ambulance. At about 1950Z, I checked the PUC's vitals again.
He had a blood pressure of 115/68, his pulse was very weak and thready. He had very faint
breath sounds and his pupils were not reactive. T ambulance crew arrived two minutes later to
transport the non-reactive PUC to the hospital.
Q: SA
A: SPC
Q: What is your position within the Confinement Facility?
A: Military Police guard.
Q: What was your position on 3 Dec 02?
A: General population.
Q: Describe non-reactive?
A: Just before the ambulance arrived he had faint breath sounds and a very low pulse. When
they arrived, the ambulance personnel stated they could no longer hear any breath sounds.
Q: Just before the ambulance arrived, did it appear that the PUC was no longer breathing or had
no pulse?
A: Yes.
Q: Were there any attempt at CPR conducted?
A: We do not have the proper equipment.
Q: How long before the ambulance arrived, was there no breathing or pulse coming from the
PUC?
A: About 2 minutes prior to the ambulance arrival, I had breath sounds coming from the PUC,
but between that we could not see his chest rise and fall.
Q: How long has the PUC been at the Bagram Confinement Facility?
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Statement of SP(

taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02,

continued:

A: Not specifically.
Q: How long had he been in the Isolation Cell Block?
A: Since he has been there at th- acility.
Q: Did you assist SGT
'th fe m the PUC?
A: I was in the room w en SPC
and SG'
were feeding him.
Q: What did
rve when they were feeding him?
A: SPC
offered him some bread and then the PUC spit at him. We gave the PUC
some water, but he drank only a small amount. The PUC would not eat or drink, so we left the
cell.
Q: When SPCIIIIMas spat at by the PUC, did SPCIIIIIIIIFstrike the PUC?
A: No.
Q: Since the PUC had been in Isolation, how would you say his eating patterns have been?
A: I would say that he refuses most meals, but sometimes eats the bread and fruit.
Q: During any of the altercations with the PUC, are you aware if any personnel struck him?
A: I heard nothing about the previous altercations.
Q: Have you heard of any of the guards striking the PUC's?
A: No.
Q: After being notified that the PUC was slumped over, how was the PUC positioned after you
entered the cell?
A: He was still standing up due to his restraints.
Q: Was his restraints around his neck?
A: No.
Q: Did it appear that he injured himself due to the restraints?
A: No.
Q: Are you trained as a medic?
A: Not in the Army. I am qualified as an EMT.
Q: Is this statement in your own words and typed by this agent?
A: Yes.
Q: Do Ai
l anything
to add to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement///
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013 -02-CID369 <23583
taken at Ba am Airfield Af anistan APO AE 09354 on 4 Dec 02
Statement of SP
continued:

AFFIDAVIT
THIS
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY
ISTATEMENT
, SPC
UNDERSTOOD THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME.
THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING
HOPETHE
OF STATEMENT.
BENEFIT OR I
WITHOUTITHOUT COERCION,
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY
HME
AUNISNT,
W
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF P
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLWFUL INDUCEMENT.

ign

o erson

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
administer oaths, this 4 th
Afghanistan, APO AE 0935 4

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

th)
(Si
SA i nary olice Detachment (CID)
87 1
Bagrarn Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354

(Signature)

Article 136, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)
(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)
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0134-02-C1D369 .A3553

Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 4 Dec 0
TIME: 1(121
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SGT/E-5/National Guard
ORGANIZATION: A Company, 519 th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
want to make the following statement under oath:

I, SG

Q: SA
A: SGT
Q: What was your position with Mr. Habib ULLAH?
A: Lead interrogator for Mr. ULLAH.
Q: How many times did you interview Mr. ULLAH?
A: Three times.
Q: When you interviewed him did he ever appear ill?
A: No.
Q: Did he complain about any illness, pain or injury?
A: On 2 Dec 02, just before we were ready to finish up the interview, he stated, through the
interpreter, that he had a pain in his lower left abdomen. The way he depicted this was by
placing his hand on his abdomen.
Q: Do you know if he received treatment?
A: I informed the guards about this, and it was their responsibility to get him medical attention.
Q: Did you believe that he had a pain?
A: I know that many of the detainees will often fake a pain or injury in order to get out of the
interview, or to be uncooperative. Mr. ULLAH made the comment about his injury at the end of
our interview, so I am not sure.
Q: Any other medical problems that you noticed?
A: On 2 Dec 02, when he was with me he was hacking up large green or white phlegm. I don't
know if this was because of any health problems or because he had been previously taking
"Neswa", a sort of tobacco or herb that a lot of Afghans use as a chewing tobacco. I have been
told that when they do not use it for a period of time they build up a sort of phlegm.
Q: Did you see or know of guards that struck Mr. ULLAH?
A: No.
Q: Did you see or know of guards striking any of the detainees?
A: No.
Q: What was Mr. ULLAH like when being interviewed?
A: He seemed to me to be very coherent and healthy, although I know that when the guards were
bringing him to the interview room, he would always be uncooperative and would sometimes
have to be carried by the guards.
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0134-02-CID369 023533
taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 4 Dec 02,

Stateme
continued:

Q: Mr. ULLAH was supposedly made to stand for long hours and he was also in restraints. Is
this uncommon?
A: No there was nothing out of the ordinary about his treatment. If a detainee was
uncooperative, he could be restrained; or if we wanted information out of him, then we could
deprive them of sleep by making the detainee stand for long periods of time, or not allow him to
go to sleep. The detainees are closely monitored in and outside of the booth while receiving any
form of special treatment.
tement in your own words and typed by this agent?
Q: Is th .
A: Yes.
Q: Do you have anything furi dd to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement,//
AFFIDAVIT
I, SG 1111111111111.1AVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT,0 T COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT

111M111111--

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 4th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)
(Si

g Oath)

S

WITNESS:

(Signature)

87th Military Police Detachment (CID)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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0134-02-C1D369-23533

Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 5 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME
SSAN:
RANK: SPCE-4/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
.0111SPC
want to make the following statement under oath:
3 Dec 02, I assumed duties at 0900Z, in the Isolation Block Delta, at the Interment Detention
Facility, in Bagram Afghanistan. At 0900Z, I had to move PUC #412 to cell #7, so the Engineers
could reinforce the doors in the Isolation Block Delta. Upon entering Cell #6, #412 was let down
from hanging. He was told to walk and would not do so. I then got assistance from another
soldier to help me carry #412 to Cell #7. PUC #412 laid down and refused to walk. We then had
to carry #412 back to Cell #6 after the Engineers finished. Then at 1115Z, I removed one of PUC
#412's cuffs to untangle him because he repeatedly swung in a circle and wrapped his chains.
PUC #412 then resisted and pulled away from me, with one hand free, #412 tried to grab my
hand, scraping skin off of my. middle knuckle, then he tried jabbing me in the chest. I then got
separation from #412, cuffed the loose cuff back to the chain on the cuff that was still attached. I
then locked the cell and got help from two other soldiers. The three of us struggled to get the
PUC handcuffed again and had to use wristlocks and common perennial hits to the thigh to get
the PUC' s attention in order to recuff him. At 1200Z, I removed PUC #412 from hanging
position so that the PUC could eat chow and pray. PUC #412 then made steps toward the open
cell door and I used a wrist lock and pulled on his hand shackles and pinned him on the far wall
of the cell. I regained control of the situation and backed out of the cell. PUC #412 was
consistently non-complaint, and I got help from other soldiers to re-hang him. As soon as PUC
#412 was strung up, he then tried using his chains on his cuffs as a saw and tried cutting through
the handcu.ffs that were holding him up. The time was 1235Z. PUC #412 constantly tried to pull
off his hood. I reported this to the SOG and was instru
give the PUC a slight common
perennial strike and pull his hood back down. SSG
the SOG) observed the three
different times I struck the
the thigh. PUC #412 eventually stopped trying to grab his
hood. I then told SPC
at the end of the guard shift that I was instructed to do so,
and that PUC #412 ha not pulled off his
east an hour, and that the PUC had finally
learned what n_ot to do. I then told SPC
that I used the common perennial strikes
but only that I got the authorization to do so.
him that PUC #412 had to be forced to
do anything and eve 'n and that SPC
should read the incident logbook. I also
inst
d SPC
was non-complaint and would not do anything that I asked him to
do.
Q: SA
A: SPC
Q: Describe the common perennial strikes?
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0134-02-CID369-23533

Statement of SPCOMMINF, taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 5 Dec 02,
continued:

A: Kneed him in the "IT" band which contracts after being hit and causes the individual pain. It
is one of the pressure point compliant techniques. I believe the nerve mass on the outer part of
the thigh is called the "IT" band.
Q: When you struck PUC #412, was that the only place that you did so?
A: Yes.
Q: Did an one e e strike the PUC?
id a common perennial strike to his thigh also.
A: SPC
Q: Did SP •
strike the PUC anywhere besides the thigh?
A: No.
Q: What day did all of the aforementioned incidents occur on?
A: On 3 Dec 02, in about a six hour span.
Q: Do you know if any guards had struck PUC #412, other than what you have stated?
A: No I do not know.
Q: Describe how the PUC was hanging?
A: At first there were two sets of cuffs around his wrists, a short set and a longer chained set. I
decided to remove the short set, because it looked like the short set was cutting off his
circulation. There were two sets of long chained cuffs that were attached to the cuffs around his
wrist and then attached to the ceiling. He had his wrists in front of him the entire time.
Q: Was he ever hung with his hands spread out?
A: Not when I was in there.
Q: Did you work with the PUC on 2 Dec 02?
A: Not that I remember.
Q: Were you aware that PUC #412 had informed MI personnel that he had a pain in his
abdomen?
A: It was written on our board that PUC #412 had complained about stomach pains and that is
why he was spitting, however, the doctor had apparently examined him on 2 Dec 02, and could
find nothing wrong with him.
Q: Who was the Doctor that examined PUC #412?
A: I don't know who that was.
Q: Was it a doctor that was permanently within the Detention Facility, or would the PUC have
been transported to the hospital?
A: It was someone that came from the hospital that examined the PUC in the Detention Facility.
Q: You stated PUC #412 tried to jab you in the chest, how did he do so?
A: He closed his fists and tried to punch me in the chest repeatedly.
Q: When the PUC attempted to escape his cell, you used a wrist lock, describe this?
A: I had a hold of his chain to put the other cuff back up, at that time he tried to get out, so I
pulled on the chain and pulled him into the chain so that I could restrain him.
Q: Did the PUC ever complain to you that he was hurt or injured?
A: No.
Q: Did the PUC appear to be hurt or injured?
A: No.
Q: Is this statement in your own words and typed by this agent?
A: Yes.
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0134-02-C1D369-23533
Statement of SPC1111.111Ptaken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 5 Dec 02,
continued:
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No.///End of Statement///

AFFIDAVIT
I, SP
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT...,

WITNESS:

(Signa ure o

(Signature)

g

ent)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 4 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)
(Si

WITNESS:

(Signature)

g Oath)

SA
87
87 thM•ili• tary Pol • Detachment (CID)
Bagrarn Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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from date of field testing.
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STATENT OF RECOGNITION OF [.. .LEASED
.*

For use of this form see FM 10-63. Proponent agency is TRADOC.

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT •
3 t y- —2 3.5-3
61 3
10 USC Sections 1481 through 1488.
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE: To establish initial identification of deceased personnel.
ROUTINE USE:
For documentation of visual identification of deceased personnel.
DISCLOSURE:
Disclosure of required information is voluntary and will in no way affect or jeopardize the individual effecting the visual

q-oz.-cht,

identification of the deteased person.
1. INFORMATION ON DECEASED
a. NAME.(Last; First, Middle Initial)

b. RANK

c. SSN

i

131--- c-Ila.

d. ORGANIZATION
11424 (LA r-,‘ (E.:-c-61.4.^7.) a )-.4 -FAcit-ti—r

e. SERVICE COMPONENT

ocs•.-,t k

0-po oE

-

2. I HAVE PERSONALLY VIEWED THE REMAINS IDENTIFIED ABOVE. RECOGNITION IS BASED ON THE FOLLOWING:
d. RACE
b. APPROXIMATE AGE (Years)
c. APPROXIMATE HEIGHT
a. SEX

f. BUILD/MUSCULARITY 'Slender, medium, heavy or obese)

e. HAIR COLOR (If brown, indicate light or dark, as applicable)

t,I\C.`A CV..ASIkOLG VI)

webrum

xwave1

g. IDENTIFYING MARKS (Fully describe by type and location ALL known scars, tattoos, birthmarks, amputations or other body markingslcriteria to
support the identification (if none, so state))
..

i. LENGTH OF TIME YOU KNEW DECEASED (Number of months or years)

h. RELATIONSHIP . TO DECEASED (CDR, ISG, Friend, Brother, etc.)

CS A 6 RAM Oei-Ecii b NS A2 6 c.‘x... v\--1
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e\YEivi\i()
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J. REMARKS

_

3. DETAILS OF VIEWING
a. DATE

b. TIME

'' ti6c, ..00 )---

4 1!-k

4. PERSON MAKING VISUAL IDENTIFICATION
a. NAME (Last, First, Middle Initial)

r

C. PLACE

•

b. RANK I GRADE

C C) \ LO

\, c.,,,\ .

m50 ,e,
d.

c. SSN
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ORGANIZATION
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f. DATE SIGNED

•

6 o Z-

5. WITNESS
I CERTIFY THAT THE INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFIED IN ITEM 4 HAS VIEWED THE REMAINS IN MY. PRESENCE, THAT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE THE
ABOVE STATEMENTS ARE TRUE, AND THAT THE REMAINS HAVE BEEN PROPERLY TAGGED AS THE ABOVE NAMED DECEASED.
a. NAME- (Last, First, Middle Initial)

b. RANK' %,1.C.ti\ (, 'ASPJ
e. DATE SIGNED

d. SIGNAT

bec
.
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c. TITLE
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f. ORGANIZATION
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CERTIFICATE OF DEATH (OVERSEAS)
Acte de aces (D'Ouire-Mer)
NAME OF DECEASED (last, First, Middle)

Nom du decade (Nom at pier-1°ms)

GRADE

Grade

BRANCH OF SERVICE
Arme

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
Numero de ('Assurance Sociale

DATE OF BIRTH
Date de naissance

SEX

ULLAF1,HABIB
ORGANIZATION

Organisation

NATION (e.g., United States)
Pays

BT 412
BCP, BAGRAM AIR HELD, AFGHANISTAN

Sexe

FA
❑

RACE
CAUCASOID

NEGROID

MARITAL STATUS

Caucasique

SINGLE

Negraide

OTHER (Specify)
Autre (Specifier)

X
A

Race

NAME OF NEXT OF KIN

STREET ADDRESS

Celibataire

MARRIED

PASHTUN

Etat Civil

RELIGION

WIDOWED

JEWISH

Nom du plus proche parent

RELATIONSHIP TO DECEASED

Domicile a (Rue)

Juif

Parente du decade avec le susdit

CITY OF TOWN AND STATE (Include ZIP Code)

MEDICAL STATEMENT

Ville (Code postal compris)

Declaration medicale
INTERVAL BETWEEN
ONSET AND DEATH
Intervalle entre
Vattaque at le daces

CAUSE OF DEATH (Enter only one cause per line)
Cause du daces (N'indiquer qu'une cause par live)

DISEASE OR CONDITION DIRECTLY LEADING TO DEATH
Maladie ou condition directement responsable de la mort.

Ferninin

X MUSLIM

SEPARATED
Separe

Veuf

FEMALE

OTHER (Specify)
Autre (Specifier)

CATHOLIC
Catholique

Marie

Masculin

Culte

PROTESTANT
Protestant

DIVORCED
Divorce

MALE

.

/

PULMONARY EMBOLISM

f

MORBID CONDITION, IF ANY,
LEADING TO PRIMARY CAUSE

ANTECEDENT
CAUSES

Condition morbide, s'il y a lieu,
menant a la cause primaire

Sympternes

UNDERLYING CAUSE, IF ANY,
GIVING RISE TO PRIMARY
CAUSE
Raison fondamentale, s'il y a lieu,
ayant suscite la cause primaire

precurseurs
de la mort.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CONDITIONS 2
Autres conditions significatives 2

MODE OF DEATH
Condition de tikes

AUTOPSY PERFORMED Autopsie effectuee

X

YES

Oui

❑

NO Non

MAJOR FINDINGS OF AUTOPSY Conclusions principales de l'autopsie

MANNER OF DEATH:
DEFERRED PENDING COMPLETION OF SPECIAL STUDIES

NATURAL
Mort naturelle
ACCIDENT
Mort accidentelle

NAS

SUICIDE
Suicide

rn du

DECEDENT WAS FOUND
UNRESPONSIVE IN HIS CELLWHILE 11\T
CUSTODY

atholo iste
,

LTC (P), MC, USA
DATE

HOMICIDE
Homicide

Date

AVIATION ACCIDENT

8 DEC 02

DATE OF DEATH (Hour, day,
Date de aces (['haute, le jour, le mois, Vann

CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING DEATH DUE TO
EXTERNAL CAUSES
Circonstances de la mort suscitees par des causes exterieures

❑

Accident a Avion

YES Oui

X NO Non

Lieu de deices

BCP, BAGRAM AF, AFGHANISTAN

2014Z, 3 DEC 02

I HAVE VEIWED THE REMAINS OF THE DECEASED AND DEATH OCCURRED AT THE TIME INDICATED AND FROM THE CAUSES AS STATED ABOVE.
J'ai examine les restes mortals du defunt et je conclus qua le daces est survenu a l'heure indiquee et A, la suite des causes enumerees ci dessus
ficin militaire ou du medicin sanitaire

TITLE OR DEGREE

TC (P), MC, USA
GRADE

Grade

LTC (P)

INSTALLATION OR ADDRESS

Titre ou diploma

ARMED FORCES REGIONAL MEDICAL EXAMINER
Installation ou adresse

LANDSTUHL REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

Date

DATE

8 DEC 02
1 State disease, injury or complication which ca

2 State conditions contributing to the death, but not related
relatedto th

as e
,
Won causing death.

.

1 Prdciser la nature de to maladie, de la blessureou de la complication qui a contribud d la mort, mais non la maniere de mourir, telle qu'un arret du coeur, etc.
2

Prelser la condition qui a contribud d la most, maisn'ayant aucun ranrintrytleAnarryisionntffircioque la mort.
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CERTIFICATE OF DEATH (OVERSEAS)
Acte de deces (D'Ou1:4-Mer)
NAME OF DECEASED (Lnn. First, Middle)

ULLAH,HABIB
ORGANIZATION

Nom du decade (Nom et pranoms)

GRADE

Grade

BRANCH OF SERVICE
Arme

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
Numera do ,'Assurance Societe

DATE OF BIRTH
Date de naissance

SEX

.

Organisation

NATION (e.g., United States)
Pays

BT 412
BCP, BAGRAM AIR FIELD, AFGHANISTAN

gn
APPROX 1974

AFGHANISTAN
RACE
CAUCASOID

NEGROID

MARITAL STATUS
SINGLE

Negrdide

OTHER (Specify)
Autre (SpEcifier)

X

Race

Caucasique -

•

Etat Civil

Celibataire

, MARRIED

Marta

WIDOWED

Vett,

PASHTUN

Sexe

RELIGION

Nom du plus proche parent

JEWISH

RELATIONSHIP TO DECEASED .

Faminin

Culte
OTHER (Specify)
Autre (Specifier)

CATHOLIC
Cathafique
SEPARATED
Separa

Masculin

FEMALE

PROTESTANT
Protestant

DIVORCED
Divorce

MALE

X

MUSLIM

Juif

Parerite du ddcede avec le susdit

FATHER
STREET ADDRESS

Domicile a 'Rue) -

CITY OF TOWN AND STATE (Include ZIP Code)

MEDICAL STATEMENT

Ville ICode postal comprisl

Declaration medicate
.,
INTERVAL BETWEEN

CAUSE OF DEATH (Enter ante one cause per line)

ONSET AND DEATH
Intervene entre
r altaque et le daces

Cause du daces IN'indiquer qu'une cause par ligne)

DISEASE OR CONDITION DIRECTLY LEADING TO DEATH

r

Maladie ou condition directament responsable de la mod!

PULMONARY EMBOLISM DUE TO BLUNT FORCE
INJURY TO THE LEGS

MORBID CONDITION, IF ANY,

ANTECEDENT

LEADING TO PRIMARY CAUSE
Condition rawhide, s'il y a lieu,
I, Is cause primaire

CAUSES

marten,

Sympternes

UNDERLYING CAUSE, IF ANY,
GIVING RISE TO PRIMARY
CAUSE
Raison fondamentale, s'il y a lieu,

pr6ctaseurs

de Ia mart.

eyent suscitd I. cauae primeire

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CONDITIONS ?

Mitres conditions significatives 2

MODE OF DEATH
ConditiOn du daces

AUTOPSY PERFORMED Autopsie effectude

0

YES Oul

❑ NO Nan

.

CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING DEATH DUE TO
EXTERNAL CAUSES

MAJOR FINDINGS OF AUTOPSY Conclusions principales de l'autopsie

Circonstances dela mart suscitees per . des causes exterieures

DECEDENT WAS FOUND
UNRESPONSIVE IN HIS CELLWHILE IN
CUSTODY'.

NATURAL

Mort naturelle
ACCIDENT
Mort accidentelle
tholo •

SUICIDE
Suicide

TC

CP), MC, USA
DATE

HOMICIDE

Date

AVIATION ACCIDENT

8 DEC 02

Homicide
DATE OF DEATH (Hour,
Data de deces (Moire tel

❑

Accident a Avian

IN

YES Oui

NO Non

lieu de deals

.

BCP, BAGRAM AF, AFGHANISTAN

2014Z, 3 DEC 02

I HAVE VEIWED THE REMAINS OF THE DECEASED AND DEATH OCCURRED AT THE TIME INDICATED AND FROM THE CAUSES AS STATED ABOVE,
J'al examine les testes mortals du Mum at Is conclus quo le deeds est survenu a l'heure Indiqude at a, la suite des causes enumerees ci desaus

GRADE

Grade

LTC (P)
DATE

n miltaire au du medicin sanitaire

TITLE OR DEGREE

TC (P), MC, USA

ARMED FORCES REGIONAL MEDICAL EXAMINER

INSTALLATION OR ADDRESS

Titre au dipleme

Installation ou adresse

LANDSTUHL REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

Date

14 DEC 02
1 State disease. injury or coritplication which c•
2 State renditions contributing to the death, but not related to
. 1 Preelser la nature de la maladie. de /a blessure au de la con

tion causing death.

a cantribue a la matt mats two la ntanihre de month., !elle qu'un twat du cams, etc.
2 Prelser la condiaon out a vonalbut a la man, null: a'ayam aucun rapport aver la mukulle au 4 la condition qui a provoque (a wort..
- - -- - - - - - -- - - --

•

REPLACES DA FORM 3565, 1 JAN 1972 AND DA FORM 3565-RIPASI, 26 SEP 1975, WHICH ARE OBSOLETE.
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 10 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SSG/E-6/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
I, SSG

, want to make the following statement under oath:

On 2 Dec 02, I was working in Isolation #1 at the IDF. While on duty I encountered many
problems with inmate #412. At approximately 1945hrs, I entered cell #6, #412's cell. I entered
to retrieve his food, which he refused to eat. At that point I also had to put his pants back on
because he found some way to get them down to his ankles. I chose to let him stand free, but not
sit down for a period of time to be determined on his actions. At 2100hrs, I observed #412 lying
and he assisted me as we entered the
down on the cell floor. I contacted Control (SG
to stand up he shook his head no. I
cell to place #412 back up and in restraints. As I told
told him again and again to stand up and he would not. I grabbed him by the arms and lifted him
up and against the wall to place the restraints on him. Just as I was holding his arms against his
body he struck the right side of my chin with his left fist. He was pinned against the wall and
restraints placed on him. We then placed a hood over his head and placed him in corrective
restraining. At this point we exited the cell.
Q: SA
A: SSG
Q: The times above, are they local time or Zulu time?
A: Zulu.
Q: After you left the cell around 1945hrs, what type of restraints did #412 have on him?
A: He had on hand and leg shackles.
Q: What type of restraints did he have on him after the incident at 2000hrs?
A: He had one long cuff on each arm which going attached to the ceiling, so his arms were raised
up over his head at a slight angle.
Q: When #412 hit you, did you strike him back?
A: No I did not. I 'List held him against the wall, while SGT1111111restrained him.
strike him back?
Q: Did SGT
A: No.
Q: Other than guards striking areas such as common pressure points, did you know of any guards
striking detainees?
A: Just strikes in the common perennial areas, other than that no.
Q: Did #412 tell you or complain about any injuries after the incident on 2 Dec 02?
A: Not at all.
Q: Did #412 ever tell you or complain about any injuries?
A: No.
Q: Were you working at the same time on 2 Dec 02, that he was interrogated by MI?
^
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taken at Ba ram Airfield Afghanistan APO AE 09354 on 10 Dec 02

Statement of SSG
continued:

A: I was on the night shift, so I am not sure if he had been interrogated during the dy.
Q: When you came on shift were you informed or aware that BT 412 had complained to the MI
about a pain or injury in his abdomen?
A: Not that I was aware of no.
Q: Is this statement in your own words and typed by this agent?
A: Yes.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No.///End of Statement///
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
I,
SSG BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
WHICH
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR

111101100

UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

WITNESS:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law

(Signature)
administer oaths, this 4 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

to

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)
(Signa

WITNESS:
(Signature)

••

SA
87' 1 itary Police Detachment (CM)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
MO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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bout 1110Z, 16 Dec 02, SA
advised SPC
377th MP Co, BAF
ights, which he waived, and rendered a swo statement e ai mg is ow
of this incident. SP
indicated he had not s-412 or
He did indicate SPC
377 MP Co,
AF did have kneel-11i a few times in t e commo
ennial
ombative and
SPC
did not know how many times SPC
kneed
SPC
'ndicated tha
as no wa ing impaired or with a limp when he saw im, ut was impaired by the leg shac es. SPC
indicated he has heard of other guards that had to knee some of the Persons Under Control (PUC). SPC
indicated he did not strike any detainees with an
• strument, and had not witnessed anyone else o so. (See
Waiver Certificate and Sworn. Statement of SPC
for details)
bout 1515Z, 16 Dec 02, SA
advised SGT
, 377th MP Co
is legal rights, which he waive , an ren ered a sworn statement detai mg is
e ge of t is incident. SGT
indicated he was in charge of informing the PUC's of the rules and what their number was dun•
processing. luring
l
his t e BT-412 became combative and he brought his right knee up and hit him (SGT
, in the'genital area.
SGT
then grabbed BT-412 by the sides of his head
at him about this incident. During this
confronts ion, T-412 had to be wrestled to the ground by SGT
nd two other guards. When BT-412 was
rought up, he grabbed one of the other guards at which point, SG
had to apply a gooseneck come-along hold
o subdue him.
nother move, BT-412 became combative with a Crash team. BT-412 stepped on someone's
tried to move his leg, a
•
• e, BT-412 squeezed his legs together and pinned SGT
etwee
. At that point, SGT
id strike BT-412 in the common perennial area of his thigh
ee. SG
admitted to striking BT-412 in the thigh area due to his comba• iiiii
He did not observe
anyone else striking any of the PUC's. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SGTii for details)
bout 1644Z, 16 Dec 02, SA
77th
this office, advised SPC
Co, BAF,
rig ts, which he waived, and rendered a sworn statement detailing hisowled*
incident. SPC
dicated BT-412 was combative every time that he was in his presence. SGT
admitted to SPC
o striking BT-412 twice in the thigh due to his combativeness. He did not observe any of er
guards striking the PUC' . (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SPC
or details)
bout 0515Z, 17 Dec 02, SAadvised SPC
377th MP Co,
is legal
ights, which he waived, and rendered a sworn statement detailing his knowledge of this incident. SPC
related
T-412 was very combative and non-compliant. BT-412 wa
talking and not following instructions. BT-412
ound his cuff chain into a ' ing in the cell. SPC
ent in to untwist the chain and BT-412 tried to
unch him in the chest.
had to get help to re-cuff B 2. Later, BT 412 tried to remove his hood so he
could spit. SPC
then calle th
of the Guard (SOG), and was informed to pull down the hood, and
give him a common perennial strike. SPC
admitted to striking BT-412, 5 times in the middle of the outer thigh
ith his knee due to authorization obtaine formthe SOG but did not observe any other guards striking the PUC's. (See
aiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SPC
or details)
-

bout 0832Z, 17 Dec 02, SAIIIIMinterviewed Mr. 111111111111111.1.111,terpreter, BCP,
TYP

NT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA
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BAF, who rendered a sworn statement detailing his know
of this incident.
interpreter when Military Intelersonnel, name
AF), and
o, 519th
identifie
Co, 51
, AF)
During the interview of
interviewed
dicated
ought that
would no
ns truthfully, hi I .ngered her.
his cell when the interview was complete. MR
id not strike
ut did, observe ab
eard an. 111 is ears with her ha
m in the genital
a, punc
in his chest, an once put her foot on top of
e are feet. M.r.
ush
also ob
against the wall about two to three times during t e interview. (See Sworn Statemen
for a rtional details)
of Mr.
• Pg

bout 0930Z, 17 Dec 02, SA
advised SPC
his legal rights, which he waived, and rendered a swo
stateme t detailing his knowle ge of t is incident. SPC
elated he was the lead Interrogator in the questioning o
and was there for all five of
ogations
ed he had no dealin s W BT-412 and never saw him.
first three interrogations o
, SPC
A Co, 5191 u1
, BAF,
I), an Interpreter, were in the interrogation room. • unng
• .,
Efilli is
nd Mr.
were in t
interrogation, SPC
Co, 519
and
, Interpreter, BCP, B , was wit
SP • admitte
g
c othing four times and putting him up
e wall, and to pl. •1. I right foot on the bac o
le ee o get him in the kneeling position. SPC id observe SGT
utting her h
shoulders and push down to make im go to his knees, and grabbed his ears once
up. SPC
observed an unknown MP punch on two occasions for twelve times total
esisting the guar• s, bu
he blows were on his side. (See aiver ertificate and Sworn Statement of SPC
for details)
bout 1200Z, 17 Dec 02, SA
advised SPC
his legal rights, which he waived, and rendered a swo
statement detailing his knowledge of this incident. SPC
elated his job during the interview was to write notes o
ody position
hing else that he noticed. BT-412 came into the interview room
er his own •ower
b
said that during the first interview with BT-412, they (SPC
and SGT
A Co, 519th MI BN, BAF) just had him tell his story, and did not forcibly ask him any questions. Nett e
one ever orcibly laid their hands on BT-412, except to calm him down by placing their hand on his shoulde
th
interview was complete, BT-412 left under
ower, escorted
MP's. The first
rview with
conducted on the evening of 9 Dec 02, by SPC
nd SP
ith Mr.
s the interpreter
ed in by the MPs beca
aid that is legs hurt
relate
as struck by the MPs. SP
rview, but
ould not respond. SPC
anted
o stand up,, but he would no
hind
and placed his and
der his armpits and elped him up. After a fe
said he was tired, so SPC
ad the MP in the room lean
gainst the wall.
ha
SPC
ink some more wate
time later, two other MP's • eluding t e SOG came into th
room and escorted
ack to his cell. SP
tated he did not strik
-412, and did not obsery
anyone strike any o
C's. (See Waiver Certi irate and Sworn Statement of SP
or details)
Agent Coniments: SPC

the

identified in other statements.
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bout 1514Z, 17 Dec 02, SA
advised SG
er legal rights, which she • , and rendered a sworn
statement detailing her knowle ge of this incl
sated she spoke to one time, and that was
about a day and a half before he died. SGT
ind SPC
started going over tthe asic questions pertaining to
he time of his capture and basic aphica . BT-421 would sort of answer questions and some questions he would
give a vague answers. SGT
indicated BT-421 would not stay in the corre position they put him in as he would
stand up and try to sit on the ac of his heels when he was kneeling. GT
related the non-compliance .got to the
point that BT-421 was not looking at her, but at the interpreter. SGT
e. grabbed BT-421 on both sides of the
ead and turned his head towards her. She then held his chin in place so t a T-421king at her as he kept trying
o turn away. When BT-421 was on his knees, he had them closed together, so SGT took her foot and went back
and forth spreading his knees apart. The last time BT-421 was on his knees, they went to go get the guards and two came.
the the oved away, so the guards tackled him. The
When the guards went to prep BT-421 to go downstairs, he pushed
then walked him downstairs with help from other guards. SG
related that less than an hour later, she saw
T-421 in the airlock with his hands up. The guards went in there and BT-421 was kicking at them. It took a bunch of
guards to pull BT-421 out of the airlock. When they got BT-421 out of the airlock, there were about five guards wrec•
ith him. Then the guards put him on a litter and handcuffed him
that he could not fight anymore. SG
said that was the only contact she ever had with BT-421. SGT
denied ever striking BT-421 or having any
involvement with BT-412. She did observe other guards strik . B - 4 1 I uring the airlock incident due to his combative
ehavior. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SGT
or details)
bout 0555Z, 18 Dec 02, S
ewed Mr.
who rendered a sworn statement detailing his
owledge of this incident.
stated he ad no dealings
other than to ask him a few
questions or to give him a few commands
ds or others. Mr.
tated BT-412 seemed to be in
good health and appeared to be well. MR
stated he was in the oot with BT-421 on his last interview at
about 0300 to 0400, 10 Dec 03. He stated that when BT-421 entered the booth, he wal
'
• wn power
he
ng.
did no look well and there was a scratc on his nose. MR.
d ro lems
ated
s PC
and
ere the lead
interrogators
with
SPC as the
interrogator,
but id most of the
ques lolling. MR
sta ed BT-421 kept saying he was tired
Auld not remember anything. BT-421 asked
ent to
for some water, so
bottle of water for him to drink.
ade a small hole in the bottom of the bottle
for some reason. At one point,t
old BT-421 to get on his knees, bu e refused.
nen asked the guard to make
T-421 get on his knees, so the guar tried to force him to his knees, but BT-421 woul no do it. The guard then kicked
BT-421 on the back of the knees to try to for
to kneel, he did not kick him hard, just enough to try to get him to
.,
so
eel. BT-421 said he was falling
ook some water and poured it on BT-421's head and shoulders, which
ind of jolted him. At that point,
e interrogation, and BT-421 was take " by lig He was
alking under his own power. MR.
denied trikin BT-421, but did observe
(SG
and
ick some of the detainees. (See Sworn Statement of Mr.
for additional details)
bout 0648Z, 18 Dec 02, SA 1.111P interviewed Mr.
nterpreter, BCP,
AF, who rendered a sworn statement etailing his knowledge o t is mei•ent.
re ated that about a day
efore BT-412 died, he and two unknown interrogators, were interviewing BT-412.
-412 was brought into the room
here he sat on the floor with his hands behind his back and eased himself down to the floor. The two interrogators
interviewed him, but did not go near him, because he was spitting up a lot of phlegm. The interrogators never hit BT-412
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or ever touched him. BT-412 complained about a pain in his chest and said that he had to throw up. MR.
stated that , he thought BT-412 was faking the throw up part, because every time the interrogators would ask him
sensitive que •
ould act as if he had to throw up. When the interview was finished, BT-412 was released to th
de
guards. MR.
triking BT-412 and stated he did not observe any other persons striking the PUC's. (See
Sworn Statement of r.
for additional details)
bout 0750Z, 18 Dec 02, SA
interviewed Mr.
Interpreter, BCP, BAF, who
endered a sworn statement detailing his 1 I s ledge of this incident. MR
related he was an interpreter
andahar before coming to BAF. MR .
aid he did not remember any contact with
1 at all.. He stated h
ad contact with BT-412 one time, but con not recall anything about that session. MR
iso related he did no
emember anybody hitting BT;
using him in any way. If anyone had done that, he would have remembered i
andrepothm.
enied striking BT-412 and did not observe anyone else striking BT-412 (Se
Sworn Statement of Mr.
or additional details)
bout 0925Z, 18 Dec 02, SA
advised SPC
1 rights, which he waived, and rendered
sworn stat
fling his knowledge of this incident. SPC
d he never had contact with BT-412.
SPC
did conduct the initial interrogation along with PC
. He related BT-421 was
rougl Into t nerrogation room with hood over his
seated. SPC
emoved the hood from BT21 to ask him questions. SPC 111111nd SPC
never placed there hands on BT-421, except to remove
he hobd. When the interview was completed, B
was escorted out of the room b he MP's. SPC
enied striking BT-421. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SPC
or details)
bout 1300Z, 18 Dec 02, Szillintadvised SPC
Co, 519th MI Bn, BCP, BAF,
f If
1 rights, which he waived, and rendered a sworn sCetment etailing his knowledge of this incident. SPC
elated
o involvement with BT-42
• interview BT-412 about three different times with SG
SPC stated neither he nor SG ever placed their hands on the PUC, except when SPC
laced his hands on BT-412 to guide him to lean on a wall, which only happened in the last interview. SPC
stated that during all of the interviews, BT-412 was either sitting down on the ground or ' ' SPC
aid that whenever the MP's would bring BT-412 into .
hey would always tell SPC
to tel
T-412 not to kick his cage and stop being uncooperative. SPC
denied striking BT-412, but did observe the
ards restrain detainees while in processing them because the detainees tried to hit the guards. (See Waiver Certificat
and Sworn Statement of SPC
for details)
.

.

M

About 0740Z, 19 Dec 02, SA
.dvised SPC1.
A Co, 519th MI Bn, BCP,
AF, of his legal rights, which he invoked, and requested
11111111
a lawyer, at
1111111111P
which time t e interview was immediatel
erminated.
gent Comments: SPC111111111vas then. entioned in other statements.
bout 0804Z, 19 Dec 02, SATIRIPadvised SG
statement detailing his knowle ge o t is incident. SG

SA

Typ

SEQ UENCE NUMBER

c

his legal rights, which he waived, and rendered a swo
related he,did not have any dealings with BT-421. SG
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related he interviewed BT-412 about three times, but could not remember the specifics of the interview. SG
related BT-412 looked healthy, coherent, and acted natural. He said BT-412 walked in and out on his own powe
first s. But the third session, BT-412 had to be carried in by the MP's, but walked out under his ow
'aid it appeared BT-412 did
as though he could not walk. It looked as though he was
ower. SG
denied ever strikin BT-412 and did not observe any others
being uncooperative and did not want to walk. SG
for details)
striking the PUC's. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SG 1
77th MP Co, BCP, BAF of his
advised SS
bout 1435Z, 19 Dec 02, SA
legal rights, which he waived, an ren ered a sworn
s ement detailing his knowle ge of this incident. SSG
G111111111111113
1
-421 was when e o
elated he was not aware of any significant involvement with BT-412. His involvement wi
related BT-421 woul
guards to take BT-421 out of the airlock in order to clean the area around the cells. SSG
everal times bumped his head on the
could have caused th
est his head on the front of the cage an
hat if needed enul
aid he was SOG the day he told SPC
injury to the bridge of his nose. SSG
strike BT-412 with common perennial s m es to the thigh to get him to stop trying to remove his hood. SS
e was present during this and that the strikes ere very light and only to get BT-412's attention to listen t
enied striking BT-412 or BT-421 and only observed SPC
guard was instructing him to do. SSG
strike BT-412 in he coon perennial area, ecause of his being uncooperative. (See Waiver Certificate an. wo
for details)
Statement of SSG
377th MP Co, BCP, BAF
bout 1555Z, 19 Dec 02, SI advised SPC
knowledge of this incident. SPC
d n rendered a sworn statemen e m mg
legal rights, which he waivea
orning, BT-412 kept lifting
hood an was tol
for day. shift.
elated he was on watch in the Is
e
afte
n,
SP
passed
along wha
relieved
SPC
o pull it back down. Wh SP
called him in ecause BT-412 woul
ate• that on o
T-412 was doing. SPC
o administer common perennial strikes
old SPC
of keep his hood down.
PC administered three to four strikes an
e course o
not comply.
if B
state• t e stn es were on both legs, in the thigh area,
dministered two to three strikes. SPC
SPC
diu amount of force, enough to where BT-412 would feel it, but not enough to really hurt him. SPC
o four times in the thigh of both legs due to receiving authorization fro
itted to striking B -412
ike BT-412 two to three time in the thigh area of both legs, based on th
and obsery
strikes were due to BT-412 being uncooperative. (See Waiver Certificat
ter
same authorization. SPC
for details)
and Sworn Statement of SPC
on the status of this investigation to date.

bout 0450Z, 20 Dec 02, SAIllitriefed COL

377th MP Co, BCP, B
advised SSG
About 0510Z, 20 Dec 02, SA
iling his knowledge of this incident. SSG
legal rights, which he waived, and rendered a sworn sta e e
related that during a daily br' f as S , he was to
elated he did not have any involvement with BT-421. SSG
tated the onl
hat every time BT-412 raised his hood, the guards administers common perennial strikes. SSG
authorize a strike, would be if the PUC was being combative or had struck or attemp e to strike a guard.
ime he
elated no instruments were used to strike any detainees and the batons within the facility are only for a riot.
SS
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DET

SS
. denied strikin B -412 or BT-421 and did not observe anyone else strike them. (See Waiver Certificate and
Sworn
G Statement of SSG
for details)

iii

bout 0530Z, 20 Dec 02, SAMbriefed MAJ....and MAJ
o date.

on the status of this investigation

bout 1558Z, 20 Dec 02, SAMINPadvised SSG
377th MP Co, BCP, BAF
legal rights, which he waived, and rendered a sworn s ement etailing his know e ge of this incident. S
elated he had no significant involvement with BT-412, but did have involvement with BT-421. SSG
re ated
hat on 9 Dec 02, BT-421 was non-com
verbal commands and combative with the guards. 1 took off his
1 times and when SSG
loosened BT-421's cuffs on his wrists, he would riot allow SSG
to re-secure the chain toe cei ing. BT-421 would pull his arms into his chest and pull his legs up off the
He would then struggle violently by
moving his arms and elbows around. After numerous attempts
o pull the chain form BT-421's hands. SSG
to remove BT-421 from the cell. Once the chain was
reed from BT-421's hands, SSG
SPC SSG same unit,
attempted to attach the chain to the cei ing.
-421 grabbed hisliood wit •o 1 an s ano • NolliaMi o re ove it. They
ied to take BT-421's hands away from his hood without success. At that time, SPC
• elivered a common
erennial strike to BT-421's right thigh. This strike had no effect on BT-421. BT-421 was remov • from th ell in order
o regain control. BT-421 was kicking viole 1
s removed from the cell, causing SSG
to trip and
11 • A - y ound. During this time, SSG
noticed drops of blood on the group near
-421. SSG
checked BT-421
ered t at a scab on BT-421's nose had broken o
Positive control was
egame on BT-421 nd
decided to put him into an ISO cell. SSG
enied striking BT-421,
ut did observe SP
ke his right thigh, due to his combative behavior. ee awer Certificate and Sworn
Statement of SSG
or details)
bout 0310Z, 21 Dec 02, SA WINadvised SPC
's legal rights, which he waived, and rendered a sworn
statement detailing ' , 1 • • ledge o t is incident. S
lated he was in charge of the Isolation Cell where BT12 was kept. SPC
tated he had problems wit T-412 all night on the night shift. BT-412 was uncooperative
ith everything the .4 IM•• ed to do, such at taking BT-412 to the latrine and keeping his hood on. Due to BT-412 being
ncooperative, S' S
ad to strike BT-412 in the right thigh once, then three more times in a row to get BT-412 to
cooperate. SPC
as working the Isolation cells during the time BT-421 was there and *nd . c t he was the most
uncooperative person he had seen. BT-421 would kick at the guards and refused to eat. SPC
to knee BT21 in the right thigh once due to his resistance to putting his hood back on. On the next shift,
hiliiist
he guard with getting BT-421's hood back on after he dr
ome water. BT-421's resistance caused SPC
to
strike BT-421 on the right thigh with his knee. SPC
dmitted to striking BT-412 four times in the tigl
riiiirr
ie to
s combative nature and SPC
dmitted to stri ing T-421 two times in the thigh for the same reason. SPC
id observe another
-41
e or twice, but did not remember whom it w . SPC
id observe SGT
377th MP Co, BCP, BAF, and SPC
strike
T-421 in the thigh, but cou i not remember ow many times.
ese strikes were also due to the combativeness of BT21. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SP
for details)
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About 0448Z, 21 Dec 02, SAIIIIIadvised SGT
, 377th MP Co, BCP, B
•
legal rights, which he waived, and rendered a sworn s temen • e ai mg is
of this incident. SG
ontact wi BTe and it was the night he died. SGT
elated he h
ent to BT-412's cell a ong wi
and SPC
to try to fee BT-412. When the hood was removed from BT-412, he was shown
SPC
he foo an motioned to ea an then s it at SPC
The hood was put back on BT-412 and the guards le
he cell. SG PC d S turned a short time later to the cell of BT-412 to try to
et him to eat an orange. When t e 0 was removed from BT-412, he was unresponsive, that was when the guards
s a problem. SPC
ealize
who was a medic, started checking BT-412 for a pulse and breathing.
hen went to assist wi
er detainee, because there were f other people in the cell. When SG
eturned to BThe saw him on a stretcher. SGT dicated he had two incidents with BTThey were escorting BT-421 do nstairs tot
1 along with SG
he would not utilize th
acilities, but just wanted to sit down. At that point, SG nd SGT otioned to BT-4
hey were takine him back to his cell. BT-421 became non-comp ian and he let himself rop to the floor. SG
and SGT ad BT-4 ' arms under his armpits, which kept him from hitting the group•
as the
carried bac i i o is cell. SGT
cond incident with BT-421 was when he and SPC
scorte
to
terview room. S
T
stayed in the interview room, because BT-421 had become combative.
was called about 45 minutes later to get BT-42
the interview room and escort him back to his cell.
en c• tinued with his other duties. GT
eard the call on the radio for an amb
ce and
was already there so SG continued with his duties. When SGT finished
e wen o T-421 's cell and helped put im o a stretcher and carry him to the in- cessing room, SG
en continued with his other duties, while they waited for the ambulance. SGT denied striking BT-421 and did not observe any other guard strike the PUC's. (See Waiver Certi Ica e an Sworn Statement o
for details)
bout 0955Z, 21 Dec 02, SAlippadvised SGT
77th MP u
Co, BAF o 's lega
ights, which he waived, and ren ere a sworn statement detailing his chow e ge o is incident. SG relate'
e had no significant involvement with BT-421. He did have several problems with BT-412. BT-412 wou not want to
alk to the la in
ould have to be carried. One day, BT-412 was being escorted to the latrine and did not want t
alk and SGT
ad to administer the pressure point under the nose to make BT-412 compliant. Another inciden
as when BT'tits had to be adjusted. The Crash Team had gone into BT-412's cell and he started to kick his
legs up and SG
as not sure if he hit someone, because he was behind BT-412. This
hen SGT
ad to administer tthe pres ure point under BT-412's nose to get him to be compliant. SGT
enied stri mg
12, except when he had to administer the pressure point under his nose to make • comply. He i not observe anyone
striking the PUC's. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SGT
or details)
th
bout 0410Z, 22 Dec 02, SA
advised SGT 1111111PRPlt 377 MP Co,
BCP, B
M.
sworn
legal rights, which he waived,
an rendered
a swo statement etas ing is ow e ge of this incident. SGT
elated he did not have any significant involvement with BT-412, except to move him to the bathroom. G
tainees, nor d•
stated hP never hit
of the interrogators strike the detainees. SGT
SPC
and SGT
admini
common perennial strike to BTon separat
occasions. ee Waiver Certi irate and Sworn Statement of SG 1
for additional details)
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GENT'S COMMENTS: After coordinatin with 377 th MP Co, it was determined the SPC IIIIIndicated within . SG
tatement is actually SPC

1111
.,

bout 1343Z, 22 Dec 02, SA
advised SPCIIIIIMEMINIMP77th MP Co, BCP, BAF 11 1
legal rights, which he waived an ren red a sworn statement
'.....m—i=ng1
de
==17.w
ctiow ea ge of this incident. SPC
elated the only significant involvement he had with BT-412 was when he kept putting his hands out of the win • ow oft
door to his cell. BT-412 was told several times not t• • • is hands out the window and did not comply. SF
same unit, and SPC
entered . BT-412's cell to restrain him better. SP
•
• ca •
-412 against the w. • 1 •
• only enough force to gain control of him. SP
involvement with BT-421 was when SG was trying to get him out of the airlock. SPC
elpe •
o get BT-421's chain away from his hands • at were underneath his body. While on the ground, ' C
eld th
chain that was around B -421's wrists over his head to e of of him. The last time SP
saw
tried to revi
SPC
as when SPC
denied striking BT-412 or B a
•C
ave seen SPC
indicated he mig
administer the common perennial s ike to BT-421 while t ey were
estling in the airlock (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SPC
for additional details)

••

•

advisedSGT
• bout 1517Z, 22 Dec 02, SAW/advised
77th MY Co, BCP, BAF,
of h' - • • thts, which he
SAW/
, and rendered a sworn s atement • e ai in is , a a wledge of this incident. SG
I. " • I"
dicated he n ignific nt involvement with BT-421. SGT
.. 11. of the Cras
earn, a ong with SGT
SSG
nd S
all o
, when they were ca e owns airs to
he 377th MP Co, BCP,
ISO bloc o assist other guards in rests, • • . :
12. BT-412 was trying to slip out of his cuffs
ere able to restrain BT-412 and left the cell. SGT
denied striking BT-412, but did observe SGT
trike BT-412 thr e times in the common perennia area with his
I ee. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SGT
or details)
bout 1620Z, 22 Dec 02, SA
advised SGTIMIllof his legal rights, which he invoked, and requested
lawyer, at which time the interview was terminated

• bout 0415Z, 23 Dec 02, SA
-a dvised SGT
rights, which he waived, and rendered
sworn stateme • - - • • 111 owledge of this incident. SGT
elated he did not have any dealings wit
T-412. SGT
• • " • • BT-42
became non-compliant in the airlock by sitting down an •
•
00 • off. SSG
d SPC
went into the cell to restrain him, while the SOG, SSG
atched them. T-421 became combative and pulled down on his cuffs to keep from being restrained. SG
related someone made a decision to remove BT-421 from the cell and put him in the isolation cell. BT-421
as still non-compliant and continued to wrestle with the guards. When BT-421 was on the ground and secured, the
oticed blood on the ground and noted it was from a scab on BT-421's nose that had broken ope
uffle. Th
guards secured BT-421 to a stretcher and carried him up to Isolation Block #2, Cell #1. SGT
stated tha
ere were two more incidents with BT-421. The first was when BT-421 un-hooked his legs °in the stretcher. Th
second was when BT-421 indicated that he had to go to the bathroom. When BT-421 was taken to the bathroom he jus
sat down and did not have to use the latrine. BT-421 was very non-compliant when he was place back in his , cell. SG
•
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trike BT-421 in the thigh with o on
MOM denied striking BT-421, but did observe SPC
for
perennial strike due to his combative behavior. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SGT
additional details)
ENTCOM

oriefed COL
nd SA
About 0615Z, 23 Dec 02, SA
Appointed 15-6 Investigating Officer, CJ-4, CJTF-180, BAF, on the status o is mvestigation.
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DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
LOCATION

lIAC.A.A1-11?)7VINICA-k OFFICE

,

.

APO 4€ osss 4

DATE

) co Dgc 01

3.

TIME

4.

,, ,

SI' 4 714 lIP C-004P4iN . ....,
7.

iiimmor

FILE NO.

1 i /0 Z.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

B.

.

6- z 35-3y

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
•
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:

1.

0 i 3 7-0a-c-iv -

IlitaMm A. (PF I EI--D e 'A--1- 61411•41 51,4 ^1
APO A- • ectisq

GRADE/STATUS

SPq4C:n V

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A.

Rights

-

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United . States Army

As

144.-

A

a

suspected

Pt.&E--N -r-

_ ._,:o. ,

04,.

CAA M.i 4 a-t. re4v0.1-16A-TRA al4.0,440

and wanted to question me about the-following offense(s) of which I am

6

4

.1

1...

/she asked me any questions about the offenSe(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
of have to answer any questions or say anything.
hing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
personnel subject to the- UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
-

Or

-

-

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
nted for me before any questioning begins.
m now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
• privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
-....

Section B. • Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above: --- I am
without having a lawyer present with me
WITNESSES

• ling to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

available)

la.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

3.

•

TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR
'5A
ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

6.

QA-11-1

M? Der. Ce.... ^ si)

AP 0 AE
Section C.
1.

I do not want to give up my rights:
❑

2.

04354

Non-waiver
.
❑

I want a lawyer.

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

DA FORM4534
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 16 Dec 02
TIME: /
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/E-4
ORGANIZATION: 377th MP Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

liffaliali

, want to make the following statement under oath:
I, SPC
I am m king t is statement to clarify certain aspects or to further clarify certain issues from my
last statement.
Q: Did you ever strike either BT-412 or BT-421?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see anyone strike either one of them?
A: No, I didn't.
Q: Have you heard anyone say they had struck either one?
say
A: Yes, BT-421, after I had given my first interview with CID, I heard SPC
that the night before BT-421 had died, he had went to the upstairs Isolation Cell that we had,
was working. SPCIIIMsaid BT-421 was fighting and he, SPC
where SPC
ad knee BT-421 a few times in the common perennial. He said BT-421 was really
combative.
Q: Did you ask him how many times he had kneed him?
A: No, I didn't, I was actually trying to get everyone to drop the subject.
Q: Why did you want them to stop talking about it?
A: For one, we were ordered not to talk about it, and the other, it wasn't something I really
out.
wanted to thi
say how many times he actually struck BT-421?
Q: Did SPC
A: No, I just over-heard him say a few times.
Q: Was BT-421 able to walk under his own power when you saw him?
A: Yes.
Q: How was he walking?
A: He was walking pretty good, he had leg shackles on, so he couldn't take full strides, but he
didn't look like he was walking impaired.
Q: Did he look like he was limping or like it hurt for him to walk?
A: No, not that I noticed.
Q: Is there any type of instrument at the BCP or that anyone uses to strike any of the Detainees?
A: No, we have the riot sticks, but I don't now of them ever being used.
Q: Have you ever heard anyone say they struck any of the Detainees with any type of
instrument?
A: No, I haven't heard.

a

Initials of Person Making Statement
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Statement of SPC
taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 16
Dec 02, continued:
Q: Have you ever struck any of the Detainees with any type of instrument?
A: No.
Q: Have you ever seen anyone strike any of the Detainees with any type of instrument?
A: No.
Q: When you do a pass-on, do you let the shift relieving you know how many times and where
you've had to strike a Detainee?
A: Yes, I do.
Q: Does everyone doing a pass-on do the same?
A: I can't honestly say that they do, I do, but I can't speak for everybody else.
Q: Have you been told by whomever you receive your pass-on from?
A: Yeah, I've been told by some people that they've had to knee someone once or twice.
Q: Do you think you've always been told?
A: Beforehand, yeah, I believed it, but now I'm starting to question that.
Q: Why?
A: Because I've been told that the Detainees who died were badly bruised on their legs and I've
never been told by anyone that they had been kneed before I relieved them.
Q: Is it Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) to pass-on this information?
A: Yes, it is SOP to pass on everything that's happened.
Q: Would this include how many times and where the Detainee was struck?
A: No, it's not that specific, we've just been told to pass on everything that's happened.
Q: In your mind, does that include passing on where and how many times you've done it?
A: Yes, I have passed that information on a number of times, but I don't think I've passed on
right or left, meaning on what side I struck the Detainee.
Q: Have you been instructed to pass-on that information?
A: Specifically, no, we've just been told to pass-on everything that's happened.
Q: As far as you know, does everyone pass-on that information.
A: No, I can't say that's common for everyone, I do pass that information on.
Q: What was the time/date you last saw BT 421 walking unimpaired?
A: About 1830z on the night he died.
describe how BT 421 was combative?
Q: Did
A: He probably did, but I was trying to stop the conversation and I only recall him saying I ended
up kneeing him a coupla' times.
Q: Is there anything you want to add to your statement?
A: No.///End of Statement/1M
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Statement of SPC
Dec 02, continued:

69-235 33
taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 16

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. INN

ignature o erson Making Statement

WITNESS:

(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 16th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Unit)

SA

WITNESS:

(Signature)

87 Military o ice e c ent (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)

Initials of Person Making Statement."
DA Form 2823
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DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
d as an additional/alternate means oi identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Your Social Security Number is use
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
FILE NO.
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7, GRADE/STATUS

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights
and wanted C.."-At40-10,1-...
to question me about the following otfense(s) of which l'am
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
-14c-6-or"

.ts.c.,E, &.S.N3 iferG-C) P.S..tiffW-..t-A -offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that. I have the following rights:
suspected
fore he/she asked me any questions about the
..
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
present with me
questioning and to hve a l
Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
, during. and atter
wyer at no expense to me,
to a lawyer b
privately
al
k
t
or a military lawyer de ailedfora me
UCMJ) I have the rightt
(For personnel subject tothe
for at no expens e or the Government
to I arrange
r can be a civilian la
during questioning. Thiss lawyer

I

or yer present with llme
be
nd•to have
during. n d at ter
yer
before,
expen
yer wi
law
lawone, a
pr
want
and
a
I have the right to taivately
to afor
se, a o r if I cannot affaawyer
e,
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)
duri
r,d
own
at my
that I arrange
talk
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one

or

both.

•

appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now wilting to discuss the oftense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering‘questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even it I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver

' ling to discuss the ottense(s) under investigation and_make a statement without talking to a lawyer tirst and

I understand my rights as stated above.
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR
M.41 <=r- (,CA Q

cP%3 6"-■

Section C. Non - waiver
.

I do not want to give up my rights:

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

I want a lawyer.
SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
(DA FORM
H THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT
ATTAC
EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 16 Dec 02
TIME: KR 0 7-NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SGT/E-5/Reserves
Military Police Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO
ORGANIZATION: 377 th
AE 09354
, want to make the following statement under oath:
11111111111111/
I,
SGT
While I was inprocessing T-412, I was in charge of telling him what to do. I would stand in
front of the PUC's and informed them the rules and what their number was. BT-412 had just nd
p a by
knee uhim
gotten a rectal examination done, when he raised up, looked at me, brought his rIightabbed
hit me in the genital area. I was hurt and thought about retaliating, but did not. gr
the sides of his head and yelled in his face that he kneed me in the balls. He then became
combative, at which time me and the other two guards took BT:412 to the ground and I applied
pressure to the lower part of his nose. I started to see that his eyes were tearing up and he
became Calm, so we released him. When he got up, he grabbed one of the other guards,with m,
after
so he calmed down. After inprocessing him, we took him to the holding area and assisted Crash
completing all of the inprocessing, took him to the ISO cell. Several days later, I
e
h we were taking him out for. Hhe
with extracting BT-412 out of his cell. I cannot remember wat
. His handcuffs were attached to t
grabbed his handcuffs in order so we could not remove them
ceiling. He stepped on someone's hand, so I tried to move his leg, at which time, he squeezed his
legs together and pinned my hand between them. I struck him in the common perineal area of his
B-412
thigh with my knee, and then in the pressure point on his left shoulder with a closed fist. I donT' t
then released his grip on his handcuffs, calmed down and was escorted out of his cell.
know if any other person struck him during this confrontation or the earlier one, and I had no
other involvement with BT-412.
Q: What shift were you on?
A: First shift, which was days.
Q: What is "Crash"?
A: They are teams that will escort the PUC's between their cells and the interview rooms. They
consist of two persons and there are five people per shift.
Q: During the incident at the inprocessing room, how did you place your hands on his head?
A: I just had my hands on either side of his head.
Q: Did you have your fingers behind his ears?
A: No. I just had my hands on either side of his head, and yelled into his face.
Q: Did you grab his hair?
A: No.
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taken at Ba ram Airfield Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 16
Statement of SGT
Dec 02, continued:
Q: During the incident at the inprocessing room, do you know if the other guards struck BT412?
A: No I don't know.
Q: Other than placing your hands on his head, applying pressure to his lower nose, and applying
a gooseneck come-along, did you hit or strike BT-412?
A: No.
Q: Do you know the name of the interpreter in the inprocessing room?
A: No.
Q: While in his cell, how many times did you strike BT-412 in the thigh?
A: Once.
Q: How many times did you strike him in the shoulder?
A: Twice.
Q: Were both times with a closed fist jab or a "hammer" blow?
A: With a closed fist.
Q: When he grabbed his handcuffs inside the cell, was he hanging with his legs off of the
ground?
A: No.
Q: When he was in his cell, how was he restrained?
A: Long shackles which were secured to the ceiling and his arms, and leg shackles. His arms
were positioned upwards towards the ceiling at an angle.
Q: What is the SOP on restraining the PUC's?
A: Either MI would order it, or if the PUC was being combative. If MI ordered it, it would have
to be approved by the SOG and OIC of the shift. If the PUC was being combative, the MP could
apply the restraints without the approval of the SOG or OIC of the shift.
Q: While in the cell, did the other guards strike BT-412?
A: I don'anow.
Q: How often do you get PUC's that are as combative as BT-412 and BT-421?
A: Not very often, I would say maybe 1 out of 10.
Q: Do you know if any guards were excessively aggressive or physical towards the PUC's?
A: Not to my knowledge, no.
Q: When you conducted shift change, how did you inform the next shift of what hapPeried with
a PUC?
A: If you were on the main floor, the floor Sergeant, would pass the information onto the new
floor Sergeant, and the ISO guards would pass the information on to each other.
Q: I understand you would pass-on information when a PUC was being combative, did you ever
pass on if you struck the PUC, where or how many times the PUC was hit?
A: No.
Q: So you never knew how many times the night shift may have struck a particular PUC, is that
correct?
A: Yes, other than just word of mouth between one guard to another.
Q: Whenever a PUC was being combative and struck by a guard, was the PUC ever examined by
a doctor?
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Statement of SGT1111M111. taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 16

Dec 02, continued:
A: No, not unless there was extreme circumstances.

nt in your own words and typed by this agent?
Q: Is this state
I
A: Ye s
Q: Do you ave anything further to add to your statement?
A: r,30 IIIP 4--..-ts-0 oF S .1-47i_,-ii. JT

li

AFFIDAVIT
AVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
I, SGT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3 . I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

WITNESS:
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 16 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Signature)
(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

(Sig

g Oath)

SA
e achment (CID) (FWD)
ary o
87th
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354

WITNESS:

(Signature)

Article 136, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)
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For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent aaencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACTO
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

I 34 - 02-C I D369-23533

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

I. LOCATION

2. DATE 11111

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

16 Dec 0

5. NAME Last

3. TIME sir

I

(o % Lt

4. FILE NO.

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

SPC/E-4/Reserves

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States

As a Spec

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspected/
gravated Assault///
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Have you been advised of your legal rights in the past and requested legal counsel? N0, you currently have a lawyer?

e

Section B. Waiver
1 understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (I available)

b.

OR

lei 1

I 1

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

'

81- VI MP "Per-. <c ro)
Ci-eo Ac- ck i 3 5
2a. NAME (Type or Print)

--.....,.:V.lioi,51VAiwilaiW.....1,-.•,

_

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANI

INVESTIGA -

87th Military ' . ice Detachment (CID)
APO AE 09354
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. 1 do not want to give up my rights:
❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

❑ I want a lawyer.
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

-

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA Form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
A W1RNT ARM
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354 .
DATE: 16 Dec
TIME:
NAME
SSAN
RANK: SPC/E- eserves
Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
ORGANIZATION: 377th
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
want to make the following statement under
I, SPC
wash: day that
I don't remember the exact date, but the first time I had any contact with BT 412 the
he died. Sometime during the night shift that day I went into BT 412's ISO 1, cell 7, to help feed
him. He had fought with the guards prior to that whenever they had tried to do anything with
im and he refused food and water by not opening his mouth. Then he
him. We went in to
and we left the cell. The next time I entered his cell was when they
spit on SPC
thought he was fake passing out like he had done previously. We were unable to revive him. He
had low vital signs and he was removed from his shackles and taken to the inprocessing room to
be transported to the hospital. That was pretty much all my dealings with him.
Q: Did the off going shift of guards pass on any information to you pertaining to BT 412?
A: I wasn't working ISO.
Q: Is it normal to pass on information from one shift to another pertaining to the PUCs?
A: Yes it is. But with that the guards that work ISO pass on the info to the new shift working
ISO. I was working the floor that night.
Q: What information does one shift pass to the other shift pertaining to the PUCs?
A: Any type of problems that they've had on their shift, any type of info on new people coming
in, changes in routine, if things were supposed to be done on their shift couldn't be done for
some reason. Just mostly things like that.
Q: Do they pass on any information about the attitude or cooperation of the PUC?
A: Yeah. It had been put out in guard mount. It was put out in guard mount that BT 412 was
uncooperative and that his movements were to be done with at least 3 people.
Q: Do they relay to the next shift how many times they had to strike the PUC or where they
struck PUC during the shift?
A:
Q: No.
If a PUC was struck throughout the shift to subdue him or make him compliant, did a doctor
look at him later?
A: Not specifically. I mean if there was no apparent injury, then no.
Q: What would indicate apparent injury?
A: A massive bruise, blood, dislocation.
Q: Did that ever occur?
A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: How would anyone realize the PUC had a massive bruise if he had pants on all of the time?
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continued:

ID 369 _ 2353

ken at Ba am Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 16 Dec 02.

A: I don't know. They do have the opportunity to talk to a medic every morning. The medic is
there every morning to pass out medications, so he talks to every PUC. They can talk to him
then.
Q: Did you strike PUC BT 412?
A: Not that I can recall.
Q: Did you see others strike BT 412?
A: No.
Q: Do you know of other guards striking BT 412?
A: No, I do not know of any other guards striking BT 412.
Q: Did you notice any injury to BT 412 during your contact with him 9
A: No.
Q: How much contact would you say you had with BT 412?
A: I cannot recall any contact until I tried to help feed him. Then on the night that he died as I
said in my previous statement.
Q: How often is the doctor available to consult pertaining to the treatment of the combative
PUCs during the times at which they had to be struck until they complied?
A: I honestly don't know. I would assume that a doctor would be available from the CSH as
needed.
Q: How often have you seen PUCs as uncooperative and combative as BT 412 and BT 421?
A: Very few.
Q: What was the extent of your contact with BT 421?
A: I had an incident with BT 421 the night prior to his death. I was working the floor and he
was non-cooperative and fought with us as we were trying to adjust his restraints. At first he
would not let us put his hands where we needed him to, and then he grabbed all of his restraints
kled position he was
and clutched them close to his chest. As we tried to put him back into
d I removed BT
swinging his arms so that we couldn't reach his shackles. SSG
o the main floor to try to regain control. We were still having difficulties
421 from the airl
came over to help. We regained control of his restraints and attempted to
and SSG
put him back into his airlock cell and he fought again. We returned him to the floor and it turned
into a wrestling match on the ground. Somewhere during the struggle on the floor, I hit him once
on the common perineal area. We removed him from the floor as quickly as possible so as not to
incite the rest of the general population.
Q; How many times and where on his body did you strike BT 421?
A: I struck BT 421 one time in the common perineal, and I placed one of his arms into a joint
lock. The best that I could in short cuffs.
Q: How many times have you seen others strike BT 421?
A: I can't recall any.
Q: Did you ever notice that BT 421 could not walk very well?
A: Yes. On the night of his death I helped move him from isolation to an interview room where
he complained to the interviewer that his legs hurt. We actually had to carry him into the
interview room because he refused to walk, but after the interview he walked back to his cell
without incident.
Q: Was he walking normally?
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aken at Ba am Airfield Af hanistan APO AE 09354 on 16 Dec 02
Statement of SP
continued:

A:
slowly.
Q: Very
Do you
know of anyone else striking BT 421? Interpreters, MI personnel, other interviewers
etc?
A: Not that I can recall.
Q: How often have you seen the doctor in the facility?
A: On night shift, usually only when new arrivals come in.
Q: What about on day shift?
A: I have never worked day shift.
Q: How do you feel about the PUCs?
A: The people in custody are still untried and I'm sure some are innocent. Some of them are
killers and some of them are dirt farmers. So I treat each one of them with the respect that they
appened?
treat me with.
Q: BT 412's legs suffered severe trauma while at the BCP. How do you suppose that h to his
from knee strikes
common perineal nerve.
Q: Is this statement in your own words and typed by this agent?
A: Yes.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: Yes. I also struck BT 421 one time in his common perineal during his interview with MI on
the night of his death, because he was not compliant with the interviewer's instructions.
Q: Was that the only other time you struck him?
A: Yes, that I can recall.
Q: Did anyone else in the interview room strike him?
A: Not that I can recall.
Q: Explain striking the common perineal?
A: I raised my knee and made contact with the outside thigh of the detainee.
Q: How much force do you normally apply to such a strike?
A: As much as I can, so that I do not have to do it again.
Q: Is there anything further you wish to add to this statement?
A: 'No. ///End of Statement///
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Statement of SP
continued:

taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 16 Dec 02,

inimimminimilmis

AFFIDAVIT
I, SPC11111.1111111.111.1111. HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO MIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE7. 11 FFULLY
UNDERSTOOD THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME.
THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

1111111111111Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
th
administer oat
ecember, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,

M
(Printed Rank, Name)

DET;

CC- 1 D)

(Unit)

WITNESS:

S

(Signature)

87
Bagram At
APO AE 09

-tachment
anistan

Article 136, UCMJ
(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING FROCEDURE/VVAIVER CERTIFICATE
.

For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is

ocgap3 4-02-C1D369 -2 3 533

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

ROUTINE USES:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

DISCLOSURE:

MP

I D aC

D6-r (cto) A?() A1-1. oq.TYcf

4.

. TIME

DATE

LOCATION

2— e)4‘ept

FILE NO.

(3 VB.4- 02- Clo-scp9

. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

Co )3

M ?

Fleo PrcF_

Oct

54

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

CRI /A/wilt_

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

AM!
Al.:

A-T e..t 4 5544-)1.-7- //(

Arra t g

suspected
Before heirrted. me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything,

1.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
(For perSonnel subject to the UCMJ)
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,

2.
3.

or both.

-

- Of

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during,

and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)
or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense,
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
have a-right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
III am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without-a lawyer present, I
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

side)

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse
%9

6

YOU2

LJL6-0)

ehsr

(ssi-r■IS

Risavifsreo

Section! B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

WITNESSES (if available)
1a.

NAME (Type or Print)

me ©r I,

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

(•,) Cc Li)

piro 0t- k o c Ys-cy
Section C. Non-waiver
I do not want to give up my rights:

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

want as fpwyer.
SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT

DA FORM
3881,
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Sworn Statement
irfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

LOCATION: Bag
DATE: 17 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/USAR
ORGANIZATION: 377th MP Co, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
I,
want to make the following statement under oath: I was working day
shift, I think it was 1 Dec 02, when I first had contact with BT 412. During this time he was
hanging for 24 hours and shackled. He was constantly talking and being non-compliant. I put
goggles and earmuffs on him underneath his hood to try to keep him from knowing when a guard
was around. It seemed that whenever he knew a guard was around he would start his activity.
Talking and struggle a little against his chains. He was constantly talking. I had an interpreter
tell him to stop talking and settle down and he still did not comply. That went on my entire shift.
Nobody hit him. that day. The next time I had contact with BT 412 was on the day he died. I was
with him for about 6 hours prior to his death. I came in at 1330 local time that day. He was
continually talking and the first thing we did was move him from. ISO cell 6 to cell 7. He refused
to walk so we had to carry him. Then we shackled him with his arms over his head in cell 7, so
that he had to stand. The engineers were reinforcing the doors and when they were finished we
put him back into cell 6. He refused to walk again and we had to carry him. We shackled him in
a standing position again with his hands above his head. A couple hours later he wound his cuff
chain into a twist by spinning in the cell. I then removed one handcuff to untwist the chain. He
tried punching me in my chest and I pressed him against the wall separating him from me. I
cuffed the loose cuff onto the chain itself and got help. We had to take his right hand and lift him
up to force his hand into the cuff to re-cuff him. At 1220z we let him down to eat and he made a
move to exit the open door and I jerked him back by his chain on his left hand and put him
against the far wall. I then backed out of the cell and he sat down against the far wall and refused
to eat or drink anything. I then re-cuffed him about 35 minutes later and chained him standing up
again. He then kept grabbing his hood trying to take it off and spit. I called the SOG and he
informed us to pull down his hood after he pulled it up and to give him a common perineal strike.
After about 5 hits he stopped grabbing his hood. We didn't have any trouble with him after that.
Q: Describe a common perineal strike?
A: You hit the middle of the outer thigh with your knee.
Q: How hard is this method administered?
A: I used probably medium to light force. You don't have to do it very hard for it to be
effective.
Q: Did you hit him anywhere else?
A: No.
Q: Did you s
ne else strike him?
gave him 3 common perineal strikes. The SOG and I witnessed those.
A: SPC
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Statement...IS taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 17 Dec 02,
continued:
Q: Who as the SO
A: SSG
Q: Did SSG ver strike BT 412?
A: No.
Q: What amount of force did SP
se that time?
A: Light to medium.
Q: Is anything passed on from one shift to another pertaining to the PUCs?
A: Yes. We mostly pass on if they are being compliant or not.
Q: Do you pass on how many times you had to strike the PUC on where or his body he was
struck?
A: No.
Q: Would you or any other guard know how many times or where on his body strikes were
administered over a day?
A: No.
Q: Does a doctor check non-compliant, combative PUCs after numerous strikes have been
delivered upon his person?
A: No.
Q: Does a doctor have any input into how the PUCs are chained, restrained or controlled with
restraints in the cells or general area?
A: Yes, but only if there is a known medical problem.
Q: Were any implements of any type used to strike BT 412 or any other PUC?
A: No.
Q: Do you ever have to stand on or place your feet to pin the legs of a PUC?.
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see a guard do that?
A: No.
Q: How often does a doctor interact with the PUCs?
A: Rarely. Only if they complain of pain.
Q: Are there any routine exams of the PUCs by the doctor at any type regular intervals?
A: Whenever the PUCs enter the BCP and whenever the PUCs leave.
Q: Is it possible for you to observe the bare legs of the PUCs routinely?
A: No.
Q: Is it accurate to say you could not see the extent of any injury to a PUCs legs after strikes
were administered over a period of days?
A: Yes.
Q: Have you ever seen any other guard strike a PUC with any type of instrument?
A: No.
Q: Have you ever heard of any other guard striking a PUC with an instrument?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything further to ad_d to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement///
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Statement o
continued:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT WHICH
BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3 I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
.

Wi
re

WITNESS:
(Signature)

e ent)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
ember, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
administer oaths, this 17th day of Dec
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

87 ita
Bagram A' ie •, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354

Article 136, UCMJ
i

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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0137-02-CID 369-23534
0134-02-C10369-23 5 3 3
Sworn Statement
Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

LOC ATION: Bagram
DATE: 17 Dec 02
TIME: 1
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK:
Civ/Interpreter
ORGANIZATION:
Bagram Detention Facility, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE
09354
want to make the following statement under oath:
personnel
UC 421 died, I was the interpreter when Military Intelligence
pers
I,
, escorted byMP's•
The
detainee
walked
into
t
About
tarted to ask him
ninterviewed h '
ffered him a cigarette.
name
d ' that he was lying. The detainee also had a
The detainee sat down in the chair, and
so much that she said "you're laughing."
some questions and after a few minutes, she
believe
th
at
it
angere
I
smirk on his face, and
sit on his ees with his hands over his
told him to crouch down
The MI personnel told him to get out of the chair an
tired, so
ainee against the wall
head. After a few minutes, the detainee said that he
with his back to the wall.
During
this
entire
timpushed
the
grabbed the detainee's beard and behind his ears with her hands; she
nee..
chest. One time t
detainee
in
his
about 2-3 times
punched the
or
kicked
in come
the gem.
al an .ut her foot on top of his bare feet. I didn't se
bootieshim
had
off,
everit the deta inee in the legs, or anywhere else that I have
not already
mentioned.
The
rsonnel
were beating
him, but
I told him
t
I
to take the detainee
was pleading to me several times that the
the
MP's
hen called
detainee
head. She told them to keep
that if he cooperated, then he would not be hurt.
restraints standing up with his hands over his shift.
away and place him in next shift came on, which would be the night
him that way until the the exact date or time of the interview?
Q: Do you remember
before we were informed that he had died.
A: No, but it was a couple of days
ram Detention Facility?
you
worked
at
the
Bag
Q: How long have
A: I got here 25 Nov 02.
previopsly worked with detainees?
Q: Have you
been at Guantanamo for
A: I have previously
have you sat in with
Q: How many ii terviewsbut PUC 421 was the first with her. Several withal also, but this
A: Several with
o r im too.
interviews
was it common for the MIpersonnel
to treat the detainees lik eell
p
was the firs t time
the
Q:
did?
an
never seen this, not eno ra ua tanamo.
did they act the same way to other detainees?
A: No, I ave
the NCOIC of the MI personnel about what
Q: In the other interviews with
ave to be a little bit rougher with the detainees
A: No. After this interview, I spoke wit
y
.

happened with PUC 421, and he said that
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Statement of ...1W taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 17 Dec
02, continued:
than they are at Guantanamo. He also said Illivas not supposed to do what she did to the
PUC.
Q: When the detainee came into the interview room, did he walk in by himself?
A: Yes.
Q: When the detainee left the interview room, did he walk out by himself?
A: Yes.
Q: Before the detainee was brought into the interview room, do you know what cell he was in?
A: I don't know.
Q: After the detainee left the interview room, do you know what cell he was put in?
A: I don't know, but I know that MI ordered his hands put up, and that would usually be done in
the ISO block.
Q: Was PUC 421 more or less aggressive than the other PUC's during interviews?
A: He was talking more than others, but did not appear more violent or aggressive than the
others.
Q: Did he say anything against the Americans or the US?
A: No.
Q: How was the PUC restrained when he walked into the interykaigom?
A: He had shackles on his arms, but after not cooperating within, she went and got a set of
leg shackles and a cha' to connect the arm and leg shackles, which she put on him.
Q: How hard did
ush the detainee against the wall?
A: Notiiiicard.
Q: Did
ick the detainee in the genital area, or in the inner thighs?
A: I believe it was right in the center of his genital area, because I could not see. After she did
this, he sat down on the floor and was complaining about how he was hurting. They told him to
get back • . I • a e did so.
Q: When
t the detainee was he standing or sitting?
A: He was stan mg.
Q: How did she kick the detainee?
A: With her foot.
Q: When she kicked him, did it appear to be really hard?
A: She just raised her foot, and touched his genital area. If she really hit him hard, I don't
believe he wailliave been able to stand back up.
Q: How did11.11 grab the detainee behind the ears?
A: With both of her hands and her fingers behind his ears. I am not sure if she had her fingers
"dug" into his
Q: How did
punch the detainee in the chest?
A: With a closed fist, about 2-3 times.
Q: How hard did she hit him in the chest?
A: Not a full punch, just little ones.
Q: After the interview, did a doctor examine the PUC?
A: I did not see.
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Statement of1111111111111, , taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 17 Dec
02, continued:
Q: What exactly did the detainee tell you?
A: He told me that he was being beaten by the MI personnel, and I told him to cooperate. He
also told me that he was beaten by the personnel downstairs,
Q: Who was he referring to when he said the people downstairs?
A: The guards.
Q: Why did he tell you that he was beaten by the guards?
A: I asked him about an injury he had on his nose.
Q: Did you ever strike PUC 421?
A: No.
Q: When the MP's came to get PUC 421, did you see them strike the detainee?
A: No, he was on the floor because of all the pushing and shoving. So they picked him up and
pushed him out of the door, like in a hurry.
Q: Have you ever seen any guards strike any of the detainees?
A: No.
Q: How do you feel about the incident that occurred withal/id
A: I was really shocked at it.., I even spoke with my supervisor, that i it continued then I would
ask for a transfer.
Q: Do the MI personnel or guards pass on to each other how many times or where on the body
they had struck the PUCs?
A: I didn't notice. I didn't hear.
Q:- How often does the doctor have contact with the PUCs or examine them?
A: I don't know.
Q: Is this stakiiimin your own words and typed by this agent?
AY' WINN
Q: Do you loathing further to add to your statement?
A: N
g
e /-4
ri
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taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 093 54 on 17 Dec

St ate ment of
02, continue :

,

AFFIDAVIT
I, 011111111111WIAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
W H BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WI IOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Si g

WITNESS:

(Signature)

ing Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 17th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

ath)
(Si
SA
nary Police Detachment (CID) (FWD)
87th
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354

Article 136; UCMJ
(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is OD6S1/ 4

_ 2 zj.1 I

36q-2 3533

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
.

. LOCATION
BIN

3.

DATE

.

TIME

/4 DEC 0 2'

Pt? Der. Ce.,1›) A-Po AC 0930

FILE NO.

OVO

. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

5.

1111111M11111111

4 Co , 5/9774 fq.r. 3^J.

No 4-6 15 `1354
PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

0

e.g.114

,

.

( /4.1 itto .1- PJ% /CS() 11T1 ") et1441 41 erAlb
The investigator whose name appears belOw told me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
tit-t-

A c,E74.T
: Ac,Lt-5sAJll
aAAJ TED A- . .1,, LT.

Al 4 iiir

suspected/

he asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:

•

or have to answer any questions or say anything.

.,
.
•
ng I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
ersonnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

duringquestioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the GOvernment or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
-

Or

-

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
/ed for me before any questioning begins.
now willing to discuss the of fense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a righrto stop answering questions at any time, or speak
11101
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above
without having a lawyer present with

ling to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

SIGN

3.

WITNESSES Of available).
la.
SOS
b.

0 GANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHO

t --4kk ‘4,..0

cliest C Ca'm)

.1%0Q tiq

csR354

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

5.

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6.

Section C.
1.

SA pIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIP
GI- TA MP loer. (cz)
A-Po AE 0q354
0

NIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

,

Non-waiver

I do not want to give up my rights:
❑

2.

PED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

❑

I want a lawyer.

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

•
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
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0134 - 02 - C ID 369 - 23533
Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 17 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPClActive
ORGANIZATION: A Company, 519 th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
ant to make the following statement under oath:
I, SP
I was the lead Interrogator in the questioning of BT-421 , and was there for all five of his
ver even w him. During the first three
interrogations. I had no dealin
he Interpreter, were in
in t he
d
interrogations of BT-421, SPC
interrogation room with me. During the fourth interrogation, S T
and
the Interpreter, were with me. During the fifth and last interrogation,
the Interpreter, were with me. We would place BT-421 at one end of a tab e and myself at the
other end. The other Interrogator would sit along the side of the table with the Interpreter across
from them on the other side. I was the lead Interrogator, so I would ask most of the questions,
through the Interpreter, and the Interpreter would relay the answer to me. The additional
Interrogator would ask questions I missed, or would ask questions to clarify certain aspects of the
questioning.
Q: During your questioning, did you ever strike BT-421?
A: Negative.
Q: Did anyone else strike him?
A: No.
Q: Did any of the other Interrogators strike BT-421 during questioning?
A: Negative.
Q: Did any of the Interpreters ever strike BT-421 during questioning?
A: Negative.
Q: Did anyone ever grab or get rough with him?
A: I grabbed his clothing and put him up against the wall.
Q: How many times?
A: Four times, I would just kind of walk him around the room and put him in different spots.
Q: All during the same session?
A: Yes.
Q: How hard would you say you grabbed and put him against the wall?
A: Not very hard.
Q: Do you think you ever did it hard enough to hurt him?
A: No, I don't think so.
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taken at Bay am Airfield Afghanistan APO AE 09354

- 2353

on 17

Statement of SP •
Dec 02 continued:
Q: Did
do anything
else?
Yes,you
I placed
my right
foot on the back of his left knee, when he was kneeling, to get him in
A.
the kneeling position.
Q: How much force did you use?
ou used?
A: I wouldn't say much at all, I really don't know how to measure it.
Q: On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being the most force, how much force would you say you
A: I'd say about three to four.
Q: Did anyone else do the same?
A: No, it was just me.
Q: Did you have to do that every session?
A: No, just on the fourth one.
Q: Did anyone
any we
blows
to BT-421?
firstelse
threeusetimes
talked
to him we were very friendly to him, but on the fourth
A:
No,
the
interview, some holes came up and we wanted him to answer us truthfully.
et him to comply?
Q: Did anyone use any type of instrument to g
.
A: No.
Q: Did anyone ever strike him on the calves?y foot in the back of his knee.
A: I would have been the closest by putting m
.
Q:
do this the
at any
other
time? In the fifth
A: Did
No, you
just during
fourth
session.
session, we had an MP place him on his knees.
and placed him down on his knees. He was
The MP kind of tripped him while he held him
shackled and cuffed at the time.
one else ever grab or get rough with him?
mostly all she did was put her hands on his shoulders, she would push down on his
Q:
sho make him go to his knees. She also grabbed his ears once and lifted him up.
A:
shoulders to
Q: Did she cause any damage to his ears? ,
A: None that I knew of, there was no blood or anything.
Q: Did she ever do anything else to him?
A: No.
Q: Did she ever strike him in his genital area?
A:
Q: No.
Was she ever in a position to have struck him in his genital area?
es, when he was on his knees, she would place her foot in between his knees.
A:
Y
Q: Did you ever see her strike him in the groin area while in this position?
A: No.
Q: Is it possible she could have?
A: Yes, but I never saw her.
e have seen her strike him?
Q: Could som
ight have seen it.
A: If she did,
eem reliable and truthful to you?
Q: Does
A: No.
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taken at Ba ram Airfield Afghanistan APO AE 09354 on 17

Dec 02, continued:

Q: Why not?
A: Because he leaves a lot out of what is said when he gets the answer for us.
Q: How do you know that?
A: Because whenever the person says something about the Taliban, he leaves that out of the
answer.
Q: How many times have you worked with
A: About four or five times.
Q: How many of those times were with BT-421?
A: Just once.
Q: Do you think
ould lie about someone striking BT-421?
A: I don't think he
ave a reason to, he was angry about the stress positions we would use, like
putting him on his knees.
Q: Did any of the other Interrogators or Interpreters ever strike BT-421?
A: No.
Q: How would you say BT-421 received bruising to his groin area?
A: I have no idea.
•.
Q: Are you certain you never saw anyone strike BT-421 in the groin area?
A: Yes, I'm positive.
Q: Have you ever seen any of the Military Police (MP) strike any of the PUCs?
A: Yes, BT-421. During my fourth session of questioning BT-421, he refused to folio
instructions and became non-compliant. Since he didn't want to stay on his knees,
of a
pair of long cuffs and placed one cuff on the chain of the set of short cuffs that were attached to
is and placed the other end on the chain of the pair of leg shackles that were on BT-421.
en left the booth and told the guard to come get him. Two MP's came into the booth to
get BT-421, I don't know who they were, they unlatched the top part of the extra cuffs we added,
this left his hands free with the other cuffs around his wrists. He stood up and
and r wards one of
the walls, one of the MP's grabbed himand
d threw him on the floor. We had
.ell him not
to resist what the MP's were doing. The MP's then unlatched the bottom part of our cuffs and
walked him downstairs..
Q: Did he walk under his own power?
A: I believe he did.
Q: Did you see anything else?
A: Yes, I went to my office and heard BT-421 yelling, it sounded like he was in pain. The MP's
had put him in an airlock originally and he was cuffed to the ceiling standing up. They tried to
reposition the cuffs on his hands and he lifted his legs so they couldn't hang him up to the top of
the cage again. After he did that with his legs, they were lifting him back up, he tried to resist
and one of the MP's punched him on his right side about six times. They kept trying to put his
hands up and he kept resisting them. They then grabbed him and threw him on the ground
outside of the airlock onto his stomach. Two more MP's came out from the front desk, there
were about six MP's holding him down on the ground, and the same MP that was punching him
in the airlock started punching him again while he was on the ground. He punched him about six
more times on the same side. Then they brought out a stretcher, hand-cuffed him to the stretcher,

Iffilw
w

t
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taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 17

Dec 02, continued:
and carried him upstairs to the first Isolation cell on the left. When he was in the Isolation cell,
they asked us to bring an interpreter, I can't remember which one, and they pulled up his hood to
see where he was bleeding from. I had told them about a scab on his nose, because I had seen it
while I was questioning him, and they thought he had a nose bleed. The scab on his nose had
been re-injured and was bleeding.
Q: How did he get the injury (scab) on his nose?
A: I had asked him about it during the first interrogation and he said that he had received it
before he came to us, he didn't say from who. He said he was injured at the place he had been
before coming to the BCP.
Q: Where you around when he was inprocessed?
A: I was there, but I wasn't , downstairs in the inprocessing room when he arrived.
Q: When was the first time you saw BT-421?
A: I talked to him the night he was brought in, a couple of hours after he had been screened.
Q: What was his attitude?
A: He seemed like a really nice man.
Q: Did you notice the injury to his nose then?
A: Yes.
Q: Did it look new or old?
A: It looked old, he already had a scab on it.
Q: How big was the injury?
A: Maybe about an inch, it didn't look like it was one big cut, it looked like a scrape.
Q: I have shown you pictures of BT-421 when he first inprocessed and after he died, is the injury
to his nose the same injury you first noted at his inprocessing?
A: It wasn't as big, it just looked like a bunch of scabs that almost matched his flesh.
Q: When did you first notice the larger of the two injuries to his nose, the one in the picture I
showed you after his death?
A: During my last interview with him.
Q: Did he say how he had received it?
A: No.
Q: Did you ask him?
A: No.
Q: Do you know of how it was re-injured?
A: No.
Q: Do you pass on information to anyone after a session?
A: Yes, I pass it on to my team leader.
Q: Do you pass on how many times you would have hit him or what injuries he might have
sustained?
A: No, we don't hit them.
Q: Have you ever seen a doctor examine the PUCs?
A: No, I just know the doctor works through the MP's.
Q: Is there anything else you want to add to your statement?
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91 34-02-CID369-235 3
taken at Bay. am Airfield Afghanistan APO AE 09354 on 17

Dec 02, continued:

A: I would kinda like to note the way he was on the last interview with him. He came in and he
wanted some water and so we brought him some water. We asked him how he was doing and he
said that his wife had died that day, he said his wife had come and told him. We gave him the
water, and he couldn't even hold onto it. As soon as we gave it to him he dropped it on the floor.
It was in a plastic, .5 liter bottle, and he started drinking it. We didn't talk to him long that day
because of the way he was acting that day. The MP's came and got him, and he actually walked
out on his own two feet, which was funny because the MP's had to drag him in there when he
first cam in to the booth.
Q: Is there anything else you want add?
A: No ///End of. Statement///
AFFIDAVIT
I
AVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT,
UT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

WITNES
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 17th day of December, 2002, at Bagram
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
.

:41

P11111111111—
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WITNESS:

S

(Signature)

l itary Po ice etac ent (CID) (FWD)
87
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
3. TIM

2. DATE

1. LOCATION

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

17 Dec 02

5. NAME (Last, First, MI)

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

3

4. FILE NO.

M 0

A Company, 519 1 Military Intelligence Battalion
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

7. GRADE/STATUS

SPC/E-4/ f\ c-iwc.
PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

.

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)
The investigator -whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
As a SpdtiAirot

Aggravated Assault///
suspecte
e me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
ore he/she
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
..
. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or I
have
the
right
to
talk
privately
to
a
lawyer
before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

I

.
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak

- privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Do you currently have a lawyer?

Have you been advised of your legal rights within the last 30 days?
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. 1
without having a lawyer present with m

ing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talkingToTh. lawyer first and
3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVI

WITNESSES (If available)
la. NAME (Type or Print)

-

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

...imumminuoluOlisi

5.

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

"

-

SA
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

87th Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

Section C. Non-Waiver
.

1. Ido not want to give up my rights:

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

❑ I want a lawyer.
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS W '
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 17 Dec 02
TIME: I
NAME .
SAN
RANK: SPC/E-4/Active
ORGANIZATION: A Company, 519 th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
atement under oath:
I, SPC IIIIIIIIIIIgw ant to make the f o
d myself conducted the interview. I
The first time that BT-412 was interviewed, SG
cannot remember who the interpreter was. The detainee was brought into the room by the MP's
on his own power. He was restrained by leg and arm shackles. When he came into the room, he
sat on the floor. My job during the interview was to write notes on his body position and
anything else I noticed about the PUC. During the interview we just had him tell his story, and
did not forcibly ask him any questions; Neither one of us ever forcibly laid our hands on him,
and if we did touch him, it was only to calm him down by placing our hand on his shoulder.
When we were finished with the interview, he was escorted out by the MP's on his o
The first time I interviewed BT-421 was in the evening of 9 Dec 02. I was with SPC
He was dragged in by the MPs because he said that his legs hurt him.
andd the interpreter was
When I asked him why is legs hurt him, he said that he was struck by the MP's. When the
detainee entered the room, he had on leg and arm shackles. When he entered the room, he sat on
a chair with his knees bent. He asked for a bottle of water, so I went out into the hallway and got
him one. While bringing it over to him, it fell out of my hands and hit the floor, cracking on the
bottom slightly. I brought the bottle over to him, but he could not raise his hands up to get the
bottle and it fell in his lap. He finally was able to get the bottle to his mouth and took a drink.
We started the interview, but the PUC was, not responding. He kept saying that his legs hurt him
and he was very tired. I went over to him and had him place each of his feet in my hands one at a
time. He did so, but very slowly. After a little while, I wanted him to stand up, but he would not
do so. I got behind him and placed my hands under his armpits and helped him to stand up.
After a few minutes of standing, he said that he was tired, so I asked the MP who was in the
room with us to lean him up against the wall, which he did. After talking to him for a few
minutes, I took him back to the center of the room. When he got into the center of the room, he
was swaying and looked kind of white, and seemed really tired. I handed him the water bottle
and he drank a little but then stopped. I wanted him to drink the rest of the bottle, so I took the
bottle and held it up to his mouth and had him drink the rest of it. Just a short time later, two
other MP's including the SOG came into the room and escorted him back to his cell.
Q: When BT-412 came into the interview room, was he walking by himself?
A: Yes.
Q: When he left the room was he walking by himself?
A: Yes.

is
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taken at Ba ram Airfield Af hanistan APO AE 09354 on 17. Dec
Statement of SPC
02 continued:

Q: When BT-421 left the interview room, washe walking by himself?
A: Yes.
Q: When BT-421 said that he was struck by the MP's. did he say when or how?
uter thigh and said that he was hit here.
A: No he pointed to
ever strike BT-412?
Q: Did you or SG l
A: Never.
Q: Did you or SPC111111ever strike BT-421?
A: No.
Q: Did the interpreters ever strike the PUC's?
A: Never.
Q: Prior to BT-412 coming into the interview room, what cell was he in?
A: I think he was in ISO, but I'm not sure.
Q: After leaving the interview room, what cell was he put in?
in he had
osition, because
A: I think he was brought back to ISO. He was placed into a standing parrive d PUC's order
just gotten to the Detention Facility and that was the practice for newly
deprive them of sleep and to become more compliant.
Q: Prior to BT-421 coming into the interview room, what cell was he in?
A: He was in ISO upstairs.
Q: After leaving the interview room, what cell was he put in?
A: He was put back into his cell in upstairs ISO.
BT-421?
Q: Other than you lifting his feet and helping him to stand up, did you
other guys to
t
no
A: Any other time that I did was to rub or touch his back. The Afghans do n
touch them, and I like to use that to break them down.
Q: Who was the MP that was in the room with you?
believe his name is INS
A: I am not sure of his name, but he is a SPC, has a moustache and I
Q: Did the MP forcibly place him against the wall?
A: No. He just brought him over and let him rest against the wall.
Q: Do you know if any guards had struck BT-412 or BT-421?
A: No, I never saw them strike either one of the detainees.
Q: Did you ever hear of another interrogator strike a PUC?
A: No.
Q: Did you notice any bruising or injuries on either BT-412 or BT-421?
A: No visible signs.
him?
Q: When BT-421 told you that his legs were hurting did you believe in order to get out of an
A: No. I have had many PUC's who would fake an injury or a pain
interview. I felt that BT-421 was really tired and that his legs may have been hurting for
standing, but I did not feel that he was in any medical emergency.
Q: Is this statement in your own words and typed by this agent?
A:
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement/II
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Statement of SPCIIIIIIIIIIraken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 17 Dec
02, continued:

AFFIDAVIT
I, SPC111111111111 HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
T COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMEN

ure o erson Making Statement)
11101111111.111116

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 17 6 day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanista

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

(Printed Rank, Name)

re o Person
(Si
SA
87 ary ice Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
OPS
ID
see AR 190-30: the proponent agency is S
For use of this form.
DATA

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

013 q '-'02—WL9;67--

235-33

means by which information may be accurately identified.
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
th
To
provide
and law
enforcement
officials
Your
Socialcommanders
SecurityNumber
is used
as an additional/altentate
means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

4: FILE NO.
2. DAT

17 Dec 0
1. LOCATION

Bagrarn Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
Lau
7. GRADE/STATUS

SGT/RA
PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

inal Investigation Command (CID)
Army r'on me about the following offense(s) of which I am

Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States
and wanted to ue C

As a Special Age

Cr-about
aV
any questions
the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to e that I ave the following rights:
suspected/
Before he/she
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
1. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence
against
in aprivately
criminal to
trial.
I have the
right me
to talk
a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
or a military lawyer
detailed for me at no expense to me,
a
2.
e for at no expense to the Gove
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ)
er
I
arrange
3.
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawy
or both..

.
- orI have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during
questioning.
I understand
that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
(For
civilians
not subject
to the UCM.l)
If I am now
to discuss
the offense(s)
under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
appointed
forwilling
me.before
any questioning
begins.
4. privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

e you been advised of your legal rights in the past and requested legal counsel?
.tement without talking to

Hav

a lawyer first and

Section
B. Waiver
I understand
my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigat
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)

b. 0 GANIZATION OR ADDRESS
Vtr,% 14.4 i36-c—
r1/4,E, 0'13

Aga

2a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATI N OF "

Military Police Detachment (CID), Ba am Airfield,
87 th
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

Section C. Non-Waiver
I. I do not want to give up my rights:

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

0 I want a lawyer.
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

.
TEMENT (DA Form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED
TA

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CER
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Sworn Statement
eld, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

0/7 ci-oz.-c-a26076q— "23533

LOCATION: Ba r
DATE: 17 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: TIE-5/Active
ORGANIZATION: A Company, 519 th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

I

I, SG
want to make the following statement under oath: I spoke to. BT
421 one time and that was about a day and a half before he died. He came into the room with 2
guards and he was shackled with long cuffs on his ankles and long and short cuffs on his wrists.
He also had the hood on. The guards took off the short cuffs leaving him standing and they left
the room. We then told him to get down on his knees and he complied. Then we started going
over the basic questioning pertaining to the time of his capture and basic biographical stuff. He
was sort of answering questions and others he would give a very vague answer. He kept smiling
and laughing and we kept asking him what was he smiling about and he kept saying nothing.
Nothing. Then he. We asked him why he stood up and he said because his knees hurt.
After that is when
d I approached him and put him on his knees. Before we did that
though we told him not do anything without us telling him to do it. We kept asking him
questions. I can't remember exactly how many times he stood up before we put him on the wall,
but it was a couple times. Then he said his knees hurt and we said OK fine then we're going to
put you on the wall and we put him on the wall. Then we continued to ask him questions while
he was on the wall, but he just continued to slide do jai11. This was to the point that he
would actually sit on the ground. Then I would hel
lift him back up. That continued
for I don't know how many times. It got to the point that he wasn't looking at me, and he was
looking at the interpreter, so I grabbed him on both sides of the head and turned his head towards
me. Then I held his chin in place so that he was looking at me, because he was trying to turn
away. I had him hold his arms up so that if he turned his head away the only thing he was
looking at was his arms. He would keep bringing his arms down so that we either had to tell him
to put them back up, or just take and put his arms back up. Then at one point we brought him
back to sit on his knees, because he said his legs were hurting. Then while he was on his knees
he kept sitting back on his heels, and we wanted up straight with his weight on his knees. He had
s closed together, so I took my foot and went back and forth spreading his knees apart.
ad already picked him up onto his knees. I think we put him on the wall again. Then
after that we put him back on his knees. We kept alternating like that because he kept bitchin'
about his knees....his legs.... and like that. The last time he was on his knees we went to go get
the guards and the guards came. Two of them. When they went to prep him to go downstairs,
BT 412 pushed them or something, I didn't see exactly what he did, but he had moved the guards
away somehow. Then he moved away from them and the guards tackled him. He was on the
ground and he was struggling with them. Then they picked him up, put the bag on his head, and

Wa
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Statement of SGT 111.111111111ken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 17 Dec
02, continued:
they walked him downstairs. He wasn't really walking on his own, but they helped him. That
was it for our time in the booth. Then less than an hour later I heard him moaning as if he were
crying. Then we went out on the balcony and I saw him in the airlock with his hands up. The
guards went in there and he was kicking at them. When he would slow down with his kicking he
would just like hang there with his wrists. When he had all of his weight on his hands it looked
like the bar he was strung to, just bent a little. It took like I don't know how many, but it was a
bunch of them, and they pulled him out of the airlock. When they got him out of the airlock they
were wrestling on the ground. I think there were about five guards wrestling with him. Then
they put him on the litter and they handcuffed him to it, so he couldn't fight anymore. Then they
took him to the ISO upstairs. That was the only contact I had with him and the next morning I
was scheduling guys to go in there with him, they went in with him that night, and later he was
dead he was dead sometime after their interview.
Q: How many times did you observe anyone strike BT 421?
A: The time when I was on the balcony I saw the MPs hit him numerous times, but I don't recall
where on his body they hit him.
Q: How many times did you hit BT 421?
A: I never hit him.
Q: Did you kick BT 421 in the genitals while you were interrogating him?
A: No.
Q: Why would anyone think you kicked him in the genitals?
A: Cause they couldn't see what I was doing. And if we're talking abA illite probably
didn't want to be in the booth anyways. They couldWit
'
hat I was doing because I was in
as behind the table, and I don't
front of the table, the PUC was in front of me, and
think he could see.
Q: Why do you sa )n! idn't want to be in the booth anyway?
A: Because he was obvious y segregating himself from the interrogation. He was stepping
away, staying back where he didn't have to have any interaction with the PUC.
Q: Why would someone think you kicked BT 412 in the genitals by what you were doing?
A: Because I was separating his knees by shoving his feet apart with my foot. It was minimal
force. Enough to get him to comply.
Q: Did you punch BT 421 in the chest?
A: No.
Q: Did you grab BT 421 by the ears?
A: No.
Q: Did you use your knee to strike the back of BT 421's legs to force him to kneel?
A: Yes. With minimal force.
Q: When you grabbed BT 421 on the chin to get his attention, did you grab him by the beard?
A: Not by the beard. It was mostly the lower portion of the face. The jaw.
Q: When you grabbed his face in order to get his attention, how were your hands on his face?
A: I grabbed his head with both hands, one on each side of the head, with my fingers horizontal
with the ground.
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Statement of SGTIIIIIIIIIIIItaken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354 on 17 Dec

02 continue

Q: Who i
heeir member who is on my team.
A: SPC
Q: Did you ever se
tep on the back of BT-421's knees?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement///

AFFIDAVIT
I, SGT
, HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE.. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

WITH,

,s4pjiw.
rinted Ran

%1-4.1ix

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 17 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Af
354

ame

Dc< Ce, c;' ARS A E cc
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

87M ilitary
Bagram Airfi
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 18 Dec 02
TIME: P,
NAME.
SSAN:
RANK: Civilian
ORGANIZATION: S.O.S. Titan (Interpreter, BCP), Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354
I

,

iliffillig wwaant to make the following statement under oath:

I understand I am being questioned in a non-custodial interview and can leave at any time, and I
do not have to answer any questions.
I had no dealings with BT-412 other than to ask him a few questions or to give him a few
commands the guards or someone else wanted me to translate to BT-412. I never saw anyone get
physical or rough with him, but he did seem to be in good health and appeared well. I was in the
booth with BT-421 on his last interview, about 0300-0400 local in the morning, a couple of
hours before he passed away. When he entered the booth, he walked in on his own, but he had
problems walking. He didn't look well at all and there was a scratch on his nose. I asked him
how he was and he said not well because for the last three or four nights he had been standing
and didn't get any sleep. He said he was standing and his hands were tied up with shackles and
he was standing on his feet. He then said his wife had died, and I asked him how he knew. He
said he knew, so I asked him when and he said she had died that afternoon. I tried to comfort
he knew his wife was degjokaLhe
said
him, but he said he knew she was dead.
as
re in the booth with me,
rid
t afternoon
said he knew she had die
the lead interrogator, bu did most of the work, all of the questioning. During questioning,
BT-421 kept saying he was tired and that his hands and legs were hurting him. He said his legs
were paralyzed and that he could not move them, and that his hands were numb. There was also
a big scratch on his nose. He could not remember the basic rules, and I told him the rules about
10 times. He kept saying he couldn't remember them and t was having troublini
remembering anything. BT-421
asked ked for some water, so ent to get a bottle. ad
made a small hole in the bottom of the bottle, I don't know why, but he gave the b e to BT421. When BT-421 tried to open the bottle, the water would spill all over him. abbed the
bottle and'tali
ver to where the hole he had made in the bottle was pointing towards BTat
en squeezed the bottle hard and the water went down BT-421'
421's mouth.
so
BT-421 spit the water back out because it was forced down his throat, that annoyed
turned to the Military Police (MP) guard that it was up to him now. He asked the guard what he
mind. BT• back off of the chair and BT-421 fell on t
wanted to do, so the guard pu
ld him to
continued the interrogation. At one point
421 sat back down again, an
He tried to humbly request not to have to get on his
but he said he could
get on his
sked the guard to make him get on. his knees, so the
aid he had to do it.
knees, bu
guard tried to force him to get to his knees, but BT-421 could not do it. The guard then kicked
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Statement of1111111111111111taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 18 Dec 02,
continued:
him on the back of the knees to try to force him to kneel, but he said he couldn't kneel. He didn't
kick him hard, just enough to try to get him to kneel. BT-421 didn't say he wouldn't or didn't
told us he couldn't because his legs were hurting him. When they couldn't get him to
want to
old him to stand up and told him to put his forehead against the wall. BT-421 then
kneel
d his head against the wall, but he looked tired and looked like he was trying to sleep. Then
ied to explain to him that if he didn't cooperate he would be transferred to an
jail, he was just talking to BT-421 trying to get him to cooperate. Every now and then
would ask him if he understood, and he would answer yes, but in a very weak voice, his eyes
were half closed. He told me that he could not stand that way and said he was falling asleep.
ter and poured it on BT-421's head and shoulders, which kind of jolted him.
ook so
or some water. He drank a few
At that pointillirtopped the interrogation and BT-421 a
asked the guard to take BT-421
sips, which looked like it gave him a little energy to walk.
away, and BT-421 walked out on his own. He still had trouble walking, but he left on his own
power. That was the last time I saw BT-421.
Q: . Did anyone ask for a doctor to examine BT-421 when he said he was having trouble with his
handsas?
did tell him that a doctor would see him after the interrogation.
A: No
Q: Was that the first time you had ever seen BT-421?
A: I believe so, I don't remember seeing him before, I cannot recall that. There was a big
scratch on his nose that looked fresh.
Q: Did you ever see anyone hit or kick BT-421?

iiiii

lir

A: No.
Q: Did you ever hear of anyone hitting or kicking BT-421?

A: I don't think so, no.
Q: Did any of the other Interpreters ever tell you they saw someone hit, kick, or get to rough
with BT-421?
Allillild something about during the interrogation the night before thatilliwas hitting
him.
Q: Did he• say how she was hitting him?

A: He said she hit him against the wall and that she put her foot on his neck when he was on the
ground.
say anything else?
Q: Did
A: No, he was just complaining aboutallithat she was hitting him, but he never said how
else she was hitting him.
e hit or kick the Detainees during their interrogations?
en an
Q: Have you ev
etainees. They have also jerked them
rave kicked some of
A: A few times
ets upset at the Detain ees andpulls
ground.
off of their chairs and made them fall
ills them by theshirt
shidanbangs them against the walls.
I down.
them and makes th
ang them against the wall?
Q: How hard does
A: Hard enough to make a sound.
Q: Did anyone step on the legs of any of the Detainees?
A: No.
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Statement ofgIIIIIIIIPrtaken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 18 Dec 02,
continued:
Oi 37-02-CW369 - 235

Q: Did anyone use any type of instrument to hit any of the Detainees?
A: No.
Q: Have you ever seen anyone get too rough with any of the Detainees?
A: Yes, whenever the Detainees are first brought in, they have a black hood put on their heads
and are told not to touch anyone. The Detainees get nervous and reach their arms out to try to
figure out where they are or what is going on because they can't see. When they touch one of the
guards, all the guards, usually about four or five, hit him with their fists very hard and a lot of
times.
Q: Do the Detainees have access to doctors whenever they ask for one?
A: To some extent no, the guards will sometimes not call a doctor and just forget about it. On
d i doctor came and examined the Detainee and said it was a minor thing.
one occasion
r ake a hole in the bottom of the water bottle?
Q: Why di
A: I don't know why.
Q: Did it choke or injure him in any way?
of annoyed and told him he needed to learn the
A: No, it just made him spit the water out.
basic rules.
Q: Is there anything else you idd to your statement?
A: No.///End of Statement///
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Statement of
continued:

0137-0 2 - C(0369-23534

AFFIDAVIT
I, 11111111111111 HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WI UT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

WITNESS:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
ember, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
administer oaths, this 18th day of Dec
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Signature)

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Unit).

SA
87th itary Police Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354

WITNESS:

(Signature)

Article 136, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Unit)
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 18 Dec 0
TIME: pie 4.11
NAME
SSAN:
RANK: Civ/Interpreter
ORGANIZATION: Bagram Detention Facility, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE

09354
ant to make the following statement under oath:

About a day before BT-412 died, myself and Alex, the interrogator, were interviewing him.
There was another interrogator in the room, but I am not sure of his name. When the detainee
came into the room, he was in leg and arm shackles with a hood over his head. On his wrists, he
had a set of long and short shackles. When he came into the room the guards removed his hood
and the set of short shackles, and then we had him sit down on the floor. When he sat down on
s to sit down, so he placed his hands behind his back and
the floor he was unable to bend hi
eased himself down to the floor. 111111115nd the other interrogator interviewed him, but did not go
near him, because he was spitting up a lot of phlegm. The interrogators never hit the detainee or
even touched him. The detainee complained about a pain in his chest and would place his hand
on his chest. He also said that he had to throw up. I thought that he was faking the throw up
part, because every time the interrogators would ask him a sensitive question, he would act as if
nd the other interrogator finished up the interview and released him to
he had to throw up.
the guards.
Q: How long have you been at the Detention Facility?
A: Three lea
ast name?
Q: What is
A: I am not sure.
Q: Was the other interrogator a male or female?
A: Male. I cannot remember any features on him, but was young looking and was not wearing
glasses
Q: Did BT-412 say why he could not bend his knees?
A: He just said that they hurt.
Q: Did BT-412 tell you he had been struck or hit by the guards or MI interrogators?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see any of the guards or MI interrogators strike any of the detainees?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever hear of any guards or MI interrogators strike any of the detainees?
A: I heard from someone that they had been informed by one of the detainees that they had been
hit, but I cannot remember who told me and what detainee said it.
Q: Did you have any contact with BT-421?
A: The only contact I had with the detainee was the day before he died. The detainee was in his
Initials of Person Making Statemen
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Statement ollIllIllr taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 18 Dec 02,
continued:
cell with his hands outstretched and chained to the ceiling. The guards had me translate to him
that he would have to be quiet for an hour and then the guards would let him down. I told him
this and he seemed to calm down, but I was told later as soon as I left he started to yell again.
When I came back in a V2 hour, I told him that he would be let down in Y2 hour, so to be quiet.
He wanted me to get a doctor and said that he needed a "shot".
Q: Did he say what he needed the shot for?
A: He said that he didn't feel good. He said that his legs were hurting.
Q: Did he say what type of medication he needed?
A: No.
Q: Did you inform the MP guard about this?
A: Yes I did, and he just looked at his nails and said that the detainee was ok, that he was just
trying to get out of his restraints. The MP said that his vital signs were ok.
Q: Do you know the name of the MP?
A: No.
Q: Can you describe the MP?
A: All I know is that he was a white male.
Q: Do you have anything a o add to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement/
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ken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 18 Dec 02,
of1
Statement
------111111111111ta
continued:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
I,
WHI H BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
OUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMEN

11111.6___

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 18 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
4
Afghanistan, APO

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Unit)

h)
WITNESS:

(Signature

SA
Police Detachment (CID) (FWD)
87'
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article •136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)
,

(Unit)
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Sworn Statement
field, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

/3(1,- --oz-c-)05"eq--

z 353

LOCATION: Bagra
DATE: 18 Dec 02 .
TIME:
NAME
SSA
RANK: CIV
ORGANIZATION: Bagram Collection Point, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE
09354
I, 1111111111111,want to make the following statement under oath: I have been at the
BCP this time abOut 3 weeks. I was an interpreter in Khandahar before this. I do not remember
any contact with BT 421 at all. I had contact with BT 412 one time, but I can't recall anything
in any way. If anyone
about that session. I don't remember anybody hitting him or
abbing PUC 414 by the
had done that I would remember it. However, I do remembe
beard and yanking his head back and forth. He also' forcefully grabbed his head and turned it
quickl . I don't kno bout anyone else, but this would definitely have hurt me if someone did
that. d so kicked PUC 414 on the buttocks with their feet, but the blows were
not hard an woul not hurt. They did make him spread his knees and raise his hands over his
's knees and he was sweating a lot.
head. This obviously hurt him, because he said it h
I went toed told him about this abuse in the
There were beads of sweat on his
aid I had to go back in because ,it was an important
middle of the interrogation, and
o do that kind of abuse, I was not going to do it. I did go
interrogation. I said if they were o'
d them to finish it and they were only in there one more
back in and
they
wrapped
it
up.
an
minute. A few detainees have complained about the sleep deprivation. They think it is
excessive. When I was in Khandahar they did not let the guy sleep, but they did not hang him up
by his hands for 24 hours without anyone checking him. They didn't hang them up in
Khandahar. Other than that I do not remember other specific abuse. I just think that this new
group of interrogators, whether it be from inexperience or what, does not do it correctly.
Q: Other than what you have described here. Have you seen any other specific abuse?
A: No.
Q: Is the doctor readily available for the PUCs that complain of pain or illness?
A: No. A lot of them have said they have a problem where they say they hurt or feel sick, and
the interrogator will said, "Oh they are just lying. They don't need it."
Q: How often does that occur?
A: I have been here for 3 weeks now and it has happened 3 or 4 times.
Q: Do you see the guards routinely abusing the PUCs?
A: Sometime the guards grab the front of the hood and turn it with their hand so that it gets tight
on their face.
Q: Do you know who specifically has done that?
A: No. There are so many guards that I don't remember the faces.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
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Statement o
continued:
A: No ///End of Statement///
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Statement o11111111111111t aken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 18 Dec 02,

continued:

AFFIDAVIT
VE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE3 . I FULLY UNDERSTOOD
THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT
IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

re of Person Making Statement)

WITNESS:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 18 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Signature)
(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

SA
rtary
87th
Bagram Airfi •,
APO AE 09354

WITNESS:

(Signature)

ams an

Article 136, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent azencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED

BY THE PRIVACY ACT 0 / 51./..15 z -C./ 0453 6,c?

2

55-3 .5

•
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
•

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
I. LOCATION

2. DATE

3. TIME

13agrara Airfield; Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

,18 Dec 02

0 92

FILE NO.

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADD

A CoMpany, 519th Military
•APO AE 09354

7. GRADE/STATUS

6. S

SPC/E-4/Active

olligence Battalion .

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States

As a Special A
sus

Array Criminal Investigation Command (CID)

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

ed/
avated Assault///
a any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
he/she
..
o not have to ati8Wer any questions or say anything.
ing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, .

or both.
. ..
- or (For civilianS not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during,

and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
tiring questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
pointed forme before any questioning begins.
f I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a laWYer befOre answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
: •

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I
Without having a lawyer preSent wi
WITNE

---'
Ming to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
. i
I_
•
•
3. SIGNAT R • - k
(If available)

I a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

r

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

,

—......o.rozi OF

^ ki

-

AO•

6. ORGANIZATION.OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

.

87th Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
•

❑ I want a th*y6r.

.
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

.

ATTACH THIS W

VP

l'

IC

ACLU-RDI
p.152
ARR1 ATC1V
RO
11 A FORM. 4534

ILI

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.
,,,
Li m:

PI LI

T.u. _ 15 (D
.T•P

•
10 (

7c-

AtUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
.—

01 37- 02-010369-23534

0/ 3 1i-oz-ceri 3 6 9-z-35 - .
Sworn Statement
LOCATION:. l3agram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 18 Dec 0
TIME: /
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/E-4/Active
ORGANIZATION: A Company, 519 th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
I, SPC
want to make the following statement under oath:
I have never had contact with BT-412. A day or two after BT-421 had arrived at the Detention

WI

Facility, I conducted the initial interrogation along with SPC
I am not sure who the
interpreter was. When the detainee was brought into the room he ad a hood over his head and
he was restrained by a set of long and short cuffs around his wrists and a set of leg shackles
around his ankles. After coming into the room, the guards moved him to a seat and after they
left, I removed his hood. The initial interrogation was t ' t ask him questions and compare
them to what he said during the initial screening.
d myself never placed our hands on
the detainee with the exception of me removing his hood. The interview was completed, and he
was escorted out of the room by the MP's.
Q: Did BT-421 walk into the room on his own?
A: Yes.
Q: Did he walk out of the room on his own?
A: Yes.
Q: Did the interpreter ever touch BT-421 while in the interview room?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever move the detainee around the room?
A: No, he stayed in the seat the entire time he was in the room.
Q: Did BT-421 ever tell you that he had been beaten or struck?
A: No.
Q: Did
of the PUC's ever tell you that they had been beaten or struck?
A:
mentioned that he had been beaten where he was initially held. I do not know if it
was a US military unit or an Afghan unit that captured him. He did not say who the unit was, but
said that there was no part of his body that had not been touched. He also mentioned that when
he was brought into the Detention Facility he was placed inside one of the airlocks with his hands
restrained over his head and a hood over his face. He said that he fell asleep a couple of times
and was awoken by someone hitting the back of his head or hitting him in the ribs, but he did not
know who.
Q: Did you ever see the guards strike any PUC's?
A: During his inprocessing, I saw the MP's strike the thigh. I was in another room
and did not see the entire incident, but I heard a commotion in e hallway and went out to see
what was going on. When I got out there, the MP's ha on the ground. One of the MP's
,

.
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Statement of SP
taken at Bay am Airfield Af hanistan APO AE 09354 on
18 Dec 02, continued:
had his hands on the detainee's leg, with his (the MP's) legs were on the ground. The MP raised
one his right leg and kneed the PUC in the left thigh. I later learned that the PUC tried to hit one
of the MP's.
Q: Did the detainee appear to have been injured?
A: No. The PUC walked into the screening room and did not appear to be in pain. The PUC
appeared to be angry because he came to the main gate of the post and wanted to see the CG of
the post. He was detained and transported to the Detention Facility. I am not sure why he
was
detained.
Q: Do you know the name of the MP?
A: No.
Q: Did any of the PUC's ever tell you that they were hurt or injured?
A: No.
Q: If a PUC told you that they were hurt or injured, what would you have to do?
A: Depends of the injury. If it was something minor that could wait, it would wait until the
doctor came to the Facility the next day. If it was something serious that needed immediate
attention, then I would notify my supervisors, who would then either contact the doctor or have
the MP's contact the doctor.
Q: Who is the
cility?
A: Either Dr.
SPC
Q: Have you ever seen or heard about any guards or interrogators step on any PUC's legs?
A: No. I have stepped on their chains so that they would not go in a particular direction, but
never stepped on them.
Q: Did you ever see any guards ever strike a PUC with an object such as a baton?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything
add to your statement?
A: No ///End of Stateme

ram
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Statement of SP
18 Dec 02, continue :
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taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on

AFFIDAVIT
I, SPC 111.1111.1F HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEG S OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY
UNDERSTOOD THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME.
THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOU
OrCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMEN

WITNESS:

111111111Wing Statement)
(Signature)

(Printed Rank, Name)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 18 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Unit)
WITNESS:

(Signature)
(Printed Rank, Name)

(Sia,
_.---......Av ........ -ri . oath)
SA
87 1 rtary Po ice e ac ent (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER•CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the Drononent aaencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY I HE PRIVACY ACT a / 3 q z ...Cie.
. AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

6g_ 13 5-53

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

18 Dec 02
8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

A Company, 519th Military Intelligence Battalion
APO AE 09354

7. GRADE/STATUS

SPC/E-4/Active

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The iinvestigator whose 'name appears below told methat
at he/she is with the United States

,
Asa Spdelirt
suspecte '

Army Criminal Inve

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of.which l am

Aggravated Assault///

r e he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
,

do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
• ything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
FoiTersonnel subject to the UCMJ) ' I have the right to talk:privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I : ,I . withoutliaving a lawyer present with m

willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation , and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

WITNESSES ({available)
I a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

wautworam•mrwo......oimurerafirat.

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

S•
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

87th Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not Want to give up my rights:
❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

❑ I want a lawyer.
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWE E

1

t
P1 , _r_ .TI(DAr:
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 18 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/E-4/Active
ORGANIZATION: A Company, 519 th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

5- 3

I, SPC 111111111111111vant to make the following statement under oath:

I had

volvement with BT-421. I interviewed B -412 about three differet t es with SGT
e interpreter for the last interview was nd I believ as in one of
the other ones. My first interview with BT-412 was about 5 days before he died, and the last one
was 1-2 days before he died. Every time he came into the interview room, he had on a set of long
and short wrist shackles and a set of leg shackl elieve that on one occasion he had on a
set of long shackles, but I'm not certain. SGT^and myself never placed our hands on the
detainee, except when I placed my han
his shoulders to guide him to lean on a wall, which
happened at the last interview. SG
was the lead interrogator and was late. The MP's
showed up with the detainee, but I did not want to start interviewing him, so I guided •
placing my hands on his shoulders, up against one of the wall to lean on until SGT
got
there. He was against the wall for maybe 5 minutes. During all of the interviews, BT-412 was
either sitting down on the ground or in a chair. I never noticed if he had any difficulty sitting
down, and did not complain about his legs or knees hurting. The only complaint I heard out of
him is when he said that the MP's sometimes beat him. Whenever the MP's would bring him
into the room, they would always tell me to tell BT-412 not to kick his cage and stop being
uncooperative.
Q: Did BT-412 go into detail about how the MP's beat him?
A: No nothing specific.
Q: When BT-412 was brought into the interview room, did he walk in by himself?
A: No, each time he had to be carried in by the MP's. BT-412 did not want to walk, so they
carried him. They would pick him up under his arms so that his legs barely touched the floor.
Q: Whenever he left the interview room, did he walk by himself?
A: No he had to be carried out the same way as he came in.
Q: Did BT-412 ever tell you why he did not walk?
A: No.
Q: Did he appear to be stubborn and not want to listen to directions?
A: With the MP's and us, yes. With us he did not want to answer our questions and if he did, he
usually gave us several different answers.
Q: Did you ever see any guards or interrogators strike a PUC?
A: Interrogators no. I did see guards restrain detainees while they were inprocessing because the
detainees tried to hit the guards. I saw this twice and when it happened the guards would either
Initials of Person Making Statemendkr
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Statement of SPC
02, continued:

o13q_oz.-c.10;61-2.35-5
taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 18 Dec

apply pressure under the nose or hit the back of their (the detainees) legs with their (the guards)
knees.
Q: Do you remember who the guards or PUC's were?
A: No, it happened awhile ago.
Q: Do you remember the date of each incidents?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever hear about a guard or interrogator striking a PUC?
A: No.
Q: If the PUC's complained that they were hurt or injured, was there an SOP or guidelines in
place for you to address this?
A: If they were hurt or injured we would notify the MP's who would contact a doctor or the
medic.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to yOur statement?
A: No ///End of Statement/
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Statement of SPC 1111111111Wken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 18 Dec
02, continued:
0/ 3 /4-oz- 4-/P;61-z3533

AFFIDAVIT
I,
READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, IOW' COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

WITNESS:

ignature of Pers

(Signature)

t

tem

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this lfi th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

(Si
SA
87th Military Police Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGI-Ilt-.0(ARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CER -i°( ATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS 01 3

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

oi ?Li —0 L .... c., 0 3 6 et

LOCATION

2.

Mo ike'' 0935 ,1

B.4- rk pt? ixi-. (tr--o)

DATE

7.

GRADE/STATUS

'5

Vc/iIicrtqE

TIME

3.

A 1),Er..:. 4) 2:.

-

8.

FILE NO

o 7qe77.-0111
- - IFI

ORGANIZATI-ON OR ADDRESS

A. CO i ' 511Th 'Pc r. 14 '
146 A*"7 05”5- 4
-

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A.

Z. 3 5- .3, 3

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement offiCials with - means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of yoUe Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1.

0g-0 i0,69

.

Rights
.

n,

,..._ ,..,

....,

N

,"

CklMiditt. j-AiV -51 iciA.7 i OAJ 0.0/11.0 -Ai
The inVestigateir whose name appears below told me that hefshe is with the United StateS Army E
and
wanted
to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
A'
Aa.taf,j-r
'tikt_.

44 '

.'44-Gr.,:p4v A-TE'lli

SUspected

Be

MIA:0 (...t-

Il f

e asked me ariy questions about the offente(S), however, he/She made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
of have to answer any queStionS or say anything.

1

.

ng I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
,personnel subject to The UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before,. during, and ,after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
of bOth.
-

Or

-

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer befote, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
eeationing: I undertancl - that this la ,4yer can be One that I arrange for at my own Expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
"dui •
ed fot Me before any questioning begins.
am now -willing to discirss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if [sign the waiver belt*.

.

COMMENTS (Continue

Section 8,

on

reverse side)

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) Under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.

la.

NAME (Type Or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

3.

WITNESSES (If available)

_

.

PED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

54
b.

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

141:. 6 14 .
Section C.

-

:c.,-r.t..)

$i-11 MP -ae--1--..
t cl 1 5 CI

Non-waiver
to give up my rights:
p

lawyer.

i do not want to be questioned or say anything.
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent aaencv is ODCSOPS

0/ 3

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

_0

0567_2_ s5 "3

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additionallaltemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE

87TH MP Det (CID), APO AE 09354

3. TIME

19 Dec 02

5. NAME Las Firs MI

ILE NO.

06--0(

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

A Co, 519TH M.I. I3n.
7. GRADE/STATUS

SGT/National Guard

APO AE 09354

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States

As a Special A. ent

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspecte.
Aggravated Assault///
e he
., • vi e any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
o not have to answer any questions or say anything.
ing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning.. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
011) rated for• me before any questioning begins.
am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Have you been advised of your legal rights within the last 30 days?
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I
without having a lawyer present with me.

. WO

you currently have a lawyer?

mel

- rig to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

WITNESSES (If available)

3. SIG ,,,' TURE I

Il ^^

N

!

la. NAME (Type or Print)
b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

--

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

S•
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

87th Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
❑ I want a laVvyer, . ..
2. SIGNATURE 0E

(TIF -Fiprvi
ks,

It

or say anything.

11,

I
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA Form-2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 19 Dec 02
TIME: 0 Fs" --:S-NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SGT/National Guard
ORGANIZATION: A Company, 519 Th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
I,

want to make the following statement under oath:

am making this statement to clarify certain aspects of my previous statement made to CID on 4
Dec 02.
Q: Did you have any dealings with BT-421?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see him while he was at the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did you hear about anyone hitting or mistreating him?
A: No.
Q: Concerning BT-412, did you ever strike him?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever witness anyone else strike him?
A: I did not.
Q: Did you ever hear of anyone hitting or mistreating him?
A: I heard rumors that the Military Police (MP) guards might have been mistreating him, but I
have no direct knowledge or anyway to substantiate these rumors.
Q: While in the booth interrogating BT-412, did anyone strike or mistreat him?
A: No, absolutely not.
Q: How many times did you interrogate BT-412?
A: I think three times, it's been awhile s_ ince I did, and with everything else going on it's hard to
remember the specifits.
Q: When was the first time you interrogated him?
A: I don't remember, but it would have been around the end of November or the beginning of
December 2002.
Q: How did he look at that time?
A: From the outside he looked healthy, he seemed coherent, he laughed at some of the things I
said; and he acted natural.
Q: When he arrived, did he walk in under his own power?
A: Yes, as far as I remember, and he also walked out on his own. He walked in and out for the
first two sessions, but for the third, last, session, he had to be carried in by the MPs, but he
walked out under his own power. It didn't look as though he couldn't walk, it looked as thought
he was being uncooperative and didn't want to walk.
Initials of Person Making Statemen
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Statement of SG'IIIIIIIIIIIIrtaken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 19 Dec
02, continued:

Q: During the third session, how did he look?
A: The last iteration that I had with him, the only thing he did that was abnormal was ask for a
can to spit into. He was spitting a thick e
n, it was not bloody and it was a little
greenish in color. I asked the Interpreter •
ad ever seen that before and he said it was
probably from a kind of dip they use. Other than that, he looked and acted fine.
Q: Did you think it was necessary to call a doctor about?
A: No.
Q: Are the doctors readily available if needed?
A: Yes. The PUCs are screened by a doctor and if they are not deemed fit or if there is
something wrong with them, then we don't interrogate them. If there are any concerns, then the
doctors will check on them on a regular basis.
Q: Have you ever seen or heard of anyone using any type of instrument to hit any of the PUCs?
A: No.
Q: Have you ever seen any type of hitting instrument in the facility?
A: No.
Is- there anything youwant
want •
our statement?
A: No ///End of Statement/
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Statement of SGT
02, continued:

taken at Ba am Airfield Af anistan APO AE 09354 on 19 Dec

AFFIDAVIT
I,1111111111111111 HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT,
UT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMEN

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 19 111 day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)

'Airy Cc..0)

Ftcr cpast.

(Unit)

..... -'•

WITNESS:

(Signature)

(Printed Rank, Name)

SA
87 • go • o i ce Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the nrononent aeencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

O f 3 It -0 z_

2.-35-3

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

3. TIME

19 Dec 02

1. FILE NO.

lq3S
8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
377th Military Police Company

5
7. GRADE/STATUS
SSG/E-6/Reserves

APO AE 09354

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States

As a Special A

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspected/
ggravated Assault///
fore he/she as
me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
..
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expdnse to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
papPointed for me before any questioning beginS.

O

.. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
. privately with a lawyer before answering fiirther, even if I sign the waiver below.

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I
Without having a lawyer present with m

----'fling to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

WITNESSE (If available)

..

la. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

-

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

5.

4

___-......miailMAMIllferte • !

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

87t h Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:

.

I want a lawyer.

III I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY %, O t
11
ly V $2
• .
T1A Fil
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 19 Dec 02
TIME: I Sa
NAME:
SSAN
RANK: SSG/E-6/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354

I, SSG
, want to make the following statement under oath:
Q: Did you have contact with BT-412 or BT-421?
A: If I ever had contact with either one of them, it was as Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) for the
day shift. I believe that I was present when they were both inprocesse
two before he
died, BT-412 was in his cell and kept removing his hood. I told SPC
hat if needed,
he could strike the PUC with common perennial strikes to the thigh. I told them and any of my
guards that if they struck
's with common perennial strikes that it would be light strikes.
When I observed SPC
trike BT-412 with common perennial strikes, it was very light
and only to get the detainee's attention that he (the detainee) would listen to what the guard was
instructing him to do.
Q: Did you have any other significant involvement with BT-412?
A: Not that I am aware of.
Q: Did you have any significant involvement with BT-421?
A: One day, and I believe it was a Sunday, I told the guards to take BT-421 out of the airlock in
order to clean the area around the cells. I got him out because he was to be interviewed later that
night and I didn't want him to fall asleep.
Q: Why was BT-421 in the airlock that night?
A: I am assuming that he was new, and that is standard procedure. Upon their arrival, the
detainees are put in ISO, then transferred to the airlock and when-they prove that they are not
going to be a problem, then they are put into general population.
Q: How was BT-421 restrained within the airlock?
A: I am not sure if he was restrained. I cannot remember, but I believe that he had a set of long
cuffs on him. I am assuming that he was ordered to stand because he was standing. He was
resting his head on the front of the cage, and at several times bumped his head on the cage.
Q: Did he receive any injuries on his face from bumping into the cage?
A: He might have, but I am not for sure. He did say that his head hurt. I thought that he might
be dehydrated, so I had the guards give water. I saw him drink at least three bottles.
Q: Do you know if he received any injury on the bridge of his nose from bumping into the cage?
A: He might have. If it was, it would have been minor, and it would have been logged down..
Q: Other than what you have already stated, did you see any guards strike either BT-412 or BT421?
A: No, not to my knowledge. In my opinion, BT-421 was not even a problem.
Initials of Person Making Stateme111111.
DA Form 2823
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3 if-01 /19,

aken at Ba am Airfield. Afghanistan APO AE 09354 on 19 Dec 02

Q: Did you ever strike BT-412 or BT-421?
A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: Did any of your guards ever strike any of the PUC's with an object, such as a baton?
A: Not to my knowledge. I know that we have a few batons, but guards do not carry them. If
they ever had them in their hands, it was because they were moving them from one room to
another. We have been told that we have the batons in case of a riot.
Q: What was your procedure for a PUC that was hurt or injured?
A: We had a medic and a doctor that would be there at least twice a day each.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No. ///End of Statement///
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0137-0 2 - C iu369.-2 .:

Statement of SSG
continued:

013 4-62- CW?6 Z35- 3
en at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 19 Dec 02,

AFFIDAVIT
I, SSG11111111111111PIAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WI
T COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMEN

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 196 day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

(S'
Oath)
SA
8761 i itary • olice Detac ent (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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)
RIGHTS- DARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CI"RTI Al'
For use 01 this form, See AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSO

DATA REQUIRED DV THE PRIVACY ACT

0 fly-0
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
,

'

2.

E.1.41V:tirP .DGT: Ce. P) A?0-11-e 0.435(i
s"

5 5-3 3

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

1 . , ',LOCATION',.. -

■

61- z

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

DATE

=

S.

SSN -

T.

3.

TIME

91,er---4 ORGANIZATION OR

.341114 it'IP

.
.
c:,, , gese-oe

GRADE/STATUS

.'

FILE NO.

--6.

A 0 ' o- A(' • co 3 5 Ty

*

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON --WAIVER CERTIFICATE '
Section A.

Rights

The investigatbr whose name apgiears below told me that he/she is with the United States Artily -0.111.1tJAL

[I's "Q.;

"

.1.1',JE7.4.7-1GAT-1 0.41 COM 0,114")
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

,I,f-L,A-.4*G-..Ji, ,A-C.CPA1

suspected

•

, c..n.,:r/

e. '

. e asked rite any questibhs about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me :that .I have the:following rights:
of haVe to answer any questions or say anything.

D

-,

g I say or do can-be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
rsonnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a laWyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
. /ring questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
•
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before; during, and after questioning and to haVe a lawyer present with me
during questioning: i tirideratand that this laWYer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense; or if- I cannot afford a lawyer and want One, a lawyer will be
ap.oirited for me before any questioning begins.

•

:m now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with orwithotit a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
.. ivately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B.,., Waiver
...................------

1Understand my rights as stated above. I
Without having a lawyer present with
WITNESS
la.

willing to discuss the offense(s) under itivest6ation and make a statement withOut talking to a i6voyerfirst and

:

Of available)

•

■

Ie

.....--

=•

NAME (Type or Print)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

• I NAME OF INVESTIGATe -

5A
6.
ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR ,

i-4P -D . "-17. CC.r-D)
NC . A-E . 0135 4(

8+114

Section C.
.

I do not want to give up my rights:
❑

2.

at

Non-waiver

❑

I want alawyer.

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

SIGNATURE'OF INTERVIEWEE

ra ra kis earafr Fair 3 anN uitaratitt:
•
,
•

ilri 5.1

;

k
.,
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ENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

8. I- e.B8tE.EtE
01.4:1

1 R. 0

rx14-111,1-r-

3

Sworn Statement

01 3 7 - 02-010369-23534
14--ozcw, 36/-2,35",3

0 /3

LOCATION: Bagram Airfield; Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 19 Dec 02
TIME: 1 ‘7
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/Reserve
ORGANIZATION: 377th MP Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
ant to make the following statement under oath:
On e ay le , Dec 02 I w on watch in the Isolation Cell for the day shift. I was in
there for the morning and SPC
lieved me in the afternoon. During the morning,
BT-412 wo
ing his hood and I would have to keep telling him to pull it back down.
When SPC
me, I told him about what BT-412 was doing so he could keep an
eye on him.
alled me in one time because BT-412 would not keep his hood
down. SSG
nally told us to administer common perineal strikes if he would not
comply. BT-412 would not listen to our verbal commands, so we decided to administer a
common perineal strike. I'm not sure who delive
first strike, but I remember I had to
strike him about three to four times and SPC
had to strike him about two to three
times before he finally stopped lifting his hood. We didn't strike him all at the same time, it was
over the course of the afternoon. We struck him on both legs, in the thigh area, about a medium
amount of force, enough to where he would feel it, but not enough to really hurt him We were
relieved by the night shift at 1930 local, 3 Dec 02. That was the only time I had to deal with BT412, he died that night. I only dealt with BT-421 on the day he died too, I'm not sure what the
date was. That day I was on the crash team, which means I handled all the escorts. I had him out
in another cell sweeping the floor to keep him awake and mobile. I never had to strike him and I
never saw anyone else strike him. I was relieved by the night shift at 1930 local that day, and
early the next morning, before I went on shift, BT-421 died.
Q: Did you ever see anyone else strike BT-412?
A: No.
Q: Do you know of any type of instrument that was used to strike any of the PUCs?
A: Negative.
Q: Did you or anyone that you know of strike any of the PUCs on the calves of their legs?
A: Negative.
Q: Did you ever hear of anyone striking any of the PUCs on the calves?
A: Negative.
Q: Did you ever hear of anyone striking any of the PUCs with any type of instrument?
A: Negative.
Q: Did you or anyone else ever stand or step on any of the calves of any of the PUCs?
A: Negative.
Q: Did you ever pass on to the night shift how many times and where you struck BT-412?
A: Negative.
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Statement of SP
Dec 02, continu e :

037-oa-cio369.-2

073q_oz___.036„23,,
taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 19

Q: If a PUC requires medical attention, do they get it?
A: Yes.
Q: If a PUC complained about any type of problem, what would you do?
A: We let one of the two medics that were in there every day know so they could examine them.
If needed the doctor would give them medication.
Q: Did you ever have to witness an interrogation with the MI personnel?
A: Negative.
Q: Do you know if any of the MI personnel were abusive towards the PUCs?
A: No.
Q: Where any of the other MP guards abusive towards any of the PUCs?
A: Negative.
Q: Were you ever told by anyone else to strike any of the PUCs?
A: Negative.
Q: Did you ever see anyone else strike BT-421?
A: Negative.
Q: Did you ever hear of anyone else having to strike BT-421?
A: Negative.
Q: Is there anything you want to add to your statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMOT
,
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0137-02 010369-2:
Statement of SP
Dec 02, continue(
:

taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 19

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3, I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WI OUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 19th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

SA
87
rtary Police Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the protonent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Q

0/31., —0 2. — C-I .0 5,6 F— 2, 3 5- 3 3

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

E

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

Dec 02

I0

4. FILE NO.

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th IVIilitary Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS

APO AE 09354

SSG/E-6/Reserves

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
a IP. mycal.16aLVI YVI/VJG name

appears nelow rota me that he/she is with the United States

As a Special

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of whichI am

suspected/

gravated Assault///
ire he/she aske me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:

do' not have to answer any cpieStioris Or say anything.
Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For p onnel subject to theUCMJ) I have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

ers

dUring questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or -

(For civilians not subjectto the

yew I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for-me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a laWyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
_

.

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
.. .
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above.
Without having a lawyer present with m

.
'fling to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

WITNESSES (If available)

51 ^^ 4, TU •

le

eh.

f

I./

la. NAME (Type or Print)

yR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

5. T

TOR

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

,

,....__..,

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

87th Military Police Detachment.(CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan,. APO AE 09354
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I

do not Want to give up my rights:
I want a lawyer.

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
\O (2 —+C- .
.ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (SDA Form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
_.

r^n n Nr
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E)elt‘15 rr 302.

01 37 - 02 - CID 369 2353A
v3vt-oz--c./03 6q- 235-33
—

Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 20 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME.
SSAN
RANK: SSG/E-6/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377 th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

I, SSG 111111111111Wwant to make the following statement under oath:
I am making this statement to clarify certain aspects of my previous statement made to CID on 4
Dec 02.
Q: Did you have any involvement with BT-421?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever strike BT-412?
A: No.
Q: Did you see any of your guards strike BT-412?
A: No.
Q: Did you hear about anyone hitting BT-412?
A: One day when I was gettffig my briefing as SOG, I was briefed that every time that BT-412
had raised his hood, the guards had administered common perineal strikes.
Q: Did you ever authorize any of your guards to strike any of the PUC's in the common
perineal?
A: The only time that I would authorize such a strike, it would only be if the PUC was being
combative or had struck or attempted to strike the guard. Any time that a guard would enter a
PUC's cell, the guard would be accompanied by another guard, and would only administer any
strikes when authorized by the SOG, NCOIC or OIC.
Q: What was the policy for aP
id he was injured or hurt?
A: We would usually get SPC11111.111and if he could not do anything then we would take
the PUC to the hospital. Now we have full-time medics in the facility.
Q: Do you know of any type of instrument that was used to strike any of the PUCs?
A: There are no objects, we were not allowed to have them.
Q: Did you have batons within the facility?
A: Yes we have them, but they are for a riot.
Q: If a PUC was ever struck by a guard, was it passed onto the next shift?
A: If it was passed out, it would have been done at the outbrief. Sometimes it would be done,
and sometimes it would not. The only thing that is logged in the logbook, is if they had been
combative or uncooperative.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No ///End of Statement/IS
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0137- 0 2 - CID369 Statement of SSG
continued:

Cii; 11-- oz —c-//956— Z.5 5- 33
/11 taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 20 Dec 02,

AFFIDAVIT
I, SSG
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMEN

10111111.

WITNESS:

(Signature o erso

(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 20 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:
(Signature)

(si
th)
SA
87th Mi itary Police Detac ent (CID)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
his form. see AR 190-30: the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

e9/341- -0,-----6-4.1:7 6,-- 2. 3'53 y

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

2. DATE

1. LOCATION

20 Dec 02

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

3. T

4. FILE NO.

i ST9

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
77til Military Police Company

APO AE 09354

7. GRADE/STATUS

SSG/E-6/Reserves
PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
SectiOn A. Rights

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
As a Special Agent
suspecte

1/11

Aggravated Assault///

'

d me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
Ott have to answer any questions or say anything.
ing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
r personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the rightto talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning.and to have a lawyer present with me
ange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
an lawyer I arrange
during questioning. Thislawyer ccan be a civilian
or both.
- or ,
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
0[ring questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
pointed for me before any questioning begins.
f I am now willing todiscuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
- privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I
without having a lawyer present wi

illing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
ailable)

WITNE

•

b.

•'

•••

f31. 714 t4P

-yr

•

••• •

3. SIG

• •

pe- r. (c_ t D)

Areo AC oci3s-L1

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

5. YPED

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

S

87th Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
I want a lawyer.

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICA:
DA

FORM 1SZR1 Nnv RQ
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XECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

01 37 -02-0O369-2
0 ) 3 ti_oz - c- / P3179--

3

Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 20 Dec
TIME I
NAME.
SSAN:
RANK: SSG/E-6/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company, Bagram Airfield Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354
, want to make the following statement under oath:
I, SSG
Q: What is your position within the Detention Facility?
A: I rotate between the floor NCOIC and the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG).

Q: What is the floor NCOIC?
A: MP NCO in charge of floor operations on the "floor." The floor is the area where the holding
cells are. Within the Detention Facility there is the floor and Isolation Cells (ISO) where
detainees are kept.
Q: Have you had any significant involvement with PUC 412?
A: No.
Q: Have you had any significant involvement with PUC 421?
A: Yes.
Q: Can you describe the incident?
A: I believe the incident occurred on 9 Dec 02. PUC 421 was non-compliant with verbal
commands to standup and not to talk. We gave him several verbal commands, but it failed. We
placed him in corrective restraints in an attempt to get him to be compliant. We placed short
cuffs around his hands with his hands sticking out through the bars on the front door, and placed
a hood on his head. He took his hood off several times, so we decided to place a box around the
chain of the short cuffs, and then connected another long chain to the box and suspended that
from the ceiling of the cell, so that his hands were over his head. He continued to ta
continued to remove his hood. At that point we took an English-speaking
tated that
/ out of the cell and had this individual translate what PUC 421 was saying.
at
e
wanted
to
lay
down
and
oo
t.
ht
PUC 421 was complaining that his handcu
d one other soldier
S
go to sleep. At this point, myself, SPC
entered the airlock of PUC 421. I took the chain from the ceiling, checked his cuffs and loosened
them. After completing this I double locked them back. While attempting to re-secure the chain
to the ceiling, PUC 421 grabbed the chain, so that we could not re-hook it to the ceiling. He
brought the chain into his body and was able to lift his feet off of the floor. While doing this he
struggled violently by kicking and moving his arms and elbows around. After numerous
attempts to pull the chain from PUC 421, who had the chains in both of his hands, I decided to
remove him from the cell. We pulled him out to the main floor and brought him down to the
ground where we had to pry his fingers away from the chain. Once the chain was freed, we
placed him back into the airlock and again attempted to attach the chain to the ceiling. PUC 421
grabbed his hood with both of his hands and attempted to remove it. We tried to take his hands

.

_
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Statement of SSG
Dec 02, continued:

, taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 20

delivered a common perineal
away from his hood without success. At this time, SPC
strike to PUC 421's right thigh. The common perineal strike had no effect to PUC 421. I
decided to remove PUC 421 from the cell in order to regain control of him. PUC 421 kicked
violently as we removed him from the cell, causing myself to trip and fall to the ground. The
remaining MP's brought PUC 421 to the ground about the same moment. During this time I
noticed that there was drops of blood on the ground near PUC 421. I asked my guards if anyone
was injured, which all stated that they were ok. I checked PUC 421, and discovered that a scab
on his nose had been broken open. Positive control was regained and I decided to put PUC 421
into an ISO cell. PUC 421 was re-shackled with a combination of long and short cuffs to a
stretcher, and transported to ISO #2 located on the second floor. That was the only significant
incident I had with PUC 421.
Q: Prior to PUC 421 being restrained by the cuffs with his hands outside of the cell, how was he
restrained?
A: He was instructed to stand in his cell, not to talk, with a hood over his head and he had a set
of long cuffs on both his hands and feet.
Q: What was the name of the fourth MP that entered the cell with you?
A: I cannot recall who it was.
Q: When PUC 421 complained about his handcuffs being tight, had they been improperly placed
on him and tightened up?
A: No. When I checked his cuffs, they were double locked and proper spacing had been
allowed. I loosened them because of the cuffs being over his head, I wanted to give him a little
more room for
he fourth MP, or you strike PUC 421?
Q: Did SSG
A: No.
Q: How many times did SPCIligadminister the common perineal strike?
A: One strike.
Q: Did you see any other MP's strike other PUCs?
A: No.
Q: Do you know how PUC 421 got the injury to his nose?
A: No. do know that PUCs commonly do fall asleep standing up and have hit the cell doors
concertina wire.
and have falle
was
translating for PUC 421, did he say if PUC 421 complained that his
Q: When th
legs hurt him?
A: No.
Q: Is a doctor or medic readily available if ne ed?
who is a medic available but supplies were not
A: Now, yes, before we had SPC
that readily available.
Q: Do the PUCs receive medical attention on a regular basis?
A: They are seen by a medic daily, if not more. A medic usually checks on them daily on our
shift. They also receive a comprehensive examination when inprocessed by a doctor.
Q: Have you ever known of a PUC being denied medical attention when requested?
A: No.
,
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Statement of SSGIIIIIIIIIIWtaken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 20
Dec 02, continued:
ur statement?
Q: Do you have anything further

A: No.///END OF STATEMEN

AFFIDAVIT
AVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
I, SSG
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS .
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, i
V iIVOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT

onzed by law to
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a pe
administer oaths, this 20th day of December, 2002, at Bagram
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
(Printed Rank; Name)

8,777/

7)c-r.

CETI: D)(Fi.Ji)

(Unit)

,_

S

WITNESS:

(Signature)

ary o ice Detachment (CID) (FWD)
87
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS -WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIh
,

....
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY -ACT

-.:

AUTHORITY:

01 LI-OZ.—C/03

•
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

ROUTINE USES:
";. DISCLOSURE:
LOCATION

2.

711. iti P. Pe ri: C •Ar.b) ; A 11° AC ''Vt 3S
:

.

DATE

il :pet+

:

.,

:GRADE/STATUS

3.

2.

TIME

4.

_.

. .

31-4t14'
. . . , . -MP. ,tizt..
.

.c R.csQt4e5 , - ,406 ',At
, - -04ts
• 4 . ..

44
-: ,
IA6GAAVE70
A-T

suspected/

iiefore,,hela

e

.

:

. . .
-•

,:!, Theinvestigater whose riarne spears below MI -drat- that he/she is with the United States Pinny

1:

,

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Rights

at
, - , IA^L:
A .-5

-: ,

-- .

A755A-0(.1-11/ .

FILE NO.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

'

.
Section A.

6 - a 55-3 3

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

'i- PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

: 8*

- az 0103- 69-23!

For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is OD0SOP

..

Citit-41444,..-

' -- -

.irjele-s77A-Ti

,..)

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

.

me any questions about the offense

.

she made it clear to me that I have the -following rights:

I do not have to answer any questions or say ahyth

,

I 2: . ..Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminalthipillir
3.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ)1 have the right to talk privately to
er before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during qu

is lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,

or bOt
- or '
•

(Par cv ihans net Strbiedt to the UCMJ) 1 have the tight to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
ditring questioning. I understand that this laWyer'cari be One that I arrange for at my own eXpense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer Will be

' appointed for me before -any questioning begins.
„. . . .
. , : if I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with.or without a láw,e rnrant, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver be
.

•

.

,

.

•

5 . - -COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section ,: B.. , . Waiver .
-

I understand my rights as stated above. aLm - now W1Iffn discuss the offense(s) under 'investigation -and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
Without -having a...lawyer
present with m
.
--

. -

WITNESSESTraihailabro

16. • NAME (Type or Print)

b.

-ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

...„___

Imi,o..-.-.

.
.

TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

5A
6.

0 GANIZATIONOF INVESTIGATOR'
S-417/4

Section'
. .
. . .C
:
1.

Non-Vialver
• . .,_

I want a lawyer.

0

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

SIGNATURE DrINTERVIEWEE

ATTAD•
B., _

.. ,

-

I do not want Itrgive up my rights-0

2.
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DA Tr'
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WL-ITED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

1 s')17 oho II

oi 37 -oa-c10369-1514-02--c-/0361— Z 933

Sworn Statement

LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 21 Dec 02
TIME: OY
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377TH MT Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
I 9 111111111111. want to make the following statement under oath:
I was in charge of the Isolation Cell one day that BT-412 was in one of the cells. I had problems
with him all night on the night shift. He was uncooperative with everything we tried to do with
him, like take him to the latrine and trying to keep his hood on him. He was very uncooperative,
so I had to knee him in the right thigh one time. I kneed him about three times in a row, which
stopped him enough to cooperate for a little while. I also had to strike him one other time, but I
don't remember when. I struck him once in the thigh. Those were the only times I ever struck
him. I went into his cell numerous times that night to try to take him to the bathroom, he was
uncooperative the entire time. That was the only time I was on Isolation that I had to deal with
him, I did have to deal with him when I was on control, where we escort the detainees, but I
never had to strike him during those times. I was also working the Isolation cells during one shift
when BT-421 was in an isolation cell, the day before he died. He was the most uncooperative
person I've ever seen in the cell. He was also combative that shift, he would kick at us and
would not eat very much at all. I had to knee him on the right thigh once while I was working the
Isolation ells because he was resisting putting his hood back on. The next shift, when SGT
as in charge of the Isolation cells, I went upstairs to assist the guards with getting him
to drink some water, after drinking water he wouldn't let us put his hood back on, so I struck him
once on the right thigh with my knee. I never had any other incidents with BT-421 after that, the
next time I saw him they were doing CPR on him, which was that same night.
Q: When you struck BT-412, how hard would you say you struck him?
A: I wouldn't say extremely hard, just hard enough to get him to cooperate.
Q: On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the hardest, how hard would you say?
A: I would go, maybe a 7.
Q: How hard would you say you struck BT-421?
A: I would say about the same, maybe a little less with him. He was a little more tired than the
other guy and didn't resist quite as much as BT-412.
Q: Did you see anyone else strike BT-412?
A: Yes, I can't remember who it was, but somebody went into the cell with me and also struck
ck him on the thi also, about once or twice. I know it wasn't SGT
ut I can't remember who it was.
r SP
Q: How hard would you say they struck him?
A: About the same as I did.
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Statement of SPC
02, continued:

—2-

, taken at Ba ram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354 on 21 Dec

Q: Did you see anyone else strike or get rough with him?
A: I don't think so.
Q: Did he ever complain about pain?
A: I don't know.
Q: Was he ever examined by a doctor or a medic while he was in the Isolation cell?
A: Not that I know of.
Q: Did anyone ever check his thighs or legs to see if there was any bruising to them?
A: No.
Q: Did you see anyone
BT-421?
A: Yes, I saw SGT
trike him. I heard SGT1111111ad to
strike BT-412, but I didn't see it.
Q: How • him?
A: SGT
and SPC1111111Ith kneed BT-421
igh, but I can't
remember what thigh or how many times. I didn't see SG
strike BT-412, but I
heard he had to strike BT-412 because he was being combative. I don't where he struck him or
how many times.
Q: How hard would you say SGT MIS and SPC
truck him?
A: I would guess the same as mine.
Q: Did you see anyone else strike him or get rough with him at any other time?
A: I can't think of anything or anybody.
Q: Did he ever complain about any pain?
A: I don't speak the language, so I don't know. The doctor had made a few rounds during the
night shift back then but I don't know if he saw him. I don't know if he gave him any
medications or not.
Q: Did he examine him'?
A: No, he doesn't usually examine the detainees unless there is a specific reason to.
Q: Did anyone ever check his thighs or legs to see if there was any bruising to them?
A: As far as I know on my shift, probably not.
Q: Is it standard procedure to physically examine the
on a daily basis?
A: No.
Q: Do you pass on to the next shift how many time and where you struck a detainee?
A: No, usually all we pass on is what they're eating, what kind of problems they gave us, if they
need to see a doctor, or any other requests the detainees have. Some of them speak English.
Q: Is it recorded anywhere?
A: It wasn't then, but it is now.
Q: If a detainee asks for a doctor, do they get to see one?
A: Yes, but they don't go to the hospital unless its serious.
Q: Did you ever see either BT-412 or BT-421 strike anyone?
A: No, I didn't. BT-421 did try to kick us, and I heard about BT-412 swinging at a guard, but I
didn't see it or know much about it.
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Statement of SPC
taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 21 Dec
02, continued:
Q: Were you ever in an interrogation booth during any of the interrogations of BT-412 or BT-

421?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever escort either detainee to an interrogation booth?
A: No, I don't think so.
Q: When you did have to escort either detainee somewhere, did you have to carry them?
A: I just had to carry BT-412 one time to the bathroom. A few of the detainees usually make
you have to push them everywhere. When we carried BT-412 to the latrine there were three
guards and the SOG, he refused to walk.
Q: Was he complaining about his legs?
A: While we were doing that he wasn't saying anything.
Q: Did any of the detainees refuse to walk saying they couldn't or that their legs hurt?
A: They didn't say anything, and BT-412 was the only one I ever had to carry. There was
another incident with BT-421, I just remembered. I was in the cell with three other guards and
the SOG one time trying to change his clothes. BT-421 had peed on himself and we were trying
to change him, he fought with us the entire time.
Q: Did anyone strike him then?
A: No, I did have his right arm twisted behind his back, someone else had his other arm, and
someone was holding his head still so he wouldn't try to bite anyone.
Q: Have you ever seen anyone get abusive with any of the detainees?
A: No.
Q: Have you?
A: No.
Q: Is there anything else you want to aur statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///
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Statement of SP
02, continued:

, taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 21 Dec

AFFIDAVIT
I,
AVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT WHICH
BE
AGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT,Ail COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
ME

WITNESS:

(Signature o ers

(Signature)

t)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 21st day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)
. FITralla

WITNESS:

(Signature)

-

• UJIIIMP

SA
87
rtary Police Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
.

/3/1-02--c-r 43 /-7,37s.3
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security NUmber is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disdlosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1,.• ' LOCATION
-

S4

P let

11-1 ,

Cc% 6)

2.

Avo AG- '35
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13,• ,
ti

7.

I 3.
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4111,11 FILE NO.

ORGANIZATION - IDA'ESS

.344 714 MP NW c-0.-04JYi
APO . iet
Oct 35 (4
--

'GRADE/STATUS

:54-r .

_

DATE

Zi Tiet ID 2.:

12.€3.612-ve 1

'

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON , WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A.

Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army C.
MIA/Art-' reJVE3TIGATIOA3 CCIA.:0441611)
IAA-, 454-6.eTh.rr .
,
and wanted to question me about the following offenses) of which I am
suspepte
•

A5 A

4W.•,5)5,*.
.54,-1_________________________
_. : ,._

ed me
about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
... any questions
. _
not have to answer any questions or say anything.
:

ing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
ersorrnel subject to the UCMJ) I have.
the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and atter questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
uring quetidning. This lawyer can be a divilian lawyer
I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
.o'betli. I
.
-

(For' civillariS not subject to The ZJCMJ)

or -

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer befere,-cfUring; and after questioning and to haVe a laWyer piesent with me

-• : - :dtiring questiOning. :

I understand that this lawyer •can be one-that I arrange kir at my own-expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want tine; a laWyer will be
ed for Me before any questioning begins.
ow willing to discuss the offente(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak

privately with a lawyer befOre answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

.

.COMMENTS Continue on reverse side)

Section B.-

Waiver
: .

I understand my rights aa stated above. I
g to discuss the offense(a) under investigation and make a statement without -talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with m
-,..,
• WITNESS
(If available)
3.
la.

:

NAME nip& or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a,

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

SectiOri C.
1.

4.

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

OF INVEST! ATOR
54
6.a ORGTI
ANIZAON OF
A-P1 _MP

IN VATOR
ESTIG
) err; (0_4'0
Apo ' X 093 5 4'

Non waiver

I do not want to give up my rights:
❑

2.

—

I want a lawYer.: ..

❑

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

mirk

Mk NPR !tom ' in a ilk I

I
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I
s

411114

etirii il:
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EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
t c1

EA otigir

3-5
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9- z35- 3

Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 21 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SGT/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377TH MP Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
I, IIMIIIIIIrwant to make the following statement under oath:

As far as B -412, I onl had o to t with him on the night he died. I went into the cell with SPC
d SP
hen they tried to feed him ch
When they tried to feed
him they had him
ed. He turned and spit on SPC
when they took his hood
howed him the food
off. SPC
ed for him to eat, that's when he spit at
him. I don't remember if the spit hit SPC
er that, we put the hood back
on him and left the cell. As we were walking out, SSG
walking towards us with a
a
peeled orange and said
en able to et him to eat an orange the night before. I went back
ell with SSG
d SPC
into
We took the hood back off of him, SSG
*ed to show him the oran e bu ere was no response from him. That's when we knew
there was a problem. SPC
, who is a medic, started checking him and SFC
alked in to see what was going on because he had heard the radio calls for
assistance. They wanted a stethoscope, so I ran out to look for one. When I couldn't find one, I
ran back and that's when we took him out of the restraints and laid him down on the ground.
After they laid him down on the ground, they kept trying to check for a pulse and his breathing.
call for someone to assist in taking another detainee to the latrine, so I asked
There
f
I could go since there were five people in the cell including myself. SFC
SFC
old me to go, so I left to assist with the other detainee. After that, I escorted one
detainee to cell 5, and while I was sitting there waiting for him to go to the bathroom, I saw them
as the last involvement I had with him. I had
taking BT-412 out of the cell on a stretche
. We escorted him downstairs to the latrine,
two incidents with BT-421 with SG
but he wouldn't go. We had been told by MI to keep him standing as part of their sleep
depravation for him, and he wanted to sit down, he didn't really have to use the latrine, he just
wanted to sit down. He rubbed his legs and kind of motioned that they were hurting, I knew this
because one of the Interpreters had told me they rub their legs when they are hurting them. We
motioned for him to get up, and he stood up. When we motioned that we were taking him back
to his cell, he became non-compliant and he let himself drop. We had his arms, so we were able
to keep him from falling all the way to the ground. We lifted him up by his arms, under his
armpits, and carried him back up to his cell in the upstairs Isolation cell. Somebody picked up
his feet, I can't remember who, but they helped us carry him back up to his cell. I had a second
incident with him on the night he died. I was o control and had to escort him from the cell to
escorted him to the interview room, SPC
the inte iew room. Myself and SPC
stayed in the interview roomecause BT-421 had become combative. I was called
Page 1 of 4 Pages
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Statement
continued:

of11111111111aken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 21 Dec 02,

about 45minutes later to go get him from the interview room back to his isolation cell. When I
got to the interview room, he was standing up and I asked the MI person what BT-421's deal
was. The MI guy said he was
cooperating and said he was, "being an ass." I saw the MI guy,
I'm pretty sure his name is
take a .5 liter bottle of water with a hole in the bottom and
squeeze the water out of the bottom into BT-421's throat. BT-421 spit the water out and
told us to take hi II 9 . k to his cell. We asked him if he was goin to e combative or
cooperative, and
aid he wasn't going to be cooperative.
d to leave him up, meaning
to leave him restrained in the standing position. We took him back to his cell and restrained him
with his arms up so he would have to stand. We left out of the cell, he still had his hood on, and
then I continued on '
uties. I heard the call on the radio for an ambulance and for a
medic. Since SPC
was already up there, I continued '
r duties. A er I
finished what I was doing, I headed up to the cell and saw SPC
and SPC
performing CPR. I helped put BT-421 on a stretcher and carry him to the inprocessing room.
After that they waited for the ambulance and I went back to my other duties.
Q: Did you ever strike either of the two detainees?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see anyone strike either one of them?
A: No, but I heard that one of them had become combative with SSG
d he had h-ad
to strike him. I didn't witness it, but I did hear him say he had to strike him, I can't remember
why.
Q: Had you ever been rough or abusive with either one?
A: No.
Q: Had you ever seen anyone else get rough or abusive with either one?
A: I've seen them restrain them, but not abusive or rough with them. I remember another
incident with BT-421 I w s working in Isolation 1 when they tried to put BT-421 in the airlock
of cell 2. SS
was trying to restrain BT-421 in the airlock, but he wouldn't comply,
and they strugg e with him inside the airlock. They then pulled him outside of the airlock and
put him in the prone position to try to cuff him.. There were about four or five MPs trying to
restrain him, but I can't remember who the other Mps were. After that, they did restrain him and
they put him on a stretcher and carried him upstairs. I was watching cells 5 and 6 and trying to
keep the other detainees from watching the incident.
Q: Did you see anyone strike him'?
A: No.
Q: Do the detainees get to see the doctors when requested?
A:. At the time we had one medic, and if we had a medical emergency, someone would have to
run to the tent to get him, or the RTO would have to call the hospital to have them send an
ambulance.
Q: Does anyone examine the detainees on a daily basis?
A: They do now, but before I assumed it was done on the day shift. I never saw anyone examine
them at night unless there was a problem. I did see the medic stay late to re-hydrate a detainee or
to give them meds.

et

A*
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Statement oaNIIIIIIIIIIraken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 21 Dec 02,
continued:

Q: During shift change, is it passed on how many times and where a detainee was struck during
that shift?
A: Sometimes it is and sometimes it isn't, it all depends on the person doing the shift change.
Q: When BT-421 rubbed his legs to say they were hurting, did anyone examine his legs?
A: No, we just took him back upstairs and told the SOG that he didn't go to the bathroom. We
put him back in his restraints.
Q: Did he appear to be in pain?
A: No, he sat down on the steel can they use for a latrine and just sat there with clothes on. He
wouldn't go to the bathroom and we asked him, "tashnob", which we were told means they need
to go to the bathroom, and he said, "ney tashnob", which means no bathroom. He started rubbing
one of his legs, I can't remember which one, and wouldn't go to the bathroom, that's when we
motioned for him to stand up.
Q: Is there anything you want to add to your statement?
A: The only other thing that I came across with either one was that they were definitely noncompliant.
Q: Anything else?
A: I can't think of anything else right now.///END OF STATEMENT///
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taken at Bagram Airfield Afghanistan, APO AE 09354 on 21 Dec 02

Statement o
continued:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WIT T COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMEN

I0111111111.

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 21st day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)
figinir411 106110ilitYlVi ffllittirifi titattlio

WITNESS:

(Signature)

SA
itary o ice I etac ent (CID) (FWD)
87th
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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0137-02-C10369RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent aeencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT ©I 3 11 —0 Z•--C.--/V

35-3

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified,
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

2. DATE

1. LOCATION

3. TIME

Dec 02

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

4: FILE NO.

tf)9 gS z

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS

APO AE 09354

SGT/E-5/Reserves

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States.
Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
As a Special
suspectedI
Aggravated Assault///
re he/she asked me any.questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
o not have to answer any questions or say anything.
. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- Or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my ow_n expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
ppointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on:reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above,
without having a lawyer present with

willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

WITNESSES (If available)
la. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4. SI

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

5. .....§4o.rsiimortilumion.o•....... ...
S'

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

ar

87th Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

11 I want a lawyer.
2. S
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 21 Dec 0
TIME: 1 OD
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SGT/E-5/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354
I,11111111411want to make the following statement under oath:
I have ad no signi icant involvement with PUC 421. I had several problems with PUC 412.
Whenever I tried to bring him to the bathroom, he would not want to walk and therefore would
have to carry him. I would also administer the common pressure point under the nose, by placing
my hand under his nose and lift up slightly. Often times upon administering the pressure point,
he would be compliant. I can recall on one day that I was escorting him to the bathroom and he
did not want to walk, I had to administer the pressure point under the nose. I was also art of the
Crash team that had one into his
when we had to adjust his restraints. SSG
GT
11.1111,G
GT
SGT
and myself were inside e cell.
I was behind the PUC. SSG
as trying to a jus e cuffs. The PUC started to kick
his legs up, but I am not sure if he hit someone, because I was behind him and at that time
administered the pressure point under his nose in order for him to be com liant. I am not sure if
f the other MP's had struck the PUC, but I do know that SSG
as mad at SGT
We adjusted the cuff and left the cell. These are essentially the only significant
incidents I had with PUC 412.
Q: What is the Crash Team?
A: Does escorts back and back to MI, or for prisoners in the ISO to take them to the bathroom,
and also cell extractions. They are also in groups of two MP's.
Q: Can you explain why would you do cell extractions?
A: If anyone has to go into a cell, the Crash Team would assist.
Q: Is the Crash Team utilized just in the ISO cells?
A: No, they are also used on the main floor.
Q: Other than the pressure point under the nose, did you administer any other pressure points?
A: To him, no.
Q: What other pressure points have you administered?
A: I had escorted a PUC by placing my right hand on the shoulder and with my other hand I had
a hold of the PUC's wrist. I used this because the PUC was not being compliant, and so that if
the PUC decided to become hostel, I could easily bring the PUC on the ground.
Q: Had you ever struck a PUC with such thing as a common perineal strike?
A: No. The reason I do not use it is because I am taller than most of the PUC's and if I
attempted to administer the strike, I would have hit them in the hip or lower abdomen.
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Statement of11111111,aken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 21 Dec 02,
continued:
Q: Did you ever observe any guards strike a PUC other than a common perineal strike or other
pressure points?
A: No not that I have seen.
Q: Did you ever see a guard or MI interrogator get physical with a PUC beyond what is
authorized?
A: No.
Q: Do you know what day it was that you and the Crash team had to go into PUC 412's cell in
order to adjust his restraints?
A: No, I do not remember what date it was.
Q: How was PUC 412 restrained within the cell?
A: The PCU was restrained by a set of long cuffs on each wrist, which were then attached to the
ceiling, so that his arms were outstretched at an angle over his head. On his wrists there was also
a set of short cuffs so that he could not get the long cuffs off. He also had a set of leg shackles
on.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statem 9
A: No, not at this time. ///END OF STATEMENT///

dip
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Statement o
continued:

taken at Ba am Airfield Afghanistan, APO AE 09354 on 21 Dec 02

.

AFFIDAVIT
11111111111111111, HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMEN
UT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENillig

WITNESS:

(Signatureof Person

(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 21 st day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

S

(Signature)

87
1
o ice r e ac
t (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS
WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR
--......... DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE

Bagrarn.Airfield, 'Afghanistan; APO AE 09354 5. NAM

i

"

•

3. TIME

22 Dec 02
.

.

. FILE NO.

ollio

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
AE
Miliota9ry
35P
4 olice Company

.

6

(S ) 3 it -02..-61p 56- Z ;73

7. GRADE/STATUS

APO AE

SGT/E-5/Reserves

PART 1 . - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE .
Section A. Rights
. ..
.
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States
.. . .

As a Special A

. Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

.

suspected/

ggravated Assault///

,, .. ,

•

efore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
I d6 niitliaVe to 'answer any questions or say anything.
Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial,
(For personnel sUbjeci to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.

, -

.

- or -

(For ciiiilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time or speak
.
privately
rivately with a lawyer befOre answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS
(Continue on reverse side)
. .. .
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am n.
without having a lawyer present with m
WITNESSE

to discuss the offense(s) under ' • -

- - - • without talking to a lawyer first and
.. . 75---

..,............. _

If available)

1 a. NAME (Type or Print)
,

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

•e• I ..

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

4 1,/1

OF INVESTI

• TOR

S•
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

87, Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
Section C: Non-Waiver
1. 1 do not want to give up my rights:
•

I want a lawyer.

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

Ilk If
CI (e
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram A_ irfield Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 22 Dec 02
TIME: ca I
NAME:
SSAN
RANK: SGT/E-5/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
I, SGT IIIIIIIIIIIIIr w ant to make the following statement under oath:
I understand that this statement is made to clarify or add to certain questions or aspects of my
statement which I made to this office on 10 Dec 02:
Q: Did you have any significant involvement with PUC 412?
A: No, the only involvement I had with him is moving him around, going to the bathroom, etc. I
was off the night that he died.
Q: Did you ever strike PUC 421?
A: No, not even any common pressure point strikes. I never hit any of the PUC's.
Q: Other than administering common pressure point strikes, did you ever see any guards strike
the PUC's?
ve ne
of the
'
f the PUC's unnecessarily. I did see SPC
SP
and SGT
administer the common perineal strike to PUC
421, while in his cell, on separate occasions.
Q: Did you ever see a guard strike a PUC with an object, such as a baton?
A: No. I don't think anybody as ever hit any of them with a baton, not that I know of.
Q: Does your unit have batons?
A: Yes.
Q: What are they used for?
A: They- were already in the Detention Facility, it was nothing that my unit brought with them.
To my knowledge, they are used to control or regain control of PUC's in case they start to fight
with th€ guards, as in a riot situation.
Q: Did you ever see any of the MI interrogators strike or kick any of the PUC's?
A: No.
Q: Did you see any of the MI interrogators place their hands on any of the PUC's?
A: No, if they did it was to help the PUC's walk, nothing such as an assault.
Q: What was the SOP within the Detention Facility for a PUC that said he was hurt or injured?
A: It was kind of tough because they do not really communicate with us, but if they did, we
would contact the SOG.
Q: Do you have anything further
further t add to your statement?
No ///End of Statemen

ali
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Statement of SG
continued:

at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 22 Dec 02,

AFFIDAVIT
I, SGT 11.11111111111111AVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 22"d day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

SA
87
'Mary Police Detachment (CID)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank,- Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDPRE/WAIVEA.CERTIVICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
C-1 P

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 0 LI
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

a 35-33

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE

Ba.gram Airfield; Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

22 Dec 02

3. TIME

. FILE NO.

134 3

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
.

377' Military Police Company
APO AE 09354

7 GRADE/STATUS

SPC/E-4/Reserves

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section -A. Rights
.
,
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States

• Army Criminal Investigation Command (CM)
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

As a Special Agent

suspected/1Na
Aggravated Assault///
Before he/s
me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any,questions or say anything.
. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
.•(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning b'eging. '
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above.
without having a lawyer present with m

illing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

• • • • - a 11,

WITNESSE
-

■ 1 0

■

• 1

■I

oe or Print

b. ORG 1 ATION OR 1DDRES
87' MP DET. (CID) (ABN) (FWD)
APO AE 09354

-

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

S'
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

87th Military Police Detachment (CII)) (ABN) (FWD)
APO AE 09554
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
❑

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything. .

I want a lawyer.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 22 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/E-4/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354
I,

, want to make the following statement under oath:

'f cant involvement did you have with BT-412?
Q: Wha
and I made an entry into his cell, in order to restrain him. BT-412 had kept
A: SFC
w of the door. He was told several times not to put his hands
putting his hands out of the
and I entered the cell, at which time I grabbed BTout, but he did not listen. SFC
412 and
d placed him against the far wall so that SFC 1111111! could restrain him better.
Q: How hard would you say that you placed BT-412 against e wall?
A: Enough force so that he could not hurt me, but not enough so that it hurt him. It was enough
o of him.
force in order to gain c
ever strike the PUC?
Q: Did you or SFC
A: No.
Q: When did this incident occur?
A: I cannot remember.
Q: What involvement did you have with BT-421?
A: On one day, I cannot remember when exactly, I was working at the RTO desk and had gone
into the break room in order to get a snack. I heard a commotion on the main floor and peaked
through the curtain at the main entrance onto the main floor. I could see several guards trying to
bring BT-421 out of the airlock and onto the main floor. I decided not to go into the airlock,
because I felt there would be too many people i th e. As soon as they got the PUC out of the
and I struggled with the PUC to
airlock, he was brought down to the floor. SGT
get the chain, which the PUC had in hiS Bands underneath his ody, away from him. We were
finally able to restrain him, at which time we rolled him over on his back and waited for someone
to get a stretcher in order to carry him to an ISO cell. I grabbed the chain of the long cuffs that
were around his wrists and held them on the ground over his head to keep control of him.
Someone arrived with a stretcher and then we brought the PUC up to an ISO cell. The other
is • - ment I had with i • II as the day that he died. I was walking back to ISO #1,when SSG
ere moving fast up to ISO #2 for an emergent . I followed
and SPC
SPC
that PUC 421 was on the ground and SPC
.
en I arm d
I was told to get the facemask
sere trying to administer
and SS t
who
for CPR. I went to the railing and yelled down to SGT . was in ISO #1, and asked
him to get the mask. He returned about a minutes later and told me that he could not find it. I
returned back to ISO #2 and could see that SPC was giving the PUC mouth to mouth.
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Statement o

taken at Bagram Airfield, APO AE 09354, on 22 Dec 02, continued:

After the stretcher arrived, myself and SGTIMPIped carry him down to the inprocessing
room.
Q: Did you ever see any the
ds strike the PUC?
A: I believe I saw SP
't the PUC in the common perineal while they were
wrestling in the c-wire m t e airlock.
Q: Do you know how many times SP
administered the common perineal strike?
A: No.
Q: Did you observe any other guards strike the PUC?
A: No.
Q: Did you see anyone strike the PUC in the ribs?
A: No.
Q: When the PUC was brought to the ground, how was this accomplished?
A: As soon as they cam out fo the cell, they fell to the floor.
Q: Have you ever seen an MI interrogator strike a PUC?
A: No.
Q: Other than striking a PUC in common pressure points, have you ever seen a guard strike a
PUC?
A: No.
Q: In the incident outside the airlock, how were the PUC's hands when you held onto the
chains?
A: They were stretched out over his head.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No ///END OF STATEMENT/IM
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Statement of10111.111 taken at Bagram Airfield, APO AE 09354, on 22 Dec 02, continued:
01 3 tf-

AFFIDAVIT
IVE
READ
OR
HAD
READ
TO ME THIS STATEMENT
5111111111111.11A
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMEN1111.

all1111111

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 22"d day of December, 2002, at Bagram
Afghanistan APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

ath)
SA
87th ry o ice r e c ent (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354

WITNESS:

(Signature)

Article 136, UCMJ
(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the Proponent aaencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

6 / 3 it —02- -C-/ P 3 6,^ 2.3.--3

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
3. TIME

2. DATE

I. LOCATION

4. FILE NO.

ltei

22 Dec.,:.02

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

3776 Military Police Company
7. -GRADE/STATUS

APO AE 09354

SGT/E-5/Reserves
PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
.
.
.
..
. .
Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)
The inVeStigalar -Whosd riarnd ap pears below told me that he/she is with the United Stites
, .. .. . „... . .
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
a Spec
Specifil.iit

As

suspected/ae
Aggravated Assault///
fore hetshe asked Me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
. „o not have to answer any questions or say anything.
frig I say dr cid can be used as evidence 'against me in a criminal trial.
For personnel subject to the' UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before; during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
diiring questioning. This lawyer Can he a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
• Cr both •
,
- or I
have
the
right
to
talk
privately
to
a
lawyer
before,
during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
ppoirited for me before any questioning begins.
f I• ain- now willihg to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
priirattlyWitli'a lawyet before . answering further, even if I sign the waiver below. ' .
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am n

' 'ng to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

Without having a- lawyer present with
WITNES

f available) -

la. - NAME (Type or Print)
r

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

...tiAi....--

2a, NAME (Type or Print)

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

.

.

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

87th Military Police Detachment (CID)
APO AE 09354

Section C. Non-Waiver

I. Ido not want to give up my right's: •
I do not want to be questioned or Say anything.

❑ I want a lawyer. . .
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE .
A .-11- A

r,t1

TUTC IV A TVPR

c.P.RTIPICATE TO4+14-14,swfatvarrit
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•
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-

C10369

D13 zi-oz-e,),0369—Z-35 - 33
Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 22 Dec 02
TIME:
P7
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SGT/E-5/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377 th Military Police Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354
I
want to make the following statement under oath:
Q: What sign leant Inv° vement did you have with PUC 412?
A:
e da , I cannot remember the exact date I was part of the Crash team, along with SGT
SSG
d SGT
We were called to the downstairs ISO block to
assist other guar s in restraining PU
w o was trying to slip out of his cuffs. SSG
was the SOG and SGT
as the floor sergeant. We entered the cell. PUC 412 was
restrained with a set of long cu s attache
his wrists, which were then attached to the ceili
with his hands over his head. SS
was on the right side of the PUC, SGT
was behind, SGT vas directly in front of him and I was on the left side. SS
was standing off to the side behind G i
The PUC was able to raise his legs o o te
ground, at which time SG
stru t e C three times in the common perineal area
with his knee. SSG
ulled SG
ide and was yelling at him "why did you do
that?" We were able to restrain PUC 412 an en left the cell. I had no other significant
involvement with PUC 412.
Q: Did you have any significant involvement with PUC 421?
A: No, I was even in the Detention Facility by the time that PUC 421 got there. By this time my
platoon rotated out
an the gates.
Q: Did SG
strike the PUC in any other place aside from the common perineal area?
A: No, not that I could see.
Q: Did any of the o
uards within the cell strik12?
A: Not like SGT
did. I know that SGT
ad his finger on the peessure point
under the PUC's nose
Q: What was SGT
doing before he struck the PUC in the common perineal area?
A: He was yelling in his face.
Q: Did the PUC attack or try to physically harm SGT
A: No. His hands were restrained over his head and his legs were off of the ground.
Q: Did the PUC ever try to kick SGT
A: Not that I could see.
Q: Other than this incident, have you ever seen a guard strike a PUC?
A: In aggression, no.
Q: Have you ever seen an MI interrogator strike a PUC?
A: No I have not.
Initials of Person Making Stateme
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-

01 37- 0R-CID 369

State
mgt11111111111111111111

ram Airfield, APO AE 09354, on 22 Dec 02.,

continued:

Q: If you had seen a guard strike a PUC such as in the common perineal area, did you ever see a
guard go beyond what is allowed?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: No///END OF STATEMENT///
AFFIDAVIT
Iall1111111111111111111111PHAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2 I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BYME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT,
UT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFULINDUCEMENT. --;

WITNESS:

(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 22" day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

••• rniavaii.,.‘wrawArairaT.c.WITNESS:

Oath)

S

ary olice Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
87 i i

(Signature)

(Printed Rank, Name)

Article 136, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)

Initials of Person Making Statemeill
DA Form 2823
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIPkATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent azencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT 0 /

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1. LOCATION

2. DATE

Bagiani Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

22 Dec 02

5. NAME

5 "I -0 2- - C./ ll 3 6,-- Z 3 53 3

. t, First, MI)

3. TIME

4. FILE NO.

14.247

.

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377u` MilitaryPolice Company
7. GRADE/STATUS

APO AE 09354

SGT/E-5/Reserves

.__

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
.
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States

.

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

As a Special A e'
suspect

,

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)

Aggravated Assault///

me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
.:,
of have to answer any questions or say anything.
ing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
:using questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expenk to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
durin: questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
ed for me before any questioning begins.
now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
,
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights-as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer,present with me.

—
,

-

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

WITNESSES (If available)
1 a.. NAME (Type or Print)

-

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE _

r

5.

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

II • • .'

S

_
—
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

87th Military Police Detachment (CID)
APO AE 09354
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
•

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

5 - .il 282 2 '
..... _........_ f-A tiii. itAiLiat
IC AR it%
1
......ft.
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1
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0137 -02 -C 1E1369 RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER•CERTItICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the Proponent a2encv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

0) 5 ft -0 -2--C- 1 19 3

z 5°--

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

3. TIME

2. DATE
1. LOCATION

FILE NO,

23 Dec 02

q
8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
377Th MP Company

Bagram Airfield, Afg,hanistari, APO AE 09354

APO AE 09354

7. GRADE/STATUS

SGT/Reserves
PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
As a Special A

t

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT///

suspecte•

- me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
/sh
i t have to answer any questions or say anything.
i ng,I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
personnel subject to the UCMJ)
Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the .
or both.

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
durin questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange.for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

d'for me before any questioning begins.
now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
vately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

you currently have a lawyer?

Have you been advised of your legal rights within the last 30 days?
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I a
without, having a lawyer present with

ling to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

WITNESSES (If available)
I a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE .

—

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

75,Y.4- iararomoitsmin

S
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

87th Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan; APO AE 09354

Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

I want a lawyer.
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

itit 'M. ON 11 1"

EMMERZIENOM
1
A

f

tit

TV.
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Sworn Statement

37- 2 -CI 0 3 6 9- 2 35

LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 23 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SGT/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377TH MP Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09355
to make the following statement under oath:
I never had anything to do with BT-412, I did walk through the Isolation cells once and saw him
restrained in the cell, but I never dealt with him or saw anyone mistreat him. I never saw him get
combative with anyone and never saw anyone strike him. I heard he was combative and nonit for myself. The da BT-421 was down in general population in cell 2
compliant, but neve
d SP
re working the floor that day. They were
in the airlock, SSG
having problems with him sitting down and t
his hood off, so they said they were going to
as the SOG and was watching them as they
go into the cell and restrain him. SSG
entered the cell. I went down to cell 1 to watch the PUCs while they did that so none of the
the guards not watching them while they restrained BT-421. As I
PUCs would take a
rying to rest • BT-421 to the ceiling of the airlock, I saw BTwas watching SSG
•nd of flinch. I thou
c ain to
421 pull down on the cuffs which made SSG
mgers, so I ran over to the cell. SS
ad
the cuffs had pinched SSG
also run into the cell, and with all those people already in the cell, I couldn't get into the cell, so I
climbed up on the door so I could get my hands into the cell through the roof to try to grasp the
cuffs so I could hook them to the bar on the ceiling. I couldn't get the cuffs, so I climbed back
down. They were wrestling with BT-421 in the airlock, so somebody, I don't remember who,
made the decision to remove BT-421 from the cell. He was removed from the cell and we placed
him on the ground. He kept being non-compliant, and we tried to stand him back up to move
him to an Isolation cell. He was still being non-compliant, so we placed him back on the ground.
That's when we noticed there was blood on the ground, so we stopped to see who was bleeding.
We noticed that it was from BT-421's nose, he had a scab on his nose that had busted open and
was bleeding. It was a scab from a prior injury, I don't know how he got it, but it had started
bleeding again from the scuffle Once we got him down on the ground the second time, we
called for a stretcher, put him on the stretcher and carried him up to Isolation Block #2, Cell #1.
We took and stood the stretcher up, where his feet were on the ground and he was still shackled
to the stretcher. We shackled the stretcher to the ceiling with long cuffs and left him in the cell.
When he was checked again, he had been able to un-hook his legs from the stretcher, his legs
were still shackled, but they weren't attached to the stretcher anymore. We went into the cell, I
don't remember who went into the cell with me, but there were three of us in the cell. We took
him off of the stretcher and took the extra cuffs off that were used to keep him on the stretcher,
we placed some short cuffs on the long cuffs on his legs to shorten his leg movement, then laced
some short cuffs on the long cuffs on his wrists to give him an extension. We then restrained
Page 1 of 3 Pages
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Statement ofill..11111111taken at Bagrarn Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 23
Dec 02, continued:
him to the ceiling with the long cuffs on his wrists and placed a belly chain on the cuffs around
his legs. We then placed another belly chain on the first belly chain and ran it up to the ceiling so
he couldn't kick at us. We placed a black hood
o'
jig
and left it at that. Sometime after
that, a second incident occurred with him. SGT
and I took him down from his
restraints because he said he had to go to the bathroom. We took him down to the bathroom and
let him go into the area to go. After a few minutes we checked on him to see what was going on,
he still had his pants on and had not gone to the bathroom. We asked him if he had to go and he
motioned that he did not, he then rubbed his legs and mumbled something. He rubbed his legs
and kept looking at us, so we picked him back up and started taking him back up to his cell.
While he was walking bac
y decided he wasn't going to walk anymore and
became dead weight. SPC
as on the floor and came over to help us carry him
back up to his cell. He was very non-compliant, even when we were trying to place him back
into his cell. We placed him back into his cell and restrained him again. That was the last time I
dealt with BT-421. I can't remember what day that was, and I think it was a day or two before he
died, but it was the last time I had anything to do with him.
Q: During the scuffle in the airlock, did you have to strike BT-421?
A: No, I was in no position to do it.
Q: Did anyo e
' him?
A: Yes, SPC
_ ave him a common perineal strike in the thigh, I didn't really see it
very well because I was trying to concentrate on his hands.
Q: Did anyone else strike him at that time?
A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: Did you or anyone else strike him while he was outside the cell on the ground?
A: No.
Q: During the second incident, while you were with him at the latrine, did you or anyone else
strike him?
A: No.
Q: Did anyone strike him at any other point during that time?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever strike BT-421 at any time?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see anyone else strike BT-421 at any other time?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see anyone get rough or mistreat him?
A: No.
Q: When BT-421 rubbed his legs, did anyone exam him?
A: No, it didn't dawn on anybody that he rubbed his legs because they hurt, nobody thought that
his legs were really hurt. We thought he was just tired of standing and wanted to take a break.
Most of the PUCs who have to stand try to do something to get to sit for a while, we thought he
was just trying to take a break from standing.
Q: Do the PUCs get examined on a regular basis?
A: They do now, but before, during the day, the doctor would go by twice a day. The doctor
wouldn't come by at night before unless we figured there was a medical emergency.
Page 2 of 3 Pages
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eiming
taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 23
-

Statement o
Dec 02, continu :

Q: How hard would you say SP
struck BT-421?
A: It looked like a quick blow, it wasn't with a lot of force, he was just trying to get his
attention.
Q: Is there anything else you want to add to your statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMEN

AFFIDAVIT
I11111111111111.111111AVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT,
IA
ROUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEME

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 23" day of December, 2002, at Bagram
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

S

WITNESS:

(Signature)

ent (CID) (FWD)
87
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

013 4 - 02 - C1D369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

Page 1 of 1 Page

26 Dec 02, SAIIIIIII advised SSG
A Co, 519th Mi Bagrat'Collection Point (BCP)
am
Air Field, Afghanistan, APO.AE 09354'(BAF), of his le
hts,
which he waived, and provided a sworn statement. SSG
related
-421 had been kneed in the groin by SGT
A Co, 51
MI, BCP, BAF, and heard this from an
interpreter. SGT
also told him that she had moved his head
with her hands a
ed kidking the person under control (PUC) in
the groin. SSG
also heard BT-412 had been treated badly by
the MP guards at the BC?, but never witnessed anything first hand.
He denied assaulting the PUC or witnessing anyone assault them.
(See DA Form 3881 and DA Form 2823
details)

, ag

Agent Comment:
statements.

for
is the Inn mentioned in other

SSG

AbO

11111111111111111IP

31 Dec 02, SAIIIIIIIrinterviewed SPC
377 th
o, BAF, APO AE 09354, who provided a sworn
statement. SPC iescribed the training his unit conducted
prior to and during their deployment. He also related he never
witnessed any abuse
the PUC'S. .(See DA Form 2823 for details)

of

About 1035Z 31 Dec 02, SA' interviewed SPG
37 th
MP uCo, BAF, AP AE 09354, who provided a sworn
a a ement. SPC
escribed the training his unit conducted
prior to and during their deployment. He also related he never
witnessed any abuse of the PUC's. (See DA Form 2823 for details)
03, SA
advised SSG
377 th MP Co, BAAPD
F,--AE 09354, of, his - - 6gal
rihts which he waived, and provided a sworn statement. SSG
dmitted he struck BT-421 while he was fighting to secure
him
t
airlock. He added the only injury he noticed'on the PUC
was from a scab . that broke on his nose. He did not see BT-421
strike any other guards or MI personnel. (See DA Form 3881 and DA
Form 2823, for details)
////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY///////////////////////////

IIIIIIIII!
in e

87th MP Det (OD) (ABN), FWD
3d Military Police Group (CID)
APO AE 09325
Date:
21 Jan 03
CID Form 94
1 1-fi

1 ; . I,
q
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CE11,704C2ATV,,
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the Drononent aeencYfg 61PCS OIffig -at 036 9 4
3.N — U

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

—4

2 I s yiro

65 —

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
3. TIME mot FILE NO.

2. DATE

1. LOCATION

.

1-(35

26 Dec 02

Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

A Company, 519th Military Intelligence Bit
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354

7. GRADE/STATUS

SSG/Active

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

Army Criminal Investigation Command (CID)
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United Stares
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
As a Spec'
suspected'

nt

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT/// .

she as ed me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
have to answer any questions or say anything.
hing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- Or I
have
the
right
to
talk
privately
to
a
lawyer
before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

nied for me before any questioning begins.
now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Have you been advised of your legal rights within the last 30 days?
Section B. Waiver
I-understand my rights as stated above
without having a lawyer

now

No

Do you currently have a lawyer?

No

ling to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
3. SIGN

b. ORGANIZA
8ith MP Det. (CID) (FWD)
APO AE 09354
2a. NAME (Type or Print)
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVE

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

87th Military Police Detachment (CID), Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

Section C. Non-Waiver
• 1. I do not want to give up my rights:
I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

❑ I ■v ant a lawyer.
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

Q IP

.ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA Form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
Fr'a
supc rixTrirl
(i rtts;
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 26 Dec 02
TIME: f
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SSG/Active
ORGANIZATION: A Company, 519th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
want to make the following statement under oath:
I am the NCOIC of Intelligence and Investigative Operations at the Bagram Collection Point

(BCP), I'm also the Platoon Sergeant. I was made aware of a situation involvin SGT
and BT-421 by one of the Interpreters
I don't remember the date, but
told me
SG
had kicked BT-421 in the genita s during an interrogation. I immediately had SGT
brought to the BCP to talk to her about the allegation. She told me she had not kicked
BT-421 in the genitals, but had spread his legs apart with her foot. When asked what other
physical contact she had with BT-421, she also said she had moved his face with her hands. I
reminded her of the policy she was made aware of prior to this incident that interrogators were
not to hit, or touch Persons Under U.S. Control (PUC) or Detainees about the head or face. She
stated that she only moved his face so that she would look at him. She spread his legs with her
foot to enforce the safety position that he was in during the approach. I again reminded her of the
policy she was made aware of prior to this incident that interrogators were not to hit, or touch
PUCs or Detainees about the head or face. I also advised her that if she violated these policies
that I wouldn't be able to help her. I further instructed her at that time to have Military Police
(MP) in the booth during intense interrogation approach strategies to enforce safety positions to
avoid even the appearance of physical abuse. I was also reviously made aware of alleged harsh
treatment of BT-412 by the MPs. SPC
one of my interrogators, advised me
of this. I made inquiries with the MPs and my Interrogation Squad Leader on BT-412's behavior
and was informed that BT-412 was openly combative on numerous occasions with the MPs. It
was documented by the MPs that he had to be subdued on several occasions. The last incident I
was made aware of in regards to the treatment of either BT-412 and BT-421 was an incident that
occurred during the final interrogation prior to BT-421's death. Another NCO informed me that
he wal d by the interrogation booth where BT-421 was being interrogated and he saw SPC
tanding near BT-421 holding a bottle of water. There was a lar e ud le of water on
the floor. The NCO said that he asked what was going on to which SP
replied,
"We've got to keep him hydrated". I immediately sent for SP and briefly questioned
him on the events of the interrogation and he informed me that BT-421 didn't look good and he
was simply helping him drink water. I inquired as to whether or not he was forcing him to drink
water and he said no. I asked what comment he had made to the NCO regarding the situation and
said that he couldn't exactly recall. I asked if it was a joke. He said that he thought that it was.
He further stated that the PUC had asked for water and when he began to drink it he spit it all
Initials of Person Making State
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Statement of
continued:

36f-- 2
Of 5 11-0Eat Ba am Airfield Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 26 Dec 02

uestioned SPC
over the filiiiip
who had also been in the booth at the time and he said
ad not forced the UC to drink water. He confirmed that the PUC had spit
that SPC
ititer onto the floor. I questioned
the interpreter, who had also been in the box at the time.
aid that nothing out of the ordinary had occurred. When I asked him about the water, he
stated that the PUC had spit water on the floor and that he had not been forced to drink water.
The next day, the NCO approached me and stated that he may have misinterpreted the events he
briefly witnessed the night before. In closing I would like .to state that these are three incidents
that took place during over 3800 hours of interrogations. I pursued these incidents until I felt that
there was not enough credible information to report any wrongdoing to my chain of command. I
made the call in these instances to support my soldiers, have faith in their judgment, and issue
stern warnings as to the repercussions if it should be found that this behavior was going on. At
no time did I believe, based on any of the conversations I had with my staff or interpreters that
any physical abuse was going on in the facility. I am absolutely sure that my interrogators knew
that they were not allowed to physically abuse PUCs or detainees. The use of safety positions is
authorized in accordance with DoD policy. Numerous requests for strict guidelines on PUC
treatment have been voiced to the Staff Judge Advocate, but no training has been offered. I do
UCs or detainees have been mistreated or treated inhumanely.
not believe that
admit to you she had grabbed BT-421 by the ears?
Q: Did SGT
A: No.
Q: Have you had any other problems with any of your Interrogators mistreating or abusing any
of the detainees?
A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: Did you ever have any personal contact with either BT-412 or BT-421?
A: I never screened either or interrogated either, but I was present when they were brought in to
the BCP.
Q: When a PUC complains about any type of pain or medical problem, do they receive medical
attention?
A: Yes.
Q: Do the Interrogators have to pass on when and where they've had to strike a PUC?
A: In the event that they had to strike a PUC, which is only authorized in self-defense, they
would pass it on to me, it wouldn't matter who e af 've told, they would have to tell me as
, attacked an Interrogator with a chair. He
well. / I've only had one incident when a PUC,
was subdued and the MPs were called to restrain and remove him.
Q: Are Interrogators allowed to strike or hit a PUC during the course of an interrogation?
A: Only in self-defense.
Q: Are they allowed to bounce them off a wall?
A: No.
Q: Were you aware that any of the Interrogators bounced any PUCs off a wall?
A: No.
Q: Is there anything else you want to add to your statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
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Statement ofilliMilltalcen at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 26 Dec 02,
continued:

AFFIDAVIT
I,111111.11111HAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 26 th day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

W20,

14P(Unit) 016/1(c(o)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

SA
87 tary Police Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 31 Dec
TIME: mom"
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/USAR
ORGANIZATION: 377 TH Military Police Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354

35--3

want to make the following statement under oath:

I traine my platoon, 3rd Platoon, 377 th Military Police (MP) Company, on Pressure Point
Control Techniques (PPCT) in January 2002 while on drills. The Indiana State Police and the
Indiana Law Enforcement Academy taught me these techniques from the PPCT manual. I am
employed by the Indiana State Police and have been a Patrolman for about 2 years now. I also
*le we were at Fort Dix, New
trained my platoon on these techniques between Jun who
is also in my platoon, was
Jersey waiting fo deploy here to Afghanistan. SPC
the primary instructor during these training sessions, I was the alternate instructor. There was no
training conducted on these techniques once we arrived in Afghanistan. We conducted the
training as a way to spend some time preparing to deploy. Some of the techniques we instructed
on were the mandibular angle, the brachial tie-in/plexus origin, infra-orbital, common perineal,
and the median & radial points. The mandibular angle is the point behind the ears. The brachial
tie-in/plexus origin is a point on the neck. The infra-orbital is under the nose and pressure is
applied in an upward motion. The common perineal is on the thigh, between the knee and the
waist. The median & radial points are on the arms above the elbows. When using the common
perineal, I instructed my platoon to use the amount of force needed according to the situation,
and to strike with the knee to the outside thigh area. These techniques are what we call
"distraction techniques".
Q: Have you ever seen anyone strike any of the PUCs with what you considered to be excessive
—
or unnecessary force?
A: No.
Q: Have you ever used excessive or unnecessary force with any of the PUCs?
A: No.
Q: How much training did you conduct with your platoon on these techniques?
A: We did it once for about four hours in Jan 02, and once at Fort Dix for about 1-1/2 hours.
Q: How proficient do you believe they were?
A: I would say for the most part, for those who had never been trained before, awareness.
Q: What would you say the training was intended for?
A: Just to control whatever the situation was.
Q: Is there anything you want to add to your statement?
A: No.///End of Statement/4111
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at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 31 Dec 02,

continued:

013

tt-o .2..-c.)D3el—z 3 5-3 3

AFFIDAVIT
READ
OR
HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
I
NAVE
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON . PAGE 2. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

11111

ature of Person M mgtatemen
.1111111111V-

WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 31st day of December, 2002, at Bagram Airfield,
APO AE 09354

(Signature of Person Administering Oath

SA11111111111111,
87th Military Police Detac ent (CID)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
(Name of Person Administering Oath)

Article 136, UMCJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 31 Dec 02
TIME:
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SPC/USAR
ORGANIZATION: 377TH Military Police Company, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354
ant to make the following statement under oath:

I trained my platoon, 3rd Platoon, 377 th Military Police (MP) Company, on Pressure Point
Control Tactics (PPCT) sometime in the spring of 2002 while on drills in Bloomington, Indiana.
The Indiana Law Enforcement Academy taught me these tactics from the PPCT manual. I was
also taught these tactics while at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri by the Drill Sergeants during
hand-to-hand combat while attending Basic Training and Advanced Individual Training in April
2001. I was employed by different correctional facilities from September 1996 through August
2000 in civilian corrections. I was with the Shelby County, Indiana Sheriff's Department, the
Bartholomew County, Indiana Juvenile Corrections, and the State of Indiana Juvenile
Corrections. I also trained my platoon on these techniques between 20 Jun - 2 u • 02 while we
ho
were at Fort Dix, New Jersey waiting to deploy here to Afghanistan. SP
is also in my platoon, was the alternate instructor during these training sessions, I was the
primary instructor. There was no training conducted on these techniques once we arrived in
Afghanistan. We conducted the training as a way to spend some time preparing to deploy. Some
of the techniques we instructed on were the super-scapula, brachial plexus stun, common pronial,
mandibular angle, jugular notch, and the brachial plexus tie-in. The super-scapula is a strike
tactic where you strike down across the back of the shoulders. The brachial plexus stun is a
strike tactic where you strike with the side of your hand against the side of the neck. The
common pronial is a strike where you strike the middle of the thigh, about 3 to 4 inches above
the knee. The mandibular angle is an applied pressure technique where you apply pressure
directly behind the ears. The jugular notch is also an applied pressure technique where you apply
pressure to the jugular area, and the brachial pleXus tie-in is a strike where you strike the area
between the shoulder and clavicle. When using any of these tactics, I instructed my platoon to
use only the amount of force needed to control the situation. These techniques are what we call
"distraction techniques". Everything we taught our platoon was from a PPCT manual.
Q: Have you ever seen anyone strike any of the PUCs with what you considered to be excessive
or unnecessary force?
A: No.
Q: Have you ever used excessive or unnecessary force with any of the PUCs?
A: No.
Q: How much training did you conduct with your platoon on these techniques?
A: We did it once maybe twice, for about three to four hours in Bloomington, and two to three
times while at Fort Dix for about two to three hours.
Tent do you believe they were?
Q: Ho
Page 1 of 2 Pages
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Statement of
continued:

taken at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354, on 31 Dec 02,

A: Those with Law Enforcement experience, I would say are proficient. Those without any Law
Enforcement experience, I would say not very proficient.
Q: What would you say the training was intended for?
A: The training was intended so that people had the ability to control someone without having to
use too much physical force.
Q: Is there anything you want to d to your statement?
A: No.///End of Statement// I

AFFIDAVIT
READ
OR
HAD
READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT WHICH
ImpripHAVE
F PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGEI. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
BE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WIT UT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT

ilii

WITNESSES:
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 31st day of December, 2002, at Bagram

ignature of Person Administering Oath)

S

o ice Detac ent (CID)
87
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09354
(Name of Person Administering Oath)

Article 136, UMCJ
(Authority to Administer Oaths)
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DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
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AUTHORITY:

.• •
•
, „
.
To provide commanders and law enforcement Officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE-USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1.

' "LOCATION

2.

4tre - c:CAZGLI -

•.i1/44:o,'

,

DATE

3.

8-.

-

TIM

4.

FILE NO.

' j.

SA 7-Pit4 b

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

.. • GRADE/STATUS
-

'

' -

•

,

.-:

.

- 1. 7,,:(AT.;:•c.:/.'..Y:s`71-,
., ..„

- i - -, , •-• -

:

,

•

: - .

The investigator'Whose name aOpears beldtv told me that he/she iS - With the United States -Ariny' '

-1■6: 4.

- .':: ,

1111 ke...64:5,r" .

...
'

-.7 •

-

.

OMNI-14414i. 214%)6C11Cieell t:)t4 C- 1,-.0. 1.-"Afig)

and wanted to- questiOn me about the following offense(s) of which I am

41/46c..4.44A-17C-0- , tleeSc4)41..LT 11 /

Suspected

_...

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVERCERTIFICATE '•

.
Section
. :...
.,.,A., -.-.Rights
.. -•

UG-- -G , C.

,

f ore he/she'esked -Me -any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that .1 have the following rights:

I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.

,-

. ,

,.

- - Anything •I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

(For personnelsub/act to the .UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or -

- :(Fer" cMilail's het -a. Wei ect to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during Obestioning.1 understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at My own expense, or if I cannot afford V a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for roe before any questioning begint.

•.
, • ,.
..
,.
,,
It I am now willing -to discuss the-offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer -Present, I have a right.to stop answering questions at any time, or speak

•

privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

-

1

.
'

.

"COMMENTS (Cardinuo"eri reveraa'aide)

Section :13, - . :Waiver ••

'

l'understand my rights as stated aboV.
Without having a lawyer present with .
''-

'

'ging to discuss the offense(s)

WITNESSES Of 'aVailable)

la.

NAME (Type Or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a:

NAME (Type or Print)

. .

.
b.

3.

.. . . .

..•.

under investigation and Make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

,

'

'.V

4,•

5.
.
. -. '

'

,.

-11..cloa.......„ -..........

PED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

6.

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR
4
. :'

. it'-

1:

2. '

r ik-'.

' OG'e C-c- ■14
ta4kZ‘.■:

Non,waiver

1 do-not want to give
0

alio
,

'EX

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

Section C.

-

l'Went.a laWYer.

up my nights

,

•,

0

-1 do notwant to be questioned or say anything.

SiGNATUREOF1NTERVIEWE

, ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
DATE: 21 Jan 03
TIME: /3,5
NAME:
SSAN:
RANK: SSG/E-6/Reserves
ORGANIZATION: 377th Military Police Company (Bagram Confinement Facility),
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
I, SSG'S...1r want to make the following statement under oath:
I am making this statement to clarify certain aspects or to further clarify certain issues from my
last statement, which I made on 10 Dec 02:
Q: In the statement you made on 10 Dec 02, you stated that you had struck BT-421 while he was
being combative in the Airlock Cell. Is that correct?
A: Correct.
Q: How many times did you hit him?
A: One or two. Just a couple to get his arms back down.
Q: How did you hit him?
A: With my fist in his right side.
Q: After the altercation, did BT-421 appear to be injured, hurt, or did he complained that he was
injured or hurt?
A: The only injury that I saw on him was where a scab had come off of an injury on his nose.
After we restrained him, an MI person mentioned that she observed a scab on his nose earlier in
the day. He did not make any indications or saying anything to the fact that he was hurt of
injured.
Q: Other than guards administering common perineal strikes, did you see any of them strike BT421, during the incident in the Airlock Cell?
A: No.
Q: Did you see any other guards strike BT-421 in the same area as you did?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any significant involvement with BT-412?
A: He had struck me in the face while I was trying to restrain him in his cell. I stated this in my
earlier statement.
to our statement?
Q: Do you have anything further to add i
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
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continued:
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taken at Ba am Airfield Af anistan APO AE 09354 on 21 Jan 03

01-02.--e-n930--Z3533.

AFFIDAVIT
I, SSG111111111114A VE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2. I FULLY UNDERSTOOD THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENNOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT

WITNESS:

( igna re of ers

(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 20 day of January, 2003, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)
(Unit)

WITNESS:

(Signature)

- • ac ent (CID)
87 • 11 ary
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
•
APO AE 09354
Article 136, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

0134-02-CI D369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

Page 1 of 1 Page

830, 5 Mar 03, SA
with LTC
Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, BAF, APO AE 093 54
requested a status of the investigation.
.

,

who

On 6 Mar 03, SA Mir received a copy of the final Autopsy
Report,. 13 Jan 03, pertaining to Mr. ULLAH. The report reflected
the'cause of death was pultonary embolism due to blunt force trauma
and the manner of death was homicide.
On 11 Mar 03, SA
briefed LTC 011110 and provided him with
copies of the exhibits - frbm this investigation.
He was provided
With a draft of the Investi a ive Summary and concurred with the
summary as written. LTC did not-give a legal opinion on the
investigation.
Ab

1745,

14 Mar 03, SA

Ma-

interviewed CPT
mm
Coander,
377 th MP Co, BAF, AP AE 09354, who
provide
• n statement reflecting what training his unit
received prior to deployment and while deployed to BAF.
////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY//////./////////////////////
.

87th MP Det (CID) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354
Date:
14 Mar 03
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ARMED FORCES REGIONAL MEDICAL EXAMINER
LANDSTUHL REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
TEL. NO. DSN 486-7492
FAX DSN 486-7502
CIV. 011(49)6371-86-7492.
A02-93 .
FINAL REPOR7 OF POSTMORTEM EXAMINATION
• DATE OF BIRTH:
DATE OF DEATH: 3 December 2002
DATE OF AUTOPSY: 6-8 December 2002
INVESTIGATIVE AGENCY: USACIDC, SST # 013402-CID369-23533-5H9B
.r
,b)(2)-2

INSTANCES OF DEATH: The decedent is a 27-28 year old Pashtun male, who was found unresponsive, restrained in his cell,

001.5,4 December.2002. He was dead on arrival at the :b)(2)-2

II. AUTHORIZATION: Armed Forces Medical Examiner under Title 10 U.S. Code, Section 1471.
III. IDENTIFICATION: Visual recognition; postmortem dental examination performed; fingerprints and specimens for DNA

obtained.

IV. ANATOMIC FINDINGS:

a. Pulmonary embolism (saddle).
b. Mild pulmonary congestion and edema; diffuse anthracosis.
c. Mild chronic passive congeition (agonal change).
d. Multiple blunt force injuries:
(1) Head and neck injuries.
(a) Contusions and abrasions (remote), face & head.
(b) Linear abraded contusions (3), right neck.
(2) Torso injuries:
(a) Abrasions and contusions (non-specific)..
(b) Curvilinear abraded contusions (patterned, left upper abdomen and flank);
(c) Linear vertical abrasions (brush bum), bilateral back.
(3) Extremity injuries:
(a) Abrasions and contusions (aon: spceiric), bilateral attns. '
(b) Linear abrasions and contusions (patterned), bilateral forearms and Wrists.
(c) Elongated contusions, bilateral anterior medial upper thighs (recent).
.
(d) Contusion, left knee (recent).
" (e) Deep contusions with intramuscular hemorrhage and necrosis (lett greater than right), bilateral posterior calves and knees
(recent).
(t) •Associated patterned abrasions, posterior left calf (recent).
-

V. TOXICOLOGY: Negative.
VI. CAUSE OF DEATH.: Pulmonary embolism due to blunt force injuries.
VII. MANNER OF DEATH: Homicide.
CONTINUATION ON NEXT PAGE
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ARMED FORCES REGIONAL MEDICAL EXAMINER
LANDSTUM. REGIONAL MEDICAL-CENTER.
TEL. NO. DSN 486-7492
FAX DSN 486-7502
CIV. 011(49)6371-86-7492
A02-93
CONTINUATION OF FINAL REPORT OF POSTMORTEM EXAMINATION

VIII. OPINION: Based on these autopsy findings and the investigative and historical information available to me, the cause of death of this
is pulmonary embolism (blood clot that traveled to the heart and blocked the flow of blood to the lungs). The
Pashtun male\ c)(6)
patterned abrasion on the back. Of the left calf is consistent with the treat of a boot. The severe injury to the undetlying calf muscle and soft
tissue is most likely a contributing factor. The deceased was not under the pharmacologic effects of drugs or alcohol at the time of death.
Therefore, the manner of death, in my opinion is homicide.
I))(6)

LTC (P), MC, USA
Armed Forces Regional Medical Examiner
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L POSTMORTEM EXAMINATION:
A. GENERAL: The postmortem examination is performed in the mortuary affairs
on 6 8 December 2002: Photographs are obtained on
tent in :b)(2 )- 2
6 December 2002. External examination was performed on 7 December 2002 and the
internal examination was performed on 8 December. The autopsy is performed by Dr.
"b)(6)
ITC (P), MC, USA, Forensic Pathologist, the Armed Forces
Re oral Medical Examiner (APRME). Assisting in the autopsy procedures is SSgt
b)(6)
USAF, Forensic Assistant.
-

-

CW2, USAF, Special A • en
The autopsy is witnessed by Special Agent:N( 6)
in Charge, United States Army Criminal Investigation Command (USACIDC),
(b)(2)-2

,b)(6)
Additional observers at the autopsy are listed as follows: Major
i(b)(2)-2

;b)(2)-2

COL:b)(6)
:b)(2)-2 cyr,b)(6)
'b)(2)-2
;b)(6)

:13)(2)-2

LTC t)(6)
(b)(2)-2

LTC:b)(6)

1(b)(2)-2

i(b)(2)-2

and MAJOR

The autopsy is started at approximately 0900 hours, 8 December 2002.
b)(6)

Forensic
egional

B. PHOTOGRAPHY: Photographs are taken by SS
Assistant and are on file in the Medical Photography Section, an
Medical Center, Landstuhl, Germany.

C. AUTHORIZATION: The autopsy is authorized by the ArmedForces Medical
Examiner under Title 10, U.S. Code, Section 1411' at the request of USACIDC, with an
SF 523, Authorization for Autopsy, sighed by the AFRME, appointed representative.
;b)(6)

:13)(2)-2

D. IDENTIFICATION: The remains are identified visually as
(b)(2)-2
by ILT (b)(6)
with a signed DD 565, Statement of Recognition of Deceased. Postmortem dental
IForcnsic Odontologist,
examination including x-rays are performed by COLP)(6)
U.S. Army.
E. MEDICAL RECORD REVIEW: Copies of the inprocessing evaluation are
reviewed in full. The clinical portion documents the decedent as "appearing well",
without injuries and offering "moderate resistance to inprocessing". The decedent was
"dead on arrival" per the Medical Treatment Facility (MTF) Emergency Room record
whioh was otherwise non contributory.
-
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GROSS AUTOPSY FINDINGS;
A. CLOTHING AND PERSONAL EFFECTS: The remains are presented for
autopsy clothed in a disposable diaper. No additional clothing or personal effects
accompany the body.

B. EXTERNAL EXAMINATION: The remains are those of a well developed, well
nourished Southwest Asian male of muscular build that appears compatible with the
listed age of 27-28 years. Length is 5 feet, 4 inches. The body is well.preserved and has
not been embalmed. Multiple injuries are described below in the Evidence of Injury
Section.
RIGOR: Not appreciated at the time of autopsy (reportedly mildly developed in the
5rnergency room).
small extremities on arrival in the ,t)(2)-2
LIVIDITY: Fixed on the posterior dependent surfaces.

TEMPERATURE: The remains are frozen at the time of the photographic
documentation and external examination. At the time of the internal examination the
remains are slightly colder than the ambient air, approximately 30 to 40 degrees F.
SKIN: Unremarkable except for evidence of injury that is described below in the
Evidence of Injury Section. An apparent small pox-vaccination scar it on the right upper
arrn: Well healed sears are noted below the right front knee and the left back knee. Two
parallel lines of gray-black adhesive substance encircle the back of the head extending
from ear to ear. The adhesive is consistent with that which is seen in tape products.
HAIR: Close shaved black hair covers the head. Facial hair consists of a black beard
up to 2 inches in length and inustaohe. The remaining body hair, the color of the head
hair, is in a normal adult male distribution:
HEAD/SCALP/FACE: Injuries are described below in the Evidence of Injury
Section. No non-traumatic abnormalities are identified.
EARS: Unremarkable.
EYES: Brown irides that are partially obscured by mild corneal clouding surrounding
equal 4 mm pupils. The conjunctivae is remarkable for rare petechiae, one on the left
upper bulbar and one on the palpebral conjunctivae. There is early Tach Noire formation.
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NOSE: Injuries are described below in the Evidence of Injury Section. No nontraumatic abnormalities are identified.
MOUTH/LIPS: Unremarkable except for postmortem drying artifact.
TEETH: Dentition is in good repair.

NECK/CHEST/ABDOMEN/BACK/ANUS: Unremarkable except for injuries that
are described belowin the'Evidence of Injury Section. The abdomen is flat.
EXTERNAL GENITALIA: Normal adult circumcised male with bilaterally
descended testes.

ARMS/BANDS/FINGERNAILS: Unremarkable except for injuries described below
in the Evidence of Injury Section. The fingernails are irregular with focal small chips on
the left second and third fingers.
LEGS/FEET/TOENAILS : Unremarkable except for injuries described below in the
Evidence of Injury Section. The circumference.Of the mid calves measure 14 inches
bilaterally.

C. INTERNAL EXAMINATION:

BODY CAVITIES: The body is opened by the usual Y-shaped incision. The pleural
and peritoneal surfaces are smooth and glistening and the pericardium is unremarkable.
There are no fibrovascular adhesions or abnormal collections of fluid. The mediastinum
and retroperitoneum ,show no non-traumatic abnormalities. The leaves of the diaphragm
are intact and the organs are normallydisposed. There is no evidence of injury.
HEAD/CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM: Reflection of the seal', shows the usual
scattered reflection petechiae. The calvatitirn is intact. Removal of the calvarium shows
the epidural space to be normal. No collections of subdural blood are present. The brain
is removed in the usual manner and appears normal in weight. The leptorneninges are
smooth and glistening and the gyri demonstrate the usual orientation and configuration.
There is no herniation. The vessels at the base of the brain are normally disposed and
anomalies or significant atherosclerosis is identified. Serial sections of the brain show
the cerebral cortical ribbon to be intact. The lateral ventricles are normal. The usual
anatomical landmarks of the cerebrum, pons, and medulla demonstrate -no abnormalities.
The pituitary fossa is unremarkable. The Foramen Magnum demonstrates the normal
orientation and the first portion of the spinal cord viewed through the Foramen Magnum
is unremarkable.
5
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NECK: Examination of the soft tissues of the neck by separate bloodless layerwise
dissection of the strap muscles shows no abnormalities. The thyroid gland and large
vessels are unremarkable. The hyoid bone and larynx are intact:
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM: The heart is of apparent normal weight. The
epicardium is intact and unremarkable_ The chambers demonstrate the usual shape and
configuration with no gross hypertrophy.. The coronary arteries are normally disposed
and there is no atherosclerosis. Cut surfaces of the myocardiUm show a normal color.
The valves are intact with the usual anatomic relationships. The aorta follows the usual
course and exhibits no significant atherosclerosis. The origins of the major vessels are
normally disposed and unremarkable. The great vessels of venous return are in the usual
position and unremarkable.
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM: The larynx, trachea, and bronchi show no
abnormalities_ The right and left lungs appear slightly heavier than the normal weight.
There is moderate diffuse anthracosis bilaterally. Cut surfaces show the usual deep red to
pink parenchyma exuding a mild amount of blood and frothy fluid with no evidence of
injury. Examination of the pulmonary artery in-situ reveals a large branching embolus
(blood clot) extending into both the right and left pulmonary arteries. The embolus is
mildly firm, focally coiled, and smaller than the circumference of the pulmonary vessels.
There are focal small fibrinous. patches on the external surface on the clot. The embolus
is moderately tenacious upon removal.
HEPATOBILIARY SYSTEM: The liver is of apparent normal weight. Ithas a
smooth, glistening capsule_ Cut surfaces show the usual anatomic landmarkawith a deep
red -brown parenchyma exhibiting a mild nutmeg pattern. The gallbladder contains
approximately 20 cc of bile. No abnormalities are present in the mucosa! lining. The
biliary tree is normally disposed and no abnormalities are demonstrated.
.

INTESTINAL TRACT The pharynx and esophagus are unremarkable. The
stomach lies in the normal position and contains a small amount of thick green-yellow
fluid. No pills or residues are identified. The rnucosal lining is intact. The small bowel
and large bowel are unremarkable. The appendix is unremarkable.
LYMPHORETICULAR SYSTEM: The spleen is of apparent normal weight and
has a smooth glistening capsule with an unremarkable parenchyma. The thymus is not
identified. Lymph nodes show no notable pathologic change.
URINARY SYSTEM: The right and left kidneys are of apparent normal weight. The
cortical surfaces are smooth and glistening with good preservation of the cortex and good
cortico -medullary differentiation. The pelves and ureters are unremarkable. The bladder
is unremarkable and empty.
6
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INTERNAL GENITALIA: The prostate is palpably unremarkable. On cut sections,
the testes show no abnormal masses or evidence of injury.
ENDOCRINE SYSTEM: The pituitary, thyroid, adrenals, and pancreas show the
usual anatomic features without evidence of natural disease or injury.
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM: No fractures are identified and the skeletal
muscle demonstrates the normal appearance. The bone rnarmw, where visualized, is
unremarkable.

D. EVIDENCE OF MEDICAL TREATMENT: Consists of EKG leads adherent to
the upper chest bilaterally and the right upper abdomen. There arc bilateral femoral
needle punctures with associated dried blood.
E. EVIDENCE OF INJURY: Multiple

(1) HEAD AND NECK INJURIES: Externally, an irregular crusted abrasion, Va
inch in greatest dimension is On the right upper forehead. On the right lower forehead
above the eyebrow•is a % inch greatest dimension irregular crusted abrasion. Multiple
irregular red purple patchy contusions are on the right cheek covering an area of 1 Yz .
inches. On the prominence of the lower nose is a V2 x1/4 inch irregular crusted abrasion.
On the left upper forehead just adjacent to the midline is a 1 x 1/4 inch elongated crusted
• 'abrasion. To the left. of this is a x 1/8 inch elongated crusted abrasion. A % x Vz inch
crusted abrasion is on the left side of the back.of the head, in the occipital area. On the
right side of the neck there are two parallel, faint, linear abraded contusions, each
averaging 1 1/4• x .1/4 inches with V2 inch separation between the .two. They average
approximately 10 inches below the top of the head and three inches to the right of the
anterior Midline, Just -to the left of these is a similar,. fainter, patchy abradetton
• .- • ';•-••••:, •
:
approximately the same dimensions. • •
•
-

On internal examination there is no underlying evidenCe of injury.
,

(2) TORSO INJURIES: Externally, an ovoid 1 x % inch abrasion is on the mid
upper chest which has a tan-yellow "parchment" appearance most likely representing a
•postmortem injury. On the right lower upper chest just below the level of the nipples is a
1 x 3/8 inch vertically oblique elOngated abrasion. A % inch greatest dimension faint
gray-purple contusion is in the right lower chest. Three ovoid Y4 inch greatest dimension
gray-purple contusions are arranged linearly along the left lower costal margin.
Associated with these is a faint dark purple contusion covering an area 2 'A inches. This
extends as a curvilinear abraded contusion to the left, along the costal margin across the
7
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left flank and mid left back. The extended portion measures 10 'A x 1/4 inches. On the left
mid back is a 1/2 inch greatest dimension red contusion. Multiple vertical parallel linear
abrasions are on the right mid back in a "brush burn" type pattem.cOvering an area of 7 x
1.% inches: Faint similar brush bum type abrasions are noted on the left mid back_
There is no evidence of underlying injury on internal examination.
(3) EXTREMITY INJURIES: MUltiple ovoid dark purple contusions, the largest
averaging 'A in greatest dimension cover an area of 2 1/2 x 3/4 on the anterior right upper
ann. On the right inner arm are multiple irregular partially ovoid red-purple contusions,
each averaging 1 1/2 inch in greatest dimension and covering an area of 2 1/2 x % inches. A
% x 1/2 inch crusted abrasion is on the right lateral posterior elbow: On the distal right
forearm a 3 1/2 x 1/4 inch red-purple contusion encircles the anterior distal right forearm,
extending around the lateral side. An elongated dark purple Contusion with associated
scattered small irregular abrasions, the largest averaging 3/8 inch in greatest dimension,
covers both the back and front of the tight wrist. Two parallel, vertically oblique linear
abrasions; each 2 1/2 x 1/4 inches, are jest beneath the left upper inner aria. Patchy redpurple contusions are scattered over the inner upper urn to the elbow covering an area of
5 1/2 x 2 inches. On the left upper, anterior forearm' are patchy irregular red-purple
contusions covering an. area of 4 x .2 inches. A dark pUrpIe contusion with associated 3/8
inch greatest diMension scattered abrasions is on the left inner wrist encircling the lateral
and posterior wrist. Associated with this is a linear abrasion encircling the posterior
wrist. On the right upper anterior thigh, 2 1/2 inches below the groin, is a vertically
oblique elongated red-purple contusion 4 1/2 x I 1/2 inches. A vertically oblique red-purple
contusion, 12 1/2 x 2 incises is on the left anterior inner thigh 2 1/2 inches below the groin
extending downwards to the left inner knee. On the'right back of the knee and calf is an
elongated red -purple contusion, 7 1/2 x 7 inches, which extends across:to the anteriolateral side. On the back of the leflicnee and calf is all x71/2 inch re&dark purple
contusion which extendS upwards above the hack of the knee in a linear fashion. On
internal examination, confluent hemorrhage extends deep within the Muscle which is
focally necrotic. On the left calf, centrally located, is a patterned abrasion consisting of •
multiple parallel horizontal linear abrasions the largest averaging I A x 1/4 inches,,these
are closely spaced. On the mid anterior left lower leg adjacent to the midline is a 1/4 inch
ovoid abrasion.
.
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III. MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION:

HEART: Sections of the myocardium reveal intact striated muscle fibers. There is no
evidence of atrophy, hypertrophy, and recent or old myocardial infarction.
LUNGS: The alveolar spaces and small air passages are expanded and contain no
significant inflammatory component. There is focal mild edema fluid. The alveolar
walls are thin and mildly congested. The arterial and venous vascular systems are
nontal. The peribronchial lymphatics are unremarkable.
LIVER: The hepatic architecture is intact. The portal areas show no increased
inflammatory component or fibrous tissue. There is mild central micro and
macrovesicular steatosis. The hepatic parenchymal cells are well preserved with no
evidence of cholestasis or sinusoidal abnormalities.
SPLEEN: The capsule and white pulp are unremarkable. There is minimal congestion of
the red pulp.
KIDNEYS: The subcapsular zones are unremarkable.. The glomeruli are mildly
congested without cellular proliferation, mesangial prominence, or sclerosis. The tubules
are well preserved. There is no interstitial fibrosis or significant inflammation. There is
no thickening of the walls of the arterioles or small arterial channels. The transitional
epithelium of the collecting system is normal.
BRAIN: Multiple sections of brain demonstrate ari unremarkable configuration 'of gray
and white matter, Which is appropriate for age. There is no evidence of atrophy,
inflammation, hemorrhage, or neoplasm.
TESTES: Sections show normal spermaiogenesiS with no evidence of inflammation or

neoPlaSia. •
SKIN: Sections show unremarkable epidermis, dermis, and subcutis with normal adnexal
structures and no evidence of inflammation:
SKELETAL MUSCLE: Multiple sections show intact skeletal muscle fibers with focal
interstitial extravasation of red blood cells. There is no evidence of any acute or chronic
inflammation, or necrosis.
PULMONARY El1/41130LUS; Multiple sections show well formed blood clot, with
alternating layers of platelets admixed with fibrin and layers of red blood cells Clines of
Zahn"). There is no evidence of recannulizatiOn.
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IV. TOXICOLOGY: Samples of vitreous fluid, bile, and tissue samples of liver, heart,
and kidneys are submitted for toxicologic analysis at the Armed Forces Medical
Examiner's Forensic Toxicology Laboratory, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
(AFIP), Washington, DC:
AFIP Accession No.: 2859166/01, Toxicology Accession No.: 027070 dated 6 January
2003.
Volatiles: The bile and vitreous fluid were examined for the presence of ethanol at a
cutoff of 20 mg/dL. No ethanol was detected.
Comprehensive drug screen (liver): No drugs were found.
V. Si'ECIAL STUDIES:
a. (Radiographic studies). Full body postmortem skeletal x-rays are performed at the
and show no fractures.

ja)(2)-2

b . Alternate bight source examination: Examination of the neck using an alternate
light source reveals no injuries othei - than those that are seen grossly and are described
above in the Evidence Injury Section.
.

VI. EVIDENCE: Evidence is collected under standard chain of custody procedures and
are listed as follows: Head and pubic hair, fingernail scrapings, oral and anal swabs, and
specimen of blood. The evidence is retained by Special Agent b)(6)
under standard chain of custody procedures.
;ID)(6)

LTC (F), MC, USA
ARMED FORCES REGIONAL MEDICAL EXAMINER

Date
:b)(6)

.re)b
Date

MAJ, MC, USAF
Deputy Medical Examiner
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Sworn Statement
LOCATION: Bagram Ai Field, APO AE 09354
iltra
DATE: 14 Mar 03
TIME: / 3 /5NAME;
SSAN:
RANK: CPT
ORGANIZATION: 377 6 Military Police Company, Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan, APO
AE 09354 (1600 Seymore Ave, Cincinnati, OH )

want to make the following statement under oath:
Q., What type of Military Po ice type training did your unit receive prior to being deployed to
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan?
A. Personnel and vehicle search procedures, unarmed self defense, night stick or baton training
on where to strike people with the baton or stick, cell extraction procedures, some riot control,
emergency evacuation .procedures, hand cuffing and shackling procedures, escorting prisoners,
Sally port training, regular deployment type training like mine awareness and ranges and stuff.
We didn't do any type of mace training, but we wanted to.
Q. What type of unit is your MP Unit?
A. It's called a Guard Company. We are not a combat support company. We are the ones who
watch for the towers and access control, riot control, but generally we are not the ones who have
close contact with the prisoners, like washing them and handling them. We do have some
soldiers that are MOS 95 Charlie qualified. I have some who were correctional officers, police
officers, and other prisoner control type jobs in their jobs on the outside when they are not
activated.
Q. What training did your unit conduct while deployed here?
A. We worked 12 on and 12 off, so we didn't have much time to train. It was minimal since we
worked 12 hours a day, six days a week. We did conduct some emergency access drills, lock
down procedures, hand cuffing training, and self defense training. It may have been only two
hours a week due to the longs hours we put in.
Q. What were the standards the MP's used when dealing with resistant PUC' s?
A. The standard was Use the minimum amount of force necessary to contain the situation. This
was based on the Rules of Force and Levels of Force.
Q. Did your unit receive the Rules of Force and Levels of Force training prior to deployment?
A. Yes, but they were not necessarily Theater Specific. The gave us the Rules of Force and when
we got here we received training on the rules of Engagement that applied here.
Q. Did you have the soldiers read the BCP SOP prior to starting to work at the BCP?
A. When we got here, there wasn't much of an SOP, so we developed the SOP while we were
here. We were briefed on what we needed to do and there was an SOP available, but it wasn't
very good. The rules of force within that SOP hadn't changed since we got here though. It was
about three months after we got here that we had a good SOP developed. Some of the
procedures were not valid, such as they had in the SOP that there was a SAW gunner as the lir
Page 1 of
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ement of CPT
ar 03, continued:
watch and we changed this to a shotgun. Some procedures were not defined very well and we
had to define them better and be less vague on the procedures.
Q. Are you familiar with the training regarding the Monadnock Baton Chart?
A. We received training at Fort Dix on where to strike the person and where to avoid. They
taught us the color concept type areas, like Green, Yellow and Red and which areas of the body
are which colors.
Q. Do you have an 'ng to add to this statement?
A. No.
// /////////////////END OF STATEMENT//////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////

AFFIDAVIT
VE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS OF PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

WITNESS:
(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 14th day of March, 2003, at Bagram Airfield,
Afghanistan, APO AE 09354

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Unit)

WITNESS:
Typed name of person making statement

(Signature)

87th Military Police Detachment (CID) (FWD)
Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan
APO AE 09154
Article 136 (b)4, UCMJ

(Printed Rank, Name)

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

(Unit)
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DETAILS

About 1430, 20 M
Special Agent-in-Charge, this office, received
an RFA from SA
Special Agent-in-Charge, 87th MP Detachment
(CID)(ABN)(FWD), 3rd MP Group (CI ), APO AE 09354 (Afghanistan). The RFA required
numerous interviews of Reserve Military Police Soldiers in the 377 1h Military Police (MP)
Company, 1600 Seymore Avenue, Cincinnati, OH (COH) 45237.
About 0700, 7 Jun 03, SAIIIIIIIIIIItoordinated with CPT11111111111111111111t
Commander, 377th Military Police (MP) Company, 1600 Seymore Avenue, Cincinnati, OH
(COH) 45237, who provided a photocopy of Permanent Orders 179-001, 28 Jun 02, which
identified the 377th MP Co., in a OCONUS deployment in support of Operation Enduring
Freedom. Attached to these orders was a listing of all 377th MP Co. personnel that were to
deploy. Additionally, this office obtained a copy of the 377th MP Co. Tactical Standing
Operating Procedure (TACSOP), May 99, and a copy of the Unit Alpha Roster, 3 Jun 03. (See
Permanent Orders 179-001 with attached Annex A-1, 377th MP Co. Mobilizing Members list,
28 Jun 02, 377th MP Company TACSOP, May 99, and 377 th MP Company Alpha Roster, 3 Jun
03, for details).
About 1

IIIIIIIIIIIIFonducted a Canvass Interview of SFC
377th MP Co., who related he had no information pertainir
coordination made between any MP's and Military Intelligence (MI) NCO, SGT
(NFI).

to

WM

03

onclncted Canvass Interviews of SSG
377th MP Co. SSG
nd SSG
nfirmed they received riot baton training both during their predeployment training in • lo and at Fort Dix, NJ, but had no recollection of uti " ing the
Manadnoc Baton Chart
tion about SGT
Regarding
the incident where SSG
, 377
was struck in the groin
by B.
D tainee — N I), neither SS
or SS
any kno vf
SS Gil* striking BT-412 following that incident. SSG
and S,SG
oth
confirmed t ere was a Standard. Operating Procedure (SOP) that was drafted and continually
updated as the deployment progressed. Th_ e SOP for an assault upon a guard was to
restrain, handcuff, and isolate the detainee that committed the assault.
conducted a Canvass Interview of SS
377th MP •Co., who related she only had limited contact with the
detainees. SSC
had no information pertaining to MBC traini
issed a
day of pre-deploymen traminviet Fort"
ditionally, SSG
ad no
information pertaining to SGT
SS
further related detainees were usually
kept standing during the first 48 hours after their capture. Sometimes the detainees were
TYP

S
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DETAILS

also hooded and handcuffed. SSGM.related these instructions sometimes came
from MI and that the MP's had to enforce these requests.
nvass Interview of SSG
and S G
and SSG
ela e ey were a
SG
377th MP Co. SSC
w er
-.12 died
e
wor ing outside details (gate guard durin
SGT
77th
information was known about SSG
ere detainees assaul e• them. The SOP
MP Co.), involvement in separate inciden
for this type of incident was to bring the detainee under control, restrain the detainee, and
then place him in isolation. Significaliiits such as these were usually documented in
related he had a portion of the SOP that was
a shift or log book. Additionally, SSG
utilized during deployment. (See 377th MP Co., Disturbance/Riot Emergency Action SOP and
Emergency Reception Procedures, for details).
SA

ucted a

conducted a Canvass Interview of SFC
377th MP Co., who related there was a minor conflict between
elated he
I and the MP's regarding the process of handling the detainees. SFC
was the Operations NCO during this period and he was not pleased with the erection that
the MP's were given by MI to kee ce i detainees hooded or to keep them standing for
cribed the relationship between MI and the MP's
specific periods of time. SFC
FI) also instructed the MP's to chang thin s
as "hostile". Additionally, MA
dance as to how to handle or treat the detainees. SFC
and provided ad "
were providing guidance without going thru the proper comrnan
felt MI and MAJ
and training channels. These outside influences often impacted the working procedures of
The SOP was a working document and constantly being updated. SFC
It the MP's were given ve little ower during significant or non-compliance
escribed this detainee as "aggressive... put in
incidents. Regarding BT-412, S
ad no knowledge of BT-412 ever being struck.
C
"
isolation and chai
Additionally, SFC onfirmed no batons or other weapons were ever carried as a
normal part of duties in the detention facility and that the SOP specified the' " um force
necessary to restrain, subdue, and isolate troublesome detainees. SFC had no
information pertaining to the use or training on the MBC.
Ab e

ho corroborated his
About 1700, 7 Jun 03, SA11111111111111111 interviewed CP
previous statement, date 14 Mar 03, wherein he confirmed therewritten Standard
further confirmed
Operating Procedure (SOP) for their actions while deployed. CP
he already provided USACIDC ec'al Agents a copy of this document sometime in Dec 02,
urther provided details pertaining to the deployment
while in Afghanistan. CPT
ORGANIZATION

280TH MP Det (CID)
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DETAILS
training the 377th MP Co. rec '
Sworn Statement of CP

nd policies under which it operated while deployed. (See
Jun 03, for details).

AGENT'S COMMENT: CPT allinv as interviewed on 7 Jun 03, but the sworn statement
was not closed until 8 Jun 03 after an operable printer was located.
About 0945, 8 Jun 03, SA1111111111nterviewed SS
377th MP Co. (detached), 520 South Woodcrest Drive, Bloomington, IN 47401 who
t, dated 19 Dec 02, wherein h
corroborated his previous
e of
377th
urther confirmed SGT
BT-412 being struck. SSG
P Co, was kneed in the groin by BTt denied SG
truck BT-412 bac SSG
nied being angry with SGT
over this incident and related BT-412 was
restrain d and handcuffed, but never struck. (See Sworn Statement of SSG
Jun
03, for details).
About 1000. 8 Jun 03. SA
onducte•ass Intervie s of SPC
SGT
• SG
and SG
, 377th MP Co., 520 Sou
oodcres rive, = oo ington, IN 47401. The
aforementioned personnel all confirmed there was a SOP for working in the detention facility,
but that it "...often didn't apply and was updated... and changed." It was further confirmed
that Use of Force and Rules of Engagement were known by all personnel. Training on these
topics was provided during pre-deployment training at Fort Dix, NJ, and once they arrived in
Theater. No information was recalled about BT-412, other than the detainee was described
as "...passive aggressive, belligerent, and got in a fight durin incessing." No
information was known about information provided to SGT
of his legal rights, which
n3SA
MM.About160,Jdvise•SS
he waived and consented to be interviewed. SSG
corroborated his two previous
ts, dated 2 Dec 02 and 21 Jan 03, wherein he denied striking BT-412. SSG
12 complaining of being injured or any
ad no information pertaini
urther had no information pertaining to SGT
existing injuries. SS
FI) being provided information that BT-412 was inured
plained of
pain. (See Rig ts Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of SS
1 Jun 03, for
details).///LAST ENTRY!!!
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UNITED STATES ARMY FO T DIX

28 JUNE 2002

(j) Enlisted soldiers are entitled to Foreign Duty Pay (FDP) and Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS).

(k) Special storage of House Hold Goods (HHG) may be authorized IAW JFTR Para U4770.
Movement of Family Members is not authorized. TCS weight allowance is for the shipment of
HHG that enhances a soldier's personal comfort and well being. Some examples would be a
small Television (20 ins or less), small Stereo, small Microwave Oven, Pots & Pans, Dishware,
Silverware, Reading Lamp, Bicycle and Civilian Clothing.
(1) Bag Meal is authorized in transit.
(m) Commercial Air authorized for emergency returns.
(n) Excess Baggage authorized not to exceed two pieces of 70 lbs each to include individual weapon
on commercial air flights.
(o) The gaining command is responsible for preparing DD Form 1610 for Soldiers required to
travel to other locations.
(p) Unit is attached to Fort Dix for Command Control, Administration, Logistical Support and
The Administration of Uniform Code of Military Justice while at the MOB Station.
(q) Variations authorized, Turkey, Fort Bragg, NC, Egypt, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Pakistan, Oman,
U.A.E., Uzbekistan and Afghanistan.
(r) Personnel should depart with sufficient funds to pay for meals/billeting en-route (in flight meals/
government meals directed) Government quarters and mess is available. If mess/quarters are not
available, soldier is authorized Per Diem rate for local area as per variations authorized. Soldier is
authorized per diem while at Ft McClellan, AL ARCENT, CJTF per diem is 53.50 a day.
(s) Family Separation Allowance-II (FSA-11) is payable to all soldiers with dependents who are
deployed 31 consecutive days or longer. Hardship Duty Pay for location (HDP-L) is authorized for
Enlisted Soldiers only for Kuwait, Bahrain and Qatar. Authorized for Officers and Enlisted at
Uzbekistan and Oman. Hostile Fire/Imminent Danger Pay (HE/IDP) authorized in Kuwait, Bahrain,
Oman, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Afghanistan and Qatar. Combat Zone Tax Exclusion (CZTE) for deployed
soldiers to Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Afghanistan and Qatar are authorized. Upon
returning to home station, soldier should complete DA Form 1351-2 and submit to servicing finance
office in conjunction with a finalized travel order.
Format: 745
FOR. THE COMMANDER:
******************************

DISTRIBUTION:
Each Indiv (3)
MPD, Pers Str Mgt (1)
MPD, Pers Auto Br (1)
MPD, Enl/Ofcr Rec Sec (1)
MPD, Prog Cord (1), DOLM (1)
DOL (1), DFAS (1)
Cdr, PERSCOM, EUROPE (2)
Cdr, (2)

01411CI.4L
*HQS, US ARMY FORT DIX, NJ*
******************************
■IN111111111111.111111
Director, Military Personnel
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ANNEX (A-1)
HOS, 377TH MP CO, MOBILIZING DUIC MEMBERS
RANK LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

MIDDLE
INITIAL LAST 4 SSN MOS/ASI
_
31A00
31A00
31A00
31A00
95B50
95B40
95B40
95B40
95B40
95B40
95B30
95B30
95B30
95B30
95B30
63B30
95B30
95B30
95B30
•95B30
92Y30
95B20
95B20
95B20
95B20
95B20
95B20
95B20.
95B20
92A20
92G20
75B20
92Y20
63B20
95B20
95B20
95B20
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
63B10
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ANNEX (A- 1)(CONTINUED)
HOS, 377TH MP CO, MOBILIZING DUIC MEMBERS

RANK LAST NAME

FIRST NAME .

-

28.JUNE 2002
Z.3,-3

MIDDLE INITIAL LAST 4 SSN MOS/AS I
92G10
95810
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
92Y10
95B10
95B10
92G10
63B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
19K10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B1 0
95E10
95B10
95E10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
95B10
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For use of this form, see AR 190-45: The proponent
DATE

LOCATION

377" MP Company
1600 Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, OH
MI

of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.
TIME

FILE NUMBER

// i6 5-A•u,
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

-03-CID032GRADE/STATUS
CPT

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
377 th MP Company
1600 Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45237
want to make the following statement under oath:
CPT

A. CPT
Do.you currently have a copy of the Standard Operating Procedures
Q.
(SOP)?
A. No, it was classified secret and was left in theater.
CID while in Afghanistan?
Q. Did you provide a copy of the
should have a copy.
As far as I know, Yes. Chief
A.
your
unit receive prior to
Q. What non-lethal training did you and
deployment? .
A. Hand to hand combat, about a days worth at Ft Dix. A days worth of
the baton and the hand strikes to non-lethal body areas according to the
strike-color chart. We didn't have any tazer or rubber bullet training.
We asked, but it wasn't available.
Q. Were there any certification type training you received?
A. No
Q. What non-lethal training did you and your unit receive while you were
deployed overseas?
A. There was no training time.
Q. What was the policy towards striking Inmates?
A. The standard rules of engagement were of course, minimum force
necessary. There was no retaliatory strikes. Contact with the inmate
were for personal safety or for the safety of others. Strikes were made
at the Common Perennial Area with the flat of the hand or the knee.
Q. What were the-circumstances there a strike may be used?
A. If the detainee were to physically grab a hold of the soldier and you
were unable to get free from him, - or the detainee was about to strike or
injure someone. T9 stop him.
Q. Was the Manadnoc Baton Chart used as guidance in the SOP or in
practice?
A. In practice. I'm not sure if it was referenced with that title in
the SOP or not. But that's what we were taught.
Q. What type of training did you and your unit receive as far as the
Manadnoc Baton Chart goes?
A. We were shown the chart and we didn't really do much except discuss
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
EXHIBIT

N RAKING STATEM:ENT

PAGE 1 OF 9 PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF _TAKEN AT DATED__CONTINUED." THE BOTTOM OF EACH
ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED AS "PAGE OF
BE
_PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE STATEMENT WILL
CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
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Sworn Statement Continued
"Statement of CP111111, taken at 377 th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH, dated Shin 03 continued."
3L 9— z
i 3
the strikes and we practiced the hand-strikes on each other.
Q. Did you get information/guidance as far as Use of Force/Levels of Force?
A. Yes, both. Use of Force and Levels of Force briefings at Fort Dix and also once we
arrived in Theater.
Q. Was it a briefing or hand-out or what?
A. The Rules of Engagement was a hand-out once we arrived in Theater. Everyone got
one. At Fort Dix, they were unsure what the specific Theater rules were, but said the
minimum force necessary, which was pretty much universal.
Q. Who from and what guidance was this?
A. At Fort Dix, there was a Major in charge of the MP training. I can't recall his name.
Down-range, the CJTF180-Provost Marshal. His name was MAJ
Q. Were you or anyone else informed by Mr. ULLAH (BT 412) t at e was in pain or
complained about stomach or leg pains?
A. I can't speak for anyone else, but I wasn't informed and as far as I know, no one else
was informed.
Q. Did BT 412 have a history of medical problems, being seen by the Medic, or a history
of complaints?
A. As far as I remember. We in processed him and he had no medical conditions that
were unusual. I was unaware of any known medical conditions which would warrant him
being treated differently than any other detainee.
Q. Do you know if anyone from Military Intelligence (MI) ever had any information that
BT-412 was in pain or complained about stomach or leg pains?
A. No.
Q. How were complaints or assaults on guards, or other serious indecent documented?
A. There was an incident log that was run by the MP's. One for General Population and
one for each Isolation area.
Q. Where are these incident logs now?
A. They were left in Theater. Also, the only thing that might not have made it to the log
is when an incident may have occurred during in processing prior to the detainee being
assigned to an area.
Q. Do you know of such an incident with BT-412?
A. No, not that I know of for BT-412. BT-412 was what we categorized as a fighter.
From the minute we received him, he was continually resistive. He was passive-resistant
and very uncooperative all the time He spit on guards and attempt to grab, bite, kick, or
otherwise. Whether he actually assaulted anyone, I don't know. The guards were pretty
alert anytime they dealt with hi ' of sure whether or not it was BT-412 or BT-421,
the groin. Either way, they were both similar
but one of them kicked SGT
and alwaysiii.
strike Mr. ULLAH back?
Q. Did SG
A. I wasn't present when it happened, but what I was told by person/s there, he did not
fter he kicked, his arms were pulled up
retaliate. The detainee was held by each
and he was restrained fr
truck BT-412?
SPC
Q. Do you know if SPC
A. I only found out about this incident after the investigation started.
,
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and/or hit him in the chin?

3 5- 33

Q. Did BT-412 strike SSC
A. I don't know about
?
Q. Do you know SGT
A. The name is familiar as an MI person working in the same area, but I don't recall ever
m.o.&
working or dealing with him much.
Q. Do you know if any one informed SGT... that BT-412 complained of pain?
A. No.
Q. Is there anything else you wish to add to this statement?
A. My understanding of BT-412 was that he was physically tough to control the entire
time we had him. Up until his death, however, I never knew of any health or medical
problems that he had.
Q. Is there anything else you wish to add to this statement?
A. No. ///END of STATEMENT///
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AFFIDAVIT

HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
HAVE
I,
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE
NDS ON PAGE
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE
ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. • I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS
AND•HAVE INITIALED. THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT. HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WI OR• PUNISHMENT, AND
WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL I

WITNESSES:

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE IIIIIIFERSON
TO ADMINISTER OATHS, THIS _
AT 377 TH MP Co, Cincinnati, OH.

F

BY LAW
LA
3
-

auw,493

-

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

SA

(Name of Person AdminiStering•th)
Art 136 UCMJ / 5 DSC 303

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority to Administer Oath)
INITIALS OF PERSO
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For use of this form, see AR 190-45: The proponent agency of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.
DATE
TIME
FILE NUMBER
LOCATION
8 Jun 03
-03-CID032377 th MP Company
1600 Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, OH
1. .. a g
MI

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

GRADE/STATUS
SSG

MEW
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
377 th MP'Company
520 South Woodcrest Drive, Bloomington, IN 47401
I, SSG DO

want to make the following statement under oath:

Q.
SA
A. SSG
raining caid you receive prior to deployment?
Q. What non- et a
F\Pm te_skyr i
P-Agx. -0-•itti-k
•went to Fort Dix to a sand pit and
A. We did physiCal
e lines of take-downs, not hand-towent more full. speed.
It was alo
Taught to restrain. We
unarmed
restraint
tactics.
hand combat. It was
understood our mission more to be restraining people rather than combat
operations.
Q. Any baton training?
I was certified along time ago with the
A. No. We didn't carry batons.
We used the PR-24, but
Manadnoc Baton Chart when I was in the Marines.
I was certified on Fort Knox.
the certification ran out along time ago.
batons available, but only
There
were
riot
batons.
We didn't carry the
in an emergency.
urrent training using the Manadnoc Baton Chart?
Did ybu receive an
Q.
If we got it, it wasn't certified. We never got a
I can't recall.
A.
. The only sticks we had were
at o
card. Like I said, we never carried by3c
tnAmdr
the riot batons.
Q. What non-lethal training did you receive while you were deployed?
We worked everyday. Towards
We didn't have any time for training..
A.
the end we started getting some days off, but there was no time for
training a squad let alone a platoorL
Q. What -was the policy towards striking Detainees?
It was posted and most of us
We had a ROE (Rules of Engagement).
A.
carried a copy. There was never a real reason to strike anyone.
Sometimes we had.to restrain people. No one ever used any instrument.
They were manhandled, but never struck.
Q. What type of strikes were authorized and when?
Truthfully, there isn't a specific guidance; it was up to the MP's
A.
judgment to use what was appropriate at the time. The simple fact that
you could never predict the type of action or incident.
Did you recall seeing a hard copy of the Standard Operating
Q.
Procedures (SOP)?
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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A. At different times, yes. Initially, when we got there, there was one and it was
constantly being changed and worked on. We rewrote some of it for different situations.
Last time I seen it, it was about 2" th .
d/or kneed him in the groin?
Q. Do you know if BT-412 hit SGT
wring the in processing. I do not recall him getting struck. Just kneed. SGT
somewhat doubled over.
Q. Were you there at the time?
A. Yes, I think I was the Sergeant of the Guard. I was there for part of the in processing.
Q. What happened during t•ent?
A. The detainee and SGT
ere face to face explaining the rules. The detainee
was aggravated and kneed him in the groin.
Q. What happened after that?
A. He was taken to the ground and restrained and informed to cooperate. I can't recall
who was actually in the room at the time. It often varied depending on who was sent to
us for in proce
Q. Did SG
strike BT-412 back?
e did, I didn't see him. There were wo MP's present on either
A. No, actual
was in front. I know SGT
as watching the detainee's
side and SGT
head from str '
round.
to be concerned about the detainees head, is that a trained action
Q. For SG
or something that was taught?
A. My personal opinion; I do a lot of liability insurance. This issue was to take care and
or our own interest. The issue of detainees getting hurt was important. I think
watc
just did what was instinctive to do. To avoid further injury. It was fast.
SOT
was holding the guys head. That type of action was not necessarily
SGT
trained.
ctions during that incident?
Q. How did you feel about SGT
A. Pretty restrained. I was kind of proud of him that he maintained his bearing and
composure. I told him that later.
Q. Do you recall the other two MP's that were on over-watch?
A. No. A lot of times it was just who was available or someone on the CRASH team.
There was no formal pattern to receiving the detainees. Usually the detainee would come
in with flex-cuffs which were removed to undress. After than, they'd be re-cuffed.
Q. Do you recall the actions of the other two MP's?
A. They took the detainee down. After he was down, the interpreter explained to him
and that he was to cooperate. You can't really wail on the guy, you could only explain
that he'd be taken down and punished.
Q. What type of punishment was given out for non-cooperation?
A. It depended on the type on non-cooperation. Frequently they'd be handcuffed around
the door. They only had limited mobility. Sometimes they'd be given a work detail
cleaning up. They could only work on things that benefited them. Cleaning their own
areas, etc.
have any contact with BT-412 prior to this in processing?
Q. Did SG
A. No, BT-41 was brand new then. When we got him in, he was in a holding area.
'n one at a time.
They were then br
ngry with BT-412 for any other reason?
Q. Was SGT

ill(

gsEPtritr—
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Sworn Statement Continued
taken at 377 th MP Company, Bloomington, IN, dated 8 Jun 03 continued."

A. Not that I'm aware of. He had no other contact with him that I'm aware of.
Q. Were you or anyone else informed by BT-412 that he was in pain or complained
about stomach / leg pains?
A. Not that I'm aware of. I know he spoke to the Doctor when he in processed. I don't
know what he told the Doctor.
Q. Do you recall any known pre-existing complaints or problems with BT-412?
A. No.
Q. Do you know if anyone from Military Intelligence (MI) ever had any information that
BT-412 was in pain?
A. No I do not.
Q. Do you know of any detainee that complained about stomach pains?
A. Yes, there was one, but the. Doctor said he was just having a time adjusting to the
food. There was quite a hit of Pepto-bismol being given out. I don't recall who it was.
Q. Do you know SGT
A. Not that I'm aware of.
hat BT-412 complained of pain?
Q. Do you know if any MP informed SGT
A. No. Chances were that we told the doctor rather than MI.
Q. Would you describe BT-412 as being combative during his incarceration?
A. Yes, I think so. Yes. I don't know if he was combative, but he was definitely noncooperative.
SPC
Q. Do you know SPC
A. Yes.
ask permission to strike BT-412 at all?
Q. Did SPC
A. I don't recall if he specifically asked permission. I believe BT-412 was pretty
difficult to handle. We were told we were able to give common perennial strikes. Once
in hand irons, there really wasn't any other type of discipline to do.
Q. What were the circumstances surrounding this?
A. I do know I told him that if he did give a common perennial strike, be sure that it was
light. I figured this would be common, because I a ticipated the detainee was difficult.
ad any dealings with this one. He
He just wouldn't cooperate. I don't thiel
might have. imomme.
Q. Did SPC 11.11111ask permission to strike BT-412 at all?
A. Not that I'm aware of. You have to understand, they didn't have to ask permission.
Frequently they'd come to me and let me know what was happening and to further
inform MI that a detainee was cooperative or not. In this incident I thought if the
detainee required a lot of strikes, then to make sure they were light. That was just to
cover ourselves.
Q. Did you observe SPC 11111.1r SP111111.11trike BT-412?
had much
t they did. I don't thin
A. Not that I recall. I feel pret
was working there that day.
contact with BT-412. I thin
nd BT-412?
Q. What happened between
A. Nothing specific that I'm aware of. He must have been working there that da . I
recall stressing light strikes. I anticipated he needed more than one. I kno
brought this u
and SPCIIIIIIPiowledgeable as far as what strikes were
Q. Were SPC
authorized, knowledgeable in use of force, and trained in non-lethal techniques?
Initials of person making statem
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"Statement of SSG Otaken at 377 th MP Company, Bloomington, IN, dated 8 Jun 03 continued."
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A. Yes, as far as I know. The ROE was posted. What we did in there was mostly just
physical restraining techniques.
Q. Do you recall being angry at SGT
A. Not particularly. I thought he showed a lot of restraint after he was kneed.
Q. Someone said you were angry or showed angry for some reason, do you recall this?
jumps out at me. Just day-to-day stuff that irritated me,
A. Not really, nothin
I thou h he showed a lot of restraint.
but nothing wit
ell you when he/they approached you to
Q. What did nd/or
inform you about BT-412; when you told them to make the strikes light?
trikes. I told him to emphasize light
A. I anticipated the detainee would be g
eing there that day. I remember
common erennial strikes. I don't recall
He had a ood dis osition and understands things. He wasn't a hot temper
ould understand what I was telling him.
or anything. I
ke BT-412?
Q. Did you see
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Is there anything else you want to add to this statement?
A. No.///END OF STATEMENT///
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STATEMENT OF SSG

TAKEN AT 377 MP Co, IN

DATED 8 Jun 03

CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
I,
HAVE Billipte HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGI
sNDS ON PAGES
I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE
ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS
AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OR PUNISHMENT, AND
WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

-1111111111.P

WITNESSES/:

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME, A PERSON BY LAW ,
TO ADMINISTER OATHS, THIS 8 DAY OF Jun, 1-952.002)
AT 377 th MP Co,' Bloomington IN. ab

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Name of Person Administering Oath)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

Art 136 UCMJ / 5 USC 303
(Authority to Administer Oath) ,

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEME
DA FORM 2823 (AUTOMATED)
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For use of this form; see AR 100-20: the pioponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT ©
AUTHORITY:

t 3 ti-o3k - (--,W36 1 - 2 _S.-- 33

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
•ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additionallalternate means of identification - to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
2.

DATE

3.

11 Jt/^03
.

NAME Last First MI

.

SSN

8.

7.

TIME
/

60 0

c

4.

FILE NO.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

3.-r1'-ri4 rytp - co e uSA rt..,

GRA PE/STATUS

SSG-/

OUR.
PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE .
Section A.

Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

bi

31 (11 n

trtgy■ kNc,1

I" 4 c.- 43rtG.trr t Or\

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

sUspected/accused:

E

AIS

L`7"

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s),. however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1 .:
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2.
•

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against mein a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

diiring questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
•

Or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during,
and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand•that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense,
or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me befOre any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer presenL I

have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak

privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above, I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with rise.
WITNESSES (If available)
Li: NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

NI TION OF INVESTIGATOR

no-ni mp ocr cto
SdOtion C.

(4,7 YO Z4

Non - waiver

I do not want to give up my rights:
•

❑

I want a lawyer.

. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ACLU-RDI
4534 p.253

❑

I d no w

S7

t., e questioned or say anything.
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ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823)
SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPE6'T/ACCLISFh
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SWAN STATEMENT
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For use of this form, see AR 190.45; the proponent agency is OOCSOPS
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT 0 f 3C1
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AUTHORITY:

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by'which information may he accurately identified.
Your social security number is used as an additionallaltemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE.HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
IONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM QF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

NO ENOS ON PAGE
• WHICH B
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, ANO WITHOUT C
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

CID Regulation 195-1
NARRATIVE:

0134 - 02 - CID369-23533

Page 1 of 5 Pages

CORRECTED AGENT'S INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

This corrected Agent's Investigative Report (AIR) was completed to clarify some aspects of the
report.
About 1900, 18 Apr 03, SA
oordinated with SA 111111111111 Military Intelligence
Detachment, Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
(BAF), who provided a copy of the previous Military Intelligence Operations Standard Operating
Procedure, 30 Jun 90, which was on file at the BCP.
Agent Comments: The SOP was for Military Intelligence Operations and not specific to the BCP.
Upon reviewing the SOP, it was determined that it was not the c
was created prior to
the BCP being established. The SOP was then returned to SA
d not maintained by
this office. Since the SOP was classified, it was not attached with the final report.
About 1945, 18 Apr 03, SAM.examined the BCP and theareas
are where the incidents allegedly
occurred. Sketches of the first floor detention area; the air lock area; one of the 1 st floor Isolation
Cells; and one of the second floors Isolation cell. The sketches were prepared to reflect the current
entrance/exit ways, the locking devises currently being used, any barbed or concertina wire being
used, and the measurements of the areas where the deaths occurred. (See crime scene sketches for
details)
Agent Comments: The BCP was examined after it was determined that the finalized crime scene
sketches that were allegedly completed by the case agents who conducted the initial crime scene
examination could not be located within the case files. At the time of the examination, the incidents
where the PUC's were allegedly assaulted/abused had occurred several months prior and it was
unknown what, if any, changes had taken place at the BCP since then. The request to go and
complete the new sketches was forwarded from Current Operations, HQ-USACIDC, Fort Belvoir,
VA 22060, and was completed at that time.
About 0900, 21 Apr 03, SAIIIMcollected a tube of blood of. Mr. ULLAH, from the office
refrigerator, as evidence, on an Evidence/Property Custody Document, VO 049-03.
Agent Comments: During an office move from the old CID Office to the new CID Office, the
refrigerator was cleaned out and prepared for moving. During the cleaning process, a tube of blood
was located in the butter dish area on the door. The blood was in a holding container and had Mr.
87th MP Det (CID) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.258
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ULLAH on the side of the tube. A check of the case file and the evidence ledger revealed there was
no documentation located wit ' e'
to reflect who initially seized the blood or when it was
seized. It was reflected SA
I) attended the autopsy of Mr. ULLAH and could have
initially taken the tube of blood from the autopsy then. Guidance was sought from the Operations
Officer, 3rd Military Police Group (CID)(FWD), Kuwait, where it was directed to seize the tube of
blood from the refrigerator, which was done, and then logged into the Evidence Depository, 87 th MP
Detachment (CID)(FWD), BAF.
On 21 Apr 03, SA
d SA
this office, reviewed the statements
previously provided and completed a timeline of when BT-412 was hit or fought with the guards of
the Military Intelligence personnel while at the BCP, BAF. (See timeline for details)
About 1700, 22 Apr 03, SA 11111111oordinated with SA
Commander,
Criminal vest' 've Task Force (CITF), BAF, regarding the identification of who captured BT412. SA related that due to poor record keeping or the lack of records by the Afghanistan
Military Forces and US Forces, it would not be possible to determine who actually captured BT-412
or what kind of treatment he received while in custody prior to being released to the BCP.
About 0930, 24 Apr 03, SAIMIllioordinated with CPT liallincommander, 293r d
BCP, BAF. CP elated his unit replaced the 377 th Military Police Company, BAF, who
were in charge of the BCP, BAF, when the two deaths occurred. He related the 377 th MP Co did not
maintain a DA Form 6, Duty Roster.
About 0930, 25 Apr 03, SA Mcoordinated with CPT IIIIgwho provided a lay out
schematic of the BCP, BAF. (See lay out for details)
About 1000, 7 May 03, SA
coordinated with CPT
who provided- schematics of
the current lay out of the BCP and the proposed changes to the building. (See schematics for details)
/On 20 May 03, SA
coordinated with LTC
, Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate, CJTF-180,
who provided a copy o
e 15-6 investigation with all attached
documentation. A review of one of the documents reflected physical contact with the PUC's was
allowed, but not in any way to cause pain. He explained that physical contact with the detainees was
allowed to move them from location to other locations and for security purposes. One of the
findings noted there were no regulatory guidelines for imposition of punishments for disobedient
SA

87th MP Det (OD) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354

Signature:

Date:
13 Jun 03
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PUC's. LTC
related all of the findings and recommendations documented within the 15-6
were forwarded to LTG
Commander, CJTF-180, BAF, who approved of the
findings and recommendations.
Agent Comments: The 15-6' investigation was listed as classified due to some of the contents and
documents being classified and will not be attached to the final report. The following statements
were taken by the Investigating Officer and were not classified.
On 16 Jan 03, SSG
A Co, 519th MI BN, BCP, BAF, provided a
sworn statement regarding what training his unit received or attended prior to their arrival at the
BCP, the experience level of his unit, and standard procedures used by his personnel for
interrogations of the PUC's. (See statement for details)
Agent Comments: This statement was taken during the conduct of the 15-6 and attached as an
exhibit of this report.
On 17 Jan 03, CPT
ommander, 377th Military Police Co,
BCP, BAF, provided a sworn statement regarding what training his unit received or attended prior to
their arrival at the BCP, the experience level of his unit, and standard procedures used by his
personnel while guarding and handling the PUC's. (See statement for details)
Agent Comments: This statement was taken during the conduct of the 15-6 and attached as an
exhibit of this report.
On 17 Jan 03, CPT
Commander, A Co, 519th MI Bn, BCP, BAF,
provided a sworn statement regarding what training her unit received or attended prior to their arrival
at the BCP, the structure and experience level of his wilt, and standard procedures used by his
personnel for interrogations of the PUC's. CPT elated her interrogators were allowed to
have physical contact with the PUC's, but in a non-ma icious manner. She related the interrogator
could use physical contact on the PUC's shoulder to have them move in a certain direction or sit in a
particular place. (See statement for details)
Agent Comments: This statement was taken during the conduct of the 15-6 and attached as an
exhibit of this report.

87th MP Det (CID) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354
Signature:
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About 1800, 1 Jun 03, SA 11111111nterviewed CPT
ormer Commander, A Co, 519 th MI
BN, BCP, via "SIPERNET", who was now at an unknown location in the Operation Iraqi Freedom
area of operations, regarding the MI Interrogator
orked for her at the BCP and the Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) for the BCP. CPT
elated she did not have a copy of the SOP
her unit followed while assigned at the BCP. She related any kind of deliberately malicious
treatment was not encouraged nor tolerated by her or the command. She stated she was interviewed
and provided a statement under the 15-6 investigation, but was not interviewed by this office or
provided copies of any statements provided by personnel working within her command.
On 3 Jun 03, SA 11111111 received a copy of the CJTF-180 BCP SOP, dated 1 Aug 02, and
reviewed the attached documents. The SOP reflected the duties and responsibilities that assigned
personal need to perform and adhere to while working at the BCP. The documents reflect what
actions personnel can take when PUC's are resisting, combative, or life threatening, but nowhere do
the documents address compliance type blows being allowed or authorized.
On 3 Jun 03, SAIMreceived a copy of the BCP SOP, undated, and reviewed the attached
documents. The SOP reflected the duties and responsibilities that assigned personal need to perform
and adhere to while working at the BCP. The documents reflect what actions personnel can take
when PUC's are resisting, combative, or life threatening, but nowhere do the documents address
compliance type blows being allowed or authorized. The SOP also reflected the disciplinary
measures allowed when a PUC excessively talks or moves, touches concertina wire, or disobeys
guards orders, but never mentions the use of compliance blows as a disciplinary measure.
Agent Comments: Both SOP's were classified as secret and therefore are not attached with the final
report.
About 2000, 8 Jun 03, SAMNnterviewed
SG T111111111111111111111111, A Co, 519 th
•
MI BN, formerly assigned at the BCP, BAF, over the "NIPERNET7Herelated he did not
the
conversation with the MP's who stated BT-412 complained of stomach pains. SGT
iso
related he would not be able to recognize who it was who said this by viewing photographs of the
MP's who worked with him
About 1000, 13 Jun 03, SA
oordinated with CPT
Office of the Staff
Judge Advocate, CJTF-180,
, w o opined there was no probable cause to believe any of the
Military Police (MP) who used compliance blows were acting recklessly and had not committed any
criminal offenses. He based this opinion after reading the case and the statements that the blows
SA

87th MP Det (CID) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354

Signature:

Date:
13 Jun 03
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were not excessive and they were told by their supervisors that compliance blows were authorized
when the PUC's were non-compliant or combative.
////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY///////////////////////////

87th MP Det (CID) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354
Signature.

Date:
13 Jun 03
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NARRATIVE:
About 1900, 18 Apr 03, SAIIIIIWoordinated with SA
Military Intelligence
Detachment, Bagram Collection. Point (BCP), Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
(BAF), who provided a copy of the previous Standard Operating Procedure, 30 Jun 90, which was on
file at the BCP.
Agent Comments: The SOP was classified and was not attached with the final report.
About 1945, 18 Apr 03, SA IIIINIBed xarnm
the• BCP and the areas where the incidents
occurred. Sketches of the first floor detention area; the air lock area; one of the 1 st floor Isolation
Cells; and one of the second floors Isolation cell.
About 0900, 21 Apr 03, SA1111111111ected a tube of blood of Mr. ULLAH, from the office
refrigerator, as evidence, on an Evidence/Property Custody Document.
On 21 Apr 03, SA 1111111111nd SA
, this office, reviewed the statements
previously provided and completed a timeline of when BT-412 was hit or fought with the guards of
the Military Intelligence personnel while at the BCP, BAF.
About 1700, 22 Apr 03, SA Mir
wi SA111111111111R, Commander,
coordinateth
• d•
esti ative Task Force (CITF), BAF, regarding the identification o w o captured BTCriminal
412. SA
lated that due to poor record keeping or the lack of records by the Afghanistan
Military Forces and US Forces, it would not be possible to determine who actually captured BT-412
or what kind of treatment he received while in custody prior to being released to the BCP.
About 0930, 24 Apr 03, S

coordinated with CPT MINIUM/Commander, 293 rd
MPCo,BAFwhrelatduniowsheBCPprtiun'savldot

maintain a DA Form 6, Duty Roster.
About 0930, 25 Apr 03, SA
schematic of the BCP, BAF.

coordinated with CPT

who

provided a lay out

About 1000, 7 May 03, SA coordinated with CPT IIIIIIrwho provided schematics of
the current lay out of the BCP and the proposed changes to the building.
SA

87th MP Det (CID) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354
Date:
13 Jun 03
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On 20 May 03, SA MO coordinated with LTC
Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate, CJTF-180, BAF, who provided a copy of the 15-6 investigation with all attached
documentation. A review of one of the documents reflected physical contact with the PUC's was
allowed, but not in any way to cause pain. One of the findings noted there were no regulatory
guidelines for imposition of punishments for disobedient PUC's. LT
elated the findings
and recommendations of the 15-6 were forwarded to LTG
ommander, CJTF-180,
BAF, who approved of the findings and recommendations.
Agent Comments: The 15-6 investigation was listed as classified due to some of the contents and
documents being classified and will not be attached to the final report. The following statements
were taken by the Investigating Officer and were not classified.
On 16 Jan 03, SSG
A Co, 519 th MI BN, BCP, BAF, provided a
sworn statement regar mg what training his unit received or attended prior to their arrival at the
BCP, the experience level of his unit, and standard procedures used by his personnel for
interrogations of the PUC's.
On 17 Jan 03, CPT
Commander, 377th Military Police Co,
BCP, BAF, provided a sworn statement regar mg what training his unit received or attended prior to
their arrival at the BCP, the experience level of his unit, and standard procedures used by his
personnel while guarding and handling the PUC's.
On 17 Jan 03, CP
Commander, A Co, 519th MI Bn, BCP, BAF,
provided a sworn statement regarding what training her unit received or attended prior to their arrival
at the BCP, the structure and experience level of his unit, and standard procedures used by his
personnel for interrogations of the PUC's. CP lair elated her interrogators were allowed to
have physical contact with the PUC's, but in a non-m
ous manner She related the interrogator
could use physical contact on the PUC's shoulder to have them move in a certain direction or sit in a
particular place.
About 1800, 1 Jun 03, SA
ordinated with CPT IIIIIIPormerly Commander, A Co,
519th MI BN, BCP, who was now at an unknown location in the Operation Iraqi Freedom area of
operations, regarding the MI Interrogators who worked for her at the BCP and the Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) for the BCP. CPTIIIMlated she did not have a copy of the SOP
her unit followed while assigned at the BCP. She related any kind of deliberately malicious
treatment was not encouraged nor tolerated by her or the command. She stated she was interviewed
87th MP Det (CID) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354
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and provided a statement under the 15-6 investigation, but was not interviewed by this office or
provided copies of any statements provided by personnel working within her command.
On 3 Jun 03, SAIIIMOreceived a copy, of the CJTF-180 BCP - SOP, dated 1 Aug 02, and
reviewed the attached documents. The SOP reflected the duties and responsibilities that assigned
personal need to perform and adhere to while working at the BCP. The documents reflect what
actions personnel can take when PUC's are resisting, combative, or life threatening, but nowhere do
the documents address compliance type blows being allowed or authorized.
On 3 Jun 03, SA IIINBeceived a copy of the BCP SOP, undated, and reviewed the attached
documents. The SOP reflected the duties and responsibilities that assigned personal need to perform
and adhere to while working at the BCP. The documents reflect what actions personnel can take
when PUC's are resisting, combative, or life threatening, but nowhere do the documents address
compliance type blows being allowed or authorized. The SOP also reflected the disciplinary
measures allowed when a PUC excessively talks or moves, touches concertina wire, or disobeys
guards orders, but never mentions the use of compliance blows as a disciplinary measure.
Agent Comments: Both SOP's were classified as secret and therefore are not attached with the final
report.
About 2000, 8 Jun 03, SAM coordinated with SGT
,, A Co,
519th MI BN, formerly assigned at the BCP, BAF, who related he did not recall the conversation with
the MP's who stated BT-412 complained of stomach pains. SG
lso related he would not
be able to recognize who it was who said this by viewing photograp of the MP's who worked with
'

him.
About 1000, 13 Jun 03, SA
oordinated with CPT
Office of the Staff
Judge Advocate, CJTF-180, BAF, who opined there was no pro able cause to believe any of the
Military Police (MP) who used compliance blows were not acting recklessly and had not committed
any criminal offenses. He based this opinion after reading the case and the statements that the blows
were not excessive and they were told by their supervisors that compliance blows were authorized
when the PUC's were non-compliant or combative.
////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY//////,/////////////////////

SA

87th MP Det (CID) (ABN), FWD
Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan,
APO AE 09354
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TIMELINE OF BT-412 AT BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT
28 November 2002, unknown time: Captured by US Forces, Tarin Khowt, Afghanistan
30 November 2002, 1010z: Arrived at the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram Air
Field, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354 (appeared to be in good health)
30 November 2002, while in processing BT-412: SGT.'!" had to administer 3
perennial strikes, 2 shoulder strikes to BT-412, and had to wrestle him to the ground for
being uncooperative
1 December 2002, unknown time: SPCIIIIIIhad to administer 3 perennial strikes to
BT-412 for being non-compliant
2 December 2002, unknown time: SPC1111111d to administer 1 perennial strike to
BT-412 for being non-compliant
3 December 2002, unknown times:
SPCIIIIIIIad to administer 5 perennial strikes to BT-412 for being noncompliant an combative
SPC Me had to administer 3-4 perennial strikes to BT-412 for being combative
and non-compliant
3 December 2002, 2014z: BT-412 pronounced dead
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SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS: On 15 Apr 2003, this ROI was returned to the Special
gent in Charge, Bagram Branch Office, 3 rd MP Group (CID), Bagram, Afghanistan for numerous
investigative, operational, administrative and security classification related issues
additional work, pursuit, clarification or scrutiny. Throughout the summer, S
SAC, Bagram BO completed some (or parts) of the corrective actions. However, by 30 Jun 03, it
became apparent he was unable to answer questions raised or appropriately address concerns of
reviewing officials at Investigative Operations Division & Staff Judge Advocate, within Headquarters,
USACIDC. Those questions originated within investigative channels as well as from lawyers in the
International Law and the Army General Counsel's Office, of the Pentagon.
The primary issues not covered in the earlier phases of the investigation were: the physical and
medical status of the detainee prior to arrival at the Bagram Control Point (BCP); the chronology of
he detainee's stay within the BCP (to include the timing and frequency of blows from the guard force
and interrogation sessions); the training/certification/validation provided to Army Reserve units
regarding proper custody, care and control of detainees; the origin of the concept of "compliance
blows" (which are in direct contravention to the provisions of existing policy - Army Regulation 1908); the behavior of MI interrogators, their physical contact with detainees and MI directives given to
he MPs; the linkage between and perception of a senior/subordinate relationship of the MI/MP
orces; hostile, combative acts and assaults on the guard force by the detainee and an assessment of
criminal culpability for the assaults and subsequent deaths.
and the robust '
n (created by
iew of inv
ist nt
by Mr.
and SA
hief of Staff for Operations (ADCSOPS), an assessment was made by Mr.
hief of Staff, HQ, USACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060 to initiate a Task Force using agents
to c plete the
rom Headquarters, US Army Criminal Investigation Comaug(USACI
with the
investigation. The task force core was designated as SPEER and SA
understanding that additional agents for investigative support would be made av ilable on an "as
needed" basis.

On 6 Au
SA

and SAIIIII Investigative Operations Division, Headquarters,
On 7 Aug 2003, SA
USACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060 were assigned to assume both investigations which originated in
he Bagram CID Office. The ROI #s were 0134-02-CID369-23533 and 0137-03-01D369-23534 and
investigated the deaths of two Afghan persons under control (PUC) DILAWAR (PUC 421) and ULLAH
(PUC 412). Both deaths occurred in US custody and inside a US correctional facility alternately
referred to as the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) and the Bagram Detention Facility (BDF). Both
(AFME) and were caused by
deaths were ruled homicides by the Armed Forces Medical Exami
stablished contact with Army
blunt force trauma (blows to their legs). Subsequently, SA
TYP

ORGANIZATION

SA
S

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE
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Corrections subject matter experts (SME); Mr.
h da-aoc.arm enta on.mil and LTC
orrec ions visor, Pentagon, Washington, DC, 703-607-231
determine the Army standard for treatment.

3-695-4357,
Senior
.mil to

t 2003, SAilligand Sillilloordinated this inv
tion with LTC
, Senior Corrections Advisor and Mr.
Security, Force
Protection and Law Enforcement Division, Military Police pera ions Branch (DAMO-ODL) ,
Pentagon, Washington, DC. SA
rovided a briefing of the investigation, to include actions and
activiti
e ed toh
ontributing factors in the death of ULLAH (PUC-412).
and
tated there were established policies and procedures for dealing
with individuals confined within a formal correctional institution. The Bagram Collection Point (BCP)
facility maintained by the US Army did not have to uphold the formalized standards of a correctional
institution, based upon
nd mission of the facility differing from that of a formal
correctional institution.
xplained that although some of the established policies and
procedures
able to be applied, the standards for use of force within the facility should be
maintained.
elated as the senior corrections advisor, he would obtain a copy of
the Program of Instruction (POI), which was utilized to train members of the 377th MP Company
during June 2002, at Fort Dix, NJ, related to operations r
• g of
ers of war
(EPW) and confinement facility type operations. Both
an lated they
had heard of and were familiar with "compliance techniques" as they related to corrections institutions
and the handling of prisoners. However, neither was familiar with the terminology "compliance blows"
an d both stated s iking prisoners is not doctrine within civilian or military correctional community.
rther stated he was unfamiliar with any established military doctrine which
identified the act of enforcing sleep deprivation of an individual by restrainin an ' • ' uals hands
and arms by shackling them to a point above the individuals head.
xplained,
based upon accepted correctional doctrine, that the only time an individual assigned duties as a
guard within an institution may utilize force upon a detained individual was if the detained individuals
was a physical threat to himself, was a threat to other members of the guard force, or was a threat to
other individuals within the facility. After being briefed on excerpts from sever
f the 377 th
related to training they had received in perennial strikes,
nd
urmised that the training was provided to the unit members. owever there was no
additional training related to the establishment or identification of a rules of enforcement matrix, which
would identify the appropriate utilization of the perennial strike training.
On 21 Aug 03, SA1111111oordinated with LTC
electronic mail, who
provided copies of the T&OE documents utilized for Military Police Training at Fort Dix, NJ during the
March 2003 time period. The T&EO documents included evaluation forms related to the MP tasks of
ORGANIZATION
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Detainee escorts; Control detainee movement within a detainee camp; and Apply priorities of force
within a detainee camp. (See T&EO documents for details)
On 21 Aug 03, SAWN/acoordinated with LTC1111111111111via electronic mail, who
provided copies of the T&OE documents utilized for Military Police Training at Fort Dix, NJ during the
June through November 2002 time period. The T&EO documents included evaluation forms related
to the MP tasks of Escort of detainees by motor vehicle; Brief detainee escorts; Control detainee
movement within a detainee camp; and Apply priorities of force within a detainee camp. (See T&EO
documents for details)

EW OF EVI
: During a thorough review of the investigative file in early August 2003, SA
and SA
dentified several questions related to the c
rocessing and
documentation of evidence within the ROI. As a result, SA
, Special Agent in
Charge, Bagram Branch Office, 3 rd MP Group (CID) Bagram , ghanistan conducted a review of all
i tems with the Bagram CID Evidence Repository (related to this case) and the following items of
evidence related to this case were found, (actions taken subsequent to a review of the
aforementioned evidence are documented below):
,

•

•

•
•
•

Voucher #063-02: Containing four items (a snuff case, a bottle containing liquid, a foil packet
of tablets and a bottle w/ stopper containing liquid), derived from personal effects of
HABIBULLAH (PUC 412)
Voucher #067-02: Containing seven items (nail scrapings, hairs, and rectal/oral swabs),
derived from the remains of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412), collected during autopsy on 8 Dec
2002.
Voucher #074-02: Containing nine items (nail scrapings, hairs, and recta_ l/oral swabs), derived
from the remains of DILAWAR (PUC 421) collected during autopsy on 12 Dec 02.
Voucher #075-02: Containing one tube of blood from DILAWAR (PUC 421), collected during
autopsy, on 13 Dec 02.
Voucher #049-03: Containing one tube of blood from HABIBULLAH (PUC 412), collected
during autopsy on 8 Dec 02, which apparently was stored in the office refrigerator for some
time prior to being placed onto a voucher on 21 Apr 03 and processed into the Evidence Room
on 9 May 2003.

GENT'S COMMENT: The discrepant re ar
c ection of evidence documented on
Voucher #049-03 was referred to CW5
Chief, Investigative Operations Division,
HQ, USACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA who directe preliminaty inquiry initiation by elements of the 3rd MP
ORGANIZATION
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Group (CID), Fort Gillem, GA. The results of that inquiry are not addressed within this investigative
file.

On 24 Aug 2003, SA
reared a DA Form 3655, Crime Lab Examination Request and sent it
electronically to SA SAC, Bagram CID Office, Afghanistan for physical submission
of the evidence to the US Army Crime Lab (USACIL). The laboratory request was drafted to secure
examination by the Drug Chemistry and Trace Evidence Divisions of four items of evidence (snuff car
containing vegetable matter, foil packet containing pills and two bottles of unidentified liquids) which
are listed on Evidence Custody/Property Document (ECD), Voucher #063-02. (See Crime Lab Exam
Request for additional details).
GENT'S COMMENT: The fo
Voucher. #063-02, originated from an unnumbered ECD,
h
and were collected by SSG
y, at the time of in processing or
30 Nov 2002. After the death of PUC 421, SA Bagram CID collected the items
for the possibility of their contributing to the death, but it is unclear. (See Unnumbered ECD, dated 3C
Nov 2002 for additional details).
•

•

On 7 Dec 2002, a field test analysis of Item #1 only was conducted by SA11111111111.
using Duquenois-Levine #05, Merke's #924 and #904 test Kits. The substance was negative
for the presence of marijuana, cocaine and heroin, but it is unclear why only Item #1 was field
tested. However, generally liquid substances (Items #2 & 4) are not field tested. (See CID
Form 36, Field Test Analysis for additional details).
On 22 Dec 2002, a Crime Lab Examination Request was drafted and examinations requested
were similar to those described above, however prior to the completion of analysis, the request
was cancelled/withdrawn. There is no discussion in previous case documents indicating the
reason for the withdrawal of the earlier request.
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10. EVIDENSE

a. EXHIBIT

1
2
3
4 /

DA

KM

3655

1 AUG 14
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SUBMITTED

D. DEDCRIPTION Or EXHIBIT

Snuff Caso (cont:eining croon Leary uubstance) (Item #1, VO 1063-02)
Bottle (containing brown liquid) (Item #2, VO 4063-02)
Foil. Pack (containin4 yellow tablets) (Item #3, VO #06:3-c2)
Bag/Bottle (containing yellow liquid) (Item #4, VO #063-02)
/////////////////////LAsi ITEM/I//////////////////////////

REPLACES DA V= SSSE-B, 1 NDV 70, IETICE Is ammo=

DODDOA

p4 C-

6.3

• FROM 0:SAC 1 L - CONUS/404-36fl 2/DSN 797-7112
16

a.X-UT

(THU) 09. 04'.03 (1) 4(7:1:: ONO;81 5V53892 P 3
„."
369-23533
WIMMINgiursumar=
b. DEEGRIPTXOU Or EXHIBIT

0 137- 02-010369-2353

11. EXUMMAtMrs(al REWESTED (15.m.ef1y

vo exaniftimg, evaluating or returaxog

Mmuliah any uaformation or mastructLona that sught aama.at the iaberatory
elridence mu/or regent.)

Drug Chemistry/Trace Evidence DivSelon: Please examAno Exhibits 1 thru 4 determine their
composition. Screen for the presence of drugs.- If possible from elemental analysis
explain the contents and whether any of the components would be harmful if consumed by the
deceased.
SYNOPSIS: ULLAH was captured by US Forces and detained within a US opera -zed Detention
Facility from 30-. Nov 02 until his death (three days later) on 2 Deo 02. At autopsy,
extreme briiin was noted on Lhe lower extremities and the manner of death was ruled a
hopkciae Investigation has revealed ULLAH was struck in the legs, by members of the MP
guard force and physically assaulted by MI interrogators and that he repeatedly refused
food and water. Toxicology performed (on liver, kidneys and vitreous) at AFIP screened
for ethanol and drugs of abuse and found nothing.

***The items collected above were somehow associated with =AM, but it is unclear from
documentation if he was in possession of them at the time of his death. The concern is
that a tcxin or poison was missed and may have contributed to ULLAH's compromised health
prior to his death in custody.

--------------

Evidence N70ve has not been examxned by another expert In the same smentifio field
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t 1045 hrs, 21 Aug 2003, SAllirestablished contact with Titan Services Corporation, 3033
Science Park Road, San Diego, CA 92121 regarding the'curr t location of Titan employees
(interpreters/linguists) employed by the US Government.
Assistant to the Director
of Human Resources, Titan Corporation, was out of the office u til 26 Au 2003. A voicemail
message was left with her at (703)383-4658 and an email at
titan.com
itan represents the best method for locating the following in erpreters:

t 1100 hrs, 25 Aug 2003, SA
ocated CPT 11111111. Womack Arm Medical
Center, Fort Bragg, NC 28307 BNC) via World Wide Locator (WWL).
as identified as
he physician who medically ea
WAR (PUC 421) for detention a e agram Detention
Facility DF fghanistan.
medical documents reported DILAWAR in "good health".
CPT
could not recall the individual, but added that he might recall more upon reviewing his
notes.
t 1300 hrs, 25 Aug 2003, SAIlliontacted SFC
Training NCO/2nd
Platoon Sergeant, 377 th MP Company, 1600 Seymour, Cincinnati, OH for information on the unit's
Form 6) for the period in question and the individual or unit training records. SFC
related the 377th MP Co, had a platoon (3 rd Platoon) working dayshift and a platoon
(1st Platoon) working nights, in the BDF from late Nov 2002 to early Dec 2002. But he added that
around that time 2nd Platoon wag-beginning to transition from gates to BDF. Shifts ran roughly from
0730 to 1930 hrs (dayshift) and 1930 to 0730 (nightshift) and days off were about 1 in every 5/6
days. Duty rosters (DA Form 6) were left behind with the relief element (293rd MP Company, Fort
Stewart, GA). Training records for the unit's train up at Fort Dix, NJ were kept by the MUIC (Active
Component Assistors who tracked validation). The 377th had no copies nor records of individual or
unit training of the MP Training (Operate Within a Detention Facility) Training conducted at Fort Dix,
NJ prior to deplo
t 1 30 hrs, 2 Aug 03, SPIllind SAIIIIIIinterviewed CPT (Dr.
elated
Company A, Womack Army Medical Center, Fort Bragg, NC 8
e con• ucted an initial medical screening of DILAWAR, shortly after his capture near orward
Observation Base (FOB) Salerno, Afghanistan. The examination occurred within a temporary
ad excellent recall of his contact with. DILAWAR
confinement holding area on the FOB
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and the events of the exam' .tion. IIIIIIIIrwas certain DILAWAR had no visible injuries at the
ime of his capture. - -- -_ - detailed the examination process to include acquiring medical history
information from DILAWAR through an interpreter. DILAWAR reported experiencing chron'
headaches for which he would take aspirin, however, reported no other medical issues to
evi
o of the treatment record related to DILAWAR and verified his signature on
t he document.
!so prepared a sketch, which depicted the confinemen
'nation
area in w
exruination of DILAWAR was conducted. Additionally,
elated
CPT (Dr.)
ompany A, Womack Army Medical Center, Fort Bragg,
NC, may have observa ions significant to this invest' ation
e was resent at the time of the
examination of DILAWAR. (See Sworn Statement of
nd
sketch for details).
t 1550 hrs, 28 Aug 03, SAIIIIIIItnd SA interviewed CPT (Dr.)IIIIIIIIIMIMNII
ompany A, Worn c
Medical Center, Fort Bragg, NC who stated he recalled the
inci ent during which he and
conducted ' "
edial screening of several individuals
horn had been captured near FOB Salerno.
ated when individuals were captured, the
physicians would be tified and conduct an initial medical screening of them . a - to ••orary
confinement facility.
observed and verified the sketch prepared b
the FOB
Salerno confinement and examination facility was an accurate representation.
stated
guards would escort the detained individuals into the o en fl
area, where the individuals would be
disrobed and the medical examinations conducted.
xplained the examination included
past medical history, medical allergies and current medications being used by the indiv .
s, as well
as physical examination of the individuals skin for lesions, heart, lung and ears.
elated he
did not recall identifying anything during the examinations he conducted which he would have
categorized as "non-accidental" trauma. He stated if a detainee identified a known medical condition
or medication, which they required, the i
edical facility would accommodate their medical
id not recall an
tails related to the
requirements to the best of th -'
stated he traveled
i nducted the examination.
examination of DILAWAR, as
fghanistan while TDY on one occasion, however, never visited the detention
hrough B
elated he never observed anyone strike any detainees. He did not recall any
acility.
ative or resistive to treatment while at the FOB Salerno detention facility that
detainee becomin
tated he received a general briefing on the rules of engagement related to
he observed.
he Afghanistan T eater of Operations, however, did not recall any specific briefing related to specific
rules of engagement or conduct related to dealing with detained personnel.
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Time:
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Grade/Status: CPT/03/RA
2-.2881
Alpha Company, Womack Army MediCal Center,
Fort Bragg, North Carolina 28310 .

want to make the following statement under
oath: I went to Medical School, at Case Western ReserVe
•
University, Cleveland, OH and finished on 17 May 1998. I did my
residency in Oklahoma City at Great Plains Family Practice, from
1 Jul 1998 to 30 Jun 2001. I was involved in an Army
three
scholarship program, . which I entered into in 1995.. I did
.
scholarship:
at
the
45 day medical rotations during my .
University, at Walter Reed Army Medical Center (Apr 97) in
Ophthalmology; and at Fort Belvoir, VA (Sep 97) in Family
Practice. I came on full time active duty 8 Jul 2001, I went to
an eleven week Officer's Basic Course, at Fort Sam Houston, TX.
My first duty station was Fort Bragg, NC and I got here about 19
Sep 2001. I worked in Family Practice at Clark Clinic until I
I went with the 3 rd Bde, 82 nd Airborne
deployed to Afghanistan.
Division to Afghanistan from 7 Aug 2002 - 22 Jan 2003.
Q: Prior to deployment, had you ever treated a patient with
severe bruising requiring treatment?
A: During the last 22 months of my residency I worked as a
contract doctor in both Jackson County Memorial; Hospital, Altus,
OK and Paul's Valley General Hospital in Paul's Valley, OK in
the Emergency Room. I saw a lot of trauma at both places.
Q: Where were you assigned in Afghanistan?
PIR Battalidn Surgeon. I usually treated
A: I was the.1/504 th
We were located at Forward Operating Base (FOB)
soldiers.
Salerno.
Q: Did you routinely deal with detainees?
FSB usually supplied doctors to
A: No. Charlie Med of the 82 nd
support the detainee exams at FOB Salerno. I only dealt with
them once, it was three guys and all on the same day, so I
remember it . fairlY well.
Q: Describe as best you can the capture and medical screening
process for detainees.
A: If they were captured in the field near us, FOB Salerno was
their first stop. They were interrogated by a Psy Ops
Detachment guy (whose name, I can't recall) through local
nationals interpreters and assessed for retention based on what
Page 1 of 4
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they told Psy Ops. .Some were kicked loose, others were kept. On
this day one of the four or five collected was Supposed to be
released, therefore he wasn't examined. The rest were suspected
to have knowledge of or have participated in an attack on US
forces and they were kept.
Q: How did you come to be involved in detainee screening on 2
Dec 2002?
A: First, it's a guess. If the information on capture on 1 Dec
2002 is correct and inprocessing at Bagram Detention Facility,
on 5 Dec 2002, then my exam had to have happened was probably on
the 2 nd of December 2002. Because they were all kept awake all
night on the night of capture. The Charlie Med physician and I
are friends and I wasn't busy soul volunteered.
Q: How were they kept awake?
A: They were secured to the fencing. They were flexi-cuffed at
wrist, in front of them and then attached to the fence in a
standing position. If they fell asleep they were supposed to be
roused by the guards.
Q: How did the guards rouse them?
A: I do not know.
Q: When you examined this group of Persons Under Control (PUC),
how did that occur, how was it accom lished?
A Co, WAMC, FBNC) and we
A: There was another doctor (Dr
did two each, one at a time. We were very close it was a small
area. It was a simple screening.
Q: Describe the exam setting.
A: The PUC was in a small open area he was flexi-cuffed behind
his back and was completely naked. I don't know how he was
disrobed, he was the only one of the four who did not have
clothes on when we got there., The rest we had disrobe as we
examined them. After the exam they were redressed.
Q: Describe the medical portion of the exam.
A: The medical portion was examination for "trauma or
infection", that meant lesions, sores, rashes, and . pre-existing
injuries. The portion to document any pre-existing injuries to
protect soldiers from accusations of abuse. On PUC 421, I noted
he was very thin, his stomach area was sunken in. I was warned
he had spit on people, but he was not aggressive nor combative
with me. My report reads"well developed, well nourished thin
male; pupils equal, round, and reactive to light;tympanic
membranes (ears) clear; mouth and throat clear; scalp clear. I
noted he had no palpable lymph nodes (which could be a sign of
's chest was symmetric, his heart had a regular
infection);
Page 2 of 4
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rate and rhythm; his lungs were clear and had normal breath
sounds on both sides; his abdoMen was scaphoid (sunken) nontender and had no distention. I noted no edema (swelling) in
his extremities and he had no rash, lesions, scars or tattoos.
The other portion was to collect a medical history. He reported
a history of headaches. The only medicine he reported using. was
aspirin for headaches. He reported no drug allergies and nO
surgeries. This is all documented on my exam sheet, which I
signed.
Q: Did you make any other observations that aren't contained in
your notes?
A: I did not do a rectal, but I looked for obvious signs of
injury or illness and didn't see anything.
Q: Describe the weather and lighting conditions for the exam.
A: It was near mid-day, lighting was from the sun and it was
bright, sunny and warm, like it normally in Afghanistan. He was
shivering during the exam, but I think it was because he was
outdoors all night and it does get cold in the desert.
Q: Did you observe any bruising to PUC 421 (DILAWAR) legs or
thighs?
A: No.
Q: Could you reasonably expect to see signs of injury or
bruising, if PUC 421 (DILAWAR) was injured during capture, at
the time of your exam?
A: Yes, there weren't any and he didn't complain of any,
Q: Was that the only contact you had with PUC 421 (DILAWAR)?
A: Yes.
Q: Has anyone else talked with you about the death
/- or your
exam?
A: No.
Q: How did yo'll document your exam?
A: On an SF600 which I signed. I have seen a copy of it today
and recognize my own handwriting.
Q: Did you ever see anyone abusing detainees or striking them?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever have occasion to visit the BDF?
A: No. I saw. it from the outside only once.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement?
A: No.
/////////111111
//////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME niipS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 011PW I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
is 28 th da of August 2003 at Fort Bragg, NC
administer oa
28310.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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On 2 Sep 03, SAIIIIIIcoordinated this investigation with CPT
raining Support Battalion (TSB), 5 Lobaugh Street, Oakdale, PA 150

2/312th
verified the 377 th
MPCompanycduter-ploymnaigtFrDx,NJ.CPT
elated th '
Contact for the training, which was provided to the 377th MP COMPANY, was LTC
Commander, 11309 th TSB, Fort Dix, NJ.
On 3 Sep 03, SA

coordinated this investigation with MAJ
Battalion Executive
stated issues related to unit training should be referred to MAJ
Mobilization Assistance Team — Operations (MAT-Ops),
1/309 , TSB. He provided the contact information for MAJ
th

On 3 Sep 03, SA
coordinated this investigation with MAJ
who confirmed he
had the trai ' recor s related to the 377 th Military Police Company secured within his unit storage
area. MAJ
explained prior to November 2002, the training responsibility was assigned to
a US Army Reserve raining Brigade, which rot
e responsibility among the various Battalions
ithin the Brigade. After November 2002, MAJ
stated the training respons'
a
assumed by the 1/309 th TSB, who currently maintains the training responsibility. MAJ
related he would assist the USACIDC agents to identify the personnel responsible for training the
377th MP Company.
On 4 Sep 03, SA II
coordinated this investigation with MAJ
11309th TSB, who
stated he had recovere t e training records related to the 377 th MP Company, which do umented
he results of the unit pre-deployment training, from the unit storage area. MA
related the
records were quite extensive and would be secured within his office until the arriva o SACIDC
agents.
On 9 Sep 2003, S A
and SA
raining staff, which inclu
Dix

conducted a briefin•with MAT Ops command and
Commander, 1/309 th TSB, Fort
xecu Ne Officer, 1/309 th TSB, Fort Dix, NJ; ULijiw
MAT Operations Officer, 1/309 th TSB, Fort Dix, NJ; MAJ
ilitary Police Team Officer in Charge, 1/309 th TSB, Fort Dix, NJ; MAJ
MAT Chief (Incoming), 1/309 th TSB, Fort Dix, NJ. The briefing
included an overview of the inves igation, focused on the relationship of the training received at Fort
Dix to the incidents under investigation. MA
provided the training records associated
ith the training received by the 377th MP Company.
On 9 Sep 2003, SAMand SAM reviewed the existing records from MAT Operations on
he training completed by the 377th MP Company and collected two items of evidence, against receipt
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on a DA Form 4137, Evidence Custody/Property Document (ECD), Voucher # 088-03. The items

c ollected were an After Action Review (authored by CPT Illitand the Training Support Request
( authored by CPT

11111111111

AGENT'S COMMENT: Several folders full of loose records provided by MAJORptere
examined. It was noted sign in sheets existed for Code of Conduct, SERE, Law o ar, tc. "GO/NO
GO" evaluations existed for First Aid tasks, but no record existed of training in the 95C Mission
Specific Tasks for which the 377 th was trained.
At 1315 hrs, 9 Sep 2003, SA
and SA
conducted an interview of CPT
1/309th TSB, Fort Dix, NJ.
rovided a statement, which detaile is know e gE
as the icer-in-Charge of the training an evaluation of the 377 th MP Company during a
Mobilization Readiness Exercise (MRE). (See Sworn Statement of
`'or additional details).
At 1340 his 9 Sep 2003, SAIIIIrnd SA
conducted an interview of SSG
/309 th TSB, Fort ix, NJ.
rovided a sworn statement, which detailed
his knowledge and activity as an Observer Con ro er rainer (OCT) for Military Police operations. He
h ad knowledge of a USAMPS visit, which included USD training in Jan 2003, but no relevant recall of
events related to the Mobilization Readiness Exercise (MRE) of the 377 th MP Company.
(See Sworn
Statement of
for additional details).
At 1600 hrs, 9 Sep 2003, SAUltand SAUNIconducted c
SG
COIL MP Team and C
er Controller, both assigned o the 1/309 TSB, Fort Dix,
oth
recalled having observed the MRE related to the 377 th MP Company as
Observer Controllers, however, could not recall any significant training issues with the unit. Both
related the units in whi se • ' • g issues are usually the units, which are remembered by the
training staff.
nd
stated the observed training of the 377 th MP Company
occurred at the Internment Resettlement Training Center, Fort Dix, NJ. The training included
numerous scenarios related to detainee facility management, including exterior security operations as
well as detainee movement and control within the facility. Neither recalled any sciarted to
of the 377th MP Company dealing with "combative" detainees. Neither
nor
recalled any training being conducted by the unit members related to the administration of
"compliance blows" and stated US Army doctrine would prohibit th
's l
ing physical
force upon detainees outside of the use of force continuum.
nd
(both of whom
ere Drill Sergeant qualified) stated they had never heard of e term compliance blow".
/11//////////////////////////////////1/10/0/1/10/1/1/MLAST
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, CPT
want to make the following statement under
oath: . am a branch qualified Military Police Officer. I was
commissioned through the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
during 1989. I joined the US Army Reserve during May 1992, and
was assigned to the 340 th Military Police (MP) Company, Queens,
NY. I have remained in the US Army reserves as an MP Officer
Since. While serving in the US Army reserves, I was also
employed by the Department of Juvenile Justice, City of New
York, at the Spofford Juvenile Detention Center. I am currently
employed as a police officer in. Stamford, CT. During 2002 I
mobilized with my Reserve MP unit, the 1/309 th TSB, Fort Dix, NJ,
for annual training. During.this training period, I was the MP
Team Project Officer for the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE) to
be conducted to evaluate the 377 th MP Company from, Cincinnati,
OH, My responsibility as the MP OIC for the exercise was to
provide overall leadership and logistical support for the MRE.
I was to make sure things were being run the way they were
supposed to be run. I was responsible for compiling the final
take home package for the unit, which is the final overall
evaluation. The MRE is mission specific to the area where the
unit-is deploying and the type of mission the 'unit is going to
conduct during their deployment. We attempt to replicate as
much/a-s possible the conditions and tasks that the unit will
encounter. The MRE for the 377 th MP CoMpany was based on
external guard operations, internal guard operations and
reactionary force operations. The MRE was conducted on Fort
Dix, NJ, during which there were various evaluators and role
players involved in the training. On the first day of the MRE,
the unit was exposed to Internment Facility Operations and
Military Operational Specialty (MOS) 95C task training. My
opinion was that this was possibly the first time the unit had
conducted this type of training, or they had very limited
exposure to Internment Facility Operations. During the second
day of training, the unit was exposed to reacting to a power
outage, conducting a lockdown, reacting to a bomb threat,
controlling and eliminating an attempted escape, take actions
INITIALS111111,
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pursuant to a death-of an inmate, reacting to a medical
emergency, and conducting routine daily functions. Some of the
overall findings that I documented on my final evaluation
included there was an overall lack of familiarization with 95C
tasks. Additionally, there was poor preparation at squad and
team level on the execution of 95C tasks. All of my findings as
the MP OIC were documented on an After Action Report WIRY for
training dated 30 June 2002.
Q: Were you the only contributor to the AAR?
A: No, there were several AARs, conducted informally with the
Observer Controller Trainers (OCT) and the unit members at the
time of the event. This gives instant feedback during the MRE
to the soldiers completing the task.
Q: 'How did the evaluators communicate their observations to you
for input into the AAR?
A: They have Trainings, Outlines and Evaluations (TOE) sheets
and they have the tasks, conditions and standards and are
checklists for OCTs. Those forms should have been maintained in
our records, but apparently are no longer there. Our unit was
only involved in the 377 th 's training because we had to make up a
weekend of AT. The training responsibility actually fell to the
2/314 th Field Artillery, which no longer. exists. Those records
should have been left here, but I've seen the files and they
don't contain those TOE sheets.
Q: Is it your opinion that the leadership of the 377 th were
aware their performance of 95C tasks was below standard?
A: Yes, the—leadership got the AAR and our notes (which I no
longer have). However I'm unaware of any additional training or
retraining they did in weaknesses identified.
Q: Do you have any specific recollection of problem areas with
the 377 th that caused you to identify a weakness in 95C tasks
set?
A: No, from re-reading my AAR (Paragraph 6), it seems like they
never had a plan for conducting EPW/CI ops, like it was not part
of their mission, they had limited to no experience in it and
simply were not prepared to run an EPW/CI facility.
Q: Was their time after the MRE for the 377 th to correct these
deficiencies and master the required tasks?
A: I don't know. The only time I had contact with the 377 th was
for the MRE, so I do not know what they trained on before or
after the Mission Rehearsal Exercise.
Q: In any of the 95C tasks you observed, were strikes or blows
erved?
to detaine
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10000! No.
Q: Are physical punishment of detainees/EPW/CI or role players
permitted?
A: No. It is not permitted nor is it trained. Our training is
based on doctrine. It is not something we make up.
Q: Have you ever heard the term "compliance blow" in your
military or civilian police experience?
A: No, absolutely not.
Q: Would you recall if soldiers from the 377 th did any "hip
pocket" training during the MRE?
A: They would not have had the time, it was a 24 hr operation.
Q: Is there anything you can think of that I have not asked you
about you feel is pertinent?
A: No.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
stateme
A: No.100

////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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STATEMENT OF CPT
Sep 2003, CONTINUED:

0137-op_ ft 1
TAKEN AT Fort Dix, NJ, DATED 5 , 0369-2

AFFIDAVIT
I,
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF. PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Si

ers.

ing Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
is 9th day of September 20.03 at Fort Dix, NJ

inistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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SWORN STATEMENT
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File Number :
:
Location
:
Date
Statement of:

0134-02-CID369-23533
Fort Dix, N
Time:
9 Sep 03

SSN

rade/Status: E-6/SSG/USAR
1/309 th Training Support Battalion, Fort Dix, NJ

.

Org/Address :
08640

5/S/

want to make the following statement
110
under oath:
fillam a school trained and qualified 95B and I OJT'd in 95C
Operations for Camp Bondsteel Detention Facility, Kosovo as the
Sergeant of the Guard for three weeks, in Jul 2002. I was in
Kosovo for ten months performing MP Duties with the 551 MP Bn
(KFOR 10) from Jan 2001 to Nov 2002. I am very familiar with
the 95B tasks and somewhat familiar with 95C tasks as a result
of my training and experience. Now I serve as a Observer
Controller Trainer (OCT) with the 1/309 th and have on occasion
been an OCT for MP units processing through Fort Dix, NJ and
Fort Drum, NY enroute to GTMO, Afghanistan, Iraq.
In Jan 2003, a four man team consisting of a CSM and three
SFCs from the US Army MP School (USAMPS); Fort Leonardwood, MO,
visited Fort Dix, NJ to train an MP Company, which I can't
recall the unit designation of. To my knowledge, this was the
only time USAMPS came to train reserve or guard units. They
came to teach Unarmed Self Defense (USD). They taught for 4
days I was present all four days. I observed all the USD
training and functioned to ensure students were present, in
proper uniform and paid attention-, They taught takedowns,
weapons takedowns, pain compliance/pressure points, hand-cuffing
techniques, and where NOT to strike - people with batons.
Q: During the USAMPS training, what was meant by the term
compliance?
A: If a subject is resisting, you apply pain compliance, which
is released immediate as they comply. The locations of pain
compliance were predominantly in the hands, bending the wrist to
gain compliance If the subject was seated, then a couple pain
compliance locations were shown using fingers under the chin,
behind the jaw bone near the ears and under the nose.
Q: Did you ever Observe any thing termed "compliance blow"?
A: No.
Q: What was the stated purpose of pressure point control?
A: Gain control.
,
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1000

Did you observe any training relative to striking or kneeing
persons to obtain compliance?
A: No.
Q: Was the practice of striking or kneeing addressed at all in
training?
A: Yes, in the "Do Not" stuff. It was also where they
discussed not striking the head, neck (front and back), chest,
and armpits.
Q: If there were no strikes allowed, why was it necessary to
tell soldiers where "not" to strike?
A: Because the guard and reserve units contain a lot of
civilian police offiders and they kept asking crazy "what if"
questions, so it had to be explained to them repeatedly that
they were not in a civilian poliCe environment, they were in a
military police environment.
Q: Was it clear that striking prisoners was not allowed?
A: Yes. They were told that the rule for use of force in their
theater would be mission specific and explain what was or was
not allowed.
Q: How long have you been an OCT for 1/309th?
A: About 18 months.
Q: Were you an OCT when the 377 th came through Fort Dix, NJ in
Jun/Jul 02 for train up?
A.: Yes.
Q: Do you recall have contact with the 377t h MP Company?
A: I probably helped out with the MRE, but I can't recall .
anything of note. I didn't complete any evaluatibn forms and I
wasn't a role player.
- Q: Is there anything you wish to add to/this statement?
A: My observation is that most of the guard and reserve MP
units come here civilian police training and techniques, which
they try to apply across to military law enforcement It is a
constant challenge, it doesn't matter where they come from.
They are very resistant to change and won't let go of skills
they bring with them, regardless of how much we tell them it's
not how we do business.
Q: Would it surprise you to learn USAR MP Companies have had
problems with rough handling and treatment or abuse of detainees
in their custody?
A: No, not at all. I have observed the mindset and practices
of our reserve MP coming from civilian law enforcement where
roughing up subjects is accepted. It's not everybody, but some
of these gu s a 30 year law enforcement veterans and you can't
Page 2 of 3
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STATEMENT OF SSG
2003, CONTINUED:
S

each
them anything, because they don't want to modify what they
11010
P
know works.
Q: Anything else you think we should know about that we have
to divulge?
not asked you or you would
A: No. That's it for now.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE. BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
,INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE. CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
CEMENT.
UNLAW

Statement)
.Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this- 9 th day of September 2003 at Fort Dix, NJ
08640
.

ng Oath)

(Sig
SA

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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s (EST),
nd SA
A
oordinated with Msall/MN
nd Ms.
itan Services Incorporated, 3877 Fairfax Ridge Road,Fairfax,
to interprete
a have witnessed ass ults by MI Interrogators and/or MP personnel.
termined
and
ere still em loyed in Afghanistan.
as performing trans ator duties in
ny.
as not employed at Titan or it's
sub-contractor (SOS Interpreting Limited).
as a e to provide contact information for
'n each geographic locale and provided an electronic introduction to allow S
Project
o schedule witness interviews.
and SA
On 17 Sep 2003, SAIlliconsulted with Mr grfall1/11 Chief, Latent Prints Division, US
rmy Criminal Investigation Laboratory (USA
), Fort Gillem, GA 30050 regarding the possibility of
conducting forensic comparison of the patterned impression (observed in
graphs and
referenced in the autopsy report of DILAWAR - Exhibit
). Mr
asked that the
photographs be submitted
are the only r cord
injury and examiners would
assess them. Both Mr
nd Mr
atent Print Examiners, U.S. Army
Criminal Investigation Laboratory, 455
. 2nd St. Forest P
30297 looked at the information
usacil. a rmv. mil)
supplied. (P: 404 469 7842 F: 404 469 7038 E-Mail:
-

-

-

-

It was their opinion there was insufficient detail in the digital photographs submitted to determine the
origin of the marks on the left calf of the deceased. They noted the photographs of the boots have no
scale, and are not photographed parallel to the plane of the camera. Some guesses could be made
as to the approximate size of the boot, but this limited the strength of any overall conclusion because
here were alternative possibilities for the pattern including, but not limited to; post-mortem lividity
during contact with an unknown striated item. They added it was also possible that the marks were
not made by shoes/boots at all.

GENT'S COMMENT: Based upon the above opinions of Latent Print Examiners, no effort was
undertaken at this late juncture in the case to obtain footwear from any of the Military Police or
Military Intelligence personnel re-interviewed as suspects/subjects. The potential for making a
conclusion regarding who (if anyone) placed the patterned injury onto DILAWAR's calf is outweighed
by the inefficacy of the attempt at this time in the investigation.
ed CO
:nd SA
2003 SA
t 2107 hrs
At the conclusion of the
(USAR),
ut ore• a sworn statement detailing his in-processing medical examination of
interview,
HABIBULLAH (PUC 12), during which he noted no se ious health problems nor noted any
or additional details).
injuries/disease. (See Sworn Statement of
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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File Number : 0134-02-CID369-23533
Location
: Fort Stewart,
Date
Statement Of:
SSN
Org/Address :

34,- 02 - 010369 - 23533
0 1 r7
Time:

2 -C/ 0369 - 23!

2._ 101-

Grade/Status: COL/USAR

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT
n early Sep 02, I arrived in Afghanistan and I was the
assigned to the Bagram Detention Facility (BDF) as the primary care physician
for the Persons Under Control (PUC). At 1010 hrs, 30 Nov 02, I examined a
PUC #412 and I documented my findings on a physical exam sheet, which bears
my signature. I did the exam as they first came into BDF and through an
interpreter asked about past medical history. He reported a questionable history
of headaches and no known allergies. He reported no known history of
tuberculosis and no past surgeries. I asked him about medical complaints
(Systems Review) and he told me he had a slight sore throat. The system review
encompassed complaints about head, ears, eyes, nose, throat (EENT); neck or
thyroid; lungs for pneumonia or tuberculosis; heart for heart attacks,
hypertension, irregular heart rates; gastro-intestinal (GI) for nausea or vomiting,
trouble swallowing, ulcers or worms; gyneological -urogenic (GU) for complaints
about kidney or bladder function; extremities — problems with muscles or joints;
skin — lesions, abrasions; and neurological or psychological problems. This was
all dependent upon self reporting, but he had no other complaints, besides the
aforementioned sore throat. I also noted on the exam sheet that he reported he
was a smoker.
Upon physical exam, he "looked well", his head was normocephalic. His oral
pharynx (the mouth) had one cavity on the right posterior side. His neck was
supple. His thyroid was normal. His heart had a regular rhythm and rate. There
was no detectable murmur. His lungs were clear bilaterally, (i.e., I checked them
by listening), which I also noted on the exam sheet. I noted he was obese, but -without an enlarged spleen or liver. In the groin area, I noted both testes were
descended and he was circumcised. In the rectal exam, I noted good tone, with
a normal prostate and there were no foreign bodies in the rectal cavity. His
extremities exhibited FROM (full range of motion). I noted multiple ski tags on
his neck. I also noted on the exam sheet that he was moderately resistant during
in processing. My assessment was he was a "well male" and he had a "dental
carie". He was cleared for confinement and I recommended routine dental care.
(as needed). I did not see any evidence of injury on him at the time of my exam.
He had to completely disrobe for the physical exam, so I would have seen any
injury to him at that time.
On 2 Dec 02," when PUC 412 came in, he was dead on arrival (DOA) to the- ,/Emergency Room (ER), Dr (LTC)
was there and he drew blood
and ran tests, which came back with very g eve s in the BUN/Creatine. They
called me in from my tent and I went over t
rve and consult with Dr
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The high level of BUN/CR was indicative of renal failure. This
con ition can go undetected, but once it is set in motion results in death. When
the kidneys fail, acidosis sets in, that cause a potassium shift in the body, the
potassium shift causes heart failure. It was our opinion that PUC 412 died of
renal failure.
Q: What does normocephalic mean?
A: Normal symmetrical head, not misshapen or abnormal.
Q: During the in processing, you noted PUC was resistant. What does that
mean and did you observe any MPs using force or blows to obtain compliance
from PUC 412?
A: No. There were no blows to PUC 412 during my exam. He did require a
couple of MPs to control his movement, but they did not hit him.
Q: Did you observe MPs ever deliver blows of any sort to PUCs?
A: Once. I saw some MPs overcome a combative PUC by force in numbers and
a few blows with the knee were delivered during the scuffle to regain control.
From what I heard, the event was precipitated by the detainee attacking an MP in
some manner. The MP later came to see me complaining of soreness in the
chest wall. He was bruised but fine. f can't recall his name. I also looked at the
PUC the next day, he had a small bruise to his left anterior thigh. I assured him
he would be fine.
Q: Was that PUC #412?
A: I have no idea which PUC it was.
Q: Was there any established policy about reporting of injuries to PUCs?
A: A couple differe
• might play out with regard to injury reporting.
The MP medic (SP
MP Company) would assess complaints in
the facility and then confer with myself or the ER doctor. The medic worked a
different schedule than me. He dealt with minor complaints, bandages, Tylenol
or asprin or medicine distribution. He left a list for me by PUC number of those
with complaints that might need intervention at my level. Each day, PUCs had
the opportunity to see a doctor, they simply had to tell someone their issue and
they went on my list. I saw anyone who had a complaint that the medic could not
address..
Q: Did you ever see PUC 412 after in processing?
A: Not that I recall. We kept a log of all complaints for individual PUCs for
compilation upon their transfer to GTMO or other locations. When the
compilation was complete, the paper records or computer records were
destroyed. I asked the physician who relieved me to hold onto the records for
PUC 412. I'm not sure what he kept. I recogni-xam sheet, but don't see
the SF 558 Emergency Room Exam Sheet Dr
would have done on the
night of PUC 412's death.
Q: Was there a medical SOP for detainee/PUC 0 9
I think the individual who wrote it was D.
(?) iwhomasirny-.
predecessor.
. . Q: Did the SOP deal with the details of reporting injuries?

own

—if • iVrat
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go.

I'm not sure, but the thing that sticks out to me was our requirement to see
them each and every day and check them out within 24 hours of arrival. That
doesn't mean that I saw every detainee every day, but I was available every day
if they needed to see someone.
Q: Did MI ever make a complaint of injury to a PUC to you?
A: Yes, I visited the PUC with the bruised thigh, while he was in the interview
room with a white male and white female MI interrogator, in civilian clothes. I
believe I was summoned by MI because of the PUCs complaints.
Q: While you were visiting in the facility, did you visit with PUCs in isolation
cells?
A: Yes, I made 'house calls' to the PUCs in isolation, on occasion, as requested
(by the MPs or the PUC). I did not do exams in general population holding cells.
Those PUCs with problems were brought to me for exam in the facility clinic
area, by the MPs with an interpreter to support us.
Q: Describe your observation of PUCs in isolation cells.
A: It depended on where they were in their interrogation cycle, some were in
standing restraint and some were sitting on the floor.
Q: Was there any protocol established for PUCs who refused food or water?
A: Not at the time of this death. The day after412's death, I instituted a policy of
required liquid intake. Each PUC was supposed to drink two containers of water
a shift and if they failed to, they were reported to medical personnel for a decision
on how to handle them. That was based in part on our assessment that this
death resulted from renal failure and we could better detect renal problems with
well hydrated PUCs.
Q: Have you ever worked in a correction setting before?
A: No, but I have worked with PUCs in Kosovo, but only in a hospital setting.
The MPs brought them to us for evaluation.
Q: What is your previous deployment experience?
A: Two tours to Kosovo, one to Bosnia, two in Alaska, as a physician. I also did
two deployments with USMC to Okinawa/Japan and the Mediterranean, as an
CH-46 aviator. I did 5.5 years in the USMC, 9 years Active Duty Army as a
physician and the rest of my 31 years has been in the guard or reserve as a
physician.
Q: When did you leave Afghanistan?
A: On or about 7 Dec 2002.
Q: Have you made any previous statements regarding the investigation of PUC
412's death?
A: No. I'm actually wondering why it took so long.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this statement at this time?
A: No. //////END OF STATEMENT///
,
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AFFIDAVIT

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT WHICH
BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT
IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE
BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE
THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Sig
Subscribed and s
administer oaths

erson authorized by law to
ber, 2003 at Fort Stewart, GA 31314.

ath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
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On 7 Oct 2003, Sill interviewed SFC
/338th Infantry
Regiment (Training Support B
acklick, OH 43004 who authored a sworn statement at
t he conclusion of the interview.
as part of a two man active duty Army team who
performed as Unit Assistors to facilitate a smooth mobilization for specific units within the mid-west.
He reported his recollection about training received by the 377 th and stated it did not include
"compliance blows, nor chaining to a fixed object". He stated no training was provided a at time on
how to deal with unruly or non-compliant prisoners. (See Sworn Statement of
or
additional details).
After his interviewillilltindicated he recalled the 377 th was almost not validated for deploymen
due to S1, S2, and S4 concerns. He provided copies of an email from MAT Ops, which indicated the
377th had the following problems:
•
•
•

S1 : 377th was at 78% strength (97 personnel out of 24 required present) with 2 to 3 additional
persons potentially medically disqualified.
S2: 377th was at 40% for security clearances (47 of the 9 . 7 did not have current security
clearances)
S4: 377th brought 80 M16A2 Rifles, 67 rifles were "dead lined"; all the unit M203 Grenade
Launchers were "dead lined" and 6 M9 Beretta 9mm pistols were also "dead lined".
In a message to G3, 1 st Army, dated 26 Jun 2003, the stated intent of Fort Dix was to REFRAD
the 377th MP Company. Thirty minutes later, 1 st Army G3 responded telling Fort Dix, the fix the
unit and send , it on. (See email message dated 26 Jun 2003, 9:51AM for details)

t 1400 hrs T), 15 Oct 2003, SA
and SAM. interviewed CP 111111111
har
• „pany, 704 MP Battalion, Fort Lewis, WA 98433. At the conclusion of
he in erview,
authored a sworn statement
servations relative to the
MOB Training of the 377 MP Company at Fort Dix, NJ.
confirmed the POI Tasks
rained by the 377 th and indicated they were not trained to perform "com liance blows", "standing
restraint" or "sleep deprivation". (See Sworn Statement of
for additional details).
ST), 27 Oct 2003 SA
rete r,
at his home
At the
conclusion of the interv .
authored a sworn statement detailing his observation regarding
DILAWR(PUC421).
as asked by unidentified MPs to translate for DILAWAR who was
screamin and yelling while secured in an Isolation Cell. DILAWAR wanted to go to the bathroom,
observe !LAI, r being escorted under his own power by MPs to the restroom, but he
as carried back.
impression was DILAWAR refused to walk back because he did not
ant to return to isolation
•served no physical force applications by military police on
TYPE

GENT'S

D SEQU 40.111am •
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SA
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DILAWAR.
described the e of kneeling positions with their hands extended overhead; a
"full nelson" wrestling position
did not use this iaudescribed the
'
n);
a seated chair position along a wall with no chair).
ndicated SGT
was
one of the interrogators who applied these techniques, but not the only one. He could not reca the
inteiiiiiiiames, but indicated he would recognize their photographs. (See Sworn Statement of

Mr. for additional details)

On 28 Oct 2003, SA
coordinated with Mr
Technical Services Coordinator,
USACIL, Fort Gillem, GA regarding the status of requested examinations on evidence submitted to
Serology Division via Bagram BO in Sep 2003. USACIL cannot perform the request screens for
oxins, as the list of possible toxins is infinite. They could screen for illicit drugs and would complete
hat portion of the requested examination.
ST), 29 Oct 2003, SA
interviewed LTC (Dr)
297 US Army Hospital, Fort Gordon, GA. At the conclusion of the interview,
uthored a sworn statement detailing his examination of ULLAH (PUC 412) on the night of
H's death. He detailed the arrival of ULLAH at the 339 th Combat Support Hospital (CSH) and
oted bruising visible on the left chest,
left knee and nose, as well as an elevated
body er erature of 102.5 degrees Fahrenheit.
rdered blood tests and found evidence of
renal failure and hyperkalemia (potas' ' ).
lagged the death for AFME consultation
and exam. (See Sworn Statement o
for additional details)
and SA1111111111 coordinated the progress of this i
• tion to date with
Command SJA, HQ,
SACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060.
oordinated the
investigation with OTJAG, Pentagon, who determined it was appropriate to continue ocusing on
chain of command responsibility and allegations of physical maltreatment by the MP Guard Force and
MI Interrogators. There is continued command interest in the vetting process and approval chain for
the BCP SOP and the knowledge/participation of both the MP and MI Company Commanders in the
operat'• • • • -ir units and the systems in place to check their tactics, techniques and procedur
(TT
declined to render any opinion until more information was developed. S
d
SA
gain stressed the need to have a trial counsel detailed to make decisions a out titling.
On 6 Nov 2003, SAIllicoordinated with Dr (MAJ-USAF)ITIIIII!Deputy Armed
Forces Medical Examiner, OAFME, AFIP, 1413 Research ou evard, Rockvil e, MD 20850. The
focus of the coordination was to determine the ext nt the practice of "standing restraint" may have
contributed to the death of DILAWAR. Dr
indicated the death of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412)
due to pulmona
been heavily effected by static (standing) restraint and to that
end, Dr (LTC)
conducted several attempted re-creations with her lab
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assistant
details).

NFI), which are depicted in photographic exhibits (See E xhibit #

for additionE
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Time:!
Statement of:
SSN
Grade/Status: SFC/RA
Org/Address :
3 rd Bn, 338 th Infantry Regiment (Training Support
Battalion), Blacklick, OH 43004

want to make the following statement under
oath: I have been a Military Policeman since Apr 1984 and hold
Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) 95B. I'm assigned as a
Unit Assistor. I assist priority units . (from the Guard and
Reserve) in preparation for their missions/deployments. My
contact with the 377th MP Company occurred in the summer o 2002
as the Unit Assistor for them along with CPT
Our job was to be a liaison between the 377 . MP
Company and the Mobilization Assistance Team (MAT).
I recently returned to Fort Dix, NJ to assist in the
mobilization of an Engineer Group from the Ohio National Guard.
I'm not an assigned Unit Assistor for them, but I was available,
for the mission, so I came. Upon my return, I was asked by MAJ
-Mobilization Assistance Team (MAT) Operations, if CID
had talked with me. He advised me that CID was at Fott Dix, NJ
looking into the-training provided to the 377 th MP CoMpany.
Q:- Did anyone attempt to influence your recollection or the way
you related those memories to investigators?
A: No, but MATOPS personnel were uneasy with the idea of the
CID visit, so they mentioned it. We didn't discuss it, they
just remarked
ected CID to contact me, because of the
position CPT
and myself held durin the 377 th MOB
training. I haven't seen or talked with CPT
since his
PCS, which was to Fort Lewis, WA.
Q: What precisely was your role in the training, evaluation and
validation of the 377 th MP Company?
A: I was the liaison for training, coordination and
dissemination of information. It was not my job to evaluate the
training nor validate the unit. I do sit on the validation
board, where they check through Si, S2, S3 (MAT Ops) and S4.
Any contributions we would have would be voiced through that
forum or with the unit while preparing for training events.
Q: Do you recall any specific problems with the 377 th ?
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A: 400111
ey were very close to being non-deployable due to shortage
of personnel. They should have had 124 (max pax) and they had
more in the range of 92-96 pax. They did not have an SOP for
their primary mission, running an EPW Operation. Their mission
is a "EPW Guard Company" which covers everything from perimeter
(tower) guard to sally port operations, detainee movement,
processing, etc.
Q: Were you present throughout the MOB training for the 377 th MP
Company?
A: No, I had to return home for a court appearance, part way
through the training, so I was absent for 5-7 days. I was
present for their Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE), which was at
the Mock Confinement Facility.
Q: What is a "compliance blow"?
A: A blow to a non-vital part of the body (shoulder, torso,
meaty portions) to get a detainees attention for the purpose of
obtaining compliance. I heard this term from the Ravens, USAF
Security Police Team.
Q: What is your knowledge, if any, about the practice of
"compliance blows" as it pertains to military confinement
setting doctrinally?
A: I did not know whether it was allowed or disallowed, until I
was informed by CID, it wasn't. I did observe one unit (303' d MP
Company), being taught by US Air Force "Ravens". The 303 rd was
headed to GTMO and they were instructed on compliance blows.
Q: What are the Ravens.?
A: An elite group of Security Police, who have a personal
security mission, threat analysis of airfieldS.
Q: Did the 377th get any training on compliance blows from
anyone at Fort Dix, NJ?
A: No, not to my knowledge.
Q: How were 377 th instructed to deal with unruly or noncompliant detainees?
A: I don't remember any instruction that equipped them to deal
with that potential problem. .
Q: Did any of the situational training deal with non-compliance
from role-players?
A: Not at that time, there is now.
Q: Do the 377 th 's validation records contain any documentation
of MP specific training they received?
A: Yes. The MRE AAR, signed by CPT 1111111 That's the only
thing I saw.
Q: Were sign in sheets kept for training on MP tasks?
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A:
don t think that they were for this training event.
Q: Were you present when training on MP specific tasks was
conducted?
A: I just don't recall, we train so many of these units, they
all blur together. I
n
y clearly recall the MRE.
Q: Did you or CPT
(to your knowledge) take with you
any training records pertaining to the 37 th
any?
A: I am absolutely sure I did not. CPT
left after I
did, you'll have to ask him, but I'm pretty sure he wouldn't.
We had no reason to. We never do.
Q: Would the 377 th have been allowed to take any of their
training records with them?
A: Maybe, but I don't think so. After reviewing all the
documents in the validation file, the valuable stuff to unit
training records wise (weapons qualification, NBC, First Aid) is
still in the file.
Q: During the MRE, did the 377 th MP Company demonstrate problems
executing their core mission - EPW Ops - in your opinion?
A: No. They were limited by resources. Their equipment was
already packed up, shipped off and gone. They had to
notionalize lots of things making it difficult to get good
training. They only had their individual equipment and whatever
the OC/Lanes team gave them, so it was hard to evaluate them. I
honestly felt that the OC/Lanes Team was not as familiar with
the tasks they were evaluating, as they should have been. This
set up a situation where folks who didn't have a commanding
knowledge of a task, evaluated it.
Q: Was there any training on handcuffing or shackling
.
prisoners?
A: Yes. It entailed showing how to use the manacles, the leg
chain and the belt the goes around belly and how to connect them
all. .
Q: Was there ever any instruction on chaining to a fixed
object?
A: No; not that I remember
Q: Was there any instruction on overhead chaining?
A: No. Absolutely not.
Q: Do you recall any issues with the 337 th MP Company's SOP,
other than them not having one?
A: I can't recall what their excuse was, but they had time to
create one if they didn't have one,.or get it from the unit by
mail if they'd forgotten it.
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Q: What other tools should the 377 th have had to successfully
operate a detainee facility?
A: They did not get any theater specific information on what
types of tasks and specific things they needed for this
deployment. They asked for it, we asked for it. They never got
it. Now, all units going in to theater have specific input on
things they need to be successful.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End of ligent////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
I, 11111111111111111,AVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT'IS TRUE.` I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

0114PIPPF
o
erson aking
Statement) igna
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 7 th day of October 2003 at Bordentown, New
Jersey.

M1111111111

1111111/ 11L75ET

SA

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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Fort Lewis, WA

0134-02-C1D369-23533
Building #1452, Fort Lewis, 4033
15 • t 2003
T'
Grade/Status: CPT/RA
C arlie Company,704 th Military Police Battalion,
98433 Unit Phone #(253)966-6933

want to make the following statement
under oath: I came in the Army in Nov 1992, through the ROTC
program. I was an MP Officer from the beginning. My previous
assignments include Platoon Leader, 549 th MP Co, Panama (19931995); XO, Battalion S4, HHD Cdr, Battalion S3, 795 th MP
Battalion, Fort McClellan, AL (1995 - Jul 1997); Battalion S3,
16 th MP Brigade and 108 th MP Co Commander, Fort Bragg, NC (Jul
1997.- Feb 2000). From Feb 2000 to Jun 20.03, I was an active
duty Unit Assistor for a number of MP units in the Midwest. One
of those units was the 377 th MP Company, who attended
Mobilization (MOB) Training in Jun/Jul 2002.
THE • OWING QUESTIONS WERE ASKED OF CPT
BY SAM
AND SA
Qi Who decided •ictate•w at training took place for deploying
units?
A: CENTCOM (the theater command) dictated soldier skills and
survival training. FORSCOM added to and modified some training
on MP specific tasks. They don't know what the mission is when
they are called up, but by the third week of MOB training the
377 th Cdr knew his mission was going to be an EPW Ops. The Co
Cdr was getting SIPR net communications from the unit he was
relieving on what tasks they should train on and equipment they
should bring.
Q: With regard to the MP Training, did you observe the unit
conduct hands on training of EPW Operations (movement of EPWs,
handling of EPWs)?
A: Yes, ,the Mobilization Assistance Team (MAT) Ops Lane took
three days to set up a EPW Camp with holding areas, checkpoints,
cells, etc. The'lanes team walked them through the tasks, they
brought the speed of the tasks up and added other stressors,
like family approaching the checkpoints. They had to practice
movement of detainees, safety and security of detainees, removal
of unruly detainees.
Q: What did the facility look like?
A: There were about six cells and an isolation cell in the
basement area, built of either sheet metal grating or chain
,
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linked fence. The cells were about 8' x 6' and the cells had 7
to 9' ceilings, and they had drop ceilings with acoustic tiles.
The isolation cell was built of concrete with a large steel
door, but I never saw it used during the training. Upstairs,
they had rooms with tables for processing, collection of
property, receipt of items for safekeeping, medical processing.
Q: During the rehearsal, were there scenarios for unruly
inside
nside the cell?
A: Yes, they assembled a removal or extraction team. They
would overpower them by using a number of MPs, each grabbing a
limb, flexi-cuffing them and then remove them. They weren't
allowed to use a baton or strike a detainee. In fact they can't
even take batons into the facility.
Q: What types of restraint techniques were MPs trained in?
A: Basic self defense techniqUes, wrist lock, arm bar, the over
powering by number. MP Doctrine does not teach chokeholds, as a
matter of doctrine, because it's been such a problem.
Q: Were the 377 th MP Company ever taught any type of strikes or
physical contact blows?
A: No, USD was taught by the unit, using instructors inside the
unit
Q: Were you present when USD
t to the 377 th ?
A: I was not, I thought SFC
as, but he was called
away for court for a week or so, at that time, we were only one
deep and sometimes, neither of us could be there.
Q: With regard to restraint,. how were EPWs restrained?
A: Flexi-cuffs only, hands to the rear. They had to
notionalize them, because they had none.
Q: Any other restraint training, leg shackles, belly chains,.
etc.?
A: No.
Q: Based on your knowledge of MP doctrine, is it acceptable to
affix a restrained detainee to a fixed object?
A: No, it's too easy for them to hurt themselves.
Q: Based on your observance of the 377 th MOB training, did they
obtain any training on restraint to fixed objects at Fort Dix?
A: Absolutely not, the OC's were very rigid about training and
did it precisely by the book and according to doctrine.
Q: You have been shown a task, condition standard Program of
Instruction document for three MP tasks on EPW handling, dated
21 Oct 2002. Does this document look familiar to you?
A: Yes, the letterhead was different, but a document containing
the same tasks conditions and standards was used by'the OC Lanes
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team at Fort Dix, NJ, to evaluate the unit performance during
the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE). Apply Priorities of Force
Within a Detainee Camp, Task #191-381-1292 looks the same.
Control Detainee Movement Within.a Detainee Camp, Task #191-3811256, there is a reference to a "three piece suit, two pieces
suit", I don't recall those references and know they could not
have trained to standards on those, because they didn't have any
restraints. There are several references in this task I don't
recognize from training I observed. Brief Detainee Escorts,
Task #191-383-3367 also contains references to "three piece
suits" (restraints, which they didn't have) and they trained on
this task in the MRE, with the exception of the restraints.
Escort Detainees by Motor Vehicles, Task #191-381-1301 was not
trained, they never moved detainees from the camp.
(2: Do you recall the unit doing any hip pocket training,
regarding restraint to individuals?
A: No I never observed any, but the unit was held over at Fort
Dix for sometime and I mo
o to MOB another unit.
Q: After reviewing CPT
R, dated 30 Jun 2002, did you
have a similar impression of the unit?
A:
Poor preparation, yes. They focused more on admin issues
for getting deployed than the actual mission. They had issues
with SRP, and a ton of security clearance issues.
Q: Was the 377 th MP Company prepared to take over an EPW Camp?
A: The whole camp, no. A piece of it, yes, with a lot of
oversight frOm an headquarters elements. If someone was there,
telling them how to do it properly, they'd be okay. If they had
to run the show themselves, they weren't ready. They had some
really good NCO's who were doing their best and were honest
about their shortcomings, but they were overwhelmed.
Q: Have.you heard the term "compliance blows" either in
military law enforcement or correctional settings?
A: No.
Q: Would anything in the MOB training have given the 377 th MP
Company members the impression that striking a detainee was
acceptable?
A: No.
Q: Not even for self-defense?
A: The training calls for the minimum use of force to control
the situation, we teach to back off and get help. Use superior
numbers to 'overwhelm a combative person.
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Q: There was training conducted by the USAF Ravens, Security
Police Team, to the 342 nd MP Co, who were going to GTMO, did this
training have any chance to bleed over to the 377 th?
A: No, there was at least six months between the two units
training. The Ravens were responsible for transporting
detainees on aircraft. They taught training for loading
prisoners on aircraft, unloading from aircraft, taking to the
restroom, etc. They did conduct ASP (extendable baton) training
to familiarize MPs from the 342' 1 MP Company on how they (the.
Ravens) would use the ASP for prison control if situations got
out of control on the aircraft. They also familiarized and
taught how to use 9mms on the aircraft, if it ever got to that
point. The focus of the Ravens training was to not lose control
of any aircraft during the transport of Taliban or Al Quaeda
detainees to GTMO.
Q: . Was there any training conducted or discussing about the use
of hooding?
A: No.
Q: Was there any discussion of or training on sleep
modification?
A: No.
Q:
Have you ever heard of sleep modification being used in a
military detention facility and "how to" accomplish sleep
modification?
A: No, absolutely not.
Q: Was there any discussion about the role of and interplay
between the military intelligende forces and MP forces?
A: No, just a mention that MI Interrogators would be in the
facility talking to prisoners.
Q:
Have you ever heard of chaining a prisoner or detainee to
the ceiling in a standing position to keep them awake?
A:
No, only the horror stories about torture in Saddath
Hussein's prisons. If I ever got an order like that I would
have a duty to disobey because it would an unlawful order.
Those folks are in our custody and we have a duty to protect
them.
Q: Are you aware or were you aware of the relationship between
the MI and MP personnel at Bagram, even from the conversations
the 377 th Cdr was having with his counterpart in the 211 th ?
A: No
Q: Based on your experience as an MP Officer, is there a
possibility for MI to direct the MPs on the handling, treatment,
care and escort of detainees?
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A: NO that's our mission.
Q: Do you know what a safety position is and have you ever
heard of them being applied in an interview setting?
A: I'm not an expert on interviews, but I've only heard of N'
search positions'', the wall or kneeling positions, but they
should not be used for interviews, only for safe searching and
cuffing techniques.
Q) During the MRE, is there a prevision for the guard force to
pass on information about physical contact with a detainee?
A: When we did the MRE ; the unit kept a Daily Staff Journal
detailing, in processing events; duty change of shift
information, any events of note. There are guard mounts at
shift change, which contain pass of inforMation of an informal,
non-documented nature. I didn't witness the guard mounts at the
MRE, but they are always condudted to inspect for unauthorized
items.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TimiE THIS
I FULLY
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Glow

Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 15 th day of October 2003 at Fort Lewis, WA
98433

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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want to make the following statement under
had
worked
for
Titan Systems Corporation as an
oat :
interpreter in Bagram, Afghanistan. I was deployed to Bagram
between the end of November 2002 and March 2003. When I first
arrived at Bagram, I worked for several weeks within the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP). I was assigned to a mission in the
Gardez area of Afghanistan. I deployed to Gardez with a Civil
Affairs unit and spent about three weeks deployed. This
included the Christmas holiday period. When we had completed
the mission in Gardez, I returned to Bagram. My duties at the
Bagram Collection Point (BCP.) included interpreting and
assisting in translations during interrogations. I also was
responsible for translating the documents, which were brought to
the facility. I speak numerous languages, which include Farsi,
Pashtoo, Dari and Urdu. Because I spoke and understood numerous
languages, I often times was involved in two or three
interrogations per. day. I estimate that I was involved in well
over 200 interviews and interrogations while I was at the BCP.
I worked with may detainees, I recall one who was brought to the
facility and was a driver. I think - the first time I met him was
during a brief interview, which may have been when he was first
brought to the facility. I recalled him because he spoke a
distinguished dialect of Pashtoo. During the interview, he was
concerned and was asking me about where his car was. The next
time I had any contact with him, was when he was being held in
an Isolation Cell on the second floor of the BCP. One of the
Military Police asked me to translate for him, because he would
not stop screaming. While working at the facility, we did not
use names for any of the detained individuals; we only referred
to them as numbers. I do not recall exactly what Mr. DILWAR's
number was, just that it was in the 400's. I went with the MP
to the Isolation cell and I asked Mr. DILWAR what he wanted and
he told me that he wanted to use the bathroom. He also told me
that they would not let him sleep. When I went into the
Isolation Cell, Mr. DILWAR was restrained with his hands held up
above his head so he was. unable to sit down. His hands were
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secured with handcuffs, which were secured to the wall or the
ceiling of the Isolation. Cell, I cannot recall exactly. I don't
recall him wearing any shackles on his feet and he was not
wearing a hood when I saw him. Mr. DILWAR asked me to tell the
people not to tie him up anymore. One of the MP's said that if
Mr. DILWAR were quiet, then they would not tie him up. Mr.
DILWAR also told me that he wanted to use the bathroom. I
explained to the MP Sergeant that he wanted to be taken to the
bathroom and then I stepped out of the Isolation Cell into the
hallway. Two MP's removed him from the Isolation Cell and I
observed Mr. DILWAR walking towards the bathroom with the MP's.
When the MP's were bringing Mr. DILWAR back from the bathroom,
he was resisting going up the steps. I recall seeing them by
the steps. I believe Mr. DILWAR was resisting going back to the
Isolation Cell because the MP's had to carry him and he was not
walking along with them. I overheard him saying in Pashtoo that
he did not want to go back to the room. I believe Mr. DILWAR
had been placed in the Isolation Cell because he was
uncooperative. I am not sure of the exact day, however, I
or the day after that
believe it may have been the followin
who was also a
•1 was asked while walking by
ator/interpreter, if I would talk with Mr. DILWAR. Mr.
tra
told me that he was having trouble understanding the
dialect used by Mr. DILWAR and that he had been trying to tell
him to stop screaming. If he stopped screaming for - acou 1 of
that
hours, then'he would be alloWed to sleep. I told Mr,
I had been telling Mr. DILWAR that for several days, but he
would not listen. He had constantly been screaming "release
me", "1 don't want to be here" and things like that. That- was
the last contact I had with Mr. DILWAR. I don't think that I
had any contact or interviews with 412, Mr. ULLAH. Even if I
did, I'don't have any memory of it.
Q. When you- first had an opportunity to speak with 411, Mr.
DILWAR at the BCP, how would you describe his general physical
condition?
A. I think he was a skinny man about 30 years of age. He was
not too tall..
Q. Do you recall him-having any injuries?
A. - Not at all, he never said anything about being injured.
Q. Did Mr. DILWAR ever complain to you about having any pain in
his legs?
A. No. His big complaint was not sleeping.
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When you saw Mr. DILWAR walking with the MP's to the
bathroom, did he appear to have any difficulty walking?
A. I don't recall. If there was any trouble, he did not show
it. I only saw him walking for a brief moment. Coming back,
yes, he was dragging himself and was being carried by the MP's.
He kept repeating that he did not want to go to the room again.
Q. Using your understanding of the Cultural and Societal norms
of the detained individuals, would a detained individual inform
yourself or another interpreter if they had been struck or were
injured?
A. Most of the detainees were shy from talking with us because
we were American or we were working for the American's. They
often would
not share
their true feelings with us. Some would
..
=
not answer questions, some would not cooperate and others would
constantly lie to us. I was told by some of the detainees that
the Afghan Militia prior to being release to US forces had
beaten them.
Q. While you were speaking with Mr. DILWAR, did he say anything
to you about being struck or injured by. anyone within the BCP?
A. No.
Q. When you- worked as the interpreter during an interrogation,
describe who was normally in the room?
A. Normally there would be two militaryinterrogators and one
interpreter. Sometimes there were other individuals in the
room; it would depend on the situation.
Q. While you were acting as an interpreter during these
interrogations, did you observe the military interrogators place
their hands on the detainees or strike them?
A. I did not see them strike anyone. They would hold onto
people during the interrogation if the individual were not
cooperative.
Q. Describe what you mean by "holding onto people"?
A. The most common was when the military interrogators would
tell the detainee to kneel on the floor. They would often grab
their hands and pull them up above the detainee's head, because
the detainee would not understand the instructions. They would
be made to kneel on the floor with their hands over their heads
for 5-10 minutes or until they started to talk and cooperate.
Another method used was for the interrogator to stand behind the
detainee and bring their arms up under the detainee's arms. The
interrogator would interlock his fingers behind the detainee's
head and would hold them in that position until the detainee
talked or
an to cooperate. A third method I observed was for
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e interrogator to position the detainee with his back against
the wall and to bend down with his knees bent. It was as if
they were sitting in a chair without having a chair. They would
be held like that until they could no longer hold the position
or they began to cooperate. Another method was to have a
detainee sweep the floor, not once, but numerous times. This
was very demeaning for Afghan men, culturally,
Q. Do you recall specific individuals who used these methods in
their interrogations?
A. I would guess that would do that. If I had pictures
of the Military interrogators, I would be able to identify them.
I do not recall the names exactly.
Q. Were the MP's present in the interrogation rooms when you
observed the Military interrogators using the techniques you
described?
A. No.. They would bring the detainee and leave. When the
interrogation was complete, the MP's would be called back to
return the detainee to his area.
Q. Has anyone spoken to you regarding the death of 4,1 ,
DILWAR?
A. The interpreters spoke among ourselves, but nothing
specific, just that he had passed away. I believe I was on a
mission when the investigation was conducted. The CID Office in
Bagram spoke with me briefly.
Q. Is there anything you wish to add to.the statement?
A. No.
/// END OF STATEMENT /70
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I.
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE. BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
his 27 th day of October 2003 at

nistering Oath)

SAINIENINMENNE
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Title 5, Section 303, USC
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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File Number : 013 4 - 02 - CID369-23533
Location
Date
Statement of.
SSN
Org/Address : 3297 US

Time: 1'130 EST

IciocKnari

Grade/Status: LTC/USAR
y Hospital, Fort Gordon, GA

IIIIIioath:
, want to make the following statement under'
r
I am a member of the US Army Reserve. On 18 Aug 02, I was
mobilized with the 339 Combat Support Hospital (-),
Pennsylvania. After mobilization training, I arrived in Bagram,
Afghanistan on 9 Sep 02. While assigned in Afghanistan I served
as the Staff Emergency Medicine Physician. My duties included
the evaluation, triage and treatment of emergency medical
patients. While working within'the emergency room, I would
occasionally be requested to examine individuals who were being
held within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP). The BCP had
their own medical assets, which i eluded medical corpsmen as
well as a physician, Dr.
When individuals within the
BCP required medical treatment ou side the ability of the
medical assets within the facility, they would be brought to the
emergency room of the 339 CSH for treatment. We would provide
the required examinations and treatments for the individuals.
The BCP maintained separate medical files for each individual
and I believe they were maintained by their assigned intake,
Person Under Control (PUC), numbers. The majority of the PUC
individuals, which we examined, were for treatment of injuries
they sustained prior to being placed into the BCP. They would
also be treated for normal medical conditions such as.coughs and
skin irritations. When they were brought to the emergency room,
they would always be escorted by the Military Police, and they
would always be wearing either goggles or'hoods. The treatment
I observed from the MP's towards the PUC's was always very
humane and I never observed anytreatment I would classify as
excessive or hostile towards them.
On 2 Dec 03, I was working on shift within the emergency room of
the 339 th CSH, when we received a call of either an unconscious
or non - responsive individual within the BCP. We dispatched an
amb
the BCP. The nurse who rode on the ambulance was
CPT
who was organic to the 339 th CSH, along with a
medic who I cannot recall their exact name. They located the
patient to be asystolic, which means that all cardiac activity
had ceased. They appropriately classified him as dead. The
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individual was then transported back to the emergency room so
that a physician could pronounce the death. When they arrived
at the emergency room, I pronounced the individual dead upon
arrival. I do not recall the exact time, because of the
importance of documenting the exact time of the death, I would
have to refer to the medical records which I completed on 2 Dec
03, which will reflect the time.of death accurately. The report
will also document the clinical findings of the examination,
laboratory and radiological evaluation. Shortly after the
arrival at the emergency room, the individual was identified as
PUC 412. When the ambulance arrived at the emergency room, I
met with CPT
I know is a very experienced emergency
room nurse. CPT
informed me that the patient-was
asystolic. I know from my medical training and experience that
this is the very definition of death, in that the heart has
completely stopped. There were no - resuscitative efforts made
based upon my medical evaluation of the patient. There is only
a very short period of time to react to a patient in an
asystolic condition and it was very obvious that the individual
had been in that condition for a period of time, which exceeded
the 2-3 minute window of opportunity. After completing my
physical assessment of the individual, a rectal core temperature
would have been obtained. .Without referring to the medical .
recod,Iamunabletorecal exactlywhat hecoretmperatue
was at the time of the examination. I. also directed that blood
be drawn, from which we conducted a Complete Blood Count (CBC),
electrolyte and renal function test and a Creatine Phosphokinase
(CK). We saved blood for toxicology and other tests, which may
have been necessary. Without referring to th6'actual medical
record, I am unable to recall any specifics of the results of
the test in regard to PUC 412. PUC 412 had impaired renal
function, which means that his kidneys were not operating
efficiently as normal. I cannot recall the exact results of the
CK test, which was conducted. An eleVation of this test
indicates damage to muscle tissue. In addition to the
examinations of the blood, there were attempts to obtain urine
for a toxicology screening, however, without the medical
records, I cannot recall the results. Ialso ordered a skeletal
survey, which was completed. The x-rays were negative for
fractures of the long bones and there were also no pulmonary
contusions to the chest of the individual. A pulmonary
contusion may'have been an indication of blunt force trauma to
the ches
recommended an autopsy to be preformed for tissue
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analysis and detertination of cause of death through the
chain
of command.
Q. Have you previously been deployed within a combat theater of
operation?
A. 'Yes, I was deployed during Desert Storm in support of the 1 st
Q. Did you ever have an opportunity to visit within the BCP?
A. No. I do not even know which building the BCP was within on
the camp.
Q. Did you ever observe anyone striking a PUC?
A. No.
Q. While you were stationed at Bagram, Afghanistan, had you
ever heard of the term "Compliance Blow" and do you know what it
refers to?
A. No. At that time I had no idea what the term referred to.
Not until my interview this morning with CID had I ever heard of
that term.
Q. While working within your capacity as a civilian emergency
room physician, do you have an opportunity to treat prisoners
being—held by law enforcement agencies?
A. Yes. Frequently.
Q. During your physical examination of PUC 412, do you recall
any bruising?
A. Without the medical record I cannot conclusively say that
bruising was present.
Q. When you ordered the CK test, is that a standard test, which
you would normally order?
A. In that circumstance yes
That circumstance being a death
by unknown cause.
Q. Do you know where the medical records are located which
documented'your examination of PUC .412?
A. I do not.
Q. What was the disposition of the medical records for your
examination of PUC 412 when you departed Bagram, Afghanistan?
A. I completed the records and they should have been maintained
within the Patient Affairs Division (PAD) of the 339
th CSH. Dr.
may have received a copy as well. I do not know if a
copy was provided back to the BCP.
•
Q. To the best of your knowledge, would the 339 th CSH continue
to maintain the records of PUC 412?
A. I think I can answer yes to that.
Q. Do you have any personal notes or copies of records related
to. youriiiiirent of. PUC 412?
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A. No I do not.
Q. When did you depart Bagram, Afghanistan?
A. I redeployed with members of the unit and we departed 7 Dec
02
Q. While working as a physician at Bagram, Afghanistan, did you
have an opportunity to treat any other PUC besides PUC 412, who
died while being held within the BCP?
A. No.
Q. Do you know where CPT ME
is currently stationed.
A. As far as I know he is still assigned with the 339 th CSH, PA.
Q. Has anyone else spoken to you in regard to this
investigation?
received an e-mail and spoke on the telephone with SA
US Army CID to arrange for this interview. No one else
has.spoken to me besides the interview today.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: The medical record generated on the date of PUC 412's death
is an essential record of the emergency room treatment and
evaluation. I could provide further interpretation if the
record were available for my review.
Q.• We are now reviewing a partial copy of the SF 600,
Chronological Record of Medical Care, which is dated 2 Dec 02,
0300(L), related to your treatmen -E. of PUC 412. During the
review of the record, what_ information is provided which can
clarify the text of your statement?
A. PUC 412 was found on his side and unresponsive and was last
seen 20 30 minutes prior to being found unresponsive. He hadbeen reportedly disruptive and no signs of respiratory distress
or chest pain were reported. He was noted to be refusing fobd
for the da s and had an unremarkable intake examination
from Dr.
He had a rectal temperature that was 102.5
degrees - and bruising was noted on the left chest, left thigh,
left nose and swelling was also noted to the left knee area.
His wrists were also noted to be well padded. His skin had no
fixed lividity. PUC 412's renal functions showed renal failure
and he was anemic. The CK test read high, which means it was
markedly elevated. The labs were obtained by post mortem
femoral stick. The attempts to catheterize PUC 412 were
unsuccessful. The copy of page 2 is partially illegible. The
findings of the renal failure were confirmed on two separate
machines. I completed a DA Form 3894, Hospital Report of Death,
which verifies the time of death as 2014(z) 3 Dec 03. The
report flagged the death as a medical examiner case. The cause
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•

of death I listed was cardiorespiratory arrest with autopsy
pending. Identified antecedent causes of death as renal failure
and hyperkalemia.
Q. Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A. A complete copy of the SF600 would allow additional
interpretation.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
.

igna ure of Person Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 29 th day of October 2003 at New Albany, IN

dministering Oath)
SA
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(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Title 5, Section 303, USC
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and SA
Standard Time (GST), 16 Nov 2003, SA
Between 1200
Civ, interpreter, SOS Interpreting Limited, in ad Aibling,
interviewe
of his interview, which detailed
uthored a sworn statement at th
Germany
ecounted assaults upon
rview with DILA
his observations re
He
also
provided a sketch of the
and SPC
DILAWAR by SGT
annotating the locations of persons in the room at the time. (See Sworn Statement of
additional details).
At 1600 hrs, 18 Nov 2003, SAIIIIIoordinated with D
Medical Examiner, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center (LRMC), Germany. Drailiiii
discussed concerns and suspicions not voiced in the autopsy report of DILAWAR. She stated her
report contains only that which she knew to a "reasonable degree of scientific certainty" (the legal and
scientific standard). She stated the remains of DILAWAR were frozen solid and it took three days to
thaw him for autopsy. The freezing/thawing (which was the reason the autopsy took from 6 - 8 Dec
2002 to complete), may have effected the appearance of the bruising, but she -stimated the bruising
e been as pronounced when DILAWAR was in the ER (with
Id and ma
was 2 She suspected the practice of standing restraint played a part
nd LTC
COL
could of medically
in DILAWAR's death, as did his reportedly self induced dehydration, bu
id not document
substantiate the role those factors playe• 1 Itis • - - 0 Therefore, D
e
a
reenactment
with
!so indi
her suspicions in the autopsy rep. ■ ■
Mortuary Affairs,
d SPC
her lab assistants, SSGT (USAF)
and bindings of
pproximating
the
position
LRMC, Germany took digital photographs of
DILAWAR at the time of his death. (See Photographic Exhibits for additional details).
coordinated with SA
hrs Bagram Local Time (BLT), 20 Nov 2003, S
Task
Force
(CITF),
Bagram
Air
Base,
Afghanistan to determine if any of
c riminal Investigative
the detainees inagy in the BDF were present during the time of the deaths of HABIBULLAH and
earched the CITF database and determined there were no detainees
DILAWAR. SA
currently in the faciUgaigv were present during the time HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR were
detained/died. puimphe detainee in the facility for the longest period of time (currently), was in
processed the BDF on 18 Feb 03.

iii

T: A decision was made by the investigative team to forego an attempt to
AGENT'S CO
0deaths. BCP rules
due
to his arrival date, which was a full 60 days
interview PUe
uld have heard any
prevent talking of etainees, therefore it is not logical to assume PUC
rumors about the deaths or treatment of ULLAH or DILAWAR.
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and SAIlliterviewed Mr1111111111111111
3, SA
t 1500 hrs (BL
SOS Interpreting Limited, at Bagram Air Base, g anistan.
ter,
o interview
s with
uthored a sworn statement detailing his observations
was
ecalled SPI
DILAWAR, including the one just . r to DILAWAR's death.
seized control of the interview. He recounteak I Its by
T
' terrogator
he p
SGT
on DIL AR. He also detailed other conduct by SGT
and SPC
entified MP, which he felt were excessive use of force. (See Sworn
•r additional details).
Statement of
and
3, SA
t 1400 hrs (BLT
Mr.
e, Afghanis n.
-Titan
Services
Incorporate
rpreter
nd SG
n statement detailing abuse by SGT
thored
ow
hich included pulling his beard and kicking him in the posterior. See Sworn
on P
or additional details).
Statement of
and SAMINcoordinated with LTC
BLT), 21 Nov 2003, SA
ttalion agram Control
ommander, 327th Military P "
ad read a copy of the
PointiDeten ion Facility, Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan.
R 15-6 investigation on the deaths (prior to meeting with CID) and he s hared a ca ne of the revised
infraction punishments, termed "Escalation and Application of PUC Punishments".
stated the Monadnock Baton Chart and Pressure Point Control Techniques are still taught to MPs,
but he stressed they are only used on detainees with full range of motion and applied during riot
(See Escalation & Application of PUC Punishments for additional details).
o of the revised BCP SOP, which he stated was
also allowed agents to ri r
as any reference to sleep
reviewed and approved by SJA (LTC
noted the interaction between
deprivation, standing restraint, nor compliance blows.
MI and MPs continue to be a challenge, but the MPs had clear rules of conduct and were not
eptly responsible for enforcing any techniques or sleep
'
'
instructed to enforce MI
admitted the weakest portion of his operation was
adjustments they desire.
ignorance of the rules of conduct for MI interviews and interrogations, in Field Manual (FM) 34-52.

Be1900 an

Subsequent to the command coordination, LT
27th
o a Subject Matter Expert (SME) in MP Corrections, SFC
rovide a tour of
MP Battalion, Bagram Control Point NCOIC, Bagram, Afghanistan.
for
in-processing,
general
population
ting
procedures
he facility and a walk through of curre
was brought in by the 327th MP Battalion to provide
detention and isolation operations.
expertise in corrections. He was a 31E Correctional Specialist, with ten years of experience working
at the US Disciplinary Barracks, Fort Leavenworth, KS. He indicated there is a constant struggle with
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MI and it required knowledgeable and confident person to assert themselves and prevent MI from
putting them in a compromising position.

T'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the coordination with BCP Officials, SA WNS nd SA
greed to attend MP guard mount briefings stressing adherence to the rules and
'
es onsibility for the care, custody and control of detainees entrusted to their care. SA
nd SA
lso agreed to provide the BCP with a copy the MI Interviews and Interrogations Field
Manual, so they would know the standards for MI sessions with detainees.
Bet

030 and 2200 hrs (BLT), 21 Nov 2003, SA
riefed COL
ask Force Dragon (Base) Commander,
CJTF180 Staff Judge
vocate, at Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan. SA
discussed the case progress to date,
presented lessons learned and
fined the i ve ti
e plan and future planned investigative
actions (in broad terms). LTC
and COL
wit h of the belief the cases were
finalized sometime ago and requested an Interim ROI. SA
xplained the publication of an
Interim Report would likely be withheld until a Trial Counsel was assigned and decisions regarding
titling of subjects were made.
with SFC
At 1600 hrs (BLT), 23 Nov 2003, SA 111111coordinated
ho related a search of
•
the BCP Records revealed no records from the 377 thMP Company's tour in the BCP. There were no
Pass-On Books, Daily Staff Journals, nor medical records on either HABIBULLAH or DILAWAR. He
indicated the BCP currently provides copies of detainee records to the Joint Operations Center
(J OC).
Between 1900 and 1935 hrs (BLT), 23 Nov 2003, SA 01111 bnefed both shifts (day and night) of
' the course of this
327th MP Battalion soldiers, employed in the BCP, on the lessons learn
investigation, without discussing case specifics, as requested by LTC
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/0/0/0////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Location
: Romantik Hotel Lindner, Marienplatz 5, Bad
Aibling, Germany (Phone #0
9 - 080-61-90630)
Date
:
15 N v 2003
e: 157,53 ill,
Statement of:
SSN
Grade/Status: Civ
Org/Address : Titan Services Corporation, 3877 Fairfax Ridge
Road, Suite 200, Fairfax, VA 22030

want to make the following statement under
I was employed by Titan Services Corporation and worked (as
an interpreter) at the Bagrarri Detention Facility (BDF), Bagram
Air Base, Afghanistan from 25 Nov 2002 until 13 Apr 2003. I
speak both Pashtun and Dari dialects and I served as the
'interpreter on one occasion, that I recall, during a session
with PUC 421 (whom I have been told by CID was named
Th intell' ence interro
.r -se
(SPC
and
as of
she was
about
Each morning during e briefing, the
interpretersimaiigk11 assigned to the interrogators. I wa
assigned to 11111111.and she was the primary interrogator,
was assigned to assist her. This interview, with DILAWAR, was
in the evening, maybe around 7PM local time. It lasted about 45
minutes to one hour.
The way interviews worked is that MI and myself went to an
interrogation room, on the floor above the detainee living
areas. The facility was located in a hangar and there were
cells (general population and isolation type on the base floor).
Above that were other isolation cells and interrogation rooms.
When people were first brought to BDF, they underwent a quick
medical examination/screening. The doctors used interpreters
for that also, they asked basic data about name, health and they
took hair samples, fingerprints and gave them clothes and
assigned them a number.
My first contact with DILAWAR was during this interrogation
session. He was brought him into the room in handcuffs (in
front of him), by MPs. I think he was brought in by one MP
alone, because he was calm and no trouble. I think his legs
were also
kled too. The MPs uncuffed him and he sat in a
chair.
ffered DILAWAR a cigarette, which he accepted.
DILAWAR was a suspect in a rocket attack on Americans. He
denied this completely. He was a skinny guy, about 5'7" and
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TAKEN AT Bad Aibling, Germany,
DATED 15 Nov 2003, CONTINUED:
weighed about 110-115 lbs, he was a pretty
also a
in his
0'

I guy. He

tarted questioning him and he denied any involvement in
criminal activities or attacks on Americans. DILAWAR was
arrested (with two or three other Afghans), in a taxicab, at a
roadblock, by the Afghan Police. They sent all the men to
Khandhar and then to Bagram. They (MI) believed DILAWAR pressed
the detonator or launcher for the missile and he denied it.
Sometimes, and in this instance, MI shares their suspicions with
the interpreter and gives them back oun
p in
understanding the situation.
andllilliliold me the
background about the —Missile attack and what they suspected.
About 10 minutes into the interview,
ad me instruct
him to get on his knees. - To effect this, he had to get himself
out of the chair with his feet and hands cuffed and kneel in
front of the chair. She had me tell him to raise his cuffed
hands over his head and
them there. DILAWAR's arms got
tired he'd drop them so
(who was stand" g behind him)'would
pull his hands back up from behind or
would hit his hands
as he dropped them forward to get them back in the air. DILAWAR
complained that he could not hold his hands up and that he
d 't do it anymore. This went on for five to ten minutes.
i berated him for being weak and questioned him about being
a man, which was very insulting because of his heritage and she
was trying to goad him into a xeaction. He did not get angry,
he simply kept complaining about the discomfort. This is the
strongest'reaction an Afghan man would have to pain, they do not
cry and would especially not do this in front of a woman.
After that, maybe twenty minutes into the interview,
told me to instruct DILAWAR over to the wall. She then told me
to have DILWAR sit along the wall, but not on the floor. The
position was like sitting along-the wall with no chair under
you. DILAWAR also told me this hurt ' and
e could not
do it. Several times he moved, so and picked
him up
and shoved him back into the wall. This happened multiple times
During this time,- he continued to tel at his legs hurt'and
that he could not do this.
and
grabbed him by his
shirt (front), dragged him to his feet and shoved him back
against the wall, sliding him back into seated positio
DILAWAR slid down the wall and onto the floor and
icked
himp and repeated this for about another ten minutes. Once
shoved him hard into the wall and
warned him "Be
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TAKEN AT Bad Aibling, Germany,
DATED 15 Nov 2003, CONTINUED:

careful" and "not hit him too hard". She mentioned he was small
and not to be so rough, that it wasn't allowed. This went on
for ten or fifteen minutes. He was so tired he couldn't get up.
She'd tell him not to talk, but DILAWAR was not that type of
guy. He kept complaining and she was yelling at him in English.
He didn't understand English and she spoke no Pashtun. At that
point, I wasn't doing much, they weren't us'
e. DILAWAR was
trying to talk with me, asking for help.
was telling him
"Don't look at him, he can't help you, he's wi us, he won't
help you". I translated this and I explained that they were
doing this bec6u was being uncooperative. They stood him up
and at one point
stepped on his barefoot with her boot
and grabbed h-IM by his eard and pulled him towards her. At one
point, DILAWAR was on his knees,
ands were cuffed and
raised in front of his chest and
grabbed him bt
ms
and pulled him tightly towards
chest. Onte
icked.
DILAWAR in the groin (private areas) with her right foot. She
was standing some distance from him and she stepped back and
kicked him. His hands were cuffed, he was standing and she must
not have made full contact. He did groan and grab himself, but
he did not fall down. In my experience a full contact blow or
kick in that area causes you to fall down or to your knees.
Q: At what point is the interview over?
A: About ten minutes after it started, they didn't ask anymore
questions. About the first ten minutes (I think) they were
actually questioning him, after that it was pushing, shoving,
kicking and shouting at him. There was no interrogation going
They weren't questioning him. They were roughing him up.
Ilimiwent to get the MPs and when they came in, they picked him
up from the floor and put the hood
him and dragged him
out of the door back to his cell.
told them to put him
in a standing position with his hands overhead until the next
shift came on. The interview was in the evening, I don't know
what time the MP shift change was.
Q: Do recall what date this occurred on?
A: No, I can't recall.
Q: Did you keep any notes about interviews?
A: No, we were not permitted to keep any written record for
security reasons. The interrogators prepared a r
ter the
session and the next morning at briefings held by
CPT
and all the interrogators and interpreters were there.
They would share any information from the previous day, but
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nothing was ever mentioned about the degree of physical force
applied during the session.
Q: After ou talked with
bout your concerns, did
or CPT
make any announcements or discuss use of force to
the interrogators or interpreters?
A: No.
Q: Do you recall hearing anyone instruct interrogators to have
MPs apply force if necessary?
A: No.
Q: Did DIL R lit; about being hurt by anyone else?
A: As
and were pUshing him around, DILAWAR told me
that they were "punishing him". He told me to look at his nose,
which was cut and he told me the
were
erebeating him. I
took the guard to mean the MPs. He didn't say which MP, nor did
I ask.
Q: When detainees were inprocessed BDF what were they told were
the rules?
A: There were five rules. We interpreted those for them. No
touching of anyone (guards, interrogators, interpreters, other
detainees). No spitting, no talking, and I think "no looking
around". Then there was "no escape" and they were told they'd
be warned first and shot if they tried to escape. They were
told they'd be punished for breaking the rules, but not told how
they'd be punished.
Q: Do ever recall detainees being told they'd be chained in a
standing position as punishment for breaking camp. rules?
A: No.
Q: Did
understand any Pashtun?
A: I'm sure she knew a little, but not enough to be helpful.
Q: Could she tell that DILAWAR was complaining about pain and
tiredness?
A: I told her what DILAWAR was saying. Somethings don't need
words, the tone of voice and body language tell you that a
person is in pain or can't comply anymore. I think they knew
what effect their actions were having on him.
Q: When you were hired was the subject of what was acceptable
for interrogators to do with detainees'discussed?
A: No, we were supposed to support the American Army in
Operation Enduring Freedom and do as they asked us to.
ou believe that the conduct you observed from 111111111
Q:
and...was wrong?
A: Yes, I was in Guantanamo Bay Naval Base (GTMO) with
prisoners there prior to my tour in Afghanistan. I felt what
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1111111Itndilliirdid was morally wrong. I felt strongl e
h
t
th' session I went to the MI Supervisor
(SSG
and told him about it. He told me liiiiii wrong
and he would talk to them. But I remember seeing
assing
by the interrog tion room and he saw what was going on My
impression was ill" knew and tolerated what they were doing.
He told me that they had to be tougher at BDF than in GTMO, it
was his way of justiithe interrogation tactics.
Q: Did you know CPT
was the MI Compan
mander 9
A: Later„after this happened, I heard . CPT
was
boss, but I never saw her in BDF. She was not - involved in
inter' s and
ver talked to her about my observations
—about
and
Q: After
uct in the interrogation of DILAWAR, which you
reported to
did you observe any other physical contact
between MI interrogators and detainees, you thought was wrong?
A: Before the deaths, MPs and MI were much rougher with the
detainees. The MPs hooded detainees and they pulled them along
by the gathered neck area of the hood, The detainees often
tripped on the doorjambs, and stumbled. After we were informed
of DILAWAR's death, things calmed down. Movements were more
careful and deliberate and the int ogator's conduct changed.
Q: Did you work with
or
after the interrogation of
DILAWAR?
A: Yes, unfortunately. She was totally changed. She was
joking "Be careful, don't touch them, they might die." She
thought
fuill ior
or
Q: Did 1111111F
ever tell you
talked with them
-about your concerns?
'
A: No, but their behavior towa the detainees changed. I only
did one other session with and that was the one where she
joked a
LAWAIIIiiig.
Q: Did
or
eem upset that DILAWAR died?
A: No,
thought it was funny.
Q: Did it surprise you that DILAWAR died?
A: Yes ; I knew they were punishing him, but I didn't think he
would die.
Q: Punishing how?
A: I saw thm detainees hung by their hands from the ceilings of
their cells for hours. I could not tell which detainees these
were. This happened because the detainee did not comply and I
don't know who decided or directed this to happen. I knew
another detainee had died earlier.
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Q: Were their feet off the ground?
A: No.
Q: How long would they stay like this?
A:. I heard, I did not see for myself, hours, sometimes all
night long - from the night until the morning.
Q: After the interview with DILAtaiimbwhat happened to him?
A: At the end of the. interview,
went and got the MPs to
take DILAWAR back.
as still roughly handling him and
she told the MP to put im in the airlock with his hands cuffed
and chained to the ceiling.
I don't recall how long he was
supposed to stay like this. Perhap8 she talked with the MPs
after, but I don't know.
Q: .Being an Afghani, how did it make you feel that two
detainees died at BDF?
A: It was shocking. As contract interpreters, we are told to
keep our opinions to ourselves, but as an individual you have to
make your own judgment about how much you are willing to accept.
my par
i form MI supervisors about the actions of
and
alked to them, then DILAWAR died and a
lot of things changed, got a little better.
Q: Before you left, did you feel detainees were being handled
properly?
A: Yes, the mixed unit who replaced
unit - talked with us
more, made efforts to understand and deal with detainees more
effectively.
Q.: In Apr 2003, when you left did you see anymore physical
abuse or chaining to the ceilinii
A: No, after DILAWAR's death,ir unit changed, but the new
unit was much better.
Q: Is there'anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement at this time?
A: No.
////////////////////////End of
ement////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT

i

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO MEtIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

nature of Person Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this day of 15 th November 2003 at Bad Aibling,
German

inistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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File Number : 0134-02-CID369-23533
Location
agram Branch Office (CID), Bagram
anistan
Date
0 November 2003 Time: Qo . ii&Statement off':
SSN
rade/Status: CIV
Org/Address : SOS Interpreting LTD, Command Group, CJTF-180,
Ba ram, Afghanistan

OW

want to make the following statement under
oath: This statement is intended to clarify certain aspects of
my earlier statement made on 18 Dec 2002. During December 2002,
I was working at the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), which was
the location where anyone who was captured or was brought in for
questioning would be held. I was employed there as an
interpreter to assist during the interrogations of detainees. I
also assisted with translations and interpretations for people
working within the facility. I also translated to ask questions
or obtain answers from detained individuals, during the inprocessing, screening, medical evaluations and interrogations.
I had no contacts that I can recall with the other detainee
who died (the one CID has told me was named ULLAH and was
designated PUC-412). I did have contact with detainee DILAWAR
(PUC 421) on at least two occasions, when I served as the
interpreter for hi i n± rrogation b
nnel. The lead
interrogator was
and at least once
he was accompanied by
(SGT
I recall this
session specifically because of wha
o DILAWAR.
This interview I recall specifically •ec-use it happened right
before DILAWAR died. The interview began between 0130-0200 hrs
Bagram local time, on 9 Dec 2002. It lasted roughly 90 minutes,
which meant it ended between 0300-0330.hrs- Bagram local time, 9
Dec 2002. I went home and went to slee .
-0900 hrs,
Bagram local time 9 Dec 2002, a friend
woke me up
and told me that my prisoner died. I questioned him, what do
you mean? And he told me the man I was questioning the night
^

beim

dead.

as not happy with the p
of the interrogation, which
was suppose
led by
tyle was slow and
methodical,
style was fast and quick paced.
basically took
the interview. At he eginniA IRIltis
interrogation,
was going slow and vas always very
aggre
. He alwa s wanted to lead. DILAWAR was in trouble
uickly.
with
ad a rule that the detainee had to
look at him, not me. He gave him three chances and then he
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OF
, TAKEN AT Bagram Air Base,
ghanistan, DATED 20 Nov 2003, CONTINUED:
grabbed him by the shirt front and pulled him toward him, across
the table, slamming his chest into the table front. This caused
DILAWAR to stand up. It only happened once, during this
session, because DILAWAR was v
eak and compliant but very
quiet. With other detainees,
did this repeatedly.
When DILAWAR first came into the interview, he said he was
"too weak and was unable to talk". He also said that his wife
had died. Initially, none of us believed DILAWAR's wife died,
we all thought it was a clever attempt to avoid interrogation.
DILAWAR complained that his hands and feet were numb and he kept
asking for water. I observed uncontrollable shaking, bouncing
of his legs while he was seated. I believe he also said he was
"bea
", but we didn't pursue that.
went and got a small water bottle. I observed him
poke a hole in the bottle near the bottom. He gave the bottle
to DILAWAR. DILAWAR could not open the bottle top, he was too
weak. While DILAWAR tried to open the bottle, water was
draining t
the hole in the bottom and onto DILAWAR's
clothing.
hanged tactics. He turned the bottle over, so
the hole was at the top and squeezed water into DILAWAR's. He
pressed the bottom of the bottle against DILAWAR's lips. This
effectively gagged DILAWAR by forcing a large volume of water
into his mouth and nose rapidly. Water spilled out of his
down the front of his clothes and he spit it back out.
ueezed the bottle repeatedly, saying "Come on drink.
Drink! You were asking for water." When he removed the water,
was finally able to breathe and he spit the water out.
jelled "What are o spitting at me?" DILAWAR told me he
was not spitting at i not intentional, he could not
breathe. I told this to
At this point DILAWAR was standing up and
told DILAWAR
to get on his knees and DILAWAR said he could not he said he
was "too we " He would be happy to, but he couldn't he was
too weak.
then told the MP to put DILAWAR on his knees,
which the MP did by kneeing DILAWAR either in the back or the
back of the leg. When the interview starts, two MPs always
brought the detainee into the room. The detainee is handcuffed
(in front), his legs are shackled and they are wearing blackened
goggles. After the first detainee died, an MP had to be present
during the interrogation. I can't recall how many were there at
that time, I think it was one. I'm not which MP it was. It was
so long ago and I'm not sure I could even pick them out if I was
shown pictures.. DILAWAR indicated he could not stay on his
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TATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Bagram Air Base,
ghanistan, DATED 20 Nov 2003, CONTINUED:
knees. He pleaded with us, saying his hands and fe were
number and he could not kneel anymore.
and
put him
standing up against the wall. They grabbed him and pulled him
to his feet and pushed him againSt the wall. They had him
facing the wall with his hands spaded out on either side of him
and his feet away from the wall, so that he leaned on the wall,
even his head rested on the wall. It looked to me like DILAWAR
was trilatalli to
ate but he couldn't physically perform the
tasks IIII,andwere having him do.
In my view, most of the issues termed "non-compliance" of
Afghan people arose from the shock of bringing people from rural
settings into an urban or city setting. This was different for
them and things:happened at such a quick pace, they had.problems
understanding and reacting. The MPs interpreted this as a
behavioral issue, when in my view it was simply too much sensory
input for them to process. They had never been hooded or
googled. When they were told they would have a number instead
of a name, one man even cried. They were especially disturbed
by the medical procedures, undressing in front of people, rectal
examinations. They were resistant to many procedures because
they didn't know what was happening. Many come from villages,
and have never been subjected to rigid discipline, They didn't
react quickly enough for the MPs. I saw many detainee beaten by
the MPs
At
d of the interview, DILAWAR was standing along
the wall,
shook him harshly and they told him that if he
. did not cooperate, he would be moved to an American prison and
they were populated with the worst of American people. They
explained prison inmates were criminals but very patriotic and
they would be very angry with anyone involved with the 9/11
attacks. They also explained that in American prison he would
be treated like a woman, by the other men. They explained since
he was a Muslim, this would be bad for him and ask d:hiiiiii
thinkabou
what would happen to his family.
nd
realized the interview was going no where, so ey told him to
think about things and sent him back to his cell..
They summoned two MPs to return him to his cell. DILAWAR
left-under his own power, on his feet, but he was limping. I
think MI asked the MPs to keep him standing, wyva..1.Q: - Did anyone relay the information about DILAWAR's leg and
hand numbness to medical authorities?
A: . No. A complaint I frequently heard from interrogators that
things they passed on the MPs did not get attended to.
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Sometimes it was a needed blanket or a medication.
nd
did not tell the MPs, but they were in the room taking him
out, they knew they saw and heard what happened and that he was
hurt.
Q: Did you see bruises on DILAWAR, during either interrogation
session?
A: Honestly no. I did not. He had a cut on his nose.
Q: Do you remember anything about the first session with
DILAWAR?
A: I translated the basic questions about who he was, what he
was arrested for and what he did. I don't recall what he said.
There was no force used. He was put on his knees once, but
there was nothing remarkable about the interview.
Q: Do you recall which interrogators were there for the other
interview you did?
A: Not really, I think
iaybe.
Q:
looked like.
A:
He
anner,
s ee
and tired.
ooked like
A:
He was. ways talking abou

d he had just been

Q: Did you witness any other interrogators or MPs physically
harming
2
in th
A: Yes,
(SGT
was a female interrogator.
observed her grab an inmate by the shirt and throw him to the
floor. Then she placed her boot'on his neck and spoke to them
using vulgarities. This happened quite a few times, but not
with DILAWAR while I was present. I also heard that she made
inmates remove their pants and she made.fun of their genitals.
I don' recall who t ld me this. _
And
(SGT
struck a detainee in the
chest with i fist. He o me to look at something, and when
I looked away, I heard his fist stilt chest with a big
noise. I looked back quickly and
apologized to me,
saying he knew I was Afghan and he didn't want me to see it. I
don't remember which detainee this was. He was suspected of
carrying rockets for the Taliban. He confessed to doing it for
money, but he was transferred to GTMO.
I've seen MPs beat up detainees, by kidking them with their
boots in the legs and stomach for non-compliance. The problem
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TAKEN AT Bagram Air Base,
ghanistan, DATED 20 Nov 2003, CONTINUED:
with this is the detainee can't comply, because they have no
idea what the MP is saying. They kick detainees while moving
them to their cell. Then when the detainee finally gets to
their cell, they lay down and pray to God for relief. They then
get in trouble for talking (praying) and the MPs come in the
cell and kick them some more for talking, which is against the
rules.
Q: Who told you about
having inmates remove their pants?
A: I don't remember, another irpreter.
Q: To your knowledge, did
remove the pants of DILAWAR?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever physically manipulate or otherwise harm a
detainee, on your own or at the direction of someone else?
A: No. Sometimes detainees would touch me to emphasis a point
and the interrogator would warn them not to touch me. I never
touched them.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: I only wish to say that MPs need interpreters to instruct
detainees and translate for them. I think there would be less
problems. Also some of the interrogators . are uneducated and
untrained. They resort to physical tactics when there are
better ways. I think the rectal exam should be skipped, it is
extremely embarrassing and the only purpose is to find prostate
cancer, which they don't treat them for.
////////////////////////End of St1011////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. , I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR'
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

-11

1111111111Will"-- (SignaueoPrskingStaem)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
admini
r oaths, this 20 day of November 2003 at Bagram,

stering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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Statement of:
SSN
Grade/Status: Civ/Interpreter
Org/Address
Titan Services, Bagram Control Point, Bagram Air
Base, Afghanistan

101111

want to make the following statement under
L
oath: This statement is intended to clarify to certain aspects
of the earlier statement le t
CID on 18 Dec 2002.
QUESTIONS BELOW ASKED BY SA
AND
ANSWERED BY'Mr.
Ali
Q: When did you start working for Titan and when w re you
assigned to Bagram?
A: I began working for Titan Services in Feb 2002,„--I was
assigned as a translator for detainee operations at Kandahar Air
Base, Afghanistan. I worked there until mid May 2002, when I
went to Bagram Air Base. While at Kandahar, I observed detainee
living conditions, MP movementand handling of detainees and MI
interrogation of detainees on a daily basis. I worked in Bagram
BCP for about one month, then I was assigned to Kabtl where I
worked until early Aug 2002. I went home to the US for 2
months and returned to Afghanistan in Nov 2002. I returned to
Bagram BCP in Nov 2002, I only worked in the facility three
weeks, before I made a complaint that got me transferred.
Q: How did MI prevent detainees from sleeping at Kandahar?
A: This happened rarely at Kandahar, but when it did, they
would awake the detainee in the middle of the. night and bring
them to a tent in shackles. There they would lay down and were
watched by someone, any time they tried to go to sleep, _that
watcher would shake them or speak to them. The most this
happened for was a couple hours at a time, at Kandahar.
Q: When you arrived at Bagram were you briefed on procedures?
A: No, because most of the people at Bagram came from Kandahar
and the procedures were the same.
Q: When you worked at Bagram were you assigned with a
particular MI interrogator(s)?
A: No, they did a roster each morning and I worked with many
interrogators.
Q: Did you have occasion to speak with PUC 421 (whom CID has
told me was named DILAWAR)?
A: No, never.
Q: Did you have occasion to speak with PUC 412 (whom CID has
told me was named ULLAH)?

e
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110
In my earlier statement, I said I spoke with him once, but I
didn't recall anything ,about the session. Today I recall even
less, but if I said I talked with him in my first statement,
then'I must have known then I did. My memory was fresher then.
Q: What caused you to
dismissed from translating at the BCP?
A: I reported to
(SSG
a few incidents of
misconduct by his interrogators w is
e were excessive
force and improper, based on my previous experience. I think
this friction caused me to be moved.
Q:. What types of misconduct did you observe?
A: Some things were disrespectful of the culture and the
people. One interrogator asked the detainee "Who is taking care
of (sexually servicing) your wife, while you are in here?" This
is not proper in our culture. I refused to translate it and
told the guy, you cannot say that to him. The interrogator
insisted and I refused. We went to 1111111he told me that my
job was to translate precisely what was said and nothing else.
I thought this was wrong and ignorant, because it is very
disrespectful and it doeS nothing to advance the position of
Americans in the eyes of the Afghani people.
I came here to
help the US, but doing things like this hurt more than help.
The practice of strip searching and shaving of heads and
beards is also degrading from a cultural and religious point of
view. I'm not sure this could ever be changed because of
security, but it should be avoid. The administration of a
rectal exam in also very disturbing to Afghanis, none of this
done in a sober, respectful and professional way, many times the
Americans were laughing, joking and it really upsets Muslim
people.
Q: Do you remember who asked the question you mentioned above?
A: No, I don't recall. Once an interrogator at Kandahar said
something I thought was improper, but after we talked about it
he did not do '
onger. At Bagram BCP, in Nov 2002,
(SGT
told me to tell one detainee that MI wou
bring the detainees', wife in and they would take turns sexually
abusing her in front of him.
Q: Did you translate this for him?
A: No, I refused. •
Q: Did any of the detainees understand. English?
A: No, 95% of them were uneducated and could not read or write.
Since
refused to translate, I don't think this man knew what
said.
•.
o you recall when this occurred?
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101111A: I'm guessing, but I think I recall starting working at BCP
on or around 17 Nov and ended on 10 Dec 2002.
Q: I
previous statement, you talked about
grabbing
PUC
.
t you can recall about this incident?
A: PUC
was broug
d siiiiin, he was asked ues ions
and did not answe
and
SPC
s
satisfaction. So
reached out and gra•PUC
beard
with his right hand (underhanded). He ya
man's beard
back and forth iup and down motion:
was sitting on
a chair and PUC
as sitting on the floor. He then pulled
the man forward by pulling down on hi.s beard, forcing his mouth
open while asking him questions. They then had me tell the man
to get on his knees and no ' back —on his heels and lift his
arms over his head. PUC
legs and hands were still
shackled, so this was very hard for him to do. He was visibly
tired and was sweating and shaking from physical exertion: They
alternated standing behind him and both (at different time)
kicked him in his butt when he sat down on his heels, they stuck
their feet between his knees and spread his legs apart as far as
they could.
That was enough for me, I told them I would not
this
nd left the room. I went to see
(SSG
and told him about it.
Q: Was there anyone above
hat you talked with about the
issues you disagreed with?
A: There was a CPT, but I did not talk with her.
and I
did not get along. The only time I talked with
CPT was to
tell her about a billeting issues, over which
and I had a
disagreement and he said some ugly things about me. I talked
with the CPT and she talked with
after which he
apologized.
Q: Do you any reason to believe the CPT knew about the
interrogators physically abusing the detainees? Did she ever
watch or participate in interrogations? Was she in the BCP
much?
A: I don't know. I'm not sure how she could not know because
she was there everyday for 10-12 hours, writing reports and
s
. She did not participate in interviews, but I am sure
knew. The CPT was a very nice lady who would always try
to fix any problem you brought to her and I know I did not talk
with her about these incidents.
Q: When you
ed to
about the treatment of PUCIlity
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, TAKEN AT Bagram Air Base,
TED 21 Nov 2003, CONTINUED:

11101: I left the ro and found
ad also left the
room and sought ..out.
s sleeping and one of us
woke him up and we told him our concerns. He said I ad to go
back to the room and translate for them. I told
that I
could not tolerate the abuse and to show me where it said in the
policy that abusing them (kicking them and pulling their beard)
was allowed. I told him if he'd show this to me that I'd go
back aniiiiiirh. If he could not I would not go back and
finish.
said that sometimes ey had to be rough in order
to get information. He told
to wrap the interrogation
up, so I went back for a matter of minutes and we sent the
detainee back to his cell with a couple MP(s). The MPs were not
there for the interview.
Q: Was that the last time you worked in the facility?
A: No, I worked a couple more times.
Q: Were there any other incidents?
A: Yes, one detainee complained about the sleep deprivation.
He told me that he haiiiept in 24 ho li".61. 6a he felt he was
going to die. I told
about this.
explained that a
normal person could go 36 hours without sleep. I explained
Afghanis were not normal. They had been at war for 23 years and
were malnourished and weighed maybe 100 lbs each. If they kept
them awake like they did at Kandahar it might be more by shaking
and talking with them it might be survivable.. But at BCP, they
shackled the detainees hands over their heads to the ceiling,
using chains from the ceiling, forcing them to stand up. These
men cannot take that.
Q: What would interrogators do about medical complaints from
the detainees?
A: It depended on the person, some would write it down and tell
the doctor. Others dismissed medical complaints as made up or
fake. . The doctor did make rounds in the facility every morning.
Q: Did you ever observe the MPs striking any detainee?
A: No I haven't.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No. That's all, that's it.
/ / / /////////////////////Endiiement////////////////////////
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TAKEN AT Bagram Air Base,
, CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT

I,
• HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT
GINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR•UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signature

erson Ma 'rig

tement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this day 21 st of November 2003 at Bagram Air
Base, Afghan

nistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 1954

ROI NUMBER

0134-02-CID369-23533 / 0137-02-C1D369-23534

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE

DETAILS

About 0808, 5 Nov 03, SAIIINIroordinated this investigation with Mr.

1111111111111111.

Senior Systems Analyst, Army Human Resources Command Liaison. Officer, efense Data
Management Center, Monterey, CA, to obtain digital photographs of the individuals assigned to the

377th Military Police Company, USAR, Cincinnati, OH, as well as Company A, 519
th MI Battalion, Fort
Bragg, NC, who worked within th agram Colle '
CP) during the time frame of the deaths
of the two detainees. SA rovided Mr. ith a listing of the personnel from the
respective units to obtain the tgita photographs of the individuals based upon the photographs on
file for their Armed Forces Geneva Conveilatification Card.
Between 17 Nov 03 and 1 Dec 03, SA
received electronic copies of the digital
photographic images for the personnel assigned to the 377th MP Company
and Company A, 519 th MI
Battalion. These-images were saved onto a Compact Disk for storage. (See CD for details of
images)
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DETAILS

Between 0900 and 1313 hrs 11 Dec 03 SA
.
and SA01111,interviewed Mr,
Civilian Contract Inter,
ce s, who
translated for 519 1 MI Battalion soldiers in the Bagram Collection preter Titan
Point (BCP ) during D ec •2.
Id not know the soldiers by name or rank, but was able id
them from photographs
and
was alaja of the names he knew the soldiers by.
also recounted translatin g
for
AKA
IIIMI who interrogated HABIBULLAH the day prior to the detainee's death.
HABIBULLAH was very sick, spitting up phlegm and the interrogators gave him a spit cu
p.
recalled HABIBULLAH could no bend his right leg (at the knee), but was stubborn and gave smart
responses to questions.
wanted to employ the kneeling "safety position", b
laying HABIBULLAH on th
ecause of e detainee's wollen
nd foot.
identified as
a
nd
as
, based on photographs
shown to him of the interrogators at BCP in Dec 0
stated
DILAWAR
was placed on ir
deprivation by order of either...For CP
urs. MPs (NFI) asked
to
get DILAWAR to stop yelling/screaming. DILAWAR to
if he "was left in shackles another
ILAWAR) would die". DILAWAR told
he needed a "doctor and a shot", which
passed on to MPs; who dismissed the
nt after. pressing on the detainees nailbed
and pronouncing him "fine". The following day
learned DILAWAR died. (See Sworn
Statement and Photographic Identification Sheets o
or additional details).
On 12 Dec 03, siiiireceived USACIL
Lab Report #2003-C1D131-1751, dated 19 Nov 03, which
recorded the chemical contents of
items found in the personal effects of HABIBULLAH at the time of
his incarceration. The theory
was, that if MPs had denied HAE3IBULLAH some type of required
medical compound, it may have had an adverse effect on his health. USACIL found nicotine (the
active ingredient in snuff and cigarettes), camphor (the active ingredient in analgesic balms) and
mefenamic acid in compounds
taken from the personal effects of HABIBULLAH.. MefenArnic acid
was found in the tablets contained in the foil packet collected from HABIBULLAH.

AGENT'S COMMENT:

Research into the compound mefenamic acid revealed it Was marketed (in
the US) under the trade name "Ponstel". It's product description is a pain reliever and anti-inflamatory
drug used for relief of headaches, muscle aches, menstral cramps, muscle injuries and dental pain.
It's usage appears similar to that of ibuprofen or aspirin.
On 15 Dec 03, SI'
received the result of a Defense Central Index of Investigations (DCII) name
check from the US Arm
ds Center (USACRC) on the following identified subjects of thi
investi•ation to da
a ory in orma ion

was located on any of the above identifie. perso
TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA
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DETAILS

Between 15 - 19 Dec 03, seven agents were assembled to augment the Task Force in the completion
of interviews of the 377 th
MP Company in the four state area where the demobilized .,77 th
.
Co an soldiers lived and worked. The element was com rised
SA
PFU;
II P lygraph Division, USACIDC; SA
380
MP
De
(CID);
Fort LeavenworthID); SA
ort Riley RA (CID); SA
nd SA
, both of the 1149 MP Det (CID). The week was
devoted to reviewing both cases, reading each statement, developing and amending the timeline and
devising a question list and areas of interest, based on existing evidence. The team was released for
the Xmas holiday and was subject to recall at the time best suited to complete interviews of the/377 th
MP Company in the mid-western US.
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SWORN STATEMENT
rile Number :
Location
•
Date
•
Statement of:
SSN

Org/Address

0 13 4 - 02 - C1D369-23533
Baymont Inn 108th Street, Omaha, NE
11 Dec 2003
Time: i:i3(4111111,
Gta40/Status:

Civ/Inter reter

11111E '

want to make the following statement under
oat : I am making this statement to clarify aspects of a
previous statement to CID, which I made on 18 Dec 2002. I have
reviewed the 18 Dec 2002 statement, made by me, during the
course of this interview to refresh my memory. I began working
at Bagram around 25 Nov 2002 and began working in the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP) around the end of Nov or first of
December 2002. This was the first interpreter job I had, prior
to this I was the owner of an Oriental carpet shop and a
student.
My first contact with HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) was the day
before his death. I served as the interpreter for an
interro ation session conducted by an MI Interrogator whom I
know as
(SGT
and e other man.
think
mi
been either SPC
or SPC.
The reason I recall that it was one o the two of
them, was because both of them chewed tobacco. HABIBULLAH was
spitting up phlegm and whoever it was gave him their spit cup.
They were laughing and making fun of him saying it was gross or
nasty. I remember HABIBULLAH because he was called a Mullah and
he was in charge of some 500 people near Mazari Sharif. But
during Taliban times anyone with power was called a Mullah, they
did not necessarily have religious authority, which is truly
what a Mullah is. Mullah is a leader of prayers in mosques or
teaches at Madrassa.
We were in the interrogation room, on the second floor of
the BCP. The MPs brought him in to the room and he could not
bend one of his legs. He had trouble sitting down and had to
put one leg out to the side because he could not bend his right
leg at the knee. He was handcuffed with two sets of cuffs, one
short and one long, His legs were shackled and his head was
hooded. One of the interrogators took off the hood for the
w. The MPs left the room and the lead interrogator was
There was another young white man. I looked through
the photos shown and I don't see his photo amo them. It could
have been or a kid they called
I don't know
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TAKEN AT Baymont Inns, Omaha, NE,
DATED 11 Dec 1112, CONTINUED;

1101 y they called him

I think it was because his name was
the same as one of the other interrogators. HABIBULLAH was very
sick and they told me to instruct him to not spit on the floor.
We had a discussion about giving him a spit cup, because he was
not going to stop spitting. HABIBULLAH was very stubborn and
gave smart responses.. Once they asked him if he wanted to spend
the rest of his life in cuffs, his response was "yes, don't they
look good on me".
He was very sick, clearing his throat and
cou hin u phlegm constantly. He was a pretty young man.
ted to put him in the safety poSition of kneeling
for the interrogations. But HABIBULLAH could not kneel. He
told me about the pain in his legs and ultimately, he sat on the
floor because his right leg would not bend at the knee. His
right foot was swollen up too. He limped into the interrogation
room. After about 90 minutes to 120 minutes, we got nothing
froM him and the interview was going nowhere,
called for
the MPs and they came in, put him back on his e and took him
back to his cell. The MPs were so big and strong, I really
couldn't tell if he was walking or being carried. There was one
MP on each side and they moved him quickly. They took him back
to isolation, because of his position that was where he was
kept.
Q: What did HABIBULLAH tell you happened to his leg?
A: He never said. He complained it hurt, but did not say why
or how. We all thought he was exaggerating his cough, because
it would conveniently get worse when we asked serious questions.
But he was sick. He was coughing up nasty stuff and'spitting it
into the cup.
Q: Did the doctors visit detainees in isolation?
A: Yes, they came into the facility everyday. The
medical room downstairs and the doctor who was an
He was
maybe in his 40's. He wore a
and
was always smiling. His last name was hard to say, but I can't
recall it.
Q: Do you know if HABIBULLAH saw the doctor?
A: I don't know. I only saw him once and the next day I was
told he was dead.
Q: Did the doctor see everyone, everyday?
A: No, he had a system to check on people. Everyday he saw
patients, but I have no idea how he decided who. They came from
general population as well as isolation. So he saw people from
isolation but not in their cells.
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TAKEN AT Baymont Inns, Omaha, NE,
DATED 11 Dec 2003, CONTINUED:

100Iposition?
Q: What was the purpose of putting the detainee in a safety
A: They thought it would make them talk. It was painful and it
would make them tell what they knew.
Q:' Where did the practice of using safety positions for
interrogation begin, do you know it's genesis?
A: I'm pretty sure it started at the BCP. After capture and in
procesSing, they would. go to screening and that is where I first
saw safety positions employed. This started with putting the
detainee on his knees and having them hold 'their hands overhead,
which you can't do for very long.
Q: . Do you remember what the date was on the day you met with
HABIBULLAH?
A: No, I can't recall. It was daytime, I think before noon,
the day before he died.
Q: Having been shown phptographs of interrogators from th
do you recognize any one as the interro ator ou know as
A:
e photograph of SGT
is the man I know
as
Q: When detainees were sick or injured and told this to you,
what were the responsibilities of interrogators, once you
translated their complaints?
A: If they were happy with the detainees answers, they would
say "Okay, I'll see what I can do for you". If they didn't like
the answers they got or did not like the detainees behavior they
would daAlaIlaing and just ignore their complaints.
Q: Did
tell the MPs about HABIBULLAH's medical complaints
(his legs and his cough)?
A: I don't remember.
Q: Was there a standard procedure for placing newly arrived
detainees in standing restraint or isolation?
A: No, when they first come in, they get. no blankets, they keep
them handcuffed for the first 24 hours. They get chained up to
the ceiling only in isolation cells, if they break the rules,
talk, look around. This did not happened since the two men
died. Even after the second group of interrogators arrived from
Bravo Company, 519 th MI it took awhile to discontinue the use of
safety positions. Bravo Company was nowhere near as brutal as
Alpha C ompany. The worst were the MPs from Dec 2002.
Q: After interview of HABIBULLAH, did you observe interrogators
instruct MPs to place detainees in standing restraint?
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TAKEN AT Baymont Inns, Omaha, NE,
DATED 11 Dec 2003, CONTINUED:

WI

I don't remember specifically, but usually the lead
interrogator told the MPs what to do with the
detainees after
the interview.
Q: Did you ever hear interrogators tell the. MPs to chain the
detainees up?
A; The decision to direct a course, of sleep deprivation was
eached coil
1 by the interrogators. Then the head MI guy
SG
would tell the MPs to keep the
detainee awake. Sleep eprivation was an MI decision. The MPs
just did what they were told by MI. I think
tell
the MP SOG and then the MPs would be'responsible for keeping the
detainee awake.
Q: How were the MPs were supposed to keep the detainee awake?
A: . Sometimes loud music, banging on the cells, and sometimes
they would chain them to the ceiling standing up. I have heard
that after six days with no sleep anyone will talk. It was
considered the best tactic, but that was how the other detainee
died.
Q: Was HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) one of those detainees placed in
standing restraint after his interviews?
A: No, he was not placed in standing restraint because of his
leg problems.
Q: What if any discussion did you have or hear about
HABIBULLAH's death?
A: No, we were told not to talk about.
told
not to
discuss it during the morning planning meeting.
told us
not to talk about it with anyone.
Q: In your earlier statement, you indicated you talked with
DILAWAR (PUC 421) when he was placed in standing restraint, the
day before his death. What did you observe and what
communication did you have with him or his guards?
A: DILAWAR was on sl e deprivation. The MPs were ordered by
SSG MN and/or CPT
not to let him sleep and he was
Chained in a standing position in an isolation cell as part of
that. The MI leadership had . to approve and direct sleep
deprivation. I heard he had been there all night by the time I
talked with him, at midday the next day. All day long, the MPs
used different interpreters to tell him "only one more hour".
If I had known he was standing all that time, I would have
ptotested. When.I spoke with him, he barely had the energy to
talk. I told him "Look, please if you want to be able to sit
down and be released from Shackles, you just need to be quiet
for one more hour". He told me that if he was in shackles
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Baymont Inns, Omaha, NE,
DATED 11 Dec 2003, CONTINUED:
hour he would die. I told him nothing bad would happen
101tonother
him if he did as he was asked and he agreed to. Of course at
the time, I had no idea he had been restrained and kept awake
all that time. The next day I heard he had died. He kept
telling me he needed to see a doctor and he needed a shot. I
told the MP (whom I can't recall or identify) that he was asking
for a doctor. The MP walked over to DILAWAR, took DILAWAR's
hand and pressed down on. the detainees nailbed. He then looked
back at me and pronounced the detainees vital signs were fine
and:that - he was just trying to get out of the restraints.
Q: Why was'DILAWAR in standing restraint?
A: Sleep deprivation.
Q: Describe as best you Can recall DILAWAR's body position
while in restraints.
A: His arms were shackled to the ceiling at the wrist. Each
arm was out to the side, he was hooded with a black sack and his
head and hands hung down. His feet touched the floor completely
and were chained together, but the feet were not fastened to
anything.
Q: Could he move?
A: Not much, just twist a bit and shuffle his feet and move his
head and neck around.
Q: Whom did you translate DILAWAR's medical complaints to?
A: An N?. I can't recall which man. It's.been too long.
Q: Having been shown photos of the 377 th MP Company, can you now
identify the white, male MP (18 Dec 2,002 statement) you told of
DILAWAR's complaints?
A: No, I'm sorry it's just been too long.
Q: How did you learlja mipILAWAR's death?
A: We - were told by
in the morning meeting.
Q: Did you hear any discussion about DILAWAR's death?
A: We were told he had a heart attack and we were instructed
not to talk with anyone about it.
Q: Regarding other interviews you assisted with, approximately
how many interviews did you interpret for during your time at
the. Bagram Collection Point (BCP)?
A: At the time of the deaths, I have done just a few
interviews, I pretty much was brand new. By now, I have done
hundreds, sometimes I do as many as three interviews a day. My
observation has been that yelling and screaming is less
effective than talking rationally with people. I tried to
convince some of the Alpha Company interrogators to try
something besides yelling and bullying and as they changed
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TAKEN AT Baymont Inns, Omaha, NE,
DATED 11 Dec 2003, CONTINUED:

L

actics they got better results. Most of them slowly switched

over.
Q: Did you observe any Alpha Company interrogators touch
detainees, during interviews?
A: Yes, some provided comforting touching on the shoulder.
Some would shove or shake detainees, at that time, everyone
touched detainees. Now, I've been told that MI cannot touch
detainees. I don't think Alpha Company knew that.
Q: Did you observe anyone exhibit violent physical or abusive
conduct toward detainees? .
Not a whole lot, - gbit of shoving and shaking, but an
enormous amount of verbal abuse. Of course, they probably
didn't understand what was being said, - but there was no
mistaking the tone. That comes across even if you don't speak
the language. It made me terribly uncomfortable to tell those
uglithings to the detainees.
Q:
ere there any threats to detainees or their families - that
you were asked to translate?
A; Not really, mostly they.said ugly things like "who will take
care of your family while you are away?" Stuff designed to make
them want to go home, but no direct threats.
Q: What other things would you like to share?
A: The first year was designed for AlQuaeda. Now we are
picking up people who are suspicious and often get released
back. The yelling is counterproductive and frightening. It is
unnecessary with the people we are getting now. I think the
problems with interrogators have been stopped:
Q: What is your opinion of the current behavior of the MPs?
A: They are doing fine.. The pictutes I saw today (377 th ME,
Company) were the worst. Once in awhile now, I see frustration,
yelling, but not the brutality I saw from the 377 th MP Company in
Dec 2002.
Q. Besides the kneeling safety position you have described, did
you observe any other safety positions being used by the MI
interrogators?
A. There was one where they made the detainee slide down the
wall in a seated position, with no chair under them and hold
their hands out in front of them parallel to their thighs. This
is hard to do for long. Also they had them lie on their stomach
on the floor and grab their ankles with their hands, but I don't
view this as painful.
Do you recall MT. having any list of approved or prohibited
interrogation techniques during Dec 2002?
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STATEMENT OF
DATED 11 Dec 2003, CONTINUED:

AT Baymont Inns, Omaha, NE,

11111 : To my knowledge, there were no rules at all.
Qi Did you ever observe the MPs deliver. "compliance blows"?
At No, I don't even know what that is.
Q: Do you know of any other physical assaults on detainees?
A: I saw an MP whom I can't identify, slam a detainee into a
concrete wall. They were walking and the detainee was hooded,
he tripped over a doorframe and his flailing arms hit the MP in
chest. The MP violently slammed the man into the wall, I
thouliiiiiirould reallyhu
'
but it did not.
I also heard
that
(SPC
punched a detainee in the
kidney area of/his back, so hard that the man cried for a week
over the pain. I don't which detainee it was.
Q: Is there 'alything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End

tement////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
1HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
101STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 8. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, / WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

a ure of Person

g Statement)

SubscribeCi and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
of December 2003 at Omaha, NE.

stering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ.
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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0 134-02-CY 36 DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMy 01 3 7-02-C10 369-23534US ARMY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY
4553 N 2ND
FOREST PARK GA 30297-5122
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

CILA-BEP

19 November 2003

MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE, BAGRAM RESIDENT AGENCY,
THIRD MILITARY POLICE GROUP (FWD), BAGRAM, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE
09354
SUBJECT: Submitter Case Number: 0134 - 02 - CID369-23533
USACIL Referral Number: 2003 - CID131-1751
Suspect(s): UNKNOWN

1. Enclosed is the Laboratory Exhibit Listing (Encl 1) and
Final Division Report for the following division: Drug
Chemistry (Encl 2). No further examinations were conducted at
the request of the submitter.
2. Two original reports have been produced. One report is enclosed,
as stated, and the other is kept in the official files of this
laboratory and maintained IAW AR 25-400-2 and CIDR 195 7 1.
3. IAW AR 195-2, requests and fund cites for court appearances
of Laboratory Examiners will be made at least 10 working days
prior to the date of court proceedings.
4. POC is the Laboratory Operations Assistant, DSN 7977082/7110, CM (404) 362 - 7082/7110, FAX (404) 362-7112/DSN 7977112.

2 Encls

0111111.1111111.
Deputy Records Custodian

ANASCMIABACCREDITEDLABORATORY(SUNCE198.5)

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.361

DODIiO.

134 02-C )1)369 - 23533
0137-112-C1D 369
- 23534
15 November 2003
Page 01 of 01
LABORATORY EXHIBIT LISTING

SUBJECT: Submitter Case Number:
USACIL Referral Number:
UNKNOWN

0134-02-CID369-23533
2003-CID131-1751.
Suspect():

Exhibits:
1 - Round metal case with mirror top, containing yellow-green
powder (Item 1, Doc 063-02).
2 - Bottle with blue cap containing brown powder (Item 2, Doc
063-02).
3 - Foil packet containing nine large pale-yellow oval tablets
marked "PONSTAN FORTE" (Item 3, -Doc 063-02)..
4 - Cellophane bag containing cotton and small vial with green
stopper containing a clear yellow viscous liquid (Item 4,
Doc 063-02).

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.362

DOD WALA z 131
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01 37- 02-010369-23534
UNITED STATES ARMY
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION LABORATORY
4553 N 2ND
FOREST PARK GA 30297-5122

15 November 2003
Page 01 of 02
DRUG CHEMISTRY DIVISION REPORT

SUBJECT: Submitter Case Number:
0134 - 02-CID369-23533
USACIL Referral Number: 2003-CID131-1751
Suspect(s): UNKNOWN
Exhibits:
1 - Round metal case with mirror top, containing yellow-green
powder (Item 1, Doc 063-02).
2 - Bottle with blue cap containing brown powder (Item 2, Doc
063-02). .
3 - Foil packet containing nine large pale-yellow oval tablets
marked "PONSTAN FORTE" (Item 3, DoC 063-02).
4 - Cellophane bag containing'cotton and small vial with green
stopper containing a clear yellow viscous liquid (Item 4,
Doc 063-02).
Findings:

Exhibit

Analysis Result

Schedule *l

Amounts

Units
1

Nicotine indicated

2

Camphor indicated

3

Mefenamic'acid
indicated

NA*2
*2
NA

Grams

2.025

0.102

1.923

Grams

1.420

0.062

1.358

NA*2

Tablets

9

1

8

*1
*2

S c h e d u l e of
e C ontro ll e d Substances Act
Not applicable

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.363

Received Used Returned
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DODDOAC 12132
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01 37- 02-010369--23534
15 November 2003

Page 02 of 02
DRUG CHEMISTRY DIVISION REPORT (CONTINUED)

SUBJECT: Submitter Case Number: 0134 - 02-CID369-23533
USACIL Referral Number: 2003-CID131-1751
Findings (continued):

Exhibit

Anal y sis Result

Schedule *?

Amounts

Units
4
xl

*2
*3

No drugs indicated

NA*2

Approx.
mL *3
e Controlled Substances Act

Received Used Returned
1

Schedule of
Not applicable
Approximate milliliters

11111111r
Forensic Chemist

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.364
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE QF PAGE
DETAILS

16 Dec 03, SA
coordinated this investigation with Mr.
Deputy Director, InrJin I w Enforcement Academy (ILEA), Plainview, IN, who provided information perteining to this
investigatiOn. Mr.
explained that his department is responsible for regulating the training of all Indiana law
enfor
s. TheTA
f its courses the Pressure Point Control
PPC cours e was taught
by LT
LEA, and Dr.
Ft. Wayne Academy, Ft. Wayne, IN. Mr.
expl '
t he '
amiliar with the terminology used by the irietructors during the instruction of the
Dr
could proyide information about the use of the term "compliance blow." M
I he wo u ld provide
.elixtp elaitiniledr Ltha
his office with a copy of the PPC manual for further examination.
About 1045,

About 0930, 22 Dec 03, St ,.
ebeived a copy of the ILEA, Physical Tactics manual, which details the
instruction provided to all law enforcement officer within the state of Indiana, concerning pressure point control tactics.
About 1025, 24 Dec 03, S
oordinated with SA
oordinator, Financial Crime
Enforbement Network (FINCEN), Arlington, VA, at which time it was requested that she provide any information
oncerning the members of 377th Military Police (MP) Co, Cincinnati, OH and the 92nd Military Intelligence (MI) Co, Fort
Bragg, NC.
gent's Comment: SA
provided addresses, phones numbers and NCIC information on the members of
both the 377th MP Co and the 92 MI Co.
About 1100, 31 Dec 03, S
I Agent-in-Charge, Mid-Atlantic Fraud Field Office, Ft.
Belvoir, VA, received evidence fromsA
CID, Bagram Branch Office, via U.S. mail, concerning both
137-02-CID369-23534 and 0134-02-CI
e i MS received were receipted for on Evidence Property
Custody Documents, DA Form 4137, Document Numbers 0002-03, 0003-03, 0004-03, 0005-03, 0006-03, and 0011-03.
he aforementioned vouchers were processed and placed in the Mid-Atlantic Fraud Field Office, Ft. Belvoir, VA, evidence
depository.

TYPE° AGENT'S NA

SA

NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA ZZP6O

SIGNAT

EXHIBIT

92
ACLU-RDI
4534 p.365
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

CID Regulation 195-1

0137-02-C1D369-23534
PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES

DETAILS

bout 1832, 30 Dec 03, SAmuni
nterviewed MAJ
Physician, Winn Army Com
ospital (WACH), Fort ew ,
who was
identified as the doctor who
ILAVVAR (PUC 421) dead at 0630 hrs (Bagram local), 10
Dec 02 (0200Z, 10 Dec 02).
• rovided a
cumenting his knowledge of the
circumstances surrounding the
WAR.
ronounced DILAWAR dead after all
fforts to resuscitate him failed.
authen ica e t e
600 (Treatment Record)
documenting the medical interven ion
AR received at the Emergency Room (ER). He verified
authoring the SF600 and noted there were documents missing from his record of medical treatment
on DILAWAR. The two documents he knew to be missing wer
ket (completed on all
deceased individuals) and the Nursing Code Summary Sheets.
ould not identify the
ignature on DILAWAR's in processing sheet, indicating it was no is. e id not o•
e
bruising in DILAWAR's extremities, other than what was documented on the SF600.
■
re might have been injuries, which went unnoticed at the time he saw DI
id not begin conducting sick call pro
• the Bagram Collection Point (BCP)
until approximately 19 Dec 03 (after both deaths).
tated he did not w•
C
receive corporal punishment nor witness the adminis ra ion o comp
id
not see any PUC chained in a standing position in the isolation cells. enie•axing any
contact with HABIBULLAH (PUC 412), and le
' eath throug word of mouth from the team
he replaced (NFI). (See Sworn Statement of
fidated 30 Dec 03 for additional details)
-•••

•• •

•••

GENT'S COMMENT:
provided copies of his journal entries document ifig his arrival to
1111
Bagram, Afghanistan and
his Peatment of DILAWAR. The pertinent entry read "On the morning
of the 10th' I ran my first code and intubated a dead PUC. He had been de
almost stiff,
fixed and dilated upon arrival. I ran through 1 round of drugs & no help."
Iso noted in
he journal when he began sick call procedures at the BCP. (See copies o
personal
•ournal entries for additional details).
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

S

ORGANIZATION

HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street,
Ft Belvoir, VA 22606
DATE

EXHIBIT

30 Dec 03
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1 FEB 77
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SWORN STATEMENT
FILE NUMBER: 0137-03-CID369-23534
Anny Communitv_Hospital, Emergency Room, Fort Stewart, GA 31314
LOCATION:
e 03 /632DATE / TIlit
l■
STAT
SSN
GRADE/STATUS: 04/RA
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: Winn Army Community Hospital, Fort Stewart, GA 31314
I 11111111111Wv ant to make the following statement under oath:
I was dep oyed to Afghanistan from Fort Stewart, GA, with the 48 1 CSH, from Dec 4, 2002 to 7
Jun 2003. We were stationed at Baghram Air Base and had the only medical treatment facility. I
recall pronouncing PUC 421 Dead after coding him for a brief time. Based on the note that I
wrote on the SF 600 that morning immediately following the code. PUC 421 was an afghan
male approximately 35 years old, that was found at the detention facility unresponsive. Upon
arrival to the CSH, he had no spontaneous respirations he did not have a pulse and he was
asystolic on the monitor or flat lined. From that point I followed ACLS protocol. I attended
medical school on an. Army scholarship at Medical College of GA and graduated in 1992. I did a
general surgery internship at Eisenhower Medical Center, Augusta, GA. Then I was assigned as
the 2nd BDE surgeon, 24 ID, Fort Stewart, GA. I deployed to NTC three times and to Bright
Star in Egypt once in 1993 or 1994. I became the Emergency Medicine General Medical Officer
(GMO) at Winn Army Community Hospital in 1995, and left Fort Stewart for Fort Sam Houston
to attend Emergency Medicine Residence program at Brooke Army Medical Center, Fort Sam
Houston, TX, in 1996. I completed residency in 1999, became a board certified Emergency
Physician in October of 2000. I was the Chief of Emergency Medicine at Bayne Jo es Army
Community Hospital at Fort Polk, LA. Then came back to Fort Stewart on July of 2 0 0 1 .
Currently I am a staff emergency medicine physician at Winn Army Community Hospital.
Although, I had no experience in caring for Prisoners Scprior to deploying to Afghanistan,
ow I would treat a dying patien
it woul
Q: SA
A: MAJ
Q: Did you type the above statementoursel
o type.
A: No, I dictated it to Special Agent
Q: I've shown you an SF600 pertaining to PUC 421; can you verify who authored the
documents to verify their authenticity?
A: I did, on 10 December 2002, immediately after running a code on PUC 421.
Q: Please explain and describe what ACLS protocol is?
A: Advanced Cardiac Life Support is a set of guidelines with algorithms to resuscitate patients
who are dying. It's a widely accepted throughout the U.S. and the rest of the World as a standard
of care.
Q: Please explain and describe what a Code is?
A: A code is the attempted resuscitation of a dead or dying patient.
Q: When you declared PUC 421 deceased, did you conduct any additional triage of the body?
A: After I declared him dead I rolled him over and looked for signs of major trauma.
Q: Did you find any signs of major trauma?
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TAKEN AT FORT STEWART, GA 31314,
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A: As I indicated in my notes, he had an abrasion on his left flank, and an old abrasion left
ankle, which I am assuming, was secondary to his shackles. No contusions, no lacerations, and
no penetrating wounds were noted.
Q: Do you recall noting unusual swelling in the extremities of PUC 421?
A: I do not, that doesn't mean that it may not have been there, but I do not remember.
Q: Why didn't you expose any X-rays of the PUC at the time of treatment?
A: Because he was dead, his code had been called and I had confirmed his intubation clinically
and it would not have changed his outcome.
Q: Why were no blood workups ordered on PUC 421 at the time of treatment?
A: It was a futile resuscitation and the blood would have provided no information that would
have helped the outcome of this patient.
Q: Would you normally obtain or request a blood workup of a deceased patient?
A: Only if I am requested to do so by some authority, like CID or if I think it may help me
resuscitate the patient in some way.
Q: Can you please describe the physical condition in which you found PUC 421 on the day he
was pronounced dead?
A: Upon arrival there were no spontaneous respirations, there was no palpable pulse, he had a
flat line on the monitor, and he had motteling of the skin consistent with a dead person.
Q: Please describe what the term motteling of the skin means?
A: After a patient is dead the skin will have splotches, there is a specific medical term for this,
and I can't think of the term right now.
Q: Did you take a body or core temperature of PUC 421 after or during your resuscitative
efforts?
A: Not that I recall, because I didn't see it documented on the SF600 where I recorckd my
findings as I treated him. However there should be other documentation by the nursing staff
involved. Generally the nurse also writes a code summary.
Q: The additional documentation you mentioned, who would have a record of it?
A: It should have been in his medical record, I know this is not the only thing we had on him,
because there is a death packet we write up on all patients that die.
Q: Can you tell me what other medical staff w
ith
the t'
PUC 421?
A: The only thing I have documented is that
and
d I think
both of them are MAJORS, they were in the room, they helped me get supplies and IVS and all
that stuff. The reason I know they were there is because I documented it in my journal. As far
as nursing staff that was available I don't recall who was there.
Q: Do you recall noting any unusual bruising or markings on the extremities of PUC 421?
A: Other than the abrasions in my notes, no.
Q: You wrote in your notes that PUC 421 was cold to the touch, was his body in rigor at the
time you attempted resuscitative efforts?
A: No I wouldn't say he was in rigor mortis.
Q: Can you describe all of the resuscitative efforts you performed on PUC 421 on the day you
pronounced him dead?
A: By looking at my notes, he was intubated to establish an airway; it was clinically confirmed
with good breath so unds fog in the tube and color change on the CO2 monitor. HE was bagvalve tube at 18 to 20 breaths per minute. Pulses were nonpalpable; an IV was established to
give drugs. On the monitor he had asystole, he was given 1MG
ephrine at 3-5 minuteas.
intervals which was circulated with chest com
s as well
of
'ne
ai-ol-0A 0
_
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circulated with compressions; there was no spontaneous return of circulation; there was no
electrical activity on the monitor I don't recall if we looked at two leads for asystole but he was
fixed and dilated no signs of life so I called his time of death at 0630 and I think that was local
Baghram time.
Q: Is there anything you can think of, you would have liked to include in the resuscitative efforts
attempted. on PUC 421?
A: I wish I had documented a core temperature and asystole in two lead of the monitor.
Q: You stated you initiated an N on PUC 421, what did you administer?
A: Epinephrine and Atropine, via the N. I'm sure the IV was normal saline, but I don't have it
documented in my notes, but that's what I normally use. I think that there are more documents
pertaining tot his patients that are missing.
Q: Why do you think that there is missing documentation on PUC 421?
A: Because, again, there should be nursing notes and I don't recall doing it on this patient, but I
know we completed death packets on all individuals.
Q: Where are the Nursing Code Summary sheets now?
A: I don't know. All I would know is to ask out Patient Administration people from the 48 th
CSH.
Q: Where were the Nursing Code Summary sheets maintained, be as specific as possible?
A: In our Patient Administration Division with the patient's records.
Q: Who would able to tell us where the Nursing Code Summary sheets are located now?
A: a reservist with the 48 th CSH, Fort Meade, MD, he was in charge of PAD
while I was there, and he may know where they are at.
Q: When PUC 421 arrived at your Emergency Room, did you notice any bruising on his body?
A: I did not.
Q: When PUC 421 arrived at your Emergency Room did you notice anything peculiar about his
extremities?
A: No, I did not.
Q: When PUC 421 arrived at your Emergency Room, did you notice any smells associated with
Diabetic coma or any other signs of a diabetic shock?
A: No.
Q: Do you know if PUC 421 had secondary medical conditions, which would have attributed to
his death?
A: I do not; I get no history if they are dead.
Q: Do you recall who escorted PUC 421 from the BCP to the ER?
A: No, I do not recall.
Q: Did you ever conduct medical rounds at the Baghram Collection Point?
A: Yes.
Q:. During what time frame did you conduct these rounds and what did ou do?
A: Usually I would go down there in the mornings, when Doctor
as on a
off day, and I would pull general population sick call; and see any new PUCS that had arrived. I
don't recall starting but I wrote in my journal that my first day for pulling sick call at the BCP
was on the 17th of December 2002.
Q: So before PUC 421 died, did you ever go the Bagram Collection Point and visit or assist with
the care of the detainees?
A: No, if I saw a PUialipbecause they were brought to the hospital, but I don't recall seeing
a PUC up to that poi
EXHIBIT
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Q: Explain how you came to run the code for PUC 421 on the 10 th of December 2003?
A: According to my journal entries, I was just passing through the ER on
yt
alcfast
and the ambulance showed up with PUC 421. The family practice doctor
as
actually got upset that I had ran the code while she was asleep.
Q: During your visits to the Baghram Collection Point, did you observe any detainee receive
any type of corporal punishment?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever go inside of any of the isolation cells to visit with the patient detainees?
A: Only when we had a patient who had an external fixater on his femur, this was probably in
April or May 2003.
Q: When you went to visit with the detainee in his Isolation cell, was he shackled?
A: No.
Q: Was the detainee free to roam the confines of the isolation room?
A: He was unable to get up and walk around because of the external fixater, but if he would
have been able to I'm sure he would have.
Q: Did you ever observe any of the detainees being forced to do things against their will, such as
not sleeping, or stand for elongated periods of time?
A: Not that I recall.
Q: Other than the one time visit in the isolation cell in April or May of 2003, did you ever go
and see any of the detainees in their isolation cells?
A: I saw that particular person multiple times in that isolation cell. I actually did go i
tem
on a different occasion, we had three children in the isolation cell, I went down' with
to
determine ages of these children. If I remember correctly the youngest one was 16 and the oldest
was about 20 as we aged them by hand x-rays.
t,
Q: Do you recall any other time that you may have had a reason to enter the isolation cells?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever hear any rumors that the detainees were being abused at the Baghram
Collection Point, if so, by whom?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything furl
add to your statement?
A: No. ///End of Statement//
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AFFIDAVIT
I,
have read or have had read to me this statement which begins on Page
1 an en s on page _ I lly understand the contents of the entire statement made by me. The
statement is True. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom of each page
containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward,
without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement.

11111111111igna
aking Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 30 h day
of December 2003 at Fort Stewart, GA 31314.

S

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:

EXHIBIT
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

0134-02-CID369-23533/0137-02-C10369-23534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES
DETAILS

advised SGT
t 1035 hrs, 6 Jan 04, SA
Ipha Company, 519th Military Intelligence (MI) Battalion, Fort BragC 28307 (FBNC) of his
s of Assault Consummated by a Battery, Cruelty and Maltreatment and
legal rights for the of
al ri stating he was represented by legal counsel,
Negligent Homicide.
rial Defense Services (TDS) Counsel, USA
horn he identified as CPT
310.
ounsel advised him not to speak with CID. (See
DS, Region II, Fort Brag
Non-Waiver Certificate of
dated 6 Jan 04, for additional details).
as record fingerprinted,
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interview,
photographed and released to his unit through the Fort Bragg Military Police Station.
Alpha
t 1116 hrs, 6 Jan 04, SAilligadvised CPT
Company, 519th Military Intelligence (MI) Battalion, F C of her legal rights for the offenses of
nvoked her legal ri hts re uesting
Dereliction of Duty and Misprision of a Serious Offense.
ated 6
counsel, at which time the interview was terminated. (See Non- aiver Certificate o
an 04, for additional details).
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interview,
photographed and released on her own recognizance.

was record fingerprinted, and

advised SGT
t 1350 hrs, 6 Jan 04, SA
Ipha Company, 519th Milita Intelligence (MI) Battalion, FBNC of her legal rights for the
d by a Battery, Cruelty and Maltreatment, Negligent Homicide and
offenses of Assault Consum
sting counsel, at which time the
nvoked her legal rights, re
False Official Statement.
dated 6 Jan 04, for additional
interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
details).
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interview,lilt a s record fingerprinted,
photographed and released to his unit through the Fort Bragg Military Police Station.
-d a briefing for COL
and 1430 hrs, 6 Jan 04, SPIIIIIMPand SA
, Rear Detachment
Commander, 525th MI Brigade, FBNC and MAJ
Commander, 519th MI Battalion, FBNC. Also present were a number of staff personnel, including the
Brigade SGM and Battalion 1SG. A basic overview of the case was briefed and specifics regarding
he offenses committed by 519 th MI soldiers were discussed. It was clearly stated that no judgment
had been reached regarding criminal culpability for the deaths and the investigation was actively
being pursued.
TYP

ORGANIZATION

SA

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
EXHIBIT

DATE

6 Jan 2004

13

6

OR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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DOD DOACID12155
_

5cia

AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

CID Regulation 195-1

_

0134-02-CI D369-23533/0137-02-CI D369-23534

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES

DETAILS

?At 1415 hrs, 6 Jan 04, S
vised SGT
Alpha Company, 519th ilitary Intelligence (MI) Battalion, FBNC of his legal rights for the offenses
of Assault Consum
a Battery, Cruelty and Maltreatment, Negligent Homicide and False
Official
nvoked his legal rights and stated legal counsel, whom he identified
- ••
rial Defense Counsel, USATDS, FBNC, represented him.
ounsel advised him not to speak with CID. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
ted 6 Jan 04, for additional details).
111 .

was record fingerprinted,
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interview,
photographed and released to his unit through the Fort Bragg Military Police Station.
Alpha
t 1520 hrs, 6 Jan 04, SA111111111 advised
SSG
•
Company, 519th Military Intelligence (MI) Battalion, FBNC of his legal rights for the offs
nvoked
en
Negligent Homicide, Misprision of a Serious Offense and Fa_ls0t)ffici
, Fayetteville, NC,
as Mr.
his legal rights and stated legal counsel, whom he is
, dated 6 Jan 04, for additional details).
represented him. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interview, was record fingerprinted,
photographed and released to his unit through the Fort Bragg Military Police Statiork.
advised. SGT
t 1545 hrs, 6 Jan 04, S
Ipha Company, 519th Mill ary Intelligence 1) Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC 28307 (FBNC) of her legal
hts • the offenses of Assault Consummated by a Battery, Cruelty and Maltreatment. SGT
nvoked her legal rights and stated she did not want to make a statement without talking
dated 6 Jan 04, for additional details).
ith legal counsel. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
was record fingerprinted,
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interview,
ad recent surgery on her knee
photographed and released to own her own recognizance.
and could not reasonably be transported in a police vehicle, without risking re-injuring her.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST g iNTRY/////////1////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYP AGE

ND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
EXHIBIT

DATE

6 Jan 2004
R OFFICIAL USE ONLY

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.387
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agen is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THEPRIVACY ACT
D36 9 23533
134•-02
'
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additionallaltemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
4. FILE NUMBER

2. DATE

I. LOCAI ION

QC S79-

Bldg #8-1221, Randolph Str eet, Fort Bragg, NC 28307

Alpha Company, 519th MI Bn, 525th MI Bde, Fort Bragg, NC

PART I RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WATER CERIMICATE
-:

SECTION A. Rights
The investigatorwhos ame appears beloW told me that he/she is with the United States Arniy Criminal Investigation Command - •
and wanted to question me. about the following offense(s) of which I am

ault:Consumated by a Battery/Cruelty & Maltreatment/NeOigent Homicide/0 .
suspected/
the/following tightS:
me
efote -he/she aSked - any questions about the offense(S), however; he/she Made it dear me that I have
1. - I do not-have to answer ' ny questions or say anything •
2....Anything I Say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
to have a lawyer
3: -:-(For'persoriirel SUbjectto- theUCMJ) I have thetightto'talk.priVately to a lawyer before, dUrifig, and after questioning and
a military lawyer detailec
present with bit during - questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer i arrange for at expense to the •GoVernnietit or
for me at no expense to me or both.
-orto have a lawyer
(For civilians not "subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer 'before, during, and after questioning and
expense, or if I cannot afford a laWyet and
own
at
illy
I
arrange
'kir
understand
that
this
lawyer
can
be
one
that
I
queStiOning.
me diiritig-presntwih

Want one,- a lawyer will be appointed for Me before any questioning- begins.

4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
waiver below.
any time; or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even. if I sign the
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Q: Have you been advised of your legal rights within the past
Q: Are you currently represented by legal counsel? A: ye s

? A: WO

SECTION'13. Waiver

I understand my rights as'stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a
lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.

WITNESSES (if available)

3. SIGNATURE Z.)1-, INTERVIEWEE

la NAME (type or Print)

T- 4
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

L I do no want

ille

tto be • uestioned Orsa anythin

(DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89 (AUTOMA
ACLU-RDI
4534 p.388

,r084 IS OBSOLETE

.?, , 10 c( , 9- e

(DO

PYRA. I-r

9

,01 37 - OZ
RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this forth, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

-CIO 369. -

0 2 r C I i) 36 9 — 23533
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
0 134
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additionallalternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
ILE NUMBER.

Fort Bragg OD, Randolph Street, Fort Bragg, NC
5. Name

an 04

First

/ I :16,

8. OUTANIZAIION OR AUDI SS

Headquarters and Headquarters Suport
519th MI Battalion, 525 MI Bde
CPT/AD
Poit lir4g, RC 2g
PART I = RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER'CERTIFICATE
7. GRADE/SIAIUS

SECTION A. Rights
The investigator

e name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation Command
and wanted to question
the following offense(s) of which I am
•Dereliction of D / Mis rison of a Serious Offense//
suspected/
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she mad c ear to me that I have thefollowing rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used.as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailec
for me at no expense to me or both.
-or(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense„ or if I Cannot afford a lawyer and
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins:

4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
SECTION B. Waiver
, I understand my rights as stated above: I am now willing to discuss the offense(S) under investigation and iriake a statement without talking to a
law-3dr first ' and without haVirig a lawyer present with me.
3: SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
WITNESSES (if available

HQ, USACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
2a. NAME (Type or Pant)

b. OK ANILAI ION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
SECTION C. Non-waiver
1. I do tio Want to give u
I want a lawyer

[Yr I do not want to be questioned or say anythin
MENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89 (AUTOMATED)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190 30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT •
ti 134 —02 —C 10369

0369

-

2 -4

3 it

-

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

— 23533

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Sectirity NuMber is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
•

I

•I:

'

6 an 04

Fort Bragg CID, Randolph Street, Fort Bragg, NC

8. ORGANIZMION OR ADDICSS

5. Name (Last hirst MI

Company A
519th Mi Battalion, 525 MI Bde
Fort Bragg, NC 28310
SGT/AD
PART I RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
7. GRADE'S '1' A1 US

SECTION A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation Command
and wanted to question inc about the.f011Owing offerise(S) of which I Ain
tuspeeteditoettseAssault'Consumate by Batt& /Cruel — ,:and.Maltteattnent/14egligent Homicide/False Official Statement/
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything ..
2, Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCILI) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and'after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me dining questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no ekpente to the Government or a Military lawyer detailei
for me at no expense to the or both.
-or-

•

(For civilians not subject to the UCM.1) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange fbr at my own ekpense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. IfT am now willing to diScitas the offense(s) Under investigation, with Or without a laWyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign ,the waiver below.
6. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Have you been advised of your legal rights within
Are you presently represented by legal counsel?.

etti/44. tug-

tea^. aksdrit .,01_

SECTION B. Waiver
I understand my rights as, stated above. I am now willing to discu
lawyer , first and without h '

e offenSe(s). under investigation and.make a statement without talking to a

la. NAME ("type or Print)

SA

HQ, USACIDC, Fort Belvoi

160

2a. NAME (1)pe or Print)

SA
7. 0

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
n-waiver
SECTION C.
give, up my rights
1. I do
t a lawyer
2. SIGNATURE OF

do not want to be questioned or say anything.
SEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

ATTACH THIS WAIVERCERTIFICATE TO

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.390
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AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
0
- 134
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
UWE

2. DATE

L LOCATION

NISir.

6 Jan 04

Fort Bragg CUD, Randolph Street, Fort Bragg, NC

E NUMBER

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDIL:S8

5. Name (Last Furst MO

I

Imo..

Company A
519* Ml73attalion, 525 MI ilde
Fort Bragg, NC 28310

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-AVAIVER CERTIFICATE

SECTION A.- Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal investigation Command
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
and Maltreatment/Negligent Homicide/False Official .Statement///
suspectedAleettseelt- Assault - Consumate by Battery/Cruelty .
Before he/she asked the any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.. Ido not have to answer any questions or say anything:
2. Anything I sayer do catt.be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
•
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during; and after questioning and1O have a lawyer
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ)
detailed
military
lawyer
present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a
for me at no expense to me •rboth,
-O r-

I have the.right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with-me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I Cannot afford a lawyer and
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

If I am noW Willing to discasS the offense(s) Under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
4.
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5 COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Have you been advised of your legal rights within the
Are you presently represented by legal counsel?

ays?

,

SECTION B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offenses) underinvestigation and make a statement without talking to a
.
ra er first and without having a la er .resent with me.

1111111111111/1111111
HQ, USACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

1 , VA.

• , • .

b. OROANILA 110N OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

N C. Non-waiver

I do not wain to be questioned or say anything
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.391

THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
RN STATEMENT A FORM 2823) SUBSEOUENTLY.EXECUTED.BY
TO ANY SWOVUUUAL
6203
U
*4 1 2, 0
KIP -f
10
/6`.)

1 ) 0137-02-C10369- RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this fora), see AR 190 - 30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
0 1 34 — 02 —C D36 9 — 2353 3
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
I

• II • ID •

Fort Bragg, USACIDC, Bldg 8-1221, Fort Bragg, NC
am

rSl

Company A, 519fil Military Intelligence Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC
7. (3R.ADE/S1A1US

StI-T/AD

PART I RIGHTS WAIVERNON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
SECTION A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation. Command
and wanted to:question:me about the following offense .s- o alb

. suspected- Negiegent Homicide] Misprison of a'Serious .Offense /.False Official'Statemen t
Before he/she asked me - any questions about the offense(s), -however, he/she made it clear tome that I have the o o g rights:
1: I dO Litt have to answer any questions or say anything.
2: Artythitig I say Or do can be Used-as evidence-against rrie to a criminal trial.
3: F't-ir'ibersoilire/ subject to the UCMJ) I have the rightto talk privately to a lawyer befOre, -during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with nfte -dtring•qtrestioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer tarrange for at to eXperisetO the Government or a military lawyer detailed
for me at no expense to me or both.
-orprivately to a lawyer before; during, and after questioning and to -haVea lawyer •
. (For civilians not subject to the EICili.1) I have the right to
I
understand
that
this
lawyer
can be one that I arrange for army' own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and
present with int during questio ning.
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins,
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
any time, or speak privately with a laWyer before answering further, even if I sign the ,Waiver below.
5 COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Have you been advised of your legal rights within the I
Are you currently represented by legal council? *4

days? N

SECTION R. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without

g to a

lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSE

091

ezD

•

,

•'

I, •

se

I

et Iumr, aag‘Q
i

•••

IP • .71V.

•l••

••'

•••

•

•

HQ, USACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

SECTION C. Not-waiver
1. I do no want to give up my rights
El I w • •

rg I do not want to be questioned or say anything
STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FOE 3881, NOV 89 (A
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°MATED " ..
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
0 1 34 "" 0 2 -C 1036 — 2353 3
.

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

1ME

2. DATE

1. LOCATION

Bldg #8-1221, Randolph Street, Fort Bragg, NC 28307
5. Name (Last First. Ml

Alpha Company, 519 th MI Bn, 525th MI Bde, Fort Bragg, NC
/ (TRADE/ I AIUS-

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERI114ICATE
SECTION A. Rights
The investigator w

se name appears below told me that he/she is with the United-States Army Criminal:InvestigatiOn Command
°Rowing offense(s) of which I am
- . . and wanted to question me aboi

Assault Consumated by a Battery/Cruelty & Maltreatment/II
suspected
o' me that I have the following rights:
ore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however; he/she Made it.c1
•
to answer any questions or say anything; •
do not.
ything I say or - do can be used evidence-again-St mein a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject to the UCNIJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
military lawyer detailed
esent- with roe -during-questiorting. This-lawyer can be a civilian laWyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a
or me at no expense to me or both. • -0T-

have lawyer
(For :civilians not subject to the -UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before; during, and after questioning and to
present with me during questioning: I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for At my own expense; or if I cannot afford a lawyer and
ant one,•- a lawyer will be appointed for Me -before any questioning begins,
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
.
y time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further ; even if I sign the waiver below.
COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

A)

Q: 14ave you been advised of your legal rights within the_pastlays? A:
Q: Are you currently represented by legal counsel? A:

SECTION- B. Waiver
I understand niyrightS -aS stated above. Lam now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and Make
lawyer. fust and without Navin.ala er esent with me.

- a statement without talking to a

4.

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
2a. NAME (Type or Print)

SA
.

• • 1.• V •

• • • • 10•'4

• 1

••

•••••

.11•

•

•••

I`

HQ, USACIDQ, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

SECTION C. Non-waiver
1. I do no want to give up my rights
I want a la er

I do not want to be • uestioned or say an hin

SWORN STATEMENT(DA FORM.2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

..

:9 A-1-
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER
0134-02-C1D369-23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS

een 1045 and 1800 hrs, 15 Jan 04, S

terviewed Mr.

nd SA

C 28307), imp

g his
as
knowledge in the treatment and subsequentth of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412).
hich
is
his
middle
name
and
the
one
he
used
during
identified by many of the interpreters as
his tour in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan. He authored a sworn statement
e conduct of "day to qaylaggotio ns within the MI Element in the
etailing his observatio
as "trul in c arge".1111111.11so described training received from
BCP
d
uring the transition between units. He i
rnd SS
SSG
so
`sleep adjustment" was not documente ue to the lack of clear guidance on its legalit
stated MPs could not impose sleep adjustment on their own, it had to come from SS
punish detainees by standing them in the airlock for 2-4 hours. (See Sworn
• irectives, b u t

dated 15 Jan 04, for additional details).

Statement o

SP
, advised
t 1010 hrs, 15 Jan 04, SA 111111111111111.111,
•
Company, 519th MI Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC 28307 (FBNC) of his legal rights for the
offenses of Aggravated Assault, False Official Statement and Negligent Homicide. He invoked his
esting counsel, at which time the interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of

ated 15 Jan 04, for additional details)
advised PFC
of
his
legal
rights for the offenses of Aggravate
A Company, 5191 MI Battalion, FBNC
ssault, False Official Statement and Negligent Homicide. He invoked his ri hts re ue ting counsel,
ated 15 Jan
at which time the interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate o
rs, 15 Jan 04, SA

04, for additional details)
advised SPCM111.111111111111111
t 1100 hrs, 15,Jan 04, SA
of
his
legal
rights for the offenses of Aggravated
Company, 519th MI Battalion, FBNC
ssault, False Official Statement and Negligent Homicide. He invoked his ri ht
at which time the interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate o

uesting counsel,

ated 15 Jan 04,

for additional details)

GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interviewsa

were
dairy

record fingerprinted.
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENT RY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

15 Jan 2004

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.394
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45: The proponent agency of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.

E NUMBER

TII

LOCATION

0134-02-C1D369-23533

0 Jan 2004

Hampton InnAltits•burg, PA

GRADE/STATUS
Civilian

want to make the following statement under oath:

at I was a aptain in the United States Army assigned to the 339 th Combat Support Hospital, US Army
Reserve from June 1996 until August 2003. I deployed with the unit to Afghanistan arriving there about 22 11"
of June 2002. I left Afghanistan on approximately 6 December 2002. Upon return to the United States, we
were stuck at Fort Dix, NJ until a demobilization order was cut. We then out-processed from Fort Dix, and I a
th of January 2003. I then resigned my commission due to family and persona wasonlevutibh17
a-3
ov- /vb.-etreasons. The effective release date was
QUESTIONS ASKED BY BOTH SA
Q: Describe your entire military history?
A: I have been with the 339 th my entire military career. I joined the 339 th in November of 1996. I did not
have any prior military experience. I was a second lieutenant at first, and then they gave me credit for my
civilian nursing experience and made me a first lieutenant in July of 1997. I made captain in January of 2002.
During this time it was weekend drills, and annual training. I hadn't had any deployment experience prior to
being mobilized in April of 2002. My unit was sent to Fort Dix for two and half months.. We were trained up
and ready to go in about two weeks. We then sat there awaiting transportation the remainder of the time. We
arrived in Afghanistan about the 22nd of June 2002.
Q: What was your MOS in the Army?
A: I held three MOSs. I was a M5 which is an emergency room nurse, a 8A which is an intensive care nurse,
and a 66H which is a medical-surgical nurse.
Q: What is your civilian job?
A: I am an emergency room nurse with University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (PASSAVANT), Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Q: How long have you been a nurse?
A: I have been registered nurse since 1992.
Q: Describe your civilian education, and training as a nurse?
A: I have a bachelorp's degrq 'n nursinalim the University of Pittsburgh, and another year of graduate work
towards a Nurse -Prete-toner cense. aWertified in Advanced Cardiac Life Support, Basic Cardiac Life
Support, and Pediatric Advanced Life Support.
Q: Have you ever seen a deceased body with rigor mortis?
A: Yes. I have seen rigor at least 25 times per year with my civilian job.
Q: Describe rigor mortis?
A: It is when the body starts to stiffen up, and the blood starts to pool in places that is normally flowing freely.
Thiat looks like large bruises. The extremities (hands, arms, legs, face) start to stiffen first. It is called
weft-ling (the blood pooling).
Q: How did you happen to respond to the Bagram Detention Facility?
A: I was on my last duty day in the ER at Bagram Airfield. I was called into the TOC, and told there was an
unresponsive prisoner at the detention facility. This was around midnight local time (Bagram). We don't
c7. ruff' thArn Analr therm and rincr tram to
rperArvnri to 1-114. -Far - 1;t1r If thara is a ivri onrIpr thc ,
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EMENT OF MRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIPAKEN AT THE HAMPTON INN,
STATEMENT
ITTSBURGH, PA DATED 10 JANUARY 2004 bON'INUED.
t3'±'02—C I
, with the 339th CSH out of E or Harrisburg, PA) that
There
There
wasan E7
was the senior enlisted in the OC that night. She told me that the detention facility was
on the phone asking for medical support to come down and evaluate their prisoner. I told
her that they are supposed to transport them to us. I got on the phone and spoke with
somebody from the detention fiiiile told me that the prisoner was yelling, spitting,
hat I was going to go down there to evaluate an
and was now silent. I told LT
ciik SSG
oner. He told me to update him when I got there. I thini
or SGT
me (as he was a 91W, medic). It was either SS
of a Fort Bragg unit, I am not sure what unit as he was attached to
us). We drove to the facility, about a mile and quarter, in a HUMMV ambulance.
Q: What was your assignment (job) with the 339 th CSH while in Afghanistan?
A: I was charge nurse of the emergency room. For a short while I was the OIC of the
ER.
Q: Describe what you observed when you arrived at the Bagram Detention Facility?
A: We were allowed to drive into the gate. We backed up to the gated entrance where
He
we were met by a sergeant (I can't remember any fea es other than he was
t
through
a
door.
The
cells
were
led us into the facility. Once inside the facility we
...1..
e prisoner (who the
on the left. We went about twenty feet, anE
CID Agents told me was Mr. HabibULLAH, BT# 412) was about twenty or twenty-five
off
feet away. I immediately saw that he was dead. He was laying on his back handc
ed to
. One
a stretcher with his mouth open. There were three or four enlisted MPs around
of them said that he couldn't be dead, because he had just taken a pulse.q repAteS that
he was dead. I took my stethoscope and listened for a point of maximal impulse (PMI).
There was no pulse, and he was not breathing. That is when they asked me what they
were supposed to do. I told that I didn't know, but hoped their notes were up to date and
accurate. I told them that the prisoner was dead before they called me. They looked
shocked that the Mr. HabibULLAH was dead. They showed disbelief about his death.
and he said to bring the him
When they asked me what to do, I called Dr. (LTC)
back to the hospital for a post mortem.
Q: Would you be able to identify any of the MPs around the prisoner again if shown
photographs?
A: No.
Q: How did you know that Mr. Habib ULLAH was dead?
A: My experience told me that even from twenty feet away, this guy was dead. I then
checked for a pulse and breath, and found none.
Q: Did you attempt any life saving actions?
A: No. He was too far gone to initiate any life saving actions. Mr. Habib ULLAH was
already stiffening.
Q: How long did the trip by ambulance take from the hospital to the Bagram Detention
Facility?
A: About four or five minutes. We were under blackout drive conditions drove about
fifteen or twenty miles per hour.
Q: Describe Mr. Habib ULLAH?
A: I think he had a beard. I think he was about six foot, slender build about 150 to 180
was fairly tall for
pounds. The reason I think he was fairly tall, I remember thinldn
an Afghan gentleman when we put him on the gurney at
-‘)

MI
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TA'l EMENT OF MR.11,11111MAKEN AT THE HAMPTON INN,
ITTSBURGH, PA DATE 0 JANUARY 2004 CONTINUED:
2—CID36
Q: What time and date did you receive the call in the TOC to respond to the Bagram
Detention Facility?
A: I don't remember the exact date, but it was my last shift prior to leaving Afghanistan
and it was after midnight, local time.
Q: Could Mr. Habib ULLAH been experiencing something other than rigor mortis when
you observed him at the detention facility?
A: No.
Q: How was Mr. Habib ULLAH dressed when you arrived at the Bagram Detention
Facility?
A: He had on an orange jumpsuit and booties. He didn't have any underwear or a t-shirt
on.
Q: Aftzailiporting Mr. Habib ULLAH to the emergency room, what happened?
came in and said to draw some labs. I drew blue, green, purple, and red
A: Dr.
top containers of blood for a complete workup. I ittempted catheterize him for a
hen took a 20cc syringe and
urine draw. That didn't produce any urine. Dr.
attempted to draw directly from the bladder, and there was no urine. We had Mr. Habib
ULLAH x-rayed, a complete body x-ray. Before that all happened, I got a rectal body
tare from Mr. Habib ULLAH. It was about 105 or 106 degrees Fahrenheit. Dr.
was conducting a full body
d I talked about his elevated temperature. Dr.
examination for signs of visible trauma.
Q: Were there any signs of trauma?
A: He had a good-sized bruise on one of his thighs. He had pooling of blood in his legs,
and there was an impression of the waist chain around his lower chest or upper abdomen.
I remember thinking that Mr. Habib ULLAH was slumped over on his chain for awhile.
Knowing that the prisoners were sleep deprived and not allowed to lay down, I have a
mental image of Mr. Habib ULLAH slumped over on his waist chain for awhile, which
caused the marks I described. There wasn't anything else that stuck out in my mind
about his physical condition.
Q: Were you present when Dill made the cause of death determination?
A: I am not sure he made an official cause of death determination. We talked about the
lab results and surmised that Mr. Habib ULLAH died of acute renal failure.
Q: What happened then?
i
A: A CID representative took pictures of Mr. Habib ULLAH, then we put him in a body
bag and transported him to the Air Force facility where he awaited transportation to
Germany.
Q: Had you been inside the Bagram Detention Facility before?
A: Yes.
you saw, and why you were there?
'
Q: Could you
(don't remember what unit he was with) was the doctor who
A: COL (Dr.
would go to the prison. He came up and said that he had a patient who had acute urinary
retention problem, and would I go up there and put a foley catheter in so that the MPs
wouldn't have to transport him to the ER and back again. That patient was handcuffed to
a stretcher, dressed in the orange jumpsuit and black booties, in a treatment room. There
were a couple of MPs present. Once done with the foley, they asked if I wanted a tour of
the facility. They took me on a tour. I observed two people in two different plywood
rooms. One was handcuffed behind his back and to the w o that he couldn't sit do
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e other was handcuffed and was sitting, but they were yelling at him so that he
wouldn't go asleep. They told me about a prisoner who tried to escape on them. He was
one of them that was in the plywood rooms.
Q: Did you see or hear about anyone hitting or striking a prisoner within the Bagram
Detention Facility?
A: No.
Q: Did any of the MPs present when you arrived in response to Mr. Habib ULLAH's
medical condition say anything about how or why he came to be unresponsive?
A: No.
Q: How long were you at the Bagram Detention Facility prior to taking Mr. Habib
ULLAH back to the Bagram emergency room?
A: About ten minutes, tops.
Q: What was the temperature inside the Bagram Detention Facility when you arrived?
A: I really can't say other than normal room temperature. It wasn't excessively hot or
cold.
Q: Was the ambulance heated during the ride from the Bagram Detention Facility to the
Bagram emergency room?
A: No. It was about twenty degrees outside at that time. The ambulance was not heated
in the back.
Q: How long did the drive from the Bagram Detention Facility to the Bagram
Emergency Room take?
A: About four minutes because we were traveling under blackout conditions and the road
was really beat up.
Q: Did anyone put tape on Mr. Habib ULLAH's head?
A: Not that I know of.
Q: Did anyone accompany you and your 91W in the ambulance back to the emergency
room?
A: I can't recall if one of the MP's jumped in the back with us or not.
Q: How do you know that the prisoners within the Bagram Detention Facility were being
sleep deprived?
A: While one of the prisoners was at the emergen—C3r room for normal treatment, I struck
up a conversation with one of the MPs who told me that they sleep deprive them for a
period 72 hours, and then interrogate them.
Q: Did this MP tell you what else took place inside the detention facility?
A: No.
Q: Do you know who that MP was?
A: No.
Q: Could you identify the MP if shown several pictures?
A: Probably not due to the time between then and now, and the fact I was talking to him
while working on the patient.
Q: You initially told the responding CID Agent that Mr. Habib ULLAH had rigor mortis
when you arrived at the Bagram Detention Facility. What led you to believe Mr. Habib
ULLAH had rigor mortis?
A: I couldn't close his open mouth at the facility. Once back at the emergency room I
noted that his fingers and arms were stiff. I couldn't move his fingers with ease lik
.
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ould have been able to. He didn't have free range of movement in his arms. I had to
put some effort into raising his arms. The arms would fall back down normally.
Q: Describe the marks around Mr. Habib ULLAH's upper abdomen or lower chest?
A: I don't remember the marks on his back. I remember thinking that he was slumped
on a chain.
Q: How many times did you treat prisoners of the Bagram Detention Facility = and for
what?
A: I was only to the detention center three times. In a span of a day or two we saw
fifteen or so for positive tuberculosis tests. One time was for the foley, once was for Mr.
Habib ULLAH, and the other time was for something minor (I can't remember what).
ers of the detention facility for any injuries sustained while at the
Q: Did you trea
• lity?
Bagram ete
se him up
su
e
one prisoner and that was because Dr.I IIIIIIrsent
A: I only j
to the ER to suture his homemade vasectomy incision which he found on the intake
exam.
Q: Did you assist any of the doctors with intake examinations?
A: No.
tement?
jipt.
Q: Do you have anything to add tot
'
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///
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SOCIAL SE

I GRADE/STATUS

SSG/USAR
339th CSH, Coropalis, PA

Rodney D.

want to make the following statement under oath:

That I was mobilized with the 339 th Combat Support Hospital, US Army Reserve on 13 August 2002. I joined
them in Afghanistan on 13 October 2002. I redeployed separately from the unit through Fort Benning,
Georgia. I arrived home on 22 December 2002. While assigned to the 339 th CSH in Afghanistan, I worked as
the NCOIC of the Emergency Room, Sick Call and Ambulant Services. That was at the
• Base.
QUESTIONS ASKED BY BOTH SA
SA
Q: Describe your entire military history?
A: I came into the Army Reserves in 1989 as a Utilities Equipment Repairman (52C MOS). I spent three
years doing that and then retrained to become a 91A (Field Medic). I graduated 91A school in 1991. In
August 1991 I was called up to serve in Desert Shield/Desert Storm. That was with the 316 th Station Hospital,
Harrisburg, PA. I was in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. I was placed on the quick response team, and drove a bus for
the guard force. I came home in April 1992. All 91A were retrained for one year and I became a 91B (Field
Medic). That training was conducted at Fort Belvoir, VA. In 1992 the 316 th became the 322 nd Hospital Unit
Surgical. Then in 1995 I was asked to go to 91C (Licensed Practical Nurse) school. That was through the
North Hampton Community College for military credit. While I was in school, the 322 nd was disbanded and it
became 4205 th (filler unit). In late 1996 or early 1997, we became the 339 th Combat Support Hospital.
Q: What MOSs do you hold in the Army?
A: 91W (Licensed Practical Nurse), 91A (Field Medic), 91B (Field Medic), 52C (Utilities Equipment
Repairman), and 55N (Unit Armorer).
Q: What is your civilian job?
A: I work at the Dauphin County Prison, as a Staff Nurse. I have been there for almost three and a half years.
Prior to that I worked for the Harrisburg Hospital as an Intensive Care Nurse (extensive training as open heart
technician) (1996-2000). Prior to that time, I worked from 1993 to 1996 in the respiratory intensive care unit;
which was at Harrisburg Hospital. Prior to that I worked for DW Transport (trucking company) on their board
of directors (1991-1993). From 1989 to 1991 I worked for Bar-Vell, Inc. (equipment operator). Prior to that I
was a banker for thirteen years.
Q: How long have you been a nurse?
A: I have been a LPN since 1997. I was licensed as an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) right after high
school (1977 or 1978). I did that for extra money on the side until I was called up for Desert Storm.
Q: Describe your civilian education, and training as a nurse and as an EMT?
A: I received my LPN training and certification from North Hampton Community College, Bethlehem, PA
(1995-1997) which resulted in an Associates Degree in Nursing. I received on the job training at Harrisburg
Hospital in the following areas: Operating Room Specialist, Emergency Room, Cardiac Catheritzation,
Ventilator training, Medication Administration, IV Therapy, Open Heart Nurse, Balloon Pumps, Central
Venus Lines, Transplants, Hospice Certified and Pain Management.
Q: Have you ever seen a deceased body with rigor mortis?
A: Yes. Hundreds of times. I have seen rigor since I started working as an EMT.
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1111 Q: Describe rigor mortis?
A: Rigor is the stiffing of the body with discoloration and sometimes you will see
pooling of blood, like if they are lying on their back it will be in their back.
Q: How did you happen to respond to the Bagram Detention Facility?
A: We heard over the radio that there was a problem at the facility. We then received a
call from the TOC to dispatch an ambulance to the facility. This was rare because they
usually brought the prisoners to us.
Q: Who went with you to the fac'
A: I believe it was me CPT
and Sg41111111111 think CP
drove. It
was nighttime and we used night vision to drive there. We drove about 10 to 15 miles per
our and it took almost 10 minu s for us to get there. I checked our weapons CPT
went straight in and Sgt
went next. It took me almost five minutes
to get into the facility when we arrived.
Q: Describe what you observed when you arrived at the Bagram Detention Facility?
A: I observed several persons standing around a person who was on the floor wearing an
oran uit. I approached the person and grabbed the prisoner's ankle. I asked CPT
if this person was dead. I observed he was discoloreiliought he felt cold. I
know there was a blood pressure cuff on his right arm. CPT
said, "He
Th were five or six people were standing around watching my self and CPT
I used a stethoscope to listen for a heart beat and I did not her one. I did
not observe rigor, but inmate was cyanotic and cold. His arms were out like a cross, his
eyes were open and his mouth was open. He had some drool coming from the corner of
his mouth on the left side. His eyes were dilated and fixed. I used my flashlight from my
clo.
t
SA
A
and Sialliedentified the gentleman to me as Mr. HABIBULLAH. I did
observe marks on Mr. HABIBULLAH, He had cuff marks on his ankles and wrists also
he had a 5 xillafilkruise on '
Once he was loaded onto the stretcher by
myself CP 'l
and SGT
and one other person that was there. The four
of us then carried him to the ambulance. Once he was loaded we transported him to the
Hospital.
Q: Would you be able to identify any of the MPs around the prisoner again if shown
photographs?
A: Maybe. I remember one
the rank of ii
Sp list
about
don't remember i
had an MP
rassar on or not.
Q: How did you know that the. Mr. HABIBULLAH was dead?
A: When we walked into the place I observed his pupils were fixed and dilated. He felt
cold and he had no pulse. We did are sternum rub and there was no response. He just
looked dead. Also I noticed pinning of his ears and drool from his mouth had that had
pooled from his mouth. Also there was no capillary refill in his toes.
Q: Did you attempt any life saving actions?
A: No. He was dead. It looked like he had been dead for a while and it looked like
nobody cared. He looked like he had been dead for about thirty minutes. He had pinning
of the ears, which is one of the first signs of death
X3 7
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was no reaction in his pupils. His feet had fallen forward. The body was
Okrotallyo thererelaxed.
I have just seen this a lot and that is what is looks like. His lungs were
t

total relaxed and there was no air in his lungs.
Q: Describe Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A: He was wearing the orange jump suit, black booties, and a white t-shirt. He was on
his back. He was not on a stretcher. His arms were out to his side like a cross.
Q: What time and date did you receive the call in the TOC to respond to the Bagram
Detention Facility?
A: It was the middle of the night. I don't remember the exact time.
Q: Could Mr. HABIBULLAH been experiencing something other than rigor mortis
when you observed him at the detention facility?
A: Yes, I don't think rigor had set in. I only felt his ankle and I did not feel rigor.
Q: After transporting Mr. HABIBULLAH to the emergency room, what happened?
A: We took his body into the area the prisoners have to be in and that was cubical 6.
There was a guard there. I don't know who he was or how he got there, but I know he
was an MP.
Q: Were there any signs of trauma?
A: There was bruising on his chest on his left side and on his ankles and his wrist. I
would say the bruise on his chest was around five inches around and he was turning blue.
From the time we arrived the facility until we arrived to the Hospital he was showing
signs of rigor.
Q: Were you present when
made the cause of death determination?
A: No. Once Mr. HABIBULLAH was in the cubical I left the area.
Q: What happened then?
A: I don't know I was out of the area. I went and made a phone call home to the wife
because it was just the time when I call her. This was a routine call.
Q: Had you been inside the Bagram Detention Facility before?
A: Yes. I was given a quick tour, but there were no prisoners upstairs, they were always
in the big detention area just sitting down.
Q: Could you describe what you saw, and why you were there?
A: I went to the facility to collect the medical waste every two weeks.
Q: Did you see or hear about anyone hitting or striking a prisoner within the Bagram
Detention Facility?
A: Only what the interpreter told me from what the prisoners had told him. I remember
one day while at the ER, the MPs from the Bagram Detention Facility brought a prisoner
in who appeared to have been roughed up. He was messed up. I was told that he tried to
escape an upstairs window, shinnied down a drainpipe, and got caught up in the razor
wire. He had shoulder pain, which wasn't broken, but we put it in a sling. He also had
cuts all over his body that had to be cleaned and dressed. His face was all swollen up and
bruised. I believe his number was in the 400s.
Q: Did any of the MPs present when you arrived in response to Mr. HABIBULLAH's
medical condition say anything about how or why he came to be unresponsive?
A: No. I asked lilt‘3a7d he been down and I was told, "I don't know" I don't know
who said it. CPT
as also asking the same question.
Q: How long were you at the Bagram Detention Facilit
r to taking Mr.
HABIBULLAH back to the Bagram emergency room?

Dila
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A: For almost twenty minutes. Once we packed him we left the area.
Q: What was the temperature inside the Bagram Detention Facility when you arrived?
A: 70's it was normal room temperature. It was damp but not cold.
Q: Was the ambulance heated during the ride from the Bagram Detention Facility to the
Bagram emergency room?
A: No the heater was broke.
Q: How long did the drive from the Bagram Detention Facility to the Bagram
Emergency Room take?
A: About ten minutes
Q: Did anyone put tape on Mr. HABIBULLAH's head?
A: He had dark green tape on his head I just don't remember where. Some place near
the top left of his head.
Q: Did anyone accutou and SgtllIllkack to the emergency room?
o one else was in the ambulance.
A: Other than CPT
Q: Did you know that the prisoners within the Bagram Detention Facility were being
sleep deprived?
A: No
Q: Describe the marks around Mr. HABIBULLAH's upper abdomen or lower chest?
A: It was on his left side and it was about five inches around.
Q: How many times did you treat prisoners of the Bagram Detention Facility and for
what?
A: Almost daily they would come in with bruises and cuts. We would see guys come in
with smashed forgers and we would sew then up. I asked them how it happened and he
kept saying "stick". I don't know what that meant. Also we had several prisons needing
IV's for dehydration.
Q: Did you treat prisoners of the detention facility for any injuries sustained while at the
Bagram Detention Facility?
A: Sutures, broken bones specifically a broken collarbone.
Q: Did you assist any of the doctors with intake examinations?
A: Yes I drew labs and chest exams. We were not allowed to do this at the facility.
tatement?
Q: Do you have anything to add to
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT/
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nterviewed Mr.
NC 28307),MM,
arding his
was
a of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412).
knowledge in the trea men n su seq
identified by many of the interpreters as which is his middle name and the one he used during
his tour in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan. He authored a sworn statement
e conduct of "day to caations within the MI Element in the
detailing his observations
!so described training received from
as "trul in c rge'
BCP
d
uring
the
transition
between units. H •
and SSG
SSG
also
"sleep adjustment" was not documented due to the lack of clear guidance on its legality,
stated MPs could not impose sleep adjustment on their own, it had to come from SSG
irectives, buttigyjle punish detainees by standing them in the airlock for 2-4 hours. (See Sworn
dated 15 Jan 04, for additional details).
Statement of
Be -n 1045 and 1800 hrs, 15 Jan 04, SAIIIIland SA
519
Civ, (formerly SGT, A Corn

advised SPC
010 hrs, 15 Jan 04, S
A Company, 519th MI Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC 28307 (FBNC) o his legal rights for the
offenses of Aggravated Assault, False Official Statement and Negligent Homicide. He invoked his
sting counsel, at which time the interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate o
ated 15 Jan 04, for additional details)
advised PFC
rs, 15 Jan 04, SA
of
his
legal
rights for the offenses of Aggravated
A Company, 5191 MI Battalion, FBNC
ssault, False Official Statement and Negligent Homicide. He invoked his ri hts re u sting counsel,
ated 15 Jan
at which time the interview was terminated.. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
04, for additional details)
0

advised SPC
t 100 hrs, 15 Jan 04, SA
of
his
legal
rights for the offenses of Aggravated
Company, 519th MI Battalion, FBNC
ssault, False Official Statement and Negligent Homicide. He invoked his &testing counsel,
dated 15 Jan 04,
at which time the interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
for additional details)
were

GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interviews
record fingerprinted.
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Location
Date
Statement Of;
SSN
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feeWIMP

"

Time: ,15

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT
UNDER OATH:
I was working in the United Arab Emirates as an Arabic interpreter, when I
ard. My
was called back to Delta Company, 142 hd MI Battalion, Utah Nat'
bic s eakers•
luded 'x peo
and SPC
SGT
SSG
We did some CTT training at Fort Carson, CO and then we were
sent to Fort Bragg, NC to meet up with Alpha Company, 519 th MI Battalion, Fort
ether and once there we were
Bragg, NC. We deployed to Afghani
as the administrative NCO. C 2
to different jobs. SSG
SSG
'ch might
to conduct researc
as assigned as
. SGT
ere in charge of
and SP
an analyst Most of the rest of my unit had limited contact with detainees. I was
one of the only NG soldiers who got to perform as an interrogator completely. I
actually had to lobby for them to get to actually do our mission and was
successful in getting them to participate in a couple of interviews. None of them
had any contact with HABIBULLAH. The breakdown o
viewed
structure in the Bagram Collection Point was that CPT
ctions
a
d
did
command
stuff,
most of our interrogation reports, made c
briefing tours. The NCOIC was SSG nd he was truly in charge
of the day to day workings of the interrogators, interpreters and he had two Team
Leaders. n late Aug or early Sep 2002, team leader If and SGT
as moved to
NC. Later
519th MI Battalion Fo
other
to
and SGT
—notierposition
an
nd
, SPC
PC
-d o
team ori•inall
,
but
it'
and possib y a
SPC
SPC
was SPC
can't
was removed from
and SPC
SPC
the BCP about two months before we left (end of Jan 2003 •ecause of some
sort of misconduct surrounding the death of the second detainee, It was about a
position and
i
week after the second death, he was taken outoaiterrogation
as
also
removed
from
removed from the BCP completely. I think SG T
d she was replaced by
o itionAround the same f
her Team
a!,01,f40.41b 11 -1-1,z

re some fairly standard in
After our arrival in Afghanistan, there
processing actions, getting billets and then for about three weeks, we trained
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SWORN STATEMENT OF1111.111,AKEN AT Fort Huachuca, AZ, DATED 15 Jan
2004

aving country. The two I recall were
rogators
alon
SGT SGT They were both from an active .duty MI
unit but I don't recall the unit. They were very disciplined and they taught us that
the use of "safety positions" were tive. These techniques were calculated
xplained to me that he once put a guy in
moves, not vindictive actions.
a safety position for 45 minutes while e read a book, because he was being
ol of an interview and becoming
uncooperative. It was not about losin c
xplained the natural outgrowth for an
angry and punishing the detainee.
be placement in a safety position and when this
uncooperative detainee
xplained calmly to the detainee what the
man was uncooperative
ve an effect. It was an
.
repercussion was and thilifor
ere trying to prepare us for
nd
action, reaction dynamic .
the techniques, which were not in place for them and that they had to struggle to
find, when they first began operations. They did not want us to go through the
same painful and ineffective learning curve. The most effective safety position I
observed was having the detainee kneel with their back straight. Their hands
were laced together and placed behind their head. They were not permitted to sit
back and rest their buttocks on their heels. This was taught to us and it was not
something we were familiar with. The focus was on making the detainee
uncomfortable, not on hurting them. We were prone to being cautious and more
apt to apply less harsh approaches, but as we gained confidence we bec me
nd
ear up (harsh) approach under the supervision of
to
What most people don't realize is that there was very little in the form of
structure and rules for dealing with this type of detainee. There was the Geneva
Convention for Enemy Prisoners of War (EPW), but nothing for terrorists. It was
cing act. We sometimes developed a rapport with detainees
an interestin
ould sit us down and remind us these were evil people a
and SSG
talk about 9/11 and they weren' ur friends and could not be trusted t
as also the person to put the br es on when
truth. Conversely, SSG
ade it a
certain approaches got out of hand. At one point, he (SS
rule that we had to go through him for approval to use any of the more harsh
approaches because of the negative effects it could have on the detainee's
psyche. I liken him to keeping the pendulum from swinging too far in either
direction. He was a very professional NCO and a savvy soldier. He would never
have let us employ any techniques he thought would have placed us in even a
questionable position.
Our guidance related to the handling and status of detainees was not clear
to us. I don't think the decision was made regarding the status until well after
some persons were in US custody. By the time we got to Bagram, the decision
was made and the final determination was that they were "detainees" NOT EPWs
and therefore not subject to the provisions of the Geneva Convention. If they had
been EPWs we would have had a tougher time employing sleep adjustment and
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e safety positions. We could deviate slightly from rules for EPWs. We used
safety positions, which might not have been employed in a classic EPW setting,
but I can't say that for certain. This was my first ex erienc in an etaine
operations. It was the first time for everyone but and
Our operation started out running one shift only rom 0430 -1630 local.
Around the middle of Nov 2002, we went to 24 hour operations. One shift
worked from 0400 - 1630 and the other from 1600 to 0430, so that we had a
half-hour overlap on p c
han e to ass on information. We had a
ran. The meeting lasted ten or
morning meeting at
fifteen minutes. Then there were two hours o planning and preparation. We
researched and read up on the people we were interviewing that day. We
assigned interpreters, or picked from the ones available. Some interpreters were
better than the others and the teams switched off who had the best interpreter.
The night before, SSGIIIIIIInd the team leaders looked at all the available
detainees and we made decisions on who should be interviewed, by whom and
with which interpreter. When we first arrived interviews were
hanged
conducted with one interrogator and one interpreter, but SS
this because when disputes between the interrogator and the interpreter arose,
he had us move to a partner concept to provide support in the interrogation and
to a third view on any disputes. We picked interviews based upon a number of
factors, which included the person's newness to the facility, receptiveness to
interviewing, our potential to gain critical information from them. The specifics
were discussed and we'd agree on a schedule for the interrogators. On
HABIBULLAH, he was brought in with a group of people and we had a special
planning session on how to get all of them interviewed and what approaches or
techniques we would employ. There were also decisions made at our meetings
about courses of sleep adjustment, but if it was decided sleep adjustment was
ad to approve it and either he or
appropriate, SSG
e sleep adjustment.
would instr ct t MPs to
rained us, they taught us how to institute a
and
When
course of sleep adjustment, as it was practiced prior to our arrival. It was not
undertaken for a long period of time. The longest course of sleep adjustment I
can personally recall being intentionally instituted was two days. The specifics
were that the'detainee had to stay awake for four hours and then was allowed to
rest for thirty minutes. When we say someone is on sleep adjustment, it starts
from the end of the interrogation session and runs through the night (or day
depending on which shift directs it) until the next interrogation session. That
would typically be early the following morning. Sleep adjustment was meted out
on a day to day basis. In order for it to continue a second day, there had to be
an assessment of its effect on the detainees, his mental condition and
cooperativeness. The idea being that if it had no effect it might continue, if it had
the desired effect it was stopped.
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: How would a typical sleep adjustment session work?
A: The goal was they would not sleep that night. For example, if I was on day
shift and my first interview was at 0700; it lasted two hours (0900) and then the
detainee was placed on sleep adjustment. They didn't always know this until
normal sleep time. Then the MPs would keep them awake for four hours, rest for
30 minutes until our next interview, which would be 0700-0800. The concept was
to keep them awake that night for an early morning interview, but I don't know
what the MPs did to achieve that.
Q: How were the MPs supposed to keep the detainees awake?
A: I don't know, we didn't tell them how to do it. I did see them restrained in the
airlock in a standing position in general population, but I never saw anyone on
sleep adjustment in isolation.
Q: Was there ever any standard policy about sleep adjustment or isolation
during the first 24 hours of captivity?
A: I seem to remember that after the isolation cells were built, detainees went
there for the first 24 hours. We didn't have isolation cells for a long time, they
just built them in the last couple months we were there.
Q: Could the MPs undertake a course of sleep adjustment on their own?
A: I don't think so. The guards punished detainees for talking to each other in(.-. ,, 4-('
, L ill
general population by placing them in standing restraint in the airlock. They
pretty much trusted in our appraisal of how a detainee was behaving. If we said
the guy was cooperative, they'd just return him to general population.
Q: Was HABIBULLAH placed on any type of sleep adjustment at your direction?
A: I don't remember. If I said so before then I did. I don't think we did because
he had just gotten there.
Q: Would you have recorded a directed sleep adjustment anywhere?
A: There was no official record kept of it.
Q: Was there a particular reason that no records were kept regarding sleep
adjudtment?
A: It was not a desire to omit information, but rather a decision to keep our
observations specific to the information the person was relaying anUnfo
concerning our approaches and their attitude and cooperation. DuefThe lack of
clear policy concerning the legality of safety positions and the sleep adjustment
schedules we did not keep records of it. I have a vague sense of it being
something we just did not do.
Q: When you observed HABIBULLAH being brought to and carried away from
interview sessions, was it your opinion he could not walk or would not walk?
A: I'm not sure. The first time, my initial impression was he was being resistant.
The second time, with the spitting up green, nasty, phlegm and having to sit on
the floor cause he couldn't straighten his leg, I felt more like he could not walk.
Q: What was your opinion about his medical condition?
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: He was constantly coughing, clearing his throat and spitting up. I gave him a
can to spit in. The interpreter told me that this product (resembling sniff) called
"niswa" when discontinued caused the kind of reaction we were seeing
(coughing, phlegm). I felt like I was getting an insiders perspective on a cultural
thing and that was why it never alarmed me that he had any type of serious
medical condition.
Q: If you were not concerned about his medical condition, why do you think he
was unable to walk?
A: It would be speculation, but perhaps because he had just come in and I had
no gauge of his condition up
pture and that he was suffering the ill effects of
coming of the ni-shwe
Q: Did HABIBULLAH tell you through the interpreter that he was hurt or need
medical assistance?
A: I think he said his stomach hurt. By now, I can't recall. I'd refer you m,
earlier statement, I remembered more when I was interviewed the first time than I
do now.
Q: In your earlier statement, you indicated you did notify an MP about
HABIBULLAH's medical complaint but could not recall which one. Do you recall
anything differently now?
A: No, if anything I remember less.
Q: Did you observe anyone strike or mistreat HABIBULLAH?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see him fall or observe any injuries?
A: I saw the MPs taking him out and they let him stand under his own power for
a moment, he just crumpled to the floor and the MPs lifted him up under his
armpit and hoisted him back to his feet and escorting him out of the room.
Q: Do you recall who was with you during your interviews with HABIBULLAH?
A: I don't remember. I may have written it in earlier statements.
Q: Did anyone,ever get left on sleep adjustment?
A: When we first started out, it happened once. A guy got left on sleep
adjustment for what the MPs thought was too long. They came to SSG
and asked him about it and I think that is when he made the enforcement and
approval so strict.
Q: Did you ever have occasion to observe the legs of HABIBULLAH?
A: No.
Q: Did you observe any behaviors from other interrogators that you considered
physically abusive or that made you unco
A: Not personally, in the booth. Once
described or
reenacted for an instance during which he cradled the detainees head and
rubb
er
head and beard. It was very personally intimate. It was not sexual for
t it was disturbing to the detainee and served to unbalance him.
Q: Did any of the interpreters report to you that any other interrogators
mistreated any detainees?
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. he only comments that I got from interpreters were that they did not like the
use of foul language.
Q: Did you have any contact with DILAWAR (421) the other detainee who died?
A. None.
Q: Did you have any discussions with other interrogators or MPs about other
"safety positions" used?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever hear of or observe any MPs who struck detainees?
A: I never saw it. I never heard any credible first or second hand accounts of it.
It was rumored. I heard it happened, but it was third and fourth hand hearsay.
Q: When the investigation started, were you given any instructions on what to
odify any exisimeractices?
say or not sa
not discourag-o speak honestly about it. He
A: No, SSG
advised us of our rights, but he did ask us not to talk about it outside the facility,
meaning with people who have no need to know.
Q; When you attended the CTT training at Fort Carson, CO, what was covered
in training and did any members of the 519 th MI Bn attend the training with you?
A: It was just the six from the Utah National Guard. It was first aid, basic rifle
marksman ship, NBC training, nothing MOS:specific.
Q: Did you get any MOS specific training before you deployed from anyone?
A: Brief discussions at Fort Bragg, but no formal training.
Q: Did any of the CTT tasks address handling of detained personnel?
A: No.
assigned to?
and SPC
Q: What unit were SPC
A: 519th MI Battalion.
Q: Where there any other safety positions thalarnandallillitaught
to you in Afghanistan?
A: I recall specifically a wall position where the head is against the wall, the legs
are extended behind and spread out and hands are behind the back. To
increase the discomfort, you had them move their legs further from the wall.
Q: Do you recall a seated position along a wall with nothing under the person?
A: Yes, but I don't recall ever employing it. It was totally ineffective, no one
could do it for very long. What strikes me is that Drill Sergeants have trainees do
many of the same positions.
disputes arose between interrogators and interpreters that caused SSG
to institute a two man concept for conducting the interrogations of
detained personnel?
A: That was not the only reason he did it. I'm not sure what specifically triggered
it, but I do recall that some interpreters were uncomfortable with yelling, cursing
and some of the comments they were expected to translate. The interpreters
' people.
were disturbed by some of the treatm
told the MPs to institute a course
Q: Were you ever present when SS
of sleep adjustment?
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A: No, I was not there.
Q: Do you know what the MPs were told about how to achieve sleep
adjustment? Were they given any specific instructions?
A: I'm not aware of any specific instructions given. Before SSG.took
over the responsibility for directing sleep adjustment, when I spoke with MPs
about it, it was simply a request to put them on for a specified period of time.
They never inquired about how to achieve this, in part I believe because it was
passed on from the preceding group of MI and MP personnel in the BCP. It was
standard practice.
Q: Is there anything we haven't asked you about that you think we should know
or that you want to add to this statement?
A: I wanted to add that I discovered several of the MI soldiers in Afghanistan
'
drinking alcohol. I went into a tent on
there was alcohol in al Listerine
b
I only remember specificall
, but there were others.
told me that alcohol was readily available for those who knew how to
get it.
Q: What bearing does that have on this case?
A: My impression is that the violation of General Order One and their long
deployments together might lead to loyalty to each other and a willingness to
cover for each other.
A: No. ///END OF STATEMENT/
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OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY df. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE
INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT
HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
HAVE READ OR HAVE H

B

I AND ENDS ON PAGE
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(

a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this

Subscribed an

A, AZ.

SA

111111a111111MI

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)

ARTICLE 136, UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
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and wanted to question me about the following ofYenF(s)ot which I am
Afk

. At+ri :r
OM' ;e Sket4PititAkV.
seSPeCteliarsija-: "1111 the* 421, Sjoltsjil
Before lie/Stfeasked me any questions:about the offense(s); however, he/she'rnade it clear to me that I have the following rights:

/41

1.

I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(Fpr personnel subject to the UCW) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the GOvernment or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,

3

or both.

•

- or
I
have
the
right
to
talk
priVately
to
a
lawyer befete,'thiring -, arid after questioning end 'to haVe -a laWyer present with me
(For civilians not subject. to the UCMJ)
during Mietfirining: I understand that this lawyer den he one that-f arrange for at my own -expense, or if I cannot`atlord 8- laviVerand want one, a lawyer will be
appOinted for me before any questioning begins.

•

WI am now willing--to'-discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawVer present, I have a . right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver beloW,
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Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) underitive:stigation and make a statement without-talking to a lawyer first and

without haVing a lawyer present with me.
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ART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
SECTION A. Rights
The investigator wh e name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation Command
and wanted to question me about the followin offense(s) of which I am
ggravated Assault; False Official Statement; Negligent Homicide
suspected/
e following rights:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me
I
do
not
have
to
answer
any
questions
or
say
anything.
1.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed
for me at no expense to me or both.

-or(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.

4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Have you been advised of your rights in the

0 day01110

Do you currently have legal counsil?

SECTION B. Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a
la er first and without Navin_ala er resent with me.
.I"
•
•
`MESSES i available

1149th MP Det (CID) (512) 782-5661
ype or
ES 1 RiAlLIR

b. ORGANILA I ION OR ADDRESS ANI) PHONE

1149th MP DET (CID)

SECTION C. Non-waiver
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SECTION A. Rights
The investigatoNhos name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Crim I Investi atiim Command
i g offense(s) of which I am
and wanted to question me about the
Statement;
Negligent•Honticideill
gravated
Assault;
False
Official
suspected/accaee
Before-he/she -asked me any questions about the offense(s), - however, he/she made it Clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything. . •
2. Anything I say or do can - be used as evidence against Me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to theVCMJ) . I have-the right to talk privately to a lawyer before; during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning: This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the GoVernment or a military lawyer detail&
forme at no expense tome or both.
-orr(For -civilians' not subject to the UCMJ) 'have the right to talk privately to a lawyer befcite, during, and after qUeStioning and to have a lawyer

present with me during questioning: I understand that this 'lawyer can be One that I arrange 'for at-my own expense; or if I cannot afford a lawyer and
Want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer befOre answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Have you been:advised of.your rights in the
Do you currently haye legal counsel?
SECTION B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement• without talking to a
lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.
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WITNESSES (if available)
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Details:
, interviewed
nd SA
At 0
P Company, 2nd Platoon, 1600 Seymour
SFC
related he was posted outside of the Bagram
Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 4
e
e deaths.
Collection Point (BCP), during his duty in Afghanistan. He heard only rumors abo
ha
rumor held DILAWAR (PUC 421) ha a boot mar n his leg. He also heard
knew no details. He had no knowle ge of
some involvement in the deaths, bu
"compliance" strikes, but added Military Intelligence (MI) interrogators instructed MPs to keep the
prisoners awake for prescribed periods of time. There was no guidance on how to accomplish the
sleep deprivation, so the MPs me u with ways to keep the prisoners awake for the time designate(
dated 21 Jan 04, for additional details).
(See . PUC Questionnaire o

00 hrs, 21 Jan 04, SAIIMInd S
377' MP Company, 2na Platoon,
. not work there during the time frame the two detainees died.
related he worked in the BCP
..
, dated 21 Jan 04, for additional details).
(See PUC Questionnaire of

16

nterviewed SFC
3() hrs, 21 Jan 04, SA11111 and S A101111
th
Platoon,
1600
Seymour
Avenue, Cincinnati, H 45237.
77 MP Company, 3rd
t
(for
members
of
the
unit from Bloomington, IN area) during thE
related he was the 3' platoon se
re taught to his MPs and
lated common peroneal strik
deployment to Afghanistan.
stated compliance blows
they were administered only to bring a prisoner into compliance.
strikes being delivered,
and common peroneal strikes were the same thing. He did not o
stated his s
but the Sergeants of the Guard (SOG) reported incidents to him.
tated
instructions to his platoon were "once a detainee was in handcuffs, a force stopped".
sleep deprivation caused problems for the MPs because there was no clear instruction given - on how
MP Company, during the handoffdai
bet
it was to be executed. The 37 th picked it up from the 211 th
's
concerns
an
SJA (NFI) was consulted based on the 377 th
MP units. He stated MA
Iso discussed
guidance was to ensure the cuffs did not cut off circulation. Compliance blows we
rovided a sketch
with SJA and the 377 th was left with the impression, blows were authorized
(See PUC Questionnaire, Sworn Statement and a
of the BCP for r rence during the interview.
dated 21 Jan 04, for additional details)
Sketch of

th

At 1700 hrs, 21 J an 04, SAME. interviewed SGT
state
rd
toon, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237.
Compa
tainees. He
used any small infraction of the rules to use excessive force
told him
stated
any MP
use "aggression and anger to enhance his weight lifting".
observed
e common peroneal strike without first gaining permission,ifa detainee was resistant.
st) floor
scorted to the I
ered to a detainee w
observed a str ike be in
truck
could not recalling". eard rumor
isolation cellblock, by an MP
(See Sworn Statement and
DILAWAR (PUC 421) but 'do observe any strikes delivered to him.
dated 21 Jan 04, for additional details)./IM/LAST ENTRY////////////////
PUC Questionna re o
YPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
•

NAME:
RANK: 5Fc /A 6-k
UNIT: 237?-zi, AP Co

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
Pla r31A
t

-fire.

AA

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: /00

"Pce4141)

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you itness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A:
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
6 mAankj—+t41
--Apx.
/1„ ))
explain: p

13k If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the trpatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A. / ( ,,c.
Altf -v-f"
If yes, please explain:

4 ,f,t

fael

t4),:.)) 4(Vkal

3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
blows to either detainee? A: A)c)
4. Do you know ho had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:() If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: A) 0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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i4iiiHow do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
• OF

4

7.0j7

V11 6

OM

417

Cae--;We4t. GSZA/1

..-4
1.
--,&---- . i b - - - - 9 a4 .147,1 ,r-irt\-

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that erson. Who do
'd it? A
di
Ar.' A. ti 4
. ' eapato
/044.;
S6
g • Avotekk9
Au_amoit)
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: n66. P71
G
r
4.4
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
gecat--42.444
8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? ,d
10.'Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
di—.
3-44—gat—.AA-A4

cfr

OV(

CPN_. dervy.

11. Why do you think someone woul a do this?
-APALtft, d 05,k .5t;qr,
.eativ)-b •

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: 5-e,:s.
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: (1%. ^-4

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
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a. Please explain:
4

,tal-)-4,Et

lAtt451,14-7:ti

4g-treex

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: 4.)0,_eertiA, Ijvcr
f yes,, explain
j49
(See sworn statement)
.474- Chi
, ,21Ara -,,A j
16. What o you believe a detainee migat do that should resu t in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
.ijAlmeAt
.

4*,

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: /0 0
Please explain:
(tki

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:

Ai:1U

14.4.)

44/

-4

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: Litt.S
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
0„
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: /0 0
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: ,4j ,

1p2 9Signature/Sequence # of Interviewer
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
6-- Atztkg,
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: juiLe
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
y u think engage in this type of punishment? A:
hmtv-e2
aitil 12,04 ,p(3415,

vit_e4w.--;7414,44

25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A. „ 49A
o
C-6,6-1

6

26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: A)0
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: (--_6 01,4
\ 0 '7-3

•\v--,-"" f\"
sNco lc Qc-2-0/,'■

c_

SS C?

(0 35
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: 5
UNIT: 577-1-1± m49

DATE:

Z/

SS

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
I. If yes, what dates and w4at were youfduties?

A-4W

6;44,4-, e

Arlo/

67,14

gif4-A-0/

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: /lh
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: No
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: Ni),
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: No
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
/Oa If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: do If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: Mo. If yes, explain (see swornment)

19 3
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: ded /0(44
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that yop feel is alrf suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
pefr
Ao

/

I

7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

_Zt
8. Do you think that She death of either of th e detai ees was deliberate?
Ffrr te.Jer4 /19 /hr
a --rhow7li frew /5/74
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
ies
i j,ty to have physically
10.Who do you think would have )aad t4e best o ortun
abused either detainee? A:
PE--#4,
11. Why do you think someone would do this?

4€

1

71 /444

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: Nod
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

4,

e_e /him

aused the

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreat
death of a detainee?
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a. Please explain:
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
a
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

I/ AIL/

e—
1

Coimee

.61 a

/

At . 44 /1- 4

d c4 4

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
4/0
Please explain:
4 4.7 71771cr
Aa/Z14/14'

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: gy
20b. Did yow family a4c/ yo,) if you were guilty?//lf so, hat pas yoy
Ofa ic-c& "te
et6149.2,
?ato/ 'Oven fresponse? A: ivo i
20c. Have you talked with anyo e oth than CI
Sire
4-4.1pee,
If yes, who?
A:

's investigation?raii

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: Ala
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
A.//o
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygra h to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A.
5
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers o interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: /a t-p.,/tel
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell

the truth about it now? A:

Pe

26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
i

27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have

heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

Ce 3
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:MIIINNIM_DATE: (9,1 Z;".0,0
RANK:
UNIT: 37*, t

SS N:4111111=111111111t-- _

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Pk. gl+,
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: tic_5
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?

'24 ruo

flyA-)1.`A .
536-6,

5C)6\..7

AA.06

A

, A

2. Did you guard either detainee uring the penod
Dec 2002? A:

awl"

time betw Oct and

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: /OD
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A:
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

If yes,

Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
blows to either detainee? A:
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
detainee? A:
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
either detainee? A:
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
11. Why do you think someone would do this?
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?

ACLU-RDI 4534
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15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who?
A:
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about is now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any infoimation you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

L
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LOCATION

DATE

377th MP Co, Cincinnati, OH

21 Jan 04

L
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FILE NUMBER

Al

SOCIAL SE

0134 - 02 - CD1369 -23533
GRADE/STATUS

SFC/RC

ANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th MP

00 Seymour; OH 45237
want to make the following statement under oath:

That vvas mobilized with the 377th MP Co, Cincinnati, Ohio on 16 June 2002. We reported to the unit, and
prepared to deploy for abo ut two weeks. We went to Fort Dix, New Jersey about two weeks after our
mobilization. When we arrived there, we went through the entire qualification process. After about 14 days
we were validated. The pl atoon sergeants had to get together. We sat at Fort Dix for about three months
awaiting transportation to theater. We came up with basic MP training. Everything from land navigation to
basic escort techniques we re covered. We then deployed to run the Bagram Detention Facility at the Bagram
Airfield in Afghanistan on about the last da of
st 2002.
QUESTIONS ASKED BY SA
Q: What was your job one e mobilized?
A: I was the third platoon sergeant. Once we were over in theater, and my platoon had the duty inside the
Bagram Detention Facility, I was the NCOIC for that time until we rotated outside to the gates, where I would
become the NCOIC of entry control points.
Q: Who was assigned to your platoon, and what was their job/position while you were deployed to
Afghanistan?
A: I had twenty-seven guy s. SG
st
erre
on e arly on in the deployment
, PF •
OIC of the facility, under t
3rd Platoon Le
SG
Ser e of the Guard SO G , 1 st/t/dashift
1S
SGT
OG), SGT
,SP
S
SP
SG
SC
SPC
SSG
SPC
SPC
SG
(SOG, she replaced
when he
to o ho
e onal reasons, which co id have been before or er the dea s
t suria
S
SPC
SPC
PFC
then I ended up with a transfer from 2
atoon, SPC
That was all of them.
Including myself, there were 28 of us.
Q: Describe in detail what type of training was provided to the unit or by the unit to enable them to do their
job once they arrived in theater?
A: The training that was given at the mob station was NBC, weapons pals. We had a mock facility where we
set up escort teams, NCOIC, and role players that participated. One platoon was inside, one platoon was
outside on the gates, and one platoon was a quick reaction team. The role players staged protests, and stuff
like that. That was inadequate training for what we were going to be doing. It was suited to a place like
Bosnia, not Afghanistan. The other training was pretty much CTT stuff to fill the time gap while we were
sitting there waiting. We covered handcuffing techniques, searches of persons and vehicles.
Q: Was any training given on "compliance blows or corporal punishment"?
A: Corporal punishment, no. As far as compliance blows, the only thing what was discussed was the
"common perronial strike" and joint manipulation techniques.
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Q: What is a "common perronial strike"? 0 143 —0—
A: Where you take a knee or your hand and tap the outside of a thigh. It is the same
nerve that gives you a charley horse.
Q: What was the common perronial strike used for, and who could deliver it?
A: Any of my guys could deliver it. It was used if a detainee was resisting and for
gaining compliance from a detainee.
Q: What were the instructions to your guys about administering a "common perronial
strike", and who gave those instructions?
A: Everything went through the SOG (sergeant of the guard). The rules of engagement
card that was issued over there is what was used to determine if a strike oould be
delivered or not. This was the standard rules of engagement given out to everyone by the
18th Airborne Corps, DA, or somebody like that. We didn't have any special rules of
engagement for the facility. It was more like a SOP than rules of engagement. I gave
them specific instructions that once handcuffs were on a prisoner then everything stopped
at that time.
Q: Was a SOP published governing the running of the Bagram Detention Facility?
A:. We posted an SOP on the SIPERNET. We ended up creating an SOP because what
we received from the unit we replaced (211 th M13 CO) was inadequate to what we were
doing and was adjusted to meet the constant changing of the facility while we were there.
Q: Did you have to give any member of your platoon counseling about excessive use of
the "common perronial strike" or any other excessive use of force?
A: Never.
Q: Was a case of excessive use of force ever brought to your attention?
A: No. The o thin that as brought to my attention was after the second detainee
death; the 1 SG said that there were some questions about the deaths of
the prisoners. She didn't say anything about excessive use of force or anything like that.
Q: Did you guard any of the detainees?
A: Not personally. I functioned as the platoon sergeant and was busy doing PR work
(touring Generals, and other dignitaries, other MPs, etc), scheduling, supplies, chow, and
that was pretty much it in the facility. My SOGs were responsible for the day to day
running of the facility. They came to me when they tho /ught a decision was beyond their
pay grade, or had a question. I took those decisions to the LT or JAG.
Q: What type of questions or decisions came up?
A: Mainly administrative stuff, the way we fed the prisoners. There were questions from
JAG once the Red Cross had come in. MI would suggest that we have the detainees
doing something, as that would be something to keep them awake. The prisoners could
bum the shit barrels. It was told to us by JAG that unless it benefited the whole group of
detainees that we couldn't have them do that. In other words, we couldn't have a
detainee do something that was degrading.
Q: Did the Military Intelligence personnel provide any directions about how the
detainees were to be treated or handled?
A: They suggested we give the detainees work that would keep them awake. They
would say to keep someone busy. There were some of the prisoners that would receive
preferential treatment (extra blanket, Playboy magazine) due to what MI told us. They
didn't give specific instructions about what they wanted them doing. A lot of that was
touchy-feely and JAG had to make a determination on. There were two or three JAGs; a
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.433
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to make.
Q: What did MI mean "keep them awake"?
A: Sleep deprivation.
Q: Explain sleep deprivation, and who told you to do that?
A: Sleep deprivation is keeping someone awake so many hours of the day. I don't know
the purpose of that was, but it caused problems for us. They would tell my MPs that such
and such a prisoner was on sleep deprivation.
Q: What happened then?
A: The prisoners would then be put in an isolation cell. They were handcuffed
sometimes, sometimes they weren't. The MP would go by every ten or fifteen minutes
and make sure he wasn't sleeping.
Q: Were prisoners ever handcuffed to the ceilings of the isolation cells?
A: Yes, but the ceilings weren't that tall. Their hands were handcuffed above their
heads, while they were standing.
Q: Why was that practice done, and who instituted it?'
ow to
A: That was instituted by the unit before us. They were doing it, and sh
do it while we were training next to them before the handoff. The L
asked
JAG about that, and was told that we had to make sure the handcuffs were not cutting off
the circulation, making sure we could put two fingers inside the closed cuff.
Q: Did you interact with any of the detainees?
A: No.
Q: Who within your unit rewrote the SOP concerning the running of the Bagram
Detention Facility?
A: That would have been the platoon sergeants, platoon leaders, and the commander.
We created pretty much the only SOP. The record keeping of the 211 th MP Co was not
good. We used the 95C manual for a basis while creating our SOP.
Q: Who has a copy of the SOP your unit created now?
A: It was put on the SIPERNET. We passed off the SIPERNET, computers, logbooks,
chain of evidence/property documents, detainee packets; everything was passed off to the
293rd MP Co (regular Army MP unit from Fort Stewart, I think). What they have done
with them, I don't know.
Q: Did anyone keep a physical copy of the SOP your unit created for training back at
home station once the deployment was over?
A: No. Not that I am aware of. We were told anything pertaining to the facility was
classified and we were not authorized to take any of it out of theater.
Q: Describe the in processing of a detainee from the beginning of their time at the
Bagram Detention Facility?
A: When a prisoner came in, he was placed in a holding cell. However the capturing
unit had them, was how they were placed in the holding cell. We took them out of the
holding cell one at a time, with an MP on either side of them to escort them to the in
processing room. They were then told there were four rules of the facility. First, they
couldn't touch anyone. Second, no spitting. Third, there was no talking. Fourth, there
was no attempt to escape. Those were the four rules. They were told that if they violated
the rules, they would be dealt with. We took the phrase the 211 th had in their spiel. That
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was that they would receive medical attention after the incident. We took that out as JAG
perceived that as a threat to their person. It was explained to them where they were, and
what was going to happen to them. They were told that they would have to put their
clothing and belongings in a box, and wear the clothes issued to them. They were told
that they would see a doctor who would do a medical examination of them. The doctor
checked their mouth, and bodies. He annotated any bruising, cuts, etc. He would ask a

personal medical history. After that was done, the prisoner was fingerprinted. The CI
guys would take the prints and took a cotton swab of their mouths for DNA. They would

take tweezers and pull some hair. They would then take his photograph and put all of
that in a packet. Once all that was done, he was given his uniform to put on. He was
given his shoes, and once it got cold he was given boot liners, a blanket, and was then
placed in the initial airlocks. When MI got a chance to interview him, they would talk to
him. Once they released him back to us, he was placed in general population. That
completed the processing.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of the detainees that
died, that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: No. I didn't know about it. I was off on the days that both of them died. The first
one died while my platoon was on duty inside, but we were outside on the gates when the
second one died. I was told by my SOG (I can't remember which one) that the first
prisoner that died, that he resisted and fought from the time he came into the facility until
the time he died.
Q: Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance blows to
either detainee?
A: Never.
Q: Under what conditions would a compliance blow or corporal punishment be
administered?
A: Corporal punishment was not delivered. If we were escorting a prisoner and he
fought us, he would be dealt with to contain the situation, but nothing more than that.
Q: Were compliance blows or common perronial strikes used to deal with unruly
prisoners?
A: On occasion.
• Q: How do you know that compliance blows or common perronial strikes were given?
A: Compliance blows and common perronial strikes are the same thing, no other type of
strikes were taught or used. I never witnessed them, but went from the reports of my
SOGs.
Q: How often were common perronial strikes given to the first prisoner that died?
A: I don't know. I was only told about one time from a report my SOG gave me. I
recall the prisoner was trying to prevent from being handcuffed, and perronial strikes
were used to bring him into compliance and get him handcuffed.
Q: Who was present when the above incident was taking place?
A: I don't know.
Q: Who would know?
A: I can't tell you, as I wasn't in the facility at the time. The SOG told me after the fact,
that the altercation took place.
Q: Who was authorized to deliver compliance blows?
A: Any of my MPs.
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Q:DidyourMPshavetkpmionradsteigcomplnbw?
A: They would check with the SOG or the floor sergeant, and he would make the call
one way or the other. If a prisoner was fighting, no prior permission was needed to
contain the situation.
Q: Were compliance blows administered to prisoners while they were handcuffed?
A: No. Not to my knowledge.
Q: Were compliance blows administered to prisoners after they were brought back into
compliance?
A: No. Once they were handcuffed all use of force stopped.
Q: Why then did your MPs have to ask permission prior to administering compliance
blows as you related three questions ago?
A: If a prisoner who had repeatedly given them problems (combative, resistant) they
would ask the SOG for guidance for dealing with the prisoner. They wouldn't have to
ask for permission, but would ask for clarification on any issues they had. They could
meet force with equal force. They would ask to clear any doubts in their minds about
what to do or how to do it better the next time. All use of force stopped when they were
handcuffed and shackled.
Q: What was the chain of command for an MP working with prisoners?
A: Depending on where he was. On the floor, he
ough the floor sergeant
then the SOG. They would bring it to either L
r myself, dependin on wh
was there at the time. If we had a problem with
ld bring it to CPT
and JAG or both. Most times it was both CPT
and JAG. He was always kept
aware of what was going on inside facility by daily morning meetings, and if any
significant issues were raised, he was made aware of them in the meetings. He pretty
much had a daily hand in what was going on.
Q: How were your MPs stationed inside the Bagram Detention Facility?
A: We had one on the catwalk behind the main cells. We had another on a balcony that
had vision of the whole place, except the isolation cells directly underneath him.
Anywhere from three to four on the floor, four on the "crash team" for escorts. Another
two on administrative duties preparing meals, water for showers and heating it, burning
of the shit cans. And we had one on the isolation cells on the first floor. At the outset the
isolation cells were on the second floor, once the isolation cells were built on the first '
floor we then had two MPs, one up and one down.
Q: Do you know who caused the deaths of the two detainees?
A: No.
Q: Did JAG
ommon perronial strikes ere be g given?
A: Yes. LT
d I sat down with MAJ
and his replacement as far as
what could and couldn't be said to'the prisoners during in processing, and we told them
bout the common perronial strikes to bring a prisoner back into compliance. MAJ
told us that we ould meet whatever force was presented us with an equal force.
Q: Did CP
ow that common perronial strikes were being given?
A: Yes on occasion. uring the morning meetings it was put out about a perronial strike
being given to an unruly prisoner. Those things were passed on to the next shift at those
meetings.
Q: Do you have anything to Ali
add to •
ent?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT/
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during
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the period of time between
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this timeorframe?
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punishment? A:you witness
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If yes explain
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interact in
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any way with either
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2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining
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3. Did
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detainee?
A: 00
any type
of corporal punishment or any compliance
If yes, stop
4. Do you know who
and advise of rights.
detainee? A: Al had anything to do
with
If yes,
the eventual death
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Who do you think
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may be wrong
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kept confidential and it will not be reported to
Who
youbethink
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did it? A:
6. Is
04.,„4 4-2,44
there anyone you knowwell enough tha
Would
not do something like this?
A:
7•
Howd do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

eirs*
8. DoAA)
you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone
said that
that person
lying? you physically abused either of those two detainees,
10.Who do you think
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abused either
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would have had the best opportunity- to have Physically
ALA •

11. Wh
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eone would do this?
1/441
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though you didn't go throu gh w corporal punishment to a
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GRADE/STATUS
SGT/RC

want to make the following statement under oath:

th

MP Co, Cincinnati, Ohio on 16 June 2002. We reported to the unit, and
prepared to deploy for about two week here in Cincinnati. We then went to Fort Dix, New Jersey for an
additional two weeks. When we arrived there, we went through the entire qualification process. After about
14 days we were validated. We then sat at Fort Dix for about two more months awaiting transportatio
theater. We participated in basic MP training. Everything from land navigation to basic prisoner escortn
Afghanistan
on the
31 5t We then deployed to nm the Bagram Detention Facility at the Bagram Airfield into
techniques were
trained.
We did a right seat ride with
the 2112002. We started working at the facility on either 3 or 4 September 2002.
of August
th
mission of securing
the detai
detainees insideMP Company for about a week, and then the
QUESTIONS ASKED BY SA
am Detention Facility.
pulled out and we had the
Q: What was your job once mobilized?
September
A: I was a Military
2002, until
Police
about
Officer/Corrections
the 1
Officer at the Bagram. Detention Facility from either 3 or 4
st
of December 2002. I was assigned to the third platoon When we worked
inside the facility my job was to protect and secure the prisoners. Depending on how the rotation fell, I was
the admin
NCO
gettinginside
the meals
ready for the detainees, burning the detainees waste barrels, and filling in
any
capacity
as needed
the facility.
job
Q: once
Describe
the yinarrived
detail in
what
theater?
type of training was provided to the unit or by the unit to enable them to dot
heir
A: We were trainedonon how to handle a detainee when they were being tr ansported. We were shovvn what
areas not to strike o the body should an act of aggression by a detainee. We were instructed in what
protective measures to take when transporting a detainee (gloves and a dust mask). That was tty much it.
Q: Was any training given on "compliance blows or colporal punishment"?
A: Yes. The common peronial pressure point
pre
, the jugular note
'
I stun, the mandible lift, and the
was hip pocket training before we knew we were
Q: Did you see anything that
some of
9
made you feel good about being deployed to the Bagrarn Detention Facility or
A: SPC
ultimately died.
performed CPR in an attempt to save the life of
Q: What happened that lead up to SPC IIIIIIIIrperformin
A: I don't remember what the detainee's number was. SPC

the second detainee that
on that detainee?
t

old me
at the
hospital
my aday
thatdone.
he had
just
performed
in anwas
mpttotocheck
save on
a detainee's
life, and that
he was
now
there on
to get
TBoff
test
My
purpose
at theCPR
hospital
am
working at the day before.
,
Q: Wh
alnourished baby that came through a gate that I was
doou
A

Y think did this, meaning who killed the two detainees, you provided the name of

.
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AT 377
ni MP CO, 1600
SEYMOUR AVE, CINCINNATI, OH DATED21AKEN
JAN 2004
CONTINUED.
Ili A: 11111.11111rwas the only name that
with both detainees. I heard through SPC
tioned to me that had hysical contact
infraction of the rul o use exces
that SG
used any small
only complaint against SG
e force to abuse those SG„ p
rioners.
That was the
aware of.
Q: Was anyone present when SPC
A: No.
old you about SGT1111111111111,
Q: Did SPAIIMINtatement about SGT
A: Minutely it surprised me a
IMinprise you?
me anymore because SG
file
bit.
After
I
thought about it, it didn't really surprise
his anger and
andweight
I lift weights
to enhance his
lifting. together. I have observed him use
Q: Did SG
"his anger and aggressionsetoyenh
language or talk about any detainees when he was
A: No.
ance his weight lifting"?
using
Q: What is a "common peronial strike"?
A: It is a strike used with the enforcer's knee
against
his strike
knee and
on theouter
BM thigh between
the subject's
the
zone,the buttocks. Basically where the cargo pocket
. pants is outlines
Q: What was the common peronial strike used
sed for, and who could
or
A: aggressive
The common peronial strike was used in the instance
that a de deliver it?
taine e first
be me resistant
persmission. in order to maintain control. Any MP could use it without
ion
leader, SSG
seeking
' ion
from
the Sergeant
of the Guard (SOG), or my
squad
efore
I
used
it.
who would you
A:
Q: We
On would use the common
u use the common peronial strike, and under what conditions?
and it was only to be used if thatperonial strike who istant.
individual wa s res was known to be a problem causer,
A:
No.
Q: Did you use the common peronial strike on either of the detainees that died?
Q: Was an SOP published governing the running of the Bagrain Detention Facility?
Q:
A: Just the blue book that we received before we mobilized to Fort Dix, NJ.
"blue
book"?
Are
you aware of another SOP, updated or more recent than that contained in the
A: No.
Q: No
Was. a case of excessive use of force ever
A:
brought toy our attention?
Q: Did thewere
Military
personnel provide any directions about how the
detainees
to be Intelligence
treated or handled?
A: Yes. It was a regular occurrence that the lead MI interrogator would tell us to shackle
the
the ceiling
their
isolation cell. The cell itself was about seven feet high,
withdetainee
a "Hescotofence"
acrossofthe
top.
Qiid you to do that?
A:
me away
couple
times to shackle a detainee to the ceiling to maintain sleep
deprivation.ldThat
theyofcouldn'
sleep
Q: Dodeprivation?
you know if it was permissible to shackle a detainee to the ceiling to maintain

A: I didn't check

with anyone about that.
cell to undergo that type of treatment. lipas common for a detainee in an isolation
INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
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Q: Explain sleep deprivation?

A: Sleep deprivation was when a detainee was brought
in
anywhere from a half hour to two hours at one time.
It he was only allowed to sleep
variedmore
depending
on how
an
interview went. If the interview went well, they were allotted
sleep time,
if not,
then
their
sleep
time
decreased
again
to
an
hour
until
they
were
interviewed
again.
Q: 'What was the time period between interview
of the detainees?
A: Initial interview period was twice in a 24 hoursperiod.
spacious, maybe two clays later, maybe two weeks later. After
that it was pretty
Q: Were the detainees shackled to the ceilings for this whole time?
A: No.
down after
12 to 24 hours up, until they committed an infraction
and
thenThey
they were
were let
shackled
up again.
Q: Do you know if the two detainees that died were shackled to
A: They weren't shackled to the ceilin
the ceiling of their cells?
gs
because
the
carpenters
didn't
put the
"Hesco
there.
Ido
know
fence" on the ceilings of those cells. They weren't shackled to their ceilings
while
I was
their mobility, but their hands and feet were shackled while they were
not to anything.
in their cells to limit
Q•. Why was that practice done, and who instituted it?
A: The practice
punish a by
detainee
weren't
supposedwas
to. done
It wastoinstituted
the 211for lying or sifting down when they
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertainin
w
died, that you felt
g
MP Company before we got there.
uncomfortable with?
A: No.
to the treatment of either of the detainees that
Q:
y
either
her detainee? cipate i
A: No. ou partin any type of corporal punishment or any compliance blows to
A:
that Iwere common peronial strikes given to the first prisoner that died?
Q: Once
How often
am aware of. I was working in the upstairs isolation cell when I heard the
two transport MPs tell him to keep moving. I went to the rail that overloolcs the whole
downstairs.
downstairs. He was given one compliance blow and placed in his isolation cell
Q7
<.6y Who was present when the above
I can't recall.
incident was taking place?
Q: Were compliance blows administ
A: Yes.
ered to prisoners while they were handcuffed?
Q: Who a
dministered the compliance blows to a handcuffed detainee?
A:
Whoever
the transporting
admtered, during
transport.MP was. That was about the only time they were
com
pliance?
Q: Were
compliance blows administered to prisoners after they were brought back into
A: No.
Q: How often were comm
A: Maybe twice that I on pero
amthose
aware of.nial strikes given to the second prisoner that died?
Q: How are you aware of
A: By word of mouth from SPC
trikes?
d SPC
me of a separate incident. One strike was on the second day the detainee was
because he refused to go into his cell, that strike was administered by SGT They each told
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Th e second strike was
TINUED
he h
b SGT
abbed G
SGT
on the third or fo
hand while bein
g trans
urt day because
ported.
That
was
thequite
only time
to get him mad. sed a compliance blow on anyone. I wa
lcnown
that
it
took
a bit
t s
"

Q: No,
Do you know who caused the deaths of the two detainees?
A:
A:
Q: No.
Do you know if any MI personnel administered compliance blows?
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A: It came out about the second month we were working inside the facility that if MI
twanted
ransporting
prisomething to the detainees it had to go through the SOG. When
us toado
f or more MPs.//AL-N1,3-er_.r_27tr
we had
to travel
groups o two
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who
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(due
to personal
or DILAWAR's incarceration and
subsequent
death.
. He
did not have
knowledge
of the
details ofmisconduct
Jan 04, for additional details)
(See PUC Q u
0930
estionnaire o
hrs, 22 Jan 04, SA
of
Leader, 2nd
Platoon, 377 th
interviewed SSG
MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue,
provided
example
related hean
received
platoon
while at Ft. Dix, NJ.
for level training on common peroneal strikes, C
incinnati, OH 45237.
hey were told to deliver common
peroneal
strikes.
On
the
illustration when a detainee was being escorted and pulled
o thighhewas
a higher
away,
believed
e degree of force thanpressure points.
of ice
ed away,
was
continuum,
delivering
strikes
authorized
to
deliver
thigh
strikes.
raining he received, he did not believed
Flamed
if
a
detainee
pulled
deserved to receive thigh strikes
etainees who were "hu
for details).
ade it clear, however, from the
(See PUC Q u
estionnaire of
(shackled standing) ever
t0
ated 22 Jan 04, for additional
945 hrs, 22 Jan 04, SA
IIIIIINtntentiewed
MP Company, 1600 Seymour

Avenue,
Cincin
orking within the BCP, during the
deployment.

SPC

7,
, 377 th
who was assigned to 2
the BCP, from Thanksgiving through Christmas 2002.
platoon,
stated she was working the gates and
ated 22 Jan 04, for additional for details).
(See PUC Q u
t
estionnaire of
1010 hrs, 22 Jan 04, SAIlleinterviewed
Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, CintitinatiSGT
orking within the BCP, during the deployment.
377th Nip
Sergeant,
who
was
assigned
to
1st
platoon,
could deliver
comp
during
the time frame of the deaths. Training provided
e laining
theyas the Floor
elated g
heidance
worked
in the BCP
rumors some of
th
"liance
blows", based upo ' ividual discretion.
uestionnaire o
ck detainees after the
(MPs)
Y were hun
related he heard
2 Jan 04, for additional details).
"g-up" (shackled standing).
t 1025 hrs, 22
(See PUC
Jan 04, SA
Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue interviewed SP
ithin the BCP, during the deployment. 1 inn "
45237
377th MP
who was assigned to 2n platoon, working
as opportunity
working theto
gates
from Thanksgiving
thru
before Christmas 2002. He felt MI would have the best
physically
abuse detainees
TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SE
just
QUENCE NUMBER
O RGANIZATION
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because they were behind closed doors, and
company of MPs.
(See PUC Qu
estionnaire o
A t 1100 hrs, 22 J
an 04, Sq
Company, 1600

OF 3 PAGES

o22
keep
Janthree
0 4, people quiet versus a whole
for additional details).

SG
Seymour Avenue,
ithin the BCP, during the deplo m Cl cinnati H 45237
who died in the BCP.
3 77th nino
•detainee
••
who was assigned to 2n platoon, workin
did not even know there was more than one
they were to be used only for protection
in the
of attack.
xplained
sheevent
received
training n s • es and pressure
,
old her he was involved in a situation where a detainee refused to complyexplained
after being
delivered
provided iir- orde to accomplish
•
a task. After the detainee did not comply knee strikes were
id not elaborate further on the situation. (See
addition details). '
A
PUC Q u
t 1245 hrs, 22
estionnaire of
MP
Jan 04, SAMIIIIrinterviewed
SSG0 45237
Company,
1600 Seymour
Avenue, Cincinnati,
ergeant
and mechanic
with the 377
th
377 th
during
involvement
with
the
detainees.
He
was
in thetheir
faci deployment to who was the headquarters plato
corporal punishm
on
Af
i ty
nee strikes.
etalls).
ghanistann. He did not have any
(See PUC Q u
to runoelectrical wiring, but did not see any
estionnaire
ft*t
A
t 1605 rs, 22 Jan
22 Jan 04, for additional
04,377
SAIllioncluded an intervie
• egan on 21ommander,
w with CPT
Jan 04.
MP Company, 1600 Se
Seymour
as conducted
The results of the interview were reduce Avenue,
incinnati OH 45237
ed
over
two
eght hour blocks on
statement, prior to complet
whic
, as the interview session
i
ion
of
the
interview.
completed correspondence courses i
reviewed his written
deploying 377 th
in MP
as a trained MI officer and had onlyy
MP
Company,
in
May
02.
Commander, 211 th MP
g to command the
encomp
Com
the
ad numerous d• us sions via
ci
he BCPassmission specificpany,
SIP
the
unit
the
3771
would
relieved
in
Sep
02.
The
discussions
guidance. Based upon guidance and the 211
with the
"blue boo ")
th
hedof
a lictical
SOP for the 377th (commonly referred to
byCompany
soldiers as
the for
MP
SOP
distributed to all 95 members
the
377of
ad 100
copies
the "blue book" produced at Fort Dix,
th
NJ and it was
Company
Page
A-27 of the
Facility
Rules of
Engagement (Annex to the Tactical SOP) MP
states
"abuse or
mistreatment
of Detention
detainees is
a crime."
377 th

tated airflow
problems
from moving
into theater,
untilfrom
late Fort . Dix, N o fghanistan, after valid tion pr
conduct training to occupy soldiers' time.
ring downtime
evented the
He denied knowledge 3
77th
structed
unit NCOs to
TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER
id not attend nor routinely monitor that training.
s were engaged in unnecessary
use of force and mistreatment/abuse
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FOR EStElet,
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:6 PC
UNIT:

23534

3

DATE.

The US Army is currently
ghanistan d investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase,
Afuring
Afghanistan betweenDecember
Oct and Dec2002.
2002?Were
A: you deployed or assigned to
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?

Og

ro3 P

,/ ilk mitt,

Dec 2002? A: .00

e during the period of time between Oct and

2a. Didduring
you interview
were you
either detainee
this timeorframe?
A: present during any interviews with

tp

2b. Did you witness either detainee
punishment? A: it)
receiving any type of
If yes explain (see sworn statement) corporal
2c.
explain: Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: itA
If yes,
2d. Did you hear or see an
those two detainees that you felt ythi ng pertaining to the treatment of either of
uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please explain:

in any
blows
to either detainnee? A:type ?If corporal punisent
hm or any compliance
3• Did
you
AA) If es, p and
advise of rights.
4. Do
you know
detainee?
A: w o had anything to do with the eventual death of either
0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had an pin
either detainee? A: t
g to do with the death of
L/(L_ If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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DO

Si a

ID
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e/Sequence # of Interviewer

2•Didyougarethn
/44,

013/-02-C103

69-235 34
02—C I D36 9` 23,5
33
4b. How do
you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
0 184 —

A-4 44ei

5• Who do you think did this?
it is
for
Now that
let me
say this, ifyou only have a suspicion,
you to provide
information
May be wrong. This will be kept confidenti
here, even though you
that person.
Who do you think did it? A. al and it will not be reported to
ate,
6•
Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel
would not do something like this? A:
is above suspicion and

7 How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
43-1h44
Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9• If someone said that you Physically abused either of those two detainees, is
10.Who
dodetainee?
you think A:
would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused
either
11.

Why do you think someone would do this? V,
attrA

12.
Did youyou
ever
thinkgoabout
giving
though
didn't
through
withcoiporal punishment to a detainee, even
it? A:
13.

5.

Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

What do you think should ha ppen
peen to
death of a detainee?

----- g
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a person who mistreated or caused the
ct,C,t4kii

mtWt

7/20/Sequence # of

Intervievver

44

013r2b2-CID 369- 23534

a. Please explain'

A _zu-k54,

0 134 —02 — C
1 D369 — 2353
s,1

.114

W

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee c uld be •iven corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: At
(See sworn statement)
- gt--1. If yes, explain
16. What do you believe a detaineemi
receiving corporal
might do that should result in their
rporal
punishment
or
compliance blows?
CP,
4,,wejk_ cote yolo
17. How

do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

,
18• Do you think the person who did this
any circumstances? A:
would deserve a second chance
under
Please explain:
*,_gerbdzio ok,
es_
Azi

d-caftl

"Web,-40d4ALr.4 ---41-AAA/x0d.

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation?
20a.
investigation?
Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
—
20b. Did your family ask you if yo
response? A: itic)
you were guilty? If so, what was your
20c.
Have
you talked
anyone other than CID abou this investigation?
A:mals&
If yes,
who? with
„,ilir4
__A l

20. Is there any reas
deaths of t se
say that you were volved in the
two detainees?
there is an
Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
y reason why someone would say you were involved?

ee
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6 -a

1,2-(Sequenc e

# of Intervie

46.

r:k 01,817 (-2 1

0137-02- C10369-2353
134 —02—C1 D369 —
.235 3 3

22•investigation?
Can you think
this
A:of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
0
23. Hit becomes necessary, would you be Willing to undergo hypnosis and a
ify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
24. What percentage of1VIP's, Guards
•
you think
Officers
or
ink engage in this type of punishment? A:
do
25.
If you were involved in either death
the truth about it now? A:
of those two detainees, would you tell
26.
A: Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
27.
Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation?

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.454

iglige/Sequence # of Interviewer
D122

472.

01----)P-02- C 1
0369-2353 4
1

C

L I I) , C 9 2353

PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNIT:

DATE:

223A-164

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Ba a
m
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. ere you deployed o r assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were yo duties?
— 1048.0
ce,91

— S66 mild,'

2.
Did you guard ether detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
'o
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you wi ess either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: Al
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

If yes,

2d.
Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
0
If yes, please explain:
3.
4.

Did you participate in any type ofa corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: No If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

4a. Did anyone tell ou who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: A n If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.455

161

e/Sequence # of Interviewer
zczAe3/7"

42c;

L')

0137-02-0103 69-2353
0184 - 0:-.

4

• 6 9 - 2353 3

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5• Who do you think did this?
Now let
say this, 'you
it is important for you to provide
thatme
information
her only have a suspicion,
ven th
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it
you
that person.
'e
ot
be
re
or
Who do you think did it? A: 77
ough ed t

c

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that
would not do something like this? A
you feel is above suspicion and
co
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8.
Do you thi-K that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9.

If someone said that yo hysically abused either
that person lying?
of those two detainees, is

10.
Who do you think would ha had t e b
abused either detainee? A:
est o portunity to ave physically
11.
12.
13.

14.

Why do you think someone would do this?

Did you ever think about giving corporal penis
though you didn't go through with it? A:

ent to a detainee, even

Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

A

What
do you think should happen to a person who
•/570,4.
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Ited

streated or caused the

44i

0,137-02-0103

a. Please explain:

69 - 2353 4

0 1 8 4-0 2 —C 1
D36 9 — 235 3 3

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detain e could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blpws? A:
S
.-4...e.----:- ,..z.....,.,.
,If yes,
yes, ex lai
41-4e_ 4),7 eteler

igee.el

'

P46"

lar/ ri-4,,,,,i,-e_ 4,,,.r
/
'91-1 );a 1,-, a-46.
1-r J efkr.

004

/

.{-,1,

A4 orwi
3 /ejlef 4,2e At A)
te. `
'
ei
youl;6
eh
6-7
7e #
e ,44, I
a .1 f91 cPb!
migdo
do '
sho
'''id'/
Lei ving
d result 4in
t
' ' 'e rr'-' ' aJ°•
'°. 6/ 1."'
corporal punishment or compliance blows?
,t4lef re a, iate i &
We

.,

2,7-et, 1 A

7A-se

4 I-A,

.7

4,. /

J.
/(21

4:31,, / Ai,

arseeiete

A ie 417.1:41e0/
17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
_Z:
re,
.- oielt.e. „
18. Do you think the person wh
did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:

7

).

- 71/1/1
.

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:

2)
20a. Did you tell yo family you were being
investigation? A:
interviewed regarding this
0

20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If
response? A:
so, what was your
A:

20c. Have you talked with
than CID about this investigation?

If yes, who?

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A.

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.457

QAC

aire/Sequence # of Interviewer
•

.1( 1?

0137-02- C 1113 69-2353
4
0 134 —02 C I D369 — 2353 3
22.
Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
a
23.

24.

If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and. a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
es

What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Offic rs or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:

2

25.

If you were involved in either path of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:

26.
you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: Do 4Jo,
27.

Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation?

6
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e/Sequence # of Interviewer

0

7-02-C I 0369-23534

0134 02—CD369—3533
PUC QUESTIONAIRE

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagra
m
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed
or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your • u es?
Alt, 0 fe47- 03

1

2. Didyou guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:z Ague)
2a. Did you interview or were you present during anyinterview
s with
either detainee during this time frame? A:1
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment?
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:
07%■ '& •

JAL_ If yes,

2d.
Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:Aj o____
If yes, please explain:
3.

Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.

4.

Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either
detainee?
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
It y-3
„AuzAl2.41,*„
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: A.)() If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

[11
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,

)

0137 -02-C10369 -23534
0 134 — 02 —C I D36 9 — 2353 3

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
Oribi-osAA4'-ekeu 4..)49AP
ayt ate, aA-4

5. Who do you think did this?

Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that
ou feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
cu,./64)._tkiamalez ne 0.5,t4)
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
110 Air
8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
/VD .

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
iupyL,
11. Why do you think someone would do this?

ame,9 czazu".ed

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee
even
though you didn't go through with it? A: Aj 0
,

13. Why ouldn't you do something like this? A
414
14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?
ctiy4.6141

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.460

Signature/Sequence # of Interviewer

DoRp_pAcR2W_____

extilerr" 4223

0137-02-CID36
9-2353 40134
— 02 — CI D36 9
2 353 3

a. Please explain: i
C
*I -,epettw,,t, isiddie,44

ct,„

/

Vi-bireet-EW
'14"14'
-nn""r

-4‘4-4$ 111\412

-040,

44, '
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given co
rporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: /00
(See sworn statement)
If yes, explain
4

16. What do you believe a detainee might do that
receiving corporal punishment or compliance should result in their
blows?

A-he?

(AL

ALAtlekl -c6 eq. 0,„_

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
lutic4
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chanc
e under
any circumstances? A: AJz
Please explain:
"2u)-k5-p-h>)_14-yu245-cpzGoAs

i.iottee49,

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: /Up
20a.
Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation?
20b.
Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what wa
response? A:
was your
20c. Have you talked with anyone other th
s investigation?
If yes, who? 4c$1)
AIN/41w
-464mi
20. I th re any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying yu did this
there is any reason why someone would say you were o
involved?, but is

_AA*

Signature/Sequence # of
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12230

MA I r 4:23

0137-0 2-C10369-235
0134-02—CID369—
2 3 b3 3
22. Can you think of any reason why someone
this investigation? A:
would name you as a suspect in
o

23.

24.

If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:

What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers o
or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:

25.
If you were involved in either death of those two detai
. the truth about it now? A:

would you tell

26. Do you think the FBI
A:
should get called in to help out on this investigation?
0
27.

Do you have anything to add at this time, or any informati
on you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
/Uo

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.462

Signature/Sequence # of In

1

1( Ina ir /°23

0137 0a-010369-23534
0 13 4 - 02—C I Dj69 2353 3
.PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNIT:

DATE: Za4

3G--t-

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two deta
inees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were y ou
deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: f:_
___s:___
1. If yes, what dates and what were your i
dutie ?
Z
v /2
etke L —/egyeA4
de- A 1. 4 ,

az 44,43

g,/„„ j4., ,,1,1

2• Mild
youA:
guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
- Dec
2002?
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any intervie
either detainee during this time frame? A:
ws with
2b. Did youyitness either detainee receiving any type of co or
punishment?
al
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
explain:2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A.

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertainin to
those two detainees that you fglt uncomf table w'tg the treatment of either of
h? A:
If yes, ple &explain:
e
gi. J%
de. 44, f-el
3. Did you participate in any type
blows to either detainee? A:
4.

orporal punishment or any compliance
If yes, stop and advise of rights.

0

Do you know
detainee?
A: w had anything to do with the eventual death of either
0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do wit
either detainee? A:
with the death of
If yes, explain (see sworn

equence # of Interviewer
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-r-

:1-1)
0 137- 02-CID369-23534
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5• Who do you think did this? Now let me say this ifyou

it is important for you to provide that information hre ly have a suspicion,
e, onev en though you
may person.
be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will Ty be reported to
that

Who do you think did it? A:

6010 to -6c• tact6.
Is there anyone you know well enough that •u fe lis abov
uspil n
would not do something like this? A:
qs
0
,
e a .e
.
&rid,
7.
How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
)0e3r1)
8.

Li

eLe

rot/0

,

Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
IL

9.

If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detain
that person lying?
ees, is
!.es

10.Who do you think would have ad the beslop ortuni
abused either detained? A:

d

Mott

11. Why do y u think sori
aeo7 ould do this?

01/13'

1.444e. la eel Cm

2kt - tectil

12.

yy have hysically
Pi koalf‘cul i

Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, eve
n
though you didn't go through with it? A:

13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

J1

/Mk) Oid31644 6417

14. What do you think should happen t a person whp ipiryeated or caused the
death of a detainee? OCAS ) 0.4,0,-tevex_
C 44
.
Signature of Interviewee
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e equence o terviewer

1."4

0137-02-C 1D369-23534
0 134 - 02—C I 0369 — 2353 3

a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliancebijowis? A:
e
)
of-Ao)c..
ie,-.44,2-4.1. 4
,14,71 igea,-,
res,

t

/e4.447by

16. What do you believe a detainee rght do
that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

/71,944ch;
414,2 /147/7

d rea,/e

,414,mely ne)77

17. How do you think the results of the inves
i

/ /44/ pa

tigation ill come out on you?
10( oak
e

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance unde
any circumstances? A: a
r
Please explain:
6211`
,

'fIt 'e

it

/ luf 291/07271e

LI7
,

#1

4.1

7/9-

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: iks
20a.
Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation?
20b.
Did your family s you if you were guilty? If so, what was yyur
response? A:
mth
JAka

A:

20c. Have you talked with

es

et ,

investigation?

If yes, who?

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A.

0011111t
igna ure of Interviewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23.

If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: b.s

24. What percentage of IVEP's, Guards, Correction Office's or in en
-ogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: tar rh `a.1
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: tigs'
26. Do y
u think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
A era/1971
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

ta

Signature of Interviewee
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NAME:
RANK:
c,
UNIT: 3 7").A.,

SSN:

I D36 9 — `353 3

DATE: aQZ)"-'APLI

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned t o
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: eS

1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
Al

°II

2. Didyou guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: A kiatfr )v1, ezuzji
2a. Did you interview or were You present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: /1)0
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did ou i teract in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:
nYt etuRvii)

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the trqatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: ft-/
Ifyes,plaxin:
•

3. Did you participate in any type.
f corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: No
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: ith)
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

iewee
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

": 7 51 7

-44414-jato eta4/-pl's44",
5. Who do you think did this?
Now let me say this, if you only have a susp on,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
----2/11
6.

Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicio
n and
would not do something like this? A:
--,

7.

8.
9.

How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
3'

10.
Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically
abused either detainee? A:
50-45-14.

3 ...
/

,

, -7,

1

1

--)IgneLel-4.

) Altst —o,

....,-)
44 avia,.9N , `2'?'/Anipe cesailevut

11. Why soyou think someone would do this?

_/4----kuckfiis

__
PIP.

12.

Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:

13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

r
14.

What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or ca ised the
death of a detainee?
4/549

gnature of Interviewee
Signature/Sequence # of Intervi ewer
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a. Please explain, a1,4*-4
--.1t4e44,1Avaei ATA° ce4-4 :4,1664
15. Is there any reasonyou have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
(See sworn statement)41, „,..k,„..41)
If yes, explain
6r c,,m0:),

16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in
their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
Art r A4 ApyAkkik
citeurc_
06)441,14k dt=e6
17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
/ezitty 114P
18. any
Do you
think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
circumstances?
Please explain:
ArisiAtts4 demlict
19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a.
Did you
investigation?
A:tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guil?
re
ty If so, what was your
sponse? A:
/

20c. Have you talked with anyone other than
If yes, who?

CID

about this investi gation?

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involve d in
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is the
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

Cwer4-_.

cA)e)).vAl,

CA I

Signature of Interviewee
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22.
Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23.

If it becomes necessary, would you be Willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:

24.. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: -4,a9dcws._
IQ cq)
MI; Jkaid cte_ki
amblut4-64 -4o Avv9
Arvr.5-25.
If you were involved in either death ofthose two detainees, would you tel l
the truth about it now? A: 65
26. Do you think the
FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: /ytte.44,0
4ee
-

27.

b

Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation?

Signature of Interviewee
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNIT:

DATE:

2 2 14

3 /
TT) th- pilv 00 Ch.-,
"111 1 r
1 1111
^

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what weei our clutiep

j__ uv_

nn

az-

64,„o3

te,,

tt484,,e,

fd izobtrit. 14teeNi3O1 4 ri- 11 the c114-24e

Pry 04

i

ieetiLle

1

T rn 4,,

.

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: r-ej
2a. Did you interview or were you pres9nt during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: ,Na
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A:
0
If yes explain (see swain statement)
2c. Did youipteract any way yritli either detainee? A:
explain:
let/ A,
AAvs-A fec tit imPic

lc yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treapient of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: No
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: A/o, If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: A.k) If yes, explain (see sworn s

ignature of Interviewee
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4b. How do you feel about the death of those two detainees?
"9-4
7
alaV .Lete.,
e ,(,)

J-0

1,P:ete4

pi

,e1;7 01,0,,.<

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, ifyou only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it ill; not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
/ don e st.—•
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you fepl is abgve suspiciop and
would not do something like this? A:
77. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
1.„ 0//geem
8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you2hysically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
V/.6:f
10.-Who do you think would hie 'ad the best oppoi ityffi have physically
abused either detainee? A:
iao 0 tv
w ,111 i
i
4
11. Why do you think someone would do this? --- 0 4 /

'
,
7

d 1 7 LI 14)

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punis ment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

?erktufe.

;

ivmeice2./1

14. What do you think sho d happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?

sI
Signature o Interviewee
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a. Please explain:
cygoje
rFuf

Po

trt,

ie

51-1

,4--;11

PI-

r/

I c'ev tqueileri

15.

Is there any reason you have been told a Betaine- could be given corporal
punishment or given corrigarice jblows? A:
eI
If yes, explai
S4e-sazamslatauent) Ao
ja itroc-we
°
7
14,41
/4///,/ t,i
04107 fe e'cl- /bv-Pee
46. What do you gelieve a det4.inee might do that should result in their
/adBJP receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
d „le
,,„/) je
7.,..f,ea/ale-4-(-2)-h 44e-e. 00491'
/,,et

411.4441*

m J-121e_t

11-

•

Al'

Cle-fri 4-e_

4

012 0-49 04-2

IAC

4

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come opt on you?, A

a,

c1 I :r

40

/441"-tliedi "4-/2

11-94

API/

key
eft Aloe
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: 1
PleaSe explain:
le hl
id
oaf
19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a.. Did you tell yopr family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: No
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
A17 20c. Have you talked with anyone other, than cID abo t this investigation?
A:
,e5
If yes, who?
ofiv-qt- ippy ie
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: Jfa

68
RD
Signature of Interyiewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officerse9r interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
g
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
re 5
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
/bid
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAM
RANK:
UNIT:

DATE: e9dA,

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deploy
ed or assigned
geed to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: Les_
[-

1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
3
'A

2.
Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: ,k)c)
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: 0Q)
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
/J0
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the tr atment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: A.44 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: AJ
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

sR9
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
aeaLVALtot

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, fyou only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: "m7'6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: 4/4/'
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

deth4

.

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

&fl

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? elfeZ
10.Who do you think would have had the best op ortunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: „Asitouweil ,r44) dn.
:

11. Why do you think someone would do this?
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: >1)0
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?

Co% S
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.476
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a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows?
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in thei
r
receiving corporal puni hment or compliance blows?
__Atbytx
amdal

17.

How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: es
Please explain:
anx.wfru;VA
19. Did you tell your family about this investigation?

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: ,00
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so
, what wasour
your
response? A:
0
20c.
Have you talked with anyone
other than CID about this investigation?
A:
e,s
If yes, who? A, A 9, Ate/...14 b / ,...
1".11
..._ -&-,40-1---7 ch% AO
-

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:___MI____

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.477
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22.
Can you think of any reason why someone would nameyou
y as a s uspect in
this investigation? A:
23.

24.
25.

If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?

What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment?
If you were involved in either death of those two detainees
the truth about it now?
, would you tell

26.
think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: Do you
4
4

27.

Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you mi
gh t have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.478
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SSN
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SWORN STATEMENT
_ _______________
________
0134-02-CID369-23533
Suites Hotel, Cincinnati*
iilli.004
Time: /4.657
Status: CPT/USAR

I,
under
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII
oath:
IIIIIIIIIV ant to make the following statement
This statement is intended to clarify certain
aspects of my earlier statements to both CID and the AR 15-6
Investigating Officer.. It is a compilation of items discussed
over a two day period which
started around 1000 hrs, 21 Jan 2004
and was continued/concluded on 22 Jan 2004. During the course
of the interview, I answered several specific questions, as
reflected below in the Question (Q) nd A
nswer (A) annotations
.
I started my military. career with the
US Navy as an
enlisted soldier in 1985. I was a gunner's mate on a dest
I served for four years until 1989
royer.
, when I l
joined the National Guard in
the Navy and
the Air Defenseeft
yArtiller y (AD A ). I
was attending Wright State Universit
y, in Da ton, OH and got
a
three-year ROTC scholarship. I
graduated in 1994 and was
commissioned as a MI branch officer.. I went to Fort Huachuca,
AZ for the MI Officer Basic
Course. I.did
Korea as an S2 officer. I then went to the a one year our in
101 st Abn Division.
Fort Campbell,. KY where i
was an Special Security
Office rand (SSO)
for a year and the Executive Officer for the Analysts
Control Element(ACE), until the
duty.
fall of 1998 when I left active
.I joined the Army Reserve and was assigned to
an MIto
unit
in Columbus, OH for about two years. Later I transferred
position of Commander, HHC, 384 th
MP Battalion and began to a
complete correspondence courses to learn the MP mission.
In May
2002, I volunteered to command the 377
deploying. The 377 th was subordinate toth MP Com an y, which was
the 384 th MP Bn,
been on joint exercises before. After I got there, I got myand we've
branch transfer to MP Branch.
The 377th got activated in mid June 2002
(I think it was
around 11 Jun 2002). I was asked for and provided my Post
Mobilization Training and Support Requirement (PTSR) to the Fort
Dix Mobilization (MOB) Assistance Team personnel and I. asked for
some MP specific training (riot control, SINGARS and NBC
training). My unit is split, most of us are based in
Cincinnati, OH but a platoon is in Bloomington
; IN. For the
first couple days, we were split up, but to complete
the
,
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o i
ilization everyone came to CinCinnati to Soldier Readiness
Processing (SRP): I set u a PT program and at some point got
contacted by the CPT
Commander of the 211 th
MP Company
(North Carolina National Guard). He was at Khandhar,
Afghanistan. He told me that my unit would be replacing his.
I have Secure Internet Protocol Router (SIPR) net access
tSince
hr
ough
my civilian (GS) job, we began talking about what I
h u
sold bring, what I should not and what my unit's mission would
be. We arrived at Fort Dix, NJ around 20 Jun
there awaiting deployment. Between 2 Aug and 2002 and trained
early Sep 2002,
most of my unit flowed into theater. By 2 Sep 2002, 90%
of my
.unit was in Afghanistan. Our unit's full strength is 124
personnel, we had Only 92 persons deployable and after a lot of
asking I got five more from cross leveling (transferrin
MOS qualified person from another unit for duration of tg heanother
tour). I think. when I we arrived in country
people. CENTCOM's desired deployable manning we had aro und 95
11 0.
But we are lucky, lots of 377th soldiers are (orlevel
have was
been)
civilian cops or jailors, they bring with them all kinds of
specialized. training from their experienceoutside the military.
Some of it is not exactly what the Army's doctrine holds, but it
is pretty close. Some of my soldiers conducted training classes
for us on baton strikes and self-defense measures while we were
in between official training events at Fort Dix, NJ.
The talk with the 211 th
Cdr was invaluable. If I hadn't
talked to him I would have had absolutely no information about
Prior to deployment our battalion's mission was
redes
our mission.
igned post
Gulf War based on the
Enemy Prisoner of War'
(EPW) mission. For this deployment, we did not send a
battalion, just my company. One company was supposed
run the
administrative tasks in an EPW operation, feeding p d
risoners
, •
paperwork, etc. One company was an escort unit for the
detainees and my company, the 377 th
' was a guard company, whose
job it was to run the perimeter of the camp and we weren't used
to caring for detainees. We were supposed to be art
of a
but we ended up doing all three missions. The misp
sion
was not
large enough to require three companies. One did everything.
SFC At For
ix, NJ we were
up with our two unit assistors
and CPT
but CPTIIIMIIIIII as not there
as muc as the SFC, The MOB.Training folksgave me
that was pretty firm for the first few
schedule
. days 'and thena got
softer
as the weeks wore on. There was a two day exercise at a mock
prison facility where the MOB team drilled us on prisoner
INITIALIME
.
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rcises. The first day, they threw tons of stuff at us too
fast diadwe failed miserably. I told them that the pace of the
events they were t'lirowing at us was unrealistic and we regrouped
and did_much better the second day. They had mortar attacks
going on while a group of citizens approached the gate and
prisoner extractions. I thought it was unfair to pile all those
things that close together with no other units supporting. They
had us notionalize a lot of equipment. That is basically
pretending that you have equipment like batons, shields, etc.
At Fort Dix, NJ, they had us in a barracks, but we moved four
times and that had a negative effect on morale. We also
finished MOB-ing and were validated in middle to late Jul 2002.
From what I understand, we were day to day for airflow and I
started letting my guys go on pass/leave and then loaning them
to the Fort Dix folks to run ranges or perform as role players
for other units training up. Our constant movement was a source
of discussion for some of my soldiers, they felt slighted in
favor of the Keystone folks (PA National Guard) deploying to
Europe. I continued to correspond with the 211 th
MP Cdr and
ordered supplies for our mission and dealt with other logistical
issues (mops,'•buckets, cleaning equipment, etc.)
When we arrived in country, we had a four day overlap with
the 211 th
. The Relief in Place (RIP) plan was designed for five
days. Because of the chalk's staggered arrival, it's hard to
really say when Day One starts. Day One is devoted to
leadership briefings and basic in processing. Day Two is
marrying up plat -67
6ns with their counterparts in the other unit
and cross train with each other. It didn't work out as
designed. I .would have been more comfortable with just training
each platoon for one mission, but what ended up happening was
they rotated around to the gates, inside the collection point
al
iad then the 211 th
MP Company's flight arrived early. I wanted
more tike to train up, but I also didn't want to whine and keep
guys who were already there a long time, there any longer.
Q: Did y6u discuss your concerns about the abbreviated RIP with
your chain of command or the 211 th ?
A: No, my chain of command was ill defined and I was concerned,
but I didn't make a big seal out of it.
The 211 th
MP Company was based in a building that was going to
be refurbished, so I had to find another location for my company
headquarters. I set it up inside the Bagram Collection Point
(BCP) and got all the phones, SIPR lines, etc. switched over.
Based on the company headquarters location within the BCP, I
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ould observe most of what went on during the dayshift, while I
was working there. There was a lot to do in a shortened RIP
timeline. When we arrived, we fell. in on 211 th
MP Company
vehicles, tentage and other equipment (shackles, shields,
batons, chemical spray, rubber bullets, etc.) There were rubber
bullets for the shotguns and sand bags/rubber bullets for the
M203. The pepper spray or mace was two to five years old (based
on the shelf life label). We never had occasion to use the
chemical irritants. There were still things we needed and did
not have. We experienced some frustration with the really
combative detainees and ordered strait jackets and backboards
because it seemed the best way to safely restrain them. We had
limited courses of actions for non-compliant detainees. .Of
course, the strait jackets didn't arrive until around.the time
we left, but there is not much you can do with a detainee who
fights all the time, fails to follow instructions and is
combative with the guard force. We never did have to use a
strait jacket on a detainee. But we did have to strap one guy
to a litter to transport him for release. Somedetainees beat
their heads against the wall in isolation and one threw himself
into the concertina wire. It was hard to decide what to do with
a guy who was trying to harm himself.
After our RIP, the unit was broken up (by platoon) based on
our three missions: perimeter (or gates), dayshift in the BCP
and night shift in the BCP. They rotated the missions after two
months, so that each platoon did each job for two months at a
time. The way I recall-It breaking out was this:

1 St Platoon (2LT
Dayshift: Sep & Oct 2002
Nightshift: Nov & Dec 2002
Gates: Jan & Feb 2003

2 nd Platoon (2LT
Nightshift: Sep & Oct 2002
Gates: Nov & Dec 2002
Dayshift: Jan & Feb 2003

3 rd Platoon (1LT 11111111111
Gates: Sep & Oct 2002
Dayshift: Nov & Dec 2002
Nightshift: Jan & Feb 2003

There was some overlap during transition periods and if I recall
correctly, both deaths occurred in Dec 2002. Based on the above
schedule the transition would have been completed and only those
platoons (1 3t -and 3 rd )
were working in the BCP at that time.
Whatever duty rosters we had at that time, are long since gone.
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1011g ally, each day we had a .sheet of paper with various
positions listed on it, the platoon leader just filled in
each day. A couple of days later we had no use for those names
anymore and they were burned. We did not keep a DA-6 for duty
schedules with the BCP. Maybe by
talking with the soldiers who
worked the day and night shift we could reconstruct who worked
with whom.
While I was at Fort Dix, I got the MOB staff to publish a.
Tactical SOP (small•bound book with a
blue cover), probably
about a 100 copies, which contained inforMation on s
most important tasks we'd be called upon to perform.ome
It of the
includes an Annex to our SOP, which is specific to running the
BCP. I got the guts of what is titled Annex A to the 377
th MP
Company SOP from the 211 th
MP Company Commander and incorporated
it into my smart book, the small blue book, which I gave a copy
of to CID today. That was where the practice of chaining
detainees in a standing position for punishment came from. I
have no idea where the 211 th
MP Company got the SOP from. We
were also trained on this practice by .211th MP.personnel, during
the RIP. They told and showed us how to hood and shackle the
detainee for punishment. There was also a policy that detainees
were hooded, shackled and isolated for at leaSt the first 24
hours, sometimes 72 hours of captivity. Both hooding and
shackling to the ceiling were discontinued after the deaths and
in my opinion it negatively effected our ability to control the
detainees. Both were very effective methods and I worried that
mass disobedience would occur and my response to loosing control
was that taking those tools (shackling and hooding).was a
mistake. A lot of other facility's punishments are set up on a
denial of privileges basis, like taking away exercise or
recreation. We didn't have the, ability to do that because there
were no privileges to take away from them.
Q: How was hooding accomplished?
A: There was a black cloth bag that had straps on the side so
it could be tightened, that was put over the head. Our hoods
had straps that didn't tighten. It was about a 1 1/2 foot
Square. It served a double purpose, it kept them from seeing
the BCP operation and secondly, it kept them from spitting on
us, which was a popular action against MPs. Hooding was not
referenced in the SOP, but it was a standard practice.
Q: Was standing restraint only used for punishment?
A: No. It was also part of the in processing. When we in
process detainees, MI was there. They would assess detainees
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and direct whogot which treatment. They'd asked us and we'd do
our best to accommodate them based on the logistics. We had to
move detainees around sometimes to accommodate their requests.
Q: When MI wanted a detainee to receive a certain treatment,
how did they communicate this?
A: Ideally, we wanted MI to apprach the SOG and ask
actions, and then the SOG would direct MPs to complete for
the
requested
action. What happened in practice Was the MI would go
direct
to an
MP.
Sometimes the MP would comply, other times the
MP would direct the MI person to his/her supervisor. This
.created some conflict, so we ended up having a once a month
meeting to reinforce the rules and procedures and talk over
issues. With regard to' standing restraint, it was also used to
complete a. course of sleep deprivation (as directed by MI). The
MI folks had non-standard appearances, wore sterile uniforms,
and my soldiers really didn't know who was what rank and who
worked for which intelligence organization (military and
civilian). When we first started out, we did all the work of
keeping the detainees awake on sleep deprivation, later as my
unit experienced personnel losses I. could no longer support this
so I told MI they had to do it themselves.
Q: Who attend the
ic meetings between MI and MP?
A: 1LT (then CPT)
the MI NCOIC (SSG
and maybe
other MI NCO and my two Platoon Leaders or Platoon'Sergeant one
(working in the BCP) and myself.
Q:' Based on your previous MI experience were you familiar with
the MI Interview and Interrogations standards for conduct?
A: No, I was a tactical MI person. I did not do interviews or
interrogations.
Q:What was the relationship between MI and MP personnel?
A: It was strained for several reasons. We knew that MI's
mission was to get intelligence, save lives on the battlefield
and prevent attacks. The view was we (MPs) were just there to
feed and guard the detainees, so we got a lot less respect.
There were conflicts, but nothing that we could not resolve.
There was no clear dividing line and delineation of
responsibility. No one there was very organized, right down to
who rated whom and who worked for whom. I had two bosses, MAJ
the Bagram Base Operations person who had responsibility
for MP Missions and Force Protection. My perimeter portion of
mission fell under him. Conversely, we reported to MAJ
who was the Corps/Theater person in charge of all
detainee operations. More of my job fell under
but
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nded up rating me, I never did get counseled on what my
job was. I use this not to complain but to illustrate the lack
of hierarchical structure and confusion about roles.
Q: Can you talk through the actions when a detainee was brought
into the BCP?
A: They came in one of three ways: by helo from the field (in
which case we went down and retrieved them from the airfield).
They were usually restrained with flexi-cuffs (generally behind
their back). Their feet were secured using three flexi-cuffs or
tie straps, so they could. walk in small steps. They were hooded
with whatever was field expedient - burlap sack or sand bag,
sometimes taped to their head. They came in with all their
property in a big sack, often co mingled. They were never
tagged either. They had field paperwork for MI. It was capture
information and sometimes was in the property bag and therefore
was part of our inventory. This sometimes caused conflict,
because MI wanted the paperwork right away, but we needed to
inventory and account for it. We only in.processed one detainee
at a time, no matter how many came in. The rest were made to
wait, face down in a holding room, guarded by an MP. One by
one, they would be lifted to their feet and brought into the
main room, with a yellow square on the floor, where they stood.
There were two guards, one on either side. Another guard was in
front of them who removed the hood and yelled the rules at them.
The interpreter would repeat the rules in Pashtun, Dari, or
Farsi (whichever they spoke). There were a bunch of People
present, a doctor, a. Criminal Investigative Task Force (CITF)
Agent, an MI Interrogator, among others. The doctor did a
physical exam. The CITF Agent took fingerprints, collected DNA
. samples and photographs. It took about 10-15 minutes for each.
They got their clothes after the medical. Their clothes
consisted of orange outfit (top and
bottom), booties, socks and
orange watch caps. Their number was stenciled on their shirt
(front and back). They were advised of their PUC number and
made to repeat it back - in English. Then they were shackled,
usually hands in front and their legs were chained, but no
connecting device was around the waist. Then two guards
escorted them to the location MI had asked they be assigned.
When MI didn't designate a location, we put them wherever space
was available. Once in a while they would come in on a plane
from Khandhar and the MPs from Khandhar would bring them to the
facility. If there were just a few, we'd go the airfield and
get them. Lastly, occasionally, Special Forces would just show
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, knock on the door and deliver a prisoner. They would never
give a name, just a team number and we would take them in pretty
much no questions asked. It was rare. and only one or two
prisoners at a time. Sometimes the detainee would come in beat
up and the doctor noted their condition on the forms. If that
happened, we tried to take digital pictures, but this really
didn't becOme a priority until after the deaths. We ordered a
digital camera, but it took three months to arrive, so we
borrowed MI's camera.
Q: ,
Why did documentation of injuries only become a priority
after the deaths?
A: Prior to the deaths, we only took facial pictures, but after
the scrutiny and investigation of the deaths, we began
documenting their physical condition on arrival. 'International
Committee of the Red Cross. (ICRC) brought complaints about abuse
to us and they were general "a soldier beat me". ICRC couldn't
tell us if it, was a US soldier or Afghani and they couldn't tell
us if it was at the BCP or before they got there. So we kept
better records to protect us against these complaints.
Q:
Did either deceased detainees arrive beaten up?
A: No both-of them looked okay.
Q: What typically would happen in the next 24-48 hours to a
detainee?

A:

They were kept in an isolated condition, sometimes in an
isolation cell, sometimes in an airlock, for almost three days
usually. There were several reasons to segregate them; MI
wanted to assess them for resistance to interrogation-and see if
. they would be a behavioral issue; MI wanted to see what.types of
information the detainee had and keep them from talking to other
detainees; and sometimes the detainee had tribal conflicts with
other inmates.
They were hooded and shackled during this 72
hours, but not always standing. In the first 24 hours, MI
wanted to interview them in an interrogation room. The first
guy would go directly into interrogation, but MI would talk
about 30 minutes and we processed at a rate of one every 10-15
minutes, so MI fell behind our pace, if there were multiple
detainees. All . detaineeS where usually seen in the first three
hours of in processing. We kept them shackled up to the ceiling
until MI could get to them, and afterwards . they went on whatever
course of treatment MI directed. Some went on sleep deprivation,
sometimes sleep deprivation was accomplished by knocking on the
walls, talking to them and having them walk around, other times
when they would not stay awake any other way, you might have to
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shackle them up. During this.time,
pray and be escorted
they are fed and allowed to
go to the bathroom when they asked for the
Q: Who72established
the policy of hooding and shackling to go.
first
hours?
A:
I do not
know. It existed prior to our arrival as a
standard
practice,
Q: Describe what "shackled up" means.
A: Usually, the hands were short cuffed
to et her and leg
is used to affix them to the Hesco
(wire mesh ) ceiling in chain
isolation cells. In the airlocks
, the chaining
different, there were bars across the
was a bit
ceiling, not Hesco.
Usually their hands are above their head, with six inches or so
of flexibility. They could flex their legs but enough not sit
down.
Q: Is a short cuff what one would normall ca
y ll handcuffs?
A: Yes, and a long cuff is a set of leg shackles.
Q: Who could make the decision to shackle someone up?
the approval process, if an y?
What was
A: It was the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) responsibility.
There was a status board (dry 'eraser) to track the number of
detainees in each cells,' infraction, punishments and the time
the punishment,was started. There were also "green cloth" pass
on books, in which all the important events were recorded.
Q: Explain the difference'between an isolatio cell and an
airlock.
n
A: The isolation cell was a 6' by 8' plywood private room and
the airlock was a 3' by 3' steel cage with doors on either
-end
used to gain entrance to general population areas.
Q: When a detainee was hooded or shackled forpunis hment, was
it explained to them what was happening?
A: Yes, a Percentage of English speakin
translate what rule the detainee broke and detain ees were used to
what the
ramification/punishment was going to be.
Q: What happened to the"pass on books" wh you
left?
A: We left them with the unit who relieveden
us.
W
e
ha
historical records and all that was left with the
Company, Fort Stewart, GA.
293
rdd MP
Durin
began changing things and cleaning our RIP with the 293 rd , they
g. They
and I sent a detail back to help clean
up just threw things out
andthey found
documents in the trash from our tour that either
shoul d have
been retained or disposed of properly.
Q: Did you retain .copies of anything for unit historical
records? Or take any records from the BCP home?
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: Our SOP (the blue book), a few exterir
photos, but no
records, everything was sensitive or classoified
Q: What
A:
MI Was the procedure of the NI interrogation of detainees?
would tell the Platoon Leader or the SOG each morning
which detainees were being interviewed that day. The SOG would
instruct MPs to escort the detainee to an interview room
.
or
Depending
two MPs.on the violence potential of the detainee, we used one
They dropped the detainee off and waited outside
the room. On rare occasions, maybe 10% of the time the MI
. folks asked the MP to stay in the room with them as a e
prote
measure. I sat in on one interrogation and it lasted thirty
minutes and they asked questions through an interpreter, ave
the guy a cigarette and that was it.
g
I
ard interroations
that sounded tougher, but never observedhe
them personally. You
could hear yelling and banging going on. it sounded like they
were hitting the wall with a 2x4 (wooden
observed any MI personnel strike detaineeblock) or but I never
s.
Q: Did you ev r hear from your person el that
they were
uncomfortable withMI behavior in interrogations?
A: There were some concern about the things they were hearin
g
and the way detainees came out of interviews, stressed and
shaken. Some MPs didn't care at all, but others were
uncomfortable with the yelling, banging and other things the y
heard. No one ever made an official complaint, it was more
grumbling and general conversation. We didn't know what
happened behind those doors, but we didn't want to get blamed
for anything they did. I'm sure it gets rough in there, but
I
know they aren't supposed to torture the detainees.'
far
as I know, no MP ever reported a detainee coming out And
of an
interrogation as physically beat up.
Q: Are you familiar with the use of MI "safety positions"?
A:
TheMIterm
sounds vaguely familiar but I don't know about it
in an
context.
Q: Did your MPs receive CPR training in train up or
validation?
A: We got combat lifesaver training during training, but
not
actual CPR certification. We had some medics and some folks
with EMT experience in the unit. We had been
told not erto revive
detainees who died. Earlier.
n
the
ear,
during
hun
by detainees, I talked with MAJ
s
(who
was
MAJ
predecessor) about how far we shoul go
tO get
food and water
into detainees who refused to eat. I asked about IV.fluids,
and
maybe strapping them down to do this, gt fluids
nto them. The
question was how far to go was to sustain a
g
u
y
'si
l
life.
His
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esponse was that if they refused to eat, we were not
force them. We gave them the tools with which t
goingto
o
stay
alive
oin to force them to stay alive,
healthy, but we weren't gg
it and
must be their choice. That changed after
report it up, if they refused food for 24 hours and a couple
guys got sent to the hospital to be rehydrated.
Q: Was there any directive given to MPs about whether or not to
engage in any type of CPR measures or life saving
detainees who stopped breathing?
measures on
A: It was an individual choice.
tuberculosis
A lot of Afghanis carry
(TB) and that's why they wore the blue surgical
masks until we determined if they had TB.
If they had TB, they
were supposed to keep wearing the mask
, but
also had full beards, so we could not even employ he safetThey
y
barrier masks because they wouldn't seal on their face. Tis
h
issue was huge, it effected how we billeted people, whether or TB
not they got medicine and what to do with their course of
treatment after they were released. It
my MPs taking them back and forth to thewas also stressful for
hours a day in a TB
hospital and
gworkin 12
masks and rubber gloves when we had close
contact with any new
positive prisoners.
Q After in processing (during
the
were
medical check when detainees
pped naked) did the MPs ever have occasion or
opportunity to observe Any injuries to their legs?
A: Not the guys who died. They were not in the BCP long enough
to ter and energy availability. And when they were escorted to
the latrine, in Nov 2002, we
put up a curtain which afforded
them some privac y. -The l
aCk of priVacy for the latrine had been
a complaint during the 211th
's tour there.
So the
he MPs had no
real chance to see either detainee's
bare legs
injuries to lower extremities.
observe any
Q: Have you ever received an
any formal MP training from the US
Army MP School or an
from the MP Branch? y Army professional development training
A: No, jUst the correspondence courses and on the job training
Q: What type of MP specific training did you ask for from the
MOB team, prior to deploying?
A: I asked for riot control trainin, but never got any
training on it except during the Mission Rehearsal Exercise, b
but
no real riot control situation with the formations and
equipmenimilist had a chance to look at the PTSR I submitted
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nd
it's the one I sent to the MOB Team at Fort Dix, NJ.
asked for all the EPW type tasks we could find.
I
Q: What type of MP specific training did you receive?
A: All the EPW stuff was only taught at the Mission RehearsalExercise (MRE), they may have had it trained in classroom
setting, but I was not present for that. Vehicle
searches,
personnel searches, checkpoint'operations and the crow
d control
situation where we had to make decisions about whe
- talking, close the gate and escalations of force. n to stop
Q: How did you arrive at the tasks
A: In consultation with my NC0s, I you requested?
lo
at the PTS R,
evaluated our strengths and weaknessesoked
and
looked
at wwhat we
thought our mission was going to be in theater.
Q: What was the response of the Fort Dix personnel to our
request for specific training?
y
A: When we sent the request in (our PTSR). They agreed to look
it. I didn't get a negative or positive feedback, just that
they
into would
consider it and try to accommodate us.
.Q:
Dix,Did
NJ?your MPs get other training from other sources at Fort
A: Yes, after we validated, we wee stuck at Fort
long time. I told the Platoons tor develop training Dix for a
that wecouldntwihouravlbesourcandqipmet.I
took my senior folks on a leaders recon of a perimeter o
peration
for an EPW camp and the platoons did training amongst
themselves.. The plan was each platoon was supposed to t
themselves and then train the other platoons, but I wasn' r ain
ther e
all the time and we had lots of folks going in different t
directions, so it's hard to say who was present for which types
of training. We were also making up mandatory training
folks who had missed it.
, for
Q: How did the MOB team train your unit to secure unruly or
combative detainees?
A: They stressed positive control, more MPs and holding their
arms and moving them to where you wanted them to go. If a
detainee was unruly in a cell, they taught either using mace
and/or a cell extraction. The cell extraction was accomplished
by using superior numbers.
Q: At any time, did the.MOB team teach anything about
delivering strikes or blows?
A: Not that I recall.
Q: Were you provided any record of validation?
does that mean?
What precisely
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: I don't recall, it means you are prepared to d
and
conduct the mission you were tasked to perform. There
re we re
still logistical issues. It meant you
and you could complete the mission once were cle ar
groed for airflow
on the
und.
Q: What type of civilian police trainin did
g
during downtime at Fort Dix, NJ?
your unit - get
A: Hand to hand combat, baton ,strikes, self-defense
think we also did handcuffing techniques, use of forcetraining,
training.I
There was a lot of use of force trainin
ining
best be answered
g. That question would
by the individual Platoon Sergeants. It only
happened for a few days before we began sending our soldier s to
support
the 377
ranges and act as role players at Fort Dix.
Q:
Did the
th
keep any records of this training or si gn in
rosters which show who attended which types of train
A: I believe we did. You'd have to ask the NCOs. Iing?
know. I rely on my NCOs to maintain training records.just don't
Q: Where and when did you first hear the term compliance blow?
A: Probably at Fort Dix, from_one of my NCOs or officers. I'm
not sure it was compliance blow, it was a knee blow to the thig
or a chop to the shoulder. h
Q: Were you present for training on knee strikes or-compliance
blows?
A: No, they occurred I think alongside the self-defense block
in.the sandLTpit. I checked in on them but did not stay for the
training.
should not be delivered went over the areas .where baton strikes
Q: Who taught the training?
A: I can't tell you for sure. There are a number of soldiers
who are certified to teach those techniques.
Q: Who attended the training?
A: It varied, based on who might be available at that time
which was probably 80% of the platoon at any given time.
Q: Whose idea was it to train soldiers on civilian police
tactics?
A: When I found out how long we were going to be stuck there, i
called all the Platoon. Leaders; Platoon Sergeants together and
asked them to come up with a plan to keep our soldiers employed
and out of trouble. We had them in PT sessions and came u y
p with
training things we could train and resource internally.
Q: Were you present for the compliance blow training?
A: No. Most of my time was spent coordinating the logistics o
our equipment movement and airflow of my unit.
Q: Did
a ticipate in training?
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: No. I think LTUM1111111ent over the baton chart with
and reviewed it with me separately.
Me .
Q: Were any of the Fort Dix MOB personnel present at the
platoon conducted training?

A: No,
•with
MOBafter
team.the unit was validated we had no further contact
Q: How and under what circumstances were your soldiers
instructed it was permitted to deliver compliance blows?
A: Soldiers were constantly instructed that they should use the
minimum force necessary. Those were our rules of engagement.
Under what circumstances would best be answered by their first
line supervisors who oversaw those individuals in training
classes and on duty.
Q: Wh
t be
answer that
A: LT
, SFC
and maybe LT
scenario is slightly different, but their training wasEach
minimum
force necessary.
Q: Based on your knowledge of.the training conducted, would it
be permissible for a 377 th
soldier to strike a restrained or
shackled detainee with a compliance blow?
A: Yes_
Q: Under what circumstances?
A: .
When the detainee put the soldier at risk. If the detainee
attacked them or assaulted the soldier. To prevent escape and
if a detainee was putting another. detainee at risk.
Q: Were you aware this occurred?
A: Maybe four or five times, I was made aware of times where a
knee strike was delivered to a detainee. I never witnessed a
detainee that looked beat up. The levels of force were very
clear about when soldiers could apply force.
Q: Subsequent to any blow delivered to a detainee, by an MP,
was medical treatment sought or was there any requirement to get
the detainee checked out for injury?
Q: What were your orders to your MPs about using force on
.detainees?
A: There was no hard and fast directive, but I think my platoon
leaders and platoon sergeants knew that anything serious would
be elevated to me. I would hope that the seriousness of the
incident would equate to the level of the chain to which it was
reported. I had no rule requiring every use of force required
notification to me.
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O:lif
Did you review the pass on books or make any entries related
to events recorded in them, particularly with regard to
incidents where force was used?
A: I checked them almost everyday, but not with regard to
specific types of entries, just for general knowledge and toet
a feel for the atmosphere of the facility and make sure the g
zoldiers were using the logs.
Q: There was an incident where a group of MPs struggled with
and subdued a detainee who later died in the airlock and blows
were delivered. Do you recall seeing any reference to that
incident?
A: I don't recall an entry like that. It could have
the first CID agents reviewed the log books looking forbe en, but
type of stuff and they can tell you if those entries were that
in the
books.
Q: If you became aware that 377 th
MP struck a restrained or,
shackled detainee because he was failing to comply with verbal
instructions like taking his hood off or talking, would you view
this as illegal use of force?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you ever hear of that occurring prior to your interview.
with CID today?
A: No.
Q: What were the guidelines put in place for reporting an
incident where a detainee was struck legally?
A: I wasn't told of each and every time a detainee was struck.
But it was definitely informal, we had those pass on books and
whatever behavior was taken, hanging, striking, etc. It was
recorded. Discipline was:logged in the log book;
Q: Were there specific incidents related to the deceased that
you were aware of which indicated they were behavioral problems?
A: From the time of in processing, they were combative. They
would not walk on their own, they wrestled, spit at a MPs and
attempted to bite soldiers. Most of the times I saw them being
moved they were passive resistant, refusing to walk. it was
very early in their confinement. They were refusing to walk,
they could physically walk wilibn they wanted to. The vast
majority of detainees were very docile and would do whatever you
asked. About 10% just would not comply, of the almost 300
detainees who came through the BCP while I was there, these two
were the among the most combative we ever saw.
Q: Did you MI training contain anything specific to HUMINT?
A: No, a couple hours in OBC of orientation type of stuff.
INITIALS
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CONTINUED:
Q; What is your civilian occupation currently?
A: I'm an Electrical Engineer for the US Air Force,.wor
king
at the National Air and Space Intelligence Center.
Q: Based on your manning level of 95 and the optimum level of
110, did you feel adequately staffed to complete the mission?
A: Hard to answer. My MPs worked 12 hour shifts, 6 days a
week. We did more with less, but we did make some sacrifices,
things could have been done better and the quality of life for
the soldiers would have been better with a greater number of
personnel. I don't think manning levels contributed to the
deaths.
Q: Did you receive any other training from other sources
regarding detainee handling, control or movement, prior to
deploying to Afghanistan?
A: Yes. We coordinated with the US Air Force Ravens':tsrraFi' 6, 00 (r'M
Security Forces elite team who escorted the detainees from
Afghanistan to Guantanamo Bay Naval Base (GTMO) via aircraft.
We asked them to give us some training. They taught us how to
shackle prisoners in a daisy chain for movement, how to put them
on planes and practice positive control.
Q: Did the training with the Ravens contain any references to
strikes or blows?
A: No, I don't think so. SFC 11111111d I coordinated
training. I was present for the slide presentation and the
of Air Force rules. I did not actually attend and practicereview
the
techniques the Ravens taught. I was present for one
demonstration and the let us borrow some of their equipment
(black boxes, cuffs, etc.) and we did "train the trainer", which
means those folks who the Ravens taught, then taught their peers
and passed on the techniques. If I'm not mistaken, the USAF
people gave us a little training certificate. SFC
377 th
Training NCO, may have kept records of it, but I'm no
sure. About 50% of my unit got the training with the Ravens, it
ended up helping us because we were able to properly prepare and
shackle prisoners for GTMO transfers.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
gt No.
////////////////////End
of Statement/////////////11111,////

////
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON. PAGE _17_. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL
OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

g Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 22 n 1 day of
January 2004, atCincinnati,
OH.

istering Oath)

(Typed Name of. Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ

(Authority to Administer Oath)
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PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES
, 22 Jan 04, S
interviewed SPC
77th
MP Company, Detachment 1, Bloomington, IN 47408, who
er of 3 rd
platoon working in the Bagram Control Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
participation in or knowledge of any detainee rece* •
denied
of corporal punishment or
"compliance blows". (See PUC Questionnaire o
dated 22 Jan 04, for additional dotal
10 hrs, 22 Jan 04, SA
interviewed SPC
377th NIP Company, Detachment 1,
Bloomington, IN 47408 who wa
platoon working in the
r of 3
Bagram Control Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
was at he
assistant instructor for PPCT training conducted within his platoon. He admittedly he struck
P
PUC
elf-defense, but maintained it was not HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) or DILAWAR (PUC 421).

11111111111111111111.1. •

11111111111..."

COMMENT:
The interview was terminated at approximately 1045, 22 Jan 04, when
efused
further and declined to complete his written statement. (See
Statement of
ated 22 Jan 04, for additional details)

0 1 hrs, 22 Jan 04, S
, interviewed SPC
7 7th NIP Company, Detachment 1, Bloomington,
IN 47408
who was a membe of 3 rd
platoon working in the Bagram Control Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths
rovided a
taternent describing his inter
ne of the PUCs .that died. He coul not remember which
detainee he had cont
denied using pressure point control techniques (PPCT
any of the detainees.
milted
pulling one of the PUC's (who later died) handcuffed hand
g his head to prevent the detainee from
abov
striking another MP.
(See Sworn Statement of
dated 22 Jan 04, for additional details)

wae

At 1145 hrs, 22 Jan 04, SA
ised SP
377 th NIP
Company, Detachment 1, Bloomington, IN 47408,
of
his
rights
for
the
o
enses
of
Assault,
Cruelty/Maltreatment and Negligent Homicide.11111.1ras a member of 3
rd
Bagram Control Point (BCP) at the time of the eaths. e waived and renderedplatoon
a sw working in tt
wherein he admitted delivering common peroneal strikes to HABIBULLAH
admi
tto three times, on the da he died.
rther stated
SPC
nd SPC
,
both
of assigned
to the 377th
MP Detachment Bloomington, IN 4740 cam in o the iso ation cell to assist him in
restraining HABIBULLAH, who was being uncooperative.
did not recall striking
HABIBULLAH on any other occasion.
urther recounted that upon arrival to Afghanistan the 377 th MP did not have a standard
operating procedures (SOP) directive to deal with noncompliant detainees and resorted to adopting
TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060

SIGN

DATE

1 FEB 77
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DETAILS

NICHOLS further recounted that upon arrival to Afghanistan the 377 th MP did not have a standard
operating procedures (SOP) directive to deal with noncompliant detainees and resorted to adoptim
he SOP of the 211 th uclaiapany, National Guard, North Carolina. (See
Waiver. Certificate and
Sworn Statement ollIllM, dated 22 Jan 04, for additional details).

GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview' record prints were collected.
bout 1328, 22 Jan 04, SANE, advised SS

, 377th MP

in

Company, Detachment 1, Bloomington, IN 4740 &'s rights for the offenses of Assault,
Cruelty/Maltreatment and Negligent Homicide.
as a Squad Leader in 3 rd platoon, workin t
he Bagram Control Point (BCP) at the time of e deaths. He invoked his ri
esting couns(
here upon the interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate °o
ated 22 Jan 0
for additional details)
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview,1111111record prints were collected.
1111111111111111/11111111111111111I101111111111111111111111LAST

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER
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HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street

Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NA
RANK:. EY
SSN:
UNIT: 7 7 tl'k MP Co

DATE:

gi /9-00

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Ba ram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
4-- C,1
3 r 604-clik ckt.
Ais

tkuvc

2.
Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
601
,

t

?ANA-IR-IS

cZ

(3

e_c>eL.r.1-e._ 036.-1/46 LA_AAZLA-N
01 CktiC'z'A U• 011A. cbcx,vtG 64-c+
iv\

c‘re-T-541A_
c6* — IC)
'— l

ct-t3rkty...Az

a. Did you mterhew or were you present dunng any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: NO

tonlA

ec.rsc-A

2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A:. Kb
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
exPlain: 114A. ov,
0,-,4-err■d-14
a".

6,./

If yes,

In 0, A. (AZ-4-14 `-nr\L._

trJOLz. 1--e)

-

\ )

reo

LIU:" -1-V.,,je- oNe-A11-,
p
t

WQ)CAC 91;;LIete-a
A,- 1j.)11" 11.-r-ThrtgkVt.
ki,

2d. Did Tou near or see anytnmg pertairurig o tne oreatmen or 1:(1:-4-0T/ ilAratt
h
l')i\
either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: l\10
If yes, please exPlain:
3. Did you participate' in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: Nth
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: hib
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: t\lt>
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

Signature of Interviewee
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

tAkeL--6.,\0(- 91(6,± ctiothA., coG, eta
l t_,A 0(.,‘A-A-1

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
■ ott .
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: Klo-kv\
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
ilftaup

)(Inn

ver Lt,
-

,

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

atiA-- (A- 0,0_

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? eerAeLL-LeAt_ i
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee?
(4 (1,-1- V.,,vv‘u .
11. Why do you think someone would do this?

do,11-

64.5nk

e,ilk TAP,

ok.

V-voot_o

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: i
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
\kakt-tt.- A-0 v-e-Citepan.

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? 'il k 5tA0,1,,t. \eat_

gnature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain: j
m\ Viko w
cA `-1AL
0
AutfiAs
U-AALA
(Ai
0(.5
fIrt
4 4—tAkia
c ci& ft&& cLacitil 04,
71- \(14_
ote-J,0 CI- VI OA-L.
vtLt
15. Is there any reason you have
told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: Ko
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
aC,-

-

16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
Prhut. Aeln comF U
ckt--kti:/ ■.22., 5-91;U( N.10 -1— re_e_LA
Cc.Afpc-rACep,,p clAtx— 61 0 bc.)
Wtklex
c. Liliuti art ft wk. —
Cemi■tAo cim. 4-

vvvool
C oykptio.vx

vv■711_,31
t;eAs.2-1 d

0-

pc3

carpev17. How do you think the results of theinvestgation will come
outrq.
on you?a,

FAR, .

ce-ftAr

wotc-

1:11-e:rc.,,c4-ivi

(Antis-,

_e_Ao\i 5 1,-...

11A-K-- +.).yo oLutecaus

ovu

tstkiet_

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: Y.f
Please explain:
4-Acr
CT.

LAAAA.1 ct,vklov\A- c..4qt..11

cli e1A 40
- 1411

,ki'te..,(k)tiOv\

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: wo

LH VA [keit

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding thisaerz-f
investigation? A: No
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: ND
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: NO
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were invol -ved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: No

Signature of Interviewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: NI.0
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24.

What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: k

25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: cit-5
is%\
26. Do you think the FBI
should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
achn4Lk)
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: kto
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LOCATION

: The ro onent a e e of the De
Chief of
DATE
'MU

Ham ton Inn, Bloomington IN.
21:

ORG

22 Jan 2004

111 DLE NAME

SOCIAL SE
GRADE/STATUS

N OR ADDR

• 377th Corn.

for Personnel.
FILE NUMBER

an et 1. south Woodcrest Bloomin on

E-4

IN.

want to make the following statement under oath:

I have • een m t 1 e 377 MP Company since March of 2000. After completing Basic and AIT I returned to 1
unit. I was deployed for about a month to Egypt. I returned from the tour and was on in the unit for about
months before we deployed to Bagram Airfield. During my chill time I was asked to instruct PPCT to the
unit. Pressure Point Control Tactics that I instructed to the ced me to instruct this class Burin
Indianapolis State Police Academy. SFC
the ones I learned w
when I attended the
IIIIp and LT
like hip pocket training. I only taught this one time and . unit
g
it was only for two hours. There was no formal
roster for the class and I don't remember how man
detachment. SPC Illtiv
y people were there. It was only people from the
as the primary instructor for this. I was only the assistant. What we taught to the
detachment was what I ave learned in the police academy and the MP school at Ft. Leonard wood. The PF
that we instructed was pressure point control such as the common perennial strike. SPC IIII had a manual
that we used to instruct the class. I am not sure where he got this manual from. During the class I believe w
instructed 12 different forms of PPCT. I think we might have done some handcuff techniques. When we w
at Ft. Dix the whole company did some training in a sandpit but I did not instruct. That was the only time I
remember
doing the
Once we arrived at Bagram Airfield I am not aware of anyone practicing an
the
PPCT classes
we training.
had received.
any
Q: What shift were you on when the detainees died.
A: I was on day shift. I believe this was a 7am to 7pm shift.
Q: Where you there when the detainees were brought in.
A: I don't remember.
Q: Where you present during any of the times the PUC 412 or PUC 4
A: To the best of my knowledge no.
21 were moved.
Q: No
Where you aware of any medical issues with these two prisoners.
A:
Q: Where PVC's allowed to see a doctor if they asked.
A:. Yes, the doctor was there twice a day.
Q: Did you have any contact with PUC 412 or 421.
A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: Did you ever here of anyone striking a prisoner.
A: Yes•
Q: Did you ever strike any of the prisoners
A: Yes,
Q: For what reason.
A: Self defense, I only hit one prisoners because
other guards got this prisoner off of me I left the he jumped on me. He was handcuffed in the front. After the
ever having any more problems with this prison area think I went outside and smoked. I don't remember
/•
. .2-4 ter vie tk.) Il'eroif,v),,, -fecif y
•
62/4/,-

'shows

ff
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AND END

AFFIDAVIT

VE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ATE THIS STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1
TAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY THE STATEMENT I
TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACHPA GE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT.
HVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREEL Y
WnHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

WITNESSES:
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN BEFORE ME, A PERSON BY LAW
TO ADMINISTER OATHS, THIS 2-ZDAY OF34619,
AT /060

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

awe o erson Administering Oath)
(Authority to Administer Oath)

p

tki,
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number : 0 1 34 -02 — C l 036 9— :Z3 -53 3
Location
: Hampton I
fdomington, IN 47404
Date
: 22 Jan
Time: /0-5 /41,
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-4
Org/Address : 377 th Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47404
Allil.111 WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December 2002?
A: Yes, I was assigned to Bagram Airbase from Aug 31, 2002 until
Feb 20, 2003. I was assigned to the detention facility the entire
time
for two weeks in September 2002 when I'worked gate
duty
Q: Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between
Octobe
cemloer 2002?
A: Yes
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with ei
etainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you interact in any way with either detainee?
A: Yes, one PUC became combatant in the Constantine wire and I
assisted other MP's with getting him under control. i do not
remember which PUC it was. I came from the front desk once I was
made aware of a fight. When I came into thegeneral population
area, the PUC and two to three MP's were wrestling with him on the
floor. I assisted by grabbing the PUC's schackles that were
attached to his hands and subduing his hands. The PUC was . transported upstairs and detained in the isolation area
Q:. Do
krtb er which MP's
estling with the PUC?
A: .SGT
and .I believ
There mi ht have been
someone else, ut I'm not sure who it was.
Q: Did the PUC strike or in any way harm or a tempt to harm the
Olp 's before or during this altercation?
.: When I arrived, the MP's and the PUC were wrestling together as
the MP's attempted to gain control of the PUC. The PUC had ankle
shackles on his hands, which I grabbed and pulled away from his
head to elongate his body. The PUC's had to wear the leg shackles
on their wrists and leg shackles on their
les for the fir
Exhibit: / 5 3
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT Hampton. Inn,
Bloomington, IN 47404 ; DATED 22 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
twenty four hours after they arrived to the facility..
Q: Did_ any of the MP's strike the PUC?
A: Not that I saw, no.
Q: Do you have any idea what part of December 2002 this incident
occurred? •
A: I have no clue. I do remember it was during night shift. I
don't recall ow far along the shift was when this incident
occurred.,
Q: Why did the PUC become combative?
A: I think he grabbed SGT
..through the airlock, but I don't
remember for sure."
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
either of those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: No.
Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any
compliance blows to either detainee?
A: While working in the downstairs isolation block, one of the two
PUC's, I'm not sure which one, kept reaching through the ce 1
opening and would not quit and grabbed me by the arm. SSG
was there with me and we both agreed to make entry. When the door
opened, the PUC came toward the door at' me, and I took him to the
back wall, did a leg sweep and took him to.the ground. I gained
control of his arms and placed him in handcuff restraints behind
his back: I picked him up, placed shackles on him, took off the
handcuffs and rai d his hands to the ceiling for PuniShment. i
believe SSG
went and got a translator to tell the PUC what
he did wrong and not to. do it again, and then we left the PUC. I
believe he was hung up for no longer than a half hOur.111111
Q: Did you haVe to a
aster any types of blows to the PUC during„:
this altercation?
A: He hit the back wall, .not softly, but not the point that his
chest was going to cave in, just hard enough to gain compliance
for of.fieer . safety. • When I did the leg sweep, my legs'stopped his
legs AkOM - mbling and I pushed his upper body toward the ground.
My legs prevented his legs from stepping, which made him fall.
This occurred
• g a night shift in December, but I don't know

■

exactly when

Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
A: No.
Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
Exhibit:
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; CONTINUED:
A: No.
Q:..FlOw do
A: I don't i
el about the deaths of those two detainees?
Qi Who do you
.
A:
is responsible
I don't think anyone was for the PUC's deaths?
Q: Is there anyoneyou know well enough
that
responsible
for their deathsall
suspicion and would not do something like this?
feel is above
A
A:: I don't believe anyone in m unit would do an
death of the detainees.
Q: How dO you feel ab
to cause
about
i
A: It's a little differen
didn't do anything wrong. beeninterviewed concerning this issue?
t doesn't matter. to me because I
Do you think that the death of
d0:
eliberates
either of those detainees was
Q: If someone

11111

•

A;No.

detaineesl_se that
lying?
said person
that you
physically abused either of those two
A:
Q:

Yes.111.1

Who do you
think would have had
physically
ab
abused
either detainee? the best opportunity to have
A:. Anybody could have. Everybody worked every post.
Q: Did you ever think about giving corporal putishmen o a
detainee, even though You didn't go through with it?
A: No, my definition
of corporal puhiShment is hitting thein or abusing
just to hit theM
someone, I
unarmed.
defense,
someone
guess.
If
I
was
engaged in
I would use appropriate levels of force
which may include any one of the pressure point control tactics
_,Q:
What-level
of force
or measures would you apply if a-detaine:
refused
to follow
directions?
•
•
A: There is no level of force for that. It depends
on what kind
detainee
is it is, what kind of actiOn he is taking. If the .
of refusal
might escort just
him standing
to an isolationcell
there and refusing to do what I say, Ihe refuses to move, a compliance
or
move him sbmewhere. If
may involve grabbing him
by
technique
may be necessary, which
his
arms
them or walking with them.
, picking
themthnd
up a moving
something. to endanger me or No
someone
else
strikes
or blows unless he does
to
Q: detainees?
Did you ever have to administer any t pes of strikes or blows
A: The only time I did anything that resembled a strike is when
Exhibit: _Ln :
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TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington, IN 47404 ; DATED 22 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
pushed i
liguy up against the wall forcefully as I explained
above,
Q: Why wouldn't
corporal punishment on a detainee?
A: It's not right
Q: What do you think should happen to someone
who mistreated or
caused the death of a de
ee?
A: It's not up to me.
Q: Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be
given .
corporal punishment or given compliance blows?
A: Corporal punishment was never allowed. I don't believe
anything was ever said about when a detainee could be struck. I
don't recall
anything. Common sense and military levels of force
taught
to
me
at
MP school in Fort Leonard Wood, MO, were what I
used. When
we got to Bagram and the place was handed over to us,
the
unit
we
were
replacing told us the procedures they were usin.
If
g
a PUC.does wrong, they would put a hood or blackened out
goggles
on the PUC so they can't see. They were then shackled or
cuffed through the Airlock hole. Not attached to it, but hands
thrOugh it for fifteen to thirty minutes for the first violation
and the second violation was thirty minutes. We were told
different rules about the place as far as what they had the PUC's
doing and what they didn't have the PUC's doing. I don't recall
them ever mentioning applying any type of
strike to the PUC's. I
believe our
guys learned what the rules were and then applie
their own training on levels of force to enforce those rules
Q: What do you
believe a detainee might do that should
their receiving corporal punishment Or compliance blows result in
strikes?
or
STATEMENT OF SPC

A: Corporal punishment shouldnever be administered. If a PUC
becomes combatant, I may use a form of pressure point control
tactics to gain control of the PUC or to stop t
UC from dOing
something that would endanger another person.
Q: Now
do you think the results of this inves igation will come
out
on you?
•
A: I did nothing wrong so it should be okay11110
Q: Do you think a person who applied corpora punis
de
serve a second chance under any circumstances? hment would
A: Yes, depending on the situation.
Q: Did you ell your family about t is investigation?
A: No.
Q: Did ou tell your family you were being interviewed regarding
Exhibit:
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
BioOmington; IN 47404 ; DATED 22 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
this investigation?
A: Noll,
Q: Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this
investigation?
A: My family a little bit. They asked about what it was like over
there and I told them about the deaths
tD14_ 141cmtwohacidetdrA., eusfDic
Q: Is there any reason why someone would say that you were
involve ' the deaths of those two detainees?
A: No
Q: Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a
suspecIiiimphis investigation?
A: No.11.11
Q: What percentage of MP's, guards, correction officers or
interrogators do y think engage in corporal punishment?
A: I have no clue.
Q: DO you have anything to add to this statement?
A: No. /U4J 44

1/41
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STATEMENT OF SPC 11111111111141,TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,Bloomington,' IN 47404; DATED 2 Jan 04;. CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

mg Statement)
Subscribed
sworn to befOre me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 22nd day of January, 2004 at
Bloomin to

istering Oath)
SA

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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. RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the .proponent agency is ODCSOPS

,

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

0137 - 0 2-010369 - 23534
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
.

Hampton Inn, Bloomington, IN. Room 310

22 Jail 2004

5. Name (Last First MO

8. ORUANIZA 1 ION OR ADD

//,e/s-

k).

377 MP Company Det 1. Bloomington, IN.
PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
SECTION A: Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
Criminal Investigation Command
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspecte
Assault Consumated

by a Battery/Cruelty & Maltreatment/Negligent Homicide/False Official Statemend//// 1111

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ)
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer deta
for me at no expense to me or both.
"Or-

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
.If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Q: Have you been advised of your legal rights within the pia days? A:
Q: Are you currently represented by legal counsel? A: ,6,,/
: SECTION B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I
am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a
lawyer first and without having a lawyer present
with me.
(O'civailable)

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
2a. NAME (hype or Printf

b. ORUANIZA.1.10N OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

111111111111111.111
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

SECTION C. Non-waxver
1. Ido no want to give up-my rights
❑ I want a lawyer
P

•

1, 21 - • VIEWEE

0

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STAVVRICOA FCM 7
R823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTBD BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

U tLi
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNIbIG
I. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of
can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government c
a. Your official position.
military lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you , or both."
b. Nature of the offense(s)
-orc. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to ha
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer can be on
"Before I ask you any questions, you must under your rights."
arrange for at your own expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer ar
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for you before any questioning
begins." th
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under
criminal trial."
investigation, with or without a lawyer present, you have a rig
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
to stop answering questions at any time, or speak privately w
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
a lawyer before answering further, even it you sign a waiver
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer
certificate."
Make certain the suspect/acusd fiilly understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

`Iron.....oesmo

"Do you understand your rights ?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and
if necessary repeat the appropriate right advisement. If the
suspect/accused says "yes," ask the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes." stop the questioning until he/she I
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following
question.)

"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the
request was recent (i.e., fewer that 30 days ago), obtain legal advice on
whether to continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,"
or if the prior request was not recent, ask him/her the following
question.)

"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer and
without having a lawyer present with you?" (If the suspect/accused
"no," stop the interview and have him/her read and sign the non-wail
section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this form. If the
suspect/accused say "yes," have him/her read and sign the waiver sec
of the waiver certificate on the other side of this form.
SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but
refuses to sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the
questioning. Make notations on the waiver certificate to the effect that
he/she has stated that he/she understands his/her rights, does not want a
lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, and refuses
to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CER11bICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED
IMMEDIATELY: In all case the waiver certificate must be completed as
soon as possible. Every effort should be made to complete the waiver
certificate before any questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot
be completed at once, as in the case of street interrogation, completion
may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she
should be told that such statements do no obligate him/her to answer
further questions.
COMMENTS (Continued)

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without
being advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the
propriety of the first statement, the accused must be so advised
The office of the serving Staff Judge Advocate should be
contacted for assistance in drafting the proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was
advised accordingly should be noted in the comment
section on the waiver certificate and initialed by the
suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON
EXERCISING HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE
INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the interrogation, the susp(
displays indecision about requesting counsel (for example, "Maybe I
should get a Lawyer."), further questioning must cease immediately.
that point, you may question the suspect/accused only concerning
whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/he,
rights. (For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't dc
anything wrong, you shouldn't need an attorney.")
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377 MT Co 111.1 Det 1 Bloomington In.
want to make the following statement under oath:

have been in the unit since 25 August 2000. I went to basic training and Advanced Individual Trainin (AI
g
at Ft. Leonard Wood from 4 October 2000 until 23 February 2001. I then made re
gular drills with
ourthe
uns
ttc
toheacivnJuf20.IwasnE-4he rctivad.Wneurgo
drill
perform as perimeter security and convoy security. On one or two • s prio
lo
yment'vee
training in Pressure Point Control Techniques (PPCT). I believe it was SPC
ho
proVided the training. I only know that they were both police officers and I think SPC
for his department in PPCT,
was an instruct
en
ct
at Ft. Dix we started receiving detention facility training and
some more PPCT by SP
and
I don't remember how many times. Once we departed Ft; D I
we went
and then to Bagram, Afghanistan. I don't remember for sure but I think we had about
three
daystotoGermany
trAin
with the other unit that was leaving. We did not know what our jobs were going to be Lint
we arrived in Bagram. I was in third Platoon and we started on day shift in the facility. We learned what the
previous unit did and used it as an example. There was a lot of confusion about what the guidelines were. I
never saw an SOP we did our job based on what we were told to do from MI, our Squad leaders or our SGTs
We were taught PPCT and we tried to communicate with the prisoners verbally and visually (body language)
before we would use any PPCT. I was present for in-processing of one of the Person's Under Control (PUC)
The. PUC was brought into a room, with a hood already on Ms head and the unit who brought them into the
facility would place the prisoner .
on their stomach in the room. At mat point, the Military Intelligence
Other Governmental Agency (OGA) employees would play loud music to disorient the PUCs. Then the PUCo:
was moved into a room where he was given the rules and received a physical by a doctor. Then the PUC was
moved
cell (ISO) and lige until MI personnel determined whether they should
get-to an isolation
on or kept in ISO.
Q. SA
Q: S
Q: SA
A: SPC
Q: Did you know any t g abAULIC 412 or 421?
A: No I never saw PUC 421. 11111
Q: Did you have any interaction with PUC 412, who was identified to me as Habib Ulla by SAd
Man Sr
A: es, was in the ISO area with him.1111
Q: Did you ever strike PUC Habib Ulla?
us
A: Yes, I gave him common Perennial strikes.
Q: Who
whetheryou as a guard could strike a PUC?
A: SSG
ecause he was the SOG on that shift. The policy of striking the PUC's did not
him, but he
from
by case permission. The unit before us told us PPCT were acceptabl
Q: Did SSG
o bserve the strikes that you gave to PUC Habib Ulla?
11111

I

0(

6
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Statement of SPCIIIIIIItaken at Bloomington, IN, dated 22 Jan 03, continued:
Q: How many strikes did you give Mr. Habib Ulla
A: I don't exactly remember, but two to three.
Q: Describe Mr, Habib Ulla being non-compliant?
abib Ulla talked continuously after being instructed not to talk, then SSG
and I went to move Mr. Habib Ulla from one cell to another and he refused
to walk, en when I went to release him from the standing restraintposition, so that he
could sit down for a period, he attempted to walk out the door, then when I attempted to
re-secure him in the standjn ' osition, he refuse cooperate, which caused me
to get the assistance of SP
d SP
0
on, once again,
then when I attempted to release him from the standing restraint
ti
*tion,
so that he could
eat, he attempted to grab my right hand with one of his hands.
Q: When did these occurrences of non-compliance by Habib Ulla occur?
A: Theyi
occurred during the day shift that I worked, and it was the last shift that I had
worewith hint prior to his death. Habib Ulla died during the night shift that relieved
me.
Q: Did you ever administer perennial strikes to Mr. Habib Ulla during these times of
non-compliance?
A: Yes, I administered around two to three perennial strikes during the shift and only
when Habib Ulla was non-compliant. Due to not having a Standing Operation Procedure
(SOP) detailing how the facility should be operated, including how to deal with PUCs
that were non-compliant, we implemented the perennial strikes, whic
Military Police unit (211 th from North Carolina) prior to our arrival
used by the
Q: Did you use any other weaponless strikes or holds to gain compliance from Habib
Ulla?
A: Yes, a wristlock, but I can't remember the circumstances/III
Q: What detennined whether you would use a wristlock or a perennial strike on a PUC?
A: Whenever, we needed Habib Ulla to stand or walk, we would use a
wristlock,
however, when we wanted to gain compliance, we vyould use the perennial
strike.
The
perennial strike was counterproductive in regard to movement with Habib Ulla.
It seethed
that ofand
allmost
the pressure
safest
effective.pointance techniques, the perennial strike was the easiest,
Q: Why did you believe the perennial strike was the easiest, safest and most effective?
A The perennial strike was the easiest because it was to the middle of thigh and some
people are not affected by the wrist lock, it was the safest because it wasn't near a vital
organ or joint, and it was the moilive because it was easiest place to hit and very
few people are not affected by it.
Q: When you went to move Habib Ulla from his cell, did you ever believe that he was
incapable of moving due to any medical conditions, such as being previously struck with
th eftrinial strike?
A: o; because Habib Ulla previously had been moving and standing and
moving
him from one cell to another, an interpreter was asked if Habib Ulla hadanyafter
problems
and why was he being non-compliant and the interpreter responded that Habib Ulla was
alright and that Habib. Ulla was just talking. Additionally, I knew the Pashto language for
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Statement of SPC111111111taken at Bloomington, IN, dated 22 Jan03, continued:
pain, which was "Dat", and the PUCs would use a hand signal if they were in any pain.
The hand signal was a flicking of the finger 's from a closed fist position. I aii not
if
this was the first or last day when we moved him and he was noncompliant.
Q: Did Habib Ulla ever demonstrate the hand signal for pain during your encounters
with hhalms
A: No.11111
Q: Were you ever informed that Habib Ulla had any previous known medical
conditions?
A: No, he, like all other PUCs was given physical by a doctor upon his arrival at the
Bagram C %Ligation Point, and there was never any mention of any existing medical
problems. 111.11
Q:• What was your understanding of the definition of compliance?
goi
A: Abiding by the rules that were told to the PUCs during in-processin
Q: Were you present in the facility when PUC Habib Ulla died?
A: No, he di
proximately 5-6 hours after the end of my shift and I was already back
at my tent.
Q: Did you ever see any of the MI persons strike any of the PUC's during an
interrogation?
A: Nolisever in the room and I never heard any of them say anything about striking
a PUC.
Q: Did you
hearHabib Ulla use the word "stick"?
A: No.
Q: Did o
r enter the ISO cell by yourself?
A: Yes
Q: Did you ve a policy that you were not to enter by yourself?
A: No.
Q; Did Habib Ulla ever show any signs of being in pain or did he ever point to or rub on
any parlitody?
A: No.
Q: You said you struck Habib Ulla on the day that he died, how hard did
A: We were instructed to use light commoimial strikes by SSG and sohim?
I
applied two to three light 'strikesthat day.
Q: What was Habib Una's physical reaction to your strikes?
A: He complied for awhile, but then he went back to yelling. I think he grimaced a little
from the pain after I struck hi. He was able to stand, though, after the strike. He
may
have had to use his restraints to support laimalgor assistance or favored the other leg.
Q: When you struck him, where his hands? 111111
A: They were at about face level, restrained to the ceiling...
Q: When he continued to yell, what did you do?
A: When it got to the point that it appeared he may be communicating
with the
population, we would enter the cell and apply another common perennial strike. 1101
Q: How many times did you sike Habib Ulla that day?
A: Two or three times.
Q: Did azgaidse strike abib Ulla that
c
iia?
A: Yes, IIIIIItruck him twice, too.
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Statement of SPC
n at Bloomington, IN, dated 22 Jan 03, continued:
Q: How hard do you think
truck him?
A: It appeared very light.
Q: What was Habib Ulla's physical reaction to 111411.sstrikes?
A: He wouldgmace,
ri
then he would b come compliant
p iant for awhile."'"
Q: Did you apply all strikes to the same leg?
A: I think I did two strikes to his left leg and one on his right..
Q: Was there any reason you switched legs?
A: Just because you don't want them to get used to being struck because it's not as
effective.
Q: Which legs didillestrike?
A: I think one in each, but I'm not siiiiinow that he hit the left at least once because
of the way Habib Ulla was facing us.
Q: Did..kililla's refusal to be quiet make you angry?
A: No.111111111
Q: Didiieningry?
A: No.
Q: Are you confident that no one but you and
struck Habib Ulla that day?
A: I can't remember. If I relieved someone in the middle of the day, I don't know what
• they did in the morning. I came
the middle of the shift on one day, but I don't
remember which day that was.
Q: When Fl bib Ulla was yelling, did you have any idea what he was saying?
• A: No.
Q: How ong was Habib Ulla in standing restraints that day?
• A: Pretty much the whole time.
Q: Who oldered Habib Ulla to be in standing restraints that day?
A: It was tntk
int status board. Usually MI wrote what will be done to
the detainees on
the board.
Q: Do you recall if Habib
was let down at any specific time during your shift?
A: I let him down to eat forUlla
about thirty to forty-five minutes. I would let his arms down
about three or four times to drink water. I don't remen
was let down any other
times. Nobody else let him down while I was on shift
Q: Did aniiiiilolimrieck
during your
A: I think
r
and IIIIIIrand SS
hecked on him.1111,
Q: Didoir observe Habib TJ1la's legs at any time?
A: No.
Q: What was Habib Ulla's physical condition when you left your shift that day?
A: I thought he was in pretty good shape. We were all
pretty impressed that despite his
alteredachedule for the last five days and our perennial
strikes, he was still being
defiant.
Q: Do you have anything to add to thiiaement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///

—
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AFFIDAVIT
I,

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE .1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6
. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signa

er n Making Satement)

. Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 22nd day of January, 2004 at
Bloomington IN

ure o Per

nistering Oath)

SA 1111111.11111.
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
.

ARTICLE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ
(AuthOHty To Administer Oaths)

Exhibit:

i34-(

INITIALS IIIIII/
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RIGHTS WARNING

pRoegooteivvAivot

CERTIFIOATE

For use of this fdrm, see AR 10630; the proponent agency is QI)Q6CPS

DATA REQUIRED By THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

69- 23

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
0 1 34 - 0 2 -I
C I D36 9- 235
To provide commanders and
law enforcement officials with means by
which information may be
Your Social Security
idenrn
Number is used as an additionealternate means of identification to facilitate accurately
filing
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is volUntary.
and retrie

3

2. DATE

22 Ian 0

3. TIME

. FILE NO.

/t.c7
8, ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS.

377th Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS
SSG

Bloomington, IN

PART i- Rpm. wAlvER/NoN-wmfEk CERTIFICATE

SeOtiOnIA. Rights

The investigator Wiese name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

Criminal Inyestigatioa command

and
wanted to question itie abinit the following offense(s) of which I am
Agtairated Assault; Negligem rid:Weide Cruelty & Maltreatment of aftisoner, False Meld Statement
Bet:ire hefahe asked me any quesliOns about the offense s
1. Ido not haVe to answer any questions or say anythin
et, he/she made ft dear to Me that I have the fcillOwing rights
2. Anything I say or d6 can be used
as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject. to the
UCMJ)
during
'
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
or both
This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government Or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense tc
m

suspected/accused'

- or (ForCivlanstubjecohUCMJ)I
have the right to talk privately to a la or

before
during qt.istiohing. I understand
, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with r
that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at
my
own experite, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer wit
appointed fcir me before any questioning begins.
4.

Ifl am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a la
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver bel.

se t, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or sr

5. COMMENTS (Ccintin Ue
On reverse side)
Sectign, B;

Vilefrer

I Onderstarid_my
rights present
as statedwith
above.
without
having a lawyer
me.I aftThoWwilling to disduss the offense(s) under investigation and Make a statement without talking to a laWyer first a
ble

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

26. NAME (Type or Print))
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

SA
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

SectiOn C. NOn-Waiver

Ft. Leavenworth Resident Agency (CID)
Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027

1. I do not want to give up my rights:
ant a lawyer.
,3 t do not want to be questioned or say anythin

Ile

Pram RASH

NOV RQ
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MERIT (DA form 2823)
SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
r.nmrirst nG rdrnr RA. IA nra.tu w-rF

DODDOi 1 13 12287

7 — )

4

PART H - RIGHTS WA RNING PROCEDURE

THE WARNING 0 13
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a n

a. Your official position
b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

4-02--C1D369 - 235 3 3

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you ov

a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answerim

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following questi
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation

"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interviewer
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)

SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she
iris/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE: CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of I
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the sen
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting thr
proper rights advise!.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waive

In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible.

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

eifOFfshould be made to &env lete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be, temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting

"M aybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning rn
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her righ
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wit
yoti shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
*U.S. Govsi_L
-r4vierr Office

1990-261-871/02685
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

ROI NUMBER

0134-02-C1 D 369-23533 /0 137-02-CID369-23;

PAGE 2 OF 2

DETAILS

PAGES

GENT'S COMMENT:

interview was interrupted by a previous appo ntme t and I
continued on a supplementary statement at 2125 hrs, 23 Jan 04. She indicated SFC
77th MP Company, collected the logbooks each day and consolidated the rec
i nforms ion in a computer record. (See
Sworn Statement and PUC Questionnaire of
dated 23 Jan 04, for additional details)
t 1202 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SA IIIIIIIrdvised SGT
377th MP
Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
ofhis legal rinhts for the offenses of Aggravated Assault Neglig
Homicide and False Official
waived his legal rights and provided a statement
detailing his observations of
offering HABIBULLAH food and subseque
'n response to what
elieved was HABIBULLAH trying to spit o
detaile
ations and actions when he realized HABIBULLAH was deceased witt
he isolation
Is° detaile
a water bottle, upon DILAWAR after and
interrogation.
entified SPC
A Co 519th MI Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC
28307 and the individual he observed asilaWAR.
(See Waiver Certificate, Sworn Statemei
and Photographic Identification Sheet of
dated 23 Jan 04 for additional details).

AGENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview,

was record fingerprinted.

At 1005 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SPEW interviewed SSG
, 377th m
Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237, who was a member of
orking within the Bagram
ollection Point (BCP) at the time of the detainee deaths.
was advised of his ri hts for
he offenses of Aggravated Assault, False Official Statement and Negligent Flornicide.
nvoked his rights requestin not to b questioned, at which time the interview was terminated. ( e
Non-Waiver Certificate of
dated 2a Jan 04, for additional details)

AGENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview,
as record fingerprinted.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST
ENTRYIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

e2g cg;d0
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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EXHIBIT

0137 - 02-C10369 - 231

AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195 9
-

ROI NUMBER
0134-02-CID 369-23533 /0137-02-CID369-231

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES
,J,
t 0815 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SA
nterviewed SPC IIFIIIIIIIIIIMIII
-- th
t i MP Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237,
who was a member o f 1 platoon , working
in e P
rovost Marshal Office (PMO) conducting base security and convoy missions from Nov (
until about two before Christmas. He had no knowledge about the death of either detainee, howev
stated about 50% of MPs would administer compliance blows (knee strikes or apply control
e„ niques (wrist locks) to control a detainee that was resisting.
It all MPs were
authorized to administer knee strikes to control detainees.
(See PUC uestionnaire of
dated 23 Jan 04, for additional details)
DETAILS

3 Jan 04, SA
interviewed SGT
377th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237,
who was a member of
oo w. rki
within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Afghanistan at the time of the deaths.
ndicated he was not working in the BCP at the time
and he had no contact with eithe
deceased detainee. (See PUC Questionnaire fo
dated
23 Jan 04, for additional
details).

AGENT'S COMMENT:

as identified during subsequent interviews as a suspect fo
assaults upon HABIBULLAH (PUC 412). Follow-up interviews with him are documented in
subsequent AIR(s).
hrs, 23 J • 14 SA IM1111111111113
,_
nd SANIt inervi
ewed SP
377th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237,•
who was a member of 1 St

ingwtheBarmColcinPt(B)ahemofdtinahs.
as advised of his rights for the
ssault/Battery, Cruelty/lVialtreatment, Fals
Official Statement and Negligent Homicide.
aived his rights and ro
d a statemen
admitting he struck HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) twice on the ni ht he d' d.
tated he
believed HABIBULLAH
he became angry and retaliated. (See Waiver Certificate ai
Sworn Statement of
dated 23 Jan. 04, for additional details)
,

.

AGENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview

was record fingerprinted.

At 1112 hrs, 23 J
and
nterviewed SPC
377th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237,
who was a member
orking within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of
he detainee deaths.
ling her ob
ant to an
assault on HABIBULLAH, by SPC
nd SP
•h
of 37
MP Company Guard force working within the BCP. (See Sworn Statement o
dated
23 Jan 04, for additional details)
TYP AGE
SEQUENCE NUMBER
ORGANIZATION
SA
HQ, USACIDC
SA
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
SIG
DATE
EXHIBIT
k

I

k

63 CA1/91L'.
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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4
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME
RANK:
UNIT:

DATE:

a 3 (.7:0

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
2. Did you guard ithet detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
0
2a. Did.you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: do
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

Aiq

If yes,

•

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of .
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with A:
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: A../0 If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: et./Q If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: AJ
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

f

ignature of Interviewee
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.522

ignature/Sequence # of Interviewer
DODOSASCI 12291
ZX rr
---

01,7-02-0O369-23534

0134 -02-C1 D369 - 23533
4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
4 114. ."'°t4R Crt+e/VVY
a604',45 / V
egleig

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
• it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
iimcv,,-• that person. Who do you think did it? A: 4

A4

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
n.
would not do something like this? A:
0

I

7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was. deliberate
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
le-5
laWlio do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
rrtifilLeG ago„.
abused either detainee? A: da.,-101 At-434'
11. Why do you think someone would do this?
• 12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
•13. Wh wouldn't you do something like his? A:
2Ya1.111

M.

err, -

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
ett,irer
death of a detainee?

Signature of Intervie

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.523

Signature/Sequence # of Interviewer

D017boA615V259-2

,

,

017 -02-CID369-23534
0134-02—C1D369 — 2 3 5 3 3
a. Please explain: irthroku4

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
punishment or given compliance blows? A: e...5
(See sworn statement)
..rrim- c k
,e6--c-

-

16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18 Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances?. A:
Please explain: ".. ,13,40 j0,4)e....R.4.45to/

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: Ai°
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regardingiiiis
/
investigation? A:
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: /00
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who? ii
A:
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: /U0

ignature of Interviewee
4111111111111
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.524

S gnature/Sequence # of Interviewer

0 OACID/2298

/..3

?

0,37 - 027C ID369- 2353

0334 .--'02—C1 D36,9 2353 . 3

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: k)0
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?

7,40

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in thise of punishment? A: 3074
My at A 5 h r ol
Aato,j-41Y ,,lw,cAsdit,
•
...2,4,4ty4j , ,
25. If you were involved in then death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: 6/e5
/
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: ai/pAA
attm
.2A-1
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: iU

•

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.525

tervi ewee

D daro

dac 602 9 ignature/Sequence # of Inte;virrzirr,

--/
0137-02-ci D 36 9 - 2 35 34
0134 —02—C I D369 — 2353 3
PUC QUESTIONAIRE
•

•

NAME:
RANK: Z-7- 7?-1
SSN:
UNIT:
,S77 L- Pkil") Cd, / 3-±

DATE:

Z3 75:000q

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:

yes-

1. If y s,what dates and w wer9 you; dyties ? /2
04-4 ,Ve

eel

60#(.4.1

hg

2. Did you guard ei her detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
2a. Did you interview or were you presynt during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: //o
2b. Did you w tnesS either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A:
a
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:
4-

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the frea4nent of either of

those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please ekplain:

-

3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: /V° •If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:_4j
If yes, explain (see sworn
ment)

`Rc

411111.111110
Signature of Interviewee

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.526

IDC231343ACI0_95

ignature/Sequence # of terviewer
.A7 kit

036 9 - 23534
0 1 34 — 0 2— C11)36'9 — 2353

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those tw detai es?

icewreAV ,

x/midale47,44 Za."--rd,://(W/F"

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion;
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you

may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: :27,4e.._zga
6. Is there anyone you know well enough thaproi eel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: )-f—/-7
7 How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either'of those detainees was deliberate?

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
Pc
10.Who do you think would have ha hp, best oppor
abused either detainee? A:
g"--

ohave pihysic lly
9

11 'Why do you think someone would do this?

d6,47

Jb

h

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punis ment to a detainee, even
though yOU didn't `go through with it? A:

13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

J1 PI 7

k

)1-

1 010 /a

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? • Fr- . •
-

Signature of Interviewee
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.527

Si
DODUICID12296

ence of Interviewer

n-

0137-0'2- C 113369-235 34
1 84 — 2 —G I 0 3
6 9 2353 3

a. Please explain:

7 u h#.914

AA"

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
.
punishment or given compliance blows? A: P
er
Ifyes,
explaiti.
(
0 X/ 7gt,A817 1404
c'e.70/,14,1
a,e-c"c-vhd
Ai /51, LAX
Receic-e.
AiDe
Izibid(4ee e--4q- 1-04
What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
e
e ving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
14,1're?

/i't's

rep, 14fide.

ci-h)

selifele44P
17. How do you think the results of the investigation will cme
2 out on you?
Alt evez-ro'd 14441
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:

fts.

acmtic
eCli e
, "/--ifyli A
jef eevii
ide'llkruV
itr 1141,,-/ tetyorme- I ."
19. Did you tell your f mily about this investigation? A: 111",i

a"

20a. Did you tell our family you. were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: es
20b. Did your family ask yoy if you were guilty? If so, /w4t was your
response? A:
6o, At
a-)
A:

20 . Have you talked with anyonot139r,than CID aioout this investigation?
e
If yes, who?
/7/9-hoo4

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

•

Signature of Interviewee

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.528

)0

4

,

?(--

Si:

DODD0AelD12297

ence of Interviewer

01- V /) 1

✓

0137-0 2-elD3690134 —02—C1D36

9 — `z3,53 4

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would nam e you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
_

23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truth fulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of YLP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
yOu think engage in this type of punishment? A:
SO

2

25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: /6'
26. Do you thi k the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any informatio you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

Signature of Interviewee

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.529

)(6C.,

DODD Att 2298
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137-02- C10369-23
RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190 -30; the .ro, orient a ency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide
and law
enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your
Socialcommanders
Security Number
is used
as an
means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number isadditional/altemat
voluntary.
'1

11 1 Kff.

V• 11111.5

• 5 NI: •
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SECTION Ri
The investigator

e name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Artily Criminal
Investigation Command
ected/
5Sakil/ 4,5"-6t aik, i jai& and wanted -to ueStiOn me about the followin " offers s) of which I art
ore he/she asked me any. uetiOns about the o ■
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f nse(s), hmk6ver, hetsh made it dear to
I do not have to answer any .qtrestions
the that I have the folloWing - ri is u
or say anything.:-.. •
Anything.I saypr do can-bensed as evidenceagainst•Ine in a criminal trial
.... (For personnel subject to the WAD) I
have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before;
Present- witlinao during questioning. This lawyer
during,
catr;be
for me at no expense to me or both.
a•civilian lawyer I arrange for at no: expense toandtheafter questioning and to have a lawyer
GoVeritinent or a military lawyer Beta
. . .

..

.

-or-

.

(For civilians not subject to the UCA/1:9 I hive
the right to talk Privately to .

pre ept With -nit du ring questioning. runderstand

a lawyer .tiefote,
that:this lawyer can be onethat I arrange -during, and after questiening and to have a lawyer
e, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
at my own expense, Or if I cannot afford a lawyer a
. .•
,
.
.
f
I
am
now
willing
to
discuss
the
offense(s)
under
investigation,
with
or
without
a
lawyer
present,I
have
the
right
to
stop
answering
questions
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further,;evenzif I sign
- the - waiver below.
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SECTION B. , :lVaiver
I understand my rights'as stated above. I am

now willing
la er first and wrtlioiit.havin a la et res en
" With
me

offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a

.
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SECTION C: Non-waiver
I. I do no want to give up my rights
❑ I want a la er
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
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❑ 1. do not want to be uestioned or sa an
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want to make the following statement under
ve been advised of my rights and elected to make this
statement voluntarily to clarify aspects of earlier statements
about the situations and deaths at Bagram Air Base, Afghani
in December 2002.
stan

the 377th
I began my military career in the spring of 1995. I joined
MP Company as a Combat Medic. I went to Basic Training
at Fort Leonard Wood, MO and then Medic Advanced Individual
Training at Fort Sam Houston, TX. I went to Panama in
1996
worked
377 th in the hospital as a medic for a couple of weeks
. The
MP Company was downsized in 1998 and they lost their medic
personnel slots, so I had to become an MP.
an MP, I trained every weekend for about six When I had to be
or seven months
(Phase 1) with another unit who came to Cincinnati, OH and then
went to a two week AT session (Phase 2) at Camp Ripley, MN.
In
1999, I deployed on a three-week mission to Guatemala.
humanitarian mission; we did convo y
It w
was a
for fIolks
escort
the country after a natural disaster.
In s2001,
deplorebuilding
Egypt for the Bright Star Mission for about one month. yed
I to
Egypt, we just worked the gates of military compound wher
e
soldiers lived. In June 2002, the 377
th was called up for
Afghanistan. I went with the unit to Fort 'Dix,' NJ for training
in the middle of June and we stayed there pretty much from then
on until we the time we shipped out at the end of August 2002.
I did have one week of leave during our stay at Fort Dix, NJ
because we were held over there so long waitin
transport to Afghanistan.
g on aircraft
,

.

Our training at Fort Dix was conducted by non-MPs and they
did not teach us very much. They tried, but 'they didn't know
what to teach us.- They were also reservists whogot ad
and were non - deployable and they got
lle up
task ed with eaching
t
c
job they didn't know. We went through
us a
basic classes, first
fir
NBC, basic rifle marksmanship,
aid,
Common Task Testing (CTT)
we first got call
called up we thought we would be going to. When
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base (GTMO), but after we got to Dix, the
they
told us we were t going to GTMO and told us to expect
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somewhere

Since Afghanistan was the only sandy spot
2002, we figured we were going there, but no one would tell us in
for sure. We certainly had no clue that we'd be running a
detention facility.
When we landed in Afghanistan, they didn't give us an
appropriate number of tents to live in. There were landmines
right outside our doors. Things went downhill from there, the
commander told us to be happy to have a roof over our head and
they split the platoons up by job and assigned us to either
dayshift or nightshift in the Bagram Control Point (BCP) or on
the gates outside. We switched off jobs every couple of months.
Q: Did you get any type of MP training from the Fort Dix
personnel?
A: Just the one day. We went to a mock facility like a jail.
It was down in the basement of some building. They had a couple
cages set U. Each cell had a bed, a toilet. They brought us
role players and had us search them and put them in the cells.
The instructors would walk by a cell and no matter what the role
player was really doing they would say they were committing some
sort of misconduct (breaking light bulbs, burning their beds,
etc.) We were supposed to react to something that was not
really happening and no matter what we did, it was not right.
However, the trainers could not tell us what the right thing to
do was. At one point, one of our soldiers ( a female) asked the
- trainers,
if there was really any reason for
us to be doing any
training like this, where we weregoing. The instructor
laughed
and said we had better pay attention. Still no one told us
mission would be handling prisoners. B
our
y
then
we
w
to assume it, but we had not been officially told.ere starting
Q What was your impression of the quality of the training to
prepare .you for the job you ultimately ended up doing?
A: Fort Dix's training was very poor. But our unit
own training and that helped us prepare much better. did it's
Q: What types of training did the unit do on it's own?
A: Before we left, we still thought we were going to GTMO.
Before we went to Dix, we concentrated on prisoner escorts,
movement, positive control, cuffing techniques anything we might
need at GTMO. After we thought we weren't going to GTMO, we did
a lot of training on searches (vehicle, personnel), running
gates and checkpoints, and convoy escorts. Then after we
figured out we were going. to Afghanistan, we didn't have
anything Win, so we trained on anything we could think of.
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After we had already validated and got all the training Fort Dix
was going to give us, three or so weeks after we got there, we
found out our mission would be running the detention facility.
Q: After you found out your mission was detainee operations,
what types of training did you do? .
A: The Cdr had a meeting with the leaders and then the platoons
did their own training concentrating on prisoner handling,
safely moving them up and down stairs and cuffing techniques.
Q: What did handcuffing training consist of?
A: Use of the handcuffs, placing people into and removing them
from handcuffs, leg irons, and belly chains, walking them around
without losing control of or injuring them.
Q: Who decided what training you got?
A: I don't know. It's above me, that's a platoon leader
decision.
Q: What platoon were you in? Who di
A: 1 st Platoon.
nsist of?
n was 1LT
Leader; SFC
P1 toon
Platoon
Sgt;
SSG
Leader; SSG
Squad
uad Leader; SSG
Leader; SSG
d
d Leade •

an myself.
What training was conducted by platoon atFort ,
Dix, NJ?
A: Land NavigatiOn, searching procedures, handcuffing and
/escorting prisoners, self defense, pressure point control
techniques (PPCT).
Q: When you got the training, who was present?
A: Just our platoon.
Q: Who was present' for the training from leadership?
A: Commander (CPT
w ou l d walk around and see that we
were training and
then skip out, he never staved for or
participated in the training. The 1SG (1SG
I don't
know what she was doing. Mostl it was 'ust
ltoon,
our
leadership SSG
SSG.
SGT
Q: Please discuss t
self- defense an PPCT training.
A: We got the training three or four times, about two to three
hour sessions each time. We usually had a. demonstration with
the instructor and an assistant. Then they would have us walk
,
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through the techniques and practice on each other, so we all
knew what it felt like.
Q: Did anyone ever get hurt during training sessions?
A: No.
Q: How much force does it take to make a person feel the
technique?
A: Not much.
Q: How did you. feel at the end of your training session each
day?
A:
Pretty worn out.
Q: Did anyone ever get bruised or injured to your knowledge?
A: Not to my knowledge, I didn't.
Q: Who
wer
PPCT
i
ructors?
A: SSG
SGT
and SGTIIIIIIItnd I think SGT
was in on it as well.
What
•
were the rules for application of this sort of force?
A: It was only to be used for aggression or non-com
liahceWe
p.
were told we had to go through the levels of force, from
verbal
instruction, to visual show of force, to use of pressure points
to gain control and then if they wanted to wrestle we could use
the moves to only gain positive control of the situation.
Q: What is non-compliance?
A: It can be anything frOm not listening, to not
directed. It can be something they are doing they doin g . as
should not aas
well as some rule they are violating.
Q: Based on your training, can pressure Point control
techniques
- directed? be applied to a person who is refusing to do as
A: Depending on the situation, we were provided di
situations when to appl
fferent
apply
them
-y
pressure
point tactics and when not to
Q: WhatAidFort:DiXteach you to do to handle non-compliant:
detaih6eS
.A: Of what they taught us or what we actually did? We toldhave
.
them stand up, then call in a larger group owere
them our superior numbers; if necessary we would fgoMPs
in
aand
getshow
them.
Q: When
prisoner
in general population was breakin the
what
did ayou
do?
g
rules
A: The first step was to make them stand up, more embarrass'
than punishing, if it continued then we'd have them hold thei ng
arms out to the side for a
r
period of time. If
to do a
justtio
hen we'd threaten to take them to
refused
they isola
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We then would tell the other detainees to move to the back of
the isolation cell, so we could approach the detainee.refusing
to cooperate. We would surround the detainee, cuff him, and
then escort him to the isolation cell.
Q: Were you taught that there is a difference between knee
strikes and pressure points?
A: Yes, a pressure point is grabbing and applying pressure to a
certain area, while a knee strike is giving a blOw to a certain
area. .
Q: Was there different situations when you could administer
these tactics?
A: Yes, a knee strike would be more of an aggressive act, while
a pressure point would be used when the MP would have the
,.detainee gets up from the group. In others words, the pressure
points would be used in acts of defiance rather than in acts of
aggression.
Q: Was there any situation that you were involved in at Bagram,
where the training you were provided did not giVe you the tools
. to handle it?
A: The training from Fort Dix gave us no skills, it left more
people confused than trained. The only things they ever told us
was "that's not what you should do", "that's not the way to
handle that" but no instruction on what TO actually do. The
training we got within the unit prepared us to handle things
well.
Q: What was your contact With HABIBULLAH (PUC - 412)? .
A: At 1930 braBagram local, 3 Dec 2002, (the 'ght HABIBULLAH
'died) I took over on nightshift from SPC
floor Isolation - Cell-Guard. I was responsiblefor as the first
six
detainees
in the cells, one cell was empty.' it was the slightly larger.
cell, which was eft empty.
passed oninformation from
his shift
told me he a refused food all day. I Was
told it was important to get him to eat. He told me that he
could not get HABIBULLAH to stop .spitting. He said HABIBULLAH
claimed he
'nus infection and that was why he was
spitting.
said the medic (I - don't k
which one)
checked him out and said he was fine.
gave him a bowl
to. spit in. When I came on shift, HABIBULLAH was shackladwith
leg irons on his legs and handcuffed in'front of him at the
waist and affixed
.. to the belly chain. There was a chain that
went from the belly chain
the c 'ling. That chain was a
belly chain stretched out.
told me he chained up for
kicking to
ut HABIBULLAH still managed to .swing on the
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chain and kicked the door.
explained to me that they
were in the cell several times on his shift trying to get
HABIBULLAH chaine in a c nfiguration where he would stop
kicking the door.
told me that he had been quiet for the
last hour, but giVen ime to rest he (HABIBULLAH) would be
batk
at it. It is standard procedure to visually check on each
detainee at the beginning of shift. I saw HABIBULLAH standing
under his own poWer, near the back of the cell. He was hooded,
but the hood was upright like he was awake and liStening to me
a roac the cell. I remember seeing his spit bowl on the floor.
told me he had lifted HABIBULLAHS hood up.over his nose
a couple times, but he kept struggling and it slipped down, so
he just left the hood down. The hood was wet from spit and him
gnawing on it'. I heard him spit a couple of times during my walk
Illoand down to check the isolation cells at the beginning of my
shift. - After I sat down I heard him spit again and I hollered
at him a couple times.
We do chow at the start of the nightshift. I
ered
HABIBULLAH's cell with someone else (possibly
and
to try and feed him.. One of us pulled his hoo up to his
forehead, I removed his belly chain and uncuffed the handcuffs
from the belly chain and had him stand at the back of the cell.
He took two steps on his own to the corner of-the cell. Then we
walked out, .locked the doOr and put the food through the door
slot, but hp.wouldn't touch it. He just stared at us from the
back of the cell. We waited. from 3 to 5 minutes and. we .tried to
convince him to eat, repeating'phraSeSdn_Pashtua froth - a list we
had. We kept telling him "ooba",. whidh means water, trying to
get him-to drink.. We, offered him fruit and Afghani bread, which
the prisoners liked better than our food. He would riot budge.
SO we went back into the cell and Chained him back up and left.
I'don't - rememberwhen, but sometime during the shift-,' I
heard him scuffling around, I heard his chains rattling
him to "stop it" in English and Pashtun..He 'responded more to
the tone, than the language spoken. I yelled it once-or twice
and he would settle dOwn.
About 90 to 120 minutes after My:Shift
(betwe illig
2100 - 213 G hours Bagram local), eitherSTC
or SSG
came up with the idea to. move HABIBULLAH to the larger cell,
where it would be harder for him to reach the door with his
feet. We took a bunch of folks, maybe five pebple, in the cell
to move him as a precaution. But we only used about three.
When we took
down, he slumped to the floor and we had to
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each grab u
them that

is armpits and carry him into Cell 7.
I told
warned me HABIBUL LAH was sw
nging on t h e belly
chain, so we used two belly chains.affixed at i45
a n gle s
to his front and back. This effectively kept him degree
from lifting
his legs and'using the chain to swing into the door. His h
were still cuffed in front of him and attached to the belly
chain; he also still had on leg irons. We le
ft cell and I
can't recall if he was doing anything after weft lethe
of the Guard (I think it was SSG111111111old
me to The
giveSergeant
him anothe
t dhow,i
who did not eat. SGT
he was the only one
to t
nd SPCIIIIIII,went back in with me
t HABIBULLAH to eat. One of us took his hood off
and
as holding the fruit up
in front of him and he had
no reaction. He remained leg cuffed and the belly chain was
. still holding him in place {by the chains affixed to the ceiling
front and rear). .I tore off a piece of bread and
toward hiS mouth; i
Stuck it
put it on his tongue, which was slightly
protruding. I said "I'm not putting my finger any
closer so y ou
can bite .it". I wasn't really talking to him as much
something out loud. I was .
as saying
not gettiy
of.i
all. His eyes were almost completelyng an
react on at
open; he
kind
was kin d of
stating off. His head was tilted so that he was looking'in
my
direction and I took it as a taunt. One. of
of the other NCOs p
an apple in
put
looked at
even hold onto it. Finally, I
and
made the comment outof
that
frustration tht "this guy's fuckint-idiot". When I.turned back
. me_ right-in
toward
himispit hit
the chest;. Ilooked down and I
. .
was in shock.
:I honestly. thought he is I'm not sure if
he spit at me:- I was pissed:' Later,
old me that I
kneed him, but I honestly don't recall doin
g.).t.
snapped, I was so angry-and I literally.
him by theshirt isaw red.
pulled him forward and yelled at hit- Igrabbed
remember babkin4 away from him and I said something lik
ever spit on me again
e "Don't
'. i then delivered a
strike with my knee, maybe-a couple of them. common . pronial. .. pretty hard with my ri
T gues
' him
nee in his right thigh.
were wide and he and
.
IIIIIIIIwere both shocked. I am known aseyes,
the calmest and easiest
of the guards. The other guys often
kidded me about being to easy on the detainees. the
was soft, maybe ev
oug t I
I Probably hit'him hardet than I
should have. .SG
DCU top and
tel. me to calm down. I took off my
and
hit back up. I .
the cell an
ew my shirt on cuffed
out of
the floor. I was stillcame
mad.
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I called the SOG on the walkie talkie and reported it,
logged the event in the pass
on book and then I grabbed a tissue
and started cleaning off the spit. I never told the SOG or
logged in the book that I kneed HABIBULLAH. The more I thought
about it the more I realized something was not right physically
with HABIBULLA '
bedame concerned he was ill. I was not
sure because
ill had told Me about himfaking, but I was
concerned. Something wasn't quite right with him.
il
e few minutes (maybe ten minutes) later the SOG, SSG
came in with an apple and an orange. He wanted to
discuss the incident with me and try to gt the detainee to eat,
I told him we were trying to get the detainee to eat and he spit
on me, but I-didn't tell-him about my "common pronial" strikes.
He told me "'We have to get him to eat". We tried to get
HABIBULLAH's attention from the door, while waiting for a
3 rd
person, by banging on the door. I've got a gut feeli
something was wrong with him medically, but told SSG
e
was probably was fakin
g. We got no response from him. He was
slumped forward, pretty much dead weight. We took his hood off
and undid the chains from the ceiling and eased him to the
ground, We talked alit to do and nudged at his foot with
our
boots-ftile and SSG
checking for
se. I
down and felt for a pulse and I got nothina .re
g.
ran around
the. corner to the medical
got a blood pressure cuff an
and
stethoscope. A couple times, I and
th
aybe
I
felt
a
weak
•
pulse, but there was nothing. SSG
with me", - . We sent
"don't even joke.
fqr the medic and.
ent forthe
stethoscope and BP cuff at:about the Same time;: .
The medic
refused to . get out of.bed; we sent.
the runner)pack a second time
and the medic said "if he's unconscious it'alpeyond me you
better call the hospital". By now it's beenprobably
minutes sinTamiimiest walked in the cell
thirty
- andA-ie had no pulse.
WhenWEIRMarrived, I tried to take a BP..and I'm no
t
going-to lieto you, I wanted him to be
..alive. I did hear -:
something, but it's a very strong possibility that I heard.. my
own heart racing, I was scared shitless. The second. time I got
nothing. After the medic refused to come t
econd t'me
s
n
Called.for an ambulance
We. (SFC
SSG
nd myself) put him on a litter.and . tobk
him to the
of the BCP to wait for the ambulance, 1which took a long timefront
to
arrive. By the time the ambulance got there, at least an hour
had passed. I told the ambulance crew what had happened
told them
and
als when really I hadn't. They didn't listen
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to me anyway .and one of the men took a stethoscope to
HABIBULLAH's chest and announced, "this guy is dead". They
rolled him onto their gurney and rolled him out of the facility,
they never even tried to do CPR.
Q: The blood pressure readings you cited in earlier statements
where did they come from?
A: The first one I thought i heard. Looking back now, I was in
denial that the detainee was dead. I probably heard my own
heart racing. The second set of BP readings,- I made .up
something close to what I got the first time.
the MP who
rode with the ambulance to the hospital (SPC
Came so
back
told us the nu e said HABIBULLAH had been dead awhile,
I he
talked to
I told him 'I thou nd asked him "did you reall
r something?"
heard something".
said he heard
something too.
said, "I heard something and I'm sticki
.
with that". He also says "it might have been a
e crawling
across the floor, but I heard something". SPC
j
wouldn't let it go. He
continued to hassle Me about iustt the
whole deployment and when we left he gave out awards and mine
was the "I heard a pulse on a dead guy award". i carry around a
huge amount of guilt about him dying on my. watch, I was
constantly ribbed about, it and I was so afraid that I killed
that guy, becaUse
died on my watch.
Q: Did you and
make a conscious decision or talk over
what
to
tell
anyone
a
out
your medical observations. in earlier
statements?
just the conversation that we had.when1111111
came back.
you know anyone who delivered bl
ows
to
HABIBULLAH
besides
jcnee blows you gave him?
HelSe went - After the:deployment was pretty Much over and everyone
home I went with a mall group of soldiers (SPC
SPC
nd myself) to,Qatar. We were
Suppose to beputting our equipment and vehicles on the boat to
come jaome. One night we were sitting around playing cards and
it.comes up aga'
deaths. I walked away; I just can't talk
about it. But
.
made the comment, "it was really weird,
cause' when you relieved me that da y,
had a lot of problems
with him and had to adjust his cuffs abunch,.I must have given
him (the detainee - HABIBULLAH) at. least 50 common pronial
(thigh) strikes that day and he deserved every one of them".
just shook my head and we didn't talk about it more. Everyone i
knew it was a touchy subject with me.
Q:
How di
make you feel?
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A: I thought to myself that I told CID that I didn't know
an thin about anyone hitting detainees and then I find out
eat him and I know that the damage to the detainee's
leg was what killed him I feel bad for sticking up for him.
Q: bid you. deliberately mislead investigators in earlier
statements?
A: Only about the blows I delivered. The part about
behavior I didn't know until Qatar so I didn't lie to
era I
just didn't know it then.
.
•
Q: Did you have any contact with the second detainee. (DILAWAR,
PUC 421) that died in the facility?
A: Yes, I was working on the floor of the general population
about a week or so after the death of the first detainee
(HABIBULLAH). Two MP's walked right past the static post that I
was stationed at with DILAWAR. They were escorting him to the
bathroom and on the their way back I heard someone yell. I
looked over to see DILAWAR and the two MP's trying to control
his combative behavior. I ran over to their position, while
they placed him on his back. I grabbed one leg, another MP
grabbed the other leg, and the MP's that were escorting him
grabbed him under his arms. We took DILAWAR to the top of the
stairs, in order to place him back in his isolation cell. 'While
at the top of the stairs, we ran into an interpreter. The
interpreter asked for a second so he could, speak with DILAWAR.
The two of:them spoke in
their language, but his hood was still
over. the top of his head. Someone asked the interpreter :
to ask
DILAWAR why he was fighting with the MP's. The interpreter
spoke with DILAWAR for several secorids.but an answer was never
.provided about why he was fighting.• The interpreter told us
that he and MI would come get DILAWAR in :a shortly to
talk with
him, at which time the matter would be discussed. We placed himback in hiS isolation cell and took off the leg shackles. The
cuffs were still in place on his hands at the time we exited-the
- bout a half an hour:later,.I heard screaming and SSG
upped his head over the second floOr rail and told me
to get my ass up to the Second floor. When I showed up' I was
expecting to see DILAWAR in ano
wrestling match with the
MP's, but .instead I saw S
on the floor feeling
'S neck. SPC
was checking-for a pulse. SPC
looked up at me and shook' his head. At that time I
thought to myself "not again". I yelled for someone to retrieve
the CPR mask. I then approach DILAWAR and began chest
compressio
le SPC
started mouth - to-mouth. Once
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migionif TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH,

TATEMENT OF SPC
DATED 23 Jan 2004, CONTINUED:

someone brought up the CPR mask, SPC
ttempted to provide
breaths, but was unsuccessful. He tossed the CPR mask to the
side and continued breathing for DILAWAR. Someone brought the
litter to the isolation
at which time we placed DILAWAR on
the stretcher. SSG
old me to climb on top of DILAWAR
and continue to give chest compressions. The others in the cell
attempted to lift the litter, but could not stabilize the load.
I then climbed off of the litter and DILAWAR was escorted
downstairs. We then took him to the same room on the first
floor, as we did HABIBULLAH, and waited for the ambulance. When
we reached the room, we placed DILAWAR on the floor and began
CPR again. When checking for pulse or signs of life, we were
unable to find any vital signs. The ambulance arrived and took
DILAWAR away from the scene.
Q: Do you remember which MPs were taking DILAWAR to the
latrine?
A: I can't recall.
Q: Did you ever have the opportunity to observe any injuries or
bruising to DILAWAR's legS?
A: No.
Q: Is there anything else that you remember about DILWAR or
about HABIBULLAH?
A: No, not that I recall.
Q: Is there anything else that you would like to add to this
statement?
A: No.///////////////END OF STATE
T//////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
1,

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 12. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signature of Person Making to emen
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by la to
administer oaths, this 23 rd
day of January 2004, in Cincinnati,
OH.

(Signa

stering Oath)

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
.(Authority to Administer Oath)
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: 59c, /Re,
UNIT: ::37-74-ivl p

DATE:
SSN:

Pi+

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:

ve_5

1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: Z..pz
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:
alfiLiiik. *IL
)14.4,- 11
IL/

tits

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows_to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
Ciem4t
Signature of Interviewee
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this?
Now let me say this, fyou only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
11. Why do you think someone would do this?
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

14. What do you think should happen to a
person who Mistreated or caused the
death Of a detainee?
7954it

Signature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?'

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A:
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is' any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

-77
Signature of Interviewee
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22, Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in •
this investigation? A: •
.

23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
.
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25, If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

Signature of Interviewee
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377th MP Co, Cincinnati, Off
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GRADE/STATUS

SPC/RC
want to make the following statement under oath:
was mo ized wi the 377 th
MP Co, Cincinnati, Ohio on 13 June 2002. I reported to the unit, and
prepared
for
about
two
weeks
here in Cincinnati. We then went to Fort Dix, New Jers
the
19 th orto20deploy
th of June 2002 until we arrived
ey from eitl
in Afghanistan on 31 August 2002.
QUESTIONS ASKED BY SA
Q:. What was your job once mobilized?
A: I worked at the gates and in the prison as an MP. Wen I worked at the gMV
I issue
Ids. I also searched vehicles, and sat in the tower and in the turret of a HUM ates,with
a sdbadges and check
quad automatic
weapon. I searched persons coming onto post. When I worked inside the facility or IDF (Interment
Det
Facility on Bagrarn. Air Base, Bagram, Afghanistan), I would guard the PUCs (Persons Under Control). I entit
worked in-processing most of the time, but I also worked every position inside the EDF as well.
Q: Describe
in detail
what type of training was provided to the unit or by the unit to enable you to do your j(
once
you arrived
in theater?

A: Before we mobilized on how to handcuff prisoners, how to move prisoners on and off
at Fort Dix, we were given "Raven training"
of planes, and ther
person,
. Also there we trained on how to search vehicles, search a
react to being fired upon and how to return fire. That was pretty much it at Fort Dix. When we took
over from the other MP Company, we worked them for about two and a half days. They showed just
to-day operations at the gates. We had our own SOP; we didn't take or use their SOP. We did us
our ng
ownthins
dayas thetobase
changed
were there. I. didn't get any training from the MP Company that waso leavi
or
what
do inside
thewhile
IDF. we
When our platoon
rotated
inside,
platoonshowed us how to conduct
operations. I can't remember who showed me how
to do
what,our
as 3rd
there
, were a number of different trainers
from third platoon.
Q: Was any training given on "compliance blows or corporal punishment"?
A: Not when we were in country. That was stuff we were taught before we went. We were tau that the
ght
common peronial. That is when you use your knee to strike someone on the outside of their
someone, no matter how big or small, to fall where they are.
thigh. It causes
Q: Who conducted the training on the common peronial?
A: I don't remember who from our unit taught us that, but someone from the Army at Fort Dix taught us that
as well. Just about everything we used over there, the Army
Fort Dix.
taught us. It was usually conducted outside at
Q: Did the "Army" teach you the same techniques that you were taught at the unit
to Fort
A: The police officers from our unit taught us more "upbeat ways" or easier ways toprior to.
takingogoing
someone
Dix?
which
somewhat
the Army taught us. Like the common peronial, that was taught toddouswn,
by
the
unit,differed
but wasn't
taught from
at thewhat
MP School.
Q: Did you guard either of the detainees that died?
A: Yes. I guarded both of them at one point.
estio .ertaining to PUC BT#412 (11/Ir.HABIBULLAH, whose name was made known to me by SA
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: How do you remember who Mr. HABIBULLAH was?
A: I didn't know any of the PUCs names, they just had numbers. I remember that Mr.
HABIBULLAH was short, and fat, and his number was 412.
Q: Did you use the common peronial strike on Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A: I didn't use the common peronial strike on anyone; I let the guys take care of that.
Q: Did you witness anyone using a common peronial strike on Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A: He was punished for spitting on the MPs while they were bringing him back from an
MI interrogation. I logged that in the logbook.
Q: Who were the MPs involved with escorting Mr. HABIBULLAH back from the
interview?
STATEMENT OF

A: There were three MPs; I remember SPOON."'" d SPC1111111111
remember the third MP. Something happened when they werean I don't
bringing him down the
steps, he refused to do something. They had to half walking and half being drug along.
His feet were being drug along. I opened the cell door, and they brought him into the
cell, the third door on the right on the first floor. His legs were shackled and arms were
shackled while in transport and inside the cell. He was then chained to the ceiling inside
the cell. He hands were chained above his head. He was standing on his own inside the
cell. Once he was chained up, Mr. HABIBULLAH stop ed resist'After they had him
chained up, common peronial blows were given by SPC
ere given on
the left outer thigh. He gave him more than two common peronial blows. Mr.
HABIBULLAH was yelling "Allah". We were all telling him "no" in his own language.
were telling him to listen and do what he was told in Pashtu. While SPC
was giving him common peronial bl
told me to
back. I didn't know what he was going to do. SPC
en S1 e-kicked him.stand
the chest or abdominal region, at least once. Mr. HABIBULLAH was being lifted off in
his
feet by the force of the common peronial blows. Mr. HABIBULLAH was somewhat
standing on his own, and somewhat being supported by the chains. He
not at
hooded
that time. After that they closed the door. I locked and went and sat backwas
down
the at
desk and recorded everything that happened in the logbook. I recorded that he was
reprimanded for being bad, I remember recording the common peronial strikes, but not
the kick. I don't knoW why I didn't record the kick.
Q: Was kicking a PUC common place?
A: No. That was the only time I saw that happen. I heard a lot of things about third
platoon, I can't remember what exactly, but they were rougher with the PUCs.
They are
knoWn for being bigger and heavier than the rest of the compan
y.
The
"
platoon" is what we called them. I only remember hearing that they did cornbr ead
things
differently, and that they had more Problems with the PUCs than an one el
y
se did.
Q: Was this incident reported to anyone?
A: No. The SOG wasn't even called. •
Q: Why wasn't the SOG called and told about this incident?
A: I don't know. I just recorded what happened and left it at that.
Q: Were you concerned about the kick administered by SP
A: Yes. That was the only thing I saw that bothered me, as that is not the wa
things.
y we did
Q: Was the information you recorded in the logbook passed on •
one
,
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A: It was always picked up by someone from the front office, who would always pick up
the logbook and type what happened into the co
t r.
Q: How long after that incident with SPC
d SPC 11111111111rid Mr.
HABIBULLAH die?
A: I never guarded him again, as he died before I could guard him again. It was awhile
after that, several days passed before he died.
Q: Were there any other incidents with Mr. HABIBULLAH where he was given
punishment or common peronial strikes?
A: No.
- • • Illy • stions pe
#421), and are asked by SA
and SA
Q: What contact did you have with Mr. DILAWAR?
A: I don't remember having any contact with him other than
ding him while he
in an isolation booth. The only other thing that I remember about him was that
I was
working RTO (radio telephone operator) desk inside the facility, which is located just
inside the front door. I heard a call over the radio calling for an SOG (Sergeant of the
Guard). I can't remember who was working the ISO booth, but they called for the SOG.
It was nighttime when the call came over the radio. They said that they needed the SOG
in ISO, no reason was given. After that, about an hour, someone in the office (don't
remember who) came out and said to call for the ambulance and get them there right
away, no reason was given. I called the hospital, and asked for an ambulance to sent
down right away. They responded fast, it was about five minutes. When they arrived,
the medical people came in with a stretcher. They went behind the curtain, about a half
an hour after that they walked past me with Mr. DILAWAR on the stretcher covered up
to his chest. I Could see his eyes, they were closed. I could tell he was not breathing, as I
couldn't see him move or his chest rise or fall. He was more purple colored than a
normal person. I knew he was dead. When they walked by my desk (2 feet away) one of
the medics told me he was dead. I don't know what happened when they left the facility,
as I couldn't see outside.
Q: Did
A:
No. you see Mr. DILAWAR before he was carried out on the stretcher?
■

Q: Do you now when he was brought out of the isolation booth?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any contact with Mr. DILAWAR?
A: No.
Q: Did
hear of anyone using any compliance blows or pressure point techniques with
Mr.
DILAWAR?
A: No.
Q: Who was the SOG at da ?
A: It was either SSG
r SSA.. they were the only two working at
that time.
Q: Did the Military Intelligence personnel provide any directions about how the
detainees were to be treated or handled?
A: Yes. They dictated everything we did with the PUCs, unless we felt that something
else needed to be done. The sleep deprivation, the no eating, and handcuffing in
was told to us by MI. If the
PUCs did something to us, we to t stuff
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STATEMENT OF SP

Q: Why was the practice of chaining PUCs to the ceiling of their cells done, and who
instituted it?
A: MI and our SOP dictated it, and it was a punishment. Their arms were chained which
positioned their hands above the level of their head.
Q: Do you know who caused the deaths of the two detainees?
A: No.
Q: Do you know if any MI personnel administered compliance blows?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?Illill
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///
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e, Cininnti, OH 45237
want to make the following statement under oath:

s statement is provided to clarify any questions that may have arised after the statement provided at 1112,
23 Jan 04.
Q:• What is Raven training?
A: Raving trainig is the training that consisted of transporting of detainees. This training was provided at Ft.
Dix, NJ. During the training we learned to work in groups shackling the detainees, escorting the detainees to
aircraft so they could be transported to Cuba, Guantanimo Bay.
Q: Did your unit SOP authorize the use of force to detainees?
A: If it was necessary, yes. The guidance that was provided was that if the individual soldier felt it to be
necessary they could deliver knee strikes to the thigh. The knee strike to the thigh was one of the most
common type sof force used to have a detainee comply to direct orders.
Q: Did you ever deliver a knee strike to the thigh of any detainees?
A: I don't remember, I usually leave that up to the guys.
Q: Did you ever strike ly1,42,ELAwawr5modABIBULLAH while in the correction facility?
A: I don't rememberktut I knoWtiOr a fact I ogibPnot strike either Mr. DELAWAR or Mr. HABIBULLAH.
Q: What made you think that giving the knee strike to detainees was authorized?
A: Bei saw others doing it. At least 50% or more of the members of my platoon, 1 St Platoon. SFC
extaa
as the platoon sergeant.
Q: Why was the 3r d Platoon called the "Corn Breed latoon."
A: Because they were fora Indiana and they were buff, tuff and ruff. They called themselves the ruff necks,
because they thought themselves to be ruff and tuff.
Q: Who would ick-u the log books in the detention faciltyThat wearnaintained by the MP's on shift?
would pick-up the log books for the detention facility, where we woul-W.otated768 111
A: SFC
-a-ed in a
computer that was located in SOG office on the first floor, near the RTO desk. There were only two
computers in that office that the SOG' s could do reports on. I don't know what the computer looked like nor
do I know who owns the computer.
Q: If a detainee had a medical need or consideration what protocal would be done?
A: At all times there is a medic that is on duty, who would be responsible for responding to any incidents.
Q: Is there anything else that you would like to add to this statement?
A: No/////////////////////////////////////////////////END OF STATE IVIENT/a///a/a/MOMMIIMM/0/ 0/11011
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SECTION A. Ri his
The investigator

name -appears below

I

told me that he/she is with the United States Artily
Crithinal IfiveSti
and wanted to gneStionthe abOutthe.

suspected/
voted Assault/Ne i • ent Homitide/FaIse Official •Staterneti
-Before he/she asked me any
questions about the offense(s), however, he/she -Made it clear
-I do not have to answer any
to
questions Or say anything.

follo'

atiOn Cornitand
offense(s) Of which I am

ve the following rights:
.Anything I say or . do can beused as evidence against twin
a
criminal
3. -(For personnel ,subject to the UCMJ) I
trial. •
have the right to talk privately to a
present with me dining qtrestionifig. This laWyer
lawyer before, during,
can be'a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense and after. questioning and to have a lawyer
for me at fro expense to •ine or both.
to the Government or a military lawyer detail

(For civilians not subject to the.EICW) I have the
present with Me during. CpleStiftinirtg. undeittand right to talk privately to a laWyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
this lawyer can be one that I arrange
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me beforethat
for at my own expense, or if' cannot afford a lawyer ar
any questioning begins.
.
If I am now willing to discuss the offen
s es) un' der' investigation, with er without a
lawyer present, I have the right to stop ansW
any time; or speak privately with a laWyer before answering further, even
ering questions a
-if I sign . the waiver below.
CO V1
MIENT advised of your legal rights within the last 30 days NO
Are • oweurrentl
re resented
al counsel?
0
'SECTION & Waiver
I understand nay rights as stated
a er first and without havin•aabove: I am now willing to disauss the offense(s) under investigation and make a
lawyer resent with me
statement without talking to a

WITNESSES (ifav

inmatwormirr.

ca4. ,

ii47AN
•IVI

&tytai)‘r

•
e•

•

IP

11 V •

*

t •

1111104"

Headquarters; LTS Army Crimin' al Investigation
Command
6010 - 6 th Street
Fort Belvoir, VA 22660
SECTION C. Non-waiver
1. I do no want to give up my'rights
0 I want a la er
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

0 Ido not want to be uestioned or sa

an

I I

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY. EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89 (AUTOMATED)
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File Number :
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:

0134-02-CID369-23533
US Army Reserve Center, 1600-Seymour Ave,
Cincinnati, OH 45237

Dat

•

Statement of:
SSN

Grade/Status: SGT/USAR
Or•/Address : 377 th
MP Company, US Army Reserve Center, 1600

Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, "OH 45237

110
want to make the following statement
under oath: I am providing this statement to provide
Clarification of information which I have previously provided to
CID related to the investigations of two detained persons who
died while being held within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP),
Bagram, Afghanistan.
I entered the US Army Reserves in 1993. I attended my
basic and advanced initial training (AIT) at Fort McClellan, AL,
where I was trained as a Military. Policeman. I was then
assigned to the 377 th
Military Police Company, US Army Reserve,
Cincinnati, OH... I left the reserves in 1996 and went into the
Individual Ready Reserves until 1996 when I re entered the US
Army Reserves and was a member of the 611 t h Light
Engineer
Company. I remained with the unit until about'1998 when I
returned to IRR status with the reserves. I received orders,
which directed that I complete my obligation for my eight (8)
year enlistment and . I returned to the 377
th MP Company in 1999.
I am currently assigned as a.Team Leader for Third.Squad,.1st'
Platoon. Since my return to the 377 th
MP Company I attended
Overseas Deployment Training (ODT) at Fort Riley,- KS, which was
in preparation for a scheduled training deployment to Operation
Bright Star . 2001. I deployed with the unit for Operation Bright
Star 2001.
during.
Oct
2001 and we remained in. Egypt until the end
of Ott 2001. We redeployedto the United States about-28 Oct
.
2001. During January 2002,.the 377 th MP Company received
notification that we were going to deploy as a unit in support
Of OperatiOn Enduring Freedom.. I believe the unit was informed
we would be deploying to Guantanamo Bay Naval. Base, Cuba (GTMO).
While the unit was packing equipMent preparing for the movement,
we received orders, which stopped the deployMent. During June
2002, the unit was called up in support of Operation Enduring
Freedom. I believe the unit was informed we would be deploying
to Afghanistan. The unit deployed to Fort Dix, NJ for pre-deployment training between June 2002 through August 2002. When
we arrived at Fort Dix, NJ, there was a scheduled two week
:
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`Lanes" training to prepare us for the deployment. The "Lanes"
training consisted of weapons qualification, standard operating
tasks, medical aid, and radio procedures. We went through
specialized training related to MP tasks( which. included car
searches, personnel searches, gate guard operations and EPW
(Enemy Prisoner of War) training. After the two weeks of
training was Completed, we initiated platoon training because
transportation was not available for the unit' to deploy to
Afghanistan. The Platoon. Training consisted of classroom and
practical exercises, which we set up at a company level. The
training was based on our EPW deployment mission-and included
tasks such as.handcuffing and movement techniques for prisoners.
After the formal portion of the classroom training in which the
MP doctrine was taught, we informally gathered into a group.
There are many members of our unit, which are civilian police
Officers. :I cannot recall exactly who, but they showedus
additional techniques which they said
were used by police
agencies for people who
would not comply with what they were
told or were resistant. One of these techniques was a common
pronial strike. That is when you use your knee and strike the
outside thigh of an individual. The blow is designed to strike
a nerve in the leg, which causes the leg to collapse, giVing you
the opportunity to subdue the individual.. I knew when the
instruction was given that it was not what I was taught at the
MP School in 1993. During the discussions it was even brought
up that this was not what MPs were taught. The use of the
strike was not ordered by anyone within the company, but was
provided so that we.would. have more options if our formal
Work for some reason. One of my team members,
was a member of
tea
s, employed as a .
civi Ian police officer. 'He told me that he would not use the
pronial strike, as it mould "tear Up" the legs of the individual
you struck. When I thought about the training, I decided that I
was not going to use the pronial-strikes because it was not what
I wad, aught by the Army
at MP School and also beCauSe of what
SPC
had told me. During August 2002, the unit was
transported from Fort Dix, NJ to Bagram, Afghanistan. When we
arrived in Afghanistan, my platoon was assigned to work the
external security of:the access gates to the .
Bagram Air Base.
We rotated platoons within.the company to give people an
.opportunity to work a different mission. The company was
divided with platoons responsible for working the gate security,
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PO
wO platoons assigned to facility operations. My platoon
rotated to work within the facility about half way through
October 2002. Within the facility I worked various duties, but
worked much of my time on the main floor dealing with
. .the
detainees within the main confinement cells. I also worked on
details, which were responsible for the movement of detainees to
interviews as well as handling the detainees within the
isolation cells. i can only recall having contact with BT-412I
which CID has told me was named Mr.! HABIBULLAH, on one -occasion,
which was on the same day that
I was assigned to
escort duty on that day. SPC
as assigned to Isolation
Cell Duty for the downstairs Isolation Cells. Mr. HABIBULLAH
was being held within the Isolation cells, I think it was the 5
th
cell, but I cannot be sure. SPC
Called me on the
i
and requested assistance because e was going to try to fee o
d Mr.
rad
HABIBULLAH. When I
arrived at the cell area we entered the cell
and I observed Mr. HABIBULLAH restrained within the cell. The
only time people were restrained was when they were being .
combative or aggressive. Mr. HABIBULLA had leg shackles, a
belly chain to which a pair of short handcuffs were fastened,
Which kept his hands at waist level, so he could not raise them,
There were also belly chains, which had been fastened to the
front and rear of the chain around Mr. HABIBULLAH's waist. ..
These belly chains were fastened to the ceiling of the isolation.
cell, which kept him in a standing position, without being .a
to sit down. He was also.wearing a hood over his.head, When we'
.intalywe othcl,I•bservdM.HABIULWiths
hands at his waist, his head was down' and he was slumped
forward,
There was tension on the chain,,, which indicatOdto me
• he
-Wa
of standing on his own. When I entered the cell, SPC
11111100 was carr
blear plastic ba g,
h
insi . SPC
ite m-a :
was also with us, as hewhic
was working wit h .me
as part of the escort-team. I took a positibn on the
th left
sid
side
of Mr. HABIBULLAH towards th
r
PC
stood
to
the
ri t front of Mr. HABIBULLAH and SPC
ed behind SPC
nearthdofecl, C
removed
the
hoodrom Mr. HABIBULLAH b grabbing the top o
the hood and
pulling it upward. SPC
later
told
me
that
he had been
told that Mr. HABIBULLAH was
nown
to
be
aggressive
and
combative: When t
od
was
removed,
Mr.
HABIBULLAH's
head did
not move. SPC
bent over and showed the bag of food to
Mr, HABIBULLAH
at which time Mr. HABIBULLAH's head moved
.
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lip

towards the right side and SPC
d "Oh, spit"
I
never saw Mr. HABIBULLAH spit at SPC
nd I never heard
him make any spitting
f sounds. He did not make any
sounds at all. SPC
then administered a common pronial
strike with his knee to the right thigh. 'Mr. HABIBULLAH swayed
in the chains towards me and I put my hands onto the shoulder
and arm of Mr. HABIBULLAH to. keep him from swaying. SPC
made a statement to the effect of, "Hell with him, I'll P!!!!!!
later", and we proceeded .
to leave the cell. We did not place
the hood back onto Mr. HABIBULLAH. I went out into the hallway
of the isolation cells and walked. part way down the hallway.
That is when I saw SSG
was the Sergeant of the Guard
(SOG) coming to the area carrying an orange I his hand. He told
me
he had been able to get Mr. HABIBUALLA to eat some fruit
thethat
night
e and. he would try again. I
returned to the cell
with SSG
and we entered the cell. I walked to the
previous position I was standing, which was to the left rear of
Mr. HABIBULLAH. I noted that Mr.
IBULL was in the same
position as he.
in when SPC
tried to get him
eat. I told SSG
that I believed there was a problem, to
because by looking at the side of Mr. HABIBULLAR's head, there
was
that no
SSGmovement at all. There was not even an acknowledgement
was standing in front of him. I placed the
fingers of my right hand to the side of Mr. HABIBULLAH's neck
and I could not feel a. pulse. I am not very ood a finding a
ulse
ke that in the neck. I know when SPC
and SPC
came into the cell, the tried to find and pulse also
and they could not. SFC
who was the NCOIC of the
- facility caMe to the isola ion cell
When he arrived he
instructed
HABIBULLAH toApe taken out of —
the Chains and laid
onto the
of
the
isolation
oell,'I
Was
instructed
to go to
the front of ie facility .
and await the ambulance. I went to
the front desk area of the. facility and the MP's on duty knew
there was a medical problem with Mr. HABIBULLAH from hearing the
radio traffic. There was a request to move a detainee from an
interview room back to his cell, and I told the MP's at the
front desk that the medics were on the way from-the hospital. I
Went and escorted the other detainee from the interview room
back to his cell. I cannot recall who helped iiiiiiiithe
detainee and I cannot recall exactly where SPC
was at
that time. I believe at this time the medical personnel had
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arrived and Mr. HABIBULLAH was moved from the facility to the
installation hospital.
Q. As a Team Leader and Non - Commissioned Officer, do you
believe you are responsible for the actions of the soldiers who
are assigned under you?
A. Yes.
Q. During your deployment in Operation Bright Star 2001, were
any of your assigned duties or training tailored to handling or
care of detained individuals or EPW's?
A. No.
Q.. When you used the term "Lanes" training, what does that
mean?
A. It's -training'tailored to you mission that is done in
stations arranged in a progression.
Q. - During your training at Fort Dix, NJ, were you trained on
the.handling and care of detained individuals?
A. .Yes, but the training Fort Dix provided. was inadequate for
our mission.
Q. Did the unit provide any additional training, preparing you
to handle and 'care for detainees?
A. Yes, the company divided up into smaller groups and did
training on first aid, calling for medivac, cuffing procedures,
self - defense. After the self-defense class was over, several.
civilian police officers_in the unit started discussing other
techniques they used and that is when we learned common pronial
strikes and pressure point control techniques.
Q. While at FOrt Dix, NJ, or - during your deployment in
Afghanistan, were you provided a copy of a book with a blue
cover which the 377 th MP Company Chain of Command had compiled
related to your mission and execution of that mission?
A, Yes
Q. Did you read the manual?
A. Yes, I may haVe skimmed some pages, but I did read it.
Q. What did the manual dictate related to using force with
detained individuals?
A. 'I can't remember what was in the book
Q. .Based on the rules of engagement and use of force policy
effective at the time of your deployment to the BCP, when could
you use.force?
A. If your life was threatened, I can't remember other times,
but there were other instances where it was authorized. There
was a briefing'by JAG that told us what was and was not allowed,
.
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Once we were in Afghanistan. And I think use
of force was in
the blue leader's•book.
Q. When you gathered into informal groups after classroom
training to discuss the training presented, was this done at the
direction of the Chain of Command?
A. No, it wasn't. It was downtime after or between classes.
Q. If you were not comfortable with the training and
instruction related to administering pronial strikes, did you
inform your chain of command of your concerns?
A. Yes, during the discussion it was brought up that the Army
didn't teach this and it was agreed the practice would be
checked on. -I don't remember whom I told or who said they would
check. It was someone within the company. When we did this
training, no Fort Dix instructors were there
.Q. Were- there any other techniques demonstrated or discussed
during the training, which you believe may not have been
approved by Army doctrine?
A. The pressure points, other strikes besides the common
pronial, like bringing your arm across by their neck to
incapacitate the person.
Q. Where any members of the Fort Dix Mobilization Training
Staff present when the training and discussions related to
pronial strikes was given?
A. Negative.
Q. Did you practice administering a pronial
strike during the
training?
A. No, I' did not.
Q. . Have you ever received - a pronial strike?
A. Jokingly,.. once or twice, really light, but it hurt.
Q. What is your civilian occupation?
A. Motor.repair, mechanic
Q. Had you heard of a pronial strike prior to your deployment
training at Fort Dix, NJ?'
A. No.
Q. Were there any other terms used for
the administering of a
pronial strike?
A. No, a knee to the side, maybe.
Q.. Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A. No.
Q.

Besides what you have. documented within the
you administer a pronial strike or in any other statement, did
way strike any
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V
nd ividuals under US control, while assigned as an MP to the
BCP?
A. No.
Q. Besides what you have documented within the statement, do you
have any knowledge of anyone. else administering a pronial strike
or in any other way striking any individuals under US control,
while assigned as an MP to the BCP?
A. No.
Q. What did SPC L ell you pronial strikes would do to an
. individual's leg?
A. Tear u
eir legS, bruise them and if you hit them hard
enough,
said a guy he worked with broke a-suspect's leg
Q. When you transitioned from gates to the working within the
BCP,.was there any training provided?
A. Just OJT within the facility.
Q. What were you briefed upon your platoon assuming the mission
within the BCP related to the handling of Persons Under Control
(PUC)?
A. It was a, briefing by JAG; basically they gave us rules of
engagement, talked about showers, feeding and medical attention.
Q. What were the rules of engagement, when was forte authorized?
A: You could use force to defend yourself and you could use
force to carry detainees from cell to cell, but you could not
physically strike them:
Q. What was the policy related to the medical care for the PUCs?
A._Zhere was a medic in the facility. The medical condition was
noted on the status board and it -- was easy to read which detainee
had Medical problems. If the detainee asked to see a doctor, we
had the medic come to him. And in emergencies you took them to
the medic rooM - inSidethe BCP. That's what we were .supposed to
do; but one platoon
_ didn't do what the other did. They each had
their own way of dbing thingS. Q. Did either of the men who died have medical conditions noted
on the - status board?
A. I don't remember, but I don't think they did.
Q. Did either of the men who died ask to see a doctor?
They didn ' t ask me. .
Q. Were you told by, anyone that either detainee who died asked
to see a doCtor?
A. No.
Q. Did HABIBULLAH respond in anyway, when you entered his cell?
A. No.
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Did HABIBULLAH respond in any way when the hood was removed
from his head?
A. No.
Q. Describe the facial expression of HABIBULLAH when the hood
was removed.
A. I could only see his left side; I saw no facial movements
or
anything.
Q. During the shift you worked on the night of HABIBULLAH's
death, did you enter the cell or have knowledge of a
.
entering the cell, prior to when you entered with
offer him
A. No.
is supposed to check o
nd note it in the
logbook, ut I never checked to see if
u id it. •
Q. Was it normal for detainees within the Isolations Cells
to
slump in their restraints?
A. Not many of them were chained. This was the first time
I
ever saw anything like this. I've never seen anyone else
chained like HABIBULLAH was chained up. I've never seen anyone
hanging from their chains, like HABIBULLAH was.
Q. When HABIBULLAH's head turned to the right, towards
did you observe any other muscle movement?
A. No.
Q. Did HABIBULLAH lift his head to look at
you or anyone else
within the room?
A. No.
Q. Did
ask permission of anyone prior to striking
HABIBULLAH?
A. No.
Q. Based• on the circumstances you have described,
wasami
justified in administering pronial strikes to HABIBULLAH?
A. No
He spit at him, he didn't throw a punch, and it
doesn't justify what he did.
Q. How many times and where on his body did1111111111strike
HABIBULLAH?
A. I remember once, in the right thigh with allill.eft
leg
or knee.
Q. Did HABZBIILT,AH react any other way, besides swinging
in his
chains when
struck him?
A. No. At the time, I thought I heard him grunt.
Q. Did you strike HABIBULLAH in any way?
A. No.
Q. Did you strike any other PUC in any way?
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No
Q. Why didn't you replace HABIBU
d, as is standard
practice, after the incident whe
struck him?
A. I don't know, I didn't really have time to think about it.
The d
wung back at me and I stuck my hands out to stop
him.
said "to hell with it, I'll fe
• later" and we
left. It was totally out of character for
and I was
pretty shocked by it. It disturbed me then and it - still does.
ch time elapsed between the event
witnessed with
d when you re-entered with SSG
A. About twenty minute
Q. Did you inform
that HABIBULLAH was administered
pronial strikes_ by
A.. No, I told SSG
my squad leader, but notillillitnd
I'm not even sure why not.
Q. Why were you concerned about HABIBULLAH's welfare during the
second visit to his cell, when you stated there.was no change in
condition from your earlier visit to his cell with
A.' 166aii

w

the first time, I thought he spit, the second time

SSAIIIIIIPas right in front of him and there was absolutely no

response.
Q. When did you suspect/know HABIBULLAH was dead?
second time I
d the cell, when I entered with SSG
I watc
hoW him the orange and remembered
bOw he 'spit at
There wasno mOvement_and.I thought
"there's something wrong here".
Q. Why did you leave HABIBULLAH restrained in/chains, when he
had.no pulse? .
A. I'm not a medic, nor the'ranking_perSOn in
the room. It
wasn't my. call. .I felt kind of dumb founded. I don.'t knoW why
we didn't - take him down.
Q. .HOw long did it take SFC
to arrive at the cell and
directed HABIBULL be removed from restraints, from the time
you and SSG
ntered together and found him?
A. I don't reme er.
Q. Why did you withhbld the details of the incident from CID
when they questioned you on 21 Dec 2002?
A... I didn't realize I had. I thought I told them everything
they wanted to know. I don't know why there is such a
difference in my first statement to CID.
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u tell CID on 21 Dec 2002, during your interview, that
need HABIBULLAH?
A No.
Q. Did you intentionally provide information within your
original statement, which you knew to be false?
A. I have no excuse for it. I don't remember what I said
before. There are whole parts of the deployment I can't even
remember.
Q. Did you discuss with anyone what you would or would not say
when questioned about the deaths?
A. No.
Q. Do you know who caused the death of HABIBULLAH?
A. No, I do not:
Q. Did you cause the death of HABIBULLAH?
A. No, I did not.
Q. Did you have any contact with the second detainee who died
(DILAWAR .
21)?
A. SGT
and myself went to the upstairs Isolation Cell
to take DILAWAR to the latrine. He was chained in a standing
position with his arms chained separately to the ceiling far
enough apart so he could not pull his hood ofL. I don't remember
mb
who took him down from restraints, but SGT
who
was
the
Isolation Guard, would have waited till he Ali
had at least two
people to go into the cell. He did not resit at all. I asked
him "tashnob" which means bathroom and he responded "tashnob" •
which I took as a yes, he needed, to go. Weescorted him
downstairs to the latrine, one of us positively controlling him
and making sure he didn',t - fall, because he was cuffed.
- He was
walking under his own power, he was in leg shackles so his gait
was not normal, but he walked okay. When we got down there, we
took the short cuffs (handcuffs) and left the long cuffs (leg
irons) on - so could wipe himself. The latrine was a can with a
seat and there was a curtain (an Army wool blanket on a piece of
rope). He had limited privacy but I don't think he even pulled
his pants down or closed the curtain; he just sat down and
rubbed his legs. I kept asking him "tashnob" and he waived his
left hand and said "nay, nay" as if to indicate that he needed a
minute, this went on for about a few minutes. He was rubbing
his legs. Finally I indicated he either went to the bathroom or
I was taking him back upstairs. I motioned with my thumb over
my shoulder, upstairs and he understood what I meant. I think
he sat on the toilet for 5 to 10 minutes. My impression was his
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legs were sore from standing so I let him have a couple minutes
to get the movement back in his legs. After standing for that
long, I wasn't sure he could go until he got the feeling back in
his legs. After between 5 and 10 minutes I suspected he failed
to use the latrine, so we took him back upstairs. He was still
sitting down, he got him up and put the handcuffs and hood back
on and started walking him back upstairs. He got to the first
step and he refused to walk and or take a step and just went
limp. I thought he didn'
ant to go back upstairs, because
he'd be made to stand.
and I grabbed him by the legs
and arms and carried him at least part of the way, maybe all of
the way back to the cell. It's kind of hard to remember now,
but the next thing I recall was we had taken off the'short
(hand) cuffs to put him back up with his arms a art affixed to
the ce' '
was on the right side and
is on the
left.
had the left wrist up and so I a the right
'
his waist. I didn't see w
ed, but I heard
say, "get'off my hand" and
struck the
' es left knuckles with his to get him to release his
hand. I then put my hand (DILAWAR's right) back into
the cuff andwas no further incident. We exited the cell
and told SGT
, the Isolation Guard, to log the event.
Logbooks were a priority based on the earlier death and things
being omitted from them over the course of the deployment.
Q.
Were the logbooks handwritten?
A. Yes.
Q.
To your knowledge, was there another place the information
was recorded from the logbooks?
A. In the TOC, in the BCP, SF
as supposed to put the
information from the logbooks into a computer.
Q. Based on how DILAWAR was walking, did you suspect his legs
were injured?
A. No, some of the older guys took 45 minutes to get up and
down the stairs, he seemed all right.
Q.
Did you have any other contact with DILAWAR (PUC 421)?
A. After reviewing my statement from 21 Dec 2002, I do recall
another time I had contact with him. If MI wants a detainee
brought to interrogation, they tell the Isolation. Guard, bring
detainee number whatever to room number whatever. Isolation
Guard calls on the walkie-talkie to control or relief to come up
and get the detainee. We take them down and take him to the
interrogation I just don't recall the specifics of this trip.
INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT US Army Reserve
Center, 1600 Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45237, DATED 23 January
2
-CONTINUED:
411116 stayed for the interview and I Can't recall why, but when
it was over radioed.me and I went back. I waited outside
the room; we weren't supposed to go unless they opened the door.
MI.could still be interviewing and did not like to be
interrupted. What I do
I was walking into the room,
everyone was standing,
the detainee, everyone. I was
supposed to receive information about what they wanted done with
the.detainee after the interview, standing restraint , how
compliant he had been, sleep deprivation, etc. IIIII(SPC OW

whom T :identi fi
a photograph) said he was "being an ass
and I observed id force-feeding DILAWAR water. He took a

small (1/2 liter) bottle of water and shoved it in the
detainee's mouth and squeezed Water into his mouth, whatevef
water didn't squirt out, the detainee spit back out. I don't
recall much else, we took him back and I think he still had his
long and short cuffs on. I'don't remember cuffing him.again. I
remember walking him, not having to carry him. . We usually give
the Isolation Guard the number of the returning PUC and he goes .
back into the s ame
After reviewing my earlier statement,
i'recall that
said to "leave him-up" meaning put him back
in standing restraint. We re - shackled his . arms to the ceiling . .
and he gave us no trouble. Ity impression he was glad to
be out of the interview. SGT
would have .relocked the door
and logged the event in the logbook and I'went . back to my
control duties.
Q. What does the control guard position mean?
A. Escorts detainees, to and from interviews, latrines, showers.
There were two control and two relief guys per shift.
Q. Did, you have any other contact, with DILAWAR?
A. I wasn't in-the room, .Lremember the radio call, T remember
. going up there and seeing with him on the floor. DILAWAR
was on his back and he.was doing CPR, - btt he wasn't.
' the
iiiiiiihere was just a flurry of activity,
Comp to mind, but a lot of people were t ere.
Q T.When you heard'the radio call what did you believe happened?
A, I thought immediately of the earlier death.
Q, ,Did you evEr see anyone strike DILAWAR?
A.. Just
ap his knuckles, like I described earlier.
Q. Were you told by anyone that someone struck detainees?
A.. The rumor was the guys in 3, rd platoon (on dayshift) were
abusing the prisoners. It was, all the prisoners, not just the
two who died.'
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT US Army Reserve
Center, 1600 Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45237, DATED 23 January
CONTINUED:
Q. Was there anything else in the facility that made you
uncomfortable?
A. Hanging people up from chains, I think is borderline torture
and you can't expect to treat people like that and then get
information.
Q. Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement at this time?
A. No.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
MIR
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STATEMENT OF
, TAKEN AT US Army Reserve
Center, 1600 Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45237, DATED 23 January
2004, CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
r

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STA MENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 14. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT. FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENC
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
.

.

ure o Person a

T

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
ter oa
this 23rd day of January 2004 at Cincinnati,

4
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authorit to Administer Oath)

SA
HQ, USACIDC, Fbrt to voir, VA 22060
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For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the ro onent en is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
D

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your

Social Security Number is used as an additional/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
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SECTION A. Ri•hts

PART I - RIGHTS WA
IVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

The investigat

name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States
Artily CriMitial Investigation 'ComMand
and
an wanted to uestion e out the" ol
suspe
.A
e(s) of which I arn
vated Assault/False Official StatettiOnts///
Before ii e asked Me any questions about
the offenSe(s), however, he/she
ext clear to me that I
L Ido not have to answer any questionS Or say anything:
thefalloWing rights:
1 'Anythingl say or do can be used as evidence Against nie
in al criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCAI,
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and
after questioning
present
with
me
during
questioning.
This
lawyer
can be a civilian lawyer f arrange for at no evense to the Government
or a and to have a laWyer
for me at no expense to me or both.
military lawyer detail

-or'or..ctvilitnis not subject to the

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, dining, and after
present with me during questioning .I
qUestidning and to have a lawyer
wantone, a lawyer will be appointed finunderstand
me beforethat thisclawyer can be one that I arrange for at My owri
expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer at
any questioning begins:
4. Iftime,:
I am now
willing
to discuss
offense(s) under investigation, with or Without a laWyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions a
any
or Speak
privat
e ly withthe
IdWyet
before ansWerini fultiet, even iff

Sign ilieVvaiver below.

5, COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side) .
Have,you been advised of your rights within the last 30 days? {1
Have. owretained le al vounsel ertainin to this inveSti ation

SECTION B. Waiver
=

I understand
mywithout
rights ashavin
stated aabove
am nowwith
willing
la
er first and
la erIresent
me.to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a
•

• 11 •• •

*

T

•

SECTION C. Non-waiver
1. I do no want to give up my rights
I 'want a la er

13ATORIVI38 1",' NOV 89"(AUTO
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I do not want to be uestioned or
sa an
ORN STATEMENT

A FORM2823 SUBSE UENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

CID Regulation 195-1

0134-02-C1D36 9-23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534

PAGE 1 OF 3 PAGES
DETAILS
t 0935, 23 Jan 04, SA
interviewed SG
377th ttMilitary Police (De chmen
n • ton, IN 47408, w o was
er o
orking in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
nied knowledge of
or participation in either deceased lit receiving
eceiving any type of corpo punts ent
rn or "compliant
blows". (See PUC Questionnaire of
ated 23 Jan 04 for additional details)

GENT'S COMMENT: At 1455 hrs, 23 Jan 04, Sand S e-interviewe
ho provided a sworn statement detailing the training in Pressure P.• •
of Techniques
he provided to 377 th MP Company soldiers, as a primary instructor.
elated he specifically
instructed the soldiers of the names and locations of pressure points o
body; the specific name!
and locations of t
essure; quick penetration; striking techniques; and the proper amount of
orce to be used.
elated he instructed the soldiers to stop all restraint actions once the
had gained complian .
related he
to conduct PPCT training and he assumed the
order was given by his chain o command.
elated the entire unit was provided with a Standai
Operating Procedure (SOP) prior to their dep oy ent while at Fort Dix, NJ. However, upon arriving
fghanistan the unit adopted the SOP for the
r rom the departing unit. The 377 th eventually
eveloped and implemented their own SOP..
peatedly requested to see the SOPs on varioL
occasions and
he could not see th
use
e
-ing
d it WE
ated.
he asked CP
1LT
SF
SFC
nd 1L
or the document,
er ha • a
ce to review i
rther
e never i rut e ny soldier to use their feet when striking a noncompliant detainee,
er he assumed that the military intelligence soldiers were physically punishing the detainees.
rovided the PPCT Defensive T
anual he used while instructing the soldiers of the 377
MP D T 1. (See Sworn Statement o
ated 23 Jan 04 and PPCT Defensive Tactics lnstructc
Manual for additional details)
alla,,I1

3 Jan 04, SA
terviewed SG
377th Military
is
c men
oomington, IN 4
,wo
p atoon working in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
enie
knowledge of or participatio
co ora unishment or any compliance blows to el er e in e.
(See PUC Questionnaire of
ated 23 Jan 04 for additional details)
8, 23 Jan 04, SA
interviewed SPC
377th Military Police e c men
oomington, IN 47408, w o was - - - -..- o
platoon working in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
was
advised of '
'• hts for the offenses of Assault/Battery, Cruelty/Maltreatmen an. 1 -gligent
nvoked his rights, req
Homicide.
•
nsel, at which time the interview was
Certificate
of
errninate
dated 23 Jan 04 for additional details)
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview,

record prints were collected.

sGimiliiimailipplP/7th
Military
rking in the

t 1007, 23 Jan 04, Sifillenterviewed
Police (Detachment 1 Bloomington, IN 47408, w
TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION
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PAGE 2 OF 3 PAGES
DETAILS

Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deathsliplgas advised of his legal rights fc
he offenses of Assault/Battery, Cruelty/Maltreatment an eg IgeHomicide. He invoked his right
counsel, at which time the interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
ated 23 Jan 04 for additional details).

GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interviewalairecord prints were collected.
t 1020, 23 Jan 04, SAMinterviewed

Militar

Police (Detachment 1), Bloomington, IN 47408, w o was
Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
participation in corAnishment or "compliance blows o el
Questionnaire o
dated 23 Jan 04 for additional details).

ber of 3r platoon working in the
enied knowledge of or
deceased detainee. (See PUC

GENT'S COMMENT: At 1430 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SillillidviseilMiof his legal rights
hich he waived and provided a sworn statement w erei e denie aving ever utilized common
trikes on any of t
at died. He admitted using peronial strikes on other detainees
fated he belie
e presence o
n•
ated 23 Jan 04, for additional de at s

t 1022, 23 Jan 04, S A

Police (Detachment 1 ,

unched one of the PUCs that died in the stomach
See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of

terviewed SPC
loomington, IN 4740 who wa

Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
receiving any type of corporal punishment and further
blows to either detainee. (See PUC Questionnaire o

377th Military
e er of platoon working in the
enied witnessing either detainee
icipating in any type of compliance
ated 23 Jan 04 for additional details)

377th

t 1027 hrs, 23 Jan 04, Sillilinterviewed SPC
Military Police (Detachment 1), Bloomington, IN 4

8, who
er of 3 pla oon workin
in the Bagrarn Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths,
as advised
rights for the offenses of Assault/Battery, Cruelty/Maltreatment n Neglig nt Homicide.
*
aived his rights
a statement detailing his involvement with HABIBULLAH UC 412
ecalled on the • - - A : : ULLAH died, he was in standing restraints
prior to his death.
or most of dayshi ecause e was yelling, admitted he administered a common peroni
strike to HABIBULLAH, but he could not reca s. -t 2-ving done so nor how many times he di
so. (See Waiver Certificate/Swom Statement of ated 23 Jan 04, for additional details)
t 1055 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SPIIIIIMInterviewed SPC IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIp377th
MiltaryPoce(Dhmn),BligtoIN470,
whomember of 3 p a oon workin
in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths,
enied knowledge of or
• hment or compliance blows to eit r ece
d detainee. (See PUC
participation in cor
ated 23 Jan 04 for additional details)
Questionnaire of
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t 1058 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SAMr tervi
• ewed PV2 411,0111111.11111111111111M77ilt
Military Police (Detachment 1), Bloomington, IN 4
,wo
f 3 r platoon workin
in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
enied knowledge of
or participation i
' hment or compliance blows to ei er eceased detainee. (See PUC
Questionnaire of
, dated 23 Jan 04, for additional details)

7th rinip
t 1130 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SA
nterviewed SGT
Co (Detachment 1), Blooming
N 47408, using a PUC Questionnaire Shee
elated
itnessing one of the P
eiving corporal punishment. The PUC was later identifie as
denie
DILAWAR (PUC 421).
' ' ating in any type of corporal punishment or any
compliance blows to ei er e ainee.
further stated he was told a detiii
Id be given
corporal punishment or given compliance b ows. (See PUC Questionnaire of dated 23 Jan
04, for additional details)
GENT'S COMMENT: At 1657 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SA re-interviewed SGT
ho
his training on
T and his interaction
PUCs.
deft "
lance blows.
r0 • - • •
puni
related he
(all of the 37
• PC
i ne - •
ompany); and
and SPC
o assigned to the 428 th MP Company and
SPC
with the 377th MP Company) administering corporal punishment to DILAWAR (PUC 421).
Iso admitted participating in the admiin of corporal punishment to DILAWAR, severs
dated 23 Jan 04, for additional details)
Imes on one day. (See Sworn Statement of
advised SPC1111.1f his legal rights which he waived and
` t 1600 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SA
antly enied having been in the
'sting SPC
- • • - - • • sworn statemen vvherei
siniii
completed the interview of SPC
o subdue PUC 412. SA
rn Statement and PUC Questionnaire of
Questionnaire sheet. (See Waiver ertifica e, Sworn
dated 23 Jan 04, for additional details)
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview,1111Pecord prints were collected.
7th M
t 1620 hrs, 23 Jan 04, SAIllpinterviewed SGT
denie
Co (Detachment 1), Blooming on, IN 47408, using a UC Questionnaire Sheet.
itnessing either detainee receiving any type of corporal punishment and further denied participatim
ment or any compliance blows to either detainee. (See PUC
in any type of cor
dated 23 Jan 04, for additional details)
Questionnaire of
w ho state
rs, 23 Jan 04, Sillirwas contacte
GENT'S COMMENT:
corrected
him
in
detaining
HABIBULLAH.
he mistakenly indicate
who helped him with the detainee movem nts he referred
himself, stating it was ac ua y
an
0
)
occurring
on the day of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412)'s death.
in his sworn statement (dated 22

////////////////////////////////////////0/0/00//////i/LAST ENTRY/0/0////////////////////////////////////////////////0///////
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE

UNIT:

?)-1 -11,-' suP

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagra.m
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: qE-S
I. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?

Aoys* oboa

cao03

i)(3\,

Ope:/-0414-,

3

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? AD: cs0-6:4 fervi.14,6442a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: do
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: A/ 10
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

0,

Ta/ If

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
O
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
- 'If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate M any type o corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know w o had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell ou who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

of Interview',; .?7
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.574
11111111'
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

Lie do

von' 14:77/1

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
boo 04
ocheiede_ Jaya
ho-th occasspms

Wleat.

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: Memkii .311 177/9 Al A
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
ci:ef 714

8. Do yob
N

ts 4

W4$

Or 74/X0'

4,"

that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
46-5
10.Who do you think woul
v had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: /./aA y fellA Alogeft5
/eV
11. Why do you think someone would do this?

riadvt

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: wa
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
(.0.(

-1-74(nt,

(..,7;y44,4

deist e77,71-51de i'ke-

aa M.61'
/VIII

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?• iferv716--

terviewee

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.575
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a. Please explain: )

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: '4-'5
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
rez,./s.e_
ib-/.51cet 4564

f

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
,
4 av`e...
t/ri eS .
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
c-vt15
Please explain:
((

e ct att-

-71

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell y ur family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
a
20b. Did your family ask Yo if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
D4 11 CIL
/d/
20 Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A.
If yes, who? RP MO a ignino k
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two. detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

SM*

I

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.576
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Signature/Sequence # of Interviewer

(1 ._)
u137 - 02-C10369-235
134 —02—CI D369 — 23,53::

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: IVO
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polmaph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: qe$ -A, ,o/yrep h —
kyy)(1 05(5
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A.11,(-6,4 4- etoctut, .
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: Ye5
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
Lie 5
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

qt,

wtts Q +raw/ ccIr PPrr crk notwcus 0(06.510-1A

SED.

04/ +4 witrytiAJ

L+.

ctAj

raeul in,o4

114q
ovvuti

0,/

t1kele61A-1

ture of Interviewee
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SWORN STA1EMENT

,j137 -(12 -CID 369 -2 3!

23 53 3
0134 —02,— C ID 369
FILE NUMBER:
LOCATION: Reserves Ce
Bloomina, IN
DATE / TIME: 23 Jan 0
(15:5STA
SSN:
S: SPC/ E-4 AR
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: 377 th Military Police Detachment 1, Bloomington, IN

1111111111Ifimittt

o make the following statement under oath:
We were activa in June of 2002; we arrived in Bagram Afghanistan in August of 2002. We
ran the containment facility for Bagram Air base, and we also did military police operational
security for the gates. My job while I was over there I was an MP and basically we were
conducting correctional officer (31 C) duties. I supervised PUC security safety, transports,
releases, and high-risk movements. I have an associate's degree in criminal justice. I have four
years of experience in juvenile corrections. I have six years of experience in adult corrections.
Of those six years I have three years of supervisor experience in corrections settings. I have
various certifications and training in defensive tactics, non-lethal ammunitions, lethal
ammunitions, and I have attended different academies in juvenile and adult corrections. While in
basic training with Alpha company 795 th I received additional PPCT instead of hand to hand
combat as art of the new military police training and it was the first time that the instructors gave
the training. Prior to deployment the 377 th MP DET 1 received pressure point control tactics
training from the enclosed booklet, which I have provided to CID. The course we did here is
approximately eight hours. I instructed it verbatim from that manual. While at Fort Dix, New
Jersey, the detachment received additional time in training of approximately twenty hours with
hands on pressure point control tactics, which I also instructed verbatim f
e manual.
I was told to conduct the e
the order of Lieutenan
d my
platoon sergeant, SFC
This was the first overseas eployment in this type of
field setting on the corrections si
o Egypt in 2001 but we conducted area security
during Mar deployment
Q: SA
A: SP —
Q: How long have you been assigned to the 377 th MP DET?
A: I was assigned on the day I enlisted right'before I attended basic training from January to
June of 2001 to 377 th MP DET 1, Bloomington, IN
Q: When you instructed the soldiers of the 377 th MP DET 1 in Pressure point control tactics,
what did you specifically cover?
A: I covered the pressure points of the body, names and locations. The specific names and
locations of touch pressure; quick penetration; striking techniques; and the proper amount of
force to be used. Further I instructed them to stop all restraint actions when you've gained
compliance.
Q: You stated in an earlier interview that you were told that a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or compliance blows, please elaborate?
A: To clarify the question, I was instructed to use the pressure point control tactics to gain
control of a noncompliant detainee. I guess it was a set verbal statement from my command
from our standard operating procedures.
Q: Please give me your definition of corporal punishment?
.
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STATEMENT OF IIIIIIIIIMTAKEN AT Reserves Center, Bloomington,
IN, DATED 23 Jan 04, CONTINUED.

.n13702-0
IIU69 - 23
A: I would say corporal punishment is an unlawful act that could Ham
or demand compliance
from any individual without proper just cause. For example hanging someone by their toes,
beating them half to death or playing Russian roulette just to get information that they may have
that I don't.
Q: In your own words, is it your opinion that corporal punishment is never a justified act?
A: Yes, due to my civilian education and time in correction work its pretty much set in stone
where if you have an act there is a specific reaction and you cannot give a reaction unless there is
an act. So in other words I cannot just walk up to you and strike you without any form of hostile
act towards me.
Q: Therefore in a situation where a detainee for example is being hostile or noncooperative,
what would you call the actions taken by the authorized personnel to ensure compliance?
A: Justified, pending the properjairce used to control the situation.
Q: You stated that you received
ding orders verbatim from your command, please be
specific as to who gave you the orders?
A: I would say that it came down from my commander to my Sergeant because that's the reason
I was told to give the training as it was going to be used in this setting due to them being
unlawful combatants.
' Q: Did you ever physically see your units i* Standard Operating Procedures?
A: We received as a unit, a small booklet containing. various operating procedures for the
Afghanistan theatre. Upon arrival to Afghanistan, we as a company adopted the operating
procedures for the containment facility from the unit we were relieving. As our deployment
went on my command initiated or developed its own SOP for each point in the facility.
Q: Did you ever physically see the SOP that was left behind by the unit you relieved, and
did
you ever see your unit's updated SOP?
A: No to all of the above, even though I personally asked to see it numerous times.
Q: Who did you ask to see the SOP, and what were the responses you received pertaining to
your requests?
A: I askedit
y commande CP
asked SEC
asked Jr'..
and LT
ac
q
steel
to see the SOP I
I was to
tit was either m
C or still icing mas e, but was never given the SOP into my
hands.
-Q: What was the reason you received for not being able to look at the SOP that was left behind
by the unit you relieved?
A:' Because changes were being made and it was going to be updated, or something to that
effect.
Q: When you instructed the pressure point control tactics to the soldiers of the 377 th MP DET 1,
what were your specific guidelines concerning the amount:Of force used to deliver a
noncompliance blow?
A: The minimal amount of force was to be used to gain compliance. Once you had the slightest
bit of compliance, you were supposed to cease the action.
Q: When you were instructing the soldiers, what was your guidance to them pertaining to the
areas of the body to strike, and what if any areas were off limits?
A: Depending on the type of strike used, the main contact points are the arms and legs. The
only area that questionable is your brachial plexus because it's right on the neck. The brachial
plexus strike is used delivered using the backside of open hand. The are 4 of he body that
contain vital organs or joints are not to be stuck in any form or fashion
.
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0137 - 02 - C10 36 9 Q: Did you instruct any soldier to use their feet to deliver a strike on a noncompliant PUC?
A: No this isn't freaking Hollywood, during the course, every soldier experienced first hand
what each of the pressure points and strikes felt like when being applied.
Q: Did you ever see any soldier from your unit or any other unit deliver strikes that were
nonstanclArd for the pressure point tactics training you instructed? .
A: Not that I can remember.
Q: Did you ever see anyone form any other unit deliver strikes to the PUCS using their feet?
A: What MI did was all behind closed doors.
Q: So if it was behind closed doors, how do you know what MI was actually doing in the
interview rooms?
A: I don't, however, there was lots of yelling and commotion coming from different interview
rooms, and therefore I assume that something else might have happened.
Q: Did you at any time tell any of the soldiers that it was acceptable for them to strike a PUC
repeatedly in the same surface area once compliance was achieved?
A: Once you have compliance you are to stop all actions that have anything to do with gaining
compliance because you've already achieved it.
Q: Please define what a distraction technique is?
A: pressure point control tactics is often used as a distraction technique that sends a shock wave
to a nerve motor point so that you can use other forms of tactics to subdue the subject.
Q: Who authorized them to be used as compliance techniques?
A: I don't know.
Q: How was your training recorded, and who would have a co of it?
A: we signed a training roster for each day and time, SFC
ould be the training
NCO for the 377th company, and he's in Ohio.
Q: Do you have anything further to add to your statement?
A: Due to the time gap and my lack of memory in not being able to see or view anything I
provided in Afghanistan, I've answered everything to the best of my abilities.
Q: Do you have anything else i ou wish to add to your statement?
A: No. ///End of Statement/
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AFFIDAVIT
I
ve read or have had read to me this statement which begins on Page 1 and
ends on page
y understand the contents of the entire statement made by me. The
statement is True. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom of each page
containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward,
without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement

sti

• 4744 r

Y.—

iv

-

Sub
ed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 23" 1 day
of January 2004 at Army Reserves Center, Bloomington, IN.

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCIVIJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
1
NAME:1111111111111111111111MATE: Z3 .?lac-A
SSN:
RANK:
e0
UNIT: 'ln
The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: P s
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
30410(701-

ci4-cLIA-rte * IfAcsa,

t r"/ 044,C1-0"77

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002?"*A:
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: 14O
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A: N4
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: N O
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear-or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt -uncomfortable with? A: 14 0
If yes, please explain:
3- Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
es stop and advise of rights.
blows to either detainee? A:
Na
4. Do you know who had anything to coo with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: •M6 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
,

4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: 1'40 If yes, explain (sec sworn statement)
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

ikkgeedb<

-k-m kr\--

w1,1 400

tT
5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this; if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
Ok.
that person. Who do you think did it? A: .1 DWI' Woo)
5CTU41 tati
cowl g
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: MO
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

c-ec.,:c

--11-\cpc

mclt_\--C SE

.N0

titun )M-ef-AvAi

etzeAC) Ati" 'MAW 04 chat DIE ifrOvisTtdigkitc,A
8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

110
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? ItS
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: 140-01krE
11. Why do you think someone woulddo this?

1 'CON

12. Did you ever think about giving corporalpunishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: NO
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

IT

(N OE GA 1evA-

C.014-icir•
P 1111,`( OVP-ef5- Nor t
PU upg.fsackt, mAstati.tv
14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
\Nouj i
ainee?
death o

gnature of rviewee
DD
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a. Please explain: TIM NOT V/LitiOAttvr" //V /-4M.1

v2Ytt AK/Co
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
1-N,V--tg' (7 A -

F is atTNANGE IS E-Kr—Aftim(7 d

044/1

k.4)..e

O

(,40,/ 1-17 a.e_

t u-eit, Ttq

--nxe_

teit

rt M./Axe--

5 (47(.4.
S 1-0.A0, rte •.

cev14.

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
-A-11.e._ I owe 91t f4 /14
cio A.etn irk ivy
PON ' T-•
Af4VP

(pl4rt.t_

VI- IS C70)11) en •

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: tr.Era
74cA1
ti-uA/1-taAi
ultmte_ covvI 041Please explain:
act_ da.of etrg_tiA/P-a-

11+ ukAc-lev6 144(4 (4--r

tt-rli AT-6.4 ,

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: R 0

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
-roc,y2 1Adicz...01
wAS tio>e.th%
Lai -V-H- CI tii5.
Did
your
family
ask
you
if
you
were
guilty?
If
so,
what
was your
20b.
VV'-c r-44-1714i .-"T" /440v -tresponse? A: T.- O 7 k
(A./wee-7n c17 rc

20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who?
A: i4 6
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: to c7
/r 4O w pvc kAver rvh
Pi6Af--‘r vYTtAt—
tikAA
FAcct, (AV( PAt
e o P ervie
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2, Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in 2
Atv-totrz— QY Gr)977 -oiv
this investigation? A: G5
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: tt-e
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: 1-40k)E,

25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
ppm 1t-GLAtv 6) TOL/ Awl) wgeim oar
the truth about it now? A:
tzw,4
pi+15.1$kArcpte iv
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
'
(A/L4lT t 5 NOT lir IV V•*6-' 11-1 9P-c-c
A: go I. 13
-

iitArow-tv

t frtit'91tc----7 4tcotv•

27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: l',10
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

1 34 -02 -C1036 9 - 2353 3
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
I
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identify
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retries
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

1111111111

2. DATE
3. TIME
23 Jan 20041 (73/

377th Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47408
.

4. FILE NO.

1r

8. ORGANI N OR ADD0

377th Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS

SPC

Bloomington, IN 47408

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

CriMinal. Investigation Command

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/accused:

Aggravated Assault Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, False Official Statement
re he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made It clear to me that I have the following rights:

do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
ything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with rn,
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense tc
or both.

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with t
ng questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer wil
ointed for me before any questioning begins.
f I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I
have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or sI
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS- (Continue on reverse side)

Section S.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and

WithoUt having a lawyer present with me.

WITNESSES (if available)

make aVatement without talking to a lawyer first

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

la. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

VaZil itIA LYA ME•101 1:1 ^,16,-Nulretue -

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION'OF INVESTIGATOR

Ft. Leavenworth Resident Agency (CID)
Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do n

00

t to give up my rights:
ht a lawyer.

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

28. SIGNATU

RTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

RM 2RR*I KIM RQ

Fnrrinru nr tam,

Rd IP

nrmni RTF
(<,
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this fon, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency Is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

0 134 -02-CI D 3 6 9-

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retries
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1. LOCATION

2. DATE

377th Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47408

23 Jan 200

Firs

FILE NO.

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th Military Police Company
Bloomington, IN 47408

7. GRADE/STATUS

SGT

!lo

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The Investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

Criminal Investigation Command

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I an

Aggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, False Official Statement
ore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:

suspected/accused:

do not have to answer any questions or say anything.

..

ything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
or personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right'o talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with rr
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense t
or both.

- Or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
g questdoning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer w

ted for me before any questioning begins,
am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or f.
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (if available)

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

la. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4. SIGNAT

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR
Ft. Leavenworth Resident Agency (CM)

Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027
Section C. Non-Waiver

w

1. I do not want to give up my rights:
ant a lawyer.

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

na • FOR

RI

NOV
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PUC QUESTIONAIR4
NAME.
RANK: 56.
UNIT: 3 7.?f-k_

DATE:

dc3

SSN:
roc

0 0 5/

SET

e

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: 'fes
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
eito
„g .002,
e-e- 4
2 49 73
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: res
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: #10
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: /T
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: Ye5
If yes,
explain: /---c
,
I>, .014-74€.1. l - 1 0 7/14e 7
re
/ke 6.45,
he "Z5,44-r
2d. Did you hear or see4a(n3gag/PItgi
ningo t etthe Acatmeni o feft=ofthose two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: NO
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: NO
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: go If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

,t

erviewee
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: 19 04 .re- 46,c g7 9 ev ram 5
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: AP
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

e5

a- 6/271-1--€

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

o
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
115
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee?-li:
11. Why do you think someone would do this? te,n0er
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: Ves
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: vA/ mot/ (

,

454- fry "(ec

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
5 he.4
je 1 ve
9
death of a de
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a. Please explain: .t"/-4
r.e

4

11,-ave WO "2

, ,Z'ASe

?‘"--

4,- 24

op/t-

4c;* *14 11-11.'-- a

7

G
9.

0 e

.4
/96

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A; i f-c S If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
- 60 ,--7,1:017 47
141
0,4 f
?

or v'fi r V

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
Aio

/vvo

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: V. 5
Please explain:
eir
67(eq14, (1
64' •
z-f-- 5vmeorze w4 14 vo
1-4-e
c4

V

/144t
Avkqy

"k4P 174

4

19. Did yot tell yotr family about this i

67 WI

dew

A:

Aft)

4"

clitvt
sz Pte/ -- I , „ Ito

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: HO
,

20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
NO
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: i0
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: NO

ure of Interviewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
A/0
this investigation? A:

23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: Cie
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
(0 76
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
Ve
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
AJO
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.592

RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY A
1

2 •-3 5
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately Iden
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retr
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

2. DATE

1. LOCATIDA

_)7.771/47ki- ,07/6/
First Ml
5.

CT

34- 0 2— CID269—

,

3. TIME

. FILE NC

/( 570

01 CC eiIl ll

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

,

711 Ai

QtJC.fLe-

aril/

7. GRADE/STATUS

CERT1F
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

.../4 5-776/

6
-,

j (Leo/

and wanted to qu s ion me about the following offense(s) of which I am
soected/accused:

, ,
L yip-I _Cr
;2
fore he/she asked me - i.qrquestions about the o nse(s) oirever, he/she made clear to me that I have the following rights:

ill

I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

lip

For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense
or both.

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present wit/
0,
uring questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer'
pointed for me before any questioning begins.

.

. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below. .

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigatio
without having a lawyer present with me.
- WITNESSES (If available)
la. NAME (Type or Print)

b.

out talking to a lawyer firs

3. S

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

Xe0?j-A

-17-

Ls
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

0 I want a lawyer.
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

nA FIRM :IRR1
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SWORN STATEMENT 0 1 34 — 02 C I D36 9 23
File. Number
olice Company, Bloomington, IN 47404
: 377 th Mili
Location
Time: 6550
: 23 Jan
Date
Statement Of:
Grade/Status: E-5
SSN
Org/Address : 377 th Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47404
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December 202?
A: Yes.
Q: Did y u guard either detainee during the period of time between
October and December 2002?
A: Yes, I guarded one of them, but I don't remember which one he
was or his nu er. He was the one complaining of stomach pain all
the time.
Q: What exactly did he complain of?
A: He told us through a translator that his stomach was hurting.
I am pretty sure that I only worked one day that the detainee was
there. I was working the day shift and when a medic came throu h
to check on the detainees, the PUC complained of stomach pain.
Q: Do you know if the PUC received any medical attention for the
stomach pain?
came to.
A: One of the doctors, .I think his name was COL
cided
there
was
think
h
I
the PUC's cell and checked him out
nothing really wrong with the PUC, and left.
Q: Do you know what caused the PUC'S stomach pain? Did he receive
any injuries that you are aware of
A: No, none that I am aware of.
Q: Did you interview or were, you present during any interviews
with either detainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishme ?
A: No.
Q: Define corporal punishment.
A: I can't say for sure. Standing restraints is an example of
corporal punishment. VIII
Exhibit:
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STATEMENT OF SGT
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Bloomington, IN 47404; DATED 23 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
Q: Did ±±-PUC cause any trouble during the shift that you worked?
A: No. immi
Q: Did he yell at all?
A: Not while I was there. They were actually letting him sleep
and stuff as I recall.
Q: Were either detainees placed into standing restraints while you
were on s ' t?
A: No.
Q: Did her MP's complain that the PUC that was there when you
were was.a troublemaker?
A: Yes, the said he would do a lot of yelling and stuff like
that.
IWO
Q: Di
e tell you what they did to make him stop yelling?
A: No.
Q: Are 'u aware of anything done to the PUC tb try and make him
stop causing problems?
A: The only thing that I heard was that
was placed into
standing restraints and blindfolded.
Q: Have you been trained on common perennial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: Yes, SPC
and
gave our unit raining and then I
learned somestuff. in Basic Training.
Q: Did you ever utilize those tactics on a PUC?
A: Yes, I applied a commonperennial strike on a PUC who was
resisting
h
was getting twisted up and I felt I
needed
to protect MO I th' k that is the
only time I ever used either of those tactics.
Q: ' Did you apply either of those tactics on extTr of Jhe
detainees that died?
A: No.
/
Q: Did ycsUmear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
either of those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: I• had heard that
had gone into one of the PUC's cells
that died and had pu
im in the a.tomach and that it had got
out of hand. I know
and
and a couple others were
present when it happened. There was only one incident-that I
heard of. I can't remember who I heard it from and I don't have
any other details about it. That is the only thing that I didn't
feel comfortable about. I know other people had seen it, but I
don't know who witnessed it or
else was involved. It bothere
me, too, that it seemed like
w
y bothered by the
•

.

to wow
,
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STATEMENT OF SGT
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Bloominglitor
li,F,PfATED 23 Jan 04; CONTINUED:

PUC's death and I suspect he felt like he may have felt
responsible for the PUC's death in some way because he soon
started to seek out religion like he had a guilty conscience or
something. That made me think maybe he knew he may have
overstepped the bounds that might have led to the PUC's death to
some extent. It really sickens m o think someone might have had
something to do with his death.
Q: When did you hear this?
A: I can't remember i
was after the PUC died or not. I think
it might have been.
Q: Did you report this to anyone?
A: No, it was already under investigation at the time because of
the death. I witness thing, so there nothing factual that I
could actually say.
Q: Do you know who d anything to do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
A: No.
Q: Did anyone tell, you who might have had anything to do with the
death of either detainee?
A: No.
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: It bothered me. As a human, ' bothered me to know that an
individual died that I had seen.
Q:. Who do you th'
aused the
of the detainees?
A: I don't know.
Q: Is there anyolliMt you know well enough that you feel is
above su ' ' n and would not have caused their deaths?
A: No.
Q: Do yo suspect anyone caused the detainees death?
A: The only thing that bothered me is the fact that those
individuals that went into his cell that I mentioned above. It
sounded like they went beyond trying to get the guy to comply.
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees wa
deliber
A: No.
Q: If
e said that you physically_ abused either of those
detainee
at person lying?
A: Yes.
0: Who d
think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?

Milli

41111r
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0
STATEMENT OF SGT
AKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Bloomington, IN 47404; DATED 23 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
A: I can't say beyond that one incident I already described
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: The only thing I can figure is that being an American,
somebody may want to abuse . a detainees
e out some anger for
what happened on September 11, _ 2.001.
0: Did you ever think about abusing
tainee, even though you
didn't go through with it?
A: Yes, just because of September 11 th , but it's just not right.
The person is going to be standing trial on his own, it's not my
place to
ut some type of punishment. I'm not above
anybody.
n't you abuse a detainee?
Q: Why
A: It's just beyond my moral thinking. It's not right
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who misty a e or
caused the death of a detaine
A: They should be punished.
Q: Have
ever heard of a
p lance blow?
A: No.
Q: Und
at circumstances were you given direction that a
common perennial strike or pressure point control tactic could be
applied?
A: Whenever you feel like you are in a situation where some harm
may come to you or an individual that is with you. Whenever
someone is being non compliant, pressure points are a
effective means as well as .a common perennial strike
or would
Q: Were there any other circumstances in which you co
apply either tactic?
A: Not that I can say for sure, no.
s not acceptable treatment
Q: Where did you learn what was an
of the detainees?
A: I think we had some sort of in brief meeting and they might
have talked about it then. Sometimes we would get new les as to
what could or could not be done during a guardmount.
Q: Did you know your commander had a SOP for the fa 1 y?
A:. I know they were working on one, but .I never saw it. There
such as isolation, that was
was a little book at each stati
like an SOP for that station,
to yours utilized standing
Q: Do you know if the unit pr
on perennial strikes?
restraints, PPCT or
A: I don't know.
Q: What was the nmum degree of force at could be used on a .
PUC?
Exhibit: A5:3
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.STAEMNOFG TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Bloomington, IN 4ffilla
04; DATED 23 Jan -04; CONTINUED:
A:' A common perennial strike was the maximum that I can think of.111
Q: What did you believe caused the death of the first detainee
when you came to work the day after his death?
A: I had no idea. I assumed it was something natural. When we
got the prisoners, many of them were already in pretty bad shape.
Q: What do you now believe caused the death of either detainee?
A: I still don't know. What was told to us was that several
e caused
blows to his legs from common perennial strikes maa t
his death. I don't remember where I heard that.
• Q: What was your professional training and backyic.uid outside of.
the military before deploying?
A: . Nothing to do with law enforcement, corrections or medical
training other than the military. I had 2 to 3 years of college.
Q: Did you ev r see the PUC's legs underneath his clothing?
°
A: No.
er observe any bruise's or injuries on the PUC?
Q: Did
A: 'No.
Q: . Did the C ever appear ill to you?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe the PUC in pain?
A: When he complained of his stomach hurting that I mentioned
.
before.
.
Do you have .any idea what type of emergency medical treatment
eived on the clay they. died?
either PUC
A: 'No.
011ilf
Q: Did bu
observe the PUC eat or drink anything during your
shift?
,
A: I don't. recall.
this statement?
Q: Do you have anythiOil
g to add
A: No ///END OF STATEMENT///
01

Illigli

.t
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STATEMENT OF SGT
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Blooming t on, IN 47404; DATED 23 Jan 04; CONTINUED:

.1

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS. OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,

WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signa ure of Person Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 23rd day of January, 2004 at
Bloomingt

Administering Oath)
.SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE.136 (b) (4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS':
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30134-2cIDab5
PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: ( 7 ,0(.
UNIT: 3 77

DATE: 02

3ctri 62

SSN:

(0

L2e L /

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: yeS
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
f4 3 0
740/-c A c,700.3
au) - 10,Pc--gefr,..t-4,4;4,041

- eci9s

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: do 44 /hat', Amus
al
1/(acap c` -4 11(' 54""e 1:che
'4 " / f`' "
114 /C a de
,r) di"2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: ,,f,,67
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: 4/0
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: 0 0 ^
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable -with? A:
If yes, please explain:'
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: A/0 If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:,/i/0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: 4/0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

r)
Signature of Interviewee
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.600
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Signature/Sequence # of Interviewer
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

A at-te'

di0 in

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even thOugh you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential an it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough tht you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: /
u c $ dia2.
7.. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

4A,-/

DO4 ,Psout--(e6

t; Lt CCIA . :51 Ol 11V_

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If/someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? y es
10.Who do you think would hve had the best opportunity to haVe physically
abused either detainee? A: ±: 610
11

Why do you think someone would do this?

7'

JA

Lk/

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
ye 5

13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: I oionV 44 ,-e 01 itt,-)4(s
Sopre 0 rlf :mil 4r ,e:c.# 3,
14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? 1/044,1 ). ;..1 417 tui k° 4 /14/-1:1 5, o fi'

Signature of Interviewee

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.601
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•

60d,rsr
a. Pleas explain: e l
afittf , e vr i ) - le 51a, ki
a (...4

tc

•/.0

fic15

If/

kracto-teire5

1`/.4>

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
,

16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows? i-P S ,r
esu
-

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

eUe.i

rnp

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: ye5
I A. ty et-iron 9 eL,
Please explain:
die ,'„,e a 5 ohii-Pr 04(.1

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: <//
20a. Did you tell your family you were being intervie ed regarding this
investigation?
yve 5
, '1( g' 6 iek « fn ,":23
v.— 4, 4 6_,2
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: /170
20c. Have you talked with anyone °trier than CID about this investigation?
A: ve5
If yes, who? C? bit - a G id:OS
k and:
://7

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: 4"O

gnature of Interviewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: 4/0
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: Su r e
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
4)
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:' /no jor,e) (0 y6' 4
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell

the truth about it now? A: ye',5
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: ,&C)
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: //y0
,

gnature of Interviewee
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, tee AR 190.30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
rt 1 3 4 w- 0 2 — C I D 369 -"
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identifie
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieve
Disclosure of yOur Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Oa 3. TIME

1. LOCATION

2. DATE

377th Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47408

23 Ian 20

5 NA

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

0

4. FILE NO.

/67,2

3771 Military Police Company
Bloomington, IN 47408

7. GRADE/STATUS

SPC

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVEFJNON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army—

suspected/accused:

Criminal Investigation Command

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
Aggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner,

False".

' . fore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it dear to me that I have the following rights:
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
.

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to
or both.

g

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with n
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will
ppointed for me before any questioning begins.
f I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or sp
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make—a-statement without talking to a lawyer first a
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)

a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION

TIGATOR

Ft, Leavenworth Resident Agency (CID)
Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027
Section C. Non-Waiver

1. I do not want to give up my rights:

❑ I want a lawyer.

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORNSIAM: ElinD ffiffilg23) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

na

ARR1 NAV Rg
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SWORN STATEMENT

0134 — 02—C I D309 —

File Number :
Location
: 377 th Milit
olice Company, Iigton, IN 47404
Date
: 23 Jan 04
Time: r,a/35 Statement Of
SSN
Grade/Status: E-4
Org/Address : 377 th Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47404
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
.detainees at Bagtam Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December 21102?
A: Yes.
Q:-Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between
October and December 2002?
A: I guarded the first one that died for one day. I don't think I
guarded the second PUC that died because I went to work the gates
in the first or second week of Decetber 2002 as part of a platoon
rotation
Q: Did y in erview or were you present during any interviews
with eit detainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment?
A: Yes, the day shift that I worked when the first PUC was in the
facility, he stayed in standing restraints, cuffed to the. ceiling,
for most of the shift except for to use the bathroom and to eat.I can remember times' during that day shift that he was not
restrained. He..would be placed back into the .restraints after
being let down to eat or gO-the bathroom; only if he caused
trouble again. 'Since there was no SOP for the facility, there was
no set time that .a person::should or should not be left in the
restraints. If it was possible, we would call the OIC or SOG to
determine if a PUC should be placed in_reStraints, but if they
were busy or we could not get a hold of t
he - decision was
made by the individual guarding the PUC
Q: Did the PUC cause trouble frequently during the shift that you
worked?
A: Yes, if you let him down or even when he was hanging up hill.
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would be yelling or kick the walls or try and kick the door.
Q: Do Y011 ave any idea what he was yelling?
A: No
Q: Wou you have understood if he was describing pain or
requesting medical attention?
A: Yes. There was a medic in there once or twice a day and a
doctor came by once a day and if a pes complaining of pain,
we would have he doctor look at them..
Q: When he was yelling when he was causing problems, would you
have been able to understand if he was asking for medical
attentio
describing pain? .
A: No.
Q: Did you or anyone else have a translator ask the PUC what he
was yelling about?
A: No, but I think he was being taken to be interviewed that day
and would have had an opportunity to talk to a translator then.
We knew what their word for "translator" was and if they asked for
one, we would get iefiliammi On the day I worked, the PUC did not ask
for a translator...1M
Q: Because the PUC was causing trouble, what percentage of your
shift, do you estimate the PUC was in standing restraints?
A: I don't think I could make an estimation. There was so many in
and out of there I c n't say and be sure that I would be even
close to right.
Q: Was anything else done to the PUC to try and make him stop
causing problems?
A: Not that I can recall. I can remember one time that day when
we let him-down to go to the restroom or to be interrogated and-he
tried to fight us. This type of guy was the type of the guy that
if you uncuffed one hand you better have someone there to grab'• his
ause he was going to try and swing at you,
think SPC
was with me when we tried to escort the PUG to' either the
restroom or an interrogation. As soon as we uncuffed him, he
started wrestling and being uncooperative with us._ I can't
remember exactly what we did that day, but it would have been like
any other prisoner. We would have utilized wrist locks, pressure
points or a common perennial s tike to restrain him and gain
control of the situation
Q: Do you recall if either you or SPC
used any of those
techniques with that PUC?
A: I can't be certain, but it seems ver ossible with as 1111111
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uncompliant as he was.
Q: Did you interact in any other way that already.described'aboVe
with either detainee?
. A: Not that I can remember
Q: Did yoU hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
either of tho e two . detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: No.
Q: Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or
apply a common perennial strike to either detainee?
A: I can't re all for sure, but since he was so uncompliant, it's
.
possible
Q: Do y U. know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either d ' ' e?
A: No IMO
Q: Di anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
death of either detainee?
A: No
Q: How o you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: -I don't feel good about the death of anyone.Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: - I don't know. I don't know that anyone caused their death..
. Q: .Is there anyone that you know well enough that you feel is
above suspicion and would not have caused their deaths?.
el that anyone in my platoon would do something
A: I would '
like that
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
deliberate? .
.A: I don't thinkso, no.411111 , .
.Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those
detainees is that - person lying? '
A: Yes.
Q: Who AIROrthink would have had the.best opportunity to have
• .
physically abused either detainee?.
A: No one. I don't see how anYbody wire abused a detainee
without other people knowing about it
.
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse.a detainee?
A:. I don't know.- I don't think. an ybody would.
Q:. Define corporal punishment.
A:, Restraining, hoods, using hand or leg restraints, sleep
get out of control, then pressure point
deprivation.. If
control tactics
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Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't god ough with it?
A: No
Q: Wh wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: Because it's wrong and it would be illegal also
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A:. They should be dealt with in court.
Q: Haviyo
heard of a compliance I ?
A: No
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a
common perennial strike or pressure point control tactic could be
applied?
A: If a situa
rised that was unsafe for myself or any of the
other guards
Q: Were there any other circumstances in which you could or would
apply either tactic?
A: No, I can't think of any other reason
Q: Describe an unsafe situation in which ese tactics that could
be applied.
A: A situation in which a prisoner was being violent or possibly
physically trying toiiiu. For example, biting, spitting,
punching or kicking.
Q: If a PUC refused to follow your directions, such as making
attempts to remove a hood or refusing to keep quiet, were either
of those tactics authorized?
A: I can't say whether it was or wasn't authorized since there
was no SOP to dictate thcTS-6 kind of situations so in those
situations you would call your SOG or OIC. If they were not
available, you would wait until they were available.
Q: Did you or anyone else utilize PPCT or common perennia
strikes on a PUC because they refused to keeP quiet or keep the
hood on?
A: I would not use those techniques for those reasons, and I
never heard of or saw any other guards apply those techniques for
those reasons. I know those techniques were a l'ed by other
guards, but I don't know for what reasons.
Q: Is there any reason why someone would say you abused or caused
the Beat
either of the two detainees?
A: No
Q: We e did you learn what was and wa
t acceptable treatment
Exhibit: zL5
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of the detainees?
A: There should have been an SOP there when we got there or if
there was not one, one should have been created; I relied on my
knowledge from MP school and the training we received at Fort Dix.
They went over different situations during the training at Fort
Dix, but nobody knew what that specific place was going to )pe
like, so you couldn't so the training was very generalized.1000
Q: Did you know your commander had a SOP for the facility?
A: No, I never saw it and we asked for one and never received it.
Everyone should have seen it and it should have been accessible to
everyone and it was not. That would have changed so many things
there because nothing wol
ve been questionable, either you are
right or you are wrong
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized standing
restraints, PPCT or common perennial strikes?
A: I don't knoilliiii training period with the other unit was
much too short.
Q: What was the maximum degree of force that could be used on a
PUC?
A: Deadly force if someone was escaping. Even in a riotilli0
situation, deadly force would probably not be used.
Q: What did you believe caused the death of the first detainee
when you came to work day after his death?
A: I thought it was some type of nat
cause such as a heart
attack or something of that nature.
Q: What do you now believe caused t e death of either detainee?
A: Other than you telling me someolimised the death, I have no
reason to believe that someone did.
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: Two years of college toward a criminology degree. I did odd
jobs here and there, but nothing that would apply the military,
law enforcement, medical training or corrections.
Q: Did yo
r see the PVC's legs underneath his clothing?
A: No
Q: Di you ever observe any bruises or injuries on the PUC?
A: Nothing that was substantial enough for me to remember
Q: Did the PUC request medical treatment at any time that you
know of?
A: Not that I know of...
Exhibit: 46175--INITIALS 1010 1_
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Q: Did tC ever appear ill to you?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe the PUC in pain?
A: No, other than maybe his wrist hurting or something from being
cuffed
Q: Do you have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment
ived on the day they died?
either
A: No.
Q: What is your definition of non-compliance?
A: Anything that he would other than what was asked of him in
the detention facility
Q: Did you observe the PUC eat or drink anything during your
shift?
A: I don't remember, but would assume I would remember if he
did not eat or drink.
Q: What kinds of training or information was passed on during
typical guardmount?
A: What happened the night before if there were certain prisoners
that had been violent and then if there was anything out of the
en on that shift. Also, who was
ordinary that was going to
working what positions
Q: Do you recall who was working with you on the shift that you
worked when the PUC that died was there?
A: SPC
fo sure. It would have been everyone in the
platoon excep
, and
because
they got moved from our platoon efore we left and worke with a
different platoon. There would have been two or ree people off
that day, but I don't remember who they -wer
tactics and common
Q: Where did you learn pressure point cont
perennial strikes?
A: In MP school and it s been reviewed by our unit a couple of
times. I think
and
taught it. I think that stuff used
to be on our training, schedule, but I don't know for aures."
his statement?
Q: Do you have anything to a
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEG
ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 7. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Signature of P

Making Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 23rd day of. January, 2004 at
Bloomington, IN 47404.

dministering Oath)
SA

1111111111.111111M

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: Yes
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?

Sep. n 4(1/40-- 0 Cl..._
(1,A

operal

e.

Ravwn

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: )c.s
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: m 6
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A: N),.,
2c. Did you interact, in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

N)a

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment-of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: No,
Ifyes,plaxin:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
blows to either detainee? A: (\.) t,
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
detainee? A: NI
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: foo If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

=FL do

10

Neu

1-N4),1)(,,\

er

vein/LI-

(2 Xo-u-/,

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, -ifyou only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: \i/p5 Q_AeN csA)e.
e
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
(\eA.Ur An gor Plc°

cinec

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? Nip s
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
44q,}k ok ol riffle om_A ld, hatye_ eu&nl
;

3Ne4 441R

-

tap

0(-4 kw/4)(
-

11. Why doyou think someone would do this?
4 oasi\(
Wok-x (0(

cl

A 'I-

(01)

s rsr4

sae

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal pupshment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: 7tio
13. Why wouldn't you do something like thiS? A:

1

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreate4 or caused the
Jr 5
death of a detainee?
rr‘ e_ 6 Jecic .

Signature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:
k6_,3 e..
50

ct,k;(i

c/

CS al-1167N F

Y aver a.r.) y a c- ('

lry -A5 ik.$5 :Adjemeea/

ctoyeA/c. orgis5,

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: 0
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
.1-• 40-m '4- 1-6,301A)
earve/rwuce A/0.4,s a re NO/ CANe'v
—

beelu

c)P

oiN^^ oloy

1/-

ko,01 -Meiv Me_

a ful
17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
1-045-0d

cA6-N)

cfa-t--€

e_ ELSE 0 -C- a ivy

k

18 Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: r +5 A.L1---1- 5,61 roe 40 ec,,
Please explain:
acri,3 1 1 ko....ue wy do444\c1-4-ty
cope_
u); 11
No- - O ry 4-0 pass ,4r ii3O1.3 etw 004- 0
19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:ill__
20a.Did you tel, your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
20b. Did yor family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
responSe? A: //
A:

20 Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who?

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
. deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

Signature of Interviewee
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22. Can you think o Fly reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polya 7 ph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Offipers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: 4AO-1\
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees would you tell
the truth about it now? A: qe,5
,

26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: _I—
,i0v,
cu,34de", '4 m.)07,0.
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any info
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

Signature of Interviewee
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME
RANK: P117gSN
UNIT: 15-TA AA-N ? co ))e

DATE. 1.,

OLI

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: QS
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
m_
mo,„( 2. 0 (A
k
pfd
J

'

sir\ ei c;, qq-e

--.J

C

trIvi

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: Dol[1 1 -Ir r1,1-\■ree. 'or\ \:)-er
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A:
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee?
A:‘(), D
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: \'\ 0
If yes, plea/se explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: c 3
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: 1\0
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: n 0
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

Signature of Intervie
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths df those two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: 1
o
k.A/VOL,J
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: Vk 0
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
e SA-c
\,\Atv

rkt\vi -rfl °A

,

r

ck , v1

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
\I R. 5
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee-? A:
3
0 \
. 11. Why do you think someone would do this? -S.

6C I\

(1\ t--y

12 Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:

no

13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:110 tiZA

-01a-1-

StAbavAl&-L
14. What do you think should happen to a person whd Mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? 3, elk-, el (4- [Co ai,:)

Signature of Interview
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a. Please
Please explain:

AAA
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
C\oa If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
er
e-v e'
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should re V in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
‘c-A
0-WOL-11
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: \I
Please explain:
Cki S
cp.fc03)D\\.-(‘C\
--.0"\ Q-4

e

19. Did.you tell yOur family about this investigation? A:

C\

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: SO A"-L-11V\ir1

Nr\e4Poived U.--)v\:‘\(2.

k-1--)5 5° eV20b. Did your family ask
you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:

no

20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: INO
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? Art,0

111111111/11,
/
Signature of Interview e
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:

nk)

23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: 'n.0 0S II ,? 1p

a

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interro,,gators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: :i cAon (4- w (Id
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any info
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

chyou might have

'39
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: 56-7
UNIT: -4r7

DATE:
SSN:
hr7 P

of

t/

cs(9 D

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: y e s
I. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
5'PP7L6
5 mar-0 3 rY)P Maw l_eatteic Sintvs -/7 -roti 114e Co/4yd 1 0014*le ctel-q6APEs 47,44 -tAioetrecl Ece°c
tie Ra_cio
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: YP5
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: /1,0
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: Nr e5 .
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in y way with either detainee? A: yep'
If yes,
explain:45 11
p
d-G
eaviltaii)
To 14e CP e
detcdi
A
ee avivect
ctv,e foc/frly', 1„,orfce4
ft 6v oK=.0 ti/eve tve utv9 --(7rct tie lel,
2d. Did you hear or see anything pertainiti:g to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: 4)0
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: A.)O If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: A,0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

Signature of Interviewee
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
q5 a 9eld
6(,(-1-- 50/4/7 e -4smes 14, `ki,1 1/4' ttri
Cook tlapie-P1/7 Cit4y fitiEfre
5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: 416 04e
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: eitevy
copyv9e,ny
7 How do you feel about being interviewed . concerning this issue?
-1:-A 16,1s

rI o-P

i(oileagetton `/G?1v tict44 be door

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? vy-'5
10.Who do you think would have had thy best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: -/-4 1, ryies 1440 -psi- cap-ha-kJ 7Xptv,
11. Why do you think someone would do this? ia il .ftv

t

arci7le ;

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: 4)Q
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: kikoy
deki4fe 1`5 5-eve co,
14;09 qvid 11/1101- 1-APVeCe6044 We IV eolovar-

g er&

14. What do you think should happyn to a person who mistreated or ,
caused the
death of a detainee? (71 fv 540u 9 ,el Tia ean s
rd
gobia

44-1 II file I

Signature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:
134 —02 —C 10'36 9 — 2 353 3
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: Y‘e5
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
CorpOfryj 11° 1'5401 evit-tvadd Ar A.20T
Inti al 9 Coiolavidc ,
tact, i t og -th e tom. r P 'COO Ce 5 1 to ( I/ frt9 To of -Ivey d el a -e y05
ko-eor- 1-e5fAl(!v(9i e c/PP,'ev utAtide IA 6nOtiew
C°4911'avlee F6/5
4:11'all
/0Catrovi To (to (AV -r,"9 WV 149 IA-4111 -ttie ic e
17. How do you think the results of the investigation
come out on you?
Clietv IVO PM VOitiEvo-evilPitovv) im-e
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: 4),C)
Please explain: r c rt--.00vvi e 5
Ttict -the deetig- :were
00 _ 10-el/put 5C am.cl tw'
j a-9 f -to
/1 50 Me co. e 11"Y der(t
e-R-1 Q

5PCo d ell o vIce

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: M.)
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: A) 0
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: /00
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: A..20
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

)0

gna ure of Interviewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: t) 0
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: yy-31 (

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Offi8ers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: I /t
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: A20
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: A.20

Signature of Interviewee
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SWORN STATEMENT
ILE NUMBER:
LOCATION: Reserves Center, Bloom'
DATE / TIME: 23 Jan_ 04 /
STA
SSN
GRADE/STATUS: SGT/ E-5 USAR
F

0 1 34 —02.--c 1 D

69 :353

ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: 377 th Military Police Company, Detachment 1, Bloomington, IN

want to make the following statement under oath:
Q: S
A; SGT
Q: How long have you been assigned to the 377' Military Police Company?
A: Since June 2002.
Q: Do you have any secondary MOSs?
A: Yes, 63B, Light Wheel Vehicle Mechanic and 63H, Track Vehicle Repair.
Q: How did you become MOSQ as a MP?
A: I did the reserve MOS change through Fort McClellan, AL, which was weekend drills for six
months, then a two-week period. The training occurred in 1995 through 1997.
Q: When were you awarded MOS 95B, currently 31B, MP?
A: I haven't been, and I am awaiting the security clearance, however, for deployment to
Afghanistan, I was given an interim security clearance and allowed to work as a MP.
Q: Do you have any other police related training, education or experience?
A: Two years of college in conservation law enforcement?
Q: What does conservation mean?
A: Its pretty much conservation management for fishing, hunting, poaching and boat safety.
Q: Did you deploy to Afghanistan and if so, when?
A: Yes, I was activated 6 Jun 2002, then I went to Fort Dix from Jun 2002 through Aug 2002,
then I traveled to Germany for one week, prior to reaching Afghanistan on 2 Sep 02.
Q: Were you provided any training in Pressure Point Control Techniques (PPCT)?
A: Yes.
Q: Who provided the training and where did the training occur?
A: Some in Advanced Individual Training (All') for MP school and then at Fort Dix in
preparation to go to Afghanistan.
Q: Who were the instructors at AIT and Fort Dix?
AITir the school instructors, who I don't remember and Fort Dix was SPC1011md SPC

gl
Q: Were you provided any written training materials for the PPCT?

A: No.
Q: How often did you train on PPCT at Fort Dix?
A: Once a week, approximately one to two hours per session.
Q: Were you informed as to why you would need the knowledge of PPCT?
A: Yes, mostly to keep the detainees from causing harm to us and other inmates when moving
the detainees around the facility.
Q: Did you
apply PPCT to any detainees while at the Bagram Control Point (BCP)?
A: No
EXHIBIT
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Q: Did you ever witness any other personnel administer PPCT to any of the detainees at the
BCP?
A: Yes, there was one time, when a detainee was being combative while being moved to one of
the cell's.
Q: Whoilica'nbserve apply a PPCT to that deta ee?
A: SSG
d possibly SP
Q: Can you identify the detainee?
A: No.
Q: Were there any other instances in which you observed the use of the PPCT on any detainees?
A: No.
Q: Were you provided any training on the PPCT while in Afghanistan?
A: No.
Q: What platoon were you assigned to in Afghanistan?
A: I was assigned to the second platoon?
Q: During the time that both detainees died, Person Under Control (PUC) 412, later known as
HABIB ULLA and PUC 421, later known as DILIWAR, what shift did you work and where did
you work?
A: When the first PUC died I worked day shift on the gates and when the second PUC died, I
worked da_ y shift in the BCP.
Q: What do you mean by stating in the questionnaire, "the ones who fist (sic) captured them",
would have had the best opportunity to have physically abused either detainee (in reference to
PUC 412 - HABIB ULLA or PUC 421 - DILIWAR)?
A: Because the local military (Afghanistan) would pick-up the future detainees first and prior to
turning them over to Special Forces or other U S Army personnel, they wouldn't feed or provide
them sufficient water.
Q: How do you know they wouldn't provide enough food or water?
A: Because, when the PUCs were given their initial physicals at the BCP, the medics would put
in their notes that the detainee was dehydrated and malnourished.
Q: Was PUC HABIB ULLA or PUC DILIWAR in this condition?
A: Yes, the second one that passed away was dehydrated because the medics wanted him to
keep drinking water. The medics wanted him to drink about 20 ounces of water per hour. I
don't know about the first detainee who died.
Q: Did that PUC (DILIWAR) receive the water?
A: Yes.
Q: Were either PUC HABIB ULLA or PUC DILIWAR non-compliant?
A: The PUC who died last was non-compliant, I am not sure about the other one, since I
probably didn't interact with him due to being on the gates?
Q: How was PUC DILIWAR non-compliant?
A: He wouldn't listen to verbal commands or follow orders?
Q: What would you do if he didn't listen to verbal commands or follow orders?
A: I would yell at him in a louder tone of voice and he was required to stand, but he would
continue to sit down, so we would continuously pick him up.
Q: Who were
A: SS
and
Q: Did you or any of the soldiers that assisted you, maplement the common peronial strike (CPS)
to that detain
EXHIBIT
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A: No.
--_
Q: When you helped the detainee stand, did you have to use any PPCT or force?
A: No.
Q: Did you chain the detainee to the ceiling or wall to assist with making him stand?
A: No.
Q: Do you know who may have hit, struck, punched, or beat either of the detainees (PUC
HABIB ULLA or PUC DILIWAR) that died?
A: No.
Q: Did you do anything to cause the death of PUC HABIB ULLA or PUC DILIWAR?
A: No.
Q: Define corporal punishment and compliance blows?
A: Corporal punishment was used if a. PUC wouldn't follow verbal or written commands, then
we would make them stand and take things away such blankets or stand with their arms above
their heads, or we would handcuff them in the airlock and place goggles on them. Compliance
blows would be used if one of the PUCs were combative while escorting them or they attempted
to kick or hit us, or they attempted to escape. Compliance blows were PPCT and the use of
"night sticks", which were not in the facility.
Q: Would anyone in your chain Of command have to give you prior approval for the use of
corporal punishment or compliance blows to the detainees?
A: No, not really.
Q: If you used corporal punishment or compliance blows would you have to report that to
anyone?
A: Yes.
Q: Whom would you hav •
that information to?
A: The squad leader
or if he was unavailable, I would report it to the Platoon
Sergeant, SSG
Q: Did you ever administer corporal punishment or compliance blows to PUC HABIB ULLA or
PUC DILIWAR?
A: Yes, I had to make him (the PUC who died last) stand, since he was non-compliant after
being instructed to stand.
Q: Did you report th
one?
--A: No, since SSG
sisted me with having the PUC stand, so he already was aware of
the situation.
/
Q: Do you have anything elseiiiii
is to add to your statement?
A: No. ///End of Statementli
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AFFIDAVIT
111111111111111have read or have had read to me this statement which begins on Page 1 and
I1
ends on page q. I

fully understAnd the contents of the entire statement made by me. The
statement is True. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom of each page
containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward,
without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement.

(Signaturee

erson

g Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 23" I day
' of January 2004 at Army Reserves Center, Bloomington, IN.

100111111111.111W
enng Oath)
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form; see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
(1 1 34 — 02
C I D36
235,id9,
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials*With means by which informatiOn may be _
accurately
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of Identification to
facilitate filing and r
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

s

1. LOCATION

fr^^ : I,

31
,5. NAME

2. DATE

t

'

e 6.) ,t^106- M f,

'rat M

3. TIME

22

3 0- n/Yoq I

t 1-41

m

oo

4. FILE t

/ 41 346r1.111 1

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS •

6. SSN

. GRADE/STATUS

111 04 .'1 ,4ar y 1°01(ce -Com-i i/J4.-.,

_Tio 4/

toe

•

o os:

PART 1- RIGHTS:WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Sectiob A. Rights

The invesigatiir wbbse name appears below told me that he/she is with.the United States Army

•

..

e.

k ;

1

t.le51

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

0
v"1-•.--...",,,.,
Ir-f - . r' a „V
ei
PI 7
I -I"
tie i , C vc+ Nov., ;c1,4,2 crud 1-1, vq,,,c,t. 144,,, 14. r
ee, 4- ,,,,c p,4
ford he/she atked me an
tions about
, ,
, the offense(s), however, he he ade itclear to me that i haNie the following rights:
I do net haVi to answer any questions or say anything. .
Anything I -say Or do can be used' as evidence against me in a criminal trial..
•
: (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have
the
right
to
talk
privately
to
a
lawyer
before,
during,
and
after
questioning and to have a lawyer present will
.
. during questioning: This lawyer can tea civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expens
or both.

I

,,
.•
- or
li (For civilians not subject to the-UCMJ) I have:
he rightto talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present thil
during questioning. I •understand that this lawyer can be brie that I arrange for at my own
expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
_
. If I am now willing to discuss the
th offense(s) under investigation, With or witho
ut a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions'at any time, o
PriVately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiverbelow.
'
Z. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
. •
Section B,, -

.
Waiver
understand my rights as stated'above. I am
now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer fin
without having a lawyer present with me.
1 a: .NAME (Type or Print)

WITNESSES (If available)
.

3. SIG

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE
•
2a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. , ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

Section C. Non-Waiver
1. . Ido not want to give up my'rights:
,._,,
LI I want a lawyer.

6. 0 GANIZATIO
itz-ttk IAA p i&T

eA
,

V

■

e._16

44-^114-P r y

t9-(>5 ,tin T

.

I do not want to be qUestioned or Say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
:

.

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form
2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
____ — .. — _ .._.. _
11A rnpan 1RS201 MAV s20
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X1 134-02—C 1D369 — 235 33
PUCQESTIONAR

NAME:
RANK:
UNIT:

a ATE: rz-

pc
-1 -7 "7

3 ,(1t0

SSN:
T14 'AA r

6o,,,, (3 Arvov

t)e-r I

I oak, : Al4Dic
,

s1

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: v 5
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
tie e4

/1-06,-.

SSC Z--4

4,-„( i r,

1

Ae

4,,, 147 op ¢,1(

4

evf)itc./

"1 4_—

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: ye5
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: PO
2b. Did you wi ess either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: 0
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: PAA V b e If yes,
explain.
k`o. -1-1--e 4.4:1 ;41 5o e-4
t,t,■ c
foot.
e,
W 4 ,-r9 c
I
tat
t -te-c:t
4-Le .4.- + op;e.
-11-4.42d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the trea nt,of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
00 If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: 0 0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell yRu who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: 'P C) If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

r
Signature of Interviewee
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainee s ?

-4-c-,

4 L.

1/1.1-erc-c4

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, fyou only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
TOO Tar
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
—it-, e () ,€)(-e
k-C- 00
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8 Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
y

e

10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
4-() C41 noe
ct
SP 1

11. Why do youthink someone would do this'?
7:4LL.,k
(oce.

K
dc e

(7,4e f.

e

cc.n,, fteic

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
if
9
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
4- t

i

010,4

4

k ;4-

4 o do 4

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? ("6:3ue,;4',.-0,44 e y oiA4L' 4: 5-6)e(
EA-74-

Signature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
4._)C3
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
co e icce &No 4- + Ira

ks

e

-4ra

Pgc T-

16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows? A4-4-ac

4- Ike:-

cc- e

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

cAZ 1 1 6 c 4ortat bee, os e

tA.

4& et c

y

e.,

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
-Tr ricm-iPlease explain:
--Inc

c(

_I( 11‘e

-4L--c

SG,/

If

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
it )
e 1
c_91 1/
e-e,1
e>u,r-ret c, y
20a. Did you tell your family you were b eing interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: /JO
_

20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
A
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A:
5 If yes, who? PA
/4.-rov a A
- 20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: 00

10111111111110
0
ignature of Interviewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: Polycyc,,ek yes.
0,0,)
y 405(5
dam-

sr'

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
1/1-7
k o c-J
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
le 5
'I

26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
00
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
PO

Signature of Interviewee
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NA
SS
RANK: -3G-T
UNIT: '57 -7-1-1&, KW 0,0

ATE: c 3r ft) CY/-

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: • €5
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?

5e.p44-cm ber 90, 4) a

MAA-r 6 3

tk 01

f5
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: /40
4c6'1

i

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: (Vn
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A: NO
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

tV e)

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or-see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: No
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
0 If yes, stop and advise of rights.
blows to either detainee? A:
4. Do, you know vAto had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: RIO If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: j\k) If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

9
pmtumo
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you,
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not e reported tO
that person. Who do you think did it? A: „ ,.(7
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: 7/0
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
./ 9

Ciot'l

8. Do you thinkthat the death of either of those detainees Was deliberate?

dritht K.YLA97.-0
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? I I
10.Who do you think would have ha the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
1.1. Why do you think someone Would do this?
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punisehment to a detainee, even
Abs)
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13.

y wouldn't you do something like this? k
6o2-7

_e_ozeA4-

yz/c)z__.

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
,_71/Lea.."/
death of a detainee?
d
gnature o
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a. Please explain:
4, 4,, .-11 1
i

15. Is ere any reason you have been told a detainee uld be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16.-What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receivin corporal punishment or compliance blows?

0
17. How do you think the results of the invest
02-e_r_

gati011 Wl,

come ut on you?

.„4....6_,*
e(--7-0-ez--, /5-z-t-----Q-e./--€-,Lee__L.
,

p.__)
, (4/
18. Do you rthin
.
rson who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: \I'M 71-- th
_ _i_ ,..24,s
,
Please explain:
, if

,

, ,Li
i

.

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did yob. tell yo r family you were being interviewed regarding this
.e)
investigation? A:
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
20c friave you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A:
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

ee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: //(2
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers =gators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: ye—S
26. Do you think theiFBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?

7

A:

27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any informatioou might have

heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

ROI NUMBER

0134-02-C 1 D 369- 23533/0137-02-CID369-23534

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

DETAILS

t 0905, 24 Jan 04, SA
1

interviewed CPL
Military Police Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237, who was assigned
•
Of
,

working inside the Bagram Collection Point (BCF') at the time of the deaths.
related he received training from his unit and the cadre at Ft. Dix, NJ, which detailed the
tandards for use of force. The guidance provided to the soldiers of
h
Co, was to deliver
knee strikes for self-defense not for t
ce of detainees.
eard someone,
possibly SPC
1 st Platoon 37 t
Co, Cincinnati, OH, was
c alled the "knee of eath". (See PUC Questionnaire of
dated 24 Jan 04, for additional
details).

At 0 3 24 Jan 04, S AllI1111.111111M
•
interviewed
SPC
3-377 th Military Police Company, 1600 Seymour AVenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237,

as assigned to 2 nd platoon and was working on the gates and patrolling the perimeter at the timewho
of
both deaths. She related none of the trainin
'
ed er to believe knee strikes could be
used for punishment, only in self-defense.
elieved the deaths must have been
unint •
she knew no one who ha delivered blows to detainees. (See PUC Questionnaire
of
ated 24 Jan 04, for additional details).
0, 24 Jan 04, SA
interviewed SPC
377th i iMilitary Police Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237,

who was
to 1 st platoon, working inside the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.

was advised of his rights for the offenses of As ault/Battery, False Official Statement,
Cruelty/Maltreatment and Negligent Homicide.
invoked
nvoked his rights re ues • an attorney,
at which time the interview was terminated. (S e Non- aiver Certificate of
ated 24 Jan
04, for additional details).

GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview,Metas record fingerprinted.
A

t 1123, 24 Jan 04, SA111111111111.1111111nterviewed SPC IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIF
t r Military Police Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinna 1, OH 45237,
377th
who was assigned
o 1 st •I toon, working inside the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
as advised of his rights for the offenses of A ault/Battery, False Official Statement,
rueity/ altreatment and Negligent Homicide.
aived his rights and provided a statement,
etailing
g as 'a Correctio
is and previous experience in detainee operations in
Kosovo. unadmitted he and
struck HABI
t least twice each, because the
detainee was trying to preven rom re-hoodin• him
e struck
377th
DILAWAR at least twice while in the presence of SGT
MP
Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237, who was the Iso Guard at the time.
Iso a• miffed he struck
TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

24 Jan 2004
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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DETAILS

at least twenty detainees multiple times during his tour in the BCP
stated he could not
clearly recall the specifics of events related to HABIBULLAH or DILAWAR because he routinely
delivered blows to de inees and they all appeared the same to him. (See Waiver Certificate and
Statement of
dated 24 Jan 04, for additional details).
AGENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview

was record fingerprinted.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER '

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

24 Jan 2004
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE

i6-41 DATE:

NAME:
RANK: C
UNIT:

SN

zo,

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:

,

1. If yes, wh dates and what were y ur du/ies`p / I r
-e nt5,,,,‘ 6 or gift i 3-N1V_ -60-10Z-,44hi Oa
ie COZ NoiLcir 3
7 -g„,,(13
-e
4,-/d ,,,, as - Rey. ,
2. Did you guard either defainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
-

D ye,/,_

a's , I '

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you itness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A:
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:
/1//4

44

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the trotment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: re/
If yes, please explain:
4.1 00,11
e- , / A
hee
el,

.-Z-7

Z'

AJ eet) Ati

"Peivi ,4ilf

I

AFP

e

3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know wlio had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: No If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: Aio If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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4b. How do you feel about the43e4i/s o those two II etaiires? i
/ Ate'
2_
a_ ewe .1.4,0 (6,1 Pric,/ 6

4/71

),144-

og tme,,,M, 4cir *

j

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not e reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: ,
finie,exa Cr 09 Ise
6. Is there anyone you know well enough t4t y9u feel is abov9isu cion yid hi
,g
would not do something like this? A: Ajok /74/1,
iC,;(47
7. How do you fe9149uti)leing interviewed conce rning this issue?
ilar4tref,"4127/ ietIlt,,,,<_ .„T
/4/ 1,41"/ _T 'VP/ /174f
(14e-o?

-rAeliLisee ea i://ait

/91

,

/f.-.€ Ade ,01,e_ 74, /Ze

8. Do yoly think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you hysically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
es
10.Who do you think would have had ,he best opportunityto hav ph y tally
abused either detainee), A: .2-,7w
_Dorr(e er14,714
x,c,Ve 6J-40
/44/4eic eft /0

/910/44 e,48.

is?

11. Why do you think someone would

celeilay A_Age

, Mot

/// i/
i06,1 t,

eti)J' et-Az I/16 ,

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punish iment to a detainee, even
No
though you didn't go through with it? A:

4

__Z- 0/e

13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:.
—
zc-fil i-v9/ ...lo fiued 2e d
,0,,eiwid- r A- .he-N"2 .
d ,7 74-4 e

4

iyj
J ,. to rrfrir 4/Peel %Ilia/ IV? , Aiy
/aye/ rrer et

/lee

/ 4.0 ,
L 04 -!ti

ei," ,-. l„,
14. What do yoVfhiiic &did happen t arIrson who mistreated or taus d ipt:
,l't cv , ,.. 0 c".2-- Ore/ e f
„di, i7C 1
death of a detainee?
Oet-jt, ewe 4/0,
.4
7I.,
Ad
f
de
A4'/5L/w•et ...I.
e...i--lei,Re
Tr 0
-

gnature
of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
e
punishment or given compliance blow ? A:
ve, sizie ,fe iff,,,
-,t o- ,4i,„ ii. A 00„
de d'erea,c. 4.),0 .1.- "9--- 71/ -yi
pee Ce. ,
,eill are, 0
....764-0
,
19
1)491
kr
alk 41^ al eade 1,-

/4-i

me((

,

do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
444' j* t e 61 / XV- What
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

keee 4,4 del,

ia,

e•

a ejew j

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person whp did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: ,M
///
"00
:,
Please explain: xtil son
e
Aereall
e
4761/ 4.e7 nere, Of

h..e. C

Lifig

/91/

/4
44.14-<-

de7fr.Vc-4 p

ocret1 eir-e

(3112- e terkill44.41G-e.

140

7/
2- et-eV24/

,„Pid you tell your fa y about this investi ation? A:

re_t

izewr 44-t,e

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:

20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your.
response? A:
o
20c. Have you talked with anyone othe than C
If yes, who? '4
A: jes

' veigation?
,,y ,...,.__,, I. eR r

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is a l
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: No

r- n
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.641
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygrAph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: reSik
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or inIerrogators do
Mr (//,,,, /02
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you thi;-ik the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
„..ntioh AnAto
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

t3"
ACLU-RDI .Ionaturn
4534 p.642
of nt

iewee

2 35

equence of Interviewer

-91 37- 02-C10369-2353
134-02 — C I D369 — 2 35:

PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
SSN:
RANK:
UNIT:. 37) fv) p co ,9-c$inF

DATE:

7n (Y-1

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: Pies
1. If yes, what dates and wha were your duties?
ki?)
6161(
itf
/Dv l od' cat"
IlaPITYIrr
4
-ebeity—Att
2. Did you guarcv either detainee during the pen d Of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: AM
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did youyiitness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A: NO
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

09

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: ilJO
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type f corporal punishment or any compliance
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
blows to either detainee? A:
.

4. Do you knoww o had anything to do with the eventual death of either
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
detainee? A:
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: /U0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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01:

4b. How do you feel about the d aths of those two detainees?
judp,

A yt6-0-11c2Ary--

ek.9

403r11--e:

ev<3,,L
5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidentil and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: , 44,.
4-to-Q.1\42_ks2.

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above sus icion and
would not do s ething like this? A:
ets-VE,
7. How o you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

e

zwzzid- from 444 1 d.tuilart, cLuzkA4

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
/UO
• 9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
e
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
-iJ
abused either detainee? A: „,,L46- ,2,0e1
11. Why do you think someone would do this? ,za,e esroymv....,)
,49
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

404—At

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
,..A-A.6.44 /Li>
death of a detainee?

2

fl

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.644
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gnature/Sequence # of Interviewer
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9137 - 02 - CID369,- 235
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a. Please explain:
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
(See swopfement) 0 -04,) ilib.,-au;4 d, AIJ ,f,r,i) coii\ A o,,,L)
u
iffirsif17 a
.

/1/1

ft \eitA4iValuil ___; ---ce 1;

_tilg--

16. What do you believe a aretainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
,--',-,
. _-(A-44*---01-41aw,tm.k:-(certeZzot) .0/AAA cfr
-Al
1/411 .14,6,Di eit‘vi /4 >1111
17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: 9/e,Pleasxpin:
-44eutak
d604Sers2409-4Ccoeits, 0,4 -64'
tiev - d 4e4),,f11/0"4-j*
19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: qe,5/
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: XV 6
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who?
A: /1-)o
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: do
,

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.645
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: N0
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think enga e in this type of punishment? A: ainLVAN516.--' 0 °70
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: z/e„,,5
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: iU
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: /00

sgiffalry
_
4111/11111111§6
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE

For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the nrononent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security. Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DAT

Embassy Suites Hotel, Cincinnati, OH 45237
^^ A " -

5.
•

—

i•

24 Jan 0

St MI

TIME

CY Citi

4. FILE NO.
0134-02-CID369-2353:

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th Military Police Company
■

1 7. GRADE/STATUS
SPC/E-4

US Army Reserve, 1600 Seymour Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45237

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

Criminal Investigation Command as a Special Agent

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspecte
ssault /Battery, False Official Statement, Cruelty/Maltreatment of Subordinates, Negligent Homicide/////
Before he/she ask
e any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.

Or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
-

during, questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B: Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSE

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDR

3.. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

1, P - - • • i

Atamilli

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth. Street,
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060 (703)806-0299
2a. NAME (Type or Print)
.1
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6.

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
I. I d

t to give up my rights:

■

ant a lawyer.
2. SIGNATU •

I

:

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

A
ORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

n A FORM 1RR1 NOV RQ
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE W
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

ING
can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
f. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspct/accused says "no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)

SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.

IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE . CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:

NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every
effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE

For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent aaencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

0 137— 0a
C10369
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
-

1. LOCATION

2. DA

Embassy Suites Hotel, Cincinnati, OH 45237

3. TIME

. FILE NO.
134 02 CID369 2353:

24 Jan

-

/44
8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

t First M

377t h
7. GRADE/STATUS

-23!

-

-

Police Company

US Army Reserve, 1600 Seymour Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45237

SPC/E-4

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON- WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

Criminal Investigation Command as a Special Agent

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspecte
sault /Battery, False Official Statement, Cruelty/Maltreatment of Subordinates, Negligent
Before he/she ask me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

Homicide//// 1M

3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- Or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver

--

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me. i ,
WITNES
la.

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

e or Print)

SA
b. ORGANIZATIO

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street,
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060 (703)806-0299
2a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6.

RGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:

■

I want a lawyer.

■

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
DA FORM 'URI NOV 520
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PART H - RIGHTS.WA RNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
I. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

n1 37- OP 11:11136q 23t53

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE W AIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)

SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every
effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
StaffJudge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS . INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"
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File Number : 0 134 - 02-CID369-23533
Location
: Cincinnati,
Date
: 24 Jan 200
Time:0551011111
Statement of:
SSN
Grade/Status:
Org/Address : 377 th MP Company, US Army Reserve, 1600 Seymour
_

Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237
want to make the following statement under
oath: I graduated from high school in 1998. I went in the
Reserves in 1998 and attended Basic Training and MP Advanced
Individual Training (AIT) at Fort McClellan, AL. I was aSsighed
with the 377 th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH where I served until
now. In May 99, I went to Camp Ripley, MN and attended a two
week 95C (Correctional Specialist) conversion course, so I hold
both a Basic MP MOS and the Corrections Specialty. I volunteered
to deploy with the 391 st MP Bn, Columbus, OH to Kosovo from 1 Sep
2001 to 9 May 2002. We went to Fort Polk, LA and Fort Lewis; WA
and conducted almost the same training we did for the Afghan
mission. We ran a mock correctional facility and performed as
both guards and prisoners, so we could see both sides of things.
Our mission in Kosovo was as a guard company in a correctional
facility. We got their meals, took them to the bathroom,
escorted cleaning crews, made them comply with facility rules.
We only used force when threatened or attacked. We sometimes
had to put our hands on detainees to move them securely from
place to place, but there were no events or conflicts between
the guard and detainees. I worked the gates, the towers, 'roving
patrols, the tactical operation center.
out wo weeks after I got back from Kosovo, I heard from
, tha
77 th MP Company was called up for the
Afghan mission. .
was in Kosovo with me. When I decided to
go to Afghanistan, we did ten or so days in Cincinnati, getting
ready to deploy, mostly it was administrative preparation for
movement. We went to Fort. Dix, NJ and there we completed Basic
Rifle Marksmanship, got our shots, completed forms, and did mock
confinement facility operations. The training at Fort Dix was
done mostly by us within the platoons, working from a training
schedule. I'm assigned to 1 st Platoon and was with them during
our tour in Afghanistan. For the first couple of months I was
there, my platoon worked gates only, we rotated into the Bagram
Control Point (BCP) and did our right seat side (on the job
training) with 2 11c1 Platoon, I think.
Q: What types of training did you do at For Dix?
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TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
Cincinnati, OH, DATED 24 Jan 2004, CONTINUED:
'

: Besides hip-pocket training, there was escort procedure,
1111110andcuffing
techniques, things to run tasks.
Q: How did this training differ from the MP doctrine training
you previously received?
A: At the 95C conversion course, they had us role play as
detainees first,. so we couldsee the view from the prisoner
point of view first. It provided valuable framework for how we
should act as guards and what it was like on the other side. At
Fort Dix, they had role players as our detainees the training
was abbreviated. We did not run all four towers. The PUCs told
us we'were being way too rough with us, they took time outs and
explained. This pause threw off our training rhythm. We did do
some good training on escape attempts and the order of what
steps to take. Blow the whistle, tell the guy to halt three
times in his language, fire a warning shot, then only fire on
him if he reached the exclusionary zone.
Q: Was the training adequate to prepare your unit to conduct
operations at the Bagram Collection Point (BCP)?
A: Yes,
Q: Did the training you got from Fort Dix personnel concur with
MP doctrine you knew from previous training?
A: Yes, the practical exercises could have been better, but the
task, condition, standard was the same doctrine I learned
before.
Q: What do you mean, by hip pocket training?
A: Stuff done on the side when you have spare time, things that
you can do in short time frames - and-that might be useful.
Q: What kinds of hip-pocket training did you get at Fort Dix,
NJ?
i
A: Tactical reloading your firearm (when injured), survival
training, map reading, nothing else pops into my mind right now.
Q: Were there any hip pocket traiAANWnts that dealt with
pressure point control technique11011wns and self-defense?
A: Yes, PPCT but no strikes. The technique that was taught for
a combative person was to use a pressure point to take them to
the ground and then to hold them there until they wore
S out, no blows. The training was given by SGT
There were several techniques taught including some
moves that used an arm twist, rolling your arm across the back,
placing your finger under the nose. I can't recall them all.
Q: .Did you ever apply these techniques on anyone at Bagram?
A: Yes, once at Bagram, there was a detainee who was in long
cuffs (le '
on his wrists) and he was being combative with
INITIAL
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SG
I had to twist him arm behind him to gain control
1111111
of him. I was either a control or roving guard that day. It
was up in the Isolation Cells.
Q: Do you remember which detainee thiS was?
A: No.
Q: Was it one of the two men who died?
A: No.
Q: Have you ever heard the term compliance blow?
A: No, what I heard of was a thigh strike called a common
pronial strike, which we were told was not procedure, but was
common practice because it worked.
Q: Did anyone demonstrate any strikes or blows?
A: No
Q: Did you eve receiv a coMmon pronial strike?
A: Once I thin
id it to me as a joke. It hurt and I
asked him, "Hey man, why'd you do that, it hurt?"
Q:. What were you trained to do when you took over operations in
the BCP? Who taught you.
A: We were taught how to chain people in a standing position,
mostly in the isolation cells, sometimes (rarely) in the
airlocks of general population. We were taught to escort
detainees by grabbing them under the arms and moving them
securely from one point to another. We changed that to put one
hand on the arm and one on the shoulder. This provided better
ability to control the detainee. Two people were required for
escorts of most prisoners, except high value or special
population detainees.
.----7Q: For movement, how were detainees shackled?
'A: Leg irons on their legs, leg irons andihand cuffs on the
hands and a hood or goggles. Belly chains were used in the
facility but not for movement. Later we got away from hoods and
just used blacked out or taped goggles to prevent the detainees
from looking around while being moved.
Q: What other techniques or practices were you trained on
during your changeover within the BCP?
A: The responsibility of each position within the BCP, tower
(catwalk), control, relief, iso guard, RTO and SOG.
Q: Did you receive any use of force training? If so, where?
A: Yes, at Fort Dix, NJ. We were told that we could employ
force when we were threatened (life or limb), when the detainee
became combative or when authorized by the SOG. We were told
that we should use minimum force necessary to control the
situation.
INITIALS
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1110

What is your understanding of a detainee being combative?
A: When they attack or assault a guard, not mere resistance.
If the detainee just wouldn't do something, then we would get
more people to carry them up the stairs. That's what 1 st platoon
went with, we just got a lot of guys.
Q: What did the other platoons do?
A: I don't know for sure.
Q: What other things were you trained on?
A: Admin duties, changing out latrines, the reward system in
place for persons under control (PUC) performing task, like
cleaning their own latrine. Sometimes we would let them talk as
a reward, but only if they spoke in English
Q: Were you given any guidance, direction, or training about
delivering strikes to PUCs who did not comply with instructions?
A: That's hard to say.
Q: When did you first see or hear of strikes being delivered to
PUCs and under what circumstances?
A: During right seat side, in Iso, a PUC (who I can't recall)
was supposed to be standing. They motioned for him to stand, he
did, later.he laid back down and they went in the cell and stood
him back up. He refused to stand and they kneed him in the
thigh once. The PUC hunched over and said something in Pashtun.
He stayed standing for awhile. If that still didn't work, then
they chained him up - so he could not sit down.
Q: Was this contrary to your training on when force could be
applied?
'A: When were training at Dix, we used the guidelines there, but
when we got over to Bagram, the standard changed and we did
/'
things differently.
Q: When you were at Dix, did you receive a book with the rules
of engagement and/or use of force in them?
A: Yes, it had rules of engagement, but it did not address
strikes at all. The rules of engagement were geared toward a
combat situation, what to do if fired upon, but it really didn't
address things within the facility.
Q: Were you comfortable with the standard practice in the
facility of striking prisoners with compliance blows?
A: No, -I thought to myself, well, this is different. But I
learned a long time ago that you don't ask questions and you
just do what you are told. So I did what everyone else did.
Our SOG and Squad Leaders were there and saw this stuff, they
made no move to correct it, so I took it that the practice was
tolerated
Wed.
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11

10Itde no move to correct it, so I took it that the practice was
tolerated or allowed.
Q: Did you ever strike a detainee with a common pronial strike?
A: Yes, a detainee (maybe one of the two who died) was kicking
the door and we had adjusted his chains multiple times
Q: What was the nature of your contact with HABIBULLAH (PUC
412), the first detainee who died?
A: He was Iso Cell 7, on the first floor. I remember because
it was the bigger cell. He was chained to the ceiling standing.
He had leg irons on his feet; leg irons and short (hand) cuffs .
on his wrists. His hands were together and chained to the
ceiling by a long leg iron with his hand at about the level of
his head. He was also hooded. The chaining was-at the
direction of MI, and we made whatever adjustments they told us
to. I don't recall the MI direction on him or how he was
originally placed in that position, but he was like that when I
came on shift. HABIBULLAH was hooded and he kept pulling up on
his hood to get it off his face. We went into the cell a few
times and pulled the hood back down and this went back and
forth, it ending with him pinning his head to his arm or neck to
prevent us from putting the hobd back down. I struck him once
with my right knee to his right thigh, he wouldn't stop pinching
his head against his arm, so struck him. in the thigh with my
knee again and he loosened up and we put the hood back on and
put goggles over the hood to keep it down. He said "Allah,
allah, allah" - I think it's the equivalent Of saying "Oh, god,
oh god" it's their god.
Q: How hard did you hit him?
A: It wasn't as hard as I could knee him, but it was hardi
enough to hurt. I saw him tense his legs and his feet came off
the floor, when his feet came back down, he still wouldn't
comply and it took collectively about four strikes (two on
either leg) before he relaxed and let us put the hood back down
and put the goggles on. I grabbed a hold of his shirt and the
back of his neck and stabilized him and then struck him ith my
kn
I think the other MP that was with me (either
or
struck him in the other leg once or twice.
d
about as hard as I did.
Q: Did delivering the blows hurt you?
A: No.
Q: Did you have to log the blows or advise anyone of the event?

Oima
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NO

No,
time no
on'.
Q: Did
pronial

later we had to log it, after the death, but at that we didn't have to tell anyone or record it, or pass it

you have to get anyone's permission to deliver common
strikes?
A: No. It was used to persuade them to comply with direction.
I wasn't taught to use as punishment, but as a standard practice
to get them to comply with directives.
Q: Did you have any other contact with HABIBULLAH?
A: I'm not sure... I thought I recalled seeing and hearing about
him, was when
ance was called and he was carried out on
a stretcher.
as working on him, doing CPR, but CID
told me that was the second detainee who died.
Q: Did you have any conversations about the event
where you
struck HABIBULLAH?
•
and I talked about it with the SOG (probably SSG
11111,11Whenever something went down, he tried to make sure
he was there and he told us that it was okay and to pass it on
to the next shift. His reaction was no big deal.
Q: How did you feel about 'his reaction?.
A: It wasn't according to doctrine, but that was standard
practice and the NCO wasn't upset, so who.was I to say any
different. It was wrong from what we were taught at Dix and
what we did at Kosovo, but that was how things were done.
Q: What was the procedure or standard practice for a detainee
getting medical attention?
A: The doctor made regular rounds and saw people in the BCP and
if he thought it was serious, they would go to the hospital.
Other than that, if we saw them liMping, complaining or favoring
some body part that made it seem like they were injured, we
would tell the doctor, so he could check on them.
Q: Were strikes reported to the doctor, so he could check on
detainees who received blows?
A: No.
Q: Did people outside the guard force know the MPs was
delivering blows to detainees?
A: No, I didn't even know, when I was working gates, I didn't
find out it was being done until I started working inside the
facility.
Q: Did HABIBULLAH ever indicate to you that he was in pain?
A: When I struck him yah, but not after, he just stood there.
Q: Do recall seeing HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) walk anywhere?

41
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IOW

The only place he would have walked was to the bathroom,
under escort from the control guards. It's honestly been so
long I just can't remember.
Q: Do you recall having any other contact with HABIBULLAH (PUC
412)?
A: No. I don't think so, I can't recall.

:
I you know who caused the death of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412)?
!PR
A: No.
Q: Did you cause the death of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412)?
A: No.
Q: When did you learn of the death of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412)?
A: I don't remember when I learned of the death, I just
..
remember that I found out it was the guy from Iso (HABIBULLAH)
that had been carried out.
Q: Did anyone discuss the death of HABIBULLAH?
A: Just rumors, first they said it was a heart attack, then it
was rumored the common pronial strikes caused the death. When I
was interrogated by CID, the first time, that was when I knew
for sure, because they told me the blows had caused the death.
Q: Did that surprise you at all?
A: Yeah, I didn't know that someone could die like that.
Q: How did that make you feel?
A: It was like "gosh, we shouldn't have been touching them like
that. It was a real eye opener having someone die that you
played a part in so to speak".
Q: After the first death, did the practice of delivering common
pronial strikes change?
A: They told us we had to log it, they did not ask that it be
discontillt That was what our shift did, I don't know about
what day . I know that our SOGs wanted us to be better than
the other shift, so they held us to a higher standard.
Q: Who else struck HABIBULLAH?
A: Whew I really don't want to guess this, but m s
anumber of different _eo 1
truck
im when e was in the cell with me.
ld me
struck HABIBULLAH, the night he died or spitting' on him.
nl s id the PUC spit on him.
tell you he struck a detainee?
A: Yes, ut I don't recall which one.
Q: What shift were you working when you interacted with PUC
412?
A: Nights
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. Did the day shift pass on any information pertaining to PUC
412 during shift change before his death?
A: Yes, they would haVe passed it on to whoever relieved them.
They didn't pass on anything that day to me.
Q: Do you know if PUC 412 was in standing restraints during the
day shift before his death?
A: He was in standing restraints when we came on shift, but I
don't know how long he had been like that.
Q: Do you know if the day shift had to apply any pressure point
control tactics or common pronial strikes during the day shift
before his death?
A: No.
Q: Did PUC 412 complain of any medical problems before or
during your shift?
No.
Q: Was PUC 412 yelling a lot during the night shift?
A: Not that I recall, he was talking to himself a lot, though,
he was mumbling, too.
Q: Would you or anyone else have known if PUC 412 was
complaining of a-medical condition during your shift?
A: No.
Q: What do you recall related to events involving the second
detainee who died, BT-421, Which CID has told me was named
DILAWAR.?
A: I recall that on the day he died, DILAWAR was mule kicking
the door of the isolation cell. We could hear the sound of the
kicks as he struck the door. I recall he was held within the
isolation cells on the second floor of the facility. He was
held within the isolation cell that was the first one on the
left as you were standing at the guard station. He was
positioned in leg shackles on his feet. There was a pair of
short cuffs, one set on each wrist. These were fastened to leg
shackles which had been fastened to the wire ceiling of the
isolation cell. His arms were positioned out to his side, not
directly over his head. I watched as Mr. DILAWAR would reach up
and grab the loop of the leg shackles from the ceiling at the
point where the short cuffs were fastened to them. He would
lift both his feet off the ground at the same time and kick on
the door of . the cell. He did this quite a few times, more than
10 times, before we went in to do anything about it. We decided
we had to do something, because I had heard that a detainee was
able to knock a door off one of the cells by kicking on it.
When we d c
to go into the cell, we were going to turn him
INITIAL
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STATEMENT OF SPC
Cincinnati, OH, DATED 24 Jan

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
, CONTINUED:

IOW
nd so he would not be able to kick on the door or see the
door anymore. I was workin as control, but
can't recall whom
I was working with. SSG
SSG
nd another MP
went into the cell, I know there were five of us in the cell.
When we went in, we loosened one of the restraints holding his
arm at a time and turned him around. When we were trying to
move him, DILAWAR continued to try to resist us and if there had
not been so many of us in the room, he would have tried to
assault us.- We grabbed him by each arm and then also grabbed
his legs together. We turned him around and refastened hi
the ceiling with his arms spread apart. I believe SSG
came up with the idea of fastening a belly chain from the leg
shackles fastened to his ankles to the ceiling. When we
finished doing this, DILAWAR was able to kick backwards only
slightly, but he could not kick forward anymore. I iipleve
DILAWAR was hooded at this point also. We all left
ell,.which was resecured. I don't know of any further problems with
him during this shift.
Q: Did you strike DILAWAR while you were in the cell assisting
in restraining him?
A: .No, not at that time I did not.
.Q: Did you strike DILAWAR at another time?
A: Yes, I went to the isolation cells during my shift the day
before DILAWAR died. I cannot recall the exact time. They
tried to keep out most of the light from within the facility and
the. lights were always on, so it was difficult to determine how
much time ad passed. I went to the isolation cells to assist
SGT
who was going into DILAWAR's cell to provide him some
water. I wen '
the cell with SGT
We removed the
hood and SGT
offered him some water. DILAWAR drank some
of the water. We were trying to put the hood back on DILAWAR
and he was resistin
. I was standing on the left side of
DILAWAR and SGT
was standing more to the front and off to
the right side of DILAWAR. I gave DILAWAR two consecutive
common pronial strikes with my knee to the thigh,of DILAWAR. He
then became cooperative e
hat we were able to get the hood
back over his head. SGT Willi and I then left the isolation
cell.
Q: During this shift, the day before DILAWAR died, did you
strike DILAWAR at any time, other than you have already
described within the statement?
A: I was working in'the area of the isolation cells and I
entered
D ' cell to offer him'some food or water. .I
INITIALS MP
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
Cincinnati, OH, DATED 24 Jan 2004, CONTINUED:

11011moved his hood and offered hi m

the food and water. I am
pretty sure he declined and when I tried to put the hood back on
him that was not going to happen.. He was being resistant by
moving hiS head around and moving his arms. I don't recall who
was in the cell with me, but I had to deliver a common pronial'
in order to get the hood back on.
Q: Why can't you clearly recall the circumstances of the times
you delivered blows to HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR?
A: They were not the only PUCs I delivered blows to. I did it
to a lot other PUCs, who did not die. It happened a lot, it was
standard practice to pop someone who did not comply. These two
guys died, but I probably kneed 20 or so PUCs total and I just
can't differentiate between the rest of the PUCs and the ones
who died. Each time I entered a cell, other guys were with me,
but who was with me for each specific incident - it just don't
know there were too many.
Q: Did you know that striking a PUC who was restrained and no
threat to you was wrong?
A: Yes.
Q: If you know it was wrong, why did you do it?
,'I
A: It was morally wrong; but it was SOP. Really it wasn't a
written down SOP, but it was standard practice and it was what
Was routinely done, so I just went along with what everyone else ,
was doing..
Q: Did anyone ever talk with you about what to say to
investigators?
A: Tell the truth about what you know and tell them what you
sholld have bee
'
- "use the minimum force necessary". I
illit ho told me. that.
think it was5SG,
Q: Did you delilT!!!!!7;tislead CID in your earlier interview?
A: No, I answered all the questions they asked me, but they
never asked me about the other PUCs.
Q: What do you consider excessive or abusive force against
detainees?
A: Based on the practice in the BCP, in that situation, I
believe excessive or abusive force would be delivering common
pronial strikes longer than you needed to - to get the PUC to do
what you wanted, just hitting them for no reason, or choking
them or twisting on their cuffs.
Q: Did you observe anyone doing the actions you described
above?
A: Yes,
d
on detainees cuffs
get them
to move
nd I told'SFC
about
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'

if

10/01111
is and
was removed from the BCP before the deaths
occurred, efore the two dead detainees even arrived.
Q: Do you remember the numbers of the other PUCs you struck?
A: No.
Q: Why would you strike them?
A: Hanging from their cuffs chai ii , o the hesco, for swinging
at the guards, for being resist` Wil.
lowering their hoods.
Q: Where did most of these blows occur?
A: Only in iSolation, they were the only ones giving us
problems, some of them were in isolation because they were
behavioral problems.
Q: Did any of these blows get logged or recorded?
A: No, prior to the deaths, we only logged when they got
medicine, if they refused to eat or refused to drink.
Q: What portion of the guard force delivered common pronials
strikes on a regular basis to PUCs in isolation?
A: It wasn't everybody
and11111111Vidn't, but the other
90% of my shift.
Q: Besides common pronial strikes, what other things were done
to PUCS?
A: Twisting
isting the arm and I was told one PUC
got a couple
der the rib cage from SSG
while they were wrestling in the airlock trying to subdue the
detainee.
Q: Besides what we've asked you today, is there any other
information that. you have related to the treatment of PUCs that
is contrary Army doctrine?
A: Cuff twisting, standing restraint (either chained or
forced), sleep deprivation, hooding, covering their ears with
ear muffs, using leg cuffs •n
s, chaining them up or to th
ce
r. May
rib
ure poin
AC . '
Leaving them unescorted with
MI. MI would also give them things, favors, coffee -, sugar and
cigarettes.
Q:
Did MI direct you to - conduct any of the above actions?
A: Yes, give them favors, chain them standing for sleep
deprivations. It as a guy named
who was MI.
Q: Describe
A: He was about
ean shaven, unlike the ot er I irill
ys. Mtr
1t r o l; e t174131-1 rlya: wore
He was the only MI guy there that
Q.:
o
you recognize him if you saw him again?
A: Yes. mph
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, TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
nati, OH, DATED 24 Jan 2004, CONTINUED:
. Did MI instructions always come from
A: No, there were others, multiple other I people, men.
Q: Did you observe any MI interrogation sessions with
detainees?
A: No. We dropped them off and left the area, we wouldn't even
stand by the door.
Q: Did you observe any detainees come out of MI interviews
shaken, or injured?
A: No broken bones, but not the same as they went in. It was
obvious in the ways they walked out, limping, hurt and leaning
on us.
Q: Did you observe either of the two detainees who died, come
from an MI interview injured or weakened?
A: No.
Q: When did your assaults upon detainees start and when did
they stop?
A: After the Relief in Place (RIP), when I started working in
Isolation, it started. That was around the first part of Nov
2002. It ended when the second detainee died in early December
• 2002. When the first one died, we started logging strikes, when
' the second one died strikes were discontinued as standard
practice.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
///////////////////////
Statement////////.//////q////////
illir
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STATEMENT OF SPC
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TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
CONTINUED:

TED 24

AFFIDAVIT
AVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME
STA EM
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 13
FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Person

Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 24 th day of January 2004 in Cincinnati,
OH.

dministering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ

Q, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street,.
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
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DETAILS

At 0900, 26 Jan 04, SA
and SFC
7th Military.
Police (MP) Company, 00 eymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237 searched the training area anc
filing cabinets for training files and documents pertinent to this investigation.
At 0955, 26 Jan 04, Sigliffollected three of items against recei t on a DA Form 4137,
Evidence Custody Property Document (ECD), Voucher #000r.2-04
collected the following
items: (1) Photocopied handout for a training class pertaining to P
oint Control Techniques
(PPCT), handcuffing, standards of acceptability in any defensive tactics, levels of resistance and
control; (1) Training schedule for the 377 th for January 2002; and (7) Class rosters for the following
classes: (See DA Form 4137, dated 26 Jan 04 and attached documents for additional details).
❑, Process EPW/CI at a Collecting Poin or
❑

❑
❑
❑
❑

❑

a, Instructor: SPC
CPL
Perform as a Guard, Instructor: PVT
Control Internee Movement within a Correctional Confinement Facilit Instructor: PAIN."'"
Control a Vehicle to Exit from a Confineme
cility, Instru
Interact with Internees, Instructor: SPC
and SSG
Participate in Riot Control Formation, Ins ructor SG
Employ Riot Baton, Instructor: SGT

0, 26 Jan 04, SA
conducted an interview of SFC
Supply NCOIC, 377 MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati 45237, regarding
her knowledge of the conduci of members of the 377 th MP Co, while conducting oper
Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan, between Sep 02 and Apr 03.
stated she did not with ss an of t e detainees being physically abused by any of the members of the
377th MP Co. Further,
said that she did not observe any of the detainees being
physically abused by aMilitary Intelligence (MI) or Other Government Agency (OGA)
personnel, however,
stated she ad h and a rumor regardin the d
of the two
detathees, which she attributed to 1SG
(NFI), 377th MP Co.
said 1SG
formed her "th
he prisoners lifte more rough then what they show d have" (See
IMPI Questionnaire o
dated 26 Jan 04, for additional details).

figallealso recounted her participation in a Mar 02, 377 th MP Co training exercise, after the

unit was alerted for activation. The unit believed t
re bei g sent to work at the detention facility
at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba (GTMO).
as a role player in t
exercise, training MP personnel on searches and escort duties involvin
acte 'Ice a "combative prisoner", during the training and grabbed SPC
377th MP Co, fingers and accidentally broke one of them.
upply NCOIC,
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MP Co did not receive any training in Pressure Point Control Tactics (PPCT), due to her position and
herefore she was unfamiliar with any of the techniques.
t 1150, 26 Jan 04, SA
t
photographs against receipt, on a DA Form 4137,
ECD, Voucher # Oc3b i - 4, from
The photographs depicted the training session that
he 377th MP Co conducted during March 2002. (See photographs and DA Form 4137, dated 26 Jan
04, for additional details).
t 1205, 26 Jan 04,
ollected one training schedule and one memorandum against
receipt on a DA Form 4137, ECD, Voucher #obo3 -04, several training records pertaining to training
or deployment operations. The training sc
th MP Co training between 1-3 Mar 02.
The- memorandum
thored by CPT
Cdr, 377th MP Company and dated 22
an 02. CPT
sked for a change to the drill schedule citing a. "great concern about
ensuring my so Biers are prepared to handle such dangerous detainees and want to prepare them as
much as possible." (See DA Form 4137, dated 26 Jan 04 and attached documents for additional
details).
• GENT'S COMMENT: SA
and SA
ems of evidence and the
originals of the. DA 4137(s), faitec
ill1111611Jam 04, to SA
, PUC Task Force, for
ubmission to the controlling Evidence Repository, Washington DC Metro Fraud Unit, MPFU,
USACIDC, 6010 6th Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060.
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: ,5x-e
SSN:
UNIT: 277
..-7,a 6'742,

ATE: 26 (224"10- c/

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: je'f'S
1 . If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
4ze-{7
--,-7:Teatld
4c-7.7cr

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: A.e)
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: WO
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: 0)
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain: 7Z
4.57--ie/

If yes,

• 2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining-to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: 462
If yes, please explain:A 11-,e..o, \-1M et-i
A\„0,
nP
we_ce_ —\-o,(3,(st,9,eck,
\-,A4 (eni Air,c,p1---0,6 -0e_rs
roc
coy.b110110
c
42
-s-At
c_stjeVV\
-Tri)15 ' 2AmA ec /-1--Phu te
—..,60,.
j
(YWO-12.
c"Na
e...mcvlek..4
3. Did you arts
any type o co rpor p shment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: Ao If yes, stop and advise of rights.

r

4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: N If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.667
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
4.), 5 <A,Ocke_ot
--Efrv ,:r 1 ck
Popue-Lb
ac
ec
uric-p s- so.24),4-c-1 Ak-ve.ka

r

(IA

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: dio,d4 14,y, ,
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

CLIST hPue, A04.-611?*5 PATAti- `PhD., riOA .6S
8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

Nri
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?

yes

10,Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
q\42, Crp,o_A\abpsed e ither detainee? A: TV,(o 00-0^),t) «A-r) C it2N (QCCV.103
CLA-AN.LQ
- k-Mrre,
11. Why do you think someone would do this?
8DOT
'42. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
/4,0
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
tisS Lt)
14. What do you think should happen to a person who mis eated or ca sed tae
4\-,
‘-k dA(
-iir)e-e MVcack
death of a detainee?

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.668
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Please explain:

/15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: If yes; explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
CO`cV(-) Pk \
Cc03Q2A-V,
i 1 pc -9\c--NX■o3 \C)c-/

c)c•vsoe-c.- i i\AYFIr
Loc-cAA‘c.1.)c_e_)6603 S

cmCn \19de

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
Lx-IoNS ■

\IN‘Ns

pAlgtecSe_

0C.A:t 0/05

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:
tk)c■IN,A<'
C Q,

) krAbl.O.S

PS-N

■

46A3c)
\C-0 +1")

2_-

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: \10,s
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:

No

20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
/V0
20c. Have you talked with an one other than C about this investigation?
A: \Ie,s If yes, who? SrC
s
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:
6

m
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
0
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
p
A:
ts
0 V0\ Li * b do ko
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: Pk, )
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: I
6e..)
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
re

AQ_

aAj

cnovc 02—

eSco\A--t

\-\0LL)
rr

A"gestimolv rOP)•--y4

ac-A c\c30

■

-? L4
(D.oycTut)05 -N6P3 boci , SPINEL '5141111111.10 `e-Ce-- 1*-Q-°`
k c S 13c =,
buruoh /3/(A- (bit(
°"-$ -3(-\\
313C1111111111111111r 3 bDtd 1°5 mi
qop
her 4o N x-T-Teo-kl‘tZ.
(1-44rAJh:Deo. z.vel135

PC-00,tic\.

Wgtik 4-0 5ctykA0Z.)-) V\e-c
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nd SA
nterviewed SGT
, who was
7 MP Company, Cincinnati 0
assigned to 1 st platoon, working inside the BCP at the time of both deaths.
was
advised- of his legal rights for the offers s of Assault, Cruelty/Maltreatnient, False Official Statement
and Negligent Homicide
aived his:rights and provided a statement wherein he
adamantly denied working within the BCP When either de '
died e stated he was working as a
patrol
MP
during
the
timeframe
of
the
deaths
in
De
as transferred to work within
i
ailed soldiers assigned to 3 rd
he BCP, about two weeks after the second death.
platoon distanced t
the rest of the unit, calling theniselves during various instances
"The Detachment."
oted 3 rd platoon soldiers became easily "aggravated over little
hinge".
rsation he had at Fort Dix ; NJ with SG
NFI), bcith of V' Platoon; 377th MP Co an Det hment 1),
pertaining to the use of dietary Supplements.
-old
nd
''
ey were to " " ndr -Stat
those pills were a of stronger than the
supplements he was :taking.
nd
told him
e supplements by
ordering them through someone at their gym "back home".
ecalled the specifics of
' dro-stackers" to be taken in cycles (like Other steroids) and the cost was
heir regi
90 day supply. (See 1/1/6iven Certificate and Sworn Statement of
re•ortedl
4an 04, for additional details).
nd SA
interviewed
t 1447 h 26 Jan 04, S
Company,
Seymour
377
i
nary
Po
ice
SSG
ram
venue, Cincinna 1, H 45237 who was assigned to 1 st platoon and worked within the
Collection Point (BCP), between 15 Oct and 10 Dec 02 (the timeframe of both deaths)
provided a statement indicating she nevpr struck nor witnessed any other soldier strike a detainee.
She stated detainees were placed in standing restraint in both general population (in the air lock) or in
e status of each detainee and his
he isolation cells. A whiteboard (dry eraser) was use
said the whiteboard was wiped
course of sleep deprivation and/or standing restraint.
clean before visits from the international Committee o the Red Cross (ICRC) or visits from
dignitaries. The writing on the board was shorthand or code, using symbols to reflect the sleep
deprivation times. For example, "4 (up arrow symbol) , 2 (down arrow symbol) " signifying four
hours of standing restraint with two hour rest periods. This was utilized to prevent non-MP personnel
"vation or standing restraint was instituted for each detainee.
rom knowing what type of sl
.dated 26 Jan 04, for additional details).
(See Sworn Statement of
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AGENT'S COMMENT: SAIMIllcoordinated withapplivho confirmed

as
working on patrol duty during the incidents under in es i• al and was transferred back to the BCP
shortly after the death of the second detainee
x.la'
f the soldiers in
th
Afghanistan often confused him with SGT
Company,
Cincinnati, OH 45237. In the first statement of SPC
377th MP
n. Company,ictOH45237daeJn0,shcribdault
HABIBULLAH, in the Isolation Ward prior to HABIBULLAH's death.
//////////////////////%////////I/ /////////////////////////////////LAST
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RIGH 1 9 WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CER, d9CATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional /alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security NuMber is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1.

LOCATION

5. ,

NAM

.

SSN

I ORGANIZATIOrkoRhDD ESS
N

e 3 7

.

FILE NO.

/03

.

26 Jan
.

4.

TIME

DATE

2.

Embassy Suites Hotel,•Rm 323, Blue Nash, OH 45242

6

0137-oa-clo369-2,353

GRADE/STATUS

415Z57

0/1

„0/...,„
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PART I.- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

Criminal InveStigation Command as a

The inviefigator whose name appears below told me that heipicis with the United States Army
• me about
a d Wanted t. qu '9, •n

Special Agent

e I fiffiriliriffflffifirifflLgrAMITW
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1Befere li 94' asked me any questions about the offense(s),

•wever, he/

e folloi ! .ffe
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1,

a1le

made it clear to me that I have the following rights:

I do not hive to answer any question or say anything.
Anything 1 say or do

at ..efic,,,v,

I ' • ee , ,/
o

can be used as eVidenoe against me in a criminal tel.

(For personnel subject othe UCMJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawYer present with me
during questioning. This laWyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Govemment or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
orboth.
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a law* presenfwith
one,a lawyer
th
rrieduring questioning. I understand
that this lawyer can be one that I arrange fOr at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want on
. 4.

will be appointed forme before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation; with or without a lawye' present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any:time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver beloW. •

.
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I Understand my rights as state
lawyer present with me.

ve. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make

astatemerdwithout

talking to a lawyer first and without having a
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Section C. Non waiver ;
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Ido riot want to give up my rights
❑

2.

❑

i want a lainier

I do not Want to be questioned or say anything
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FILE NUMBER:
LOCATION: Embassy Suite tel, Room 323, BiiAsh, OH 45242
I'V) kr- 5
DATE / TIME: 26 Jan
STAT
SSN:
GRADE/STATUS: SGT/ E-5 AR
th
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: 377 Military Police Company, l st. Platoon, Cincinnati, OH

45251
•
ant to make the following statement under oath:
The unit was activated and sent to Fort Dix,. NJ, around June 2002, at which time we received
CTT training from the Fort Dix cadre. The unit provided training on Pressure Point Control
(PPC) for self-defense and compliancy reasons. Pressure points were delivered to regain control
of a hostile detainee and knee strikes were said to be given for the same reason. Use of Force
training was provided which detailed using the minimum force necessary to accomplish the
mission. While escorting the detainees, they were always hand cuffed and leg shackled to limit
their rnoveme or safety reasons. In my mind there was never a reason to deliver a knee strike
to the thi
I then deployed with 1 st platoon, 377th MP. Company out of Cincinnati, OH to Bagram Air Base,
Afghanistan. We got in country around August 30 2002. We started working the gates the very
next morning. I think 1 st platoon came over to the facility around the beginning of October 2002,
on night shift. I was in the facility for approximately a week and a half, and then reported to the
rnatro duty. I switched over to patrol because the PMO wasn't Kapp wit
I was
At that time, I went out and took his place on patrol with SP
CID
investigated
the
incidents,
SPC
le both deaths occurred in the facility
olunteered to come out with SPC
d to come out of the facility. SG
d take our place on patrol duty Aèr the deaths occurred it was my opinion that
my platoon conducted them self in a professional manner and I never witnessed any detainees
don't feel that my platoon sergeant SFC
'ten. After I started to work facilityI
i•
iould let anything like that occur
or my platoon leader 1 LI

Mil

Q: On what date did you switch over to patrol duty?
A: I don't know what date specifically, but it was sometime in October 2002. I had only been in
the facility for about a week and a half, before I was switched over to patrol.
Q: How did you come to find out about the first death?
A: Either from the PMO or from one of the guys in the unit in passing.
Q: On what date did you transfer back to the detention facility from patrol duty?
A: A week or two after the second death, it was probably towards the end of December 2002.
e to find out about the second death?
Q: How '
I
saw him standing on the stairs near our squad tent. It appeared he was
A: SPC
told me that a second detainee had died and that he
upset and I asked him what was
old me thatlie . 11 came from the hospital in order to
attempted to save his life. SP
gave the detainee mouth-tobe checked out. While attempting to save him, SP
had
to
be
checked
out
for
both
TB
and
HIV.
mouth. SP
Q: Did you ever deliver any common peronial strikes to any of the detainees?
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A: No. Not that I remember.
0)137 - a Z-elf) 369-235
Q: Did you over deliver any type of corporal punishment to any of the detainees?
A: No. Only the sleep deprivation, which was instructed by MI. MI would pass information on
to the platoon sergeant, which would in turn instruct us to care out the order.
Q: What were the most extreme actions you did to a detainee?
A The sleep deprivation.
Q: Is it possible that that you returned to the facility after the first death and not the second
death?
what was wrong with him and he
A No, because I was on patrol when I asked SPC
told me about the second death.
attempting to shackle a combative
Q: Do you recall an incident involving you and
detainee?
A: No.
Q: Is it possible that the incident occurred, but with a different detainee?
A: No, I don't recall doing anything like that. When I came back into the facility we were no
longer allowed to shackle detainees to the ceiling.
Q: Why do you think that someone would implicate you in any incident involving the delivering
of common peronial strikes?
A: Maybe someone had his or her times mistaken when I was administerin sleep deprivation or
someone has me confused for another MP. People have confuse' d I before in the
past
eliver a strike to the chest or abdomen of a detainee?
ant Q:DidyouevrsSPC
A I don't recall him doing that, no
while m the detention facility?
Q Did you ever work with SPC
A: Yes, when I came back from patrol he was assigned to 1 St platoon.
Q Did you ever witness anyone delivering knee strike to the thigh of a detainee?
A: Yeah, maybe I don't recall the exact circumstances or who may have done it
Q: Have you heard of anyone giving knee strikes to a detainee that you thought was
inappropriate?
A: Yes, I heard 3 rd platoon beat some guy up, when one of the detainees attempted to fight them.
-Other than that I never heard anything else, but I think P i platoon was justified.
Q: Do you know of any MP's giving knee strikes for any reason?
A: Yes, but only in times of controlling a situation. I don't remember specifics.
Q: What was your impression of the members of 3r d platoon?
A: Corn fed muscle heads. Little things aggravated them, they didn't like to be associated with
of the
not
the company. In fact the members of 3 rd platoon would said tha the
and I were
company but rather their own "detachment." While at Fort Dix
talking about working out. I told them that I bought some "Andro Poppers, om NC, at
which time they told me that my "Andro Poppers," were junk. They explained that they take
"Andro Stackers," and that they were a lot stronger than the supplements I take. I told them that
I could not afford to buy the "Andro Stackers," because they are about $200-$300 for a 60 to 90
Stijl that they are taken in cycles like steroids and
day supply. My thought ab "
old me that they get their sup
that they are too expensive.
through someone at their gym back home, but that I could purchase them online. has
increased to 500 in something pounds while at
been a pallifter for awhile, but his
Bagram. IPPIP
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Q: Did you notice a change in the behavior of any of the members of3 rd platoon from the time
you arrived until the time you left Bagram?
A: I wasn't around them long enough to notice any changes.
Q: Do you have anything else you wish to add to your statement?
A: I wish that I could be more clear on specifics, but I was on patrol and not around when these
two deaths occurred.
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statenaent?
A: No //////////////////////////////////////////////End of Statement/0/0/0/////////////////////////////////////1111
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35 3

h read or have had read to me this statement which
I,
begins on Page 1 and ends on page (- Mr fully understand the contents of the entire statement
made by me. The statement is Tice. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom
of each page containing the statement T have made this statement freely without hope of benefit
or reward, without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful
inducement

1 111111111111111.W.

(ignatureofPsMkSatmen)

Subseribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 26 th day
of January 2004, while at room # 323, Embassy Suites. Hotel, 4554 Lake Forest Dr, ljlue Ash,
OH 45242.

(Typed Name of Person . Administering Oath
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
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Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-6
Org/Address_: 3.77 t Military Police Company, Cinqinhatii0H 45237
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER

OA

The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death. of two
detainee 8: at 8a4rat: Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2 002.
Were you deplo
or - assigned to Afghanistaft - betWeen'October and
December 20
A: Yes.
Q: What ates were you there and what were your duties?
A: I arrived in country on or around 30 Aug 02 and I left country
on or around 15 Mar 03. Through the first part of October I was
an NCOIC at the gate. In November, I moved into the detention
facility and there our duties rotated, Sometimes I was SOG,
sometimes crash team and Floor Sergeant. The E-6's and E-7's were
the only ones who performed SOG. I also did the property room.
From mid October through mid November; I was night shift and then
I moved to day shift until I ved out to the gate again which was
somewhere around 10 Dec 02
Q: Did you guard either detainee that died during the period of
time between October and December 2002?
A: I was SOG sometime during that time, so yes. I was never one
on one with either detainee, that I remember. I never had to pull
isolation guard as an E-6. I may have given somebody a break in
isolation from time to time, but I don't specifically remember
doing that while either detainee that died was there. When the
two d01'nees died, I couldn't even tell
ll you what they looked
li k 40
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with either detainee during this time frame?
A: I don't know. I did do some of the inprocessing since I was
the property room clerk, so I would take whatever property they
had, but I don't specifically recall. If they came in on my
shift, I probably was there on
day to collect their property.
Q: Define corporal punishment
A: I never thought about. To me corporal punishment is something

Illif
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TAKEN AT Embassy Suites
Hotel, Blue Ash, OH, DATED 26 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
like death row. To me, corporal punishment was not something we
did in that facility. If a prisoner was misbehaving such as
talking when it's a silent facility, they might be handcuffed in
such a way in the airlock to where they could not sit down and
were also hooded or goggled
Q: Did you witness either d ainee receiving any type of strikes?
A No I
t remember ever seeing anyone physically strike a
prisoner.
Q: Were any detainees struck for any reason?
A:, I heard that a detainee that was being escorted to a MI
interrogation tried to hurt Or escape from a MP and had to be
taken down.
I don't know what happened. It was much earlier than
when the other detainees died. The rule of thumb was if you had
to do something like that is that you got him face down on the
floor and held him there until more people could arrive and help
get control of them. I'm not saying the detainee was struck but
they just got him where they could get him under control
Q: Did either PUC that died cause any trouble during the
that you worked?
A: I don't remember
Q: Were either detainees placed into standing restraints while you
were on shift?
A: They probably were because when PUC's first come in, the policy
was they were put on sleep deprivation and made to stand until MI
cleared them. Some detainees probably were kept in standing
restraints beyond the sleep deprivation for various re ns, but I
don't specifically recall it with the two that died.
Q Did other MP's complain that either of the PUC's
at died were
troublemakers?
A: I just don' t remember those two PUC's,. so I don' t recall/01k
Q: Did any of the MP' s appear to dislike the PUC' s?
A: Yes, it's not that they disliked them, it's that they begrudged
them for the fact that they were there instead of with their
families. Some MP's told me that if I was being held captive by
them, I would be ped or sodomized, so I shouldn't sympathize
with the PUC's
Q: How did tha come up?
A: I think I heard it one time because a couple detainees were
talking and I didn't punish them, I just told them to be quiet. I
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got the same thing out on the gates. We had to search them
whenever they came in and out. I didn't see any reason to get
rough with the locals coming in the gate, but others got impatient
with them and were not as pleasant as they c uld be, but they were
seeing 1500 a day that we had to pat down
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A Usually, they would shackle any troublemakers,in general
Population through the gates dOWnstaira- and: hoOd or goggle their
eyes. I know upstairs in isolation they Woul shackle them to the
ceiling and make them wear hood or goggles
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: Yes, I was on SOG and there was one_time that some guys were
walking a PUC to the bathroom and when they cane back t they, shoved
or tossed the PUC into the cell and that made me uncomfortable. I
said something about it and I was told they put him in the cell
that way because he refused to walk. I ; don't remember which MP's
that was, but I'm sure was the crash team while I was working
day shifts as the SOG
Q Have you been trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: Yes, I learned•pressure point control tactics (PPCT) when I
went to the Reserve MP school, but I have not received any
training on common pronial strikes. I missed the training that
the unit conducted in Fort Dix on common pronial strikes because I
had an appoin nt. I heard people talk about it and so I asked
what it was
Q: Did you ever utilize either of those tactics on a PUC?
A: I don't remember ever using them. I'm sure PPCT was utilized
by MP's, but I don't remember specifically. i have heard that the
easiest way to drop somebody is to use the con
tepronial strike,
but I'm not aware of any specific instances
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either of the
detainee hat died?
A: No.
Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
A: I know at one point that some NCO's from 3r d platoon ere bein
investigated for the first death. I th'
it was
and
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and a few others. I heard that they were holding that PUC and
somebody was hitting him. I was back on the gates when I heard
it. It was very tight lipped in the facility. I think
ay have been involved. The majority of the gr up were
NCO's. There was an E-4, I think. I don't remember.
Q: Did you address this incident or report it to anyo n e?
A: All I heard was hearsay and I had already gone back to the
gate. I believe CID had already started to investigate. I didn't
report it
yone because I was pretty sure it was already being
looked at
Q: Did any e tell you who might have had anything to do with the
death of either detainee?
A: Once it was determined that the PUC did not die of natural
causes, rumors started t
the incident I just described may have
caused the first death
Q: Do you recall who to d you about the incident you just
describ
A: No
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: Honestly, if it's our fault, then it's wrong. I understand
where people were coming from in that they were not happy to be
there, but that doesn't give them an excuse to abuse a detaine
100111
Q: Who do you think caused the death of thedetainees?
A: I don't know. If what was rumored happened in, that some of the
guys got ph ical with the first detainee, then maybe they caused
the death
Q: Is there anyone that you know well enough that you feel is
above suspicion and would not , have caused their deaths?
A: Obviously, if they did not work in the facility, they would not
have
There is a lot of people that I wouldn't suspect, like SPC
but personalities were different there and
d out of
eRWrom how I knew them before the deployment
Q: Do you suspect anyone caused the detainees death.
A: If
and 11111111rbeat up the first detainee,
en
they most lieyaapart in what caused the first death
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
deliberate?
A: I don't think anyone set out to kill a detainee. A lot of
guys, and it wasn't just first and third platoon, had an attitude
that if it weren't for the detainees and the locals and the
problems they caused with 9/11 then we wouldn't have to be there
and away from our families. It's almost
if some soldiers
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites
Hotel, Blue Ash, H, DATED 26 04; CONTINUED:
resented them for that fact
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: As for MP names, I don't know. If both of them were in
isolation, then the guy guarding isolation couldiilp, or the
crash team who moved the guys around. MI also
- ad the
opportunity during interrogations to abuse the prisoners
Q. Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even thougtla
you
didn't go through with it
A: I probably did. I wouldn't have physically abused them because
I'm not the kind of person who hits somebody. I'm sure it goes
through everybody's mind at softie point when you are in that '
of place. - I don't remember any specific time or incident
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: I'm no
kind of person that would hit samebody for shits
and grins
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A: They should be brought to tria
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: I think I have heard it but I'm not sure exactly what it means
Q: How long have you been an. MP?
A: Since 2000. This was the first time I really worked this job
in that kind of an environment. I started out in the Signal Corps
and I hold two other administrative MOS i s
Q: Howe long hav you been in the military?
A: 18 years
Q: Under wha circumstances were you given direction that a common
pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be applied?
A: I know SOP's were written while we were there with guidance
from SJA. As for.coming out and saying exactly when they could be
used, I don'tknow. I don't know if it wasjust a given or if
somebody actually said this is when you can use them. Based on my
training as a MP ou would only use those tactics to gain control
of a situation
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: SJA would come into the facility periodically, and I don't
remember who it was, and I would assume they discussed things that
have happened. For instance, we used to put hoods on the
detainees, and SJA said to start using goggles so that their noses
and mouths were not covered. I know there were a lot of changes
Exhibit: /77
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in how things were done, and I think SJA guided a lot of those.
When we first took over the facility, there wasn't a lot of
guidance on what you could and couldn't do with a prisoner, it
seems like I thought at the time some of the things MI were
telling us to do to the detainees didn't seem right. I remember
SJA said something like just because MI told us to do something it
doesn't mean it's right. We were told we were trained as MP's and
we are trained to do things a certain way and MI is trained a
different way and they have more leeway for things they can do in
the interrogation process. MP's are not inter gators so we don'--t
handle prisoners the same way that MI would
Q: Did you ever see a SOP for the acility?
A: I think so, but I'm not sure
Q: Did soldiers working the f i ity have access to• the SOP?
A:
don't remember. It wasn't put out
on the table for a easy reading, but if the
uld have asked for
it, they would have been able to see it.
Q: Do you recall being concerned that you did not have a SOP for
the facil y?
A: No
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized standing
restraints, PPCT or common pronial strikes?
A: I heard that they did but I don't know because I went straight
to the gates. When I was working the aat , I was not concerned
with what was going on in the facility
Q: What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to a
detainee who was being defiant?
A: I don't know that it was ever specifically told to us. MP
training says you can take it one step . above w
they are using
only until you have control of the situation
Q: What did you believe caused the death of t
first-detainee
when you came to work?
A: I heard that he just died. I don't remember beyond that.
There was speculation that he had a heart attack
Q: What did you believe caused the death of the second detainee
when you came to work?
A: I'm sure I thought, "Oh shit" something is seriously wrong. I
mean two deaths in like
days. I thought it wasn't good, but I
really don't remember.
Q: What do you now believe caused the death of either detainee?
A: We never got any real confirmation on how they died, so I
thought if it wasn't natural causes, so one must have caused it.
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But who? I don't know,
Q: What wasyour professional :training and background outside of
- the military before deploying?
A:I haVe worked in a civilian position as the unit adMinistrator
for 377 th Military .
Police Company since Match 2000. ':Before that,. I
worked:insurance and:administrative work in vatio
Mpanies. -I
have one - year of college in elementary-education
DidiyoU ever see either of the PUC's legaUnderneath his
.clothing?
A: If I waS .
-thete-when they were inptocessed, I would have seen
their legs because:they haVe .
.to strip. I honestly don't remember
either of them, so I can't say that I remember wh
it legs
looked like when they inprocessed if I was there
0- : Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on either PUC that
-died?
No, not on thOse:tWO
Q Did either PUC that
ed i eVerappear-ill to you?
A:.J.don."t remember
(): Did you ever obs
PUC that died in pain?
don't recall
po
yoU::have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment
eithetpUC.receiV
n the night they died?
A: No I don't
Did:yOUHobserveeither PUC eator drink anything during
any of
your shifts?
I, don't know
.,

Q: Beybridthepi oon level, who was aware thatthedetainees were
being subjected tb.standing restraints, sleep' deptivation, PPCT
and common pronial strikes?
A: As_for sleep deptivation, and standing restraints, all the MI
and interpreters knew about that
I'MsUre the CPT.
knew about the sleep deprivation and standing restraints.
I don't know if:he knew about the PPCT and common prbnial.strikes.
Ican remember the facility
Provost Marshal came throUgh the
facility whenever-the International committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC) came through and may have also on other occasions. I
don't
remember if anyone was in standing restraints whenever ICRC came
through. I'm not sure how all of it Worked, but I know the ICRC
sometimes were not allowed to interview or see certain detainees.
I
remember some of the. instructions that MI would give us such as
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, TAKEN AT Embassy Suites
Hotel, Blue Ash, OH, DATED 26 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
sleep deprivation and things were taken off of the status board
before ICRC would come through. The status boards were a white
board that was maintained in each of the ISO's and one on the main
floor. We would put anything relating to the PUC on the status
board. I would assume that the Provost Marshall knew that
standing restraints were a practice being used for discipline. I
am sure that SJA had to know because they were the ones that told
us to go from hoods to goggles. I remember being told that SJA
said something _like we needed to act more like MP's rather than
doing whatever MI said
had thought that some of the MP's were
doing some things that I felt were contrary to what
MP's are
trained to do when dealing with prisoners, but I
don't remember
exactly what. I know one time we cleaned the facility before
someone important came in, which could have been the base
commander, and they would likely have seen the standing restraints
and sleep deprivation. I don't remember ever'not doing those
things just because somebody was coming in We may have not' had
it written on the status boards where anyone could see it.
4: If you weren't supposed to use hoods, anymore, why, did your unit
still have them around the prisoners?
A: I don't know why we never removed all those hoods unless it was
something to the effect that we didn't have
ough goggles since
SJA came in and said that I don't know
Q Did any soldier ever ask you if they cou d provide a common
pronial strike or PPCT to any detainee?
A: No
I think I would remember that
If .I were ever asked if a
soldier could use_a tactic like that, then the situation wouldn't
warrant it Those tactics would only be used if you were on on
one with a detainee and you wouldn't have time to call in
Q: If someone masyelling in the Isolation cell, how woul a
soldier correct the problem?
A: That makes-me remember something. It seems like someone
stuffed a hood in a PUC's mouth because
the wouldn't stop
yelling.
I don't remember who was involve
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or a ter details
surrounding either detain s
deaths?
A: Not to my knowledge
Q: Are you aware of an MP's utilizing steroids while you were
there?
A: No, I know some were drinking a powdered drink mix that was for
body building. I think the commander put out that they were not
supposed to use it any more. I thini i
iiifbody got dehydrated and
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that's why it was put out. I'm pretty sure MO 11111.
took tuff.
1111111Way have, too, because he was in their
crowd.
Q: Whe did111111111move from roving patrol back into the
facility?
A: I believe it was after the second detainee's death because I
went back to rr,A.crates between the two deaths and I am almost
positive
as still on ------- ---
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT ICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE /
FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MAD Y ME.
THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED . THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNIS MENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLA F L IND
E
.

.

Subscribed and Sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer-oaths, this 26th day of January, 2004 at Blue
Ash, 0

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (D)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer-Oaths)
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nterviewed SGT
Company, South Bend, IN 45014 who was deployed with the

t 082 rs, 27 Jan 04, SA

428th Military Police

377th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH and worked as a mechanic for the duration of the deployment.
He rarely entered the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) and never saw any MP personnel in any
physical altercation with detainees.
rs, 27 Jan 04, SA
nterviewed SPC
Jr r MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue
377th
ati, OH 45237, who deploye
the 377th as the Company Administrative Clerk.
related he was not involved in the
day-to-day business, which transpired within the BCP. During his de lo meet he was in charge of
supervising the local workers while they worked outside the BCP.
related he did not
hear or see anything pertainin
e mistreatment of the detainees during his eployment (See PUC

Questionnaire o

7 Jan 04, for additional details).

At 0924 hrs, 27 J
interviewed SFC

nd SA

gIIIIIIIII"IIIIII
Company, 1600 Seymour
377 th MP

Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237 who was the Training NCO for

to

Company, during their
deployment to Bagram, "Afghanistan from Aug 02 to Mar 03
rovided a statement
relating he was instructed by:(then
defens training for the unit. SSG
, and SPC
both of the 377 th Military Police (MP) Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH
45237 and certified instructors of t
ressure P t Control Technique (PPCT); provided that
dated 27 Jan 04, for additional details)
training. (See Sworn Statement o

nterviewed SGT11111111.1111111111111111
a cook during
77th tMP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237 w
it deployment to Bagram, Afghanistan, from 2 Sep 02 and 26 Nov 02.
said while
theun
Visiting the BCP, she never witnessed any abuse of the detainees by members of the 377 th MP Co
and she had no direct knowledge regarding the treatment of the two detainees who ied, since she
dated 27 Jan
had already left Afghanistan prior to their death. (See PUC Questionnaire of
04, for additional details).
At 0 30 hrs, 27 Jan 04, SA

nd SA

7 Jan 04, SA

nd SA

At

terviewed SFC

Supply NCOIC, 377 MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237,
who was the unit supply sergeant during their deployment to Bagram, Afghanistan, from Aug 02 to
i training, including
Mar 03. She detailed her involvement as a role layer in the detainee r
77th MP co,
how she accidentally broke a soldier's (SPC
Cincinnati, OH 45237) finger during training con uc e in ar 02, at the reserve center...NI
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identified the individuals •
•
that were collected as evidence from her by SAIIIIIR
26 Jan 04. Additionally
describe
casion, she witnessed detainees in a
standing restraint. (See Sworn Statement o
dated 27 Jan 04, for additional details)

AGENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of the interview

provided a compact disk,
.MP Company, at the BCP, Bagram, Afghanistan
conducted a review of the files on the CD-ROM, which was entitled
"91 Photos" and containe a sulDfolder titled "Company Pics",
along with two Inter Video Media Files
one entitled "Grouchymedia Die Terrorists Die VCD"
and
the
other entitled "Taliban Bodies —
Special- Edition".
whi
SA

of di itaHmages of the 377 th

The Inter Video Media File entitled

GrouchyrnediaDieTerrorists Die VCD contained
what appeared to be a video downloaded from Grouchymedia.corn. The soundtrack
accompanied a montage of military photographs depicting various military equipment
and personnel engaged in training as well as what appeared to be combat operations.
There were no images, which appear to depict any detainees or`personnel engaged in
the handling of detainees.
❑ The Inter Video Media File entitled
Taliban Bodies — Special Edition contained what
appeared to be a video downloaded from Grouchymedia.com
. The video contained a
script addressed to the Taliban, warning them to save themselves by surrendering to
US Forces. The script was accompanied by a soundtrack and followed by a montage of
military equipment, weaponry and personnel, which demonstrated the capability of
various weapon systems. There were no images, which appear to depict any
detainees or personnel engaged in the handling of detainees.
❑ The subfolder ti
"
ics"
' ht
f
JPEG
airifled
„and
and seven subfolders
entitled:
o 1 st Plt — containing two JPEG form at image files.
o 27dec02 — containing eight JPEG format image files
o 2nd Plt — containing six JPEG format image files
o 3rd PIt — containing 14 JPEG format image files
o Certificates — containing four Power Point graphic format image files
o HQ Sect -- containing seven JPEG format image files
o Top's Camera -- containing eight subfolders.
• The 1 st subfolder, 2002-11-24, contained 15 JPEG format image files.
The 2 nd subfolder, 2002-11-25, contained 75 JPEG format image files.
■ The 3 rd subfolder, 2002- 11-27, contained
S9 JPEG format image files.
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The 4th subfolder, 2002-11-18, contained 21 JPEG format image files.
The 5th subfolder, 2003-01-18, contained 19 JPEG format image files.
The 6th subfolder; 2003-01-20, contained 44 JPEG format image files.
The 7th subfolder, 2003-01-21, contained 22 JPEG format image files.
The 8th subfolder, 2003-01-26, contained 6 JPEG format image files
The review detected no images depicting any detained personnel.
No images were located which depicted mistreatment of detained personnel.

SS

hrs, 27 Jan 04, SA
interviewed
377th Military Police (MP) Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Crncmnatr, OH 45237
who
was assigned to ra
, conducting operations at the BCP, Bagram, Afghanistan, between Sep
02 and Apr 03.
stated he did not witness any of the detainees being pb ysical! abu
y
any of the members of the 377 th MP Company, during the duration of his
t,
returned to CONUS for compassionate reasons near middle of Nov 02.
tated he was
aware of the members of his platoon using dietary supplements and weight lifting supplements during
the deployment but that to , the best of his knowledge, all the supplements were ordered via the
internet and were legal. He also stated that due to the livin•condi '
that he would have seen
someone using a syringe to adm'
arned of the deaths during a
phone conversat n with
377 i MP Company, Cincinnati, OH
45237.
told
at 3 rd platoon delivered common peroneala
striiihich
dislodged a IDloo clot killing one of the detainees. (See Sworn Sttement
a
of
, dated 27
Jan 04, for additional details).
y

.

_

At 1532 hrs, 27 Jan 04, SAMInterviewed SPC
,.377th Military
Police Company, Cincinnati, OH. 45237 who was asst
Platoon and worked within the
BCP during the timeframe of the detainee deaths.
rovided a statement detailing his
knowledge of the irs under investigation.
enied witnessing any detainees
eard rumors of a detainee who died we in the care of SGT
and SS
th a=wig
, • o 3 r Platoon,
I r MP Company (Detachment 1), Blooming on,
377th
and ere reportedly
escorting a detainee either to an MI interview or to the rest
hen the detainee started to get
restless and managed to break free. The detainee kicke
in the groin and received a couple
of common peroneal strikes to the leg. The rumor was not specific about who deli.- • he blows or
how many strikes were
delived
im
p befs
mgiuL
. , etainee was placed back in his cell. .1.fu rther
related the rumor held
and...Fere trying to feed the detainee, when he failed to
respond and they subsequen y discovered he was dead.
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11111111also recounted a conversati on, whichtook
took lac
e learned the second
in the custody of SP
SSG
oth assi ned to 1 st
si•e.•
00
inc i
•
OH 4L37
2
SSG
SPC
P
NFI),n and SPC
of assig ed to
377 MP
Trill
:any, Cincinnati, H 45237 were present w en
asked
o tell them the
story. The second incident took place in the newly constructed isolation section of the detention
facilit
ted sayin
ing the detainee, when the detainee spat food at and
on
stru
o clean up after the detainee while he watched from
the entrance to th
xplained to the group that as he trie
the detainee
kicked at him.
ave the detainee a common peroneal
e.
old them the
detainee was still being restless, so he gave him "another shot".
old- them the second
'shot" made the detainee "dropinto a b ' hick allowed him enough time o get the food owl out_of
the cell, and finish clea
said he got out of the detainee's cell and SS
ocked it up agai
Id theM he discarded the waste, cleaned himself up and returning to
his desk duty. After some time
d, he yelled at the detainee from his desk and asked him if
he wanted something to eat.
he heard the detainee groan and when he checked on
him,, the detainee was sitting there with his aid
eyes open - unresponsive.
aid the detainee
didn't react, so he returned to his desk and sat back down. He got up a couple o '
and
noticed the detainee was still balled up with a depressed look and not responding.
hen
said, "Aw man, not another one:"
,

//////////////////////////0/0/////////////0/0/0/LAST ENTRY/M/M///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNIT:

z7

DATE:

6ni

?771,

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: /-(y.
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
0,4A

cue,‹

000

au,le

es.
719,4e;
2. Did you guard ei her tainee during he period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
2a. Did you interview or were you prese t during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you wi,tness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A: IVo
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

'At

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the trea ent of eitherof
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
/4/4
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate many type of orporal punishment or any compliance
Aô If yes, stop and advise of rights.
blows to either detainee? A
4. Do you know w o had anything to do with the eventual death of either
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
0
detainee? A:
• 4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: A If yes, explain (see sworn statement
.
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4b. How do you feel ab ut the deaths of tho e two detainees?
't
reedt A-t
a fie /
-,/` I ehe.

GUS

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it wi l not be reported to
A.'„, )
thatperson. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that yop el is move suspicion and
/re,
would not do something like this? A:
7 How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abtis2d either
qt..,
that person lying?

se two de inees, is

la.Who do you think would have had thAbeSt opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
11. Why do you think someone would do this?
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal puns ent to a detainee even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

°L11140/ el-Je

11(1

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? jie,„tie
un
"

11=11111111111111
\09:,
Signature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:

-

-

1 //
-,At (0.4,, /// ,/ ,n
fi ite-,-1/ ,e ,-7,
dr / ,/ / , "
1 / 4-frt.) /fee/ e"), ffieii ,i4.4, /e r4"

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee cou d be given corporal
0
If yes, explain
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
(See sworn statement)
7-- I, ,e Agli /fas•11,
----16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
, ,,,,
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

/363

17 How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
h
,,7Ze-71
Aoki Af esit
/
/
/ 7,,/
18 Do you think the person w o did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
---,
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
■ 74-response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
LI) If yes, who?
A:
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is .
Ntherisanyowmeuldsayowrinve?A:

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.695
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22. Can you think of any re son why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygaph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:

ns

24. What percentage of 1VTP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
e_
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:

/6,

25. If you were involved in either,death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: ref
26. Do you think/the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
/464
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

DOACID1
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location :
Date
Statement of:
SSN
•
Org/Address :

0134-02-C1D369-23533
ti, OH
377 th MP Co, Ci
27 January 200
Time : O 9

a Ole

Grace/Status: SFC/AGR
377TH MP Co, 1600 Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, OH
.

0000,

want to make the following statement
SFC
under oath: That .I am the AGR (Active Guard Reserve, Title 10)
Training NCO for the 377 th Military'Police Company. One of my
duties during the alert and mobilization phases of deployment
was to co-ordinate training and maintain training files of the
unit. We first were put on alert in January 2002. We conducted
a MUTA 8 (4 day drill) around the middle of January 2002. Some
of the training that was conducted was handling detainees,
searching persons and vehicles, and use of force. We did not
receive a mobilization order during this time The unit
remained_on:al e rt `: until June 290?_ when we received a
mObilization order sending-us to Central CoMmand. The 377 th MP
Company arrived at Fort Dix, New Jersey frOm our home station at
our Reserve Center on 17 June 2002. When we arrived I had
received a list of - the required training that was to be
conducted for our certifica' n by our unit. This list came
from eitherSFC
or our assigned Active Duty Unit
Assistor or directly from the MUIC at Fort Dix. I was
instructed to keep a spreadsheet and track everyone's training
in the unit, and all the training that was conducted at Fort
Dix. As soldierS would complete that day's trainin
I de the
appropriate Mark on the spreadsheet, and let SFC
who
did not attend the training. There were many reasons for a
Soldier to miss the scheduled training; the main one was a
conflicting medic 1 appointment that day. In that case, I would
the name(s) and those Soldiers would be
give SFC
reschedule to attend that training with another unit. All the
Soldiers assigned to the 377 th MP Company had to have completed
the training at Fort Dix before the unit could be validated for
deployment overseas. I had maintained the spreadsheet on my
computer that I had brought with us from the unit. That
computer quit working half way through the deployment in
Afghanistan. The computer was brought back to the armory and is
currently here. This computer was evaluated by the 88 th RRC and
determined unrepairable. Upon validation by Fort Dix, the unit
had about six weeks at Fort Dix waiting for transportation. We
did conduct some hip pocket training, but it was neverillp
INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF SF
TAKENAT 1600 SEYMOUR AVE,
CINCINNATI,'OH 1111.11111111111.1
ATED 27 January 2004, CONTINUED:
cemented what was trained and no sign-in rosters were
011.
produced. It was unnecessary for the validation process, and
was something that the unit didn't need either. We did have on
half of a day when we conducted unarmed self-defense and another
day when we did land navigation. We also had one day of CTT
(Common Task Training/Testing) around the barracks at Fort Dix.
Just before we left Fort Dix in August 2002, I put all four of
our mobilization binders in a d fle bag that belonged to the
unit First Sergeant,
This duffle bag has not been
seen since we left Fort Dix. Its possible that some training
records were put into the binders. I'm not sure of that,
however. All the class rosters for the Fort Dix sponsored
training were left at the MUIC building. The only thing that
was returned to me was the weapons qualification sheets from
Fort Dix. I have looked through all training files and any
training documents that pertained to our training prior to
mobilization was turned over to. CID on an Evidence Custody
Document.
Q: What is MUIC?
A Mobilization something. It is the building where the active
duty assistors were located, it was where you in processing, and
they checked security clearances, as well as coordinated all the
mandatory training.
Q: What was the name(s) of your unit "Assistors' while at Fort
Dix?
A: SFC
and a CPT
rom the 85th
Training Division in Columbus, Ohio..
is still with
the 85 th in Columbus, but now MAJ
ransferred Fort
Lewis, Washington.
Q: Where did you get the information that you put into your
training spreadsheet?
A: It o
from the training schedule that was given to me
by SFC
,which was provided to him by the MUIC.
Q: Have you searched all training files, and in returning
connexes and boxes for the training files pertaining to EPW/CI
operations?
A: Yes. All train
es that were found were turned over to
CID1Agent
on a DA Form 4137.
Q: Could you explain what the nine page typewritten outline was
and who produced it?
A: This was given to me by either SP
or
as
they were the primary instructors at the unit for the PPCT.
This was something they are both certified instructors in, and
told to teach these tactics to the unit. That handout was..
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STATEMENT OF SFC
TAKEN. AT 1600 SEYMOUR AVE,
CINCINNATI, OH, DATED 27 January 2004, CONTINUED:
each Soldier during March 2002 drill. Referring to the
10004orovided
training schedule for March 2002, I note that the training was
,scheduled for March 3, 2002 under the class title of "Unarmed
Self-Defense Training." It is not listed on the training
schedule for January 2002, but it is possible they covered the
same material in conjunction with the class "Search Procedures".
Q: What was taught during the unarmed self-defense class and by
whom?
A: SPCIIIIIPand SSG
were the instructors, I was not in
there for all of the raining, but know that they taught
handcuffing procedures, detainee movement with borrowed shackles
and a facility van. What was done was that we blindfolded them
(377 th Soldiers) with pillowcases over their heads, drove them
around the parking lot to get them disoriented while handcuffed
and shackled. Then we would bring them from the van into the
back entrance of the drill hall, practicing two man escorts. We
used arms room caging to build two cells that we then ,put them
in From the there we practiced searching them, taking off the
restraints and handcuffs. Asked for questions, and did a quick
after action review, and then switched positions so that
everyone got a chance to participate. This was done about six
or seven times, so that everyone got to play a position at least
once. They also covered levels of resistance, speed cuffing and
handcuffing; I know they went over some basic takedowns (arm bar
is the one I saw when I was there). I know there was training
on pressure points, because I saw them practicing the "Brachial
Plexus Origin".
Q: Do you know if SPCIIIIIIrnd SSG
instructed the unit
on the "Common Peroneal Nerve Motor Point-Striking Technique"?
A: That I don't know, because I didn't see that one
I popped
in for five or ten minutes here and there, and then went back to
working on the mobilization stuff I was - working on
Q: Referrinb- to the training handout that was taken as
evidence, on the page titled "PPCT (Defensive Tactics)", do you
know if everything listed on that page was trained to the unit?
A: I don't know if everything was trained. I do know from
observation the following things from that page were trained.
Straight-arm bar takedown, Brachial Plexus Origin, and that is
all from that page.
Q: Where did you get the training handout that you turned over
to CID on an Evidence Custody Document?
A: From SSG
Q: Was anyone injured during this training?..
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TAKEN AT 1600 SEYMOUR AVE,
CINCINNATI, OH, DATED 27 January 2004, CONTINUED:
Yes. SPC
broke a finger when SSG
01 :111111111(unit
supply sergeant) grabbed SPC
and
wring a role-playing escort mission. SPC
1instructions
were to be non-compliant during that particular
escort.
Q: Why was SSGIIIIIIIIII, participating in. MP escort mission
role-playing?
A We'wahted everyone to get a chance to see what it was like,
and to get everyone to participate in the training.
Q Under what circumstances could the common peroneal technique
be used on a detainee?
A: I would say that if a detainee were coming at me as a selfdefense move, I could use it. If I were working the floor, I
would have-used it as a defensive technique to protect myself.
I could never see it being used as an offensive technique.
Q: What is PPCT?
A: Self-defense related techniques, called pressure point
control techniques.
Q: Why did SPCINIONIand SSG 111111111111teach the PPCT tactics
shOwn in the training handout?
A: I was told to ut some unarmed self-defense in the training
schedule, and SSG
suggested that this works in his
police department. I looked it over and thought it looked
reasonable and ran it by CPT
who said that it was OK to
train. I then put it on the training schedule with certified
instructors available within the unit.
Q: Wasany PPCT training provided at Fort Dix?
A: We did do some unarmed self-defense training there. It was
handcuffing, and the "Mandibular Angle Pressure Point-Touch
Pressure/Quick Penetration", which is listed on the training
handout. To my knowledge no striking techniques were taught.
Q: Was any PPCT training provided while in Afghanistan?
A: No.
Q: Was any Use of Force training provided while in Afghanistan?
A: No. We would go over use of force there in my platoon, but
it covered what to do if someone escaped from their cell.
Q: What would your platoon do if someone escaped from their
cell?
A: First thing is to call the Sergeant of the Guard or myself
who would notify the escort (crash) team. If the detainee was
still there, we would cuff him and escort him back to his cell
and lock the cage. Make a note in the logbook/journal that was
at the post. In the event of an escape from the facility, we
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TAKEN AT 1600 SEYMOUR AVE,
. CINCINNATI, OH, DATED 27 January 2004, CONTINUED:
uld lock it down, lock all the doors, institute an emergency
- count, and start searching.
Q: Were any concerns voiced by any members of the unit in
regard to the use of force being implemented inside the Bagram
Detention Facility?
A: Not to me. I heard second hand from 1SG
that
there were problems with SGT
and SSG
who were using excessive force in the death of at least one o
the detainees.
Q: Was any member of the 377 th counseled or reprimanded for
excessive use of force inside t e Bagram Detention Facility?
A : I know that SPC
was moved out of the facility
and put in base operations because of some kind of use of force
problem.
Q: Who made the decision to move SPC
(1st platoon)
out of the facility and over to base operations?
'n . t would have been the
A: I don't know, but would i
platoon sergeant (SFC
or the platoon leader (1LT

111111'

01114111M

Q: Did you ever have a discussion with your platoon leader
about problems wi the detainees?
A: Yes. 2LT
talked with me about his opinion
that the detainees who were walking slowly while being escorted
shOuld not be drug, but the guards should slow down and allow
them to walk at their pace. If the detainees were on the second
floor, we had to walk them down two flights of stairs, and they
would stop on the first floor wherehe cells were Not all of
them, but-the older ones and the ones that liked to play games
would. My solution was to allow them a minute to recover and
then continue on. I told the platoon (2' d ) to slow down, and
allow the detainees to walk at their pace.
Q: Was the facility visited by any senior ranking personnel who
observed and - commented on the operation inside the Bagram
Detention Facility in regards to the standing restraints, PPCT,
and common peroneal strikes?
A: The facility was visited regularly by the International Red
Cross. They had us change the hoods to regular goggles, painted
them black and used them instead. Usually these visits were
done in coordination with JAG. If the suggestions were
reasonable, JAG would tell us to do it. Another example of this
was to heat up the noon meal for the detainees, instead of
serving all cold meals. The International Red Cross was very
interested in getting the detainees outside for recreation, so a
wall was buil around the compound. A cell at a time was taken10011,
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STATEMENT OF SFC
CINCINNATI, OH, DATED 27 January

TAKEN AT 1600 SEYMOUR AVE,
, CONTINUED:

out for about fifteen minutes for some fresh air, and then they
100011were
brought back inside.
Q: Was anything done differently inside the Bagram Detention
Facility when a VIP, the International Red. Cross, or senior
ranking person visited?
Pi:
No procedures were changed. On a slow day if we knew the
post commander, or someone was coming I would discourage the
guards from gathering up on the floor and stay at their posts.
Q: Was the facility commander and/or the Provost Marshal and/or
the Company Commander ever present when force was used on a
detainee?
A: Not that I a aware of. The Provost Marshal rarely came
was in the facility on day shift, but I don't
down- CPT
recall him11111111111
eing around when a use of force occurred.
..mmill
Q:' Is there anything you wish to add to this statement? IOW
A: No.////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
,
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STATEMENT OF SFC
TAKEN AT 1600 SEYMOUR AVE,
CINCINNATI, OH, DATED' 27 January 2004, CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
SEC
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME
THIS S TEMENT WHICH BEGINS. ON PAGE LAND ENDS ON PAGE 7
I
FULLY UNDERSTAND' THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY
ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS
AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE
STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF
BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF - PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR,UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
,.

Subscribedand::swOrnto before me, a person.authorized by law - to
administer oaths, this 27 t4. day of January 2004, at 1600 SEYMOUR
AVE, CINCINNATI,. OH.

dministering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNIT:

DATE:

1 - v11-6

P Cr,

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?

Cv- 2 -02 au_cl,

62.

aD

sak_ci

Aiicz-rfti.

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A
IL-0
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A Lo If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

LO

If yes,

2d. Did you-hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A N,3
If yes; please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type ofAorporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: "11-0° If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know w o had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: /
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: ILO If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

.27raL1ic (ha hatt4
0 hra
ark Aa

apou_o,:yu lap cae,wae

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and ,it will not be reported to
that person. Who- do you think did it? A: "7
\
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
A-0
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

Ctekaa bb -Autt
Do yo

nk th

ck),u::J"\

e death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had he best pporNnity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
11. Why do you think scdneone would do this?

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you . didn't go through with it? A:
L-,(:).
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: cckii___CiA.
1,

Ita,-0-Q--

A a ,,LAQ._Q_... .
-

-

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the,
death of a detainee?.
(4--- Lk) 0-0 eir.,.0.-.1,50Pwlii,e9,..ex:210 OiLtLADk 6-:C
_
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a. Please explain:
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
l
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows? A ),„
cd±

D

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the persbn who did this would de erve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:

Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tel your family you_were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A:
jD If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

Signat
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
73a 24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Offie rs or interro ators do
(
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think .the FBI s ould get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
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SWORN STATEMENT

0134-02-CID369-23533
US ArMy Reserve Center, 377 th MP Co 1SG Office,
1600 Seymour Ave., Cincinnati, OH
Tintd*' . 4,2-: Zlii
•. 27 January 2004
Date
File Number :
Location

Statement of
•
SSN
Org/AddreSs :

'Zrade/Statu: SFC/AGR
377 MP Companyi 1600 Seymour Ave.., Cincinnati,

OH 45237
I, 1111111111111111111111want to make the following statement
under oath: I was assigned to the 377 th MP Company in. April 2000
as the company Supply Sergeant. About January 2002 we were
alerted that we might be mobilized. Due to this alert the unit
began Mission Essential Task Listings (METL) training, which
involved processing of detainees. As part of this training, I
role played as a detainee, which involved putting on an orange
jumpsuit and - having my head covered with a burlap type bag,
while the unit. MPs practiced handcuffing-and search procedures.
While being searched, I decided to become a mbative
r
my
and SP
to make the training realistic. SPC
ce down on e floor and
escorts at the time, ut
was kneeled down holding my hands,
handcuffed me. SPC
but was not paying attention. I kept telling her to pay
attention and stop joking around. I attempted to squeeze her
fingers together, but instead, I accidentally broke her little
finger.
Q: SA
A: SFC
re the soldiers shown in the picture identified asIIIII
Q:
SPC
Who

thesoldiers shown in the picture identified as 111111

(on
CPT
SPC
SPC
A: SFC
an
floor) ,
) S :Ct e so diers shown f rit-the plc ure i enti ied as En
.

A SFC

spcuplims

and SPC
Q: Who are e soldiers s own In the picture identified as 111111
-

nd SGT
SPC
: SFC
: Who are e soldiers shown in the picture identified as
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STATEMENT OF
DATED 27 Jan 04, CONTINUED:

, TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH,

A: SFC1111.1, SPCIIIIIIIand SGT_
Who are the soldiers shown in the picture identified as
ackground
GT111111111 SPC
SPC
A: SFC
SGT 11111
unknown,
SFC
left to right) SPC
IIIIIIIand unknown.
: Who ook the pictures of the training, where are the other
pictures and the negatives?
A: I don't know.
Q: While at the Bagram, Afghanistan, did you work inside the
Bagram Collection Point (BCP)?
A: Yes.
Q: How frequently did you work inside the BCP?
A: Everyday.
Q While working inside the BCP, where did you work?
-A: In the supply area, behind the detainee wall.
Q While working inside the BCP, did you ever observe the
detainees?
A: Yes.
Q: Did -you ever observe the Military Police (MP), Military
Intelligence (MI) or Other Governmental Agency (OGA) personnel
inside the BCP interacting with the detainees?
A: Yes.
Q: What did you observe?
A: I observed them feeding the detainees, taking the detainees
to the bathroom and to the shower, and on one occasion, I
observed them searching a group cell.
Q: Did you ever observe any of the MP, MI or OGA personnel
strike, punch, hit or beat any of the detainees?
•
A: No'.
Q: Did you ever observe any of the detainees in a standing
restraint position, and if so, where and when?
A: The detainees would sometimes be in the group cell sally
ports and they would be standing with their hands stuck strait
out at shoulder/chest level through the bars and then
handcuffed. There would only be two detainees at most in the
sally port at a time.
Q: Did it appear as though the detainees could sit down?
A: No.
Q: Were you familiar with the two detainees who died while in
custody at the BCP during Nov/Dec 2002?
A: No.

II
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STATEMENT OF01111.111.1111_, TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH,
DATED; 27 Jan 04, CON
Q: Have you ever heard anything about MP, MI or OGA personnel
abusing the two detainees that died?
A: No, but I read about it in the Washington Post newspa er
on-line, while I was in Afghanistan. Then, 1SG
aid to me that someone was going to go to jail over t is
two detainees).
(referring to the deaths of t
say that to you?
Q: When and where did 1SG
A: In my office in the. BCP and I don't exactly remember when,
but it was in the latter part of our deployment, because we were
discussing re-deploying back to our home station.
ything you wish to add to this statement?
Q: Is
A: No
i//////End of Statement////////////////////////
///////
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TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH,

STATEMENT OF
DATED 27 Jan 04, CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT

AVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME. THIS
,
S
EMEN100.111 ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE l/ . I FULLY
S111111
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

tement)

ure o

Subscribed and sworn—to before -me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths,..,this 27 th day of January 2004 at US Army.
-Reserve Center, 1600 Seymour Ave, Cincinnati, OH.

on Administering Oath)
SA

4111~1111111111111111

,(Typed Name of Person AdMinistering Oath)
.

Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ.
. , (Authority to Administer Oath)
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Embassy Suites Cincinnati, OH.
Date
T ime:
: 27 J n n a
Statement of:
SSN
Grade/Status :E-6
Org/Address :
377 Military Police Company Cincinnati, OH

iff"

.

11

,
want to make the following statement under
oath:
1
was assigned to third platoon as first squad leader. I
° MOBED with the unit in June of 02 I stayed back'in Kentucky
after the unit MOBED.due to a family situation. I arrived at Ft.
Dix approximately July 15 and continued to train with my unit
until we deployed sometime at the end of August or the beginning
of,SepteMber of 02. I attended training and taught different
classes prior to the'deployment andafter we were mobilized.
Some of the'classes T taught were PPCT and hand cuffin. I was
the primary instructor for my platoon I directed SPC
rid
SPCIIIIIIIto:teach the class. Once I arrived at Ft. ix R e
company continued to train for thedeployment. I was trying to
finish my mobilization and I did not do much with the u ' do
reme
oing to the sand pit and practicing PPCT. SP
and:
SPC alibi were the instructors but I consider my self over all
responsible for the training.
Once the training was over we
did a variety of jobs and some 'cpf'the persons were allowed to
take leave. We ran ranges and walted , on,equipment until we
deployed. This took plate for about a month and a half. Once we
were in Afghanistan We had about'three"or , :four-days of Mirroring
the`- 211 MPCompany from North Carolina. Our people started
working their jobs and the 211 left a couple of SOG around to
holp in the event a question came up : this was the beginning. of
September: This lasted for about a day and then we started
running. The facility. I worked day shift and I was and SOG for
about the first month we were in the facility.
I then went
into a,rotation with . the other E-6 in the unit.-.I worked CRASH,
SOG, : or Floor SGT. This was around the beginning of October. I
was dealing with a lot of issues from home and I went to the
Chaplin at the beginning of November and I was out of the
country sometime between the 10 th and the 15 th of Nov. I returned
to my home of record. I did not attend any drills u '
of
2003. I called the unit one day in January and SFC
told
me that there had been two deaths in the facility and it was
thoUght to be because of heart attacks. Until the unit returned
I had no idea that any thing different had happened. I learned

0

a

-
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STATEMENT OF SSG
2.7 JAN,2004, CONTIN

TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH, DATED
:.

rom SFC
hat the two persons that died had been real
probl
and that they had head butted some of the guards like
40111
SSG
I did not ask a lot of
stions because I knew
there was an investigation. SFC
told me that what he had
heard was that the guards specifically 3rd Platoon had •
administered common perennial strikes and that the strikes had
dislodged a blood clot in the PUCS and that is what killed them.
I have not really talked to any one from 3 rd platoon about what
happened. I have made comments to the platoon when I see them
giving each other thestrikes at drill and playing around and I
tell them to knock that crap off. They are like kids with a new
found toy. - This incident is not really discussed at drill.
Q: SA
A": SSG
Q: What manual did you use to instruct the platoon and the
Company in PPCT?
I used my police department manual-to instruct the classes
at drill. When we were at Ft. Dix I never:saw ;a manual we just
trained:on what we had already trained on. I did make some
copies of the PPCT manual to give to the platoon during drill. I
think I still have them. I did-not have them with me at'Ft. DiX
Q: Did you ever receive PPCT training when you were in. AIT for
Military Police?
A: No, Only wtd
.
ock stuff like the Goose Neck. Stuff that is
nOlgiVactical
•
•
ill
Q: 111it you-think that'the people you trained had .a clear
-understating of how to apply PPCT?
A: I think they.had a warm fuzzy. I have been doing it for over
four year and I am not great at it. They had an understating of
the pressure points and some of the nervestrikes but what I
consider a firm knowledge of the strikes I wbuld:have to say no.
We di
situation training of if they do this they you do
that.
Did you every train the platoon on how much force should be
uSed'when - giving these strikes?
A: Basically the force was to be dictated by how much force the
person that was - being combative was using. The term Use the
minimal a Lint of force necessary to control the situation was
used
Q: Did everyone in the platoon or the company have .a chance to
have the strike administered to them?
A: I don't know
every had it done to them but we did train on
each. other
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STATEMENT OF SSGIINIIMINI TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH, DATED
27 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:
: Do you think that the
110
knowledge of what amount

platoon or the company had a good
of force to use when administering the

strikes?
A: Yes they understood that it was not to-be a love tap but that
it was not to break:a leg either.
Q: Did any one not seem to be good at delivering the strikes.
A: Some ofmales and some of the smaller males were not
good at it
Q: Did any one appear to be very good at delivering the strikes.
A: I would say the ones with 'vilian law enforcement experience
had a better grasp of it
Q: Did you ever observe any de ainees in the facility receive
the common perennial strike.
A.: Noll.=
Q:: Did77.1,0111!er observe any detainees be combative towards a
guard.
A: In regards to not being coMpla
yes. In rearguards to
being physical with a guard, no. il
Q: Did you have any contact with either of the two detainees
that ail
A: No
Q: Did you ever hand cuff a detainees to the ceiling and if so
why?
A: Yes, so they had to
a awake. On one occasion it was
because of bad behavior
Q: Did you have.a.Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on how to
handle a - prisoner-7for bad behavior.
.
A: Originally there was nothing in writin
his based on
what we were taught by the 211t h MP
ill
Q: Did Military Intelligence MI ever direct you to keep a
prisoner awake and if yes how?
A: Yes, sleep depravation was ordered. Every case was different.
We kept them awake by handcuffing them to the ceiling. That.was
the procedure that we were taught when we arrived at the
facility. We would have them do juM in jacks to get the blood
flowing. This was all from the 211 th
Q: Did yoU know. who from MI was ordering the sleep depravation?
A: Original we were taking our-direction from people in civilian
clothing who we did not know if they were CIA or MI. We later
found out that some of the people were E-3, E-4, and E-5 from
the Mi group. I started going strai t to a .guy from the MI
group who I only remember as
and also an air force CPTAIIIII
•
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Illik
I think that was her fist name. After. that things •
were pk
Q- : Do you think any of the MI persons ever struck the detainees?
A: I. - cant Say for fact but there was rumor
Q: Did JAG ever come the facility and inspect t e. procedures?
A: I would say JAG was there weekly and I only know of one
procedu
they inspected. That was the in processing of the
PUC
Q: W ere you aware that JAG did not want the PUC's to wear
hoods?
A: No. Jag saw th P CS with the hoods on every time they came
to the facility
Q- Did you ever change your policies because a high ranking
person or a dignitary was coming to the facility?
A: I would say not policies but we would scale back movement of
prisone
rom place to place such as from interviews to the ISO
cell
Q; How do you feel about the deaths of the detainees?
A: I don't really care but as this goes on and I.how think that
there was possible some so
of-foul play caused by one of my
soldiers it bothers me
Q: Do-iiiiiiink the death of the detainees was deliberate?
A: - No
Do yOu think there is anyone that iS - above,SUspicion that
would not do something like this?
A: I would think none of them would do something like this - ' i
would not be here if something like this hadnot happened
Q: Who do you"think did this? '
A: I don't have any idedi.. I know who had contact wit
detainees that died but I don't know what theY_did
Q: What should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?
A:. They should pay f what they did and it should be handled in
_the court system,
Q: How do you fee abbut being interviewed about this case?
A: Indifferent, I don't know of what help I am going to be
Q: Did you discuss this investigation with your family?
A: Somewhat because I was not there and I told my wife that two
people died. She was curious why I had to come talk to someone.,
That is all that was .said.
Q: Have you talked to anyone in your platoon or the company
t this investigation?
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STATEMENT OF SSG 11111.1111111111 TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH, DATED
27 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:
yes, spoke to SGT
about it and SFC
Just
general and what wasI".
apping with it because SGT
one of
my guys and I wanted to know what was going on with him.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: Yes there an incidents where I had to put a stop to
something that were Napping in the facility in regards to a
detainee. I was wal in
o the rea
e cel
n the main
floor and I - saw SPC
and SSG,
with
who the
CIA latter took coustdy of. SPC
had this PUC taking the
plastic caps from plastic bottles out of the toilet cans. They
had the PUC drag the can out side where the truck would come by
- and suck up the contents and then the c.
d be put back in
the facility. I asked SPC
SG
why they were
doing this.
old me that
frot the CIA had directed
-them.to haVe
do this. I told them to stop th
were
not here to do what the CIA wanted. I went to SFC
nd
explained that this was wrong and that the PUC could be exposed
to hepatitis and that we cant do st 9.11.,1111ce that. mmigiaareed and
the situation was over. I told SPORE/Wand SSG
that if
CIA wanted this done that they would have to come to the
commander and that no one was to do something just because the
CIA said_ so
. ////////////
////////End of Statetent////////////////////////
'
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STATEMENT OF SSG
27 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH, DATED

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH B GINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE,,BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

ing Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer OathS, this 27 th day of January 2004 at Blue Ash, OH.

istering Oath)
SA

vlyped.N Me o meson Administering. Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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FILE NUMBER:
LOCATION: Embassy Suite tel, Room 323, flesh, OH 45242
DATE / TIME: 27 Jan 04 /
STATEMENT OF
SSN:
GRAD S: SPC/ E-4 AR
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: HHC, 377 th Military Police Company, 1 st Platoon, Cincinnati,
OH 45251
I 11111farw ant to make the following statement under oath:
I enter1 eReserves in June of 1989, attended basic training and ATT (Light Wheeled Vehicle
Mechanic) at Fort Jackson, SC, and reported to my first unit shortly thereafter. I have not had a
break in service. I am school qualified as a 63B, light wheeled vehicle mechanic. I deployed
with HHC, 377 th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH from August 2002 until. April . 7 2003. I arrived
in Afghanistan on 2 September 2002 and was there until 7 March 2003. When we arrived at Fort
Dix, New Jersey we were sent to the Solider Readiness Program (SRP) site and inproccessed to
.en ure s ldier readiness or verseas de lo ent. e maintenance section which included SGT
SPC
and myself all attended maintenance
classes. ending transportation to the g an eatre, we were all sent to work at the
Department of Logistics (DOL) until our plane was ready to leave. While at Fort Dix, our unit
conducted CTT training in land navigation, first aid, and mine clearing procedures. We also
trained in NBC, marksmanship, and hand-to-hand combat. At some point during the training, the
MPs broke away from the administrative and support personnel to conduct their law enforcement
training. I never witnessed anything that the MPs trained on when they broke away from us.
When we left Fort Dix, we flew to Germany; from there we were sent to Afghanistan in platoon
elements. I was in Headquarters platoon, which was the second to last group to arrive in
Afghanistan. Once in Afghanistan, our section staged in the motorpool, right next to the Bagram
Detention Facility. We were there from the first month until my section was relocated from that
motorpool to the one directly behind the detention facility. I remained 'maintenance
section.
e months left in country, we were again moved. SPC
PC
and I were all moved to viper city, which were the living quarters for the U.S.
soldiers assigned to Bagram Airbase. While in Afghanistan, my duties were to ensure proper
maintenance of vehicles and generators, and additional equipment. This meant that we were on
twenty-four hour operations and would also be called into the detention facility to fix the
generators. The generators were spread out throughout the facility inside the holding facility
itself and outside of the facility, as well. While I was there,. I never witnessed any of the
detainees being physically abused. I only heard them being yelled at to keep quiet, stand when
told to stand, exercise when they were told to exercise, and eat when told to eat. For the most
part, it was my honest opinion that the detainees were being treated very well. The last three
months we were there, I saw that the life of th Ptainees was improving. Nice hot showers, hot
meals, an d privileges with the Red Cross.
Q: SA
A: SP
Q: Please tell me when and why you were demoted from SGT to SPC?
A: I failed PLDC with four days left for failing the PT test, on the week of September 4 th, 2001.
Q: What rumors did you hear of the death of a wee?
ee?

_
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A: The first one I heard was that there was a problem between S G111 pland SSG
They were escorting a detainee either to MI or to the restroom.
e
e started to
get restless and managed to break free. When he broke free he kicked SGiiiiein the
groin. From what I hear the de ' received a couple of common peronials to the leg, I am
not sure if it wa
From what I overheard, because the detainee was so
restless, they placed hnn ac in his cell. From what I heard, he just laid in his cell. By the time
it was dinner time, when they were trying to tell him that his food was there, he didn't respond,
that's when they found out he was dead.
Q: You said you heard this through a rumor, who told you?
A: I could not tell y u •
ultiple people talking. I was also briefed about the death by my
motor sergeant, SS
who told me that things between the 1 and the Company
Commander were heating up again, and
. that if we could, try to stay away from the detention
facility. If we needed to go •
ity "work, we were supposed to go in and fix whatever it
was fast and get out. SS
antkus to know how bad things were getting, since one of
detainees had died.
Q: What other rumors did you hear pertaining to the treatment of the detainees?
A. se
rs didn'tuntil the second one died. The second one dealt with SPC
d SG now SSG) and took place in the ne
ed isolation
section of t e e detention facility. When they were on duty, it w
ob to feed the
detainees in isolation. When the detainee didn't want t eat or perhaps d .
od he
endupsitgofand Fromthewn,
ad to
go and clean up the cell that the detainee caus
was trying to clean up what was
done, the detainee apparently tried to swipe at
who then gave the detainee a
common peronial to the leg, that's about the time when the detainee kind of dropped
he was still chained up. The de •
ave up and retreated into a ball, so
could finish what he was doing.
then left the room after cl •
and went to sit
down. Apparently the detainee got really quiet and sometime aft ,
'ed to go
back into the cell and offer the detainee some food.
en noticed the guy was dead.
Q: According to the rumor you heard, what was S
Ding while this was happening'?
A: I think he was there on watch just in case
needed some help. I have mostly
heard of only the d tainee that involved
rarely heard anything pertaining to the
an
one that involved
Q: Please explain to me what a common peronial to the leg is?
A: From what I heard, it's a knee to the leg, which disables them. I guess it gives a small
paralysis feeling. I think its located right above the knee.
Q: What other rumors have you heard pertaining to the detainees and their treatment?
A: There were a few times when maintenance was allowed to go up into the break room of the
facility. I would hear stories about some of the detainees as to what they were all about. Such as
farmers who just happened to be standing by someone else that MI wanted, and were pulled into
the detention facility. And of course all of the cells were named after some type of terrorist
attack on America, such as the USS Cole, and the Pentagon. I also heard that there were
autopsies on the dead detainees and it listed they died due to heart attacks and blood clots.
Q: Did you ever see any boards in the hallway with information pertaining to the detainees?
A: No, there was nothing like that out in the open. Usually the boards had newsletters, a count
sheet on liarly detainees were in the detention facility, and minor translations for simple
phrases. yap
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Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either of the detainees,'
please explain?
A: SGAIIIISG1110 SP
and SS
because out of the two
separate s ones at I hear o nciden
an
were escorti
etainee who
got restless and kickedn the groin. In e secon incident
was trying to
feed the prisoner who spit on him. Those are the four people who I laiew were involved in the
stories about the detainees.
Q: When
who iu thou
ed the death of the detainees, you liste
by do you think they did this?
t's o vious that ie two detainees that died were in their care, plus according to all of the
rumors, they were the only four that were involved. Of course they would be the center of
attention.
Q: According to the rumors you heard w man t . es did e of tiiiiiiies receive
common peronials to the legs by
and
A: I heard two each.
Q: So you mean tha
delivered two common peronials,911111plelivered two
common peronials,
delivered two common peronials, an
elivered two
common peronials?
A: No o the rumors
heard the onlywcoperonials that were given were delivered
by
and
didn't give the detainees any common
'
peronials.
Q: What other information do you have to provide that would help to resolve this investigation?
A: I know that when we got to QATAR, people started to talk more freely. I heard that CID was
about to start an investigation and, that was going to cause us to remain in country longer. All of
the stories from all of the good detainees to all of the bad detainees, and of course
tory. That's where I learned a lot more information about what happened in
Bagram. There were some of
who said they didn't have a grade
st the detainees.
There was one detainee wh
liked a whole lot because
d
hought the detainee was mentally retarded. Of course t just spar e more talk
a out t atin general. Then I'm ot, sure who else was there, someone else chimed in asking
about the detainees.
offered to go into the story of what happened to him Also,
they started to ask questions, because they thought the case was closed. They thought it was _
closed, since by the time we left Bagram to Qatar the rumors were going around that the two
detainees died of a blood clot and a heart attack.
Q: Who was nresenrwrin
ation?
A: SPC
, SPCIIIIIPPCIIIInd myself. If I'm not
mistaken, I think SP
as there, too.
Q: Who was in Qatar wi
it was SG
LP11111
1
A: There was a volunt
SP C
PC
SKIM. SP
. it Was a ten-man detail.
and mrk.tt
Q: Did anyone ever tell you not to talk to CID Agents?
A: No.
Q: Has anyone ever told you not to be truthful with CID Agents pertaining to this investigation?
A: No, nobody.
Q: Has CID ever interviewed you pertaining to this estigation?
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A: No.
Q: Has anyone else interviewed you pertaining to this investigation?
A: No.
Q: Have ou ever ed about these rumors wi
A: Only
when people were prying him for information when we got to41111,
QATAR,
that's when I heard him tell his story.
Q: Who were the people prying information from
A: It was after we were done working for the day, everyone was telling their stories; it was like
everyone was sitting at the table telling their stories all at once. I really don't know who asked
the question, but then when it was brought up, I chimed in too. I was telling my story about the
1 SG and other stuff.
Q: Think bac
tell me who w
ere for
ation?
A: SG
SPC
SPC
I know that 2LT
hadn't gotten to the table yet. SPC
and SPC
were all together and just coming back from standing in line to get alcohol. I
don't think they were even sitting down to understand what was said.
Q: Who Huta
d SPC
bout the detainees?
A: SS
d yself
Q: What did
ay happened?
A: He said it was on his s 'fl and he was in the process of feedin the det ee, no sooner did
the detainee start to eat, when he began to s it the food back a
. When he was done
spitti
e detainee just spit on
ess because th tainee made a
mess
ad to clean it up. I guess SS
ad
o into the
detainee's cell and cleanup, while he was standing behind him an watching. As
tried to pick up everything that was on the floor, the detainee tried to kick at him
en
ppr ached
ee and gave him a common peronial. Since the detainee was
sti emg restl
gave him another shot. The second shot made the detainee drop
into a ball,
said that when the detainee dropped into a ball it gave him enough time
d box bowl out of the cell. He was then able to finairg up the cell.
said that he got out of the detainee's cell and SSG
locke '
a'
aid that he went to discard all of the waste andcleanlu self up.
then returned to his desk and sat down to resume his duty.
said after some time
had passed, he yelled at the detainee from his desk and asked
if he wanted something to eat
again.
said that he heard the detainee groan and when he went to check on the
detainee, he was sitting there with his eyes open not being responsive.
detainee didn't react right away, so he returned to his desk and sat back down.
old
us that he got up a couple of minutes
n 'ced that the detainee was still balled up with a
depressed look and not responding.
en said, "ow man not another one." That's
about as far as he went into telling the details of his story.
Q: Where were you when this conversation took place?
A: I was at the table sitting directly in front of SPC
while we were at the Wagon
Wheel in Qatar. It was the social hangout for the people stationed at Qatar.
Q: What were you all doing at the Wagon Wheel?
A: It was just basically socializing.
Q: That night, were you and the rest of the people playing an
games?
A: I don't remember, because they did a lot bac
tent.
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Q: Were you ever present during any of the card games?
A: Yeah, I was present for a fe f the card games in Qatar, but not sitting down as a player.
Q: Do you recall SP
ver making fun of the detainees during these card games?
A: No, none of them ma e
of the detainees.
Q: Did you ever witness anyone making a statement about the detainees being able to withstand
multiple strikes to the body?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever hear anyone make a statement to the effect of how they must have hit a
detainees many times yet the detainee was extremely resilient?
A: No.
Q: Have you talked t 1111111g lone about this before or after that incident in QATAR?
A: No, actually, he'd always talk about it when other people were around.
Q: Who were these people?
A: People like us at Qatar, and I think in the motorpool, that's all I can recollect.
Q: When you worked directly for the 1SG and Commander, did you ever hear either one of
them talking about the detainees being abused?
A: No, not at all.
Q: When you worked directly for the 1 SG and Commander, did you ever have to do any work
on the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the Bagram Detention Facility?
A: No.
Q: Do you know who actually worked on the SOP for the Bagyam Detention Facility?
A: No.
Q: Do you know where the SOP was kept, and if there is a copy anywhere?
A: No, that I don't know.
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A: No. /////////////0/////////////////////////////End of Statement///////////////////////////0//////////////////////
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323, Blue Ash,
AFFIDAVIT

the entire

ve read or have had read to me this statement which begins on
statement made by
Page 1 and ends on page
fully understand the contents of
me. The statement is True. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom of each
page containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or
reward, without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful
inducement.

g
11111111r

Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 27 th day
of January 2004, while at room # 323, Embassy Suites Hotel, 4554 Lake Forest Dr, Blue Ash,
OH 45242.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE. 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME.
RANK:
UNIT: ST)

D_ATE:

Itiki I t+4141 Po (";

Z-'7 _IA

eiblvLD A04

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: `GS
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
- MAW-1 07 7,o03
ecitA0
3.g?Tama-EIL
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: 1,1
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: ki 0
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A: MO
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: i\ro
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: N0
DF Th 4 Thi-tAipes
If yes, please explain: 601- 1-1 6- 0., EurfivoLs.
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: ND If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: 9 Gs If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: NO If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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0 137-02.-CI0 369-23534-

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

)068-3

f3AD

U,, 4 Zepufichok)

atbb

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, e n though you
be reported
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it w
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
fee is above suspicion and

6. Is there anyone you know well enough t
would not do something like this? A:

7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

1S,A

-

aos

tkiLAT

41 O) to 4s 6114-0 ,M A

C7 )035 IP

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

feco

koAr,

SEG)REPA-T'S

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? SS
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: -PD 1,7r ccJ
11. Why do,you think someone would do this? igcc,Ao.sc 4 a 60,_31 Pirf. i FJ
. +LAT tA-..ztts
4-D LEA %.) -6
(,) .S +0 (o Ovelz-se4
666v
Caci+t
kvs-T
L.-215 CnoT o f GP)
HifubS
P Ali12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: Oa
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
kA4A-7,- 1 SerEns

1-b--eAtT

41,,e4A

(Pbto

ePv..N)

+-36„,11/4C-x> -44vt.

Sol,4 Q, .k,

u.,Ds4 ?..ticr
S. 'DOGS

V x.IT
-

apikb

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
+4 sr, two Ne.-rAw-cei
death of a detainee? Cosa.,
4,- 'be .1%.49 -1"1-0 ).)
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a. Please explain:

is

PAS crass

„Avoid ti4pp€0.

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
punishment or given compliance blows? A: No
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
se•ce",
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
0,1.1,voiv6ew-wi
eAs6
r)-0-.1-1- 14.4,y6
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: qes
641).11,„-{- Please explain: I se-R.Aevz.. -KAT
4-t._56, b-erAlics
.

Dg-op

't SAI

,.t.pc u

A A..lb Sift. "44.:CS

bET41 I 1,-.)4C6. cumC A To At.e

1-'jrilik.

19. Di ou tell your family about this investigation? A:Igs111111011
20a.Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: M ES
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: NO - 1 ))#._1-^oilovx A4A-54s-r
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: 1....)0
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: kr0
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-

01 37

02
-

-

C1

02

369

-

C I Li 3 6 9

23 53
-

235

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: 4,65-1 H Ala R6-€71.7
+,-,
LA., videdovot tsa+ 1...s A orA7-;
At-cb J. 14"" 8€1i

IC 4.-r -b

eze,4,05:8

lay --14-<,

64 I1+, 1 Snot 0.65 1-0 is-s0L .

23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: 465
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: 1,-kb
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: 9E$
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hrs, 28 Jan 04, SA1111111111111111111111nterviewed SSG
Aa45377th
Militant Police (MP) Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinna 1, NF w

o
as ssigned to 1 s lato , working within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), during the timeframe
of both deaths.
was advised of his rights for the offenses of Aggravated Assault, False
Official Statement, Crue ty altreatment and Negligent Homicide. He waived his rights and provided
a statement admitting he struck a detainee (later determined by events
HABIBULLAH) in the rib
cage, with his fist, during an altercation initiated by the detainee.
clearly understood
common peroneal strikes were to only be used for self-defense or defe se of another, not to gain
compliance. (See Waiver Certificate 'and Sworn Statement o
dated 28 Jan 04 for

additional details).
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview 11111111111v as record fingerprinted.

t 1140 hrs, 28 Jan 04, SAIIIIIIIMENnterviewed Mr 11111114111111111 4 alt
(formerly SSG, 377 t P Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237), w o was assigned to 2" platoon
and deployed to Afghanistan, but was discharged in Nov 02, for hard hip reasons.111111111klenied
having any knowledge of the incidents under investigation.
elated the me ers o 3 rd
3
3 77th
I t Plato n,MP Company, Detachment 1, Bloo ington„ were s ort tempered and easily
aggravated. (See PUC Questionnaire o
dated 28 Jan 04, for additional details).
,
A t 1700 hrs, 28 Jan 04
SAIIIIIVIIInterviewecl SPC
i I MP Company, 1600Seymou
r venue, incinnati, OH 45237 who was a member of 2
377th
eymour
platoon conducting operations within the BCP, Bagram, Afghanistan, between Aug 02 and Mar 03.
tated he did not witness any of the detainees being physically abused by anyone. He
stated he was on gate guard duty, outsid the facility and he had no contact with either of the two
detainees, who died in the BCP. as aware of the use of weight lifting supplements during
he deployment and admitted he was using them himself.
stated that to the best of his
knowledge no one was using steroids. (See PUC Questionnaire o
dated 28 Jan 04, for

additional details).
t 2205 28 Jan 04, SAIIIIIkand SAIIIIIMMIllattentiewed SPC Oa.
377th MP Com any, incinnati, OH 45237, who was a m tuber of 2 nd platoon and
rovided a sworn statement detailing his knowledge of the
orked within the BCP.
felt the members of 3 rd latoon were verbally abusive
incidents under investiga ion.
; i • GT
ex ained he hears
owards t• the detainee
reled e saw
si
Ily
discipline
the
•etain
es.
bra• about how they wou
picked up Person
nter Isolation Cell #1.
nd SP
im
against
the
wall
without
provocation
whillialand
=nd
s
amm
ontro
n
TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE
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watched without intervening. All of them br
bout
lamming PUChe
while in the break room of the BCP.
related
e
was
certain
CPT
ommander, 3 --th
77th
i MP ompany was aware of the use of excessive force
by 377 MP Co, 3 P a oon, Cincinnati, OH 45251
he company office was inside the BCP
during the times when these incidents occurred.
urther related the 211 th MP Company,
NC National Guard was also forceful with some of the detainees and recalled witnessing members of
t hat unit administer common peroneal strik
detainees in the back of the head; and
hrowing water on some of the detainees.
urther explained he saw a detainee with black
eyes, a swollen nose, and dried blood on his face, an was told by a member of 211 th MP Co that th
detainee attempted to escape, was captured outs'd
nd they "fucked him up."
detailed an incident where he witnessed SPC
escorting a detainee to the a room
and purposely ran him into the wall, cau
ened goggles to press against the bridge of the
detainee'
nd causing it to blee
dditionally related in May 03 during a drill, he
heard
insinuate he
was directly res o
r the death of the seco
when he
ed common peroneal strikes.
recalled SP
sked
hat happened to the second etainee that died and recalled
looking over his shoulders pri
ing,. stating "if you give someone enough common
peroneals you could kill him".
addi tionally related
atoon used the phrase "common
peroneal" as an inside joke. (See Sworn Statement o
dated 28 Jan 04, for additional
details)
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRYMMffia/M/M/////////////////////////////////////////////////
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOpS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To
provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

Embassy Suites Hotel, 4554 Lake Forest Drive, Blue Ash, OH 45242

. TIME
8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

3 nth Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS
SSG

Cincinnati, OH 45237

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal

sus pected/accused:

Investigation Command

and wanted to question me about the
following offense(s) of which I am

A

ggravated Assault Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, Dereliction of Duty, False Official Statement

re he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however,
he/she
made it dear to me that I have the following rights:
o not have to answer any questions or say anything.
ything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
r personnel subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
or both.questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to a
during

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will b
ointed for me before any questioning begins.
m now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or spei
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B.

Waiver

without
I understand
having
mya lawyer
rights as
present
stated with
above.
me.I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first an

b. ORGANIZATIO
HQ, USACIDC, Ft. Belvoir, VA

2a. NAME (Type or Flint)

b. ORGANIZATIQN OR ADDRESS AND PHONE
6. ORGANIZATIO •

IGATOR

Ft. Leavenworth Resident Agency (CID)
Ft.. Leavenworth, KS 66027

Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:

01 want a lawyer:

❑

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY

na FARM ARR1 Kim/ RQ
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SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823)
prwrInni nG rum/ A..§.

F

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

IC riPqn1 FTP

-0 2 - CID369-23534
PART II - RIGHTS iN

ING PROCEDURE

THE W RNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a milita

a. Your official position
b.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

Nature of offense(s).

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to

c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present witl

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."

appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d. If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

(If the suspecUaccused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says 'no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)

SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she
r rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE •CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible.
effort should be made to complete the waiver• certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
1990-261-871/02685
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Embassy Suitotel, Blue Ash, 0 45242
Date
04
Time:M/
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-6
Org/Address : 377 Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
I,
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently.investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were yOu deployed or assigned to Afghanistan betWeen October and
December.
A: YeS
Q: What ates were you there and what were your duties?
A: I arrived on° 31 Aug 02. I left on about 14 Sep 02 for three
weeks to undergo a hernia surgery. I came back on about 8 Oct 02.
I left on 20 Dec 02 and returned home for the birth of my daughter
and returned to Afghani8tan on 3 Jan 03. I was squad leader for
1 st 1 Squad, 1 st Platoon, 377th Military Police Company, while I was
there and performed duties as a SOG in the detention facility on a
rotating basis with other squad leaders. Inside the facility if I
:-wasn't SOG, I would assist with escorting a
uld relieve other
soldiers for a . periOd of time for a break
Q: Did you guard either detainee that die during the period of
time between October and December 2002?
.
A: I was in charge of the group that guarded them as SOG. I can
not specifically recall tt ace of either detainee, I only
remember them by number.
Q:, Did you interview or. were you present during any interviews
with either detainee during this time frame? . - ,
A: When 412 and 421 entered the facility, I was probably in the
room during their inprocessin . ut I do not specifically remember
either PUC being inprocesse 4111
Q: Define corporal punishment,.
A: Corporal punishment is excessive punishment for some reason.
We had several incidents where people were abusing a privilege of
water, if someone gave them made theM stand w .
heir hands
restrained that might be corpdral punishment Iiiilf
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type bf corporal
punishment?
A: I don't remember which number it
t it was an incl ent we
Exhibit: /8-7
INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT EmbaSsy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 28 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
had in an airlock, when one of the tw grabbedone of the guards.
When the PUC grabbed the guard,
and I and two other guards
that I can't remember, struggle gwi the PUC inside the airlock.
Since it was such a confined airway in the airlock, we pulled him
out of the airlock and used our weight to force him to the ground.
As we tried to get him handcuffed, he continued to resist, so I
used a couple of strikes with my hand to his ribs to try and get
his hands cuffed. Once we had him cuffed, me picked him up and
escorted him to an isolation cell. He was told by a MI translator
to stand up in the middle of the isolation cell. He had handcuffs
on that were left in front of'
He was not confined to the
ceiling or any part of the cel
, 04XTRein44.2 exAorLY Now 4YEHa/4rite7
Q: What shift were you working when this
pened?
A: I think we were on the night shift.
Q: Did you have any more problems from hat PUC that night?
A: No, I don't recall any other .
lems with him at all either
before or after that incident
Q: Did either PUC that died cause any trouble during the shifts
that yot worked?
A: Other than the incident I just described, I don't remember them
causing any other problems. Whichever one we ha iveCPR:to,
I believe refused to eat for a period of time.
Q: Were either detainees placed into standing restraints while you
were on shift?
A: I don't remember if they were or not,
Q: Were yoU there when either detainee was found.unresponst_ •?A: I was. on the main floor and received a call from SPC
that he needed help
econd floor. When I got, toe
isolation cell wit
said the PUC was not breathing
and the.PUC was already - laying on t e ground inside the cell
laying on his back. It was th , first cell on the left. I don't
recall the PUC having any type of restraints on him at that time.
He didn't - have a hoOd or goggles on when I arrived, and I didn't
see any i —
ea, but so much was going on, I might not have
noticed.
began doing mouth resuscitations with his hands
of the PUC's mouth and I began dbing chest compressions to provide
CPR. .JUst prior to me jumping down, I called down to our RTO'and
told him to make notifitations to the hospital. We continued to
do chest compressions for a couple of Minutes, then decided to go
ahead and Move him downstairs to a room right by the facility door
and then continued to do CPR-. We moved him on a stretcher. The
hospital personnel showed up about ten .
es after I had firstN 4
Exhibit:. /Y7
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STATEMENT OF SSG
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went to assis
The hospital personnel took over when they
got there and urrie im to the ambulance an left. I got my
people together and put them back to work
Q: How did the PUC look to you and feel when you a 'ved? .
A:Hedinotaprhvenysigofle
Q: Q: Define corporal punishment.
A: Corporal punishment is excessive punishment for some reason.
We had several incidents where people were abusing a privilege of
water, if someone gave them made them stand wit heir hands
restrained that might be corporal punishment
Q: Were soldiers directed to not talk about
e incident?
A: I don't specifically recall, but if so, it was so other PUC's
wouldn't
because we suspected some of them understood
English.
Q: Did other MP's complain that either of the PUC's that died were
troublemakers?
A: Not that I remembe
Q: Did any of the other MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: I wouldn'
--- they had a hatred for them. They didn't like
being there
Q: How did the MPs handle troublemakers?
A: Initially, we would.make them stand up in their cell fot
punishment.- If it continued to be a problem, we would get, ahold
of a translator from MI to speak to the detainee about the
problem. I don't recall a PUC ever being a probleM beyond that,
which would recall furtheraction. If someone was put into
isolation cell, it was because MI directed us to. The incident I
discussed above was the only time I ca
er pttting a PUC in
isolation cell as a form of punishment
Q: Have you been trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: Yes. : I received the training in my'police department in
NeWport, KY, since about 1999. We'had a one day class in Fort
Dix, but 'I don't remember who taught it. : I think someone from the
unit taught it. We were told if someone wouldn't comply with your
verbal directions, you may need to use a strike. The only ti
that was used is,if - someone was trying t6 harm someone else.
Q: Did a. soldier
to ask permission from a SOG before applying
one of those tactics?
A: They didn't have to ask permission
Q: Did you ever utilize those tactics o a PUC?
A: I never utilized common pronial stri . The only time I ever
Exhibit:
(F-7
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STATEMENT OF SSG1111111111111111 TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 28 .7 - an 04; CONTINUED:
struck a PUC was the incident I described above with my fist. I
don't believe I ever used PPCT over there.
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either of the
detainees hat died?
A: No.
Q: Do you regal any individuals being rough with detainees?
A: I know
andallara were told by MI to "PT" a couple of
detainees. The PUC's were brothers who.apparently had some good
infortation and MI wanted these guys stressed out.
and
were told to PT these-guys and keep them moving around
or wenty-four hours. I saw them making the PUC's do push-ups
and lean against the wall. I heard some rumors that they may have
got rough and applied some common pronial strikes to these guys
during that time to stress them out. Nobody came up to me nd
told me they struck a PUC, but I heard the rumor that
and
IIIIIIIllused the common pronial strikes to keep these guys doing
PT. By the time I hea
bout that, the two PUC's were already
shipped off to - Cuba
114
Q: Da you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
A: The only one
I know that may have s .
either detainee
that diedwa
but I believe he woul
actually paused
their death
Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had an hing tb do with the
death iiiiiither detainee?
A: No
Q:.Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detaineesthat you felt uncomfortable with?
A: We had a Specialist who would intentionally_hurry a detainee to
the point of dragging them,'arid I thought thatwas excessive and
he Was wrote up about it. That was SPC
- He waS taken off
-from doingthOse details after that
Did you have any other interactio s With eithet of the
detainees that died?
A: One of the PUC's was refusing to eat.
and I went into
the cell and tried to gethim'to eat by offering him the food. He
still refused to eat and we tried to give him water, but he .
refusdthewar,to.Hehadrgul handCufson,buthis
hands were down so he could eat. We left the cell, and about five
to ten minutes later I came back and looked in the cell and the
PUC's pantS we
to his ankles. I called for someone to
assist me and
rrived. We opene he cell door and went in."
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash; OH; DATED 28 Jan
; CO TINUED:
to attempt to pull his pants up. When I got face to- face with
him, the PUC suddenly pulled his handcuffed hands up and struck my
chin.
d him by hiS upper arms and held him up against the
wall. went and retrie ed longer cuff6 and put him in a "Y"
position to the ceiling
Q: ,How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I don't like being under scrutiny about it, it makes me
uncomfortable. I do 't believe that I or any of my guys did
anything wrong
Who do you
in caused the death of thedetainees?
A: Whoever was using excessive common pronial strikes. I heard a
rumor that 3 rd Platoon was using excessive strikes, but I don't
remember any specific names. We had one PUC that never caused our
shift any problems, but every day we came in he would be in
isolation and 3 7' platoon said that he had caused problems, which
seemed strange since the guy never caused US'any problems. We
thought the Tim so friendly that we used him as a translator
occasionally.
Q: Do you suspect anyone caused the detainees death?
A: I guess if someone was using excessive common pronial strikes,
but I don't -suspect any
vidual person because I don't know who
was doing the striking
Q: Do yoLI : think:that the . death of either of those detainees was
deliberate?
A: No. I don't think most peo
would know common pronial
strike8 could kill someone
Q:_Jaho do you think would havejiad the beSt opportunity to have
physically-abused either. detainee?
A:. I think if one of my guys would have done it, I would have
kribwn. I doubt it could have happened in general population
because - 'everyone would have seen it. If someone was i abused it was
probably in the isolation cells
Q: Why do you think someone would a use a detainee?
A: If the detainees are not following th. rules, someone may have
abused a detainee because of stress.
Q: Were you aware of anyone using any type of. supplements or
enhancers during the deployment?
A: People were using Nitrotech and Hydroxycut. The PX was selling
the Nitrotech. I never heard of any orders by the commanders
forbidding the use of any supplements
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't go through with it?
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STATEMENT OF SSG
, TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue lit; DATED 28 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
A: No .
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: It's not worth oin through something like this over.
I t 's
not in my nature.
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A: Punishment of some type. Nothing severe because some of the
people over there were evil people. If you int tionally caused a
death, you would have to face what's coming.
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: No.
Q: Under w at circumstances were you given direbtion that a common
pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be applied?
A: If someone was directing harm toward any of us or another
detainee, you can use a strike if verbal is not working. I have
known that from my training with my police department and whoever
gave the training to us, I'm sure went over it.
Q: Where did you - learn what was and was not accep a le treatment
of the detainees?
A: I don't thi we were ever taught what was and was not
acceptable
Q.: Did you now your commander had a SOP for the facility?
A: Yes, I think-I helped'write the SOG portion of the SOP.11111.
Q: Was the SOP - acCessible to soldiers?
A: If anyone would have as
or it, they could have seen it.
But it wasn't passed out. il
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to - yours - utilized standing
restraints, PPCT or co on pronial strikes?
A: I have no idea.
Q: What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to a
detainee who was being defiant?
— ON
A: The ulttmate punishment-was standing restraint for an hour.
Q: Was there a status board maintained by the cells?
A: Yes, it was used to keep locations of all PUCs at all times.
Such as if a PUC had to go to-the hospj,talOr something. It was
also used to keep track of standing restraints in. isolation by
indicating the amount of hours a person was to remain in standing
restraints as per MI. For example, "4T 14 , " indicated four hours in
standing restraints, one hour down. It was written
way because it was simpler and everyone understood it.
Q: Was the status board ever erased before anyone visited?
A: No.1111
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 28 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
Q: Did anyone such as the International Committee of the Red Cross
or any other dignitaries ever visit the facility during your
Shifts?
A: No, they only came during day shift and I only ever worked
night shift1111111
Q: What did you believe caused the death of either detainee
immediately after their deaths?.
A: Their health:
Q: What do you now believe caused the death of-either detainee?
A: Until this interview, I still thought it was their health.
Since you told me about the damage to their legs, someone must .
have had to use too much force.111111
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: I have worked. as a Police Officer since January 1999.- I had
about three years of college
Q: Did you ever see either of the PUC's legs underneath his
clothing?
A: I saw the one when he h his pants down, but I didn't pay any
attention to his legs.
Q: Dicirver observe any bruises or injuries on either PUC?
A: NO
Q: Did e' er PUC ever appear ill to you?
A: No
Q: Di airier observe either PUC in pain?
A: No.
Q: Were you on:shift when the other PUC died that you did not
describe above?
A: I wason shift, but I don't recall being involved with the
medical treatment of the• other- one. IN"
Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees were ).
being subjected to standing restraints, - sleep deprivation, PPCT.
and common pronial strikes?
A: MI, because they initiated a lot of it. Everyone in our entire
company new except for maybe the mechanics and cooks. The
commander went through the facility so he knew what was going on
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details
surroun 1' either detainee's deaths?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything to ad
this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
.

allit

111
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STATEMENT OF SSG 1111111111 1111, TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 28 Jan
; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
I.
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 8. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

OPPINar
gn e o
ng Statement)
SUbscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 28th day of January, 2004 at Blue
Ash, OH

ure

erso Administering Oath)

SA
(Typed. Name of PerSon. Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
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RANK:
UNIT: 7 7 -Oa

DATE:

yr

p

y

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: At
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
rP-1 e-r.)ds
R
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A:
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
punishment? A:
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: /V0 If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: /VD If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: Ai D If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

Ap A l l eycb

A /J o(

41.,0 C//-r

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
0©
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
--r ,
would not do something like this? A: /9- "1-(1
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
11(

v7

e-r;

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

v

,I 4

//NJ

,_)

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
•Cci P
abused either detainee? A: e ue,r y names -4-tx e,re_, 1 ,J
11. Why do you think someone would do this?

e,,,)

o

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
,./vC)
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: Pr k

r

-1"-k*

tb

or caused the
14. What do you think should happen to a person who mi tes eated tot
11 d
death of a detainee?
ri 1.41A
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a. Please explain: bc, a A
vvi eA) Ocrl y

e,

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
punishment or given compliance blows? A: ,4i0
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows? ef,f' c A P✓

kr-ter vvl

A

.TSA-c) -1

A-N 0-44\ e,
17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
e
A)
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
i".10A-7--/cp
4--/Le Li-any circumstances? A:
-I-€.)/„.)
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: N
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who?
A: AJ 0
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: „AID
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
/JO
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: '-ej e4
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
to
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: Leif

-4/0

25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
/-1 1 4
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
rti74-1
A: bra
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
if°
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
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PUC QUESTIONAIU
NAME:
RANK: F
UNIT:
'1-7 7.-R

D
SSN:
P

:C

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: y
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
lerz
f fi
PlAki
a 4 03
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: N
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: j)
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: No
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: N
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
N 0 If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: 1\) 0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: KJ a If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

Signature of Interviewee
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5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
tve, pi 6 ; cam,
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: 441
q„,A_ 101,44-.01,
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
IQ 5
9. If someone said that you physically abused either, of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
vie ,s
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: 131‘.6 e,veyt,5 1-4-‘114,AQ, bpei,
A mp w i3O
vm51-k
13.e"
11. Why do you think someone would do this? 10 4 21:;\ A
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
hi o
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

Io ,611,5

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? Thei 76,Akok
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a. Please explain:
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15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

5,4

tknitm.

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

eff-c*
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: 1\1
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:

TOA)

^^

(„ e.,

+Le_

pkoke. 0.511

h

yes

hi,1 Norik

20a. Did you_tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: (Ai
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A:
p
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason 'why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: Ni 0
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
00
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: yes
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: T c 1,h' 1- k' N)h)
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: •V &is
26. Do yot_ think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
k0
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any infoimation you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
k)
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SWORN STATEMENT
FILE NUMBER: 0134-02-CID369
LOCATION: Embassy Suites Hotel, Room 23, Blue Ash, OH 45242
DATE / TIME: 28 Jan 04 / Z2
STATEMENT
SSN:
GRADE/STATUS: SPC E-4/ RA
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: 377 th Military Police Company, 2 Platoon, Cincinnati, OH
45251
I
ant to make the following statement under oath:
I came in the Army on 7 Ju 1996 and attended Basic Training at Fort Sill, OK. Upon graduation
I proceeded to Fort Bliss, TX for my Advanced Individual Training (AIT) in Forward Line of
Sight Heavy Crew Member, Military Occupation Specialty 14R. My first duty station was 2 nd
InfatryDivso,CmpeRublicofKra(O),mDec196to 7.My
next duty station was Fort Hood, TX from Dec 1997 to Jul 1999. I got out of Active duty and
transferred to the 377 th Military Police (MP) Company (Co), Cincinnati, OH 45251 (Army
Reserves).
After my arrival in Cincinnati, OH, I attended MP school, Phase I. In April of 2000, I attended
MP, Phase II training in Camp Ripley, MN for two weeks. After returning to my unit I began to
attend the normal weekend drills. In Oct 2001, I deployed to Egypt for three weeks with the
377th MP Co. In Jan 2002 the 377 th MP Co was alerted for activation, however the alert was
called off and the unit wasn't activated. Then the 377 th MP Co was activated in Jun 2002 for a
one year tour of duty in Afghanistan. The unit proceeded to Fort Dix, NJ, on 16 Jun 2002.
le at Ft. Dix we con u ted trainin in re aration for our deployment to Afghanistan. SGT
SSG
and SSG 377th MP Co, conducted Pressure Point Control
Tactics (PPCT) training and the Fort Dix deployment processing personnel conducted prisoner
escorting, prisoner transportation, prisoner processing and confinement facility operations.
I departed Ft. Dix, NJ, en-route to Germany on Aug 27 th, 2002. I stayed in Germany for two
days prior to departing to Bagram, Afghanistan. I arrived in Bagram on 29 Aug 02. Upon my
arrival to Bagram, I waited two days for the remainder of the 377 th MT Co to arrive. After their
arrival, we began to work at that Bagram Collection Point (BCP). On 31 Aug 2002, I started
working in the BCP.
I was assigned to the 211d Platoon, and I started working night shift at the BCP. I was trained by
members of the 211 th MP Company, NC (Army Reserves) for the first three days that I worked
in the BCP.
After the first few weeks, I noticed that members of the 3 rd Platoon, 377th MP Co were very
aggressive in their handling of the detainees at the BCP. I felt they were aggressive by the
manner in which members spoke harshly to the detainees. For example, members of the 3 rd
Platonwudcheis"MotrPucke.Al,abothsmeiIardto
hear rumors and I would hear members of the 3rd P1 toon bra about how the weil physically
discipline the detainees. Specifically, SG
SPC
SGT
bragged
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about how they threw a detainee against the wall for not standing up and staying awake when he
was supposed to.
Around 20-25 Sep 02, while worki
t shift in the isolation cell, and during the shift change,
I observed SG
SPC
and SPC
enter isolation cell #1
(upstairs). I observe SG
pick-u Person Under Control
d slam him
into the back of the cell wa . Afte i
was slammed
the wall, he fell to the
ground. Then SP
and SP
icked-u
d supported him against the
wall, while SGT
xited the is ion cell.
tayed on the ground and groaned
in ain. After the incident, SG
d SPC
ft the isolation cell area and SPC
stayed because he worked the isolation cell area on at day. During this incident
a eg shackles on his legs, handcuffs on his arms above wrists and leg shackles on his
arms ab ve his wris and the handcuffs The
day, in the break room of the CP, I heard
SGT
SP
and SGT
brag about how SGT
picked up
aro and like a ra doll. Present whi e the incident as being
""
bragged about was S
, SSG
SG
SPC,, SPC
and SPC
. In general
mood of t
ation was umorous, however,
ere
-stions posed to SG
bout wh
was thrown against the wall.
ST
responded that he fe t like it, and that he
was the reason why he (SGT
was here. During the time of this incident,
as on sleep deprivation and
physical training per the Miailielligence personnel. Additionally the 211 th MP Co
personnel had relayed that
was being uncooperative with the interrogators.

lir!

It seemed as though the chain of command of the 377 th MP Co was aware of the 3 rd Platoon's use
of excessive force to discipline the detainees and to intimidate the detainees regardless whether
the detainees did anything justifying the use of force. It seems the chain of command was aware,
due to the small size of the facility and the boldness of the 3 rd Platoon members to brag about
their use of force on the detainees to other members of the 377 th MP Co regardless of who was in
hearing distance.
While being trained by members of the 211 t^^ .MP Co, I observed some of their members being
very forceful with some of the detainees, including administering the common peronial strike,
slapping them in the back of the head, and throvving water on them. In general, they would do
things that would humiliate them. At most, I observed one of their members administering two
to three peronial strikes to the same detainee at a time. While receiving the transition training,
the 211 th MP Co personnel informed me that nobody really cares what happens to the detainees,
however, you should be aware of who is around before striking or hitting a detainee. Also, I was
informed that I should keep in mind that I shouldn't do anything that will leave any signs of
abuse, such as cuts or bruises. During the transition, there was one detainee (number unknown),
who was in an isolation cell and he had been beaten really bad. This detainee had two black
eyes, a swollen nose, and blood dried on his face. According to the members of the 211 th MP
Co, this detainee had attempted to escape from one of the group detention cells and he had been
captured outside the cell and they had `Tucked him up". The co • u - A we "fucked him u."
was said by a member of th 211 th MP Co, who was a T
d he always wore a
a was
.
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black, white and gray. I am unable to identify any of the other members of the 211 th MP Co who
abused the detainees during the transition training; however, they ranked from SPC to SSG.
In general, most of the incidents of abuse seemed to occur in the isolation cell area due to the
secluded location, as opposed to the general population detention cell area, where many people
had visual observation of that location.
About Sep 02, during the latter part of the month, while working in the upstairs isolation cell
area, I entered cell #3 with SPC
After entering the cell, we attempted to place leg
irons and handcuffs on a detaine however, he became combative and he used his head to strike
the top of my head. SPC
immediately grabbed the detainee, pushed him to the wall and
I completed placing the leg irons and handcuffs on the detainee. The detainee was then taken to
an interrogation room, where he was interviewed. At the conclusion of the interview, the
detainee was escorted back to the isolation cell without further incident.
About Jan 03, towards the latter part of the month, I was working the control position, when I
received a radio message from PF
who was working in the upstairs isolation
cell area
he requested my assistance. I respon ed and observed iso
or #1 open and
PFC
was inside. The detainee was on his stomach and PF
as on top of
the detainee. The detainee had leg irons on his legs and PFC
as atte
o place
handcuffs on the detainee's wrists. I immediately responded and assisted PFC
with
subduing the detainee and we placed handcuffs on the detainee's wrists. During this incident, I
used the amount of force deemed necessary to subdue the detainee and I stopped using force
when the detainee stopped resisting. At that point, Ie detainee to the latrine and the
incident was logged into the isolation logbook. PFC
informed me that she was in the
process of handcuffing the detainee when he started to resist.
About eb 03, while working in the upstairs isolation cell area of the BCP. I radioed SPC
ho was working the control position, to assist with escorting a detainee from cell #5
to the latrine. The detainee was an older man, who was diagnosed by the Medi
aff as having
a bladder problem and needed to use to use the bathroom frequen -q. SPC
responded
and began to escort the detainee to the latrine. During the escort. SP,
started making
comments that he felt the detainee was using the latrine as an excuse toet
i out of his cell. Then
while SPC 1111111111w
1
as escorting the detainee, I observed SPC
who was walking to
the left rear o the detainee, turn the detainee with his right hand and orcefully shove the
detainee into the wall on the second floor near one of the interrogation rooms approximately 30
feet from the stairwell that leads to 1 8t floor near the last general population detention cell area.
The detainee suffered a bloody nose, where the blacked out tot Iles went over the bnd
his
nose. During this incident it
observed by 2LT
ik• I o stopped SPC
d
verbally counseled SPC
bout his behavior.
continued the escort of the
detainee to the latrine anon escorted him back to the isolation cell.

mo

During the drill
d of Ma 2003, while s
area with SP SPC d SPC
happened to the second detainee w o died?
refused his food or was throwing his food. Then SPC
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Room 323, Blue Ash, OH 45242, DATED 28 Jan 04, CONTINUED.

someone enou h common peronials you could kill him. It seemed to me at the time that SPC
as responsible for the detainee's death, and although he didn't say that he was
directly responsible, he seemed t • inuate that he was responsible because of what he said and
how he said it. Prior to SPC
aking this comment, he looked over h of his
shoulders
• anyone of importance was around and it seemed that SP
knew that
SPC
was involved in the de
the detainee. The conversation lasted
approximately two minutes and SPC
ever mentioned any other details about the
death of the detainee.
After the death of the second detainee, it seemed that the 1 st Platoon used the word "common
peronial" as common phrase amongst themselves like an "inside joke". For example, I
remember someone from the 1 st Platoon asking another member of the 1 St Platoon how was the
common peronial coming along?
Q: SAUL
Q: SA
A: SPC
Q: Did you administer any common peronial strikes to any of the detainees?
A: No.
Q: Why not?
A: I never had the reason to use the common peronial strike.
Q: Were you aware or did you know any soldiers who were deployed with you that were taking
steroids or die
_u. le
ts?
A: Yes, SGT
heard that it was a mail order steroid, however, I never actually
saw him take it.
Q: Did you ever take any steroids or dietary supplements while deployed to Afghanistan?
A: No.
Q: Were you aware of any order that said that no one shall consume any dietary supplements
while m Afghanistan?
A: No.
The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagr iarn Airbase,
Afghanistan during December 2002.
The following questions pertain directly to the two detainees who died during Dec 02.
Q: Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and December 2002?
A: Yes.
Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties?
A: 30 Aug 02 through 16 Mar 03, and my duties were MP guard of the BCP and perimeter
security.
Q: Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between October and December
2002?
A: I don't think that I guarded the first detainee who died, however, I may have guarded the
second detainee who died, but I don't remember..
EXHIBIT
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Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with either detainee during this
time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal punishment?
A: No.
Q: Define corporal punishment.
A: Any unnecessary physical harm to humiliate or intimidate.
Q: Were either of the detain es struck for any reason?
A: I heard SPC
insinuate that he had applied the common peronial strike to the
second detainee who died.
Q: Did either detainee that died cause any trouble during the shifts that you worked?
A: No. I was working the perimeter when the first detainee died and I don't remember the
second detainee.
Q: Were either of the detainees placed into standing restraints while you were on shift?
A: Not that I am aware of.
Q: Did other MPs complain that either of the detainees that died were troublemakers?
A: I did not hear that anyone commented on them as being troublemakers..
Q: Did any of the other MPs appear to dislike the detainees?
A: No.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of the detainees that you felt
uncomfortable with?
A: Yes, after the fact, I heard SP
ake a comment regarding the use of the
common peronial strike on the secon detainee.
Q: Have you been trained on the common peronial strike and pressure point control tactics
(PPCT)?
A: Yes, I was trained when I went to MP school and by the 377 th MP Co.
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either of the detainees that died?
A: No.
Q: Do you
had anything to do with the eventual death of either detainee?
A: SPC
and possibly SG
because he was restricted from working
inside the BCP after the second death.
Q: Did anyone tell ou w •
t have had anything to do with the death of either detainee?
A: No, beside SPC
1 self.
Q: How do you feel a out the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I feel that they died for the wrong reasons at the hands of US soldiers, who are there to protect
them.
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: I think the lack of training and being provided incorrect training coupled with the lack of
supervision b t chain of command contributed to the death of the two detainees. Specifically,
SPC
for his involvement in the death of the second detainee and possibly SGT
0 .4

0

Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
A: No, I don't believe that it was pre-meditated, but I think in the back of their minds, they had
to have known that their actions could have caused serious harm or death.
Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those detainees is that person lying?
A: Yes.
EXHIBIT
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Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to physically abuse either detainee?
A: Those soldiers assigned to the isolation cells at the BCP.
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: To have power over another human being, to have control.
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you didn't go through with it?
A: Yes.
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: Due to the consequences.
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the death of a
detainee?
A: Given a fair trial and a fair punishment.
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: Yes, it's the same as a common peronial.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common peronial strike or pressure
point control tactic could be applied?
A: To a non-compliant or combative detainee.
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: Through the 377 TH MP Co and the 211 TH MP Co.
Q: Did you know your commander had a Standard Operating Procedure for the facility?
A: Yes.
Q: Do you know if the unit working the BCP prior to your unit utilized standing restraints, PPCT
or common peronial strikes?
A: Yes.
Q: What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to a detainee who was being
non-compliant?
A: As much force as it took to subdue the detainee.
Q: What did you b_elieve caused the death of the first detainee when you came to work the day
after his death?
A: I don't know.
Q: What do you now believ
sed the death of the second detainee?
A: After hearing SPC
I believe several common peronial blows caused the death.
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of the military before
deploying?
A: Bartender, Forward Line of Site Heavy Crew Member (Stinger Missile)
Q: Did you ever see either of the detainee's legs underneath their clothing?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on either detainee?
A: No.
Q: Did either of the detainees ever appear ill to you?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe either detainee in pain?
A: No.
Q: Do you have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment either detainee received on
the day they died?
A: No.
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Q: Did you observe either detainee eat or drink anything during your shift?
A: Not that I am aware of, since I don't remember dealing with either detainee.
Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees were being subjected to standing
restraints, slee de rivt . PPCT and common peronial strikes?
Executive Offic
LT
, Commander (CPT
f t e 377 MP Co; SPC
Medic for the 772 MP Co, who worked at
the BCP; Military Intelligence (MI) personnel assigned to the BCP the ave orders for sleep
deprivation); MAJ (?) (Black Male-NFI), Commander of MI; MM
Medical Doctor
at BCP; Colonel (?)(Medical Doctor)(NFI) at BCP; MAJ
rovost arshal at BCP;
BG (?) (NFl), who was from the US and toured the BCP during Jan/Feb 03, possibly with
Military Intelligence.
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details surrounding either of the detainee's
death?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A: No. //////////////////////////////////////////////End of Statement/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT

read or have had read to me this statement
—11111111
-. sI have
which
egins on age 1 and ends on page
fully understand the contents of the entire
statement made by me. The statement is True. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed
the bottom of each page containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without
hope of benefit or reward, without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful
influence, or unlawful inducement.

3

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 28 th day
of January 2004, while at room # 436, Embassy Suites Hotel, 4554 Lake Forest Dr, Blue Ash,
OH 45242.

erson

ering Oath)

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNES
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DETAILS

t 0800 hrs, 29 Jan 04, SA
3764 interviewed
77th Military Police (MP) Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 452
as assigned to the BCP, during the time frame both HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR died.
as advised of his rights for the offenses of Assault/Battery, Cruelty/Maltreatment and Negligent
Homicidelliglwaived his rights and provided a statement indicating he did not begin work in thl
BCP until severays after the second death (DILAWAR — PUC 421). He denied using unnecessar
or excessive force in controlling detainees and indicated
he had no knowledge regarding either death

(See Waiver Certificate and Statement of

dated 29 Jan 04, for additional details)

AGENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview,1111111vas record fingerprinted.
At 08 hrs, 29 Jan 04, SA
nterviewed SPC
377 th MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue,
45237, whO was a mechanic
eployed to Bagram, Afghanistan from Sep 02 to Mar 03.
tated he only entered the
Bagram Collection Point (BCP) on rare occasio s •
rform maintenance tasks and visit the day
room (to make morale telephone calls).
equired an escort each time he entered the
BCP, since he lacked a proper clearance an never saw an MP in any type of physical altercation
with detainees.
At 0845 hrs, 29 Jan 04, SA
interviewed SPC
, 1St Platoon
377 th
MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OF! 45237, who was assigned to the B
du(
e time fra
Ul_
ILAWAR died. While in the confinement facility,
itnes
and
deliver common peroneal strikes to DILAWAR to q
delivere• a common peronea
vAWAR, w
at on
as trying to feed DIL
DILAWAR.
itnessed
n
other members of 3 latoon, 377th MP Company, delivering common peroneal (knee) strikes
ow
to hear
hi
"Allah, Allah", which they found humorous and entertaining.
called
sm
taetnedt ohraiinally responsible for the death of one of th
detainees. (See worn State n
, dated 29 Jan 04, for additional details).

1

t 09 0 hrs, 29 Jan 04, SA
nterviewed SP IREINIMIIIIIS
77th
r r MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 4
who was assigned to 1 st
onducting MP operations at the BCP, Bagram, Afghanistan, between Sep 02 and Apr 03.
ate
of witness detainees being physically abused by any of the members of the
P Co.
as on the cat wal "
s shifts and could
ISO cells.
d he was present when SPC
sai" kill them"
tated
admission was made in front of first platoon.
could not recall having direct
contact with either of the two detainees who later died. He was aware of the members of the 377th
TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER
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using weight lifting supplements during the deplo me
as using steroids. (See Sworn Statement o
t 1 12 hrs, 29 Jan 04, SA

PC t Corn •an

ut that to the best of his knowledge no one

ated 29 Jan 04, for additional details)

Mrilialallriv
ymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 237),
nterviewed

nd .
as assi e
platoon and worked
ine
inside
he BCP, Bagram, ghanistan, be een ep 02 and Apr 03.
tated heined as a cook;
however, he was working as an MP within the BCP at the time of the deaths. •rovid
statement denying he administered any common peroneal strikes on detainees. Further
said
he suspected several members of the 377TH
Co were using steroids while deployed to
fghanistan. (SeeSworn
Swo Statement offated 29 Jan 04, for additional details)

lit

t 1500 hrs, 29 Jan 04, Sifilpillininit advised SPC1111.1111111111111.111
incinna 1, OH 45237 of his rights for the offenses of Assau t and Negligent
Homicide.
waived his rights and provided a statement
' ' he was not sure
HABIBULLAH spit at him, only that spit got on him. Additiona/ly,
admitted HABIBULLAH
could have been dead when he struck him twice on 4 Dec 02. He also admitted he was not certain
he actually heard a pulse as he initially asserted to CID investigators, but denied cons irn
.h
anyone to lie about the incident. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
dated

377th MP C

29 Jan 04, for additional details)

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE—161
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

u

-3C9 23:;3;

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCAI•ION

2. DA1E

Rm 437, Embassy Suites, Blue Ash, OH 45242

FILE NUMBER

29 Jan 04

S. Name (Last Mrs! MI)

0134-02-CID36923533

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADD SS
7. GRADE/S1 A 1US

1382 Emerson Lane, Milford, OH 45150

E4/IRR
PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

SECTION A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation Command
and wanted to question me about
g offense(s) of which I am
suspecte
ssault/Baftery, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Mistreatment/II
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ)
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed
for me at no expense to me or both.
-or(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.

4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions at
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Have you requested a lawyer after being advised of your legal rights? id o

SECTION B. Waiver
I understand' rights as stated above. .I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a
la er first and without havint ala er 'resent with me.
la. NAME ("type or Print)

• '

II V •

• ••1•1

•

WITNESSES (if-available)

II • IP • .11 II •421..

.1;1103011051ATAILP1..r0Mir

.11••" IP •

ype or 'Tint

•• 1, •

• • •'

II 10.

.11 • • • •

0•

1149TH MP DET (CUD)
6010 6TH ST..
FT: BELVOIR, VA 22060-5506
SECTION C. Non-waiver
1. Ido no want to give up my rights
❑ I want a lawyer
2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 282 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

•'DA
FOR1VI 3881;4534
NOV 89"
(AUTOMATED)
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D • dwirov o Trial
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
Date
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address :

0134-02-CID369-23533
Room 437,
.s,y Suites, Blue
29 Ja 04
Time: 1
42

h, OH 45242

"-

atus: E4/IRR

want . to make the following statement under
•i
oath:
have been advised of my legal rights by Special
Agent
I waived those rights of my free will. I joined
the 37.7 th MP Company in Cincinnati Ohio on 26 June 1996. I
hadn't hacLany prior militatTeXperience, but was sent to BaSic
Training at Fort Leonard Wood,Missouri - during the summer of
1997
Once I graduatedBaSic Training, I went to Fort Sam
Houston, Texas for training to become a Medic (winter of 1997).
I flunked out of that AIT almost at the end of training, and
came back to the unit. About two months later, the summer of
1998, I went to MP AIT at Fort McClellan, Alabama. I graduated
after about six weeks (a short Reserve Course) and came back to
the unit as a qualified Military Policeman, MOS 95B. I attended
unit drills, and went with them on Annual Training to Guatemala
and Fort Bliss. I was activated with the 377 th MP Company and
went with them to Afghanistan. We were all notified and
assembled at the unit on about June 3 71 of 2002. We stayed on at
the unit.and prepared to deploy. From the unit, we traveled to
Fort Dix, New Jersey arriving there two days after leaving the
unit on 18 June 2002. We took a bus there. We spent from 18
June until 27 August 2002 at Fort Dix training up and being
validated. I arrived in Afghanistan on 30 August 2002. I was
assigned to 2 nd platoon the entire time of the deployment. My
first job in Afghanistan was working inside the detention
facility. We were trained by the 211 th MP Company (National
Guard unit) for two days, and then they departed. I worked
inside the fability from our arrival until about one month later
when we were transferred to work the installation gates
controlling access to the Bagram Airfield. I worked the gates,
and performed transport missions where we flew out and picked up
detainees from the field units; and sometimes 'we would take a
detainee back to the field unit for their reintegration to their
society: .- I went back inside the facility to work after the
second detainee death. We replaced 3 rd platoon that was working
inside the facility up to that point. That took place on about
14 or 15 . December, one or two days after the second death. I
worked inside the facility until I left on about 16' or 17 March1111111
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT RM#437, EMBASSY
SUITES, BLUE ASH, OH 45242, DATED 29 JANUARY 2004, CONTINUED:
10001
003. I was one of twelve people from my unit to travel to
Qatar to drop off vehicles and prepare them for shipment. The
twelve of us stayed in the same tent while in Qatar. We left
there on about 17 May 2003, or maybe a little longer, it may
have beeh
late at the 24 th of May 2003.
.Q: SA
A: SPC
Q: Did you guard either detainee during the period of time
between October and December 2002?
A: I remember seeing PUC 421's number up on the ISO board. I
don't remember what the board said about him. I worked the ISO
cell area for about two or three hours. When we'transferred
into the facility, we would do a faSt rotation of the posts. We
would rotate from floor, to ISO Delta (downstairs), to Isolation
(upstairs), to the Blue/Green room, to the RTO or admin. Then
you started over. I never worked the RTO spot, other than
relieving people.
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with either detainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of
corporal punishment?
A: No.
Q: Define corporal punishment.
A: Someone dies and that person doesn't intend for them to die.
Q: Were any detainees struck for any reason?
A: When I had problems with detainees spitting in their hoods, I
would push them up against the wall of their cell, and hold them
there until I got the new hood on them.
If they understood
English we would yell at them.
Q: How many detainees did you push up against the wall?
A: Only the ones that caused problems, maybe six tops.
Q: Did any of the detainees you pushed up against the wall get
hurt or injured from that?
A: I slapped the hands of one PUCs in general population for
playing with his handcuffs. That was the one where a MI LT
made a statement that I struck him on the head. Another
incident was when I was escorting one detainee when he tried to
go one way, when I was pulling him the other way, when that
happened he bounced against the wall in the direction I was
pulling him. That is when he got a cut on the outside of his
nose. I am pretty sure that the goggles cut his nose. There.",
was a fin
' cident when I was escorting a detainee from the
INITIAL
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TAKEN AT RM#437, EMBASSY
. SS ITES, BLUE ASH, OH 45242, DATED 29 JANUARY 2004, CONTINUED:
second floor Isolation cell to the bathroom on the. first floor.
He had goggles on, and tripped on the last step going down. He
stumbled and fell. I tried to stop him, but I was unable to.
His nose was bleeding-after that: I took him to see SPC
the medic, who put a rag under his nose and had him elevate his
nose. There wasn't anything broken.
Q: Did either .PUC that died cause any trouble during the shifts
that you worked?
A: No, not that I am aware of.
Q: Was either detainee placed into standing restraints while you
were on shift?
A: Not that I remember, but wouldn't be surprised if they were.
.1 only worked up in Isolation once while he was still alive.
Q: Did other MP's complain that either of the PUC's that died
were troublemakerS?
A: Not when I was on shift.
Q: Did any of the other MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A. No
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A: The MPs I worked with did the same thing I did. We first
tried to get an interpreter. there, two of us went in, and told
him what he was doing wrong. We would make him stand up, and
punish him by making him not sleep. We also yelled at them,
even if they didn't understand. We would yell "stop". When
their food came, and they were on good behavior, we would take
their apple away from them as punishment. They would always get
their main meal though.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with.?
A: No.
Q: Have you been trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: Yes. That training took 'lace at the unit before we
deployed, and I think SGT
conducted it.
Q: Did you ever utilize those actics on a PUC?
A: Not the knee strike, or behind the ear. No, fused other
tactics I described earlier.
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either of the
detainees that died.?
A: No.
Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death oil.
either detainee?
A: No.
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: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with
the death of ether detainee?
A: No.
told me while waiting on a phone in Qatar that
he was interviewed, and couldn't believe the PUC died.
Q: Do you remember a conversation in Qatar where someone
admitted to striking the detainees that died?
A: No, I don't remember that.
How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I feel bad in a little way.
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: I don't know.
Q: Is there anyone that you know well enough that you feel is
aboVe suspicion and would not have caused their deaths?
A: No.
Q: Do you suspect anyone caused the detainees deaths?
A: No.
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
deliberate?
A: No. I don't think it was deliberate.
Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those
detainees is that person lying?
A: Yes.
Who do . you think would have had the best opportunity
to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: Someone in first platoon when my platoon was out on the
gates,
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: I don't think anyone would abuse a detainee.
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't go through with it?
A: No.
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: Because we- weren't allowed.
Q: What do you think - .should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A: Discharged : . That would be it.
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: No.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a
common pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be
applied?
A: If in a fight with a detainee. That was it.
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatmen11 111
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT RM#437, EMBASSY
SUITES, BLUE ASH, OH 45242, DATED 29 JANUARY 2004, CONTINUED:
111111the detainees?
A: From the unit that trained us upon our arrival.
Q: Did you know your commander had'a SOP for the facility?
A: Yes. I had read it. That was what we called-the "blue
book".
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized standing
restraints, PPCTor common pronial strikes?
A: I don't know if they did or not.
Q: What was. the maximum amount of force that could be applied to
a detainee who was being defiant?
A: Wrestle them to the ground and hold them there; until you
could shackle them. If they kept at it; call for the Sergeant
of the Guard (SOG).
._
Q: What do you now believe caused the death of either detainee?
A: I heard the autopsy report said something about a blood clot
going into one of the detainee's heart and that killed him. I
don't know what happened to the first one.
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: I can fly. I have a pilot'S license. I don't have a
correctional or police background or training outside of the
Army.
Q: Did you ever see the PUC's legs underneath his clothing?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises br injuries on the. PUC?
A: No.
Q: Did the PUC ever appear ill to you?
A: No. I wasn't in there that long.
Q: Did you ever observe the PUC in pain?
A: No.
Q: Do you have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment
either PUC received on the day they died?
A: No. That was not on my shift, and occurred on third shift.
Q: Did you observe the PUC eat or drink anything during your
shift?
A: When I was in Isolation, it was between lunch and dinner, so
no.
Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees
were being subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation,
PPCT and common pronial strikes?
A: I don't know.
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal
details
surrounding either detainee's deaths?
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000IATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT RM#437, EMBASSY
SUITES, BLUE ASH, OH 45242, DATED 29 JANUARY 2004, CONTINUED:
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything to add to
is statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///
Oil°

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT iICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

ure of Person Making Sta ement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 29 TH day of January 2004 at Embassy
Suites, Blue Ash, OH.

( g a ure o Petson Administering Oath)
SA
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(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authorit0to Administer Oath)
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File Number :
Locaa : Room #438
assy Suites Hotel, Blue Ash OH 45242
Date
: 2/1/Jan
Time: olco- h!41
Statement Of: SPC
SSN
Grade/Status: SPC/E-4
Org/Address : 377 Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:
Q:
e U.S. rmy is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December 2002?
A: Yes.
Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties?
A: Around Jun 2002, we arrived at Fort Dix,'NJ for training.. The
unit then went to Bagram, Afghanistan around Sep 2002. While I
was in Afghanistan my duties were as a military police guard in
the facility. I was guarding the detainees about two weeks after
we arrived in country. I stayed in the facility the entire time
we were deployed to Afghanistan. How
y duties changed
several times in the facility. SFC
moved me from guarding
the detainees to the in-processing desk in front of the facility.
This change in my duties occurred several times, SFC
oved
me back and forth from in processing to guarding over e period
of time I spent in the facility.
Q: Why did you keep moving from the position of guarding the
detainees to in processing the detainees?
A: I was getting bored with guarding the detainees. SFC
also saw me twisting the cuffs of a detainee in order to have the
detainee move forward when resisting. After a feW weeks of being
on the desk I moved back into the facility to gUard the detainees.
I enjoyed sitting at the in processing desk, because it was a
change of pace from guarding the detainees. Prior to my
deployment with the 377 th MP Co, to Afghanistan, I was -deployed to
Kosov6. I was deployed to Kosovo for nine mo
'
e 391 st
MP, Co, Columbus, OH. While in Kosovo, SPC
and I
were deplOyed together for the entire nine months. I was
responsible for guarding prisoners and conducting local patrols
outside of the base.
Q: Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between
October and December 2002?
A: Yes.
Q: Did yOu interview or were you present during any interviews
with either detainee during this time frame?
A: No.
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Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment?
A: Yes, under the guidelines directed by the Military Intelligence
(MI). I delivered a common peronial to the second detainee that
died, because he spit on me. I don't remember all of the
circumstances surrounding the event, but the detainee was in the
isolation cell
e spit on me - - was guarding the isolation
cells, - and SPC Jai and SGT
were on the floor guatding
the main population. We went into the isolationScell in order to
feed the second detainee who died. I don't remember his name or
number; but I think he was one of the "top dogs." I opened the
door to the cell and entered. : Itobk off his goggles and was
about to uncuff his hands from the shackles holding him to the
ceiling. The detainee then spit on me, at which tirdeI gave a
common peronial to the right thigh. He screamed "Alahi, Alahi."
I started laughing and backed off, everyone in theasolatiOn cell.
staredlughinWtodm spitonuag.Ievr
had any other encounters
ny of the other detainees.
One other time, SPCI. SGT
and I were in the
isolation cell, because the detainee, the second one who died, was
makin noise. I was located near the door of the isolatiOn cell,
SGT
was standing directly in front of the det =
and
SPC
as located on the detainee's side. SGT
firs
gave the detainee a common peronial to the thigh, t eh SPC
gave the detainee a common peronial to the thigh. The detainee
cried out "Alahi, Alahi." We then gave him some water, which he
drank. After the water.the detainee decided to be quiet. The .
detainee was hanging by his cuffs the entire time from the wire
mesh across the ceiling:
Prior to the death of the second detainee,. SFC
gave a
briefing to 1 st platoon, where he told us not to deliver common
per'onal blows to any of the detainees, unless it was justified.
SFC
put this information out to his platoon, because he
did not want the members of his platoon involved in any
misconduct. It was a common fact that some of the MP's were
giving common perionals when they were not justified. Right
before the death of the second detainee, I was placed in the
office of the Post Commanders away from the facility.
I alSo witnessed 3 rd platoon deliver common perionals to the
second detainee who died, on several occasions. The second
detainee, who died, was in the isolation cell from the tithe he
arrived to
acilit . While I was on the cat walk patrolling,
I saw SGT
SPC
and the majority of 3 rd platoon, at
different times, in the isolation cell of the second detainee who
died. On several occasions, I heard and saw common perionals
being delivered to the second detainee who died. The strikes were
given just to hear the detainee scream "Alahi, Alahi." I did not.
-
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see the detainee do anything that would justify them giving common
perional strikes. These incidents occurred both prior to and
after the briefings, which SFC
gave to 1 st platoon.
Q: Define corporal punishment.
A: Serious bodily harm.
Q: Were any detainees struck for any reason?
A: Yes, as I explained in the information I provided above.
Q: Did either detainee that died cause any trouble. during the
shifts that you worked?
A: Yes, screaming, yelling, and wanting to charge at us.
Q: Were either detainee's placed into standing restraints while
you were on shift?
A: Yes, the whole.time.- The only time the detainees that were
located in the isolation cells were allowed -6D come down Was to
eat. .
Q: Did other MP's complain that either of the detainee's were
troublemakers? A: I can't recall off hand. Everyone already knew that the
detainees were combative, because we dealt with them on a daily
basis.
Q: Did any of the other MP's appear to dislike the detainee's?
A: I would say the entire unit. When we arrived we were still
thinking about September 1.1. We did not know if the detainees
were innocent or guilty. We did know when the detainees came into
the facility whether they were "top dogs" or not. We knew that
the second detainee was a "top dog," because of the briefings
provided by SFC
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A: The way 1 st platoon ran things, we would place the detainees in
standing restraints. - We would also make - them stand u for a
period of time without restraints. Before SFC
told us not
to deliver common perionals we would give common perionals.
Q: Did yot hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
I can't put any personal feelings to this.
Q: Have you been trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: Yes, we received training from the platoon prior to and during
the deployment to Afghanistan.
Q: Did you ever utilize those tactics on a detainee?
A: Yes, as I described above.
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either of the
detainees that died?
•
A: Yes, the last detainee that died, after he spit-on me.
Q: Do you know who had anything to-do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
A: It couldn't be l s platoon and it couldn't be 2 nd platoon.
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Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
death of either detainee?
A: No.
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I don't feel either way.
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: It was not l st platoon or 2 nd platoon.
Q: Is there anyone that you know well enough that you feel is
above suspicion and would not have caused the deaths of the
deta'
?
A:
definitely, she couldn't hurt a fly. . I couldn't
kill .a man and none of the members of 1 st platoon either.
Q: Do you suspect anyone caused the detainees death?
A: No
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
deliberate? - A: No;
Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those
detainees is that person lying?
A: Heck Yeah.
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: I don't know. MP's that are guarding the isolation cells and
rovering patrols, as well
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: People thinking about September-11, it caused a lot of harm to
America and some people were doing it because they thought it was
fun
Q:.Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't go through with it?
A: No. I don't think like that.
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: Because I am not going to
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A: With everyone up there tagging the second detainee; I don't
think that it was done on purpose. It will be hard to narrow it
down to one person with everyone tagging-him. No jail time, maybe
45 and 45 or some harsh detail. No more than 45 days.
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: No.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common peronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be applied?
A: If the detainee refused to cooperate with orders a pressure
point would be applied. A common perional strike would be given
if the detainee was aggressive or assaulting one of the MP's.
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
,
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of the detainees?
A: During briefings given by SFC
and with the direction
provided by NCOs by using on-the-spot corrections.
Q: Did you know your commander had a Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP) for the facility?
A: Yes, 1 st platoon was responsible for helping in the writing of
the SOP. I read it many times.
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized standing
restraints, PPCT or common pronial strikes?
A: I don't know if they did or not. I was working outside of the
facility at the time.
Q: What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to a
detainee who was being defiant?
A: A common perional strike to / thethigh.
Q:.What did you believe caused the death of the second detainee
when you came to work the day after his death?
A: The rumor was that it was a heart attack and that they could
not revive him. The other rumor was that 3 rd platoon had something
to do with the death.
What do you now believe caused the death of either detainee?
A: What - you told me, about the knee strikes having a cause.
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: I was a 95C, Corrections Officer, reservist; 13B, Field
Artillery, active duty; and 31B; Military Police reservist. I
have no other experience or law enforcement training outside of
those MOS's.
Q: Did you ever see the detainee's legs underneath his clothing?
A: Yes, a medic came to see the second detainee for bruising. The
medic placed some type of ointment on his leg. I also saw the
bruising because his pants kept falling down while shackled to the
ceiling in the isolation cell. He would lean to one side and his
pants would fall to that side. The first time I saw his bruising
it was about the size of. a silver dollar and the last time I saw
the bruising it was the size of a fist. The last time I saw his
bruising was sometime before his death. I am only aware of that
one time that ointment was applied to the bruising, which he
received medical treatment.
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on the detainee?
A: Yes, as I described above.
Q: Did the second detainee ever appear ill to you?
A: No. He looked exhausted.
Q: Did you ever observe the detainee in pain?
A: Yes, when he was receiving common perionals, and when he was
placed in cuffs in the isolation cell. Those cuffs are
uncoMfortable.
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Q: Do you have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment
either detainee received on the day they died?
A: No.
Q: Did you observe the second detainee eat or drink anything
during your shift?
A: Yes, T gave him water and I saw him eat a few things out of the
meal package.
Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees were
being subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation, PPCT
and common pronial strikes?
A: Everybody, the entire unit. The company commander, members of
2nd
platoon and members 3 rd platoon. I don't think that anyone else
knew what we were doing outside of the company.
Q: Are yOu aware of any/plan to conceal or alter details
surrounding either detainee'S deaths?
A: No, not that I am aware . of.
Did-any
Did-ny one tell you that.they thought they had something to do
with the deat of either detainees?
A: Yes, SPC
was telling other members of the unit that he
caused the death of one.of the detainees. It was common rumor
throughout the unit. I heard him say, ."I may have killed one of
the detainees." He believes pretty strongly that he killed one of
the detainees.
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT Embassy Suite's Hotel, Blue
Ash, OH; DATED 29 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BE
ON PAGE 1 AND . ENDS ON PAGE
. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL.
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
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Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 29 day of Jan, 2004 at Room #438,
Emba

erson A. infStering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Cincinnati, i$,
: Embassy Su
Location
Time: CVO
: 29 Jan 04
Date
Statement of:
Grade/Status:E-4
SSN
377 th Military Police Company Cincinnati, OH
Org/Address :

, want to make the following statement under
40111-oath:
I,
I was assigned to first platoon as an MP. I MOBED with the
unit in June of 02. We deployed sometime at the end of August, I
arrived to f hanistan on the 31st.
Q: SA.
A:
Q: Did yoU. receive any.PPCT training prior to deployment.
A: Yes but I don't know if it was official: I don't remember
ever signing anything to document - the training.
Q: Did you ever receive PPCT training when you were in AIT for
Militaonce?
A: No.
Q: Did you have a clear understanding of PPCT that was taught at
Ft. Dix?
A: I understood what they werelitching me. I guesS the cops in
the unit understood it better.
Q: Did everyone in the platoon or the company, have a chance to
rike administered to them?
have th
A: No.
Q: Do you think that the platoon or the company had a good
knowledge of what amount of force to use when administering the
strike
A: NAP'
ne talk about really wanting to use the strikes?
Q: Did
A: No.
Q: Where you in the facility when either of the prisoners died?
A: Yes, I was in the facility when one of them died. I don't
know which one. I don't remember why I was not there for both.
ation to the front gate. I
I could have been off or on a
don't remember their numbers.
Q: FroM where you were at on the over watch could you see the
ISO Cellimm
A: Noll/
Q: How -did you become aware of what had happened in the ISO

.
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2004, CONTINUED:

AT Cincinnati, OH, DATED 29

1 : 1I heard it on the ra
but I could not see what was going on
or where they took him.
.Q: Did you ever observe any prisoners in the facility receive
the Common perennial strike.
A: Maybe once or wice. I don't remember the PUC's number or who
gave the strike
Q: Did you ever observe any prisoner be combative towards-a
guard.
A: Yes, but I don't remember the PUC's numbers anymore:ell
Qr Did you have any contact with either of the two prisoners
that died?
-A-: I can't say for sure: More than likely I did because we were
rotated through the positions in the facility. I liki liprork
over watch so I tried to do that as much as possible
Q: Did you ever hand cuff a prisoner to the ceiling and if so
why?
A: Yes, because I was instructed to do so by MI.0111
Q: How were the prisoners cuffed?
A: Most of the time they were cuffed with their hands above
their heads. They could move their legs but not very Much.
Q: Did you remember who from MI directed you to cuff the
prisoners?
A: No, because they would not give us their real names. I did
this based on the information that was the board. I think the
guy that gave the instructions was
Q: Did yo U have a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on how to
handle a prisoner for bad behavior.
A: Yes we were taught by second Pit and they had been taut by
the 211 th MP SOP. I don't remember ever seeing the SOP
Q: Did JAG ever come the facility and inspect the procedures?
A: I only remember seeing JAG after the two prisoners died..
Q: Did you ever place a hood on a prisoner's head?
Q: Yes, and goggles
Q: Where you aware that JAG did not want the PUC's to wear
hoods lop
AA: No
Q: Did you ever move the prisoners around because a high ranking
person
coming into the facility?
A: Nippy
Q: Did you ever hear of anyone using steroids when they were in
Afghanis
A: No.
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TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH, DATED 29

010
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: Not really, I guess you hear things and I did hear
say he killed the guy but I don't know which one he was talking
about. He said that when we were in country and since we have
been back. I told him not to say that but since he said it in
front of the wh
platoon I guess they thought he was joking. I
also heard
tried to give the guy mouth to mouth
't
just did not work. I guess we should have taken SFC
advice and just had a little contact with the prisoners as
possible.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STA EMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR. UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
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Statement)

Subscribed and sw
o before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this day-of November 2002 at West Point, NY
10996.'

re of Person Administering Oath)
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Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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SWORN STATEMENT

FILE NUMBER: 0134-02-CID369
LOCATION: Embassy Suites Hot- oom 436, Blue Ash, OH 45242
DATE / TIME: 29 J
STA
SSN:
GRADE/STATUS: Civilian
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS:
Ilialinfigwant to make the following statement under oath:
I enlisted in the United States Army Reserves in Jun 1995. I was initially trained as a cook and I
was awarded Military Occupation Specialty 92S. My first duty assignment was with the 810 TH
ST QuartemsCopny,SikerRadKg'sMl,OHthenIwaigdo10
TH QuartemsCopny,hilcteOHnApr20,Iwasigedtoh37
MiltaryPolice(MP)Company(Co),160 SeymourRoad,Cinc nati,OH.Iwas ignedas
cook, however, due to my civilian occupation as a Juvenile Corrections Manager for the past 3
years, and my civilian education, which included the completion of the Ohio Police Officer
Academy in Jan 02 and Ohio Police Officer Adult Correctional Academy in Jul 98, I was utilized
as a MP by the 377TH MP Co while deployed to Bagram, Afghanistan, from Sep 02 through Mar
03.
During Jun 02, the 377 th MP Co was activated for a one-year tour of duty in Afghanistan. The
unit proceeded to Fort Dix, NJ, during Jun 2002. While at Ft. Dix we conducted training in
preparation for our deployment to Afghanistan. The Fort Dix deployment processing personnel
conducted prisoner escorting, prisoner transportation, prisoner processing and confinement
facility operations.
I departed Ft. Dix, NJ, en-route to Germany during Aug 02. I stayed in Germany for three to
four days prior to departing to Bagram, Afghanistan. I arrived in Bagram on 1 Sep 02. After my
arrival, I began to work as a clerk in the Tactical Operations Center inside the Bagram Collection
Point (BCP). I worked in that capacity for approximately three weeks before being re-assigned
to the 1 ST Platoon, which was working the Entry Control Point (ECP) for the Bagram Airbase.
After 1 ST Platoon rotated into the BCP, I continued to work the ECP with the 2 ND Platoon. On or
about the middle of Nov 02 through the middle of Dec 02, I rotated with the 2 ND Platoon into the
BCP and worked the day shift from 0700 to 1900. While assigned to the BCP, I worked as a
MP. I usually worked 12 hour shifts in the BCP with two days on and one day off. During the
12 hour shift, I would work three hours as Over Watch, three hours as Floor, three hours as
Isolation Delta 1 (downstairs) and Isolation Delta 2 (upstairs).

Q: Did you administer any common peronial strikes to any of the detainees?
A: Not that I can recall.
Q: Why didn't you use the common peronial strike?
A: I didn't have any reason to.
EXHIBIT
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STATEMENT
436, Blue Ash, OH

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel, Room
, DATED 29 Jan 04, CONTINUED.

Q: Were you aware or did you know any soldiers who were deployed with you that were taking
steroids or dietary supplements?
•
verybody, I took some Hydroxicut, CellTech, and Rip Fuel, but then I sold it to SPC
who was my roommate. We ordered it from some warehouse over the Internet. Also
SGT 111111111took the stuff.
Q: Did you ever take any steroids or dietary supplements while deployed to Afghanistan?
A: Yes, I took some of the stuff, but it was over the counter.
Q: Do you know if anyone took any steroids or dietary supplements that could not be purchased
over the counter.
A: I sus ected SPC
SPC111111PC
and
SP
ay have been taking steroids be
would work out a lot, their physical
size and due to eir tempers. I remember SGT
uld seem to be having a "Roid
Rage" when working out in the gym.
Q: Were you aware of any order that said that no one should consume any steroids or dietary
supplements while in Afghanistan?_
A: No.
Q: Did you know any detainees who spoke English and were present at the BCP during the time
frame that either of the detainees died?
A: Yes, Person Unde
and
lirry ere
asked about the term
e would probably respond that
P
told you
that.
Q: What were the different color codes on the floorboard?
Q: One color, I believe blue or red was for those detainees who spoke English and the other color
for those detainees that didn't speak English.
Q: Was th re
ainees who were treated better than the others?
A: Yes,
ho was supposedly a Taliban Minister of something, had electricity, Meals
Ready to Eat, a coffee pot and he had the largest cell.
The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram Airbase,
Afghanistan during December 2002. The following questions pertain directly to the two
detainees who died during Dec 02.
Q: Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and December 2002?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between October and December
2002?
A: Yes, Liiiiese, like I said, you get confused on the numbers and its hard to distinguish
betweeninind whatever.
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with either detainee during this
time frame?
A: No, I was never present for any interviews or interrogations.
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal punishment?
A: No.
Q: Define corporal punishment.
EXHIBIT /95—
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel, Room
436, Blue Ash, OH 45242, DATED 29 Jan 04, CONTINUED.

A: Blatant hits, punishment for things they did or may not have done, that's administered locally
without approval.
Q: Were either of the detainees struck fora
owledge. Yea, SGT
said he was there when the first guy died and that
ame in and tried to do some rescue breathing. I don't remember when and where
SGT
said this to me, however, it was during the deployment.
Q: Did either of the detainees that died, cause any trouble during the shifts that you worked?
A: No, not that I remember.
Q: Were either of the detainees placed into standing restraints while you were on shift?
A: They may have been, pretty much everybody in the isolation cell area had restraints, but I
don't remember seeing anyone secured to the ceiling, however, the detainees had their arms
secured through the front doors. I believe that 3 RD Platoon may have secured detainees to the
ceiling during day shift and I believe that the 2 ND Platoon may have secured the detainees to the
ceiling. I don't recall securing the detainees to the ceiling.
Q: Did other MPs complain that either of the detainees that died were troublemakers?
A: Yea, but I don't remember who, but I remember hearing they were troublemakers.
Q: Did any of the other MPs appear to dislike the detainees?
A: I don't know.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of the detainees that you felt
uncomfortable with?
A: No.
Q: Have you been trained on the common peronial strike and pressure point control tactics
(PPCT)?
A: Not through the military, well yes, SGT
who worked foillilillheriff's
Department, showed us a few things at the Reserve Center in Cincinnati.
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either of the detainees that died?
A: No, I would have remembered.
Q: Do you know who had
ping to do with the eventual death of either detainee?
A: No, except SGT
was there when the first one died..
Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of either detainee?
A: No.
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: Tragic, it shouldn't have happened, but it did.
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: I have no idea.
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
A: Obviously it was, well now it was. I don't know if they meant to kill them, but their actions
led up to it.
Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those detainees is that person lying?
A: Yes.
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to physically abuse either detainee?
A: Who ever was on duty during the three hours in the ISO cells, then again there are a lot of
people walking in and out of the area, so you really didn't know when someone would walk in
on you. You never knew if someone was going to catch you s_leeping in there.
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: Revenge, well not revenge, frustration, reven e. B cause they could, some weird sick shit.
,
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STATEMENT OF 11111111111111 TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel, Room
436, Blue Ash, OH 45242, DATED 29 Jan 04, CONTINUED.
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you didn't go
't?
A: Of course, one guy who shot and killed one of our medics, he was called
ut I
never did it.
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: It wasn't right.
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the death of a
detainee?
A: What ever is deemed appropriate.
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: I suppose it would be a blow to get compliance, but no.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common peronial strike or pressure
point control tactic could be applied?
A: To gain compliance.
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: Through basic rules at roll call. They really didn't hammer out what was right and wrong.
Q: Did you know your commander had a Standard Operating Procedure for the facility?
A: He was working on it, yes.
Q: Do you know if the unit working the BCP prior to your unit utilized standing restraints, PPCT
or common peronial strikes?
A: I have no idea. I found the Tactical Operations Center and then went to the checkpoint.
Q: What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to a detainee who was being
non-compliant?
A: As far as some one escaping we had rubber bullets for that, some of the SOGs (Sergeant of
the Guard) and Officers had weapons, but known were used.
Q: What did you believe caused the death of the first detainee when you came to work the day
after his death?
A: A blood clot, heart attack or something
Q: What do you now believe caused the death of the second detainee?
A: Obviously, from what I have been told, that he died from wounds caused by the common
peronial strike, that got to his heart or his lungs.
Q: Who told you-that?
A: Picked it up through this interview and interrogation.
Q: Did you ever see either of the detainee's legs underneath their clothing?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on either detainee?
A: No.
Q: Did either of the detainees ever appear ill to you?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe either detainee in pain?
A: No.
Q: Do you have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment either detainee received on
the day they died?
A: Just that I was told that SPC
to administered to aid to one of them.
Q: Did you observe either detainee eat or drink anything during your shift?
A: Not to my recollection.
.
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STATEMENT OF 111111111.1 TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel, Room
436, Blue Ash, OH 45242, DATED 29 Jan 04, CONTINUED.
Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees Acre being subjected to standing
restraints, slee de rivat'
PCT and common peronia
A: The 1SG
xecutive Officer 1LT
ommander (CPT
of the 377 MP Co; SPC
Medic for the 772 ND MP Co, who worked at
the
; PC (?), Medic who worked at the end of the 377 TH MP deployment; Military
Intelligence (MI) personnel assigned to the BCP (they gave or
deprivation);
Ambulance drivers who would pick up the Afltiss%; Colonel
Medical Doctor for
the Hospital unit at the BCP (NFI); MAJIMIErrovost Marshal at BCP; BG (?) (US Air
Force) (NFI), who was from the US and toured the BCP during Jan 03.
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details surrounding either of the detainee's
death?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A: No. //////////////////////////////////////////////End of Statement/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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STATEMENT OF...MI TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel, Room
436, Blue Ash, OH 45242, DATED 29 Jan 04, CONTINUED.

AFFIDAVIT
have read or have had read to me this statement which
begins on age 1 and ends on page Co . I fully understand the contents of the entire statement
made by me. The statement is True. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom
of each page containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit
or reward, without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful
inducement.

(

erson Making tatement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 29 th day
of January 2004, while at room # 436, Embassy Suites Hotel, 4554 Lake Forest Dr, Blue Ash,
OH 45242.

g oath)

SA

111111.1.11M

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
Date
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address

0134 - 02-C1D369-23533
Cincinnati, OH
29 Jan 2004
Time:

i rs),O IMF

Grade/Status: SPC/USAR
377 th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237

want to make the following statement under
oath: I've been advised of my rights and elected to make this
statement voluntarily to clarify aspects of earlier statements
• about the situations and deaths at Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan
iiiember 2002. I've been asked specific questions by SA
and SA
IIII/ about things I can recall related to the
death of,the de ainee named HABIBULLAH (PUC 412).
Q: Cah you say for certain you did not strike HABIBULLAH on 3
Dec 02, while in the Isolation Cell with SPC IMO
A: No
Q: Can you say fot certain HABIBULLAH was alive . on 4 Dec 02
(the day he died), when you, SGT
and SPC
entered
the cell and tried to feed him?
A: No- .
Q: Can you say for certain HABIBULLAH spit at. you on 4- Dec 02
(the day he died)?
A:
No, but I can say for certain that his spit got on my
shirt. I did offer to give my shirt to the initial CID
investigators. They told me it would not be necessary.Q: How might the confusion about the .spitting incident have
occurred?
as not looking at HABIBULLAH. I was talking to SPC
when I felt something hit me in the chest. I looked
down and there was spit on my shirt near the left breast pocket
of my Desert Camouflage UniforM (DCU) shirt. So I assumed he
spit on me, that is why I reacted the way I did, by striking him
twice, maybe three times, with a common pronial strike to his
right leg with my right knee. I told CID he spit on me •
initially because it is what I believed happened at that time.
I did not tell them about the common pronial strikes, because I
was scared that was what killed him.
Q: Did you make comments to other unit members that you caused
HABIBULLAH's death?
A: Yes..
Q: Why?

iii
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A: Bedause I was in charge of him. My job was to keep him
safe, fed, hydrated and get him to the bathroom and I didn't do
it,. When you listen to people talk, most of it's joking, but
they all say "you killed him" and eventually you start believing
it.
Q: Have you heard people around the unit refer to. you as the
"Knee of Death"?
A: Yes, they refer to me by so many things associated with that
death, Grim Reaper, among them: The commander has asked us - to
come up with a new company motto. Ours is "Tigers in the -/
Tower". A lot of people want us to use "Death by Knee". Pretty
much all the folks who think the deaths were a-joke. I must have
heard it from fifty guys in the unit.
Q: Do you think the deaths were a joke?
A: No.
Q: Did you and
talk about what blood pressure readings
you would put in your initial statements to CID?
A: No, not as far as the number, we talked about whether or not
we heard something, but not the blood pressure reading, just the
presence of one.
Q: -Can you say for certain you heard or detected a blood
pressure or pulse after the initial reading in the Isolation
Cell?
A: No.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement at this time?
A: Nothin I can think of. /////END OF STATEMENT////////
.
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STATEMENT OF . SPC 1111110111111111 TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH,
DA
2004, CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGIN ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND. HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT. OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT. OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths • th day of January 2004 at Cincinnati, OH
45242.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(.Pluthority.to Administer Oath)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

LOCATION: CINCINATTI, OHIO
DAIE:
R
FILE NUMBER: 0137NAME (Last, First MI):
SSAN:
ORGANIZATION OR AD
SS: 377TH MP CO, US A

ieY

Oa

/ STATUS: SPC
SERVES, CINCINATTI, OHIO, 45237

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON WAIVER CERTIFICATE
-

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Command as a Special Agent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/aK:1; NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE; ASSAULT
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
following rights:
.
1. I do not have to answer questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
1.3--:(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
-or, ,,,..
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
'-"Ciuestioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I
arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before
any questioning begins:
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
5. COMMENTS: Have you been advised of your legal rights and requested legal counsel in the past 30 days?
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a
statement witho
a la er first and without having a lawyer present with me.

,c3,„(t..bEve l V.
Witness# 2
Signature of Witness

11 th Military o ice Battalion
Fort Hood, TX 76544

NON WAIVER CERTIFICATE
I do not want to give up my rights: I want a lawyer: ❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything: ❑
-

,

Signature of Interviewee:
DA Form 3881-E
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

0134-02-C1D369-23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES
DETAILS

interviewed PFC
t 0910, 30 Jan 04, SA
7th MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, 0 45237, who was assigned to
Platoon, workin ' i e Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan, between Sep 02
was only in Afghanistan until 19 Nov 02, when he was medically evacuated
and Apr 03.
or a shoulder injury and did not return. He recalled learning common pronial strikes at both MP
I Training (AIT and durin Mobilization Training at Fort Dix, NJ (taught by SSG
77th
ny, Cincinnati, OH 45237). He
nd SSG
denied ever employing any blows
gave and received strikes and earned I wore well.
or witnessing the application of blows. He added 3 rd Platoon had a reputation for being tough and
added they tried hard to set themselves apart from the rest of the unit. He described the Platoon
377th MP Company, Detachment 1, Bloomington, IN)
3rd Platoon,
Leader (1 LT
as is soldiers "gung-ho" almost a "warmonger". (See PUC
as having the same
, dated 30 Jan 04 for additional details)
Questionnaire of

377 th
interviewed SPC
t 1030, 30 Jan 04, SA
latoon,
MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237, w o was assigned to
ithin
the
Bagram
Collection
Point
(BCP),
Bagram,
Afghanistan,
between
Sep
02
and
Apr
orki
ras not MOS qualified when the unit deployed, so he worked on the gates until after the
03.
her than rumors that
ime of the deaths. He had no knowledge of the circumstances of either death
as in Qata ith
oo•ot and it was un• reventable.
HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) died o
SSG
fight other unit. e
nd
one
ot
er
e
could
SPC
SPC
!aimed he could not recall any conversations
no reca after the main body went home .
discussing the s ecifics of either death, despite the fact that others report him being present during
It the training he received adequately prepared him to function as a guard and he
discussions.
knew physical contact with detainees was limitec111preventing escape attempts and defending
himself or others. (See PUC Questionnaire of =rated 30 Jan 04 for additional details).
.

rights for
of his le
Between 1457 and 1815 hrs, 30 Jan 04, S 4111111t dvise
waived his rights
ggravated Assault, False Official Statement, and egligen Homicide.
an
incident
in the
itting he struck DILAWAR (PUC 421) twic
and provided a st
ecounted how he
R's death.
day or two prior to D
Isolation Cell with
dded
information
on
a
conversation
he
delive d a al of four blows.
an
admitted delivering "15 common pronial strikes to each leg" of DILAWAR.
herein
figuration of DILAWA 's restraints and annotating
dopted a sketch illustratin
further admitted he lied to CID
delivered.
he number and timing of blows he an
investigators during interviews and made a sworn statement, w ich he new to be false, during the
earlier phases of the investigation.
TYPED

T'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

SA

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

SIG

DATE
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER
0134-02-CID369 -23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAG E 2 OF 2 PAGES
DETAILS

resence by 10.1111andall.
Additionally, 111111111111counted an admission m
while they were awaiting vehicle shipment in Qatar.
escri
livering a knee strike to
dated 30 Jan 04).
DILAWAR. (See Waiver Certificate, Statement and Sketch of
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/////// ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
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covAf

The US Army is currently investigating the death of
two detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during
December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 002?
(36- hoc6/J ocr Adn ovoa zoo-2

If so, what were your duties?
(P
/mo—A011111
Did you guard either detainee?
during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? AAIUN
_ Did you interview or were you
present during any interviews with either
detainee during this time frame? iuo
Did you witness either detainee receiving any type
of corporal punishment?
NM
Did you interact in any way with either detainee?
Poe"
Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the
treatment of either of those two detainees that you
felt uncomfortable with? If so, please explain.
No OW
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Did you participate in any type of corporal
punishment or any comjtliance blows to
either detainee? Ai c IW"
Do you know who had anything to do with the
eventual death of either detainee? /00 OM
Did anyone tell you who might have had anytli e
to<o with the death of either detainee?
0
i . How do you feel about the deathvgftkose two

detainees?

s4

e"- ":

Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if
you only have a suspicion, it is important for you to
provide that information here, even though you may
be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will
not be reported to that person or anyone else in your
unit. Who do you think did it? 0,AL K„,j
Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is
above suspicion and would not do something like
this? t 4,14/,iy 60
How do you feel about being interviewed concerning
This issue?
/0/(06 //3-751
Do you think that the death of either of those detainees
was deliberate?
co /A:7 , 4 y

(
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If someone said that you physically abused either of
Those two detainees, is that person lying? y ic 1111
). Who do you think would have had the best
opportunity to have physicall/ abused either
detainee?
f•-i4 _SA y
1

Why do you think someri would do this?
CZ. z DEpo.r .

2.Did you ever give corporal punishment or
compliance tra4fio a detainee?
Al

2

3 Did you ever think about giving corporal
punishment to a detainee, even though you didn't go
through with it? Ai 0 1.11

4. Why wouldn't you do something like this?
'41 y
5. What do you think should happen to a person who
mistreated or caused the death of a detainee_
(,4 -)

'/s SOO

Please explain:
5.Is there any reason you have been told a detainee
could be given corporal puni
ent or given
compliance blows? r-/ c>

7. What do you believe a detainee might do that should
result in their receiving corporal punishment or
compliance blows? 6-R yi.--Afj

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.793
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S. How do you think the results of the investigation
will come out on you? fu 0 r:
Do you think the person who did this would deserve
a second chance under any circumstances? (please
explain). Ado MO

').Did you tell your family about this investigation?
1 , Da. Did

XL')

you tell your family you were being
interviewed regarding this investigation? /5/ ,. irs NMI

)b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty?
If so, what was your response?

11111

. Is there any reason why someone would_ say that
you were involved in the deaths of those two
detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but isthere is any reason why someone would say you
were involved? Ai OM
22. Can

you think of any reason why someone would
name you as a suspect in this investigation? ,c-20 411M111

2.

.

If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to
undergo hypnosis and a polygraph to verify your
truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
[ti
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2; What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers

or interrogators do you think engage in this type of
punishment? ioc?„e- 2 c-7(2,
4 e A412.0 /0 4 zc>,-,„J
2'. If you were involved in either death of those two

detainees, would you tell the truth about it now?
20 Do you think the FBI should get called iniplip out
on this investigation?

2 "". Do you have anything to add at this time, or
any information you might have heard, that could
help to resolve this investigation? it' °

(
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: jliad SSN:
UNIT: ,77Y-*( 47, ,i/M/7

DATE:

,,,74te
47,77.diaiwe,"1.6e

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bag -ram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: 1 4e5
I. If yes, what dates and what were yo duties?

,c9,,66

Aar

weds fka94f.f/./A-z?._?
/5-7they/ -r 7,--Atzfikhal94-4--frorlsnieg4

2.
id you guars either detainee ding the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A :0

'c'eci

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any ir)terviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: ivia„,k,greeta yiv-alty7.4,744e7s 4244/,
2b. Did you w;tness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: Ni2 If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in an way with either detainee? A: ,47(0,6e--- If yes,
explain: mr,_raia.s- /OW
//cfPla'a-06-4//41/7‘."-4/- kezit
dAna cat/L-60"/We% toe Xbr7jr (I, a,
2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: 42
Ifyes,plaxin:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know NiATti o had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: NO If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

a

Signature of Interviewee
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, 4b. How do you, feel about the deaths oflhose two detainees?
%,titS'deaeot75;6-/-

wth

.€,03-4e/7/-4

./247,71 I a

4v/

'VW/1'64;0.

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A. Age,a4r,
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that ou feel above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
e97 elketZ

44,2a,/es

7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

-141 etlime

id977,K,42eavg

Xre,",„94,S

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
(114
r h IttnA) do,
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? abRatki
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity\ to have physically
abused either detainee? A: rigf /50/akil
OW71/67
11. Why 41.0 you think someone would do this?
dhadi
,61/1 re;464,7

Wo/ e//1e/2a
4 ,itieereg4

40/4e4/

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: WS
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: kg/1. 2-14#,k/lede,
14 /14;

nef

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? -:7 - 5.40 ,/4 aecit1/4/
04 /fr /111.—r
,7tat
up'
kj avi9 ,0 44// As- ai(gliedr,
/if

4A

4,ete

Signature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
ddleirss-414 44,-, e a,,,A cAe---4,e6f/7ez,
alexpLgfesine -7 tp, 420,-,4-P7

r

17: How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
14.144
kgs nti,e4inAc4/44-1 e?s- ps-4,
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
.
any circumstances? A: 0,114r NA270/4 erlli1SY ie
Please explain:
,6e77,22,100, vee kav-3- atera-a
,7
ioer /Fe
eiciee f`ege-k-fr,
19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:

"415

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: ye-s-, hat
ea( be20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: NO
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A:
Aia If yes, who?
M Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: 40

Signature of Interviewee
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)

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
/v
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: (03
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: 5-eg
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: (1e6
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
No
411-r
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

Signature of Interviewee
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/VVAIVER
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

LI 5 (39-e5

34

9 2 353

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

g.....ct.

s---7

O
LOCATION: CINCINNATI,OH
DATE:
S L( TIME:
FILE NUMBER: 0134
NAME (Last, First MI):
SSAN:
GRADE / STATUS: SPC
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS: 377TH MP COMPANY,
SERVE
CENTER, CINCINNATI,OH,
45237

(

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

41

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Command as a Special Agent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/acc d: NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE; ASSAULT
Before he/s e ask d me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
following rights:
1. I do not have to answer questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
or personne abject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
i ing
to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at
ense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
v
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I
arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before
any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
05.._
COMMENTS: Have you been advised of your legal rights and requested legal counsel in the past 30 days?

.

N

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation an_ d make a
staterne
o a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.

14044;
Witness# 2
Signature of Witness

hon (CID)
Fort Hood, TX 76544

NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

I do not want to give up my rights: I want a lawyer: ❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything:
❑
Signature of Interviewee:
DA Form 3881-E

FOR OFFICIAL USE 01:1.
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
Date
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address :

0134 - 02-CID369-23533
Cincinnati, 0
30 Ja
•

5t15

11111.1

Grade/Status: SPC/USAR

377th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237

want to make the following statement under
101111111k
oath: I've been advised of my rights and.elected to make this
statement voluntarily to clarify aspects of earlier statements
about the situations and deaths at Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan
in December 2002 I've been asked specific questions by SA
and slur about-things I can recall related to the
death of the detainee named DILAWAR (PUC 421).
Q: Did you strike DILAWAR (PUC 421)?
A: Yes
Q: Under what circumstances?
A: It was two maybe thre
s before DILAWAR died. I was
working Control and SPC
the Iso Guard, called me
into the Isolation Cells on the 2
oor and said "Come here a
second and help me out." I said "OK". He got the keys and
opened u
'
etty sure it was) Cell #1. I stood at the
doorway, lked in and said "This guy's been acting up".
DILAWAR was loose in the cell, he was sitting against the back
wall of the cell. He was wearing a pair of long cuff eg
irons) on his wrists and leg irons on his ankles.
told
tand up and asked for DILAWAR to give him his hands.
intent was to put him back-in standing restraint by
chaining his hailthe hesco ce
DILAWAR refused to
stand up or give
his hands.
gra
.by the arm
and stood him up. , DILAWAR pulled away from
ok a
couple steps toward him, but stayed near the door.
was
off to the detainee's right side and he gave hi
strike
hitting the detainee in the ri ht leg with his
kneecap. I'm not sure
used his right or left leg. The
detainee dropped.
aught the etainee before he hit the
ground and stood him back up.
rabbed one of DILAWAR's
hands
the detainee tucked t e other behind his side (away
fro
At this point, I finally ran in and grabbed the
other arm, DILAWAR yanked away from me. He kept pulling away
from me so I gave him a knee strike with my right knee to his
left thigh (on the side). He continued to squirm and we both
struck him again at about the same time-in both legs. It took

Illw
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STATEMENT OF SPCiimmt TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH,
DATED 30 Jan 2004, CONTINUED:
both of his legs out from under him, he went to his knees, but
we caught
he hit the ground.
I finally got control
his hand and
disconnected one end of the leg iron (from
the wrist I wa
o ding) and fastened the loose end to the
ceiling. Then
produced a second set oliii iirons, which
we put on the free wrist
I had) and
also affixed
that one to the ceiling.
did all this because. I'm too
short to reach the ceiling.
Q: Did it require a key to uncuff the leg iron from DILAWAR's
wrist?
A: Yes.
Q: Who had the key?
A:
Q: Did you ever strike DILAWAR (PUC 421) any other time?
A: I might have.
Q: Do you remember any specifics about it?
A: No.
Q:. Did DILAWAR ever spit on you?
A: No.
Q: If you can't recall the specifics of other strikes, how do
you know it was not because he spit on you?
A: I would have remembered being spit on or being spit at. It
only happened to me once with PUC 412 (HABIBULLAH) and it really
pissed me off. This guy (DILAWAR)_ did not spit on or at me.
Q: When did you find out that common pronial (knee) strikes were
what killed both PUCs?
A: When CID brought us in for interviews the third time. It was
either Decd 02 or Jan 03. They told 'us both guys were bruised
':up badly.
Q: Did CID ask you specifically if you struck either detainee
at that time?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you lie?
A: Yes.
Q: Why?
A: I was scared.
Q: Are you telling the full and complete truth now?
A: Yes.
.Q: What other information do you have about blows delivered to
DILAWAR or HABIBULLAH?
A: While w
e in
aiting to put our equipment
ship, SPC
and C
ere talking about strikes
delivered to DILAWAR.
aid D.ILAWAR did something (I can't
INITIALS
Page 2 of 4
i ‘ C)c
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STATEMENT OF SPC
DATED 30 Jan 2004, CONTINUED:

, TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH,

IIIIIIIIeven recall what he said the detainee did) but
)t up in
his face and said "All right, that does it. Fifteen common
r
s,leg,tarting now". One of the two of them
said
was off duty, hallo/lir inside the
facility taliiiiito
dy) and
delivered the
blows, while
observe . (hi
ven
his knee got sore,
so he had to Switch knees. Then SPC
came in at the tail
end of the story. He came up behind me and said what he
does " What's up killer?" The conversation continued and
admitted he laid a pretty good one on him (DILAWAR) too. Then
remember him describing how he "sized him up and then went
"BAM!". He held his hands out in front of him and made a square
with his thumbs, like you see artists or photographers do. I
recall that he demonstrated a strong blow with his leg and
emphasized it with a loud sound effect "BAM!"
Q: Who else was present while these descriptions of events were
being talked about?
A: I know for sure, SPCIIIIIIIII Iiiiindlillilliare
ins
. I'm pretty sure SPC
was there and I think
SSG
was in the tent. It was a pretty big tent, but I
think he overheard the conversation.
Q: Was there ever any discussion within the group about lying
to investigators.-or what to do if questioned again?
A: No, we all thought it was over. But in the back of my mind,
I knew it wasn't. It wasn't until Qatar that I truly recognized
how many knee strikes there were total and how badly that we had
hurt those men.
Q: Was it your intent to - kill either man?
A:- No. Only to gain'contrbl.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement at this time?
A: I think there is something else that I heard in Qatar that I
should tell you, but right now I can't recall it. When I do I
will call the number on the business card you gave me and tell
you about it, /////END CSE STATEMENT////////
-
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STATEMENT OF SPC 1111111111.. TAKEN AT Cincinnati, OH,
DATED 30 Jan 2004, CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS.AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT.. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF'BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

01111ure

1111111111Pr
ing

atement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 30 th day of January.2004 at Cincinnati, OH
45242.

inistering Oath)

(S i

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article,136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)

Page 4 of 4
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION: CINCINATTI, OHIO
FILE NUMBER: 0137NAME (Last, First Ml):
ORGANIZATION OR
RESS: 377

DATE:

J

o\

SSAANAIIIIII RADE / STATUS: SPC
0, US
Y RESERVES, CINCINATTI, OHIO, 45237

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON -WAIVER CERTIFICATE
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Command as a. Special Agent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/ac
LIGENT HOMICIDE; ASSAULT
Before he/ e as
y questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
following rights:
1.
I do not have to answer questions or say anything.
, 2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
- or
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I
arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before
any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
COMMENTS: Have you been advised of your legal rights and requested legal counsel in the past 30 days? /If

of

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under inve
statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.

and make a

Witness# 2
Signature of Witness

11th Milit Police Battalion (CID)
Fort Hood, TX 76544

NON -WAIVER CERTIFICATE
I do not want to give up my rights: I want a lawyer: ❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything: 0
Signature of Interviewee:
DA Form 3881-E
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
0134-02-C1D369-23533 /0 137-02-CID369-2353

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

DETAILS

t X650 hrs, 30 Jan 04, SA

interviewed SPC
377th MP Company, Detachment 1, Bloomington,
IN 47403

who was assigned to
working inside the Bagram Control Point (BCP), Afghanistan at the time of the deaths. 3 r
provided a statement reflecting he worked as both a carpenter and an
MP in the BCP. H
indicated he never witnessed anyone deliver a common peroneal strike and denied he delivered
ar
lows to detainees. Illinstated he applied a wristlock to gain compliance from detainees w
nh
necessary during escort procedure.
(See PUC Questionnaire and Sworn Statement of 811111. e
ated 30 Jan 04, for additional details).
t 0829 hrs, 30 Jan 04, SAIlliiinterviewed SPC

ompany, Detachment 1, Bloomin

ie BCP at the time of both deaths.

377th mi)
7403, who was assigned to 3 platoon, working with

as advised, of rights for the offen
avated
ssault, Cruelty/Maltreatment, False Official Statement and Negligent Homicide.
invokec
is rights, reiarirunsel, at which time the interview was terminated.
(See Non-waiver
Certificate o f
, dated 30 Jan 04, for additional details)

GENT'S COMMENT:

At the conclusion of his interview,11111111was record fingerprinted.

t 1035, 30 Jan 04, SAIIIIIIInterviewed SPC
377th MI
ompany, Bloomington, IN 47403,
who deployed with the 377 Military Police Company to
Bagram; Afghanistan, in August 2002 and worked within the BCP for
days befo
eploying back to the United States due to security clearance issues
tated she di c
not utilize common pronial strikes or pressure point control tactics on any, detainees nor did she
itness or hear of any other soldiers using the techniques.
.

00 hrs, 30 Jan 04, SA 111111111.1111111.1

interviewed
.
SPC
377th MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati,
OH 45237,

who was a
platoon, working withih the BCP, Bagram, Afghanistan, between Sep 02 and Apr 03.
tated he did not witness any of the detainees being physically abused b
onnel.
tated he did have to t e cor
ive ac ion during an incident with SPC
who was yelling
etai ee.
told
to leave the ISO a
the best of his knowledi r
id not strike the detainee during this incident.
is a relative of the 1SG
SG, 377th
MP Company and believed people did not talk to him or a ociate with him
ecause of the tension between the 1 SG and the unit Commander.
as off duty o e
first detainee died and was on a convoy detail the day the secon detainee died.
as aware members of his platoon were using dietary supplements and weight lifting
upplements during the deployment but that to the best of his knowledge, all the supplements were
TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street

S

Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

30 Jan 04
1 FEB 77
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
0134-02-CID369-23533 /01 37-02-C1D369-2353

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES

DETAILS

rdered via the Internet or were purchased at the Post Exchange (PX).
ated 30 Jan 04, for additional details)

(See Sworn Statementof!

t 1202 hrs, 30 Jan 04, SA
interviewed . SPC
377 th MF
ompany, Detachment 1, Bloomin •ton, IN 47403,
who
was
assigned
to
3rd
working witl
he BCP at the time of both deaths.
• rovided a statement denying anyplatoon,
knowledge of or
articipation in corporal punishment o
ainees.
e rd platoon discriminated against the
etainees and company members who were not Caucasian. He stat d all non-whites were
ansferred out of the platoon, while
c , NJ and SF
3rd Platoon Sergeant hu ng a
onfederate flag in the platoon tent.
he felt the motivation for MPs being overly
cggressive might be their use of dietary/muscle building supplements.
(See Sworn Statement and
"UC Questionnaire of
dated 30 Jan 04, for additional details)
///////////////////0//////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/////////////////////////////////////////00///////////////////////////)

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

SA
SIGNATUR

DATE

CI
1 FEB 77
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
DATE:

30:17,4

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes; what dates and what were your dUties?
Ak Cl,q- P/41-- Q
. di
a_.

0:°,0,a„,,,,k6p 1 •,,,

ALA

cgozim.4 -4 -.,.,e/4-e.

• 2. Did you guard either detainee during the e od of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? • A: de44 AvAAM
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:0
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type.of corporal
punishment? A: A.) o
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

f yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: Ve...,5
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
blows to either detainee? A:
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
detainee? A:
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
either detainee? A:

Signature of Interviewee
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Signature/Sequence # of Interviewer e-,k,b
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01 . 4-0 2 - 0113369-3533
0137-02- 0H3369-2353

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
•

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that yob. feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
11. Why do you think someone would do this?
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?

Signature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
punishment or .given compliance blows?: A:
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:

19 Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
-

20b. 'Did your family ask you if you were guilty?If so, what was your
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who?
A:
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

Signature of Interviewee
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22.. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as
a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and
a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of IVIP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25.

If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:

26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

Signature of Interviewee
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
013402 CID369
Location
23533
R oom 414, Hampton
Inn
Date
, Bloomi gton, IN
0 Jan 04
Time: orz3
Statement of.
SSN
Org/Address : 3 77 th
Grade/Status: SPC/RC
d
MP co
r ist Sqd

______________________ _ _____ __ __________ _ _______ _ ____ ._ ____ ___ _
-

-

_

_ — ___
, SPC
----------------------under oath:
want to make the following statement
Q: SA
A: SPC
Q: The U.S. Army is
currently investigating the death of two
g
detainees at Baram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you 2002?
deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December
A:, Yes.
-----------------

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

-----------------

,
1,ii

Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties?
A: I arrived in Afghanistan on 31 August 2002, and left there on
16 March 2003. I am an MP, but my Command found out that I am
also a carpenter and put me to work builip the
and isolation cells inside of the Bagramdng u
facilities
Detentio n Facility. I
did work as a guard inside the facility from about Thanksgiving
until just before Christmas 2002, at which time I tr
with my platoon to the gates.
transferred
Q: Did you guard either detanee
d
i
between October and December 2002uring the period of time
?
A: Not that I remember.
Q: Did ith
you interview or were
wit
youtime
present
during an interviews
ee
h eer detain during
this
frame?
A: No.

--

Q: Did you witness either, detainee rec
corporal punishment?
eivin g any type of
A : No.
Q: Define corporal punishment.
A: It is non - abusive,
like using pressure point
strikes, but other things to instill discipline.
techniques . No
Q:
What
other
types
of
punishment
were
used?
A:
y standard pressure points were used. We fatigued
u der direction of MI. Then when
people
with
sleep
deprivation
we
moved
them
out
of
their
cells
they
hey would go limp on you and I to the bathroom for example,
ay strikes.
used wrist locks. I never used
Q: Were an
y detainees struck for any reason?
A: Not to my knowledge, I never saw anything like that
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN
AT RM#414, HAMPTON INN,
BLOOMINGTON, IN, DATED 30 JAN 2004,
CONTINUED:
101:that
Did you
either
PUC that died cause any trouble during the shifts
worked?
A:
I can't46remember which ones they were, so I can't
question.
Q: Were
answer that
you were onshift?
detainees placed into standing restraints while

A:

Yes. Whoever was working would put them into standing
restraints. Standard practice was to put them up for ten to
twenty minutes, and then took them down. There was a practice
that was done as that is what we learned from the other MP
Company we took over the facility from. One other thing that
was done to discipline them was to give them a meaningless task
to do, like sweeping the floor, cleaning cracks in the floor.
One guy had to mop the floor constantly after he smeared his own
crap around his cell. That guy was in the upstairs Isolation
cell the third one down on the left.
Q: Did
other MP's complain that either of the PUC' that died
were
troublemakers?
A: Not that I remember.
Q: Did any of the other MP
A: Not in particular.
'$ appear to dislike the PUC's?
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A:
them
in standing restraints, making them clean,
andHanging
exercise
andupverbal.
Q: Did
Did yo that
d
u hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
youwifelt uncomfortable with?
A: 'Yes. One time
'
arrival, I saw SP
e first two to three weeks of our
bottle
a caps
bucket of human waste and making putting
a detainee
takecaps
the into
bottle
out of human waste.With his hands. r, m orideesn
.. a
v-.-->
point
Q: Have
you been
trained on common pronial stri es,1
d pressure
He sas s
point
control
tactics?
A: Yes.

a ,,,,,, , - II
1

Q: Did you ever utilize those tactics on a PUC?
4..<1,-,<*e.$stc,
1
A:
I
used
pressure
point
controls.
I
only
remember
using
a
wrist lock, when I was
6o ti s- F-c,
transporting
the of
plane
when 2.- ,,e
s
they first reported to the
facility, them
and afrom
couple
times
de the facility when transporting them. It was only used lu
/5'—' ---1
whenever necessary, and never without a reason.
64 /2,
Q: Did youthat
apply
any of those tactics on either of the
detainees
died?
/
/,0,--, -7y

4iTcdveAs- r io
Allili

A: I don't t ink I ever had to deal with either of them
INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF SPC
BLOOMINGTON, IN, DATED 30

110

TAKEN AT RM#414, HAMPTON INN,
AN 2004, CONTINUED:

Do you know who had anything to do with the event
either detainee?
ual death of
A: No.

Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anythin to d
g
the death of either detainee?
o with
A: I
heard rumors. I heard it going around that something
happened where they had to get pretty physical with one of
detainees that eventually died and wa ow

41.4i..g.

fromgetting carried a s ay.
hadd to stop SG...
I believe I heard that from SPC
How do you feel about the deaths of those two detaine es?
A:
I
am pretty indifferent about it. They were there for a
reason.
I don't mean to judge them, but if an accident
happened— I heard that the one died on night shift was
blood clot. I didn't feel much remorse then.
due to a
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: I can't say that any of our guys did.
Q: Is there anyone that you knoW well enough that you feel i
s
above suspicion and would not have caused their deaths?
A: I know that most of the guys in our plato n are upstandin
g,
and wouldn't have done anything to have killed them.
Q:
Do
you
suspect
anyone
caused
the
detainees
deaths?
A: No.
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those de
deliberate?
tainees was
A: No
Q: If someone said that.you physically abused either of those
detainees is that person lying?
A: Yes.
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportun
Physically abused either detainee?
ity to have
A: Anyone working isolation. The downstairs isolation cells are
open to the floor, and the floor sergeant could see and hear
anything going on in there. The upstairs isolation cells had a
guard and then a second guard that was guarding
a room that held
informing prisoners. That second
ever ything
guard could also see and hear
going on. In the beginning there was a guard with an
M16 rifle. So there were two guards within five meters of those
isolation cells. Not too far into the rotation, they replaced
p
the M16 with a shotgun, and put that guard on the c
atwalk.
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
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STATEMENT OF SPC1111111111111111 TAKEN AT RM
BLOOMINGTON, IN, DATED 30 JAN 2004, CONTIN#414, HAMPTON INN,
UED:
110
The only reason that I can think of is if they just carried
away.
Q: bid you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't go through with it?
A: No.
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A:
' unethical for one against the law for another. 1LT
told us that they were going to try and pin
they could on Reservists, and to watch what we did. anything
Q: What do you think should ha
caused the death of a detainee?ppen to a person who mistreated or
A: If it was caused intentionally, they should be tried for
murder. If it was caused unintentional)
died from a common perolleal
y, like if the detainee
strike and it was justified, then I
would say that he was jus
oing his jb.
Q: Have you ever heard oftadcomplianceoblow?
A: No.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a
common peroneal strike or pressure point control tactic could be
applied?
A: I can't remember what they said about the co moron
but
the pressure point control tactics were to be useperoneal ,
prisoners
Were resisting you,
d if the
Q: the
Where
did you learn what was and was not accepta
of
detainees?
ble treatment
A: I think they went over that at Fort Dix, and once or twic
when we arrived in country. Upon our arrival, I think it wase
JAG officer who told us what we could d , an then our platoonleadr,LT a
pl
told us at a guard
couldn't do.
mount what we could and
/Q: Did you know your commander had a SOP for the facility?
A: No. We were building or creating a SOP while we were
because there wasn't one in place. We were told that we were
writing doctrine as we went as nobody had do
thing before.
ne this type of
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours
restraints, PPCT or common pronial strikes?utilized standing
A:
don't know
if they used common peroneal strikes but
theyYes.
wereI pretty
strong
- armed. I was talking with SPC
oo e end we felt that they had been deployed too long,
borderline the treatment they were giving the tain
de andees
it.
I
can't
think of an example, but I was left with an overall
impression.
1111/
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STATEMENT OF SPC

IIIIIIIIIIIIIINTAKEN AT

RM#414, HAMPTON INN,
, IN, DATED 30 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:

11011
What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to
a detainee who was being defiant?
A:

I believe like sleep deprivation, PT and standing. restraints
were the three things we could do for that sort of thing.
Q: What did you believe caused the death of the firs
when you came to work the day
t detainee
after his death?
A: I didn't honestly know. I heard rumors that the blood
thin
g going to his heart. That ma
clot
y have b een some time after
his death.
of those
peoe
health,
and IMost
thought
that he
pl came into our facility in poor
probably died of natural causes.
Q: What do you now believe caused the death of either detainee?
A: I don't know on the second one, and have a hard ti
believing a blood clot killed the first one.
me
combination of s elfMaybee a
Mayb
inflicted cteh
(Though water was
provided to them, some drank and some didn't.
e had
IV into detainees to get some fluids in them, which
w to pop an
as
common.),
not eating (though they all got foodwith.
(
ot sleeping
sleep deprivation), and poor health to start
Q: What was your professional trainin
the military before deploying?
g and background outside of
A: I am a self-employed carpenter. I don'tany police or
have
correctional experience or training
School.
othe r than
what I got at. MP
Q: No.
Did you ever see the PUC's legs underneath his clothin?
A:
g
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on the PUC?
A:
I never saw an y bruises, but remember hearing that some of
these
guys were pretty bruised upwhen they came to us.
Q: Did the PUC ever appear ill to you?
No.
/ Q:
Did
you
ever
observe
the
PUC
in
pain?
A: No.
Q: Do you have any
:yidea
what type of emergency medical treatment
either
A:
No. PUC received on the day they died?

A:

Q: Did you observe the PUC eat or drink
shift?
anything during your
No.

A:

Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees
were being subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation,
PPCT and common peroneal strikes?
A: The entire MI personnel that were working with u our
Commander, a the brass that came in for tours
INITIALS
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OTATEMENT OF SPC
BLOOMINGTON
, IN, ATED 30 JAN , TAKEN AT RM#414, HAMPTON INN,
2004, CONTINUED:
-

Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal
or alter det ails
surrounding either detainee's deaths?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything to ad
o this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
10

.................. . _ ..................... ...................
AFIDVT
... - .......
110,'SPC
.... READ
' STATEMENT WHICH
117i
11'(7) ..
ON PAGE 1 AND
...
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIREENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE
STATEMENT MADE BY .
THE
E INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND ME
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING
HAVE
STATEMENT
I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE THE
OF BENEFI
O
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.407 COERC ION,

(S

erorL:Making Statement)

Subacr
and sworn to before:me, a person
adminis er oaths, this : n u-1
aufE6rized by law to
.Bloomington, IN,
'day of January 2004,at Hampton Inn,

nature =

Person Administering Oath)

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
.(Authority to Administer Oath)
INITIALS 1101111
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFIC
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE . PRIVACY ACT

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title

10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate`Means of identification to facilitate filing
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
and retrieval.

LOCATION
Hampton Inn, Bloomington, IN 47404
1.

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th Military Police Company

7. GRADE/STATUS

Bloomington, IN 47404

SPC

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation COM:nand
suspected/accused:

and want to queson
ti me about
Prisoner, Fa lse Official Statement
he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
not have to answer any questions or say anything.
hing I
say or do can be used•as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
personnel subject to the UCMJ)
Aggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
or both.
uring questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at present
no expense
me,
withtome

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer
before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during
questioning.
I understand
that this begins,
lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
pointed
for me before
any questioning
- am now willing to discuss the offenses)
privately with a lawyer before

e(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

I understand my rights

without having a lawyer present with me.
as stated above. am now willing to discuss the offenses) under investigation and make a statement withou

ta. NAME (Type or Print)

t talking to a lawyer first and

WITNESSES (If available)
3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE
6. ORGANIZATION OF

INVESTIGATOR

Ft. Leavenworth Resident Agency (CID)
Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027

Section C. Non-Waiver
y rights:

❑ I do not want to be
questioned or say anything.

na FORM ARR1
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c.

2.

o

3

02

1

g

e 35

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

The fact that he/she is a
suspect/accused.

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)
You have the right to talk privately to a
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
you during questioning. This
lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer
and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d.
"If you are now wiffing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as

follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a.
"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can
be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says
"no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
"At this time, are
you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and
without having a lawyer
present with you?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no,'' stop the interview and
have hini/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. if the suspect/accused says "yes,"have

"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being
read your rights?"
(If the
suspect/accused says 'yes,' find out
when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if
the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUC TIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but
refuses
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
,

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of
the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving

iitilltieiv:aiver

certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she
iirslhei A
rigSis, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the
offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.

Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.

IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the
waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible.
effort should be
made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate carinot be completed at once, as

NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarify postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

iiariipleNtaybe I should get a lawyer"), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he
or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that, such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)
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SWORN STATEMENT
-- -- ------_--------------------------------------------___
pile Number :
_
Location
: Hampton Inn; Bloomington IN.
Date
: 30 Jan 04
• Time.: R.OG)
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address :
Grade/Stat
tatus:E
us
377th Militar
4
-

-

-

y Police Company Blo mington, IN

-

want to make the following statemedr under
oath: I was assigned to third platoon as an MP. I-4g66-wi
unit in June of 02. We deployed sometime at the end of Auguth the
arrived in Afghanistan on the 30th.
st,
st, I
Q: sA
A:
Q: Di you receive an
any PPCT training prior to deploment.
A: Yes
, I received some form of PPCT training when I was
in 1997. We Itrained at least three times as a unit prior t o 'AIT
deployment.
o
learned PPCT during th
depart Academ
eallillrounty sh
sheriff
Q: Did
Ft.
Dix?you have a clear understanding of PPCT that was tau
ght at
A: Yes when it was our people teaching. We did receive training
from this other group that was the biggest joke I ever went
through. There was a Master SGT teaching the class who tried to
teach us that it was not lethal force to strike a person in the
head with the butt of an M16. We were told this was the area
specific training day that was to train us for our mission.
training was taught to us by an outside
This
company. I don't
remember
the
Master
SGTs
name.
We
asked.
rep
sure that
eatedly
this strike was-considered not lethal.
Theif he was
repeatedly said it was ok. We understood that is was Mast.
no
.
Q: Was this the SGT who
company?
was doing the validation for the
A: I don't remembe
Q: Was the Commander or the First SGT th
A: I believe they both made an appearances
Q: Who was the senior leader at the class?
A: How we were broken down for this class SSG
leader for our group and he questioned this als
the Sr
Q: Duringhave
the PPCT training did everyone in the platoon or the
company,
a chance to
A: I am pretty sure we di
e strike administered to them?
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Q: Do you think that the platoon or the Company hd a good
knowledge
strikes? of what amount of force to use when'administering the
A: I believe so, I had confidence in my uni
prepared for as many situations as we coul
Q:
Did anyone talk about really wanting to
prion
iiiiiir
A: No.

think- We
e strikes on

Q: No,
Where
you in the facility when either of the prisoners died?
A:
I worked
orked day shift my whole•time
in the facility - unt
rotated to the gate with my'platoon in Dec,
il
The The
day the first I
one died I was off and I heard about it on CNN.
Second
died during the time we were rotating to the gate: When
the o
second one.died I had beet on a,
the 772 mp
co. This was a convoy protection MEDCAP
detail mission
where wewith
escort
th e
doctors to a village and makesure they are safe. I departed
some time around 0700 that morning and returned some time around
1000
that night. I did not go to the facility
remembe
I
heard about the death that night and
or indon'
mornin
thet
Q: Did
ever observe an
the common
any or
prisoners
in the facility receive
perennial strike
an
of strike?
A: No I don't -remember seeing i
Q: Did you ever .observe an
guard,
any pris ner be combative towards a
A::I don't rememb r an
ISO.cell and-tell
esistance but I had to enter into an
to leave. He was yellin
and it I never
g at r_ prisoner
o servedthe-prison
'
er
being
struck.
just left the room: Theprisoner
was
p
theCeiling
C
.
1
uff
ed but not
,. don't remember wha
t number this wa s. One rea to
people in the platoon or
son
ompany di
to me is because the
o ' deal with me or talk
that I mill tell them what I sell my
People are afraid
unit before the em to
or hear: I tried to leave the
because
were going to deploy I stayed
to do of
thethis. When I heard. that we
- mission. I have tried
leavthuni
. since we have returned and
to
.
lost each time. I did not grow up
et
my. ac i has been
knowiIng mY
even know she was related to me
did nnot
o
Il
until
several years. Peo le
had
been
inIt
he unit for
just don't
talk to.me because of this. I
was
job in the facility for the first three months and I took every
to get out of the facility. I would
trashI, could
- get go emp t
the mail, get meals for the prisoners. I would empty
the shi
I tried to work my time so I could work out and
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call
home
At the end of the. day if the
me
with
mywhen I wanted.
hey did
guys. s'
her about
not understand I was trying-to talk aw
t
Stuff. I have talked to her about trying to to
but that is about all the unit stuff
- get
abut.promoted
I u
• I have to keep things separate
k to her
Q: Who
A.: SPC
A:. No.

talk about this after it happened.

Q:
Was anyone else in third platoon having a hard time
contr
he prisonets? '
A: N
Qz Did
can?
ver direct a prisoner to clean out a human waste
A: Yes myself and SGT111111,ad a prisoner take out plastic.
caps that were floatingiin the can. The'can had been butned out
and. was sorta clean. The water was what we.iiiiiiiinto
We did this because we were directed to by immot
an.:
don't
er his 'name. He said the 211 th
I
work
did this and it
Q: Wha o you mean it worked.
A: He never said-, He just said it.worked ill"
Q: How long did you have the prisoner do this..
A: Maybe SGT
fiiiiiiiifes then were instructed to stop doing this
.because
hands Off and then . told us to stop.. We . took the PUC to clan his.
he was taken.to a n.interview
. did not stay .
. room with MI. T
and I don't remember what happened to
the
did this because
puq. I
irected. .I don't I waS'directed to.
think it was right but
Q: Did you have an
act with either...
that died?
two prisoners
At
I
don't
even
know
their
numbers.
.IQ: Do you remember the nuMbers 412
A: The highest number
sort of mental problem
was 404 because he had some
Did'you-ever partici
in7processing
of told
a ptisoner?
A:
Yes'and
one the
time I was in the rooMhewhen
the PUC was
the
rules
.
doctor
did the physical. After that I escorted
that PUC lack to
t
departed after that
ng room: That was shift change and I
Q: Did you ever han
why?
a prisoner to the'ceiling and if so
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A: Not to the ceiling but to the doo
ause I was old to by
the SOG whb most of time was SFC
SSG
SOG later in the rotation was alSo an
. I guess I did hand cuff the prisoners
to the
because when I did.work ISO I'had to let them
down
to ceiling
eat . and then I put th
they were when I come on . shif
n restraints. This was how.
Q: Couldthe.prisoners
w
room
were. cuffed. in the ISO
A: They could:walk
three foot circle. but they were
cuffed to:the ceilin
Q: Did you remember
r rom MI directed you to cuff the
prisoners?
A: No I cant remember his nam
Q: Did you have a Standard Ope
handle prisoner for bad behayior. g,procedure (SOP) on how to
Q:
A:

d JAG eveiliiiiito
don't kno

the

facility and inspect the procedures?
. .
Q: Did you ever plaCea. hood on a prisoner's
head?
A: Yes, to take them to the flight li
I was told to do this in the facilit
d maybe once or twice
Q: Where you aware that. JAG did not:wan
hoods? '
PUC 's to wear
A: N
Q: Di
ever move the prisbners around. to hide them because a
g person was coming into the facility?
A: No
Q:.Di u you
Afghan
ever
hear of anybne using steroids-when they were in
2
A: No
Q: Is
e anything you wish to add just want - you to u
to this statement?
nderstand:that I spent my day doing admin
stuff like preparing meals and burning off the buckets after the
porta-jon truck sucked them out. I served lunch, check
generators, fill fuel cans, ick
make hospital runs and then i
pt would be and pass it out and
working on the dinner meal. I Wol mail about ti me to start
time for. themto get a m eal
would relive people for enough
a ti
This.was only for a few minutes at
me. I would return the mermites after we ate. I would check
the
generators
one more time and that- was almbst m Who
I also
went on the
y
le day.
away froM everybody MEDCAP missions a few times. Ths
i kep
and I did not have to deal with
them._
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n d of Statement/////////////////
- ------ - - ---- - ------------- - ---- ---------------------AFFIDAVIT
---------------------- ------- ------- I, mommimmommommomrHAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
ST
ATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE A" I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY MEAVE
STATEMENT IS TRUE, I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND H . THE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR. I
REWARD,
UNLAWFUL WITHOUT
INFLU THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION ,
AA"
NDUCEMENT.

•

ment)
Subscribe _ ,--iaworn to before me, a persan
auth o rized by
administer oaths, this 30 day of
law to
I
2004 at - .5loo m i ng
ton,

ate of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: SPe_
UNIT: 3'2 -, Ai) Co.

DATE: 3Q

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
2. Did you guard'either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: eyes
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: gic imkirk--,,A7T:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A:
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
15..„

Signature of Interviewee
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4b. How do yOu feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
• 9. If someone said that you physically abused e_ither of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
11. Why do you think someone would do this?
12. .Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?

Signature of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:
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15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so; what was your
response? A:
A:

20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who?

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

171.

Signature of Interviewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
•

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
• 25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

q0
Signature of Interviewee
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- ------ _ -- - --------- -- _. --- SWORN STATEMENT
File Number : 0134-02-CI -------------------- - - ----------------D 3 69 - 23533
LoCatiOn
: Rm 414, Ha
Date
Inn, Bloomington; IN
: 30 Jan 04
Time: IR:o
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: SPC/RC
rg Address : 377 Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
- --------------------------7 ----------------- - --- ----- --- - -I,
SPC
UNDER OATH:
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigatin
detainees at Bagram Airbase
g the death of two
, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you 2002?
deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December

pr-..011111

A:
Yes:the
I was
last chalk to arrived in c
either
3rd on
or 4the
th of September 2002.
ountry that was on
.I
left
country
on 2,3
Maz-ch.2003,
was onleave
performed
all Iduties
of an from 17 Dec'02 - 7 Jan 03, I
MP
worked the gates with 1St platoon
while., rdin Afghanistan. I. initially
, 3
squad.
we rotated
the Bagram Detention Facility around the
firstThen
of November
2002into
and stayed inside the remainder of the time in country. ..I also
went
on "repat"
missions and pickups of new detainees from
base out
camps,
,
Q: Did you guard either detainee during the period of time .between
. A: Yes.
Q: Did you interview or were you
with either detainee during
present during any interviews
g this.timelrame?
A: No. I did escort them to their Interrogations.
Q: Did you witness.either-detainee.
reOeiving any type of corporal
punishment?
A: No.
y ..
Q: Define corporal punishment:
A:
Anything
towards
us, to cause discomfort for any aggre
scion or violence
Q: Were any detainees struck forany
A:.Yes. The only time I knew of that reason?
a. detainee was st ruck was
when they struck a guard. I was
a pickup
the airstripc
he was a small man and was really scared.
I had from
him face
down on
the floor of the vehicle. We hit a bump in the road and he came
up and tried to bite me. I shoved him back down onto the truck
bed, and held hiM down. Another incident'was when I was pulling a
detainee out of his cell with another female MP and he lunged
towards the female MP. I shoved him back into his celland braced
him against the wall with his arms across his body so that he
couldn't lunge or strike oUt. We left him in there and told the
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IMP
for another few days if he was going to be that way. The didn
y
't_
give any other instructions that I can remember.
Q: Did either PUC that died cause any trouble during the shifts
that you worked?

A: I don't remember. I. knew that PUC 421 had been combative that
day, and were given instructions to watch out forhim and to keep
an eye on him. I remember he was sort of a big guy.- I
to watch him. .I remember when he died, thinking that he was told
lookedhealtirnmosftherdainsther.
Q: Were either of the detainees placed into standing restraints
:while you were on shift?
A: I was on'shift when . eheycame-into the facility and that was
pretty much SOP for the n4r ones. They were chained to the bars
of the door in a standing position. MI dictated the length Of
time they were standing. I have no idea how long these twoguys
were standingi but the usual was one hour up and one hour down,
working towardS'sleep deprivation.
Did other MP's complain that either of the PUC's that died were
troublemakers?
A: I just remembet the briefing .
at guard mount to watch out for
the same thing I stated earlier. 412 reminded me of01111
by his appeatance. I remember 412 having. e
tha
alth.pro ems
told to us at guard mount.
I think it was a kidney issue.
We ha".aron a schedule to use the restroom and he kept wanting
to go all of the time, and we allowed him to go when he needed to.
Q: Did any of the other MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: Yes, Sure. Our third platoon, of which I was a part until
transfetring to first platoon at Fort Dix, was well known for
being the "Roughnecks"— They reveled in that distinction.
They
all took their lead from their--platoon sergeant
SFC
along with PV2
I,
SPC

ill

only

11

f third platoon leaving..
all told that the PpCS
were out enemies. Third platoon hung a confederate flag in their
tent
e arrived in country. :I also felt that calling the
PUCs
which comes from the Muslim pilgrimage called
was i i self racist, and made comments to that fact when that
term was used. I started to. study the.Koran while over there in
an attempt to better undetstand the people we were dealing with,
and that put me at odds with most of the company and almost
resulted in my being pulled from the facility and placed on
permanent gate duty for identifying with the enemy.
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A:Really we just took our guidance from MI. They told us to give
them extra chores such as picking up the water bottles, scrub the
floors with toothbrushes, pull the shit bucketsi standing. up and
sleep.depriv n, putting their hands in the air, chaining them
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to the cages in a kneeling or standing position whichever
uncomfortable. We also used the "roman chair" position.. wa5 most
Th
There
was a specific incident, which stopped the use o
of
that.
.
The
"roman chair" is when they would
STATEMENT OF SPC
BLOOMINGTON, IN, DATED 30 JA

1

ir tir

thighs were parallel to the floor. They
would have to hold that position for about a half hour, or until
they couldn't do it anymore. Then depending on whether or not we
felt they we trying hard enough, we would chain'them to the door
in a standing position or allow them to sit down. This was
dictated by the Sergeant Of the Guard (SOG)
the.
workd
out thate floor
MPs ran the general population areas on theItfirst
, and
MI ran the isolation cells and everything that happened in.them.
The MPs guarded the isolation cells, but the punishments were at
the direction of MI. If MI had specific instructions for a PUC,
they were put in isolation.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pettaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: Yes. If a PUC complained about anything
(toothache
for
example), they were told to shut
d. The Way
p- uand Sitown
PVCs were treated made me feel as thbugh they
were . not being
treated as humans. They were not treated in the way we would
treat American prisoners. The .
perception was that the
International Red Cross was a pproblem over there. There was a
catalyst 11111111111111th at wrote a letter to
that toil'
of all the instances of what was happening inside the facility.
That article was published, and after that he wasn't given the
same treatment as he had before the article. He didn't get as
many water bottles as he had before (which he used to take care of
other PUCs in his cell block, as he was the cell block boss). He
wasn't used as often as an interpreter like we did before. He
stopped getting books to read and other privileges.
Q: Have you been trainedTdh common peroneal strikes
point control tactics?
and pressure
.A:, Yes.
Q: Did you ever utilize those tactics on a PUC?
A: Yes. I used pressure point tactics (brachial point, on the
inside of the elbow) on PUCs when escorting them to gain their
compliance and get them to stop trying to move in a different
direction, slowing down, and to get them to comply with our
instructions.
Q: Did you apply any of the pressure point tactics or the common
peroneal strike tactics on either of the detainees that died?
A: Not to my recollection, no.
Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
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Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything.to do with the
death of either detainee? .
A: No. That was very hush-hush. It was like don't ask, doh't
tell.
.
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I am not surprised at all. I think the culture, the .
nation,
the company, the Army..breeds the mentality that allowed it to
happen. I think the MPs became overly aggressive at times. But
then it was investigated and they were cleared and have not
thought much moreabout it until now.
Q: What do you mean the MPs became overly aggressive at times?
A:.It is hard to describe. When the PUCs were being escorted, and
they wouldn't walk, we drug them along the floor, not down the
stairs. 'SoMetimes they hadn't eaten in three days, because they
chose not to eat the food they were given. A perfeCt example
would be a PUC moving his head around, maybe to stretch his neck,
he would get yelled at not to move, and then get some type of
punishment. Chaining them to the door or ceiling was the'most
common type of punishment for a while. A big change came about in
either November or December that prohibited chaining.them up. We
would just make them stand up then.
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the
detainees?
A: I -dbn't know who specifically. We were told not to talk about
it.. I was off thenight the first PUC died, and was on'leaVe the
night the second PUC died.
Q: Is there anyone that you know well enough that you feel is
above suspicion and would not have caused their deathS?
A:: Pretty much all the'female MPsiin the com any, SPC
SSG
PC
= - 114 11111111111, SPC
nd SF
Do you suspect anyone caused-77e detainees deaths?
A: I don't know enough about th4
incidents to know. I was very
suspicious of the fact that this was kept all hush-hush. I felt
that at guard mount the next day we should have been given more
details about what happened.
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
deliberate?
A: I think that someone was irresponsible. I don't think that
-370anyone meant to kill them, .just that their tactics were overused.
I)phink that the PUCs were cared for enough, and that both the MPs
and medical staff did not observe their medical conditions mell
enough.

imp

Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those
detaine
that person lying?
A: Yes.
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Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: Whoever was working in the isolation cell, the SOG, or working
escort.
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: Boredom. Lack of sex. The frustration level was really high.
People were working out lifting a lot of weights and taking
dietary supplements. The supplements taken were all kinds of
stuff, Muscle Tech creatine, ephedra, Hydroxycut,
Androtestocolene, and protein shakes.
I remember SPC
1111111(nickname:11111 was told to stay off of the dietary
supplements. I don't know why though. The stuff was bought at
the PX, ordered online from whatever wholesale vendors gave the
best price, and had it sent from home.
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't go through with it?
A: No.
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: I am too empathetic as a person.
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A: I don't know, honestly.
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: Not under that name, but can figure out what it is. It is a
strike to make someone comply with your orders.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common
peroneal strike or pressure point control tactic could be applied?
A: Any time a PUC was non - compliant with our orders, or we felt
threatened by their actions.
Q: Where: did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: . They started it a Dix, and that changed once we got in theater.
A lot of the treatment was set by second. -and third platoons, and
first platoon just learned from them what to do.
Q: Did you know your commander had a SOP for the facility?
A: Yes. I am sure it was posted someplace, but I hadn't read it
that I remember.
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized standing
restraints, PPCT or common peroneal strikes?
A: Yes. I know this because I saw them do those things when we
first got in country. I. don't remember who, but saw standing
restraints. I heard about the compliance blows or common peroneal
strikes. I remember they used to chain them to the doors like
pretzels, in contorted positions.
Q: What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to a
detainee who
being defiant?
INITIALS
011
•
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STATEMENT OF SPC
134-U2-C1036.- 23'
TAKEN AT RM#414,
HAMPTON INN,.
7
BLOOMINGTON,. IN, DATED 30 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:
A: One degree or - level more than What
- they were doing, up to and
1 including a shot.
non- lethal . round from
:he shotgun. 44- t. soc t„i‹
11011
._ .Q: Nhat did you believe caused the death of the first detainee .
when you came to work the day after his death?.
A: Kidney failure .
is what I was told at guard mount..
Q: What do yOu now believe caused the death of
either detainee?
A: The common peroneal st ikeS because that
s
what has been
explained to me by SA
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: I am an art student and photographer at Herron School of Art in
Indianapolis, Indiana. I don't have any police or correctional
training .or experience.outside of the military
Q: Did, you ever see the
legs underneath his clothing?
A: I wasn't looking that
that hard.
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries On the PUC?
A: Their legs were hairy and it would have been pretty hard to
tell bruises,on their skin, but no I didn't.
Q:'Did the PUC ever appear ill to you?
A: Yes. When he (#412) first came in. His overall a
ppearance and
his age made me.think that.
Q: Did you ever observe the PUC in pain?
A: Yes. The night. before he died; he was complaining of his side
hurting. He didn't say specifically what was causing the pain. I
don't remember if an interpreter was called in or not. We knew he
had
kidney problems. I don't remember if I logged it in the
logbook
or called.the SOG. The SOG already had that information.
Q::Do you know if a doctor was treating the PUC #412?
A: I think I knew that.
Q: Do you have any idea
what type of emergency medical treatment
either PUC receive on the
- day they. died?_
SPC
receive
a coin from the PMCF -fo
save one
r attempting to
of the PUCs by giving mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
Qv.
bid you observe the PUC eat or drink anything during your
shift?
A: Not to my recollection. Food and water were offered on a
schedule. That is just something I wouldn't remember. If they
did not take the food, we were required to write that in the log.
Q: Beyond the platoon level, which was aware that the detainees
werebeing subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation,
PPCT and common peroneal strikes?
A: The entire company, CIA, and MI. I doubt if the PMO knew
because they just didn't come in.: The medics knew, and the 7 nd
MP
any (Guard) from Boston knew as their medic, SPC
as.the medic for us and them.
Q: Are you aware of .
any plan to'concealalter details
surrounding eit
detainee's deaths
INITIALS
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.STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN
AT
RM#414,
HAMPTON
INN,
BLOOMINGTON, IN, DATED 30 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything to adder this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///

AFFIDAVIT
41001. I, SPC
READ OR HAVE HAD READ O
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGEHAVE
1 -AND
ME THIS
- ENDS ON•PAGE 7. I .TFULLY
•
UNDERSTAND.THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. .THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF. EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. •I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT. OR REWARD,
.WITHOUT
THREAT
INFLUENCE,
OR OF PUNISHMENT, •AND•WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
MENT. -

nt)
Substri ed and sworn to before me, a person authothed by law to
administer oaths, this 30 th
day of January, 2004 at Room
4 14,Hampton Inn,
- Bloomington,
IN

(Sig

re . -erson Administering Oath)

(Typed— Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICtE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

CID Regulation 195-1

0134-02-CID369-23533
0137-02- C 1 D369-23534

DETAILS

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
• t 1500 hrs, 30 Jan 04, SA
nterviewed SPC
Police (MP) Company, For ey, KS 66442
342" Milii
I.magram Collection Point (BCP) in Afghanistan.
edge of the operations of tt
•
k of th e head and ver a
e the de
th
Cine
d SPC
d SPC
assign
common peroneal strikes o a men ally ha
Co, repeatedly admin
assigned to the 377 th MP Co used steroids.
ee ml)'
d rumors soldiers
was not aw
death of HABIBULLAH, but did recall a disc
77th MP Co, about the death of DILAWAR.
ith SPC
H • : I:
penly
discussed the death o
AH) in a group setting during a weekend dril
e first etmee
a
at d
(See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Stateme
an 04, for additional details)
nt c9
.•• Ill•

11 - 1111 •

GENT'S COMMENT: During the conduct of the interview,
admitted administering coipc
irious unidentified detainees. At 1700 hrs, 30 Jan , t e interview
as advised of his legal rights for Aggravated .
was halted and
Assault
Negligent Homicide, and Cruelty and
a treatment of a Prisoner. He waived his rights and continued
the inte
tten statement at the conclusion of the session at 2157 hrs, 30 Jan 04.
adopting a detailec
•
ad
amantly
denied h(
• ed either of the two detainees who later died. After the interview was concluded,
i was
note(
advertently placed his signature in the non-waiver portion of the DA Form 3881. t
i.
However
ence y s lengthy sworn statement, he in fact waived his rights and signed the non-waiver portion
in ea
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////,

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER
ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC
6010 6th Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

30 Jan 04
1 FEB 77
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURENVATVER CER' ATE'
For use of this form, See AR 190-30; the oro onent a enc , is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION
2. DA

Building 406, Pershing Court, Fort Riley, KS 66442
111M1311100"—
..

30 Jan, 0

3. TIME

i
8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRES

342nd Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS

Fort Riley, KS 66442

SPC/E-4

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me tha
suspected

he is wityhe United States Army
Criminal Investigation Command as a Special Agen
and wante d to question me about the following offense
which I am

aveted Assault; Ne 11 ent Hortic

e; and Cruel and Maltreatment of a
she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however,
Prisoner/
she
made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
not have to answer any questions or say anything.
hing I say or-do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
or personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately
to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer 1g for
for
at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
Or both.
- or -

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
d 'rig questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a la
anted for me before any questioning begins.
eye will be
I am now
willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. lam no
without having a lawyer present with rri

ling to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

WI1NESSE)S (If available)
I a. NAME (Type or Print)

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE
4. SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR
2a. NAME (Type or Print)
Wait/ 64•110G,Ii IYA

liAna %Nile 11C14

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE
6. ORGANIZATION INVESTIGATOR
Section C. Non-Waiver

HQ, USACIDC
Fort.Belvoir, VA

1. I do not want to give up my rights:
❑ I want a lawyer.

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

E T (DA form 2823)
TlA FORM' 2RR1 NC1V RO

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.839
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SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
PTF

4
THE WARNING
I. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a rnilitr
lawyer detailed fir you at no expense to you, or both."
- or -

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

You have the right to talk privately
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present wit
you during questioning. This lawyer,can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one,
a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d.
"Ifyou are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do yOu understand your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says
"yes," find out when and where. If the request
Was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the stispect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question:,
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without haVing a lawyer
present with you?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this!grin. If the suspect/accused says "yes" have
him/h
er read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(S) under
inveStigatiOn, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every
effort should be made to complete the waiver certifitatebefore any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements
do not obligate him/her to answer further
queStions.
COMMENTS (Continued)

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting count
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wroni
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
871/02685
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(2/37 02-C10369 -2353
SWORN STATEMENT 01
02 - C10369 - 2 3 5 3
FILE NUMBER: 0134-02-C1D369
LOCATION: 78 th MP DETA.N ), BLD
DATE / TIME: 30 Jan 04
STATE
SSN.
TATUS: SPC E-4/ AR
: 342nd

ershing Court, Fort Riley, KS 66442

ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS

Military Police Compamy, Fort Riley, KS 66442

I,
want to make the following statement under
I e fisted into the Ariny eserves in August of 2000
oath:
lanning
but was instead selected to attend Military Police ,
on entering as a Combat Medic
(MP p) School. Upon graduation form MP
school I was assigned to the 377 th
MP Company (Co), Cincinnati, OH 45237. Since joining the
Army Reserves I have been
deplo
ed
to Egypt, Afghanistan, and most recently to Fort Riley, KS
for a one-year tour of duty.
Shortly before I entered the military I became Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) certified
through Fayette County, IN. During this same timeframe I was e
parts manufacturer out of Greensburg, IN.
mployed with VALOE, an auto
certification as a Jail Officer, in Dec 2003
ou h Wayne county Sheriffs office I received
Initially the 377 th

MP Co., Cincinnati, Oh 45237, was alerted in Januy of 2002. The 377 th
mp
Co., Cincinnati Oh, 45237 was supposed to go deploy to Cuba, but thear
deployment was
cancelled in the middle offanuary 2002. On 25 May 02, the 377
th MP Co, Cinc innati, OH
45237
once
put on alert for deployment to theghanistan
theatre of Operations. On
Af
16 Jun was
02, the
377again
th
MP Co., Cincinnati, OH 45237 departed via bus from Cincinnati, OH en:
route to Fort Dix, NJ, for mobilization and train-up prior to deployment.
377 th
Cincinnati, OH 45237 arrived at Fort Dix, NJ on 17 pu
Co.,
n
The 377thMPThe
Co,
Cinci
Mao
nnati,
OH
45237 was temporarily placed in Fort Dix, NJ Until Mid Aug 02, during which time we
received
various training in common soldier tasks; unarmed self defense (USD); Facility ec
Convoy Escorting; Vehicle and personnel Searches; Basic first aid and Weapons S
training
The 377 t
h MP Co, Cincinnati, OH 45237 departed Fort Dix, NJ en-route to Germ
22
02 and arrived in Germany on 24 Aug 02. While awaiting trans ort
of operations we conducted more common soldier task t
to the Afgh.ani
any
on
theatre
i aining. The
OH 45237 left Germany in segments, I left Germany on r26
Aug and 377th mp Co, Cincinnati,
arrived at Bagram Air Ba
on 28 Aug 02. The first couple of day in Afghanistan the 377
th MP Co, Cincinnati, OH 45237
dedicated its time to establishing living quarters and relocating rsonal and
the air field to our company area. I was assigned to 2
nd platoon, and on the 1company
from
st o S ep gear
02, I
Co
started working in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) on night shift. The 377
thf MP
, unit
Cincinnati, OH 45237, received on-the-job training for about one and a half weeks
from the
we were replacing. I cannot recall the name of the unit.

gm

The first incident of detainee abuse I can recall occurred while the 377
th MP Co., Cincinnati, OH
45237, was being trained on detention facility operations by the unit it was
replacing.' Some of
the members of the unit the 377 th
MP Co, Cincinnati, OH 45237, was replacing were taking
shaving cream and making drawings over the hooded detainees. In particular, I recall witnessing
EXHIBIT 0Z / t
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TAKEN AT 78
" MP DET 2(ail) ) 133 36 601 9 --2 2: "
Building 406 Pershing Court, Fort Riley, KS 66442, DATED 30 Jan 2 04, CONTINUED.
STATEMENT OF

a member of the unit, go into an isolation cell,
and begin to slap the detainee on the back of the
head for no apparent reason. I cannot recall the soldier's name but he was of average height,
with blond. hair, who constantly wore a headscarf. I recall the scarf to be red and white in color
with a checkered pattern and a black band going around it. I recall seeing most of the soldiers
(whose names I cannot recall) of that unit verbally antagonize the detainees, as if trying to make
the detainees become irate and cornbative. It appeared to me as if they were looking for a reason
to physically punish the detainees.ling
During the third week th

'ncinnati, OH 45237 was operating the BCP at which
time I recall hearing SPC speaking to a ciu diers frorn 377
th MP Co, 3 rdplaton,CicOH45237.IspeifcalyrSP
ay he had "beaten the crap
ou o a detainee, because the detainee had s it on him. I also recall the soldiers of the 3
rdplatonresdigfcatuleSPCornkigaycpfmthe
detainees. gia
-7•Er
About one month later the 377 th
MP Co., Cincinnati, OH 45237, received a mentally
handicapped Afghani detainee. The detainee was unable-to comprehend English and was unable
to perform as a competent individual. f
think this frustrated him bedause I recall seeing him
mutilate himself by cutting himself vvith the barb wire; eat his own. feces; and kick the cell door
for no apparent reason. Again, the soldiers of 3r d platoon, 377 th
1VIP Co, Cincinnati, OH 45237,
to rationa e his 1 ca ld physically punish him. saw
ver comm.°
nial s es to t
de ' le on various occasions. I also recall witnessing
hain the detainee with his - arrns straight up in. the air. I recal s
nickname was and o e soldiers who I witnessed striking him tanght him to
do a screech like the character n the television show, South Park. Every time I
witnessed the detainee being struck with a commo
at a mai *tree
strikes in a row. Ii
di btly recall
him repeatedly..
and strike

g

About a week after the last incident involving the mentally handicapped detainee, I recall an
incident when I delivered a common peronial strike to the left leg 'of a detainee. The detainee
was told several times through the aid of an interpreter not to makeloud disturbing noises,
because he was disturbing the other detainees who were trying to pray or sleep. After he failed
to comply with the verbal orders, I entered isolation cell number 4, and told him to be quiet one
more time. When the detainee failed to obey the command I struck him once on the left leg
using a peronial strike. I feel I was wrong in delivering the peronial strike because, I think that I
should have gone through the interpreter first to find out if there was in fact a problem and made
a farther attempt to calm him down before resorting to the use of physical force. I do not recall
the detainees' PUC number or his name. I do not rernember if I logged the incident on the
isolation control book. But I don't think th
1
d the incident. The detainee that I struck
was not one of the two detainees that died.
th
Around this same time frame I heard m
VIP Co., Cinci
45237, were
using steroids. In particular I witnessed
and
supplements while on shift at the BCP. The thing al
e time, mixed with their
EXHIBIT o21 /
INITIALS
•
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0 137-0 2-C10369-2'
, TAKEN AT 78 th 9
0?c119)1,0369 - 2:
Fort Riley, KS 66442, DATED 30 Jan

d s simila

otein shak e. I heard rumors that several soldiers, h
and
ere using steroids. SP
heard somehow snuck sterOi
s in his luggage and he; and
were using the steroids while conduc
their workout routines. I cannot remember
other soldiers mentioned were.
who the
On 1 Dec 02 while working gate 1A, I was struck by a pick-up truck driven by a local natio
nal.
As I directed the driver to move to get out of the area I turned to direct traffic
from behind. The driver was topp and d_etained for questioning by SP
IVIT's who I cannot recall. At this point I
sported '
Vehicle (HMMWV) escorted by CP nd 1LT
to Bagram Operator
ER,
CASH. After
I was placed on light duty restricted to Radio Telephone
(RTO)
dutyan
at examination
the BCP. OMB
In the beginning of December 2002, I recall hearing of the incident pertaining to the dea
first
detainee. I do not remember his PUC number or his name. I recall hearing SP
and SP
ttempted to resuscitate the detainee after finding him unresponsive in
isolation ce . On t e y this incident occurred, 2"nd
his
platoon, 377 th MP Co. , Cinc innati
45237, was rotating into the BCP and 3 rd
, OH,
MP Co., Cincinnati
OH 45237
rotating out Platoon,
of377th
the
BCP
, was
I distinctly recall coming in for guard mount and the
1 St platoon leader, 1L
nd
m
oon, a quick overview of
the incidents that had occurred the night praior e.in1LT
directed the 2 nd platoon not
to ask too many question pertainin to the ' '
ause there was an ongoi
• • - • - :au am CID office. 1LT
ation
her told us that SPC
d SPC
In
ere shook up by the Incident
and he did not want the 2 nd
platoon to make them
more upset over the incident. I don't recall hearing anything else on this particular incident.ar
Approximately one week later the death of the second detainee occurred. SP
working in the isolation cells on the first floor. I heard from SPC
was
was wor
SP
on cells, and found the detainee unresponsive in s cell. I r
told SPC
ecall eing
heard
like a body falling,--aid went to investigate what the
noise was. Supposedly, SPC
walked over to the detainee's cell and found him
lying on.
the ound unr o sive. It ap eared to e pretty much the same routine as in the first
death.
LT
and SFC
nd
ame in and gave
SFC
oon a brief.
said t ere had been a second detainee death. SF
investigation was going to be widened and the incident should not be discussed asalso stated the
Want
CID would
individual stories and not mixed or coached details. About two or three days ,later
everyone, the entire 377 th MP Co.,
Cincinnati, OH 45237 found out the deathof the second
detainee was cause
trauma to the leg which knocked a blot clot loose. Due to the discussion
1LT
with the medical personnel at the Bagram Emergency Room (ER),
Com at Army Surgical Hospital (CASH), it was also suspected the cause of death of both
detainees were of the same nature.
,

Gradually my injuries became worse and I was transported to Landshtuhl, GE on 15 Jan 03. I
was there for three weeks. On 5 or 6 Feb 03,
I was transported to Walter Reid Army Medical
EXHIBIT
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TAN
KE AT 78 th MP DET (CID),
Building 406 Pershing Court, Port Ril
04, CONTINUED.
ey, KS 66442, DATED 30 Jan

Hospital, Washington, D.C. where I remained for one month and three weeks. I w
from Walter Reid and moved to Fort Dix, NJ, for demobilization
as released
In J

le conducting weekend drill with the 377 th
MP Co., Cincinnati, OH 45237, SPC
sked me if I had heard about
the joke pertaining his "loaded knee." I asked him
what the term was in reference to and
he res poiiirone
was asking him if he had a "loaded
knee," because he was present at both deaths.
Q: SA
A: SPC
Q: Yes.
Did you administer any common peronial strikes to arty of the detainees?
A:
Q: Why did you feel the need to administer common peronial strikes to a detainee?
A: They
were noncompliant with verbal commands, and were resistant when being directed in
what
to do.
Q: Did you ever discuss either of the detainee deaths with any e 377
th MP Co.,
Cincinnati, 011 45237 after you. returned to the United States? one else from the
A: Yes, in Jul 03, the majority of 1 st and n d
facility in Cincinnati, OH 45237. I know
latoon were di cussin the deaths at t he Reserve
and
were
not present during the conversation. During t e conversation everyone propose a eory of
how
the detainees ied. No one made actual accusations, but rather opinions how the detainees died
as a result of the common peronial strikes and how a blood clot could have caused their de
aths.
Q: How many detainees did you administer common peronial strikes to?
A: I'd say probably twelve at.the most.
Q: Of these twelve detainees to whom you delivered common peronial strikes to, how many
times did you strike each detainee?
A: Once, never more than two times.
Q: Do you feel your actions were justified by the circumstances?
A: All except the one time I described in my detailed narrative.
Q: Were any of the detainees you
struck using the common peronial strike —
detainees that died?
either of the two
A: No.
/'

Q: Wereoryou
awaresupplements?
or did you know any soldiers who were deployed with you that were taking
steroids
dietary
A: I was aware through rumors of SPC
andaillIllr know
there were more names but I cannot recalthem at thisSG,
time.
Q: Did
A:
No. you ever take any steroids or dietary supplements while deployed to Afghanistan?
Q: Were
you aware of any order that said that no one shall consume any dietary supplements
while
in Afghanistan?
A: Yes.
Q: Whom did the order come from?
A: CPIIIIMHe put it out to the Platoon Sergeants who in turnput
platoon,
p the o rder out to the
Q: Did everyone follow this order?
EXHIBIT
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Rile,yKS 66442, DATED 30 Jan

A: No I witnessed about half of the entire 377 th
MP Co., Cincinnati, OH 452 37, soldiill
mass
ers
taking
the
body
ms
builders
and
protein
shakes
well
after the company commander issu
order prohibiting it.
issued the
Q: Na
the soldiers ou witnessed violating the co
er's pla t
SARIN SGT
SPC I e
, SPC
and SPC
reve those are t e ne's I saw actually doing it.
Q: Where you ever told the order came from soth:one else as well?

The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram Airbase,
Afghanistan during December 2002.
The following questions pertain directly to the two detainees who died during Dec 02.
Q: Yes.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and December 2002?
A:
Q: What dates were you there and what were your uties?
A: I was there from 29 Aug 02 to 15 Jan 03. My duties included Guard at the BCP, Law
Enforcement Operations at the PM0, gate
and RTO.
Q: Did you g-uard either detainee during theguard
period
2002?
f time between October and December
A: Yes. I guarded both detainees.
Q: Did
you interview or were you present during any interviews with either detainee during this
time
frame?
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal punishment?
A: Yes, I witnessed several times when they were stmck, but with all the detainees I cannot
remernber who struck them or when they were struck.
Q: Define corporal punishment,
A: Any kind ofphysical contact as a reaction towards
Q: Were either of the detainees struck for any reason? someone else's actions.
A: Yes, I knoW a couple of times they were struck for spitting or attempting to make—a-swinging
motion with their ants as if to strike the guards, however, this was unlikely as they were chained
up with their arms above their heads.
Q: Did either detainee that died cause any trouble during the shifts that you worked?
A: Other than making noise, no.
Q: Were either of the detainees placed into standing restraints while you were on shift?
A: No, they were always on already when I got there.
Q: Did other MPs complain that either of the detainees that died were troublemakers?
A: Not that I heard of
Q: Did any of the other MPs appear to dislike the detainees?
A: Yes, I'd say about half of the 377 th
MP Co., Cincinnati, OH 45237.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of the detainees that you felt
uncomfortable with?
A: Yes, I felt uncomfortable with some of the punishments that I felt weren't right for the
situations, such as common peronial strikes for talking or trying to get the guards attention. I
also felt uncomfortable with other agencie
those in the intelligence communitialif
EXHIBIT 4.21(
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Building
406 Pershing Court, Fort Riley, KS 66442, DATED 30
04, CONTINUED.
Jan
,,

giving the MPs direct orders to mentally and physically break the detainee
from them. I guess you can call it torture.
s to obtain information
Q: Have you been trained on the common peronial strike and pressurepoint contr
(PPCT)?
p
of tactics
A: Yes, I received the training at Basic training by cadre of the installation
by the installation ca
laton again at FO
7 ' MP Co. Cincinnati OH 45237, 2
ix, NJ
SSG
nd platoon (SSG
, the
nd
by U
* nstructor, and most
recent y ere at Fort Riley, KS by CPT
and SFC
From
what I've
aimng I received at Fort Dix, NJ was not proper training because the two
courses
withseen,
the the
Sheriff's department and the instructors at Fort Riley seemed to go into detail on how properly
administer and when to properly administer PPCT tactics. hi Fort Dix, NJ it was never to
when and why PPCT tactics should be administered.
taught
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either of the detainees that di
ed?
A: Yes, I applied pressure point control techniques 'to the
clavicular notch on both of the
detainees because they were noncompliant with verbal command on two sep
each of the detainees to get them to sit down.
arate occ
occasions for
Q:
Do
you
know
who
had
anything
to
do
with
the
eventual
death
o
A: No.
of either detainee?
Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death o f
teithinerg detainee?
A: There was a whole lot of speculation as to the Special Forces repeatedly srik
then our personnel striking them thus knowing the blood clot loose.
them and
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I feel that it was unnecessary.
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: I think it's a combination of us (the MPs) and the other agencies that had control of them.
Q:
A: Do
No.you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
,

Q: Yes.
If someone said that you physically abused either of those detainees is that ers
A:
p

on lying?
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to physically abuse either detainee?
A: Military Intelligence, because When they had therh
if was us ally two to three on
closed doors and none of the MPs were present.
one behi
behind
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
i.
A: Retribution for September Il, 2001.
.

Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you didn't
A: Yes.
go through with it?
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: The repercussions weren't worth the risk.
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or cause
detainee?
d the death of a
A: I think they should be punished to the fullest extent of the law, just becaus
doesn't mean that they are above the law.
e they are MPs
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: No, maybe in different terms, but not the term compliance blow.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common eronial s
p
point control tactic could be applied?
trike or pressure
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04, CONTINUED,
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A: At the point before the two deaths, there were no real guidelines. It wasn't until
after the
second death that the chain of command implemented rules of engagement as they applie
handling of noncompliant or combative detainees.
d to the
Q: Were did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment of the
res?
A: through the command after the second death, primarily from SSG
Q: Did you know your commander had a Standard Operating Procedure for the facility?
Q: Do you know if the unit working the BCP prior to your unit utilized st
or common peronial strikes?
anding restraints, PPCT
A: Yes.
Q: What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to a
non-compliant?
detainee who was being
A: As force
far aswith
I know
it all depended on what level of force you had to use. In other words you
match
force.
Q: What
did you believe caused the death of the first detainee when you came to work
after
his death?

the day
A: I honestly thought it was due to positional asphyxiation becaus
e I know that they were
chained up and therefore had an improper flow of air.
Q: What do you now believe caused the death of the second detainee?
A: the blood clot.
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of the mil'
A: I was a state certified Emerg

cy Medical Technician (EMT).
Q:
Did
you
ever
see
either
of
the
detainee's
legs underneath their clothing?
A: No.

nary before
en

Q: No.
Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on either detainee?
A:
Q: Did either of the detainees ever appear ill to you?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe either detainee in pain?
A: No.
Q: Do
any idea what type of emergency medical treatment either detainee received on
the
dayyou
theyhave
died?
A: Besides SPC
Ialinrying to resuscitate them, I am not aware of any other attempts to
treat them.
Q: Did
A:
No. you observe either detainee eat or drink anything during your shift?
Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees were bein
restraints, e de rivation,
g subjected to standing
d common peronial strikes?
A: 1SG
CPT
the entire MI comm t few other Government
agencies, the 82 irbome VIPs, the ost commander COL
who came through escorted by MI.
, and other personnel
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details surrounding either of the detainee's
death?
A: No I was not aware of any plan to hide or conceal any details.
EXHIBIT ,&/ /
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TA KEN AT 78 ,l
Z- C10369
- 23
— MP DET (CID)
,
Building
406
Pershing
Court,
Fort
Riley,
KS
66442,
DATED
30
Jan
04, CONTINUED.
.
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
•

AFFIDAVIT
I
,h
r have had read to me this
statement which begins on Page and ends on page
Ily understand
entire statement made by me. The statement is True. I have initialed
all con the contents of the
-ections and have
initialed the bottom of each page containing the statement. I have made this statement
freely
without hope of benefit or reward, without threat of
punishment, and without coercion, unlawful
influence, or unlawful inducement.
,

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 30 th
of January 2004, while at 78 th
day
Ma) DET (OD), Building 406 Pershing Court, Fort Riley, KS
66442.

gnature of Person
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:

•
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

0134-02-C10369-23533 /01
DETAILS

t 0815

37-02-C1D369-23

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES

rs, 31 Jan 04, SA

77th

interviewed
Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47404 PFC
who trilia siTrillift
i
nd worked within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) during the time of both deaths.
latot
he was on duty the night HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) died..___
eca
he catwalk overlooking the general population areas) working on the over watch position mann
heard the radio calls for help an
atched the response, but observed nothing of note. He
d
stated
while working
inasthe
lsol atio Guai
nd
Control
positions,
he
had
contact
with
both
detainees
and
described
them
compliant
, tated he never engaged in
'UC Questionnaire o
witnessed any physical force being used on the detainees. .

(See

dated 31 Jan 04, for additional details).

SAMIllarsimi

t 1035 hrs, 31 Jan 04,
..-..-..th
SPC
4I r
Military Police Company, Bloomingtoninterviewed
, IN 47404 who was assign ed to
nd worked
1 plat oo
• within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) as a MP guard during the time of both
e
rovided a statement detailing his observations related to operations within the BCP.death
ad no • rect knowledge of either death, but relayed rumors he overhead regarding the deaths. He
stated he delivered two common
peroneal
a detainee grabbed him, but
ertain neither of the detainees who died were
involvedstrikes
in histoincident.
dated 31 Jan 04, for additional details).

(See Sworn Statement
St
of

A

t 1046 hrs, 31 Jan 04, SAFIlleinterviewed SSG
377th
ilitary Police Company, loomington
IN 47404 who worked within
Bagram
(BCP)
from Aug 02 through Dec 02 as a Sergeant of the Guard, Floor
ion Point
ergeant.
Sergeant
and Crash Team
Team
as advised of his rights for the off
grava ted Assault, Negligent
Homicide, rue y Maltreatment and Dereliction of Duty.
.tatement detailing his observations regarding HABIBULLAH
waive his ri hts and providkl a
• etainee thrashing around in is standing restraints. A team
12).
observed the
.,
entered the cell to atte riiii
fated during their attempts to subdue the detainee, SG
77 th
•
Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47404 punched
etainee in the abdomen one time. After the punch, the detainee became compliant and was
released
his standing restraints and left in the cell. Inn
• etainees from
denie d he supervised any
as they removed bottle caps from containers o human waste.
Sworn
ea

mit- •

-•

- 11

--

111411

1

Statement of... dated
31 Jan 04, for additional details)

GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview,

(See Waiver Certificate an(

as record fingerprinted.

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER
ORGANIZATION

HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

SA

DATE

• '11-

•4

1 FEB 77
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

0134-02-CID369-23533 /0
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DETAILS

t 1135 hrs, 31 Jan 04, SA111111111terviewed
SPC
3 77th
Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN
47404 who was assigne
n and worked
ithin the Bagrarn Collection Point (BCP) from Aug 02 through Dec 02.
fights for the offenses of Assault/Battery,
was
advised of
Negligent H
tatement.
ggenomicide, Cruelty/Maltreatment and False Offi
,
nvoked his rights re ue-tin counsel, at which time the interview vvas
erminated. ee Non-Waiver
Certificate °
dated 31 Jan 04, for additional details)
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////,

ORGANIZATION

HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNIT: 3771L.

DATE:

(31ao 0 1

Cc

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?

3

*247+ Mit()

..44,7,44;v1 4
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: &ps
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: A)o
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: /00
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detain ee? A: (Ai'
explain:
_

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the tre tment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
Q
Ifyes,plaxin:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: Vo If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you knowwfho had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: IVO If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: 00 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

of Interviewee
ACLU-RDI Signature
4534 p.851

DOD QAJ

ature/Sequence # of Interviewer
A

kma n-

-013 -02-C10369

23!

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
rie h 1.4)

Oki—J6744-Aeut - 144 -tAk-49 7/4-,
-2171:0)

otA

COY1

-auenr„,

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential nd it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6,---A),0).
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: ArtmA.eq
.
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? Cie ,5
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: ,w-kerok
0_4 4,4
o

)

11. Why do you think someone would do this?

2`6L, mistro_ .10-15*-1444--4

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: Ajo
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A

14. What do .you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? • ,ef_,,b,ap.

ignature
of terviewee
ACLU-RDI 4534
p.852

gnature/Sequence # of Interviewer
4r

021 :

1 34

01 37

2

-

-

-

02

1 0 3 6- 9

1 0 36 9

-

-

23

21

a. Please explain:it,t oo_o__,4,4,,,k_Ae
—

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: 6/es
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement) f A Ao t .;rin
1)4.7&:2;147 ji 461

Atet-- C64"6 cfre4

-61342.4.4

/le '.r.)

) --ge

16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
004tamit))
48- die

CA)

o4/4144

86" ,--/5

-

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

JA

c,L4

.G4y149

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: ':J
.0.444
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: A) Q.
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: ve3
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: 4)C1
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: 14)0
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: /Jo

ACLU-RDI Signature
4534 p.853
of Interviewee

DODO.
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ISA. is
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0137 - 02-C 10 369-2353

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: A.)0
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: e-,5

g

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officer _ s Or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
•

ACLU-RDI 4534
p.854
Signature
of Interviewee

gnature/Sequence # of Intervie
Arv. .

34-02- CID369-235:
0137-02- C10369-23!
SWORN STATEMENT

File Number :
LocatiOn
Hampton Inn, Bloomington IN.
Date
: 31. Ja 04
Time: CO35
Statement of•
SSN

Org/Address :

377 th

Gr ade/Status:E-4

Military Police Company Bloomington, IN

100 r,
want to make the following statement
oath: I was assigned to first platoon as an MP during the under
deployment.
.I MOBED with the unit in June of 02. We deployed
sometime
at
the end of August, I arrived in Afghanistan on the
30t h. F
l ed
ed to Indiana sometime in March of 03.
Q : SA
A:
Q: Yes,
Did you receive any PPCT training prior to deployment.
A:
prob
ix months before deployment. I
think SPC
nd SPC
ere the ones who taught this.
Q: Did
you have a clear understanding of PPCT that was taught
the
unit?
A: Yes, this was the only time I remember receivin this t
ype of
training. I don't remember getting it at Fort Dix.
Q:
W
asommander or the First SGT there?
A: No.
Q: Who was the senior lead
class?
A: The platoon SGT,. SFC
Q: During the PPCT training did everyone in the platoon
the
have a chance to have the strike administered to.
them? or
A:. Yes we practiced every t
hold-,We applied_iteach other
pressure point, and
Q: Do you think that the platoon
knowledge of what amount of force or .the company had agoo d
strikes?
ce to use when administering the
A: YES
Q: How do you know this?
A: As far as I amajorned I
had a good understating of how
much force to use.
Q: Did anyone talk about really wanting to use the strikes on
prison*,
A: No.
Q: Where you in the facility when either of the prisoners ie
A: Yes, when PUC 412 died I was on
all of it. Not what was going oh - the cat walk and could see d?
in ISO just when they 1
on the stretcher
im
and took him into the processing room
INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF
T
DATED 31 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:AKEN
AT Bloomington, Indiana
Q: Who took him into the processing room?
A: It had to be the SOG I
't
night.
't remember who it was on duty that
there.
I don't remember.who else was
Q: What was the mood of the people that were there?
A: They were trying
Q: Did you ever hav e to stay balm but they were trying to help
contact with either of the two
detainees that died? direct
.
A: Yes, I know I worked ISO during the time both of them were
there snow I fed them. I don't remember them for any other
reason.
Q: Were you on shift when detainee 421 died?
A: Yes, I was the CQ or RTO. I was
the radio person al"
Q: ,What wasypur understating of what
A: I know he was moved from GP (generlha ppened to the detainee?
room upstairs during-my shift and thata population) to an ISO
Q: Why do you think this detainees died is where he died.
ISO?
after being moved t
A: I don't know. I was told it was from dehyd
told me about the blood clot I
• Until you
did not know.
Q: Did you ever observe any prisoners
the common perennial strike Or any-typeinofthetrik
s facility receive
e?
.Yes,
Did. for grabbing a guard, it Was always justified
411111P
a
guard.
. you ever observe any prisoner be combative towards
A: Yes, not a lot but it did happen
Q: Did you ever strike a detained?
A:
me.
used the common perennial because a prisoner grabbed
Q: How-mas did
You administer the strike?
A: Twice.
Q: Do istmember what th
the nu
A: No,
tuber of the detainee was?
Q: What.
was the detainees reactiiii,
A: He stopped trying to grab me.
Q: Was
A: No.
Q:. What did you do with him after this?
A: He was already in ISO and I was tryin
down time. Once he
g to uncuff him for his
when it was over I ' let go of me I let him have his down time and
problems with him. Mg ack in and re - cuffed him. I had no more
Q: Did you doc nt this?
INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF IIIIIIMIIIMIIIP
DATED 31 JAN 200 4, CONTINUED: TAKEN AT Bloomington, Indiana
A: Noll.
Q: Why not?
A: I just did not. I supposed to bUt I did not11111,
Q: If you did not dodumentthis one is there a chance you did
• not document any other strikes?
A: I might have. But I don't remember
Q: If I (SA
read the logs will
of yo
I find any documentation
ng force on a detainee.
A: N
Q: Do
inkthe detainees were abused?
A: No.

air
'

Q: Why do you think some guards had more problems with combative
detainees than others.
. A: Third platoon is a more aggressive
. group of
More. I could see a total difference how things people
worked. They y ell
when
I
was moved to first platoon..I also think that because the
PUCS
were up during the day third platoon dealt with t em tore. The
slept during my shift so
They
I did not see Much.
Q: Who are the more aggressive ers
of third latoon?
.A: The bigger ones 1
and
like to yell a lot
. They just
Q: Didimper see them abusing a
prisoner?
A: No.
Q: Did
any one from third platoon ever tell you anything about
the
deaths?
A: No.
WhoilliFu think
his?
A: I have no idea.
Q: Where you present during any time when any one talked about
striking a detainee?
A: No
gged about using force. It was said during guard
Q: Was anyone in your platoon having a hard time controlling the
prisoner
A: No.
Q: Do ou remember the numbers 412 or 421.
A: Yes, I remember one was short and stocky and one was ta11411111
Q: Did o ver participate in the in A: Yes,
processing of a prisoner?
Q: How many times and what was your duty?
A: I read them the rules and I was one. of the screamers. I did
this
ten to fifteen times.. I also helped escort them into the
in-processing
center.map
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DATED 31 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:
Q: Did you ever hand cuff a prisoner to the ceiling and if so
why?
A: Not to the ceiling but to the door in the ISO room.
come on shift and fi
I have
pCS handcuffed this wa y. I
them to the ceiling.
never cuffed
Q: Could the prisoners move when they were cuffed in the ISO
room
A: Yes, They could move a little. IIIIIIP
Q: Did you remember who from MI directed you
depravation or punishment?
to administer sleep
A: No, It was written on the board.
Q: Did-you have a Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP) on how-to
handle a prisoner for bad behavior.
A: No r i
there. iiwritten one. We never had an SOP when we were
Q: Did JAG ever come to the facility and in
he procedures?
A: Not on my shift. I do know they came in?
Q: Did you ever place a hood on a prisoner's head?
A:.Yes, if MI directed us to or if it was for discipline
all.
Q:. Describe what a prisoner would have to do o have
placed on their head.
. the hood
A: Talk or not be awake when he supposed the PUC's-to wear
.

A:No.I

Did you. ever move the
high ran '
prisoners around to hide them because
a
erson was coming into the facility?
A: No ,

Q:

lliiiir

Q: Did you know that 412 Was.dead when he was found in the ISO
cell
I was by SPCIIIIIIthat the PUC was dead but that SPC
ad attempted to:give him CPR but could not revive the
PUC. I never o erved this happening. I was told all this from
SPC
Q: HOW long do you think the detainee was dead before he was
discovered in the ISO cell?
A: I know
they
tried
went back to
check
on to
himfeed
and him and he would not eat then they
just what I heard from SPC
un-conscious. That is
Q: Did
obserVe any of the attempts- to revive either of
the
to you
de everees?
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STATEMENT OF 1.111111111111111,AKEN AT Bloomington, Indiana
DATED 31 JAN 2004, CONTINUED:
Q: Did you ever hear of anyone using steroids when the
Afghanistan?
they were in
A: No.
Q: Is Ignything
you wish to add to this statement?
A: No
//////

//////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////

AFFIDAVIT
AVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON-PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTANDISTHE
CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. TH
STATEMENT
TRUE.
I. HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE E
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE GONTAINING THE,STATEMENT. I
HAVE
MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD,
WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT..

erson Making Statement)
Sub s c
ribed.and.zworn to befOre me, a person authorized
"administer oaths; this 30Cday
by law to
of January 2004 at Bloomington,Indian
404

Person

nistering- Oath)

SA
(Typed Name of Person

Administering Oath)

Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)

INITIA 1/111111111
Page 5 of 5
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identifi
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retries
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION
2. DA

Hampton Inn, Bloomington, IN 47404

3. TIME

31 Jan 2

FILE NO.

8. ORGANIZATION 0 ADDRESS

377th Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS
SSG

Bloomington, IN 47404

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal

suspected/accused:

Investigation Command

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
Aggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, Dereliction of Duty

efore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
nything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial. ,
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ)
I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with in
during
questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to. the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense tc
or both.

- Or -

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with r
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer wil
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
f I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or sl
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B.

Waiver

I understand
mya rights
stated above.
I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first
without
having
lawyeraspresent
with me.
a

1a. NAME (Type or Print)

WITNESSES (If available)

3. SIGNATUR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

Ft. Leavenworth Resident Agency (CID)
Ft. Leavenworth, KS 66027

Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
❑ f want a lawyer.

❑

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT

nA FORM

3RR1

NAV RR
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I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
FTF

6A de/ 7- '2 15—

U r
ft 1
PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE

Ue — U1U

-5 6 9 - 2 3 5 3 4

THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of.
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a ni
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to

c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

talk privately
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. -You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you om
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."

appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answerinc

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER
"Do you understand your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested
a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out
when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this timer
(If the suspectfaccused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has
a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following questii
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation a
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says no," stop the interview an
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certiffcate on the
other side of this form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspectfaccused orally waives his/her rights but refudes
sign the-waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she

his/her rights,

does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) Under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible.

2. if the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of I
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the send
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.

NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waive
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be Completed at once, as
In the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED/
DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: if

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision aboutrequesting
ic-a-Friiire74-1c4aybe I should• get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.
COMMENTS (Continued)

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning rr
not be utilized to discourage a suspecilaccused from exercising his/her rigt,
(For example, do not make such comments as If you didn't do anything yin
you shouldn't need an attorney.r

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
1990-261-871/02685.
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number ;
Location
Hampton Inn, Bloo ngton, IN 47404
Date
31
Time:411.5:3 1111110
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-6
Org/Address
377 th Military Police Company, Bloomington, IN 47404
ANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating' the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
Decemberig
A: Yes.
Q: What dates were_ you there and what were your duties?
A: I was assigned there from late August 2002 through mid March
2003. - I was a. squad leader for 3 rd platoon, 1st squad of 377 th
MiltaryPoceCmpn.Myfirsthemon,Iwrkedi
detainee operations in the detention facility in Bagram. All
NCO's, SSG and above, rotated positions through floor sergeant,
sergeant of the guard (SOG), and the crash sergeant. My second
three'months,: I - worked physical security at Bagram Air Base at all
the base entry
'
I switched over to that job sometime in
December 2002,
Q: Did you, guard either. detainee during the period of time between
October and December 2002?
A: I am familiar with one of the detainees,. but not the other. I
am probably more familiar with PUC 412 since he came in first. I
was working the day shift during the time that they were there in.
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interVieWs
_
with either detain
,, ring : this time frame?
'A: No, I was not
Define - corporal punishment.
'A: Honestly, I don't know what it is, It would probably be
something physical in nature or loss of privileges as well. Just
about anythi
t is given or taken away that is based on
behavior.
Q: Did You witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment?
A: Not in my definition. Corrective action in the facility is
.basically loss - of . privileges. If someone is talking in general
population, they were brought into th' lock and we would apply
Exhibit: A(3'7
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn, .
Bloomington, IN;
31 Jan 04; CONTINUED
hand and leg irons and goggles and ear muffs and be forced to
stand in the air lock by themselves in fifteen minute increments
based upon the number of offenses. If a person continued to be a
problem, they may be put into an isolation cell. Sometimes MI or
.whoever was interviewing a detainee instructed us to put a
detainee in an isolation cell where they may be required to
undergo an alternate sleep schedule, be required to stand for a
period, o
'
wear hood and goggles or'any combination of those
tactics
.
Q: Were any detainees . struck for any reason?
A: During my time in the facility, the definition of striking
_would be along the lines of the use of force continuum. If a
detainee was physically non compliant, such as refusing to walk,
pressure point control tactics were used. - If they were being
physically aggressive; such as shouldering, head butting, kicking,
kneeing or strikes of any kind,' then common pronial strikes were
often used in conjunction with the use of force policy, which was
minimum force necessary to control the situation. If the detainee
stopped the aggressive physical action, then the common pronial
strikes would cease. In the'time'that I.worked there, these
techniques were not often necessary. We'only had about 5 to 10
detainees there during t
'me that I was'there that were
physically aggressive.

WI

Q: Were detainees placed into standing restraints?
A: Yes..Generally, if they violate facility rules, depending on
how many times they were offending. If it was a first time
offense, they would be verbally ordered'to stand. In the air
lock, if they continued to be a problem or would not stand, hand
irons would'be restrained with hand irons through the air lock so
they could not sit down. In isolation cells, detainees weren't
-7-normalypcedintoSag.resintulheywra
problem or continued to be a problem. If someone was in standing
restraints,: they were never placed into a stretched out pbsition
to
they couldn't move. We always left enough slack for thet
to where
moveiii
iiirble locked the cuffs so they wouldn't get any
'tighter.
Q: Did either PUC that died causeany trouble during.the shifts
that, you worked?
•
.
A: We were told at our guardmount that PUC 412 had made physical
contact with a strike of some kind when he was being inprocessed
and that he had been physically resistive since he came in and he
was being verbally noncompliant in th n asked questions, he
Exhibit: ,,5----•
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington, IN;
ED 31 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
was not answering. I believe PUC 412 was in an isolation cell
ame on
On one occasion, I was working crash with
nd
and PUC 412 was in isolation downstairs and
we got a call on t
adio
that there was'a problem in his cell
from
stated that the detainee was being
aggressive. The detainee had been
in standing restraints in' his
cell at MI's dir=12a awilk
We could hear a commotion from the floor.
When we arrived,
stated the PUC was going nuts in his
cell. We looked in the opening of the door, and we could see he
was grabbing onto the chains of his restraints, and had lifted
himself off the floor and he was yelling at the top of his lungs
in his language. He was thrashing about in his restraints. I was
concerned for his safety because I thought the panel he was
hanging from might break and that he might cause in'urie to
from hanging on the rest
Myself,
and
entered the cell and
moves behin the detainee.
moved to the detainee's left and I moved to his right.
At that time, the detainee was still suspended by his restraints,
had his feet off the ground and was still kicking about. He Nas
screaming and thrashing about, so I grabbed his right wrist and
tried to open his hand to-get him to let go of the chains so we
could
him down on the ground
and handcuffed so wecould move
•
him or get
talk
I was focused on his wrist and hands and I
could see
was'grabbinThis other wrist.
s
grabbing onto the detainees torso trying to get hi to calm down.
I heard a commotion behind me and noticed SGT
us. - I believe he was working floor t a
came in
a
y.
All . I see is
either pushing or possibly
ng the detainee in the hip
or abdomen area and I notice SS r_
_
standing
out in'the doOrway behind us. '
aid
ethin
to
theeffett
of what are you doing or what's going on,
esponse'was
Something like, the detainee' either kicked him or kneed
him in the
groin.- We. were able to get him.loose from his restraints,
handcuff
Stoppii i him behind his'back and sit him down in the cell. He had
iiting and thrashing around. We then backed out of the
cell
.
.
Q: Howmany times did
sttike the detainee?
A: 1 onl '
im do i once,
Q: Did
unch the detainee in the stomach?
A:'
Maybe,
I
don't
know because I only saw out of my peri h
vision
I don't know
ere the impact was . .It was either
- the hip
or abdomen region.
Exhibit:
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, TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Jan 04; CONTINUED:

Q: Did
actually get kicked as he said?
A: I don't know. I didn't see it. Based on th detainee's
movements at the time ' 's very possible.
Q: Did you think
unch was necessary?
A: If he got kicked, possibly. If he didn't, absolutely not...
Q: Did anyone else use .
any-types of strikes during that incident?
e of. Ilitow I did not. I d[on't believe
did.
a
Q: What was
attitude toward the detainees?
A: Professional. - I
don't think e cared for them. He was not
sympathetic of them at all.
Q: Were either detainee8 pl cnto standing restraints while you
were on shift?
A: 412 was in standing restraints on that day that I described. I
don't rem
ver dealing with 421, so I don't know for sure
with him.111111,
Q: Did other' MP's complain that either of the PUC's that died were
troublemakers? A: I had heard that 412 was a problem and was combative in
general. My guess is that is why he was placed into isolation.111111
Q: Did. any of the other MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: There was no love lost. We were
- cautioned in the beginning to
not develop any relationships with these people. It was probably
an assumption that a lot of us made that the detainees were the
reason why were there. Sometimes .
0GA would tell us that a
detainee was a certifiable piece of shit that had killed people...
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A: Really no different than anybody else other than being highly
alert about them. We maintained a board that listed all the
detainees and where they were. We had another board'in.the•
isolatiOn area that listed instructions for sleep schedules that
indicated a period of time the detainee was supposed to be up and
the time they
were
supposed
to
be down: If the person was being
cooperative
they would just stand for the length of time on their
own. If they
were not being cooperative, often times they would
be restrained in a fashion that caused them to stand. The board
would also denote if the person was an English speaker and it
we
denote if the detainee had been resistant or aggressive.
Q: Do you recall any information placed on the board rea
g rding
either de Knee that died?
A: No.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pert
o the treatment of
Exhibit: e)eC_5--INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington, IN; DATED 31'Jan 04; CONTINUED:
detainees that you f
uncomfortable with?
A: No, I did not.
Q: Where were you rained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: That is something that we kept on as part of the use of force
continuum. We also - received some training and pr
ced on it
while were at Fort Dix,prior to the deployment
Q: Did you ever utilize those tactics on a PUC?
A: Yes, I used.pressure point - dontrol tactics as a part of the use
of force continuum. If a detainee is refusing to sit downiafter
I have given them a verbal order, a pressure point control tactic
May be applied to get them to comply to the command. As soon as
the detainee would comply, the presSure point control tactic would
be released.
don't recall using the common pronial strike at
any time.
Q: Did yo apply either of those tactics on either of the
detainees that died?
A: Not that I am aware of
Q: DO you know who had any ihg
to do with the eventual death of
A:

No.

iliter

Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
detainee?
A: No.

death

Q:_HoW do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: My feelings are that it needs to be. determined why they died.
I guess the autopsies
have shown that we need to know the
• circumstances surrounding their deaths. I was under the
im
pressionthat'the,secOnd guy died of some type of heart attack
because he was not: found dead like the first guy was. A lot of
the detainees refused to drink enough water because of their
culture's belief that yoU had to conserve. water. When we first
heard of their deaths
my first thoughts were that they probably
died of some type of natural cause or as a result-of their
environment. These guys are medically screened when they came in,
but it's not a thorough medical evaluation. I had never seen
anythin
e facility that lead me to suspect it might be foul
play.
,

Q: Who do you thi
ed the death of the detainees?
A: I don't know.
Q: Do you su
anyone caused the detainees death?
A: No.,
Exhibit: INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington, IN;
ED
an 04; CONTINUED:
Q: Do you think that the death of eitherof those detainees was
delibiiiillp
A: Noi
Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those
detaineees
at person lying?
A: Yes.
Q: Who db y6u think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either
?
A: Nobody that I know of.
Q: Why do you think someone wou
use a detainee?
A: I don't think they would.
Q: Did you ever, think about abusing a detainee, even.though you
didn't co t ough with it?
A: No.
.Q: Why wouldnt you abuse a detainee?
A: Because it's against my naiiii iiip a human being. Not to
mention it's against the law.
Q: what
do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the. death of a_detainee?
A: If the investigation proves
is the case, then obiously
they ought to be prosecuted:
Q: Have
ver heard of a compliance blow?
A: No.

-

Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
,A: In the facility. The problem was the training we received was
not specific .
enough. The training appeared to be more focused on
Bosnia or theaters. that the Army was familiar with. My perception
was that Afghanistan was a whole new ball game and the Army, was
.writing doctrine as it went along. Current regulations and
doctrine seemed inapplicable. because. the situation'waS so
different 'there than anything ever experienced before. . The SOP's
Were constantly being written. and revised through the duration of
the deployment. A lot of what was being done was based upon what
the unit prior to us had done. If something was found to be
faulty, a new standard or policy would be drafted and implemente
We were not prepared to conduct the mission when we got there
Q: When did SJA .
determine hoods should no longer be utilized?
A: After I left the facility. This is the first I heard of it10111
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours-utilized standi ng
restraints, PPCT or comb
onial strikes?
A: I believe they did.
Exhibit:
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TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington, IN; ATED 31 Jan
; CONTINUED:
Q: What was your - professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: NOne. I was not lata enfo cement. I was an inventory control
manager. for John Deere.
Q: Did
versee either PUC's legs underneath their clothing?
A: No.
Q: Did
.
obServe any bruises or injuries on either PUC?
A: No.
Q: Did eitPUC ever appear ill to you?
A: No.
Q: Did you
r observe either PUC in pain?
A: No.
Q: Do ou have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment
either PUC received on the day.they died?

lei

A: I think I heard that the first PUC was dead when they found
him. .I heard the second PUC'was havi
ome type of prbblem and
they attempted to apply first aid.
Q: Did you obServe either PUC eat or drink anything during yOur
shift?
A: Not directly, no. 111011/
Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees were
being subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation, PPCT •
and common pronial strikes?
A: Everybody in the company.- Military Intelligence knew. I
believe SJA and the facility Provost Marshal knew and approved of
the policies. Congressmen and high ranking officials would go
through the facilities and wouId . be given a tour.through the
facility and would seethe isolation cells and interview rooms and
our procedures-would be explained to them. We would not change_
anyway'We did business.when someone would come to visit, so they
had to know this stuff was going On because nothing would change
when they came. Violations . of facility rules with their
punishments such as the implementation of stan
restraints were
posted on the walls where anyone could see:
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or a ter details
surroundi
either detainee's deaths?
A: No.
Q: Did yo ever implement any type of Physical Ttaining with
either of
UC's'that died?
A: No.
Q:Did- you ever
supervise any detainees as they removed bottle
caps from containers of human waste?
Exhibit: o2/ „5
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,.
Bloomington, IN; ATED 31 Jan 0 ; CONTINUED:
A: , No, I remember hearing about it,' but I was not present at the
time. I heard it was directed, by OGA, and it was PUC. 179. I
.remember who the PUC was because he was later on the cover of Time
magazine. i heard abou 't after it happened. I don't know Who
was involved in it.
Q: Did any MP's use steroids during the deployment?
A: Not steroids. I know some were using supplements, but they
were all over the counter stuff like Hydroxycut
Q: Do you have anything to add to
's statement? .
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///

Exhibit:

4›Z_,(5---

■

INITIALS ^

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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PAGE 8 OF

, 334-02-010369-2353
0137 - 02-C10369-235

STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington; IN; DATED 31 Jan 04; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEM
S ON PAGE 1 AND. ENDS ON PAGE 9. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Person - Ma
king Statement).
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths,
this 31st day of January, 2004 at
8loomin•t

a ure o Person Administering Oath)
SA

IIMMINOWS

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136.(b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:

Exhibit:

INITIALS

4111111P

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additiOnal/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

"raTCATICM

2. DATE

Hampton Inn, Bloomington, IN. Room 411

31 Jan 200

5. Name (Last First MO

4

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADD

7. GRADE/SI/kJ US

TIME

1/

'S

4. PILE NUMBER.

3 5-

377 MP Company Det 1. Bloomington, IN.

SPC/RES
PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
SECTION A. Rights
The investigator whose name annears below tniti MP' that
1, ..e/chp
1,
ic urifh +hp T T,,;+,,,.1 Ot.-ri..c. n...,,.. r....4,—;.,,,1 r.,..--.:—.....:— r•- ■ ____ __
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/accused: Assault Consumated by a Battery/Cruelty & Maltreatment/Negligent Homicide/False Official Statemendllll
fore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights.
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
. (For personnel subject to the UCM9 I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detai
for me at no expense to me or both.
-or(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer
present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer a
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.

4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right to stop answering questions
any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Q: Have you been advised of your legal rights within the past t
Q: Are you currently represented by legal counsel? A: OL3

s? A:

SECTION B. Waiver
understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a
lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.
3. SIGNATURE OP INTERVIEWEE
WITNESSES (favailable)
la. NAME (1)pe or Print)

b. ORUANIZAI ION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4. SIGNATURE OF 1NVES 1 KiATOR

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
2a. NAME (1)pe or Print)

b. OROANIGAI1ON OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

5. TYPE NAME OF 1N V .114A•I OR

6. °MANILA .I. ION OP IN VES 1 Krik 1 OR

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

SECTION C. Non-waiver
1. I do no want to give up my rights
115., I want a lawyer
2. SI
VIEWEE
ATTA

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.871

El

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

Y SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSEE

gbligktitir*C

\ I (

eX,He

r

C.

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89 (AUTOMATED)
EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLE9E‘ 3 4- 0 2- C( D 3 6 9 - 2 3 5 3
PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
I. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of
can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or
a. Your official position.
military lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you , or both."
b. Nature of the offense(s)
-orc. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer can be one
"Before I ask you any questions, you must under your rights."
arrange for at your own expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and
a_ "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
want one, a lawyer will be appointed for you before any questioning
begins."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under
criminal trial."
investigation, with or without a lawyer present, you have a righ
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
to stop answering questions at any time, or speak privately will
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
a lawyer before answering further, even it you sign a waiver
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer
certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER
"Do you understand your rights ?"
(If the suspe,ct/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and
if necessary repeat the appropriate right advisement. If the
suspect/accused says "yes," ask the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes." stop the questioning until he/she h,
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask hint/her the following
question.)

'"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the
request was recent (i.e., fewer that 30 days ago), obtain legal advice on
whether to continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,"
or if the prior request was not recent, ask him/her the following
question.)

"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer and
without having a lawyer present with you?" (If the suspect/accused s;
"no," stop the interview and have him/her read and sign the non-waiv
section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this form. If the
suspect/accused say "yes," have him/her read and sign the waiver sect
of the waiver certificate on the other side of this form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but
refuses to sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the
questioning. Make notations on the waiver certificate to the effect that
he/she has stated that he/she understands his/her rights, does not want a
lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, and refuses
to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED
IMMEDIATELY-Fin all case the waiver certificate must be completed as
soon as possible. Every effort should be made to complete the waiver
certificate before any questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot
be completed at once, as in the case of street interrogation, completion
may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she
should be told that such statements do no obligate him/her to answer
further questions.
COMMENTS (Continued)

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without
being advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the
propriety of the first statement, the accused must be so advised.
The office of the serving Staff Judge Advocate should be
contacted for assistance in drafting the proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was
advised accordingly should be noted in the comment
section on the waiver certificate and initialed by the
suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON
EXERCISING HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE
INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the interrogation, the suspc
displays indecision about requesting counsel (for example, "Maybe I
should get a Lawyer."), further questioning must cease immediately.
that point, you may question the suspect/accused only concerning
whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/he
rights. (For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't dc
anything wrong, you shouldn't need an attorney.")

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

Ra NumBER0134-02-CID369-23533
PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES

DETAILS

0, 1 Feb 04, SA
i nterviewed SPC
77th
MP Company, 600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237, who was a cook assignE
o Headquarters Platoon, work'
' ' ke Dining Facility at the Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan,
between Sep 02 and Apr 03.
as billeted separately from her unit and worked away fr
he unit, she did enter the Bagram Contro Point on a couple of occasions to pick up her mail, but
related she went out of her way to avoid any contact with detainees. She did not report any
information related to witnessing or hearing about MP personnel abusing detainees. (See PUC
Questionnaire of
dated 1 Feb 04 for additional details)

73
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TYPED AGENTS NAME

SA

NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

1 Feb 04
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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tCA

0134\

CID369-23533
013?-02- C10369-23534
.

PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: 5,e
UNIT: 3 77 /4-1,

DATE: .4."--1-d 6

V

SSN.
C'7G ,C./11,,c5

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: r's_
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
ove.
e-741&"'R.4-5
Lvdti

5 13/i_14,--/--&---7)

Afe,,e_1dz-)

Ve- 3-2 V) „Ai

377 „4-40c.,,,t.,43
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: ", 0,
)--44-f

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: )L/0
.

2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: No
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: ,v0
explain.

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: /Q0 If yes, please explain,:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: A Jo If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: — If yes, explain (see sworn statement) EV ,
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: Ai r) • If yes, explain (see swo
, ement)

)1 0
Signature of Interviewee
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Co 9-Q

0?0

,

ai::14 -- ue-ulu569-43535
0137-02-C10369-23534

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees? )

Vier

Thole

e)c7010-4

p e /005e-, z.

"44e-

;7-

(---"4--P .4-41- 17>t

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: 2— ',Ave - APO IP, cif
)7074" &-v--,,j
•401

1-1 4

61,1 1--/ Lo

(frivd(v-1>
c-P

/two I

ke.gare.:P

45 -74 47'
-

Ifi-&xn>

-

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that ou feel is above sus i
_cion and
would not do something like this? A: 'fe5
A",2

,evoT- Lvez- -- 77, -Po

2

pgt,

7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

"7-

A fit vg - ive,

,e_151 e-64-04t

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
Me, c-04 'Jr k"--74-reefri A "-y ewe- X.ge Cr

A-

4 2 7-7cAf

its(

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? Ve"--,
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: '‘P--70c_-7,./17sfs 491 /-46 c..../4-s -7-tee
42_

A-to

s

`71,

11. Why do you think someone would do this ? ?

A...40

estPc-pk/7--,

.2--

77-

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: A-7(7 •
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
-74 k.-

' 1/21

ar-in

576" ite5e

r ""6-7- 72e>

--t

/aeyfe.

-4-4--°74 r 47

2-7c-4-7S

43 it be
-

es,

2.2
hz,./4is tAf
rt-Ly

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? 'PriPe7 , 7s
a ca 10 fkr le4 A 4jD
7-4
"la
(a3t-

Signature of Interviewee
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74 es 1.5.

ence # of Interviewer

k Vs

/7- e2615

°IL) 4 - 0 2 -

0 36 9-2 353:

0 3 7 - 2 - Ci036

-2 353

a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
-,
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
tii-...--4 l'? 12,-km a ra$ "rf-0-* a Oor 1 Yt et I -t" i'' rrel- 9
e-745
--4
D €r e wii
t S .4 'T.& 1 cci k .€ 0) 0- c 0 Aie ice,nce
&I.,...) it, e3:,
1----' oc. 5 a o--r/- 4 . z._ 5z_01,--3 6 rz. („,}1,L
il
let_56,1,, --.4 _,,71, i A../6-74 / 4W6 PhRe-er. .7 ..
/ 71 /Ayr 1,2e..4 2 z d ,-,7611&— d.../1
1 ,1/4,
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their 4- 7>(.7,- 4 ,--7e-receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows? _2:: -77.c--et-,- ---ie.. i
.
--

5 In 0 tA. LT?",--A.„ i

ire 6 e i&e. v/A

)4/31.--)

ti , , r € s tA. le

e „Lci

Co-xt N.e----A-4 7-7 o--"-A,

17. HowCA
do„.„,,iyou think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
IPJ

7 /,,--

,

/14-2,e

10-7,3

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:
-y
ioc-)yo d6' 'e Psve s
se c°-*

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: A/0
1. •
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:. luo, 're‘4-,/
cx, y - I ein
A:

20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
r\.,
If yes, who?

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: ,.mac-

ignature/Sequence # of Interviewer
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: "ve,
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: .7.:= 7> 4.,7,1),
_

441
,
4,0 ef tpleot
t e 7-A.40n

rycrAr--1.

-

eo

tev

' 17-

toe

AA:, =4. c,ivi

be 1,4 ve

5.44 Le. A4969ace-~-r-A1-6,e.e-6

‘-1.C-

I 7.,-ENA) /.4

25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: YY 5 y
-

26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: A.)0
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
12

7
1

A--0

t.- 1_, 5

f
te 5 1 ,71
1
le
of ..-,64) ',sere

t
I-4

ec,
.n2 9
oee=

S

5

gnature of Interviewee
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5yz--R.0 2 PS

DODDW 12

TY

)76

.'")6

Signature/Sequence # of Interviewer

..4:Xi//,/ 7—

.4

013`7 - 0 2 - C I D 369-23534
AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
0134-02-0D369-2 3533/0137-02-CID369-23534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS

At 1230 hrs, 1 Feb 04, S
'nterviewed 1S
494th Military
Police (MP) Detachment, Terre Haute, IN, who provided a statemen
er the
detention facility, exce t o
ompany Commander ori it.
stated
she was told SGT
377th MP C_ om • an CO
on, IN
47404 (BIN), punc
detainee and then acked SSG
377th MP
CO, BIN w
away from the de_ tainee.
she was told
PVT
witnessed 2LT
ti 77th MP CO,
BIN, (NFI) pulled a weapon on
etainee in a helicopter when the detainee was being transported 1
a location for repatriation.
did not witness any incidents of abuse. (See Sworn Statement o1
dated 1 Feb 04, for additional details)
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRYMON//////////////////q/////////////////////////////////////////

ORGANIZATION

.

HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
EXHIBIT

C FORM 9
1 FEB 77
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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wag

01 37 - 02-01E1369- 23534

AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

0134-02- CID369-23533

1 PAGES
t 1420 hrs, 2 Feb 04, SA firiMallMainterviewed
SPC,11111.111111111111111
MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnti, 0 45237,
PAGE 1 OF

DETAILS

assigned to Headquarters Platoon, working within the
, Afghanistan, between Sep 02 and Apr 03.
by the neck and hold him off the ground for about 15
also reportedly observed the incident and corrected
incident.
(See PUC Questionnaire and Sworn Statement of
details)
t 150 •

who was a mechanic
ec ion of the B
m Collection Poi
itnessed
ick a detainee ur
in Sep 02.
be
by counse ing im a ou

dated 1 Feb 04, for addition

Feb 04, SA

nterviewed SPC
377 th MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue,
Cincinnti,
a!!!!!!'"I!
45
was
vas a

member of 1 Platoon, working inside the BCP at the time of the deaths.
advisE
of his rights for the offenses of Negligent Homicide, Assault and False 0
his rights requestingcou
ictal Statement and invok(
I, at which time the interview was terminated.
Certificate of
(See Non- Waiver
dated for 2 Feb 04, for additional details)

GENT'S COMMENT:

At the conclusion of his interview 0111111111ras record fingerprinted.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND

SA

NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
EXHIBIT

2 Feb 04
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNIT:

DAT ( 1 ;59:67 ,0

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: fi_S
I. If es, what dates and what were your duties?

—

Rat- a57 /724_, k

.

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002?' A: 40
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: A/O
2b. Did you witness' either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: ,'V9
If yes explain (see sworD statement) .5.6.0/42-s5,',
917111111111.4, ,a47(Ii4ee' hp geek, ?(/)%60Ad.
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
If yes,
explain:
2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A:
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A:
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

Signature of Interviewee
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tti-acquence # of Interviewer I 11 1
Lam' 1r 1.2 r"" 02,

0134-02-0
0137-02- 10363-2
C113569-

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of thoSe two detainees?

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A:
.

11. Why do you think someone would do this?
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?
r47

Signature of Interviewee
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.881

°t\

SiDiature/Sequence # of Interviewer
DODDOA 11650
k 14 fa Pr

)134 - U4 -1-011-"'""

0 137- 02-C10369-235

a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A:
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A:
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

Signature of Interviewee
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Signature/Sequence # of Interviewer

DODDOAtla12651

\ C\

--h 34-0 2 - 010369-235
0137-0Z-C10369 - 23!

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

ff

Signature of Interviewee
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Hampton In
oomington, IN 47404
Date
: 1 Fe
Time:
• Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-8
Org/Address : 494t h
Military Police Detachment, Terre Haute, IN

4/...?Oaria.

WANT TO MAKE THE'FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER

OAT :

Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan
during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between October and
Decemb2?
A: YeS
Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties?
A: I arrived about 30 Aug 02 and left on about 9 Mar 03. I went
to Germany for three or four days in October and December to et
tattoos removed. I was the First Sergeant and went to meetings,
took care of soldiers needs and visited with the soldiers. I di
d
just about everything except for the
prison itself. The commander
told me to stay out of the prison because it was none of my
business. The commander said it was not a part of
operations so I
didn't need to be there. The commander and I
fought
all the time.
He limited my duties all the time of what I could and could not
do. I was with the advance party to Afghanistan and the command
told the platoon leaders that they were in charge of the E-7's er
I wasn't. He told them that they were in charge of the soldiersand
and not me. I told him if I couldn't do my job as a First
Sergeant than I
wanted to go home and he said, "No, we will work
it
out."
I
don't
nothing against him, he ust did what he
thought wa right have
and we just didn't agree.

s

Q: Did you guard either detainee that died wring the period o
of
time between October and December 2002?
A: No, the only reason i went to the facility is because that is
where they served our dinner in an area there. To get to exerc
machines, you had to walk past the
ise
cages.
But
to
actually
sit
in
the facility to do anything, I wasn't in there.
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with either detainee during this time frame?
A: No, I have never been in or around an interview
Q: What was acceptable corrective punishment of the detainees?
A: I seen some things that I di punishment
Exhibit: ,s,Z,..26
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STATEMENT OF 1SG
IIIIIIIIP TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington, IN 4 7 !!!II
; DATED 1 Feb04; CONTINUED;
they had the detainees in standing restraints with hoods and
screamed and talked to them like a dog, I didn't like.. I never
got.into the SOP for the facility so I don't know exactly what was
acceptable corrective pUnishment for the detainees. I was told by
the commander that wasn't my job.
Q: Did you witness any detainees Illring any
type of corrective
punishment?
A: The only thing I ever saw was the sleep deprivation, but that
was about .
it. I saw they had a guy chained with his hands above
his head with a hood:on in the airlock on the first floor for
hOurs and hours.. If I came in for breakfast or another meal, it
seemed like the same person would be there. The person was under
the hood, so I-couldn't say for sure. SSG '
lwas - notorious for
dealing out punishment a lot. He was the one that always got in
their face a lot during the inbrief. ' I went to people in
Afghanistan about the . treatMent of
etaineepailirthing was
ever done about. I talked to CSM and CSM
about how
the detainees were being treated and nothing was
ever done about
it. Most of the informatio of about the treatment
of the
detainees came from SSG
She told me that sote'soldiers
had one of the detainees
d in a standing restraint with
his
a s outstretched
,
as punchin h' so hard that
_e in . to get
off
and
nt
rage
ch. a
other MP's ad to get
off
said
SGTalliwas behind the detainee with.his finger underneath the
detainees nose to pull-his
back. When the detainees had
first died, everyone . thoughthead
that the detainees.died. of natural
causes-and . the . comman
to t e soldiers that the whole issue
would b ' Otten.
to me and told MQ she was- told
about
_rid
and
beating On one of the-detainees
that died. I.'went to the commander
and tOld him about the problem
and at first he 4Cted like he .
didn't
believe m
ut he knew how
adamant I-was and . .so we went to
talk
to
CID.
Q: Other than the incident: You just
describe , were any other
detainees
k for any reason that you are aware of?
A: SSG
erous detainees had been elbowed or kneed.
PVT
saw LT4IIIIIIItpull a weapon on a detainee
in a helicopter en they were taking
the detainee out to be
repatriated.
Q: Did any MP's complain to you that
either of the PUC's that died
were -troublemakers?
A: No, it was hushed. It was so hush-h , that
nobody talked
Exhibit: c7?_62.0
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STATEMENT OF 1SG
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
.Bloomington, IN 47404; DATED 1 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
about ahything. They weren't going to to to the because anytime

I found out anything, I reported it.
Q: Did any f the
in the unit appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: The only thing IMP's
can say is that I saw how different groups of
MP's reacted to the PUC's. The soldiers from Bloomington appeared
to treat the PUC's like second class citizens as a whole. 411,
)w how the MP'S handled troublemakers?
A: No, I do not.11111p
Q:Other than what you have alteady
described, did you hear or see
anything pertaining to the
treatment of detainees that you felt
uncomfortable with?
A: Yes, when they would first bring
the PUC's in, the detainees
were thrown
n the floor with their feet and hands bouhd and
and they.would let the dogs,
hoods
with muzzles walk on the detain
with the dogs growling in their ear. It was a big joke.
Q: Have you been trained on common 'pronial strikes and
point ;iigaiwol tactics?
pressure
A: NoANNW :
Q:. Did you ever utilize
tactics On a PUC?
A: No, T was never . close those
to a PUC.
Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either'detainee? : .
A: Just with what SSG
old me,
as seen beating the
one that I described.' . eyond that, no
Q; How do :
you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: T
and I don't think it's right. I couldn't live with
it andfeel
thatbad
is
why I turned them in. T se people had families and
ey idn t do,nothihg to anybody.
Q:111ho db you think caused the Beat of.the detaineeS?'
w. what I was told, I was tolliambperson.was hitting
them,
Othet soldiers were therein/MI
Q: Is thete ahyone that :
you know well enough.that you feel is
above suspicion.and ouId not have.caused their.deaths?
A: Me and SSG
1111110 Mostly, I think 3 rd platoon was responsible
for the deaths...i
AN -7— be.„4
/-5.1 .f 2) bacee iec isi&
I--t-- .- 7-/was
/e. e-6444"/
Q:
Do
you
think
that
the
death
of either of those detainees
deliberate?

ewrow

A: Yes, if what SSG 41111110told me is true, it.was. MP
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: The guards who was in the prison 4
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STATEMENT OF 1S
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington, IN 47404; DATED 1 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
Q: Under what circumstances were soldiers given direction. that a
common pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be
applied?
A:
I did
believe at Fort Dix they did training on those tactics and
they
Afghanistan, too, but I didn't attend any of
that training.
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: Just my own personal knowledge. Common sense.
Q: Did you ever review the commander's SOP for the facility?
A: Yeah, I looked it. It appeared adequate. I think this
happened because people were stressed out. People couldn't handle
it over there for whatever reason.
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to you s utilized st
anding
restraints, PPCT or common pronial strikes?
A: I have no idea. They were gone within two days of our arrival.al
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: For seven years, I was an observer controller
for Military
Police company so I knew wh
nd was not allowed as far as
treatment of the detainees.
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuri s on a PUC?
A: Never got close enough to see them
Q: Beyond the company level, who was ware that the detainees were
being subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation, PPCT
and common pronial strikes?
A: Everybody. People would come to the prison all the time.
Everyone at Bagram wanted to see the prison. Everyone that is
anyone went through the facility at one time or another.
Q: Are you aware of'any plan to conceal or alter details1111/
surrounding either detainee's deaths?
.A:
t don't understand why no one reported the incident with
ntil I returned from my trip to Germany in December 2002.
No one did anything to report that incident until i got back
Q: Are you aware of any soldiers using steroids during the
deployment?
A: No, I know they were taking supplements.4
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A: The only thing I know for sure, the company commander would get
one prisoner and take him to the shower area and talk with the guy
for hours and hours and buy the guy cigarettes. I don't know li
that was all about, but I thought t
mp
Exhibit: 0-7_0.20
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STATEMENT OF ISG
TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
Bloomington, IN 47404; DATED 1 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
this happened to our company. I really feel bad for people
involved in it. I feel bad myself for turning them in
you the truth. There were numerous times that SFCif tell
of his soldiers were drunk to the Dint that they could not g some
duty. The commander and LT
ando to
would
not
allow
me
to
punish
them and told the
Top find out about soldiers that no matter what you do, don't let
nothing because she will turn you init./
Q: Do you have anything else to add to
this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT/// 111111
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STATEMENT OF 1SG
Bloomington, IN 47404; DATED

TAKEN AT Hampton Inn,
eb 04; CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
WHIC BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWA
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL RD,
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
STATEM

atement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 1 st
day of February, 2,004 at
Bloomington, IN 4

e o erson Administering Oath)
SA

1.111111.111111111

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136- (b) (4) UCMJ
/(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number : 0134-02-CID369-23533
Location
: Embassy jives Hotel, Blue Asl
iiil 45242
Date
: 2 Feb 041110
Time: /1/049
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status:
Org/Address : 810 Quartermaster Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER

1001 OATH:

Q: The U.S. .Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
:December 2002?
A: Yes
Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties?
AF I arrived in country on 2 Sep 02 and left on 22 Mar 03, I
think..
Q: Did you guard either detainee, during the period of time between
October and December 2002?
A: No.
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with either detainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did
you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment?
A: I observed SGT
11111111P
Platoon, pick a detainee up by the
neck, using both his hands.3rd
is a big dude and those people
over there were small. So to
he didn't weigh nothing. i'm
not sure what day it happened on, but it was maybe . a .
week after we
got there. The detainees didn't do somethingJle was told, but I'm
not sure what it was,
wrapped his hands around the guys'
throat and picked him Up off the ground for about 15 seconds. SFC
was screaming at him, 11111111put him down",
repeatedly. I turne around to see the detainee with his legs off
the ground and,
did put him down.
locked
heels, gave him a real stern talking to and I never saw any type
of abuse after that. . This incident occurred in general.
population inside the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) on the main
floor. I have no idea, which detainee it was
This happened in
like Sep 02.
,

Q: Define corporal punishment,
A: I believe whoever did 9/11 deserves the death penalty, but
while you got them locked'up, you can't abuse them. That's for
the courts to decide what happens to them.
Q: Were any detainees struck for any reason? .

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.890
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11101A: . Only thing I saw was that incident I saw with
.
Q: Did either PUC that died cause any trouble during the shifts
that you worked?
A: I didn't work around the detainees.
Q: Did.any of the other. MP's appear to dislike the PUC'.s?
A: They didn't like the one who threw his feces and kept messing
with people and spitting on them. I think he was the one that was
not right in'the head. They were just shocked at the things he
did, they did not seem to hate him or anything.
Q: Did you see how did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A: - The only thing I saw that:was punishment, was making them come
outside the cell and sweep or mop and when they would shackle them
in the cell for'talking.
Q: Did you hear or. see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: No.
Q: Have you been,trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: No, I'm a mechanic. Common sense should tell you how to handle
people, but I'm not an MP and I didn't go to any MP training,
except vehicle searches.Q: Did you ever have occasion to touch a detainee?
A: No; I never did.
Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
A: I don't know which two died; so no.
Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
death of either detainee?
A: No.
Q: How db you feel about the deaths Of those two detainees?
A: I don't feel one way or another.
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: That I don't know— . when theyaaid they died, they said it was
natural causes. But I thought the screaming at them, bringing
dogs in, all that stress, well, they told us was a heart attack.
I figured that was how. they died.
Q: Is . there anyone that you know well enough, that you feel is
above suspicion and would not have caused the deaths?
A: If you told me who was around them I'd know who would - not do
it. But I don't know who was involVed with either.
.
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
deliberate?
A: It depends on a number of things, if you hit someone, where did
you hit them, what did you hit theM with, how hard did you hit
them. All that weighes into it. I can't say.
Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those
detainees is that person lying?
11\01
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01111111: No doubt.
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: Ain't no telling.
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: Some of them gung ho, they were quick to manhandle people. They
would use physical, brute force before their wits, but some were
verbally abusive.
Q: Was there a particular group of people or platoon Which you
viewed as more physically forceful?
A: 3 rd Platoon was the most un Mo.: 1
st Platoon was more laid back
because their Plt Sgt (SFC
and Plt Ldr (1LT
were very laid back. They were more structured and di ip ine .
2nd was also pretty calm.
3 rd platoon generally wanted to be in
charge and direct everything. Let me give you an example; we had
to do PT at Tort Dix, but 3r d platoon wasn't satisfied with doing
unit PT, they had to 'run with rucks and put their gear in them.
They just had to-be different and apart.
.
.
Q: Did that attitude come from the 3 rd
Platoon leadership?
- platoon drills in
A: It think it comes frbm the separation-, rd
i
Bloomington,-JN-apart ftom us.
3 rd Platoon just thinks they are a
step above everyone else.
They do it "their way" and they know
best. I think that has to come from leadership.
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't go through with it?
A: Nah.
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: It's not moral and it's not me.
Q: What do you think shbuld happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?_
A: I think.they should be reprimanded under the UCMJ. You have to
understand a lot of . these 'soldiers are not in 'control of anything'
in their lives and you give them a uniform and some rank and
authority and some will use it as 4. excuse to enforce their will
on other people.
Q: Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A: No.
Q: Under what circumstances would you feel you could strike a
detainee?
A: If one was to strike me, or kick me or spit on me.
Q: Did you know your commander had a SOP for the facility?
A: Yes, it was little blue book, but most of it didn't apply to
me.
Q: What did you believe caused the death of the first detainee?
A: One of theM I heard died from natural causes.
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
ig 6
.

.
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I went to MOS schools for being a mechanic and a

A: I had none.
111111.111
truck driver.
Q: Did you ever see the PUC's legs underneath his clothing?
A: No.

Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on the PUC?
A: No.
Q: Did the PUC ever appear ill to you?
A: Somebody came in there with tuberculosis, but no one really
ill.
Q: Did you ever observe the PUC in pain?
A: No.
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details
surrounding either detainee's deaths?
A: Oh, no.'
Q: Has anyone ever questioned you or asked you about the deaths
before today?
A: No.
Q: Is there anything I have not as-ked you about that you think is
relevant, or ou ish to share which mi ht be helpful?
A: SPC
and SGT
were removed from the
facility at some pointin the deployment. I don't know what they
did, but I would never believe in a million years that either of
them did anything wrong.
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
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STATEMENT OF PFC
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 2 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
I,

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
TATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT. OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

41
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Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths
day of February, 2004 at Cincinnati, OH.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ .
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

LOCATION: CINCINNATI, OHIO
FILE NUMBER: 0134-02- D36
533NAME (Last, First MI):

DATE:

a__Rzoki

TIME: /Ca e----

SSAN:
GRADE /STATUS: SGT
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS: 377TH MP CO, US • RMY RESE VE, CINCINNATI, OHIO, 45251

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Command as a Special Agent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/a ed:

NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE; ASSAULT; FALSE STATEMENT

Before he she as ed me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
following rights:
1. I do not have to answer questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed fOr me at no expense to me, or both.,
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talkprivately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I
arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before
any questioning begins.
4.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
5.
COMMENTS: Have you been advised of your legal rights and requested legal counsel in the past 30 days?

[JO

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a
statement withou
o a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.
,

.

47; 14=itzea o (/S- 2:ve
WitneSs# 2
Signature of Witness

'1th Military lice Batta
Fort Hood, TX 76544
I do not want to give up my rights: I w

NON-WAIVE CERTIFICATE
not want to be questioned or say anything . Q--

Signature of Interviewe
DA Form 3881-E
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1
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PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES

DETAILS

t 1045 hrs, 2 Feb 04, SAM" interviewed Mr.

entral Avenue, Indiana 's
incinnati, OH 45237).

46202 (formerly SPC

377"' MP Company,

1013

worked within the Bagram Con of Point (BCP), Bagram,
fghanistan, from September 2002 through March 2003.
provided a statement admittin
administered one to three common onial strikes to a
ainee
who
was resisting other guards
itnessed SGT
th
•
77 Military Police Company (MP C
ton, IN 47404, using the back of his hand to strike a detainee's crotch. He also witnesses
alk detairt
aliteezing their shoulders together during bathroom escorts).
(See
worn Statement o
, dated 2 Feb 04, for additional details)
t 1310 hrs, 2 Feb 04, SA IIIIIRinterviewed Mr.

4833
turgeon Way, Building 7, Indianapolis IN 461 , (former y SPC
MP
ompany, Cinci
0 5237).
worked within the BCP from August 2002 throe
arch 2003
rovided a statement detailing his observation regarding 2LT MIR

77 MP CO, Bloomington, IN began pushing a detainee
e detainee was already under control. (See Sworn Statement
of
dditional details)
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST

' ' - rocessing, w en
dated 2 Feb 04,

ENTRY///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

ORGANIZATION

HQ, US Army CID, 6010 Sixth Street

Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

2 Feb 04
1 FEB 77
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: 2 Feb 0
Statement Of:
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Org/Address : 1 13 Central Avenue, Indianapolis,
IN 46202
.

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT
UNDE OATH:
Q; The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December 2 02?
A: Yes.
Q: What aces were you there and what were your duties?
•
A: I was there from September 12, 2002, through March 25 th , 2002.
For fifteen daysinouary, I returned to the United States for
emergency leave.
Q: Did you guard either detainee that died during the period of
time between October and December 2002?
A: I only recall coming in contact with one of the detainees that
died one time I believe the detainee urinated on himself or in
his diaper and SPC
myself and anotiii iioldier who I
can't remember' cleane p e mess and left.
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with eiiiiidetainee during this
time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving
any type o
correciitnishment?
A: No.
Q: Were any detainees struck for any reason?
A: Yes. If a detainee was resisting the guards or
MP's, they
would receive some type of pressure point
control
tactics
or
common pronial strikes or other control techniques.
Q: Did either PUC that died cause any trouble duriAlligkhifts
that you worked?
A: .I don't recall.
Q: What shifts did yo u work during Dec 2002?
A: I was in third squad, third2,
1alekon, and I believe we were
working twelve hour day shifts.11111,
Exhibit: oZo7...6,
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STATEMENT OF Mr.
Fraud Office, Indianapolis, IN;DATEDTAKEN
2 . AT Major Produrement . •
Feb 04; CONTINUED:
Q: Were either detainees.that died placed into standing restraints
While you were on shift?
A: Yes, I don't recall the circumstances, though
Q: Did other MP's complain. that either of the PUC's that died
troublemakers?
were
A: - Not to my knOWledge.
Did any - of the other MP's appear
. to dislike the PUC's?
A: A
lOtof uS didn't like the fact that we had to leave our
families
PUQ'sill to. go.thete, but a lot of the soldiers befriended the
iglid to work out with SGT 111111Mand I recall he didn't
like
because he thought he was a b d guy, but I don't .
.
recall anything he said in particular,
Q: How did the MP's handle-troublemakers.
A: If a
PUC was a troublemaker, the MP would take it up to the Sergeant
action
theof. the Guard, who would determine what type of corrective
PUC would receive. I know that somedetainees were
placed in standiv
i
a hood and/Or goggles on and
told. to shut- up, iiirtraints with
•
•
Q: Were common pronial strikeS or any other
types of strikes used
. to get a detainee to quit being a troubleMaker?
-A: I. would say so, yea .
. There was one instance in which a PUC
flipped a guard . over . his
back in
isolation cell. There were
several MP's in.there arathat PUCanreceived
Common pronial strikes
until he: was .restrainedlir the MPgot.up.Q: Did you hear or see anything pertainin
the treatment of '
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: SSG
ecently told me a
rumor about a PUC. being forced to
take bo le caps out of a container
of human waste. - I had not
heard that before'. When I was over there, I heard that SGT
had threatened a det 'nee with a dildo;
don't recall where I •
heard that from.
Q: Have you been trained on.:common pronial Strikes and pressure
•point
control tactics?.A; In my civilian police training, yes. I don't recall everything
I' trained on'inBasio Training. I remember some pressure point
control tactics being trained there. We did some training on bot
tactics in Fort Dix.
4-tc.k comt
.6, i-41t.e.61,41S .
Q: Did you ever utilize those tactics on a.PUC?...
A: I used a common pronial strike once. On one occasion, several
guards were struggling with a PUC and having trouble getting
control of his hands or something to that effect. He was forcibly
.'
resisting somehow. I walked in and verb
guided people to help
Exhibit: apt6
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STATEMENT OF Mr..
TAKEN AT Major Procurement
Fraud Office, Indianapolis, IN; DATED 2 Feb 04;. CONTINUED:
subdue him. I saw an opening on his left upper thigh and the PUC
had his arm underneath him and he wouldn't quit resisting so I
delivered one to three common pronial strikes until
sub
I wrote a report on the incident. I know
and LT .
ere inviilli p I'm not sure if the PUC was
one
of
the
one s that died
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either
of the
detainees that died?
A: No. The instance I described is the
common proniiiiiirike. I'm not sure if only time I applied a
he was one of the ones
that died.
Q: Do you know who had anything to do
with the eventual death of
either detainee? - A: No idea. 111111
Q: Did anyone tell you who
might have had anything to do with the
death of eitherdetainee?
A: I remember someone said
and
were nervous when
they got their rights .read to them over in Afghanistan
Q: How do yOu feel about the deaths of those two detain s?
A: I don't like i
stody deaths. It makes me feel sorry for
their families.
Q: Who doyou .
A: I honestly think caused the death of the detainees?
didn't think anyone:caused their, deaths:
I assumed
it was a pre - existing
health con'
'
=
n
that
may
have
been
.
aggravated. I had heard that .....til
gave a strike to the shoulder
region and I
heard
that
he
gave,a
strike
to the abdomen region and
I heard he gave
a common pronial strike to adetainee that was
chained
up with his arms outstretched. I heard about this while I
was
in Afghanistan
and heard that Was the reason why
and
had `the rights tea
hem. 711.Nost. w-cArt. cl ;---cys+ .4ecocAS
ite ssf-c 01,
ow well. do . you:knoW .
A: I think. I
him pretty well. I. used to work out with him
over there.
Q: Do you think
sed excessive force with detainees?
A: Sometimes, yes.
was
kind of a brute. I think he used his
size
to try and intimidate the detainees. When we were doing
bathroom
escorts, he would walk the guys by the shoulders
squeezing them a little bit. I don't think he was hurting them,
thOugh. I
also saw him use e back of his hand to strike a
detainee's crotch before.
Q: How well do you know
A: Strictly military. He was in my s uad and one of my soldiers.
Exhibit: cZ6Z6
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STATEMENT OF Mr.
TAKEN AT Major Procurement
Fraud Office, In ianapolis, IN,1 - DAT
2 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
I think I know hair well.
Q: Do you think
used excessive forc with detainees?
A: I never saw him use excessive force.
Q: Is there anyone else you think used excessive force with
detainees?
A: In the incident i described above in ich the MP was flipped
over a detainees back, I heard LT
kicked the guy. I was
the last one in there, and didn't see it and don't know any other
details about ' ,
but .I know some of the guys were disappointed
that LT
would
do that since he is a civilian police
officer.
Q: Is th e anyone that you know well enough that you feel is
above suspicion and would not have abused a detainee?
A: Iwou dn't suspect that most people would do anything like
that.
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
A: No.
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: Whoever worked with them one on one.
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: I guess there is a prejudice or hatred that so e people have.
I don't understand why anyone would do that.
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't co
rough with it?
A: No
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: I would have no reason to. I would have to much to lose.
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A: Whatever the military deems as corrective action. 11111
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common
pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be applied?
A: That would go back to the SOP and I haven't recently read the
SOP and it has
a year. it would only be used in a situation
in which I need
gain control of a. combative detainee for my
safety or his.
Q: Where did you earn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: My own moral and ethics as well as SOP's.
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours u 'lined standing
Exhibit: 0Z6
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STATEMENT OF Mr.

- _Fraud

TAKEN AT Major Procurement
Office, In lanapolis, IN; DATED 2 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
restraints, PPCT ot common pronial.strikes?
A: I don't know, I was two wee
tting there.-I was trained by
unit, not byy the prior unit.
Q:
was. your professional training and background outside of
theWhat
militar
e toying?
A:
with the
Police
Department:

Q: Did you ever see the legs of either PUC that died underneath
their clothing?
A: If one of them was the PUC that urina d on himself, then yes.
But I don't recall anything specific.
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on either PUC that
died?
A: I don't recall any.IIIII,
Q: Did either PUC that died ever appear ill to you? A: Not that I recall.
Q: Did you ever observI li
rer PUC that died in pain?
A: No.
I
couldn't
even
tell
what they look l ike now. I
recall s eeingllilitimping,you
so
I assumed-he was-in'pain.IIIIII
Q: Do you have any idea what
type
of
emergency Medical treatment
either PUC - receiired
he day they died?
A; I have no idea.
Q: Did you observe either PUC that died eat or drink anything
during your shift?
A: Not that I recall;Pio
PUC.
ocet. ver w^
Q.: Beyond-the platoon level, who was aware.that the detainees were
being subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation, PPCT
and Common prbnial strikes? •
A: I believe everybody was aware. All the way to the commander.
It was my understanding those orders were givendown.by.M1. Later
Something came down in which MI had to go through Our chain of
commandfirst. • I believe the doctors who came in fbr regular
Checks would have had. to have seen the PUC's in standing
restraints. The PUC's time schedules were not altered just
because the doctor came in. Whenever dignitaries or anyone else
would come through, we didn't alter anything we were doing with
the detainees except clean the place up. The exception was when
the International Committee of the Red Cross came through,. the
status boards detailing how many hours a detainee was suppos
to
be in -standing restraints were erased. i was detailed to ed
guatd
room - on one occasion in which
ie
was eing hidden from the
Exhibit: a.-&Q4
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STATEMENT OF Mr,
TAKEN AT Major Procurement
Fraud Office, Indianapolis, IN DATED 2 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
Red Cross. He had already been there for at least two or three
months, but I don't know why he was being concealed from the Red
Cross.
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details
surround'
either detainee's deaths?
A: No.1111W
Q: Were any MP's using steroids during the deployment?
A: No. Several MP's were using a supplement called Andro,
Creatinifust about anything store bought that they could
order.
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT/// 4IIIIP

op

.
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TAKEN AT Major Procurement
Fraud Office, In ianapo is, IN; DATED 2 Feb 04; CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 7. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
.

(Signa ure o Pe sa

ent)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
. law to administer oaths, this 2nd day of February, 2004 at the
Majo
fice, Indianapolis, IN.
gnatur of Person Administering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
.

ARTICLE 136 (b) ( 4) UCMJ
.

(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Major Procurement Fraud Unit Office, Indianapolis,
IN
Date
: 2 Feb 04
Time: /1-(3C
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: Civ
Org/Address :
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
Decembe2?
A: Yes.
Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties?
A: I was there from 29 August 2002 through the end of March 200341111
I was a guard within the Bagram Control Point. I was in third
squad, third platoon and we worked the day shift.
Q: Did you guard either detainee that died during the period of
time between October and
ember 2002?
A: Yes, I guarded both.
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with eithe etainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of
corrective punishment?
A: Yes, if someone was causing a problem, we would first use vocal
means to try and get them to stop. If the problem persisted, we 400
would try and isolate them from the rest of the population by
moving them into an isolation cell by themselves. When they were
first put into isolation, they were not placed into any type of
standing restraints. If they continued to be a problem, they
would be.placed into standing restraints for a period of time.
How long they were placed into the standing restraints depended on
the guard working.
Q: Were any detain es struck for any reason?
A: Common pronial strikes were used to control a person who was
resisting.
01111
Q: Did either PUC that died cause any trouble during the shifts
that youlikked?
A: No.
Exhibit: ,Zp?".7
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STATEMENT OF Mr.
, TAKEN AT Major Procurement
Fraud Office, Indianapolis, IN;•DATED 2 Feb 04; CONTINUED: .
Q: Were either detainees that died placed into standing restraints
while yo
e on shift?
A: No.
Q: Did other MP's complain that either of the PUC's that died were
troublemSkers?
A: I had heard that some MP's had problems keeping them quiet, bill"
they weren't any trouble when I worked.
Q: Did any of the other MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: Not on a personal basis. On the general principle, on who
these people were, we disliked the aspect of that these people
were the enemy or whatever. I don't really know how to phrase it40111
Q: Were common pronial strikes or any other types of strikes used
to get a detainee to quit being a troublemaker?
A: From my personal experience, no. If someone was being put into
restraints and trying to fight it or whatever, then a common
pronial.strike may be used. But it wasn't used as a punishment..
Q: Did you . hear or see anything pertaining to the
treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: In general, I didn't like the SOP policy of making these guys
stand in res ints with their hands above their head. Other than
that, no.
Q: Have yo been trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: Yes, we did some training at the Bloomington office and also at
Fort Dix for predeployment training
Q: Did you ever utilize those tactics on a PUC?
A: One time during a PUC transport from the airport to the
facility, there was a PUC who didn't want to get into the back of
the vehicle, so I gave him one common pronial strike and then we
were able to pick him up and get him.into the vehicle from there
Q: Did you apply either of those tactics on either of the
detainees hat died?
A: No.
Q: Do ou know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
A: No.
Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
death of either detainee?
A: I was told that
was the MP on duty in the area the
shift before one of the PUC's diei lointil just now, I thought
both PUC's died on the same nigh t
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of se two detainees?
Exhibit: A027
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STATEMENT OF Mr.
TAKEN AT Major Procurement
Fraud Office, Indianapo is,
; ATED 2 - Feb 04; CONTINUED:
A: I think anytime that somebody is detained, their well being is
our responsibility regardless of who they are
Q: Who do you th'
caused the death of the d ainees?
A: I don't know
Q: How well do you know
A: Just fre military. I don't know him outside of the
military..
Q:Doyu 0111111
ink
used excessive force with det ' ees?
A: I never witnessed anythin ov the line myself
Q: How well do you know
•
A: I know him the same as
Nothing outside the military
Q: Do
think
used excessive force with detainees?
A: Now
Q: Is there anyone that you think used excessive force with
detainees?
A: No. The only instance that comes to mind is when we had a new
PUC brought in, he wasn't bein
erative and the situation
seemed under control, but LT
seemed
get involved to
push on the guy when he didn't need to be.
Q: Is there anyone that you know well enoug that ybu feel is
above sus
'onand.woul
have abused a detainee?
A: SSG
and SPC
That's all that comes to mind.
They are the only ones that I feelp211Allugh as a person.
Q: Db you think that the death of ei4lerWET those detainees was
delibera
A: No
Q: Wh do you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: The MP on duty before and when they died in the isolation area.
Q: Why do you think
neone would abuse a detainee?
A: I have.no idea.
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though youdidn't
through with it?
A: No
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: That's what makes us different from the rest of the world
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreate or caused'the death of a detainee?
A: I think there ought to be some sort of punitive action.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common
pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could' be applied?
A: If they were physically resistingly way. It was left to
Exhibit: 02027
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STATEMENT OF Mr.
AT Major Procurement
Fraud Office, Indianapo is, IN; DA
2 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
the discretion of the individual
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: Fort Dix, New Jersey; we went through stuff there. When we glop
in country, we learned a little from the group we were replacing
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized standing
restraints, PPCT o
mmon pronial strikes?•
A: I do not know.
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: I have a business degree and a bartender.
Q: Did you ever see the legs of either PUC that died underneath
their iiiihing?
A: No
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on either PUC that
died?
A: No
Q: Di either PUC that died ever appear ill to you?
A: Yes, if it is the same group that I think about that was all
brought in together. I'm not 100% clear in my mind which PUC's
d ied. I only worked one day in the area that they were in. I
remember one group that came in was very tired and appeared to
have bronchitis typi limptoms with coughing and such. They looked
malnourished to me.
Q: Did you ever observe either PUC that '
'n pain?
A: Other than what I just described, no.
Q: Do you have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment
eitherialreceived on the day they died?
A: No.
Q: Did you observe either PUC that died eat or drink anything
during your shift?
A: Yes, I saw them eat their meals when I was on shift
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter detai s
surroun g either detainee's deaths?
A: No.
0: Were y MP's using steroids during the deployment?
A: No
Q: Do you have anything to addthis statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT// 1110

010/
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STATEMENT OF Mr.
Fraud Office, In ianapo is, IN;

TAKEN AT Major Procurement
2 Feb 04; CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

-1111111--(Si

tatement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer paths, this 2nd day of February, 2004 at the
Major P
ce, Indianapolis, IN.
nistering Oath)
SA

1111111.11111111111,

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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CID Regulation 195-1
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DETAILS

t 0811 hrs, 3 Feb 04, SA

interviewed SPC
was a member of 1 S platoon deploye
o Bagram, Afghanistan at the time of the deaths. as advised of his rights for the offenses
f Assault, False Official Statement and Negligent Homicide. He waived his rights and provided a
tement admitting to striking DILAWAR (PUC 421) approximately 37 times in the thigh area with hiE
knee. He provided no explanation or excuse for 30 of
ws, which were delivered
hile DI A WAR was shackled to the ceiling in an Isolation Cell.
!so assisted in the
onstruct of a r
ch illustrating the position of DILAWAR and the configuration of DILAWAR's
hackled, when
elivere 30 common peroneal strikes. (See Waiver Certificate, Sworn
Statement and Sketch o
ated 3 Feb 04, for additional details).

77th Military Police Company, incinnati, H,

Feb 04, SA1111111111.1111.1111interviewed SGT 1.11011111.1111111
-..—th
/ t Military Po ice Company Cincinnati OH
n
452 7
as a
latoon deployed to Bagram Af
stan at t e ti e of t
aths.
provided a statement
in which he indic
nd SPC
were
utilizing
androsterone
pills during
he deployment.
denied e had any knowledge of the detainee's deaths. (See Sworn
tatement of
dated 3 Feb 04, for additional details)
,

35 hrs, 3 Feb 04, SA

,

,

, interviewed 2LT

914th Combat Support Hospital (CAS , olumbus, Ohio, (formerly assigne o7 MP
ompany, Cincinnati, Ohio), who was a member of 2 nd

platoon work"ng within the Bagram
ollection Point (BCP) during the timeframe of the deaths.
erved as a Squad Leader for
d Platoon. He denied witnessing or having direct k
e ge of any members of the 377 th MP
ompany striking detainees within the facility. denied having struck any detainees and
tated he believed the deaths were an acciden . He believed the deaths were caused not only by
trikes, but also complicating medical conditions such as malnourishment, deh ion as well as
ndetermined family medical history issues. (See PUC Questionnaire o
dated 3 Feb 04,
or additional details)
////////////////////////////////////////////////0////////////////LAST ENTRY/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDUREJWAIVICIR (12ERUPWART-T23533
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION: CINCINNATI, OH
FILE NUMBER: 0134
NAME (Last, First M
ORGANIZATION OR

DATE: ->
SSAN
GRADE / STATUS: SPC
7TH MP CO, USAR, CINCINNATI, OH, 45237

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Command as a Special Agent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/ac
d: NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE; ASSAULT; FALSE STATEMENT
Before he/ e aske me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
following rights
1. Ido not have
questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
or
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I
arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before
any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
5. COMMENTS: Have you been advised of your legal rights and requested legal counsel in the past 30 days?
—

I understand
derstnd my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investi a
statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.

and make a

Witness# 2
Signature of Witness

ice Ba
11th
Fort Hood, TX 76544

in CID)

NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
I do not want to give up my rights: I want a lawyer: ❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything:
Signature of Interviewee:
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Statement of:
SSN
Grade/Status:
Org/Address :
77 MP Company, US Army Reserve, 1
Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237
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, want to make the following statement under
1' :
oat
ve een advised of my rights and elected to make this
statement voluntarily to clarify aspects of earlier statements
about the situations and deaths at Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan
ember 2
I've. been asked specific questions by SA
nd S
about things I can recall related to the
death of the detainee named DILAWAR (PUC 421).
Q: How many times at the most did you strike DILAWAR (PUC 421)
and under what circumstances?
A:
Somewhere in the area of 37 times, less than 40 for sure.
There was one time, which I did not remember before, where I
told DILAWAR that "That's it", implying I was fed up with him.
And I said I was going to give him "15 common pronial strikes in
each leg". Then I delivered the blows. When I recounted the
story later, that is the way I told it. I told people that
. had to switch knees because my leg got tired.
I'm not
absolutely certain I delivered 30 strikes at that time. That
was the number I said, but it may have been a few more or less
than that.
There were also another 5 to 7 times I struck him
with knee strikes, during times. when he was being non-compliant.
Q: Where did the 30 knee strikes occur?
A: DILAWAR was restrained in the Isolation Cell are on the top
floor, in the first cell on the left, I cant'. recall the number
of the cell.
Q: How was DILAWAR restrained at the time you delivered the
thirty blows?
.A: He was chained to the ceiling.
His handS were either
together over his head or out to his side. He was wearing a set
of short cuffs (handcuffs) and there was a long .(leg iron)
connecting him to the hesco wire ceiling. I can't recall the
configuration of his restraints, only that he was restrained in
one of the 'two ways I described. His legs would have been
shackled together with a set of leg irons, at the ankles.
His
feet would have been touching the floor.
Q: Do you recall what DILAWAR did to provoke this response from
you?
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
10101ti,
OH, DATED 3 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:
.
.
Q: Who else was present when these thirty blows were delivered?
A: I don't really recall.
Q: Which leg did you use strike him with?
A: My right at first, then my left.
Q: Where (on his legs) did you strike DILAWAR (PUC 421), during
these thirty blows described?
A: Above the knee on the side. I struck him on the outside of
his mid-thigh, with my kneecap.
Q: Do you remember any other times you struck DILAWAR (PUC
421)?
A:
a time when I was in the Isolation Cell with SGT
trying to put DILAWAR's hood back on and DILAWAR
was not cooperating, so I gave him a couple
ikes.
Q: Do you recall an incident where you and
were in the
Isolation Cell with DILAWAR (PUC 421)?
A: Not specifically, but if he says it happened, it probably
did. I can't recall that instance.
Q: How was DILAWAR being non-compliant? What behavior was
DILAWAR engaged in that provoked a response from you?
A: Not putting his hood back on, mule kicking the door, pulling
his hood off.
Q: .Did your knee become sore from delivering blows to DILAWAR?
A: No, not really, but when I retold the story I do remember
exaggerating and saying I hit him so much and so hard that my
knee got sore.. I don't know if I actually kneed him thirty
times.
Q; How do you feel about the death of the detainee(s)?
A: On my shift (nights), after the first one, it was from too
many strikes, so we had to log each blow so we could keep track
of how many were done over. time. After the second death, we
stopped hitting them and stopped chaining them up over their
head. We could still chain them to the door, but their hands
could be no higher than their shoulders.
Q: How was it recorded after the first death?
A:
It was written in the logbook, in the Iso Cell. Each Iso
block of six cells, had a log book. We would write in the book,
each time we hit a detainee.
Q: Did you record each blow you delivered to DILAWAR (PUC 421)
in the Iso Cell logbook?
A:
I thought I did, but not the 30 times I kneed PUC 421.
Q: Did you think giving common pronial (knee) strikes was
wrong?
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STATEMENT OF SPC
, TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
nati, OH, DATED 3 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:
411k
o- , not wrong, wrong. Necessary to achieve what you wanted
to get them to do.
Q: Do you think delivering thirty common pronial (knee) strikes
was excessive?
A: Only if I was doing it hard. I think I was hitting him say
."3" on a scale of 10.
Q: Were you required to get permission to give a common pronial
strike?
A: No, when I trained in the Bagram ContrOl - Point (BCP), the
shift that trained us, taught us to use common pronial knee
strikes as a matter of common practice.
Q: Did anyone in leadership deliver or know about the practice
of delivering common pronial (knee) strikes?
A: Yes, all of them knew.
Q: Did you see anyone in leadership d
strikes?
A: No: I heard about..one time SSG
used his hand to
strike the ribcage of a detainee who was downstairs on the main
floor in general population.
Q: Did you eiianyone else stri
WAR (PUC 421)?
A: I saw SPC
strike and SGT
I heard SPC
delivered kicks to the detainees. He supposedly stood ofT the
side and delivered sidekicks to them.
Q: After the first death, we you given instructions about
changes in policy for delivering strikes, or recording them?
A: Just to record them, not to stop doing it. There was also
no requirement to get permission nor any limit placed on the
;number of - strikes you could give.
.
Q: Where did you learn to give common pronial (knee) strikes?
/A -: During my right seat ride.(0JT) in the BCP, I was taught by
other 377 th MPs. W
told it "hurt likes. bitch" and I
learned this when iiiiiiii came up beside me and gave me one as a
joke and it hurt like hell.
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two men?
A: It was an accident, but it could have been avoided if we
knew what a common pronial strike could do.
Q: Do you feel responsible for the deaths of those two men?
A: Well, Kinda. Everybody played their part, but yeah, I
suppose so.
Q: Is. there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement at this time?
A: No.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
Cincinnati, OH, D TED 3 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
---1111111,
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

)11111111111111111111rTITSTaTeM
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 3 rd day of February 2004 in Cincinnati,
OH.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article . 136 (b) 4 UCMJ

SA
HQ, USA
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number
Location
: Embassy Suit- Hotel, Blue Ash, OH 45242
Date
3
Time: a37
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-5
Org/Address : 377 th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH
I
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT
UND
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during. December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December2?
A: Yes
Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties? .
A: I arrived in Afghanistan on 4 September 2002 and I left on
about 10 March 2003. I was a team leader in 2 nd Squad of 2 nd
Platonfhe37
th Military Police Company. When we initially
arrived my platoon worked the night shift in the Bagram Control
Point detention facility. We worked that until about the
beginning of November when my platoon rotated out to gate duty.
We returned to the facility between Christm and New Year's Eve
on 2002 and remained there until we left.
Q: Did you guard either detainee that died during the period of
time bean October and . December 2002?
A: No
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with eithe detainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you witness any detainees receiving any type of corrective
punishment?
A: Yes. If a detainee caused a problem in the common cell, they
would come into the airlock and would be required to stand. When
we initially go there and during the time when we were first in •
the facility, the detainees hands were placed through the airlock
in such a way that the detainee could not sit down. When we came
back into the facility, hand irons were no longer authorized to
make a person stand. We used to use hoods to disorient detainees
when we first started, but that changed to only using.blacked out
goggles when we returned to the facility from the gate duty. The
second time we were in there was a lot different from the first
time. Initially, MI used to didtate slee deprivation-which
Exhibit: ,..Z30
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STATEMENT OF SGT
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 3 Feb 04; CO NU D:
lasted for at least twenty-four hours: When we came back they had
switched to a modified sleep program which was a little more
lenient and allowed them to sleep more. When we first started, MI
would have us put a guy through PT by having him run in place or
something, but by the second time, that was no longer part of the
discipline. The first time around the detainee would be cuffed to
the isolatio
, but we weren't allowed to do that the second
time around.
Q: Were any detainees struck for any reason?
A: Yes, if a detainee resisted us during an escort, we would use
either a Pressure Point Control Tactic "(PPCT) or a common pronial
strike to get them to comply. Any time somebody acted up or we
had to use a common pronial strike, we were supposed to record it
in the blotter. They didn't enforce that as heavily when we first
started, .but they were strict about it the second time. I
estimate that I gave about five common pronial strikes on five
different o asions over the four months that I worked in the
facility
Doo
ve any information concerning either PUC that died?
A: No.
Q: Did you hear from any MP's complain that either of the PUC's
that died were troublemakers?
A: I did hear that they weren't real com '
and had caused some
problems on both shifts, but that's all.
Q: Did any of the other MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: I don't think any of us liked them betause of what had
happened, but we knew we had a job to do and were professional.,
about it because we knew not all of these guys were bad guys.
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A: A lot of times we would just yell at them to get their
attention because they didn't i like being yelled at. Depending on
the situation, if they refuse to move on an escort, you kind of
push on them to encourage them to move. If they absolutely refuse
to move or try to strike an MP then a common pronial strike may be
necessary or some type of wrist lock. If a person was in the
regular cell causing a problem or if MI'would
st it, a
detainee would be put into an isolation cell.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detain
t you felt uncomfortable with?
A: No.
Q: Where'did you receive training on common pronial strikes and
pressure point control tactics?
Exhibit: .6.23o
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STATEMENT OF SGT
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 3 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
A: In our
up in New Jersey and squad level training and at
MP school
Q: Did you have any interaction with third platoon?
A: No, just at shift change. I stayed in the same tent as some of
them, but we worked opposite s hedules. I didn't have any
problems with any of them.
Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either de nee?
A: No.
Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
death oilier detainee?
A: No.
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I don't want anybody to die. If they had anything to do with
9/11 it wouldn't hurt my feelings. But our job was to safeguard
them, we weren't
to be the judgment guys. I think it looks
bad on the unit.
Q: Who do you think caused
eath of the detainees?
A: I honestly don't know.
Q: Is there anyone that you think used excessive force with
detainees?
A: No. I didn't see anything that I thought was excessive or not
necessary. We didn't have that many troublemakers when we worked.
Most of the detainees behaved well after the.first week or two of
being there. When they were first brought in, things were rough
for them and everythir
it it seemed like once they got past
that, they were okay.
Q: Did you hear anyone .talk about their interaction with either
PUC that died?
A: No, it was pretty hush-hush.
Q: Do you thin at the death of either of those detainees was
deliberate?
A: I wouldn't think it was deliberate.
Q: Who do you think would have had theIIIIII/
est opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: Whoever was on the control team for the escorts. 111111
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: We had guys spit on us or throw shit or piss on us. It made
you want to beat the shit out of them, but we knew we couldn'as
that .714 92Iir/friV 7 Ww/4/ 4? v( A. 744r,A, .04. tv es 4 or t ,y 4.7 :,,y,p,e ,4 c t // -e X trA 4.14'4.4)
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
Exhibit: ...30
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Blue Ash, OH; DATED 3 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
A: From our SOP and when we trained up at Fort Dix. The rules
regarding excessive force did not change because we were there.
Just like garrison in CONUS ou use the minimum force necessary
to control the situation.
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized standing
restraints, PPCT or common pronial strikes?
A: I know they chained them because when I got there, detainees
were cuffed with their hands above their head in thiiirloak. I
didn't see them use common pronial strikes or. PPCT.
What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: I was a manufacturing supervisor an
year and a half of
Criminal Justide undergraduate work.
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details
surroun '
either detainee's deaths?
A: No.
Q: Were an
' usin
uring the deployment?
A: I know
an
used Androsterone poppers that
they got on ine.
Q: Do you have anything to add t this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///
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STATEMENT OF SGT
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 3 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(
AlOPPOPIMIr
e o
ing
a e
t)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 3rd day of February, 2004 at the
Embassy- Su'
Ash, OH.
re o Person Administering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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RANK: ,pe
UNIT:

SSN:
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The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: Yk.- 1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
J
377

o3

AiPeo

455/671/61, 4$ 5a1A141> 1)›ia -co

Z

5(:1.1,04)> ,

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: /1/4./0 •
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: A.) 0 .
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: tiro < If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

('o <

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: ivo
Ifyes,plaxin:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: iv c, . If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: NC), If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: 1‘.10 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

5/.02, LA „‘72e-i2_.

cifz-e_LA

S

Pea.#

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: -r?,
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
"-zyk•Ta
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
1.--1 .1// 4-7-1 eve.

Aic,....:777-42-

Q S CTA

LT- A."111 Clea

/'4

- "e -

Se 77-2_,e-

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
A)0'

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? /e
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: /0,7 0-7,4sL c, c..,#1.5 41,43.e/e/4/6 %74?ae, "-f/P'5 1
14/275 5e c re-i- Se tv-t
11. Why do you think someone would do this? , 7-7,C

,47;/,;/6--,

73, -7-4 (5

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? .26 .7: re-5. <Iv Lo5I; iris\

i 7- TA "--e'

cern'7,e-tt

Z.- "9- S /7-Z1 a-LI-74,Ni, 46, 01

/I

13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:.

A

,a44 bArz_ 1-)ke,

4 cf( 5 rel7 s+44 -tet, I

e3'r>

c‘.01.

0 cccucrey.„-i

-(7 e`e, /A/Pe5

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?
7?6'14(1
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a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: Aio
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows? eL,ti L i <AI Ac7-0

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: `e-5
Please explain: :ET 6.0 ve:
del 1 10e,-0-4
kcJe •
'res-ee —? dczey/e,
A.4
, ( L I",2
eLel flaecc.--1.07
,‘

AcA

t 54-0—r—y
.1=-6 Le,4-

ci

P

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: Aic,
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: MO s
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: N.)0
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: NO
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: J/4
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: Ala
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: 4.
,1

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: IT- -7? ek-Pi'r
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: e
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: ,ac s
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this_inyestigation? A:
Aie "lice 90 in?

tutu c k

c.,77
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DETAILS

S

and SAIIIIIIIIIIIIIMterviewed Mr
(formerly SGT, 77 MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati
OH 45237) who was a member of 1 st platoon , conducting o er
t the Bagram Collection Point
(BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan, between Aug 02 and Mar 03.
as advipd of his ri ht or the
offenses of Negligent Homicide, Cruelty/Maltreatment and False Official Stater ent.
ived
his rights and made a statement detailing his obsery
ve to the treatment of bat
HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) and DILAWAR (PUC 421).
workiistory as a juvenile
corrections officer. He also described knee strikes he
d- livr. on DILAWAR,
about seven to eight hours prior to DILAWAR's death
Iso detailed e manner in which he
later discovers
AR dead in the Isolation Cellblock. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn
Statement of
dated 4 Feb 04, for additional details).
AGENT'S COMMENT: At 1417 hrs, 31 Jan 04, SAIlland S
dvised1111.f his
ri hts
the offenses of Negligent Homicide, Cruelty/Maltreatment and False Official Staterrient.
aived his rights and
erous statements/observations about his contact with
IBULLAH and DILAWAR. 11111111111Wvas unable to complete the interview at that time, due to a
previous social commitment. He agreed to return and complete the interview on 4 Feb 04, at which
t ime the results of b ioliterirs were reduced to writing in the sworn statement listed above.
(See
Waiver Certificate o
dated 31 Jan 04, for additional details).
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/////////////////////////////////////i/M/////////////////////////
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HQ, USACIDC
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE

For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent aaencv is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE 11111

Embassy Suites, Cincinnati, Ohio

4 Feb 04 11111.

3., TIME

4. FILE NO.
0134-02-CID369-23532

/7)0

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

616 Gholson
Cincinnati, OH 45229

7. GRADE/STATUS

Civilian

.

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

as a Special A

Criminal Investigation Command

and wanted to question me about

wing offense(s) of which I am
suspecte
egligent Homicide/Cruelty and Maltreatment/False Official Statement/
Before he/she ask me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under inv-'ration and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
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b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS •

---

—

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
2a. NAME (Type or Print)
6.

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. Ido not want to give up my rights:

■

■

I want a lawyer.

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
PTITTTC11.1 (IP WIN/ Rd TR firtRCIT VTP
RQ
11 A FORM 352R1
1,7-5e- 6,44-r
g.
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

.1.

4

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or -

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights:'
a "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b.
"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

You have the right to talk privately to a
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d.
"If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even
if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"
"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. lithe request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the followpg question.)

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
`At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
resent with you?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'Yes," have

h
0

im/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
ther side of this form.)

SPECIAL INSTR UCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every
effort should be mads to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins, If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
:oh
questions.
COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
871/02685
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2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
Date
•
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address

0134-027CID369-23533 / 0137-

02-CID369-23534
Embassy Su' s Hotel, Cincinnati, OH 45242
4 Feb 04
Time: 1aS70
Grade Statua: Civ.

want to make the following statement under
oath: I initially came in to speak with CID, in Cincinnati, OH
on 31 Jan 04. I was unable to stay and complete the interview.
This statement reflects a compilation of incidents we discussed
on 31 Jan 04 and today, 4 Feb 04. I was adv
ised of my - r i g hts
both days and I made this statement freely, to
assist in t he
investgaofhwdeats hBgrmColectinP
(BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan, which occurred in Dec 02.
I came into the US Army Reserves as a 12B (Combat
Engineer) in 1993. I was working in Juvenile Detention Center
for Hamilton County, IN, full time. I worked with juveni les in
the main confinement area for the first 18 months and rounde
out my experience by working in the intake division and learnd
the administrative portion of the operation. I worked at the in g
Detention Center, Hamilton County, between 1994 to Jan 01,
mostly working in intake, where
facilit
juveniles are processed into the
y. I got out of the reserves in Jan 99 and later (in Sep
2000),
I was contacted by a recruiter to join the MPs at the
377
th
MP Company, which was local, here in Cincinnati. In
01; I moved from the juvenile detention position, to a pa Jan
role
officer position, supervising adult prisoners who were released.
I monitor prisoners' parole conditions and check on their
progress in getting back into the community.
Q: How were you taught to handle confrontational or combative
juveniles?
•
A: Talk to them and conduct verbal intervention first, then if
you must get physical, we are taught "bushido" control
techniques. it focuses on the wrists, arms and hands and
controlling movement.
Q: Are there any circumstances under which you are permitted to
strike juveniles in your custody?
A: To defend myself, you're not supposed to hit them. Only do
is necessary to get them off you, if attacked.
Q: Have
A:
Yes. you ever had to use physical force on juveniles?
Q: Have you ever been the subject of an excessive force
complaint?
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0134-02-CID 369-23533
STATEMENT OF
DATED 4 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:

111110

TAKEN AT. Embassy Suites Hotel,

No, never.

On 20 Jun 02, my unit left Ohio to go to Fort Dix, NJ for
Mobilization Training. We did a little training on about
everything, we shot all the weapons, NBC, radio (SINCGARS),
first aid and mine awareness. It Was a wide variety of training
to prepare us for deploying to Afghanistan. We also did crowd
control training (acting as role players), land navigation. We
completed training in a couple weeks, but were at Fort Dix, NJ
until we shipped out to Afghanistan. I arrived in Afghanistan
on 31 Aug 2002. I was assigned to 1 st
Platoon and we began
working out on the gates. By the time we transitioned into the
Bagram Control Point (BCP) and began working with detainees, the
MP unit we relieved was gone. I don't recall which MP unit that
was. We were trained by our own people on how to handle
operations within the BCP.
Q: What did your training to working in the BCP consist of?
A: Mainly hands on, watching the platoon we were relieving
escort people to the bathroom, conduct searches, write in the
log book, feed the detainees. It was On the Job Training (OJT).
Q: What were you told to write in the log books?
A: Bathroom breaks, when they ate, when they saw medical, when
they were interviewed, what MI directed about the detainees'
treatment. (hooding, standing up for sleep dep).
Q: What is "sleep dep"?
A: Sleep deprivation, they would tell us how many hours to let
them sleep and how many hours they had to stay awake. It
disoriented the detainees and made them more willing to talk.
Q: Were comments made., in. the logbook about strikes made?
A: Nope, cause you rarely had to strike someone. If.they
struck at you, you'd note he was combative.
Q: Did you do any MP specific training at Fort Dix?
A: Yes, self defense training. I remember going to a sand pit
and learning throws and blows, some pressure point control
techniques (PPCT).
Q: Do you remember who taught that'training on PPCT?
A: I don't remember whom - specifically. It was someone from
the unit, who either had experienced or volunteered to teach it.
It did not come from the Army trainers at Fort Dix, NJ.
Q: Was the self - defense training a single training event or was
it repeated (either at Fort Dix or once in country Afghanistan)?
A: It may have been more than once at Fort Dix, but once we got
into country, w did not have training time. We just worked.
INITIAL
Page 2 of 10
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STATEMENT OF
DATED 4 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,

1111
Q: Do you remember which unit you replaced and how long you
trained alongside them?
A: I don't remember the unit we replaced. I started on the
gates, so.my training was on how to work gates. The'platoons
that worked in the Bagram Control Point got their training when
they took over that job. I took over working in the BCP from
another platoon (2nd) in my unit, so that was who trained me.
Q: When did you arrive in Afghanistan?
A: 31 Aug 02.
Q: When did you start working in the BCP?
A: I'm not for sure, I think it was mid to late Oct 02. I'm
assigned to 1 st
Platoon and I think the platoon we replaced (the
one who trained us) was 2 nd platoon. We took over nightshift,
'whiCh ran from 1930 to 0730 Bagram local time. Day shift was 3rd
platoon.
Q:.

When you got trained in the facility, what instructions did
you receive about the shackling of detainees?
A: Detainees were to be shackled with leg irons on their
ankles, their hands cuffed in the front, and their heads were to
be hooded for any movement.
Q: Did you routinely use belly chains to affix their hands to
their waist?
A: No, the handcuffs were enough, when moved them, it was
always by two MPS, so we had good control of them.
Q: What instructions were you given about shackling detainees
in a standing position?
If they would not stand up when they were told to, then we
would cuff them to the ceiling to keep them standing. We would
/ use a leg chain, fixed to the ceiling and then affixed. to the
short (hand) cuffs.
Q: What was the purpose of making the detainee stand up?
A: So they wouldn't sleep, so they would be willing to talk to
MI. MI directed us to keep them from sleeping for specified
periods of time. They would write it on the status board, for
example, one hour up, two hours down. This meant we had to keep
the guy awake for one hour and he could lie down or sleep for
two. MI wrote what they wanted on the status board and we did
our best to comply with what MI wanted. It was documented on a
dry eraser board - : Possibly it would be in the logbook.
Q: What was documented in the logbook?
A: When they went to the bathroom, when they ate, when they
took medicines, any issues with them acting out during the
shift, stuff like that.
INITIALS
Page 3 of 10
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STATEMENT OF
ED 4 Feb 2 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,

wit

Q: Was the.MP response to behavioral problems documented in the
logbook also?
A: Yes, SFC
would take the logbooks and compile them in a
computer in t e front (main) office of the BCP andiiiii ii report
that went somewhere. I never saw the report. SFC
job
was mostly administrative, recording who came in, who left, who
went to GTMO and he kept everything he did very secret. He
protected it very closely.
Q: Was the computer SFC
used a . desktop or a laptop?
A: I wanna say it was a esktop.
Q: Were compliance blows recorded in the logbook?
A: I doubt it and I never remember reading it in the book.
knew the blows happened and I - don't.remember reading it.
Q: What do you remember about the first detainee who died
(HABIBULLAH - PUC 412)?
A: The nightshift prior to the day he'died
was working
(control or relief) in the BCP and SSG
was the Iso
Guard. IIIIIIIIItas supervising the detainees in the downstairs
Isolation Cells (I think it was called Iso #2, because it was
the second one built). Iso #1 was built first and it was
upstairs.
sked for some assistance to take HABIBULLAH
down from resttaints to go to the bathroom. He was hooded and I
think his hands were affixed to the ceiling by some sort of
chain, but I can't remember the configuration.
I wanna say his
hands were cuffed together. I remember him being a "bii fish"..
He was someone of importance. I knew he had kicked
during_„in processing. and I wanted to get a good look at him. I
remember he was healthier; he was a little bit heavier than most
Afghani. He was well groomed, he came in with a group of other
people and they were all in Isolation. He had an air of someone
who was not a dirt farmer or a poor person. He seemed different
than even the Afghanis we had working from day to day on the
base.
Q: Did HABIBULLAH walk to bathroom on his own?
A: Yes, I think so. Someone else was with me escorting him,
but I don't remember the trip to the bathroom, as much as taking
him down from restraints and putting him back up. I seem to
recall he was sort of out of it, from being standing up and
without sleep so long. He walked funny, but was moving under
his own power. He was probably real tired or maybe he was
walking funny because he was hurt, but I didn't think that at
the time. Now looking back it's possible he was injured at that
time.
INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF
4 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:

9

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,

gip
Q: Could you observe his legs at all during the trip to the
bathroom or at any other time?
A: No they were covered up.
Q: Did you ever see anyone strike HABIBULLAH (PUC 412)?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever hear of or read about anyone striking
HABIBULLAH (PUC 412)?.
A: That's not the sort of thing you write in a logbook. It's
just not gonna happen.
.Q: Do you remember hearing about
yone hitting HABIBULLAH?
A: No, I just remember that
did not hit him, when the
detainee kicked him in the groin during in - processing.
Q: In your civilian position, do you record use of force
against a juvenile or prisoner?
A: Oh, yes.. We write a report and record the event as best we
can.
Q: Were you given guidance on what to do, if force was used on
detainees within the BCP?
A: I know they told us something about what to do. I don't
recall what it was. Ask for assistance, call the SOG, don't try
to handle it on your own, stuff like that.
Q: Why?
A: Because I know what I was going to do. I knew that I was
going get help and handle the situation with the training I had.
Q: What were you told to do if-a detainee assaulted you?
A: Protect yourself.
How clidyou, learn of the first death (HABIBULLAH)?
A: I was off the day he died. Some guys came in the tent, as I
was waking up/a-nd they said a PUC died last night. When I went
on shift that night, I found out it was one of the ones in Iso
who had just come in. I figured out it was the guy who was the
"big fish" from the night before.
Q:. Did it surprise you that HABIBULLAH died?
A: Oh, yeah.
Q: Why?
A: It had never happened before. It was just surprising.
Q: When you placed HABIBULLAH back in restraints on did he say
anything to you?
A: He was mumbling stuff, but I have no idea what he was
saying.
Q:
Did you notice if HABIBULLAH was sick, or ill in anyway?
A: He looked tired, he was on sleep deprivation so that was

INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF
4 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,

normal. He did not seem sick to me, but I had very limited
contact with him.
Q: Do you remember if HABIBULLAH was coughing or spitting?
A: No, I can't recall. It was a very crude situation; we
couldn't really know if someone was asking for us, unless it was
on our list of Pashtun commands or directions. I remember
. one
of the detainees spit a lot in his hood, but I can't recall if
it was him.
Q: What did your list of Pashtun language commands have on it?
A: "Tashnob" which means bathroom, "sit down", "be quiet".
Food was given regularly so there was no word for it. Water was
given when they waived an empty water bottle at us.
Q: When working ISO Guard, were you supposed to check on the
PUCs at regular intervals?
• A: Yes, and_no. I checked on them every 30 minutes or so.
There was an SOP for it, I think I saw it, but I never read it.
Each day the status board would be my guide for what I would do.
Q: How would you know if one of the detainees was asking for
medical assistance?
A: Generally, it was by the tone of their voice and their
insistence. We'd go get an interpreter and figure out what they
were so insistent about, that would be the only way to know.
Q: What was the nature of your contact with DILAWAR (PUC 421)
the second detainee who died?
A: You
id it's been so long, but I have this mental image of
SPC
One night I was Iso Guard in the upstairs Iso
Cellblock, DILAWAR .was- doing
ng, mumbling or not holding
his hands up high enough, so
and another MP (I can't
remember who the other MPwas) went into the cell. I was sta
in the doorway, DILAWAR was shackled up to the ceiling.
hit this guy pretty good (hard) with his:knee in both legs. I
remember him-hitting on detainee's left side, he hit him five or
six times that I saw. I just remember the look 1111111gave me
when he came out, which seemed like to me as if to mean this is
how you take care of business.
Q:
Do you recall being prese

LAWAR (PUC 421) would not
put his hood down and SPC
delivered two common
peroneal blows to get the detainee to stop fighting the hooding?
A: No, it may have a e
but I don't remember it. The
I remember was
riki
m, but it's possible
as working with im and
ruck him too. I know
had a partner, but there are just certain things you
INITIALS 111111
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STATEMENT OF
4 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,

remember and I felt sorry for the guy, becauseillillir was
kicking on him.
Q: Why did you never deliver common peroneal strikes?
A: It just didn't do anything for me: I just wanted to get
through the shift. I viewed it as unnecessary for me.
Q: How did you learn of DILAWAR's death?
A: Almost at the end of my shift, around 0530 or so, We were
taking a guy to the bathroom from the end of the Isolation Cells
where PUC 421 (DILAWAR) was confined. I had to walk by his cell
on the way, to observe the escort guards take the other guy to
the bathroom. DILAWAR was hanging limp in the chains, I thought
he was sleeping, so I kicked the door and I could have sworn I
got a response, a slight move of the head. I walked up and
watched them shackle. up a detainee and take him to the bathroom.
A guy in the other side cells was talking or asking for
something, so I dealt with him and when I returned, DILAWAR was
hanging there. I looked real close at h.'
d called
We stood outside
1 and asked
"does he
look all right to you?".
said he didn't look too good,
so went in to check him. We took the hood of
uncuffed him
and he was dead weight. He just drop ed.
arted CPR,
mouth to mouth and I called SOG (SSG
They carried him
out on a stretcher and that was the last time I:saw him. I had
to stay in Iso and guard the rest of the prisoners.
Q: Did anyone strike DIL
R that night?
A: That was the nigh
it him, five or so times, earlier
in the shift.
Q: . How much time do you estimate elapsed between the time
1111111Irtruck DILAWAR and the - time you found him unresponsive?
A: Seven to eight hours.
Q: Was DILAWAR standing restrained that whole time?
A: Yes.
Q: Was DILWAR hooded?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you check on him during the shift?
A: Oh, yeah. I'd check by seeing if he was shifting in his
restraints, shuffling around, giving them water or taking them
to the bathroom.
Q: Was he facing the door?
A: Yes, and he was like less than ten feet away through the
door. You can actually see them breathing, shuffling and moving
around.
Q:

Was DILAW ' body cold when you took him out of restraints?
INITIALS
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STATEMENT 01111.111.11. TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Feb
04, CONTINUED:
A: No, not that I remember, but we were wearing long sleeved
BDUs. The only thing that would have touched him were my hands.
I don't remember him being cold.
Q: Was DILAWAR stiff when you took him out of restraints?
A: No, he was limp.
Q: Were his hands clinched?
A: I don't remember, I'm gonna say no, but I'm not sure.
Q: Were DILAWAR's open or closegii you took the hood off?
A: I think closed. I reme
IIIIIIropening an eyelid to look
at his eyes. Then SSG
arrives with other people who
start CPR and carry him out on a stretcher.
Q: Did you take anything out of DILAWAR's cell prior to CID
arriving?
A: No, I think it was secured.
Q: Did you ever see any detainee with tape affixed to their
head or used to hold on a hood or mask?.
A: No.
Q: Did you strike DILAWAR?
A: No.
Q: Why do you think
it DILAWAR?
A: I heard that he was very combative when he came in
and it
seemed to be a little revenge thing for the detainees
being hard
to handle. They liked to soften them up.
Q: Was there a particular group of people who hit detainees?
A: The young guys, it wasn't a unit type of thing, it
was the
ones who were immature.
Q: Do you know about the use of illegal drugs or steroids by
377 th MPs while in Afghanistan?
-A: Not drugs, but supplements. There was one big guys, called
"Meat" who could bench 490 lbs and I heard started acting weird
and he
d to stop taking it. The guy's name was SPC
I don't know what the weird stuff he was doing
was cause he always seemed fine to me.
Q: How did you feel about DILAWAR's death?
'A: It was more or less that he was the second one to die on our
shift. I had no personal connection
to him, I didn't now him,
but it was unfortunate.
Q: Do you think the standing restraint and blows to his legs
caused DILAWAR's death?
A: It could have.
Q: Did you feel any responsibility for the condition
contributing to the death, as an NCO?
INITIAL11110111
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STATEMENT
4 Feb 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,

A: At that point it was too late, you can sit back now and see
that we should have done things differently. It was like a war
thing, us against them, we just did what we were trained to do.
Q: Who else delivered blows to DILAWAR?
A: I don't know, but it stands to reason other guys did.
Q: Would the leadership have known about the delivery of common
peroneal strikes to detainees?
A: Yes, they would have had to. Everyone knew it happened,
from the SOG to the platoon sergeant and platoon leaders.
Q: Do. recall any receiving any guidance from the chain of
command about striking detainees?
A: After the second death, we could not stand them up, strike
them. I think it's a given you aren't supposed to hit them, but
it was also a given that it happened.
Q: What did the platoon sergeants and platoon leaders do on a
typical shift?
A: They sat in the Admin, section near the front entrance of the
BCP, sometimes they would walk aro
let us run the
facility. I'm not even sure 1LT
was even there the
night DILAWAR died.
Q: What do you think could have been changed that would have
prevented the deaths?
A: Put them all in general population, only isolation provided
enough privacy for blows to be delivered.
.Q: Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement at this time?
A: No,
////////////////////////End of Statement//77////////////////////
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TAKEN. AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
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AFFIDAVIT

If
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
ST
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE _10_. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT - OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
FUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

na ure o y-rson •a 1 g Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 4 th day of February 2004 at Cincinnati, OH
45242.

(Sig

Administering Oath)

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the Proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE 11111 3. TIME

Embassy Suites, Cincinnati, Ohio

FILE NO.

141

31 Jan, 04

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

616 Gholson
Cincinnati, OH 45229

7. GRADE/STATUS

Civilian

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

as a Special Agent
suspected/accused

Criminal Investigation Command

and wanted to question me abo

offense(s) of which I am

Negligent Homicide/Cruelty and Maltreatment/False Official Statement//

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.

- or -

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning. begins.
4.

If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under v without having a lawyer present with me.

ion and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

• k

III_

111.111AKI.Wolowwwwww .

A

b. ORGANIZATION OR

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
2a. NAME (Type or Print)
sr

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:
❑ I want a lawyer.

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SW(tip fITAlyilEik(Aorm 2823)
I1A FC11211/1 IRR1

RQ
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SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
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THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- Or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

You have the right to talk privately to a
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"
"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation' and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every
effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances:
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.
COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
871/02685

W'"°44' ON ri

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If I or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

..01041\
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

0134-02-C 10369-23 533/0137-02-C10369-23534

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS

At 150 rs, 4 Feb 04, SArIIIIIIII.lr
interviewed 1LT
1338th Infantry egiment, Blacklick, OH who was the Platoon Leader of 1 platoon, 7
ompany, and worked in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) at the time of the deaths.
rovided a sworn statement describing the emergency medical treat
t
administered to PUC 412, who did not appear to have any signs of life.
nstructed his
platoon n to discuss eit r deaths and to bring any information they had to a pecial Agent's
attention.
tated a SJA officer told him
anding restraints were authorized to
enforce discipline. (See wom Statement o
ated 4 Feb 04, for additional details)
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060

SA
SIGN

DATE

EXHIBIT

4 Feb 04
ORM 94
1 FEB 77
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Building 22 , Camp Atterbury, IN
Date
: 4 eb 04
Tim-: /5-1:411.
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: 0-2
Org/Address : 3/338th Infantry (TSB), Blacklick, OH 43004-9615
I,
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
Decembeil 02?
A: Yes,
Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties?
A: I got there in September 2002 and left in. March 2003. I was a
platoon for 1 st platoon. I also assisted with supply and doing
supply missions. I guess I was on orders as a Supply Officer. I
made walkthroughs of the detention facility while I was there to
make sure my platoon was functioning properly. I was in the
facility quite a bit, but I didn't work a set schedule in the
facility. My latoon rotated into the facility two months after
we got there
Q: Did you guard. either detainee that died during the period of
time between October
cember 2002?
A: Me personally, no.
Q: Did you have any interaction with either detainee that died at
all?
A: I never really saw them and I couldn't pick them out of a line
up. I don't recall any, specific interaction with them. The night
that the first one died; they brought the detainee down to a
inprocessing room and the guys came and told the RTO that they
needed to call an ambulance. I asked what was going on and I went
into that room where they were and saw them doing CPR on the PUC
Q: Did the detainee appear to havean signs of life to you?
A: No, I remember telling SFC
that it didn't look good
because the guys eyes were opened
an they looked glassed over
MI*
had bile on his mouth on half of his face. I remember SGT
told me he looked into the cell and could tell that something was
definitely wron
g g with the PUC and that was why he entered the cell
to begin with
Q: Do you believe the detainee was alread dead when they brought
Exhibit: (237
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, IN; DATED 4 Feb 04; C NTINUED:
him into the room?
A: I don't know. When I went into the room and saw him I thought
that if he was alive then, it would have been barely. I didn't
participate in any of the life saving measures. I grabbed a
notebook and started taking notes of what was going on.
Q: Do you recall any of the soldiers taking any blood pressure
Measurements or pulse measurements?
A: I don't recall. I think I would have remembered if they were
doing that and I don't.
Q: Did you interview orwere you present during any interviews
with eith r detainee during this time frame?
A:'No
Q: Did you witness either detainee that died receive any type of
corrective punishment?
A: No
Q: Were any detainees struck for any reason?
A: We had some that were restrained. We had a guy that attempted
to commit suicide and was restrained. We worked night shift and
for the most part at night when we were on, the detainees were
asleep. We did have one detainee lunge after a doctor during
inprocessing and we did a one arm takedown of that guy. There
were no blows during that time. I know th t common pronial
strikes were used extremely sparingly.
Q: Did either PUC that died cause any trouble during the shifts
that you worked?
I recall one of the PUC's that died was kicking on the cell
door on one occasion. He was restrained more towards the back of
the cell so thilicouldn't kick on the door. I don't recall any
other problems.
Q: How exactly was he restrained?
A: There was wire on the ceiling of the isolation cell. He was
cuffed to the ceiling with leg irons to his wrists with his arms
'above his'head.' I believe he had leg irons on his feet, too. I
think he may have had a belly chain around his waist that was
attac
his leg irons somehow so that he couldn't kick the
door
Q: Did you see the first PUC alive at any point during your shift
the night he died?
A: I don't know; I know I madea lifunds, but I don't always look
in all the cells in isolation.
Q: Was that the only time that either detainee was restrained in
isolation?
Exhibit: 47? 37
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, IN; DATED
F e 04; CONTINUED:
A: No. Military Intelligence had some people that they wanted to
stay awake. The MP's made sure that the detainees stayed awake by
standing. MI's SOP indicated that if the guy would. not stand on
his own, he would be restrained in such a way so as to make them
stand. I would guess that both detainees were in s
'
restraints for five or six hours total in 24 hours.
Q: Did you ever see MI's SOP?
A: No. I think our company commander and their company commander
got together and worked that out. We were told to assist them as
much , as possible11111,
Q: Were soldiers required to check on the condition of detainees
on a periodic basis?
A: I think the minimum for isolation was tviiiivinutes. They
should check at least every twenty minutes
Q: Do you believe soldiers actually checked on the detainees every
twenty minutes?
A: Yes. When I would do spot checks, I would peak in and just
about every time I walked in the isolation cell ua would be on
one end or the other of the row of cells walking
Q: Did you do any spot checks on the night either detainee died?
A: I must have, but I don't
ifically.recall. If I was in the
faciiyself or SFC
ould walk around at least once an
hour..

411.1111111111100

eb

Q: Did any MP's complain that either of the PUC's that died were
troublemakers?
A: I think
old me one of them was, but I don't recall
which one o, the two. He said that the PUC was always being
noncompliant by yelling or trying to talk to the other cells. i
know one of them did a lot of spitting, and woul try and spit on
the MP's as they walked by the isolation cell.
Q: Did any of the MP's appear to dislike the P C's?
At Nothing that I saw. They weren't happy they were deployed for
the most part, but they weren't necessaril happy with the PUCs.
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A: We had an escalation of diScipline for e different types of
noncompliance. They started at the low end which was the detainee
would be made to stand for a certain amount of time (10 to 30
minutes); the next time would be stand for double the amount of
time (20 to 60 minutes); the third time they could be handcuffed
to be made to stand if that was necessary, but in order to do that
they had to contact the sergeant of the guard to get his go ah ea
as a measure of checks and balances. I don't know that anybod
Exhibit: ?-]>7'
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, IN;
Feb 04; CONTINUED:
ever went past that. Down in .general population, if they had to
stand, they had to stand with hoods on so they couldn't be looking
on.. We switched that from hoods to blacked out goggles on one
point. On a couple of occasions when I did a walkthrough, they
had guys standing in the sallyport of the general population
restrained through the airlock, and I ma
comment to a sergeant
of the guard that I wanted that changed.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: Before the deaths, no. I felt that we were doing everything
that we needed to do and I was comfortable with what we were
doing. After the deaths, I heard about some of
uys from
third platoon that h
roblems. Either 2LT
or SFC
told me that SGT
had done two or three common pronia
strikes on the same inmate and I was uncomfortable with that.
Once the CID investigation started, we were tole to talk about
the incidents, so I didn't hear anything else.
Q: Have you been trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: At the unit,
s, and in m
job. I am a

Win

Did
everutilize tho e tactics on a PUC?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever have to use any force on a PUC?
A: I assisted on walking new PUC's in several times during
inprocessing, but I didn't really use forde. The guys woul
blindfolded so they had to be assisted when they walked
Q: Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
either
ainee?'
A: No
Q: Dict anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
death of either detainee?
A: I heard several times that SGT
as really concerned
about a common proni
e he had administered on one of the
detainees. I heard as real upset, too, because he was in
isolation both of the times the detainee died. He as the one who
ended up doing CPR on the first guy that I saw.
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: It shouldn't have happened. I thought quite a bit about it
wondering if I could have done something different, but I can't
think of anything. I walked around a lot, but we also had MP's
op
that should have known what could and
d not be done. I never
Exhibit: ,-F37
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STATEMENT OFI
TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, I ; DATED 4 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
saw anything that gave me any indication that something improper
was going on because I wouldn't have stooliii pit. I wouldn't
have allowed anything improper to happen .
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
'A: I honestly wouldn't believe that any of my guys would do
something like that. I don't have any idea who would do that.
never thought much
Ut it because I assumed the guys died of
natural causes
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
delibe
A : No.eir
Q: If someone said that you physically abused either of those
detainees '
hat person lying?'
A: Yes
Q: WhoP oyou think would have had the best opportunity to
physically abuse either detainee?
A: Whoever was working in isolation would have had an opportunity.8c6
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: Frustration, maybe. It boggles my mind. If my guys were
abusininees, I should have been able to see something and
didn't
Q: What was your assessment of SPC 1111111111duty performance and
well-being?
A: I thought that he was doing well . He wasn't a super achiever,
but he did what Specialists shou lk able to do. He never
complained to me about anything.
Q: Was SPC ever
r in any type of misconduct?
ai
A: Not thaMigre of
Q: What was your assessment of SPC
duty performance and
well-being?
A: His duty performance was good. I believe he went home on
emergency leave while we were there. He seemed to be constantly
concerned with what was going on at home. He wasn't overly
preoccupied with it, but I thin
was having some problems, but
I don't remember what it was
Q: How well do
now 2LT
A: Not really.
Q: Did you ever hear of or see 2LT
nteract with
detainees?
A: I don't recall him interacting with detainees. He seemed to be
alwaysON ing on admin tasks in the facility like NCOER's and
thing
Exhibit: .ze37
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, IN; DATED 4 FiiiONTINUED:
Q: Were you aware of 2LT
being involved in any type of
misconduct with detainees?
A: I remember thinking he had a low opinion of the detainees but I
can't think of any specific comme t he made. I don't recall
hearing anything
2LT
being involved in any use of
force type i
Q: Did 2LT
-ver mention any incidents that occurred when
he was involved in a repatriation mission with detainees?
A: I remember he said that they had to change their weapons policy
because it used to be that when you were getting ready to land the
helicopter wherever these guys were going to be let loose at, the
soldiers would lock and load their weapons a
e weapon on
safe in case they landed in a hot zone. 2LT
said they had
to change their policy because on one occasion a detainee wet
himself because he saw all the sold'
ocking and loading and he
thought he was going to be executed.ail
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't„
trough with it?
A: No
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: They are people just like everyone else. For the most part,
those guys were farmers that were in t
plade at the wrong time and most of them w e re repatriate
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A: They need to be prosecuted.
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common
pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be ap
A: To gain compliance or regain compliance from a detainee
Q: Where did you learn what was and was"pot acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: We had classes at Fort Dix, I believe, on the Geneva
Convention. When we got into Afghanistan, we got information from
the . offgoing company from the relief in place. By the time, I got
in country, though, the other company was'already gone. I would
periodically ask my guys and they coul
rief me on what
their duties were on their positions.
Q: Was the facility SOP readily available for your soldiers?
A: Yes, there was copy in the TOC that they could get an
re
was an SOP for every duty position at the duty statio n
Q: Did the SOP dictate when common pronial strikes could be
applied?
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A: No.
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized standing
restraints, PPCT or common pronial strikes?
A: I know they used standing restraints because that is where we
learned how to do the restraints. I don't know if they used PPCT
or common pronial strikes
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: Bachelor's degree in Police Administration; an Associate's
Degree in Military Science; I attended the Corrections Academy for
the state of Ohio; I went to the Ohio Police Officer'sTraining
Academy., Counting correc ions and law enforcement I have five
years of experience.
Q: Did you ever see t e PUC's legs underneath tiiilothing?
A: Just during inprocessing when they disrobed.
Q: . Do you recall seeing either PUC's that died during
inprocessing?
A: I don't recall.
Q: Did you ever ob erve any bruises or injuries on either PUC that
died?
A: No.
I went to the hospital when the first PUC died and I
see a bruise about the size of my palm on the guy's thigh.
Q: Did either PUC that died appear
to you at any time?
A: Not that I was aware of, no.
Q: Did you observe either PUC that died in pain?
A: No.
Q: Were
present when the second PUC that died was receiving
emergency medical treatment?
A: No, I was in my tent sleeping and. a soldier ran into the tent,
'turned on the light and said that another PUC was sent to the
._hos ital and he looked dead or didn't lollop I believe SFC
w ent to the hospital on that one.
Q: Did you observe either PUC that died eat or drink anything
during your shift?
A: I wasn't around very often when they were distributing food.
wasn't arou
either of those detainees were eating or
drinking.
Q: Beyond the platoon level, who was aware that the detainees were
being subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation, PPCT
and common pronial strikes?
A: The commander knew of all those things. Everybody knewabou
standing restraints. The two Provost Marshals of the Joint
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Operations Center (JOC) was aware of that, I'm sure. They would
come around the facility from time to time, and guys would be in
standing restraints at the time. I believe they knew about common
pronial strikes, too, but I think they believed as I did, that
t
only used sparingly. There was a SJA officer, MAJ
who had a desk with the rest of the MP's at the JOC that
would come down and visit from time to time and he was fully aware
of all things going on in the facility. I specifically remember a
conversation with the SJA officer about standing restraints and he
said that was the only discipline we could adminil r if they
refused was some type of standing restraints. .maili
Q: Were you aware of any MP's using excessivero lirirwith
detainees?
A: No.
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details
surrounding either detainee's deaths?
A: No. After the second death, a CID agent told. us that they
didn't want this issue discussed amongst anyone in the facility, •
so I put out in guardmount that the soldiers should not talk about.
either incident and if they had anything to say about it, they
should talk to a CID agent.
Q: Were any MP's using steroids during the deployment?
A: I know that
was using some stuff that he ordered out of
a magazine and severa guys that were lifting weights ere doing
that. But I don't think anyone was using steroids.
Q: Do you think the Bagram Control Point was run of ectivel
A: I would have thought so before we started talking.
Q: Do you believe your soldiers received adequate training in
detainee operations?
A: No,--'We didn't have hardly any training in detainee operations
The training we got was geared towards Bosnia and Kos o. They
didn'€ have anything pertaining to Afghanistan.
Q: Did you have clear guidelines on how the facility should be
run?
A:. No, I don't recall ever hearing from anybody on how the
facility should be run. The SOP was vague pertaining to
everything. A lot of how the place should be run came from
Military Intelligence.
Q: Are you aware of any so diers being counseled for mistreatment
of a detainee?.
.A: I never had to do that. I remember talking to SFC
about what to do about a soldier who was orcing detainees to moll.
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TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, IN; DATED 4 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
faster than what they needed to be moving. I told him to put it
in a counseling statement. I think he ended up counseling two of
our guys on it, but I don't remember who the soldiers were
Q: Was there a status board - maintained near the isolation PR
A: There was one in each of the isolation areas, yes. The status
board showed the detainee number; if he was out of his cell, where
he was at; if he was being restrained at the direction of MI, it
would have a start time and an end time on the status board.
Q: Was the status board wiped clean before any outside person er
or, agencies arrived?
A: I don't know. I am not aware of any policy to wipe the boards
clean.'"
Q: Do you have any photos, notes or records pertaining to the
Bagram Control Point?
A: No, all of it was left there.11111
Q: Da you have anything to add to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 10. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

011111/1.1rn Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 4th day of February, 2004 at Camp
Atterbury, I

erson A dministering Oath)

SA 1111111.111111111111111
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4 -FUCMJ
(Authority To AdMinister Oaths)
WITNESS:
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DETAILS

t 1020 hrs, 5 Feb 04, SA
31338th Infantry Regiment, Blacklick, OH

interviewed SFC
who was the Operations Sergeant, 377 th

oiceCmpany,wthdueJoiOpratnsC(J)hetimofdas.
ntered the facility occasionally to check on the status of PUC(s) in isolation for the JOC.
rovided a statement describing his observations of DILAWAR (PUC 421) while in standing restraint
in an isolation cell in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP). It was determined hoods were not to be
on the detain es; however, DILAWAR was wearing a hood because he continually spit at the
gused
uards.
tated DILAWAR ap eared lim after being in standing restraints for more than
even hours. (See Sworn
Statement o
dated 5 Feb 04, for additional details)
t 1457 hrs, 5 Feb 04, SA 1101111interviewed
SFC
/338th
nfantry Regiment, Black ick,-OH, who was the Platoon Ser eant
St platoon, 377 th Military Polic(
' ompany, and worked in the BCP at the time of the deaths.
provided a statement
etailing the emergency medical treatment administered to both HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) and
DILAWAR (PUC 421) on the night of their deaths .
tat -- d both PUC(s) were consistently
noncompliant with facility rules and guard's instruction
stated he would not ermit any
e of misconduct or abuse of the detainees. When
learned
SPC
77th Military Poli
any, Cincinnati, OH 45237, twisted the han cuffs of a detainee
unng an escort, he had
emoved from the facil' and reassigned to an administrative job
utside of the facility. (See Sworn Statement
of
ated 5 Feb 04, for additional details)
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST EN TRY/11/0//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Building 225 Camp Aterbury, IN
Date
: 5 Feb 04
Time: /0,, ,;,?e)k"45
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-7
Org/Address :'/338 th Infantry Regiment, Blacklick, OH
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December 2002?
A: Yes.IIIIII
Q:.What dates were you .there and what were your duties?
A: I was there from September 2002 and left dn March 2003. I
worked as the Operations NCO. I ran detainee operations such as
flights, picking them up, repatriation, coordinating with the
Joint Operations Center. I was in the detention facility nearly
every day to get out of the office, but my duties rarely required
me to be in the facility.IIIIIII
Q: Did you guard either detainee that died during the period of
time biiiiiir October and December 2002?
A: No.
Q: Did you interview or were you present during any interviews
with either etainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q:. Did you witness any detainees receiving any type of corrective
punishment?
A: No. I did see one of the second detainee that died in standing
restraints in an isolation cell. A -7few times we would go in to
give a report back to the Joint Operations
Center (JOC) on
individuals who were being combatie or causing trouble. When I
saw the detainee, it wasn't on the day he died because I happened
to be off on both days that a detainee died. It seems to me that
the day that he died, he was in a different isolation booth than
when I had seen him.I think he had a hood on at the time because
he was spitting on one of the guards. We were told about three or
four months in that we weren't supposed to use hoods anymore, but
they.had a hood on this guy because he was spitting. I was going
into the facility from time to time to determine why we were doing
whatever Military Intelligence told us to do because it was
unclear who was running the facility, t
P's or MI. Our job
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STATEMENT
AT Building 225, Camp Atterbury,
IN; DATED 5 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
should have been only to house the detainees, we shouldn't have
been involved in doing whatever MI wanted to do to select
detainees. If anybody went into isolation, the JOC wanted to know
about it. They would ask about individual PUC's after the first
PUC died becauSe the JOC wanted to know about activity in the
isolation cells on a day to day basis. I never witnessed any MP's
struggling with detainees or an
uation when a common pronial
strike was necessary or used
Q: Were any detainees struck or any reason?
A:' Not just for no reason. Most of the people were real nice
people. I think I could have walked into any one of the cells
without a weapon or any other security and been fine. I can't
recall anybody giving somebody an okay to use a common pronial
strike. I had heard that common pronial strikes were used on the
two that ied. The situation dictated when the strikes could be
used.
Q: Are you aware of either PUC that died causing any trouble?
A: I heard that they were combative. I heardaimpody got kicked
by one of them, but I'don't know any details.
Q: Did you see the first detainee that died in standing
restraints?1
A: I can't remember who was what, so I am going to say no. The
first PUC that died caught everyone by surprise, so I don't
remember much about the first PUC that died. But after he died,
we were obviously more concerned a
ttentive to PUC operations
so I can remember more about him.
Q: Did any of the MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: One on one, maybe. Overall, I don't think so. I don't think
there was a complaint about all of then
But they may have
individuals they had problems with.
Q: How did the MP's handle troublemakers?
A: MI dictated everything to us. We didn't personally have any
problems with them. MI would tell us to have them standing up.
Once we had them standing up, then trouble might start because the
detainee . may become noncompliant and one thing led to another.
After the first death, if they became noncompliant, there really
wasn't nothing that could be done about it. After the first
death, common pronial strikes were only to be used in self
defense. After the first de
a lot of the treatment of the
detainees began to change.
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable w' ?
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Q: Have you been trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: Before we left, we did some unit training on those tactics...IP
Q: Did ou ever utilize those tactics on a PUC?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever have to use any force with a PUC?
A: No.
Q: Do ou know who had
anything to do with the eventual death of
either detainee?
A: Not realiliohiii
the only one who was really nervous about
it was SGT
Q: Did anyone tel you who might have had anything to do with the
deathiiiper detainee?
A: No.

Illy

Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: If somebody would have got hit like they got hit and nobody
died, I don't think anyone would have had a problem with it.
There is no way that somebody should be in restraints and get beat
to the point of death. There is no way we
should have had a
problem in there with death because somebody hit somebody...II
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: That I don't now. I would only be going on hearsay and I
heard that
was nervous about it, but that's all I really
know.'
Q: Do you
A: At the
happened.
Q: Do you
delibera
A: No.

suspect anyone caused either detainees death?
time, I
wasn't thinking about it. It was something that
I don't know who caused the detainees death.
think that the death of either of those detainees was
?

Q:

/
Who do ybu think would have had the best opportunity
to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: MI would grab someone and take them upstairs and we don't know
what was going on up there. They could have done. it, I don't
knowing
Q:. Why do you think someone would
se a detainee?
A: Because they were combative.
Q: Did you ever think about abusing a detainee, even though you
didn't
rough with it?
A: No.
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detain
.
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A: I wasn't part of the operation of the iiiiiiity.
I didn't have
that much interaction with the detainees
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee? ,
A: If it was intentional, that would be
atever somebody decides-.
I couldn't say, I'm not a prosecutor
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction that a common
pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be applied?
A: If a person was launching at. or about to strike a person or if
they are resisting the application of restraints or if somebody
was tryingiiit out of.their cell
then those techniques could
be applied
Q: Where did you.learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: Just by heart. What you felt.
Q: Did you ever see a SOP for the detention facility?
A: We all handed down one and the unit before us handed down one.
I don't think there is any doctri
on handling anything other
than EPW's and stuff like that
Q: Did you see any SOP's regar ing the application of common
prOnial strikes or any other use of force?
A: I don't think I recall seeing anything like that. 0111"
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours utilized s i
ann
restraints, PPCT or common pronial strikes?
A: I know they used the standing restraints at the airlock in the
general population, but the isolation cells weren't built until we
got there. I don't know if they were using PPCT or common pronial
strike s10111
Q: What was the maximum amount of force that could be applied to a
detainee who was being defiant?
A: .I couldn't tell you lie some type of weapon_ That.-was a
platoon level operation.
Q: What did you believe caused the death of the first detainee
when you came to work the day after his death?
A: I was hearing that they all had weak vital signs when they came
in the facility. They were tired and wore down.. Ha
or more
were on drugs, so I thought it was natural causes
Q: What did you believe caused the death of the second detainee
when you came to work the day after his death?
A: We kind of thought the other one died of natural causes, too.
But, we also heard about some blows being delivered.to the second".
guy; however, no one was pointing finger
cause we figure , hey
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it happens.
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before de to
A: I am a pipe fitter.
Q: Did you ever see the legs of either PUC that died underneath
his clot?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on either PUC that
died?
A: No.11101
Q: Did either PUC that died ever appear ill to you?
A: Seems like the second one' when I went into the isolation booth
was a little ill, but I didn't think nothing of it
It just
seemed like.he was limp. I thought he was just stanc
so long
that he didn't want to do anything or look at you.
Q: How long do you think the PUC had been in standing restraints '
when you saw him?
A: I would say probably more than seven hours4IIIIIII
Q: Did you ever observe either PUC that died in pain?
A: After the second PUC died, looking back I can
say he was
probably .in pain. Looking back, he prObabl wasn't limp because
he was tired, he was probably in pain.
Q: Do you have any idea why he would have been in pain?
A: Looking back, I heard that somebody had used common pronial
strikes on the guy and that was probably why he was in
But
I don't know who did the strikes or anything about it.
Q: Do you have any idea what type of .emergency medical treatment
either PUC received on t
y they died?
A: No, I wasn't there.
Q: Beyond the company level, who was aware that the detainees were
being subjected to standing restraints, sleep deprivation, PPCT/ and common pronial'strikes?
A: The JOC knew about it all. That would have been MAJ
who was the Provost Marshal for detainee operations, I t ink. I
think there was a SJA lawyer in the JOC, but I don't remember his
name. I don't recall who all was in there. I am not sure if
anyone was aware of the common pronial strikes, but I know
everyone knew about the standin restraints and sleep deprivation,
including the base commander
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details
surrounding either detainee's deaths?
A: No.111,
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ED:
Q: Do you think the soldiers had adequate training and guidance
pertaining to use of force and treatment of detainees?
A: No. I don't think the Army had defined, what these peliiiiif
status was. EPW was one thing, but these weren't EPW's.
Q: Are you aware of any MP's using excessive force?
A: No.11111/
Q: Did you ever hear of any soldiers pulling a weapon on a
detainee during a repatriation mission?
A: No, I heard about a detainee that shit on himself when he
heard soldiers locking and loading because he had a hood on and
didn't know what was going on.
Q: Were soldiers usinliiiids during the deployment?
A: Not that I know of ,
Q: Are you aware of any soldiers being counseled for - how they
treated
etainees?
A: No.
„
Q: Do you know anything about status boards that were maintained
in isolation areas?
A: Yes, it showed if someone was talking, if someone h
to stand,
it would show how long they were supposed to be up.
Q: Was the status board wiped clean before the International
Committee of the Red Cross or any other agencies arrived?
A: No, I don't think ICRC was even allowed back there. They
weren't supposed to even see the isolation cells. I think they
only went back there one time so that tri V. could see the
improvements we were trying to make.
Q: Do you have anything to .add
is statement?
A: No // /END. OF STATEMENT///
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp Atterbury,
IN; DATED 5 eb 04; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
I,
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 7. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED . THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT

a ing Sta ement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 5th day of February, 2004 at Camp
Atterbur

e o Person

inistering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Building 22
Camp Atterbury IN
Date
: 5 Feb 0
Time: /#
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-7
Org/Address : 3/338 1 Infantry Regiment, Blacklick, OH
WANT TO.MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: The U.S. Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between October and
December
A: Yes
Q: What dates were you there and what were your duties?
A: I got there at about September 2002 and I left at about 29
March 2003. I was a Platoon Sergeant for 1St - Platoon. When we
first got there, our platoon was doing entry control points at the
gates. We rotated into the facility about two and a half months
later and we worked night shift. As a Platoon Sergeant, I checked
on the soldiers at their posts, made sure they got chow and had
commo. I had a daily briefing every day at the Provost Marshal's
Office regarding threats
cedures and whether VIP's would be
entering the facility.
Q: Did you guard either detainee that died during the period of
time between October and December 2002?
A: No, I was NCOIC, so I moved throughout the facility checking on
my soldiers and ensuring there was no problems '
soldiers.
I alsd assisted with inprocessing of detainees.
Q: Did you interview.or were you present during any interviews
with eit e etainee during this time frame?
A: No.
Q: Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of
corrective punishment?
A: I can'
emember hick e it was, but one of them grabbed at
SSG
and SSG
struck the detainee in his rib area
one time.with his hand to make him release.
was extremely
dangerous for the detainee to grab SSG
bec se
s the
floor NCOIC, and as such carried a 9mm pistol. SSG
another MP and I then took the
'
o the isolation area
since he was being noncompliant
Q: How often did detainees receive comm
nial strikes?
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A: I never saw anybody get a common pronial strikes while I was
there. I did not condone common pronial strikes because I work in
a hospital and I know that would hurt after a period of time. I
am prett
told the soldiers not to use common pronial
strikes.
Q: Did either PUC that died cause any trouble that you are aware
of?
A: My troops told me both were constantly noncompliant and would
spit and yell at the soldiers. I had heard that one of them
flipped a third platoon soldier. I just heard they were
constantly noncompliant. We had a few detainees that were
noncom•liant. Other than the incident I described with SSG
I do 't think I saw either detainee cause any other
trouble
Q: Were
her detainees that died placed into standing
restraints?
A: Yes, from what I understand, a couple times both were
noncompliant by spitting at the soldiers or kicking at the
soldiers. They were put into the standing restraints each of
those times. According to the unit that was there before us, a
detainee could be placed into standing restraints for an hour for
the first offense, another hour
the second offense, and then
4 45
after that it was up to the
discretion. I never saw it in
an SOP, though. Sometimes, they would be in standing restraints
when we came on shift from something they did on the previous
shift. We would document when a person was put into standing
restraints and for how long in a ledger. Sometimes MI would
didtate when someone was to be in an isolation cell, with or
without-standing restraints, and sometimes they were put in there
for being noncompliant. There was a status board in the isolation
areas and one on the main floor. It would tell what time they
were up, what time
would go down and what the infraction was
that they di
Q: Were the status boards wiped clean before the International
Committee of the Red Cross or any other visitors arrived?
A: I couldn't tell you because we we
ight shift and there
weren't visitors during night shift.
Q: Did any MP's complain that either of the PUC's that died were
troublemakers?
A: No, they sometimes complained that PUC's were non-compliant.
If we had somebody that was being noncompliant we would give them
verbal instructions. We didn't have i
eters when me- worked
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STATEMENT OF
, TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, I ; DATED 5 Feb .04; CONTINUED:
so we would get a PUC that spoke English t
out. We had
asked for interpreters, but never got the
Q: Did any MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: Nobody liked the PUC's. On one occasion, I saw
walking a PUC and twist the cuffs to cause the PUC pain. When I
saw that, which was after the two deaths,
im removed from
the facility and he no longer worked there
Q: How did the MP's handle PUC's who were noncompliant?
A: It depended on the situation. During inprocessing, the PUC's
weren't necessarily noncompliant, but they wouldn't understand
what we were telling them so we would have to motion to them or
even push them down to the ground to get them to sit. If a PUC is
refusing to do what they were told, they would be put into the
airlock if they were in general population; If they continued to
be a problem, they would be escorted to an isolation cell where
they would only be placed into standing restraints with thei
hands above their head if they continued to be noncompliant
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: I didn't have any problems with anything they did.
Q: Have you been trained
ommon pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: We did some training on it at Fort Dix. I nev ' ' it and I
never saw anybody use it. I think me a told them
not to use the common pronial strikes
Q: Why didn't you want soldiers using e common pronial strike?
A: I didn't think it was necessary. We had enough MP's to have
them do what.we wanted them to do. I didn't think it was
necessary. With a two man es
re shouldn't be any reason
for a common prbnial strike
Q: Do . you know who had anythg
in
do with the eventual death of
either
e?.
A: No.
Q: Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the
death of either detainee?
A: No. I heard that somebody did do common pronial strikes on one
of the PUC's, but I don't remember who it was. I heard that they
had to use common proni
rikes to get the guy out of the cell
for an interrogatio .
Q: How do you feel a O the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I wish I knew what caused it. I felt fairly sure that it wasn't
nothing that happened because of my shif . I have a pretty good
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TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, IN DA
Feb 04; CONTINUED:
belief that it wasn't anything that we did. air hope that it
didn't have nothing to do with other shifts.
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the detainees?
A: I don't know. When we first talked to CID there, they said the
guy may have had a heart attack or blood clot. We were doing a.
really good job in the facility and I was impressed with our
soldiers, so I was upset that the PUC's died on our
'
I felt
better when I heard it was probably natural causes
Q: Is there anyone that you know well enough that you feel is
above suspicion and would not have abused a detainee?
A: I don't think anybody in my platoon woul
omething like
that. The one problem I saw, which was
I took care
of that and put him out of the facility. I put him to work in the
post commander's office because I wouldn't put up with it. I
don't know most o th people in third platoon well enough to
speak for them.
Q: Do yo
ect anyone caused the detainees death?
A: No
Q: Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was
delibera e 2
A: No
Q:Wh o you think would have had the best opportunity to have
physically abused either detainee?
A: I can't say. I don't think anybody would
'
Anybody would
have the same capability as everyone else.
Q: Why do you think someone wo
use a detainee?
A: I don't think they would.
Q: Did you ever think about a using a detainee, even though you
didn't o t
ugh with it?
A: No
Q: Why wouldn't you abuse a detainee?
A: It's not
fight thing to do. I treat people like I want to
be treated..Ili,t
Q: What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or
caused the death of a detainee?
A: I can't pass judgment on them. . It's not my place.01111
Q: Under what circumstances were you given direction at a common
pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be applied?
A: I don't think we were ever given direction on that. When they
gave us the course, they told us about the pressure points and
common pronial strikes, but they didn'
hen it would orywould
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, TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
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04; CONTINUED:
not be apprOpriate
Q: Where did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the detainees?
A: After the second PUC passed, we were told that PUC's could no
longer be restrained to the ceiling and it made me wonder if it
was ever appropriate in the first place. I didn't know if that
had something to do with a blood clot or whatever because I had no
idea people were using common pronial strikes to that effect. I
can't remember if there was paper SOP written on how the detainees
were to be treated of it was just passed down. TT
talked
about how the guards were supposed to be set up
Q: Did you ever see a SOP for the facility?
A: I can't remember if I did or didn't. I thin
- w one that
was written by a Lieutenant Colonel or Major
Q: Do you know if the unit prior to yours uti lliiii
ized standing
restraints, PPCT or common pronial strikes?
A: I know they did standing restraints. I am assuming they told
second platoon who was in the facility when we first arrived in
country. I had not heard an
about PPCT or common pronial
strikes by the other unit
Q: What was your professional training and background outside of
the military before deploying?
A: I worked in the Psychiatric Ward of a hospital as a Psychi
'
Technician for eighteen years, which included locked units
Q: Did you ever see the'legs of either PUC that died underneath
his clothing?
A: I think I saw one of them when they
the morgue, but I
can't remember if Isaw bruises or not
Q: Did you ever observe any bruises or injuries on either PUC that
died?
A: I can't remember.
Q: Did either PUC that died ever appear ill to you?
A: One of the PUC's had'something wrong with one of his eyes that
I noticed duringinprocessing. I think it was the s
one. It
was a different color than the other one, I think.
Q: Did -yo e
observe either PUC that died in pain?
A: No.
Q: Dodi have any idea what type of emergency medical treatment
either PUC received on the day they died?
A: On the first PUC that died, I was in the facility with LT
BUELTERMAN and somebody called over the radio and said that they
were having a problem in one of the '
'on cells and so we went
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TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
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there. When we got there, the PUC was 1
on the floor and SPC
was trying to get the pulse,
ooked at the eyes
to see if they were dilated. I think
said that he didn't
think he had a pulse and the eyes were not lated. I think we
moved the PUC into the front foyer area.
and I can't
remember who else kept trying to get a pulse and checking the
pupils.
Somebody said they thought they had a faint pulse. We
called for an ambulance and we waited about 20 to 25 minutes to
get there. We didn't have any medics or doctors on site; we only
had ur combat lifesavers there. During that time, myself and LT
were writing the details down in the green log books
ecause we knew it would be important. I don't remember if anyone
quoted a pulse or blood pressure to me. When the doctor did
arrive, he lo
the PUC and said, "He's dead. He's been dead
for awhile.
Q: Did the doctor say anything like, "you better have your ,
paerwokstigh"?
A: I don't remember him saying that411111111,
Q: Did the PUC appear to have any signs of life when you first
arrived to the cell?
A: When I first walked up, T thought he was dead because his eyes
were open a
sn't moving and I didn't see his chest rising
or falling.
Q: Did anyone give CPR to the first PUC that died?
A: No, we didn't have any face shields in
acility. The
medical facility inside was inadequate.
Q: What type of em
medical treatment did the second PUC
that died receive?
A: On the second PUC that died, SGT
called for SSG
over the radio I think SSG
and maybe SPC
ere
saying that they thought theyhaja im problem an
had started CPR on the P. 1111111111.was doing mout to mouth
without a mask and
lab was doing chest compressions. We moved
the PUC to the main foyer area and the guys continued CPR while we
waited for the ambulance. The ambulance got there a lot quicker
for the second one. I think medics arrived for this PUC and I
don't remember if they made any comments about the PUC's
condition. I don't recall if either
guys said anything
about a pulse or a blood pressure.
Q: Did the second PUC appear to have any signs of life when you
first arrived to his cell?
A: I think I saw a chest rise and fall n h' . I didn't check for
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TAKEN AT Building 225, CaMp.
Atterbury, IN; DATED Feb 0 ; CONTINUE •
pulse or .anything because
and
were doing that.
Q: Are you aware of any p an to conceal or alter details
stirrou',...--ither detainee's deaths?
A: No
Q: Were any P's using steroids during the deployment?
A: I know some guys were using muscle b
powder stuff that
you can buy in the health food places
Q: Other than
are you aware o ny soldiers being
counseled for their treat e. of detainees?
A: Not that I know of.
Q: Were you aware of 2L
being involved in any
mistreat en of the detainees?
A: No.
Q: Wha was your assessment of SPC
duty performance and
well-being?
A: He is a good troop. I think he should have been promoted a
long time ago, but he doesn't get promoted because he can't pass a
PT test. I think he is a professional who doe
job. I am
not aware of him awing any personal problems.
Q: Was SPC
ever invo
' any misconduct?
A: Not that
saw or heard.
Q: How often were the guards required to check on the well being
of the PUC's in isolation?
A: Approximately every fifteen minutes
Q: Do you think,the soldiers were diligen
performing those
checks?
A: I think so. When I walked around, I saw people making rounds
and checking on the detaine
I think soldiers would notice if a
detainee wa not ving.
Q: Was SPC
espo able for guarding the first PUC that'
died on the night he died?
A: He was responsible for i
'
on the first floor and I think
that is where that PUC was.
Q: Do you recall anything tthat would have kept CAMMACK busy and
prevent him from checking on that PUC before he was discovered
dead?
A: No.
Q: What was your assessment of SPC 1111111.duty performance and
well-being?
A: He was doing a good job as far as duty performance. He had
some problems at the beginning of the deployment because of a
death in the family. He did what he wa
osed to do. I didn't
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STATEMENT OF Illaingliggf TAKEN AT Building 225, Camp
Atterbury, IN; DATED 5 Feb 0 CONTINUED:
see him do anything wrong with the prisoners.
Q: Were you aware your soldiers were giving 11111,11c o
ronial strikes
to detainees?
A: No. I didn't have a clue
now, I would have
stopped it. Just like with

Q: Do you have anything to add
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
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AFFIDAVIT

I,
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 9. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

011111 11 11 1111111111111161.ETItT
SUbsoribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 5th day of February, 2004 at Camp
Atterbury, IN.

nature of Person

stering Oath)

SA 111111111111111111110
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER
0 134-02-C1D369- 23533/0137-02-CID369-235:

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 'I PAGES
DETAILS

t 0903 hrs, 5 Feb 04, SAIIIInterviewed SGT

Police (MP) Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237 who

377th Militai

was assigned to 1 st
ollection Point (BCP), during the timeframe of both deaths.
dated 5 Feb 04 for additional details).

platoon, working within the Bar
(See Sworn Statement o

Mrs.
formerly SPC, 377 th

04 S

terviewed

Company, Cincinnati, 01

5237), who was assigned to Headquarters platoon as a supply speci

id not attend muc
of the unit training, to include the training related to peroneal strikes.
rrived in
fghanistan during Oct 03 and only stayed for about
he completed t e re
deployment at Fort Dix, NJ, due to medical issues.
ated.SFC
MP Company, Su
nt, signed for the all computers and property within the CP. (See PI
Questionnaire of
dated 5 Feb 04, for additional details).
t 1810 hrs, 5 Feb 04, SA Illiterviewed SGT1111111111111111111111.11Echo Compan
11330th Regiment, 84th Division, USAR, Fort Wayne, I (formerly of the 377 th MP Company, 16
eymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45237) who was a
M
nd platoon, conducting operatior
at Bagram, Afghanistan, between Aug 02 and Mar 03.
tated he transiti
working
he gates in Nov 02 and was not working in the BCP when the deaths occurred
enied
knowledge of or pair in any abuse or physical force against detainees. ee PUC
Questionnaire of
dated 5 Feb 04, for additional details).
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////,

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC

Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE
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SWORN'STATEMENT
File Number :
:
Location
Date
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address :

0134-02-C1D369-23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534
H 45242
Cincinnat'

3

IIIIII

Grade/Status: SGT/USAR
5L
37.7 t MP Company, 1
Platoon, Cincinnati, OH

want to make the following statement under
was as e y CID to answer some specific questions,
oath:
which I was told were the-result of mistaken identity; I
answered these questions to clarify that I absolutely did not
engage in any physical abuse of detainees, while stationed in
Afghanistan, during Dec 02.
Q:-.What position. were you working in the Bagram Collection
Point during early Dec 02.when the.two detainees died?
A: I was promoted to SGT in early December 02. Once that
happened I only worked the position of Floor Sergeant. Before
that time I did work Iso Guard, but I never abused, hit or
. kicked a detainee and I never witnessed anyone do_so. I•did
hear rumors that members of 3rd platoon.abused detainees.
Q: Why would someone say you might have abused or struck a
detainee. ?
confused with another guy in the unit, SPC
A;
who is also in my platoon. We are both clean cut -,
- w ite men, who wear our hair short and . we.are fair skinned.
people say we lbok'alike,
.Q: What if any contact have you had. with
the past
month?
I don't hang out with_ him, but
ugh, after I was
alied me three
interviewed by CID on .22 .Jan 04);
times, that following Yiieek. He.called a couple times when I was
not.there. He didn't leaVe messages but . he came-up on the
caller ID. Finally, he got . a hold of me on 3:Feb 04,
told me he'd been An - to talk with CID three times and he was
done talking to them. He told me that he was asked to take a
polygraph. He said he was working with PMO (working the .road)
when the deaths happened, I think he was feeling me but and he
was pretty much telling me what he had said and he asked me what
I had slims
in the BCP during the time of the deaths for
Q: Was
any reason to your knowledge?
A: I wanna say yes, but I don't know for sure. I think he was,
but I'm not 100%. If you had the logbook, that would tell you.
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STATEMENT OF SGT
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites
otel, Cincinnati, OH, DATED 5 Feb 04, CONTINUED:
It had everything in it, dates, times, movements, personnel,
100ii
activities.
Q: What do you recall about the computer SFC
transcribed
all the logbook entries into? .
A: I'm pretty sure it was a Dell desktop, which was connected
to the SIPRNET. It was dark, either black & grey or black &
silver. I'm pretty sure we signed the computers, hand irons,
leg irons, and. other- equipment over the unit who relieved us.
It was part of 3rd ID from Fort Stewart, GA. I want to say the
211 th MP Co
sk you to cover for him or change your story .
Q: Did
to CID?
•
.
A: No, he made it clear he wasn't going to talk anymore until
he had talked to JAG. I think'he was just trying to see what I
had said to CID: I told him I was honest and told CID
everything I could remember. Most of the conversation was him
talking and me nodding and saying "uh, huh". He woke me' up, I
had just returned from a vacation to the Bahamas'and it was a
'1Ong . triP. It was around 0800 and I don't even know why I
answered the phone except that when.someone from the unit calls
it might be abo
p.,
close?
:Q : Are you and
A: Not in my opinion, he's an atquaintance, not a close friend.
.I'd have a beer with. him, but our families don't mingle. For
him to call me, it's relatively rare. Thtee times in one week,
ndish. '
that's p '
.
tell
you he'd- been askedabout hitting
.
Q: - Did
detainee?
A: Yes, he was asked the same basic qtestions as me. 'Did. you
strike a detainee? Did you see anyone strike a detainee? We
agreed that most of what I knew was rumors about 3 rd platoon.
Q: What information do you have if any about the use of dietary
gs?
supplements or workout PerforMance enhancing pills
from my
A: I know a lot of the,guYs in 3 rd platoon and
platoon were using Hydroxycut, protein shakes and "androa small pink triangular pill
stackers". The andro stacker
aking them. When he went
and I only personally saw
to' the gym, he'd walk by and I'd see him sorting his pills. Him
and his workout out buddies talked, about going to drugstore.com
and buying them
.
et the little pink triangular pills?
Q: Where did
A: I can't say for sure. He could have brought them with him.
s tringent customs inspection on the way over and
We had a pr
Page 2 of 4
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Feb 04, CONTINUED:

001ther they were legal, he had a prescription for them or he
hide them and the wer 't found. .
Q: What was
mood like when he took andro?
A: It wasn't so muc when he took them
as when he
missed them or missed working out.
If
hissed a
workout or missed his pills, he would get edgy, short tempered.
Q: Did you ever see him lose his temper?
A: No. He'd be short with people. He wouldn't joke, he was
just not himself
Q.: Other than
has anyone else from the unit
. contacted you to talk about the investigation?
A: The first day I was called in, we were all at theunit and
joking about who had to go first, but nothing of substance was
discussed and no one else has called Me. up to talk about it.
Q:. Is there an thin you wish to add to this statement?
A: I know
'as not the only person taking supplements.
'I myself took HydroxyOut but I stopped using it because of the
way it made me feel. I couldn't tell you the names of those
other people, but
s the only who showed me the pills.
Q: Anything else?
A.
No, that's it.
' ///////////i////////////Entatement////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ. OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE. STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE .
INITIALED.THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

ng Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me; a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, t • 5 th day of FebrUary 2004 at Cincinnati, OH
45242_

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME
RANK: CJ
UNIT: €--/95"
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5- P6,6 0i/

IrJe,ep Z414,411

/3 c.t7 4...5--

/1, 4

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: ye5.
I. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
c).2
"Vr) 7OC7— 0 12. A)heA).
ye.> /..ti ,4,
ordy sk/9)."6 -plce
z
/At 54(a424„ co-,e,,2_15-44 „,)0 3
A43%
2. Dia you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: Ali)
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: Ain
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: ;up
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: •Nie- . If yes,
explain: my Oirt.6 - 1.04.5 e,c;c"
coe . rP6 e-P
1444/") i/ocg 1 Z 4-'4=
11.4,ckt

rt

M 0 i ci t n 1 ce / S.

1.,Jcp / i-a-v-e

A

ic)
0 ede4- I-4,a 7-4e

k ieee
you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: Air, .
If yes, please explain:
t.-rttO

2d. Did

PS

3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: ii)c) If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: io (=-, If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: Al0 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

S_
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
IZE,A,94,_

369-2 353

.

e-.) tee, A-6
4'7- 7:7 /-7c.../ye--AJe
pez. , -r
c7:
4,e ,Z 3-6 4 ,
'-146" •.'"g" 447 ,4
z-ece
e
co-v,
Ma

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
hat person. Who do you think did its A:
570-1-7 -7
Ac--29
--Pc,t_e_./A31,- 3 K2-1?
,
$
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: /v6
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

4

oie_

,Pee

61.),J

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
f-ec3K4

'be coLt&se..

tjc)

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused- either detainee? A: A (II,,k(
'Tte e
be e , ,sc
94,e,v/,pc
C---.10 0-4,c)
11. Why do you think someon would do this? ,4,v6 - ?
„ii-i k- c4
ke- 10? 00.. .14 5,e °e l, u,Seia
I V- /"...0A-7,67,. )17/1. 47, A
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: Ai 0
13.. Why wouldn't you do something like this?
;net- K ;11 0,..p f 10 itte) y )oe ca. se

,

A:z.-r5.

704, . ".) At

14. What do you think should happen to a person wlp mistreated or caused the
5
. 4,,
°'14 7a1 i eP ila h'15A eb • 1 1 a -7-1,-.ey
death of a detainee?
o )
gelfz, se cylcec..c.:4-5e 4----
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a. Please explain:
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: iv° ,
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
-r?
to
0._,/
I
"1-4 le 744 /
114
fern.

2-J er)la,

6.-A-7 X7c)< ,s-- 140

>'itc

lCf

16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows? 2 - f /
9 r?
o Ye__
Ae.
4,12,_43 tv et .5 7 4 a. rz.

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?

C>t'i betiti4,5e

LTE -r? ; -"PA-eir '774, .4 -A-v .7.-Z

i n7

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
oPlease explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: .1 ,-)
20a. DicLyou tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: No
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: 41\-/
2
A.

e- ave you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who? 7./: cogo zer tie 5iffigillilltaite, 5
lie C4- 07, €
ice
C P-74 "zees
p
344,3, 51-K- -e-4,
D/6-77 0-.1 3o.t› fc.,47 -z>a-P-TLS
L 5
e'S 77 6,4-77 OA" r

2 . isthere any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: tJO
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: Ye -s
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: A) .
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: ./kt
72eek, yes.
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNIT: G- Co

DATE:
us.
) 1133o 114- -RE ,4 ikk e
1.A.)AYr.3E, I tJ

5

FEA

g

9441111.

(e?4,6-4

SITn4T1 CVO 4•1- Ti-ZAVco,

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002; Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: Es
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
30,4.,..G,
MAR O3 lakp za_t> pc,AN-

001,3 EPto otoectt+lorisese*leme4,1"
ec P3 1 fi tx) t=se..-- Gicti-Es; Z7413 - PA-AR. 0 - t
,A4 Q gc.P
—

N t Nem

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: ■I E.5 =5tAc(ckezt loo cA d2A-etinett

ivcr

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: WO
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: 00
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

40

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: No
If yes, please explain:
•
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: /.10
If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: No If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: no If yes, explain (see swo
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
4A0,4.) "mei INt .
te-foo..)
e<kjse5 i-k) tAP Ascfikra,4)
kr ri Sr otIOrb qect•AA. N.A.-TtAgAt- C.44.5E-S .
71-htl-r 044

Fteo ,.9e.nivre_

4n).tosoC tot o 15

easpec-r. stg. r

5 tip u

i-t-Nt &fir/ 0 at Aki-0 ic-A4nD) D i vr WAS grOEA
5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: z dory-- krum,.. a. 01, LAe
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A:
Aka- Aars-SGr
tot
-A- ka chck elzi- '440 03 witts.
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

No P2 0 BLE.mt
8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
No

milk) it

ACC O
640-9-taa nnAl)E. 11 oickto
-

t<")

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? Y Es
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: .xso
4 -00s. M4# Pesi11. Why do you think someone would/alp this?

RuSTP-Pnio to

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
Na
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
ALL

Ba .,Moes ,vr —

gEcARse. -11t.e ,t COi4- 1-z)

NOT TV-SAIL 31.43:0 CZ.

5. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?

1

e of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:
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15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A:
Jo
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?

-14-KR-t"

Art ak_

c/c kt- A 44,

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out onyou?
=ILL Fiq4e.
ers005,75e0i4 A

.144b A) 07 f 46:- 7V Do 1.01777c

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: Na
Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:

y.F.-s

20a. Did you tell your family you were being _interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: ye-s
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: y
-7-7-tvA
0714100-- AliSepitT. r AND

CV A5 Ki r

a7Da-f-

s pr- -ric.o0,4)

Luppral- -ra 164tho

4&047-20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A:
No
If yes, who?

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: /JO
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:. 1J0
4r. 4.223. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?

A:

y

s

24. What percentage of INTP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: a v.
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: y
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: yg-s
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:
c44..) sAq P.5
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

CID Regulation 195-1

0134-02-C10369-23533/0 137-02-CID369-23

PAGE 1

DETAILS

OF 1

PAGES

t 1315 hrs, 5 Feb 04, S /
SFC
umane
Resources Command, a ter ed Medical Facility, a
,
D.0
(formerly
of
the 377 th
Military Police Company, USAR, Cincinnati, OH 45237).
ovided
a
statement
'013 while deployed with the 377 th
related h
MP
Company
to
Afghanistan
was
to
manage
the
Tactical
Operations Center
records on the detainees who were housed at the Ba ram
Collection Point (BCP). T e recor s consisted of medical information, biographical data
• verall status of detainees housed within the BCP. The status of each detainee would , and the
b kept in a
ledger book provided to static locations within the facility. The MPs at those posts an be
movements, medical treatment provided, and significant incidents which took place
he soldi rs of
oticel
377th
were not logging everything and he requested more care be given to moor
keeping.
as present in the BCP when both deathsoccurred. He called the hospital the nip
of both deaths. On both occasions, the ambulance arrived to the in-processing area of the BCP an
medical personnel loaded HABIBULLAH (and later DILAWAR
. The
imine
e crew
y confirmed both men ere dead. After the death
isite
i
d aske
as "going to be in trouble" or what happen with the two
detainees.
aine e was present for both deaths and felt he may be blamed.
Sworn Statement o
(See
dated 5 Feb 04, for additional details).

(TOC)1111111111111)ept

GENT'S COMMENT: At 1030 hrs, 6 Feb 04, S
interviewe
Ile
He .,.,*as shown case
e documents, which appeared related to the in-procesf
sing
of
HABIBULLAH
and
D IEAWAR.
er
the typed documents with annotated times and status reports were related to HABIBUL
tated the typed the entries were transcribed from notes inside of military notebooks
ogbooks) kept at static points within the BCP. Soldiers kept notes of the movements of the
detainees, significant encounters the soldiers had with the detainees, and the detainees overall
tatus. He provided documents detailing the last known location of the SIPR computer, the field sal
and file cabinets where documents pertinent to HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR were kept when.the
377th MP Company manned the BCP.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////,

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA
SIGNATURE

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

6 Feb 04
CID FORM 94
1 FEB 77
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SWORN STATEMENT

File Number :
Location
: CID Office, Walter Reed
ington, D.C.
Date
5 Feb .04
/6.
■57*/-1.5
Statement of. SFC
SSN
ra Status: SFC/E-7
Org/Address : Hu n Resource Command, Walter Reed, Medical
Facility, Washington, DLC.
I, SFC
want to make he following statement
under oath:
When I first came into the military I joined the Air Force
around 1973. I was a canine patrol foL-. four years. During the
four years, I received training in antiterrorism and my primary
mission was to protect nuclear weapons. I left the military in
1977 and joined the U.S. Army in 1978. I went to 15H,
Artillery, school and was stationed in Korea. In 1992: I left
the military and drove a truck for an oil company. I had
several other duties with the all company, which is based out of
Ohio. I joined the Army Reserve's in Apr 2001 and was assigned
to the 377 th
, Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH. Since I
had the Military Police MOS from the Air Force, the Reserves
used it as my primary MOS. I didn't have any further training
in the Military. Police arena to be awarded the MOS of 31B.
.

My primary mission with the 377 th
MP Co was to support personnel.
During annual training at Fort Riley, KS, around Aug 2001, the
377 th MP Co, received training on guarding and securing a water
treatment facility. A few months . prior to being deployed to
Afghanistan, the 377 th MP Co, received
crainir1g on cuffing
techniques, take-downs, pressure point
strikes, and
cell extraction procedures. Different NCO's within the 377 th
, / taught the courses. The training was held on both a company and
platoon level, but Bloomington, IN, waS not present during the
training provided to the members of the Cincinnati, OH area. I
personally have no idea what type of training was provided to 3 ra
platoon, Bloomington, IN, but they were supposed to be providing
training consistent with the training provided, to 1 st and 2 nd
platons,Cic O.Iwasnotivledhtraing
for 1 st and 2 nd platoon, but I observed the training they
received. The pressure point and peronial strike training was
provided by the police officers from the platoons that were
NCO's. I did not observed what the trainers put out on when the
tactics could and could not be administered.
.
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, TAKEN AT

ojahl-edii/& (4 C..42

I was activated sometime in the middle of June 2002, where we
went to Fort Dix, NJ, for training. During the training we
received from Fort Dix, we received Common Task Training (CTT)
training from the cadre at. Fort Dix. The cadre also provided
training on how to search vehicles for gate guard missions. On
one occasion, we did a mock-up of a detention facility, where
the Military Policeman was responsible for the security and
daily task of a detention facility. This training occurred for
two days while at Fort Dix, NJ. I was running the Tactical
Operations Center (TOC) for the operation at Fort Dix.
I arrived in Afghanistan around the end of Aug 2002, because .I
stayed behind in Germany to make sure all of the equipment was
delivered properly. I was not present during the hand over 1317
the National Guard unit out of North Carolina or South Carolina.
I don't remember the name of the unit, but it was either out of
North Carolina or South Carolina. Prom the time I arrived until
Mar 2003, I had the same job while at the Bagram Collection
Point, Afghanistan. My job was to man the TOC and provide
support for in processing of the detainees.
Q: Do you remember either of the detainees that died?
A: Yes, I saw them both before and after their deaths.
Q: What type of interaction did you have with the two detainees?
A: I never had any interaction with the two detainees
personally, but I would gather information from all of the
6-Ources that would either in-process the detainees or bring the
detainees into the facility. I remember talking to the doctor
'on both HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR, at which time the doctors said
that both detainees had no medical concerns. I would also check
the cells of all of the detainees anywhere from two to four
times a night. During my rounds I saw several detainees cuffed
to the ceiling isolation cells. This was a form of punishment,
until Head Quarters said not to administer this type of
punishment. It was also used to keep detainees awake for
interrogation purposes. Both HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR stayed in
isolation cells the entire time they were in the facility.

-

Q: Did you document any of the in processing procedures while at
the collection point?
A: Yes, when we arrived to the Bagram Collection Point (BCP),
the area wa
s and there was no order. We re-arranged the
INITIAL
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in processing area and began documenting the detainees that came
into the facility. i would document biographical information,
injuries, and information concerning their capture. I
documented the information on a computer located in the TOC.
The information was saved to the SIPR computer under the C:
drive.
Q: Describe the SIPR computer?
A: I believe that it was either a Compaq or Dell computer, Black
and gray in color, it Was a tower configuration, attached to a
15" monitor. The computer had a DVD drive, one CDR drive, and a
3. % disk drive. The computer was wiped out by the relieving MP
Co. I know this because the ComMander of the relieving MP Co,
° called and asked if the 377 th MP Co, had a back-up disk with the
information on it. I did not save the information, - because it
was classified, but as I mentioned I saved it on the hard drive
of the computer described above.
Was there any other documentation of the in processing?
A: After the information was collected and input into the SIPR

computer, I printed out copies and placed them in the detainee
records area. The records from about detainee 240 up to around
512 had significant information concerning their behavior and in
processing. As I worked on collecting the information on the
detainees, I improved and gathered more detailed information on
them. Both Mr. DILAWAR and Mr. HAIBULLAH have in their folders
capture information, health data, photographs, finger print
cards, and the inventory sheet on their property. The
detaineeLs records are Maintained in the TOC of the. BCP. There
was another computer in the TOC off to the left in the northwest
corner of the room. It was unsecured and was used mainly for
troops to email home. The computer I was describing above,
which had the detainee data on it was located directly in front,
after entering the front door. It was located in the northeast
corner of the TOC.
Q: Where in the TOC are the files on the detainees?
A: When you walk into the TOC the file cabinets are on the left

side of the room, in the southwest corner. The file cabinets
are four drawer, metal construction, regular office filing
cabinets. I believe they were off white in color.
INITIALS
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Q: Did you ever update the information on the detainees during
,

their stay at the BCP?
A: Yes, I would constantly update the information if new medical
concerns arose. The hospital also maintained records on the
detainees, I believe.

Q: Did you ever have
records?
A: I don't know.

to update Mr. HABIBULLAR's or Mr. DILAWAR's

Q: Do you remember either Mr. HABIBULLAH or Mr. DILAWAR
receiving medical attention for injuries?
A: Yes, I think Mr. HABIBULLAH received medical attention for
his cuffs that were digging into his wrist and one of them
received medical attention during rounds for bruising. Medical
rounds became more important after the two detainees died.

Q: Did you hear or see
any detainee that made
A: Yes, not one of the

anything pertaining to the treatment of
you feel uncomfortable?
detainees that died, but another detainee
was brought in who was
a "real big shot." They were making him
do the "Madarena," the dance.

Q:

Did you see or hear of any detainees being physically harmed?
A: No.
Q: Did you hear or see of any detainees who received common
peronials?
A: Yes, when Mr. - HABIBULLAH was fighting the MP's when he was
being brought into the facility. When he was fighting the MP's,
they delivered several common peronials to control his behavior.

Q:
A:

What was your impression of 1 st platoon?
They were pretty professional and they seemed to have good
moral.

Q:

What was your impression of 2 c1 platoon?
A: They complained a'lot, but for the most part I thought they
were good:

Q: What was your impression of 3 rd platoon?
A: I think the best way to explain
them is

"Cowboy's." There
was professionalism about them, but it seemed they were looking
INITI
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for excuses to wail on someone. Their mannerism and the
way
they carried themselves was aggressive.
Q:

Did you have anything to do with documentation of the
interactions between the MP's and the detainees in the facility?
A:
Yes. In the general population area there was a military
notebook and in the isolation cell areas there was a military
notebook. The logbooks were not always accurate, because the
MP's were not documenting all of the interactions with the
detainees. Prior to the deaths of the detainees, i was
documenting every major incident with the detainees and MP's.
After the deaths of the two detainees, I began to document every
move between the detainees and the MP's. The military notebooks
that were used for documentation purposes were placed in a field
safe in the TOC area. The relieving unit took over the items,
so I have no idea of their current whereabouts.
Q: Describe the field safe and its whereabouts?
A: The field safe is an
Olive Drab (OD) color, which contains
one drawer in the middle. The field safe is about a foot and a
half in height and about two feet deep. It was located in the
TOC area on the right, against the east wall of the room.
.

Q: Did an one act unusual after the deaths of the detainees?
A: SPC
ame up to me, after the death of the two
detainees ah asked me if I thought he was in trouble, because
wa present during the
death of both detainees. Also, SGT
did not 'ke the first detainee, Mr. HABIBULLAH, because
e kicked SGT,
'n- the groin area. This incident occurred
during the in processing of the Mr. HABIBULLAH.
Q: Did you see. either Mr. HABIBULLAH or Mr. DILAWAR right before
or after their deaths?
A: Yes, I saw Mr. HABIBULLAH when I was doing my rounds for the
night. I saw him shackled to the ceiling in the isolation cell.
I don't remember whom exactly, but there were two MP's present
wh
aw Mr. HABIBULLAH hanging from the ceiling. I know SPC
was one of them, but I can't place the second. They
told me that Mr. HABIBULLAH was unresponsive and I told them to
get the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG). I went back to the TOC and
a few minutes later someone told me to call an ambulance. I
contacted the hospital and told them that we needed an ambulance
at the BCP for n unresponsive detainee. Mr. HABIBULLAH was
.INITIALS
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then brought out of the isolation cell on a litter and down to
the in processing area. When I saw him lying on the litter he
looked dead to me. His eyes were rolled back in his head, but
someone said that he still had a pulse. The ambulance arrived
and the paramedics said that he was dead, when they loaded him
into the truck. The hospital called about twenty to twenty-five
minutes later and confirmed that Mr. HABIBULLAH was dead.
On Mr. DILAWAR, one of the MP's came up to me and said that we
have to call an ambulance, because we have another one. I ran
up to the isolation to confirm that another detainee had died.
I saw Mr. DILAWAR lying on the floor, motionless. I ran back to
the TOC and called an ambulance. The next time I saw Mr.
DILAWAR he was on a litter in the in processing room. The MP'
were giving him CPR. The ambulance arrived and the paramedics
said again, before he was even loaded, he was dead.
Q: Isstatement?
there anything else significant you would like to add to
this
A: Yes, both SPC
and 3rd platoon were very nervous after
thedaofbetins
. They were visibly shaken over the
ordeal.
Q: No.
Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A:
/////// /////////////////End of St

t////////////////////////
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STAT EMELCLMIIIIII)
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11111111111111/ TAKEN AT
DATED
...7-e4
, CON INUED .:

69-235 3

eeis

• AFFIDAVIT
I, SFC
VE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO
STATEN T WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE -3
ULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE. OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OP PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me,:-a person authorized by law to
administer oaths
November 2002 at West Point, NY
10996.

(Signature
SA .
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority. to Administer Oath)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

0134-02-CID369-23533 /0 137-02-CiD369-235

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES

DETAILS

t 1715 hrs

Feb 04, S

interviewed SSG (Retired
13A Sal Bou evard, Trenton, OH 45 67 (formerly of 377 th Mika
olice
ompany, Cincinnati, OH 45237), who was 1 st Squad Leader 1
St
on , with duty as the NCOIC
the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) during the deployment.
ated he never utilized
ommon perone al stri
pressure point control tactics nor did he witness any other Military
Poll(
se the tactics. 1111111111Forbid his platoon from
using the tactics as the detainees
rail,
trikes would not be necessary to enforce compliance.
(See Sworn Statement of
ated 6
eb 04, for additional details)
845 hrs 6
wed SPC

ho was assigned to 1 st platoon, wor n
in t e = CP, during the deployment.
wed knowledge regarding the deaths and only repeated
rumors she had heard from other witness(
(information which is do
ented from direct sources elsewhere
in the investigative file). (See PUC
Questionnaire of
ated 6 Feb 04, for additional details)
///////////0/////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA

ENTRY///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

6 Feb 04
1 FEB 77
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Embassy
Date
: 6 Fe
Statement Of:
SSN
Org/Address :

es Hotel, Blue Ashilliis
Time: 1715i4Aatus: E-6 Retired

I,
- ----- -ANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT - UNDER
OAT :
Q: The U.S.
Army is currently investigating the death of two
detainees at Bagram Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002.
Were
you deployed or assigned to Afghanistan between .0ctober and
Decembe002?
A: Yes.
Q:. What dates were you there and what were your duties?
A:
I was.there.from August 31, 2002 through March 18,
1 st Squad Leader for 2' d
- 2003: I was
platoon. When my platoon was in the f iIit
•
was usually the NCOIC of the facility because SFC
had other things to do. My platoon was on
the then
nightwe
shift for the first couple of months within the facility,
. the
moved
out- to gate, and we w rked in the facility on da y shift for
last
couple of montbsM
.Q: Did you guard either detainee that died during theperiod o
of
time between October and December 2002?
A: Nd.
gatesOfhen these incidents occurred our platoon was on the
Q: Did you witness either detainee that died receiving any type of
corrective. punishment?
A:
.ave no idea who they were, so I can't

say

ll,

0: Were any detainees given common pronial strikes or any other
types of blows when your piatooh
was inHthe facility?
A: No. Everybody had a different style Of
doing things. When I
was on, I told. my guys that the detainees were frail. I told them
there Was no reason to strike these guys because we should be
to grab hold of them and make them do what we want them to do ab e
Q: Were detainees placed into standing restrai
nts while you were
on shift?
A: There was only one individual that was
in in
Standing
restraints
while we were on shift. The guy was already
standing
:
restraints when we came on shift as per Mil tary Intel igence's
directions., I don't recall any one in standing restraints, but I
do recall us requiring detainees to iiii, but restraints
0
weren' t ,
INITIALS
- PAGE _2_ OF 5

. . u2:
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STATEMENT OF SSG11111111111.1 TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash, OH; DAT D 6 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
necessary. There were times when we came on shift when detainees
were in standing restraints. Whenever I first came on shift, I
would check to see if any detainees were in standing restraints
and if anyone was, I would determine why they were in standing
restraints. If no one new why they were in restraints, I would
have them taken down
Q: Did any MP's compIlli
ain that either of the PUC's that died were
troub
kers?
A: No
Q: Did any of the other MP's appear to dislike the PUC's?
A: Initially,. I. would say the entire company disliked the PUC's
based on the events that led to us being in Afghanistan. But once
we started doing our job, our attitudes changed because we
realized they were people. I told my guys that these guys weren't
terrorists until it was proven they were terrorists. Any one of
these guys may be released the very next day, so I wanted to make
sure t
if they left they didn't feel like they were mistreated
by us,
Q: How did your platoon handle troublemakers?
A: We didn't really have any troublemakers. We had a guy with
mental problems, but we just went with the flow with him. I
`didn't see a whole lot of troublemakers. Most of the detainees
were scared
because of the fact that they iiiin there.
There wer eAft
aracts
of violence toward our guys
A
Q: Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of
detainees that you felt uncomfortable with?
A: When we were doing our walkthrough with the unit that we were
relieving was doing things like putting shaving cream on a PUC's
face and stuff like that. Nothing physical, just stupid stuff. I---told my guys not to buy into that stuff and to not act like they
acted. Whery guys would talk in general population, the policy was
to put the detainee in an airlock and handcuff t eir hands through
the bars. I thought that was a waste of time
Q: Did the unit prior to yours utilize standing restraints, common
pronial strikes or Pressure Point Control Tactics (PPCT)?
A: I. know they used standing restraints. I , never wied or
heard them talk about common pronial strikes of PPC
Q: Have you been trained on common pronial strikes and pressure
point control tactics?
A: Yes, at Fort Dix before deployment and I received some t ining
as part of my corrections training for the state of Ohio
Q: Did you ever utilize those tactil lig PUC?
Exhibit:
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STATEMENT OF SSG
Blue
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
OH;
A: No
Q: Do
know who had anything to do with the eventual death of
eitheryou
tainee?
A: No

DAINIIIIIIIFRTINUED:

Q: Di anyone tell you who might have had anything to do wi
death of either deta'nee 7
with the
A: I heard th t SGT
used common pronial strikes on these
guys.
as so much bigger than the PUC's, there should h ave
been no reason for common pronial strikes. His na is t
the only
one that was floating around the company when theyme
were
ta
lking
about these guys having died. Our platoon was working
ate s,
gates,
but we heard about that when we came off the gate
Q: Did you ever witness anyone using excessive force with a
detail
A: No
Q: How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
A: I don't wish death on anyone and since I have no idea who the
were, their death is no different than if I found out about they
someone dieing in a car crash in Iowa. I thou t it was
unfortunate that they died while in our care
Q: Who do you think caused the death of the etainees?
A: I don't think it was any individual. It might have been a
collective. If someone illigault for this death, i doubt it
would be just one perso n
Q: Do
you think that the death of either of those detainees was
A: No
Q: Who do you think would have had the best opportunit t
physically abused either detainee?
y to have
A: The third platoonwas a tad cocky.
My platoon and l st platoon
had
a lot of Army .and
rd
enforcement exper ien e. It seemed
like
platonwsiexrcdanh e
Q: Why do you think someone would abuse a detainee?
A: I don't thihk anyone would abuse a detainee
urpose. If
someone was abused, I imagine it was ignoranc
Q: Under what circumstances were yougiven direction that a common
pronial strike or pressure point control tactic could be applied?
A: It could be applied as a level of force as unarmed self
defense. We were not taught to use the tactics to stop a guy from
yelling or something like tha
Q:
Where
did you learn what was and was not acceptable treatment
of the
detainees?
Exhibit: 24?INITIALS
PAGE
.3 OF .57
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STATEMENT OF SSG
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash, OH; DAT D 6 Feb 04; CO TINUED:
A: There was no specific place in
the military that you learn from
other than some classes or. manuals. I came in with a corrections

point of view and knew what was acceptable and was not

I am sure anyone who is in law enforcement knew what wasacceptable.
acceptable especially once we learned that
e detainees were
persons under

custody and not terrorist

Q: What was your professional training a
the military before deploying?

background outside of

A: Before I deployed I was in corrections for seven year 41111
Q: Are you aware of any plan to
conceal or alter details
surrou 'ng either detainee's deaths?
A: N
Q: Do you have anything to add o this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
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STATEMENT OF SSG.
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites Hotel,
Blue Ash, OH; DATED 6 Feb 04; CONTINUED:
-

-
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD. READIIIIME THIS
• STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS N PAGE :I AND ENDS ON PAGE- 541!mm
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE t FULLY
BY ME. THE
STATEMENT-IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS. AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE. CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR N 4.WFUL INDUCEMENT.

igna ure o 'erso Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 6th day of February, 2004 at Blue
Ash, OH.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME
RANK:
UNIT: ls,/- 47;

t
SSN:
377,417

- e'altImistes

or",

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
74ep,€(61,1

e-e-e7? 6,4 tr s errs 774- .1/4 /14,9-2-e- enc-i
---. Pcif/770.v..r.

,701./b-> ///>--e5

y -.47
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: .>$4,65)
, 6 ki4o.);c:.--> -P44
.7.4-4•-/*
`Th-r-1-7,- 5 PeC
I

574re- ?

C/

i

ficet_ill

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A:
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: •i'a
If yes explain (see sworn statement)

s."ilAiri> fry

It k?

7.10

P72 c'cAl ee

Verp6- pfe cod(

PUCI 5

/lei et?

4/Aeve

"2-Ae-}, lin-ae-tIci Le

rled, i e "at,,.1e5

e-44 /e.

2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:
,e(4> /1,-6
ie 7-rne-Ahrg
Co y

720

,,r,79

Ci-%Aelfro.).

If yes,
izev-a./g

ZzleCh

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining,to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: 7"-If yes, please explain: hie-74,,a7
reel, Pe- 7,e,"

AvAIPZ--ee,

4er AL/

74e-7 4:1 r

.;; e: ry.

fid, e.->4

3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: et,e) If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: /vo If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:-X---5/.° If yes, explain (see sworn statement):
a
Ffeci4c)

>orw,,,ees.
es--F
itorr_A I-41 -7-
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1-4e

/3-1c-&-cAe

issc<e:.

,f4E-AgarT7 -

e-7,7
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Aft,

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
yeA,-4.5
rv-a,, te- /__Ace, 44.77-7 4-1.•4'- /1,-,-&-inf t4::,

.4,4P .5- 0.-4

D10

‘Z A-411-$4..-

Pt) ."7

ya-ge -

C

5 Who do you think did this?
Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: ive,

„eivab,/

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do, something like this? A:
"7"4'1. of c:,-0 4/,F

„e4r'

4•- i"-ilky 5

,

7. How do you feel about being interviewed Concerning this issue?
//440e- --

e 5-eiF /tea ee

49e.e

cort-t"1.4.,-›

' Q5 o'r erraZ-62

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
.,f 0,

9.

If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is

that person lying?

5,

10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: ei--12211. Why do you think someone would do this?
LT k I 7"AcYre (.44=' ,nof c2-11,-ge-ty 5 ci A- ,

4 Le >Lee

t

-

hrii,ep54,/a

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A:
ev o
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
A)5-0 ,1-1,/1 1
7-e-411
71:,-71-1,- eo s

et-b. 0 > 0

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee? 1,2_,...ze (64.is

ignature of terviewee
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0
DODE:DQACUIMff.

equence # of Interviewer

131.6
R(7(

134- 02-C10369 -23

013 .7 -02 - C10369 -2
a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: Vc----;
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement) or f
e cq sr° s
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishinent or compliance blows?
Z-zz s et Lel ? Cit cA,
y t 11 7
e
"

"A- 7' C7-71

v2

41

rt39 ii eeS 744 k . ,

ee c. f

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
4

/‘,44

A jo

44.,CP f","( 6'

a c ereF"'

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: >'e5 ,
Please explain:
7,, ,
j

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: i>'
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so what was your
response? A:
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: ,A_J a If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

ettf-e

a e of Interne' ee
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Signature/Sequence # o
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erviewer
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0137-02- C10369-2:3

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: ATO
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: g -c-,
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: 7?0-7 ,1...
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: A.ic,
-r

Af

-a

?

5i-"fiP--c /5°—

arm 47-4

,^e

7P

— • /

Pet.-01

=..r.r. 1 v

K- 4-7" ma c.

131(
gnature/SOquence
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER 00113347:0022.-gliDD336699:2233553334

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE

DETAILS

INTERVIEW OF WITNESSES:
40 7 eb 04, SA
and SA
interviewed SHOO
upply Sergeant, 633 rd
Quarterrnas eh attalion, 11880 Mosteller Road,
Sharonville, OH 45241 (Formerly assigned to the 377 th
MP Company, Cincinnati Ohio), to
provide clarification of information she had previously provide o
rovided a
worn statement in which she describe d an inci
rich
ed
a
e
ainee
suspended
he floor and yelled at him.
st
eld the detainee by either his arms or
clothing and held him at eye level to himself
The
detainee was significantlysmaller in
stature than
and his feet were not touching the floor during the incident . (See
details)
statement fc
11111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111
LAST ENTRY //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////0////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

7 Feb 04
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
• 11111111110utcalt US Army Reserve Center, 11880
Mosteller Rimileharonville, OH 45244111L
Date
ebruar
!04
"
Statement
Statement of:
SSN

Grade/Status: SFC
Org/Address : 633rd Quartermaster Bn, 11880 Mosteller Road,
aronville, OH 45241
want-to make the following statement
under oath: I am making this statement to clarify
had previously provided to CID in a sworn statementinformation I
related to
the death of two detainees at the Bagram Collection Point
While I was working as the unit Supply Sergeant; I was moving
company equipment from one side of the'facility to the other.
had two soldiers from the ADAG helping me with the forklifts.
The soldier's CDR and 1SG showed up at the backdoor checking up
on their soldiers. I briefly spoke with them to reassure thein
that I was taking care of their soldiers. I turned to walk back
to the boxes and saw SGT
with a PUC. He had the PUC off
the floor either by hisc
by his arms, yellint him.
I then d
. urne around and saw that or
the CDR and 1SG was sg till
•
standing in the door. I told Ai* they had to leave..I
then turned back around a SGT
had already put the PUQ.
down. I called SGT
ver
to
me
and
told him that he was
wrong for what he ha
e. He said that the PUC did something
to him. I told SG
that he was still wrong and not to do
that again. SGT
agreed
and nothing more.was said about
it.
' Q. Where was the
company equipment located within the facility
in relation to the PUC holding areas?
A. It was right next to the general population holding cells on
the main floor of the BCP.
Q. What does ADAG stand for?
A. I have no idea. It has something to do the. storage area for
equipment when it is flown into the theater. They were the unit
who had forklift operators and equipment to assist me in moving
the company supplies from one side of the building to the other.
Q. .Describe how SGT
was holding the PUC off the floor?
A. He either had him by his shirt or by his
lders and was
holding the PUC at eye level. to him (SGT
The PUC's
feet were ofiiii iiround. Q. Did SGT hold the PUC around the neck during this
incident?
•
.

INITI 111111111
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01317-02-CID 369-23531
:

STATEMENT OF .11114P11111111 TAKEN AT Dudley M. Outcalt US
Army Reserve Center, 1
MoSteller Road, Sharonville, OH
241, DATED 7 February 2004, CONTINUED:
No.
Q. Did it appear that SGT
choking the PUC?
A. No.
Q. Can you identify which PUC SGT
was holding at the
time of the incident?
A. No.
Q. . When did this incident take place?
A. When we firSt arrived in country. It was during the first
month or so; the company we had replaced was no longer working
within the facility.
Q. Did th6 Commai
1SG from the ADAG unit observ6 the
incident with SGT
holding the PUC?
A. T cannot say yes or no, because it all-happened so fast,
from where they were standing, they could have.
Q. What was there reaction when your informed the Commander and
1SG that they had to leave the facility?
A. They said OK and left the facility.
Q. Can you identify the Commander and 1SG from ADAG?
A. I recall there was a 1LT and a 1SG, but Lcannot recall
their names.
Q. Was SGT
njured by the PUC?
A. I don't know.
Q. Was the'PUC injured by the handling of SGT
A. I don't know that either.
Q. Do you know if any medical personnel examined the PUC after
the incident.?
A. .1 don't know.
Q. Why did you tell SGT
e was wrong for what he had
done by holding the PUC off the 'floor?
A. Because you just don't do that to anybody. I don't see the
PUC,
small as he was, being able to do anything to make
SG
old hit and yell at him. When I looked at SGT
e did - not lnnk hurt,
Q. What was SGT
reaction when you spoke with him
regarding the incident?
A. He was irritated that I said anything to him.
Q. Was there any other incident involving any personnel within
the BCP that made you uncomfortable?
A. Yes, my 1SG decided that she wanted to
- take over the supply
and maintenance ordering. She altered the signature cards and
removed myse and the soldier working for me from the signature
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Dudley M. Outcalt US
Army Reserve Center; 11880 Mosteller Road, Sharonville, OH
5241, DATED 7 February 2004, CONTINUED:
and replaced our names with other soldiers within the
it
Q. Did you observe any MP personnel strike any of the PUC's?
A. No.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No,
/////4/////////////////End
tement////////////////////////
41111
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• EMENT OF
TAKEN AT Dudley M. Outcalt US
rmy Reserve Center, 118 80 Mosteller Road, Sharonville, OH
45241, DATED 7 February 2004, CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE. CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE. BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL
NCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

tatementi
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 7 th day of February 2004 at Dudley M.
Outcalt US Arm Reserve Center, 11880 Mosteller Road,

tering Oath)
SA l
(Typed Name of. Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ

22!

'.9( 2/4

(Unit of
A'
&nment)
INITI
Ali
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PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE

DETAILS

.

INTERVIEW OF WITNESSES:
About 1000, 7 Feb 04, SA
nterviewed 1 LT
latoon Leader, 37
IIP Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, regarding his knowledge of the
reatment and interaction between the MP's, Mr. HABIBULLAH and Mr. DILAWAR, who were
detained at the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan.
fated he was tlPlatoon Leader for Second Plat
during his deployment with the 377 MP Company between 31
ug 02 and 1 Mar 03.
elat d he did not guard nor have any interaction with either
HABIBULLAH or DILAWAR.
enied any knowledge or involvement in any physical stril'
o either HABIBULLAH or DILAWAR. ( ee questionnaire for details)
///////////////////////////////////////////////// LAST ENTRY //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

S

DATE

EXHIBIT

7 Feb 04
I FEB 77
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f 3 It

) 137- 02-010369-23!
0134-02-C10369-235

PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME
RANK: A L-TUNIT: -- 7

TE
SSN:
Co,

-)
2 )

car0-4-f

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: ki e.5
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
3/ fil
-1-MArdi PO 01
At Ob 1/1 Lett) C/1"- ar1,1

Pid-oon 3-77 mi9c,

2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: NO
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: NO
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: NO If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2q. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: /VO.
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to _the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: NO
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: NO If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: NO If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
.

4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

NO

Signature of Interviewee
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?

icrfunoLe -7`,<L15. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: .110 Wr 16106, 6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something.like this? A:
f, ,1%-t 4,1/ ar) of
Salo 1,
IA/ 011

e6

4 11A ve

7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

-274,9 if it- i< ajo4)

cor -fAe47 r Thy -fc, fi?

e r eikg Grig

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?

Aio

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?
V es
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: Some
-€ on 7-A-€ il;jhr(h,- Ft
11. Why do you think someone would do this?

kr) ow'

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with. it? A:
NO
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: 4i4.71, ^^
$r

(Aid

c‘v,14-6-K it, pyi y fyiQr4,16

5. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?
17-4i-e, 5140
10-

a)

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1008

Or'

I

6

11

•r--. 2(5
-

0 134- 02 - C113369-235:

a. Please explain:
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: Alo
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
ri
`.

,

i)

ti 44a yi

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
:
11/1/710 kii- 4,/, 111rind-2-1/40- 4411c am/vA,4* -igio 147/14
14eni/o cxe,
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: if eS
Please explain: 2.._r
{Aey Aovid po sisiky Ae k/hidif serve /Ian
07UP 410 6:
19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A: VC'S
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
,investi gaton?
i A:
/14 ye .
re 07 evr bcir20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: 1 10
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: Ato
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees?. Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: A4/- /-A471czkr? l'Aitilr of:
pv% p
11 2

41111111 111

"P
Signature o terviewee
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
/1/9
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: poi ugh -yes 117phno5kJ

24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:. 3
o r 16755
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: yes
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A:
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: No
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Between 1014 and 1617 hrs, 7 Feb 04, SA Illitterviewed IL
-th
Headquarters, 15t
h
Psychological Operations Battalion ( SYOPS BN) (USAR 16 0
Seymour Avenue Cincinnati, OH 45237 (formerly of the 377 th
MP Company).
advised of his legal rights for the offense
as
A
vated
Assault,
Cruelty/Maltreatment o
Subordinates and Negligent Homicide.
waived his rights and authored a sworn statem(
detailing his
'
as the 3rd Platoon Leader,
37
fghanistan.
ompany, during the deployment t(
etailed questioning by CP
atoon Leaders and Platoon
Sergeants about "illegal PUC beatings" after the first de
3rd Platoon to question further about abuse of detainees.
hen singled out members
ained an incident, which
ccurred on a repatriation mission. A detainee became frightened b
h ile approaching
chamb '
g zone and defecated on himself aparentl
p
as a hostile intents
y in rpretin
djusted practices after that incident to ensure detainees were not a
o observe MPs chamber rounds during approaches to LZ(s). He denied he abusing detainees an
indicated he had no knowledge other
of his platoon abused detainees. (See Waiver
Certificate and Sworn Statement of
ated 7 Feb 04, for additional details).
GENT'S
: During the conduct of the interview, prior to completion of his sworn
statement,
requested to phone his wife to discus
atter and his actions ith her. H
as permitted to make the phone call in the presence of S
interview and ultimately provided the above referenced statement. after which he continued the
A

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

SA

DATE

7 Feb 04
1 FEB 7
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the nrononent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

0134-02—G10369-23
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

•

.

2. DATE

Embassy Suites Hotel, Cincinnati, OH 45237

8. ORGAN
SSN

3. TIME

7 Feb, 04

.

i

Ci f

. FILE NO.
0134-02-CID369-23

TION OR ADDRE

Headquarters, 15 th Psyops Battalion
US Army Reserve, 1600 Seymour Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45237

7. GRADE/STATUS

lLt/0-2

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section. A. Rights
The investigator w ose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

Criminal Investigation Command as a Special Ages

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspecte
Aggravated Assault, F 11,selltittaxeme nt, Cruelty/Maltreatment of Subordinates, Negligent Homicide/////
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that . I have the following rights:
.
I. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk.privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
•
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
-

-

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

•

.--.-Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
/
WITNESSES (iavailable)

3: SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

la NAME (Type or Print)
b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street,
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060 (703)806-0299

Illenralem...---------.4v.... a :4

1

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

____.

......--1..
- ....a -ca,

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6.

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do'not want to give up my rights:

■

I want a lawyer.

■

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
111 A FOR M ISM NAV AQ
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PART II - RIGHTS W
THE W
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioningg. This lawyer

INC PROCEDURE
ING

0134-02-C10369-2353

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a mil itar
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be .
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
c. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form.If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)

SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every /.
effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly 'should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting coun
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wron
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
871/02685
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SWORN STATEMENT

File Number :
0134 - 02 - CID369-23533/0137-02-CID369-23534
Location
: Embassy
'tes Hotel, incinnati, OH 45242
Date
ime: /551
Statement of:
SSN
Grade/Status: 1LT/0-2
Org/Address : Headquarters Company, 15 th Psychological
Operations Battalion, Cincinnati, OH 45237

want to make the following statement
1101under
'
oath:
I joined'the Army. Reserves in 1999. I have a Bachelor's
- Degree in English and a Master's Degree in Education. I was a
high school English teacher for about 2.5 years before becoming
a Police Officer for the City of Norwood (Ohio) Police
Department in Jan 2001. I-was trained by the Cincinnati Police
Department's Police Academy, from Jan 01 to Jun 01. They taught
us Pressure Point Control Techniques (PPCT) as part of selfdefense in the academy. That was my first exposure to PPCT
•
training. We were also taught weapons qualification, pr
weapon procedures, defensive driving, constitutional la
etc_
I also have received training on authorized strike areas o
body, using a ASP (extendable baton) by both C
NPD.
I only used force on a detainee 'once at
Collection
Point (BCP). In late Nov 02 or . early:Dec 02, a detainee (I can't
tell you which one) was being escorted back to-the holding area
er 'n-proteSSing. One of my soldiers (I think it was SPC
was slatmed into a door and then pinned to the ground by
th
ainee. Myself and a group of other soldierS came to
aid and I delivered, I think three either lm-heel • or
closed-fist strikes to the detainee's. thigh. CPT
was
present and witnessed the incident. - After the event, I informed
the Commander, and I did a Memorandum for Record (MFR) on the
incident. I am almost certaindetainee was seen by the
. and returned to the BCP
doctor (who I believe was COL
I believe the MP who was
in (as far - as I know) go d healt
The details of the event
pinned down also saw COL
would be in my MFR, which was filed in the detainee's file. I
can't recall all the details, since it's been over a yeat now..
About a week after I finished the MP Officer Basic Course
(OBC), I got notified my unit was being called up. We did four
days of reserve drill (13-16 Jun 02) where we did Soldier
Readiness PtOcessing (SRP), equipment packing, and Family
Readiness processing, which was all completed in Bloomington,
Page 1 of 8
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IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII,
III

STATEMENT 0F
Hotel, DATED 7. Feb 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites

11110. We then moved to Cincinnati, to join up with the ma' body
of the 377 th . The 37.7 th moved together on buses to Fort Dix, NJ.
Our active duty orders started, I think the 17 th of June 2002.
We'went to Fort Dix, NJ. We did SRP again, weapons training and
then a day or two at a mock Enemy Prisoner of War Facility.
We validated as a unit around mid 'jul 02 and didn't ship out
until the end of Aug 02. . After validation; we also did Other
miscellaneous training (Land Navigation, Squad Movement). We
also did one day of PPCT training. I think we did one day of
training at McGuire AFB with the USAF Ravens. They taught us
shackling techniques for transport on the. Guantanamo Bay Naval
Base (GTMO) flights. Our unit also offered everyone the chance
(over two days) to visit the site of the
, World Trade Center
(WTC), NQW York City, NY.
Q: Do you remember who taught the PPCT training at Fort Dix,
NJ?
A: I believe it was SPCIIIIIIIand SPC
Q: Were you present at the training? .
A: Yes, all the platoons were present for training. I believe
almost everyone was present, but I can't recall for certain who
specifically was or was not there.
Q: - Did the PPCT include instructions on common peroneal
strikes?
A: I think so.
Q: Was the training just the physical application of the
techniques or when to employ it?
A: Just the physical. application. .I don't recall any
instruction on when to use it.
Q: What guidance did the unit get relative to . tse of force or
rules of engagement?
A: I don't recall any training on that. We got a briefing on
Afghanistan which was just on the country, temperatures,
-terrain. Nothing sticks out like scenario training or .
shoot/don't shoot, like training you would receive in the police
.
academy.
.
I arrived, in Afghanistan at the end of Aug 02 and my
platoon assumed duties as dayshift inside the BCP, in early Sep
02.- We executed a battle handoff with the 211 th MP Company. I
think the battle handoff was about fOur days of working
alongside a counterpart inside the facility. I was
participating in the transition with the 1LT (something that
started with an 41110 from the 211 th . One thing we reviewed was
detainee - property accountability. The battle handover was not
INITIALS
Page 2 of 8
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STATEMENT OF
Hoel, DATED 7 Feb 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites

101
very well planned. I learned the "repat" (repatriation) mission
from an NCO from. the - 211 th
, which required that I attend flight
briefings usually in the morning (typically, around 00002 or
0100Z).. There were no Op Plans given for any of the repat
missions. At the flight briefings, I would establish Contact
with the pilots of the supply birds and advise them of the
number of detainees I needed to drop off and where. Sometimes
they would know we wereriding.with them, sometimes they didn't.
If they didn't know about the repat mission, the flight OPS
section would make phone calls to their higher, and the
situation was usually straightened Out. Eventually, we got the
kinks worked out. I do remember 'briefing the PMO (a black MAJ)
on the mission because he attended one of the missions with us.
While I was at the flight briefings, the SOG At the BCP was
processing the detainees for release. MI would come . down and
read the detainee instructions. and information on a sheet, which
covered what happened on .
9711. Each detainee got a new set of
clothes (typical Afghan clothing) and we returned any seized
property to them, which they signed for. We would put it into a
garbage bag for them. Then dependant on the time of the flight,
we kept them in.the holding area sitting on a cot, until we
left. For transport to the airfield, the repat team put goggles
(with their Bagram Temporary Number written on tape on them),
sound resistant ear-muffs, and would flexi-cuffs their hands in
frOnt of them. We would load them onto trucks and load them
onto the birds. We - would-sit them on the seats or the floor of
the helo.
.Q: Do you recall an incident wherein a detainee defecated on
himself during repat transport?
•
A: Yes. We routinely cleared with the aircraft'crew chief oF 11111,
landing zone (LZ). We had a huge problem with detainees getting
airsick. We started putting their goggles up on their foreheads
during the flight, showing them their country as we flew. I
thought it helped with the airsickness. We had to keep our
weapons pointed down, at the aircrew's instruction; so "locking
and loading" was done with the weapons pointed at the floor of
the helo. I usually carried a shotgun. On this particular
trip, after we landed, I could smell that someone had defecated.
We discussed the incident and decided it was not the best course
of action to let them see us "lock and load" because they might
think we were going to shoot them. From that mission on, about
five minutes out, we'd put their goggles back on, so that they
INITIALS
Page 3 of 8
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Embassy Suites
Ho I, DATED 7 Feb 04, CONTINUED:
10000
would not see us "lock and load" our weapons. I can still
remember the man from the incident. He was an older gentleman.
Q: Did you point your weapon at the forehead of this man?
A: No. I-wouldn't db that.
Q: What was the typical frequency of repat missions?
A: Three to four a week, sometimes multiple missions in
different directions a day, or multiple aircraft in a single
day. There had to be MPS on both aircraft. I got soldiers. from
other platoons in addition to mine for help. We usually used
two MP's per detainee.
At the end of Nov 02/early Dec 02, we began transitioning
to the gates (outside the facility). We shifted about a team or
a squad at -a time and.the transition took toughly a' week to
complete. I was not working in the BCP when either death
happened. They happened on nightshift and Idon'trememberthe
s
as much , as the-first. The first one, I remember 1LT
oming into bur tent and waking up CPT
following morning we were told a PUC died. I believe the second
one happened about a week later.
Q: What was your job,'Wheh you were in the facility and where
did you work?
A: My job was. the Dayshift Officer in Charge (OIC). For
roughly the first 45 days, I worked in the In-proceSsing Room,
working out all the problems with the accountability of detainee
property. Later I worked in a room on the first floor, in the
backof.the facility, near the- weight'liftihg room.
Q: What did you typically do on a shift?
A: In the beginning it was mostly repat missions, - then'it'was
mostly property. I was also the designated Fire. Marshal and / .Force Protection Officer. I wrote, with the help of SFC
the Fire . Evacuation Plan (for getting all the PUCs out of the
facility safely in the event of a fire). As Force Protection
Officer, I was charged with duty of finding ways to upgrade the
facility for detainee holding (e.g., building the wall at the
'front of the facility, building a new-holding area, putting
cages around'the "shit" buckets). -I - WaS also the chief liaison
for the International Committee of the Red Cross. I worked with
them to make detainees available for private interviews. They
usually came in once a week for about 4-6 hours. After the ICRC
had finished their interviews, they would speak with me and the
JAG officer (he was a Major, but I can't remember his name) to'
'work out any issues that arose-
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Hot 1, DATED 7 Feb 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Embassy Suites

Q. Whattype of other events were Within the scope of your
duties?
A: I was the dayshift OIC, so. I listened to the radio and
walked around the facility. I escorted the ICRC. - I also worked
.most of t
in -processing events. I oversaw those events, but
SFC
or the SOG handed out the duty assignments•I.
.
sat in
'with the MPs, MI, Doctors, Interpreters and CITF. We
helped
with DNA collection and property collection and. accountability.
Most of the in processing came through on dayshift. I also was
the principal person to escort VIP's around the facility. I
would show them the in processing room, the general population
area, and the isolation areas. I would also answer any •
questions they would have concerning operations.
Q: Did yoU ever see any 37.7 th
soldiers deliver strikes or blows
to individuals in Isolation Celli, who were restrained?
A: No.
Q: 'Prior to today, did you ever hear about any 377 th
soldiers
delivering strikes-or blowi?
A: No, but I do recall'CPTI11111111calling in all Platoon
Leaders and Platoon Sergeants and asking us if any of us knew
about "illegal PUC beatings". EVeryone said no. He held SFC
and myself afterthe meeting and asked us again. I again
tol the commander no. The commander had me and SFC111111. go
out and get select individuals from the gates so that he could
t lk to them. The only one I remember specifically was SSG
W
It concerned me, bebause it felt like my la
being - singled out.. Thiiiiiinder,' 1SG Ell SFC1111111/ and.•
myself were there when
was questioned. The Commander also
questioned other individuals; but I cannot remember who they
were.
Q: DidIIIIIIIadmit any wrong doing to the Cdr?
A: Not that I recall, because if he
did it would have been
handled right there.
.
Q. Were you present during an
incident when SGTMIwas
struck by a PUC during in processing? ' '
A. Yes. About the end of Nov 02, I
was in the in - processing
area... The PUC
standing in his designated location (yellow
box) and SGT
was informing him of the
rules. I
saw the PUC's le - raise forward and strike SSGfac' '
in
the
groin area. SSG
bent.over and took a step back.' He
raised his finger toward the PUC and said Somethin to
the
effect of, "You just kicked me in the nuts". SGT
strike the PUC at all. I cannot recall the exact actions
iiIIIII did not
of the
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.
Ol
other MP's who were assisting SGT

AKEN AT. Embassy Suites
•

know for a fact
they did not strike the PUC. If they had struck the PUC, the
incident would ha v e been reported to the commander.
Q. Describe the problem your unit was experiencing related to
the PUC property accountability?
A. When we first got there,.we assumed the property from - the
211th MP Company. The property was unsecured. It was in boxes
with the individual numbers, but there was no real
accountability of the property. There was property listed on
the .propert documents that was not present within the boxes.
Myself, SFC
and I believe SGT
went through all.of
the boxes. There was not a very thorough accountability of the
property by the unit before us.. We Went through each property
sheet - and identified which individuals who were presently
:
locatedwithnourfaciltyand countedfortheirpoerty.
We inventoried each property accountability sheet and made new
property accountability sheets with the PUC identification
numbers. We made individual files_ for each PUC (for those who
were there before we assumed control and for those now in our
facility). I think the medical records and also any other
documents (e.g., the 2059.'s) were maintained within these files.
During the November 02 time period, we moved all of the detainee
property boxes to a secure area, which we kept locked.
Q: Were you aware of the use of steroids by any member of the
company?
A: No. I remember SPC
of th -d7Entry Control Points4111 got sick, while working at one
P). I.was told that he had
diarrhea from taking some sort.of dietary supplement. I do
remember that we were told the . supplementsere being sold at
the PX.' I want to say stance - was creatine. The
commander knew that SPC
was sick from some sort of dietary
supplement since I noti ied 'M about a soldier being sick:
From what I recall, CPT
told the entire Company, not to
use creatine or dietary supplements anymore.
Q: Did you work out wi
diers from the 377 th,
.
A: Sometimes with 1LT .._
, but not with my platoon. I
worked out before shift in the early mornings, then I would run,
shower, then go to the flight briefings for repat missions or
other duties that 1 did. This often happened well before most
of my soldiers got up for work. They tended to work out after
shift.
Q: Did you ever live with your platoon?

11111
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TAKEN AT Embassy Suites

A. Forabout five days when we first arrived t we were in Tier 1
housing (GP Medium tents). CPT 11111111 had Platoon Leaders.and
Platoon Sergeants move into the HQ tent. When then moved to
Tier 3 housing, several months later. I ived with the three .
moved into the tent at
oficersmthuni.Laer,1SG
an end separated from us by a wall.
Q. What do you mean by the term "lock and load"?
A.' Charribered a round into my weapon. .
Q. While conducting the repatriation missions, when you would
approach the landing area,.did. the PUC's being repatriated
observe you loading your weapons?
A. On that one incident yes. As far as I can remember, we
always had the goggles up. But after that incident, we would
keep them down.
Q. Did you have your weapon pointed towards one of the PUC's
when you chambered a round?
A. No.
Q. ' Where was your weapon pointed when you chambered a round?
A. I cannot recall exactly at this time. When I was on the
aircraft, we were constantly reminded to keep the weapons
pointed down. Based on my law enforcement training as well as
my military training, Lam certain that I pointed the. weapon
down.. On the.aircraft, the PUC's were usually seated to my
leftt towards the front of the aircraft. In order for me to
load my Weapon pointed towards a PUC, I would have had to raise
• my weapon and . point it'towards the front of the aircraft: - and the
pilots. -I dM Certain I would not - have done:this. It goes
against everything I am trained.to do. Plus, it Would be
extremely dangerous for the aircraft crew. .
Q. Do you recall an incident involving the display of a
Confederate Flag within one
the unit tent areas?
A. Yes. I believe SFC
brought up the issue of the
flag. He was residing within the E-7 (SFC) tent along with the
other ,E-7's assigned to the unit. I am not sure who owned the
When the issue was brought to my attention I informed SFC
to remove the flag. I told him that other people had
made a complaint of the flag. The flag was removed to the best
of my knowledge, and there were no other issues related to this.
Q: Is there anything you Wish to add to this statement?
.
A: No.
////////////////////////End ofS tat
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TAKEN AT Embassy Suites

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 8. .I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED . ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
11401.1 7f-t-607
z_
- igna ure oPerson Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 7" day of February 2004 at Cincinnati, OH
45242.

inistering Oath)
SA
(Typed NaMe of Person-Administering Oath) .
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath) .
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AGENTS INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER 0137-02-CID369-23534

0134-0 2-CID369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE / OFA.?. PAGE

DETAILS

COORDINATION WITH UNIT COMMANDERS:
About

ted this investigation with 1SG
and CP
both assigned to
28 Military Police (MP) Company, South Bend, Indiana,
regarding the involvement of several
soldiers under their command whom had deployed to augment the 377 th
MP Company to Bagram,
fghanistan during 2003.
INTERVIEW OF WITNESSES:
About 0920, 13 Feb 04, SPIIIIIIinterviewed SPC
4281
Military Police (MP) Company, South Bend, Indiana,
regarding her knowledge o e reatment
and interaction between the MP's, Mr. HABIBULLAH andat im
aLLAWAR, who were detained at the
Bagram Collection Point (BCP
,
Afghanistan.
111111.11had
deployed as a force augmenter
g
ith the 377 th MP Company.
stated she was assigned to MP duties outside the BCP when
HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR were processed into the facility. She returned to working within the
BCP after the death of HABIBULLAH and several days prior to the death of DILAWAR. She did not
recall having interacted or guarded DILAWAR prior to his death. (See questionnaire for details)
About 1257, 13 Feb 04, SAUNIMOnterviewed SGT
42
MP Company, South Bend, Indiana,
regarding his knowledge of the treatment and interaction
between the MP's, Mr. HABIBULLAH and Mr
ho were detained at the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP), Bar
Afghanistan.
ad deployed as a force augmenter with
he 377th MP Company.
rovided a sworn statement in which he detailed witness'
unidentified detainee receive peroneal strikes from unidentified MP's within the Isolation Cell area of
he BCP. The strikes were admin' tered whe the detainee refused to cooperate with the MP's and
stand as he had been instructed. .id not observe anyone strike or mistreat HABIBULLA:
or DILAWAR. (See statement for •e at s
About 1257, 13 Feb 04, SAtillatterviewed
_
SPC
MP Company, South Bend, Indiana, regarding his knowledge of the treatment and interaction 428th
between the MP's, Mr.. HABIBULLAH and Mr. D
AR who were detained at the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP Ba ram Afghanistan.
ad deployed as a force augmenter with tl 377th MP Company.
rovided a sworn statement in. which he stated he was not assigned
o the BCP when HABIBULLA was brow
into the facility and subsequently died. He did not reca
any interaction or contact with DILAWAR.
et iled an incident in which an unidentified
detainee within the Isolation Cell assaulted SPC
ho was the on-duty Isolation Guard. Th(
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detainee struck SPCIIIIIIIwith his fist on her face.11111111111tated he responded to the cell,
pushed the detainee against a wall and then the cell was re-secured. (See statement for details)
About 1257, 13 Feb 04, SA interviewed SPC 428 th
M

Company, South Bend, Indiana, regarding his knowledge of the treatment and interaction betwee

t he MP's, Mr. HABIBULLAH and
( BCP), Bairlighanistan.

who were detained at the Bagram Collection Point
had deployed as a force augmenter with the 377 th MP
C ompany.
stated due to an injury, he worked withi
as the Radio Telephone
Operator (RTO) and had limited contact with the detainees
tateclaIiiiriaigu assigned to gate
duties during the time period HABIBULLAH was confined within the BCP.111.1111stated he had no
significant contact with DILAWAR and did not observe anyone strike or mistreat DILAWAR. (See
questionnaire for details)
.
About 1257, 13 Feb 04, SA

interviewed PFC
4213ti
MP Company, South Bend, Indiana, regarding his knowledge of the treatment and interaction

between the MP's, Mr. HABIBULLAH and Mr. DILAWAR who were detained at the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP , Ba ram Afghanistan. 1111111111.ad deployed as a force augmenter with t
- --th
sit
MP Company.
tated due to having received non-judicial punishment at the
f the dep oyment, he was assigned duties in the unit motor pool and supply activity.
id not have contact with detainees within the facility and did not observe any
mistreatment of detainees. (See questionnaire for details)
COORDINATION WITH UNIT
ERS:
About 1715, 13. Feb 04, SA
riefed CPT
nd I SG
450th MP Company, Nashville, TN, who were preparing to
to Afghanistan with
eir company to assume the MP mission at Bagram Afghanistan. SA
iscussed lessons
l earned with them related to the handling of detainees and operation of the BCP.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 LAST ENTRY //////////////0////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK: 5,c_
UNIT:

DATE:

/

3 ir&el

SSN

The US Any is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A:
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
029 - 70 eati

41-2.-p2\:la

cr- Aro Le '2) re,

Pee-- /24:)77fra-1, (-^d,r6

2

^.3 A

74/e.44

/; SD-Al"," -

-

1 -D

‘'.1e,/ 4,07?

ec3/e.
2Z)
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time ,tri
between Oct and
Dec 2002?

./t)irese:e5YeTA, Aiaede&2,
<, t teer.

*9's

_r__,

d

72)

2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: AJO
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: AJO -,
If yes explain (see sworn statement) ed-170- ,-,1
y 4-41isel7
Adionr-d

2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: , Ara
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable With? -A: 1.)
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: o , If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: Nic, If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: NJo - If yes, explain (see sworn statethent)
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detaines
e?
sg7,-- as 45 4'4-'0
.4-Ay 0-7-7 e6.-7 .7>y / 2 _

-

AL)

/ 551de-5)

1C,C

4

eA-4-er

\

p

01."1 ■=• -e^e.

tze-

t

.elera? S

5. Who do you think did this?
Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A:1,1 --ytt? 5
)",ern /..e.AsotAl — -7Ptr--A1 471
LA.r441.5 'vele
.1G e

,

6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do somethinglike this? A:-.1),v,ir

/eve I

be

Alas c_r055 4Y-0,$ rtes 47."'7?"-e

-

A.,-cr-r dia

41.--A••

e,-

7. iow do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
4.---xeec y-4-75 /rye, -4/
h e I olt.-.€ .5 7-VS-61-4i)
4..ret.-cz ofe>o--ge_Fy

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
4),=.- - ,e- ca

4_„,...,,,
, :<,

'-'

get ,

•

•

7 1.,....t 2

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? *-- S ,
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: A y cp
44( cu'oe_ti.7 nt.,
'174.
,<4<t,I.

11. Why do you think someone would do this?
5 erzAA.e c-rA

e

c2cyzAte 6-14e

't>

The
eA-t. ,

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: Ar
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this?
7
< :::
/••-/
s2-e=.
'7--4 ..77es...e.

--TteddZ

4„

'21"6

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee's rR,: 51,01, 6 10e
love CV -c aV .ron '"-e-ia-e-7L 3 10.17 a-7,
0-G M5 til-mceg .
Zep

of Interviewee
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a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: /1„,
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement) .
16. What do you believe a. detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment .or compliance blows?
cJ0
Ale VW - 7-K

r.ec

vrr

e tie
4,5

/ 5-

5
44,

$r
e_e_e-

e

s see_
„

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
We)-1.1z.›

.4.c0 / ye lu

18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: rec
Please explain: kotak :),1c...e€ 114 5Y,41--/Le"'S'
44s.14101 51,7
•cs
1e-AmaikaoS loecevai5e.
4-6
,e ,„‘„& ,

4,9

19. Did you te,i1 your family about this investigation? A:

Arc? ,

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: Alc.,
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: AWA.
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than
CID about this investigation?
A: yes-,
If yes, who? 5•PePr

it-ker

rxol

z-P #14e

ca---c-r74 e..7-e23) ,

h-e/

20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: ivo

11111111111111. 01RUQ111111&
.
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:kle.
k",voe.v&,-,4>6e- ,
V
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards; Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: - ,fr
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would. you tell
the truth about it now? A:=9"cs iSerrz-e_
"read,

1-16-"re- Tem e.o-rfrie
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: Ajo
27.. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: yes-.
4 .«.)

/C, S- 77 awl

P 17

6ere,'
1525

/1c5

c4.4

.7

7fp Arer.

e verw 026 ,es-

fAl eq-A--b

c
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Tter4meec
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fe7- 771 reerly //7 ves/ve-t)
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Cle5e
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Sta
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
0134-02- C1D369-23533
Location : Building 5913, Fort Dix, NJ 08640
mmils
Date
Time: IA:g5"? 101111 13Februay204
Statement of:
SSN
Gra•e Sta us: SGT/USAR
Org/Address : 428 Military
.

1111111I,

Police Company, South Bend, Indiana

want to make the following statement
under oath: I was in the process of going to active duty and I
was provided an opportunity to deploy with the US Army Reserve
377 th
Military Police Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, during their
deployment to Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan. I met with the unit
and I came to Fort Dix, NJ during June 2002 for pre-deployment
training. I went through the training with the unit and
ultimately we deployed as a unit to Afghanistan. I arrived with
the unit in Afghanistan on either 30 or 31 Aug 02. We went
through various country briefings and then we began our
transition with the MP Company who was due to rotate from their
assignment. I cannot recall the unit designator of the MP
Company we were replacing. Between Aug 02 and Nov 02, I worked
within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) facility on the night
shift. My duties included floor guard, over watch, Isolation
Guard and then we had a guard position, in addition to
administrative duties. While I was working
within the facility
as a guard, I observed members of the 377MP
Company deliver
th
peroneal strikes with their knees to a detainee. The incident
occurred shortly after we initially began working within the
facility. I was working on the main floor as a rotator. I
heard yelling coming from the area of the Isolation Cells. I
went upstairs to the isolation cell area. I went to the first
cell on the leg as you entered the Isolation Cell area
upstairs. I believe it was cell number one. The door to the
cell was open and I observed two MP's inside the cell and there
was one MP at the cell door. The MP's inside the cell were
trying to get the detainee to stand, because the Military
Intelligence personnel, had directed that this specific detainee
was to remain standing. The MP's would grab the detainee and
attempt to stand him up, at which time the detainee would
collapse back to the floor of the cell. He was refusing to
stand on his own. I do not recall any identification
information related to the detainee, but he was conscious. He
kept talking to the MP's in a language other than English. I
don't recall a translator being in the area. The MP's inside
the cell were trying to hold the detainee in a standing
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT BUilding 5913, Fort
Dix, NJ 08640, DATED 13 February 2004, CONTINUED:
osition. He would not stand on his own. While they were
1011111ding
the detainee, the MP on the left struck the detainee
with his knee into the thigh or hip of the detainee. The
detainee yelled out in pain. When I saw that happen, the MP's
told me they did not need any other assistance. I left the
Isolation Cell area and went about my other duties.. Within a
couple of weeks,.I was moved from the night shift and I began
working during the day shift as a carpenter within the facility
During Nov 02, 2 nd
Platoon was in the process of rotating out to
perfotm security duties at the installation gates. I requested
to be rotated from the facility with the platoon so
. I could also
work the gates. During Jan 03, I rotated back to duties
within
the BCP as a member of the guard force. i preformed the same
guard force duties as I•had previously worked. By this time,
two deaths and taken place within-the facility and there were
numerous changes which had been made to how we were conducting
daily operations. The.International Red Cross (ICRC) was within
the facility on a regular basis. The practices of shackling
detaineeS in a standing position were no longer conducted. We
'would still shackle detained to the doors with their hands at
waist .level, but not above their heads. The Military
Intelligence .(MI) personnel were also unable to direct us what
to do with regard to the treatment Of detainees. - If they wanted
to restrict the sleep pattern. of a. detainee or provide/restrict
privileges, then MI had to enforce those.things themselVes. I
left the facility about the middle of March 03 when I redeployed with the unit to the United States.
Q. During your pre-depIoyment training at Fort Dixre
you
trained in the application of a common peroneal strike?
A. Yes.
Q. Who taught-this training?..
A. The lanes trainers.
Q. Was this training taught by the unit members or the US Army
Military Assistance Training Team from Fort Dix, NJ?
A.. The Military trainers from Fort Dix, NJ.
Q. Under what conditions were you trained to use or employ the
common peroneal strike?
A. As a step taken within the use of force. One of the steps
you use to employ use of force.
Q. Were there limitations as-to when you could or could not
deliver a peroneal strike?
A. I think
they said when deemed as necessary.
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When was the time period you observed the 377 th
MP deliver.
101.
the'peroneal strike to the detainee?
A. I think it was the end of Sep or early Oct, during the night
shift. I cannot recall the specific date and time.
Q. Was the detainee resisting or fighting the MP
in a way,
which made you believe the MP was defending himself?
A. The detainee was resisting.
Q. Do you believe the action of the detainee warranted being
struck with a peropeal strike to the thigh?
A.- No.
Q. Why don't yOu believe the strike was necessary?
A. He was just resisting by refusing to stand, he was not
trying to.fight or escape at the time.
Q: Describe the detainee who received the strike?
A. I don't memorize faces, especially those of the detaineeS.
I.don't recall'anything specific, other than he wore an orange
issued suit. I don't even recall . the' numbers.
Q. Describe the MP who delivered the strike to
the detainee?
A. He was verbally abusive to the detainee, giying him
..
directives in a high voice. The MP's kept ulling him up trying
to make him stand. The MP was a
I don't recall
many specifics about.imat all.
Q.
You
reviewed photographs of the members assigned to the
377th
/ MPhave
.
Company during the time peribd of the deployment to •
Afghanistan. Can you identify the MP.Who.delivered the strike
to the detainee in the Isolation - Cell? .
A. No. I can recall. numerous MP's who. were in the area of the
Isolation Cells on a regular basis, but specifically who
deIiveted the blow, I cannot recall.
Q: Did you obserVe any other MP's. physically strike a detainee
in any other way?
•
A. No.
.

Q.
Did you form any close relationships with the members of the
377 th
/ MP Company during the deployment?
A. A few, but when I returned to the Unites States, I did not
maintain contact with them.
Q.
Did you hear rumors or information related to Members of the
377 th
MP Company or anyone else physically striking detainees?
A. No.
.
.
Q. Did you work within the facility when PUC 412, who CID has
identified as Mr. HABIBULLAH was brought into the facility and
housed within the Isolation Cells?
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I don't even recall when they were brought in. If they were
brought'in during Dedember 2002, I was working on the gates and
was not working within the facility.
Q. Did you work within the facility when PUC 421, who CID has
identified as Mr. DILAWAR was brought into the facility and
housed within the Isolation Cells?
A. I don't even. recall when they were brought in. If they were
brought in during December 2002, I was working on the gates and
was not working within the facility.
Q. Did you ever observe or hear of anyone physically striking
Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A. No I have not.
Q. Did you ever observe or hear of anyone physically striking
Mr. DILAWAR? '
•
.A. I don't know if it was him or not, just the blow I had
previouSly describes. I do not know which detainee that was.
Q. Did you have any contact with Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A. Never.
Q. Did you have any contact with Mr, DILAWAR?
A. I don't even know which one he was. •
Q. During your training and experiences as an MP, were any of
your assigned duties or training tailored to the handling or
care of detained individuals or EPW's?
A. During pre-deployment training at Fort Dix, the
they gave us a
clasS in 'the application of shackles.

Q. When you'used the term "Lanes" trainer, what does that mean?
A. .Whatever the task was for the unit to train on for that day.
-The Lane Trainer was the individual .who
. provided the training.
Q. During your training at Fort Dix,.NJ, were you trained 'on
the handling and care of detained individuals?
A. .Not too specifically no. Just how to walk them and hold
onto them while walking with them as a.two person MP team.
Q. Did the unit provide any additibnal training, preparing you
to handle and care for detainees?.
A. No. The training we received was by the unit we were
replacing.
Q. Do you recall which unit you replaced in Afghanistan during
Aug 02?
A. I don't remember the name of the unit, no.
Q. During your training by the unit you were replacing, were
you instructed that the application of peroneal strikes was a
common practice?
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11101. I would not say common, but they spoke about it that they
had used it. I don't recall them going into any details.
Q. While at Fort Dix, NJ, or during your deployment in
Afghanistan, were you provided a copy of a book with a blue
cover which the.377 th MP Company .Chain of Command had compiled
related to youtmission and execution of that mission?
A. Yes. .
.
Q. Did you read the manual?
A. Yes.
Q. What did the manual dictate related to using fotce with
detained individuals?
A. Minimal force .
Q. Based on the rule's of engagement and use of forcepolicy
effective at the time of your deployment to the BCP, when could
you use force?
A. When your life was in danger or to save the life of a fellow
soldier.
Q. What is yout civilian occupation?
A.. I am a supervisor at Tecumseh products, which makes air
conditioning products for businesses.
Q. Had'you heard. of a peroneal strike prior to yOur deployment
training at Fort Dix, NJ?
.A. Negative.
Q. Were there any other terms used for the administering of a
pronial strike?
A. That is the only name I know of.
Q. Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A. No.
Q. Did youadminister a'pronial strike or ir).. any other way
Strike any individuals under US. control, while assigned as an MP
to the BCP?
A. No.
Q. Besides what you have already described within this
statement, do you have any knowledge of anyone else
administering a pronial strike or in any other way striking any
individuals under US control, while assigned as an MP to the
BCP?
A No
Q. What was the policy related to the medical care for the PUCs?
A. Whenever they needed medical care, there was a doctor on
calla There was also a medic assigned within the facility.
Q.• Were you told by anyone that either detainee who died asked
to see a doct ?
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Q. Was it normal for detainees within the Isolations Cells to
slump in their restraints?
A. Yes.
Q. When you observed a detainee slumping in his restraints,
could you tell if he was conscious or not?
A. Yes, most generally by looking at his eyes or they would be
chanting. There would be some other movement. They would move
around a lot.
Q. When did you hear about the death of Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A. I heard about both the deaths when I went to the facility
for the morning meal. The MP's were talking about the deaths.
Q. Did you discuss with anyone what you would or would not say
if you were questioned about the deaths?
A. No.
Q. Do you know who caused the death of HABIBULLAH?
A. No, I don't.
Q. Did you cause the death of HABIBULLAH?
A. No.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Do you know who caused the death of Mr. DILAWAR?
No.
Did you cause the death of Mr. DILAWAR?
No.

Q. Was there anything else in the facility that made you
uncomfortable?
A. No.
Q. Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement at this time?
A. No.
/

///////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STA EMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 7. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND.THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
_STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE. STATEMENT, I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY. WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT ORREWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Si

ng Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me,• a person authorized by law to
r oaths, this 13 th
day of February 2004. at Fort Dix, NJ

nistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
:
Date
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address

0134 - 02-CID369-23533
Building 5913, For Dix, NJ 0810
13
e: 03- 7
Grade/Status: SPC/USAR
8

Military Police Company, South Bend, Indiana

want to make the following statement under
oath: I joined the US Army reserves on 6 Sep 01 and I was
assigned to the 428 th Military Police (MP) Company, which is
located in South Bend, Indiana. I attended basic and Advanced
Individual Training as a MP. I have remained employed at United
Parcel Service (UPS) where I load trucks. On 17 Jun 02, I
deployed with the 377 th MP Company for pre-deployment training at
Fort Dix, NJ. The deployment was for our follow on assignment
in Afghanistan. The unit went through various military training
classes taught by the training staff at Fort Dix, NJ... The unit
experienced difficulty in obtaining aircraft to support our
deployment, so the unit conducted training classes within each
platoon. The training consisted of various tasks, first aid,
and other classes that I cannot recall at this time. We
deployed to Afghanistan and arrived there on 30 Aug 02. Between
30 Aug 02 and 2 Oct 02, I worked with second'platoon on the
night shift within the BCP. We rotated the duties within the
facility, which included control, floor guard, Isolation Guard,
Radio Telephone Operator (RTO),. Front Gate Guard, Relief Guard
and an Administrative guard position. I rotated through those
positions during my assignment within the facility. Between 2
Oct 02 to 5 Dec 02, I worked the Entry Control Points (ECPs) for
the installation. During that time, I did not have any contact
with any of the detainees within the facility. Between 5 Dec 02
and 5 Mar 03, I worked the day shift within the facility and
worked a two days on duty and one day off duty. I did not have
any contact with the first detainee who dies. That was BT 412,
whom CID has told me was named Mr. HABIBULLAH. I was working on
the gates at the time he was brought into the facility and
subsequently died. I heard about the death of Mr. HABIBULLAH on
the 5 th or 6 th of Dec 02. I understand he died during the night
shift. During MP Guard Mount SFC
informed us that
the detainee had died. I don't reca
ere was nay
conversation as to why the detainee had died or who had caused
the death. During the period of the death of PUC 421, whom CID
has identified to me as Mr. DILAWAR, I was assigned to the
facility, however,. I worked the day shift and I was not in the
..
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STATEMENT
TAKEN AT Building 5913; Fort Dix,
NJ 08640, DATED 13 February 2004, CONTINUED: .
- /facility
lity at the time of his death. I recall he had been held in
'faci
Cell 1 in the upstairs Isolation Cells. I . think they
referred to the area as Isolation Block 2, Cell 1. Because he
died within the facility, he stands out and that is why. I can
recall more about him than other detainees. While working on
the day shift within the facility, after 5 Dec . 02, I do not
specifically recall having any contact with Mr. DILAWAR. I do
recall that he was not one of the English speakers. I do not
recall anyone:striking Mr. DILAWAR with a peroneal strike. I do
recall that'.while I worked the night shift and the day shift,
MP''s administered peroneal strikes to detainees within the
'facility on the - rare occasion when a detainee would become
aggreSsive and noncompliant. One of the escorting guards
delivered a common peroneal strike to the detainee to regain
„
control ofthem. This happened maybe once a week that I
observed. I do not recall if the incidents involved the same
detainees or different detainees. The incidents would normally
take, place within the hallway and also prior to moving the
latrines inside the building, there were a couple incidents
outside the building when a detainee was struck.
During the firs onth I worked within the facility on the
night shift, SPC
Was working as the Isolation Guard. I
believe I may, have been assi
as a Control Guard. For
reasons I do not know, SPC
entered ISO cell 6 in the
upstairs Isolation-Cell Block (Cell block 2, Cell 6). I believe
J. heard SPC
either report on the radio or she yelled that .
she needed asst ante in the Isolation Cell. I was the first MP
to respond.. Th de ainee was un-cuffed and was holding onto the
sleeve of SPC
with his left hand. I entered the cell and
I pushed the. detainee a ainst the wall of the:delli which broke
his grasp of SPC
SPC
old me that the detainee
had struck her on.the facereca 1 that she had a mark on one
of her cheeks,- which bruised later.. I do not recall the
identification number of the detainee involved in - this incident.
Additional MPs arrived in the Isolation Cell. Once the MPs
arrived, we backed out of the cell and-re-secured the cell door.
We talked to Military . Intelligence about the incident and
possible punishment for the detainee.
Q. : During. your pre-deployment training at Fort Dix, were you
trained in the application of a common peroneal strike?
A. Yes.
Q. Who taught this training?
.
A. I don't remember the instructor's names.
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4101Military
, . Was this training taught by the unit members or the US Army
Assistance Training Team from Fort Dix, NJ?
A. The Military trainers from Fort Dix, NJ.
Q. Under what conditions were you trained to use or employ the
common peroneal strike?
A. When you loose control of a detainee, a detainee is
resistive or non-compliant.
Q. Were there limitations as to when you could or could not
deliver a peroneal strike?
A. No.
Q. When was the time period you observed the 377 th MP deliver
the peroneal strike to the detainee he was. escorting?
A. It happened.both on night shift and day shift. I.cannot
recall the specific date and time. It was normally one common
• peroneal and the detainee would understand I guess.
Q. Was the detainee resisting or fighting the MP in a way,
Which made you believe the MP was defending himself?
A. Yes, resi s ting, but I would not say attacking the MP:
Q. Do. you believe the action of the detainee warranted being
struck with a peroneal strike to the thigh?
A. According to our training, I do,
Q. Did you observe any other MP's physically strike a detainee_
in any other way?
A. Not that
I. recall.
.
Q. Did you form any close relationships with the members of the
377 th MP Company during, the deployment?
A. . Not really.
Q. Did you hear rumors or information related to members of the
377 th tip Company or anyone else physically striking detainees?
A. No.
Q. Did ybu ever observe or heat of anyone physically striking
Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A. No.
Q. - Did you ever observe or hear of anyone physically striking
Mr. DILAWAR?
.
A. No.
Q. Did you have any contact with Mr. HABIBULLAH?
.
A. Not at all.
Q. ' Did you have any contact with Mr. DILAWAR?
A. I had contact with him when I escorted him to the latrine
and to interrogation sessions with MI. •
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. During your training and experiences as an MP, were any of
110016your
assigned duties or training tailored to the handling or
care of detained individuals or EPW's?
A.- During pre-deployment training at Fort Dix, they gave us
.training related to escorting detainees.
Q. Did the unit provide any additional training, preparing you
to handle and care for detainees?
A. The 377 th went over handling detainees, escorting procedures.
There were several:members of the 377 th who were employed within
corrections and they taught classes on movement'of detainees.
Q. Do you recall which unit you replaced in Afghanistan during
Aug 02?
A. 211th MP Company.
Q. During° :your training. by . the 211 th MP-Company,' were you
instructed that the application of peroneal strikes was a common
practice?
A. I do not recall.
Q. While at Fort Dix, NJ, or during your deplOyment in
Afghanistan, were you provided a copy of a book with a blue
Cover which the 377 th MP Company Chain of Command had compiled
related to your mission and execution of that mission?
A. Yes.
Q. .Did you read the manual?
A. Yes.
Q. What did the manual dictate related to using force with
detained individuals?
A. I do not
Q. Based on the rules of engagement and use of force policy
effective at the time of your deployment to the BCP, when could
you use force?
A. When a detainee is resisting and non-compliant, that
includes the use of pressure points.
Q. Had you heard of a peroneal strike prior to your deployment
training at Fort Dix, NJ?
A. Never hear of it before that.
Q. Were there any other terms used for the administering of a
pronial strike?
A.. Not that I am aware of.
Q. Have you ever heard of a compliance blow?
A. No.
Q. Did you administer a pronial strike or in any other way
strike any individuals under US control, while assigned as an MP
to the BCP?
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•
ly thing I remember was
. Not with a common peroneal.
pushing the detainee off SPC
Q. Besides what you have already described within this
statement, do you have any knowledge of anyone else
administering a pronial strike or in any other way striking any
individuals under US control, while'assigned as an MP to the
•
BCP?
A. No.
Q. What was the policy related to the medical care for the PU.Cs?
A. We'had a medic that was assigned to the 772' 4 MP Company who
was assigned to the facility. If the problem was beyond the
medic, a doctor would either come from the hospital; or we would
take them to the hospital:.
Q. Were you told'by anyone that either detainee who died asked
to see a doctor?
A. No.
Q. Was it normal for detainees within the Isolations Cells to
slump in their restraints?
•
A. Sort of.
Q. When you observed a detainee slumping in his restraints,
could you tell if he was conscious or not?
A. You could tell if a detainee was standing on his own, if he
was not, he would be suspended by the chains.
Q. When did you hear about the death of Mr. DILAWAR?
A. To the best of my knowledge, both the deaths occurred during
the night shift. It was either the morning after it happened or
the next day at guard mount briefing.
Q. Did you discusswith anyone what you would or would not say
if you were questioned abput the deaths?
A. NO.
Q. Do you know who caused the death of HABIBULLAH?
A. No, I .don't.
Q. Did you cause the death of HABIBULLAH?
A. No.
Q. Do you know who caused the death of Mr. DILAWAR?
A. No.
Q. Did you cause the death of Mr. DILAWAR?
A. No.
Q. Was there anything in the facility related to the treatment
of the detainees that made you uncomfortable?
A. No.
Q. Is there anything you wish to add to or delete from this
statement at this time?
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I,
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STAI E NT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Si •

ure of

arson Making Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 13 th day of February 2004 at Fort Dix, NJ

na ure

erso

inistering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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DATE:

NAME:11.111MMI
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The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: Md" reg,
•

1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
3/AaG-- ca dr-
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2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
ve) tie-Ale/47- 1.4
er 4,12
Dec 2002? A: Y6-..-c;. `P Ade -r- In 4 /727 A Ai cc,PI7-741.50 PLA e '17 s'Ae
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2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: Ade:).
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
If yes explain (see sworn statement) A-gov -r-1-punishment? A: MO,

it-te417",

2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: Ye-5 .
›--0.616/A i
GI
explain: 674 4 774 cell

If yes,
2,11 3?-/e....„

2d.. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of •
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: /JO .
/ Af,4,e-Y
'"Xe o
If yes, please explain: ,N3o7er H a
CT

,

3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: Afo . If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: Ain - If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: A) 6 If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
/4/414 1Z.-rtArlAtr-4--

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
.0,1 4/
,4„a
that person. Who do you think did it?
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: Ajc ,
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
1200141-r loci-de(

"7

,&e'73.

8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
"Jo

9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? e
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: n cr 5 11 Pk 6 •eette-ce- 7%9e-re Iti6m/41 L e /es's- "(7 44
,4 7e 14.c) lily.
&'4
11. Why do you think someone would do this?
12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: of
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:
em

427 "tog/ ale>

Los-,

0.$

/-te

edkcke7p4

co (c) eE

.

1t4

P.

14. What do you think should happen to a pers n who mistreated or caused the i
e cyfpQii5e.
eS
P1- 7, 1;+,,,,,y act/a

_

You- c-fe
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a. Pleate-explain:
15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
If yes, explain
punishment or given compliance blows? A: <00 •
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
A c-rz---"'b 4-1 4-4'1t,..6,&,-e May/ "7 Ck'.
rt°
irt•

esc7e77

rer,J.et

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
rvve
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
p4 Pec
r
any circumstances? A: •41'67--Please explain:

19. Did you tell your family about .this investigation? A: Are,
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: ic.,
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
i,f1,4
response? A:
•
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CBD about this investigation?
If yes, who?
A: . iJo ,
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of thoSe two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A: A.,r5
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A: io
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A:
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A:. To-n fr 1000
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26. Do you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: 94,-,IY ciwe,
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: 4)0

- -

DOAC
I 12
og"
ewe
Signaturf Intervie
rA.,
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PUC QUESTIONAIRE
DATE:

NAME'
SSN:
RANK: PCC.—
UNIT: t/.2 pi pee, AA )04

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002. Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: YecC
1. If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
- Aiov - /tic rZIZPes0 L

NOV

--/11,4/2 wat4Ize -e>

/it•

hiFfvvw
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and
Dec 2002? A: ,00,
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: >vo
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: Az), If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A: A..)6D.
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anything pertaining to the treatment of either of .
those two detaine6s that you felt uncomfortable with? A: • Na ,
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: itio If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A: AJo , If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: too, If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

........
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4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two, detain9es?
(4 e .1 A/07r- 4 1 ,9 ve - 4,0/2/76---A,6Xcy-fr-A1-P ,
ev
13/IV
-

-

-

5. Who do you think did this? Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
pooe,1147
that person. Who do you think did it? A:
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: ever 7, 6,7) ee / 5 Coc.-WeJ "L7e.) .4-t---,1 ele
7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?
/14,4/6„c- 5 se'. se 1. /5
8. Do you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
AA, ,

• 9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying? Ye5,
10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
CA)
abused either detainee? A:
11. Why do you think someone would do this?

`P.eue.,,i66- ,

_e_k 10-R__ Sat

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: /Jo .
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A:

acif.A.e Co-yore

/,0,1,,AnA ,-,e- , A-*5-11-

A-11-r e."-% .

14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
;71. IS -4 A1' •4t e--4 /
death of a detainee? .-// /7 - "11_ 0
to
-1"P ^-wr -ac
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15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows?' A:371.0e1 5 /never 7160,1f yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
A5evi 0-4,904c,-,4, ;
,(2. di 772- , .U0
,A4.4 c.A.
,774
,
.31)27--r

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
Wye alfedime
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A: MI,
#7+47 ct-710-Q
"it- ,-".>
r79
4 cci P
Please explain: -7 -7t-

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:

io

20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: ,&to
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: i%)/A
20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
If yes, who?
A: AO
20. Is, there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:
A"
ro 6 ey- it-fe
me-- o're--
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22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation7A: pip 47- ,,,o6- 4ifeu.-f'?
23 If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polygraph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A: 14-c
24. What percentage of MIP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: 72,,b- e Aio tv, 2 4 eve, Stu
25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A: 0-r° 1--,ar5e
26. Do. you think the FBI should get called in to help out on this investigation?
A: Ai er
27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A: AXD
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945, 19 Feb 04, S

nd SA
interviewed SSG pin.
Co, 142 Military Inte igence (MI) BN, Utah National Guard, Orem, Utah, at whic time he provided a
atement detailing his experiences while assigned to the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Afghanistan. SSG
elated he was deployed to Afghanistan with the 519 th
MI BN, Fort Bragg N .2002
2003.
eploye with the 519 th I, he
to Jan
was assigned as an interrogator within the BCP. SSG
rimary
job
wa s to W
detainees, and to collect and analysis intelligence information concerning the people
' tan. SSG
ever had direct contact with either detainee, Mr. DILAWAR or Mr. HABIBULLAH. SSG
personally used unorthodox methods during interro ga i ons, h
ever
owever, hetac
wasdisturbed when witnessing others in his u
use them. It was becoming the norm for interrogators to use aggressive
'y
l rather than going through the
steps of progression for harsher techniques (See Sworn Statement of SSG
or details).
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
:
Date
•
Statement of
SSN
Org/Address :

Fort Huac
19 Feb
SSG

ID
me: 0

Grade/Status: E-6/SSG
D Co, 142 MI BN, UT, National Guard

I, SS
want to make the following statement under
oath:
I joined the Army. National Guard in Aug 1997: I went to Basic
training in 1998, from there I went to the Defense Linguist
Institute (DLI), Monterey, CA,- where I studied Arabic. Around
Mar 2000, I went to Ft. Huachuca and graduated from the Military
Intelligence-(MI) School in Jul. 2000. Afterwards, i worked for
the Utah National Guard as a translator, until Jul 2001. Around
Jul 2002, I was deployed with A Co 519 th
MI, Fort Bragg, NC, to
Afghanistan to support the Operation Enduring Freedom. There
were six of us from the Utah National Guard who did
certification training at Ft. Carson, CO, on Common Task
Training (CTT), and did some additional training at Fort Bragg,
From Fort Bragg we went to Afghanistan for our mission.
The unit arrived in Afghanistan around Jul 2002, at which time
we relieved a Military Intelligence (MI) Reserve Unit. . I don't
remember the exact unit, .but I believe they were out of New
England. For the first couple weeks,..ourunit went through a
train up, where we trained with the leaving unit from New
England. The leaVing unit provided tips on how to retrieve
information from the detainees. The leaVingzunit taught us
different techniques such as "Safety Positions," how to talk
with the local people of Afghanistan, andhawto interact with
the Military Police (MP). In the beginning, everyone one the MI
personnel in our unit would report for work sometime around
0700, at which we would be briefed on what was to transpire for
the day. During the briefing we would also go over what was
done the day prior. There were times we had a lot of
.infotmation to go over and there were other times we had very
little due to the lack of activit going on in the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP). SSG
Platoon Sergeant,
519th MI,
I was in charge of disseminating information, his title
was Non-Commission Officer - in-Charge (NCOIC) of the facility for
t M
people who attended the briefings were 1LT/CPT
the interpreters, the interrogators," Defense
Inte ligence Agency (DIA), CID, SJA, and other members of the
.
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facility. 1LTIIIIIwas the interrogator Platoon leader
After
the briefings we would prep and plan for our interrogations,
which we would conduct in accordance - with our schedule. During
the interrogations there were times I would be alone with the
detainees and there were times that I would be with other .
interviewing personnel. The MI interrogators would then have
their plans approved by SSG UM The interrogators from all
of the agencies to include CIA, FBI, CID, and MI would then go
to the interrogation booths to conduct interviews. About two
months after we arrived, SSG Inechanged the.shifts of our
workday in two 12-hour shifts. In the beginning, our unit went
with whatever the former unit did prior to our arrival. Slowly
changes were made to make the operation more efficient- The
changes of the shifts allowed us to best us e the assets of the
facility: The shifts were broken down into two teams, with five
members on each. After the death of the two detainees, we had
to change the operation around, because everyone who had contact
with the two detaineeS who died were removed froM the facility.
Prior to the death of the two detainees, my job consisted
'
both doing analysis and interrogations/translating. SSG.
assigned me to do more interrogations/translating after the
death of the two detainees. Towards the end of the deployment,
some of the interrogators- came
into the facility, but
others were to remain doing screening of contractors and working
out of the A Co, Headquarters. The unit left AfghaniStan
sometime toward the. end of Jan 2003.
.

Q: SA
A: SSG

and SA UM

Q: Did you ever see anyone or hear of anyone who did anything
that made you feel uncomfortable?
A: SPC111111111111would always use the screaming technique. We
were taught several different techniques, but she would always
revert to that tactic. She was recently mar e• and had some
issues with her marriage. Another time some
took the pants off of a detainee. In the booth there was a
female, I told the
t the detainees ants back on
I
don't remember the
but he had
and around
The
was also in the 519 th MI unit.
Q: Did
INITIA
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A: I personally did not like the manner that some of the
interrogators handled themselves.
Q: What do you mean by the way they handled themselves?
A: I didn't like the amount of aggressive techniques that were
used. It seemed some of the interrogators always used these
techniques.
Q: Who resorted to only using theses techniques?

A:4111111, and others. It seemed to be a trend that the MI
interrogators were leaning towards.
Q: Did you use any unorthodox methods to gather information from
the detainees?
A: I used the rules that were taught in the schoolhouse and
established in the facility.
Q: Did you ever use any physical means to gather information
from the detainees?
A: No. I would move them in positions, remove their chairs and
engaged in-Physical Fitness (PT) with the detainees. I use to
go on the ground next the detainees and do push-ups with them.
The reason I would do PT with the detainees was to show I was
stronger and to exert control. I would use a number of
techniques, none of which were physically aggressive in nature.
Q: Did you ever witness, hear of, or participate in any physical
confrontations with the detainees?
A: One time I heard that an MP engaged in physical contact - with
a detainee, who was attempting to escape. The detainee broke
the arm of the MP, while they were fighting. The MP was with
the first MP Co who was at the facility.
Q: Who was on the team you were assigned to while at the
facility?
A: I moved around so much from interrogations to analysis that I
was not assigned to any specific team.
Q: Did you ever have any contact with the two detainees, Mr.
DILAWAR or Mr. HABIDULLA, who died?
A: No, everyone who had contact with them was removed from the
facility shortly after their deaths.
INITI
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Q: Who
A:

,

TAKEN AT [7,1,

Ual

.,‘

oved from the facility. after their deaths?

all but - One of the contract translators, and some
others that.I don't recall at this time.
Q: What were the rules of the facility regarding the detainees,
as far as care?
A: You have to house them, feed them, provide them with medical
care and any other basic life necessities that are provided to
the U.S. Forces has to be extended to the detainees.
Q: Is there anything you wish to'add to this statement?
A: No
//////////////////////
t////////////////////////

•
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AFFIDAVIT
AVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
S ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5T I FULLY
UNDERSTA D THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE.
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLU
OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribe
n to before me, a person authorized. by law to
administer oaths, this day of 19 Feb 2004 the Fort Huachaca, CID
0

SA

WIIIIIMINMiNia

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath) .
Article136(b)4UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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NTERVIEW OF WITNESSES:
About 1807 29 Fe
MAJ

SA
and S
interviews
., 48 Combat Support Hospital, Fort Meade, Maryland, regarding h
knowledge of the medical treatment and subsequent documentation of tr t ent related to detainl
within the . Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan.
provided a sworn
statement in which he stat
•
" deployment with the 48 th CSH, he served in the capacity o
the Patient Administrator. fated he was unable to recall the specific disposition of the
ecords related to the treatment of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) and DILAWAR (PUC 421), however,
having provided copies of the records to the Bagram CID Agents at the time of the incider
related he had no direct knowledge of any nursing notes or other medical reports relat
to the death of HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR. He stated the records were consolidated and
forwarded to the patient administrator, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center (LRMC), for final
disposition. (See statement for details)
////////////////////////////////////////////////// LAST ENTRY //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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FILE NUMBER: 0134-02-CID369-23533
0137-02-C1D369-23534
LOCATION: Fort Meade Resident Agency (CM), BLDG 588, Fort Meade, MD 20755
DATE / TIME: 29 Feb 04 /
6
STAT NT
SSN:
GRADE/STATUS: MAT 0-4/ AR
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: 48th Combat Support Hospital, Fort Meade, MD 20755

10

want to make the following statement under oath:
I was commissioned through the Army ROTC program on 12 May 85. I attended the Medical
Servite Corps, Officer Basic CoUrse (OBC) from Feb- May 1986 at Fort Sam Houston, TX
(FSIITX). I attended the Patient Adthinistration Course (PAD) at FSHTX and graduated with
the training neecied to become a patient administrator in the early nineties. I first performed the
duties of Patient Admin.iStrator during my tenure with the 309th Medical Group for a total of
three years. I became the Chief of Patient Achninistration for the 48 th Combat Support Hospital
(CSH) in the begimiing of 2000. I am currently Chief of PAD for the 48 th CSH, located at Fort
Meade MD. 'The Patient administrator is responsible for overseeing the keeping of medical
records, line of duties (LObs), and the records custodian of death reports that occur in the
hospital. I am also responsible for overseeing the tracking of all inpatients seen in the hospital as
well as securing the patients' personal effects during their stay hi the hospital.
The 48th CSH attended annual training afFort McCoy, WI, in Aug of 2002 where we
were interviewed and observed by members of the U.S, Army Reserve (USAR) command as
well as COLV/1110111Wirom the 44th Medical Command (MEDCOM) based Out of FT
Bragg, NC. Upon completion of our annual training, we received notification of possible
mobililation in Oct 2002 at which time I put together the PAD team consisting of three active
component enlisted soldiers as well as oneU.S. Army Reserve (CSAR) enlisted soldier. The
three active tornponent soldiers Were attached to our unit froth Walter Reed Medical Center.
The last week of Oct 2002 all five members of the PAD section designated to go to Afghanistan,
attended a orie 7Week PAD pre-deployment course at FSHTX that trained us for:the Mission
specific tasks for Operation Enthiring Freedom. In the first two weeks of Nov 2002 all soldiers
trained and qualified on all of the required dial tasks at Fort Dix NJ as part of a
This training consisted of NBC
mandatory annual training directed by COL
qualification, 9mni and M16 weapons qualification, and other CTT tasks we needed to train on
to be cOnsidered validated for deploYment. We received mobilization orders to report to the 48th
CSH for home station MOB on 21 Nov 02. We preceded to the CONUS Replacement Center
(CRC), Fort Bennin g, GA. While at the CRC We received our clothing and equipment issue as
well as threat briefings and completed the Soldier Readiness Processing (SRP) to obtain orir final
validation as a unit for deployment to Bagram, Afghanistan: We received movement orders to
report to Warner Robins Air Force Base to take a C17 to Germany and on to Afghanistan. The
trip from CRC to Afghanistan began on the 30 th of Nov 02 at approximately 2300 until we
reached Bagram Afghanistan at 0900 Bagram local time on 3 Dec 02. I was in Bagram for 188
days as the Task Force 44 (TF44) Medical Regulating Officer arid Chief of PAD for the 48 th
CSI.Mydutiesncldoversingthack oflpatiensoh pitalndoufthe
hospital to include AIREVAC of patients to tandhstuhl GE. I also oversaw the proper keeping
ith
of the patient medical records for inpatientS and sick call procedures: I w
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'CONTINUED
ensuring the appropriate paperwork was completed for deCeased individuals and further ensured
that those individuals were transferred to the care of U.S. Arm Mortua
Mortuaryaffa'
was also
tasked with the duty of keeping the CJTF-180 Surgeon, COL
formed of all
medical situations through the Use of the casualty status reporting system.
I knOw that the incident pertaining to the death of PUC 412, who CID has identified to
me as Mr. HABIBULLAH, occurred prior to the arrival Of the th CSH in Bagram and the
documentation would have gone to either CPT
TF-44 Medical regulating
Officer/Chief PAD for the 339 th CSIT, or to SGT
AD NCOIC, 339th CSH. I also
know that a casualty status report Was sent to CO o the effect that PUC 412, Mr.
HABIBULLATI was deceased. That report would have doeuthented the findings of the 339 th
PhysicandurgtemihnEergcyMdialTtmn(E)rewh
HABE13ULLAII was seen, after being transported there by an ambulance. I was never
present for the autopsy, but I did provide an area in the PAL) for the Medical Examiner for the
European Theater of operations,. Germany, to finalize her report.
I believe it was the 10 th of December 2002 that the Ws brought in PUC 421, which CID
has identified to me as Mr. DILAWAR to the 48th CSH EMT area for treatment of a life
threatening situation where I observed the Medical Doctors (MD) and nursing staff attempting to
revive the individiial. The medical. staff succeeded in reviving the individual for a short period
of time, to the best °fitly knowledge it was approximately three minutes. During this time they
were able to obtain a heartbeat and the patient turned asystolic again at which point they were
unable to revive the patient and he died. At that point in tine I initiated the DA Form 3894,
Hospital Report of Death, to be completed by the attending physician and signed be myself as
the Chief, PAD. I also initiated a DD Form 2064; Certificate of Death (overseas) was signed by
the attending physician. Both the DA and DD Forms were turned over to the CID Special Agent
and copies were provided to Mortuary Affairs per Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) of the
48 th CSH. I then personally oversaw the movement of the deCeased to an isolated area within the
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) number 2, which was tiot in use during our tenure at Bagram.. I
guarded the body in ICU number 2, until CID and Mortuary Affairs removed the body from the
hospital premises. During that time, in ICU number 2, It observed no braising on the body of the
individual prior to placing a white blanket completely over the body as was required by the SOP.
At that point, three MPs and the CID Agent were present while waiting for Mortuary Affairs.
There were two male MPS and one female MP present. To the best of my recollection, one of
the male MP's mentioned that this had probably occurred because the deceased had been standing
too long. Approximately thirty minutes after, the CII) Special Agent and Mortuary Affairs
removed the body from the hospital and the CID agent thOk with him the paperwork, consisting
of the DID Form 2064, and DA Form 3894. I initiated a casualty status report immediately to
report the death of the, ersotinder control and the physicians report on the death of the
individual to COL
n n his rales as both the Task Force-44 Co ander, and the CJTF180 Surgeon. This information was sent from PAD to CO
-mail address at the
TF-44 TOC as well as the CJTF-180 Joint Operations Center (JOC). Approximately 14 Dec 02,
the medical examiner from Germany returned to the PAD area to complete the paperwork on the
autopsy of PUC 421, Mr. DILAWAR, who had died on what I believe to have been the 10 th of
Dec 02.
Prior to departure of the 48 th CSH from Bagram Afghanistan, the PAD division boxed up
all inpatient records for the 339 th CSH and shipped them according to ERMC circular no. 25.400, Retirement of Records for storage at Benshe
erinany. Pleased'''. the 339 th CSH
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was unable to complete the shipment so that the 48 th CSH had to do it for them. The inpatient
records were placed in white official records boxes and listed on a Standard Forrn 135, which
listed of the records as to how they wer ou ed and --w many records were sent for storage.
The transition of these records to Mr.
at the Lundsthul Regional Medical
Center (LRIVIC), Lundsthul, GE occurred approximately in the beginning of May 2003. •
Subsequently, the inpatient records and sick call records in official w 'te records boxes for the
48th CSH, were sent as the second group of records to Mr.
pproximately in the
beginning of Jun 2003. All records were retired and stored in the official white records boxes
according to ERMC 25-400 and Army Re lation 40-66 governing the handling of medical
records. To the best of my knowledge, Mr.
ent all of the records the 48 th CSH, PAD
section, sent him on to the trauma registry, which is located at FSHTX for data entry and .
analysis into the trauma registry database. The final retirement of all of the records from the
339th CSH and 481 will be Bensheim Germany under the control of the Lundsthul Regional
Medic
Q: SA
A:
Q: What is a Line of Duty?
A: Is a process initiated to detennine whether a soldiers' injury was incurred in the line of duty
and that no illega
''ntributed to that injury.
Q: What is COL
position at 44 MEDCOM, Ft. Bragg, NC?
A: He was the Chief of Staff and it is my understanding that he has subsequently moved on to a
job at the Armed Fo
telligence Center at Fort Detrick, MD.
Q: What was .CO
osition or relationship to the 48 th CSH during your
deployment to Bagram, Af anistan?
A: He was the task force-44 Medical Commander and OFT-180 Surgeon. The 48 th CSH
Commander repo
to him as the task force Commander (OIC).
Q: Who is C
A: CO
is the current commander of the 48th CSH located at Fort Meade, MD.
Q: What is the SRP process?
A: That is the soldier readiness process that makes sure that you have all aspects of your
personnel file and medical records in the proper order for deployment.
Q: What is AIREVAC?
A: AIREVAC is short for Aero Medical Evacuation, which is the transfer of patients from one
hospital to another using the aircraft of the U.S. Air Force.
Q: Didyou discuss anyared to the medical records of Mr. HABILULLAH with either
CPT
r SGT
A: To the best of my knowledge, I did not discuss where their medical records were or the
disposition of them were because we had not started our right hand seat ride at that point, so
# exchange of information per say. Knowledge of the situation came about from CPT
there waso
elling me that the situation had occurred ; but no information was given to me as to
what had een done Au
s.
Q: To what unit is CPT
urgently assigned?
A: 486 CSH, Patient Administration Section. He lives in Columbia, MD. After he was passed
for
' ' he got out of the Army active component. His cellular telephone number is

Q: To what unit is SGT1Illcurrently assigned?
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A: To the best of my knowledge he is with the 339 th CRT. The portion of the hospital that drills
in Erie PA. I do not know if he is still with thatnnit.
Q: what is the EMT area?
A: It is the Emergency Medical Treatment area, which is the equivalent of the Emergency Room
of the hospital. It is the first area the patient is brought to for treatment.
Q: What does it mean when a patient turns asystolic?
A: Or goes into Asystole which means that the person shows no signal on the ElectroCardiogram (EKG), which is represented by a flat line. The heart is not showing any electrical
impulse.
Q: who was the attending physician during the death of PUC 421, Mr. DILAWAR?
A: To the best of my ability, I do not remember, I would have to check the hospital certificate of
death to see who signed it.
Q: What is the name of the MP who made the statement related to the death of PUC 421, Mr.
DILAWAR, being caused by him standing too long?
A: I do not remember the name of the MP who made that statement, however a OD agent was
present at the time the incident took place.
Q: Would you recognize the MP if you observed a photograph of him?
A: Possibly, but I am not certain that I could be 100% positive.
Q: Describe the MP who made the statement who stated the death of Mr. DILAWAR may have
been. caused
ss
ng too 1. • ?.?
A: He was
I believe it was rnayb
I think he
guess a. out
I don't remember if maybe he had somt
or something like
that, r don't remember. I don't remember the color of his eyes. He was wearing BDUs and they
were sanitized, which means that the ranks are removed and the nametapes were covered with
tape.
Q: We are now showing you photographs of members assigned to the 377't MP Co., do you
recognize any of these individuals as the MP who made the comment pertaining to Mr.
DILAWAR'S death?
A: I'm sorry I cannot conclusively identify anyone of those individuals as being the one who
made that statement.
Q: What does ERMC stand for?
A: European Regional Medical Command.
Q: Where would "nursing notes" made by the attending nurse be maintained in the medical
records?
A: The nursing notes for an inpatient would be maintained in the inpatient record jacket,
however the death of an individual in the EMT area would be recorded as a CRO (Carded for
Record Only) and those records from the EMT area would have been placed in the filing system
for the sick call area
:" would the nursing notes have been forwarded with those records you forwarded to Mr.

•

A: If the nursing notes exist, then yes there is a high probability that they would be in the 6-foot
by 1.5-foot plywood box that contained the records from the sick call area which includes the
outpatient and CRO records from the EMT area.
Q: Do you know who the point of contact at the Trauma Registry, FSHTX is?
A: To the best of my knowledge I do not. I believe the rank of the individual is a full bird COL
from the Medical Corps.
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Q: Did your office ever release the medical records of the persons under control who were about
to be sent to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba to the MPs?
A: To the best of my knowledge, the answer is no.
Q: Did you ever see any of the detainees being restrained in a standing position in the airlock, or
sally port?
A: To the best of my knowledge, the answer is no.
Q: Did you ever see any of the detainees being restrained in a standing position in the isolation
cells?
A: To the best of my knowledge, the answer is no.
Q: Did you ever witness any of the detainees being physically abused?
A: To the best of my knowledge, the answer is no.
Q: Did your treatment facility ever treat arty detainees for physical abuse?
A: Not that I am aware of.
Q: Did your treatment facility ever treat any of the detainees for any type of suspicious bruising?
A: To the best of my knowledge, the answer is no.
Q: Do you recall any PUCs requesting medical treatment for bruising?
A: To the best of my knowledge, the answer is no.
Q: While you were within the BCP facility, or at any other time, were you aware of any PUCs
who had been struck by guard force or other U.S. forces?
A: To the best of my knowledge, the answer is no.
Q: Do you recall either Mr. HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) or Mr. DILAWAR (PUC 421) being
treated for any medical conditions besides when they were brought to the EMT area and
subsequentaiked deceased?
A: To the bmy knowledge, the answer iS no.
Q: Did any other PAD personnel who worked for, you have any contact or dealings with either
PUC 412 Or PUC 421?
A: To the best of my knowledge, the answer is no.
'
Q: Do you know who caused the death of PUC 412, Mr. HABIBULLAH or PUC 421, Mr.
DILAWAR?
A: No I do not.
Q: Did you ever hear anyone discussing the physical abuse of any of the detainees at the Bagram
Collection Point?
A: No I did not.
Q: Did any of the PAD section team deal with either of the two detainees?
A: No, I handled that myself. Primarily due to sensitive nature of the situations.
Q: Are you aware of any plan to conceal or alter details surrounding either of the detainee's
deaths?
A: No, not at all.
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A No I do not. 0/////1///////0/0////End of Statement/0/0//////////0///////////////////////////11.
.
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AFFIDAVIT
have read or have had read to me this statement which
begins on Page 1 and ends on page 6. I fully understand the contents of the entire statement
made by me. The statement is True. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom
of each page containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit
• or reward, without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful
inducement.

ent)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 29 th day
of February 2004, while at the Fort Meade Resident Agency (CID), Building. 588, Fort Meade,
IVID 20755.

SA 11111111111111.11111111111.1
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
,-- ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths
WITNESS:

SA
HI USACIDC
Fort Belvoir. VA 22060
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At 0945, 1 Mar 04, SAIIIMInd SAillienterviewed CP
U.S. Army Reserve Command, Fort McPherson, GA 30330 o was the comman er
Military Police Company from May 00 through May 02.
referred to certain members of
Platoon as the "Testosterone Gang" for their potential to be more aggressive. Enemy Prisoner of \,
(EPS) operations was not a part of the 377 th Military Police Company's Mission Essential Task List
(METE so training was not conducted on the direct care of EPW's. (See Sworn Statement of
dated I Mar 04, for additional details)
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Jr- j-

heraton Gateway Hotel, At GA 30337
Mar 04
Grade/Status: CPT/USAR

Army Reserve Command, Fort McPherson, GA 30330

I,
want to make the following statement under
oat :
Q: What was your.position in Jan 2002? How long did you hold
that position?
A: I was the Commander of the 377 th MP Copy. I served in
that capacity from May 2000 to May 2002
Q: When' the 377 th MP Company was called up or alerted what was
your belief the mission would be?
A: We were told in Jan 02 that we would be mobilized within 7
days to go to GTMO to work with Enemy Prisoners of War (EPWs).
Q: .What type of training did you direct the 377 th to complete
preparation for the deployment?
A: At the beginning we thought we only had 7'days till
mobilization so we only had time to pack up the unit. After we
sat there for a month or so. I tried to refocus training
anticipating. we may not go to GTMO-but to a more dangerous part
of the world. One involvingchemicals. I tried to realign
training to focus.on Chemical training as well as continue
training on EPW operations. Training was difficult as all of
our equipment was packed up - . I finally decided to unpack so
that we could properly train. BN required.the company to attend
LANES trainihs_in either March. or April so we tried to refocus
for that. If memory serves tasks included securing the
perimeter,access and other external guard company
.operations. —
Q: What (if any) conversations did you have with CPT
about the deployment mission?
A: None in particular regarding the. actual deiiiiiint. I did
tell him to call me for any help or questions.
Q: Did you (as a commander) have any concerns about members of
your forme unit guarding detainees?
A: No
Q: To your knowledge, were any members of the 377 th overly
aggressive or did you ever observe the excessive use of force by
anyone during trainin or
' 1?
A: I had to relieve
of his weapon and send him to
psych evaluation during our Bright Star trip. Certain members .
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STATEMENT OF CPT
TAKEN AT Sheraton Gateway Hotel,
Atlanta, GA, DATED 1 Mar 04, CONTINUED:
of 3d platoon, which I called the Testoste
Gang, I cannot
remember all of the names, but SPC
and possibly SGT
ould have the potential to be more aggressive. I
can't rememny more names, but I am sure I could recognize
the soldierAWF
Q: What was the unit mission during Bright Star and what were
the dates of the deployment?
A: We were sliced. to the 720 th MP Bn, 377 th Theater Support
Command and we did a number of jobs assigned to us. Those tasks
included running radar, site security, gates, personal sec
that type of stuff. We were in Egypt from 7 - 31 Oct 200
Q: Did you conduct any mission specific training with the unit,
prior to them deploying?
A: Yes, we'Uid some training using mock detainees. We had
belly chains and cuffs. The training centered on how to move
someone who could not see, safely. I even acted as a role
player.oldiers were firm and tough with me, but never
abusive. 01111
Q: Was running an EPW Camp part of the unit METL?
A: No, we were a guard company, our mission
exterior
security, guard towers, perimeter security. 101
Q: How would you assess the unit's ability to perform the
mission of running an EPW Camp?
A: We trained to our METL. When we were called up for GTMO, we
palletized our equipment and it wasn't available for training.
I accepted that we would get mission specific training at the
Mobilization site. We were not trained to handle EPWs directly
(feeding, clothing, health and welfare, etc.). More than faith
in training, .I had fith in my soldiers ability to learn and
master any task. I never had any indication or concern they
would not be able to learlide execute any mission, given
training and supervision.
Q: Have you ever heard the term compliance blow?
A: No.lik
Q: Have you ever he d the term common peroneal strike?
A: Not until today
Q: Based on your observations of. the 377 th MP Company soldiers, ,
it is your opinion they knew striking a restrained person was
unlawful or an excessive use of force?
A: Yes.. All soldiers should know be
r or know to question
behavior they thought might be wron dill
Q: How did you learn about the deaths of two detainees at
Bagram inside
facility run by the 377 th MP Company?
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STATEMENT OF CPT
TAKEN AT Sheraton Gateway Hotel,
Atlanta, GA, DATED 1 Mar 04, CONTINUED:
A: Several soldiers, upon return to CONUS talked to me about
it. I had been sporadically told of the unit morale issues and
other issues within the company from the time the company
mobilized at Fort Dix to return to CONUS
Q: Did anyone share with you the specific details of the deaths
or admit to harboring any feelings of guilt regarding their
involvement?
A: No, I had heard prisoners had died, while restrained, but no
one ever ex ressed to me their direct involvement. SSG
and 1SG
expressed remorse over the loss of life.
Q: Is LLigi anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.111W
////////////////////////End of Statement///////////////////////41111
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STATEMENT OF CPT 1111.111111. TAKEN AT Sheraton Gateway Hotel,
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STA EMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE _4_. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT. OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE
FUL INDUCEMENT.
.

.

,

Subscribe
administer 0

sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
l st 'day of March 2004-at Atlanta, GA.

istering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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t 0940, 2 Mar 04, SAM and Sillplenterviewed MAVIN1111.1111111111111111111

Headquarters, 30 th Engineer Brigade, harlotte, NC 28208, Wh o was the commander of the 21'

Military Police (MP) Company (CO) while they were deployed to Afghanistan from Feb 02 through
ug 02. The 211 th MP CO initially operated a detention facility in Khandahar
aga
til un 02, then wa
moved to the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) from Jul 02 through Aug 02.
ated of the
approximately 200 detainees that entered the BCP, only 3-5% caused any problems at all. Detain(
ho continually caused a problem were madeilit in the airlock with shackles on, but the
shackle swere not fastened to fixed objects.
tated standing restraints were
m iused by
he 211 th MP CO and no detainees were ever abused. (See Sworn Statement of
ated 2 11

04, for additional details)
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: Embassy Suite Hotel, Charliiale, NC 28217
Location
pimp
Time:
: 2 Mar 2004
Date
Statement of:
Grade/Status: MAJ/O-4
•
SSN
Engineer
Brigade, 4240 West
th
Headquarters,
30
Org/Address :
Boulevard, Charlotte, NC 28208
want to make-the following statement under
I,
oath:
Q: What.were the dates of the 211 th MP Company's deployment to
.Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan?.
A: Initially, when we (211 th MP Company) got to country in Feb
02 and we were assigned to Khandahar and it was a completely
different operation. It was a-large facility and mostly out of
doors. Bagram was much smaller and a different type of
facility. The two facilities were totally different. Most of
the High Value Targets (HVT) went to Bagram. Both Bagram and
Khandahar were already in operation for sometime when we got
there. I got notified in Apr/May 02, that we'd might.be taking
over the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) and I sent a:platoon up
there to assess the situation in May 02. One platoon went up in
Jun 02, by Jul 02 we. had taken over the operation.. We ran the
ntil late Aug 02, when the' 377 th MP Company relieved
facili
us.
Q: what were the primary functional differences between the
operations at Khandahar and Bagram?
A: The concentration of personnel, the indoor nature of the
BCP. The escort procedures were different at the._BCP, those
differenceS were based on directives froM theJoint Intelligence
Force (JIF). The JIF was a conglomeration of multiple services
and civilian police agencies. They instructed us on varying
treatment based on the interrogation approaches they were using.
Q: What was your positio ithin the 211t h. MP Company?
A: Company Commander.
Q: What was a typical ay at Bagram like for you?
A: PT, morning meeting with other staff officers (at the Base
ComMander's'Office). We had'other missions (entry control
points, perimeter security, control of the facility, etc.). I'd
rotate out and check on all my perimeter MPs. We also had
escort duty picking up captured detainees and late a
repatriation missions. It varied from day to day.
cility?
Q: How much time typically.would you spend in the
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A: It tended to be based on what the biggest issue was for that
day. Sometimes I was outside to tend to other missions. If
there were a lot of detainees coming into the BCP, then I would
be there. I spent a good ail time in the BCP each day when
nothing else was going on. ,
Q: What was the 211 th MP Company's mission at Bagram?
A: To run the facility and interface with and/or support the
intelligence community. I also wrote the SOP and mediated
disagreements between MPs iii iiii JIF: My primary concern was
safe escorting guidelines.
Q: Were Isolation Cells in existence during your tour at the
BCP, Bagram?
A:
There was no Iso Cell. There were a couple,of holding cells
to put detainees awaiting interro
n. The max time someone
spent up there Was 4 or so hours
Q: To what degree were the MP operations influenced by MI
requests regarding detainees?
A:
They would make requests, for instance, if MI wanted someone
on sleep deprivation, they would ask us to put them in the
airlocks so they (MI) could more easily keep the detainee awake'''.
Q: How did MI keep detainees awake?
A:
They wo
come by every so often and wake them up,
verbally.
Q: Did MI ever make requests to you that you had problems with?
A: No, the only conflicts arose when they would want someone
immediately and would request the MPs to break our internal
rules about the number of personnel escorting a detainee-.- I
told them we had to escort folks according to our TTPs and that
meant they (MI) waited until we had the appropriate numer of
MPs were present to safely escort a detainee. We had no major
points of friction. I watched some interviews (for maybe 15-20
minutes) and saw the same basic approaches used in law
enforcement (good cop/bad co but certainly no physical abuse
or mistreatment at all
Q: Did you ever interview or interrogate .a detainee?
A: No, just the basic in-processing questions, kind of like
standard booking procedure at a police station. We only did
this piece with the whole team of doctors, interrogators,
security MPs, were present
Q: What were your procedures for dealing with unruly, combative
or non-compliant detainees?
A: We'd segregate them in the airlock first, the
be apply
some handcuffs to them or put a hood on them.
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TAKEN AT Charlotte, NC, DATED

Q: Were detainees ever handcuffed to a fixed object within the
• airlock?
A: Not that I recall. It was not allowed. Cuffing someone to a
fixed object is fraught with problems and would probably only be
done if you had ho other choice and then only until you could
figure out a - better fix. There was never any need for it. It
was a much Smaller population and we had - a lot more control over
detainees.
Q: What did you use for punishment with folks who did not obey
the rules?
. A: The most drastic thing you had to do to these guys was
isolate. them from the others. They were very social people and
taking them out of the general population was a pretty major
thing. The longer they were there, the better behaved they
were.. We never had much of a problem out of the detaineeS. One
guy tried to escape, by slipping through the whole in the
latrine and another grabbed a female MP. Both were segregated
from their peers and that was their punishment. Of the entire
population-in the. BCP during our tour (mayb
etainees) we'
only had problems with maybe 3%-5% . of them.
Q: What happened in those instances?
•
A: The one who-grabbed the female MP, she stepped away from him
and that was basically it.. He was in the airlock and then some
of the. MPs came back and yelled at him,-.scared him pretty good,
but no one ever touched him. The other guy who tried' to escape,
we had to call out the QRF and they caught him at the back of
the facility. There was a scuffle, the detainee got a broken .
nose,MPgtafrcuedhn,botmwersnbymdic
immediately. The detainee was treated and released back into
the facility. The MP got a soft cast and was returned to duty.
We wrote stat ments
reported the event to the Base Ops (LTC
Illlllrnd COL
Q: Are you familiar with the - erm "compliance blow"-or "common .
peronalstik"?
A: Yes, if you are talking about.pressure point compliance
techniques (PPCT): All of my MPs received training on that type
of blow or strike, during our tour in Afghanistan my whole unit
got self-defense training from CPT
US Mi.
School and thoSe blows were among the training we got
Q.: What (if any) rules for the use of force guidance did you
receive relative to the treatment of detainees?
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2 Mar 2004, CONTINUED:
A: We used the standard use of force continuum, using the
essary and using the lowest level of force
minimum fo
required.
Q: What gm_
*O
ance
P were the 211 th MPs given about the use of
compliance blows?
A: They were authorized under non-compliant circumstances, for
an escape attempt or problem during escort. They were to be
ring the detainee under control and only for that
used only
reason
Q: To y ur knowledge, were compliance blows ever applied by
211 th MP Company soldiers?
A: Only during the escape attempt I described earlier. My unit
received non-lethal self-defen
'ning while in .theater and
-..
this included the use of PPCT.
Q: What guidelines were in place upon the 211 th MP Company's
arrival relative to shackling detainees to fixed objects?
A: The only time that would have happened was prepping them for
movement (putting their hands through the fence to get cuffed
for movemen
for temporary security (until more MPs could be
summoned).
Q: At any time during your deployment, did the 211 th MP Company,
have occasion to chain
nee to the ceiling?
A: No, absolutely not
Q:. Did the temporary ho
ells have any type of ceiling?
A: No they were just plywood walled rooms, with high walls.
There was no top, the building had a real high ceiling. I
suppose the detainees cow tried to climb out, but there
was an MP guarding them.
Q: Did MI ever give dir
o MPs to keep detainees awake?
A: They wanted to, but I would not allow it. My policy is the
MPs were there for security and not interrogations. I told MI,
that when nted to do sleep deprivation, it was their job
to do it
Q: How di
u maintain control at the BCP?
A: We kept them slightly off balance. We would wake them up at
odd hours with a boom box (loud music) and conduct shake-downs
and searches. Sometimes we moved detainees around to different
general population cells, just to keep them guessing. We relied
on the' men
e, more than any physical manipulation of
detainees.
Q: What mo
ions did you make to existing policy during
your deployment, relative to the treatment of detainees?
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TAKEN AT Charlotte, NC, DATED

A: We wrote the SOP. It addressed the positions MPs held and
what each job description was. It detailed bathing procedures,
feeding procedures, guard mount and shift change procedures. We
had a working document upon arrival, but we pretty much revamped
it and gave it a lot more detail. fiery proud of what we
handed off to the 377 th MP Company.
Q: Did your SOP contain language messing punishing detainees
for infractions of the rules, which included standing restrained
in the airlock for 30 minutes and 60 minutes?
A: Yes, we'would make them stand in the airlock with their
hands cuffed, but they were not shackled to the airlock itself:
The only time we shackled someone to the metal structure itself
was to effect a transfer (put your hands" hrough the bars, affix
handcuffs and then move them outside with the appropriate number
of guards). My . SOP may have said "punish by standing in the
airlock restrained" but it was not by chaining them in a
standing position. It was to stand up while handcuffed.
'd
not chain people to the metal structure to punish them
Q: How did the "right seat ride" occur, what were the
procedures?
A: The first day, they got a tour (a platoon at a time). and
then we doubled up the guard shift. One of the 377 th MP soldiers
worked alongside one of mine, shadowing them. Gradually,
through out the. right seat ride, the 377 t11 . MP Company soldiers'
became the primary guards with our guys watching and advising.
Gradually,:wetransitioned - down to just a feW folkS in the BCP,
while he e of the unit palletized equipment and prepared to
leave.
Q: Did your unit receive a pre-existing SOP regarding detainee
operations upon arrival?
A: Yes, from one of the MP Company at Fort Drum, NY. It was
not up to my stand Maybe it's just me, but I want a lot of
detail in my. SOP.
Q: Did your soldier apply - .a "common peroneal strikse"?
A: Possibly during the es*attempt. It might have occurred
at that time Aif ever).
Q: Were any of your sol 111111
lers ever counseled for use of force?
A: No, our. record speaks for itself. We had to use force a
couple times at Khandahar. We never hurt anyone, certainly
never killed anyone and any tie f 0e, was applied it was
dOcumented in sworn statement.
1111
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Q: Based upon your training and the guidance-provided by Army
doctrine, was it acceptable for 211 th MP(s) to strike a
restrained detainee?
A: No, absolutely not., What can they do to you? Even if they
break away from you, restrained, what can they do? They_
'
going very far, they'll probably fall over pretty quick.
Q: Did you ever have any discussions with SJA about trea
of detainees?
At Yes, but I keep returning to the TTPs we put in place at
Khandahar. That.was were we spent most of our time. The JAG
was from the 101 st SJA Office. He was there when we got our nonlethal training from USAMPS. He reviewed my SOP. He
the
ICRC liaison. I can't recall his name, he was a CPT.
Q: What if an conversations did you have with CPT
Cdr, 37 7 th MP Company, the unit who relieved
you in Aug/Sep 200?
..
A:
I talked with him via SIPR, I think we. had one secure
telephone call. We gave them our SOP. I sent back a training
packet for them. The feedback we provided was about items they
should bring, lessons we had learned. We did an outstanding
"right seat ride" with the 377th going over all the positions.
We did a 48 hour mission prep for a movement to GTMO and showed
them most things they needed to know. 'I felt good about
leaving. There really wasn't anything we left unresolved, - with
the possible exception of their grasp of the computer database
we used. They were a bit weak in those skills, but I felt they
could learn it. They had a lot of corrections folks and s med
to rapidly catch on and assume the duties inside the BCP.
Q: Several members of the 377 th MP.Company made comments that
211th MP taught them to use common peroneal strikes/compliance
blows and to rough up detainees. Do you believe that occurred
and if not, why would they' say it did?
A: I do not believe my soldiers were rough with the detainees,
they were firm and disciplined. If I had to guess I'd say when
sbmeone gets in trouble, they point the finger at someone else.
Q: In your view is it appropriate- for any MP (including a
company commander like yourself) to have one on one interviews,
meetings and/or interrogations with . a detainee? Would it be
permissible to have chow with or cigarettes with detainees?
A: No, absolutely not. It'S diviSive and there is no reason
for it. It isn't in my job description or duties. Pulling any
detainee out and treating them differently destroys disciplin _,
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STATEMENT OF CPT
2 Mar 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Charlotte, NC, DATED

and leads to problems. It is tantamount to fraternization.
It's totally outside the scope of my job or any other MPs.
Q: During your right seat ride, did you. have any d'
' ns
with the 377 th MP Cdr about his interaction with MI.
A: You know it's really hard to develop an impressio o a
person in just a couple days. I did tell him not to let MI run
his facility. I reinforced with him that MPs had to be strong
and not get sucked in by MI. Our job is to run the facility and
you
' tay focused on what your mission was and do just
that.
11111
Q: Was it your opinion the detainees got more or less violent
during your tour?
A:' At Khandahar it was more obvious, they were much more
serious bad guys earlier in our tour. But towards the end, the
detainees were from smaller ops and they were very compliant.
When you walked in my facility, you could hear a pin drop...111
Q: Is t
nything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
///////
//////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 8. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

king Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
this 2 nd day of March 2004 at Charlotte, NC.

gnature o mer

inistering.Oath)

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
WITNESSED BY:

SAMAIR
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 6 th Street, Inv Ops Div
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER 0137-02-C10369-23534
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CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE

DETAILS
NTERVIEW OF WITNESSES:
About 1947, 2 Mar 04, SA

and SA
interviewed
C772 Military Police Company, Taunton, Massachuse
regarding his knowledge and activity as the. Medical Specialist assigned to s
ort the treatment c
detainees within the Bagram Collection Point(BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan. ovided a
sworn statement in which he stated during his deployment with the 3 rel
Platoon, 772" Military Polio
(MP) Company, his platoon was identified to remain agram, Afghanistan, while the remainder
the unit moved forward to Kabul, Afghanistan.
stated in addition to supporting the 3 rd
Platoon, 772 nd
MP Company operations, he al o conducted daily sick call support to the detainees
within the BCP. This included routine visits to the detainees within the Isolation Cells.
related he could not recall having observed or treated bruises on either HABIBULLAH or DILAWAF
He denied having observed any acts related to the treatment of the detainees, which he considerec
be inappropriate. Additionally, he denied any knowledge of any detainees having been physically
struck. (See statement for details)
SP

About 1930, 2 Mar 04, Sillilliwas provided a memorandum which
stated he IN
prepared while deployed in Afghanistan. The memorandum documented the physical condition of
hree detainees who had been transferred to the BCP from Kandahar, Afghanistan. The
memorandum documented allegations by the detainees they had been injured by American Forces
while detained in Kandahar, Afghanistan. There was no further identification of the individuals othe
han "American Forces". The memorandum was seized as evidence as documented on the DA For
4137, Evidence/Property Custody Document (EPCD), Voucher number 0004-04. (See EPCD and
memorandum for details)
AGENT'S NOTE: The memorandum had a printed security classification of "Secret" which aill
related he had placed on the document. Upon return to HQ, USACIDC, SA
oordinated
his document with the Chief, Security Branch, USACIDC, who determined there was no official
classification authority which assigned the "Secret" classification to the document and the document
contained no classified information. The classification of the document was changed to "For Official
Use Only".
///////////////////////////////////////////////// LAST ENTRY IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
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SWORN STATEMENT
2
FILE NUMBER: 0134-02-CID369-23533
0137-02-C1D369-23534
LOCATION:
DATE / TIM
STAT
SSN:
GRADE/STATUS: E-4 SPC/ IRR
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: 772 Military Police Company, Taunton, MA

1111111111111111111want to make the following statement under oath:
I enlisted on 22 November 1997 as a Combat Medic. I attended basic training at Fort Leonard
Wood, MO from Aug of 1998 until 22 October 1998. Upon graduating basic training I reported
to Fort Sam Houston ; TX for Advanced Individual Training (All) from the end of October 1998
until Jan 1999. Upon graduation I
my Nationalpusigthe 772 nd Military Police
(MP) Company, Taunton, MA, wh
signed ands-seras
edical Specialist for 3 11
Platon.TheIdrgulawkeniso damnthwoeksyar
until our deployment to Afghanistan.
Sometime in the early part of June 2002 the 772 nd received notification that we were
getting activated to deploy. It was never officially put out to the soldiers where we deploying to,
however we all knew we were going to Afghanistan. We reported for active duty on 7 July
2002, and headed up to Fort Drum, NY on 9 July 2002 to receive our pre-deployment training.
All of the training we received in NY was geared towards the MPs. Some of the training
included, call for fire; weapons qualification; weapons familiarization with various weapons;
movements; very minimal unarmed self-defense training, which was conducted by two of the
civilian police officers in our unit. While at Fort Drum I don't recall attending any kind of
training involving the peroneal strike or a compliance blow. For the most part we spent from
July to about August 2002 at Fort Drum, NY, primarily waiting to deploy to Afghanistan.
We left Fort Drum, NY on 13 August 2002 and landed in Germany, awaiting
transportation to Afghanistan. We left Germany on 17 August 2002 and landed at the Bagram
Air Field on either 17 or 18 August 2002: I was deployed to Afghanistan from. Aug 02 to Feb
03. I was assigned to Bagram to entire time we were deployed. When the 772nd MP Co. first
arrived in Bagram my platoon, 3 1.d platoon, was selected to remain at Bagram while the rest of
the Co. was assigned to Kabul. My primary responsibility while at Bagram was to be a Medic to
the PPlatoon, 772 nd MP Co., as well as to support other missionliamedic. It was an
informal agreerneillieen the chain of command that41.0‘VsTrarsigned to the 772 nd MP
Co. performinOs to support the 377 th MP Company, who was responsible for running
the Bagram Collection Point (BCP). When at the BCP from roughly 0800 hrs local Bagram time
to about 1000 hours local Bagram time I conducted sick call procedures. I also conducted sick
call from about 1800 local Bagram time to about 2000 hrs local Bagram time. For the sick call it
was pretty much the
very . Different detainees had prescribed medications from
the Doctors, COL
LTC
and there were others whose names I
cannot recall. Most of the prescriptions that the etainees received were for prescription antacid.
There were a few others but again, for the most part the primary complaint the detainees reported
during sick call was upset stomach caused by the change in their diet. There were a few others
who required other types of medical attention due to injuries sustained prior to their arrival at the
BCP. I went from cell to cell using a prescription listing to ensure that I
right
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detainee with the prescribed medication. While I was at the cells if the detainees would report
additional complaints, I would provide them with aspirin and anything else within my abilities
and scope of responsibility. If a detainee had a complaint outside my scope of responsibility, I
would inform one of the doctors and we would see the detainee for treatment. When I conducted
sick call I always took an interpreter with me to ensure that I could communicate with the
detainees. If there were any English-speaking detainees I would call them to me to assist. I
started at the ground floor in the general population and worked my way up to each of the
isolation cell. When the isolation cells were added downstairs I conducted sick call at those cells
prior to moving to the upstairs isolation cells. The Isolation cells downstairs were added
approximately three quarters of the way through my tour in Afghanistan. When I conducted sick
call in the isolation cells, I would specifically ask the guard if there was anyone who had made
any medical complaints that I needed to be made aware of. If the guard gave me someone who
had reported something to them, that detainee would get priority. If the guard had no complaints
to report, I would go through each individual isolation cell and check on each detainee. When
the Military Intelligence (MI) personnel were interrogating a detainee, and they were made
aware of a medical complaint, they would come to me directly and I would attend to the detainee
accordingly Sometimes the MI personnel would call me to sort of befriend the detainee to sort
of make them feel better by giving a band-aid or showing them that we were concerned for their
welfare. After the death of the second detainee as a reaction, someone in the chain of command
directed that a medic be present overnight at the BCP in case someone needed to be cared for.
Usually the medical individual who slept at the BCP at night was gone by the time I arrived for
duty at about 0800 local Bagram time. However, if there was someone or something that I
needed to care for the outgoing medic would leave the complaints written in the sick call book
along with the care they provided so that I could continue to either care for the detainee or
further monitor their progress. This procedure was the same when we had to leave instructions
to the doctors or if the doctors had directions for something they wanted the medics to do for the
detainees. Additionally, some of the detainees refused to drink water as a result of a cultural
belief. Others were dehydrated. In these instances, when the detainees refused to drink water I
would administer a fluids by using an intravenous (IV) injection to re-hydrate them. I would
continue to monitor fluid intake into the detainee until their blood pressure returned to normal.
When I administered an IV for a detainee I would either use lactated ringers' (LR) solution or
normal saline (NS).
When the first detainee, PUC 412, whom CID has identified as Mr. HABIBULLAH, I
remember an MP came to my tent to wake me up. I cannot remember who the MP that woke me
up was. He told me that PUC 412, Mr. HABIBULLAH was unresponsive and not breathing. At
that point I told him that he needed to call an ambulance and just get the detainee to the hospital.
I also told him, "What are you getting me for," because it was over my head. I felt that he should
be wasting time waking me up when he should have immediately called for an ambulance and
have the detainee care for by a medical doctor who could do a lot more for the detainee than I
could in a situation like that. I went into work the next day and followed my usual morning
routine for sick call. And I delivered medications just as I would have any other day. I did hear
at some point that the detainee had officially passed away, but I cannot remember specifically
when that was. No one was talking about it, the death of Mr. HABIBULLAH, in terms of what
caused the death.
When the second detainee, PUC 421, whom CID has identified as Mr. DILAWAR, I do
not remember any thing at all. I think the reas n I do n t remember too
tails about
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either of the two detainees is mostly because they were both at the BCP for such a short time;
and for the most part we received hundreds of detainees while I was there who needed medical
treatment for • *uries sustained prior to arriving at the BCP.
Q: SA
d SA
A: SPC
Q: How far from the BCP was your tent located?
A: I'd say for the first three months roughly, it was maybe 500 yards away, by thanksgiving we
moved to the new tents, which were located by the airfield.
Q: Did you ever administer an IV to either of the two detainees that died?
A: I don't remember any medical treatment to either of them since they were there for such a
short period of time. But any treatment that I may have given them would have been
documented in the medical section logbooks.
Q: What is Lactated Ringers and what is it used for?
A: It's an IV fluid that is used to restore electrolytes, blood sugar, and fluids to the patient.
Q: Did you ever witness anyone physically abuse the detainees?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever witness any of the MPs administer peronial strikes to a combative detainee?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever witness any of the MPs administer peronial strikes to a restrained detainee?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see any of the chain of command present at the BCP during any altercations
involving the detainees?
A: there was a deNinee who was mentally retarded and at times he would become
noncompliant, and there was an NCOIC on the floor.
Q: Did any of the detainees ever become combative with you?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever see any of the detainees in a standing restraint position in either the air lock or
the isolation cells, if so, please describe the position or positions that you witnessed?
A: I witnessed the detainees handcuffed to the wall of the airlock. The cuffs would be run
through the slats of the air lock and cuffed to the detainee in such a manner that their hands were
level With their heads.
Q: Did you ever hear any rumors of detainee abuse at the BCP?
A: N.
Q: Did you ever hear any rumors about the use of steroids by either the MP or MI personnel?
A: No.
Q: Did anyone ever complain to you about the treatment of detainees at the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Earlier you stated that you felt that eventually a detainee would die at the BCP, please
explain your comment?
A: I figured that the death was bound to happen, since the average age of an Afghani is about
fifty years of age, and many of them were about that old when they were brought into the BCP. I
kind of thought that it would be only a matter of time before one of the detainees would die as a
result of stress or other complications to their health.
Q: There was an incident involving a physical altercation between Mr. HABIBULLAH and
some of the MPs in the air lock where Mr. HABLBULLAH received and injury to the bridge of
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his nose, do you recall the incident, and do you recall treating Mr. HABIBULLAH for this
injury?
A: I do not remember ever treating PUC 412, Mr. HABIBULLAH, for that injury.
Q: Did you provide any treatment or medications to Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A: Not that I can remember.
Q: Did you provide any treatment or medications to Mr. DILAWAR?
A: Not that I can remember.
Q: Were you present during the inprocessing medical screening of Mr. HABIBULLAH and Mr.
DILAWAR?
A: I would have to say yes.
Q: What were your responsibilities during the medical inprocessing screening?
A: I checked them for physical characteristics such as moles, tattoos, scars, cuts, bruises, etc. I
obtained their medical history, through the use of an interpreter. I'd document if they were on
any medications and if they had undergone any surgeries in.the past.
Q: Did Mr. HABIBULLAH make any specific medical compliant that you treated?
A: Not that I can remember, if I did it would be documented somewhere. I don't know how
accurate the record keeping process was after I left the BCP, but while I was there it was all
documented.
Q: Did Mr. DILAWAR make any specific medical complaint that you treated?
A: Not that I can remember, if he did, I reacted to it by administering to it and it should be
documented somewhere.
Q: Did you treat either Mr. HABIBULLAH or Mr. DILAWAR for bruises while they were
housed within the isolation cells?
A: Not that I can remember.
Q: Did any detainees report the MPs or other U.S. forces were abusing them?
A: No.
Q: Did you treat any detainees for bruising, which they claimed was caused by being struck by
U.S. military forces?
A: Some of them complained during the inprocessing, that the forces that captured them stuck
them. But once they were at the BCP they never complained of any guard striking them.
Q: Did you ever observeany U.S. personnel strike a detainee?
A: No.
-•
Q: Do you recatf treating Mr. HABIBULLAH for an injury to his nose, which was re-injured
during a scuffle with the MPs?
A: Not that I recall. I treated a number of lacerations or wounds that needed bandages, but none
that were detainee specific.
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A: No. //////////////////////////////End of Statement/////////////////////////////////////////////////
.
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AFFIDAVIT
I,
ave read or have had read to me this statement which
begins on age 1 and ends on pa
Ily understand the contents of the entire statement
made by me. The statement is True. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom
of each page containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit
or reward, without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful
inducement.

e o erson Making Statement
Subscribed and,fforn to before me, a erson authorized
of March 2004, while

w to administer oaths, this 2 nd day

gnature of Person Administering Oath).

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
SA
H

Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
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--SECRET'

772 Military Police Company

14 September 2002

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: Physical Condition of Detainees from Kandahar Air Field, Afghanistan
1. Upon the medical screening of the 11 PUCs brought to the Bagram Airfield IDF
on 11 September 2002 by way of Kandahar Airfield, three PUCs numbers 327,
328, and 330 claimed to have been beaten by American forces while detained in
Kandahar.
2•
s injuries were as follows:
A. Large abrasion on the lower right scapula
B. Large abrasion on the anterior right deltoid.
C. States he was beaten on 7 September 2002.
3 . alliMillas injuries were as follows: A. Laceration on left side of forehead.
B. Laceration on the bridge of the nose.
C. The laceration above the left eye displayed signs of swelling and infection.
C. States he was beaten 9 September 2002.
4.
injuries were as follows:
A. Abrasion lower left scapula.
B. Abrasion lower left Latissimus Dorsi muscle.
C. Abrasion Lower left ribs.
D. Claims he was beaten on 9 September 2002.
5. The claims of the PUCs were translated by a certified Pashtu interpreter employed
by the Department of Defense.
.

SPC, ARNG
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CIOP-SC

16 June 2004

MEMEORANDUM FOR SA.111.1.1
SUBJECT: Memorandum Dated 14 September 2002 Subject Physical condition of
detainees from Kandahar Air Field, Afghanistan 772 Military Police Company signed by
SPC.111.11.11111
1.SPC aiiiPstated that the information on the above subject memo was classified
SECRET.
2. In reviewing the information as Chief Of Security for USACIDC. The information on
the Memorandum is not classified based on no classification authority or markings. The
above subject Memorandum is FOR OFFICEAL USE ONLY
LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE.

3. Point of contact is the undersigned at DSN 656-0285/6 Comm. (703) 806-0285/6.

1

F OF SECURITY
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At 1054, 6 Mar 04, SAMIlinterviewed CPT
Commander, 377th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237.
as adial
rights for the offenses of Dereliction of Duty, False Official Statement and Fraternization.
waived his rights and admitted he had numerous conversations with two Iraqi detainees
Bagrarn Collection Point, Afghanistan, which typgigli
.
thirty minutes to an hour.
tat
the conversations were not a part of his duties. 1111111Wdenied
oldiers in his unit struc
detainees while in standing restraints. (See Waiver Certificate o
dated 6 Mar 04, for

additional details)
A

Mar 04, SA
interviewed SAIIIIIMIIIII.rnterviewed IMP
as again advised of
ri is for the offenses of Dereliction of Duty, False Official
Statement and Fraternization.
aived his rights and provided a sworn statement admittir
he knew detainees were being struck while in restraints when they were not compliant with facility
s during prisoner escorts, but denied he knew detainees were struck while in standing restraint
tated he was unsure where
of standing restraints originated. (See Waiver

Certificate and Sworn Statement of

dated 6 Mar 04, for additional details)

AGENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview, 111111111, as record fingerprinted.
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the nrouonent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY IDE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE as 3. TIME

Clarion Hotel & Suites, 5901 Pfeiffer Road, Cincinnati, OH 45242.

6 Mar 04

5. NAME Last First, MI)

4. FILE NO.
-CID369-

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377* Military Police Company
6. SSN

7. GRADE/STATUS

Cincinnati, OH r5C9 17

CPT/0-3

PART I- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

CriMillal Investigation Command as a Special Ager

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/accused
Dereliction of Duty; False Official Statement; Fraternization
he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
to not have to answer any questions or say anything.
.
..,
ing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
or personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I imderstand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
pointed for me before any questioning begins.
I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speal
privately with a lawyer before answering fiirther, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)
la. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

SA
b. ORGANIZATION ORADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. Ido not want to give up my rights:
❑ I want a lawyer.

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
114 FARM 11ZR1 Ne117 RO
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:
a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a militaz
lawyer detailed for you, at no expense to you, or both."
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCA/1.1) You have the right to talk privately tc
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

'Do you understand your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.) .

"Do you want a lawyer at this timer
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer, Tithe suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to,discuss the offense(s) underinvestigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without haying a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says ."no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waive_r certificate on the
other side of this form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERA It-ICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLE ibll IMMEDIAIELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every
effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed'at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
.WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting couns
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continue

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER' CERTIFICATE
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

0134 - 02 — C
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

I D 369-2353 3
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DATE:
LOCATION: CINCINNATI, OHIO
FILE NUMBER: 0137-02-C 369-2
GRADE / STATUS: CPT
SSAN:
NAME (Last, First MI):
ARMY
RESERVES,
CINCINNATI,
OHIO, 45237
DRES 377TH MP CO,
ORGANIZATION OR

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Command as a Special Agent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
alse Swearing regard ing Negligent Homicide; Dereliction of duty.
suspected/ac
e: any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
Before he/s e
following righ
1. I do not have to answer questions or say anything,
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I
arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before
any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
5. COMMENTS: Have you been advised of your legal rights and requested legal counsel in the past 30 days?
111111
erstand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a
statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with
_

Witness# 2
Signature of Witness

itary Police Battalion (CID)
1
Fort Hood, TX 76544

NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

I do not want to give up my rights: I want a lawyer: 0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything: ❑
Signature of Interviewee:
DA Form 3881-E
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3
FILE NUMBER: 0134-02-C1D369-23533
0137-02-C1D329-23534
1 Pfeiffer Road, Cincinnati, OH 45242
Suites
LOCATION: Clarion •
411M
DATE / TIME: 6 Mar 0
STA1EMENT OF
SSN.
3
GRADES P : PT O-N
ORGANIZATION/ADDRESS: 377 th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237

want to make the following statement under oath:
I,
you ave
any conversations with any Prisoners Under Control that were detained at the
Q:iilli
A111111111
Bagram Collection Point in Afghanistan during your deployment from Aug 2002 through Mar
2003?
A: Yes, there were two detainees there that were Iraqi refugees that had been detained by the
United States for over a year. The two detainees spoke some. English. One spoke English better
than the other. The two detainees were already in the facility when my unit took control of the
facility from the 211 th Military Police Company. The Defense Human Intelligence Services
(DHS) gave them preferential treatment in the form of smoke breaks and were generally treated
better overall. They weren't leg cuffed, they were only handcuffed. They were allowed to wear
a gray Afghan robe over their orange jump suit. They shared an isolation cell together. They
were provided paper, pencils and pens and some reading material like magazines. I was under
the assumption that they were treated different because they weren't the same as the other
PUC's. They were Iraqi refuges. In December 2002, the DHS personnel that had been
interacting with the two detainees by giving them smoke breaks and preferential treatment (an
Air Force LT and CPT) left the facility and no longer returned to provide the preferential
treatment. I took the initiative to continue to give these guys preferential treatment and I would
go give these guys a smoke break when I was off duty and we would talk for usually thirty
minutes, but no more than an hour. We would talk about their families, what Iraq was like, Islam
and theology and things like that One of the guys told me he was a doctor and a Shiite religious
leader in southern Iraq and had over 100,000 followers. He said he had spent a year in one of
Sadaam Hussein's prison's and had one of his ankles broken while there. I don't know if that is
true, but I saw the big knot, on his ankle. We talked about democracy and that we shared a love
for democracy. The two detainees said they wanted to return to Iraq to assist in a new Iraq since
we all believed the next Gulf War was certain to happen.. I started to work with the International
Committee of the Red Cross to arrange the release of these detainees. I also sent an email to
Generallilli about the two detainees and the fact that they may be useful to our efforts. igni aq
after I ha returned from the deployment. I never heard anything back from the General. NNW
Q: Did the detainees ever offer to compensate you in any way for your treatment of them or
your efforts to have them freed?
' g to give. They never
have
A: They did drawings and were nice to me, but they didn't have
offered services or guaranteed me money or anything like that.
Q: Did you ever receive anything from the detainees?
A: I got a couple pictures they drew and I still have them somewhere at home. 1111111
Q: What type of preferential treatment did you give the two detainees?
A: We maintained the treatment they had before. I took them on smoke breaks..
Q: Did anyone else take the detainees for smoke breaks?
EXHIBIT
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TAKEN AT THE Clarion Hotel
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A: I don't know for sure, but I think so.
Q: Were your conversations with the detainees a part of your duties?
A: No. I felt bad for the guys and I enjoyed talking to them.111111
Q: Were the detainees released while you were there?
A: Yes, we released them to the United Nations HCR in Kabul. I don't recall what HCR stood
for. I had heard the were going to be given an apartment and some money to reestablish their
life in Kabul.
Q: Who directe t eir release?
A: I don't know, I think Genera
as the authorizing authority. The process for their release
was ongoing before I got there.
Q: Do you remember the PUC n ers or names of the two detainees?
A: I want to say the doctor was
omething, but I'm not sure. I don't remember their names...
Q: Where did these conversations take place?
A: I would usually
hem into the shower room and we would sit and smoke a couple of
cigarettes and talk.
Q: Were
directed or ordered to give these detainees preferential treatment?
A: No. yip
Q: When did you begin having conversations with these detainees?
A: From Jan 03 until their release in late Feb 03; about four or five times a week. M251fif the
breaks were only 15 minutes. Some may have stretched to a half hour or an hour. IIIIW
Q: Were you attempting to derive intelligence or information from the detainees during these
conversations?
A: No
Q: Did you know that your soldiers struck detainees that were restrained?
A: Yes, I knew some detainees got struck when they were restrained while being transported
when the detainees refused to cooperate. I remember being told on several occasions that a
detainee had to be struck or subdued and I would assume the detainees were restrained at the
time because tainees were restrained in most situations in which the MP's were involved
with them.
Q: Did you know that your soldiers struck detainees while they were in standing restraints?
A: No, I did not know that. If someone told me that they struck a detainee when they were
chained up, I would have assumed they were posing a threat to the MP anc that is why it
happened. If they did not pose a threat, they should not be struck at all.
Q: Did you call a meeting in which you told platoon sergeants and platoon enders that illegal
beatings needed to stop?
A: After the first PUC's death, I got the platoon sergeants and platoon leaders together and asked
if there had been any illegal PUC beatings and if anyone had broken the rules of engagement.
Nobody acknowledged that illegal beatings were going on and they said that it was not
happening. I went over the rules of engagement again with them. We had meetings all the time
about issues, and thilii part of one of those meetings. It was not a specific meeting
because of the death.
Q: Did you have suspicions at that time that illegal beatings had gone on?
A: No, I just asked that just because a detainee had died in our custody. If someon escribed an
illegal act to me and I realized it was an illegal act, I would have acted upon it.
Q: Did anyone tell you at any time that they believed illegal beatings of detainees were taking
place?
EXHIBIT et 75
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04, CONTINUED.
A: Several days after the second detainee's death, 1 SG Mt 1d me that soldiers had possibly
illegaian a detainee. I told her that was CID's business and they were investigating, but
said that she thought that peo le were trying to cover it up. She had heard that
1 SG
unched a detainee that was chained up. I
before the second detainees deaths, SGT
r maybe both of them and asked them if they
went and got SF
r 1LT
knew anything about this. e s 'd no, so we went to OD and talked to SA
to make
sure he knew about it. SA
said he already knew about it and that it was being handled.
Q: Other than that incident, did anyone tell you or did you have any reason to believe that
anythinkal was taking place inside the Bagram Collection Point?
A: No.
Q: Where did the concept of standing restraints come from?
A: I am not 100% sure. I thought that it came from the 211' MP Company, but I could be
wrong. It may have been something we came up with, but I think I recall seeing people in
standing restraints during the RIP, and I am pretty sure that was the way we were trained during
the RIP. At tha ime, I was not aware that shackling someone to a fixed object was
unauthorize
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this stateme t?
A: When I was previously interviewed by SA
may have incorrectly answered a question
regarding knowledge of a soldier striking a detainee while restrained. My original assumption
was that she meant fully restrained and unable to pose a threat, in which a strike would have
been illegal and I had no such knowledge. If the question meant any type of restraint at all, I was
aware of detainees be
bei
k while in some form of restraints when they resisted an MP and
were being combative
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A: No. //////////////////////////////////////////////End of Statement/////////////////////////////////////////////////111111

EXHIBIT
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AFFIDAVIT
have read or have had read to me this
gins on age and ends on page 4. I fully understand the contents of the
statemen w
entire statement made by me. The statement is true. I have initialed all corrections and have
initialed the bottom of each page containing the statement. I have made this statement freely
without hope of benefit or reward, without threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful
influence, or unlawful inducement.

tement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to administer oaths, this 6 th day
of March 2004, while at the Clarion Hotel & Suites, 5901 Pfeiffer Road, Cincinnati, OH 45242.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)(4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:

EXHIBIT cg
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0137-02-CID 369-23534

AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER 0137-02-CID36923534

0134-02-C1D369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE
DETAILS

INTERVIEW OF WITNESSES:
bout 1810, 6 Mar 04, SA

interviewed Mr.
who pro
d clarification of facts he had previou
provided to CID in a sworn statement dated 27 Oct 03.
bserved photographs of unit
members assigned to Company A, 519t h Military Intelli
Battalion, who had deployed to
Bagram, Afghanistan between Nov 03 and Dec 03.
entified several individuals who he
stated had been at the. BCP during the time of the deaths of Mr. HABIBULLAH and Mr. DILAWAR.
He identified...Os the supervisor of the MI interrogators, and CP
the command(
of tlile,Ati-rogators. He also identified three MI interrogators, SGT
and SPC
who were described within his statement as having assaulted or mistreated detainees.
These indivicare identified within the statement as well as on photographic identification pag(
signed by
(See statement and photographic identification pages for details)
0////////////////////////////////////////////// LAST ENTRY //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

6 Mar 04
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number : 0137-0 -CID369-23534
Location
Date
arch,2004
Time:
Statement
SSN
1-68-6227
0 /Address :

want to make the following statement under
oat :
am providing this statement to clari
' 'rmatiOn I had
• previously provided to Special Agent
US Army CID.
I have been ShOwn photographs of the indiViduals assigned to
Company A, 519 t h Military Intelligence Company, Fort Bragg, NC.
After reviewing the photographs, I recognize several of the
individuals with whom I worked and associated while I was an
Interpreter during interrogations of detainees at the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP). I reco '
he individual whom CID
informed me was known as
as the supervisor for the
interrogators. I also recognize the lady whom CID has
. identified as CPT 111111 She was in charge of the interrogators
and was a very nice lad
I recognize the female soldier whom I
had identified as
ithia the statement I provided to
CID on 27 October 2
. She would stand behind detainees and
place her arms under theirs ; pulling their arms upward while she
'interlocked her fingers behind their heads. She would also make
the detainees kneel on the floor holding their hands over :their
heads during the.interrogation. When they were unable to hold
their hands up, She would grab their arms and force them above
their heads. I also recognize two other soldiers who worked - as
a team during the interro ati s. CID•has identified these
individuals to me as SPC
:Ad SPC
I recalled one
incident after having spo en with SA
urin m ast
Statement, which involved these indivi
s, _SPC
and SPC
Were interrogating a detainee. They forced t e man to
roll across the room and then ordered him to roll over
over
backiiiiiiis the ro
When the detainee reached SPC
and
SPC
SPC
rdeted the detainee to kiss his boots. He
continued this activit and also ordered the detainee to kiss
the boots of SPC
This was very degrading for Af han men.
I was resent as the interrogator and witnessed SPC
and
forcing
detainees
to
place
their
backs
against
a
wall
i
SPC lk
and slide down the wall Until they were positioned as if seated
without a chair. This is a very painful position and difficult
to maintain for any period of time. When the detainees would

INITIALS

- Page

1 of 110
. 111
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STATEMENT OF

TAKEN AT 11111111111111111111111.
DATED 6 March 2004, CONTINUED:

slide to the floor, they would be picked back up and placed back
in the position by the MI interrogators.
Q. During your previous statement, y6u describe the MI
Interrogators "Holding onto people" however could not provide
any names to identify these individuals. I am now showing you
photographs of some members assigned to Company A, 519th MI
.COmpany. Do you recognize any individuals within the •
photographs?
A. As I documented in the statement, I recognize
SPC
and SPC
Q.- Besides what you have documented within this statement, are
you aware of- any other activity by anyone assigned to the MI
.Interrogators, which you.feel was inappropriate?
A. No.
Q. Were the MP's present in the interrogation rooms when you
observed the Military interrogators using the techniques you
described?
A. No. That was not the policy at the time. They would bring
the detainee to the room and then they would leave.
:,9 Are you aware of anyone being struck by the Military Police
- Guards within the BCP?
A. I have not seen- this personally.
Q. Do you }plow if PUC 412, whom CID haS identified for you as
Mr. HABIBULLAH, was struck by any of the MP Guards within the
BCP facility?
A. No.
Q. Do you know if PUC 421; whom CID has identified for you as
Mr. DILAWAR, was struck by any of the MP Guards within the BCP
facility? •
A. No, I did not see this at all
Q. Is there anything you
h to add to the statement?
A. No.
/7/ END OF STATEMENT /
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STATEMENT 'OF

TAKEN AT
DATED 6 March 2004, CONTINUED:

NOT USED

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

g StateMent)
and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
610
th day of March 2004 at Chicago, ILL.

ering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Title 5, Section 303, USC
(Authority to Administer Oath) .
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

ROI NUMBER

0134-02- C 1 D369-23 533/0137-02-CID369-23

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE
DETAILS

t 1300 7 Mar 04 SA

interviewed Mr.
formerly CP
7
ilitary Police Company,
Cincinnati, OH 45237), w o was
d to 2 nd Platoon, working within the Bagram Collection P
(BCP), during the deployment.
stated he was working the gates aiit inside the
BCP from November through December 2002. (See PUC Questionnaire of
dated 7 Mai
04, for additional details)
WM..
t 1334, 7 Mar 04,Mt
SAnterviewed
•
SGT
77th Military
Police Company, Blo
. II' • • • . IN 47401, who was assigne to 3 rd Platoon, wo in within the B
during the deployment
as advised of his rights for Aggravated Assault, Negligent
Homicide, Cruelty and altreatment of a Prisoner and Wrongful Use of a Controlled Substance,
hich he invoked by indicatin-g he did not want to be ques 12Laaksay
..1anything, at which time the
interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
dated 7 Mar 04, for additional
details)
GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusion of his interview

was record fingerprinted.

t 1747, 7 Mar 04, SAMPand SAIllitterviewed SS
Police Company, Cinciiiiii 45237, who was assigne to 1 Platoon, wor ing
ithin the BCP during the deployment.
as advised of his rights for Aggravated Assault,
Negligent Homicide and Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, which he invoked by faije ting lec
counsel, at which time the interview was terminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of dated
Mar 04, for additional details)
377th
Military

GENT'S COMMENT: At the conclusionr-of his interview,
was record fingerprinted.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

7 Mar 04
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PUC • UESTIONAIRE
NAME:
RANK:
UNI

DATE:

The US Army is currently investigating the death of two detainees at Bagram
Airbase, Afghanistan during December 2002: Were you deployed or assigned to
Afghanistan between Oct and Dec 2002? A: ( e-5:S
If yes, what dates and what were your duties?
r
62
date_e
Poilo
x(17
((Mc 0141 1)
I 11447-00.-) 014s. ;,)
2. Did you guard either detainee during the period of time between Oct and &i4-%
Dec 2002? A: /JO
2a. Did you interview or were you present during any interviews with
either detainee during this time frame? A: 40
2b. Did you witness either detainee receiving any type of corporal
punishment? A: JO
If yes explain (see sworn statement)
2c. Did you interact in any way with either detainee? A:
explain:

If yes,

2d. Did you hear or see anythinffertaining to the treatment of either of
those two detainees that you felt uncomfortable with? A: p)o.
If yes, please explain:
3. Did you participate in any type of corporal punishment or any compliance
blows to either detainee? A: Ijo, If yes, stop and advise of rights.
4. Do you know who had anything to do with the eventual death of either
detainee? A:
If yes, explain (see sworn statement)
4a. Did anyone tell you who might have had anything to do with the death of
either detainee? A: tj a If yes, explain (see sworn statement)

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1101

e Sequence # of Interviewer
ILI 11..4

01 37- 02-C113369-

0134-0 2 - C10369-235

4b. How do you feel about the deaths of those two detainees?
oe6
574uti)A311" hat/c
P6,471.,/ Fo Ak)
5. Who do you think did this?
Now let me say this, if you only have a suspicion,
it is important for you to provide that information here, even though you
may be wrong. This will be kept confidential and it will not be reported to
that person. Who do you think did it? A: .„7- g.40.1 /4.)0
141,
6. Is there anyone you know well enough that you feel is above suspicion and
would not do something like this? A: 7
Sc ems.

apfg_ 77,0

7. How do you feel about being interviewed concerning this issue?

7/ Do

-

6.444-7-

Zl (Y4/•)•).

401,0i sno1,776724 1 1-

4-(_ yaw

ion t-t LO 775 -

8. Do 'you think that the death of either of those detainees was deliberate?
9. If someone said that you physically abused either of those two detainees, is
that person lying?

10.Who do you think would have had the best opportunity to have physically
abused either detainee? A: Ap7orde (cmo (7)XY-7Zifec 7-0P
7m4496e,

11. Why do you think someone would do this'?
416 1474D

a: 7t0

ap‘i

11261/0 r

0/2.
42,07bri-hr-

e_ 774/

12. Did you ever think about giving corporal punishment to a detainee, even
though you didn't go through with it? A: /J o.,
13. Why wouldn't you do something like this? A: 1Z--160-'Eg-,C-00 45„) te4U/
,acDkl
/ 3 e -.4€5.
77-e6.-A2:7
7-2444-7 .7- eAlAiur
14. What do you think should happen to a person who mistreated or caused the
death of a detainee?...77r: same-044- 441v-KR60'441 141 )

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1102
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a. Please explain:

15. Is there any reason you have been told a detainee could be given corporal
punishment or given compliance blows? A: Jo,
If yes, explain
(See sworn statement)
16. What do you believe a detainee might do that should result in their
receiving corporal punishment or compliance blows?
/ree5-4,40

op

-,/7--7/6-7g,

2f C.

17. How do you think the results of the investigation will come out on you?
ez C,49/e,
18. Do you think the person who did this would deserve a second chance under
any circumstances? A:
Please explain:
.56-c_ ,1Q4:7

ei//1-7Aice,:

19. Did you tell your family about this investigation? A:
20a. Did you tell your family you were being interviewed regarding this
investigation? A: Vis
20b. Did your family ask you if you were guilty? If so, what was your
response? A: /1/9 A.)tree - A-4Efo Mn
731.0
A,6,ez Z 404.fru

20c. Have you talked with anyone other than CID about this investigation?
A: /j0 ,
If yes, who?
20. Is there any reason why someone would say that you were involved in the
deaths of those two detainees? Now, I'm not saying you did this, but is
there is any reason why someone would say you were involved? A:

Signature
of
ACLU-RDI 4534
p.1103

ignature/Sequence # of Interviewer
lila

I

0137_02_01036 9
0134-0 2 - C10369-235

22. Can you think of any reason why someone would name you as a suspect in
this investigation? A:
t..)6)
23. If it becomes necessary, would you be willing to undergo hypnosis and a
polyp aph to verify your truthfulness pertaining to this investigation?
A. 0.
24. What percentage of MP's, Guards, Correction Officers or interrogators do
you think engage in this type of punishment? A: /-75 File /lc
,e/1) ,i;

/t,j4fe

25. If you were involved in either death of those two detainees, would you tell
the truth about it now? A:
26,De--ycuLth
A:

o e p ou on is in

27. Do you have anything to add at this time, or any information you might have
heard that could help to resolve this investigation? A:

ure o
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1104
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERIHICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
0 13 4.7 (777-TI0369-753
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTIIORTTY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

2. DATE

1. LOCATION

III 3.

7 Mar, 04

Reserves Center, 520 South Woodcrest Dr., Bloomington IN 47401

4. FILE NO.

33

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

3771 Military Police Company
520 South Woodcrest Dr., Bloomington
IN 47401

7. GRADE/STATUS

SGT/E-5

PART 1 RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
-

Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/06 is with the United States Army
Criminal Investigation Command as a Special Age)]
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
uspe
Use of a Controlled Subs e- A vated Assault; Negligent Homicide. and Cruel and Maitre
he
e any questions about the offense(s), howevshe made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both,
•
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCM,1)1 have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have, a lawyer present with me

during questioning I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
pointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speal
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section R. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
.WITNESSES (If available)

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

la. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4, SIGNA t 1. • •

. . . . . —_______

2a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

lk k A

6.

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want

pr I do not want to be questioned or say anything.
ORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

T

A 'MUM -42R1

New R4
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PART 11- RIGHTS WARNING PROCED
THE WARNING

3

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a militar
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
-or(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately tr
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.

1. WARNING.- Inform the suspect/accused of
a Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused,
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

THE WAIVER
"Do you understand your rights?"
(lithe suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement lithe suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(lithe suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. lithe request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. lithe suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(lithe suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) undeiinvestigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of thisform.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
onthe waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED El/MEDIAL tLY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every
effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins, lithe waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. lithe suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised_ The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting coun
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wroni
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continue

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
871/02685
ACLU-RDI
4534 p.1106
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE

For use of this form. see AR 190-30: the proponent agency is ODCSOFS
DATA REQUIRED BY TEE PRIVACY ACT
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

war

1. LOCATION

2. DATE

3771 Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH

7 Mar, 04

3. TIME

/7V

7

4. FILE NO.
-CID369-

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th Military Police Company
Cincinnati, OH

7. GRADE/STATUS

SSG/E-6

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
Criminal Investigation Command as a Special Agen
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/accused
Aggravated Assault; Negligent Homicide; Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisonerfll
efore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
ything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
For personnel subject to the UCM1) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during queslioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speal
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

1a.

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA
2a. NAME (Type or Print)

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGA •R

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. Ido not want to give up my rights:
ja. I want a laWyer.

ainr

A

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

IIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

T A F1111211/1 ARR1 1%1'MT RQ
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PART II - RIGHTS W.
THE W
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of
a. Your official position
1), Nature of offense(s).
c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial"
c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to
have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

G PROCEDURE
G

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a rnilita
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately t
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present witl
you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own
expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."
d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering
questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

'Do you understand your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement lithe suspect/accused
says "yes," ask the following question.)
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to
continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form)

SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make
on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands
his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under
investigation, and :refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
IF WAIVER CERTIkICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IlvIMEDIAibLY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every
effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. lithe waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.
Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
PRIOR INCRIMINATING. STATEMENTS:
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating
statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should
be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the
first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving
Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the
proper rights advisal.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver
certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If
during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting coitus
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195 1

ROI NUMBER
0134-02- CID 369-2353 3/0137-02-CID369-2

-

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES

DETAILS

At 1500 hrs, 22 Mar 04, SI'

nterviewed SPC
272nd
Military Police (MP) Company, Mannheim, Germany, APO AE 09086 f rmer
with
the
377th MP Company (USAR), 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati, OH).
was advis(
of his rights for t
se of Assault and Battery, which he elected to waive and aut or a written
statement.
described the struggle in the airlock (sally port) of General Population CE
2, during w Ich he assisted in subduing DILAWAR (PUC 421) with other 377 th
MPs. He also
recounted a lat
isit durin which he escorted DILAWAR, but the detainee did not even attem[
use the latrine.
stimated the length of time DILAWAR was kept in "standing restrair
(c '
eiling) was collectively about 2 1/2 days. See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statem
o
dated 22 Mar 04, for additional details.
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2
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Grade Sta s: SPC/E-4/AD

272 nd Military Police Company, 95 th MP Battalion,

APO AE 09086
want to make the following statement
under oath: I made a previous statement to CID . after having
been advised of my rights on 23 Dec 02:and I'm - making this
statement to clarifycertain aspects
that statement. I've
been advised of my rights today (22
04) and I elected to
waive thoSe-rights and makethis sta
t voluntarily.
Q: What is your experience in the military prior to.thiS
deployment?
A: I joined the USAR on 23 Mar 2000. I was assigned to 377 th MP
Company from May - Sep 2000 and went to drill as a Pre-Bas'c
soldier. I got there around the same time CPT
I was her driver and her RTO. I went to Basic Training (from
Oct 2000 to Feb 2001).. At basic, the drill sergeants asked who
wanted to stay on active duty and I did, but my unit newsletter
said we were going to'Operation Brightstar in Oct 20011_ So I
stayed'in the reserves cause I wanted to see more than one duty
station and thought seeing Egypt would be cool. Then we went to
Brightstar, our mission . was'Entry Control Points and had a
a the day we left fOr the_Brightstar
blast. It was 27 days and
mission was 7 Oct 2001 . - the day they started the bombing in
:Afghanistan. CPT.
was great, we all thought we might get
diverted Afghanist
We got info
t we mightjpe going to
Afghanistan. CPT
and 1SG
alked us through our
concerns and we all came home safe
In Dec 01, we got called
up and in Jan 02we crated our equipment for the GTMO mission.
Then we were.told . to stand down, I was bummed I wanted to go to
AfghaniStan. A cou le months before we got mobilized we got a
new commander, CPT
I heard his civilian job was MI.
No one really knew im and 'we didn't know what to expect. Some
of the former infantry types groused about having a female
commander and female 1SG, but it was typic
. tuff. We got
called up in Jun 02 .for AfghaniStan. CPT
was a
commander within our Bn and we had previously been on a weekend.
drill where his.Bn was running a confinement facility. The
whole thing was screwed up and at that time, we commented that
we never wanted him as a commander, but that was who we got.
.
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Q: Di the unit dynamics change.with the leadership change?
A: Yes, it was really bad
did not have time to
train or gel as a unit, CPT
used to come down and BS
with us troops and although some of the NGOs didn't like it, she
knew us all and we - felt closer as a unit. She alSo got us
really high speed training. Once we got to Fort Dix, the
training situation was much more lax. It was cool, becauSe we
trained a few things in the morning an
the beach for the
afternoon. But I know that under CPT
we would have
worked and trained a lot harder, but she always got us super
training with the units where wedid AT. She was very ingenious
about getting the.beSt on
s at training, we worked harder,
but learned more. CPT
didn't-do much with us, so we all
liked it, because we had loads of time off. I got out when we
got back, thete was so much screwed-up stuff on this deployment.
Bad pay problems, admin was screwed Up, soldierS were messing
around with other soldiers and there-was some issue with the 1
ordering things from supply and trading. it with other units
Q: Did yOu get out Of the unit because of the deployment
issues?
A: . Yes and wanted to be in the regular Army, but our unit
really screwed up things, like my pay. - I stayed on in
Afghanistan with the 118 th MP Company after my- unit redeployed,
because I liked the Army. . It took the 118t h MP Company two days
to fix my pay. problems. I also didn't:like the attitude and
lack of discipline in the reserves, so I switche
ver to the
Regular Army. My goal is to be an SF soldier.
Q: . What specifically do you.repall about oper
s within the
BCP, during Dec 02?
A: The way I saw it waS the MP mission 1448 to support the MI
mission. They (MI) dictated detainees were to stand hooded and
segregated for the first 24 hours, after their initial
interview: If the detainee spilled his guts during the initial
interview, they could go straight to general population. But
99% of the time, they went on sleep deprivation. This was to
disorient them and Make them more susceptible to interrogations,
MI decided how much sleep a detainee got and it depended on the
detainee's leVel:of'Cooperation. The way it normally worked was
after in-processing, MI directed where the detainee served his
Iso. Sometimes it was in an isolation cell (first or second
floor) or in an airlock of the general population. The object
was to isolate and disorient the detainee. They were
handcuffed
ed and told to stand. :There was a. language
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barrier so it was hard for us to communicate and we did nothave
an interpreter, assigned to the MPs. The interpieters were: most
often employed in interrogations. A lot of our communication .
withedanswphyicaldretnghmousi
"charades" (physically demonstrating) what we wanted them to do.
Sometimes this would not work and we used the couple English
speakers in general population. ofd ainees to translate.
Sometimes even that did not work.
Q: What do you mean by "physical
erecting them?
A: For instance, if the. guy was lifting his hood, we would tell.
him "no". If that didn't work, we'd then enter the airlock and
physically pull down the hood and tell them again forcefully •
"no." . If that failed, we use either an interpreter . or an
English speaking detainee and explain the issue. If we just
couldn't get the detainee to comply, we'd tell MI, they'd take
them for an interview and when they came back the problem would
usually be fiked. Sometimes the detainees would just not do what
they were told, this happened with regard to standing uSu
at
the end of the 24 hour initial standing isolation period.
Q: What happened when the detainee refused to stand any
and did this happen with either of the men who died?
A: The only one I know about was the second detainee who died
(DILAWAR - PUC : 421). I was working control (the escort shift).
My job was to escort detainees wherever MI wanted them, take
detainee to the latrine and -rove the whole facility. This guy
(PUC 421) had been standing for awhile•and must have been near
the end of the dictated 24 hburpetiod. .He was in Airlock #2,
which is the sally port connected to General Population. He was
tired and would not stay standing no matter what we tried. We
knew at this point the only way to keep h .- t nding was to
o
chain him in a standing position: SSG
arid SPC
were already in the airlock trying to get the detainee oo stand:
The detainee was. trying to roll himself up into a ball and they
had to pick him up in order to get his hands high enough to
chain. At first I considered goin ' side the airlock, but there
was no room for me.
and the . detainee made the
airlock pretty full.. o 1 gra ed a set of long cuffs .(leg
irons) and climbed up on the side of the airlock. - My goal was
to feed the cuffs down through the top of the cell and they
could cuff him to the open cuff or if.they could : get his hand
high'enough I could cuff him. They never got his hand high
enough for me to get a cuff on him. He was hooded, so I'm not
sure if he
hat we were planning, but he just crouched down
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and pulled his hands into his chest.
en the detainee pulled - .
• his hands down, his elbow knocked
into the concertina
wire. It was a bad scene, and we were.just going to get people
hurt. SSG
was trying to get.into the airlock to assist
and I said something like "just get him out of there". There
was a pile of people, so I reached in and grabbed "orange" (the
color of the PUC jumpsuit). We had . tpget controlof the
situation, the inside door of the airlock - (the one the detainees
used to get into the chamber) was only secured with 550 cord.
The longer the wrestling match went on, the greater the chance
for the other detainees in general population to get agitated
and potentially make a bad situation worse. The way I saw it,
getting 'him the main floor inside a secure facility was
was.a better
position to gain control from. I didn't want it to turn into a
riot control or crowd 'issue. The longer it went on the greater
the potential fOr the general population to decide to exploit
the disturbance. When I pulled, the rest of the group came out
and onto the floor, the 'detainee, landed on '
nt side and I
landed on the floor to
side of him and
landed on the
other.
nd
stayed on their feet, one of them
shut an Locke the cell and the other.tried to control the
detainees feet. .Then we piled-bnthe detainee and tried to get
him calmed down and prevent him from struggling. I remember us
saying "calm down". Then we saw blood and checked everyone for
injuries. We found that none of us were. bleeding and checked
the detainee and-saw that he was bleeding from his nose.
Everything stopped and we got hiM something to put on his nose
and_stop the bleeding. We called.a medic qualified MP (I'm not
sure which one) to check him out:and we sent someone for a
stretcher.. We discussed it 'and realized it would be useless to
try and wrestle him upstairs. We decided to strap him to the
stretcher and take him up to isolation. I seem to remember it
was just a regular nosebleed. The bleeding stopped and we rehooded him and cuffed him to the stretcher, which he did not
fight and took him upstairs to Isolation Block #1.(second
floor), Cell #1 (the cell right next to where the MP in Iso Cell
sits. We set him down and tried to decide what to do with him.
There was a discussion abott taking him off.the stretcher and I
decided that would cause another fight, so we left him cuffed to
the. stretcher. We undid the leg shackles from the stretcher
because the way he was cuffed made them dig into his ankles.
His legs were still cuffed, just not to the stretcher: His feet
were on th
d. His hands were still cuffed to the
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stretcher and he was backed Up to the rear of the cell. The
stretcher was between him and the wall. The stretcher itself
was cuffed to the hesco ceiling and the PUC was cuffed to the
Stretcher. .He stayed like that for about an hour and he was
laying against the .stretcher. Laying against the stretcher was
not achieving. the standing that MI directed, so I made the
decito take him off Iiiiiiiitcher and move him forward. So
we
and I think SGT
went
and moved him. I
reasbned.that if he became combative, he was already in Iso and
would not be inciting the other prisoners, so we could.handle
him. As it happened, he did not struggle at all, he complied
and we chained him up with his hands Straight up in the air over
his shoulders.' We left the cell and Went back to my other
duties
That was the last cOntaCt:I had with him on that shif
Q: Did anyone hit the detainee during that time period?
A: Not after we hit the floor. If he was struck at all it
would have to be in the airlock duria that wrestling match, but
I did not see. real well, I think
der ered one or two
common peroneal strikeS inside the airloc
Q: Did you ever strike DILAWAR (PUC 421).
ing the struggle or
at any other time?
A: No, I had physical , contact with him during the struggle and
wrestling on the floor,- but there were no deldb
to bloW8 or
strikes and I'never struck him any other tim
Q: Did you see anyone else strike DILAWAR ( C 421) once he was
restrained in the IsoCell?
Ti: -.No. ' Wh-gn we took him off the - stretcher and he.was
compliant ,, The next day
t shift) I worked, I took him to the
bathroom with SGT
Q: 'Did you ever hea
anyone Strike this or any other
detainees?
A: I heard about MPs in 3rd Platoon being more physical with
detainees. - I heard they were rougher and more forceful. - They
.were known as .Torn Fed" and had the physical size and strength
to bully detainees into complying. I also heard that MI had
them help MI with a - couple interrogations.. I heard that 3 rd
Platonhre dstickabrom updetain's
unless he told MI what they wanted to know. The detainee
refused, until the MPs got a stick and pulled his pants down,
then detainee got scared and supposedly confessed. It was
gossip, a rumor, it was alleged the information lead to a bunch
more arrests and we were going to get a Presidential Unit
Citation, w ' h I think was bull. I don't remember what
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detainee it Was supposed to be, which MI people or MPs (beyond
3 rd platoon)
supposedly involved. I frankly think it was
just gossip
Q: How - much—time elapsed between the struggle in the airlock
and the time-that the detainee died?
A: We went off shift (nights.1930-.0730
Days was worked
by 3 rd Platoon, from 0730-1930 106al, then we came back on shift
that night and he was found hanging in the cell near the end of
that night shift. We were on twelve hour shifts. So I think he
was standing for about roughly. 24 hours, in the airlock. But he
.was standing in Iso for roughly 36 hours after the airlock event
before he was found dead. If you add that up, it's about 2 1,1
days, which seems long: I thought that MI would put'hiM on a
sleep dep schedule after his intetrbgation, which would mean he
should have been. down part of the time. Although every time, I
saw him he was standing.. I think by the timeof the airlock
incident, he had been in the BCP for about one day, I seem to
recall this because:he was supposed to stand in the airlock for the first 24 hours of his stay in the BCP and the str
within the airlock occurred near the end of that time
Q: To your knowledge, did DILAWAR (PUC 421) remain sting in
.the . Iso Cell. from the time you put him there until the time of.
his death?
• •
A: More or lesS, with the exception of laying on the floor and
layi
n the stretcher, during ttanspott
He stood the whole
time
Q:
A: That was what MI told us to do. MI directed us what to do,
by. placing entrie6Son the status board under each PUG nurriber.
There were status boards each Iso Block and on the floor. The
status boards Were dry eraser boards and there were annotations.
for sleep deprivatiOn. The notations were how-many hours the
detainee was to stand and then how
they could rest for.
This varied for different detainees
Q: What were the circumstances unde w ich you took DILAWAR to
the bathroom?
A: Either the detainee would ask to go to the 'bathroom or the
guard would ask- "tashnob" (which is Pashtun for bathroom).. Most
of the time, if you asked they Would say "yes" because it meant
they got to get out of restraints. Some of the detainees would
pee in their water bottles and we had the interpreters explain
'.to them, they could not pee in their cells because it was a
hygiene iss
When the detainees asked to go to the bathroom,
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the Iso Guard would call both control MPs for escort.. We had a
two person rule for transport or escort, becauSe the detainees
had to move everywhere hooded and we needed one'person for . each
arm to prevent escape or injury. DILAWAR walked down the hall,
down the stairs, all the way across the general pOpulation area
and into the bathroom, under his own . power. Usually, we would
undo the shott handcuffs (leaving the long cuffs on their hands
and feet). This gave them freedom of movement to do their
business, but allOwed for maximum control. We let them go
behind a curtained off area (green wool blanket), for privacy,
.but we could still see their feet and head. He went behind the
.blanket and sat dOwn. I never saw him pull his pants . down.
were standing outside the,curtain for a gdod five to . ten
minutes, way longer than it. takes a, detainee to go. So finally,
we thought, what is he doing in there and opened the curtain to
find DILAWAR just sitting there with hiS pants on. We asked him
what are you doing? He motioned to his seat, indicating to me
that he wanted to'sit longer; This was not uncommon and
contrary to the directed course of treatment (standing). We
asked him if he needed to go. We knew his legs were tired, he
had been standing for a long time Thi8 was a fairly common
• method of resting for detainees. We never gota - look at his
legs cause he never went to the bathroom. The conversation went .
backndforthi
. IcrOken Pashtun, us asking "tashnob" and him_
saying They or no". ,Then he got to his feet and he walked out
'and we put his cuffs and hood back on and started Walking him
through general popUlatiblTand he just stopped walking. He did
not trip, he did not fall„:_he just. quit and I remember thinking
"you son of a bitch". We had
choice but to carry him, he
just became deadweight. H
nd I hitched our arms up under
his armpits and carried him the rest of the way. He did not
fight with us he just refused to walk.' We got back to the 2' d
florIsandweputhimbcknsretai.Hdn'thelp
us, but he didn't fight . either
Once he figured out where he
was, he stood on his own. He grabbed the art chains with his
hands and crossed his legs, so he was resting one leg and
standing on the other. I viewed that as sort of cocky. It
, -seemed like him trying to get around the treatment MI directed
Q: What'happened during MI interrogation sessions with
.
detainees?
A: I have no idea. They did not want us inside during the
interrogation
'
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Q: You mentioned earlier that if you could not get a detainee
to Cooperate, as a last resort you'd talk to MI and after MI
talked with the detainee the behavior was adjusted. To what do
you attribute that change in behavior?
A: I think they were bribing them. Several 'detainees got
special privilege
changing their behavior or giving up
information to M
Q: Do you believ
ever used physical force during
interrogations?
A: Every once in awhile you would hear .a table flying and when
you picked up a detainee you'd see a broken cot or broken table.
I never saw a detainee come out of an interview bleeding or
bruised. The detainees—showered,every Thursday (I think) and we
saw them stripped down then. I never saw any bruises on
detainees. I know MI screamed a lot, especially this one female
interrogator who'had
When she screamed
at the detainees, you cou
ar it t rough the whole facility,
I don't remember her nam
Q: Did either of the de
s who later died make it to the
weekly shower session, where you could have observed any
bruising?
A: No they didn't make it to shower da
Where did you learn to chain detain
o the ceiling?
A: My platoon started out working the gates, we relieved
another platoon from our company who taught us how to work, in
the BCP. When I began working in the BCP, I saw prisoners
cuffed to the ceiling of the cels and airlocks. It was common
practice and that was how I learned what was acceptable.
Q: Did practices with regard to shackling a detainee in a
standing position or sleep deprivation change when anyone
visited the facility?
A: No,
rything stayed the same. I never saw anything,
chang
Q: Wh re any changes made when ICRC visited?
A: No. ICRC wanted to just roam around the facility and take
out PUCs arbitrarily. It would never work, the effect would
have been too disruptive. It had to be structured and we told
them so. 'I've read in the paper that we
feed PUCs or let
them visit ICRC and that's not true at al
Q: Did you have any contact with HABIBUL.LAH (PUC 412)?
A: I once looked in on him. He was in Isolation Block #2 (on
the first floor.). He was in Cell #7, the largest iso cell in
the facility a the time. He was facing the door and was cuffed
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in a standing position. His hands were affixed to the ceiling
and they were together above his head, and he was hooded. I
went to look at him because I had heard he was a VIP and I
wanted to see who he was. I heard he might have been related to
someone big. I never actually saw him until the day he died. I
was on a re-pat mission and came into the facility (the BCP) and
he was on the floor. Someone was doing CPR on him. Ievnd
guarded him and never had any involvement with him at al
i, .
Q: Did you ever have an opportunity to deliver a common
peroneal strike or compliance blow and did not do so?
A: . I had no reason to strike anyone. The only reason to do
thatwas if they were a threat to you. They were always
shackled and there were always,more of us than them. We had a
two man rule minimum, sometimes more. The detainees never had
freedom of movement and could not harm us. If you do your job
right and prepare for movements, the no reason to strike
anyone and I always did my job righ
Q: Did you receive training on comm peroneal blows?
A: Just where to strike on the body, but not when to strike",
Q: ,Did you observe any behavior in the BCP, which you felt was
unlawful, or that made you feel uncomfortable?
A: No, I did not. A saw a couple movements by another platoon,
which I felt did not use the proper or safe number of MPs, but
nothing illegal, just ill advised. Our lat
was run by the
best NCOs and our Pla
eader (1LT
) was a civilian
cop and knew his stuf
Q: Were you ever told
did you know -a-at chaining a prisoner
to a fixed object were contrary to army_doctr'
A: No, today was the first time I heaZd that
Q: After the struggle the airlock, do you re
which medic
saw the detainee for his nosebleed?
hink it was someone on our shift,
is an EMT,
was a Medic before he became an
and1111111111
are civilian police officers and any of them could have made the
call. I know it was not
ause he was working
upstairs. I know it was not SP
the BCP Dayshift medic.
Because it was not a serious injury, not ii
eatening, so we
would not have woken up the dayshift medi
anything you wish
add to t
atement?
Q: Is t
A: N
///////////////End 0 101111ent////////////////////////
//////
,
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, CONTINUED:

AT Mannheim CID DATED

AFFIDAVIT
AVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHI
BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE _10_. .1 FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE . STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE. INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
'INITIALED THE BOTTOM.OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT.
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT ORREWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
. administer oath
this 22nd day of March 2004 at Mannheim,
Germany..

ering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS

At 1320 24

4 SA

interviewed; Mr.1111111111111.1111111111.

former y SPC
37 Military o ice Company,
mcmnati, OH 45237), who was member of 1 st Squad, 1 st Platoon, while deployed with his unit in

guar

Afghanistan.
did not specifically recall guarding either detainee that died. 4enied he
ever utilized a common pronial strike on any detainee.111.1wassummoned to th4iiirocessin
room within the facility on the night the first detainee died and saw the detainee on a stretcher.
stated the detainee a eared dead to him at that time because he was cold to the touch
peared very distraught and was running about the room hysterically.
tate
iiiir
appeared to have "lost his mind" when they deployed to Afghanistan and
became a compulsive liar.
AGENT'S COMMENTS:4111111declined to provide any
iquestionnaire.///LAST E RY///

TYPED AGENT'S'NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

type of written statement or complete a PUC

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street

Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

24 Mar 04
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DETAILS

377 th

At 1500, 25 Mar 04, SAINIIIIadvised CPT

Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237, of his I

n• hts for Dereliction of Duty, Negliger
Homicide and False Official Statement, which he waived.
rovided a sworn statement in
which he stated the practice of standing restraints and sleep deprivation were utilized with regularity
tion Point, which was well known by the Provost Marshal and Staff Judge
at the Bagr
id not seek or receive any guidance pertaining to detainee operations after the
Advocate.
ee death, but some policies were chanced
the Provost Marshal after the second death
first
emoved 1SG
494th Military Police (MP) Detachment, Terre
Haute, IN, (formerly 377 Military Police Company, Cin
45237) from operations within the
rin
Bagram Collection Poin
to negative performance.
ovided a copy of the counseling
he gave to
n 6 Mar 03. (See Waiver Certify
Osand
Sworn
Swo Statement of
dated 25 ar 04, and Summary
ry of Counseling of
dated 6 Mar 03, for additional
details)
At 1844, 25 Mar 04, SArnliadvised SPC1111.1111111111111.377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, H 45237, of his legal rights for Aggravated Assault, Negligent lale,
Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner and False Official Statement, which he waived.
ovide
a sworn statement in Which he denied he witnessed any guard
detaineeapproximately fifteen
common pronial strike's. (See Waiver and Sworn Statement o il
25 Mar 04, for additional
details) I//LAST ENTRY///

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURENVAIVER -CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACTS
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

4

—

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as art additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION

2. DATE

E

25 March 20

FILE NO.

—620

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

377th Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS

Cincinnati, OH

CPT

PART 1 -RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

Criminal Investigation Command

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

sus

ed/accused:

Dereliction of Duty, Negligent Homicide, False Official Statement

/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
of have to answer any questions or say anything.
'ng !say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
d • g questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
ted for me before any questioning begins.
am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (if available)
1a. NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND.PHONE

---

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

-

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

-

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

USAC1DC, 6010 6th Street
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060
Section Q. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:

■

.

I want a lawyer.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything.
-

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

na

FORM 311R1_ NOV R9
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a. Your official position

2.

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

or

-

-

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own

a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial."

d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this timer

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement, If the suspect/accused

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says "yes," ask the following question.)

.
,
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation ana

"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

Was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

on the other side of this fomt If the suspect/accused says "yes,' have

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
•

WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER
CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses

2. if the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being
•

advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the

sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make

first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving

on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she

Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

proper rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible.

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING

in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.

HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If

Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. '

be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)

•
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: 25 Mar 04
Date
Time : 72 /
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: CPT
Org/Address : 377 Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT
UNDER OATH:
Q: Who was the Provost Marshal?
A: There were two Provost Marshals that wo•etainee
operations. When I arrived, it was MAJ
who I think was
18th MP Brigade. Then MM
relieved MAJ
and I am pretty sure he was also
Brigade. There
was a base Provost Marshall who was MAJ
o was from the
211 th MP Bat -Callon, New York National Guard
Q: Did any of the Provost Marshals visit the facility?
A: Yes, all of them had visited the facility. The two detainee
operations Provost Marshals visited on a weekly basis.
e base
Provost Marshal would visit maybe on a monthly basis.
Q: What did they do when there?
A:. The two detainee operations Provost Marshal would usually come
talk to me and we would walk around the facility as we talked.
They would talk about physical improvements to the facility,
sometimes we would talk about MI/MP relationships or the politics
involved. Often, we talked about accountability of detainee
property which was a pretty big issue. They would often visit
when the International Committee of the Red Cros (ICRC) was
there, so issues'pertaining to the treatment of the detainees was
often brought up by ICRC. The ICRC would interview the detainees
and they would bring/up -some issues the detainees had such as the
amount of fruit they get, number of blankets, not being let
outside, things like that. The deputy base JAG would often be
there, too. I referred to him as the detainee operations JAG. He
would be there negotiating with ICRC about things we could or
could not do for the detainees. I donft remember his name, but he
worked in the JOC with the detainee operations majors. I think he
may have been from Fort Bragg, but I don't know. T
were two
different ones that rot
out similar to
and
did. T
re both
in their
an oth
majors.
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: Did the Provost Marshals look at all areas of the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP) to include general population, isolation,
and the Military Intelligence interviews?
A: Yes, generally they did. They didn't look at every single
space that we ever have on every visit. They would see general
population, the isolation cells and they woul
lk through the MI
operations center and talk to the MI folks
Q: Did the Provost Marshals see:PUC's in standing restraints?
A: My guess is yes because they were that way quite often, •
especially early in the rotation. 3 can't say for positive that
they saw them, - but logic tells me yes. We wouldn't have changed
•the way the PUCS were restrained just because they were coming in
there. The only time tha
nged was after the .policy changed
after the second death.
Q: Was standing restraints or sleep deprivation ever-discusSed
with the ProvOst Marshals or'did they ask questions about it?
A:' Sleep deprivations was definitely discuSsed with the detainee
operations Provost Marshals because Military Intelligence would
want us to do stuff like keeping a PUC up.an hOur and then down an
hour and that was a manpower issue for us that was brought up to
them. We discussed the fact that we did different things to
.assist MI by keeping the . PUC's awake by making them stand up or
talking to them: I don' rt know for sure if standing restraints was
discuSsed before the deaths, but we were ordered to quit using
standing restraints after the second death, so they must have
known in order to tell us to stop doing that. The. base Provost. Marshal never involved h — self with much of anything to do with
detainee operations.
What guidance did you seek_.4t receive from superiors or higher
ilQs after the 1st death?
A: I did not see any guidance after the. first death. After the
•death, MAJ
asked what happened and we'deScribed what We'
knew that the PUC collapsed and we. called the ambulance. My
Understanding at the time was that we didn't have anything to do
with the death of the PUC, so after th• - first detainee death was
reported, we were basiCally just told to go about our mission.
The first death wasn't made into a big deal. After the second.
death, it became a big deal. It was like what is going on here?
Since the deaths were so close together, I am not sure exactly
when pOlicies started changing, but we changed. how the PUCs were
hooded and restrained to try and prevent any further deaths. MAJ .
Exhibit: o2-r?
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STATEMENT OF

TAKEN AT11111111111111111111
DATED 25 Mar 04; CONTINUED:
was the one who directed the policy changes. I don't know
for sure who he cleared it with, but he sat side
liee with JAG
in the JOC, so I assume that is who he consulted.
Q: What guidance did you seek or receive•from superiors or higher
HQS after the 2d death? (From whom? DO you know who they cleared
it with?)
A: I believe the changes that occurred with the hooding and the •
restraints took place after the. second death, but it may have been
after thiliiiii. I can't be sure because they were so close
together
Qi Was there any other guidancesought or received beyond those
two policy. changes?
A: No, any other guidanceor policies that changed were a result
of the upgrading of physical improvements, which allowed us to do
things like take the detainees outside.: There were no other
policy changes that were a're*sult of the deaths that I• remember
Q: Describe your interaction with Military Intelligence while
deployed.
A: My understanding when I took over was that I was the
confineMent facility commander: And I understOod that MI borrowed
a porticin of my facility to do their business. I still maintained
access control to the facility, whether that be MI or whoever. I
was to provide security and aid to MI for interrogation purposes.
In other words, if MI. wanted a prisoner, they would coordinate
with us and we would bring the PUC to the interrogation room,
stand guard either inside or outside the door Of the room and we
would escort the PUC baCk to thecell. We were to help Mi. out 'as
pest we could - WithoUt violating:any of the'seCurity procedures we .
understoOd as proper rules Of engageMent and . acceptable treatment
of.Prisoners of War andGeneva.ConVention stuff. There were
several detainees at various times that were treated differently
than other detainees. MI would let us know who they are and why
they were being treated that way and it was usually- because they
were providing good intel so they got better.treatment or in a - few
cases, they were not even detainees, they were refugees of a sort.
When I first became the commander there, there was basical
I
platoon that ran their operations there, headed by a CPT
The rank structure was such that I was senior to them, which was
1. Halfway through the operatiOn, a Lieutenant Colonel, LTC
who was assigned to oversee the MI interrogations which
created some problems with what 'we did or did not do for MI.
There were a few times that he would
ings done a certain
Exhibit: o17
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DATED 2 Mar 04; CONTINUED:
way an
erently so we'would have to seek
guidance from the JOC to determine what would be done. It thou,
an extra loop into the whole process of running the facility'
Q: How often did issues have to' be sent to.J0C for resolution?
A: . When the LTC initially showed up, it was about a weekly basis
then it went to about'every othet week. I don't remember every .
issue that came up, but one of the issues was detainee property.
When a person was taken from the field, a MI packet was sometimes
put into the PUC'S belongings which we would take up on a evidence
voucher. Sometimes MI would want the packets faster than we could
process them, so we tried to get the field units to not put the MI
packets in with PUC property. We worked . .out a resolution where MI
was present during-the inventory of the items so they could get
the MI packet faster. One_isSue involved t a LTC taking a weapon
through the facility which we did not want.
Q: What did, you coordinate/discuss'?
A: I probably talked to either CPT.
)r the NCOIC on an every
other day basis. Things that were coordinated were the access of
the MI personnel in our facility, where 'they could or could not
go; procedures for tasking an MP to transport or move a Prisoner:
to an interview or do some operation like sleep deprivation
becaUse often a. soldier with a sterile interview would ask our MPs
todo,stuff whith caused some problems, which:we addressed. We
would go over the process for directing MP's on a monthly basis
because they had some rotation in their unit, too. - Other issues
Were treatment'and transportation of prisoners, what they could or
could not give the prisoners, and weapons in the facility. The
coordinations were typically informal, but once a month we would .
- :.I dTidn't associate withhaVe'formltingdscu e.
• MI outside of work. They lived in a separate area of the base, so
I didn't interact with them outside of th4• fatility. We were
friendly,. but I don't know any of them perSonally and I haven't
made any contact with them since so I would say I am not a friend.
A couple times during the whole stay there was a couple'of picnics
We had that MI, the MPs, CID and various people that worked in
that general area would have a cookout - and we would all tallow
outside of work. They were usually hbsted by the MI people
Q: What guidance were yOu given about your role in relation to MI?
A: I don't remember what guidance was given. I'M sure there was
it being a lot and if it was, I
some given, - but:I don't re
old.me about the relationship he
don't remember it. CPT
had with MI and I tried o stay within the same guidelines that he
PAGE
OF /J
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TAKEN AT
DATED 25 Mar '04; CONTINUED:
ad dohe. He told me that we ran the facility and that we
provided the room for MI and that MI had to talk to detainees in
the rooms and not in the cells. Stuf like that. The'only thing
I can definitely remember MAJ
old me is that I was told
that security was paramount to the facility and that I can't let
anyone compromise the security. I had to be sliiiiiere was
controlled access and no escapes or intrusions
Q: Were you ever uncomfortable with how MI did things?
A: I was never uncomfortable with what MI did with detainees
inside the interviews because I never noticed or saw anything that
caused me to worry what they were doing. I heard some screaming
in an interview before, but I never saw a detainee come out of an
interview injured or in a bad state. of
th so I had no reason
to think anything wrong was going on;
Q: Did you report info .on daily PUC discipline to higher
headquarters before or after the 1 st PUC death?
A: I don't think we ever reported general . detainee. discipline to
higher. If something was noticeably important, I might call
higher and let them know an event occur. Thelaiiivent I remember .
. is when a detainee was being escorted by-SGT
and maybe .
ahothersoldier and the detainee, pulled a stunt and flipped over
him and:basically:rackedhim . : andwas . proelivered some use .
of force , to restrain him. :I :called MA.c1 Me and told him about
that. There may have-been a couple of other events like that. We
kept the white board that showed offenses and what the punishment
was and that was always available for anyone to see., If we
reported act of discipline, we would be calling higher
hourly.
.
Q: Several soldiers indicate that you said they wera7-on "new.
ground" and that they were - making law by guarding unlawful
combatants. Did you ever say anything like that?/)''
..
.A: Yes, I believe. I said something like these are detainees and
not POW's and that the Geneva Convention generally applies but .
. a new category of combatants or whatever and a lot of law
thi8s
or procedures are under review or being developed for this certain
scenario. I told them that the PUC's were not actually POW's but
we were to treat them as though they were. I don't recall ever
using the termul combatant. I'm not sure what unlawful
combatant means
Q: Did anyone ever describe the PUC's as "unlawful combatants" to
you?
PAGE
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.
A: No.
Q: That did JAG lawyers tell you about the legal status of the
PUCs?
A: I don't remember exactly, but basically what I just described
and told my soldiers. They are detainees and are not POW's, but
they were generally to be treated in accordanCe with the Geneva
Convention and Prisoner of War doctrine. I don't remember which
JAG told me that. The first di
JAG when I first got there,
but I don't remember his name.
Q: What did the JAG lawyers tell you about the treatment of PUCs?
A: JUst that they were to be treated as a EPW even though they
Were not Prisoners of War. We w
to definitely not call
them that, for whatever reason
Q: Did any JAG lawyers visit the facility?
A: The Deputy JAGwould visit on about a biweekly. basis. The full
bird Colonel jimmy about once a month and he walked and
talked with MA J
or whoever was the Provost Marshal at the
time. The Colonel would come by whenever a high level dignitary
came by such as President Bush's highest level expert of prisoners
of, war or whatever you want to call them. He had a unch of
generals with him and the JAG Colonel .came, too.
Q: Who was the-JAG Colonel?
•
A: I don't remember the name, but he was a white male, about 6'1";
• I think he was also from Ft: Braggst of the people in the JOC
were from the 18 th- Airborne Corps.
Q: What did they do when they were there?
A: We didn't change anything before they came, so they saw
everything. We may haVe done .a police call, but the prisoners
were left chained tp.the . way they,were.. They looked at most of
the areas, including general population, the isolation area, and
the MI area. I would give them a brief on things that writon in
our area, and then we would get to the MI area and
MI
commander would take over. They. saw everything
Q:.Was standing restraints or sleep deprivation ever discussed
with JAG'lawyers or did they ask questions about it?
A: I don't
call. It's highly likely, but I clOn't specifically
recall.
Q: Did you ever seek olarificatibn on use of force issues with
PUCs?
A: I don't recall ever .seeking guidance for exactly that, }mit the
rules of engagement and the detainee SOP was available for both
higher and us at the same. I believe we all saw eye to eye on 1 2
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what the rules were, but I don't specifically call seeking any
clarification, on use of force, but I am sure it to discussed at
some point especially after the second death.
Q: Where were the ICRC inspectors allowed to go within the
facility?
A: They could go to see general population and isolation rooms.
They couldn't talk to any detainees in either location, but a list
was provided to them by JAG of whb they could.talk to that day.
We . would take the detainee to a room where ICRC would interview
them and we would wait outside of the room. Generally, any
detainee that had been there long enough to receive. an
international service number saw ICRC. They didn't go into the MI
operations office and they didn't go into't MP operations
center. Everything else they could see.
Q: Were you aware that.the - isolation cell status boards may have
been changed for ICRC visits?
A:. It was underStood that when ICRC came,. we would erase any
operational information on the status board which was any
information that we deemed ICRC did not need to know. That would
include Sleepf:depriVationinformation, which detainees were being
treated favorably or unfavOrably. But, the detainees would tell
the ICRC about the sleep deprivation, so they knew about it. I
don't
-a
ifnyOne
told me to make the changes to the. status
board.111111
Q: Who was e uni
st Sergeant?
1S-G

•

Q: What were.her duties during the deployment to Afghanistan?
A: Her duties were motor pOol, supply and admin. Specifically not.
operations, neither gate or detaihee operations. Het actions and„.abilities were lacking in Fort Dix and I thought the
responsibility would be too much for her to handle. I also had111 11
- E-7'sassigned to the facility; by luck, so one was the.
extra
daytime and one was the night time operations NCO's for the
facility. In Fort Dix, 1SG had a number of dental issues so she
Wasn't ever • present for formations or. company business. She had
foot problems so She couldn't get around. NCO's told me they
didn't like the way she did business and basically were going to
mutiny if she was left in charge. In hind sight, I wished I would
have got rid of her sooner. Once we got in country, she still had
a. hand in operationS, but she started making major mistakes in
Afghanistan that made me think she should not be the right person
to be there. She didn't•seem to have a
good knowledge of MP
Exhibit: oe?
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operations. I thoug I was best for the company to not have her
around to cause more problems with operations. One of the first
things she did in country, she ordered a lot of unnecessary
eqUipment without my knowledge under the wrong DODAC'S which my
supply sergeant caught, plus she took two trips to Germany which
she told me Was for medical problems. I assumed it was a'
egitimate medical problem and later found out it was to remove
7 o different tattoos. She wanted to go a third time, but when I
• found out-I said she wasn't going. I have an unsigned copy of a
couniig statement that I gave her there that I can provide to
you.
Ql Did you tell her to stay out of the BCP?
A: I' don't believe I told her to stay out of the BCP, but I did
tell her to not interfere with operatiOns unless it was a safety
issue or.a soldier issue. In fact, I. encouraged her to come to
the BCP and work in the main office with me. She was always °
runni
ound Bagram doing . personal stuff and things for her own
gain.
Q: Did she have any detention facility experience to your
knowledge? .
Not to my knowledge, no. 1111111
Q: What exactly could you see from your office in the . BCP?
A: Nothing. It was a totally controlled office, Windows were
bordered upand . there was a door that led to the immediate entry
.area of the BCP. I couldn't see detainees at all from within my,
Office, but that was done intently because we didn't want
- detainees seeing our operations.
Q: Describe a typical day? (rourfacility? Gen pop? Iso?
. Meetings? With whom?)
.
A: A typical day for me was to wake up, dr
d go to the BCP.
I would get there about an hour before the
shift change. I
would see how the night went and talk to the soldiers about how it
went. I would see what was hot on the email. We would have a
•leaderS meeting right before shift change which consisted of
. myself, the platoon leaders or platoon sergeants, the motor
sergeant, the supply sergeant and the first sergeant. We would •
discuss all varieties of company business. Shift change would
then occur and then .1 would have to go the Battle Update Brief at
the Dragon Headquarters. That would be all the company leadership
and
fro the base would be at this meeting ran by COL
That wouId.last about an hour to an hour and a half.
The base Provost Marshal would be. thl
not.the detain g
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Provost Marshal. After the brief, I would leave and might see one
of our checkpoints on the Way back to the. BCP or I might stop by
the JOC or the Provost Marshal's Office if. there were some things
to coordinate. I walked everywhere because I gave my vehicle to
Supply, but distances weren't great anywayS. I would go back to
the company operations office and would sit there most of the day
or at different times I might get up and tour the facility or my
cheCkpoints. Probably half the dayiadir there in my'office
coordinating things and emailing thilltrEld various company
buSineSs. The next shift change would occur and I would usually
leave a half hour to an hour after the night shift change.
would sometimes go around and tal to soldiers in the BCP and then
I would go back to my hoodh.
Q: Did you monitor logbook entries?
A: I peribdically'onceor twice a week when I walked around the
facility, I would pick up the logbook and glance through them.
Did you ever_see any PVC's in standing restraints?
A: Yes...
Q: What Was your understanding of standing restraints and how it
was supposed to be used?
A: My understanding was that when the detainee was first
inprocessed, they were brought into the airlock and would be
hooded or physically restrained for the purpose'of interrogation
purposes and to:understand the demeanor or disposition of the
detainee to be'Sure the detainee wasn't going.to be combative or
talk before they were interrogated. - That would last an hour or
two at the most depending on how fast the initial interrogations
would_ proceed. In addition to that, if a-prisonet; was being
unruly or breaking the rules, the Sergeant of the Guard could
administer a pUnishment of bringing the PUC into the airlock or.
isolation and hood them and shackle them, maybe to a fixed object
maybe not, depending on how the detainee was acting. They would•
get this for like a half hour for the first offense, an hour for
the. second offense, and if_therewas a third offense, it was up to
the sergeant of the guard to determine the amount of time. All
this was tracked on the status board s
any change of guards
could see the status of the detainees.
Q: Did ou know that sleep deprivation was going on?
A: YeS
•
Q: Did ou know hoW your soldiers.enforced sleep deprivation?
(chaining to. the ceiling? When did you know?)
A: I knew of a couple of techniques tha
were told b MI. M y._
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understanding from MI was that the detainees were entitled to 4
hours of sleep a day and/or R hours of rest but the time didn't
have to be consecutive so one of the techniques was up an.hour
down an hour, which might be done for a whole day or maybe half a
day. Other times they might do something like down fifteen
minutes, up a half. hour. They could vary the length. I knew the
PUC's were chained to the ceiling, but I don't.know if that was to
keep the PUC's awake because.I believe you can sleep while you are
in standing restraints. But I'can see them putting them into
'standiiiiirStraints and yelling at them or things of that nature,
sure.
Q: Did'you ever seek medical or legal guidance on sleep
deprivation?
A: I can't recall specifically, but it seems to me that I told or
asked higher about what you can and can't do along the lines of
sleep. If I recall corse
I was never told that doing any of
-those things was wrong
il
' Q : During the 15-6, you indicated that shackling hands above heads
was the "procedure", how did.that procedure develop? Exactly who
said that it , Should be the procedure,
A: My understanding is that's. the way ii
were.tatight from the
211 th MP Company, the ones we relieved.
Q: The commander of the. 211 th MP Company said they did not use that
proCedure.
A: That's just my best guess, I would have to ask my Lieutenants
about what they-werei. I believe that was what was taught,
but I could be wrong
Q: TIfilb knew about or approved the procedure?
•
A: I knew about it. 'I believe both MAJ.
and MAJ
knew about it. I believe the JAGs as well
w about it. I don't
recall them ever saying it wasn't Okay.
Q: Who monitored how maCh:sleep a PUC had?
Ai. I don't.know if anybody specifically monitored how much sleep
any PUC got, except for, perhaps, thoSe who were on sleep
deprivation.. Detainees who weren't on. sleep deprivation could
sleep anytime they wanted. The ones under sleep deprivation was
monitored by the guard who was the one issuing it or the sergeant
of the guard. If sleep deprivation occurred, they were suppoS to coordinate with the sergeant of the. guard at the minimum.
Q: During the 15-6, you said a PUC was required to get 6 hours of
sleep per day, where did that requirement come from?
A: If I said it was 6 hours at'that ti
n that's what it was,
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but I be leve t a guidance came from MI. My statement abo
should be six then. I probably remembered better then.
Q: How did your unit meet that requirement?
A: As I said, detainees could sleep anytime they wanted to so
there was no monitoring of their sleep habits except for the ones
that MI specifically asked us to have on sleep dep and it was
monitored on the status bo l
'th when it started and when it Was
projected to be finished.
Q: What was the requirement if MI ordered sleep deprivation?
A: If NE ordered it, the guard giving. the.sleep deprivation and
the sergeant of the guard monitored it because MI would haVe to
'
coordinate with the sergeant of the guard to have it administered
Q: After the first death, which soldiers did you remove from the
facility?
A: After the first death, no ls were removed. Not a lot
changed after the first death.
Q After the second death, who' did you remove fiiility?
A: After the Second death, I was advised by MAJ
that
apprOximately six to eight people from first platoon.were to be
rotated out to the gates temporarily until some preliminary
investigation occurred. I don't remember specifically which
soldiers they were, but they were.first platoon. - They were on the
nightshift at the facility. They were removed for approximatel
a week or two and then they were allowed to come back. MAJ
ordered that because both deaths .occurred on that shift. It was a
preliminary precautionary measure. They weren't the whole shift,
but I'm not sure how they were selected. I assume they were the
sergeant of the guard. and the guards that were working in the
general area where the death occurred. MM
decided after a
couple of weeks that they could come back to the facia" 1
don't know Wh he
mined they could come back in.
Why. was
removed from the facility? (based on what
info, from where did'that info come?)
A: I don't remember the specifics, but,I think it was disciplinary
thing for him like being late or not shaving im
was
generally not
ood soldier, so I think SSG
l decided to
.
remove him
Q: Did he get removed for twisting a detainee's handcuffs?
A: I don't recall being told specifically that he wisted a
detainees,handcuffs but he may have said that.
c2: What did 1SG
report to you about an incident involving
SGT Driver punching a restrained det ' ee?
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• A: She believed .that an illegal PUC beating may have occurred. I
believe my response was something like that is CID's job to
investigate, not ours. She said something . to the effect that I
t '
omeone is trying to cover it up and said something like SGT
iii0 may have been involved and they are trying to hide it. I
ca led a couple platoon sergeants and platoon leaders in and asked
them if they knew anything about it'aniiiiiifaid they did not.
So, three or four of us' went to see SA
at CID and told him
about it and he said he already knew about
SGT
already admitted to it. So, we dropped it.
.
Q: Did you hear any other details about this incident from anybody
else?
.
A: Not at that time. The incident has been talked about through
many of these CID interviews and stuff, so - I can't quite keep
clear if or when this incident came out or if it is the same
incident as others described. I simply don't know. I didn't
pursue to investigate the matter during_the CID investigational'.
You told the poly examiner that you had been told some of the
compliance blows delivered to PUCs had to be called illegal use of
force.
A: Every interview I have had with CID, I have learned,of new
things that occurred. Up until June, limit think we had
.,
anything wrong. ' When I talked to Chief
in January, she told
me about some of the illegal things that had happened like . .
compliance blows. So, I may have said something about knowing
this stiurred from what I heard from CID . at one interview or
another.
Q: In
'
ent during the 15-6 investigation, you used the
term
To what-uSes of force did that term apply?
A: Beat down would be the same as delivering a compliance blow or
restraining an unrul
' ee. Basically, when use of legal
force was necessary
.
Q: Were you aware that your soldiers were using compliance blows
regularly, if not excessively?
A: No, I did not. know
Q: DO you have anything to a d to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT/
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AFFIDAVIT

.

-

I,
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME
THIS STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS 0 PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON RAGE. 13. I •
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME.
THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE - BOTTOM OF EACH.PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. .I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY.WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,. UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

at ement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 25th day of March, 2004 at 5405
Splitrock D
H 45424.

re o Per

stering Oath)

SA 11111111111111111.
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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Department of the Army
377th Military Police Company
APO AE 09354
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6 March 2003

AFRC-CMN-MPFB
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: Summery of Counseling of

1SGallille

1. This counseling is to put in writing some of your negative performance during this
deployment. It is not meant to say your performance has been all negative. You have
received a number of generally positive counselings. I have not clearly documented the
things you have done wrong. Some of the comments below require you to sign either you
agree or disagree with the statement with space to justify your. answer.
2. During our mobilization time at Ft Dix you created a negative atmosphere between you and
the five E-7s in this company. Your intentions may have been good but your methods of
communication and actions have created a bad command relationship with our leadership
team. They may make mistakes and do something's differently than you desire but you must
find a way to teach them without creating a bad work environment.
Thoughout the early part of the deployment you continued to create a bad relationship
between yourself and the key leaders. You refused to take their corrective criticisms, listen
or work with them. I instructed you to have E-7 meetings and you didn't until our last two
months. I have protected you and back you when needed. This negative atmosphere still
exists in this unit today. .I have tried to give you opportunities to fix it and I believe you have
tried. Either you lack the ability or the damage has been too great.
3. Within our first month in the'atre you ordered many unnecessary items such as 100 pillows,
many candles, Leatherman tools and several other items. You did this without my
knowledge and also ordered it under the wrong DODACs. You may at times feel the need
for items. You should seek the guidance of the supply sergeant or the commander.
•

I agree with the above statement.
I do not agree with the above statement.
Why not.
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4. You did on or about Oct-Nov 02 take two trips to Germany to have laser surgery remove
tattoos from you legs. You did the under the pretence of a medical issue and wouldton m
clarify it with me. I therefore thought it was a female thing and let it occur. This was
deceitful and wrong. This unit was not deployed to a theatre of war to get free cosmetic
surgery done. You were planning on another appointment to which I refused to letyou go.
I agree with the above statement.
I do not agree with the above statement.
Why not.

5. You have often failed to lead by example. You built yourself a convex living quarters that
had air conditioning and a ceiling fan while others including myself were crammed together
into a dirty old tier one tents. You also had soldiers mainly from the motorpool work even
during duty hours to help build your small apartment. After you got kick out of your connex,
you refused to have your quarters with other females including NCOs. I ended up giving you
one eight of a tent to which you once again built into an empire. I told you I did not what
phone or computer lines run into the tent area but you did anyway.
6.

7.

8.

You have consistently
treated the motorpool section like they were your personal servants
especially
SPC 11111110
They many not refuse to do as you as and may even seem willing
but the whole company including the motorpool feels you have miss used them.
You as well as a few others in leadership have in the past bad mouth other leaders in our unit
to our junior soldiers. All three leaders were counseled on this. I have not heard or seen an
of this since I counseled you. Leaders do not talk bad about other leaders to the soldiers. y
Your overall performance has been marginally satisfactory. You have done some very good
things during this deployment but you have made some mistakes that a 1SG should not make.
With the proper attitude and training(1SG school) you could do a much better job.
You may write in your comments and use the back side if needed.

CPT, MP
Commanding
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RIGHTS WARNING-PROCEDURENYALVER CERTIFICATE

.

For use of this forth, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATAREQUIRED-BY THEPRIVACY ACT
.
•
•
'Title TO, tinned States 'Code, SeCtion•alf2(g)
Toprovide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
DiselOsure of your Social -Sect* Number is voluntary.
.

.AUTHORITY:
:PRINCIPAL, PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

2. D

•,

1. LOC •

bruLt-oviolr.

. Fir• st, mo.

4. FILE NO.

GANIZATIO• '1' - s - ESS
8.
377th Military Police Company

Cincinnati, OH

7, GRADE/STATUS

SPC

PART •I - RIGHTS VVAIVEPJNON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights
The investigator

.

e appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

-

Criminal Investigation Command

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
Aggravated Assault, Negligent Horaidide, Cruelty and Maltreatment ora Prisoner, False Official Statement
sheasked ,meany questions-about the offense(s), however, heisheruadelt-Oeartomethat •lhavethe-fofiowing rights:
not have to answer any questions or say anything.
hing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
• personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a laWyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

rig questioning. This lawyer can be
or both.

civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,

-or'.„' .(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a laWyer present with me
ng questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
`nted for me before any questioning begins.
nowwilfing•o discuss the .offense(s)-under investigation, with orwithouta lawyer pretent, I have -alight to sc up answering questions at any time, -or -speak
privately with alawyer before answering further., even if. I signthe waiver beloW.:

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

'Section B.

Waiver _

laanderstand myrights as stated above-. Ion now .willing toaliscuss the offense(s)-.under Invesfigafirinaradanake .a-statement without talking-to alawYer first and
Without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (lf available)

.

••,•--

I a. NAME (Type or Print)

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS•ND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

SA
5. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND. PHONE

HQ, USACIDC, 6010.6` Street .
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060

.
Section C. Non-Waiver

•

1. I do not want to give up my rights:

El

0 I want a lawyer.

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.'

2, SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

ma

FORM 3884. NOV R9
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PART It - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
4. WARN1NG -inform the suspect/accused of:

can be-a civilian you arrange for at no-expense tothe Government ora military

a. Your official position

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b. Nature of offense(s).

- Or -

c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

1. RIGHTS - Advise-the suspect/accused oftfis/benights as -follows:

lawyer before, during, and .411.er questioning and to'have a lawyer present with

"Before. I ask you.any questions, you must.understand your rights."

you during questioning, This iavvyer can be one you arrange for. at_you own

a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or If you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial"

d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For -personnel subject the UCMJ) "You have the right to -talk

wither -without atawyer present,-Ipoullave a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate'
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this timer

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the apprOpriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. lithe suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

S.ty *yes," askthe following -question-.).

At this time, areyou willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
"HaVe you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a laWyer and without having a lawyer

(if the suspectlaccused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with your (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

Was recent ge.rewerthan 430 days ago), Obtain legal adViSe on whetherio

have hirnTher reed and sign -the non-wafver sech-on of the waiver certificate

=continue the intemegation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if

-on the other side Of this:form. If the suspect/accused says nyes,"have

prior

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

hirniher read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN. THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER

2_ if the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being

CERTIFICATE: lithe suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses

advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the

sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make

first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving

on^ffie waiver certfficate to the effect that heishe has stated that he/she
his/her rights doesnotwantalawyer, wants to dismiss the offense(s) under

Staff Judge Advocate should'be contacted for assistance in drafting the

,

properrighteadvisal

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

'Wall cases the waiver certfficate must be- comOleted as soon as possible.

certificate andlnitialed

bythe suspecliaccused.

•effort should be made to complete the. waiver.certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING

in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.

HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If

Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting
example, "Maybe/ should get atawyer."), further questioning must-cease
immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should

not be utilized to discourage a-suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

'be told That such statements do not obligate hirnfherto answer further

fror eXample, do net make such comments as if you cfidn't do anything wrong,

questions,

you shouldn't need .an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)
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Foiling of this form, see AR 190.45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY:

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.D. 9397 dated NM/ember 22, 1943 ISSN/.

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

ROUTINE USES:

Your social security number is used as an additionallalternate means of identification t

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.
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PAGE 1 OF
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ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
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PAGES

DATED

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OFTHE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER MUST BE BE INDICATED.

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998
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9. STATEMENT (Continued)

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
: I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME, THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT DR REWARD, WITHOUT/THREO OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
WHICH BEGI SON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE
.

WITNESSES:

sorted and sworn to before me, a person authorized b
da of

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority o Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING S
PAGES
PAGE 3, DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
01 37- 02-010369-23534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS

At

, obtained a cleansing statement from SPC
377th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237, regarding a
statement he provided on 29 Jan 04 in w • h he made potenti
incriminating statements and was
ot advised of his legal rights. SA
was advised
of his legal rights for the offenses c
Aggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Ma treatment of Prisoner and False Official
Statement, which he waived and provided a sworn statement.
dmitted he struck the secon
detainee who died at the Bagram Collection point two times, w ich caused the detainee to cry out
`Allah, Allah, Allah." Numerous members of the 377 th Military Police Company thought the detainee'
criesny and applied over one hundred common pronial strikes to the detainee to hear him
cry.
wisted the handcuffs of a detainee who refused to walk to ' pain and cause the
detainee to walk. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement o
ated 30 Mar 04, for
additional details)///LAST ENTRY///

n

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

S

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USAC1DC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
EXHIBIT

DATE

SIG

30 Mar 04
OR 94
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE

.

For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency Is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
.
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
.
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number is used as an additionalialteMate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

DISCLOSURE::

.--- 7r /) ht/

5

.

LOCATIQNAA •

1.

Vag/

(e)C- / Le

/

.„

.

.

&41/94/,60C/A.)AM -

./

,

DA

8.

TIME

.

TO .I'lllet

0/

4.

FILE NO.

• 07 ?(Sa
R ADORE

ORGANIZATION

Of_ te 6

,,,,,
.T7,44...igrili.

.6,91/04,0,91

.

two&-.Rio

7.
•

RADE/STATUS
e-

;W. br-jiliA

95:77

ell

77: '

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER 'CERTIFICATE •
Section A.

Rights
----,.
,____

(20

404c- ...-4 ltll/e.W./C47701J/0/9747u0
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
.
and wanted to question. me about the following offense(s) of which I. am
suspected/accused:'

4 . , Aiihre5.--0 4

..,

-

.,1

...0% 4111K:

• 4-. .d.: z-

/.

0

she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to methat I have the following right&

Bef

la / iscs.J6e •
,O .'-'fr'idirft 5i

of have to answer any questions or say anything.

.
. ..•
ing I say Or do can'be used as-evidehbe against me in a criminal trial..
• ersonnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right tO talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present With Me
.uririg questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government Or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to m(
.. or both.
,.,
(For civ`
d

'
- or .
a not subject to the UCMJ) I haVe the right to talk privately to a. lawyer before, during, and after qUestioning and to have a lawyer present with me
stionirig. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense,• or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

ed for me before any questioning hegint.

.

V

.

am now willing to,diScuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or spe
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if f sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS(Continue on reverse side)

5.

Section B.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offente(s) under investigation and 'make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a. lawyer present with me.

la.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

•

SIGN • ri .., - -

3..

WITNESSES (If available)

• .

•

•1

ATUR

•-

•-

•

•-■ •

--- •

IV

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

• ZI

CcA.
O.

ORGA

ON OF INVESTIGA

/ 49 4
/-7/0/ 61:54c,
ie (1/4
Auhf
il
311-efeti:
(ow A
Section
Section C.
1.

I do not want to give up my rights:

0
2.

Ow)

Non-waiver

.

I want a lawyer. .

C)

I do not want to be qUestioned or say anything.

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
•

ATTACHTHIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
lice Company, Cincinnati, OH
: 377th Milit
Location
: 30 Mar 04
TiMe:0 6Y10411111111
Date
Statement Of:
Grade/Status: E-4
SSN
Org/Address : 377 t Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
,

WANT' TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
'
OATH:
CLEANSING STATEMENT: At 0738, 30 Mar 04, SA
advised me that
I had made potentially incriminating admissions in a Sworn
Statement I provided on 29 Jan 04 though I was not advised of my
legal rights. I understand that those admissions can not be used
against me, and I have now been advised of my
, which I have
provide this statement
waived and now
remove you from ehe Bagri Collection Point
Q: Why did SF
during your deployment to Afghanistan?
A: For one, I was bored working there and when you are sitting in
a place so long doing the same thing over and over, you want to do
something different. Since we had another mission for me, he let
me go work with the Command Sergeant Major of the entire base. I
can't remember his name. I had done this same mission in Kosovo,
in which I guarded prisoners and local patrols from August 2001
through May 2 082 th the 391 st Military Police Company from
Columbus, 01-I
Q: Didn't SFC
remove you from the facility for twisting
the haridcuffs of a prisoner?
A: No, I can not recall. I was escorting a detainee back to the
cell after he had talked to Military Intelligence---The prisoner
refused to keep walking, and I pushed his handcuffs forward so
would move. After I put the detainee in he cell, SFC
that
old me not to do it again and that if he ever caught me
doing again, I would be punished. He put me on the front desk of
the facility as a result of this and a couple r so later, I
moved to work.with the Command Sergeant Major
iiii.
Q: When did this incident maA: I can't remember datesMINIPO"
Q: Was it before any detainees had died?
A: I believe this incident occurred between the first and the
second deaths. Iknow I was still assigned to the Bagram
Collection Point when the first one died, but I was off duty when
the Command Sergeant /
he died. I know I was already workin
INITIALS
PAGE
/ OF to
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OH; DATED 30 Mail CONTINUED:
Major when the second prisoner died.
Q: Why did you twist the handcuff f that detainee?
A: To get him to move forward
Q: Did that action cause the prisoner any pain or discomfort?
A: It would be more of a discomfort because he ended up movin
Q: Was the twisting of handcuffs an authorized practice?
A: Yes, I was trained on it here in New Jersey by NCO's who
are active in t
e force
Q: Why was SFC
upset with you for twisting the handcuffs?
A: He was upset because he k
could do better and use better
communication skills. SFC was trying to make sure we were
all careful so no one would do anything that could seem like abuse
of a detainee.
Idcuffs
didn't know that twisting
t
was
i.
wrong
until he demonstrated it to me. SFC
put the
handcuffs on me and twisted th
ow me what it felt like. it
wasn't cool. I have known SF
for a lohg'time and I
viewed him as a father/brother figure.
Q: Do you have any idea which detainee You did this to?
A: No
Q: Had you ever twisted the handcuffs of a detainee before this
incident'
A: No
Q: What exactly was your mission while you were in Kosovo?
A: My company was guarding Albanian, Serbian and other known
terrorists. It was an outdoor facility that was quite a bit
different from the facility we ran in Afghanistan. I don't
remember the name of the camp or city where we were at. Things
ran really smooth there because the MP's were in charge at the
facility. Afghanistan didn't run as smooth because MI and_the
MP's were constantly bumping heads. SPC
and I
volunteered for that de yment. We also conducted locl/gatrols
while we were there
Q: Did any prisoners die at the facility in Kosovo while you were
deployed there?
A: No, the majority of them ended up being freed.
Q: Did you
have to twist the handcuffs of a detainee at that
facility
A: No, we didn't even
ndcuffs there. The people there were
not the violent typ
Q: Did you ever have to use any type of physical force with a
detainee there?

IOW
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STATEMENT OF SPC
, TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Compan
ncinnati, OH; DATED 30 Mar 04; CONTINUED:
A: No.
Q: Did you unit in Kosovo utilize common pronial strikes?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever use a common pronial strike while deployed to
Afghanistan?
A: Yes. I was told by someone from MI that I needed to lower the
handcuffs of one arm of the second detainee that died. They
didn't say why, they just told me to, so I went in there to do
that and I gave him water, which he drank some. He then spit in
my face and started kicking me so I gave him two common pronial
strikes. That is the only time I touched him. He then
noncombative and I gave him some more water and then
Q: Which leg did you strike?
A: I struck his right leg with my right kneel..
Q: When did this occur?
A: Within a couple days of him arriving to the facilit
Q: Do you recall th PUC number of this detainee?
A: No, I don't
Q: Was the detainees hands still in restraints when you gave the
strikes' .
Yes
Q: Was the detainees feet or le
estrained in any way?
A: Yes, he had leg irons on
Q: Did the detainee's kicks actually connect with you?
A; Yes, he kicked my right shin, just below the knee
Q: Did o eceive any medical treatment after the incident?
A: No
Q: Di you give a common pronial strike on any other occasion to
any delays-1m
--A: No.
. - .
Q: How did the detainee react to the common pronial strike?
' /
A: He screamed out "Alah, Alah, Alah", and my first reaction was
that he was crying out to his god. Everybod eard him cry out
and thought it was funny.
and
were there when
this happened and they thoug it was funny, too. It became a
kind of running joke and people kept showing up to give this
detainee a
ronial strike just to hear him scream out Alah.
I know
,
and the majority of first platoon came by
and gave him a common pronial strike just to hear him cry out
because it was funny. When shift change came about, 2' 1 Platoon
heard about it and things went downhill from there.
I am pretty
sure nearly all of second platoon did it too. And I know 3 rd
,_
Exhibit; 411.2.7/
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OH; DATED 30 Mar 04•
D:
Platoon did it, too. On the next day,
IIIIIIIand I went
to the detainee's c
ause
was making some noise. I opened
up the cell and
and
ent into the cell and each
gave him one common pronial strike, and he cried out "Allah"
again. I stood by the cell when it happened. We then left.
Q: How many strikes do you believe the detainee received in all?
A: I don't even know. It went on over a
four hour period
and I would think it was over 100 strikes ilill
Q: Are you saying that every platoon in your company gave common
pronial st ikes to this detainee to hear him scream out "Allah"?
A: Yes
Q: Did you witness these strikes?
A: I witnessed a lot of 1 st: platoon do it, and I heard about others
doing it. I witnessed 3 rd platoon personnel doing it when I was
working on the catwalk in the facility and .I saw them going unto
'
1 arillaa/athe detainee cry out "Allah." I know I saw
and
and other people that I can't remember. In
most places in the facility, you could hear
it would happen
because the guy would scream Allah so loud
Q: Did any platoon sergeants or la on leaders know about this?
A: I don't know. I told SFC
that same day what I had done
and about what was going on and during a guardmount before we
assumed shift he told 1st platoon to quit using common pronial
strikes and all of 1 st platoon stopped. I don't know if an
the
other platoon sergeants r latoon leaders knew about it.
Q: Do you know
knew about these incidents?
A: I don't kno
Q: When did SFC
give this briefing at guardmount?
A: It was two days after I had given the first strike
Q: Do you know if the detainee received any injuries from these
strikes?
A: Two days after I had done the first strike, the second detainee
had a bruise on his left leg. I saw the bruise because his pants
kept falling down while he was in standing restraints. It was
about the size of a quarter. Over
in time period, I
noticed it was the size of a fist.
Q: Do you know if anyone received any type of corrective actions
for these strikes' o
I don't know
Q: Do you know if anyone was relieved from the facility for these

strikes?
Exhibit:
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STATEMENT OF SPC11.11111. TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OH; DATED 30 Mar 04; CONTINUED:
A: Nobody was. Even when I was. working for the - Command Sergeant
Major, I still worked in the facility from time to time when they
needed me
Q: What was your professional training and experience before the
deployment?
A: I have worked at a pizza parlor and' a.factory. I have worked
at Summit Behavior Healthcare since 1999, which is a psychiatric
hospital, where I work as a nurse assistant. I entered the Active
Army in 1994 as a Field Artilleryman. I was Honorably Discharged
in 1997 and then joined the Reserves right after that as a
Military Polideman, which I have done since then. I received two
weeks of training as a Military Corrections Specialist in.1999
Q: Did
ave any interaction with the first detainee that died?
A: No.
Q: Was any other detainee treated in a similar fashion as the
second detainee that died and cried out "Allah" after every
strike?
A: No, he was the only one
Q: Do you have - anything toa d to this statement?
I know I did not cause the death of that detainee/III.
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT/Ma

Exhibit:
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STATEMENT OF SPC
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OH; DATED 30 Mar 04; CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

king Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me,-a person authorized by
law to administer. caths, this 30th day of March, 2004 at
Cincinnati, OH 45237.

re o Person dministering Oath)
SA 1111.11.111111111.
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:

Exhibit:
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

0137-0a-010369- 2 3534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1. PAGES
DETAILS

On numerous occasions between 2 ar 04 throuoh 31 Ma
ted to arrange
interview of Mr
(formerly SP
377 Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
numerous messages on his answering machine and ' h' spouse; however,
refused t
return any phone calls, which appears to indicat
as no intention of participating in any
further interviews.///LAST ENTRY///
,

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA
SIGNATURE

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

31 Mar 04
CID FORM 94
1 FEB 77
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
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CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS

advised SPC 111111111111111111111111111111111
42nd Military Police Company, Fort Riley, KS 66442, of his legal rights for Aggravated

t 0958, 6 Apr 04,

ssau t N- • lent Homicide and Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, which he waived.
t in which s
irovided a sworn statement in which he denied any knowled e of an incl
etainee was struck by Military Police to hear the detainee cry out "Allah".
urther denie
•
in his previous sworn
ny further knowledge of detainee abuse or maltreatment than he
ated 6 Apr 04, for
tatement. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement o
additional details)///LAST ENTRY///

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USAC1DC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

SIGNAT

EXHIBIT

6 Apr 04
ORM 94
1 FEB 77
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDUREIWAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Sedan 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

q:

2. DATION 3. TIME

1. LOCATION

o

6 Apr 04

Fort Riley CID Office, Fort Riley, KS 66442

iiiimmor

5- 1

4. FILE NO.

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
342nd Military Police Company

Fort Riley, KS 66442

7. GRADE/STATUS

6. SS

•

SPC

PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
Criminal Investigation Command
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she Is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
Aggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner
suspected/accused:
fore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
fore

not have to answer any questions or say anything.
nything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to m
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning, I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or spe

I

.

privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under Investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without fthving a lawyer present with me.
3. SIG

WITNESSES (If available)
1 a. NAME (Type or Print)
b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

_ _—

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

-

• OR
.

S
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

HQ, USACIDC, 5010 Sixth Street
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:

■

❑ I want a lawyer.
2. SIGNATURE. OF INTERVIEWEE

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

.

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
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PART II RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
-

THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a militai

a. Your official position

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b. Nature of offense(s).

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.
2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present witt

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own

a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial."

d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says "yes," ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says to," stop the interview and

was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form, If the suspect/accused says 'yes," have

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER

2. If the sUspect/accused was questioned as such either without being

CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses

advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the

sign the waiver Certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make

first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving

on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she

Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to disCuss the offense(s) under

proper rights advisat.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate...
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised

be noted in the comment section on the waiver

IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:

accordingly should

In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible.

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING

in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.

HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If

Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

"Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong

questions.

you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number
Location
: Fort Ril
Office, Fort Ri
66442
Date
: 6 A r 0
Time: //el
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status: E-4
Org/Address : 342 nd Military Police Company, Fort Riley, KS 66442
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: Do you recall an incident in which a detainee was struck

multiple times by various Military Police for amusement because he
cried out "Allah" after every blow?
A: No.
Q: When you were removed from the Bagram Collection Point after
being struck by a truck to work RTO, did you ever re-enter the
`facility where the prisoners were held?
A: Yes, to use the kitchen and to go to supply. I would pass
through the facility to get to those places..
Q: When were you removed from the facility?
A: I became the RTO on 2 December 2002. My platoon was working
gates at the time, so I was removed from the gate. The last time
I worked in the where the prisoners were was in November of 2002111111
Q: Did you attend the shift change briefings within the facility
as RTO?
A: Yes, I attended th shift change from nights to days because I
worked the day shift.
Q: Do you recall SFC
giving a briefing in which he stated
he knew common pronia s ri es were being overused and needed to
-„stop?
A: Yes, it occurred after the first death but before the second
•:'death. He stated it came down from command that there would be no
more hands on punishment unless it was really deemed necessary.
Before, we were able to give common pronial strikes if they didn't
comply with verbal
ds, but now we had to stick with just a
whole lot of verba
. Q: Did you hear of any guards striking a detainee just to hear him
say, "Allah"?
A: No.
Q: Do you know if either of the detainees that died received more
1 strikes than was normal?
common
A: No
Q: Do you recall any additional insta
' which a detainee was
Exhibit: 0-22 (
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/
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o174/-02-CID369-23534
013 4- 02-C10369-2353
STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Fort Riley CID Office,
Ft. Riley, KS 66442; DATED 6 Apr 04; CONTINUED:
given a common pronial strike or was mistreated that were not
mentioned in our Sworn Statement on 30 Jan 04?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///

Exhibit:
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37-02-CID 369-235:

0134-0 2 - C10369-235

STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Fort Riley CID Office,
Ft. Riley, KS 66 42; DATED 6 Apr 04; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
I, 1111111111111111. HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE . BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 6th day of April, 2004 at Fort
Riley, KS.

(Signature of Person Administering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ
1'
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:

Exh ibit :
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

ROI NUMBER

0134-02- C10369-23533/0 1 3 7-02-CID369-2

PAGE / OF / PAGES

DETAILS

t 1309 hrs, 31 Mar 04, Silligterviewed SSG
Bra'
Battery, 51113 th Field Artillery, (formerly of the 211 MP Company), North Carolina National
Guard (NCNG), 2000 Silas Creek Parkway, Winston-Salem, NC 27103. 11111.111111W
as
deployed in support of Operations Enduring Freedom (OEF) from 26 Dec 01 to 11 Oct 02 and
sen
as the NCOIC of the Bagram Collection
n, assisting in the formulation of the BCP
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).
uthored a written statement detailing the
raining provided by the 211 th
MP Company to the 377 MP Company during the Relief in Place (F
a generally poor impression of the 377 th MP Company leadership and methodolof
made specific observations related to the conduct of training sessions with the 37
-i
MPs and indicated none of the abusive behaviors discovered during the conduct of
micide
investigation were practiced or trained by 211 "' MPs. See Sworn Statement of
da
31 Mar 04, for additional details..
t 1130 hrs, 7 Apr 04, S Adili
nterviewed
MAJ
•
and Headquarters Detachment (HHD), 503 rd M Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC 28310.
he CJTF-180 Provost Marshal and directly responsible for detaine operations at the Bagram
Collection Point, until his rotation out of theater in Nov 02.
dmitted he participated in the
ormulation of the BCP SOP and he acknowledged some practices were in contravention to Army
doctrine (for example hooding, standing restraint as punishment and sleep
), but he add,
he did know where MI derived their authority to conduct sleep deprivation.
tated he had
no knowledge that 377 th MP personnel chained detainees in a standing position t achiev
leep
deprivation nor that the wer
d standing for prolonged periods of time.
also
described CPT
377th MP Company Commander, as severely incornpeten
.
and unable to lea .
rotated out of theater before the deaths and had
direct
knovvledge
related to either D1LAINAR or HABIBULLAH. See Sworn Statement of
dated 7 Apr 04, fc
additional details.
t 1200 hrs, 7 Apr 04, SA
Interviewed 1 LT
42 nd MP Compan ,
Fort Bragg, NC 28310 (formerly of the 21 st MP Company)
and SF
ere list
the escorts f
ILAWAR during his 5 Dec 02 trip from Khandahar, Afghanistan o
BC
and
s itche
trips and never traveled together, although both their
names were on most paperwork.
stated he did 15-20 missions between Khan char and
Bagram, but could not rec
i of this trip nor even if he was on it.
stated he
only dealt with 1L
377th MP Company, during his trip and although he was
inside the BCP on many occasions, he observed no chaining and no striking detainees or blows
being delivered to detainees by anyone.111111111id not billet with 377 th soldiers during his visits to
Bagram either.
TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ENTRY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////h
ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
.

DATE

EXHIBIT

8 Apr 2004
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
Date
Statement
SSN
:
Org/Address :

0134- 02 - CID369-23533/0137-02-CID369-23534

inston-Salem, North Caro
- 1 Mar 04

Time:/
Grade/Status: SSG/E-6/AD

ravo Battery, 5th Battalion, 113 th Field
Artillery, North Carolina National Guard (NCNG), 2000 Silas
Creek Parkway, Winston-Salem, NC 27103
want to make the following statement
under oath:
Discuss your background in military, training and deployment
perience.
: . I was in the Active Army for nine years as an MP. I had
in Traffic, Accident Investigations, Military Police
411/141training
Investigation, and a Physical Security Specialist, with at least
two years experience in each specialty. I left the service and
had about a five year break before joining the National Guard in
1996 as an MP, with the 211 th MP Company. I just recently took a
position with the Field Artillery, ,to stay on active duty. I
deployed on Operation Enduring Freedom (26 Dec 01 - 11 Oct 02)
and Operation Iraqi Freedom (1 Mar 03 - 16 Feb 04).
Q: Discuss length of deployment and mission of 211 th MP Company
with specific regard to operating the Bagram Collection Point
013 CP), Bagram, Afghanistan.
Our deployment was from 26 Dec 01 to 11 Oct 02, we are an MP
uard Company. We were supposed to provide outside (perimeter)
security for the Detainee Facility in Khandahar, Afghanistan.
We arrived in Khandahar on -1-4 Feb 01 and got handed the
operation of the detainee facility there. It was not something
we were familiar with doing and there was virtually no written
guidance on it, so we wrote the SOP as we worked. We got RIP
training from the 108 th MP Company, 16 th MP Bde, Fort Bragg, NC.
No detainees arrived or left during our RIP, so we had to teach
ourselves those things after the 108 th MP Co left. We took over
the operation at Bagram in June 2002 (I think). Some of the
unit went in May 02, but I stayed behind and shipped the last
188 detainees up to the BCP. I'm not sure when we closed down
Khandahar.
Q: What were your initial impressions or observations of the
77 th MP Company, during the relief in place (RIP) (AKA "Right
eat Side")?
During the month of September 2002, I was the NCOIC for the day
shift of MPs working in the Bagram Collection Point (BCP). I
11111
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STATEMENT OF SSG
NC, DATED 31 Mar 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Winston-Salem,

was and tasked with ensuring our relief company was properly
trained with the detainee operation at the Bagram Detention
facility. Our relief 377 th MP Company arrived in stages over
several day period. One of the first things I noticed was the
personal dynamics between the Company Commander, the Unit 1SG &
Platoon Sergeant who was shadowing me (I think his name wall...
: Do you recall any details about the personnel described above?
. The 1SG was
years of age. A srs she seeme
e concerned for er troops,
she reminded me of an old, crusty, NCO who cussed like a sailor
but knew here stuff. Later, I got the impression she was out to
make a name for herself. The Captain was arrogant. He did not
worry about the day to day,ops. He , was extremely standoffish and
I got the impression he felt we were beneath him. I did not see
him for the training. Occasionally, the 1SG was present for
training. The CPT was more worried ab
up than anythin else.
e was
ween
with
a
ter art
was
. He seemed very motivated to
,
arn, he impressed me and his roops took to the mission well.
What else did you notice during the transition?
• One of the first things I noticed was that as soon as
the MPs landed they started coming to the facility to see what
kind of job they would be facing. Several of the new MPs were
amazed the detainees were still alive after what had happened
on Sept 11th. It was explained to
over and over again if the
detainees were killed then no intelligence would be gathered
for future operations. I also extllained the statistics of what
we had accomplished, and how further attacks had been averted
throughout the world. This information was based on a write up
from the CFLCC (Combined Forces Land Component Command) HQs.
During these discussions the majority seemed to understand this
and really showed an interest in how operations were run.
What did the RIP training consist of? How long did the RIP
llitt?
Every 377 th soldier was paired up with one of my NCOs, where
they watched at first. On the next day they worked alongside
my personnel. Every aspect of the training was explained and shown
new arrivals, from in-processing, escorts, welfare details, ICRC
(International Committee for the Red Cross), out-processing,
administration, evidence collection and storage, out processing, and
preparation
hipments to GTMO (Guantanamo Bay Naval Base).
Page 2 of 7
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TAKEN AT Winston-Salem,

STATEMENT OF SSG C, DATED 31 Mar 04, CONTINUED:

411

he soldiers seemed to pick up on the training and started to do
well, considering how new they were to the job. Every step of the
training was covered in a "crawl, walk and run" environment.
We covered every aspect of the job that we had come across in
the previous nine months of working between the two facilities.
We also took three of our soldiers and dressed them up in
the orange Person Under Control (PUC) suits and used them to
simulate movements and routine tasks the 377 th MPs would need to
do. We didn't think it was appropriate to use actual detainees
for OJT sessions, so we used our own guys. I know this because
I was one of the mock detainees. It handled handcuffing, leg
shackling, daisy chaining and preparing detainees for shipment
to GTMO. The training the 377 th got from us was by leaps and
bounds better than what we got.
Additionally, we provided a copy of the BCP Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) which we had developed, and examples of the
administrative forms, and knowledge were passed on throughout
" period. A briefing was given to my commander
the whol
of how the troops were doing (377th) nightly.
(CPT
Several times I. was told if I felt the 377 th was not ready,
additional training would be given. The only problems I noticed,
from my perspective, was the 377 th command structure. Immediately
the CO and 1SG wanted to make changes, some which I did not agree
with, nor did their platoon sergeant (who was shadowing me during
this training). I thought that their commander would have had
a step up over mine, since theirs had worked the MI side of the
house. The problem was he did not know how-to think like an MP
and would not listen to his NCOs. The 1SG appeared more interested
in making a name for herself than in the -/big picture.
One of the changes they (the 377 th MP leadership) wanted to
enact was of swapping platoons around monthly. In this type of
environment, it is essential to maintain the same command structure
for the guards as well as the detainees. We told them this was a
terrible idea and would be counterproductive. Another change was
they (the MPs) owned the building and wanted MI to work the hours
they had established. In this environment, MI is like the MPs, •
their job is 24 hours a day.
The final day of training, 377 th ran the show with my NCOs
taking up the role of observer. The crew I had worked with
during the day shift had a firm grasp of what was going on and
what had to be done to accomplish the mission. I would've never
turned the operation over if I didn't think that they could handle
the jo
Page 3 of 7
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STATEMENT OF SSG1111111111111111111111, TAKEN AT Winston-Salem,
NC, DATED 31 Mar 04, CONTINUED:
During the nine months we ran the facilities in Khandahar and Bagram, we never lost a prisoner, or intentionally hurt a prisoner.
There were only a couple 'of incidents I know of where a detainee
received any bruises, from trying to escape. There was an incident
where another detainee attempted to. assault both an interrogator and
a MP. Any time a.detainee had any injuries, medical aid was given,
and an inquiry into what had happened was initiated. We were. accounta:
to.the Pentagon, CFLCC, ICRC and the prest. Our job was to provide
security, and to work with MI in achieving a common goal. The
training that the 377 th hadreceived - was 10 times better that the
training we had received when we took over.
Who was your rimar point of contact during the.RIP? •
: The NCO (SFC . I think who was ,going to take over dayshift.
It's two deployments ago and our . RIP was four 1 hour shift days, but
I just can't recall people's names at this point.
: How did you learn of thQ deaths of the detainees at the BCP?
From .MI, SPC
Was dating one of my unit
embers. After s e cams back,. she came to visit us - and - she said
two of the detainees were killed, but she wouldn't tell us
details.
.
.
Did you have any other contact with 377 th MP CoMpany, after
aving Afghanistan? •
One- night while we were mobilizing (from our - deployment to
rag), at For Dix, NJ, we ran into three 377 th MPs(one
m
was SGT
- We• were at the Fort Dix NCO Club and
did most of the talking, so he was the only one I - recall. He
said things went downhill after we left and two-detainees died
in their custody. He told me the ICRC had taken or the . •
facility, staying there all the time and he
was happy
to get out of theie.
Q: Did your unit receive any training on the use of "common
roneal (knee) strikes? If so, from whom?
Yes, before we deployed we received Pressure Point Control
Technique (PPCT) Training at Charleston - Naval Brig, Charleston,'
SC from a Marine.
.
• :, Did you receive PPCT training at Fort. Dix, NJ before your
eployment to Afghanistan?
: We did not deploy through Fort Dix, NJ for AfghaniStan, we
deployed through Fort Bragg, NC.
Did you receive any other training on PPCT or common
eroneal strikes from the Army?
Not that li recall.
.
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STATEMENT OF SSG
NC, DATED 31 Mar 04, CONTINUED;

TAKEN AT Winston-Salem,

Q: Are you familiar with the term compliance blows? If so, how
d what is meant by a compliance blow?
Yes. It means the necessary force to gain control of
resistant detainee. Once they becoMe compliant no other force
is used. .
•
. Q: Would there ever be' a reason to strike a detainee once they
4117 ere restrained?
A: No, the worst they could do is quit walking, so we would
carry them.
.
_
What was the MP recourse (under the:211 th MP Company tenure)
, or a detainee removing his hood?
A: We would pull it back down. The only reason to hood them
was during transport missions and then they were handcuffed,.so
they could not pull on their hood. SoMetimes, rarely,.if a
detainee was.. really disruptive and he was.pUt in the airlock and
• hooded. If there was a problem with the hood, it was generally
because it was stifling and claustrophobic. So we switched to
blacked out goggles and usually that fixed it. If he continued
to resist, we'd call . - for aminterpreter and figure out what his
problem was. There was never a reason for it to go beyond that.
•
: What were the recourses for non-compliance with facility
uleS?
Most of the time it was segregation in the airlock for 15 - 30
minutes. It is the equivalent of putting a child in timeout.
0
Rarely,.was there a problem and most of the time there was, it
was over something childish. There was no reason to escalate
force, we•controlled every facet of their existence, - we;-could
put pressure on them by conducting shakedowns, segregating them,
etc. The more force you use, the more you play into what Al
Quaeda and the Taliban . trained them to expect. Treating them
badly made matters worse, not better.
.
Q:
What guidance- was.issued about the use of "common peroneal
trikes" or "compliance blows"?
A:. If the soldiers were in fear for their personal safety.
To
-ay hands .on a prisoner,_ my guys knew they had better be in fear
for their life or some one else's.
• Q:
The 211 th MP , Co wrote. an SOP for.the BCP, which 'contained
language directing punishment of standing restrained in the
airlock for violations of the BCP rules. Under what
ircumstances, if any, were detainees shackled to the metal
ructure comprising the airlock?
The only time there were ever shackled inside the airlock
was when weeded to get (a medical team or MPs) by them into
INITIALS • Page: 5 of 7
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STATEMENT OF SSG
NC, DATED 31 Mar 04, CONTINUED:

1

, TAKEN AT Winston-Salem,

the general population. Then they were sitting down and the
cuff went through the grating, it was to prevent problems and
for an extremely short period of time for.utility sake.
• Was there ever a time when your company shackled a detainee
h his hands overhead?
. No, never. We never shackled them standing and never put
heir hands over their head. Why would someone do that? What
11111It
purpose would it serve?
Did you observe the imposition of sleep deprivation on
tainees by anyone at the BCP, by use of standing restraint?
No.
Did you observe anyone chained in a standing position or
strained to the ceiling of a cell or airlock?
•
Shackling to the airlock was only done for. the safety of the
MPs or to prevent escape, so yes, on_occasion while we were
oving in and out of airlocks.
• Is there anything. you wish to add to this statement?
No.
P
////////////////////////nd
atement////////////////////////
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STATEMENT OF SSG
NC, DATED 31 Mar 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Winston-Salem,

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
S
0
PAGE
1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 7. I FULLY
STA EMENT WHICH B
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT.
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
.

g StateMent)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 31 9t day of March 2004 at Winston-Salem,
NC 27103.

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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SWORN STATEMENT

-- ----- - --- -- --------- --------- ---------- - -- - -------- - ----File Number :
0134-0 2 -C1D369 - 23533/0137-02-CID369-235 . 34
Location
Fort Brag
rth Carolina 2831
Date
7 Apr 04
Time.
D
Statement of:.
SSN
Grade/Status:
Org/Address : Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment (HHD),
503 rd MP Battalion, .Fort Bragg, NC 28310

want to make the following statement
41100
under oath:
Q: Please discuss the chain of command as it related to MP
Operations on Bagram Air Base, in Afghanistan in December 2002.
A: I was the CJTF 180 Provost Marshal and I controlled MP
Operations as it related'to the detention facilities at Bagram
.and Khandahar. In early July 02,Khandahar was closed on orders
from the Secretary of Defense. . It remained in use as a
collection point for temporary use only. The Bagram Collection
Point was the short term holding facility for detainees being
screened and either released or transferred to GTMO, I had
control of the facility, but not operational control of the MPs
operating it. I had no UCMJ authority and no admin or logistics
responsibility . for those MPs. My job was to manage,
administrative processing, health and welfare of the detainees,.
releases,. transfers, tours and ICRC visits. The 377 th- MP Company
did not belong to me. Our battlefield was not a traditional
linear battlefield, so . there was no MP Bn Hq. Each MP unit fell
under. the Brigade they were co-laca
'th. The 377 th worked
for D . a on Brigade (under LTC
and COL
The 377 th MP Company also worked Entry Contra
oints (ECP),. so for that mission they worked 'under MAJ
who was the . Bagram Air Base Provost Marshal.
Q: Hata- often during your tour in Afghanistan, did you have
occasion to visit and/br tour the interior of the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP) also known as the Bagram Detention
Facility (BDF)?
A: Maybe once every two days, it depended some days it was
twice a day, but generally every other day.. I'd usually stay ;1
to an hour and sometimes I stayed and talked with the soldiers,
checking the pulse of the environment. My standard walk.was
inside the front door, down the front of the general population
cells and then up the backstairs down the hallway, check on the
Isolation Cell Guard and then stop in and check with the MI Cell
in the Joint Intelligence Force (JIF)
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
DATED 7 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

410.

Do you know Who wrote the Standard Operating Procedtte (SOP)
•
.
for the BCP? .
A: It was a collaborative effort, starting with the 511 th MP
Company, the 211 th MP Company really did some major revisions and
then the 211 th and the 377 th made some big construction
modifications to the facility, which resulted in additional
revisions. to the BCP SOP. There was no one single author of
that document.
Q: As the senior MP leader, did you have input into the
drafting or review of the BCP SOP, as it existed in the fall of
2002?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you observe any practices within the BCP, which .:were
contrary to existing Army policies governing the treatment of
detainees?
A: Hooding, hooding with handcuffs in the airloCk, sometimes
.
chained to the airlock and sleep deprivation.
Q: Did anyone report to you problems within.the BCP, to include
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)? If so, to
whom did you elevate those concerns?
A: No, the ICRC raised issues about mail, about MPs being
outside the door (for their safety) during their interviews with
•
the detainees.
:
Were
you
otherwise
aware
of
any
problems within.the BCP?
Q.
A: No, not with the BCP, but the 377 th MP Compan
was
Command was broke. The Company Commander, CPT
not ready to be a company commander, or an officer and leader.
He was not prepared to command and did not know what he was .
doing. He was incompetent. •
Q: What was your impression of the detainees in the BCP and
their combativeness?
.
A: The Afghanis are pleaSant and.compliant people. Most were
just in the wrong place at the wrong time and only about 2% of
the population ever gave us any trouble.
Q: To your knowledge, were MI Interrogators at the BCP
authorized to direct a course of sleep deprivation. for
detainees? If so, what was the basis of that authority?
A: I can't say they were authorized, because I never read their
regulations, but I do know they were doing it. We all felt it
was our duty to support MI in gathering intell. Sleep
deprivation made theM so exhausted they would tell us what we
needed to find out in order to get sleep.
.
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STATEMENT OF MAJ IIIIIIIIIIIIIIN TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,
ED 7 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

D

: Were there any instructions on how to achieve sleep
deprivation?
A: I. really did not pay attention to that portion of the MI
mission.
Q: Were you aware that 377 th MP personnel were chaining detainees
to the wire ceilings in Isolation Cells and in the airlocks of
general population for prolonged periods of time (in excess of 4
hours)?
A: No, not in excess of one . hour. The punishment as set forth
in the SOP was 30 minutes and 60 minutes ma ' um.
during which you
Q: Did you have any contact with CPT
discussed the missions. parameters prior to his company's arrival
in Afghanistan?
A: No, our first conversation was when they arrived. at
Afghanistan.
type of contact did you have with CPT
ill Cdr, 377thMP Company? What was the frequency of that
contact?
A: It was about every two or three days.
share with you any concerns
about the.
Q:DidCPT
operation of the BCP including the use of sleep deprivation or
punishment provisions set forth for detainees?
A: No,
Q: .Did the BCP have an assigned legal advisor to consult with
MP personnel in legitimate or authorized methods of punishment
or uses of forces? .
A: Not an assigned, but available. CJTF 180's SJA was
available to them for consultation and they would come down when
.
- ICRC was there.
Q: To your knowledge, did the 377 th MP. Company leadership
surface any questionable issues with .you or any CJTF 18 .0
leadership?
A: No.
Q: Speaking as a seasoned MP Officer, what were your
impres8ions'of the 377 th MP Company leadership, based on your
• contact with them?
A: The 1SG could have been better, she was a go-getter and if
given the opportunit would do a good job. The Company
was broke, .he should not have been in
Commander, CPT
command. The unfortunate thing is the 377 th was sent over and
replaced a very competent company.
O
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OF MAJ
ddiSTATEMENT
D 7 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

11117Did you observe a marked difference between the BCP

operation under the 2l1 th MP Company and the 377 th MP Company
leadership? If so, what types of differences?
A: Yes, it was a different commander and that made the whole
situation change. The soldiers.were motivated and wanted to do
a good job, but the commander set . the tone and he was broke. To
give an example, he couldn't even figure out how to complete the
. paperwork to get his unit out of country, so they had to go out
a few at a time back to Germany. He's the . type of officer you
-hope never makes Major. He needs to do something else with his
life.
Q: How did you learn of .the deaths of the two detainees who
died in December 2002? Wh t 'd you think. happened? •
.
A: I heard it from MAJ
I rememb
inking "oh, shill,
that it was really bad. But then I.
and tried to e-t&Ba
and all that stuff behind me. I really had not thought much
about it, beyond figuring
' either of the men who died were
from my time there. MAJ IOWtold me they were not.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End• of statement////////////////////////
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

STATEMENT OF.MAJ
DATED 7 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME. THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE.THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 7 th day of April 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC
28310

sial111111M011111W
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath).--,- ,nArticle 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority. to Administer Oath)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
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CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF t PAGES

DETAILS
t 1 0,9oA
C mppr 04, SA
interviewed CPT ,11.111111111111111111
Comp any, 7 01 ilitary Police Company, Fort Leonard ood, MO 65473
who was

brdered to Afah nlstan to rovide training on a newly fielded Non-Lethal Capability Set to Military
Police units.
as selected to provi
g because he had attended the NonLethal Individual Weapons Instructor Course.
rained the 211 th Military Police
ompany, the unit working the detention facility in Bagram, Afghanistan in
ch o pril 2002, on
empty hand control techniques including the common peroneal strike
tated the
raining was intended for self-defense purposes and for gaining control of a detainee
.do
refused to be transported from one location to another. (See Sworn Statement of
dated .9 Apr 04, for additional details)///LAST ENTRY///
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File Number :
esident Agency(CID), F
nard
: Fort Leonard
Location
Wood, MO
Time
: 9 Apr 04
Date
Statement of
Grade/Status: 0-3
SSN
Org/Address : A Company, 701 st Military Police Battalion, Fort
Leonard Wood, MO 65473
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
H:
From DEC 01 until JUN 02, I was assigned Temporary Change of
Station to the 3 rd Army Provost Marshal's Office (Coalition Forces
Land Component Command PM0). I worked as a plans officer in Camp
Doha, Kuwait. Sometime after I arrived there (probbly late
January) we got word that a Non-lethal Capability Set (NLCS) would
be arriving in theater. This set consists of numerous items of
equipment to include non-lethal munitions and civil disturbance
gear. As part of the fielding, individual soldiers must be
trained on non-lethal techniques by a graduate of the Interservice Non-lethal Individual Weapons Instructor Course (INIWIC)
here at Fort Wood. I was the only individual in 3 rd. Army who was
trained at the time so I became the OIC of the fielding and
training.
3 rd Army sent one of their NCOs who was in the rear, SGT
to the course so that when the set arrived in country and
we had to go to Afghanistan to train the soldiers, I would have a
NCOIC.
While I waited for the NLCS to arrive, I developed the
training plans and slide_shows, based of those taught at INIWIC,
that we would use to train the soldiers. We used the Tralning
Support Packages verbatim in some cases, but since the course is 2
weeks lohg and we had 1-2 days per platoon we had to concentrate
on certain areas. We focused the training, based on the mission,
on Civil Disturbance Formations and the integration of non-lethal
munitions into those formations, and empty-hand control techniques
to deal with non-compliant detainees. Once the set arrived, we
coordinated shipment to Bagram and Kandahar of selected items in
the set. There were a number of items that were not needed for
those specific missions.
panied the shipment
In FEB or MAR 02, SGT
ied the shipment to
to Bagram and CAPT
OF
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AT Fort Leonard Wood
STATEMENT OF CPT
Resident (CID), Fort Leonard Wood, MO; DATED 9 Apr 04; CONTINUED:
Kandahar. If the dates are critical, I have my TDY orders. The
plan was for us to train the MP at Bagram and then move on to
Kandahar, Afghanistan and Karshi Kanibad (K2), Uzbekistan. We
trained most of the 511 th MP Co and one PLT of the 108 th MP Co while
in. Bagram. Operation Anaconda had kicked off, so the MP at
Kandahar were decisively engaged in that o eration so we returned
determined
to Kuwait. During that time the PM, Col
that the MP in K2 did not require the training so we modified the
plan to only go to Kandahar. We returned to Kandahar
approximately a month later MAR/APR 02 and trained the remaining
members of the 108 th MP CO and the 211 th MP Co out of North
Carolina. We trained them on empty hand control techniques and
non-lethal munitions. We conducted practical exercises in those
areas.
taught the classroom portion of the empty hand
SGT
instruction and then we both took them outside to conduct the PE.
We rotated the units thoug one atoon at a time. During the
talked about different pressure
classroom instruction, SGT
points to include the common peroneal. The training was focused
was specific in stating
toward detainee operations. SGT
that these techniques were for use on a non-compliant detainee.
He also covered that you use the technique only until the detainee
complies. If he doesn't comply, you should use another technique
because all the pressure points don't work on everyone. We taught
them techniques for taking down a non-compliant detainee so handirons could be applied. We also talked about,the common peroneal
specifically when escorting detainee who you were moving
somewhere. If the detainee attempts to break away from you, you
could use your knee in his thigh to get him to comply. Again, thF--common peroneal was only one of a number of techniques we taught,
for non-compliance. In the practical exercises, we emphasized
that these techniques are to be used only to gain compliance. If
you continue to use the technique once the detainee is compliant,
it defeats the purpose. He needs to know that if he complies,
that is a good thing. All of the available soldiers were trained
on applying hand-irons, empty-hand take-downs, and proper
techniques for escorting a detainee.
Once we completed the training, we returned to Camp Do
Q: Do you know how many soldiers from the 211 th MP Company
trained?
k it was about 100_,
A: It was everyone they had avail
OF
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STATEMENT 0 PT
TAKEN AT Fort Leonard Wood
Residen
rt Leonard Wood, MO; DATED 9 Apr 04; CONTINUED:
soldier
Q: Did
rain or discuss any types of techniques that could be
used while the detainee was in restraints?
A: Yes, we talked about using techniques when you were escorting
the detainee. They were trained they could use a common pronial
strike, tibial or superficial-peroneal strike if a detainee
attempted
or strike an MP. If he was non-compliant,
basically
Q: Did you ever train or discuss any types of techniques that
could be used while a detainee was restrained to a fixed object?
A: No, it seems ludicrous to me that someone would need to u
type of technique on 'someone who is restrained to a fixed ob
Q: Did you train on or discuss the use of standing restraints?
A: No, the focus of our training was on escorting a detainee
because this was during the time when we were getting ready. to °
move detainees to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and we thought that the
most likely time for them to do something
they were out
of their facility en route to the aircraf
Q: Did you train or discuss the use of common peroneal strikes as
a means- ref
' hment?
A: No
Q: Where i the doctrine that you taught to the 211 th Military
Police Company ori ate?
A: At the INIW
Leonard Wood. I attended the course in
February 2001.
Q: Who directe you to conduct the training that you provided to
the 211 t h Military Police Com an 7
A The Provost Marshal, COL
directed t
g as
part of a requirement for fielding the non lethal se
Q: Was the nan-lethal set provided to the 211 th MP
A: We signed it over to the 519 th MP Battalion
fell
under. I don't know if the Company received
Q: Who else was involved in training the 211
ompany on these
techniques?
A: Just SGT
Q; Do you know where GT 11111111 is now?
A: I think he is in a Guard unit in Michiga
Q: Do you recall how the 211 th performed durin raining?
A: Yes, they were excelleht. The soldiers seemed to really
appreciate the training. The leaders seemed to appreciate the
heir soldiers were
training, too, because they wanted
e detainees, but
able to use techniques that would
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TAKEN AT Fort Leonard Wood
STATEMENT OF CPT
Resident (CID), Fort
d, MO; DATED 9 Apr 04; CONTINUED:
would get them to compl
Q: Do you recall what gu •ance you gave regarding the number of
strikes a MP should apply to a non-compliant detainee?
A: We never gave a specific number. We just stated that when the
detainee complies, you stop. During the practical exercise, they
used the techniques on each other and it became pretty obvious
that it would only take one or two strikes to get the person to
during the
comply. They never struck each other more
P8, they only struck their partner one tim
Q: Did you discuss or train on any potentia injuries that could
be caused by overuse or improper use of these techniques?
A: We talked about the red, amber, green chart and which areas
it as
were most likely to cause injury, but we didn't
much as if we had been teaching the baton strik
Q: Did you train on baton strikes at all?
A: We used the batons during the riot control formations, and I
d on baton use as part of detainee
don't remember if
escort procedures
Q: Do you have anteing to add to this statement?
A: I think there is some confusion because of the fact that I came
from the schoolhouse. We specifically told all soldiers that we
trained that the training we gave did not certify them to train
others on these techr4 Our instruction was not a "train the
trainer" type course
to this statement?
Q: Do you have anythi e se
A: NO.///END OF STATEMENT/
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STATEMENT OF CPT
Resident (CID); Fort Leonard Wood, MO; DATED 9 Apr 04; CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 5. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

ng Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 9th day of April, 2004 at Fort
Leonard Wo

a ure o

son Administering Oath)

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b) (4) UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)

WITNESS:.
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CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS

F), B pe en 0900 and 1200 hrs, 17 Apr 04, SA BIRT interviewed MAJ
th Security Forces Squadron, 117th Air Refueling Wing, Birmingham, AL 35209, who17
as the USAF Liaison Officer between Army and Air Force personnel for the air movement of
detainees from the Bagrarn Collection Point (BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan. He authored a sworn
iling his observations about the conduct of "day to day" operations and cont ct with
tatemen
ad no
to include providing him with a "continuity packet" frorait
CP
dated
pro
,
for
(See
Sworn
Statement
of
irect
knowledge
related
to
either
death.
d
additional details).
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0134-02-C1D369-23533/0137-02-C1D369 - 23534
File Number :
abama 35209
• Birmingham,
Location
17 Apr 04
:
Time:124o
Date
(III)
Statement of:
Grade/Status: MAJ/04/USAF
SSN
17 Secure y Forces Squadron, 117 th Air Refueling
OrgiAddress :
Wing, Birmingham, AL 35209
III, want to make the following statement under
oath: .
Q: What was your mission during the duration of your tour in
Afghanistan?
A: My job was to act as a liaison between the Army and the Air
Force. Since_ the detainee transfers were considered -"high
threat", the USAF did not want the planes on the ground for very
long. The challenge was to get the Army to do things the Air
Force
way. We have very limited options for dealing with
detainees in . flight, so the trick was to get all the players to
understand the big picture of the entire trip on both ends. If
a detainee is problematic on the ground,you have a lot of
options, in the air, you don't. Therefore you : have to plan for
success and need everyone thinking about the entire mission, •
that was my priMary function.
Q: What were the dates of your s ervice in Afghanistan?
A: I wasn't there all the time. Sometimes I flew in and out
within a few days. Some times I would spend three or four
My job involved a lot of flying and movement. I was
weeks.
activated from Oct 01 to.Sep . 03,.but I moved onlymhenthey
needed me and'I was on my own to get 'where I - needed to be,
through Germany - or TUrkey:
Q: Did you have occasion to interact with the Military Police
unit, which ran the Bagram Collection Point, at the Bagram Air
Base, in Afghanistan?
A: -Yes, I worked very closely with the 211 th MP Company. I ate
with them, billeted with them, and hung out in the facility.
They gave tefull'run of the BCP and treated me like one of
them. Later the 377 th MP Company took over, the missions were
less frequent and I did not spend as much time with them,
Q: How often during your tour in Afghanistan, did-you have
occasion to visit and/or tour the interior of the Bagram
C011ection Point (BCP) also known as the Bagram Detention
FaziAity (IMF)?
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
DATED 17 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Birmingham, AL,

A: During the time it was, run by the 211 th , I was there all the
time. After the 377 th took over I was rarely there, maybe to
visit the supply room or talk with one of the platoon leaders.
Q: Did you observe any practices within the BCP, which were
contrary to existing policies governing the treatment of
detainees?
A: No. I can't say I saw anyone mistreat anyone.
Q: Did you ever see any of the MPs strike anyone?
A: No.
Q: Did anyone report to you problems within the BCP, were you
otherwise aware of any problems within the BCP?
A: No.
Q:
What was your impression of the detainees in the BCP and
their level of combativeness?
A: My impression is that the only time I ever saw any
resistance was during the processing to go to GTMO.
Occasionally, it would sink in that they were going and the
detainee would pretend to be ill or sit down and refuse to walk.
That was about the worst it got. They did not want to go to
GTMO, but they would not fight, they'd just passively resist.
Q: Did you ever have occasion to observe detainees in the
Isolation cell areas of the BCP?
A: No, I never went and saw one in there.
Q: Did you ever observe detainees chained in a standing
position within the BCP? If so, for what purpose?
A: I've seen detainees standing in the airlock of general
population. I don't recall if they were chained, but they' never
had their hands over their heads. I think the purpose of them
being in the airlock was to segregate them for medical
treatment, maybe sometimes punishment, but I'm not sure of that.
Q:. To your knowledge, were the MI Interrogators at the BCP
authorized to direct a course of sleep deprivation for
detainees? If so, what was the basis of that authority?
A: I know once before a movement, the MPs did sleep deprivation
on the guys we were moving, so they would sleep on the plane.
It consisted of playing loud music. I don't know if it was the
377th MP Company did that or if that was directed by MI. I knew
very little about the interaction between or chain of command of
any of the other agencies operating in the BCP (CID, OSI, FBI,
MI, DIA, CIA, etc).
Q: Did you observe or did anyone discuss with you the practice
of sleep deprivation?
A: No.
Page 2 of 5
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STATEMENT OF MJ
DATED 17 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Birmingham, AL,

Q: Were you aware that 377 th MP personnel were chaining detainees
to the wire ceilings in Isolation Cells and in the airlocks of
general population for prolonged periods of time (in excess of 4
hours)?
,
A: No.
during which you
Q: Did ybu have any contact with CPT
discussed the missions parameters prior to his company's arrival
in Afghanistan?
At, No; I fir met him when the 377 th MP Company took over the
built a continuity folder for them. He burned
aCP. CPT
themCD's with all our paperwork on it and handed ov r all the
asked me
equipment (cuffs, chains, locks, etc.) He (CPT
to•look at it and make suggestions, but I thoug t it contained
everything they ( 377th ) needed to know to be successful in air
movements. I first noticed-the difference in behavior when I
asked where my equipment was. They had taken all the locks and
put them on their tents and were using my transfer equipment on
the detainees on the floor. I was accustomed to losing
individual pieces of equipment (USAF gear) during moves, but the
377 th co-Mingled everything. I had to go sort out the USAF
equipment and I asked them what they had done with all the stuff
the 211 th MP Company had given them. The 377 th MP Company told me
that the 211 th MP ve them nothing, I knew this was not true.
got a continuity folder while they were at
I think CPT
e
carried
a• packet back on the plane for them. It
Fort Dix.
wasn't me personally, but I know they got it, cause one of the
MPs showed me the CD later.
ilia type of contact did you have with CPT 41111111111 1111
Cdr, 377t h MP Company. What wass the fr quency of that
contact?
A: Strictly professional, pertaining to air movements. It
surrounded training and rehearsing the movements. The 377 th MP
Company never seemed to have the same soldiers doing the
transfers, so we racticed each time.
share with you any concerns about the
Q: Did CPT
operation of the BC including the use of sleep deprivation or
punishment provisions set forth for detainees?
the moves. I did have
A: No, we just stuck to business ab
the sort of relationship with CPT he'd invite us over for
movie night. We had a much more riendly relationship and hung
out more and talked more.
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STATEMENT OF MA 111111111111111111 TAKEN AT Birmingham, AL,
DATED 17 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:
Q: To your knowledge, did the 377 th MP Company leadership
surface any questionable issues with you or any CJTF 180
leadership?
A: No.'
Q: . What were your impressions of the 377 th MP Company
leadership, based on your contact with them?
A: It was a very limited contact. They were not as ission
h ad almost
focused as the other units I dealt with. CPT
an arrogant attitude, which I might be reading wrong. I. never
developed much of a relationship with him. I. connected better
being as we are both southerners. I knew he was
with CPT
an MI of icer. But I judge people on performance, not
personality.
Did you observe a marked difference-between the BCP
Q:
operation under the 211 th MP Company and the 377 th MP Company
leadership? If so, what types of differences?
A: You can look at the different commanders that cycled
(211 th MP
throught the BCP during the time I served.
Compan Commander) was a National Guardsman, but a full timer.
(293 rd MP Company Commander) was an active. duty MP.
CPT th full time professional soldiers; very squared
I Conside
as a. reserve officer and he told me that he took
away.
the job as an MP CPT just . for the promotion. ; he just did not
project the leadership or attitude you expected of a
profesSional soldier in such an important position. •
Q: .How did you learn of .the deaths of the•two detainees who
dled-.1111,-DeceMber 2002? What did you think happened?
A: : I_shOwed . up- for an air movement and the Platoon Leader - told.
me "'you . know we had a detainee ' ?".• I asked him "How?" He
camein I did ask him about
said ask the CPT, so when
• it.. He was evasive . and I pushed him on it and he said he did
not know how the detainee had died. I ask him how it could
possibly be that they did not know what had happened. I
.explained they watched them 24 hours a da and they - had to know
told me they had been
what had caused them to die. Then
.instructed not to discuss it, so I droppe it. I thought why
would they even bring it up if they aren't supposed to talk
about it.
Q: Did the news of the deaths surprise you? Why or why not?
A: Yeah, it surprised' me. I never saw anyone get mistreated.
It would not have surprised me if one died when being captured,
but after being checked out and given the medical okay, to die
in the facility, I would have never thought that would happen.
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Q: What do you knoW about USAF Ravens team training?
A: I attended the same training the Ravens did. I had a few
Ravens on my transport team. The training includes Pressure
Point Control Techniques (PPCT), cuffing, transport techniques
and weapons retention and use on an aircraft.
Q: Did the Ravens use the common peroneal strikes?
A: Sure they taught it. In fact, I'm a civilian police officer
and I can tell you that most law enforcement officers learn
blows, strikes and PPCT, but you never use a common . peroneal
strike on someone who is cuffed. It is used to subdue a
combative person and. once they are restrained in handcuffs,
there is no reason to apply strikes.
Q: Did the Ravens-train any of the MPs working in the BCP to
youi.Lowledge?
A: That I.don't know. I know the Ravens trained our fly away
teams, which were half Army and half. Air Force. Our Army
Memberswere from a different.Army MP unit, not the 377 th nor the
211 th MPs. -The Ravens training element is' based with the Air
Mobility Warfare Center, Detainee Movement Control Cell, is
based at Fort Dix; NJ;
'Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
DATED 17 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Birmingham, AL,

AFFIDAVIT
VE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
.

.

son Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths,
17 th / day of April 2004 at Birmingham,
Alabama 3

istering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person_Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 IjCMJ .
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

CID Regulation 195-1

0134-02-C1D369-23533/0137-02-C1D369-2353

PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES
DETAILS

t I

rs

s. S

and SA
his office, interviewed CPT
Company, 232h Medical Bafta ion, Fort Sam Houston, TX
78234 who was deployed as an Emergency Room Nurse with the 48 th Combat Support Hospital
(CSH) to Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan in Dec 02.
was on an emergency ambulance run
he Bagram Collection Point (BCP an articipated in the medical treatment of DILAWAR (PUC 4'
prior to his death on 10 Dec 02.
losed
R's eyes while ventilating him and observ(
no physical response while touching his es.
fated he did not check for pupillary respon
in e he did not have a white light, only
flashlight with a red lens. (See Sworn Statemen
dated 23 Apr 04, for additional details).
.

t 1340 hrs, 25 Apr 04, SAand SA
interviewed
628th Forward Surgical Team (FST), 22Mat Support Hospital,
U Army e
SPIlielli41111101111
an
• ntonio, TX 78216 who deployed with the 48 th CSH as a medic working in the ER.
rovid(
a written siiialletailing his observations as a medic on the emergency ambulance run to the
BCP with
10 Dec 02.
etailed observations about the ambulance run, whichenlyti
i-,,i
nd an MP (possibly SPC
participated in. (See Sworn Statement of
dated 25 Apr 04, for additional detail
,

GENT'S CO
tated he was not reviousl interviewe
Based upon the
response from
it 1515 hrs, 25 Apr 04, SA
contacted m y telephone and
inquired about any previous interview conducted b
gents in the early investigation.
also s ate
as never i
'ewed by CID.
nterview documented in the 16 Dec 02
of SA
stated
bserved "fixed and dilated pupils", which contradicts information
rovi•-d in hiwtatement. 111111.11116 Dec 02 AIR clearly reflects interviews with
and
which allegedly occurred on 10 Dec 02, a ditionii
R S entries
reflect the sameclatilthe same format: Current data indidates
nd
ere never
interviewed and
was not there. ,•t 1240 hrs, 27 Apr 04, SAW phoned SPC

02 nd Area Suppc
Medical Center ASMC Fort Bragg, NC (currently stationed at Camp Arifjan, Kuwait at DSN

318-825-4105).
stioned regarding her participation in the ambulance call associatE
ith DILAWAR's death.
uld not recall the detainees name or number, nor the date of the
call, but stated she drove an ambulance to the BCP.
stated when s e arrived the PUC was
ead, but she was unable to articulate how she knew e was dead
stated she did not "mes
ith the body"; but instead went outside .to move the ambulance so it was backed in and assisted in
lbw:ling the body.Ilypated the id not perform CPR and although she could not recall who wi
ith her, she suspect
was SSG
NFI).1111.1111did recall a previous interview with a CID
gent, but could recall no specifics about who the agent was.
TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

SA

HQ, US Army CED, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT
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ROI NUMBER
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CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 2 OF 2 PAGES
DETAILS

GENT'S COMMENT: A review of the circumstances of both deaths, indicate HABIBULLAH (PLA
12) was reportedly
Statements of CPT
HABIBULLAH's
clearly states

long penile prior to the arrival of the ambulance, (See Swon
nd SSG
or additional details theref• e in all likelihood it is
orked on However, the AIR of SA
,sated 16 Dec 02,
old him she assisted in performing CPR on D A TTA - (PUC 421).

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY/0/0/0///////////////////////////////////////////////////////i
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SWORN STATEMENT

File Number :
Location
:
Date
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address

0134-02 - CID369-23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534
San Antonio, T
78216
23 A r 2004
Time: A7145-

.Grade/Status: CPT/0 3
G Company, 232 nd Medical Battalion, Fort Sam
-Houston, TX 78234
-

want to make the following statement under
oat:
Q: What is your training in the medical field and your
experience with the military in that field?
A: In 1987, I enlisted in the Army'as. a 91A (Combat Medical
Specialist). I worked at Madigan ArMy Medical Center, Fort
Lewis from 87792-. I was a medic_in General Surgery, Neuro
Center and Urology and then I was the NCOIC7of the Internal
Medicine and Rhuematology Section. I went into the National
Guard as the medic with the'scout platoon and then as a medic
fora field artillery unit. I went into ROTC,:at Augusta State
University in 1997 and'atarted my nursing career at Medical
College of Georgia; where I got my degree (Bachelor of Science
in Nursing) in 1998. I was commissioned and assigned to Walter
Reed Army Medical Center working for two years on the General
Medicine floor and just over. two years in the Emergency Room,
before deploying to Afghanistan. I'm licensed in the State of
Georgia for Nursing. I have Basic, Advanced and Pediatric Life
Support certifiCations.
I have also attended the TraUMa Nurse
Care Course and others.
Q: What dates were your deployed to Bagra-M_Air Base,
Afghanistan?
A: I got into Afghanistan on 5 Dec 2002; ,we got back on 9/10
Jun 2003.Q: What unit were you assigned to and was your mission at
Bagram?
A: I was with the 48 th Combat Support Hospital (CSH), 44 th
MedicalBrigade.Iwas nEmergncyRomNurse.W wer the
hospital in Afghanistan, treating primarily American and
coalition forces, but we would see some local nationals and we
were responsible'for the detainees. When we first arrived, none
of our assets were in the facility,. but after the two deaths, we
sent one of our medics to support the Bagram Collection Point
(BCP) directly. About a week' after the second death, we started
manning the BCP with medics from our facility. I worked nights
the entire time I was assigned at the hospital emergency room.
INITIALS11111!
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STATEMENT OF CPT
DATED 23 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

- 02-C113369-23533
7- 02-CID369-2353

TAKEN AT San Antonio, TX 78216,

101111 : How did the 48 th CSH handle detainee medical care?
A: If there was a problem, the BCP would call the Tactical
Operation Center (TOC) and then an ambulance would go. Usually
ambulance runs were manned by two medics, but the night I went
to on this run for the second detainee who died, the second
medic was still at chow, so I went along. Most of the calls
were handled over the phone and were fairly benign complaints
'A couple were brought in for complaints, but primarily it was
minor aches and pains.
Q: Did you respond to the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) for any
emergencies during your tour in Afghanistan? If so, how many
times?
A: I went only once, that was for the PUC who was experiencing
At ..
distress and he later died.
Q: Do you recall responding.to the BCP for a detainee who was
reported as unresponsive and who was later pronounced dead? If
so, what do you recall about the event?
A: It wasabout 1930-2000 Bagram local when we got a call from
the TOC that one of the PUCs was down and the MPs had started
ER. The other medic was at
CPR. There were no pat'
When we got.down to the
chow, so I went with
BCP, the MPs took us righ into a separate room. I observed the
PUC on a litter. An MP was doing mouth to mouth and I had him
discontinue it He was doing it without a shield and that is
unsafe. I observed a male detainee, 5'10-6', 1601bS, in maybe
his mid 30's,. thin but not emaciated:and . bearded.' He had no
pulse, no respirations and no obvious signs of injury. He was
not cold yet, but he was . getting'cold, and. I had no history on
ve .
him so we continued to try to - revive him. I started-bag
took
mask him and had good oxygen flow and a good seal.
We were only in the BCP for less than five minutes,
over CPR.
probably closet to three minutes and then te MP doing mouth to
and he told me he
'mouth (I think his name started with an
Pili
and
another
MP
carried
the
.fitter
to the ambulance.
ENT)
Iiaa...1a
rove,thMPdicsompreinadIbgehimon
trip
back
to
the
ER,
whith
took
less
than
5
minutes.
We
ran
the"white light" instead of blackout onboth portions (to the BCP
and back) of the trip. IIIIIIIkadioed that we were on the way
with a CPR in'progress. At the ER, we too - ' to trauma bed
.MAJ
two, we had three doctors present MAJ
(the ENT doctor) there. Dr
t on call surgeon) and MAJ
put in an
id the endotracheal ( T) tube and
• intravenous .( V) line in one arm, using a 16 gauge needle and
- Page 2 of 6
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STATEMENT OF CPT
TED 23 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT San Antonio, TX 78216,

put an IV in the other arm. I put in a nasogastric (NG) •
tube and he was hooked up to the monitor. The detainee was 1-711/4)
.
asytole.Wridpnheatropinwhesult.
We worked on him for maybe thirty minutes, but it seemed like a
lot longer, before Dr
pronounced him. I am fairly
certain I broke two o -his ribs during the CPR. I can't recall
if we sent off any labs.
Q: Who accompanied ou_on this ambulance run?
A: SPL
a medic in my unit.
Q:. Did you ever have occasion to visit the BCP for nonemergency reasons or treatment of detainees?
A: No, that ambulance run was the only time I was there. I did
phone consults sometimes, but never visited the facility again.
Q: Did you talk to the MP that came to the CSITwith you about
the history of the detainee?
A: Yes, we smoked a cigarette together, he had to get a . blood
test because of his mouth to mouth contact with. the detainee. I
think.I remember him saying he was frau
He said
Something about the detainee being fine a out , ten minutes prior.
He told me the detainee had been questioned earlier that
af
n and had been in the isolation room. . He told me that
--fi-\-S.
second detainee to die in a week and that was why he put
. his mouth on the detainee, he could not get a good seal with the
mask and did not want another one to die.
Q: Did the MP tell you who the detainee was questioned by?
A: : He may have said but I don't recall who did the questioning.
Q: Did the mp tell you anything about how the detaineewas
• discovered in distress'
.•
'
..
'
. --.77A: Hesaidthey found him "down" and I presumed that - meant on
the floor because the rooms were unfurnished.
Q: Did you observe any shackle marks on the detainees wrists,
ankles or belly areas?
.
A: He had no shackles on him, when I observed him, but I did
see shackle marks on his wrists. I-did not note his ankles, we
were concentrating on getting his heart started. We did turn
him over and check his spine at the ER - and did not note any
major injuries.
Q: Did you assess his legs?
A: I did over his clothes at the BCP and I felt for signs of
breaks and/or major bleeding and found. none. After the code was •
called, we had him naked on the litter and again I saw nothing
obvious.
Q: Were ani -rays taken?
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STATEMENT OF CPT
DATED 23 Apr 2004, CONTINUED: .

TAKEN AT San Antonio, TX 78216,

I don't think so.
110Q:: Were
you aware of the prior death at the BCP, at the time of •
your arrival in country?
A: I was aware of it from talk around the base, but we got. no
briefing on it. 'Supposedly, the circumstances of the first
death was very similar to our code call - found "down" and did
not recover.
Q: Did you note_any signs of rigor or livor mortis on the
.
detainee you treated? . .
A: Not that I saw, he was still flexible.
Q: Did you Check pupilary response?
A: I did not have a pen light. His eyes were open, 1 recall
because I closed them with - my hand at the BCP. There was no
reaction, which was another indication that he was not doing
well.
Q: Did you ever treat detainees from the BCP at the Combat
•
Support Hospital?
A: Several.
.
Q: Did yOu observe any injuries or did any detainees make
complaints of injury to you?
.
A: I saw a couple who twisted their ankles on work details, a
few complained of dehydration syMptoms (Could not urinate).. .We
treated them, hydrating them with Ivs or Foley catheters when
necessary. They were not allowed to talk : to us. There was',
always an interpreter present who handled all the translation.
NOne of them - ever spoke English to me.
Q: Were you otherwise aware of any detainees who were beaten,
Mistreated to subjected to prolonged periods.of standing
/
restrained to the wire mesh ceilings in the BCP?
A: Not until tbday.
Q: Were you aware of'the use of "sleep .deprivation" within the
BCP? If so, how and what was your opinion of the physical
effect it had on detainees?
A: I had heard. about that. I heard they played loud music, and
bang on the bar if they fell asleep. I heard they made the
detainees walk around to keep them from sleeping. Any of the
PUCs who I saw always looked tired.
Q: Who was the "they" who enforced sleep deprivation?
A: I guess the MP's. The MPs were the only ones I ever saw with
the PUCs.
Q: Did you ever witness any abusive or violent contact between
the MPs and any PUCs?
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STATEMENT OF CPT
DATED 23 Apr 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT San Antonio, TX 78216,

: The closest thing to violence I witnessed was once a PUC
11011.
spit on the floor as he left treatment at the CSH and the MPs
put him on the floor. They did not, trip him or force him into
the floor, they just put him on his belly, yelled at him and it
was over. That was the only thing I saw that even remotely
looked like a confrontation.
Q: Did you ever know what the cause and manner of death of the
detainee was?
A: No, it was a sudden cardiac death, it could have been caused
by any number of things.
Q: Other than what you have described above, did you have any
other occasion to visit the BCP?
A: No I never went there again.
Q: Were you ever involved in other physical exams of detainees?
A: No that was conducted by an Army Colonel at the BCP. We did
chest x-rays for tuberculosis, deworming and other treatments,
but routine exams were done by the BCP doctor.
Q. Do you ever recall any of the doctors who treated detainees
within the BCP facility mention any of the detainees being
treated for bruising of the legs or complaints of being struck
or injured by personnel within the BCP?
A. No I don't.
Q: When you use the term "down" what is meant?
A: Unresponsive, unconscious.
Q: When you use the term "code" what is meant?
A: It means an emergency. Medical personnel are breathing and
circulating blood for the patient and trying to get the person
to resume those activities on their own.' Calling a code can
mean either initiating those procedures, or ceasing them,
depending on when it is used.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End iiiiitement////////////////////////
.
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STATEMENT OF
DATED 23 Apr 2004, CONT

TAKEN AT San Antonio, TX 78216,
D:

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
H BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
ST EMENT
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and.sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 237 1 day of April 2004 at San Antonio, TX
78216.

nistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
0134 - 02 - C1D369 - 23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534
Location
HouSton, Tex
7061
Date
25 A r 200
Time:
Statement of:
SSN
Grade/Status: SPC/E-4
Org/Address :
628 th 'Forward Surgical Team, .228 th Combat Support
spital, US Army Reserve; San Antonio, TX 78216

,010111

want to make the following statement under
oath:
Q: What is your training in the medical field and your
experience with the military in that field?
A: I went to Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) Basic at Fort
Sam Houston, TX in Nov 2001-Jun 2002. My unit needed to be
certified before we deployed so we did a two-week annual
training (AT) at Fort McCoy, WI in Aug 2002. In Dec 2002, I
deployed to Afghanistan.
Q: What dates were your deployed to Bagram Air Base,
Afghanistan?
A: I got into Afghanistan on 2 Dec 2002, we got back on 6 Jun
2003, I believe that was the date.
Q: What unit were you assigned to? What was your mission at
Bagram?
A: I was with the 48 th Combat Support Hospital (CSH), 44 th
MedicalBrg.
I was medic assigned to the Emergency Room
or
EMT Section. There were'only four medics in our section. We
supplemented the ground evacuation and flight medic crew in
addition to manning the ER in the hospital in Afghanistan. We
treated anyone who was injured and the majority of our patients
were local nationals (Afghan). After the two deaths, we sent
one of our medics to support the Bagram Collection Point (BCP)
directly on the night shift.
Q: Who supported the BCP on the dayshift?
A: They (the MP unit) had their own medics who worked dayshift.
We rarely saw them or interacted with them.
Q: Did you respond to the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) for any
emergencies during your tour in Afghanistan? If so, how many
times?
A: I went all the time. After the two deaths, the BCP staff
would not take any chances, I responded all the time. Once the
detainees learned that if they had chest pains, they got
immediate medical assistance, we went on calls all the time. I
don't believe I never had another call out where the detainee
died.
.
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STATEMENT OF SPC111,1111111111TAKEN AT Houston, TX 770.61, .
iip 25 Apr 200 ,
TINUED:
IlirDo you recall responding to the BCP for a detainee who was
reported as unresponsive and who was later pronounced dead? If
so, what do you recall about the event?
A: On the night of.the incident, the Emergency Room received a
call for a Front Line Ambulance (FLA) to respond to the BagraM
Collection Point (BCP), AKA Bagram Detention Facility (BDF). . We
were advised there was a possible cardiac arrest case, a man
down for Undetermined reasons and for an undetermined length'of
time. I was a relatively inexperienced medic (at that time) and
I'd been in country for less than two weeks. CPT OM
the ER Nurse accompanied me on the FLA run. Less than
two minutes after receiving the call, we were equipped and
exited the Task Force 44 Medical (TF44MED) compound enroute to
the BCP. Our radio call sign was Pit Bull 12. The BCP was
approximately mile down Disney Road. However road conditions
prevent. vehicles from moving, at a-high rate of speed. Rules
imposed by the XVIII Airborne'Corps limited the speed on Disney
Road to 15 mph for troop safety, It took us about five to six
minutes to get to the BCP.
Upon arrival at the BCP, we dismounted the FLA, which I
drove and backed in-with the rear of the vehicle facing the
entrance to the facility. I retrieved a litter, an 02 bag and
an aid bag from their respective locations within the patient
compartment and then CPT 1111111and myself entered the facility.
We had to:surrender our weapons (M16 rifles) at the guard post
at the.front desk .and we 'were. escorted into the medical room,
which is. right off the main confinement area. When'We entered
the room, I saw a Person'Under Control. (PUC) down on a litter,'
with CP in .rogress. CPT
orcibly removed an MP (SPC
a
male,
and
ho was performing mout o mout with
o arrier .evice. I en restrained. him from resuming CPR as
we took over medical treatment. He wasn't fighting with me, but
was very into .the care he was giving and did not want to give up
on CPR to letus-do it. We began artificial. respirations : with a
bag valve mask (BVM) @ 100% Oxygen.. After a quick assessment,
was done, the decision was made to load him and go to the.CSH.
We secured the patient and exited the BCE'. When we reached the
FLA, I returned to the front desk (a distance of about 10 ft)
and retrieved our weamaik The patient was secured in the rear
of .the FLA with CPT
doing chest compressions and SPC
1 oing artificial breathing. On the return trip, I put on
111.0
e azard warning lights and we were permitted to exceed the
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ase speed limit because we had a critical case on board:.
I
was again the-driver and I radioed ahead to. the CSH Tactical
Operation Center (TOC) and gave them the patient disposition and
our Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA). I also informed them to
have the Emergency Medical Treatment Section (EMT) get a cardiac
bay on standby. The return trip probably took less time, maybe
three to four minutes.
Upon arrival at the 48 th CSH, we transferred the PUC into
out.trauma bay #2 and began to run a "code" on him. The PUC was
a moderately nourished, well-developed Afghan male, who appeared
.to be in his mid 20's with no obvious signs of trauma - at least
nothing evident to us. He was hooked up to the cardiacmonitor
with no signs of electrical activity evident. MAJ
was
the ER Doctor who ran the code. CPT
switched from
compressions to. the head f the patient and I took over che s t
compressions. MAJ
got the first in ravenous (IV) line
(for drug administration) in, as CPT
dropped an
endotracheal (ET) tube and began bagging t e patient (breathing
for him) via . the ET tube.- I was relieved off chest compressions
and put iri the second IV line. At no time during the cardiac
code, did we obtain a pulse or recordable electrical activity.
He was.not defibrillated, as we could not obtain:a shockable
rhythm.. We did drug therapy and dtopped in several drugs with
no reaction. He was still asystole and with the kinds of drugs
we used, if thereis no eaction, that is pretty much it. He was
pronounced by MAJ
after approximately 15-20 minutes of
treatment.
. •
Q. Were you involved in the:treatment of PUC'412, whom CID has
ideritified-as Mr. HABIBULLAH, who died on 4 Dec 2002?
A. No, I don't know him by that name,, but the first.detainee
died while we were still in-processing and I had heard of it,
but knew no specifics.
Q. Do you recall the time of day when the call for assistance'
came from the BCP requesting medical assistance for PUC 421,
whom CID has identified as Mr. DILAWAR?.
A. It was at night-time. I think it was during shift change
(around 1900 hrs, Bagram local time). I know for sure it was
dark. It was pitch black.
Q. When you arrived at the BCP, did you receive a briefing from
the BCP staff as to what happened with PUC 421 (DILAWAR)?
A. No.

11116
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. Did you have occasion to visit the BCP or discuss with
anyone from the BCP facts pertaining to the incident and/or
treatment of PUC 421
who died on 10 Dec 02?
A. One of the MPs (SPC
came with us to the CSH. It was
our Standard Operating Procedure' (SOP) that an armed MP had to
come with us on any FLA run a detainee. He gave me a run down
of what preceded the FLA run, which was basically that the PUC
was being questioned in an interrogation room and he was put in
solitary confinement and when they checked on him, he was down
and they had no idea how long he was down for. Later in my
tour, I was in the chow hall, the MPs were getting ready to
rotate home (redeploy) and the same MP (I wish I could recall
his name for sure) told me that the incident was under
investigation and they (meaning the MPs) were being investigated
for the PVC's death. That was it.
Q: Did the MP tell you who the detainee was questioned by?
A: MI, the MPs did not do any interrogation. He was clear
about the fact that the questioning was by MI.
Q: Did the MP tell you anything about how long the detainee was
questioned for or how long he was in solitary before being
discovered in distress?
A: No.
I never knew the specifics, the MP told me they found
him "down" I don't know how long it was.
Q: Did the MP tell you where the detainee was found?
A: In an Isolation Cell.
Q: Did the MP make reference to what position the detainee was
found in?
A: Not that I remember.
Q: Did you observe any shackle marks on the detainee's wrists,
ankles or belly areas?
A: I did not observe any marks on him and I know for certain he
had no shackles on his hands, because we could not have done CPR
if he was handcuffed. I couldn't tell you about the rest. He
was clothed in his orange PUC outfit, which we ended up cutting
off him at the CSH, but I don't recall seeing marks, of course I
wasn't looking for discreet injuries we were busy trying to
revive him. After he was pronounced, we took a good look at him
and I felt a few broken ribs (three maybe) and I saw bruising
(reddish purple) underlying them. I'm pretty sure it was on his
right side. I know I broke a rib during CPR, because I heard it
crack and you never forget that sound. Broken bones tend to
bleed a lot and I think this accounts for the bruising I saw on
his right s'
after the doctor pronounced him.
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Q: Did you note any signs of rigor or livor mortis on the
detainee you treated?
A: No. He was still flexible, he was not cold, he still had
warmth. They (the MPs) were doing CPR, so they were keeping him
alive.
Q: Did you have an opportunity to observe the PUCs' legs?
A:. No, .I never saw them myself: It was my first death so'they
told me to go outside, have a smoke and walk it off. I never .
sawhisleg.Iheardlter(andIcan'trecal fromwh )tha
he had marks on his lower legs. I just don't remember who told
me or in what setting the comment was made.
Q. Were you previously interviewed by CID about this incident?
A. No.
Q. During your medical career, have you had an opportunity to
work with deceased individuals?
A. Nope, this was the first.
Q. Has anyone other than CID contacted you for information
regarding this incident?
A. No.
Q. Where did you document . your actions regarding your treatment
.of the medical care provided to PUC 421 (DIAWAR)? •
'A. I did not do any documentation. Generally, there is a
designated person to transcribe the patient notes. We are far
too busy to write down what we are. doing, so a person is
'designated to write notes.
don't remember 'who was there and
dOing the scribing that night. I just know I did not doing any
repOrts..
Q. After the death of PUC 421. (DILAWAR), were any changes made
related to the medical care/response for - incidents at the BCP?
A. No, we - just provided medics for the nightshift. T. was not
aware of any changes made. There was really nothing to change,
we responded quickly, did our best and it was good response,
Q. During your assessment and subsequent assistance in treatment
of PUC 421 (DILAWAR), did you notice any bruising or other signs
of trauma?
A. No. He was not breathing and his heart was not pumping, that
was'cur focus.
• Q: Do you recall about when you began working in• the BCP on
nightshift?
A: The mission started around Christmas time 2002. The mission
first fell to the ground evacuation crew, but it began to take a
toll on them, by the time I started working in the BCP it was
probably late Jan 03 or early Feb 03.
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Q: . Did you ever have occasion to visit the BCP for non emergency
reasons or treatment of detainees?
A: Yes, when I worked nightshift in the BCP on a number of
occasions.
Q: What did you observe relative to the MP or MI treatment of
detainees in the BCP during'your nightshiftS within the
facility?
A: When I first started working nights, they had recently .
instituted new procedures. I thought most of the treatment was
fair and I never actually personally witnessed anyone mishandle
or mistreatment detainees. I did see some detainees that were
treated more aggressively, based on their attitude.
Q: Did you observe any injuries or did any other detainees make
complaints of injury to you?
A: A spider bite, a detainee who had cuts from shackles, that
was pretty much it. •
Q: Did you observe any bruising on the detainees in the BCP?
A: No.
Qi Were you aware of the'use of "sleep deprivation" within the
BCP? If so, how and what was your opinion of the physical
effect it had on detainees?
A: Yes.. I guess it was a hard thing to go through, but if it
got them intelligence, then I guess it was useful. I never saw
it used to the point where it was physically harmful to any of
the detainees. - .It was.just uncomfortable.
-7-7Q: How was the sleep deprivation you observed achieved?
A: It was MI or usually'a standing.: rder from MI to.the MPs
that the detainee was to be awakened every so many minutes. The
'International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) had limits on
how long these sleep interruptions could:go on for, 'and those
times were posted in the Isolation areas. They almost never
opened up the Isolation Cells, it was mostly just yelling at
them, beating on the doors. On rareoccasions, they would enter
the cells and sit the detainee up and shake them.
Q: Were you ever asked to administer any medical treatment or
medicine to assist in keeping detainees awake?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe detainees chained to the wire mesh
ceilings in the Isolation Cells to keep them awake or as
punishment? •
A: Never in isolation, but in general population, inside the
airlock. I s w them chained with a set of leg shackles through
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e roof of the airlock and then the handcuffs were affixed to
the leg shackles. I think that was punishment for being
insubordinate with the MPs.
Q: Who chained the detainees up?
A: I never saw them get chained up, I would observe them already
in that position, so I couldn't say who it was.
Q: Who was the "they" who enforced sleep deprivation?
A: Normally, it was MI, unless they left a standing order for
the MPs to do it. Usually MI would stay up with them. I was
never given any names and they never wore military uniforms,
they were MI and they worked in a special section within the
BCP.
Q: Did the MPs work for or at the direction of MI, in your
opinion?
A: Most times, yes. MI told the MPs what they wanted done in
order to compliment their (MI) interrogation strategy.
Q:. Who was in charge of MI, in the BCP?
A: I have no idea.
Q: Did MI ever summon you to treat a detainee who complained of
illness and/or injury?
A: Yes. If it was a simple complaint, I'd handle it through the
bars of the Iso Cell. If it was involved, the detainee was
escorted down to a treatment room.
Q: Were you aware of any detainees who were beaten, mistreated,
or subjected to prolonged periods of standing restrained to the
wire mesh ceilings in the BCP?
A: Only the one PUC that I saw and documented earlier. I cannot
say how long he had- been restrained in the airlock. He was
taken/down a short time after I had observed him standing
restrained in the airlock.
Q: Did any of the detainees complain (through interpreters) of
injuries or beatings?
A: No, but some of the interpreters did not interpret literally
and sometimes they changed things during translation. We did
not find this out until a new female interpreter arrived and she
lit into a guy for what she said was not translating literally,
which was what we expected.
Q: Did you ever witness any abusive or violent contact between
the MPs and any PUCs?
A: Once a detainee who had been chewing on the inside of his
mouth, was brought to the CSH and on the way out, he spit blood
and spit at us. The MPs took him to the floor and I think they
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ere justified in their response. The MPs put him on the floor,
and put a mask on him.
Q: Did you develop any friendships with the MPs in the BCP,
during your work there?
A: The MPs I worked with were from the company that came after
the one working at the time of both deaths. They got . .to know us
really well because 95%'of the landmine casualties we responded
to came in through Check Point 1A, which they manned: By the
time I started working nights in the BCP, the MPs had changed
and even then I did not spend a lot of time with them. I did my
rounds, made sure everyone (MPs and detainees) were okay, were
staying hydrated and I did puzzle books and kept to myself. I
never slept, because that's not the kind of place you could feel
comfortable taking a nap in.
Q: Did yot ever know what the cause and manner of.death of the
detainee you treated was?
A: I heard it was from a blood clot. It was a rumor.
Q: When you use the term "down" what is meant?
A: On the floor, not breathing, unresponsive. Mostly it's an
'Unresponsive patient.
Q: When you use the term "code" what'is meant?
A: It's a cardiac arrest event and you run through the AMerican
Heart Association guidelines in response.
Q:' What is "Disney Road"?
A: Disney road is the. main road throUgh Bagram Airbase. They
got the name from SPC Disney, who. was the ..first combat engineer
to die ip aagram. All of the units were located to either side
of Disney Road. It is the road, which linked the BCP and the
combat hospital.
Q: What is an 02 bag?
A: An oxygen bag. It has the oxygen bottle, accessories and
regulators for airway control.
Q: What comprised a "PUC outfit"?
A: They had orange slippers with matching orange socks. The
pants and shirts were orange colored hospital- scrub outfits,
Each PUC was also issued an orange knit hat. The pants tied
With a drawstring around their waist and the shifts were a slip
on style with no buttons.
Q: . .What do you mean when you say some of the detainees were
treated more aggressively than others?
A: Some of the detainees were behavioral problems. They.did
not respond to the normal disciplinary methods used by the MP's.
The MP's would use forceful grips and purposeful shoves or
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ovements
11
in the right directions. The detainee's were always
under physical control of the MP's during movements.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STA EMENT WH CH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 9. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE'THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

na ure or ers

aking Statement)

SubsCribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 25 th day of April 2004 at Houston, Texas
77061.

dministering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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About 1000, 30 Apr 04, SA
interviewed MSG
S Air Force (USAF) 166 Security Force Squadron, New Castle, DE 19720. MSG
stated he was the Chief coordinator for Detainee Operations. MSG _explained a training
requirement had been forwarded through US Air Force Air Mobility Command (AMC), Security For
Headquarters, Scott Air Force Base (AFB), Ill, for the USAF to provide a training
team of Security
Force Perso to assist the US Army in detainee operations during pre-deployment training at Fc
Dix, NJ.
elated he was assigned to serve as the coordinator between the USAF Secure
Force Personnel for detainee operations and the US Army training personnel at Fort Dix, NJ.
explained the USAF term "Raven" was a generic term which identified those Security Force person
ho had attended and completed a specialized 2 week USAF school for security of USAF planes a
I - • • el on airfields. The unit responsible for this security mission is known as the US
i'AF 'Raven:
elated that the US Army personnel who had been trained at Fort Dix, NJ did not attend forrr
"Raven" training, nor were they considered trained as USAF Ravens. The training teams comprise(
by the USAF AMC, selected as a representation from various security force specialties, included
some personnel who had preWously completed training as USAF Ravens. The three-day training
as to familiarize US Army personnel with the successful movement of detained personnel aboard
aircraft. The training consisted of classroom, hands-on application and aircraft training.
provided a copy of "Operation ,.Futridamental
,
tice Training Bullets", which also identified the
personnel who conducted the t raining.
so provided a copy of a partial: database, which
identified personnel from the 377 th MP ompany who ha
d training by the USAF training
element. The complete database was not available, as
mputer had crashed and he was
able to only recover a portion of the records. A review o the training material and records was
unable to determine exactly what
e of training USAF personnel had provided the 377 th MP
Company while at Fort Dix, NJ.
tated he had never heard of the term "Compliance Blow"
used in regard to any law enforcement or_detainee training. (See training bullets and data base
records for details)

awe

AHit interviewed USAF Chief Master Sergeant (CMSGT)111111111

10Security Force Squadron, McGuire Air force Base, NJ, who stated he
's • ed officer in charge of the USAF detainee operation training detach
eiterated the qualification for the USAF Raven program provided by
cated and provided a copy of a training scheduled identified as "Table 1" and 'Table 2"
respectively. The lists identified the training tasks covered during the three-day trainin
eriod relate(
o detainee operation training to US Army elements deploying from Ft Dix, NJ.
stated the
raining program developed to support the detainee operations included some p ysical training for
handling the movement of detainees. 111111111tated all of the USAF
Security Force training strict)}
adhered to the established use of force continuum, in that the least amount of force would be used to
maintain control of the situation. The training followed the principles published within the Pressure
as the Non-c
Fort Dix
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Point Control Techniques (PPCT) Defensive Tactics Student Manual, revised August 2001.
tated he had never heard of the term "Compliance Blow" used in regard to any law
en orcement or detainee training. (See Table 1 and Table 2 documents bullets and PPCT manus
or details.)
bout 1240, 30 Apr 04, S
nterviewed USAF MSGT
A
Mobility Warfare Center, 421 Combat Training Squadron, Fort Dix, NJ.
tated during his la)
enforcement career, he had never heard of the term "compliance blow". he Raven training, which
as provided by his unit employed the use of force continuum contained wit
e PPCT manual
hich stressed the use of the lowest force possible to resolve situations.
rovided a trainini
handout entitled "Pressure Point Control Tactics (PPCT "
• h he stated had been instructed to t
US Army MP units trained by the USAF training team..
stated "Raven" missions and
responsibility focused on the security of US Air Force aircraft. Detainee operations as defined by th
raven mission related only to the movement and control of detainees onto aircraft, while on board,
and when departing the aircraft. The movement of detainees to and from the aircraft would be the
responsibility of the supporting military police unit.
0 Apr 04, SAIIIIIIcoordinated this investigation with US F
Commander, 421 Combat Training Squadron, Fort Dix, NJ.
xplained that th
US Air Force Air Mobility Command, Security Forces Headquarters, Scott Air Force Base, Illinois,
rec- iv -d a tasking to support Army mobilization training for units deploying to Afghanistan and Cube
tated the Security Forces Headquarters mobilized numerous USAF Reserve Security Force
personnel to comprise the necessary training team, to include the establishment of a detainee
operations cell at Fort Dix, NJ, responsible for the administration of training in support of detainee
movement missions.
Between 1555-1625, 30 Apr 04, SA 111.111
U AF instructors involved in the instruction
USAF
of techniques for the "Raven" certification course. During the training, both in writing as well as verb
instruction, the levels of force were continually stressed. During the hands on application of the
arious control techniques observed (ie., escort wrist lock and straight arm bar take down), the use (
orce continuum was strictly enforced.
//////////////////////////////////////////// LAST ENTRY ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Between 1000 and

30 hrs, 21 May 04, SAIlliand SAINIOnterviewed COL

G4, XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort Bragg, NC 28310 (FBNC), who was
appointed by CJTF180 as the AR 15-6 Investigating Officer to examine conditions within the Bagram
Coll in Point (BCP) after the deaths of HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) and DILAWAR (PUC 421).
harter was specific with regard to leaving the investigation of the deaths to CID, but he
as to examine tactics, techniques and procedures TTPs as ell as standard practices, which were
angerous, contrary to legal standard, or ill advised. rovided a written statement detailing
his observations and made comments on the findings of his AR 15-6 report. Due to the nature of the
observations and the classification of the referenced material within the statement and as such is was
not attached to this report.
GENT'S COMMENT: COL

• statement on 23 May 04, after it was reviewed for
ask Force Legal Advisor.

accuracy and completeness by MA

Between 1030 and 1720 hrs, 24 May 04, Sillanterviewed LTC

Headquarters and Headquarters Company (HHC), 1 st Corps Support Command (COSCOM),
FBNC who was the CJ , Director of Counter-Intelligence and
HUMINT in Bagram from 12 May to
1 Nov 02.

provided a written statement detailing his observations relative to th
peration of e BCP and issues he observed within the facility prior to the deaths.
also
completed sketches of the facility indicating areas he visi
is almost daily trips there to
check the area. See Sworn Statement and Sketches of
dated 24 May 04, for additional
details.
Between 1300 and 1801 hrs, 24 May 04, SAIMInterviewed LTC IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIP
Deputy Commander, Dragon Brigade, XVIII Airborne (Aiiiic ;ps, FBNC who was the
Deputy agram Air Base Commander from May 02 to Feb 03. LTC
a uthored a written
statement detailing his actions relevant to construction and maintenance projects at the BCP
also prepared detailed sketches of the BCP and the interior areas of the BCP he visited during his
our in Afghanistan. He also detailed his understanding of command and control relatiatiii
between the Ml and MP elements at Bagram. See Sworn Statement and Sketches of
dated
24 May 04, for additional details.

Between 1

30 hrs, 25 May 04, SA

and SAinterviewed LTC
Office of the Staff Judge Advocate
XVIII Abn Corps, FBNC who

as e Deputy SJA for CJTFI80 from Nov 02 to May 03.
rendered a written staternt
etailing his observations and actions relative to his role as the AR 15-6 Legal Advisor.
enied he was the advisor to the CID Investigation . and indicated he received only verbal updates on
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he circumstances of the deaths.
for additional details,

See Sworn Statement and Sketches °SIM dated 25 May 04,

MA411111.

Between 1000 — 2239 hrs 26 May 04, SA
and SAIllenterviewed
Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, HHC, 82" d Abn Division, FBNC
ho was the
ega Advisor and International Commitee of the Red Cross (ICRC) Liaison from
Nov 02 to Jun 03. At 1640 hrs, 26 May 04,
as advised of his ri hts for Dereliction of
Duty. He elected to waive his rights and continued the interview.
rovided a written
statement detailing his knowled e, actions and legal advice relative to BCP. See Waiver Certificate
nd Sworn Statement of
dated 26 May 04, for additional details.
t 1035 hrs, 26 May 04, SA INIII traveled withillillao his office, wherelliallilli
provided information retained upon a secure (SIPRNET) computer system to CID by electronically
copying the data to another classified system. The material was comprised of correspondence
between the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (OSJA) CJTF180 and the International Committee of
he Red Cross (ICRC), disc
by the international aid organization to the Bagram Collection
Point (BCP). Additionally,
rovided corn uter files he collected under folders entitled
"Detainee Operations" and "Historical Files".
stated the records contained "every
document related to CJTF180 SJA's involvement in the BCP investigations".
GENT'S COMMENT: Due to the classified nature of the information within the files, they are
maintained in the classified storage facility of HQ, USACIDC and are not attached to this report.
Between 0930 and 1030 hrs, 27 Ma 04, SA
riefl r i
ed matters related to this
investigation with COL
HC, XVIII Abn Corps, FBNC
(who was in the midst of a Permanent Change of Station'to USSArmy Element, US Forces
Korea, APO AP 96205). 1111011111vas unavailable for a lengthy interview, but was apprised of the
issues CID wished to discuss with him and agreed to make arrangements for a complete interview
hile on PCS leave in early Jun — prior to his movement date of 14 Jun 04.
00 and 1321 hrs, 27 May 04, SA
interviewed CO
HHC, Dragon Brigade Commander, XV Abn Corps, FBNC who was
he Bagram Air Base Commander from Apr 02 to Mar 03. authored a sworn statement
detailing his actions and observations relative to the o eration of the BCP and interaction with MP
and MI soldiers working within the facility.
uties included law and order operations,
hich included the MP element operating at the BCP. However, he explained his responsibilities
ere limited to administrative support to the soldiers and maintenance of the BCP facility. He was not
involved in, briefed on, nor visited the BCP on a daily basis. 11111111111111admitted touring the BCP
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on several occasions, but added he never observed any maltreatment of detainees.
stated he was aware MI personnel were employing sleep deprivation as an interrogation technique,
but denied seeing detainees shackled to fixed objects to obtain sleep deprivation. See Sworn

Statement off...rated 26 May 04, for additional details.
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Headquarters and Headquarters Command (HHC),
Corps. Support Command (COSCOM),. Fort Bragg, NC 28307

1st.

want to make the following statement
under oath:
Q:• What is your functional area and how long have you held that
position?
Military Intelligence. I've been in MI since 1986, about 18
years now.
Q: Have you previously been deployed? If so, where-and what
was your job there?
Yes, to Bosnia. I was the G2X in the G2 shop, but we did
not do detainee operations there, we just ran sources. I also
deployed for Desert Storm, where I was the Assistant S4 and
later the XO of the CI company, with 202 nd MI Bn, 513 th MI Bde,
from Fort Gordon, GA (when we deployed the 202 nd was out of Fort
Monmouth, NJ). I had some exposure to detainee operations and .
interrogations, but my primary job with S4.
Q: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan?
From around 12 May 02 to 21 Nov 02.
Q: What were your duties while deployed to Afghanistan?
A: I was the CJ2X, the Director of Counter Intelligence and
HUMINT.. I was the operations officer for source operations and
the supervisory responsibilities for interrogations within
Bagram Control Point (BCP) detention facility.
Q: What was the scope of your duties in that position?
Supervise and enforce policies and procedures (relative to
CI and HUMINT) as the representative for the Senior Intelligence
Officer (the CJ2). The CJ2 was COL
The
line of responsibility was differefit than the traditional chain
of command lines of responsibility, but I did have some
supervisory responsibility.
Q: Did you have specific responsibilities related to the BCP?
A: Coordinating and de-conflicting operations both within and
outside the facility. Talking with other agencies who had
interest or participation in interrogations and running sources
Q: During your military career, have you ever worked with or
supervised the operation of EPW

A:

A:

A:

A:
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10of EPW
Yes, to a limited extent.' I visited the operations center
area in .

Operation Desert Storm. I saw an area where
interrogations could be observed by video, but it was primarily
an orientation tour.
Q: - How often did you visit the BCP?
A: It varied from two times a day to a_few times a week. I was
always there for any major transfers to GTMO and some of the
ICRC visits. My visits to the BCP were sporadic, I varied them
because I was the "eyes and ears" of the CJ2. Sometimes I went
at 1400 and sometimes it was 020.0, I know soldiers and checked
on them frequently.- i was never very disappointed in what I
saw. I talked' with MP soldiers,. MI soldier, I even talked with
detainees.
Q: Did the detainees ever complain to you?
A: Once or twice. I recall a complaint that one detainee felt
it took too long to get a bathroom escort. Another felt he had
been there too long and he wanted to go home.
Q: Did any of the detainees complain to you that they were
mistreated?
A: No. There is a right way to do things and I was not going
to let anything inappropriate or unprofessional happen on my
watch.
Q.: Were your visits to the BCP announced or unannounced?
A: Some of both. Some were in the middle of the night and some
were
ing the day, on those daytime visits, sometimes MAJ
PMO would go with me. .
Q: What areas did you visit? (Sketch and deScribe in'detail).
A: I insisted on complete access, - :.sometimes they had problems.
with it. I would never tolerate having areas limited to me, but
in Sep/Oct 02 when the new MP unit took over, they started ,
building walls and fencing off areas of the facility (storage
areas, closets), which I did not care for. I often took my
flashlight and looked in closets, showers, etc. I did not go
into the MP operational areas. I told my relief as I left that
he should never allow himself to' be kept out of areas of the
facility. I never saw anything bad, but if you are in chargé,
you need to be able to look everywhere. I was proud of how
clean, tidy and well run the facility was.
Q: Did you observe the Isolation Cell areas?
A: Upstairs all the'time and downstairs, there was no windows,
so not always could I see the detainees'or even if anyone was
inside. I thinks they may have started using the one downstairs
somewhere near the end of my tour.
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Did you observe any detainees within the Isolation Cells?
If so, were they restrained? How?
A: Sometimes, yes, they were there, and some spoke English, so
I spoke with them. I queried detainees, some were informants
and they snitched on other prisoners, which we encouraged..
Sometimes they were restrained with handcuffs, some had both
handcuffs and leg irons on. I always asked about anyone cuffed,
why they were cuffed and how long they were like that. Several
instances involved detainees kicking or spitting at MPs, some
who threw feces, some were combative with the MPs. It was a
rarity, most people in Isolation were sitting or sleeping, some
were drawing or eating.
Q: Did you observe anyone chained in—a standing position
anywhere within the BCP?
A: There was one man I observed, cuffed to the ceiling of the
Isolation Cell, with a hood on. I asked the MPs why he was
cuffed like that and how long he had been like that. The
response I got was he had just come out of an interrogation and
they were taking a break and did not want him to go to sleep. He
had only been like that for a few minutes. And he also spit at
them, so they put the hood on him. He kept taking the hood off
and throwing it on the ground and he did this while I was there.
Q: Did you have any knowledge about or contribute to the design
of the Isolation Cells in the BCP?
A: No. I know that space was a consideration. There was a
limited amount of room available. I think the MPs designed how
the Iso Cells would look. I seem to recall an'SFC (a reservist)
working within the Fusion Cell briefing the design.
Q: Did you see or review the BCP SOP, used by the MPs?
A: I saw it and read through it once or twice, when it was in
it's infancy. It was constantly under revision and a challenge
to marry up the Interrogation SOP and the Security SOP.
Q: Were you aware detainees were chained to the Hesco barriers
as punishment (see BCP Security SOP, undated) and to achieve
sleep deprivation?
A': Not for punishment, I only saw the one man chained to the
ceiling. With the exception of this one case, I never even
heard of that being used related to sleep dep.
Q: How was sleep deprivation achieved while you were at. BCP?
A: The MPs yelled or made loud noises at them to wake them up,
made them stand, made them walk around, the lights were always
on.
Q: Did you observe any interrogations inside the BCP?
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.
F.
I think I saw one. The way we did interrogations, the
detainee was seated with his back to the door. SoMetimes you
could stand either in the doorway or just outside the door, with
an interpreter and listen, then have the interpreter tell you
what was going on:
.
Q: Did you ever observe anything in interrogations that was
violent,, abusive or that made you feel uncomfortable?
A: No. The OGA guys sometimes threw furniture or broke chairs,
but.not once (that I saw) laid hands on detainees, in a violent
or abusive manner.
.
.
Q: CID:has shown you a copy o the.CJTF-180 BCP SOP, dated 1
Aug 02, in which you are the Identified point of contact. Is
the copy you've been shown the-final version of the document?
Is it complete?
A:. I am not sure, but I don't think so. My document was to be
incorporated into the MP's BCP SOP.
Q: Where would one be able to obtain a copy of the Final
Version of that document?
A: We posted them on the CJTF180 SIPR NET web page.
Q: Attached to the back of the CJTF-180 BCE , SOP, dated 1 Aug
02, is a Use of Force docuMent. Is this document part of the
SOP?
A; No, I've never seen that.
Q: Where are the referenced annex's to this document
maintained?
A: They should also be . on the CJTF180 webpage. .Annex 2, I
wrote and XVIII Abn Corps p2 brought back a copy, Annex 4 was
written by our Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) counterparts
and also posted on the web site. The senior DIA guy was Part of
my CJ2X shop, so he worked hand in hand with us. They did not lir
arrive until around late JUN/ 'early Jul 02, they set up the JB-le
and DIA's involvement provided structure, maturity and guidance,
which helped our Army operation down in the BCP. The si e
a
corner of the Operations Section, upstairs on the secona) inside the JIF, in the BCP.
Q: Did 1111 their own interviews?
A: YeS, th coordinated with the Army interrogators and
arrange interviews and exchange information.
Q: Who was in charge of the JIF?
A: On the interrogation side ; 1LT (now CPT)519 th MI Bn, from Fort Bragg, NC. I. had a few issues with her
based her relative inexperience and youth. Although she had
enlisted experience as an interrogator, I don't think she'd ever
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

1004.einterrogations before. I found her soldiershanging:out in
the BCP, sleeping in the JIF, she listened to her soldiers and
let them do things they thought were fun. I had to. orrect
. several soldier issues, a boy and a girl sitting - in the dark,
when they had no reason to be there.. She felt I was too much in
her business, but she was young and she was not ensuring a clear
break between work and•off-duty time.
Q: Was there any issue regarding .CPT reinterrogation cell
mission performance?
A: I didn't see that many interrogations, but what I did see
was good. CPTIIIIIst4yed late and. worked hard to review
paperwork.
Q: What is your opinion of how much of the "day to day"
opetations of interrogations, CPT...had involvement with?
A: I was very confident, that she knew most of'what was going
on; her soldiers talked to her freely and she was in the
facility almost . every time'I went there (except very middle of
the night visits). I feel that if her soldiers were laying
hands on people she would know about it. They would tell het.
I would hope that she would fix it, because she knew that was
inappropriate and would not be tolerated. She could get caught
up in soldier hype. She argued with me for days about soldier
issues.. For instance the issue her soldiers living in the BCP,
this finally got elevated to the CJ2 (COLM. CPT..
was very in tune with her soldiers. However, my leadership
style is not as relaxed and . my soldiers would describe me as
incredibly tough and that I never sleep. •
.
Q: WhO appointed you to write the SOP entitled CJTF-180 BCP
SOP, dated 1 Aug 02?
A: I think it was the CJ2. I'm not sure I was ever appointed,
it needed to be done and I was in charge of compiling all the
data for the interrogiiiside. I had input from a number of
people, including CPT
The mission of a BCP SOP was that of
the MPs, our slice of it was to contribute the MI portion,
Interrogations Operations.
Q: Who reviewed the SOP during your draft and completion of the •
document?
A: The J2 0 s fi r (LTCIIIIIIII reviewed the HUMINT piece.
The J2 (COL
. I think the Security BCP SOP, .Annex 1
would have been probably the. Chief of Staff. It looks like
portions of my SOP - Were incorporated into the undated version of
the BCP SOP, which the MPs wrote. The portion of the BCP SOP
(MP•document) which addressed Intelligence Operations and
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,
DATED 24 May 2004, CONTINUED:
#•
cedures has a high degree of specificity and would have had
to come from CPT 111111 Looking at it now, if it had come to me
I would have asked for more detail than is present. This MP BCP
SOP was completed after I left.
Q: Who approved the SOP after you completed your draft of the
document?
A: The purpose of my SOP was collect what would ultimately be
the "nuts -and. bolts" of the intell piece of the MP BCP SOP. The
document I prepared was to beHindorporated into the MP document.
I can't tell if that final MP SOP document ever came back to us
for chop.
,
Q: Who provid6d the legal review of the SOP?
A: It was staffed,.which me nt it went to SJA named MAJ
IIIIIIIII/Maybe it was
'Q: Who signed the final'version of the CJTF-180 BCP..SOP?
A: To my knowledge, it was never signed. It was. not designed
to be a stand alone policy. Each party to the process
contributed materials within their laneS (medical, MPs, MI,
etc.). Our document was a part of the whole.
Q:. What date was the BCP SOP put into practice in the BCP
Interrogation Operations?
A: The date changed a few times, probably pushed out until
around the time of my departure. My input was never a
standalone SOP and the final version of the MP BCP SOP was not
complete when I left.
Q: What training was done with A Co, 519 th MI Bn Interrogators
about what was expected of them?
A: When 519 th was tasked to deploy, the mission was supposed to
be Counter Intell and the interrogation fadility. During predeployment, most of the. training was basic Army tasks (OPSEC,
SAEDA, etc).. From Afghanistan, I increased the number of
interrogators with the 519 th based on the Mission. After the
519th arrived, there was almost a month of overlap with the 202 nd
andtherwslagmountfiesprangdwoki
alongside the folks they were replacing. This included . .
approaches, interrogations, .background on the detainees and
procedures and 'operations.
Q: Were these procedures the standard of practice at the time
of the two deaths? If not, what other practices were being
used?
A: I don't know.I left before the deaths occurred.
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VO0 Did anyone express to you problems related to policies,
procedures and practices being employed inside the BCP? ICRC,
SJA, PMO, MI/J2?
A: The SJA did express concern over the time it took us to
assess a detainee and give them an ISN, which effected the
detainees status and therefore access to ICRC. The MPs also
wanted ISN's assigned sooner, because if someone was in the
facilit
MPs wanted a number to account for them. The PM
(MAJ
also told me that MI was living in the BCP and we
both later complained to the CJ2, we got that fixed, but it did
surface as an issue.
Q:
Did you have any responsibility for oversight or monitoring
of activity conducted by the MI interrogators assigned to the
BCP?
A: Not the interrogators. My authority and responsibility
extended to interrogationoperations and information flow. The
"
o day" operations and conduct of interrogations was CPT
iiiiiii lane. I did see a couple issues, which I took to the
CJ2, (which I saw as problems), for instance the MI Soldiers
living in the BCP. If I had stayed on, the placement of
padlocks and dodrs in certain areas of the facility would have
been an issue with me. I feel the fencing off and segregation
of areas that are secret spaces that are not open to examination
can set the stage for bad things to happen.
Q: Did you have any indication there was a problem within the
BCP, prior to the two deaths?
A: I had none, btt I was not there at the time of the deaths.
Q: Did you give any guidance to MI or MPs about the operations
within the BCP? To whom and when?
A: Yes, I was always in their case. I think the MPs loved for
me to visit. They would tell me anytime MI asked them to do
something they did not want to and I would ask. which MI person
and address the issue on the spot.
Q: What kinds of problems did the MPs report to you?
A: MI living in the BCP, wearing civilians clothes in the
facility, not signing in and out of the BCP, soldier stuff.
They felt MI did not follow the rules and acted like "prima
donnas". These were MP SSGs or SFCs being directed by MI SPCs
and they didn't care for it.
Q: Did any of the MPs ever report to you being directed by MI
to do anything illegal?
.
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100No, I think th2/Labe more apt to tell their chain of
command, but MAJ IIIIIIIIand I had such . a close working
relationship, he would have come to me and told me.
Q: Did CPT
A Co, 519 th MI Bn, ever ask you any
questions about the operations within the BCP?
A: We talked a bit during her first month in country, but after
the DIA representative arrived, not so much.
Q: Do you recall who the DIA representative was?
A:
No, I think it was an USAF CPT, but I'm pretty sure the name
she used over there may not have been .her real one.
Q:, Did you rate. CPT
If no, who gave input, to her OER?
A: Negative, I was not in
hain at all. Her Company
Commander's name was CPT
The Senior Rater was
either the BN Cdr (LTC
r CJ2X Ops (LTC
have been in their rating chain. .1 did leave input in the form
of continuity files for my replacements regarding awards and
decorations.
Q: Were you aware that at least two members of the interpreter
staff made complaints about improprieties and physical abuse
during interrogations? Did those complaints ever reach your
level?
A: No. I had no idea.
Q:
Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being used on
detainees in the BCP?
A: YeS.
Q:
Who authorized the use of sleep deprivation within:the BCP?
At No, I tion't. It'was in practice when I arrived there, so I
assumed it was acceptable.
Q: Did you discuss the use of sleep deprivation with your legal
advisor? If so, who was that?
A: NOt that I recall.
Q: Were you aware that sleep_ deprivation was being achieved by
chaining detainees. to the ceiling for periods in excess of 24
hours?
A: Negative, absolutely not. If I saw anything going on, which
would cause discomfort to me, I asked about it. I had no idea.
Q: Were you aware that detainees were being struck for "noncompliante" while held within the BCP?
A: Absolutely not.
How did you become aware of the two deaths in Dec 02?
A: I want to say I saw it on the news or read it in the papers.
Q: What information came to light, that you had:not previously
known,'after the two detainees died in Dec 02? Who told you?
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No, my first reaction was to question the details, what
'exactly happened and who was watching over the detainees when
this happened.
Q: Did you take any actions or have any contact with anyone
discussing the deaths of the two men in Dec 02?
A: No, I wanted to know, but knew there would be an
inVestigation. I am honestly surprised no one came. to talk with
me before now, but I'm sorr those things ha ened,
Q: Do you know SGT
and SPC
and why they
were selected to train A Co, 519 1' MI Bn?
A: 'Sure do. They were part of the 202 nd (as augmentees, even_
though originally from the 519th). They had been there on the
ground for a number of months'and were eager to .stay and train
their own unit. They were mature, experienced and impressive
.young men. After the training was oomplete, both men
volunteered to stay on a couple extra weeks to assist in
providing additional weeks of training with members of the 519 th
MIBn.othwer_xcpionaltergsandvymrt,
selfless guys
Q: Did they have input into the. BCP SOP, dated 1 Aug 02?
A: No, it was not done until after they left.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: Nd.
////////////////////////End of Statemen4.017//////////////////
.
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STA ENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 10. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

—11111/
(Signa 0u
re o1 41
rson Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
:administer oaths, this 24 th day of May 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC
28307.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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Dragon Brigade, XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort Bragg,

want to make the following statement
under oath:
Q: What is your functional area?
A: I am an infantry officer and have been since I was
commissioned during May 1985.
Q: Have you previously been deployed? If so, where and what
positions and responsibilities did you have?
A: Yes. I was deployed during Operation Desert Shield/Storm
between 25 Dec 90.- 4 May 91. I served as the Commander of
Company B, 1 St Battalion, 7 th Infantry, 3 rd Infantry Division.
The second deployment was in support of Operation Enduring
Freedom, when I deployed to Bagram, Afghanistan with the XVIII
Airborne Corps which became CJTF-180 once we arrived in Theater.
I was deployed between 13 May 02 - 10 Feb 03. During this
deployment, I served as the Deputy Base Commander, Bagram
Airfield.
Q: What were your duties while deployed to Afghanistan?
A: I worked along five lines of effort. Because the base was
in such a deteriorated conduction, I worked the reconstruction
and serviceability construction issues related to the base. The
five lines of effort were broken down into the first line of
effort which was the Airfield Operations. As the airfield was
our lifeline, my duties - Were to ensure the field was
sufficiently repaired to allow supplies and combat aircraft to
land and be serviced on the field. The second line of effort
was Force Protection. I was responsible to ensure the security
of the Bagram Air Field. We established centralized Entry
Control Points to the installation and established a 360-degree
perimeter to augment the defense of the Air Field. The third
line of effort was Service Support. These responsibilities were
related to the upgrade construction of existing facilities. I
oversaw the construction of a fuel pipeline and storage area and
logistical storage areas. This also included logistically
supporting the units, which were located upon the Bagram Air
Field. From a logistical perspective, this included maintaining
fuel, Class I (food items) and . water resources. The water was a
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challenge, baSed upon a limited number. of availae w--from
which to obtain water supplies. Line of effort
ed to
quality of life issues. This primarily related to ensuring
adequate tent age . was available for the personnel assigned to
the Air Field, sufficient showers, latrines, morale and welfare
facilities as well as the Post Exchange. Line of effort five
was responsible for the successful integration of Coalition
forces. '1/3 of the Air Field were Coalition forces, so my
efforts within this area focused on the coordination for mutual
support of the Air Field with our coalition forces as well as
assisting them in upgrading their quality of life issues
relative to their assignment to ,the Bagram Air Field.
Task Force Dragon was responsible for base operations of
Bagram Air Field and the security of Bagram - Air Field and Area
of Operation (AO) Bear, the .600 kilometer area surrounding and
including Bagram Air Field. As the Deputy Base Commander; I
also supervised the base staff: In support of TF Dragon, there
were force protection assets assigned to the Bagram Air Field.
Those assets included a rotating Infantry Company, an Air FOrce
Security Detachment, the 377 th MP Company (-) which conducted the
mission within the Bagram Control- Point (BCP) as. well as.
.
augmenting our security forces at the Entry Control Points (ECP)
for the base. A detachment from the 211 th MP Battalion, which
served as our Provost Marshal's Office (PMO) who was responsible
for general law and order operations and personal security
detachments for the . Commander, We . also had a detachment of
Italian Carabienieri. I was also the approval authority for
terrain modifications as well as construction projects related
to the Base and facilitieS. /
Q: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan?
A: Between 13 May 02 and 10 Feb 03.
Q: Did you have specific responsibilities related to the BCP?
A: I prioritized the construction projects for the base. I had
an Engineer Battalion responsible for the general construction
and maintenance of the facility, however, I was not responsible.
for, nor had any visibility on the daily operations and
procedures of. the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) 'facility.
Q: During your military career, have you ever worked with or
supervised the operation of EPW facilities?
A: No.
Q: How often did you visit the BCP?
A: - I visited the facility up to a dozen times. I believe the
first tim
ited the facility was during July or August
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1011112002. . That was when the BCP Officer in Charge (OIC) from
Company A, 519 th MI, (CPT
whb wanted interview and
isolation booths constructed. During the remainder of the year,
I made repeat visits.
Q: Were your visits to the BCP announced or unannounced?
A: Both announced and unannounced. The unannounced visits came
after we had to read CPTIIIIIIIIIItd his 1SG both letters of
concern. The, letters were
ed due to the unhealthy command
relationship between CPT
and the 1SG. They were not
operating as a command team.
Q: Based on your concerns with the Command relationship between
CPT MEI and his 1SG, do you believe the command issues
impacted upon the daily function and soldiers assigned to the
the BCP?
A: No. The ptoblem was that CPT 111.1111 - and the 1SG did not
work together, but LT
had strong leadership qualities
and he functioned as the Executive Officer for the.377 th MP
Company,
.
Q: What areas did you visit? (Sketch and describe in detail).
A: I visited the entire facility. When you entered the
facility- through the centralized entry point, a large metal
door, which opened to an area where there was an MP desk. You .
signed in and turned in your weapon to the MP. You received a
badge signifying you as a visitor. There was a stairway to the
right of the MP desk, which leads to the second floor. To the
left of the MP desk w the MP Command post within the facility.
That was where CPT
the MP COmmander and the three •
Platoon leaders worked. There was a smaller office, which was
used as an arms room where the weapons were stored. There was a
room to the right where the initial processing of the.PUCs to
include the photographs were taken. I remember the room because
it had a US Flag as well as a banner - for the NY Police
Department. There was a temporary barrier initially made with a
blanket, which lead into the general open area of the building.
The general open area. was divided into two halves. • On the far
side of the open area was where the MP's had stored their
equipment and supplies. There were also'pieces of equipment
left over from the use of the building as a machine facility..
The open area immediately in frOnt of the blanket entry was
where there were four or five large metal confinement cells_
Each of the cells were surrounded by concertina wire. The entry
to the cells was through a small entry/exit enclosure, which was
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10also surrounded by concertina wire. Each of the cells were
positioned next to one another and each had a separate entrance.
There_Was a wooden platform, which had been built behind the
enclosures, which allowed an MP to walk and observe the activity
within the holding cells.
The secondi floor of the facility was constructed in an "L"
shape. The second floor only existed over one side of the
building, the right (west) side as you entered through the main
front door. There were stairs at the front and rear of the
building-, which allOWed access to the second floor. The front,
stairs were located to the right of the MP desk inside the front
door of the facility,• The tear stairwell was located in the
south corner of the building and lead to the first floor area.
As you walked up the stairs from the front entryway, at the top
of the stairs was a Command post . for the 519 th MI soldiers who
conducted interviews of the detainees. Opposite the MI soldier
area was a room, which the MP's used as a "day room" facility..
It contained some furniture and a computer where - the MP's could
relax and rest. There was a concrete Walkway used as an
observation area, which- extended the length of the building from
North to South and looked down on the main.confineMent area.
There were several rooms along the side of the walkway.' To the
best of my recollection, the first two rooms closest to the
front of the building were, used as interview rooms and the next
two rooms had been converted into isolation holding cells. The
engineers assigned to the Company B 92'4 Engineers had'
constructed the isolation holding cells from plywood. The cells
each had an individual entrance door . ..with an observation port
built into the door. I believe there were A total of six
isolation cellsAthree on .each side of the room) within each of
the main building room areas.
Q: Did you observe the Isolation Cell areas?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you observe any detainees within the Isolation Cells?
If so, how were they restrained?
A: Yes. I do not recall if the detainees were restrained in
any way. I recall the detainees sitting in the far corner of
the cell.
Q: What time of day would you visit the BCP and observe the
isolation cell area?
A: It was normally during the daytime. I was never at the
facility at night.
—
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Q: Did you observe anyone chained in a standing position
anywhere within the BCP?
A: Not to my memory, no.
Q: Did you have any knowledge about or contribute to the design
of the'Isolation Cells in the BCP?
A: I had knowledge of the isolation cells, but I did not
contribute to the design of the cells. I believe MAJ AIIIIIM
provided the design of the isolation cells to the engineers. I
recall there was a packet, which had been provided during one of
the. Monday morning Engineer Customer meetings, .in which they
were discussed.. That I can recall, the isolation cells were
constructed primarily of plywood. They had a large wooden door.
The. walls'and the door were extremely thick to be sturdy. Each
of the doors was built with an observation window with metal
rebar across the opening. - The rooms had a wooden floor with a
thin carpet. There was some sort.of ceiling, I cannot recall if
it was made from Hesco or not. I recall the conversations that
the rooms had to have a ceiling and the light had to be alloWed
to shine in. There was a common hallway so the MP personnel
could walk past and observe the rooms and any detainees within
the rooms.
Q: Were you aware of the placement of Hesco barrier's as a
ceiling in the Isolation Cells?
.
.
A. I am aware there was some ceiling, and most likely it'was
.constructed from Hesco. We used Hesco for many construction
projects.
.
Q:. Were you aware detainees were chained to the Beaco barriers
as punishment and to achieve sleep deprivation?
A: No I was not.
/
•
Q: Did you observe any interrogations inside the' BCP?
A: No I did not. We were not allowed to.
Q: Did you see or review the BCP SOP?
A: No.
Q: Did anyone express to you any issues with policies,
procedures and practices being employed inside the BCP?
A: The only ones, which came to my attention, were during
December 2002 after the death of the detainee. Sometime during
D cemb r 2002,. I was present with a group of people. CPT
the Commander of Company A, 519 th MI told us that the
. detainee had died and that he was found dead in his shackles..
They believed the death-was . based upon a heart attack. At the
same time I recall hit' saying that the detainees were not to be
shackled - — e. The.International Committee of the Red Cross
.
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(ICRC) would visit the BCP periodically. I do .not recall
exactly how often they would visit. The visits were coordinated
through the CJTF-180 Staff Judge Advocate (SJA). Occasionally.
the ICRC would make a recommendation, which was related to the
facility. I would either receive the notification durin one of
the engineer Customer Meetings or the CJTF-180 SJA, COL
would mention issues during meetings or in an e-mail: The two
issues I recall 'were increasing the heat in anticipation of the
coming winter and replacing the carpet within one of the
isolation rooms. I also recall they mentioned the water within
the BCP shower facility was not always heated.
Q: When was the first indication you had that there was a:
problem within the BCP?
-. A: Beside the. Command and Control problem was reilly. after we
heard that there had been a death. in the facility. At that
point, it was not really. .identified as a problem, as the death
had been attributed to natural causes. In response to both
deaths, there. was an immediate. response of CJTF-180 leadership
to initiate the appropriate investigations. After the second
death, I realized there might have been a problem, but the
leadership of the CJTF -180 was taking the proper actions, as the
operations of the BCP were under their jurisdiction.'
Q: Did you give any guidance to MI or MPs about the operations
within the BCP?
A: . No I did not. That Was
der our jurisdiction..
77th
Q: Did CPT
MP Company Commander, ever
ask you any questions about the o erations within theBCP? _ °
A: Not about the BCP. CPT
me about the
operations of the Entry aontrol Points (ECP). There were many
discussions and I escorted him on several terrain walks to the
ECP to observe the conditions of the ECP, which were manned by soldiers assigned to CPT
. MAJ
also had several
terrain walks with CPT
These visits would answer his
questions .as to clarification of the mission as well as to
provide guidance to him as the Commander.
Q: Did you rate CPT 111111111
A: MAJ
was is rater and I was his senior rater.
The focus o my comments as the Senior rater were based mainly
on the comments provided by his rater as well as my observations
of his soldiers who were assigned to the ECP missions.
Q: Did CPTI11.111111111111111V - Co, 519 th MI Bn, ever ask you any
questions about the operations within the BCP?
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was usually CPTIIIIIIkho would escort me within the
facility. She gave me the initial tour of the BCP and at the
Engineer Customer Meeting; she would present . things, which
needed to be constructed to support the BCP.
Q: Did you rate CPT INS
A: I did a Senior Rater close out as of end of month Nov 02.
She was picked up for CPT on 1 Dec 02. She did not have any 0-5
re resentation within the theater. Between discussion with CPT
CPT IIIIIlland myself, we decided I would provide the
.
report,.whichshe needed, as she was required. ko close her time
as a Lieutenant. CPT ...NI. Commander, Company A, 519 th MI
Bn Commander provided me the input for the report. I did not
rate CPTIIIIIIFt any other time.
Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being used on
detainees in the BCP?
A: It is hard to say at what point. I knew after. December 2002
that sleep deprivation had been used. That was not part of my
responsibility.
Q: Who authorized the use of sleep deprivation within the BCP?
A: I don't knoW. I know there was an SOP and.they were
revising it. I do not know who gave the authorization for sleep
deprivation.
Q: Did you discuss the use of sleep deprivation with your legal
advisor?
A: No. I had no need to.
Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being achieved by -7chaingdet sohceilngfrpodsi.exc f24
hours?
A: No.
Q: Were you aware that detainees were being struck for "noncompliance" while held within the BCP?
A: No I was not.
Q: How. were you.notified of the two deaths in Dec 02?
A:' The. information came during part of the battlefield u date
brief(BUB), I believe
that CP
b iefed COL
Sg
and I
would attend the
Bagram Installation BUB, as he supported us with intelligence
support for the local area.
Q: What information came to light, that had not previously
kflowni after the two detainees died in Dec 02?
A: I left before the investigation was completed
I was not
briefed on
inveStigations in the scope of my responsibility.
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Q:. What actions did you take after the deaths of the two men in
Dec 02?
A. I did not take any actions. CJTF-180 initiated a 15-6
investigation.
•
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: The BCP was under the Command and COntrol of the CJTF180.
There were several different units within the facility, which
made centralized command and control ofthe facility difficult.
TF Dragon Base Operations was primarily responsible for force
protection, life support and security of the base. That was
where our relationship with 519 th MI and? the 377 th MP:Companies.
They also played a role inside of the BCP, but that was not .
within our jurisdiction. All guidance-related to the operations
of the BCP came from the CJTF-180.
Q: Do you halie anything additional to add to this statement?
A. No.
/////////1//////////////End of.St ement////////////////////////
.
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR-HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 9. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME.' THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE.. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREED-WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFU
CE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT. •

ing Statement)

(

Subscri ed and-sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths,. this 24 th day of May 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC

istering Oath) °

(Typed Name of Ferson Administering Oath)

Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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Headquar ers and Headquarters Company (HIPC),
XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort Bragg, North Carolina 28307

want to make the following statement under
Q: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan?

A: I 'got there in late November 2002 (about two weeks prior to
the deaths),and left. in Ma y 2003.
_

Q: What were your duties while deployed to Af hanistan?

A: I was-the Deputy CJTF180 SJA under COL
who was the
CJTF180 SJA. Supervised junior attorneys, admin investigations
whatever the SJA needed done.
Q: How was the SJ Office divided up for duty?

CPT

worked CriMinal Law issues; CPT
worked Fiscal Law; CPT
wor ed
Legal Assistance.Issues•and MAJ
worked as the
BCP Legal Advisor and 0 erational Law: MAJ
ated all
the CPT(s) and I rated
Q: What is your functional.area.

A: I'm a lawyer
Q: How long have you been a lawyer? What positions have you
held?

A:. I finished law school at Suffolk Law School, in Boston, MA
in 1988 and was in the ROTC. I got a delay to finish law school
and I've been an Army lawyer ever since. I completed school.
I've been a trial counsel, defense counsel, environmental law, •
contract law, pretty much all of it. .
•
Q: Had you been deployed prior to the Afghanistan deployment?
If so, where and what were your duties fOr each deployment?..

.A: No. . That was my first deployment.
Q: Where did you normally perform your duties?

A: Inside the Headquarters Building, right outside was the tent
that housed the JOC.
Q: Where was that located in Afghanistan?

A: Inside a secure area on the Bagram Air Base, off Disney Road
near the turn off for the Airfield and Flight Ops
Q: Where was your work area located at Bagram?

A: Inside the Headquarters Building.
Q: Where was that in relation to the BCP?
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The BCP was located about a ;,1 mile down Disney Road fromwhere I Worked.

Q: Did you ever visit the BCP? How often did you visit the
BCP? What areas of the facility did you visit? (Sketch and
describe in detail).

.

A: • I visited it about 7 or 8 times. MAJ
gave .me a
tour the first time. I think that first visit was before the
deaths. I got a short tour, during the first visit, and spent .
mostfyienhscodflr.Iwasintoduce h
person who assigned PUC numbers
lained the process that
PUCsi went through. Both MAJ
and myself were fairly
neW"and he was getting accustomed to the inner workings of the
facility. . His job was to act as their legal advisor andI was
observing. The main focus of the visit was for
to
learn how the BCP operated from day to day. After that I went
there maybe 7 or 8. times, to observe operations. Once I
observed an in-processing session, I recall thinking back on my .
PUCs was very similar to the one used on - US forces at the
Mannheim'DisCiplinary Barracks. One time I watched an
interrogation.
2 had to sign in, I coordinated all my visits
with MAJ
so they usually knew I was. coming.
I visited most of the facility, but a lot of things changed
during my tour. They made physical modifications to the
facility after the deaths and as a result of the 15-6 when
issues surfaced about, how to safely interrogate prisoners,
•
without the use of "safety positions". I had heard that at
GTMO, there was a restraint system in interrogation booths,
which allowed prisoners to be fixed to the floor. And although
I know AR 190-8 or the Corrections regulation prohibit chaining
to a fixed object, I know it. was being considered to alleviate
the use of "safety positions". I never saw them put in anything
like that. In the interim, MI was using safety positions to
protect themselves. The stated purpose of "safety positions"
was to protect the MI personnel. After the two deaths and the
15-6, it was decided interrogators would. have to get permission
from the senior person (I believe this meant the NCOIC and/or •
OIC). Prior to that, I'm not sure if approval was needed to use
a safety position in an interrogation. I know MI wanted to
continue using "safety o ' ions" so we sent it up as one of the
15-6 findings to LTG
for a decision.
I also recall thatGTMO.had asked for a review of
interrogati procedures to obtain clear guidance on what was
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1 pproved practice and what was not. We heard about this effort
and wanted to be included in the working group. We prepared a
letter, dated 24 Jan 2003, which detailed practices currently
being employed, what was effective and what MI was proposing to
use as a technique. I have been told that subsequently there
was a working group, a decision was made and guidance was'
issued, but it did not happen before I left Afghanistan, so I
have never seen it. We expected a response much sooner and when
one did not arrive, we implemented the recommendations of the
15-6. When we implemented the 15-6, we then conducted trai '
sessions wit
he MPs and MI to discu
e changes.
and COL
trained the MPs and
and myse trained
MI.

Q: What did the training session cover?

A: I can only speak to the one I did with MI Interrogators, the
primary purpose of which as to convey that there was to be no
physical contact with the PUCs during interrogations at all.
There were questions from MI about the use of mild physical
contact to reassure or bond with the detainee. Our guidance to
them, was no contact at all. We were waiting for guidance,
based on our input to the working group. This also 'suspended
the use of "safety positions" until clear guidance on it was
received.
Q: Who was present for the training?

A: It was mandatory training for ever one. There was a sign-in
roster, but that was handled by MAJ
Q: Who was in charge of MI?

A: I don't recall who was in charge when I first arrived, but
later it was LTC
We appointed an overall commander of
the BCP, because o
friction the 15-6 uncovered between the
MPs and MI.

rimmili
A: I've heard about her involvement with Abu Ghraib and I

Q: Do you remember CPT
Meet with her or talk wi

Did you ever see her?

er?

.

understa h sewainchrgeofthMIintheBCPathe
time of the deaths. I may have seen her, but I've never spoken
with her.
Q: What was the judge advocate technical chain from the BCP to
CENTCOM?
A: The cont
tween CENTCOM was email or tele h ne contact

between COL
and the CENTCOM SJA USN .CAPT
recall her last name).
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describe and diagram the Staff relationships
the BCP for both MP and MI operations? Please
role of the AMC,' the J2, the PMO, the J3, and the
if you.know. Provide names to go with positions if

A: I'm not conversant in that, but MAJ
could discuss
that in detail. I was not a arti 'pant in the effort, he was.
Q: Did you superVise MAJ
in his role as the BCP legal
advisor?

A! Yes
Q: How did you do that? How often did he report to you to
discuss issues from - the BCP?

A: Most of the information concerning PUCs he:did not share
With me. However, I was involved in some PUC issues. Transfers
of custod or releas e would talk directly With the J2 (COL
and COL
directly. Sometimes he would come talk
with me.about the ICRC issues. I could overhear issues he
discussed with COL
based on the openness of our office
area.
Q: Did he often bring issues to you.for resolution or did he
make you aware of issues in the facility that he had. resolved?

A: Yes, he worked at the JOC,. which was just outside our.
He:was in the BCP almost daily,.I was. not.
Q: Describe_ the issues that- you remember discussing with him
and how you handled thoSe issues.
A: The friction between MPS and MI over the execution of sleep
-deprivation. ,The MPs complained about having to run the sleep
deprivation operation. That was well after. the deaths. . Nothing
'before the deaths, because the deaths happened right after we
arrived.
Q: Did you ever become involVed with MAJ
and/or the
Military Police (MP) or Military Intelligence (MI) Chains of
Command related to the operating procedures and standard.
practiceswithin the SCP?.
A: No, the . first-time I saw.the BCP SOP was when COL

brought a copy of the SOP into my ofiice, while he was working
on his 15-6.. I think it was also posted on the MP web page, but
the first time I saw it was when COL
had a hard copy for
use in his report.•
Q: What types'of practice or procedure: issues were raised to
your attention and what did you do aboutthem or what advice did
you provide?
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: It was all within the context of the findings, in the 15-6.
11/1(t came from a review of applicable Army Regulations (on EPW
Ops, Corrections), DOD messages and talks with the MP and MI
Commander about procedures. And lastly, there was the effort I
mentioned earliet about the review of interrogations tactics,
techniques and procedures. Much of what is included in the'156, came from MAJ
collection and collation of
interrogation procedures in support of the working group looking
at the interrogation technique's.
.
For instance, with regard - to.chaining people in a standing
position, my understanding was:that practice (which was also
listed as findings in the 15-6). was functionally discontinued
well before- we wrote our report.
Q: Prior to the'deaths, did MAJ
bring any issues to
you about problem practices within the BCP?

A: I do not have any specific recollection of problems within
the BCP at the time of.my arrival. We fell in on a working
operation and until the deaths had no reason to question the
operation.. At the time of the deaths, we took immediate action
to initiate an investigation (running parallel to the CID
criminal inquiry),which addressed other potential problem
areas.
•
Q: Were you ever aware of the MPs carrying batons 'in the BCP?
If so, how were you aware of this? Did you ever personally
observe MPs with batons inside the facility? When and where
exactly did you see this?
. .

A: In2ever personally saw thein with baton. In the course of
the 15-6, information came to light there. were batonS in the
facility. I can't remember who told me about them, it was
r MA
'either COL
After I became aware of
the'presence of batons ; I contacted the US Army Military Police
SchoOl (USAMPS) and they sent me a training, manual, which
addressed riot control formations and techniques. COL 11111111
verified this was consistent with the training the 377 th MP
Company.received. I also personally checked this data with MAJ
the Bagtam PMO, to verify this was consistent. MP
training and doctrine.
Q: Did you ever have a suspicion that the MPs used the batons
on the PUCs.who . died?
A: .During the 15-6, MPs admitted to COL

they had used
the batons on some detainees, so we examined It as a potential
theOry which could have caused the injuries to the legs of both
the detainee who died.
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STATEMENT OF LTC
DATED 25 May 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

• : What supervision and guidande did you provide MAJ
IIIIIin his role as liaison to the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC)?

A.: I really don't recall any information related to ICRC (prior
to.thefdeathS) other than an initial meeting with
the
ICRC representative. I don't recall'specific.discussion uring
our first meeting. But ICRC did write letterS to the BCP legal
advisor, prior to my arrival. .1 don't think I ever saw theM.
Q: Did any practice or procedure within'the BCP change during
your tour because of complaints from ICRC? Who changed it and
why?

A: Not that I can recall, but there may have been. There may
have been minor modifications
to diet request, like tea and
fruit being prOvided. MAJ
could better answer that.
Q: Did yoU ever_observe_any detainee in standing restraint?
Explain exactly how the_detainee was restrained when you
observed this (make drawing).,

A: I saw only one man standing in an isolation room. He was
not secured to anything. - He was simply standing in the
'Isolation Room.
'Qi

Under what circumstances would restraint to fixed objects be
justified?
•
.

A: It is not. It's prohibited. A modification to the facility
to add a bolt in the floor of the interview rooms to secure
detainees was discussed and I adVised it was not permissible
based on AR 190-47's restriction against restraining inmates to
fixed Objects,-The immediate issue was chaining PUCs to fixed
objects: That practice was stopped prior. to the completion of
the AR 15-6, rout it was - also identified as a problem in the 156
Q: Were you asked to or did you provide any - guidance on
limitations for the use' of Standing restraint for sleep
deprivation? If so, what advice did you give and why?
A: Prior to the 15-6 no. .My recommendation was that other

methods to keep the detainee awake should be explored. The issue
of how to functionally achieve sleep adjustment through standing
was. raised to CENTCOM. We did not. receive a response before I •
left. .
Q: Were you ever consulted.regarding MI activities inside the
BCP? By whom? . What was discussed? How did you resolve it?

A: No. I did not have much dealing with MT . activities. Any
iss es that came.to me.were brought to my attention by MAJ
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STATEMENT OF LTC
DATED 25 May 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

Are you aware of any guidance regarding specific
interrogation techniques issued by CENTCOM prior to those
deaths? Now about any time after but before you left
Afghanistan?

.

A: I believe there wasn't any. None was received to my
knowledge, before I left.
Q: Did CJTF-180 or any of its staff or subordinate elements
either formally or informally issue any guidance regarding
specific interrogation techniques that were authorized or
prohibited?

A: We made efforts to find any previously issued guidance and
only found FM 34-52, which is very generic.
Q: Did you ever observe any interrogations? When, where, what
were the circumstances?

A: It was well after the deaths and it was a CITF interview,
not an MI interrogation.
Q: What was your opinion regarding the adherence to the
guidance in FM 34-52, during any interrogations you observed?

A: Did not apply . it waw a CITF-interview done to obtain
information related to criminal prosecution. MI interviews were
focused on battlefield intelligence.
Q: Was there additional interrogation TTP guidance or
modifications authorized for use in Afghanistan? If so , what
modifications were made, authorized, and by whom?

A: No. The memorandum sent to CENTCOM in January 2003 was an
effort to identify interrogation techniques and have them
approved by higher. authority.
Q: Were you aware of the interr ation techniques identified in
AR 15-6 investigation prior
Para 6 (a thru h) of,COL
to the deaths in Dec 02?

A: Not all of them, just sleep deprivation. I probably knew
about sleep deprivation, but not the specifics of how it was
achieved. The information contained in that paragraph came from
an effort to gather information from a variety of sources to
submit to the DOD Working Group on interrogation practices.
Q: When and how did you become aware of these procedures?

A:

I became aware of them as a result of the 15-6.

Q: To your knowledge, were you or any other judge advocate
asked to review them or provide legal advice regarding them
prior to Dec 02?

and I think he
A: I don't think so. I replaced LTC
was less involved in and less knowledgeable in tThe interrogation
operations han I was.
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STATEMENT OF LTC
DATED 25 May 04, CONT NUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

!After these techniques came to light, was any effort made to
sc
11111:over
where the questionable techniqUes came from? Who
authorized them? Who reviewed them.?

A: Our first'task was to determine what regulatory guidance
existed. We found FM 34-52, it contained "approaches" which
were very.vague and we asked (I believe it was CPT IIIIII, I'm
where the-specific techniques (listed in the 15-6) came ftom.
I'm assuming it came ftom hiStorical practices in Bosnia and
Kosovo and frot the. first year in Afghanistan. I would tell you
I do not believe therewas'any written policy, in existence prior
to our identification of a need for it. MI wanted clear
guidance issued, but I believe the impetus for that guidance was
the unfortunate deaths of those two detainees. The 15-6
findings recommend clarification to the use of "safety
.
positions" because we found:the position was being used to
facilitate cooperation, instead of a true protective measure.
We wrote that in the 15-6. When we briefed MI in a group
setting, it was made clear to them that safety was the only
consideration.
Q: . Were you COL
investigation into the

legal:advisor for the AR 15-6
operation after the deaths?

A: Yes.
Q:. What do you recall his mission to be?

A: It was to look at ptocedures with regard to interrogatiOn
and .operations within the BCP'by MPs. The-focus was physical
contact with detainees.
Q: Did you have an initial briefing with him? . .

A: Yes, the 15-6 was a look at procedures. Simultaneously,
there was a CID - investigation-'going on which should have
addresSed the misconduct issues. We kneW about at least one
instance where an MI InterrOgatii iiiiiihysically assault one
of the men who later died. COL
briefed LTG
on
the incident, but no action was taken because we were waiting
for CID to complete their investigation. No one wanted to
hinder an on-going criminal investigation into the death.
Q: What did you tell him in his initial briefing?

A: Yes, I gave him an outline of what he should do. It
included a review of regulations, interviews of - persOnnel and
visit the facility to . review and observe procedures.
Q: How much assistance did you provide to COLUMN. What
assistance did you provide?

A: Quite a bit.
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

How often did you meet with COLIMINduring his
vestigation?

A: He came over to drink coffee in the morning, so I saw him
almost everyday.
Q: What did you discuss with him in these meetings?

A: I talked to him, provided advice and actually typed
significant portions of the 15-6 document. He used CO 11111111111111
computer - to-prepare it and he gave me copies, then I would
review, edit, ask questions.
. .
Q: Did you know exactly who COL
investigation?

interviewed for his

A: Not all of them were reOorded in statements, but many
people, but I don't know the names beyond the MP Cdr and the MI.
.
•
Cdr.
Q:

What advice did you give him regarding the on-going CTD
investigation? YIFic 5 kt
i&a 4
t P;A)e--i- a4-1k541
41--&* •^
,

"' c.

A: I prow' ed him with s.=--ific references a e documents
:ut
he was asked to verif with the personnel evolved wr- her they
wer familiar with were applying and re in fac sing the
chniques. I ould say I particit, ed more i his 15-6
investigat . .. than I have with 4 hers.
Q: There is reference to Categories I, II, and III contained
within COL
15-6 Report, which he can't. recall much
about. Was .this portion of the 15-6 contributed by you?
A:

I facilitated. its inclusion. There was a simultaneous .
efortincludBagrmniteoga prtinsad

Procedures review. GTMO had a slide show, which sorted
techniques into groups. I can't recall what fell into which
category. But no guidance related totechniquesyas delivered .
toBagrm.Wewantdobeinclud intheworking oup,swe
compiled the 23 Jan 2004 Interrogation Techniques Document, for
considerations in their discussions.
The intent was to obtain
for the first time, some specific guidelines for MI interviews
at Bagram.. •
•
Q: Other than as it related to the 15-6 investigation, what was
your exact involvement with the CID investigation. Did you
receive updates and reports?
•

A:

of it was verbal briefings froM the CID Agents. MAJ
was the primary point of contact for CID in their
investigation.
.

Q: Who was the primary judge advocate with whom CID was
instructed;. to coordinate their death investigation? What was
his/hetposi ion in you offide/headqUarters? (If
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

e not see a potential conflict of interest in having
advice on this investigation? If so, why did 11111
p
not, why not?)
do it an a .

. It was a deployed environment with a limited
A: MAJ
number of experienced attorneys. I did not view it as a
o give advice simultaneously to CID
conflict for MAJ
and the MPs in the BCP and to a limited degree MI.
advice on interviewing soldiers
Q: Did you give COL
other than those suspected of wrongdoing in the CID
investigation?

I counseled him to ensure he did not conflict with the CID
A:
investigation. It could compromise the investigation and would
be doubling the work. I believe we were trying to minimize the
number of duplicate interviews.
Q: Do you remember the lowest rank of an individual MP or MI
interviewed or talked to? What rank was
soldier COL
that?

A: No. I do not.
Q: Do you think that gave him an adequate understanding of how
the facility and interrogations were actually operating?

A: Yes, if you read the 15-6, it is clear he understood and
articulated for the first time what was going on in the BCP with
regard to interrogations
the overall operation.
Q: With regard to COL
first finding, do you know on
what he based his assessment that there is a "conflict between
obtaining accurate, timely information and treating detainees
humanely"?

A: The 15-6 makes no value judgment. It states a practice and
discusses conflicts raising them for a decision by leadership.
findings do not reference exhibits or
Q: Much of COL
other sources for his information, did you note this during your
meetings with him?: For example, based solely on the
it does not appear possible to determine from
investiga i
obtained information regarding the categories
where COL
of interrogation techniques authorized by DoD and the nondoctrinal interrogation procedures/techniques being used in the
facility. Do you know where he obtained this information?

A: Yes, it is referenced in the enclosure (the 24 Jan 2003
Ba ram Interrogation Practices) to the SJA Legal Review. COL
aw this memo and it was issued to support findings
concerning interrogation techniques.
Q: Do you know on what information. COLIIIIIIIIrbased his
conclusion that MPs knew, were following and strictly applying
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STATEMENT OF LTC
DATED 25 May 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

h e RUF? Did you ever suggest that he talk to actual
ards/soldiers to make that determination?

A: Talking to the MP Commander.
Q: Did you review the statement where an MP stated that he had
repeatedly punched a shackled detainee in the chest in order to
subdue him? Did you believe that to be within the RUF?

A: I did not see it myself. I don't recall the specific
instance. Our focus was on procedure, what the rules for use of
for were and how they were being applied. It was not COL
mission to run down every questionable use of force by
MPs, it was to discuss whether the procedure was doctrine, was,
being adhered to and/or needed revisions. We made some
recommendations based on observations. It is an effort to
identify conditions that exist and rectify problems, not to
assess blame.
Q: It appears COLINIMIspent minimal time actually observing
facility operations, and most of his time at the facility in the
admin area from, which he could not observe facility operations.
Did you ever suggest that he collect more detailed information
regarding actual BCP procedures and operations prior to
finalizing his report?

At My recommendations to him were to spend as much time as
possible observing actual "day to day" operations as possible.
I did prompt him to return to the facility to collect additional
data and make observations as the investigation progressed.
Q: COL
states that he sent you his draft report and
that you "expan d" certain aspects of the report.—CID has
provided you with a copy of that report, can you highlight the
/
sections that you wrote?

A: I made significant contributions to the piece related to the
use of the baton and MP use of force, most of this is contained
in the paragraph entitled "Procedures of the Unruly or
Noncompliant PUCS". Bear in mind that any revisi ns or
additions were reviewed and adopted by COL
Several
are s are the result of combined effort from COL
MAJ
and myself. I researched d provided t e references
o AR19 - and AR190-47 to COL
he read them and adopted
them in his report.
Q: Were you aware that MAJIMIMprovided an initial legal
review for the CID investigation?

A:. Yes
Q: At any point, were you aware of potential misconduct on the
part of any NM soldier? Of what did you become aware?
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STATEMENT OF LTC
DATED 25 May 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

.
Potential misconduct was uncovered relating to a female MI
Interrogator who committed an act which was in violation of
111111.
Article 128, of the UCMJ. We did not take action at that time
because the CID investigation is still active.
Q: Was any consideration given to initiating a security
procedures sometimes referred to as a Procedure 15?
A: I don't now. It was something that would bes

swered.
COL
or the MI personnel Commanders (LTC
.
Q: Are you aware of the requirement to report derogatory
information to the CCF for security clearance determinations?
A: Yes, and in. retrospect I know it should have been suspended
based upon the Scrutiny'alone. Usually that is a unit /
responsibility and one I would suspect they should have_.
initiated at a minimum on the female SGT.
Q: Who within the Military Intelligence unit advised that the
safety positions were necessary strictly for the safety and
protection of the MI interrogatura.. m
A: I directly know it was LTC
I think he was advocating

for the use of the procedure on behalf of the MI personnel
during the formulation of the document forwarded for CENTCOM
review, that they include the use of safety positions.
Q: Upon conclusion of the 15-6 and prior to the response to the
memorandum related to N/ interrogation practices, which had been
forwarded to CENTCOM for review, who made the decision to
continue to allow safety positions to be utilized within the
BCP?
A: LTG
It w. discussed with COL
the SJA, and
taken into LTG
who signed the findings in which tfie

safety positions could only be used for safety purposes.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?

A: No.
/////////////////////End of Statement///////////////////////
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STATEMENT . OF LTC
DATED 25 May 04, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE _13 . I
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY
ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS
AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE
STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF
BENEFIT. OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

1111

Person Making Statement) (Signau
111
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths this 25 th day of May 2004 at Fort Bragg. NC

(Typed Nate of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE -23534
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is vo
17.

LOCATION: Fort Bragg, NC
DATE: 26 May 0
FILE NUMBER: 0134-0
-02-CID369-23
NAME (Last, First MI):
SSAN
ORGANIZATION OR ADD SS: HEIC, 82
borne Division

TIN/IE:

16 tiO
GRADE / STATUS: MA J/04

ce of the SJA), Fort Bragg, NC 28307

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
The investigator •hos name appears below told me that he/he is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Command as a S
gent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/
eliction of Duty/////
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
following rights:
1. I do not have to answer questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence 'against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present withMe during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
-or(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I
arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before
any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
5. COMMENTS: Are you currently represented by legal counsel for any reason? Yes(
N
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a
statement without to
to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present 'th me.

Witness# 2
Signature of Witness

HQ, USACIDC, Inv Ops Division
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
I do not want to eve up my rights: I want a lawyer: El I do not want to be questioned or say anything:
Signature of Interviewee:
DA Form 3881-E
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number
Location
:
Date
Statement of:
SSN
Org/Address :

0134-02-C1D369-23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534
Fort Bragg, North Carolina
26 May 2004
Time: Z23q
rade/Status: MAJ/04
Headquarters and Headquarters Company (HHC), 82 nd

AirboneDvs,FrtBagNohCrlina28307

I
want to make the following statement under
'
oath:
Q: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan?
A: We left here on the 6 th of Nov 02, but we took a few days to
travel through Germany and arrived at Bagram. I was on the
ground in Afghanistan from approximately 12 Nov 2002 to 5 Jun
2003. I arrived back at Bragg on 6 Jun 2003.
Q: What were your duties while deployed to Afghanistan?
A: I was the Chief of Operational Law on the CJTF180 Staff. I
was also the BCP Legal Advisor and I was the Staff Liaison with
the International Committee Red Cross (ICRC). I was the legal
advisor for the Leadership Targeting Cell.
Q: What is your functional area?
A: I'm a lawyer, Judge Advocate. I think the branch designator
just changed from 55A to 27A.
Q: How long have you been a lawyer? What positions have you
held?
A: I've been a lawyer since 1992, when I passed the bar in
Massachusetts. I've been an Army lawyer since 1993. I went to
the JAG Course in 1993 (Jul 93-Sep 93). I was a trial counsel .
with 101 st Airborne Division, Fort Campbell, KY from Jan 94 to
Aug 95. I did about 32 prosecutions. I was then the Chief of
Operational Law, Fort Campbell, KY from Aug 95 to Jun 96. I
then moved to Fort Bragg, NC where I was a Trial Defense Counsel
from Jul 96 to Dec 97. I did about 60 court cases, but I had
over a hundred clients. I was then assigned to the Joint
Readiness Training Center (JRTC) at Fort Polk,. LA for most of
1998.
Then I was the Chief of Criminal Law at Fort Sam
Houston, TX from Jan 99 to Dec 00. My last six months I was at
Fort Sam, I was the Chief of Client Services. I was promoted to
MAJ, in Dec 00, that was when I moved to client services. From
Aug 01 to May 02 I attended the Graduate Course at The Judge
Advocate General (JAG) School, Charlottesville, VA. I returned
to Bragg and became the Chief of Operational Law for XVIII
Airborne Corps and then I deployed in Nov 02 to Afghanistan.
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC,

Had you been deployed prior to the Afghanistan deployment?

A: No.
02:
Q: Have you previously discussed the events related
to this
investigationliiiir one since leaving Bagram?
A: Yes, COL
the FORSCOM SJA called me last week to ask
me the name of the ICRC representative and he asked me what we
did right after the first guy died and why certain actions were
not taken.
Q: Was that the only discussion you had with COLONS
relative to this investigation? Did you talk with anyone else
about the investigation recently?
A:
I don't know what prompted the call, but he used to
supervise .me t Fort Polk LA.
knew from someone, I think it

was LTC
told me
knew MAJ
was from
SJA. I heard yesterda
just informed COL

a MAJ
from FORSCOM was visiting. I
FORSCOM and COL
was the FORSCOM
that LTC
was talking with CID.
I was coming to talk with CID.

Q: Where did you normally perform your duties in Afghanistan?

A: My office was a chair and desk in the Joint Operation Center
(JOC), which was a tent outside the Headquarters Building. That
was my primary daytime duty location.
Q: Where was that in relation to the BCP?
A:
It was about a ten-minute walk, maybe k of a mile.
Q: How much of your time did you spend at the BCP?

A: In a week on average, not more than ten hours. My visits
were for a particular purpose, not to hang out. Before the
deaths, I had a tout by the MP Company Commander (CPT...I
two ICRC visits and I think I observed one in - processing
session. Primarily I went to the BCP for just for ICRC visit.
The ICRC visited every ten days, but the visits lasted two days.
I took them (ICRC) down there and stayed for about an hour to
talk about previously raised issues, made sure they had
everything they needed and then I left them to do their
interviews. Then I would come down at the end of their visit
and discuss issues, which came up during that visit. Prior to
the deaths I think there were two ICRC visits, one I attended
with the JAG I was replacing (MAJ 11111111111 and one I handled
on my own. I also took other judge advocates on OPD sessions.
.

Q: Were you the primary point of contact for legal, matters for
the facility known as the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), AKA
Bagram Control Point and Bagram Detention Facility?
.

A: Yes.
Q: Who was e ICRC representative you dealt with?
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AT Fort Bragg, NC,

0k: IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItorked for the ICRC out of the ICRC office
in Kabul, Afghanistan. She departed Afghanistan about July
2003.
Q: What documentation would you receive from the ICRC?

.A: They prepared reports . on ICRC letterhead, which are
maintained at the CJTF180 Headquarters, but I regurgitated the
entire content of any issues raised in my response. letters, and
notes, which I gave a copy of to CID this morning.
Q: Did.anything come
up with ICRC during the two visits prior'
to the deaths that you specifically recall were serious
complaints?

A: I can't recall specifics, but I kept copies of all the notes
from-my meetings with ICRC and a copy of the notes and
correspondence is maintained at XVIII .
Abn Corps. Some of the
complaints were living conditions or diet issues. But the ICRC
consistently complained about the handcuffs, and the hooding and
we changed that.
Q: How did you document what occurred during the ICRC visits?

A: We knew about their next visit from•the previous visit. The
ICRC representative informed us when she would be returning. Tn
preparation for the visit, I reviewed the last visit's
documentation and see what issues remained for follow up and the
progress of ongoing projects.. It could require me to make a
visit to the BCP to check on the status of the projects. I also
checked the status of the ICRC note cards from family members
and outgoing note cards from detainees, which had to be screened
by the MI interrogatorS. i prepared an ICRC information sheet,
which listed the detainees I checked the sheet to identify
those detainees, who arrived at the facility within the last 10
days. Those names were not released to the ICRC based upon Army
directives which stated we would not release the names of
detained personnel for a period of twq weeks, during which time
the individuals would be screened and.interviewed to determine
their exact status. This was the period prior to their receipt
of their ISN.
.

Q: How long after you arrived did you have you your first
meeting with the ICRC representative
and what did you diScuss?

A: Within.the first week with MA

and 19 Nov 02 on my own.
deaths?
A: None from me as I was still learning the detailS of the
process. There was a meeting on 26 Nov 02 to identify changes.
Q: What observations did you make relative to
changes, which
Q: What .specific changes sere instituted prior to the

were insti ted pursuant to ICRC complaints?
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A:. I remember a lot of friction between CPT IIIIILMI Commander
and myself and CPT
, MP Commander, when'I directed
changes. CPT
'Was a very weak commander, but he did not
want responsibility for warming their food, getting them clean
clothes, simple stuff that made sense He was very resistant to
changing anything.-- I worked with a couple of the MP
•
Lieutenants, whose attitude was much better.
1LT
was
very receptive to making chan e which related to the humane
treatment of detainees. CPT
attitude was they were
"just detainees .
I . tried to explain that keeping the
detainees in the same clothes all the time was unclean and could
create problems with disease (because they have a high
tuberculosis rate in Afghanistan). He did not see the hygiene
issue.as important and in some cases, with both of them I had to
remind them I was speaking on behalf the CJTF180 Commander.
SoMething they just had to be directed to do (or not do), but it
was often a struggle.
.
"

Q: During your liaison trips with ICRC. representatives, what
areas of the BCP were accessible to them? Were they:restricted
from any areas? If so, ekplain what they couldn't see and why
they couldn't see it.

A: Everything except for the MI portion of the BCP, where they
did DOCEX, the JIF. The first two or three rooms on the second
floor.
They were permitted in the Isolation Rooms, but not
the billets of the Iraqis neither of which were detainees. The
Iraqis were later released to UNHCR. They also did not talk •
with the High Value Target (HVT), they were not even supposed to
know they were there.. The HVT's were not even listed'on the
ICRC info sheet, based on direCtives froM CENTC° M.- •
.
Q: Referring to your notes, what complaints did ICRC lodge
relative to-the treatment of detainees'at the BCP?

Ai NOt about treatment, during my first visit, according to my
notes. On my second visit (which occurred 1 Dec/2 Dec 2002).
myself observed a PUC being punished by having him
chained in the airlock, with his hands cuffed to the bars at
eyelevel. The guard (as referenced in my notes) gave two
explanations. The first was that the detainee was kicked by
another detainee. Then the MP corrected himself and said the
detainee fell asleep on the toilet. In my seven page ICRC AAR
dated 1 Dec - 2 Dec 02, there is a complaint raised by
wherein she reported a detainee was kechained to the ceiling
for over a day. I confronted CPT 1111111
1 with the accusation
and he told me categorically that did not happen.
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On 26 Nov 2002, I convened a council of personnel (including
PMO, BCP Ops, J2, JIC, OGA, 377 th / MP Company rep and others) to
discuss the findings in the ICRC Six Month report, which covered
the period prior to my arrival. Within the six-month report,.
there is discussion of concern over the use of "safety
positions" and "punishment". There is a response to this ICRC
report, dated 5 Dec 02, which documents comments by 1LT
the BCP OIC who reported chaining was used.to . enforce the
punishment of standing. He further explains and I understood
that since standing was a method used to achieve sleep
deprivation, they also chained people to keep them awake.
Q: Was prior notification to the BCP required for all ICRC
visits?
A:. Their visits.were cyclical and programmed. They told us
when they were coming again, at the end of each visit. It was
typically about ten days between visits. Some times she
would email me and adjust the date, this often
the MPs and MI. They complained about it. My
perception was that CPT 11111Rhad to adjust her interrogation
schedule. When I took over . , MAJ
checked the programmed .
interviews on thestatus board an, worked around MI's schedule .
When I took over, I told MI they would have make any one with an
ISN available for ICRC interviews when they came. It created
friction between us at first but after awhile they adjusted.
Q:. Was any information withheld from ICRC or were practices
modified during their visits? 'If so, explain what the
information was and why it needed to be Withheld,
A: The identities of certain HVTs was withheld on directions
from CENTCOM, sometimes based on their. .cooperation with
.Coalition Forces, but it varied and it was just isolated cases.
I think of the 500 d.etainees who processed through the BCP, .
about 10 of them were HVTs. I can really only comment about
after the death, because before that no one knew there was a
problem with it. To my knowledge, no practiCes were modified. I
never gave. any direction to them to change anything. But after
the 15-6 findings and recommendations were instituted I did
training with the MPs and I made certain they knew if they
(meaning the MPs) stepped over the line and violated an order I
Would make certain._ they were held accountable. Of course, this
was after both men died.
Q: Who selected the detainees the ICRC would be allowed to
interview?

imp

Wit
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A: To a certain extent, it would be MI. It was detainees with
ISN(s). ICRC knew they were not allowed acce s to detainees
without an ISN. Prior to my arrival, CPT
(MI CoMmander)
had a program of interviews and if there was a conflict, ICRC
would not be permitted to talk with them. When I took over, I
changed that.and anyone with an ISN was made available to ICRC.

ip

Q: Could or did the ICRC ever visit a detainee that didn't have
an international serial number (ISN)?

A: I would say they probably did, by accident. SOmetimes, the
MP brought down the wrong detainee or. on occasion when ICRC was
visiting detainees with an ISN in Isolation Cells, they would
see people in Isolation without ISNs. CPT MIN complained
that this was not allowed, but I saw no harm in it. It was
usually chitChat for a couple minutes in full view of the
guards.
Q: About what percentage of the detainees in the facility did
not have an ISN at any given point in time?

A: About 5-10%, but the exact numbers.are in the reports I
provided. Within a two-visit cycle, ICRC saw 99% of our
detainees. If they did not see someone,. .it would be a function
of timing, rather than an effort to prevent someone from seeing
the ICRC. ICRC also had the raw numbers of persons in the
facility, but for the first two weeks they did not get ISNs so
they did not have names.
Q: Were you aware that the Military Police removed certain.
information from-their status boards regarding.detainees in
.isolation cells or on sleep deprivation when the ICRC visited?

A: No. I always went into Isolation.Cells with ICRC and I saw
the status board. Once I observed writing on the board, which
noted removal of a Koran from a detainee noted on the boards.
The book was sitting on the desk and I think I remember the MPs
told me the detainee could not read. I confronted the MPs with
it, I told them I did not care, to give it back. Maybe based on
that, they started erasing it when I was coming.
Q: Were you the sole legal advisor to the entire . BCP? Was
there a separate advisor to the MI or MP BCP or staff
Counterpart elements?

-

A: . I was the advisor for all detainee matters. I provided
guidance, direction and training to the MPs and MI.
Q: Within your role as the BCPAagal advisor, did you ever meet
''Or discuss with the MP or MI Chains of Comiand related to the
.prating procedures and standard practices within the BCP?.
'

111101.
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What types of practice or procedure issues were raised to your
attention and what did you do about them?
A: Yes, this would definitely be after the deaths. Prior to
the deaths, I would have to honestly say no, based on the timing
of when the deaths occurred as to when I arrived in Afghanistan
and began my duties. I would have to presume that MAJIIIII, my
predecessor, would have had conversations with them. Prior to
the deaths, I would have to say probably no, I did not have
conversations with the MI and MP commanders related to operating
procedures and practices. Any of the initial meetings with them
would have been orientation meetings to familiarize myself with
the functions of the BCP as well as the functions of the MP and
MI units themselves within the BCP. After the deaths, I had
lengthy meetings with them discussing their understanding of the
BCP SOP, which had been in place since I got there. One of the
complaints, which I seem to recall, was the MPs complaining that
MI was directing them to follow a particular sleep deprivation
routine. The . MPs would have to track on a status board the
progress of the MI directed sleep deprivation protocol. The MPs
would have to physically go into the cells and tell the
detainees to wake up. The ICRC had made complaints about the
sleep deprivation. We informed the ICRC that sleep deprivation
was an approved interrogation technique as long as there was no
physical force used to keep the detainees awake. The resolution
for this issue was that if MI wanted to continue to use this
technique, they had to be the facilitators of the technique.
The MI would—have to come and keep the individual awake, not the
MP's.
Q: Did you/have occasion to mitigate differences of opinion
between MI and MPs over the operation of the BCP or the roles of
the respective units and personnel? What types of issues were
raised to you by either unit?
A: After the deaths of the two detainees, it was not so much an
issue of either the MP or MI Commander's raising issues with me,
as it was myself reviewing the BCP SOP and higher headquarters
authorized techniques, regulations and procedures related to MP
handling techniques and MI interrogation techniques which I
reviewed with them in detail.
Q: Were you ever aware of the MPs carrying batons in the BCP?
If so, how were you . aware? Dj.d you ever personally see them
with batons inside the fl1ty or other than at in processing?
A: Prior to the deaths, I was not aware of them carrying
batons. Af
the deaths occurred, there was discussion about
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1111 e use of the batons and what training they had with them. We
reviewed the Monadnock baton chart and the corresponding
differences between the red, yellow and green baton strike
areas. I don't have any specific recollection of the MP's
carrying batons within the facility, if I had seen them, I would
not have thought it was odd, as the baton is part of the MP
basic issue equipment. I seem to recall when the Active Duty
MP's from the 3 rd Infantry Division were assigned to the facility
after the 377 th MP Company, that they conducted training with
their MP riot shields, helmets and batons. I cannot recall the
377 th MP Company carrying batons within the facility. It would
not have surprised me if they had carried a baton on their belts
along with their other equipment. During the occasions when I
observed the in processing of the detainees into the BCP, I
believe I recall the MP's having batons at that time, however, I
cannot be absolutely certain.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, were you aware of the use of
enforced standing/standing restraint for punishment?

A: Yes. At the first ICRC session and during my walkthrough
with MAJ11110 the MP's were definitely using enforced standing
and stan ing restraint for punishment. Also I knew that the
MP's were handcuffing the detainees to the bars, which formed
the walls of the airlock of the general population cells. I
know I observed this activity during my visits to the BCP.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, were you aware of its use in
the execution of courses of sleep deprivation?

A: I was aware of forced standing in the execution of sleep
deprivation. As to how the MP's made detainees stand for the
purpose of sleep dePiivation, I am uncertain. I am not as
uncertain that one of the methods used to make them stand would
have included handcuffing the detainees. I am not sure to what
objects if any the MP's fastened the handcuffs to enforce the
standing.
.

Q: What was your complete understanding of enforced standing or
standing restraint practices? How was it employed? Explain in
detail.

A: An approved technique for MI included sleep deprivation. At
the time, prior to the conflict with the MP's executing the
mission of sleep deprivation, the MP's would actually execute
the mission for the MI. The MP's would be authorized to keep
the detainees awake based on the direction of MI. During the
execution of the mission, the MP's would employ various
techniques
keep someone awake. That would include yelling at
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10e individual, keeping the lights on; forced standing; and
ultimately to enforce the forced standing, handcuffing the
individual to something to keep them from sitting down. That
would require the individual to be cuffed at waist level or
higher, but not higher than eye level.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, did you ever observe any
detainee in standing restraint? Explain exactly how the
detainee was restrained when you observed this.
A: I think so. I think it was in the air lock, people were
consistently shackled, in the airlock, even during the ICRC
visits. No effort was made to hide it. They were restrained
with their hands cuffed together and the - Cuffs were affixed to
the airlock at about waist level. I also obServed detainees
secured to a pipe by handcuffs with their hands over their head,
during in-processing sessions, but this wasonly for a short
period during in processing and not for punishment.
Q: Did.the manner in which the detainee was restrained disturb
you in anyway personally or professionally? If not, why not?
A: NO, I don't think I found it disturbing because I never saw
it, I heard it described very clinically as a prOcedure and I
did not have a reaction to it at the time. I felt the MPs were
professional. and they were doing the right thing . . Later, when I
saw it in practice, it bothered me to learn they were cuffed
over their heads. It was SOP, which was designed under other
folks, but it was approved and disseminated.
Q: What was the legal justification for chaining people in this
manner?
A: There was no precedent. AR 19.0-8 did not apply because they
were not EPWs and AR 190-4;7 - did not apply because they were not
US forces in a correctional setting. The bottom line was humane
treatment. My personal question then was "is it inhumane to
handcuff someone to something?"
and.I had several
discussions about whether or not it
s uMane. In m opinion,
and in discussions in which LTC
and COL
were
present, it was our opinion that it was not 'inhumane". It was
SOP and a practice that was bein done when I arrived. We
agreed to disagree, .because
felt it was inhumane,
although she could cite no particular source.
Q: Did you review the SOP?
A: Yes.
Q: Where in the SOP does it say that handcuffing to a fixed
object is permitted?
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11110V:. It doesn't. I just looked at it and there's nothing in
there that references that.'
Q: CID has shown you drawn by an MP,(SPC
dated
3 Feb 04), he says this represents how one of the detainees who
died was restrained at one time when he was assaulted. Did you
ever see a detainee shackled in this manner?

A: No, absolutely not. It came to light, my knowledge of this
chaining. with the hands overhead, when the first death occurred.
That was how the detainee was found. When COL
called and'
talked with me last week. that was one of the. big questions he
asked me "What did you do between the first and second deaths?"
I remember. walking the autopsy team. through the facility and I
absolutely remember telling . CPT
and the Platoon Leaders'
that there would be no shickling tO e ceiling ever again. I
did not talk personally with each and every MP, but when the
second detainee died, I did hold a briefing, which every MP was
required to be at. I did this because -I did not have confidence
that CPT
briefed his unit.
Q: Are you aware of AR 190-47 (Army CorrectiOns)'s restriction
on restraining inmates to. fixed objects?

A: Yes.
Q: Did the AR 190-47 - restriction apply to the BCP?. Why not?.

A: No. It was discussed amongst the senior lawyers in Country
and COL
LTCIIIIIIIrand myself arrived at the decision
that 190-47 did not apply. We also determined that AR 190-8 did •
not apply because of the determination that these were not EPWs.
The only standard was humane treatment consistent with the
Geneva Conventions.
AT 1640 hrs, 26 MAY 2004, I ACKNOWLEDGED I WAS AWARE OF MY LEGAL
RIGHTS, BY COMPLETING A DA FORM 3881.

Q: In the 15-6, Finding #4 (Disciplinary Procedures) cite and
would seem to indicate that AR 190-8 and AR 190-47. do apply.
. How do you explain that before the deaths those regulations did
not apply and after it did not? .

A: I don't read it to. say that at all. It references the AR(s)
but it does not say that they are applicable, I do not believe
there is a document anywhere which states that - the either
regulation applies and there is clear guidance by the Secretary
of Defense that detainees were NOT EPW(s).
Q: Why was the practice then changed?

A: Because of how it appeared. Both men were shackled,
standing, and hooded when they died and we stopped it because of
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the appearance, but not because we believe it violated the
regulations. It just didn't look very good.
Q: Explain why then the BCP SOP cites AR 190-8 in it's text
with specific regard to the reference to Appendix B.
A: I don't think it's inconsistent to say that not all portions
of AR 190-8 apply. I did not write or provide the legal review
to the BCP SOP, but in my opinion, some portions of AR 190-8
were used because they applied to the practice of assigning ISN.
However, other portions do not apply because they were clearly
designated as NOT an EPW. We used the procedure in Apdx B
because it applied, but the rest of it I don't believe applies
to the treatment of detainees (afforded EPW status).
Q: Was that a conscious legal decision on your part or
adherence to the standard of practice in place when you arrived?
A: For me it was a practice in place when I arrived, but then I
analyzed it myself when
the standard of
humane treatment. The next question is "is it humane?" in my
opinion. CPT
and CPT
and I researched whether
handcuffing was inhumane. The treaties we located referenced
talked about torture, handcuffing was not among the techniques
listed as torture. So I took that information into a discussion
with...Rand showed her both AR 190-47 and AR 190-8 and
demonstrated they did not apply. I found handcuffing to be
neither illegal nor inhumane.
Q: Based upon SPC 11111111 sketch, would that position of
standing restraint be torture, in your opinion?
A: I would clearly say yes. Especially if-they were hitting him
as the sketch reflects.
Q: Did you give guidance or direction to/the MPs and MI which
clearly defined what was permissible handcuffing?
A: • I had several discussions with CPT
and CPT
about the limits of handcuffing in order to keep someone
standing (for punishment or sleep deprivation), because of the
ICRC objections. Clearly there were limits on the placement of
the detainees hand, the discussion was could they be cuffed at
the waist and still sit. Both officers were clear on the fact
that cuffing overhead was not authorized. These discussions
occurred before both deaths.
Qz Did both officers (CPT
and CPTIIIIII acknowledged
the practice was used punishment and sleep deprivation?
A: Yes.
Q: Are you certain both officers understood your direction to
not hve
nee's hands cuffed over their head?
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11: Yes. Both were very protective of their areas of
operations. CPT
ried to restrict my access to the JIF and
or
I wouldn't stand or that because I can't advise on what I have
no visibility over.
Q: Did it surprise you then that both men died with their hands
cuffed over their head?
A: The second one definitely. The first, CPT 11.11111xplained
to me as an extremely combative person and this was the only way
for the MPs to restrain him. This was explained to me by the
MPs. He was reportedly, fighting, kicking, spitting his food
and this was the first detainee that was combative with the MPS"
during my tour.
Q: Did you have confidence CPT IIIIIIIIIIPcommunicated your
direction to his troops?
A:
I had given him instructions initially and then reinforced
those directions after the first death, but obviously it did not
work. I don't know if he just didn't get it, his troops did not
listen, or did not care. By the time the second man died, I did
not care what the problem was, I knew how to fix it and make it
clear to the MPs that chaining was not tolerated. I told each
and every one of them myself.
Q: On what factors or assumptions did you base your conclusion
in the 5 Dec 02 reply to the ICRC that standing restraint for
punishment does not physically harm the PUCs.
A: That was based on observations of detainees who had been
previously cuffed at waist level with no ill effects.
Q: With whom did you consult in making that determination?
A: No one. I talked with the pathologist later, when they did
they re-enactment of the detainee's position (beldre the
autopsy), about the position of overhead cuffing and the
negative medical effects. She (Dr
to me
that chaining the detainees hands over his head, combined with
the hood could cause airway obstructions, breathing problems and
potentially causing them to hyperventilate due to excitement.
We discontinued the practice immediately, despite the fact that
the autopsy did not find the man died of asphyxia.
Q: When you directed changes to CPT
and CPT
did
you follow up with their leadership (JIDC, BCP PMO and the J2)
to ensure the changes were made and enforced?
A: I was in constant mmunication with MAJ
PMO) and
LTC /COL
(J2). Both were present at the 26 Nov
02 meeting were we discussed the issues raised in the six-month
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DATED 26 May 2004, CONTINUED:
prior ICRC report. They were well aware of issues and our
proposed fixes for those issues.
Q: Did you to ensure unpopular changes were actually
instituted? Did you check? How often?

A: The checks were done during every ICRC visit and
corroborated by the fact the detainees did not make complaints
to the ICRC about treatment.
Q: Prior to the deaths, were any limitations placed on the use
of standing restraint? If so, by whom? .

A: Just the time limit, first offense was 30 minutes and the
maximum was an hour. After that it would have to be alp/frayed by
the OIC of the MP. That limit was basiiiiin and articula d in
the BCP SOP. .I also directed both CPT
and CPT
that
no detainees hands were to be cuffed higher than waist/6ye level
It was decided that the cuffing would be no higher than was
required to keep them on their feet and definitely was not to be
done overhead. My guidance to them definitely preceded the
deaths, the latest this guidance would have been put out was 26
Nov 02.
Q: What legal references did you consult in forming this
advice?

A: . We did research on what constituted torture, under previous
case law. We could not find any reference to merely cuffing
someone as torture. The practice wasprimarily based on
established SOP.
Q: Was there a maximum length of time a detainee could be
restrained in a standing position? Was there any discussion
regarding the need to limit that?

.

A: One hour for punishment, I don't recall a limit placed on
sleep deprivation.
Q: How was this maximum time determined? Who was consulted to
_determine it?

A: It was in the BCP SOP, which was in place prior to my
arrival.
Q: Did any standing practice or procedure within the BCP
change, or were any added or removed during your tour because of
complaints from ICRC?'

A: Quite a few, which were documented in the response to the
six-month report covering the period of Oct 02 - May 03. There
letter to use documentS the changes. It ranges from elimination
of handcuffing for punishment, denial of privilege based
punishment, recreational visits outside, new uniforms, washing
their unl ms, allowing the detainees books and games, allowing
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ipelebration of Eid (to include the furnishing of mutton to the
11111 detainees), hot tea and showers for the detainees, ICRC note
card were returned more quickly, ICRC access to everyone with an
ISN, ICRC length of meetings were not limited, ICRC monitorship
of GTMO transfer, notification to detainees of rules and
punishments, a medic was placed on the staff of the BCP,- we
modified ICRC reports to provide more accurate record. There
were a_few issues I could not resolve, but we did a good job,
everything is reflected in my responses through out my tour.
They also wanted the information on numbers of people injured by
mines, it was not related to detainees, bUt we_ptoldded to ICRC
because they asked.
Q:. Were you, aware of the quasi senior-subordindte role - ofMI to
MPs relative to the imposition and enforcement of sleep
depriVation?

A: AbsOlutely and it's clearly documented in the 15-6. I saw
both of the perSonalitieS and CPTIIIIIIkas the definitely the
dominant personality: The enforcement of sleep deprivation was
directed by MI and carried out by.the MPs. Even the "no talking"
rules was the MPs enforcing an MI rule.
Q: If an MI SPC told an MP SGT to do something, would the MP
have to do it?

A: Yes, there was always that friction. I told COLUMN',
about this friction and he included my observations in his
report. The MI never wore rank and they definitely gave
directions to the MPs regarding sleep deprivation. MI controlled
that portion absolUtely.
Q: Did anyone from the 377 th MP Company or the Mi - detachment
discuss with you the. legality of the practice of standing
restraint for the purpose of punishment? HoW about for the.
purpose of-sleep. deprivation?

A: Yes, there:were detailed discussions with CPTIIIIIIII and LT
1111111R LT
LT
as well as the NCOIC of the
MP's. SSG
and CPT
were also present from the MI
These discuSsions were conductedon 26 Nov 02 and maybe less
intensively after the first ICRC meeting I attended. The
legality .of the practices was based upon the findings of the
ICRC in regard to detainees being secured within the airlock in
handcuffs. They may have become concerned, because when I
arrived, I was more restrictive than what they may have been
doing priot to my arrival. There were other conversations with
each of these people individually which occurred at different
times rel
to the legality of this issue. In additional to
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speaking to them as a group, I believe I. may have spoken to them
individually as well, I cannot recall when these conversations
may have been. I would have advised them that the punishment
was standing. If the problem continued, they should be brought
into the airlock to stand. If they refused to stand in the
airlock, then they could be handcuffed to the airlock in a
manner to keep them from sitting down. In regard to sleep
deprivation, I believe we did have conversations related to the
condubt of sleep deprivation. I would have told them that the
use of sleep deprivation was a legal technique. The use of the
.handcuffs would haVe been authorized as-• ( last resort, after
Other methodS of keeping the detainee awake. This may have been
the time when the issue related to the MP's having to enforce
sleep deprivation in support of. the MI. The MP's were concerned
that due to them having to enforce the MI directives, they were
being perceived in a negative manner by the detainees, whom they
had a responsibility to protect and care for. To my knowledge I
was the legal advisor to the BCP. I am not sure if the MI may
.have sought other legal advice that I am not aware of.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, was the use of standing
restraint to achieve sleep deprivation ever in fact officially
authorized by anyone? Who? What was their name/position?
A: That I don't. know the answerto, as "officially authorized".
I would have to assume that it was, as it was a practice in
place when I arrived. I may have justified the position after I
arrived. The individuals who assembled the SOP, he legal
advisor was MAJ.. I am certain that there was a.group of
individuals who were responsible for the compiling the SOP that
became the approved document.
.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, who within the BCP and JTF
staff was aware that standing restraint was being used for long
periods. of time to enforce sleep deprivation?
A: Generically it would seem that-we would have known they were
using sleep deprivation. It would make sense that they would
have used restraints to enforce sleep deprivation. It would
have been common knowledge among the group of people that I
spoke with on 26 Nov 02, identified previously. Additionally,
the legal staff to include myself, the J2 and intelligence
section as well as the Provost Marshal, would have known.
Q: How were the limitations or guidelines with regard to
standing restraint disseminated and to whom were they
disseminated?
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There was nothing particular in writing. I did this orally
to the leaders of the MP and MI sections explaining the limits.
This was done during my meeting with them 26 Nov 02. After the
deaths, I issued additional instruction to everyone who worked
within the BCP that there would not be any handcuffs utilized.
Q: Did you also consult with MI personnel on their
interrogation activities inside the BCP? Who?
A: Yes. This was more after the time of the deaths than
before. After the deaths, I spoke with the entire staff of MI
interrogation personnel. Prior to the deaths, the MI leadership
would have attended my briefing on ( 26 Nov 02. My contact with
MI prior to the deaths would have been minimal, due to me
familiarizing myself with the policies and practices of the MI.
Q: What was your contact with and advice to MI interrogators on
their tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) for
interrogations prior to the deaths in Dec 02?
A: Minimal with any. It focused on the capture shock period
during the initial in processing.
Q: Were you aware of the approved TTPs for MI as listed in
FM34-52?
A: Not prior to the deaths.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, are you aware of any guidance
regarding specific or additional interrogation techniques issued
or authorized by CENTCOM?
A: No, I did not have the time prior to the deaths to develop a
complete understanding of the authorized techniques.
Q: Are you aware of any reviewed or un-reviewed internal
guidance issued by CPT qllIllhor anyone within the 519 th MI Bn
relative to the treatment or interrogation procedures for Afghan
detainees?
A: Definitely not prior to the deaths of the detainees. I was
involved in a working group during early Jan 03, during which MI
provided input through the J2 related to techniques the MI had
used; techniques the MI found effective and techniques the MI
would request to be maintained by CENTOM and the Department of
Defense.
Q: Did you provide or your predecessor perform a formal legal
review or request higher approval of the BCP interrogation
procedures prior to the deaths of the two Afghan detainees in
Dec 02? If so, where is this documented?
A: I did not. I cannot speculate on what MAJ 11111did during
his tenure.
Q:. Did you ever personally observe any interrogations?
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A: Yes, but it was well. after both deaths and it was a CITF
interrogation.
Q: Wbat was your opinion relative to the adherence to the
guidance in FM 34-52 during any interrogations you observed?
A: CITF is not subject to FM 34-52. My assessment of the
interview is two fold: I thought the interrogator did a great
job; it was almost too perfect. I'm not sure if it was that
good because they knew I was watching.
Q: Any reason why you did not observe an MI Interrogation?
A: I can't think of any reason why I didn't. I don't think I
was ever told I could not,/
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, were you aware of the use of
interrogation techniques Identified in Para 7 a thru h of COL
NESBITT's AR 15-6?
A: No, I did not observe any interrogations prior to the
deaths.
Q: Did you consult with CID in Bagram about the criminal
investigation into the death? If so, did you render a legal
opinion for them?
A: Yes, absolutely I talked to SAME. SA
multiple
times every day. I read every statement and asked a out who was
interviewed. We talked about bringing the pathologist in for the
autopsy. I attended the autopsy and even escorted the body to
the family. I briefed my bosses (LTC
and COL
and
I)
prepared SIRs every day on the case. I remember digging
up the
presence of an events log ,kept by the MPs, I recall trying to
de-conflict the timeline from the MP log, the morning following
the first death. The statements I read were early on within the
first two weeks.
Q: Did you form any opinions about the criminal culpability of
any soldiers from your review of the CID investigation?
A: Yes, I think what we came up with SGT
physical
involvement with the detainee, putting her knee on a P C as
witnessed by the interpreter. The MPs looked justified based on
their description of his combativeness and their description of
force used to overcome his actions. I could never see any'
criminal intent on the part of the MP to cause the detainee to
die. I could not draw a causal connection between what appeared
to be a legitimate use of force on the detainee's leg and the
death of the men caused by a blood clot in the heart. I was
deriving facts as a function of my role for the ICRC Liaison.
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: Did yoU have an impression regarding what weight was given
to the statements of interpreters, relative to their allegation
of assaults by MI interrogators in interviews?
A:' We reviewed it as credible. I put great weight behind it, he
had no reason to make it•up.
Q: Did you provide CID with titling opinion, relative to any
misconduct uncovered in the death investigations?
A I think I was present during a discussion SA
had with
LTC
job was not Crim Law, LTC
was the head
Military u tice attorney and CID discusl!!!!with him. The
SJAi COL
- mad'it clear to me when I arrived in Bagram, I
was not the criminal law attorney, as he knew I had extensive
criminal law backg±buhd: I was to devote my'duties to
• operational law. He did not. have to' tell me twice.
Q: Do you know, or did you discuss with Bagram CID, how they
arrived at the impression that compliance blows or common - peroneal knee strikes were authorized?
A: I think it was based upon the - impression of everyone from
CID to SjA, the MP's description of events .that justified the
use of physical force. We believed the MP's . story, that this
was the most combative detainee ever. I also based a large part
of my opinion on the CID Agent's opinion of the. MP's
credibilitytiat a lot of weight in SA
pinion. LTC
COL
and myself all had a-lot of discussion with
SA
Q: Based on your understanding of the BCP Standard Operating
Procedures, were the MP authorized to deliver, kicks, blows or
punches for anything other than self-defense?
A: The SOP says to maintain discipline and gain compliance. It
had to be proportional. But I can't envision a scenario where
it would have been justified to strike a detainee who was
cuffed. If the detainee had full range of motion and freedom of
movement and was fighting to escape or assaulting the MP, then
they might need to use proportional force to gain control.
Q: Do you remember two MP statements (from SPC
and SPC
11111111 where a chained detainee was lifting his hood and the
two MP asked for and received permission from the Sergeant of
the Guard (SOG) to deliver 4-5 common peroneal strikes each to
him for non-compliance?
A: I don't recall that. I view that description as illegal
because he was chained up. I don't recall hearing that before.
At the beginning of the investigation, I read everything for
about the fi t week, after that I had less and less
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involvement. I certainly see that as a violation and don't
recall this. Legal opinions on this case came from LTC

__
I

Q: At any point, were you aware of potential misconduct on the
part of any MI soldier? Of what did you become aware?

A: Yes, with regard to.1111110 MI is strictly prohibited.
from having physical contact with detainees and she clearly did.
I don't recall if there was an interpreter and another male MI
soldier was with her . and if he touched detainee it would also be
prohibited
.
Q: Did you discuss the potential titling or disposition of
allegations concerning misconduct by SGT

A: No, I made a conscious decision to stay out.of the Crim Law
lane. Thatvas not my job and I needed to let them do their
thing
Q:.. What did you discuss and with whom?

A: I did have a tal ith CPT IIIIIIII MI Co Cmdr, who was
looking for CPT
our Crim Law attorney. I told him at a
minimum her conduct was suitable for an Article 15 or higher.
answered general questions for him and I viewed him as a new
commander with very little to no experience with military- .
justice. I remember LTC
asking me as well. I discussed
their options with them inen
terms, but encouraged them to
talk the specifics with CPT,the Crim Law Attorney.
Q: Did you perceive any conflict of interest in advising CID's
criminal investigation given your intimate association with the
facility and the potential that techniques of which you were
aware might haVe contributed to the deaths? Did you seek the
guidance of a superVitor regarding this potential conflict?

A:• I was not advising the CID investigation. I had access
based upon
s'tion as the Bagram Legal Advisor. I made it
clear to SA
that he needed to be dealing with CPT III.
or LTC
I needed to gather the facts to forward to
CENTCOM and to relate to the ICRC. - I did not comment on the
Criminal culpability to CID. I needed access to amend
procifithin the BCP. Both my supervisors (LTC
and
COL
knew I was aware of my role and that I was staying
clear of the criminal matters.
Q: Are you aware of the requirement to report any potential MI
misconduct or failure to follow procedural rules for an
investigation - sometimes referred to as a Procedure 15?

A: I heard the term,.but not until after the deaths. When I
did hear it, it was in reference to some other type of
violation
k e a disclosure of classified information.,
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111111lb: Did COL
the AR 15-6 investigating officer appointed
to look at BC procedures ever consult with while he was
conducting his investigation?

A: He interviewed me.
Q: What did he discuss with you?

A: We talked at length about everything I knew. I recall
specifically alerting him to the MP/MI friction. I talked over
much of the same issues with him, which I've talked with CID
about today.
Q: What factual information did you provide?

A: _I/provided him with reconstructed timelines. If he
requested anything and I had it I would
to him, but I
don't recall anything specific. If LTC
needed assistance
getting regulations I had my nightshift uys obtain it for him.
I remember sending emails to Dr
asking about the
autopsy report, but I don't know if that was for COL
I
also gave him any information he required in my position as the
ICRC liaison.
What if any, legal information did you provide to COL

A: None.
Q: Who asked you to provide a le 1 review of the 15-6
investigation prior to COL
legal review and
recammendations? Did you feel it was appropriate for you to
provide a legal review under the circumstances? Why? or Why
not?

A: We were shorthanded; LTC
could not do the review
because he was the le al advisor. COL.was on leave in
the states, so LTC
asked me to do the legal review. I
didn't see any con ict with it. LTC and I discussed it;
I was familiar with the facts and he circumstances. I had the
knowledge and as long as LTC did not see any reason why I
could not, I didn't really consider it.
,

Q: In a memorandum attached to COL
AR 15-6, with your
office symbol (signed by LTC
it states that "safety
positions" were only used for the safety of the interrogator
(with dangerous PUCs). Did you in flair this memorandum?

A: I reviewed it and had input. LT C
authored the
document and signed it. The Deputy SJA Billet is technically
under the 0 s Law Section, so
office symbol too. Ops
Law was
myself,
d CPT
(Ops Law Plans/Military
Justice) and CPT
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: Were you aware that MI used safety positions on occasion

11/11116solely for the discomfort that they caused the detainee in order
to elicit information?

A: The reason we articulated the way it is in the 24 Jan 2003
memo, was that MI insisted so vigorously it was needed. We made
it very clear that it was to be used only for true safety, You
lay out the rules for ethical conduct and hope they are going to
follOw the rules.
Q: Did ou discuss the de
COL
and/or LTC

'ls of the CID investigation with

A: Yes.
Q:.

What did you discuss?

A: Everything; when COL
got back in Feb it included the
interrogation techniques derived from the working group, the 156 report and the status of the CID iliiiiiiition.
Q: During your discussions with COL
did he ever
indicate that there would be no courts martial stemming form
this case?

A: He did not say there would be no courts martial in this
case. He said to everyone that. there would none in the country .
ofAghanist,becuhdinotk
we could reasonably
convene a panel there and it was easier for trials to be done at
Bragg with all of the Crim Law support there and a judge.
During the conduct of this interview, you provided the CID
Agents with several- computer files. ,Describe these files?

A: There are three folders I . copied onto the hard drive of the
CID computer. 'Those three folders are: "Detainee Ops"; "ICRC";
and "Historical Reports." - These folders contain every document
pertaining to my personal involvement and the CJTF180 SJA's
office's involvement in every aspect of the investigation. It'
includes every ICRC AAR that details my meetings with the ICRC
during every visit to the BCP. These AARs are included:in the
historical reports folder as embedded doduments in the report
under Ops Law (paragraph 6). The other documents include the
ICRC Info Sheets that detail which detainees were in the
facility at every ICRC visit.. These are in the ICRC folder in
the ICRC Info Sheet subfolder. Other documents included are the
Interrogation Techniques working documents compiled in early
January 2003, the approved. techniques for GTMO, and all SIRs and
Executive Summaries on the PUC deaths. I detailed every action,
briefed my superiors, and kept the ICRC informed of all actions
we took and this is all documented in the files. Finally,
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ncluded is the 15-6 back brief that I personally gave to 100%
of the MPs and MI personnel working in the facility.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?'

•

A: In retrospect, based on some of the final questions by CID
it appearS, and understandably so, that the lawyers, primarily,
• LTC
and I were not on the same sheet of music regarding
who- was:the CID legal advisor to provide the titling opinion.
• We obviously did not. It is an unfortunate.reSuit considering
the serious nature of this very high level case and also
considering the number of hours LTC
and I put into this
case to ensure the situation was never repeated. Through an
Unusual, yet unique set of circumstances, I was involved in what
could easily have been perceived as a Criminal Law role with CID
when in fact; I made it clear (jUst prior to a titling decision)
that I was not in that role. I was involved due to_role as the
BCP legal advisor and ICRC rep for CJTF and gathering facts.
When, after a number of months (most waiting for the autopsy
toxicology results) SA
approached me about a titling
opinion, I made it clear at that time that I was not the-person
ive such an opinion and it would be LTC IIIIIIIand since COL
was back,-it was at their level. I understand the
confusion as I worked _.
closely with SA
Q: . Is there anything additional you willet • add to the

gm

statement?

A: -No.
////////////////////////End

ofiatement////////////////////////
Jll
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AFFIDAVIT
I.
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEM
S ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 23 . I
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY.
ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS
AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE
STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF
BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT. THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

erson Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
admin
oaths, this 26th day of May 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC

nistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)

.

Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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Headquarters and Headquarters Company (HHC),
XVIII Airborne Corps, Dragon Brigade, Fort Bragg, NC 28310
4111!
Statement under oath:

want to make the following

Q: What were your duties while deployed to Afghanistan?

A: When we initially deployed . to AfghaniStan, I was part of the
Advance force tasked to establish what the Combined Joint Task
Force (CJTF) 180 Headquarters. I completed .this task between 15
Apr and .31 May 02. On 1. Jute I assumed Command of Task Force
(TF) DragOn, which'was a Brigade size element, which I
Commanded. My responsibilities as the base Operations Commander
fOr TF Dragon included all services, life support issues,
sustainment and logistics, contracting, personnel
adminiStration, reception and integration as well as finance.
Also security, law enforcement and base defense. Within the law
enforcement responsibilities were the daily law and order
operations, access control, customs, CID, and Commanded the MP .
unit,whcraeBgmColctinP(BC),whicI
referred to as the detainee facility. Company A, 519 th MI alSo
fell under my responsibility for intelligence and interrogation
assets.
Q: While you were creating and updating your Security. .posture
with regard to the Military Police, what augmentation assets did
you consider?

A: Based on the structure of CJTF-180, I felt that the addition
of an MP Battalion Headquarters element would have greatly
assisted in a value added to our efforts in orchestrating the
full spectrum of MP missions for which I was responsible. These
included the missions at Bagram as well
responsibilities
and associated missions to the three V'
es outside the Bagram
r
p
Air Base.
Q: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan?

A: The deployment lasted. 15 Apr 02 to 15 Mar 03.
Q: What is your functigpfilarea?

.

A: I am an InfantreI MOOR a secondary in Operations Research
/ Systems Analysis, a 49A.
Have you previously been deployed? If so, where and what
was your job there?

INI T IAL4111,1_
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I had not been deployed prior to Afghanistan, I have been
stationed at many overseas assignments, put not part of a
deployed rotation,
Q: Did you have specific responsibilities related to the BCP?
A: I was responsible for the administrative aspects of the
command. This included personnel and administrative issues for
the US soldiers, as well as facilities management in regard to
the physical structure. I was responsible to ensure that the
real property was sustained. Sustainment and logistics related
to the BCP. One of the things we did was to establish a rotation
policy for the soldiers within the BCP to allow them to rotate
to perform access control responsibilities for the installation.
Q: During your military career, have you ever worked with or
supervised the operation of EPW facilities?
A: No.
Q: How often did you visit the BCP?
A: I visited the BCP every two months during my 12-month tour.
Q: Were - your visits to the BCP announced or unannounced?
A: The visits were always announced.
Q: What areas did you visit?
A:' Shortly after ,I arrived in Bagram I was provided a tour of
the BCP. I believe that was conducted by the 211 1th MP Company,
before the 377 th MP Company relieved them. When I visited the
facility, both an MP and a representative from the MI escorted
me through the facility. I observed the front desk area and
reception stations for new detainees. They explained every step
involved in processing the detainees. I saw the general
population area where the majority of the detainees were held.
We went to the second flogr - and I observed the MI administrative
area and then I was briefed on the isolation cells and
interrogation rooms. The MI representative briefed me on the
process of the interrogations and the placement of the detainees
within the general population or isolation areas of the
facility, basedupon his status and interrogation results.
When I became the TF Dragon Commander, I visited the BCP,
These visits were to determine the status of ongoing projects to
improve the facility. I recall at least twice where I tasked
the MP and MI commanders to provide me with a wish list of
quality of life and operational issues, which needed to be
addressed within the BCP. My subsequent visits to the BCP would
be to check on the command climate within the BCP as well as to
determine the status of ongoing projects for the improvement of
the facilltand quality of life for the soldiers. One of my
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k isits I timed to take place after one of the International
WilCommittee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) visits to the BCP. I went

to
the facility since I was not routinely briefed on the results of
the ICRC visits. I recall going to CPT
and CPT
and
being briefed on the results of the ICR
*ssues,
which had been addressed during the visi . gimmir_i;
a f
representatives to facilitate the ICRC visits; therefore I was
not directly involved.

Q: Did, you observe the Isolation Cell areas?

A: Yes, initially the isolation cells were nothing more than a
concrete room, which was part of the structure of the main
building. During later visits, I observed plywood rooms, which
had been constructed within the original structure of the
facility. The rooms had doors eqUipped with observation windows
so the MP could monitor the detainee. During my visit, I recall
looking into several of the isolation cells and observing
detainees. The detainees were sitting on a mat and I do not
recall any shackles. I recall during my visits to the facility
that in the area of the reception processing, there was a room
where the shackles were stored. I do not recall observing
anyone within the general population being shackled. I only
recall shackles being used on detainees when the MP's were
moving them from one area to another.
,

Q: Did you observe anyone chained in a standing position
anyWhere within the BCP?
A: No, never.

Q: Did you have any knowledge about or contribute to the design
of the isolation Cells in the BCP?

of IPP

A: I did not contribute to the design, but I had knowledge .tr
the construction of the isolation cells. I had a facility
Engineer Team (FET), which has the expertise to prioritize the
work, contract for materials and design the appropriate
structure based upon the requests. We had an established
process to review and prioritize the requests for construction
related to the Bagram Air base. There were three meeting per
week. Monday was the Customer Service Meeting when we would
accept the new requests from the various units located on
Bagram. The ,team would update them on the previous projects the
units had requested and where they had been prioritized.
On Tuesday was an internal Engineer meeting to prioritize the
new requests and make preparations for my briefing on Wednesday.
On Wednesday, I would receive a briefing on the projects and set
the priorit for the ongoing projects related to Bagram. I made
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'.s everal visits to the BCP to obserVe ongoing project requests
and to gain an understanding of the importance of the requested
modifications we received.
Q: Were you aware of the placement of Hesco barriers as a
ceiling in the Isolation Cells?
A: After CID mentioned it, yes, I recall the isolation cells
had a hesco wire ceiling.
Q: - Were you aware detainees were chained to the Hesco barriers
as punishment and to achieve sleep deprivation?
A: No.
Q:. Did you observe any interrogations inside the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did you see or review the BCP SOP?
A: I recall seeing the SOP that the 211 th- MP Company had. I
probably assumed that the 377 th MP Company would have adopted the
same SOP. I never read the document cover to cover and I don't
recall specifically asking the 377 th Commander if he had a SOP.
Q: Did anyone expiess to you any issues or concerns with
policies, procedures and practiCes being employed inside the
BCP?
A: No never, in regard to things which would lead to detainee
abuse of any kind. There were issues related to quality of life
in that they needed an exercise area, better latrines and a
shower area for instance. The MP's and interrogators were
unhappy with the fact that the MP's could not always be seen by
the detainees and they wanted a method of making the MP's always
visible to the detainee. We installed some seating for the
EP's, which made them visible to the detainees. Also, the
detainees were able to observe the interogation area on the
second floor of the facility. We constructed curtains to limit
the detainee's view of this area.
Qi When Was the firstindiCation you had that there was a
problem within the BCP? •
A: I found out about the death the day after it occurred, I
don't recall if I had heard about the- death during the morning
CJTF-180 update or if SAN. the Bagram CID Agent had
informed me. I became aware of an issue about the Aug or Sep
time period when the 211 th M2. Company and the 377 th MP Company
rotated positions, related to the Command climate within the
377 th MP Com an
There were indicators, which built over time
that CPT
the Company Commander did not have a good
command relationship with his 1SG and did not enjoy the respect
.
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC

pik his NCO's. He did not have the military experience or
maturity to be a strong company commander.
Q: Did you give any guidance to MI or MPs about the operations
within the BCP?

A: No. It was clear in my mind that was not my responsibility.
That was made clear to me through my Chain of Command and other
staff element
Q: Did CPT
377 th MP Company Commander, ever
ask you any questions about the operations within the BCP?

A: No.
Q: Did you rate CPT"...

A: I did not. We as Task Force Dragon had that responsibility.
I was not his rat
.

Q:. Did CPT
A Co, 519th MI Bn, ever ask you any
questions about the operations within the BCP?

A: No.
Q: Did you rate CPT OM

A: No. Company A, 5
me. I believe CPT

th MI Bn, was made Operation Command to
rating chain was through her company.

Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being used on
detainees in the BCP?

A: I was certain based upon briefings by the MI personnel that
sleep deprivation was a technique, which was being used. I would
have learned this information shortly after I initially arrived
and toured the facility in April 2002.
Q: Who authorized the use of sleep deptivation within the BCP?,

A: I have no idea. The operation had been ongoing during prior
phases and under the command and control of TF Mountain. I have
no idea who established the initial operating procedures for the
facility when it was established.
Q: Did you discuss the use of sleep deprivation with your legal
advisor? If so, who was that?

A: No.
Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being achieved by
chaining detainees to the ceiling for periods in excess of 24
hours?

A: No.
Q: Were you aware that detainees were being struck for "noncompliance" while held within the BCP?

A: Only after the first detainee died. I was informed it was
authorized within the normal custodial functions of the MP's
that there were procedures for administering blows to specified
parts of the body. There were also a maximum number df blows,
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OR ich could be delivered over a givenperiod of time. To the
best of my recollection, i received this information from SA
FLORES.
Q: How were you notified of the two deths in Dec 02?
A: I believe it may have been SA 1111111who came to my office
after the morning update and informed me of'what had happened.
I am not exactly certain in regard to the second death, if I
learned of the death through the update briefing,
Q: What information came to light, that had not previously been
known, after the two detainees died in Dec 02? Who told you?
A: I was surprised when SAM. laid out for me the -details
of the first death. I was surprised to learn the detaineehad
been handcuffed and blows administer
him throughout- the day
because the detainee had been acting
. . I was under the
impression that the detainees were a fairly subdued group of
individuals and was surprised to hear.they had been acting up.
Q: What actions did you take after the deaths of the two men in
Dec 02?
A: I did not take any actions. I.was not directed to take any
actions. I was not brought into the investigation in any way
and I was not briefed in. any formal way related to the progress
of the investigation. The impression I was left with was that
no one had done anything wrong. I was lead to believe that the
blows were authorized and aggravated an existing medical
condition, which actually caused the death of the detainee.
recall that many months after the deaths, LTAIIIIII had been
questioned during . a newspaper article related to the deaths. I
was surprised to read his response that he was not going to
comment that the investigation was still ongoing.
Q: .Do yoli haVe anything additional to add to this statement?
A. No.
////////////////////////End ofiipment////////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO. ME
THI
ATEME
H EGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON'PAGE 7. I
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY
ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS
AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE
STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF
BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
ter. oaths, this 27 th day of May 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC

nistering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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telephonically interviewed MSGT (USAF)
89th Security Forces Squadron (SFS), Andrews Air Force
Base, MD 20762.
related he was one of ten individuals identified by the US Air Force
Security Command to provide training to deploying military units at Fort Dix, NJ.
stated he
as the Non-Commissioned Officer in Charge (NCOIC) of the training team while they operated at
Fort Dix, NJ. 111111did not recall specific training events involving Soldiers assigned to the 377th
Military Police (MP) company, however, stated they trained numerous units involved in both aircraft
movement of detainees as well as units s ecificall asci ned to function within a detainee holding
acility. iexplained that MSGT
Yokota Air Base, Japan, maintained a
database during the training operation, which identified each service member who received training
rom the. Air Force unit. The unit training consisted of 3-4 days__of training, during which the units were
exposed to Pressure Point Control Techniques (PPCT), familiarity with the ASP Baton verbal judo,
handcuffing and shackling procedures as well as cross cultural communications.
clarified
he techniques related to handcuffing and shackling were imported to the training packa e based
upon the techniques of the Federal Correctional System, Colorado, where SMSGT
as employed. The remainder of the training techniques were extracted from established protocols
used wit the US Air Force "Raven" Training Program and based upon the current training manuals.
recalled the knee strike technique involving striking the perennial nerve area of the thigh
ith a knee. This is an authorized distraction device documented within the PPCT manual. There
as no training conducted which condoned striking any individuals restrained with handcuffs or other
restraints, nor affixing individuals to stationary objects.
stated these tactics were not only
illegal, but they violated the basic US Air Force rules of engagement.
never heard of
he term "compliance blow" during his career with the US Air Force Security Forces, nor heard the
erm during any training sessions conducted at Fort Dix, NJ.
out 1

Wiliallhad

About 1525 4

•

telephonically interviewed SSGT (USAF)
436 Security Forces Squadron (SFS), Dover Air Force Base,•
DE 19902.
related he was assigned to a training team deployed to Fort Dix, NJ between Mid
Jan 02 and 1 Feb 02. OM stated he was an assistant trainer and would observe and assist other
rainers who provided training to deploying military units at Fort Dix, NJ. Undid not recall any
specific Milita Police units whom were trained during that time' period, to include the 377 th MP
Company.
related he was a certified instructor for Pressure Point Control Techniques
(PPCT), an was not familiar with any technique or the terminology of a "compliance blow".
as uncertain if the distraction technique involving the striking of the perennial nerve was pal"!
raining provided to the deploying units. There was no training involving striking any individuals who
ere in handcuffs or shackles and no training involving fastening restrained individuals to any fixed
objects.
xplained during aircraft transportation, detained individuals were affixed to the floor
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of the aircraft, per established Air Force training standards and this training was provided to units
whom were to be involved in aircraft movement of detained individuals.
About 134 7 Jun

telephonically interviewed MSGT (USAF)
96 Ground Combat Training Squadron (GCTS), Eglin Air
Force Base, FL 32542.
tated he alloyed as a member of the USAF Training team
at Fort Dix, NJ between Sep 97 and Apr 02.
recalled during the Feb 02 — Mar 02 time frame,
several US Army Military Police units were trained to assist USAF Securi
orce personnel in
ransporting detainees within the Afghanistan Theater of Operation.
stated he did not
participate in any training related to MP units running a detainee collection point.
stated the
US Army MP units were trained on escorting detainees onto and off of aircraft an ow to safely
asten the detainees within the aircraft for safe flight. IIIMtated the MP units were instructed on
escorting procedures, however, he did not recall any training involving strikes or punches.
stated he was unfamiliar with the term "compliance blow" based on his law enforcement training.
510, 7 Jun 04, SASIMItelephonically interviewed CMSGT
Electronic Sys ems Center (ESC), Detachment 5, Peterson Air Force Base, CO
80914.
stated he was deployed as a member of the USAF Reserve to Fort Dix, NJ during
Jan 02, however, only stayed for a few days.01111111111 related based on his previous experience and
raining as a Federal Corrections Officer with the Bureau of Prisons and training received through the
Bureau of Prison basic training course at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC),
Glynco, GA, he developed the searchin , handcuffing and shackling procedures instructed by the
USAF trainers at Fort Dix, NJ.
stated he did not rovide any manuals, only developed the
raining based upon his memory and previous training.
stated at the time, he was certified
as a Pressure Point Control Technique PPCT) instructor and theere was no certification related to the
employment of handcuffs or shackles.
said he did not recall the 377th MP Company and
as only present during the training of the first group of USAF security personnel assigned to the
initial mission of detainee movements within Afghanistan. 1011111explained his training procedures
as follows: Initially the detainees would be searched using a strip search type procedure. The
detainee would be commanded to run their hands through their hair. The security personnel would
hen observe the head, behind the ears and inside the mouth for any concealed foreign objects. The
detainees would be instructed to lift their arms. A search of the groin area would be accomplished by
instructing the detainee to move his genitals to allow the security forces to visually search for
concealed objects. The detainee would then be instructed to turn around and bend over, spreading
heir buttocks apart allowing for a visual search. The detainee would then stand up and raise each
oot so a visual search of the underside of the foot could be conducted. Clothes would be provided to
he detainee to change into. Handcuffing and shacking would employ the mark belly chain,
handcuffs, black box and leg irons. The detainee holds their hands out and cuffs are fastened to
A
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them, the cuffs are double locked and the black box is placed over the cuffs. One security officer
retained control of the cuffs while another places the belly chain around the detained individual. The
belly chain is tightened so the chain will not fall over the detainees hips, nor allow him to raise the
belly chain over his shoulders. The keyway, located at the end of the belly chain, is inserted through
the black box and the "slack" of the belly chain is run through the keyway. The excess chain is
fastened to the side of the detained individual after his hands are pulled to the waist level. The chain
with a padlock. Leg irons are placed on the detainee and they are double locked.
tated he only provided hands on and verbal instructions and no written material were
presented during the course of instruction. Hp did not recall having trained anyone related to the
knee strike
perennial area of the thigh. 11111111had never heard of the term "compliance
blow".
xplained there was no instruction related to striking anyone while they were
restrained in any manner and the only method required to subdue a comb
ubject restrained as
described was to step on the leg chains, which would stop movement.
stated there was no
instruction to secured a restrained individual to any fixed objects, besides during an aircraft
movement, when detained individuals are secured to the aircraft in accordance with established
USAF security and safety reasons.

aim

About 1545 7 Jun 04, SA
elephonically interviewed SSGT (USAF)
3 rd Training Squa ron, Lackland Air Force Base, TX 78236.
related
between Oct 94 and Oct 03, he was assigned as an instructor to the 421 st Trainin S uadron, Fort
Dix, NJ. His primary duty was as an instructor for the USAF "Raven" program.
stated during
this time, he was detained o assist in training US forces deploying to Afghanistan in support of
detainee operations.
related he was involved in training numerous units and did not recall
s ec* ically the 377 th Military Police Company. He had never heard of the term "compliance blow".
tated he was familiar with an approved distraction technique, which was instructed to the
military members involving striking the thigh of an individual with ones knee. He stated this was a
distraction technique employed when an individual was actively resisting, such as holding onto an
object and refusiniago. It could also be used to force an individual to the ground where they
stated the techriishould never be used as a form of punishment and
could be secured.
related he did not instruct anyone to be fastened to
never applied to a restrained individual.
fixed objects while restrained, nor for anyone to be struck while restrained.
About 2310 7 Jun 04, SAIIIINtelephonically interviewed MSGT (USAF
74th Security Forces Squadron (SFS), Yokota Air Base, APO AP 96328.
stated he was sent from the Air Mobility Command (AMC) Headquarters to Fort Dix, NJ to establish a
training element of Air Force Security Forces Personnel to assist in the training of US Military assets
in the handling of detained individuals. 1111111stated although there were other personnel deployed
to support the training mission, he was one of the three main trainers and assumed the responsibility
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for running the training program. IIIII related thiiiirs developed lesson plans based upon
established Air Force "Raven" training programs.
urther explained training plans did not is
support the detainee mission, as this type of mission had never been conducted previously.
related he maintained the lesson plans to include the rosters of personnel trained within a set of
binders within the Detainee Operations Training Cell, Fort Dix, NJ.
related the training was
provided for US Forces, specifically US Air Force Security Force and Army Military Police personnel
whose anticipated deployment was related to detainee airlift operations or facility operations.
clarified the majority of the training related to preparing detainees for movement to and loading'
US Military aircraft as well as debarkation from the aircraft. He stated there was no specific training
related to the actual operation of - a detainee holding facility. The use of force model that was
employed throughout the training-was the approved US Air Force use of force policy. Unstated
during the distraction technique employing a knee strike to the perennial nerve (thigh) was an
approved technique trained during the PPCT portion of the training. The intent of training this
technique was to provide the security force personnel with a method to regain control of a detainee
whom had become aggressive and uncontrollable. There was no training to support the utilization of
the technique as a discipline measure and should not be employed while an individual was
restrained. IIIIIIrelated during his law enforcement career, he had never heard of the term
"compliance blow". 110111stated the instructions related to handcuffin and shacking of detainees
was based upon training and information provided by CMSGT (USAF
. The training
prohibited fastening a restrained detainee to any fixed objects.
arified the only time a
detainee was affixed to any fixed object would be when they were loaded onto aircraft for
transportation. Based on approved USAF security procedures, the leg shackles of the detainee
would be affixed to a cable within the floor of the aircraft with a "D" ring. This would afford the
detainee limited freedom of movement to include standing, without compromising the security of the
aircraft or US Military forces.
stated he was not familiar with the terminology "standing
restraint", nor fastening restrained personnel to walls, doors or ceilings for security purposes.
telephonically interviewed MSGT (USAF)
375 Security Forces Squadron, Scott Air Force Base, ILL
62225. tated he was ed as a member of the USAF Training team at Fort Dix, NJ
between Jan 02 and Apr 02. ilmistated he did not recall having trained anyone from the 377 th
th MP Company occurred.MPComyandwstpre FoDixwhnteragof37
sisted in training Pressure Point Control Tactics (PPCT) as well as ASP Baton
instruction.
xplained shortly after the training began, he was detailed to assist in the
palletization of detainee equipment. During the training he was involved with, he trained PPCT
echniques which included the distraction technique involving striking the thigh of an individual with
our knee. This technique was to be employed oralwith
li an individual who was resisting and no
longer under the control of security forces.
said the technique was never trained for
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disciplinary purposes. IIIIIIIBelated there was no training provided to any of the military units
involvin handcuffing or shackling individuals to fixed objects such as walls, cages, doors, or ceilings.
ad never heard of the term "compliance blow" during his law enforcement career.
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Between 1600 — 2 0 hrs, 8 Jun 04, SA1111111and SA fllinterviewed
MAJ
The Judge Advocate General School L eal Center and Schoo ,
Charlottesville, VA 22903
who was the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) Lia'
Officer and the Ba r m Collection Point (BCP) Legal Advisor from May 02 to Nov 02, at Bagram,
Afghanistan.
s responsible for escorting the ICRC representative who visited bi-weekly and
r
edressing their complaints.41111mitted issues were raised regarding chaining and he viewed it as
permissible, but stated he cou not recall when asked about specific observations within the facility.
At 1824 hrs 8,Jun 04, SAIIIIIINdvisedellif his rights for the offense of Dereliction of Duty.
While
initially waived his rights, at 1845 hrs, 8 Jun 04, he invoked his rights to discontinue
questioning,_at which time the interview was terminated. At the conclusion of the inteiva
ill typed
statement, which was prepared during the active portion of the interview was printed. Mequested
to '
changes to it and even opted to add a statement suggesting CID question COL
ho was the CJTF180 SJA during his tour and his direct supervisor) but refused to
sign the statement. (See Waiver Certificate and Unsigned/Unsworn Statement of VILA, dated 8 Jun
04, for additional details).
At 2130 hrs, 10 Jun 04, SA
and SA MN interviewed LTC
Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment, 211 th MP Battalion (USAR
ngton, MA 02420
who was the Bagram Installation Provost Marshal from Aug 02 to Feb 03. was responsible
for the Duty, Law and Order (DLO) MP mission and all Entry Control Points (ECP) to the
Bagram Air
Field (BAF), Afghanistan. He had limited contact with soldi rs from the 377
th MP Company, expect
for the platoon working ECIaith rotated. MAJ
directed.. be denied access to
the BCP at one point and,
felt unwelcome in t e facility. He stated his purpose for visiting
was to check on the MPs and he had very few observations
regarding the detainees. He did recall
seeing detainees handcuffed at waist level to the airlock in general population routinely. 1111.
stated whenever
d this he was informed the detainee was being punished for a
behavioral issue. Described several intense counselling session he had with CPT
who he described as "overwhelmed, lost and disengaged". (See Sworn Statement of
dated
10 Jun 04, for additional details).
At

Fort Bragg Resident Agency, interviewed COL
HHC, XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort Bra NC 8307 (
FBNC) who was the CJTF180 J2 from Jul 02 to May 03, at BAF, Afghanistan.
authored
a sworn statement detailing the intelligence operation and mission during his tour. He was asked
about MI Interrogation instructionsmusonfirmed FM 34-52 was the C VI standard for the
conduct of interrogation and CPTwas well aware of that fact.
stated he was
aware of the use of sleep adjustment, but thought the execution was through talking to the detainee
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or making them walk around. He admitted seeing detainees restrained at waist level to the airlock,
but was assured it was for a short period of time (1 hour) o
for unishment, by the MPs. He also stated
he directed the initiation of a Procedure 15 by CPT
Cdr, A Co, 519th MI regarding assaults
documented in the AR 15-6 report, but was not in the c am o co
, therefore he had no
authority to enforce the directive. See Sworn Statement of
dated 11 Jun 04, for
additional details.
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAD/ER CERILFICATIth
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
•
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
is voluntary.
Disclosure of your Social Security

LOCATION: Charlottesville, VA
FILE NUMBER: 0134-02- 1t 369
NAME (Last, First
'---ORGANIZATION OR

DATE: 8 J 4 TIME:
2-CID369-23
SSAN:

1 (?,..0

GRADE / STATUS: MAJ/04

e urge dvocate Genera cion egal Center and School

RIGHTS WAIVERJNON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Commandalicial Agent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
. Dereliction of Duty/////
suspected/
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
following rights:
1. I do not have to answer questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in &criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
- or
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I
arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be appointed for me before
any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
No
5. COMMENTS: Are you currently represented by legal counsel for any reason? Yes
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a
g to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer pre
statement with9u

m

it
4r-

le

ifis/aw
ez0A0

Witness# 2
Signature of Witness

I do n6t want to gtve up my

DANIEL G. CARTON, 3609, SA
HQ, USACIDC, Inv Ops Division
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
er. 0 Ido not want to be questioned or say anything

Signature of Interviewee:
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File Ntmber :
0134-02-C1D369-23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534
: Charlottesv 'e, Virginia
Location
Date
Time: /W.
Statement of:
Gra•e/Status: MAJ/04
SSN
Org/Address : The udge Advocate General Legal Center and
School, CharlotteSville, VA 22903

I
want to make the following statement under
oat
Q: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan?
A: I deployed. to Afghanistan from May to mid November 2002.
Q: What were your duties while deployed to Afghanistan?
A: I was the Chief'of International OperatiOnal Law for the
XVIII Abn Corps, at Fort Bragg, NC, prior to deploying._ I was
the Chief of Operational Law, but I worked in• the J3. (Current
Operations), on the CJTF180 Staff. Part of my additionalresponsibilities- were as the Bagram Collection Point (BCP) Legal
Advisor and Liaison with the International Committee Red Cross
(ICRC). I was the principal advisor to the MPs, when I first
arrived it was the 511t h MP Co, Fort Dix, later a North Carolina
MP Company (211 th MP Company) and then there was the 377 th MP
Company frOm Ohio.
Q: What is your functional area?
A: I'm a lawyer, Judge Advocate. I have experience in the
Operational and International Law areas.
Q: . How long have you been a lawyer? What positions have you
held? What is your career experience in the Army?
. 77-1 began my career in the Army as an enlisted Military Police
soldier and I was posted at Fort Dix, NJ; in Italy and at Seneca
ArMyThepot in NY. In the summer of 1988, I went "Green tc Gold"
and attended college and law school. I became an Army lawyer
and attended OBC (Oct. - Dec .94), after which I was a Legal
.Assistance Attorney at Fort Benning, GA from Jan 95 - Mar 96.
became a Defense Counsel at Fort Benning from Mar 96 - Jan 97.
From Jan 97
Oct 98, I was the Senior Defense Counsel at Fort
McClellan, AL. From Oct 98 - Jul 2000, I was Chief. of Military
and Operational Laws for the Combined Forces Land Component
Command (CFLCC), CENTCOM at 3 rd Army, Fort McPherson, GA. In -Jul
2000 - Oct 2001, I'was Chief of Claims, for XVIII Airborne .
Corps, Fort Bragg, NC. Then I was the Chief of Ops Law for the
CorpS from Nov 01 May 02. From May 02 - Nov 02, I was CJTF180
Chief of Ops Law, in Afghanistan. Then in Nov 02 - May 03, I
was Chief of Military Justice for XVIII Airborne Corps, Fort
INITIALS 1111
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
DATED 8 Jun 2004, CONTINUED

TAKEN AT Charlottesville,

gg, NC. From Jun 03 to May 04 I attended the Graduate Course
at The Judge AdVocate General (JAG) School, Charlottesville, VA.
I have been assigned to the faculty here in Charlottesville, VA
at The Judge Advocate General School Legal Center and School.
Q: Had you been deployed prior to the Afghanistan deployment?
A: No.
Q:. Have you previously discussed the events related to this
investigation with any one since leaving Bagtam?
A: Yes, when I was at Fort Bragg in 2003,. we heard about the
deaths, so thete was discussion of that fact but nothing
substantive.
Q:. Where. did you normally perfotm your duties ih- Afghanistan?
had a station on the Joint Operation Center (JOC) floor,
in a tent outside the Headquarters Building. That was my
ayti duty location.- My desk was right next to MAJ
prim
the BCP Provost Marshal.
ere
was
that
in relation to the BCP?
Q:
A: It was about a ten minute walk,__maybe ;1 of a mile.
Q: How much of your time- did you spend at the BCP?
A: I was always there for the ICRC Visits. Other times it was.
quite sporadic, but primarily to escort visitors and VIPs. On
average, the ICRC visited every 6-7 days. I took them (ICRC)
down there and stayed for their visit, made sure . they had
everything they needed and then I met with them afterward to
discuss issues and.talk about findings. Also before each ICRC
visit,. I went to the BCP to pick up the sheet, which reflected
the number-of detainees and check its correctness I also would
remind the MPs that ICRC was coming to visit. My primary •oint
thru MAJ
of contact' With the 377 th MPs, was 1LT
Q: Did you ever visit the BCP in response to an issue ralse
the MPs or MI?
A: No, but T talked with the CITF personnel to assist them in
getting access to detainees or information from MI.. There was a
separate ROE card I produced, which dealt with escape, deadly
force employment; which I. distributed to the MPs for them to
train their soldiers.
Q: Were you the primary point of contact for legal matters for
the facility known as the Bagram C011ection Point (BCP), AKA
Bagram Control Point and Bagram Detention Facility?
A: Yes. My job was to assist the MPs in running a detention
facility within the spirit of the Geneva, Convention, because
that was the Sec Def guidance for treatment.
-
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ATEMENT OF MA11111111111111111 TAKEN AT Charlottesville,
, DATED 8 Jun 2 4, CONTINUED:
#
Q: Did you ever have occasion to consult with MI about the
legality of any of their tactics, techniques and procedures?

A: It was hard not to interact with MI, because they were in
the facility all the time. We dealt with them about the
repatriation of third country nationals from outside Afghanistan
and in preparations for ICRC visits. MI had a board with
scheduled interrogations on it, so I advise ICRC that some PUCs
were not available for interview based on interrogation. When
and if, they did become available, 1LT 4111INWould advise me.
There is a good chance that I had substantive discussions with
MI about issues like "stress positions", but I can not recall
who I spoke with nor the-time frame- in which the conversations
octurred. - I also interacted with MI during : the Detention. Review.
Board'meetings, scrubbing names for release or transfer.
Q: Who was the ICRC representative you dealt with?

A: IIIIIIIMMONIONorked for the ICRC out of the ICRC office
in Kabul, Afghanistan. .
Q: What documentation would you receive from the ICRC?

A: Minutes from the previous visit on ICRC . letterhead, which
Were maintained in a file cabinet in the SJA Office; on the
second floor of the CJTF180 Headquarters. I then prepared
regurgitatedthe entire content of any issues raised in my
response letters, and notes, copies of which CID has shown to me
today.
Q: Two documents bear classification markings on them. Who
placed those markings and what was.the classification authority?

A: I placed the secret markings on two reports (29 Oct 2002 and
5 Nov 2002), .1 placed the markings based on my belief that any
information derived from another document marked in that manner,
should be similarly treated. - I cannot say for certain whether .
that data is classified. I believed it was sensitive so I
designated it classified. The subject matter area was extracted
from the BCP SOP, which is also classified.
Q: Did anything came up with ICRC that you specifically recall.
were serious complaints, which might be dangerous to PUCs?

A: I recall from looking at 5 Nov 02, ICRC notes there was a
general complaint about "fixed positions". This was the only
thing that concerned physical discomfort to detainees. It was a
non-specific complaint and discussed with MI who restated that
the procedure was not. dohe capriciously, but in accordance with
an interrogation plan.
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STATEMENT OF MAJEigalli
A, DATED 8 Jun 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Charlottesville,

110

Wh ere did you derive the opinion that "fixed positions" were
thorized
for use, as you expressed in the 5 Nov 02 ICRC
u
minutes?
A: I do not know. I seem to recall discussions with G2
personnel, but I just can't remember who or when.
Q: During your liaison trips with ICRC representatives, what
areas of the BCP were accessible to them? Were they restricted
from any areas? If so, explain what they couldn't see and why
they couldn't see it.
A: I met them at the BCP. Usually, there was the ICRC group, a
CJTF180 PM Rep, an MI Rep, an MP Rep and myself. We'd obtain
their ID badges and take them into a small room , on the first
floor to stage their belongings and then tour the facility.
We'd start on the first floor and walk through the shower area,
behind the catwalk areas on the back of the general population
pens and the medical rooms. They, would look into the storage
rooms and walk by 1LTI4111110 office on the first floor.. Then
we went up the stairs and checked on the PUCs in
Isolation/Segregation rooms and the only area they were
restricted from was the MI operational area upstairs. Then we
descended the stairs at the other end and they'd check the inprocessing area. The tour/inspection ended back at the room
where their belongings were and began their interviews of
detainees.
Q: Did ICRC visit the interrogation rooms?
A: I don't recall ever doing that with them.
Q: Were you present during the. ICRC interviews?
A: No, it is prohibited. They must have the freedom to talk
/ with detainees alone.
Q: Referring to your notes, what complaints did ICRC lodge
relative to the treatment of detainees at the BCP?
A: The vast majority were health and comfort items (food,
access to bathing, privacy for the toilet, fresh bread, fruit,
etc). The issue of in-processing also came up and
interrogations.
Q: Was prior notification to the BCP required for all ICRC
visits?
A: Yes.
Q: Was any information withheld from ICRC or were practices
modified during their visits? If so, explain what the
information was and why it needed to be withheld.
A: Before CJTF180 took over running the BCP, it was run
MI. MI did on occasion move detainees around in
primarily
Page 4 of '8
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
DATED 8 Jun 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Charlottesville,

e facility, this was apparent in the numbers (of detainees
within the BCP) reported by MI versus the number reported by
MPs. This was remedied upon transfer of authority from CFLCC
to CJTF180.
Q: Who selected the detainees the ICRC would be allowed to
interview?
A: The ICRC did.
Q: Could or did the ICRC ever visit a detainee that didn't have
an international serial number (ISN)? Was ICRC denied access to
anyone in custody?
A: Yes. When CJTF180 inherited the program we instituted a 14
day screening window, during which a person was a Person Under
US Control (PUC). ICRC was not denied access to anyone except
PUCs (those in the firsf 14 days of captivity,.before an ISN was
assigned).
Q: Were you aware that the Military Police removed certain
information from their status boards regarding detainees in
isolation cells or on sleep deprivation when the ICRC visited?
A: Yes, during the pre-visits, any information related to MI
actions/materials was removed because the ICRC folks were not
cleared for access to it.
Q: Did you direct the removal of information from status
boards?
A: No. I don't believe so. I recall the board's contents when
conducting pre-visits. .
Q: Who did you discuss removal or sanitization of information
from the status boards with?
A: It was done during the pre-visit checks, which were attended
.

by CPT

CPT J - and myelf..

Q: Within your role a; the BCP legal advisor, did you ever meet
or discuss with the MP or MI Chains of Command related to the .
operating procedures and standard practices within the BCP?
What types of practice or procedure issues were raised to your
attention and what did you do about them?
A: Yes, sure. The SOP, we had discussions, but my primary
focus was the MPs. The MI did not bring that much to me.
Q: Describe the process of the creation of the BCP SOP.
was given the
A: The staffing was electronic. MAJ
mission of enhancing the previous edition of the SOP to
encompass revisions (ROE, Detainee Review Board). Each agency
had input in it's functional area. The product was merged
through the electronic staffing procedure and posted to the
Page 5 of 8
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STATEMENT OF MAJ

At

DATED 8 Jun 2004; CONTINUED:

TF180 SIPR Bulletin Board. When it was complete, I believe MAJ
delivered it to the COL 101111111111•1111. the J3.
Q: Did you review the SOP, in your capacity as the BCP Legal
Advisor?
A: No, I saw it during normal staffing process and crosswalked
portions of the document. However I do not recall reviewing the
final product.
Q: Who approved the BCP SOP, who signed it?
A: I don't know I never saw one signed.
Q: Do you have any means of verifying which version/revision of
the BCP SOP was employed during any point in time of the
deployment?
A: I don't recall. I know it was revised and there is a more
robust version in existence than the one I have been shown
today. The last version I saw had more annexes and was written
Since
in a different font than the one I've seen today.
answering this question earlier, I have looked through the
provided SOP and may be mistaken regarding the revision I spoke
of.
Q: Did you have occasion to mitigate differences of opinion
between MI and MPs over the operation of the BCP or the roles of
the respective units and personnel? What types of issues were
raised to you by either unit?
in the presence of
A: I talked with the MP Cdr (CPT
about
the
facility
being
his
(MP)
mission. I spoke
MAJ
to SOMMOreminding him that it was his facility.
Q: Were you ever aware of the MPs carrying batons in the BCP?
,

'

A: No.
Q: Were you ever aware of the use of enforced standing/standing
restraint for punishment?

A: Yes.
Q: Were you ever aware of the use of standing restraints in the
execution of courses of sleep deprivation?
A: No. I was aware of sleep interruption, but never the use of
shackles or physical restraints to effect it.
Q: What was your complete understanding of enforced standing or
standing restraint practices? How was it employed?
A: It was laid out in the SOP. I understood it to be a penalty
for an infraction. They were removed from the group pen for a
period of time and placed in the airlock. The SOP gave the MP
the permission to employ the guidelines in the SOP. They could
be instructed to stand.
happened if the detainee refused to stand?
Q: What
Page 6 of 8
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
DATED 8 Jun 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Charlottesville,

. I don't know it never happened while I was there that I
recall.
Q: Did you ever observe any detainee restrained to a fixed
object in a standing position?
A: I don't recall. But I can't say for sure I did not.
Q: Was there any legal justification that allowed for chaining
people in this manner?
A: There are times when it is allowed, in times of necessity
for safety of the troops..
Q: Did you review the BCP - SOP prior to today?•
A: Yes, while in Afghanistan.
Q: Where in the BCP SOP does it say that handcuffing to a fixed
object is permitted?.
A: The BCP SOP does not say that it is not permitted. There is
discussion of using it on aircraft movement, but there is no
discussion of issues, which might arise requiring it,' such as a
security concern.
Q: Are you aware of AR 190-47 (Army Corrections)'s restriction
on restraining inmates to fixed objects? .
A: No.
Q: Did you consider that AR 190-47 restriction apply to the .
BCP? Why not?
A: I don't recall reviewing the reg when we assumed command and
control. Having read the portion of the AR 15-6, I'm not sure
in my opinion, if it's fully applicable.
Q: CID has shown you drawn by an MP (SPC
date&
3.Feb 04), he says this represents how one of the detainees whO
died was restrained at one time when he was assaulted. Did you
ever see a detainee shackled in this Manner? /A:
I don't recall-. Again my visits to the BCP were limited.
Q: Based upon SPC 0111111111) sketch, in your opinion is this
consistent with. the spirit of the Geneva Convention?
A: It calls for a legal opinion. There are times in which
soldiers may be authorized to do things for their own safety.
Q: Did you consider AR 190-8 to apply within the BCP?
A: The Detainee Handling Guidance from CENTCOM stated the
detainees should be handled within the spirit of the Geneva
Convention.
At 1824 hrs, 8 Jun 2004, I was advised of my rights and waived,
at 1845 hrs, 8 Jun 2004, I terminated the interview, wishing to
not discuss the issue further.
Q: Is then. anything you wish to add to this statement?
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. Although I have terminated the interview, I would like to
add that CID speak to my leadership in the course of it's
investigation, including COLONES
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS.
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS. ON PAGE 8 -. I FULLY.
THE
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY
STATEMENT IS TRUE.. I HAVE INITIALED . ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE:
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE . OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
I,

516A/
• A/Tit
(Signature of Person Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
aths, this 8 th day of June 2004 at Charlottesville,
a.

inistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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Location.
Leominste MA
•• 10 Jun 0
Date
Time :c2/3 611111116
Statement of:
Grade/Status: LTC/05
Org/Address : Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment (HHD),
211 th MP Battalion, Lexington, MA 02420
want to make the following statement under
oath:
Q: Please describe your law enforcement training and
experience.
A: I have been a Military Police Officer for 26 years. I am a
former enlisted soldier and served in the enlisted/ranks of the
MP corps in various positions both on active duty and within the
National Guard. I attained the rank of SFC prior to receiving my
commission upon graduation from Officer Candidate School at Ft.
Benning GA in 1990. I have served in every enlisted position
within an MP company up to and including 1SG. I also served as
an MPI investigator on active duty at Ft. Lewis, WA. After being
commissioned I was branched MP and have served in numerous
positions from MP Platoon Leader up to my current assignment as
Battalion Commander of the 211 th MP Battalion. The 211 th is a
Combat Support MP Battalion with 5 MP companies and
approximately 1000 soldiers. I have been a Massachusetts State
Trooper for 18 years. I currently hold the rank of Sergeant and
work as a Patrol Supervisor. .I am also assigned as the Executive
Officer (2 nd in command) of the Massachusetts State Police STOP
team. This team is a state wide tactical team, responsible .for
high risk warrant service, hostage and barricade situations and
hostage rescue. I have also had assignments as Senior Drill
Instructor at the Massachusetts State Police Academy, FirearMs
instructor, Use of Force instructor and Less Lethal munitions
instructor. I have attended a multitude of professional
development courses both Military and Civilian in the police
field. I am a graduate of Command and General Staff College, and
have most recently served as the commander of military forces at
Logan International Airport (Operation Noble Eagle) as well as
deployments to Afghanistan and Iraq.
Q: Do you have any experience involving corrections either
military or civilian?
A: No.
Q: What were the dates of your deployment to Afghanistan and
your duty position while assigned to the Bagram Air Base?
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STATEMENT OF MAJ 1111111=1111111=10 TAKEN AT Leominster, MA, DATED
0 Jun 2004, CONTINUED:
15 Aug 2002 I arrived in theater and I left 7/8 Feb 2003.
was the Task Force Dragon Provost Marshal (PM) for Bagram Air
on Task Force Dragon
Base. I was PM working for COL
and we handled security, entry control, access control, badge
tractors and civilians.
issuance and the vetting process for
‘4,3reee,
We did not have traditional MP patrolMirbut we did operate gates
and entry control points. Seven MPs from my unit (211th MP Bn)
were deployed but we needed more folks to accomplish the mission
we were assigned. I approached COL 4111111Mand advised we
could not conduct MP missions and force protection operations
without more MPs. We obtained assistance tom a platoon of MPs
from Kabul (the 772 MP Co from my battalion in Massachusetts),
to augment the MP Operations. , There was aa-so a CJTF180 Provost
Marshal Cell, headed by MAJ 111111111111111.0 who was on the e
CJTF180staf.herwsomfictnbewus,adon
their comments about my mission and attempts to direct us. It
was made very clear to me that I had nothing to do with the JOC
Security Platoon, they worked for the CJTF180 PMO. It was
clearly two separate teams. This made no sense to me, as I felt
the 180 guys were staff officers and the PM should have control
over all MP's on the ground. However, I was not going to win
that fight as they were connected with the 180 Commander and I
was an outsider National Guard officer.
Q: Other than the JOC Security Platoon, were there any areas
where you were specifically exempted from 'managing as the PM?

A: The Bagram Collection Point. I'm hard .to press0 to say
when, but once I found out the 377 th MP Company belonged to me,
went down to the BCP and walked around learning the BCP
Operations, observing the troops and learning as the commander,
what my men were doing. One day (I think it was in later Oct
2002), sometime prior to the deaths, I went down to walk around
the BCP and check on the soldiers. I was denied access to the
BCP. The young soldier told me it was at the direction of MAJ
111111. He directed that if I showed up at the BCP, I was not
allowed in without permission from MAJ UMW I was also told
that I was not to be in the BCP when the International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) visited, I'm not sure why. I can tell
you I was very embarrassed by this and was not given the
The soldier who
courtesy of prior notification by MAJ
told me was uneasy and it was obvious he felt bad as well.
Q: Approximately how long prior to the deaths were you excluded
from access to the BCP?

A: I thi
INITIAL
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STATEMENT OF MAjelarillWarMat, TAKEN AT Leominster, MA, DATED
10 Jun 2004, CONTINUED:
4111P,lk with
few days later and we discussed it. I was
not denied access after that, but I didn't go down there much
immediately after that because it was clear that they did not
want me in there. I still made sure the soldiers were aware that
I was looking out for them, but I did it thru the PMO operation
and by frequently going to the ECPs. When I did go to the BCP, I
rarely went beyond the admin area our front.
Q: Did you ever have an opportunity to review the ICRC findings
related to the BCP operations?

A: No,. I don't think I ever even saw any of the ICRC folks.
Q: Did MINIMiever articulate to yciu why he did not want you
in the BCP?

A: No, he just made it clear that it was not my lane. I think
he was upset that I was the real PM for operational issues on
the ground and he knew I was not intimidated by him and his
friends in the 18 th Airborne Corps headquarters. MAJ
was
integral in not having my HHD deploy to theatre as a unit,
because I truly believe he didn't want an 0-5 commander on the
ground. That way he would be able to retain some control.
Unfortunately for him, I understood my role and command
relationship with the TF Dragon commander and he knew right away
I wasn't going to be walked on or allow my soldiers to be
treated as second class citizens.
Q: Did much change when MAJdllMreplacedMAJMIMPin Nov
2002?

A: No, it stayed the same. Their intent was to replace me with
an XVIII Abn Corp MP CPT who was part of their unit.
Operationally my relationship with the BCP remained the same.
Q: Please discuss the chain of command as it related to MP
Operations on Bagram Air Base, in Afghanistan in December 2002.

A: This probably depends on who you talk to. My orders
specifically made me the Provost Marshal for Bagram. As the. PM,
I assumed that all MP's at Bagram and in my AO would report and
work for me. This was not the case and it was made obvious to me
from my first few days in theatre. The CJTF-180 PM Cell Staff
Officer Majorg111111.made it clear to me that the JOC MP's did
not work for me and that they reported directly to him. This was
a severe waste of valuable MP resources, which were already too
short in theatre. I had a platoon from the 772 nd MP Company and
one from the 377 th MP Company for Force Protection on the
installation and for conducting MP Operations within AO BUSH.
The 377 th MPs worked days on the ECPs and the 772 nd worked nights.
I talked w'th CPT 4111111band offered him the opportunity to
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TAKEN AT Leominster, MA, DATED
STATEMENT OF MAJ
Jun 2004, CONTINUED:
•
rotate his folks and allow them time outside the BagraM
Collection Point (BCP). I felt that it was a good opportunity to
allow the soldiers to experience several different missions
while in theatre. I reported directly to TF Dragon commander COL
0111111111111116 I usually.ran issues thru his Deputy LTC 41111111. It was
made clear to me by the CJTF.180 Staff Officers that the BCP was
not my lane and although the soldiers and the company reported
to me, I was to have nothing to do with the "day to day"
eration of the facility and the PUC operations.

glic

Q: How often during your tout in Afghanittan, did you have
occasion to visit and/Or tour the interior of the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP) also 'known as the Bagram Detention
Facility (BDF)?
A: Before the incident withal.. I went everyday or every
couple days, but to be honest the purpose of the visit was not
to check on the PUCs, but to see and talk to my soldiers. Often
I went in the front door and stopped at the MP Operations Room . and talked with folks there. - I saw the detainees, but I didn't
make specific note of them. I did check on the physical
improvements we were making to the facility. There were a lot
of building and mine. clearing going On - around:the facility, so I
sometimes checked just the physical structure. It was not
unusual for LTAIIIIOto grab me or make a statement at the
Battle Update Briefing (BUB) in the morning that the area looked
bad and "your MP's" were not taking care of business quick
enough as it - related to the engineering and reconstruction
efforts. This was often a daily issue.
Q: Do you know who wrote the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).
for the BOP?
A: No.
Q: At the senior MP leader, did you have input into the
drafting or review of the BCP SOP, as it existed in the fall of
2002?
A: No, I don't recall reading it. I'm not even sure I knew
they had one.
Q: Did you observe any practices within the. BCP, which were
contrary to existing Army policies governing the treatment of
detainees?
A: I did 'not.
Q: Did.you see any detainees restrained in the manner, depicted
in the statement/sketch of SPCSOMOMM, dated 3 Feb 2004?
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No, never. I did see detainees in isolation, either in the
cells (which were constructed later in my tour at Bagram) or
standing in the airlocks. In Isolation Cells, sometimes the
detainees were handcuffed, but never over their head. I recall
routinely seeing detainees in the sally port (airlock) of
general population handcuffed at waist level to the fence.
,

Q: Did you develop an impression of the detainees in the BCP
and their combativeness?

A: I can tell you that I never saw a detainee act up. I never
saw a disruptive detaipee the whole time I was there. I never
saw any physical confrontations or observed an MP use excessive
or unnecessary force. I'm sure detainees acted up, but I never
observed it first hand.
Q: Are you aware of any Pressure Point Control Technique (PPCT)
training conducted by the 377 th MP Company, while in Afghanistan?

A: No.
Q: As a qualified Use of Force instructor
anyone deliver a common peroneal strike?

,

did you ever observe

A: I did not.
Q: Under what circumstances is a common peroneal strike used?

A: To gain compliance.
Q: Have you ever heard of the term compliance blow?

A: No, I've heard of a compliance hold, but not a blow.
Q: Wbuld a common peroneal strike be applied to a restrained
person?

A: No, I don't think there's any need to.
Q: . Did you have any familiarity with AR 190-8 (EPW Operations)
or AR 190-47 (Army Corrections)?

A: I'm sure we touched on them in training during Mobilization
(MOB) at Ft. Drum, but I don't have any real recollection or
knowledge of that area. It has never been a focus of training in
my battalion.
Q: Do you have any knowledge that chaining someone to a fixed
object is contrary to Army doctrine?

A: I do not. I have common sense and experience that tells me
if I see something .I think is wrong I question it. Couple times
I saw a detainee in the airlock, I'd ask them "What's his
problem?" They would normally respond that the detainee had
thrown food, spit on someone or were being punished for breaking
the rules. There seemed to always be someone in those airlocks,
even when we took folks through on tours. Usually, that
prompted the same type of question from the people being
u the facility.
escorted t
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Did -you ever observe any detainees within the Isolation Cell
restrained to any fixed objects?

A: No.
Q: To your knowledge, were MI Interrogators at the BCP
authorized to direct a course of sleep deprivation for
detainees? If so, what was the basis of that authority?

A: I had no knowledge of the inner workings of MI. I checked
on the soldiers; but never saw any interrogations, nor . did I ask
to see any. I don't know what their rules were.
.Q: Were you aware of any quasi, senior subordinate relationship
between MI and MP, either through observations in the BCP or in
discussions with 377 th soldier's?

A: No.
Q: Did you observe any sleep deprivation at the BCP and if so,
how was it achieved?. .

A: No, not unless the sally port standing was sleep
deprivation, but it was never explained .to me as such. I had no
idea it was going on, unless you count that the lights were
always on inside the BCP.
Q: Were yoU aware that 377 th MP personnel Were chaining
detainees to the wire ceilings in Isolation Cells and'in - the
airlocks of general population for prolonged periods of time (in
excess of 4 hours)?

A: No.
during which you
Q: Did you have any contact with CPT
to
his
company's arrival
prior
. 'discussed the missions parameters
-inAlghanistan?

A:' No. I remember meeting him fbt the first time in the
hallway of a barracks at Fort Dix1 JiLT. Our plane got stuck at
McGuire AFB; so we stayed over at Dix until . they coul•fix the
aircraft. We woke up the National Guard cadre at Fort.Dix and
ended up billeted with them. I did not really even know my
mission at that point, nor who would ultimately work for me.
Q: What type of contact did you have with CPT
dr, 377 th MP Company, after you arrived? T at was the
requency of that contact?
A: I was his rater, but it was not immediately known to either

of us. I went to COL 411111111111bto get a clear understanding of
whAl1111110worked for. I had frequent ,contact with him, (day
to day) but I always had to go find him. I told him to check on
his troops, but he wouldn't go out and do that, until I advised
him it was his job. I tried to teach, coach and mentor him. I
timidated by me, but I really tried to develop him
know hewa
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a leader. We had several "closed door" counseling sessions
with him and he was fully aware that I felt he was not doing
what was expected of him as a leader. The first version of his
OER was much more severe than the final version. We had frank
discussions about relieving him of command. He and his 1SG
were both ineffective. 44111116hould not be around
LTC
oops and VIIIIIIPwas failing. COL
and I
but there was no one to replace
talked about relieving
him with. His unit was in shambles, there was no military
discipline, no job knowledge, no structure and in my judgment,
was competent to replace
there was only one
him. 4111111111Was the best officer in the 377 th (including the
company commander), but when someone gets relieved the domino
effect comes- into play. There weren't enough dominos to play
with in the 377 th's case. The decision not to relieve him was
and COL OMMIllft was aware of the issues as
mine and LTC
defense he had no support, 1SG
as
well. I
lieutenants had no respect
• completely ineffective.
for him. .It was not articulated so much as apparent from their
actions and that of their soldiers. 4111111rwas weak, he was a
weak commander.
Q: Did CPTIIIIIIIpishare with you any concerns about the
operation of the,BCP including the use of sleep depriVation or
-punishment provisions set forth for detainees?

A: Never. The - only thing 41111111.1ever sought me out for was to
mitigate disturbances with the QJTF180 PM Staff. I was with him
almost every morning at the dail - morning.BUB. "No issues".was
the most common term from CPT
ver share-with you any friction with MI
Q: Did CPT
element or CPT1111111.11111111111an

A: No, never. It was made very clear to me that the BCP
Operation was not my lane.
Q: Do you know if the BCP had an assigned legal adviior to
consult with MP personnel in legitimate or authorized methods of
punishment or. uses of forces?

A: I had no clue, until you mentioned it.
Q: Speaking as a seasoned MP Officer, what were your
impressions of the 377 th MP Company leadership, based on your
contact with them?

A: The 377 th MP Company leadership was non-existent. I truly
feel that the soldiers of that unit were victims of the "good
old boy" network. Whoever decided to make 1SG
First
ld be relieved immediately. She had, and still has,
Sergeant
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o business being in charge of soldiers in ANY capacity. I hope
that she is a civilian. CPT44111111,first struck me as an
officer who was immediately overwhelmed with the task at hand.
He seemed lost and disengaged most of the time. It was obvious
to me as time went on that there was no respect within that unit
for the leadership, especially the commander and the 1SG. I had
soldiers of the 377 711 working directly with my soldiers at the
PMO and would often overhear conversations that were negative
about their leadership. The lieutenants were a mixed bag. 1LT
41111111Wwas by far the strongest of the three. He was a "can
do" officer who was engaged at all times with his soldiers. 2LT
4IIIIII1Pwas competent, but my gut instinct was that he lacked
the maturity at that point in his career to assume any position
other than Platoon Leader. He would have excelled if he had a
was less than
strong commander, but he did not. 2LT
effective and would have better suited t e mi itary in a Civil
Affairs (CA) role. I liked him personally, as I did with all the
officers, but he had no business leading an MP platoon in a
combat zone. It is difficult for me to put into words the
command climate of that unit. The commander was never pro-active
in his role. The 1SG was an absentee NCO. As a matter of fact, I
want to point out that her soldiers stood on those Entry Control
Points (ECPs) for 12 hOurs a day for 6 months. It was not until
I ordered her commander to have her physically go to the ECP(s)
to check on the well being of her soldiers, that she actually
went to see her soldiers. This was probably 5 months into their
deployment and was AFTER she was counseled and became aware of
her pending negative NCOER. I would characterize heras a faker.
She wanted to hang around with the SGM(s) and smoke cigars while
her soldiers baked in the heat. She is a disgrace to the NCO
corps. The unit did have some caring senior NCOs but they were
overwhelmed with the tasks at hand and lack of leadership at the
company level. My operations SGT and I would often counsel them
(informally) on what they should do and on how to "hang in
there" and take care of their junior soldiers. I made it .a point
to go to their shift changes on occasion and make them aware
that someone at my level cared about them and the job they had
to perform. I handed out some of my battalion coins to soldiers
who excelled and were brought to my attention.
Q: Did you observe a marked difference between the BCP
operation under the 211 th MP Company and the 377 th MP Company
leadership? If so, what typei of differences?
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40111e I did not have much interaction with the 211 th MP Company at
the BCP. I received my initial tour of the facility by them and
after that my interaction with them was mostly limited to the
ECP and PMO operation. I went to the facility a few times before
they re-deplOyed, but not often. I had several other missions to
start on and the BCP seemed to be running well with the limited
resources. My main concern at that time was to actually stand up
the first PMO. I never had any concerns with the 211 th MP Company
or their leadership. There Was a marked differenCe in my
observations. The 211 th Mp - Company had engaged leadership and the
377 th did not!
Q:• How did you learn of the deaths of the two detainees who
died in December 2002? What did you think happened?

A: I am not exactly sure how I heard of either. of the deaths.
I'm confident that I was not notified during the night and woke
up at anytime for these specific incidents. I was often woke up
for other issues as the PM which is normal, but not for these .
incidents. I am assuming that I was advised of the deaths upon
reporting to the PMO in the early morning as I did everyday at
approx. 0600 daily,-prior to the daily BUB at TF Dragon. Again,
I am assuming that is what happened, but I'm not exactly sure.
Q: is there anything you wish to add to this statement?

A: I want it on the record:that-I am very proud of the
contribution my soldiers made while assigned at Bagram. They did
some great things. All of them, including many members of the
377th MP Company have much to be proud of. I only hope that this
investigation bears out the whole truth and if people were
negligent or-criminal in their behavior, they are dealt with
accordingly. The reputation of the ArMy is at stake here and
many have worked too hardfor too long to have our reptation
tarnished in this way.
////////////////////////1010Watementi///////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
I,
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 10 . I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE. BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Making Statement)
gna 0.11u
al0
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorited by law to
is 10 t4 day of June 2004 at Leominster, MA.
administer

inistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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0134-02-CID369-23533/0137-02-CID369-23534
Fort Bragg No - ,th Carolina 25307.11 J44,0.4Tittie:. 1Q.

HHCI

Gra e/Sttus:
Airborne Corps, Fort Bragg, NC 2831u
want to make the following statement

un er Oäthi
(2: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan as part of CJTF180?
A:- 20 July 2002 to 27 May 2003
Q: What were your duties while deployed to: Afghanistan?
A: Cj2i Director of Intelligence for CJTF-180. Responsible for
directi'hg all military intelligence activities in AFG minus JTF11 and later JTF-5 which fell under CENTCOM and the Leadership
Targeting Cell which fell under the G3
Q: What is your functional area?
A: 35C, Intelligence Officer.
Q: How long have you been an intelligence officer? What
positions have you held?
A: '26 Years. Positions include G2, Joint Readiness Training
Center (JRTC) and Fort Polk; Commander, 313th MI En; J2, Special
Operation Command Pacific (SOCPAC); Commander, 501st MI Bde; G2,
18 th Airborne Corps.
Q: Had you been deployed prior to the Afghanistan deployment?
If so, where and what were your duties for each deployment?
A: Indonesia May to June 1999, led Pacific Area Command
(PACOM)'s Pacific Situational Assessment Team to monitor the
dune 199J electioris. Duties included liaison and coordination
between PACOM Hqs and the US Embassy particularly concerning the
safety of American Citizens (AMCITS).
Q: What was your relationship to the Bagram Collection Point
(BCP) (a.k.a. Bagram Detention Facility)?
A: I directed all intelligence activities as described above,
which included the interrogation of Detainees/Persons Under
Control (PUCs).
Q: Can you describe and diagram the staff relationships
relative to the BCP for both MP and MI operations? Please
include the role of the JIIC, the J2, the PMO, the J3, and the
Fusion Cell if you know. Provide names to go with those
positions if possible.
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A: The intelligence side was CJ2 to CJ2X (LTC
LTC
, which was responsible for all military CI H INT
active in-country. They provided the intelligence focus and
priorities for the interrogators at the BOP. CJ2 Operations
coordinated the move of
(LTC 1111111111111.1., LTC
detainees/PUOs from Quandahar to Bagram. They also ran the '
release board which determined which detainees should go to GTMO
and which ones should be released from custody. The JISE
provided questions for the .interrogator through the J2X. The
Leadership Targeting Cell(LTC) which was focused on capturing
senior AQ, Taliban and HIG members provided intelligence
questions as well through their intelligence staff (MAJ....
others), but did so directly to the interrogation
Previously
stated they worked for the CJ3 (COLIIMpt
ce
who arrived in July). The CJ3's staff
and
provideci taskings/ FRAGOs and coordinated the move of Detainees
prove
in-country and to GTMO. Intelligence questions would also come
in from JTF-11/5 and other government agencies. Most of these
would come through the CJ2X. The MPs'took staff direction from
the Provost Marshall. I am not sure who the PMO fell under in
the staff line and block, but it was probably the Director of
We coordinated with the PMO,
the CJ Staff,
particularly concerning movement of detainees/PUCs within or out
of Afghanistan (AFG) (to GTMO). The interrogation cell at the
BCP was responsible for conducting all interrogations in the
BCP. During my time in. AFG they were part of the 202d MI BN and
later the 519 th MI BN.
Q: What does the acronym HIG stand for?
Which belongs to the terrorist leader
He is attempting to over throw the AFG
government by force and today's paper associated his followers
with attacking the Chinese workers in Northern AFG yesterday.
Q: Where did you normally perform your duties?
A: The Joint Operations Center (JOC )
Q Where was that located in Afghanistan?
A: Bagram Air Base
Q: Where was your work area located at Bagram?
A: JOC
Q: Where was that in relation to the BCP?
A: On the same base
Q: Did you ever visit the BCP? How often did you visit the
BCP? What areas of the facility did you visit? (Sketch and
describe in detail).
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A: I visited the BCP occasionally, probably less than 4 times a
month on average. The visit logs should show the frequency. I
would mostly visit the Interrogation operations center, but did
walk through the other spaces sometimes.
Q: What was the intelligence operations technical chain from
the BCP to CENTCOM?
A: When I first arrived CENTCOM sent a team to Bagram to assist
the interrogators in preparing a load of detainees for GTMO.
Their focus Was On ensuring we sent only those that met the
SECDEF criteria for detention, a problem area in the past.
After that they provided guidance through CENTCOM CJ2X channels
for sharing of detainee databases, coordinating and preparing
for the movement of detainees to GTMO and intelligence focus
from a Theater persPe6tive.
Q: Did you know CPT
How? When did you first meet or
come to know her?
A: Yes. She was our operations officer in the interrogation
section located at the BCP. I don't recall the exact date, but
believe it was Aug or Sep 2002.
Q: What was CPTIMIProle in the BCP?
A: As operations officer, she directed the interrogators in
their interrogation effort suPervising them and giving them
their daily work priorities and intelligence focus. CPT ■INNEN■
and her team would provide weekly intelligence summaries to the
CJTF. Commander and Staff on the results of their efforts. They
played the major role in determining if a PUC met SECDEF
criteria for detention. They were instrumental in doing the
final screenings in thiadetermination and then, preparing the
packets of those detainees we/recommended for transfer to GTMO.
These packets were forwarded through CENTCOM to the Joint Staff
for approval resulting in the order to transfer Detainees to
GTMO. As we. sent 4 or 5 groups of detainees to GTMO in 10
months, this was a crucial task and one that was problematic
prior to my arrival and a focus area for me as tasked by the CG.
We (CJ2, CJ2 Ops, CJ2X and the interrogation cell) worked hard
to fix this process and put procedures in place to ensure only
Al Quaeda (AQ), Taliban (TB) or HIG operatives went to GTMO.
The Bagram process included a multi-organizational review board
to determine SECDEF criteria for which CPT ...Pteam provided
major contributions. The board was made up of all major Us
combat organizations, Criminal Investigative Task Force (CITF),
Leadership Targeting Cell (LTC), Defense HUMINT Service(DHS) and
Other Governmental Agencies (OGA) as I recall.
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Q: Did you supervise CPTin her role as the BCP
interrogation team chief?
(If not, what was her supervisory
chain?))
A: I was not in her rating chain. She was a member of A Co,
519th MI Bn and fell under CPT.
I believe the rating
chain went back to LTC
the battalion commander. CPT
company fell OPCON under Dragon Brigade (COLA".
was the commander). We in the CJ2 provided their
rote igence focus and priorities, coordinated with them for
in/out-bound Detainees/PUCs, coordinated with them for access to
DetaineeS by other organizations. (CITF, OGA and JTF 5/11).
direct guidance concerning
Occasionally I would give CPT
what we were looking for, her priorities for interrogations or
the circumstances under which the individual was captured, which
was always difficult to get, from the capturing units. Most of
her guidance came from the CJ2 staff,. specifically CJ2X. On one
occasion I did not support their request to have relaxed
grooming standards and civilian clothes for the. interrogators.
We wanted to ensure the XVIII Abn Corps appearance standards
were maintained and saw this as a potential discipline issue
over the long, period if allowed. I did - suPPort their request to
use sanitized Desert Camouflage Uniform (DCU)s to protect their
identities and approved the use of civilian clothes in rare
cases.
Q: Describe any issues that you remember discussing with her
and how you handled those issues. .
A: Discussed above.
-Q: HoW did you do that? How of tendid_she report to you -to discuss issues from the BCP? What types of information did she
.

provide?
Discussed above. In addition there were coordination issues
over who had access to the Detainees/PUCs. OGA and JTF 5/11
would show up at their office and demand access to individuals
for questioning. I engaged to require them to coordinate this
request through the CJ2 staff so that it was not disruptive to
the interrogation priorities. We also had problems with JTF5/11
attempting to take interpreters out of the facility without
coordination to support their missions. We had them put their
requests through the CJ3 for support like everyone else.
Another issue came out of the AR 15-6 investigation of the two
detainee deaths. It was alleged that two interrogators were
physically abusive to possibly several detainees (knee to the
crotch, pushed one up against a wall) during the interrogation
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process. As the Senior Intelligence Officer, I directed that
the two interrogators were not to conduct anymore interrogations
until the investigation was complete. This directive was given
through the. CJ2 staff to CPTIIIIIPancl
To the best
of my knowledge, these two individuals rotated back to the U.S.
before the investigation was complete. They did not do anymore
interrogations in AFG.
Q: Did she often bring issues to you for resolution or did she
make you aware of issues in the facility that she had resolved?
If not you, who would she have brought those issues to?
A: No, most issues that did arise usually came through the CJ2
staff (CJ2X or CJ2 Ops) to me. I am sure I talked to her
directly concerning coordination issues, but don't recall the
specific events.
Q: Did CPTI...ever discuss with you the application of
specific techniques or the use of safety positions?
A: I do not recall .a specific conversation with her on this
topic, but may have as I was aware they used kneeling as a
safety position.
Q: Did you ever become involved, with MAJ 111.11111pand/or the
Military Police (MP) or Military Intelligence (MI)
_ units at the
BCP related to the operating procedures and standard practices
within the BCP? What types of practice or procedure issues were
raised to your attention and what did you do about them or what
advice did you provide?
A: We did work with all concerning certain issues as they would
come up. The general procedures and practices in the BCP were
in place when I arrived and saw little change until after the
deaths. Besides the changes we made in the ,interrogation
processes in the BCP as a result of the 15-6 discussed later in
this document, I recall working the following issues with SJA,
MP and MI. Working with external organizations, we did
establish a rule that no outside organization could conduct an
interview/interrogation of a Detainee/PUC without one of our
interrogators present. I specifically wanted to ensure that the
outside agencies did not physiCally abuse the Detainees and made
this clear to CPT
and CPT 41111111k The CJ2 staff and I did
work closely with MAJIIIIIIIIIIPand the PMO concerning
operations in the BCP. The issues usually concerned the
coordination of visitors to the facility such as VIPs or the
ICRC. We worked closely with the PMO for the transfer of PUCs
particularly from Quandahar. We had an established practice to
hold PUCsii uandahar only 72 hours or less. This was due to

CPTarar.
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the temporary nature of the facility on the base and the lack of
personnel at Quandahar to conduct long term detainee operations.
We coordinated for the movement of these individuals with the
PMO to Bagram. Occasionally, we would ask Quandahar to continue
the screening process beyond 72 hours to ensure we brought only
those PUCs to Bagram, which met SECDEF criteria. We totally
relied on the MI interrogators at Qandahar (82d Abn Div) to
determine SECDEF criteria and supported their recommendations.
Holding the PUCs at Quandahar took close coordination from the
PMO and Quandahar units to make this happen. This process
significantly cut down on the number of non-combatants that came
to Bagram because they were in the wrong place at the wrong time
and the TF thought they were potentially TB. Additionally, on
rare occasions we would receive individuals' from the AFG forces
stating they were TB, but in fact were nothing more than a
competitor or tribal enemy. Careful and thorough screenings
ensured their early release, but again required close
coordination due to the issues stated above. We would also
coordinate when an ISN was given to a PUC. As I recall a rule
was established which required the assignment of an ISN within
two weeks of arrival. The primary reason for a delay on
assigning .a number was to ensure a thorough screening for SECDEF
criteria before assigning an ISN. Once they had an ISN, it
required the SECDEF to personally approve their release. This
was a long and difficult process. On at least one occasion we
delayed giving a number to an AQ operative in the initial
interrogation. Once a PUC was given an ISN, the ICRC could
request to see them. In the AQ case, we wOuld_not have_been
successful in gaining information from him if ICRC questioned
him. I do not think we exceeded the two week procedure and ICRC
eventually talked to him and took correspondence from him for
his family. His information led to the apprehension of a top AQ
leader in the CENTCOM AOR (details are classified).
Q: To be clear, was there an MI SOP in place prior to the
deaths? Or was the standard FM 34 52?
A: The standard was FM 34 52 and I am unaware if there was a
written SOP prior to the deaths. We were writing SOPs
throughout the task force to capture lessons learned and improve
the transition for the next units and personnel rotating in.
Q: Were you ever aware of differences of opinion between MI and
MPs over the operation of the BCP or the roles of the respective
units and personnel? What types of issues were raised to you either by the units or by another staff member?
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DATED 11 Jun 2004, CONTINUED

A: There were occasions when minor differences occurred, but
most of these were handled between commanders and staff action
officers. Overall the relations were good: I do not recall
significant issues until after the AR 15-6, when the MPs decided
not to support the interrogators with sleep adjustment,
Q: Were you ever made aware of what complaints the ICRC lodged
relative to the treatment of detainees at the BCP? When and by
whom? What were the complaints that you remember?
A: The. SJA handled all ICRC visits. I was made aware of some
issues, but recall they related to conditions within the
facility and don't remember the specifics. I am sure there is a
historical record within the 180 database. I was looking for
any reported interrogator abuse by the ICRC, but do not recall
any reported incidents by the ICRC.
Q: Did any intelligence, practice or procedure within the BCP
change during your tour because of complaints from ICRC? Who
changed it and why?
A: I don't recall any changes recommended by the ICRC. However,
the two week ISN requirement may have been due to an ICRC
request.
Q: Were you aware if prior notification to the BCP was required
for ICRC visits?
A: I remember the SJA telling us of ICRC planned visits usually
less than 24 hours prior to their arrival.
Q: Was any information withheld from ICRC or were practices
modified during their visits? If so, explain.
A: The ICRC could request to see any detainee with an ISN. If
we had a new arrival as discuSsed above, we did not necessarily
provide that info to the ICRC as I recall. I believe all with
the exception of one OGA detainee we were transferring to GTMO
eventually were accessible to ICRC and he was delivered,
processed and flew on the GTMO bird within a few days. The ICRC
should have access to him at GTMO since he arrived with an ISN.
Q: Were you aware that the. Military Police in the BCP removed
certain information from their facility status boards when the
ICRC visited?
A: I am not sure of the specifics, but it may have been
relating to new arrivals who had not received ISNs.
Q: Do you know if this was this authorized or directed? If so,
by whom? Were you ever consulted about it?
A: The ISN process and two week requirement was know by all. I
am not sure of what the MPs removed.
Q: Do you know why this was believed necessary?
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A: Already discussed above.
Q: Were you aware of the use of enforced standing/standing
restraint for punishment within the BCP? How did you become
aware of it?
A: I was aware of this practice and observed at least one
individual standing with his arms shackled and attached to the
entrance door at waist level in the main population cells on the
main floor of the facility. When I asked why he was like that,
I was told it was due to an infraction of the rules (possibly
talking).. I recall it as only temporary; I think 1 hour or
less. Later the BCP had a holding cell built on the main floor
to the left just as you come in the entrance. It was made of
wood, with a wood door, which had an observation window and had
steel rods across the top of the cell to ensure the PUCs Could
not climb out. I also saw a set of shackles hanging from the
steel rods. I asked what they were used for and was told they
were to restrain a belligerent PUC during in-processing and •
belivdthywrfoempayus.Ireclayingth
better ensure the individuals feet could touch the floor. I
never recall seeing a detainee constrained in that manner and
again thought it was standard, but temporary practice used to
constrain a combative PUC.
Q: Were you aware of its use in the execution in courses of
sleep deprivation? How did you become aware of that use?
A; No, I knew we used sleep adjustment some times but thought
it was relating to keeping the Detainee/PUC awake or if standing
having them walk around. I do not recall using standing
restraint particularly over the head for sleep adjustment.
Q: Wtat was your camplete understanding of enforced standing or /
standing restraint practices? How was it employed? (Review
Brand's sketch.) Does this look like what you understood to be
being used?
A: Not sure of the sketch or the detailed MPs procedures for
punishment through standing restraints other than what I have
described above.
Q: Did you ever observe any detainee in standing restraint?
Explain exactly how the detainee was restrained when you
observed this (make drawing).
A: Stated above.
Q: Did the manner in which the detainee was restrained disturb
you in any way personally or professionally? If not, why not?
If so, in what way did it disturb you? What did you do about
it?
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A: No, although it prompted a question as stated above. I felt
the answer was reasonable, assisted the MPs in enforcing
discipline for rules violation. The individual was in plain
site of the entire population, MP staff and any visitors.
Q: Did you observe detainees restrained to fixed objects in any
other way (for punishment or sleep deprivation)?
A: No.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, were you aware of any
limitations placed on the use of standing restraint for sleep
deprivation? If so, by whom and what were they?
A: I don't recall using standing restraint for the purposes of
sleep adjustment.
Q: Were, you asked to or did you provide any guidance on
limitations for the use of standing restraint for punishment or
sleep deprivation? If so, what advice did you give and why?
A: No, other than what I have already discussed, I was not
asked and did not give guidance to the MP8 or interrogators on
handling Detainees/PVCs.
Q: To your knowledge, what was the maximum length of time a
detainee could be restrained in a standing position? HoW often
and for how long would a detainee have to be "let down" from
this position to rest?
A: I had no knowledge of this process/procedure used by the MPs
other than my own observations stated above.
Q: How was this maximum time determined? Who was consulted to
determine it?
A: No knowledge in this area.
Q: Were You briefed on the interrogation Procedures being used
.in the BCP? If so, what were you told? If not, why didn't you
seek to supervise this aspect of intelligence operations?
A: The interrogators were trained to utilize the procedures
laid down in FM 34-52. This is what I understood and expected.
By nature of my position on the staff, I could not directly
supervise daily interrogations, but relied on others to pass
information positive or negative regarding the interrogation
process. At the death of the second individual in the BCP, I
personally went to the CG and asked for a 15-6 to ensure the
interrogation side had no problem areas. When we were informed
of a potential problem, I took action to deny interrogators
access to detainees until the investigation was complete and
findings were published.
Q: During any review of interrogation procedures, to include
sleep dep ivation, did you or any of your subordinates consider
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or consult (or recommend that someone else consult) with medical
personnel such as the JTF surgeon on the physical implications
upon the human body of the effects of standing restraint? If
so, what did they say? If not, why not?
A: Not to my knowledge although medical. Personnel were
regularly in the BCP and took part in the in-processing of all
PUCs.
Q: Were you aware of the quasi senior-subordinate role of MI to
MPs relative to the imposition and enforcement of sleep
deprivation?
A: To my knowledge there was not any senior to subordinate
role. MI could request assistance and the MPs had a choice to
support. As I recall, sometimes they assisted the interrogators
and other times they said no.
Q: Did anyone discuss with you the legality of the practice of
standing restraint for the purpose of sleep deprivation?
A: No, I thought this was used by the MPs for punishment or
combative Detainees/PUCs.
Q: Who? What issues did they raise? What was discussed? What
did you or they advise? What was the final resolution? Who made
the final decision?
A: This was not discussed with me.
Q: Was the use of standing restraint to achieve sleep
deprivation ever officially authorized by anyone? Who? When?
Was this decision documented? Where would that document be?
A: I have no knowledge regarding this area.
Q: Who in the JTF was aware that standing restraint was being
used to enforce sleep deprivation?
A: JTF became aware after the death, but I thought it was for
- punishment, not sleep adjustment. I recall being told that the
two individuals were combative.
Q: Did anyone discuss with you concerns about the legality and
medical dangers of standing restraint?
A: No.
0 : How were the limitations or guidelines with regard to
standing restraint disseminated and to whom?
A: I have no knowledge regarding this area.
Q: Where is a written record of that guidance maintained?
A: I have no knowledge regarding this area.
Q: Were you ever consulted regarding any other MI activities
inside the BCP? By whom? What was discussed? How did you
resolve it?
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STATEMENT OF
DATED 11 Jun 2004, CONT

A: We worked to ensure the AR 15-6 made recommendations which
would make it hard for interrogators to abuse detainees/PUCs
(this was based on the report of the two interrogators
previously mentioned). This included two-way mirrors in the
interrogation booths, camerae in the booth with links to the
interrogation operations cell, bolts in the floor tO restrain
in
the Detainee/PUC. I also placed a MI 0-5 (LTC
the BCP to take over the interrogation operations. I had
previously attempted to send a new LTC arrival in the fall (LTC
to the interrogation cell, but he proved not to be
cOMpetent for the job.
Q: What was your contact with or advice regarding MI tactics,
techniques and procedures (TTPs) for interrogations prior to the
deaths in° Dec 02?
A: The procedures were in place when I arrived 20 July 2002 as
the task force had been in AFG since May. The SECDEF had
determined we would not afford EPW status to captured
individuals in AFG. However, we still followed FM 34-52 as our
interrogation guide and the law of land warfare applied for all.
This was understood by all.
Q: Are you aware of any guidance regarding specific
interrogation techniques issued by CENTCOM or other commands or
headquarters prior to those deaths? How about any time after
but before you left Afghanistan?
A: Not before the deaths, but guidance was published afterwards
due to problems at GTMO and the incidents in AFG.
Q: Did CJTF-180 or any of its staff or subordinate elements
either formally or_informally iasue_any_guidance_xegarding_
specific interrogation techniques that were authorized or
prohibited? If not, why not? If so, who issued the guidance?'
Who performed the legal review of that guidance? Where is this
documented?
A: After the deaths, the CG through the SJA provided guidance
on what interrogation methods the interrogators could or could
not use. I believe he gave similar guidance to the MPs for
handling Detainees.
Q: Are you aware of any internal guidance issued by CPT WWI
or anyone within the J2, JIIC, or Intelligence Fusion Cell
relative to the treatment or interrogation procedures for Afghan
detainees? Where would that guidance be located now?
A: No, as I said the interrogation procedures were outlined in
may have produced an internal SOP for her
34-52. CPT
.
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section as all the elements in CJTF-180 were writing SOPs to
capture their daily operations.
Q: Did you review or approve of it?
A: Not a BCP SOP.
Q: Were distinctions ever made relative to treatment of
detainees based upon their suspected status - meaning as
suspected Taliban/Al Qaida vs. unlawful local combatant or other
security threat detainees? If so, what distinctions were made?
If not, why would the task force not have made distinctions in
treatment for those individuals not suspected of being Al Qaida
or Taliban but who were just local unaffiliated security
threats? Who decided these issues? Did you provide or assist in
providing legal advice to the decision-maker? If not, who did?
Do you know what-advice was given?
A: All PUCs were treated like AQ/TB or HIG until it was
determined that they did not meet SECDEF criteria. At that
point I believe they were segregated in the main population
cells, but certainly they were separated once they identified
for release. We had a couple of detainees in special status who
we were working toward release. They were separated from the
main population for the entire time I was there. One was
released while I was there and the other after I came home.
Details are classified.
Q: Did you request a legal review or request higher approval of
the BCP interrogation procedures prior to the deaths of the two
Afghan detainees in Dec 02?
A: No I did not have an indicator that problems existed to
warrant a review and the SJA visited the BCP on a regular basisQ: Were you aware of the. approved TTPs for MI as listed in
FM34-52?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you ever observe any interrogations? When, where, what
were the circumstances?
A: I did observe a few but do not recall specific dates. The
few I saw conducted by the 519 th interrogators were mostly while
walking through the facility and looking in the interrogation
rooms. My recollection was that the Detainee/PUC was seated at
the table and the interrogator was seated asking questions
through the translator. The detainee head was uncovered. I
know we used bags to obscure the eyesight of an individual we
were questioning when we had another detainee/PUC in the room to
confirm or deny his story, although I did not observe this
later replaced the bags with blacked out goggles.
technique
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I observed an OGA interrogation in the Aug 2002 timeframe in an
interrogation booth on the main floor of the BCP. They were
interrogating a senior AQ operative. They had the detainee on
his knees in a safety position with a bag over his head. TheY
were continually questioning him and utilized loud noises
(hitting a board on a table, dropping something). At no time
did I observe them strike the individual. I ensured we had an
interrogator in the room to provide oversight against physical
abuse.
Q: What was your opinion regarding the adherence to the
guidance in FM 34-52, during any interrogations you observed?
A: I. felt it was understood that this was the standard for our
Army interrogators and they followed it.
Q: Was there additional interrogation TTP guidance or
modifications authorized for use in Afghanistan? If so, what
modifications were made, authorized, and by whom? What
documents that and where would that document be maintained?
.
A: Not that I am aware of.
Q: Were you aware of the interrogation techniques identified in
Para 7 a thru h of COL 11111111111111AR 15-6 investigation prior to
the deaths in Dec 02?
A: If you are discussing the report of the two A/519 th
inter ogators as I have discus ed earlier who physical y abused
detainees, I was made aware during the conduct of the 15-6 and
took action to deny their access to detainees It has been over
18 months since I saw the 15-6, so I am not sure of your
question.
When and how did_You become award of these—pracedunee? _
/ A: Already discussed above
Q: To your knowledge, were you'or any other intelligence
officer asked to review these techniques or provide input
regarding them prior to Dec 02?
A: Already discussed above
Q: If so, what advice was provided by whom? What
references/resources were used in forming the advice? If
someone other than you provided the advice, did you provide any
input? What input did you provide?
A: Already discussed above.
Q: Did you perceive a conflict between conflict between
obtaining accurate, timely information and treating detainees
humanely?
A: No, absolutely not. At no time did. the Chain of command
place anyessure on me or the J2 staff to push interrogators
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to gain information. Likewise, I did not put pressure on the
interrogation cell to violate standards to gain information. I
would rather not receive the information than harm an individual
to produce it. Most of the data we received, was not actionable,
but provided background information on operational areas.
Q: Did you consider there to be a difference between the
interrogation you were doing and traditional force on force
interrogations? What was the difference?
Only in the sense that force on force interrogations, did not
always determine SECDEF criteria by nature of the operations.
We had one case where an individual happened to have a similar
name to a high level TB and was picked up. Only through a
thorough screening did we determine his innocence and
subsequently release him .
Q: Would it make a difference whether the information believed
to be in the possession of an individual was tactical or
strategic in nature?
A: A suspected high level AQ operative would take priority over
planned interrogations based on our PIR.
Q: Did you perceive a conflict between obtaining information
from detainees and humane treatment? What was the conflict and
how should it have been resolved in your opinion?
A: There should have been no conflict in anyone's mind. Again
there was no pressure to produce intelligence through violations
of the law or regulations.
Q: What was your involvement with the CID investigation into
•
the deaths in Dec 02 and Jan 03?
A: Very little, other than I knew it waS going on.
Q: At any point, were you aware of potential misconduct on the
part of any MI. soldier? Of what did you become. aware?
A : Yes as previously discussed.
Q: Are you aware of the requirement to report any potential MI .
misconduct or failure to follow procedural rules for an
investigation - sometimes referred to as a Procedure 15?
A: Yes.
Q: Are you aware of the requirement to report derogatory
information to the CCF for security clearance determinations?
A: Yes.
Did you advise or recommend either of these actions by MI
Q
leadership in relation to the investigation surrounding the
deaths of the detainees in Dec 02? If not, why not? If so,
what did you recommend to whom, and was/were, that/those
recommendation(s) followed?
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A: I believe I stated the 519 t chain of command needed to
follow up on the 15-6 findings, particularly if interrogator
misconduct was identified. I do not recall who I said this too.
Certainly the Company Commander was aware his soldiers were
under 15-6 investigation and the Company chain of command knew I
had denied access for two individuals under investigation. In
regards to the Procedure 15 and Derog report, these are both the
responsibility of a commander to execute. However, I did not
specifically direct the initiation of either one.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: NO. /////////////////End of Statement////////////////////
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
I,
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 16. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Person Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 11 th day of June 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC

nistering Oath)
Seq
JTyped Name of Person Administering Oath)
/Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE

DETAILS:

About 0900, 7 Jun 04, this office received a CAT I Request for
Head Quarters, USACIDC, Fort
Belvoir, VA, requesting this offfce locate, fully identify and
interview SFC
142' Military
,
Police Company, Yongsan, APO AP 96205, as a witness to a detainee

Assistance from SA

abuse, which resulted in his death.

AboUt 1900, 7 Jun 04, SA
interviewed SFC
who
provided a sworn statement wherein he detailed the eventssurround
one incident _where a detainee was struck by a member of the 377 th
further stated he did recognize the detainee MPCo-SF
in question, w -0 led as a result of being beaten to death, but
does not remember when or where he observed this particular
detainee.

• About 1745, 10 Jun 04, SA
re - interviewed SFC
h
° stated he did not witness the incident wherein two Pls rom7the
7, 7OStruck a detainee at the Kandahar Air Strip in Sep 02.
3;p
SFC
also stated he only heard about the, incident and took
corrective action in form of retraining the group of 377 th MP's.
SFC.
re-stated SGT 11111.111111111111was present and could
proba lys identify the two MP'S that - StrUck the detainee.
STATUS: All requested investigative activity has been completed

and no further assistance is expected.

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

•
SAMIIIMpaup

21 st Military Police Detachment (CID)
U.S. Army CID, Unit 15305
APO AP 96205-0078

SIGNATU

DATE

10 jun 04
CID Fornw.
1 Feb 77
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PROTECTIVE MARKINGS IS EXCLUDED FROM PREVIOUS EDITIONS OF THIS FORM
WILL BE USEDNTIL EXHASTED.
AUTOMATIC TERMINATION (Para 13, AR 340-16)
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-
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SWORN STATEMENT
File NuMber :
0095 -04 - ClD038
:
MP Det (CID), Yongsan; APO AP 96205
21't
Location
Date
7 Jun Q
//410
Statement of:
GradeiStatus:
SSN
Org/Address
142 l''1':1-7-jA--1/ 7 Police Company, 2'PlatOOn,
Yongsan, APO. AP 96205

want to make the following statement
under ó a th: I Was assigned to the 21 st MP Co and one platoon was
in Bagram from May 02until Sep 02. I was then moved to
Kandahar in Sep 02, where the companies other 3 platoons were
located. I worked there until Dec 02, when I re-deployed back to
Ft Bragg.

Q: SAL 11111111
_
A: SFC 111101110
Q: What is your Military Occupational Specialty (MOS)?
A: 31B4P, Military Police, Airborne.
How long have you held that job?
Q:
A: Since Aug 91.
Q: Have you previously deployed? If so, where and what was
your mission on those deployments?
A: I deployed to Kosovo for 6 months. I was a squad leader and
conducted riot control, cordon searches and Security patrols.
Q: Do you have previous experience with detention facilities,
detainees or EPW operations? If so, please explain.
A: In Kosovo. During that deployment we took high-risk
personnel to detention centers.
What were the dates of your deployment tO,Afghanistan?
A: May 02 through 10 Dec 02.
Q: What unit did you 'belong to?
A: 21 st ME, Company. In Bagram we fell under the HQ's' le i'
Airborne Corps and in Kandahar we fell under 82 nd Airborne
Division.
Q: What was your mission in Afghanistan?
A: In Bagram our main mission was CJTF-180 security. We also
ran escorts for the CG and prisoners from Bagram to Kandahar,
from Kandahar to Bagram or from the confinement facility back to
their Communities. Kandahar . was a collection point and from
there the detainees would be transported to Bagram, the main
facility, or Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. We ran very few of these
types of missions,.
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STATEMENT OF
(CID), Yongsa -, 'APO AP 9620

Did your mission include escorting . detainees from Kandahar
0 the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), at the Bagram Air Base?
A: Yes. While I was at Bagram, our platoon did a few. I was
not involved in any of those. When I was at Kandahar, I was
involved in between 5 and 10 detainee escorts.
Q: Describe your responsibilities while performing your escort
mission?
A: As the senior NCO I was responsible for ensuring the
Kandahar facility was ready to receive new detainees. Checking
to hake sure the Was no overcrowding,: dangerous materials or
objects, searches of the detainees, documenting their arrival,
security while MI conducted interviews, rehearsals for detainee
transport by qaircraft, ensuring the aircraft was properly
configured to haul passengers, and ensuring the main facility at
Bagram was prepared to receive them.
Q: How were the aircraft configured for detainee transport?
A: The aircraft were configured with the seats up and the
detainees were daisy chained together, no more than five at a
time, and secured to the floor of the plane. We never
transported more than 20 detainees at time.
Q: How often did you perform escort missions? How many total
missions to Bagram do you estimate you participated in?
A: The platoons rotated the escort missions. The escort
missions were conducted on average twice a week. I participated
in about 5 to 10.
Q: CID has shown you a digital photograph of a detainee named
DILAWAR (PUC 421), do—you recognize this man as one you escorted
to the BCP on. or about 5 Dec 2002?
A: He looks faMiliariaiid I am sure I have seen him before, but I
can't place him at any particular time or event.
Q: Do you recall escorting any detainees in Afghanistan, which
were problematic, non-compliant or difficult? If so, describe.
A: I can't remember who or when, but one time there was a
detainee who was out of control. This guy was non compliant.
We took him from his cell to an interview room.. During the move
he was kicking and sticking the MP's. After he was placed in
the interview room he had to be placed in hand irons because was
kicking the Plexiglas divider, between himself and the MI
interrogators.. We wondered if the guy was crazy or just playing
crazy. The Physicians Assistant was called and she administered
a sedative to the detainee, which calmed him down. The detainee
was due to be transported to Bagram the next day and the PA
stated the sedative would wear off in about 6 to 8 hours and he
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ould need another sedative before he was transported and he was
given another sedative before he was transported.
Q: Were any of the detainees you escorted ever injured when you
transported them? If so, how were those injuries documented?
A: None of the detainees that were escorted by us were ever
injured. One detainee who was at our facility got sick from the
food that he.was not used to. The detainee was seen by the
Company Medic, who stated the detainee was going into shock.
The PA was then called got gave him some medicine, which
corrected the problem. The incident was .document on a DA Form
1594, Staff DUty Log Journal.
Q: Were any of the detainees you escorted injured during the
escort process? If so, what was the process for obtaining
medical care?
A: NO. Not injured.
Q: The 377 th MP Company ran the BCP from Sep 02 to Feb 03.
During your escort missions, what was the length of time you
were in contact with the 377 th MP Co, which ran the BCP?
hours
A: We had missions, which we were with the 377 th from
up to 4 hours.
Q: What was the Chain of Command related to the responSibility
for the operation of the BCP? Did this include any. other MP
elements, PMO?
A: The BCP was strictly run by the 377 th exclusively. The
platoon we had there in Bagram was just for security for the
CJTF180. We did escorts as an additional tasking.
Q:. Did you billet with the 347 th MPs during any overnight
missions?
A: No but they billeted with 'us on one of the first escort
missions we did with them.
Q: Did you spend anytime socializing with the 377t h MPs during
escort missions?
A: No. They once had a cookout and they invited us, but that
was it.
Q: Did you participate in any training with the 377 th MP
Company?
A: In Sep 02, we did some training for the 377 th . This training
included the procedures for securing and transporting the
detaineeS from Kandahar to Bagram. We taught them how to do it
and then they conducted an escort mission under our supervision.
While conducting that _mission two of the 377 th soldiers got a
little physical with one of the detainees. The detainee was
either wearing blackout goggles or a hood over his head, han
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"and leg restraints and ear muffs like hearing protection for
shooting. We taught the 377t h soldiers how to get the detainees
to do what had to be done by physically moving them to walk- ,
stop, sit or stand up. Because the detainees were sight
impaired and could not understand us, the detainees would
respond to physical commands. Example. If you wanted a
detainee to walk forward, you grabbed his arm and moved him
forward. If you wanted a detainee to sit down, you bent his
knee and pushed him downward. It was also explained to the 377 th
soldiertha ineswrpobalyvefrightnabou
what was happening to them. On this particular mission the two
377 th soldiers assumed a detainee was being non compliant to
their commands for him to sit down, when in fact he probably
just didn't know what they wanted hith to do, so they knocked him
to the ground and struck him in the face. I also recall that
the, soldiers of the 377 th stated that it was us that struck the
detainee. However, seeing that our commander was present during,,,
the incident, that allegation was unfounded and further
explained the PM0.. The commander did not react unfavorably in
regards to the striking of the detainee as the NCO's of the 21 st
th soldiers. He did
MPCo,tkcreivatonswh37
however, get very upset at the fact that the 377 th soldiers were
trying to pin the incident on us.
Q: Who was the 21 st MP Company Commander? Do you remember any
other 21 st MP Company Soldiers who witnessed this incident?
A: CPTIMMINOMINMIliwas the commander. I don't remember which
one of my soldiers were on that escar rt detail. SFC U.
0 have been_present.
_1111111111110 'may
Q: Db you reMember any of the 377 th /MT's names that were
involved in roughing up the detainee during the Sep 02 escort
missions?
A: Yes. One of the guys from the 377 th was SGT
He was not one of the soldiers that struck the detainee, but he
was there and could possibly identify the soldiers that did
strike the detainee.
Q: Approximately how many times did you have contact with the
377th MP Co, prior to the event described above?
A: This was my first contact with the 377 th .
Q: Were any of the 377 th MPs receptive to the "on the spot"
correction about their use of excessive force and
misunderstanding the detainees behavior?
Yes. They all were.
A
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Did the 21 st MP Co Commander report the excessive forte to
1111Q:anyone
in the 377 th MP Company chain of command? Or anyone at the
Bagram: Air Base? Or the CJTF180 PM0?
I don't know. We were initially blamed so it stands to
reason that it was reported at least to the PMO, but I am not
sure by whom.
Q: As a senior, experienced MP, did you formulate any opinions
•about the 377 th MP Company (who ran the BC? from Sep 02 to Feb
03), their attitude, performance or opinions of their
leadership?
A: I can't really formulate an opinion, as my dealings with the
• 377 th were very limited.
there anything you wish to add to this statement?
Q: •
• A: No.///End of Statement//
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AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON.: PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUl4 . INFI,UENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

etSdn

aXibg

Statement)

Subscribed, and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
_
f June 2004 at

Oath)

(S

eq #11rAffr
• (Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 -(b) 4, UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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DETAILS

Between 1030 and 173 hrs 18 Jun 2004, SA
3609 and SAIIIIIpinterviewed
Headquarters, NORAD USNORTHCOM, Peterson Air
COL
Force ase, CO who was the CJTF180 Staff Judge Advocate from May 02 to Apr 03 and served as
the primary legal advisor to the Commander CJTF180. 10111111Nas advised of his rights for the
offense of Dereliction of Duty, based upon information developed that he advised CJTF180 that AR
190-8 EPW, Cl and Other Detainee guidance did not apply to operations within the Bagram Collection
Point (BCP). 11111111110waived his rights and discussed his decisions and recollections with CID
Agents, but refused to sign the written statement produced during the interview. During the interview,
p rovided a hand drawn organizational chart, detailing the chain of command and positions
o the officers assigned to him as the CJTF180 SJA Staff. IIIIIIIIPhad
trouble recalling much of the
_
detailed information of interest, having only vague recollection of ICRC meeting s and restraint issues
i n the BCP. Additionally, during the interview a baton chart was referenced by and he was
shown a smaller black and white version of the Monandock Baton Chart, which he did not recognize.
(See Waiver Certificate, Unsigned/Unsworn Statement, Organizational Chart ot and Baton
Chart for additional details).
-

AGENT'S COMMENT:
eviewed the written statement for 45 minutes and made a number
of handwritten corrections and revisions to the document, but ultimately stated it was not in his best
i nterest to make a "sworn statement" in the event that some of the data he provided proved to be
i ncorrect.
J//III/III/I/1III/fII///IIIIIfI/I/IIlIIIItIII///IIIIIIIIII/I///I/LAST E NT RYM//////////////////////////////////////////////0////////////////////
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form., see AR. 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AIITIIORITV:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 5012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforeenient officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number' is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION
Fort Carson, Colorado

2. DATE
18 Sun, 04

3. TIME

1103

4. FILE NO.
0184-02-C1D369-23533

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

Headquarters, NORAD-USNORTHCOM
Peterson Air Force Base, CO
PART I -

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

The investigator Whese "ame appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

Criminal Investigation Command as a Special Agent

and wanted to question me abotit the following offense(S) of which I am
suspecte d'
bereliction of Duty///
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
I. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or -

(For civilians not subject to the UCMT) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
chiring questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B. Waiver
_
–I-understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
Without having a lawyer present with me. —
-. 3.
,,,on-s krt:
WI1NES
WEE
la. NAME (TYpe or Print

S
h. ORGANIZAT

.

OR ADD

• .men420011,17.017MIPIW

11Q,
, USACEDC, 6010 Sixth Street,
Belvoir,
VA 22060 (703)806-0299 7
Ft
2a. NAME (Type or Print)
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6.

ORGANIZATION
OF INVESTIGATOR
,

HQ, USACEDC, 6010 Sixth Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C.. Non-Waiver

1. 1 do not want to give up my rights:

■

•
.

I want a lawyer.

❑ I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORbirSIA,FaliEWT
DA FORM ARR1 NAV RQ
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OEN
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
0134 -02 - CID369 -23533/0137 -02 -CID369 -23534
Location
:
Fort Carso
lorado
Date
: 18 Jun 04
Statement of:
SSN
-Grade/Status:
- Org/Address
Ilead4uarterS, NORAD-USNORTHCOM, PeterSon . AFE, CO

want to make the following statement under

.

oat :
Q: What is your functional area?
A: I'm a Staff Judge Advocate.
Q: How long have y011 been a lawyer? Briefly list what
positions you have held.
A:
Since 1984, I went Law School at the University of Texas,

under the Fully Funded Legal Education Program (FILM)) and after,
college I returned to Fort Bragg and worked as a Trial Counsel
in the 82 nd Airborne Division, as a prosecutor for three years,
I was Senior Defense Counsel at Fort Hood for a couple years. I
was the Chief of Justice with 2 na Armored Division, then I went
to the Faculty at the JAG School. I taught Criminal Law and was
the Head of the Crim Law Department. I worked in Litigations
Division in DC. I went back to Fort Bragg, NC and was the SJA
for the 82 nd Abn Div and then served on the Joint Staff for a
year. I was in the J5 International Negotiations. Then I
attended the Army War College. I was then the Head of the
Government Appellate Division, overseeing all military courts
martials for a year. I returned to Fort Bragg, in 2001 and
became the SJA for XVIII Abn dOrps,
Q: Briefly describe any other military experience you have

A: -- I spent five years as a Combat Engineer, all of it in the
same Battalion of the 82 nd Airborne Division. I was a Platoon
Leader twice, a Company XO and a Company Commander in the 307 th
Engineer Battalion.
Q: Had you ever been deployed prior to the Afghanistan
deployment?

A: The only combat deployment I've been on was to Afghanistan.
Q:

What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan?

A: I think it was from about 16 May 2002 and I left Bagram on 1
Apr 2003 and returned to the US on 3 Apr 2003. I left
Afghanistan twice during my tour, once for mid-tour leave and
then for my son's surgery. The leave was 3-29 Oct 2002, it also
included a TDY for a military function. I also returned to the
US from 13 Jan - 26 Feb 2003; for a surgery on my son's back.
Q: What were you duties while deployed to Afghanistan?
INITIALS.
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A: I was the SJA for CJTF180, which was comprised of elements
of XVIII Abn Corps and other augmentees. I was the senior legal
advisor to the Commander CJTF180.
Q:

What were your responsibilities regarding the BCP?

A: I don't think my specific duties were ever defined.
I had a
senior attorney from my office assigned to act as a liaison with
the International Committee of the Red Cross. The person on the
staff with primary responsibility for how that facility was run
would have been COL 11111111111/111.or COL
Q: Who worked in your office or whom did you supervise during
the Afghanistan deployment? Provide names, rough dates of
service, principle duties, and applicable chains of supervision
or rating chains.

A: I had about six attorneys for the first six months and the
same number for the second rotation. Initially, I had my Deputy
(LTC1111.1111111111. on the ground and he was the BCP ICRC Liaison.
,Then
left and was replaced by LTC.11.11110 I also had a
MAJ
who served in that position (for roughly six months
from May 02 to mid/late Nov 02), then MAJ11111111110was there
from Nov 02 until I PCS'd.
Q: What prompted the' large rotation of personnel in CJTF-180
legal office in November 2002?

A: It was the normal six month rotation.
Q: Where did you normally perform your duties in Afghanistan?

A: We had a work station in the JOC tent and offices in the
Headquarters Admin Building.
Q:

Did anyone share office space with you? Whom?

A: It was— an open area, we built cubicles
with plywood. I was
there, my Deputy (whether that was imbillms
There was' also a CPT from Legal Assistance and my NCOIC.
Q: When you arrived in Afghanistan, whom did you replace? What
unit was he/she with

A: I replaced COL
SOUTHCOM SJA.

the 10 th Mtn Div SJA and now

Q: How much oversight did you personally provide to the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP)?

A: I visited it about four times, usually when we had a key
visitor. In fact that' was the only time I visited it. When I
first got there, I went over on an orientation tour with COL
When it comes down to supervision role, the only time I
would comment on it was when someone came to me with a question.
It was a J2 operation. When there was a problem, like with some
of the construction projects, I would get a call from my BCP
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Liaison Officer. They would request I assist them in getting a
higher priority for construction projects and I think that
happened twice while I was there.
Q: How often were you briefed on its operations and activities?
A: Usually post ICRC visit.
Q: Did you receive routine reports from the BCP Legal Advisor?
What were they and fram wham did you receive them?
A: He would just tell me items of interest. MAJ
or MAJ
^ Prepared a report on the visit and it was posted on
our' website. Those reports were forwarded to the CENTCOM SJA
(CAPTIMIRIMMI, USN). I did see some written reports, but
not all of them. I also received verbal updates.
Q: Who were the BCP legal advisors during your deployment?
A: LTC110111. MAJ
and MAJ 1011111111 I'm not sure that is
an accurate description of their responsibilities. OriginallY,
when we began advising on the BCP, it was primarily for the
purpose of acting as the ICRC Liaison. There were no complaints
and it was a very small fraction of the duties assigned to those
officers, perhaps 10%. To say they were the BCP Legal Advisor
may provide an impression that was their primary mission, it was
not.
Q What approximate dates were they assigned to those duties?
A: LTC1111110,was fram 1 May 02 to 1 Jul 02; MAjlillikrom 1 Jul
02 to mid Nov 02; and MAJ 1111111111from Nov 02 to Apr 03.
Q: How often did you interact with them?
A: Daily, but not on issues surrounding the BCP. They also
dealt with Operational Law issues, Use of Force and Rules of
Engagement questiEns.
Qi
VTete'the depUties (LTC 11111- anci LTC .1.1110) included in all
of your discussiOns with BCP legal advisors? If not, why not.
A: I would try to include them as much as I could. A lot of
times, MAJ
or MAJMIIMPwould go to them before coming
to me. And of course, when I was gone they were in. charge. I
wanted them to know as much about operations as I did.
Q: Prior to the deaths, were you aware of or did you direct any
training in the BCP regarding rules for the use of force (RUF)
with regard to detainees?
LTa
A: No. I did get a call from an Army SJA:
can
ecall
her last name) from GTMO. She was looking for guidance on
detainee handling. I asked MALT 11111111ko look into what guidance
was present, but I don't recall =Ting the loop on it. I
remember the interrogators telling us, that the detainees
expected to be treated badly and they just talked to them. We
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treated them better than they usually lived. They just were
decent and patient with them and were getting great results. We
fell in on an operation, which was running smoothly and there
were no complaints. I don't remember ever reviewing or approving
anything about detainee handling. I don't recall seeing anything
in print, just briefings or verbal descriptions about inprocessing practices and procedures and interrogations.
Q:• What was your perception of the relationship or command
structure of the BC? and that between the MPs and MI within the
BCP?
A: I don't know how the BCP was structured under the CJTF180.
do know the J2 was overall responsible for the operation of
the BCP. When I had a complaint registered about access to
detainees by CITF, or construction projects, I went to the J2
and he handled it. So I can't say how the chain of command or
command relationship within the BCP worked. My perception was
the MPs controlled the detainees/PUCs and kept them safe,
secure, fed and escorted to interviews. MI would interview the
detainees. That was my perception from my limited contact with
the BCP.
Q: When new units arrived were they trained on theater specific
ROE or RUF? Why or why not?
A: They should have been trained before they arrived in
country, at their home station. When they arrived, they also
got a standard block of instruction from the command on ROE from
Base Operations, Dragon Brigade personnel.
Q: Did the 377 th MP Company get RUF training from your office?
Who conducted it?
-A: No, not from my office. The training came from Base Ops,
Dragon Brigade. They could not leave the area and begin working
until they got the in-processing instructions and training. It
was very basic ROE, layout of the base; survival tips. It was
not JAG Officers who gave the training.
Q: What was your understanding of applicable RUF for detainees,
not only in the BCP, but from capture to detention to release?
A: Once you apprehended someone you applied the 5 S's and you
treat them all the same. You are expected to treat them
professionally, treat their wounds, cloth them, feed them, give
them water. That standard is the same for all theaters and all
personnel detainees. I would expect the same treatment within
the BCP. It should have been within the spirit of the Geneva
Convention. You want to treat them the way you'd like to be
treated if you were ever captured.
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Q: Was that RUF different than the ROE? How?
A: That area is still open to much Philosophical discussion.
There were separate standards for within the wire and outside
the perimeter. We were more restrictive on the rules for combat
forces inside the perimeter, because it was a more controlled
area. When soldiers were placed on perimeter guard, they got
additional training on the more restrictive ROE.
Q: What about the RUF for handling detainees or PUCs?
A: My understanding was the MPs were using the same guidelines
that they would use at Fort Leavenworth in the Disciplinary
Barracks. In my earlier meetings, with the MI interrogators it
was clear they knew they could not use force and did not need
to. They were decent and it worked well for them.
Q: What was your role-in relation to the International
Committee for the. Red Cross (ICRC) inspections of
the BCP?
A: If the ICRC saw something; then MAJ
and MAJ
would bring it to me and I did meet with the Senior ICRC Rep in
Afghanistan
on 1 Jul 02. He told me he liked
the facility an we were treating folks well. The complaints
were of the nature of asking for special dietary requests (tea,
hot meals), showers' and laundering their uniforms. I was very
happy with our relationship and the ICRC seemed very satisfied
with our facility and the treatment.
Q: Did you participate or were you briefed on every visit? Who
briefed you? What information were you provided?
A: I did not participate in every visit. MAJ
and MAJ
111111111111110brought any significant issues to me, then they
prepared a report and I tried to read most of the reports. It
would be unrealistic to say I read them all.
Q: Do you recall any significant issues, which were brought to
you, by either mAzilliMor MAJ
A: They asked about people they thought were being held and
they could not find. They wanted progress on the winterization
of the BCP for the cold weather in the Afghan winter. They
wanted to see everyone, but during the first couple weeks, they
were not afforded access, which we explained to them. They also
made unspecific complaints about treatment of detainees at the
forward field locations during post capture. ICRC could not or
would not provide data to pursue the complaints, names,
locations, etc. So LTG 11111110and I both asked for more detail
and then since none was forthcoming, LTG
decided to
reinforce with all the front line units, the standards of
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treatment expected. it was the best we could do, based on the
lack of specificity.
Q: Did you notice a change in the quantity or seriousness of
ICRC complaints or allegations of detainee mistreatment during
your tour? If so, describe when that change
occurred and what
,,,,N...the changes were?
A: Not until the fatalities. We had
one guy die in early
December 02.
We thought it was a one time thing, the detainees
were not in the best of health when they arrived.
knew that
we eeded to conduct an autopsy and we encouraged asWemuch
outsi
articipation as possible. There was an Army
pathologis rom AFIP who did the autopsy. There
was a German,
Jordanian, an
doctor present and I think MAJ
also
went. It took a couple days, "but when.it was complete
told me that the results were homicide (a medical determination
not a legal one). The pathologist flew out on the 9
th of Dec 02
and shortly thereafter, maybe that same night, another detainee
died. When the second death occurred, the interrogations were
shut down and we suspended basically all operations in
the BCP
and let CID conduct their investigation. We also coordinated
with CENTCOM to determine the appropriate level to initiate an
AR 15-6. I talked with CW3 MIIIIIIIIIIIabout the preliminary
findings, he was based out of Uzbekistan and he came down to run
the investigation. We waited for him to finish his interviews,
before we resumed interrogations.
Q: What did
tell you about
out the results of the CID
investigation?
w ie R -Pis
A: He told me the first guy was very combative
and hletic."Ctelrim
He told me the MPs related' to him they. were trea g the
detainee in accordance with existing policy t strike a detainee
in a fleshy portion of the body. I had never heard
that before. 0111110produced a copy of picture, which depicted
the human body and where on the body a blow could be delivered.
I believe there was text associated with the picture. i had
never seen anythin like it before. The blows were
delivered by
MPs, (according to 11111110 over time and over multiple
shifts,
without advising other MPs about the previous blows. The second
detainee was smaller, more frail, but also combative and he
had
some visible bruises. One of them you could see the bruising,
but I can't recall which one.
Q: Did 1111110tell you the blows were delivered with a baton?
A: I'm pretty sure he indicated they used different things to
administer blows, I also recall I'm pretty sure that he
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TAKEN AT Port Carson, CO,

mentioned a baton was used. I also recall seeing batons, when I
went through on VIP tours. I just know that the severity of the
injury would have required a lot of force. It seems logical
that batons were used. He said in the statements, they stepped
on them, kneeled on them and used their fists. From what I know
about the administration of force, knees, feet and f i sts were
not sufficient to cause that level of damage.
Q: When OPMEMODbriefed you on the case, did he show you
statements he had taken?

A: I don't think I saw all of them. I did see some parts and I
had MAI Oinilll'reviewing all of them. He is a real
crackerjack attorney and he worked closely with CID throughout
the preliminary inquiry.
Q: Were you aware of any misconduct . In the case, by anyone?
A: There were a pair of interrogators who manhandled a detainee
during an interview. One was .a female E5 and the other was a
male E4. I think they struck the detainee, kneed him, picked
him up by the ears.
Q: Who was providing legal advice to the criminal
investigation?
A:

My understanding was that CID had to provide their results
to CID command and CID's Chief.. Lawyer was LTC 11111111.11111111. I
was told (by 01111111111111111 the CID Commander himself was
reviewing the investigation. I was very frustrated because the
inclusion of CID Headquarters caused the investigation to take
longer than I thought it should. I checked with
again before I left.
It was not closedwhen I left. I understand the interest of CID
in making sure the investigation was done well, - but
informed me he could not make any decisions without apprOval
from CID Headquarters.
Q: Were you aware of the use of compliance blows prior to the
deaths? How did you become aware of this practice?

A: No. To my knowledge, we never had a non-compliant prisoner
and we never heard anything from ICRC about blows.
Q: After the deaths, what was your understanding of a
complianCe blow and its use?
A:
It was only to be used if the MPs could not control a

prisoner using less forceful means. That was the understanding
I derived from SA allillnainterviews with the MPs.
Q: In your opinion was a compliance blow a lawful use of force?

A: I will tell you I was never asked, but if you asked me
today, I would say yes. In self-defense or to control a
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STATEMENT OF 0110110.111111111110 TAKEN AT Fort Carson, CO,
DATED 18 Jun 2004, CON'T'INUED:
detainee when less forceful means are insufficient to maintain
corltrol.
Q How did you derive your opinion?

A: Primarily from my discussions with SA
and the
documentation and expertise he provided.
told me that
the use of baton blows was MP doctrine and accepted practice. I
did not have the backgroUnd or training in corrections.
,

Q: Who did you assign to advise CID on their criminal
investigation into the two detainee deaths in December 2002?

A: LTC
was responsible. Although I was of the opinion,
when I left that. CID was getting their own internal advice from
LTC
0: ere you aware CID was provided an opinion the case should
be sent to be closed without titling any soldier with an
offense?

A: No. I thought we at least titled the two MI interrogators.
That decision was not made when I left.
Q:

Based on the knowledge you had at the time, would closing
this investigation without titling be appropriate?

-

A: I relied on the information CID gave me. I was not making
the call, because I was the advisor to the commander, so I did
not make those decisions. It was not appropriate for me given
my role as command advisor. Nor was it appropriate for
111111111111110because of his involvement in the BCP as, the ICRC
Liaison. 1111111,Was also talking to 11111Pand111111111k, but
we all would have relied upon what CID advised they had evidence
to support. I told 1111.111.that I would support any additional
assets they needed to conduct the investigation. I'm not sure
if he had any assistance with these cases, but he did get some
with another case involving some SF soldiers involved in a
shooting.
Q: Who should have provided CID with the titling opinions?

LTC 11111". But again, I had several talks with LTC
milp
nd felt very frustrated that .
CID was withholding our
ability to take action in what I felt was our case in our
theater.
Q: Was there any discussion about whether or not courts
Martials would be conducted in Afghanistan?
A: I had made the decision that we would not conduct a courts

martial in Afghanistan because there was a cap on the number of
forces in theater and trying to conduct a courts martial there
would have been almost impossible. We did due courts martials
on cases from Uzbekistan, but they were conducted in CONUS.
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TAKEN AT Fort Carson, CO,

•Q: Prior to the deaths, were you or your attorneys aware of the
use of enforced standing (by chaining detainee in a standing
position) for Punishment within the. BCP? How did you becoMe
aware of it? ,
ippet

A: I think MINININNIOraiSed that with. I think it came to
my attention after the deaths, becau one of the men was found
hanging in restraints. When we di ussed why he was like that,
it was explained to me that was d ne to keep them awake. I
never realized it happened befor the man died. I never recall
seeing an uncooperative detaine in the facility during my
visits. I did see men standingthe airlock with handcuffs on,
but not chained to anythin4. I saw men put their hands through
the wire for cuffing to move them somewhere.
Q: Were you aware of chaining to effect standing in the
execution in courses of sleep deprivation? How did you become
aware?

A: I heard about it, I don't remember when. When the second
guy was found chained, I know I knew about it then. It did not
seem like a good way to treat someone. I just can't recall if
it was briefed to me, or how I found Out sleep deprivation was
being used.
.

Q: Who authorized chaining to effect sleep deprivation?

A: I don't know.
Q: Describe your understanding of enforced standing e
or standing
restraint? How was it employed?
4,44.401,tece4k44444(

A: The only time I heard about 44ftt-was when I went o VIP
visits. I know I discussed it with either MAJ
MAJ
MUM but I don't recall when. I understand that's a -critical factor, but I honestly don't recall when it was
discussed. I do know they (MPs) wanted to keep the detainees
awake. If they would not stay awake, the MPs would direct them
to stand. At some point,
Q: If MAJ
said he discussed it with
any reason to doubt him? 7rak.i tbleata.--.

A:
• .e. T
fact that the, one man was found chained when he was dead did not
look good and you don't know if it was a contributing factor in
his death. It meant no one was watching him, there was no one
keeping an eye. It was just a technique that we don't need to
have them doing.
Q: CID has provided a sketch authored by SPCIIIIIIP 3 Feb 04.
After reviewing the sketch, did you know detaineeS were
restrained in this Manner for any reason?
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TAKEN AT Port Carson, CO,

A: No. I only visited the Isolation Cells once and I don't
even recall them having ceilings at that time.
Q: Did the manner in which the detainee is restrained in the
sketch disturb you in any way personally or professionally?

A: Yeah.
Q: Did you observe detainees restrained to fixed objects in any
other way or for any reason?

A: No I never saw'it but I did hear about it and I can't
recall if it was MAJ
r mAJIIIIIIIIpr who told me. I can't
recall if the conversation was before or after the deaths. But
I recall being told that if a detainee refused to stand, he was
instructed to place his hands through the bars on the airlock
and was handcuffed so that he could not sit down.
Q: Under what circumstances would restraint to fixed objects be
legally authorized or justified?

A: When you want to maintain control, I've never been asked to
render a legal opinion with regard to that. I can conceive of
hypothetical situations where it would be authorized and others
where it is not.
Q: Did any aspect of AR 190-8 apply to detainee operations in
Bagram? Why or why not?

A: I think we used it as a reference or guide. I think that is
what MAJ111011Pand MAJIIIIIIIIIIPused as a guideline. I don't
remember personally having to go in there and pull something
out
.

Q: Review AR 190-8, paragraphs 1-1b, 1-5b and 1-5c. In
hindsight, would any of these paragraphs apply to the BCP during
your tour there?
A: I would ,bink so. I think" ifthe reg was determined not to

apply then we would try to act in accordance with these
policies.
Q: Who made the determin tion regarding whether AR 190-8
applied to the BCP? 15„9

A: Ska...:aersonnekLunaing.464
Q: Who would that be in your mind?

A: Technically you could make the argument that it is the
Commander in the Theater. I was his legal advisor, but I would
defer to my subject matter experts on the area, which were MAJ
1111110 and MAJ
IBM
0: Would these paragraphs prohibit using knee or baton strikes
(sometime called compliance blows) against detainees for
punishment or for any reason other than self-defense?
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A: Arguably if the guy is just resisting then it's corporal
punishment. Blows in self - defense would be authorized. Hitting
someone because they spit on you would not be authorized.

Q:
Would these paragraphs prohibit hooding of a detainee for
punishment?

A: I think that is a question of fact that would depend on the
circumstances.
Q: Would these paragraphs prohibit chaining a detainee to a
fixed object? Why or why not?

A:

Not 'Lean circumstances, I think that would be too
restrictive an interpretation. You would have to examine each
individual case.

Q: If AR 1 90-8 was not the standard, why is it so heavily
referenced and quoted in the AR 15-6 Investigative Report?

A: If you don't have guidance to go from, you go to the closest
applicable regulation you have to use as a guide.
Q: Have you reviewed AR 190-47 Army Corrections?
A: I've heard of it and probably read portions of it, again as
it is referenced in the 15-6.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, were you aware of any
limitations placed on the use of standing restraint? If so, who
imposed them and what were they?

A: I don't remember. I don't remember approving those
techniques.
Q:

Did you or anyone from the SIM office provide any guidance
on limitations for theve of standing re traint for punishment
or sleep deprivation'? 41 cloxte--ete,9444.44

A.
ay probably. If it was asked or ,21,thar...J44.3.411110-or-MAJ
.uld have
-.vice and if they came and
asked me I would •_
•ov ed guidance. I'm not sure that
ever asked about it.
Q:
To your knowledge, what was the maximum length of time a
detainee could be restrained in a standing position?

A: I don't remember.
Q: Prior to the deaths, did any other staff sections, to
include medical personnel or the Command Surgeon provide input
or opinions on the health implications of standing restraint?
,

A: I don't remember.
Q: Did anyone (MI or MP) discuss with you the legality of the
practice of standing restraint for the purpose of sleep
deprivation?

A: No, not that I can recall.
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TAKEN AT Fort Carson, CO,

Q: Were did the use of standing restraint or enforced standing
originate?

A: That's a good question, T recall'when the second death
occurred it came up but in the CID investigation and the 15-6, I
can't recall it ever having been asked before.
Q: Were you aware of the use of standing restraint for
punishment or sleep deprivation at any other location?

A: No.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, were you ever aware that
detainees were being subjected to standing restraint for periods
in excess of 2 hours without being let down at all to rest and
recover?

A: I knew based on, the briefings from interrogators that they
were kept awake and that involved being up for a period of time
and down for a period of time. It could have been a couple
hours.
Q: Did you see any legal problems with sleep deprivation? By
chaining?

A: It did not shock me that they were kept awake the first
couple days of captivity, but I just don't remember if I knew it
was being achieved by chaining them standing up.
Q: On 1 Dec and 2 Dec 02, the ICRC visited the BCP and reported

to MAJIIIMIOa complaint by a detainee that another detainee
was chained to the ceiling for more than a day. Did you know
about this complaint?

A: No. This is the first I have heard of it.
Q: Did you see the ICRC notes and response from 1
Dee and 2 Dec
02 visit? When?
A: -I don't remember seeing ; it. - I think that anyone who read, it

(at my level or CENTCOM's level) would have asked questions.
Q: Did you ever recommend against an investigation into any
allegations of detainee mistreatment?

A: No.
Q: Are you aware of AR 190-47's restriction against restraining
inmates to fixed objects? Did this restriction apply to the
BCP ?., „Why not?
No
A: No.''''.41A01,1
Q: Did anyone on the CJ2 staff ever seek formal or informal
legal review of interrogation techniques being used in the BCP?
A: I don't remember that, but I don't think so.
Q: Did anyone else seek your guidance regarding the legality of
interrogation techniques being used in the facility?

A: No.
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Q: What was your understanding of the TTPs for interrogations
being applied by MI personnel inside the BCP?

A: The only knowledge I had was what they briefed when the VIPs
visited.
Q: Were you aware of the interrogation techniques identified in
Para 7 a thru h of COL
15-6 investigation prior to
the deaths in Dec 02?
A: The only one I recall specifically was sleep deprivation.
Q: When and how did you become aware of these procedures?

A: I can't recall specifically.
Q: To your knowledge, were you or any other judge advocate
asked to review thel%or provide legal advice regar.ing th
/,
prior to Dec 02?
re0.00

A: I don't remember

4 f

,

I

r-ecall
4d

Q: Were You aware 0 the categ ries of
errogatio echniques
referenced in COLIMIIIIMOreport of investigation? Can you
provide your general understanding of what they are?
/V0

A: I don't recall them.
Q:. What was your understanding of safety positions?
A: I derived my understanding from SAME. The only one I
recall is kneeling and having them cross their feet. The
purpose was described to me as for the safety of the
interrogator.
Q: When did you become aware of interrogators using safety
positions?

A: During the conduct of this investigation, when
briefed me.

SAARI.

Q: What is your opinion as to the legality of safety positions?

A: Under certain circumstances

thAli.

could be appropriate.

Q: Would that opinion change if they are not being used for
safety?
A:
I believe and I was told that safety positions were used for

the safety of the interrogator.
Q: Did you ever meet with the ICRC representative, Ms.4111ftili
mom. regarding detainee treatment issues? How often? What
issues do you recall discussing?

A: Yes, I met her a couple times, but I can only be very
generic about the complaints (green tea, blankets, showers,
clean clothes, letters to write, etc). I. don't recall anything
about physical abuse in Pagram.
Q: Did you meet withilillaregarding whether chaining
detainees to fixed objects to enforce standing was humane?

A: I don't remember that.
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.Q: Did
make any complaints to you about chaining people
tO fixed ohjeOtS . to make them stand was humane?
A.: I don't remember that.
• Q: Did you inform
' AR 190-8 did not apply to detainee
operations in BagraM1

A: No, I don't recall any discussionh
handcuffing in the airlock

about

Q: Do you know on what inforMation COL
based his
conclusion the MPs knew, were following and Strictly applying
the RU?
A: No, I would have to see the 15-6 or even ask him
about that.
I may have known at the time, but I d not recall
now.
Q: Did you see evidence to slipPoljAtt
conclusion in his
investigative report ,
eolvoutoqA: I didn't w4w- -. I think I looked at it after I got
back. I don't remember reviewing it until i got back and I
briefed LTGIIMpon the findings.
Q: Do you recall a discussion regarding an MP who repeatedly
punched a shackled detainee in the chest in order to subdue him?
A: It sounds like something 11111111111shared with me, I seem to

recall hearing a detainee resisted in the airlock and had to be
pulled out. I don't recall the specifics of the incident.
Q: At any point, were you aware of potential misconduct on the
part of any MI soldier?
A: Yes, the female
and the male..
Q: Of what did you become aware? When and how did you become
aware of it?

A: Assaulting the detainee they were interrogating, stepped on
his - legs, -pushrhim against the wall, kheed him, grabbed him by
his ears. 1111111,said the interpreter told CID about it and
then the soldiers admitted to it.
Q: Did this misconduct warrant titling?
A: Yeah at least for assault.
Q: Do you know why there was no proposal to title this
misconduct when the CID field office submitted this
investigation for closure?
A: No, I was under the impression they were going to be titled,

based on my discussion with SAIIIIMIlduring the preliminary
investigation, before he had to forward everything to CID
Headquarters
Q: Are you aware of the requirement to report any potential MI
misconduct or failure to follow procedural rules for an
investigation - sometimes referred to as a Procedure 15?
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A: No.
Q: Are you aware of the requirement to report derogatory
information to the CCF for security clearance determinations?

A:

O. I don't.

Q: Did you advise or recommend either of these actions by MI
leadership in relation to evidence in the investigation
surrounding the deaths of the detainees in Dec 02?
...P"
A
I don't think I did, if I did not know about e

it n

requirement, then I don't think I would have. COL1111.1111111110
about the misconduct and he would have given direction in
this regard.
Q: Did you or any of your attorneys recommend any commander
take any adverse action against any soldier based on the results
of the criminal investigations into these deaths?' Why or why
not?
A: The only person that I thought there would have been a

recommendation against would be the, two interrogators. Based on
the information provided to me by SAM/. I don't recall
anyone making any recommendation to take action against any of
the MPs regarding the deaths. 11110.101told me that many MPs were
delivering blows, but that in each case the blows were justified
as self-defense or as a control measure. He also told me that
no "one" blow could be determined to have caused the death. I
got the impression from him that he thought the use of force was
justified. I asked him about appropriateness and whether any of
it appeared excessive, but that was during the preliminary phase
of the investigation. Thea I left country for the-purposes
described above. when I returned nothing substantive changed in
his findings.
Q: Did your office recommend SGT11111111111111111... (formerly
4111111111110 be removed from the BCP in January 200 3? Who
recommended that action? Why was that action recommended?

A: I think COL
made that decision. I thought they
took action against her based on what was developed so far. I
thought both soldiers were to receive Article 15s
Q: In your video taped comments to The Center for Law and
Military Operations, you implied MPs were using batons to strike
detainees and the use of batons may have accounted for the
injuries in both deaths. Where did yOu derive this opinion?
A: Based on
conversation with me. He told me they

used, batons among other things to strike these guys. I could be
mistaken, but it really sticks in mind that I got that from him.
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Q: There was no evidence of baton use in either the AR 15-6
investigation or in the initial criminal investigation. Did you
ever direct (or recommend the CG direct) CID to thoroughly
question MPs about the use of batonø and other potentially
excessive uses of force by MP or MI personnel? Why not?
A: I thought the 15-6 would hay one that It was art of the
charter for the 15-6. Ze.4).....car,( i 42.0414,10,04 44,
457:4
Q: Based on the severity of the injuries, documented in the
• medico-legal autopsy, is it your Professional opinion excessive
force was used?
A: Based on what I was told '11-4111111111111. can't say that. If you
wanted to call anything excessive it would have been the
repeated blows over time. However, at the time, it was
reasonable to conclude at the time that repetitive
administration of legitimate force resulted in all the injuries
we saw.
—___
_
Q: What advice did you provide then MG1111111111.regarding the
criminal investigation and any potential wrong-doing by US
soldiers?
A: I told him what
communicated to me. Tha we were not
going to be able to identify arParticular person /V
as responsible
c31.121/846for the injuries. I did tell .him a outt einteirogator's
assaults.
\--4VIelda- Vtiutte
Afaeltipm44-1 AA642 ingPolt
Q: Did you support closure of the criminal casd4 without
finding out what happened because it would be too difficult to
discover who might be responsible for the deaths?
A: No.
-Q: Did your pre - determination not to conduct a courts martial
in Afghanistan effect your legal advice or judgment with"regard
to the criminal investigations into these two detainee deaths?
A: No, as evidenced by the other courts martials that were
conducted. It was only a venue issue, not whether one should be
conducted.
Q: In regard to AR 190-8, was there a conflict between you and
any of your attorneys about the applicability of the regulation?
A: I don't recall having a discussion about which provision
applied or did not apply.
Q: What did your contact with or visits to the US Disciplinary
Barracks at Fort Leavenworth, XS consist of?
A: One visit to a client on death row and observations on that
occasion.
Qt Earlier today, you stated MI Interrogators knew they could
not and did not use force, on what did you base that impression?
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A: During a briefing by MI, the briefer told the VIP that they
were gaining good results by treating the detainees nicely and
just talking with them. The VIP then asked the MI briefer if
any force was used during interrogation. His reply was no, it
was not permitted.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT.
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Agesa

/- v1 s/64./

(Signature of Person Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
18 day of June 2004 at Fort Carson,
/

Oath)
SA

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)

Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
INITIALS
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
137-02CID369-2 3534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF I PAGES

DETAILS

t 0738, 16 Jun 04, SA
advised SPC
77t-, Military Police Company,
5237, of his legal rights for the offenses o
ggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, which he waived
nd provided a sworn statement. illniikvitnessed.
members of 3 rd Platoon enter a detainee's
isolation cell and cause the detainee to cry out "Allah". 1.11111Pstated he later noticed a bruise that
row over time on the detainee's leg. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement bf
' dated
16 Jun 04, for additional details)
,

t 0945, 16 Jun 04, SA
advised iLT
377th Military
Police Company, Cincinnati, H 45237, of his legal rights for Dereliction of Duty, Negligent
Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner and False Offic' I Statement, which he invoked by
refusing to say anything, (See lVon-Waiver Certificate . of
dated 16 Jun 04, for additional
details)
t 1048, 16 Jun 04, SA
th •
interviewed SSG
377 Military
Police Company, Cincinnati OH 45237, who provided a sworn statement detailing an escort
mission in which he, SFC
nd SSG
worked with the 21 st Military Police
ompany, Fort Bragg, N
eniecl any soldiers struck a detainee during the mission,
hich was the only one he participated in with the 21 st Military Police Company: (See Sworn

Statement of

dated 16 Jun 04, for additional details)

t 1210, 16 Jun 04, SA
377 th
nterviewed SEC
Military Police Com an Cincinnati, OH 45237, regarding the escort mission SSG
escribed.
escribed the incident exactly as SSG
ad described.///LAST
ENTRY///

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

S

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

16 Jun 04
FORM 9 "
1 FEB 77
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1. LOCATION
j 776

2. DATE
16 Jun 04

Military Police Company, Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027
La

5. NAME

First MI)

. TIME

. FILE NO.

070

k,

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
377th Military Police Company
7. GRADE/STATUS

Cincinnati, OH 45237

SPC
.:

.

PART 1- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
Criminal Investigation CoraMand
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/accused:

Aggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner

Before he/she asked me any questions about the Offense(t), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything."'"
. _.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me .ill a crimin al tnal
"

11110

3; For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to•a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during cloaking. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government ore military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
.
-

-

Or

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I

cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below...
. 5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Waiver

Section B.

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having lawn present with me.

a

WITNESSES (If available)
la. NAME

3. SIGNATURE'

11.1i Z

I aii

(Type or Print)
- _ e.. ..PIPPPI....."-•-•-.,_ -

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

,

:

2a. NAME (Type or Print)
•

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

V

17' V

CO

F VVESTIGATOR

SA
6.. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC, 5010 Sixth Street
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. Ido not want to give up my rights:
0 I want a lawyer.

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.

nA FORM

ft SUM NAV fig

FIIITICIAI CIF Alf1V $141S flPflI FTI

b2- Lai
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i
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

1. WARNING - Inform the sosPeot/accosed of:
a. Your official position

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or bath."
- or -

b . Nature of offense(s).

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

p. The fact that he/she is 'a suspectfaccused,
2.

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during; and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before is ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning, This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own

a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any qUestioning begins.'

,

d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

criminal trial."

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

c. (For personnel Subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'

have a lawyer present with you during qUestioning. This lawyer

Make certain the Suspect/acCUsed fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER
°Do you want a lawyer at this timer

do you understand your rights'?"
(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement If the suspect/accused

lawyer. If the suSpect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says des," age the following question.)
°At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no,'" stop the interview and

was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate
on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes/ have
him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER

2. If the suspect/amused was questioned as such either without being

CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses
e.
sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make

first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving

advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the

on the Waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she

Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

proper rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused. —

In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon - asposSible.
effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any

_

i

questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING

in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.

HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If

Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS: •

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

atalements before being pmperly advised of his/her rights he/she should

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further
questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
1990-261-871/02685

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1348

*U.S. Government Printing Office:

0134-02-C 10369-23533
SWORN STATEMENT

O137-02-C10 369-23534

File Number :
377 th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
Location
Date
16 Jun 04
Time:e7,:7 1111/14'T`'''`'
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status:
Org/Address : 377th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, 014 45237
•

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OA :Q: How do you know that. SPC
SPC
nd the majority
of first platoon came by and gave Person Under Control (PUC)
DILAWAR common peronial strikes?
•A: I don't know either of the detainee's names that died, but the
one I saw receive all the strikes was the second detainee that
died. I knew they gave the detainee the strikes because I was
there when
and
gave the strikes and I heard people
talking about it. It was mostly third platoon that I saw give the
strikes. At some point before the detainee died, I can't recall
the exact date, third platoon came by for guardmount and picked up
their lunch. Some of the big guys,
and
and quite a
few of the other guys in the platoon that I don't remember, went
to the isolation cells and went into the detainee that died's cell
and I saw them give him common peronial strikes. I think they all
gave him at least one common peronial strike. I was standing on
the catwalk, and they did not know that I was. there. I saw them
go into the cell one at a time and give him the strikes while he
was in standing restraints, restrained to the ceiling. After I
saw a couple of them do that, I turned my head away in disgust,
but I could still hear them doing the strikes and the detainee
crying out "Allah!".. I didn't actually see anyone give the
strikes, but I would see them go into his cell and the next thing
you would hear is the guy cry out "Allah, Allah, Allah". Later, I
heard people talking about if you hit the detainee, he would cry
out "Allah!"11110
Q: Who did you see strike the detainee that died while you were on
the catwalk?
A: I don't recall, I just know it was one of the guys from 3r d
platoon .1110
Q: What shift were you working when you were on the catwalk and 3 rd
platongvehdaitesrk?
Exhibit:
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OA 45237; DATED 16 Jun 04; CONTINUED:
A: It was toward the end of the night shift.
gave the, detainee common
and
Q: How do you know
peronial strikes?
A: I saw both of them go into the cell one at a time from where I
was standing on the catwalk. They went into the cell and then I
heard the detainee scream out 'Allah".
Q: Who else saw third platoon guys go intO the detainee's cell and
make him scream 'Allah"?
A: I don't know, but the isolation guard let them into the. cell.
I don't re,call who that was. I don't know if anyone else saw what
hePPened
Q: Who did you see deliver common peronial strikes to either
detainee that died and when did you see them?
A: I saw111110trike the second detainee that died. I think it
happened within a couple days of the detainee getting there. He
gave the detainee a common peronial strike while he was in
standing restraints in the isolation cell before 3 rd platoon did.
I heard he was the one who figured out that if you give the
detainee a strike, he cries out "Allah". I really can't remember
any other details about how or why it happened4111110
Q: Who all talked about giving the second detainee that died
common peronial strikes?
A: So many people were talking about it in all platoons, that I
can't really tell you who specifically talked about it. It became
a conversational piece within the unit, so everyone was talking
about it
Q: When did these strikes occur in relation to the second
detainee's death?
A: I don't remember'''.
Q: How do you know nearly all of 2 1d platoon gave the second
detainee that died common peronial strikes?
A: I just heard people talking about it. I don't remember
specifically who talked about it doing it, but some talked about
it. I don't know any of the specifics about who did it when or
why.
Q: Did any of the other platoons talk about giving either of the
detainees that died or any other PUC common peronial strikes?
A: I don't known..
Q: Was the second detainee that died always restrained when the
common pronial strikes were given?
A: Yes/.
Q: How do you know the second detainee, that died was struck for
PAGE .9-, OF
INITIALS Allillp
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STATEMENT OF 111111111111111/111.11. TAKEN AT 377 t4 Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OH 4527; DATED 16 Jun 04; CONTINUED:
fun and not because of some type of bad behavior?
A: Because everyone was talking about wanting to hear him cry out
"Allah, Allah, Allah".
Q: Who else would know about the strikes besides you.
A: Everyone in the unit knew about it
Q: Are you sure SFC
new about the strikes?
A: He was aware of what was going on and nipped it in the bud.
That's when he gave us the order to stop giving common peronial
strikes to anybody...
Q: What exactly aid yoU tell SFC1111111111.bout what was going on
A: I think I told SFC 1111110that the detainee that later died's
leg was looking bad. His pants would fall down sometimes while he
was in standing restraints.. The first time that I saw him, I
noticed he had a bruise on one of his thighs. Over time, I
noticed it was getting bigger and he was beginning to put his
'weight on one leg. I assumed he already knew about how the bruise
was getting bigger (from the common peronial strikes), because he
seemed to know everything about what was going on in there. I
don't recall what I told him about people giving the detainees
common peronial
Q: Did you tell anyone else about the bruising?
A: I told a field medic, I have no idea who he was, about the
bruising when he came by for his once a day medical check. He
checked it out and said it was okay411/0
Q: What did SFC 11111111.ay to you when you told him about the
strikes or the bruising?
A: He told me not to do any common peronial strikes because there
was no need for them"...
__Q: Did anyone else notice the detainee's bruising?
rm_not_ sure, except for the medical.
Do you have anything to add to this statement?
i
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT/All.

Q: Exhibit:
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237; DATED 16 Jun 04; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT

I,

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
CH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 4'. I FULLY

STATEME

UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT, I

HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT.OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL'
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Al11111111111111111111(
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to adMinister,oaths, this . 16th day of June, 2004 at
Cincinnati? OH

na

Administering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 ,(b) (4) UCMJ
(Authority TO Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:

Exhibit: 3o? C(
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDUREIWAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1. LOCATION

2. DATE

377th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
5. NAME

ast, First, Mt

6, SSN

Ana

3. TIME

4. FILE NO.

16 Jun 04 Mir 49, V,:r
8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
BHC, 15th Psychological Operations Battalion
Cincinnati, OH 45237

:I.• DE/STATUS

111111,
PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whbse name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
Criminal Investigation Command
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
Dereliction of Ditty, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, False Official Statement
suspected/acoused:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(sljzzer, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.
2. AnYthing I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial. 0110

•.

3. (For personnel subject 10 the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during quest:
A=1.. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to
me,
or both.
WIPP

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. I understand that this lawyer

can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a Fawyer present, I have a right to Stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if t sign the waiver below.!
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Sectionea.

Waiver

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer.first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)
la. NAME
b.

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

(Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME

(Type or Fnirt)

Sow. — • , • ,

.. • I, -

SA
b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC, 5010 Sixth Street
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. Ido not want to give up my rights:

iiimpopm

g

0 I want a lawyer.

RTIFI

-6 a
ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1353

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA form 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED.
pnrricou CIF hirl‘f Rd IC nrmeu FTg

DE6

122

61•

ca I R

CW1
,- 37-02-C1039-?Icl
PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of

can be a civilian you arrange for of no.expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
,

a. Your official position
b. Nature of offense(s).

- or -

c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a
lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:
'BeiOre I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own

a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

eXpense,or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for you before any questioning begins."

b, "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial."

d. "If you are now willing to'discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lamer present, you have a right to stop answering

c (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk
privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering thrther, even if you sign a waiver certificate."

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

Make certain the suspect/accUsed fully understands his/her rights.

THE WAIVER
"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this timer

(If the suapect/acciUsed says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says `ryes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights adVitement. If the autpect/accused

lawyer. If the suspect/acctised says "no," ask himTher the following question.)

says "yea," ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?" (If the suspectlaccrised says "no," stop the interview and

was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate

continue the interrogation. If the auspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER

2. if the suspect/accuSed was questioned as such either without being

CERTIFICATE: If the suspectlaccused orally waives his/her rights but refuses

advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the

sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make

first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving

iiiiTi;;Waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she

Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

proper rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.

NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
.

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

.

-in all-cases the-waiver_certificatemust-be completed 7assoon-as possible— -

certificate-and initialed by-the suspect/accused.

effEnTshould be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
queitioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as
in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING
HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If

Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

during the interrogation, the suspect ditplays indecision about requesting

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. Atthat point, you may question the suspect/accused only

aybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
1. tithe suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating

concerning whether he or site desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/amused from exercising his/her rights.

be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further

War example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,

questions.

you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)

*U.S. Government Printing Office:

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
1990-261-871/02685
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number
umber
Location
: 377 th Military
Company Cincinnati, OH 45237
- .
--.Police
,
Date
: 16 Jun 0 411111.
Time: // 527
StateMent Of
7
SSN
.Grade/Status: 1110
,.'
Org/Address
':
377th
Military
Police
Company,
Cincinnati, 014- . 4237 .
.
.

'limp

'

.

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: Do you recall an incident in which two Military Police soldiers
shoved and struck a blindfolded detainee on the face during an
escort mission from Kandahar to Bagram while you were deployed to
Afghanistan?
A: No.
Q: Do
r all a mission in which you were conducting an escort
mission under the supervision of the 21 st Military Police Company?
A: I remember a mission from Kandahar to Bagram that they were in
•charge of in which they were training us on how to do the escort
mission. We took three persons being repatriated to-XakYmi /-a-/-71i41//'

Pl e

broughtafewck.Trenoicdtsaluringth1.P
mission in which a Military Police soldier struck a detainee. I
never saw any soldiers hit a detainee with a fist at any time
Don't get me wrong, I have seen soldiers utilize force to get a
detainee to comply by basically wrestling them to the ground, but
no strikes were ever used.. That was the only escort mission from
Kandahar to Bagram that I participated in with the 21s t Military
Police Company. Myself, SSG
and SSGAIIIIIIVere the
only ones on that mission from the 377 and I know for a fact that
none of us hit or struck a prisoner-There were some bad feelings
between the 21 5t Military Police_CoMpany and the ' 377 th Military
Police Company. It all stemmed frorr this mission. The mission
began with us reading a prepared statement to the detainees which
basically just expressed that the United States was sorry for
their troubles and the need to detain them because these detainees
were being repatriated. The detainees were all old men and they
didn't give us any trouble. When we flew into Kandahar, though,
the 21 st Military Police Company treated them like they had just
got there in a type of "shark attack" mode. They didn't do
anything wrong, but it just seemed wrong to read the "I'm sorry"
briefing and then treat them like crap again before releasing
them. It just seemed like the timing was wrong, if they have to
still be treated like that then we shouaiit to say "I'm sorry"
Q: Exhibit: ja?‹e
INITIALS
PAGE
1 OF . 3
llP
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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TATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Cincinnati, OH 45237; DATED 16 Jun 04; CONTINUED:
until we are actually ready to release them. We had flown in at
night so the detainees were going to have to stay the night at
Kandahar before being flown out to where they' would be
repatriated. When we flew back to Bagram, I talked to an Air
Force captain that I called CPT
I don't know if
was Illrirst name or last name. I told her what I though-T=7
the timing of the "I'm sorry" letter. She then went and talked to
the 21 5t MP Company about it and it all got blown out of
proportion. They took it to mean we were attacking the way they
do business. I had no r 1
with the way they do business, they
were very professional.
Q: Do you recall any allegations that members of the 377 th struck a
detain
on an escort mission with the 21st ?
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything to add t9 this statement?
A: No.///END OF STWIEMENT//

411111rompanY,

Immo
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237; DATED 16 Jun 04; CONTINUED:
AFFIDAVIT
I, IMMIIMOMMOIMMMOMMOI HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

ppook___

erson' a Ing Statement)'

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law tO administer oaths, this 16th day of June, 2004 at
Cincinnati
.

ig.nturThf. PersonAdministering Oath)
SA

IMIlliMar

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 136 (b)

(4) UCMJ •
.

-

(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS
t 1111, 17 Jun 04, SA
advised SFC
77th Military Police Company Cincinnati, OH 45237, of his legal rights or the offenses of
ggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty, Maltreatment of a Prisoner, and False Official
tatement which he waived and provided a sworn statement.
enied he was aware
Military Police within his unit struck a detainee to hear the detainee cry, Ilah". 1111.1111.stated he
instructed his platoon to not use common peronial strikes as they were unnecessary since'a minimum
f two guards were utilized to escort detainees and the strikes were not meant to be used as a
orrective action. 11111111111,ta.ted he likel re . inforced that instruction during a guarclmount after the
etainee's deaths had occurred.
could not recall if a soldier reported seeing a bruise on a
• etainee that they were concerned about, but stated he would have instructed the soldier to seek a
medic, if they had. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn Statement of
dated 17 Jun 04, for
additional details) ///LAST ENTRY///
,

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
EXHIBIT

DATE

SIGN

17 Jun 04
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURENVAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

•
AUTHORITY:.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g),
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately-identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/aftemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
.

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

1. LOCATION
3/338th LNO, Camp Atterbwy, N

2. DATE

I)

5. ,NAME

3. TIME

17 Jun 04

FILE NO.

/7/

ORGANIZATION OF ADDRESS

333e Miiitary Police Company
,

.

7. GRADE/STATUS

Columbus, OH 43004

IMIP
PART 1 - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
•
•
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
Criminal Investigation Command
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of whiCh I am
Dereliction of Duty, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatinent of a Prisoner, False Official Statement
suspected/accused:
:afore he/she asked me any questions about the offeriSe(s), hoWever, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
.
1. I do not have to answer any questions or say anything.

.2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
•
‘. (For personnel subject the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I an-ange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.

to

- or

-

(For civilians not subjeCt to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning, I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange fOr at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be
appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If lam now willing to discuss the offense(s) under Investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at anytime, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (continue on reverse side)

.

Waiver
Section B.
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the otiense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lav__
' er present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)

la. NAME (We or Print)
b.

-

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

.

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

-

-

■

SA
6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

HQ, USACIDC, 5010 Sixth Street
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060
Section C. Non-Waiver
1. I do not want to give up my rights:

1:3

III I do not want to be questioned or say anything.

I want a lawyer.

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN ST '

4,,,

1 011' form
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING ,
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of

can be a avilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a. Your official position

lawyer deiailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b, Nature of offense(s).

- Or -

c. The fact that he/she Is a suspect/accused.

(For civilians not subject to the UM!) You have the right to talk privately to a

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questioos, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own

a. °You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, Or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed!for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial."

d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

c. (For personnel subject to the UQMJ) 'You have the nght to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make cerfain the Suspect/accused fully understands his/her rightS.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you Want a tawyer at this timer

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the supect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. lithe suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says "yes," ask the following question.)
At this tine, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under Investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a atl atement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request
was recent (Le. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to

present With you?" (If the suspecVaccuseci says "no," stop the interview and
have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,' or if the prior

on the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'yes," have

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being

CERTIFICATE: If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses

advisLd of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the

'Sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make

first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving

on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she

Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

propgr rights advise'.

,

Investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:
In all cases the waiver certificate must Fe competed as soon at possibler

accordingly should.be noted In the comment section on the waiver
--certificate

and-initiated by-the-suspect/amused.

effort stiould be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING

in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.

HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If

Notes .should be kept on the circumstances.

during thO interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting
example) "IC/laybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

statements before being property advised of his/her rights he/she should

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,

questions.

you shouldn't need an attorney.)"

COMMENTS (Continued)
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
: 3/338 th LNfl fm0 Atterbury, INAIIIII
Location
Time'/OWININIF
: 17 Jun 04
Date
Statement Of:
Grade/Status:
SSN
Org/Address : 3/338 Military Police Company, Columbia, OH 4.5004
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
I,
OATWF
Q: Were you aware of guards striking a detainee just to hear him
say, "Allah"?
A: No. If I had heard about that I would have kicked them out of
I mean, I kicked. him
the facility just like I did
anything like
e
out just for twisting cuffs, so if I haP
h
that they would have been kicked out, too. Ai"
Q: Did you give a briefing in which you stated you knewcommon
peronial strikes were being overused and they needed to stop?
A: I told my guys that I didn't want anyone doing common peronial
strikes, because we were doing two man escorts in which the
detainee was restrained and there would b ns.need for common
peronial strikes to control a detainee.
Q: When did you instruct your platoon not to use common peronial
strikes in relation to the detainee deaths?
A: I believe it' was right when we first got into the facility
' g two man escorts right off the bat, so there
because we were
was no need.
Q: Did you have any inclination that soldiers may be overusing
common peronial strikes?
A: I had heaT that,. platoon was using common peronial
wee not cooperative. I don't remember
--strikes on s
wherIadtorfmwh,butIaderhtywe/
peronial
strikes
and
I
didn't
want
my
platoon
to
be
using COinfil011
doing that. I may have specifically reinforced to my platoon
during a guardmount that they were not to use the common peronial
third platoon was using them on
strike based upon hearing
uncooperative detainees.
Q: Do you recall any specific instances that third platoon gave a
common peranial strike to an uncooperative detainee?
A: No.
Q: Why didn't you want your soldiers administering common peronial
strikes to detainees who were not cooperative?
,

•
•

•
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STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT Camp Atterbury, IN DATED
17 Jun 04; CONTINUED:
A: It wasn't in the SOP to do that for one, and it was
unnecessary. Everything was done with a two man sOort, and they
can control anything a restrained detainee did.
Q: Did a soldier ever report to you that one of the detainees had
a bruise on their leg that appeared to be worsening?
A: I don't remember that. Not tnay it didn't happen, but I
don't remember it happening.
Q: What would have been your response to such a report?'
A: I would have told the medic to check him out to see if it was
okay. If the medic would have said it was okay, we probably would
have documented it in the logbook. If the medic thought it was
problem, it was their responsibility to report it to the doctor.
Q: Do you recall any medical problems being brought to your
attenti.
illlarding either detainee that later died?
A: No.'
Q: Do you have anything to a to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT///
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STATEMENT. OF
17 Jun 04; CONTINUED: -

TAKEN AT Camp Atterbury, IN; DATED

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 3 I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE. INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE

INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

11111(111111111111—)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 17th day of June, 2004 at Camp
Atterbur

gnature

erscin Administering Oath)

SA
(Typed Name. of Person Administering Oath) *
ARTICLE 136,..11CMJ

(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

DETAILS

t 0952, 18 Jun 04, SA1111111111....aell advised
SPC
77th Military Police Company,Cincinnati, OH 45237,
of his legal rights for the offenses of
ggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner and False Official
tatement, which he waived and provided a sworn statement.allarMecalled a conversation in
hich SPCIMINI"escribed giving a cornmon peronial strike to a detainee and then imitated the
etainee by crying out
"Allah, Allah, Allah".IIIMIOStated this conversation was the only incident
in which a detainee cried out "Allah" that he could recall. (See Waiver Certificate and Sworn

Statement of

dated 18 Jun 04, for additional details)IIILAST ENTRY///

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA
SIGNATUR

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

18 Jun 04
CI
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURENVAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/altemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1. LOCATION

2. DATE .d,......, 3. TIME

377th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237

18

5, NAME (Last, First, MO

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

0411.1. 0

9

4. FILE NO,

th
377 Military Police Company
Cincinnati, OH 45237

7. GRADE/STATUS

6. SSN

Jun

PART 1 - RIGHTS VVAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
`

Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
Criminal Investigation Command
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/acCused:

Aggravated Assault, Negligent Homicide, Cruelty and Maltreatment of a Prisoner, False Official Statement

efore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:

I do not
to answer any questions or say anything.
1032.1. Anything
I say or do cart be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
have

3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or speak
privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.
5. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)
Section B.

Waiver

I Understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigationand make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without_having_a !ewer present wilb_M__
_
–
WITNESSES (If available)
3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
1a. NAME (Type or Print)
b.

iltlitmeiorAlliltiMiNEIA1374..°Vgratipfell

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

—

-

,

-

,

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

HQ, USACIDC, 5010 Sixth Street
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060

section C.

Non-Waiver

1. I do not want to give up my rights:

■

■

I want a lawyer.

2. SIGNATURE OF' fir
ATTACH THIS WAI '-

I do not want to be questioned or say anything.
1,k,

tOPAIIIIIF2111111AMIEET 1161

_-
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PART H - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDUR
THE WARNING
1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a. Your official position

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b. Nature of offense(s).

- or -

c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

2. RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights,"

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at you own

a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b. "Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial."

d. "If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answenng further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully`understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

°Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

laWyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says "yes," ask the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"
(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer
present with you?" (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

was recent (i.e. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advise on whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

on the other side Of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

him/her read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the
other side of this form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN THE WAIVER

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being

CERTIFICATE If the suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses

advised of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the

sign the waiver certificate, you may proceed with the questioning, Make

first statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving

on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that fte/she

Staff Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

proper rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY:

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

In all cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible.

certificateand iriitialed—BY the suspect/acc-used.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any
questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING

in the case of street interrogations, completion may be temporarily postponed.

HIS OR HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If

Notes should be kept on the circumstances.

.

during the interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting
eiarriPle, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the suspect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

statements before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

be told that such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,

questions.

you shouldn't need an attorney.)"
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.SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
03 0
Location
: 377th Milit
Police Company, CincinnPt 1 , H 45237
: 18 Jun 0
Time: /630
Date
Statement Of:
SSN
Grade/Status:1111y
Org/Address : 377th Military Police Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237
WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER
OATH:
Q: Did soldiers give the second detainee that died common peronial
strikeS to hear him cry out "Allah"?
A: The only thing I know about that is when we were in. Qatar when
we were heading back from Afghanistan, some guys started talking
about the detainees that died. This was the same conversation
that I described in my previous statement in which
said he
had given the detainee fifteen common peronial strikes. During
that conversation, SPCIIIIIMPcame intojehe ialgale of the
conversation and when he figured out whoilwellr'rglking about, he
said, "Oh yeah, I got a good shot on him; too." He said he sized
the guy up like a photographer and made hand gestures like a
photographer sizing up something he is going to take a picture of
then he made common peronial strike motion and screamed, "Dam!"
real loud. Then SPC
.id an imitation of the detainee by
spreading his arms like the detainee was hung
in his restraints
and he said, "Allah, Allah, Allah, Allah".
Q: Did anyone else describe striking the detainee and causing him
to say "Allah"?
A: No, that was the only incident I heard of striking him and
--causing him to say that
A0,1____Did-you ever see-soldiers-go-into-the_detainee±s cell_and_hear
him cry out "Allah" while you were on shift?
A: No, I don't recall hearing any crying or anything like that
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A: Just like my last statement, I think there was something that
came up in a conversation at Qatar, but I can not remember what it
was. If I can recall it, I will contact you about it
Q: Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//.
`
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STATEMENT OF 41IMINIMmaal TAKEN AT 377 th Military Police
Company, Cincinnati, OH 45237; DATED 18 Jun 04; CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT

HAVE

READ OR HAVE HAD READ - TO.ME THIS

STATEMENT WHICH- tEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2. I. FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT. OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF puMisHMENT,.ANDi WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

Subscribed, and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 18th day of June, 2004 at
Cincinnati, OH

41111111111L___±_
sAuummumr
(S

dministering Oath)

.

l_Typed_Name_of_Person_AdmInistering-Oath)/
ARTICLE 136, UCMJ
(Authority To Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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Between 0920 and 1025 hrs, 22 Jun 04, SA
interviewed Internment Serial Number (ISN)
who reported he was held at the
Bagram Collection Point (BCP) for over eleven months, from roughly the end of March 2002 to 7 Feb
003. He indicated one stay, which was intended to last a day, in the Isolation Cells on
the 2nd floor
of the BCP. He noted there were six cells in the Isolation Ward and his stay was not for discipline
reasons. It was apparently intended to be a privilege for him, but he did not view any significant
benefit, He found the atmosphere in the room intolerable, stating he could not breathe. He stated it
caused him to suffer and asthma attack. He was in the Isolation Cell with another man and was not
restrained in any manner, inside the cell. He stated it was very easy to hear every noise coming from
he other cells, but he did not hear anyone complaining of pain or discomfort, during the day he was
in the Isolation Cell. He did indicate he knew newly arrived detainees were kept in the Isolation Cells
hen they initially arrived and they were taken to interview rooms (upstairs) where they were
interrogated. stated he heard shouting and screaming "all the time" in the BCP, often from
upstairs.
He was aware of the punishment of chaining to the airlock for various infractions of the facility rules
or times ranging from 30-60 minutes. He stated some men sat in the airlock for punishment, some
ere told to stand and some were chained because they would not stand. He described the chaining
as "overhead". Often these men were hooded and common complaints were that they could not
breathe.. girenied he was ever restrained to the cell or airlock. He also stated it was not
uncommon for several men at a time, to be punished by chained standing to the door and no effort
as made to conceal the punishment The airlocks were out in the open and everyone in the facility
ould see the men being punished.
He also indicated he was never kept awake during his stay at I3agram. He knew someone men were
kept awake by chaining-them in the airlock in a standing position (when they refused to stay awake or
o stand) for-as-muchasfour- haursiat-a-time)-, -overthe course-of several-days. When at-Iced—
about
he possible physical abuse of detainees, he stated he was never beaten or struck by anyone at
Bagram. He was poked a few times and was walked around "bent over with his hands cuffed behind
his back". Once he was also hogtied (handcuffed behind his back with his cuffed hands then tied to is
eet) and laid on his side for a period of time, when they believed he was not being truthful.
He recounted agroup of Arab detainees (possibly comprised of a Libyian, an Algerian and one other
man) were taken to an interrogation room and "dragged around" by a man (who was described as
possibly Special Forces, muscular, white, male, wearing a sleeveless shirt and very solidly built). The
hree men came back (to general population) covered in dust, but denied they were struck. The told
they were not beaten, only "dragged around". The interrogator employed in this incident was
reportedly an Egyptian/American man.
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p'also recounted an escape attempt by a detainee (he believed Bagram Temporary .
which
o
e Man got out of the cell area, by climbing through the latrine and he was caught by the
s and
"beaten badly”. Ilitelieved this escape attempt occurred in Jul 02, but never saw the man'again,
so he was uncertain of his disposition.
„,,„ r

11101tlescribed an incident which occurred in Dec 02, wherein an Afghan male detainee (he believed
the man to be BT 421 — after being shown a photograph of DILAWAR) who was supposed to stay
awake. The man was struck by at least two MPs, inside the airlock of General Population Cell #2. He
knew the difference between MPs and other military in the BCP, by their uniforms (which bore a
"dragon" patch and American flag on the right sleeve). The Afghan male, believed to be (BTB)
DILAWAR, was intended to stay awake, but would not stay up, so MPs entered the airlock and
attempted to restrain him. Illidescribed the detainee's behavior as not aggressive or violent, stating
"she was simply limp". The MPs viewed the behavior as uncooperative and one MP (described as tall,
probably 6'2", white, male, SSG, with brown hair) punched DILAWAR (PUC 421) in the chest/ribcage
everal times, using his fist believed the blows were delivered by the SSG's left fist, in the
etainee's left side, but added it was hard to see who was striking whom and where. Another MP
also struck DILAVVAR.1111111,described the other MP as a white, male, approximately 6', blonde haired
and wore a mustache. He said the second MP was "chubby" and was a
He
recalled the detainee was then taken upstairs to the Isolation Cell area, an
ere was a o
commotion (MP and medical activity). He recalled statements of serious concern form some of the
MPs about getting into trouble over the incident. He stated the reaction of several MPs cued him in
hat something serious had occurred. An Milleknew as
(who he said was of Puerto
Rican descent) said "we are going to be in shit for this". Doctors and medics came and the man was
arried out and
'lever saw that detainee again.

imp

He stdtedTrio8t of the peoplin,thelkiit
lYgot mediclicare, when theY asked for it and he assisted in
ranslatind during those requests from men who spoke any of the languagesilPhas mastery of.
GENT'S COMMENT: When shown a photograph of DILAWAR (PUC 421) at the hospital shortly
iter his death,stated he believed it was the same man he saw punched in the chest. He said it
as difficult to be certain, because the man had a hood over his head and was facing away from him
most of the time. He also recalled the man talked a great deal and was in obvious discomfort. He
recalled the man (BTB DILAWAR) chanted, muttered, prayed, sometimes asked for something softly ,
hen repeated the request louder as he was ignored. However,
does not speak Pashtun, so he
ould not tell what the man was sayingorasking for His opinion the man was requesting something
is an impressionillecannot explain. Mb.id not recognize HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) when shown
an in-processing photograph of him,
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tated he was primarily interrogated by FBI and other governmental agencies (OGA) during his
s a 'at Bagram. He recalled being interviewed by military interrogators,
(BTB
91th Ml Bn, FBNC) early in his stay and
(BIB SPC
51910
Bil ,
C) later, but had no complaints about either man. He stated '
once put him on his
knees and had him hold his hands (interlaced) behind his head for a few minutes, but he felt it was
ay of demonstrating who was "in charge". He did not have any complaints about the
military interrogators who questioned him.
'

mp

'

11.pdid feel some of the MPs had an attitude about the detainees and they held a grudge against
some detainees, based upon what they suspected the detainees had done. He described one such
man as 5'10', white, male, MP SSG/SFC, who was in charge of the nightshift. He wore a "dragon"
patch on his right shoulder. To illustrate the attitude ,..described an incident wherein the
SSG/SFC participated in a cell search one night, as evening prayers were concluding. The detainees
were ordered to the back of the cell, one man who had not completed his prayer did not move, The
MP SSG/SFC grabbed the man by his clothes and threw him to the back of the cell...also stated
here were a many "good MPs" and provided the following names, but was concerned they might get
nto trouble because he knew their names and indicated they treated him decently:
(BTB PFC
SGT
SGT
SPC
11/1111.1a fid
(BTB SPC
iNlommw■
Between 1100 and 1430, 22 Jun 04, SAIIIIMpbompiled photographic lineups consisting of unit
members of Company A, 519 th MI Bn and 377 th MP Company, who were known to have worked
within the BCP at the time of the deaths. The purpose of the photographic lineups were to determine
f the detainees recognized anyone who worked within the facility for any reason, with no specific
regard to those individuals identified as subjects of the investigation at the time of the viewing. Their
composition is detailed below:
•
•
•
•

A: (1)1
B: (1)1
C: (1)
[AKA:
D:

(3 )
()
AKA: MI. (3)M (4)

•
•
•

5)1101111.(6)
F: ( )
G: (1)

(2 MM. (3)
(2)
(3)
sgpvarpg NUMBER
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At 1625 hrs, 22 Jun 04, Siellnpland SA
onducted a photographic lineup with ISNat
GTMO. During the lineupalinade the following comments regarding viewing the lineups:
A2
- he stated "that looks like IMO.
• B,
E - he identified no individuals and made no comments.
• F2
he identified as the man he observed strike DILAWAR in the chest in the
airloc
eneral Population Cell 2.
• G2
he identified as the MP who daisy chained detainee's hands together between
their legs to escort them to the shower. He stated he allillpdid` strange things with the
detainees's but never hurt them.
• H3 1111110fr he identified as the MP who was in charge during the day shift.
• 16
identified as the MP who was sergeant of the guard for the night shift
• J - he identified no individuals and made no comments.
elderitified- as-trieTrian
—who yvas-th-611111. an w o e saw sari e
DI VVAR during the airlock incident.
L5
he identified as the MP in charge at night and did not like detainees. He said
ntered the general population cell and grabbed a detainee, dragging him and
throwing trim towards the rear of the cell during a cell search.
• M1011;and M4 11Weit-ir identified as having worked night shift. M2
411110111
M3
and M6
as having worked days and M5
he believed was
the First 8ergeant, because he had more rank than the other soldiers.
• N4
he identified as the MP Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) at night and N2
who was the MP SOG during the day.
.

.
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also recalled that theMir(mentioned earlier) was 111111111111111111111. He had a familiarity
most of the •ersons depicted within lineups C thru N. 11111111161so drew a sketch, which was copied
sepicting the interior of the BCP during the December 2002. Depicted was ISN
cation in relation to DILAWAR (PUC-421), during the airlock incident in December 2002,
ascribed within his earlier intervievv. In the sketchlIllkfentified two additional potential witnesses,
PUCIIIPArab) and PUC/Pwho spoke English, Pashtu and Arabic).
hen asked about the identity of a PUC commonly referred to as111111/1.,411111)knew a detainee by
hat name, who talked to himself, ran around naked, ate his own feces and was not of sound mind.
He believed 11111111Pnay have been schizophrenic. He did not known "MarAPUC number nor
name and believed the moniker arapcame from the television show "South Park"./1111.1escribed
s an Afghan male and believed he was released from Bagram.
,....
41.
Between 1520 and 1550 hrs, 23 Jun 04, SA immimilimpr and SA
interviewed ISN
ith the assistance of an interpreter (Mr.
ivilia
Contractor, SOS orporationfritan Services). gi, v a s shown the in-processing photographs of both
HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) and DILAWAR (PUC 421) and did not recognize either man. He stated he
"somewhat" remembered his stay at Bagram Air . Base, but he did not remember when he was kept
here. He stated it was a "normal jail and I could not tell if it was isolation or not, I was with other
people", He stated "it was possible other detainees were taken to isolation, but I did not see". He
as asked about sleep deprivation and responded "it was a jail". He indicated he was cuffed with leg
irons, handcuffs and a belt chain when being moved to an interrogation (as he was restrained during
oday's interview). He stated he was not fastened tO any object, not struck nor did he see anyone
struck while he was at Bagram. He did not recall his interrogator, but indicated if he was shown
photographs and he recognized anyone he would say'so. He stated no one touched him during
interviews and he never asked for medical assistance at I3agram. He did admit to hearing other
etainees ask for medical assistance aild indicated there was,a doctor present who did see them
hen it was requested. He did not know of any deaths at Bagram duririg his stay there. He was
asked about any complaints he had and he asked "does this look humane to you?" His last
statement was the most he had to say and it was "I really have nothing to offer you. These things are
xpected. There are all stripes of people. You find the high and the low"
-

GENT'S COMMENT: At 1540 hrs, 23 Jun 04, 894 was shown lineups A, B, C and D, which
contained pictures of all interrogators. He recognized no one in any series of photos.
t 0710 hrs, 24 Jun 2004, SAMOcoordinated the AIR entries of early interviews at Guantanamo
Bay Naval Base (GTMO), Cuba with CVV4 11111111.1.10 Senior In
elligence
Analyst, Criminal
t
Investigative Task Force (CITF), GTMO. The purpose of the coordination was to ensure the data
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recorded in written entries was appropriately classified

pssessed the data to be "For
Official Use Only/Law Enforcement Sensitive (FOUO/LES). Additionally,
determined PUC
irid pucap(as referenced in the interview of ISN We were released by CJTF
PUC
(who was allegedly involved in an escape attempt) was transferred out of the BCP in Aug 02. He was
therefore not present at the time of the deaths of HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR.

NNW

Between 0925 and 1010 hrs, 24 Jun 04, SA
rid SP____ interviewed ISN
ith the assistance of Mr
Civilian Contract Interpreter, Titan Services.
dmitted he was at Bagram, but he did not know when he was captured. He offered that an
interpreter at Bagram told him he was captured on the 3 rd day of Eid (the feast following Ramadan) in
002.1111Pstated he was held in an Isolation Cell for two weeks. He described the room stating "the
ails were wood, the ceiling was like a1ence, it was on the bottom floor". He stated he was
restrained with handcuffs and leg irons, but denied he was restrained to any fixed object in the cell.
He was "hot allowed to stand or walk around, only sit". If he stood up,Mprvas told to sit down. He
as aware other men (Afghanis) were also in Isolation, because they "could see each other". He
indicated they were not permitted to talk. Ilipstated he was kept awake at Bagram by yelling at him
every two to three minutes if they saw him sleeping. He stated "they never poked at or hit me". In a
different prison in Kabul (where he stayed for 9/10 months), before his Bagram stay,Mstatecl he
as chained to the ceiling once and once to the side of a door, by Americans and Afghanis. He
escribed this prison as being ran by Afghanis, but interrogations conducted by Americans. He also
laimed he was struck by the Afghanis each way on trips to interrogations, while housed in Kabul, but
stated he was never struck by any of the MPs at Bagram. When asked directly, he denied being
chained to any object while at Bagram.
hen asked about interrogations
dated everyone in the interrogations at Kabul (to include the
interpreter/translators) touched him. He stated he was struck in the stomach and chest ancLity
ie
cursed his mother. He stated he could not pick oyt the interrogators from photographs, because they
put a hood over his head and goggles over his eyes, while they struck him. He stated he was not
ouched nor injured at Bagram and he did not hear of any other detainees who were hurt at the BCP.
He did not recognize HABIBULLAH (PUC 412) nor DILAWAR (PUC 421) from photos and couched
hat by saying "I was housed with the Afghanis, but I didn't pay attention to who they were. Their
numbers were close to my number I think we were there at the same time, but I don't remember
hem. My number at Bagram was lat'
He stated when he asked for medical assistance at Bagram, he was seen by a doctor. He added that
hen he asked to see a doctor at Kabul, he did not get to see one. He stated he "did not pay
attention" to whether other detainees asked for medical assistance. He thought most of them had
mple opportunity to see a doctor, as the doctor was in the BCP at a specific time every day. He was
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sked about others who might have been injured at Bagram and he,replied " an Afghan guy told me
his friend died at Bagram". He said the. Afghan man was 20-23 YOA from northern Afghanistan (a
city named Kubis) and his PUC # was in the 300's or 400's.

GENT'S COMMENT: At 0945 hrs, 24 Jun 2004,1111Made a lengthy statement about his opinion
n the line of questioning. It was "I do not wish to113777uss this area anymore. What's done is done,
I'm not going to cry about it. Whenever they ask me I say my treatment was good. A lot of bad things
happened there. About me I'm not concerned and I don't know about them (PUCs 412/421)".
Between 1030 and 1145 hrs, 24 Jun 04, SA
and SA
interviewed ISN
ith the assistance of Mr
, Civilian Contract Interpreter, Titan Services.
drnitted he was detained at the Bagram ColleCtion Point (BCP) about the 1403rd day of the
ra • is Calendar, which he explained was about the 1 st day of Eid during the night.
stated he was
held within the isolation cell on the bottom floor, which he described as a pigeon cell with a fence on
he ceiling, wooden walls with a window in the doOr of the cubed shaped cell. He said he was
restrained while within the isolation cell with handcuffs on his hands and leg shackles on both his
ankles and wrists. ..vas unsure about other individuals being detained within the facility, as he
as unable to see anyone. He explained when he was moved, a bag was always placed over his
head, however, he could hear the MP's talking to others. He said that while detained at Bagram the
reatment was oKt4arified his statement by explaining he had been held at several prisons prior
o being moved to Bagrarn. He called the prison he had been held at just before being moved to the
BCP as "darkness", because they always kept it dark and he was unable to see any daylight.
believed he had been held at 2 Afghan prisons and one American facility prior to being moved to he
Bagram BCP. Ingstated while held within the BCP isolation cell, he heard the screams of a detainee
ithin the geng —populaton cells which he attributed to someonepossibly being injured. He
escribed an incident he witnessed during which a detainee was being escorted by two MPs. The
man was unable to move one side of his boW, as if he had suffered -aStrbkel.WeTafedth -e- MP6
beat the man with fists, kicked him in the stomach, legs and feet and also kickedhim on the sides of
he legs. IIIstated, when he was first brought to the Bagram BCP, he was chained to a pipe in the
ceiling. He said because he was short, he tried to rest by interlacing his fingers over the pipe.mp
said when the guards found him interlacing his fingers, they beat him with a wooden stick, which-Fe
described as about a meter long and being a "wood" color. Illikelated while he was held at the BCP,
he was struck in the stomach and kicked on the sides of the legs, but he was unable to identify who
had struck him, as they had placed a bag over his head. He stated the strikes had occurred when he
as being held within the isolation cells 2-3 days after he had initially arrived at the BCP.
initially
enied he had been touched during any of his interrogations, however, then explained on the first day
he was taken into an interrogation room and made to kneel on the floor with his hands above his
head. lipstated he was not sure if this was an interrogation or not. Or/related when he stood up
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uring the interrogation, he was, "hit in the heart" by the interrogator with a fist, whom he described as
a white male.
was shown photographs of interrogation personnel present within the BCP during
he time of his internment, however, was unable to identify any of the represented individuals.
tated he had heard from another detainee that two other detainees may have died from punishment
involving beatings within the BCP. When shown photographs of HABIBULLAH and DILAVVAR,M1
recognized HABIBULLAH as an Afghan he believed had been known as11111,' who was keptVAThin
his cellblock.
entified PUC 412, HABIBULLAH, as 1111111r HoweVer, records show

ABIBULLAHiris never held within the general population area of the BCP. Therefore, it is
robable thatliliwas mistaken, He did not recognize the photograph of DILAWAR. NiPsaid
HABIBULLAH wase not struck by anyone while in the presence of
however, may have been
truck during interrogations. He did not know of anyone striking OAK WAR, as he did not recognize
him.
tated while at the BCP he requested medical assistance for his teeth, two of which were
removed -while he was detained at the BCP. He was not sure about anyone else requesting or
receiving medical assistance. When asked about anyone being mistreated at the BCP,1111.
escribed a detainee who was made to clean the floor with a toothbrush as a punishment.
t 1055 hrs, 24 Jun 04, 893 made a statement "It was a "gift from God". One of the MP's thought I
looked like an actor named Nip, so I got treated well. The MP told the other MP's and then I was
reated
t 1300 hrs, 24 Jun 04, SIM coordinated with CW4 NOM to locate the man described by
ISN
and
he closest match located based upon known information was ISN
coordinated with his case handler (SA
at Fort Belvoir an
ained permission for CID Agents to speak with him regarding the two eaths under investigation.
GENT'S COMMENT: During the 24 Jun 2004 interview, CID Agents
and
Headquarters, USACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA /22960, con uc ed with.
he disclosed troubling behavior from MPs stationed at Guantanamo Naval
Base, uba (GTMO), which was unrelated to the CID investigations (ROI #0134-02-CID369-23553 &
0137-02-C1 D369-23534).
he subject of the CID interview surrounded mistreatment of detainees at the Bagram Collection
Point (BCP), Afghanistan in Dec 2002.
asked "what about the MPs here?" during the interview.
herefore at the conclusion of the interview, CID explored his complaint regarding treatment at Camp
, GTMO with the. detainee. He stated he "saw with my own two eyes, a detainee who was pushed to
he floor, handcuffed, and dragged across a concrete floor between two buildings to interrogations. It
scraped the man's face up and when the MP Commander confronted the two MPs, they told the CPT
hat the man was fighting and they had to subdue him."then described another incident in which
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a man was praying and MPs entered empty cells on either side of the praying man and sprayed him
ith pepper spray. also complained he was hit on the ear during a cell search by men in hoods
ith shields and stated "sometimes they bring the dog on you He was asked about the identities of
he MPs he observed dragging the man and he could only provide "they wore the "pepsi" patch" and
row a circle divided by two horizontal lines into three portions, coloring the center portion dark.

GENT'S COMMENT: The patch described appears similar to a subdued version of the Forces
ommand 'patch, also sometimes called the "Pepsi" patch by soldiers, due to it's red, white and blue
coloring in the Class A version. 41100had not seen the MPs in sometime, stating new MPs replaced
hem, seeming to indicate the unit may have been from the GTMO 4 rotation. The unit with a
FORSCOM patch from GTMO, according to knowledgeable personnel, originated from an MP unit,
based at Fort Leonardwood, MO or Fort Polk, LA.
On 28 Jun 2004, this information was provided to Joint. Task Force (JTF) Staff personnel for action
hey deemed appropriate. It was also provided to the HQ, USACIDC, Detainee Abuse Task Force
(DATF) for posterity. The alleged misconduct is not pursued in this report.

maw

Between 0840 and 0910 hrs, 25 Jun 04, SA
and SAO. interviewed ISN
ith the assistance of Mr.
Civilian Contract Interpreter, Titan Services.
eported he was held at the BCP, where his PU# was
fter being held a Kabul for a long
ime. The abuse he suffered was primarily at the prison in Kabu and he stated he was never held in
he Isolation Cells at Bagram, only at Kabul and Khandhar. He was aware that at the beginning of
heir stay each newly captured detainee went first to Isolation and later were housed with the other
men. illipatated he was subjected to sleep deprivation for 24 hours when he was placed standing in
he airlock, handcuffed/leg irons emplaced and hooded. He stated he stood on his own and if he sat
he MP would instruct him to stand. He denied he was chained to any fixed object atgram._He
also denied seeing anyone strike a detainee at Bagram. He stated none of the,interrogators touched
him at Bagram, explaining "when I was in Kabul, that's where I was abused. At Bagram, they asked
me simple questions, which I answered". al.stated he knew no one else who was injured at
Bagram and did not recognize either FIABIBULLAH (PUC 412) nor DILAWAR (PUC 421) and added
there were two detention areas, one inside rooms and one with the other people. I was with the
ther people, but you could not look at each other or you were punished." He denied anyone died
hile he was at Bagram and indicated "each night the doctor would come and give us pills or
hatever." He stated he was not injured nor knew of no one mistreated by American forces at
Bagram. 0/stated "in Bagram I did not get tortured, the only thing they did was stand me up for 24
hours." 110was shown some of the photos in the lineup series to attempt to identify his interrogation
earn, he could not He was shown lineups: A, B, C and D. His only response was to identify D5
as an "MP".
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AGENT'S COMMENT:
echoed early comments from detainees that he suffered a lot of abuse at
Kabul. When asked who abused him at Kabul, he stated it was both American and Afghanis
describing it "for month I did not see the daylight. I was chained with both legs together and one hand
to them, the other hand was chained to a wall some distance away. He demonstrated the posture, by
c limbing onto the floor of the cell. A rough sketch and notes were constructed to capture his position.
He also stated he was chained hanging from a big pipe/metal rod (hands over head with just his toes
touching the floor) during his stay at Khrawsh Airport, Kabul. He said, "I heard my brother's voice and
he would tell me he was being beaten". The beatings were reportedly by American men (in civilian
clothes), but the he added he could not recognize them because it was dark and the men covered
their faces. IIIII1also stated the men who abused him in Kabul "shined lights in our faces, so we
could not see them".
Between 0930 and 1035 hrs, 25 Jun 04, SAMS/0 and sAlligpinterviewed ISN AMMINPIP
111/1.110with the assistance of 101111111 Civilian Contract Interpreter, Titan Services.
reported
he was held at the Bagram Collection Point'(BCP). While at the BCP, he was held for a period of
time within the isolation cells. He described the isolation cell as a small room on the second floor
made of wood. There was a door in one of the walls and he did not pay attention to the ceiling.
stated he was made to wear a black bag over his head and he was unable to make observations.
stated while he was held in the isolation cells, they kept him retrained in handcuffs and a hood
over his head, also making him drink lots of water. He said the guards made him stand up and if he
sat down, he would be beaten.
said he could not identify anyone who struck him, as he wore a
black bag over his head and could not see to identify anyone. IMPsaid the detainees were chained
24 hours, day and night. He said at one point, he became sick from his treatment in the isolation cells
and was taken to the hospital where the doctors treated him for pain in his chest and problems_with
urination, after which he was returned to the BCP. 11111.eras unable to identify arm other detain_e_es___
within the isolation cells as they were not permitted to speak and the black sacks they wore over their
heads prevented them from observing anything. 1111.stated he was made to stand to keep him from
sleeping and said when he sat down; the guards would open the cell door, grab him by the throat and
stand him up. He said they would also kick him and make him fall over, as he was wearing leg
shackles and was unable to take large steps. He said the guards sometimes would fasten his
handcuffs to the isolation cell door so he would be unable to sit down.

re

up

•

denied having witnessed other detainees being struck, but said he could hear a lot of crying and
noise including cries of, "for God's sake, do not beat me up", and detainees crying for their mothers.
elated he was kicked and hit, as well as being pushed down stairs at the BCP, but was unable to
identify anyone who may have kicked or punched him. He said when the guards were escorting him
ithin the BCP (mostly to the bathroom and between trips to the interrogation rooms); they would
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push he and other detainees down the stairs.
stated the interrogators never struck him, but they
old the MP's topeat him after the interrogations were completed. He said the interrogators often
placed him in a osition along the wall where he was sitting without a chair with his arms
utstretched.ellpsaid while he was detained at Kabul, before being brought to the BCP, his nose
as broken. I-re said due to being kicked and beaten at the BCP, he experienced chest pains and
difficulty with urination. He said he could not tell if it was from the beatings, but his physical condition
id not improve.
t 1000 hrs, 25 Jun 04, SAIIIMIrshowedglitphotographic identification lineups of interrogation
personnel at the BCP. flovas unable to identify any of the interrogators, however did identify the
individual C2
) as an MP. When asked how he knew the interrogators were instructing the
MP's to strike him,
elated the interrogators told him he they were going to have thelVIP's beat
me and the beatings always followed an interrogation session. IIIIPstated after he was moved from
isolation to the large holding cell with other detainees, the beatings stopped. He did not know of any
other detainees whom were injured at the BCP. When shown identification photographs of
HABIBULLAH and DILAVVARAIPstated he did recognize either man. IIIII1Pstated while held at the
BCP, the doctor would come to the facility and provide pills for his pain, which he took He did not
know of anyone asking for a doctor, as the detainees were not permitted to speak within the BCP. He
id not know of anyone else being mistreated in the BCP but added "you could not see anything, but
ou could hear screaming from the areas of the isolation cells". SAMIMphowedell
photographic identification lineups of interrogation and guard force personnel present at the BCP
during his internment. He made the following comments and observations:

.

•

C2 11111111111. by stating, "I know her, she used to punish us — standing us up".

•

C4 1111111.11111was identified by his comment,
used to stand me up a lot". She never
hit me or chained me to anything; he just made me stand with my hands up.

•

F6 411111.1110 as having brought him from Khost in a helicopter.
stated
beat him up by throwing him down the stairs on the way to the restroom.

•

G2

as a very inhumane person who used to beat up the detainees a lot. He said
ame into the room, grabbed him by the throat, threw him to the ground and pushed
him down the stairs. 'stated he was hooded during trips to the bathroom, however, once
there, the hoods were removed and he was able to see and identifying.

•

H5

TYPED A

used to

however, was not sure about his involvement in the treatment of detainees.
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L211111.1p
_Z) as an individual who would yell at the detainees but would not hit them, only yell
at then.
•

G3
as, "a very bad person". He then stated it could be this man, if itis, he
used to beat me alot.

GENT'S NOTE: During his interview,
stated he had lost• faith in doctors. He said the
interrogators always tell him they will provide him with a doctor and according to miltloctors never
came. impomplaineci of painful urination and intestinal pain. Following the interview SAM.
cool-din-5ra with the MP guards, who stated 11Phas been on sick call several times for similar
complaints. The MP guard orderedlirto be placed on sick call so his medical concerns could be
addressed.
Between 0825 and 0940 hrs, 28 Jun 2004, SA,
nd SAIIIIPinterviewed ISNORInp
(BT IIP with the assistance of Mr.
, Civilian Contract Interpreter, Titan
Services. Expressing reluctance
stated "I can not talk anymore today. I am afraid. If I tell you
ho hurt me, this I may be taken to a worse place. Bagram was a scary place. If I tell you about the
rmy, they man take revenge on me." After the investigation and it's aims were explained to him,
admitted he was held in the BCP for eight months and he was held for two weeks in the upstairs
Isolation Cells where he was chained hands and feet, but not affixed to any object. He stated he was
kept awake for two weeks by poking him with a stick, which he described as "like a baseball bat, one
meter long, light colored wood, not all of them, but some had a little thread in the end" NOTE: Oar
description meets that of a standard MP Riot Baton. He also indicated he was chained to the door of
he cage (airlock) of General Population Cell #2 and sometimes #3, with his hands over head level,
but in front of him. He described the prison as "about 70 men in six different cell blocks. We weren't
allowed to breathe or move or do anything." He said this restriction limited his ability to observe other
etainees but Illipadmitted he saw another man chained to the top bars (forming the ceiling of the
cage) and the man was hanging, his feet did not touch the ground. He described it thus "there was a
man who they kept hanging from his hands, for two days. He was screaming and moving. They let
him down one one shift and then hung him back up. His feet were off the floor. The MPs changed
shifts and he was still screaming. They hit him and threw him out on the floor — about six MPs were
beating him. I talked to him before and 21 sounds familiar, he was a taxi driver. SIRstated the
etainee (BTB ,DILAWAR) did nothing to provoke the MPs, he was simply screaming and yelling in
Pashtu, but
could not understand what he was saying, because he does not speak Pashtu.

GENT'S COMMENT: DILAWAR (PUG 421) is documented to have been restrained in the airlock in
a standing position and is reported (by the MPs) to have been twisting his cuffs, forcing them to recuff
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him, whereupon he attacked them. Both ISMIllaand ISN1111111Jescribe a different version in which
DILAWAR is not fighting nor kicking, but in fact is being beaten by a number of MPs.
also described another incident in which an unidentified detainee was in isolation and the MPs
bbk him to the bathroom. According toll. "he could not walk, his legs were hurt, he could not even
sit down to crap. A black male MP threw him to the ground and they (the MPs) had to carry him back
upstairs."Vaibelieved this man to be another detainee, not DILAWAR, but he did not recognize
HAl3IBULLAH (PUC 412) at all.
reported he was routinely kicked, beaten and tortured during interrogations. He described being
kneed in the groin, stomach and chest repeatedly and being leaned against the wall with only his
orehead touching. He also stated he was put on his knees during interrogations and thrown by two
interrogators from wall to wall. The abuse also included threats of and actual sexual assaults. "One
man pulled his penis out and said he was going to rape me. He laid his penis against my face. Later,
he man stood behind me clothed and a girl stood in front and held me still. The girl said she wanted
o have sex with me. They forced me to stand while the man put his groin against my rear. I could
not see the girl, because a bag was over my head. Two male interrogators threw me around the
room, hitting me, kneeing me in the chest, groin and stomach, grabbing me by the throat and choking
me and throwing me into wills. That's what happened to me."
stated he never asked for a doctor during his stay at Bagram, but did hear others do so and
stated "the medical care over there was better than here (GTMO)". He did complain that he endured
we rectal exams in eight months at the BCP and another upon arrival at GTMO. He said it "seemed
strange to me and they laughed like it was 'a joke to them." He stated he knew about the taxi driver
(BTB DILAWAR) died at the BCP, but heard rumors that another man tried to escape and the MPs
beat him to death.
t 0855 hrs, 28 Jun 2004,1111110was shown the photographic lineup images and made the following
identifications, comments and descriptions:
• A2
was not his interrogator, but was the head of torture. "He was in charge of
torture. He had a
on the inside of his forearm. He showed me his
penis and put it against my face. He hit me between the legs, in the chest and threw me
around the room. This guy had a friend, a buddy. They were always together. His picture is
not here, but he had a lot of tattoos, covering both from the wrist to the elbow." glipdescribed
artner as tall (6'2" — 6'4") white, male, always wore a white tank top and wore a
big cross on hiS neck. "These two u s were scary". He also stated B6 was the same guy as
A2, both are photographs of .
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B2 0111111111111Pinterrogated him once or twice; B4 Iiiiii.interrogated him once — made
him sit on the floor. Neither man hit nor kicked him. He indicated another interrogator
(Chinese or Japanese — BTB
kicked him.
•

Lineups C, D and E — he stated " I remember every one of these, they were all okay — good".

A.••••=ri .
• F2 impinewr
he identified involved with the man (DILAWAR — PUC 421) who was hanging
in the airlock, "he was a sergeant (SGT), shift supervisor, I didn't see him hit the man, but he
was there."
•

G2 NMI. "I saw him one time with an Afghani prisoner, holding his hands from behind
and pulling up. The Afghani was screaming and yelling. He was very scary."

•

H3 111111111Mr "He was in charge of a shift". "No problems with any of them" indicating no one
on the H lineup was a problem from his perspective.

•

I —"They're okay. 14 OM* threatened me with a stick one time, but he didn't use it. I was
going to the shower, he hit the cage with the stick and said some things in English, which I did
not understand".

•

J — He made no comment on.

—

-

K3 ( FP :- "A new detainees (an Afghani), he threw him to the floor and dragged him."
Also
dded K3
"punched the hanging man, the taxi driver (BTB DILAWAR —
PUCA..214more_than five_times andstiuck_him_with_lis_kneeJon _the outside of the_man!slhigh_
repeatedly. He was with another guy (16.0... who was punching and kicking also.
Always there are two — one on each side punching and kicking." He described K3/I6
IMMENMENIMII) as punching and kicking the taxi driver, who was yelling in Pashtu.
"They they threw him on the floor and carried him out on a stretcher. We heard him screaming
from Isolation. We used to hear him yelling and screaming, then one day I heard the MPs
talking on the radio and they said this man's number — 421 — had died. A couple days later I
asked an MP (G6•—
what happened and he told me a detainee died. He said he
had a heart attack. After this event, all the hitting, things started to change The food was
better, no hanging from chains, the punishment was not as severe.. If we were caught talking
they made us stand up with our hands in the air."
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•

L- "These guys have no problem, they were good."

•

M — He made no comment on.

•

N4

"is the guys as 16, who was punching the taxi driver with K3 111111.

t 1600 hra, 28 Jun 2004, SA
Chief of Staff, JTF, G
e specific allegations made by

and SA
conducted an out brief with COL
who was appnse of the basic findings in this investigation and
with regard to GTMO MPs.

his AIR was provided to SA

Assistant Special Agent in Charge, Criminal
Investigative Task Force (CIT GTMO for inclusion in the referenced detainee's case files.
///////////////////////////////////0////////// LAST ENTRY 111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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CITF-G

29 June 2004

SUBJECT: NAVSTA GTMO DEPARTURE SECURITY CHECKLIST, for SA
101111111PCITF, Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060.

NEW

1. This letter serves as a security checklist for CITF and CITF sponsored personnel departing
NAVSTA Guantanamo Bay, CUBA.
a. I hereby certify that I am not c •
electronic media. (signature)

rial, to include classifie
(date)

l.

b. I hereby certify that I am carrying classifie ma ena , that the material is properly
packaged according to security regulations, and that I have a valid U.S. Government
courier card. (signature)
(date)

cW4
Opetatio4S 0 eor
CITF-GTMO
APO AE 09360
DSN: 660-3211
COMM: 011 5399-3211
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During a 24 Jun 2004 interview, CID Agents
dellIIMIP
•
gimplimp Headquarters, USACIDC, Fort E3elvoir, VA 2060, conducted
with ISN
he disclosed troubling behavior from MPs
stationed at Guantanamo aval Base, Cuba (GTMO), which was unrelated to the
CID investigations (ROI #0134-02-CID369-23553 & 0137-02-CID369-23534).
The subject of the CID interview surrounded mistreatment of detainees at the
Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Afghanistan in Dec 2002. grasked "what
about the MPs here?" during the interview. Therefore at the conclusion of the
interview, CID explored his complaint regarding treatment at Camp 4, GTMO with
the detainee. He stated he "saw with my own two eyes, a detainee who was
pushed to the floor, handcuffed, and dragged across a concrete floor between
two buildings to interrogations. It scraped the man's face up and when the MP
Commander confronted the two MPs, they told the CPT that the mart was fighting
and they had to subdue him.1111111Pien described another incident in which a
man was praying and M Ps entree d empty cells oneither side of thee praying man
and sprayed him with pe pp er s pray. 1111Palso complained he was hit on the ear
during a cell search by men in hoods with shields and stated "sometimes they
bring the dog on you". He was asked about the identities of the MPs he
observed dragging the man and he could only provide "they wore the "pepsi"
patch" and drew a circle divided by two horizontal lines into three portions,
coloring the center portion dark.
AGENT'S COMMENT: The patch described appears similar to a. subdued
version of the Forces Command patch, also sometimes called the "Pepsi" patch
by soldiers, due to it's red, white and blue coloring in the Class A version. gip
had not seen the MPs in sometime, stating new MPs replaced them, seeming o
indicate the unit may have been from the GTMO 4 rotation. The unit with a
FORSCOM patch from GTMO, according to knowledgeable personnel, originated
from an MP unit, based at Fort Lebnardwood, MO.
On 28 Jun 2004, this information was provided to Joint Task Force (JTF) Staff
personnel for action they deemed appropriate. It was also provided to the HQ,
USACIDC, Detainee Abuse Task Force (DATF) for posterity. The alleged
misconduct is not pursued in this report.
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DETAILS

Between 1030 and 1815 hrs, 13 Jul 2004, SA
and SAMIllinterviewed
SPC
Headquarters and Hiadquarters Service (HHS), 519th MI
Battalion, Z5 Ml Brigade, Fort Bra - , NC 2831Q who was the a member of the MI interrogation
element in the BCP in Dec 02.
described the pervasive use of safety positions by all
interrogators to demonstrate dominance and assist them in the obtaining of information from
detainees. He stated he rarely usgc.1 , the techniques, but often saw them
applied by other
interrogators and described
some of the "roughest" with
detainees.
also completed sketches of the manner in which he observed detainees
chained staniingiñ1ffe airlock of general population and in the Isolation Cells, for both punishment
j
and sleep adjustment. He felt sleep adjustment
was the same as sleep deprivation, but added the
imposition of any sleep treatment was directed at levels above him (by SGT
nd SSG
(See Sworn Statement and Sketches of
for additional details).

AGENT'S COMMENT: Post interview, in a discussion with MAJ Min Task Force Legal
Advisor, it became apparent he felt the imposition of safety positions in and of itself constituted
physical coercion under international law. Neither agent understood this perspective prior to the
interview and made an assessment due to pervasive use and knowledge within the BCP and
CJTE180 staff that safety positions/stress positions were an accepted technique. Therefore,
'was not considered by the agents to be suspect for any offense.
On 14 Jul 04, SAM and SAMIlirvisited Enlisted Separations and Transfers Branch, Soldier
Support Center, and the S1 Section, 519 th MI Bn, Fort Bragg, NC to locate forwarding addresses for
soldiers no longer in the 519 th MI Bn. The following records were found:
SGT),
terminal leave request a home address of

u

o

o

(formerly SPC),
23 Jul 04, citing
bi1ii DD Form 214 an address of.
aimmitir menr
,
SSG
, was reassigned to the Presidio of Monterey, CA with
a report date of 20 Jun 04. He was sent TDY enroute to BNCOC at Fort Huachuca, AZ from
15 Mar 04 to 13 Jun 04.
SGT
cornpleted an interpost transfer to USA Tactical
RevieW Board, Fort Bragg, NC 28310 in Jun 03 and was sent TDY to BNCOC at Fort
Huachuca, AZ from Jul 04 to Aug 04.
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On 15 Jul 04, MAJIMIllt provided a copy of the Grant of Immunity (pertaining to SGT
Which -was signed by LTG
The grant was written in memorandum format
and direCte
(AKA
to cooperate with the government in answering
questionsrel
pera ions at the
;Afghanistan in Dec 02. (See Grant of Immunity for

SGT

dated 15 Jul 04 for additional details)

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRYOMM/M/0/0/0/00///////////0/0////////0/0/0///
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number.:
Location
Date
Statement of
SSN
OrgtAddres$ :

0134 -02 - CID369 - 23533/0137 -02 -CID369 -23534
rth Carolina
Fort Bragg,
13 Jul 04 APIPTime: pa 16 MIR
HHS, 519 1

Grade Status:011111111!
MI Bn, 525th MI Ede, E4Ort Bragg, NC

want to make the following statement under
oath
Q: What is your functional area?
A: Interrogator, human intelligence it is now called.
Q: What did you do before you came in the Army?
A: I was a school teacher in Atlanta, GA for two years before I
came in the Army. I got my BA in French from Morehouse College
in May 1997. I came in the Army to pay off student loans and
get away from the pressures of teaching. I taught French,
Algebra, PE Coach at junior high and high schools in Dekalb
County, GA.
Q: How long have you been an interrogator? Briefly list what
positions you have held.
A: I graduated from Interrogation School at Fort Huachuca in
May 2001. I was stuck there 11 months for a 15 week course. I
had knee surgery and was a hold over for my security clearance,
which was due to a paperwork error. I arrived at Bragg in Jul
2001.
Q: Had you ever been deployed prior to the Afghanistan
deployment?
A: No, never.
Q: What dates were you' deployed to Afghanistan?
A: 1 st week of Sep 02 to the end of Jan 2003.
Q: Was there a period of time when you were no in Algbafilstan?
What were those dates?
A: I went to Uzbekistan for (rest and relaxation) R&R, myself,
nd11111111 We left on a Thursday and were supposed to be
bac that Saturday, but we got snowed in and did not get back
until Tuesday. I don't recall when it was, but it was during
football Season, late in the year, maybe Nov/Dec 02.
Q: Who was responsible for training you, when you arrived in
country?
A: A small detachment of Alpha Company, 519 th MI Bn was sent
over to replace the 325 th MI Bn, a reserve battalion of the 525th
.

MIBde,wasntoBgrmiAu/Sep02.Thcangoverws
complete when I arrived. So I never got any training per se.
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Q: What were you duties while deployed to Afghanistan?

A: I was an interrogator.
Q: Who worked in your unit during the Afghanistan deployment?

A: In the very beginning I may have worked for
(I can't
recall his last name, but
sounds right)
Láter we went
to a day and a night shift, then I worked for `
and with
SPC
SPC
h d the other
Pd SPC
team, which included
SPC
and SPC
Both teaM, fell under a
His name was
There was a 13111110(she became a CPT while we were
there), but she mostly just reviewed our Paperwork. If a
decision had to be made it was up to
and
If there
was a disagreement
nade. the decision.
a

Immo

imp

Q: Where did you normally perform your duties in Afghanistan?

A: There was a main room with all our computers on the second
floor of the BCP, we shared it with a civilian group, they
weren't CID.
Q: Did anyone share office space with you? Whom?

A: I think they were civilians, they went on missions to the
• towns and sometimes they took MI, but I never went with them. I
am pretty sure they were CITF, they had their own computers,
satellite phone and did their own interviews with designated
detainees. The FBI came in from time to time too. They
• screened detainees for movement to Cuba, and gave them
polygraphs.
•

Q: Was there any discussion of or trading of interrogation
techniques, between the 519th MT soldiers and any civilians also
interviewing in the BCP?

- .

.

A: No.
Q: Was there an interrogations standard operating procedure for
use in the BCP? Were you using FM 34-52?
,

A: No, I don't recall an SOP, but I don't recall references to
the FM either.
Q: What was the process for interviewing detainees? How were
you instructed to perform your duties?
.

A: The MPs brought them in, changed their clothes and gave them
the rules. I only attended two or three of those sessions.
Then the initial screening would be done. There wasn't really
any structure or technical instruction. The screening team
1111111110111111.3nd others at times) assessed the available
information and suggested an approach. The first interview was
primarily to obtain information about their capture, so we could
compare it with the data provided and assess their level of
Page 2 of 13
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STATEMENT OF
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC, DATED 13

truthfulness. The detainees usually came in at night, so in the
morning the screeners would brief us. As part of the initial
process, every detainee would start out in Isolation, as his
level of cooperation progressed, he would be moved to the
general population. As we got information, we did interviews
and as time progressed we would develop an interrogation plan
and forward it to
for review. If he liked it, We used it,
if not we changed it
That decision was up to SSG IMIIIIIp r

1111110
Q: What types of approaches were

available, to you?
A: There was the friendly approach, the fear up harsh, fear up
low, love of family, fear of incarceration, incentives (better
accommodations, cigarettes, juice, snacks, etc). Sometimes we
did the good cop/bad cop thing, cause we always went in as two
interrogators and one interpreter. The first interrogation was
to collect information about their capture. I used the friendly
approach a lot, because that's what I'm best at. You have to
use what works for you and that works best for me. It's really
hard to act through an approach in another language, it just
isn't useful. We also used sleep adjustment. wand SSG
made the decision to use sleep adjustment also.
at is'sleep adjustment?
A: I guess according to the Geneva Convention, I'm not sure how
much sleep they are supposed to have. SSG and Illewould
direct the MPs to do sleep adjustment.
Q: How did sleep adjustment worked?
A:_ I__guess if they were allotted four hours, then you wouldn't
allow - them to sle ep —__ Tcine it_skaa_sleep_deprivatisan, but_ they
called it adjustment. It was a way to play with the law without
really breaking it. You could say that I slept eight hours, but
if it wasn't continuous, was I really getting eight hours sleep?
Q: Who decided a detainee would be placed on sleep adjustment?
A: IIIIIPmade the decision and brought it to
and he
approved it. If they weren't getting any informat'ion out of the
detainee, they tried sleep adjustment to speed up the process.
It depended on their level of cooperation, what information we
thought they had. We had problems with judging this. Sometimes
the interpreters translated answers differently, so it could
appear they were lying. There was one time when the man was
saying the same thing all week, but the interpreters translated
it differently, so it appeared to us he was lying. Then also
the Afghans have no concept of time, they don't know when they
.
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AMMO

illreire born and they have little education, so they are hard to
pin down to answers.

IIIIIIIP

Q: How did
Illir and
k(SGnow if a detainee was
being uncoopera ive or was lying?
A: After each interrogation, we produced an interrogation

summary and those were filed in the detainees' folder. CPT
reviewed them and the final version was printed out and read by
SSG11111110/and11110 There were two types of notes, our
personal notes that were kept in a file locally and the
Interrogation Summaries. Then before every shift there was a
meeting and we were given our assignments. They tried to keep
us with the detainee for continuity, unless you weren't getting
good info. Then perhaps they, would switch interrogators. There
?gas.° some discussion about sleep adjustment, but only
and
millmmmr
IIIIIPcould talk to the MPs and direct it.
Q: When 411110and/orilledirected the MPs to put a detainee on
sleep adjustment, could the. MPs say no?
A: I never saw them refuse to do something, but I guess they

could have.

....._____

Q: Did you see who
on sleep adjustment?

or

to, to have someone put

A: Just whoever was in charge of the MPs that shift, or one of
the guards in the Isolation Cell area.
Q: How did the MPs keep detainees on sleep adjustment awake?

A: In General Population, they would have them chained overhead
to the bars in the ceiling. I think the cage was about 8 feet
high and the was a set of ankle chains looped over the bar in
the ceiling and the detainee was chained to them, at the wrist.
They had /a - hood on usually when I saw this, and it was usually,
because they were in trouble for something like talking.
If their sleep was being adjusted, then they were in Isolation
on the second floor and the detainees' hand were chained to a
small bar in the window of the door of the cell. The actual
increments, I don't know.
and
handled that.
Q: Who authorized sleep adjustment?
A:
I don't remember being taught sleep adjustment in school.

It was not discussed at my level.
42:

Did the manner in which you saw detainees restrained (as
depicted in your sketches) disturb you in any way personally or
professionally?

A: Sure, when you'd interrogate them after a sleep adjustment
phase, you could see it in their eyes, sometimes they would fall
asleep on you.
INITIALS IIIII,
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0
111111
Q!: Did

you think sleep ad j ustment was a useful tactic?
A: No, I never got useful information to contribute to PIR. It
is used to show authority, who's in charge. I remember talking
to one guy and he asked me to let him sleep. I explained to him
that if he cooperated, I would talk to my superior on his
behalf. I went to elleand
recommended he be let off sleep
adjustment.

Q: Did you feel your suggestions were followed?

A: I don't recall what happened to that man (described above),
but generally we made assessments and people above us, people
not doing interrogations made decisions. We recommended lots of
folks be released from the BCP, but they were not. I believe
some people ended up at GTMO that had no business being sent
there. A lot of times ...did not listen to us, he made the
call. You have to understand some folks were detained because
they got turned in by neighbors or family members who were
feuding with them.. Yes, they had weapons, everyone had weapons,
some were Soviet era and could not even be fired.
Q: How often and for how long would a detainee have to be "let
down" from this position to rest?

A: I don't know. I have no idea what increments were used.
1111ftwould probably know, how many minutes up and how much
rest.
Q: Was the use of sleep adjustment recorded anywhere?

A: No, not that I recall. I knowillipcept .a log of who was on
sleep adjustment in a handwritten notebook. He wrote notes
about the detainees-1n there. Each morning, there was an oral
summary ProvidRd by the interogatora-to-P-the-mhole_team_a]ml
suggestions were' made on what to do next.
Q: Do you know what happened to11111111101hotebook?

A: As far as I know, once we wrote our notes into the computer,
all handwritten stuff got thrown away in a burn bag (brown bag
with red stripes). I am sure
threw away his notebook
before our departure.
Q: What was CPT111110contribution to the effort in the
Interrogation Operation?

A: Nothing substantive. She spent most of her, time on the
computer --- writing reports, writing emails, answering emails
and she had no contribution to the interrogation "day to day"
business that. I could tell. 1111.0 ran the show.
Q: Did the use of stress positions disturb you?

A: Yes, I discussed it with.. It seems to me a weakness
and by resorting to stress/safety positions, we signaled failure
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to achieve our goals through questioning and techniques we were
taught. I felt it was unnecessary and I rarely used the
positions.
Q: How is fear up harsh different than fear up low?

A: Fear up low incorporates other aspects, like love of family
to motivate the person to cooperate. Fear up harsh was more
angry and unbalanced. A lot of times the interrogator would
scream and act crazy. There really wasn't even time for the
interpreter to translate. 111111111110was really good at this
technique. He was intimidating and threatening.
.

Q: How did the detainees arrive for interrogation? How were
they restrained?

A: They were usually brought in by the MPs in leg chains,
handcuffs and 14e had the chains removed based on our comfort
level and how safe we felt, if we'd been talking to them a long
time then we knew the detainee.
Q: How would a detainee end up in a safety position during an
interrogation?

A: I didn't use safety positions much, but I was with others
who did. The interview would start by asking general questions,
if the detainee gave different answers than he had before or was
not being forthcoming, the interrogator would instruct (thru the
interpreter) the detainee into a safety position.
Q: What was the purpose of the safety position?

A: To show them who was in control.
Q: Were safety positions painful for the detainee?

A: I wouldn't say painful,...but stressful. It's a moderate form
of muRcle_failure,like We_do_to traineas_in_basiz_training.
Q: Where did the term "safety" positions come from?

A: I think they now call them "stress positions". I've never
been attacked or threatened by detainees, but I heard other
interrogators (before our group) were attacked and had to be
restrained.
Q: Where did you learn how to do safety positions?
A: Being partnered with other interrogators. It was something
they were using at Bagram. I did not learn it at Huachuca.
111110and I talked about it, it seemed to both of us a measure
employed out of frustration. You are not talking to me, or
saying what I want, so I'll put you on your knees. We felt it
was ineffective and I rarely used.
Q: What safety positions did you observe?
A:
Kneeling and kneeling with hands overhead, holding hands

overhead, sitting against a wall with no chair under them,
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sometimes with their hands held out and the interrogation would
continue while this was going on.
Q: The times you observed safety positions employed, who
employed them and were they effective?

A: I think everyone did them occasionally. It was hard to tell
the level of truthfulness. Sometimes detainees talked, sometimes
they didn't, sometimes they made things up, after awhile you
could tell.
Q: Did you ever see any interrogators touch a detainee during
an interrogation?

A: Yes, 1111110 1111111.andanill If the detainee failed to
keep his hands up, then they would pull up on the chain.
ould rub his• hands in the detainees hair, to make the
man uncomfortable:
-12: D id
ever threaten the detainees with sexual
assault?

A: It's possible, he used to do some crazy stuff. The other
interrogators would use his reputation in interrogations. They
would tell the detainee, if ou don't cooperate we'll have to
get "Monster (meaning
and he won't be as nice as we
are."
Q: Did you observe or do you otherwise have knowledge of
1111111110sexually assaulting any of the detainees?

A: No he used to talk about his sexual exploits a lot, even in
front of the two girls in our unit 111111,and11110 but I
never saw him do that to a detainee. He always talked about
midgets sexually. Sometimes heeemed kinda sick and demented,
but we always thought it was weird,_but funay___When_he_go± _sent
back from Iraq, I was the Designated Driver and we went to a
strip club.
Q: Axe you permitted to touch detainees, during an
interrogation?

A: After the deaths, we were warned about even consoling or
comforting, a detainee who was crying or upset. We are not
permitted to cause a detainee pain or discomfort, except
mentally.
Q: If a detainee failed to comply with a directive, like
instructions on a safety position, would it be permissible to
physically manipulate them to get them in the position.?

MOW

A: No, it's not allowed, but I saw both UM and
guide detainees into positions. They would grab thern by the
shoulders and guide them to a kneeling position.
when the
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detainee would lower his arms, they would grab the chains
between his hands and raise his arms using the chains. I
observed them assist a detainee into a position, using a little
force to maintain a position. I would not have been able to
stand for anything that would hurt a detainee during an
interrogation.
This bothered me because I. did not think it was necessary ; I
remember once11111Pwanted me to go in and do a fear up harsh on
a detainee and I told hi m I couldn 't do it . He sent
instead. I heard yelling, banging, commotion, but I couldn't
tell you what went on inside the booth. I would also be
bothered by the way the MP's would bring the detainees to the
interrogation room. They would be handling them roughly as they
guided the detainees who were'wearing bagS over their heads and
could not see. I saw some of the detainees that had bruises and
marks on their wrists and ankles.
.

Q: Were there any interrogators who seemed more predisposed to
rough treatment of detainees?

A: The two people I observed who seemed to like the rough
treatment of detainees were 11111110}andiallill. both of whom
were not school trained interrogators. I think that was part of
the problem, they did not understand the mission of the
interrogator was more of a mental skill rather than a physical
one. They seemed to gain excitement from the control aspect of
interrogating the detainees.
seemed to act like it was a
contest, as he was trying to get the most hours in the
interro ation booth.

mg.

and
are not interrogators,
job, what are they trained?
/ -/

what

s.s their

A: They are both 97B Counter Intelligence Agents. We are both
trained at the same school, but they do not attend the
interrogation phase. They have no training in interrogation
techniques.- Their job is to recruit informants and gain sources
of information in the local community.
Q; Do you know howling/ and...Wended up doing
interrogations in the BCP?

A: When I first got to Bagram, they sent me to the Joint
Operations Center and sent 1111Wand11111111p, to the BCP. When
they realized I did not have a TS clearance, they moved me to
the BCP. I believe 111111110started out as a screener and made
his way into the interrogation booth.
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Q: What specifically did you see WIMP and
d
of that
made you feel they were predisposed to rough
• detainees?
A: I assisted.1111Min only one or two interrogations. He was
on the other team. He talked about getting excited about
interviews. It was like a contest for him, how many hours he
could get in the booth. They chose 111111111Pto
be the first
interrogator detainees saw when they came in. 1111111Poften took
part in the screening process. During the screening process,
they used IMP as an intimidator and threatened detainees
with seeing him again later. When the detainees first came in,
the MP's would lay them down on their stomachs restrained in a
holding room. They would also chain them standing to a pole
running across above, them and IIIIIIIIpwould play heavy metal
music to disorient and scare the detainees.
Q: Did you see IIIIIIII/use force to enforce safety positions?

A: Yes, but not to the extent it would have caused injury to
the detainee.
Q: Did anyone talk to you about the deaths or ask you not to
talk with anyone about the incidents?
A: Our commander here told us recently that if asked about the
519 th dr OPT el" we were to refer those questions to Public
Affairs Office. In country, the interrogators involved in the
incidents were suspended from interrogations and we had to do
all the interrogations for awhile. They never told us the
results of the autopsy, so we never knew if they died of natural
causes or not. Right after we came back, the_un4t turned around
and redeployed to Irag„
and
came back
early. The rumor was they were in trouble. /I - asked them about
it, but none of them would discuss it. I know SSG
was
called back off terminal leave, and I overheard him say that it
was regarding the deaths of the two detainees in Afghanistan.
Q: Did you ever talk with either of the men who died?
A: No.
Q: Why didn't you use safety positions?
A: I wasn't comfortable based on my beliefs as a Christian in
some of the rougher approaches. I did not feel I needed to use
safety positions, other than maybe having their hands held up.
Once instructed me to use an approach that I didn't feel I
could do, so he had 11.11111do i t.
Q: Were you able to opt out of those interview approaches you
did not feel comfortable with?

fiems
.
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Not, so much opt out, but if there was someone who could do
a technique better, or someone who was more suited to a
technique, then you'd use them instead. Some people were just
better than others at certain approaches. Like I said, friendly
worked best for me.
Q: Was the application of safety positions recorded in
interview summaries or notes?
A: Not that I can recall..
Q: What is your opinion as to the legality of safety positions?
A: I don't think they really need to be used. As to whether
they are legal or not, I don't know. As long as they do not
bring about undue pain to the person you are placing in that
position.
Q: Would that opinion change if they are not being used for
safety?
A: I don't think' they were being used for safety to begin with.
To me they looked like a very desperate way for the interrogator
to vent his frustration by placing the detainee in a postion
where the interrogator was in a position of dominance over the
detainee.
Q: Were you ever asked to do anything (even if you did not do
it) that you felt was morally or ethically wrong?
A: UM once asked me to do a smoking session with one of the
detainees and I told him that I was not comfortable doing it. I
asked him what was the point of doing the session with the
detainee andillliptold me, that he felt it was needed. I really
did not want to do it because • I could not see the point—in doing
it— Ldidnot feel_comfortable doing it
I don't recall
specifics about the detainee and situation because T was
involved in so many interrogations and the amount of time which
has elapsed, I cannot recall the specifics.
Q: What do you mean by'a "smoking session"?
A: Forced physical activity such as push ups and sit ups.
Q: Was it common for detainees to be subjected to "Smoking
Sessions" as part of their interrogation process?
A: Not at all
I think while I was there, I only recall of two
or three times that, these, sessions took place. It seemed to be
a desperation move for me.
Q: Prior to the deaths,. were you aware of or did you direct any
training in the BCP regarding rules for the use of force (RUF)
with regard to detainees?
A: No. When r arrived, everything was already set up.
-

-
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Do you recall attending any briefings or having received any
information related to the rules of force with regard to
detainees?
A: As far as I can recall, there was no particular training
session, which addressed the use of force with regard to
detainees. However, the schoolhouse made it clear that one
could get in trouble for using force or for example bringing a
weapon in the interrogation booth.
Q: Were you aware of ICRC visits to the BCP? Haw did they
affect Interrogation operations?
A: Yes, on the days of the ICRC visits, there were no "fear up"
interrogations. There was a front put on those days with
issuing water to the detainees and we would be told that the
ICRC was visiting so no "harsh" practices for the day.
Q: Do your recall a dry erase status board, which was displayed
near the MP guard post at the Isolation Cell on the second
floor?
A: Yes vaguely. I . think the MP would make the notes on the
board. 411111would make the instructions to the MP. I do not
recall if the information on the board was erased during ICRC
visits or not. It was not our status board, so we did not have
anything to do with it.
Q: Were you aware of the use of compliance blows prior to the
deaths? How did you become aware of this practice?
A: No. I do not know what a compliance blow is.
Q: Have you ever heard or observed MP's being rough with
detainees?
A: Yes. I would see them when they would bring the detainees
toheinrgaobths.Teywouldphtm es,p' ,rushing with the detainee. The detainee would be wearing leg
shackles, which would limit their mobility, and the MP's would
shout at them to hurry and drag them. I saw that the treatment
was making marks on the ankles of the detainees. I spoke with
several MP's about how they were treating the detainees and how
I did not think it was necessary for them to treat the detainee
roughly.
Q: Did any of the detainees ever tell you an MP struck them?
A: The detainee sometimes told us that the MP's were being
rough with them. He would tell me this through the interpreter.
I did not explore the issue further with the detainee, assuming
he was referring to the rough treatment I observed as they were
brought to the interrogation room. I did tell them that I would
talk with the MP's. I think I did talk with the MP about
INITIALS
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STATEMENT OF iummingoir TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC, DATED 13
Jul 2004, CONTINUED:
ISO
- treatment of the detainee's and I think on one occasion, I spoke
with my supervisor.
Q: Did you ever see an MP physically strike a detainee?

A: No.
Q: Did you have information on were informal operational
tactics, techniques and procedures from Guantanamo Bay (GTMO)
being provided to the BCP?

A: No.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 02, were You ever aware that
detainees were being subjected to standing restraint for periods
in excess of 2 hours without being let down at all to rest and
recover?

A: I was aware that the detainees were in standing restraint,
'however, I did not know the length of time was that long.
first time I saw a detainee being restrained standing; I asked
an MP why the detainee was restrained. I was told that the
detainee violated the rules and was talking. After a while,
when I would observe other detainees in standing restraint, it
became common and I did not question it further.
Q,

A:

there any cliques in the unit?

hung out with th
her reservists. UMW
were
'
very close. IMMOMM
1111111110and
was rumored to be
and she socialized with
lots of folks. I mostly kept to myself. I read books or went
to the PX, so I did not socialize with them much outside of the
BCP. 11111110was my roommate before we left for Bagram. He used
to fall asleep listening to heavy metal music, which I find
distasteful,—

Yes,

Q: Did any of the interrogators talk about manhandling
detainees or being physical with them?

A: I lived in a tent with most of the male unit members. The
only thing I recall was the night4111110got sent in (by41110
to do the fear up harsh, he came back boasting the detainee
ended up on the table and
- ias poised over him scaring
him. I'm not really clear on what he was describing, so I can't
shed more light on what he meant.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?

A: No.
///////////////I////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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STATEMENT OF
Jul 2004 ; CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC

,

DATED 13

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 13. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
.

(SgrrLure or iferson

,

g Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this 13 t11 day of July 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC
2831

nistering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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MEMORANDUM FOR Sergeant
Company A, 519 Military Tffte
Bragg, North Carolina 28310

ence Batta ion, Fort

SUBJECT: Grant of Immunity and Order to Testify

1. As an officer empowered to convene general courts-martial and.IAW
the provision of R.C.M. 7 04(c), Manual for Courts - Martial, United
States, 1984 , I hereby make the following findings:
a. Sergeant
possesses relevant information regarding
the criminal inveStigation of the treatment of detainees (a/k/a .
persons under control), both during intelligence operations and
otherwise, at the. Bagram Collection Point (a/k/a Bagram Detention
Facility), Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan.
b. Sergeant limillimmay have engaged in misconduct with
regard to these offenses.
c. If questioned during the course of the criminal investigation
regarding the treatment of detainees, both during intelligence
operations and otherwise, only at the Bagram Collection Point, under
UCMJ Art. 31 sergeantIOMMINIM would have the right to refuse to
answer, questions, and would likely invoke her right to remain silent
under Art. 31, UCMJ.
d. It is likely that Sergeant 41111111111111cooperation in the
continuing criminal investigation by providing information about her
involvement in; and knowledge of, the treatment of detainees, both
during intelligence operations and otherwise, only at the Bagram
Colle-Gt4on-PoInt, fagram-Airfield, -Afghani -st-an, daring the period 6fyour deployment there, from 13 July 2002 to 28 January 2003 will
significantly aid the criminal inVestigatOrs and is, therefore,
necessary to the public interest.
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SUBJECT: Grant of Immunity and Order to Testify
-

2. On the basis of these.facts, pursuant to RCM 704, I order Sergeant
111111111111.1pto cooperate with the government and to provide it with
coMplete and truthful statements and any other relevant information
regarding her involvement in, and knowledge of, the treatment of
detainees, both during intelligence operations and otherwise, only at
the Bagram Collection Point, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, during the
period of yoUr deployMent there f r om 13 July 2002 to 28 January 2003.
I further order Sergeant 4111.111.11111111*to proVide complete and truthful
information regarding your invoIveMent in, and knowledge of, any
effort by any.individual to conceal the truth, impede investigations,
or mislead commanders, Staff officers, investigators, or any other
person in any manner whatsoever regarding treatment of detainees at
the Bagram C011ection Point, Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan during the
period of your deployment there. This grant of immunity does not
extend to statements or information regarding treatment of detainees
at any other time or in any other country or area of operations.
3. You are hereby granted testimonial immunity pursuant to R.C.M.
704(a) (2), MCM, 1998. No testimony or other information you provide
to the government or defense pursuant to this order, which is related
to the treatment of detainees, both during intelligence operations and
otherwise, only at the Bagram Collection Point, or any other
information directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or
information,-.shall be used against you in a trial by court-martial or
proceeding pursuant to Article 15, UCMJ; except in a prosecution of
perjury, giving a false statement, or - otherwise failing to comply with
this order.

Lieutenant Gehera , USA
Commander
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER 013,7-02-0O369-23534

0 134-02-CID369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE
DETAILS

About 1600 20 Jul 04, SAINIMEMINIIIII
interviewed USAF MSGT
NMN)
305th Security Forces Squadron (SFS), McGuire Air Force Base, NJ
08641.
Mated between 3 Jan 03 and an undetermined date during Dec 03, he was assigned
o Fort Dix, NJ. During this assignment, he served as a trainer for military forces during their preeployment training for Afghanistan and other theaters of operation. During the preliminary portion of
he deploymentilli.explained he and the other trainers developed lesson plans and prepared for
he training of the various deploying units. 011111/1
_
Itiorelated he concentrated most of his training on
aircraft familiarization, which included the up-load, trans-load and off-load of detainees from the
aircraft
stated this training was provided primarily to the US Military units who would be
assisting
elements in the air transportation and security of detainees between Afghanistan and
Guantanamo a , Cuba. Although the unit identification of the 377 thMilitary Police Company seemed
arniliar to
, he could not place the unit and explained he had assisted in training over 800
military personnel at several locations during his deployment. IIIIIPstated he had never heard of
he term "compliance blow". He said they did train the MP units in diStraction techniques, which
included the use of the common peroneal strike:
explained this was a distraction technique
designed to be used while escorting a detainee and would only be utilized if the detainee became
combative. IIIIIprelated they also instructed handcuffing techniques, however, never instructed
hat a detainee would be secured to any fixed objects while handcuffed.
explained during air
ransportation, the leg chains of detainees would be secured to a cable in the floor of the aircraft
using a "D" ring, to limit the movement of a detainee's legs during the flight.
repeated
handcuffs were never to be affixed to any stationary objects.

•

1111111111

bout 1425, 22 Jul 04, SA
interviewed USMC GYSGT
US Marine Corps Detachment, Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio, T 78 0.
elated he was deployed to Fort DiX, NJ to support a training requirement as an instructor for
ou a week. He could not recall the exact dates, ust that the deployment occurred during the
Sep:_.
Oct 2001 time frame. 11111W explained after they arrived at Fort Dix, NJ, the training team
conducted one training session, due to the length of time between the end of the first training session
and the next scheduled class, he was sent back to his unit. ~related he trained soldiers in
andcuffing techniques and was present to assist during other blocks of instruction, which included
he use of the ASP baton and detainee movement drills. 11111/Psaid no training was provided
related to Enemy Prisoner of War (EPW) operations or facility operations. The training focused on
movement to and from an, aircraft and proper procedures for handling detainees while onboard an
aircraft
could not recall any of the nit designations, which he trained.
stated during
he handcuffing training, soldiers were never instructed to fasten a detainee to a fixed object while in
handcuffs.
had never heard of the term "compliance blow" and did not recall the common
peroneal strike being taught.
?I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 LAST ENTRY //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC

Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

22 July 2004

336:7
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ROI NUMBER

0134-02- CID 369-23533 /0137-02-C1D369-23534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF

1

DETAILS

PAGES

At 1017 hrs, 22 Jul 2004, sAgibttempted to interview SSG

Security Operations Training Facility (SOTF), Fort Bragg, NC 28310 (FB
who Was a member
of Alpha Company, 519 th MI 13n, FBNC in an earlier rotation to Afghanistan.=
stayed on
beyond the six month deployment (Feb Aug 02) to train members of A Co, 519 MI on the Aug 02Feb 03 rotation
was advised of his rights for Dereliction of Duty, in that some of the
techniques he taught may have been unlawful.
invoked his rights, re uesting an attorney, at
which time the interview was terminated. (See Non- aver Certificate of
aced 22 Jul 04,for
additional details).
At 1025 hrs, 25 Jul 2004, SAWPattempted to interview SSG
Delta Company, 229 th MI Battalion, Defense Language Institute (DU) , Foreig
n Langdage Center
(FLC), Presidio of Monterey, CA 93944 who was a member of Alpha Company, 51.9 th
MI Bn, FBNC
in an earlier rotation to Afghanistan. .11Mosta
0
yed on beyond the six month deployment (Feb
— Aug 02) to train members of A Co, 519 th MI on the Aug 02- Feb 03 rotation. ......pwas
advised of his rights for Dereliction of Duty, in that some of the techniques he taught may have been
unlawful. 11111111111110invoked his rights, re uestin an attorney, at which time the interview was
erminated. (See Non-Waiver Certificate of
, dated 25 Jul 04,for additional details).
///////////////////////////////////////0/0/0/MMLAST ENTRY/0/0/0///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your. Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
.
to facilitate filing and retrieval,
'S
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

9

10) SO:
LOCATION: Fort Huaoluica, AZ
DATE: 22 Jul 0.
FILE NUMBER: 0134-02-C11)369-23533/0.137-02 70D369-23534
NAME (Last, First MI):
SSAN: 11111111111 GRADE / STATUS: 1111111.
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS: Security eratom Training Facility
(SOTF , ort Bragg, NC 28307
RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminal Investigation
Command as a Sp ial Agent and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspecte
. ereliction of Duty/////
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the
following rights:
1. I do not have to answer questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3. (For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately t9 a lawyer before, during, and after
questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
' 7 or=
civilians not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talkpriv.tely to a la = . - - b.. Ig, and after
uestioning and to • - . ; - •
dth me
•
Nem
un erstand that this lawyer can be one that I
• ,v - • - e, or if I cannot afford a lawyer an wan one, a awyer
arran e •
e app. n - • '• m
ore
any questioning begins.
4. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s)under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
5. COMMENTS: Are you currently represented by legal counsel for any reason? Yes
No k
,

VIP

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuSs the offense(s) under investigation and make a
statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.

Witness# 1
Signature of-Witness

Signature of Interviewee

WiMess# 2
Signature of Witness

I do not want to give up m

•

qua ers,A ill C
Fort Belvoir, VA 2200
NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
ts: I w t a lawyer:
I do not want to be questioned or say anything:

Signature of Interview
DA Form 3881-E
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPLE PURPOSE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(gy
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which
information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security is used as an additional/alternative means of identification
to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number i
ntary.

ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

LOCATION: Monterey, CA
DATE: 25 Jul
FILE NUMBER: 0134-02-CIID369-3533/0137-02-CM369TIME: 1°1)5 7
NAME (Last, First
SSAN:
GRADE / STATUS: MD
ORGANIZATION ORADDRESS: Delta Company, 2
29thMI Bn, Defense Language Institute (DLI), Foreign
Language Center (FLC), Presidio of Monterey, CA 93944
2

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army Criminalnvestigation
Command as a Spe Agent and wanted
to estion me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspeqtedirni
6re-fiction of Duty//f/I'
Before he/she as
me any questions abou
offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that . I have the
following rights:
1. I do not have to answer questions or say anything.
2. Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3.
(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after
'questioning and to have a lawyer present with me during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange
for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me, or both.
. .
- or re, unng, an
questioning and to have a la en
°rung. I understand that this lawyer can be one
•SOO
- 11
II
1
any questioning begins.
•1

• . AI '

:

..22 •

•

2:: -

:

•

..

-

4.. If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with, or without a lawyer present, I have the right
to stop answering questions at any time or speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the
waiver below.
5. COMMENTS: Are you currently represented by legal counsel for any reason? Yes
No
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a
statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer present with me.
Witness# 1
Signature of Witness

_

Signaturepfley4es

_

Witness# 2
Signature of Witness

NON-WAI

I do not want to give up my rights: I want a iaWyer

eac1quarters,TJ$A
Fort Belvoir, VA 220 0

ERTIFICATE

.6 not want to be questioned or say anything: 0

Signature of Interviewee:
DA Form 3881-E

L
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ROI NUMBER

0137-02-ClD369-23534
0134-02-C1D369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

DETAILS

10.111telephonically interviewed SP
About 1415,26 Jul 04, SA
77th Military Police (MP) Company, Cincinnati, OH 45251.
eterñiined
time period at the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Afghanistan, SSG
stated dtffmg an 1.1nd
________________________p 377 t1 MP Company, Cincinnati, OH 45251, found a straight jacket in a
-. while iokina with other unit members, placed himself in the
s orage area within the BCE. SG
, explained there was a strap han in
straightjacket, mask and protective headgear.
5tated
which
time
a photograph was taken.
at
gs,
which
she
grabbed,
betweet
this event was cIne in jest and was not related to training or the treatment of any detainees within the
BCP. This event took place within the administrative area of the BCP neat the tactical Operations
Center (TOC) and was not observed by any detainees.
elephonically interviewed S
About 1500,-27 Jul 04, SA
elated he was familiar
377th Military Police ((MF) c ompany, Cincinnati, OH 45251 .
headgear. He was
with the photographs of himself in a straightjacket, facial 'mask and
unable to recall the time frame when the photographs were taken. 111111paid the equipment was
found within a supply room in the BCP, which also contained other riot gear type equipment. He said
several soldiers were present and a training class was given as to the proper way to secure an
i ndividual utilizing the equipment. 1111111Paid he served as the demonstrator and SPC
explained the photographs were taken during a
assisted in securing him in the equipment.
stated the equipment was never
break in the training and were intended to be humorous.
utilized on any detainees, nor were any detainees present or observe any of the training.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 LAST ENTRY /11///////////////////////////////////////////////////1/0//////////////////
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TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
EXHIBIT

DATE.

27 July 2004
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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0137-02-CID369-23534
0134-02-C1D369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE
DETAILS

1050, 22 Jul 04, SA1111111111111.1 111. coordinated with Mrs.
Supervisor, Brooke Army Medical Center, Patient Administration System's Bio-s atistica
(PASBA), MCHS ISD, 1216 Stanley Rd, Suite 25, Ft. Sam Houston, TX. 78234-5053. stated
they had completed the review of the records to include a box of miscellaneous documents received
from the unit, which replaced the 48t h CSH at Bagram, Afghanistan elated they had located
several documents related to HABIBULLAH and DILAWAR (BT-412 and I3T-421).
About

About 0920, 28 Jul 04, SA
Forwarded a DA Form 4254-R, Request for Private Medical
Information to the Brooke Army Medea! Center, PASBA, Fort Sam Houston, TX, requesting a copy of
any medical records they maintained related to Mr. HABIBULLAH and Mr. DILAWAR. (See DA Form
4254-R for Details)
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 LAST,ENTRY111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

28 July 2004
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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1. Oat&

BEERIEST FOR PRIVATE MEDICAL INFORMATION .
Far use of this fonn, so AR 41.66; the ropOnont Soluicir is the OTS8

28 July 2004

liegnagrility aflame and Laotian)
Medical Center, PASBA, NICKS !sr)
1216 Stanley Rd, Suite 25, Ft Sam Houston, TX 78234

Z. Patient's Name and SSN.
HABIBULLAH, Mullah; male; Afghan

(AKA: BT-412)

4. Reason for Request

CID criminal investigation documented under Report of Investigation (ROD numbers 0134 02 CID369 23533 and
0137-02 C1D369 23534.
-

-

-

-

-

5. Frivate Medical Information Sou* (Specify dates et hospitelizetice ar clinic iisits end &gnosis,. if knottle

Mr. HABIBULIAH was detained under the custody of VS forces at Bagram, Afghanistan during December 2002 :
Medical treatment MS provided by the 48th Combat Support Hospital (CSH). Request all medical records wheili would
identify any medical care or consultations prOvided to Mr. HABI ULLAH while under the control of US military forces.

e. Requester's Rime, Title, Organization an

Special Agen

(70 ) 80 -0224

tram

;gigaton Command, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

FOR USE OF MEDIC& rReiliMiNT FACILITY MY

7.

Chetk applicable box.

CI Approver'

❑ Disapproved

Mete riesan for diseprove

8. Summary of Private Medical information Released.

IP

cA)70,iii .

Attill-et-

10...tdc.., )14 /A

1/601.0 brit .ccails

rams dy

9. Signature of Approving Official:

10. Date.

DA FORM 4254-R.-NOV 91

sik Foam 425441. Jul )9 IS OBSOLETE

[ 153
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1. Vete.

REDDEST FOR PRIVATE MEDICAL INFORMATION

28 July 2004

Far use of this funn, see APT WM the warmed spiny is the USG

2. Patient's Name and UN.
DILAWAR: male; Afghan
(AKA: BT-421)

3. Medical Treatment Facility fiffarpeanatacafiarti3facce.trAernY
•Fect-SfICP144911gett Medical Center, PASSA, MCI4S ISD,

1216 Stanley Rd, Suite 25, Ft Sam Houston, TX 78234

4. Nunn for ROOM

CID criminal investigation documented under Report of Investigation (ROI) numbers 0134412-C1D359-23533 and
0137-02-CID369-23534,

5. Private Medical information Sought tSpecifplatm at hospitalization or clinic visits anfl Diagnosis if bawd
Mr, DILAWAR was detained under the custody of US forces at Ragan?. Afghanistan during December 2002. Medical
treatment was provided by the 48th Combat Supp ort Hospital (CS13). Request all medical records whcilt Would identify
any medical care or consultations provided to Mt. DILAW AR while tinder the control of US military forces

6. Regulator's Rome, Pik Organization an

111(1111111111.$pecial Agent.

US Army tinun

esagation Command, Port Belvoit, VA 220#50

•

FOR USE OF NFOICA1 TREATMENT FACIUTY ONLY
6. Chock applicable box.

C3 Disapproved /Paramour; for

El Approved

dfrapprova

8. Summary of Private Medical Information Released.
IP -

Recordo&ottet

&71(106

/ 04r'

Yn-e444
. /d1114'
.
• S' all 411

/04,1,t dt;f^a

S. Signature of Approving Official.

DA FORM 4254. , NOV 91

TO. Elate.

OA FOAM 4254ft Jul 1415

aesurre

Folp• FF1

62-1

-
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
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ROI NUMBER

0134-02-C1D369-23533 / 0137-02-C1D369-23534
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1015 31 Jul 04 and 2010, 1 Aug 04, SA
interviewed SGT
(Formerly
Company A, 519 th Military
Intelligence (MI) Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC 28310.
as served with a Grant of
'mmu:nit and Order to Testify, dated 15 Jul 04, signed by LTG
which compelled
to disclose information relPtPd tO her knowledge, involvethent and treatment of
ainees at agram,Afghanistan.m.......provided a sworn statement in . which she
detained her knowledge of the operational aspects of Company A, 519th MI as they related to the
interrogation of detainees at the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), I3agram Afghanistan. Additionally,
provided information related to her knowledge and involvement in the alleged
assaults and treatment of detainees by MI personnel. 1111111111011110alSo detained an incident in
which a member of the 377 th MP Company informed her unidentified MP's had kicked at least one of
he detainees who died in the thighs using their knees,prior to the death. IIIMIMIIIIIIIIpprovided
a sketch depicting the MI operational area within the BCP to include the interrogation rooms used by
he MI interrogators. (See Grant of Immunity Order to Testify, Sworn Statement and sketch for
details).
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
:
Date
:
Statement of:

0134 -02 -CID369 - 23533/0137 -02 -CID369 -23534
Fort Bragg,
rth Carolina 28310
1 Aug 200 4
Time: '20,1 4/0/1

• MINI

SSN
41111111111111kGrade/Status •
Org/Address : Alpha Company, 519 th Military Intelligence (MI)
Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC 28310
want to make the following
'statement under oath:
This statement is being provided in accordance with the grant of
testimonial immunity, which was served to me on 31 July 2004.
After consultation with CPT
Trial Defense Services,
Fort Bragg, NC, I understand and agree to my responsibility to
fully cooperate and provide my full and truthful knowledge in
support of the criminal investigation related to the death of
•two detainees within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram,
Afghanistan, during December 2002.
Q: When did you enter the U.S. Army?
A: On 2 March 2000, I enlisted into the Minnesota National
Guard. I enlisted as a 31R, which was a signal communications
field. I remained in the National Guard until I came on active
duty 13 June 2001. When I came on active duty, I signed a
contract to become a 97B, which is a counter intelligence agent.
Q: Describe your assignments since you entered the U.S. Army?
A: After I enlisted in the National Guard, I. attended basic
training between 8 June 2000 and Late August 2000 at Fort
Leonard Wood,.
I was assigned to the 134 th Signal Brigade,
Inver Grove Heights, MN. When I enlisted cn Active Duty, I went
to Fort Leonard Wood, MO awaiting completion of my /security
clearance. On 28 July 2001, I attended Military Intelligence
Advanced Individual Training (AIT), At Fort Huachuca, AZ, until
7 December 2001. On 8 December 2001, I arrived at Fort Bragg,
NC and signed into Company A, 519 th MI Bn, on 21 December 2001.
That is the unit I remain assigned to currently.
Q: What is your Military Occupational Specialty (4° S)?
A: I am a 97B, counter intelligence agent.
Q: What is your experience as a Ma interrogator?
A: During AIT training to achieve our MOS, we spend about a week
working hand in hand with the MI interrogators. That is to
teach us how to work together, as we are sister MOS's and work
closely together. I am not school trained as an MI
interrogator. I received training during AIT in the conduct of
,

•
•
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

unter intelligence interviews, but those are different from MI
interrogations.
Q: During your military career, what deployments have you
Participated in?
A: Operation Enduring Freedom, 23 July 2002 through 28 January
2003. Operation Iraqi Freedom from 11 March 2003 through 23
September 2003.
Q: During your deployment in support.of Operation Enduring
Freedom, 23 Jul 02 - 28 Jan 03, what unit were you assigned to?
A: I was assigned to Company A, 519 th MI Bn, Fort Bragg, NC.
Q: During your deployment in support of Operation Iraqi
Freedom, 11 Mar 03 - 23 Sep 03, what unit were you assigned to? .
A: Company A, 519 th MI Bn, Fort Bragg; NC.
Q: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan as. part of Co A,
519th MI Bn?
A: I was deployed 23 Jul 2002 through 28 January 2003.
Q: Did you attend any pre-deployment training prior to your
deployment to Afghanistan?
A: Yes. The unit conducted pre-deployment training at Fort
Bragg for approximately a month before we deployed.
Q: During the pre-deployment training, what was taught?
A: We trained on how to react to fire, combat drills, first
aid, weapons qualifications and NBC training. Law of land
Warfare, SAEDA briefings. That is all I can remember, it was a
long time ago.
Q: During the pre-deployment training, were there any classes
taught related to information/intelligence gathering or
interrogations?
A: To be honest with you, I do not remember.
Q: What were your duties while deployed to Afghanistan?
A: I was assigned as an interrogator.
Q: Were you trained to proficiency to perform this duty?
A: No.
Q: Who assigned you to the duty as an interrogator?
A:. T e Chain-of Command, the Company Commander was CPT 111111111
There was a change of command while we were in
assumed command
fghanistan during September 2002 and CPT
responsibilities
of the unit. All of us kept our same roles and
under CPT
Q: Why were you assigned to a duty for which you were not
qualified? Did you notify anyone that you were not qualified as
an MI interrogator?
,

.

`
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

The Chain of Command knew there was an unbalance between MI
interrogators and counter intelligence agents. In order to
fulfill the mission, the unit balanced the missions and some of
the counter intelligence agents were pulled over to fill
vacancies as interrogators. This was done to ensure we were
able to complete all the assigned missions. All of us who were
97B counter intelligence agents went to our Platoon Sergeant,
and told him that we were not trained as
SSG
interrogators, that we were counter intelligence agents. He
We knew
said he would speak with the unit
spoke with the 1SG, because he came back to us
that SSG
and informed Us that the decision had been made and we were
going to fill the responsibility as interrogators.
Q: When the decision was made to use the 97B counter
intelligence agents as interrogators, were you provided any
training in how to conduct interrogations or the rules to follow
while conducting interrogations?
A: We went over the Geneva Conventions, but I cannot recall
what else we did, it has been, too long. I don't remember going
through any specific training related to interrogations.
Q: Where did you normally perform your duties?
A: Inside the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram,
Afghanistan.
Q: Where was that located in Afghanistan?
A: Along Disney drive, Bagram Air Base
Q: Where was your work area located at the BM)?
A: On the second floor. When you entered the front door, you
tumed—to-Adlimediate_right_there was'a stairwell that would
take you to the second floor. The MI office was at the top of
those stairs. We would work out of that office unless we were /
conducting interrogations. The interrogation rooms were also on,
the second floor along a hallway next to the MI office.
Q: with whom did you billet during your tour in Afghanistan?
SGT
(Formerly
and SGT
A: OPT
came during Sep 02 and stayed until Jan 03. I resided with CPT
111111,the entire tour.
Q: Which MI personnel worked together in teams? Did these
teams change?
A: The teams were not developed until the November 2002 time
period. Prior to that time, everyone worked together and there
were not designated teams. If someone needed assistance with an
interrogation, they would use one of the available soldiers.
When theteam..were developed, I was assigned to work on a team
Page 3 of 49
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high consisted of
•

1111101011110k
her, teat. •Was made U p

and
would fluctuate
between the two teams. There was also a "command' team, which
consisted of the Officer in Charge (OIC) CPT
and
Non Commissioned Officer in Charge (NCOIC) SSG
and
his assistant NCOIC SGT
There were also personnel
responsible for the computerSI filing reports, which were
written, basically the administrative function of the detainee
operations and they were 11111111111111fr'SGD
SSG
and -CW21111.111110 (the spelling of the last name may be
incorrect) .
Q: While deployed to Bagram, Afghanistan, did the MI unit ever °
conduct any training related to interrogations to assist those
members of the unit who were not school trained MI
interrogators?

A: I don't remember if we did or did not.
Q: Of the individuals you worked with, who were school trained
MI interroga tors?

A: CPT
and SPC

SSG
and SGT

SPC

SGT ./11

0 SPC

11111111Ik

Q: Which of the personnel you worked with was school trained as
97B, counter intelligence agents?

A: Myself, PFC
SGT
SGT
and
SPC UMW I cannot recall what MOS SGT
or SGT
had.
Describe and diagram the MI work area within the BCP?
Q
A: The MI Office was on the secod floor of the BCP. The door
opened in and that was the only door to the office. There was a
window along the far wall, which overlooked the main floor of
the BCP where the main detainee cells were located. There was a
storage room along the wall opposite the doorway were we stored
sensitive items. and weapons. OPTIIIIWat to the right of the
main door and that is where the MI Operations had several seats.
There were several computers along the wall next to the MI
operations, which extended to the window area. Those computers
were the ones, which the interrogators would use. One of those
computers was unclassified for the Internet. There were wooden
tables in the center of the room, which served as a workspace
for other Governmental Agencies, CID and ourselves. There was
an area for MI operations along the wall of the storage room.
There were benches along the wall to the left side of the main
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try door. We put up a doorway in the hallway outside the MI
office, which lead to the balcony. Along the balcony were
several interrogation rooms, which would be used to interrogate
the detainees.
Q Would the Na. unit hold daily operational briefings? If
where and who would, attend the briefings?

A: Yes, we had a daily briefing at 0400z or 0430z at the MI
office. All of the interrogators would attend as well as OPS
personnel, OIC/NCOIC personnel, CID, Other Governmental Agencies
and representatives from CJTF 180. CPT IIIMPwas present 99% of
the time. It was required that you attend the briefing unless
you had a special circumstance. Our interpreters would also be
present and the schedule would be discussed as far as what
detainee was being interrogated and when.
Q.
type of information would be discussed during these
-

briefings?

A: Every interrogation that happened since the briefing on the
previous morning. You would discuss the highlights of each
briefing to include the information you gathered if anything.
Also, they briefed news that went on in the area, which had
intelligence value that we would be able to gather or benefit
from. They would put out company level information related to
details and assignments.
Q: During these briefings and discussions related to the
results of interrogations, were interrogation techniques or
methods discussed or decided? .

A: Yes, they were discussed as far as during the previous
interrogation what techniques were attempted or used and whether
or not they were successful, but only on certain detainees they
were discussed.
Q: As an NCO within Alpha Company 519 th MI, what are your normal
responsibilities?

A: I was not an NCO during the time of the deployment. I was a
Private First Class (PFC) until Nov 02, when I was promoted to
Specialist (SPC) 1 Nov 02. My normal responsibilities were to
attend the daily briefing and to conduct interrogations as
scheduled. Keep the facility clean.
Q: Describe the staff relationships relative to the BCP for MI
operations? Please include the role of the JIIC, the J2, the
PMO, the J5, and the Fusion Cell if you know. Provide names to
go with those positions if possible.
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Based on my responsibility and duties, .I had no working
involvement with anyone outside of my immediate chain of
command.
Q: Describe your relationship within the MI chain of command at
the BCP?

A: I was a team member and my team leader waS
(during the Nov 02 timeframe). My chain of command inded
then to all1111.11. then
then CPT
If you wanted to after CPT 111110 You could see the ISG
and the Company Commander.
Q: Was there a Standard. Operating Procedure (SOP) for Alpha
Company 519 th MI related to conducting the MI interrogation
mission at the Bagram BCP? If So, did you read it? WAS it
discussed with MI Interrogators?
"

A: Yes, we read and signed the SOP.
Q: When did you review and sign the SOP?

A: I reviewed the SOP in Bagram. When we initially arrived for
the deployment, I do not recall there being an SOP. I don't
even know when, but I know sometime later during the deployment,
a SO 2 was provided. I reviewed the SOP and signed it. I know I
reviewed the SOP before December 2002, but I don't know exactly
when,
Q: Who wrote the SOP you reviewed?

A: I don't remember who wrote it. It was drafted and produced
by members of the unit while we were at Bagram.
Q: Who was responsible for writing and approving the SOP?
,

A: ',don't know.
Q: Do you recall the name or date of the SOP?

A:

0.-

Q: Was the SOP you reviewed and signed specifically related to
MI interrogation and operations or was it inclusive of the
entire BCP operation?

A: Just the interrogations.
Q: Was any Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) in force at the
BCP during December 2002?

A: Yes, once we read and signed it, we were told to follow it.
Q: Who told you to follow the SOP after you reviewed and signed
it?

A SSG 111.11110and CPT
Q: Do you knoil if SSG 1111111110or anyone within the MI Chain of
Command ever referenced a MI SOP or other SOP pertaining to the
BCP and the handling of detained personnel?

A: I don't recall.
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ole within the MI unit at the BCP?
She was the OIC' of the MI as act of the facility.
A
, responsibilities?
Q: As the OIC, what were CPT
What was CPT

A: She would oversee the NCOIC and liaison between the MI unit
and the CJTF-180 staff. Some liaison with the MP's and the rest
of the MI ch4.in of command.
ave knowledge of daily operations to include
Q: Did CPT
proposed interrogation techniques and results of interrogations
of detainees at the BCP?

A Yes. She would attend: the daily briefings.
Q: What was SSG

role within the MI unit at the BCP?

A He was the NCOIC of the MI aspect of the facility.
Q: As the NCOIC, what were SSG

responsibilities?

A: . He was responsible for all the interrogators. He acts as
our Platoon Sergeant. He was responsible for scheduling the
interrogations for the day. He was also responsible for what
"game plan" to use on detainees during their interrogation. He
was also responsible for liaison with the MP's, as far as if we
wanted something done with one particular detainee; he would
liaison with the MP's to have them do things instead of us.
Q: What do you mean by "game plan"?

A: Different interrogation techniques.
Q: What type of things would the MP's do in support of the MI
instruction at the BCP related to detainees?

A: Sleep deprivation, or adjusted sleep schedule is what they
called it. As far as extra duties within the facility such as
taking out the trash or having to separate the meals for the
—deta-Laees,-----Almest--as—j-f—ttte_detainee was in trouble and had
been given extra duty.

ave knowledge of daily operations to include
Q: Did SSG
Proposed interrogation techniques and results of interrogations
of detainees at the BCP?

A: Yes, we briefed him every day on what happened. He oversaw
the interrogation plan for upcoming interrogations as well.
Q. What did MI see as the mission at Bagram, Afghanistan?

A: To collect viable intelligence for the CJTF-180 Commander
and other intelligence of value to help save soldiers lives and
protect soldiers. Valuable intelligence.
Q: What information was. MI trying to obtain from detained
personnel?

A: Valuable intelligence for CJTF-180 Commander and to stop
future attacks.
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Was the training provided by the MI school effective in
supporting the mission at Bagrara, Afghanistan?

A: No, because I was trained as a counter intelligence agent.
Q: Why is it differen o interrogate suspected terrorists,
ek,
insurgents,
A: My opinion was tha the difference was that knowing the

cct?

individual had killed an American. It makes you frustrated or
angry knowing the individual had killed an American and the
detainee is sitting right in front of you.
Q:• What were the rules of engagement related to physical
contact with the detainees during interrogations?

A: What I remember - is that you were not to physically harm a
detainee unless the detainee was trying to physically harm you.
Basically a self-defense sort of thing. If you needed something
done with a detainee, you were to ask the MP's to do it.
Q: What sort of things would you want done with a detainee that
you would have to ask the MP's to do it?

A: Transport him back down to the cells. Give the detainee a
shower if he smelled bad. Bring a detainee up from a cell.
That was it as far as I remember.
Q: Does the instruction at the MI interrogation school allow
for physical contact with individuals being interrogated?

A: I don't know, I did not go to the interrogator school.
Q: Understanding you did not attend the interrogation school,
did the SOP you reviewed address any limits for physical contact
between MI personnel and individuals they were' interrogating?
.

A: To a certain extend, but I do not, remember specifically.
_g. Describe the interrogation techniques used by members of the
519th MI Bn at the BCP?

A: We used an adjusted sleep schedule. We would tell SSG
11111.110that a specific detainee would need to be placed on an
adjusted sleep schedule. He would make the final decision as to
if the sleep adjustment would be used and then coordinate with
the MP's if it was going to be used. Another technique that we
would use was a friendly. approach. That was when the
interrogator would act as a friend to the detainee and generally
act in a nice manner. The technique of good cop / bad cop would
be used. This was when either you or your partner or your team
and another team would come into the interrogation and begin
talking with you, basically using the friendly approach. The
other team would then come into the interrogation and be upset,
yelling and screaming. Both teams were never present in the
interrogation,room at the same time except when they were
Page 8 of 49
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11tering and leaving the room. During the initial screening, we
would sometimes use dogs and loud music as a distraction and
disorientation technique. The detainees would be brought into
the facility and brought into the screening room. The K - 9 unit
from the Military Police would be called to the facility and
normally he was there before the detainees arrived. The
detainees would be brought into the room and the dog would be
barking. The MP K-9 handler would bring the dog into the
facility on a leash and the dog was normally muzzled. Once
inside the building, the muzzle would be removed to allow the
dog to bark. The MP K-9 handler always kept the dog on a leash.
If there were only a few detainees brought into the facility, he
would stay for about 15 minutes. If more detainees were
present, he may stay longer. Another technique we used was to
have the detainees do physical training. Sometimes we would do
the training with them as in jumping jacks, pushups, sit-ups,
Iron Mikes (lunges with your hands on your hips), wall sits
where the detainee assumed a seated position along a wall
without a chair and holding their hands out, to their front. We
would also have them jog in place. Another technique we used is
what I called the "round robin". Some other people may have
called it by another name, but I am not sure.. This was when one
interrogator would use a specific technique, then the
interrogator would switch and another interrogator would come in
and use a different technique. There was usually one main
interrogator who would periodically come into the interrogation
room to determine if the technique was effective or if it would
be continued. We would sometimes use food and incentives as an
interrogation technique. The detainees were vefy —Imfted in
what they were provided to eat. We would bring food items in
from outside the facility (candy, baked goods, etc) and try to
befriend the detainee with the items in exchange for
intelligence information. Another technique was an angry (fearup) interrogation approach. That was when the interrogators
came into the room yelling and screaming, never giving the
detainee a chance to talk, belittling the detainee. We would
sometimes use stress positions as an interrogation technique.
That would be anything from sitting on the floor with no chair,
standing with a chair next to you, but not being able to sit
down in it. Kneeling on the floor with your hands interlocked
behind your head, lying on your back with your hands and feet in
the air. Some of us tried these stress positions to see how
long you could stand to be in those positions. Once you knew
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ow long you could stay in one of the positions, you never told
the detainee to stay in the stress position for a period of time
longer than you could stay in it. The king interrogation
technique was the opposite of the angry approach. Instead of
belittling the detainee, you spoke very highly of them and made
them feel as if they were the, king of the world. The We Know
All interrogation technique was to confront the detainee with
the fact that we (the US Forces) know everything about the
detainee to include his name, family information, birthday,
etc., so there was no reason for the detainee not to be truthful
with us. The love of family technique was on the same lines as
the friendly approach. You are asking the detainees about their
family, children, toys the children plays with. This usually
causes an emotional side to come out of the detainee which
causes a slight bond between the interrogator and the detainee.
The detainee realizes that you are the one who may be able to
get him back to his family. He, is more apt to speak openly with
you, because he believes you are the one who will be able to get
him back to his family. There are many other techniques, but
not that I can recall off the top of my head. It is basically
anything you can think of to use.
Q: Why would SSG11111110 coordinate with the MP' s related to
sleep adjustment?

•

A: He did it, because he was the NCOIC of the facility. If
each of the interrogators were to be coordinating with the MP's,
then they would begin, to question who was authorizing the,
activity. If the request came from SSG
as' the NCOIC,
then he was the one who was authorizing it.
Q: What is the difference between sleep adjustment and sleep
deprivation?

A: None, they are the same thing, just a different name.
Q: Why was it necessary for SSG
adjustment with the MP's?

to coordinate sleep

A: Because not every detainee was on an adjusted sleep
schedule.
Q: Who would decide and how often were dogs used at the BCP
during the initial screening process?

A: SSGIIIIIIIPmade that decision. He would decide when, how
long and how often.
Q: You described an "angry" interrogation technique, is this
similar to the "Fear Up Harsh" interrogation technique?

A: Yes. There is fear up harsh and fear up mild. Depending
upon the interrogators personality, which one would be used. I
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ersonally did not do well with a fear up harsh approach, as I
Ilro
and. angry mentality
to. be effective.
'd not have the voice
•
.

•
Q: While
employing the interrogation techniques, especially
those involving physical activity or requiring physical stamina
by the detainee, what would you do when the detainee could no
longer perform the requested task?

A: It depended if the detainee attempted to do it or not. If
the detainee attempted to do the task and he was physically
tired and could not continue, then we would allow him to rest or
sit down. If the detainee just quit and did not try, then we
would give them another exercise.
Q: Are You familiar with AR 381-10, US Army Intelligence
Activities?

A: . I do not know the ins and outs of it, I know the name of it,
that is about it.
Q: Are you familiar with Field Manual (FM) 34-52, which
describe MI interviews and interrogations?

A: Not aside of knowing it is an Army regulation of some kind.
Q: Based upon the instruction within FM 34-52, are MI
interrogators permitted to have physical contact with persons
wham they are interrogating?

A: I don't know.
Q: Why did MI deviate from FM's, schoolhouse techniques and
approved tactics and switch over to the practices used at Bagram
in the BCP?

A: I don't know what was taught at the schoolhouse. I do know
___that the techniques that we were told to use and not use at the
BCR_Gare frwUGAIIIMIland CPT IIII0 The MI 1SG and Commander
-1
on what was approved-tb be used-by
/ backed CPT
interrogations at the facility, because she was solely
responsible for the MI activity within the BCP.
2: Where did new or alternate techniques

come from?

(

A: Basically from the interrogators. It was a combined effort
from everyone, when someone would think of trying a new
technique, like offering food, they would write it into their
interrogation plan. The interrogation plan would be reviewed
and approved by SSG
Q: What was non doctrinal about the techniques used at Bagram?
-

,

A: I don't know.

Q: Did anyone say the techniques used at the BCP by MI were
non-doctrinal?

A: Not that I ever heard.
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lig

: Did Other Governemntal Agencies Pak) or the Defense
ntelgence
Agency (DIA) ever influence your tactics and
U
techniques?

A: Not that I am aware of. They never came to the
interrogators if they did.
Q: Did you have any knowledge of the term "questionable
activity"?

A: No.
Q: Did you maintain records of interrogations? If so, where?

A: Yes. Several places. There is an interrogation plan
coversheet, that would be filed in the detainee folder. There
were individual notes by the interrogators or their partners
"would also be placed inside the respective detainee folder.
There was'an interrogation report following the interrogation.
Those reports were saved on the computer and also filed in the
individual detainee's folder.. There was also a computer
database that stored information, which included the date, time
of interrogation and end time of interrogation. A brief summary
of information obtained, the detainee number, the interpreter
and the identification number of the interrogator and their
Partner. There was a report generated every morning that was
presented at the daily brief, which was compiled from the
database. The detainee folders were filed and maintained within
the MI office at the BCP..
Q: When your unit re-deployed, did you bring any records with
you related to detainee interrogatins?

A: No,-7 All of the records stayed at the BCP.
Q1---Explaiwn-the-screening and_lnterrogation proceseused by MI
relatedto - detainees brought to the BCP?
It is a long process. The detainee is brought into a
A:

holding area. The screening effort is a combination between the
MP's, MI and CID. Usually one of the MI Interpreters would be
present, because no one else had any available. The detainee
would normally be secured with zip cuffs and hooded. They are
brought into a separate room specifically for screening one at a
time. The hood is removed and the zip cuffs are cut off.
Medical personnel would examine them and medically clear them.
They would note any injuries or malformation. The MP's would
then tell the detainee the rules of the facility. Usually CID
and the MI personnel would take a photograph of the detainee,
like a police mug shot with the detainee holding a number in
front of them. CID would fingerprint them; while MI would ask
them their name, age, tribe and language they spoke. The
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etainee would be given a detainee uniform, placed in a hood,
cuffs and leg shackles. They would be returned to the original
holding area with the rest of the detainees. The process would
continue until all of the detainees were screened. Once all the
detainees are screened, they are brought into a separate room
one by one, and the MI personnel with the use of the interpreter
would collect the basic biographical information of the
detainee. Once this process was complete, the MP's would come
and move the detainee to a holding cell.
Q: Who would decide whether a detainee was going to be placed
in a holding cell or an isolation cell?

if he was a new detainee. If he was an old
A: SSG
detainee and he was in general population, we would suggest to
SSA1111110the . MP's move him to isolation if we felt he was
conversing with the other detainees too much and there was room
in the isolation cells.
Q:

Were soldiers concerned with specific interrogation tactics?

A: Not that I know of.
Q: Which tactics caused the most concern? Why?

A: The only one that might cause a concern was if an
interrogator only used the fear up harsh approach continuously
and that was the only technique they used.
,

Q: Was there a problem with an MI interrogator using the fear
up harsh approach on a continuous basis?
spoke to him and he began to
A: Yes, 11111111M SSG

try using different techniques.
Q: Why was...Duly using the fear up harsh approach during
interrogetions2-

A: His persona;ity. He is very self centered and very anti
anyone else. You can't help him or talk to him, but he also
does not brag about himself. He has a hateful attitude.
Q: Were any actions taken by the soldiers or the Chain of
Command related to the concerns over interrogation tactics?

A: The MI interrogator, partner, or an observer, saw or heard
something that concerned them, then it would be addressed to the
The issue was always addressed
individual, usually SSG
with the individual to clarify-why it was happening and to
either justify what was happening or to ensure it did not happen
,
again.
Q: Who made the decision as to which interrogation approach to
use?
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. The interrogator suggested the approach, backed up by the
to
easons why. The information was provided to SSG
approve the approach or to suggest changes to the approach.
Q: Define the "fear up" interrogation technique?

At Yelling, screaming, belittling f throwing chairs and tables
against the wall, throwing your notebook on the floor. Yelling
in the detainee's face. Basically trying to scare the detainee.
Q:

When was the "fear up" interrogation approach used?

A: Whenever the interrogator felt the approach was necessary.
That was based upon the interrogator and the detainee.
Q: Was the fear up interrogation techniqUe used with either Mr.
HABIBULLAH (BT412) or Mr. DILAWAR (BT421)?

'A: Maybe a fear up mild, but I was not the interrogator. I
don't recall exactly what was briefed. Based on what the other
interrogators were saying, I would say a fear up mild approach
was used.
What were you told and by whom in regard to the
Q
interrogations of BT 412, Mr. HABIBULLAH and BT 421, Mr.
DILAWAR?

A: I never distinguished between the two detainees. Most of us
were surprised that they were dead and we did not know why. Two
individuals were nervous because they had interrogated one of
and_
the detainees before he died. i
and they said that one of the detainees was dead and he
was one of them that they had just interrogated. My assumption
is that they used either the fear up harsh or the fear up mild :
approach because theyare the more strenuous interrogation
techniques. When you are using the other techniques, even the
PT or the stress posh ipns, you are s l diming therrand
monitoring them for a specific portion of time. When you are
using the fear up harsh or mild approach, you are combining the
techniques to include PT and stress positions and the detainee
would only have a very short recovery time.

um

Q: Who authorized the fear up interrogation technique to be
used during the interrogation of Mr. HABIBULLAH or Mr. DILAWAR?

A: I don't know since I was not the interrogator. Based on
policy, I would assume SSG 111111, since he approved all the
rest of them.
Q: Did interrogations, and treatments of detainees generally,
become harsher at any particular time?

A: Yes, if the detainee had been in custody for two weeks and
not told You anything or changed the information he was
providin on a regular basis.
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What does it mean that the GITMO techniques never officially
rrived in Bagram? When and how did they get there?

A: I have never heard of any GITMO techniques at the BCP.
Q: What techniques were introduced to the BCP that originated
in GITMO?

A: I don't know.
Q What guidance was given and by whom related to any
techniques from GITMO?

A: There was no guidance that I can rememberQ: Was adjusted sleep schedule used as a technique within the
screening and interrogation process at the BCP?

A: Not in the screening process. During the interrogation
Process , it would be used only on detainees who would not talk
or changed their information on-a regular basis.
Q: Were there any discussions regarding the legitimacy or
ramifications of adjusted sleep schedules?

•

A: Yes. The ramifications were discussed more than the
legitimacies. The result was why detainees were placed on
adjusted sleep schedules, which ensured they slept so many hour
Per day, if they did not, it would make them mentally
incompetent. The legitimacy was that if someone was so tired
and wanted to get to sleep, they will start to talk to you, just
to be able to get to go to sleep.
Q: Where did you learn about the use of adjusted sleep
schedule?

both. They were the ones who
and CPT
A: SSG
discussed the ramifications and legitimacy of the technique.
Q: Was adjusted sleep schedule a technique taught at the MI
.-.
""basic or AI schdul.
•

A: I don't know. This 1.7.3-s not discussed during the AIT
training for the MOSIMMO counter intelligence agent.
Q: How would the need for utilization of adjusted sleep
schedule be determined? Who determined the need?

A: The interrogator, discussed how the interrogation was going
A determination was made based on the two of
with SSG
them (the interrogator and SSG
,

Q: Did you ever direct adjusted sleep schedule to be imposed
upon any detainee at the BCP?

A: I probably did, I cannot recall anyone specifically, but I
probably did.
Q: How would adjusted sleep schedule be enforced within the
BCP?

._ .

‘
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The MP's were responsible. They kept them awake, but I
don't know exactly how. They told them to stand up, that they
could not go to sleep.
Q:• How often was adjusted sleep schedule used within the BCP?
By whom?
A: It was a common practice. I would say that all of us used
the technique. I would not say that it was regular, but I would
also say that it was not uncommon for the technique to be used.
Q: Who monitored detainees who were assigned to adjusted sleep
schedule regimens?
A: The MP's.
Q: Who determined the length of time adjusted sleep schedule
would be imposed upon detainees at the BCP?
A: SS' 111111141was the one 'Who set the time and duration for the
sleep adjustment to take place.
Q: What was the role of MI leadership in the imposition and
monitorship of adjusted sleep schedule for detainees at the BCP?
A: SSG ONIIIIwas responsible for coordinating with the MP's
for determining which detainees were to be placed on or taken
off of the adjusted sleep schedule regime.
Q: Did adjusted sleep schedule ever get out of control?
Describe the circumstances?
A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: Where did the idea of restraining detainees in a standing
position to accommodate adjusted sleep schedule come from?
A: I do not know.
4: Who, at the BCP and in MI was aware that standing restraint
was being used to enforce adjusted sleep schedule?
o u
/ /
Q: By "all of us", whom do you mean?
A: All the MI personnel knew it was being used. That included
and
all the interrogators, OPS personnel to include SSG
CPA.. Since the MP's were responsible for enforcing the
adjusted sleep schedule, I would make the assumption that they
all knew that was how to enforce it.
Q: Did you ever observe any detainee in standing restraint
within the BCP?
A: Yes, because I worked there, it was a daily occurrence. Not
necessarily for adjusted sleep schedule, the detainee would also
be placed in standing restraint when they were in trouble from
the MP's. All of the MI personnel to include the leadership
observed detainees in standing restraint.
Q: Why was e detainee in standing restraint?
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Either on the adjusted sleep schedule or for some type of
punishment from the MP's, such as talking, throwing something,
or refusing an order of the MP's.
Q: Describe how detainees were restrained while in "standing
restraint"?

A: Usually either short cuffs or long cuffs. They would be
standing in the small portion of the cell, which lead to the
main cell area. If they refused to stand, they would be
fastened with their wrists' at forehead level to the door of the
cell. If the detainee was located in the isolation cell, the
MP's had a chain or a drop point from the center of the room
which would put the detainees arms at the same height as if they
were attached to the door.
Q: Who directed the use of standing restraint?

A: I do not know.
Q: Prior to the deaths in Dec 2002, were you aware of any
limitations placed on the use of standing restraint for adjusted
sleep schedule? If so, by whom and what were they?

A: No. To my knowledge, there were no changes made, even after
the deaths.
Q: To your knowledge, what was the maximum length of time a
detainee could be restrained in a standing position? How often
and for how long would a detainee have to be "let down" from
this position to rest?

A: I don't even know. I don't know how long they were allowed
to rest.
Q: How was this maximum time determined? Who was consulted to
determine it?

r-don't know.
Q: Did you observe detainees restrained to fixed objects in any
other way (for punishment or adjusted sleep schedule)?

A: No, not that I recall.
Q: Did the manner in which the detainee was restrained disturb
you in any way personally or professionally? If not, why not?
If so, in what way did it disturb you? What did you do dbout
it?

A: No, I only saw them restrained to the front door and to the
ceiling of the isolation cell.
Q: Did CPTIMMor any other senior member of the unit ever
discuss the application of specific techniques or the use of
"safety positions" with the members of the MI unit at the BCP?
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Safety positions are sometimes referred to as stress
o sitions. They were discussed, but .I cannot recall
specifically what was said or when.
Q: Define the term "safety position"?
A: A detainee put in a position where the detainee cannot cause
harm to himself or anyone else within the room. It is usually
not in a position of comfort for the. detainee.
Q: When did you first hear and use the term "safety position"?
A: They were used from the beginning, when we talked about
stress positions.
Q: Define the term "stress positiou'r?
A Safety position, the same thing.
Q: Were "safety positions" or "stress positions" used during
interrogations by members of the 519 t11 MI Bn at the•Bagram BCP?
A: Yes.
Q: Where did the concept of a "safety or stress position" come
from?
counter intelligence agents, were
A: Those of us that were
told by other MI personnel who were school trained interrogators
about the positions and the different types.
Q: What are the different types of safety, or stress positions
you were told about?
A: Kneeling with your hands behind your head; the invisible
chair or the wall sit; standing with your feet more than
shoulder width apart. I , am sure there are others, but. I cannot '
recall right now.
Q: Did you use "safety positions" or "stress positions' during
your—lnterrogations2
A: Yes,
Q: Who authorized you to use "safety or stress posi'tions"
during your interrogations?
A: SSG MI.
Q: What was the purpose for the use of "safety or stress
positions" during the interrogation process?
A: Safety of yourself. To place the detainee in a position of
discomfort to make them want to be out of the position of
discomfort to begin talking with the interrogator.
Q: Who are the individuals in the interrogation room during an
average interrogation?
A: Two interrogators and an interpreter in addition to the
detainee.
Q: During the interrogation, how is the detainee restrained?
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Usually the detainee could be placed in a combination of
short shackles and long shackles on the arms and leg shackles.
The detainee would be taken out of shackles as an incentive.
Q: Why would an MI interrogator need to use a safety or stress
position for the purpose of the safety of the interrogator, when
there were superior numbers of US forces within the room and the
detainee's would be escorted to the interrogation room secured
by MP's?

A: When the MP's would bring the detainee to the interrogation
room, they would often need to take the cuffs, to escort the next
detainee. On one occasion a detainee grabbed my wrist during an
interrogation and would not let me go. The other interrogator
had left the room and the interpreter grabbed the detainee's arm
and we both pried the detainees hand until, he let go of me. The
MP's then were called back and escorted the detainee back to his
cell. You never feel completely safe.
Q: Were there standards or guidance issued as to when stress or
safety positions were to be used?

A: Just that they were authorized. SGT MEW and CPT
told us that.
Q: How often were safety positions or stress positions used
during interrogations?

A: Often, 'I would say daily. I would say that maybe not by
every interrogator on a daily basis, but at least one of us used
them each day.
Q: Was the use of safety positions or stress positions briefed
during the morning interrogation preparation meetings?
,

c a se basis, such as a high -level detainee. The briefing would include that stress
positions were used and were either successful or unsuccess /ful.
They would not normally be briefed on every detainee during the
morning meeting. After each interrogation, you would have to
provide a back brief to SSG 11111110and during those briefings
you would discuss what had happened during the interrogation, to
include the use of stress or safety positions.
Q: Sow would you enforce "safety or stress positions" with
detainees who were unable to maintain the specified positions?

A: You would give them another position to maintain.
Q: Did you ever physically assist a detainee in maintaining a
safety or stress position (raising hands, adjusting legs, etc)?

A: Yes. Often a detainee would just quit or he would forget.
The interpreter would tell him what to do and the detainee would
not do an thing. I would walk over and reposition the detainee
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y raising his arms, on top or over their heads. I would sit in
front of the detainee on a chair and place my feet at the arches
of their foot, so the detainee would not be able to bring their
feet together. When the detainees were on their knees, they
would often be in handcuffs and would want to sit back on their
heals. I would grab the handcuffs and raise up on them until
they were no longer sitting back on their heals. Either my
partner or myself would stand with our foot between the
detainees legs' while they were kneeling, because then the
detainee would not want to sit back on our foot. They would
stay on their knees.
Q Were you aware of other members of the 519 th MI Bn who
utilized "safety or stress positions" during interrogations?

A: Yes, all the interrogators. Everyone I had identifi - d'
previously in the statement as being assigned to the
did not
interrogation teams. The OPS personnel (CPT
conduct interrogations and neither did the support
did
and SGT
administrative personnel. SSG.
conduct some interrogations and I was partnered with them
occasionally and observed them use the technique.
,

.

Q: Who in the chain of command knew or approved of the use of
"safety or stress Positions" during interrogations?

SSG
the Commander,
I know that CJTF-180 knew, but I do
CPTIIIIIIIII■nd CPT
not know who knew. The reason that I know is that some of the
CJTF-180 staff attended our morning meeting where the use of
oils was discussed.

A: All of the chain of command to include, SGT

1111111.CPT IMO 1SGIVIIIIIIIIkand 1SGAIIII0and

Imo

Q: What was NI's understanding on how stress or safety
positions were to be achieved and monitored?

A: The technique would be used whenever .the interrogator felt
it was necessary. The interrogator, speaking through the
interpreter would give verbal instructions to the detainee to
direct them into the desired safety or stress position. If the
detainee would not get into the position, then the detainee
would, normally be told another position. I would normally give
the detainee three chances and after the detainee did not
respond to the third direction, I would physically assist them
into the desired stress or safety position..
Q: Was the use of safety or stress positions taught during the
MI basic or Advanced Individual Training (UT)?

A: I do not know.
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p
Was the use of safety or stress positions taught during the
MI 97B counter intelligence agent AIT?
A: No.
Q: Did the use of safety or stress positions ever get out of
control? Describe the circumstances?
A: Not to my knowledge.
'
Q;. Are you aware of CPTIONlikor anyone else at the BCP
compiling a listing of the interrogation techniques, which
appeared to be most effective?
A: Not that I know of. I don't recall anyone making a list.
Maybe a mental note, I think we all did that as to what
techniques worked best for ourselves.
Q While at the BCP, were you ever briefed or trained on any
interrogation techniques, which appeared to be more effective
than others?
A: No, we trained on them all. The effectiveness of the
techniques are based upon the interrogators personality, which
one are effective and which ones are not.
Q: Did you ever have physical contact with any detainee during
an interrogation at the BCE'?
A: Yes. Not outside of what we have already documented.
Q: Did you pull on a detainee's beard during an interrogation?
A: No. They are nasty.
Q: Other than what we have documented in the statement, what
other physical contact did you have with any detainee during an
interrogation?
A: Aside from when they were blindfolded, holding onto their
shirl
afromfallinover the chair and assisting
them in sitting down. That also includes leading the dëtainee
out of the interrogation room to the MP's.
Q: Do you know of any other interrogators who had physical
contact with detainees during interrogations at the BCP?
A: Yes. allimillmllawas my partner during several
interrogations. Several times I have seen him grab detainee's
beards and pull on them to turn their heads. I would sometimes kal i
,

,

theinroga mtesohing,backrefsomn
to look something up. On one occasion when I WM back to the
room the detainee was lying on his back on the floor of the
as lying across the detainee's
interrogation room.
chest. When got up off the detainee, he placed his
foot between the detainee's legs in the crotch area. I don't
recall the specific detainee or the exact time this occurred.
There was an underlying understanding between interrogators that
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of the interrogator in front
ou do not undermine the agt.r
e
back in the room, I began
)0
of the detainee. When 1 AAW
' asking the detainee questions, so that whatever 01111111was
doing with the detainee would stop. Later I confronted1111111111110
and he told me that he was just making sure the detainee
understood, the rules. I never informed the chain of command as
to what I had observed.
m
-mo were
.
,
During one of the interrogations, Myself and
acting as the good cops. 111111111110was acting as the bad
coP. 111111.1111110 1 d I came in as the friendly team, basically
saying if the detainee , would answer our questions, there would
be no trouble. The detainee refused to answer our questions.
would enter the interrogation room.
We left the room and
We would wait different periods of time and then return to the
interrogation room. On one occasion, we re-entered the room and
I observed 111111110holding onto the shirt of the detainee and
dragged the detainee from the center of the room, to the wall and
pinned him against the wall. He held him against the wall until
I began asking the detainee a question. I told the detainee to
answer my one question and he would be let go. The detainee
answered the guestion;11111101et go of him and left the room.
The other incident involved SGT111111.1.(11111110 who was
talking with other members of the unit, I cannot recall who was
present. SGT11111.111.11111111 said she had kicked a detainee in
the butt, because the detainee would not stop sitting on his
heels during an interrogation. She said she kicked him in the
butt and the detainee still would not get off his heels. I
-----ualkadakrathe conversation at that point and Ido not
know what else was discussed.
Q: When you returned to the interrogation room and observed
1111111110on top of the detainee, did you ever inquire from the
detainee or the interpreter what had happened and how the
on
detainee came to be on his back on the floor with
top of him?

A: Did not ask, did not want to know, just did not want that to
happen again.
Q: Did any detainee request medical assistance during an
interrogation at the BCP?

A: Yes, I don't recall which detainee it was. It was at the
end of the interrogation and I asked the detainee if there was
anything he wanted to tell me. The detainee told me that he had
a headache. I explained to him that the doctor was not at the
facility and as soon as the doctor came back to the facility, I
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111,1ould tell him about the, detainee's claims of a headache and see
what could be done. The detainee was satisfied with that
response. There may have been, others and I know that if the
doctor was not present, he was always notified of any medical
complaints detainees made to me. I don't have any idea as to
what occurred with the other interrogators.
Q: What was the procedure if you determined a detainee required
medical assistance or a detainee requested medical assistance
during an interrogation?

A: I would ask the detainee what was wrong. That, way I could
tell the doctor what the detainee was complaining of. I would
usually go to the balcony and, call, down to the MP's to see if
the medic was in the facility. If the medic was there, I would
have sent the detainee down to the medic with my interpreter if
the medic could not come to the interrogation room. If the
doctor was not there, which he usually was not when I was
working, I would explain to the detainee that the doctor did not
stay at the facility constantly. When the doctor came to the
facility, I would tell them about, the medical complaint of the
detainee. As far as policy, no one was to be denied medical
attention. When they were to get the medical attention was not
determined, just that no one was to be denied medical attention.
Q: Are you aware of any internal guidance issued by CPTIIIIIpOr
anyone within the J2, JIIC, or Intelligence Fusion Cell relative
to the treatment or interrogation procedures for Afghan
detainees? Where would that guidance be located now?

gave us guidance because she was responsible for
A: CPT
-nthat was written, signed or
—EYDX)Lthlq_
E4,614an-Ltag
set as a policy, was left for the unit replacing us.
Q: Are you aware of the approved. Techniques Tactics and
Procedures (TTPs) for MI as listed in FM 34-52?

A: No.
Q: Did you perceive a conflict between obtaining information
from detainees and humane treatment? What was the conflict and
how should it have been resolved in your opinion? •

A: No. You can treat someone as a human being as you would
want to be treated and still, receive information. That is why I
chose other interrogation approaches, which worked best for me.
Q : What was the personal and professional reputation of SPC

Both personally and professionally he is obnoxious.
He will make many
Personally, he is very
,at, ast myself, are very
11111110c • U H • ts where most:peOple Page 23 of 49
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lit

ncomfortable. Personally he can be very irresponsible and gets
into trouble causing mischief. He can be very trustworthy.
Professionally he knows what it takes to be a soldier, but he
can be very immature and has a mentality of everyone is out to
get him if he is punished for anything. A lot of the time you
are supposed to separate your personal life and your
professional life. MINIUMMis immature and cannot separate the
two Many times you will hear him making immed okes which
should be reserved for hiS personal life in the workplace.
was referred to as the "King of

Q: Do you know if
Torture"?

A: Yes. The two incidents that I saw would lead me to think
that he was doing things to the detainees that he was not
supposed to be doing. SSGMENS knew about it and even
referred to.11/111111111ks the "King of Torture". ANIRAIIIIDon
several occasions acknowledged that he was known as the "King of
Torture".. The exact reason he was called that, I do not know, I
can only assume based on what I observed.
Q: Did anyone dislike working with111.111.11,

A: No. He knew the limitations of each individual he was
working with, so he was careful not o f end the indiv duals he
was working with.
IQ: Did IIMEMP maintain any pornography or alcohol while you
were deployed with him to Bagram, Afghanistan?

A: I cannot speak about the pornography, but I know that he had
caught him with alcohol,
alcohol. I know that SGT
because it was discussed amongst our team. The details of the
we were told that if You had
.1.c--iget, I was_not_ip
alcohol, you needed to get rid of it.
Q: Did 41111111111110show you or anyone else pornographic images?
A: Not me, I don't know if he showed anyone else.
Q: Did SIM ever mention or show you any websites he
visited?

A: No.
Q: Were you present, did ou witness or do you otherwise have
a male
threatening to
knowledge of SPC
placing his
to the man, or
detainee,
_
.
penis along the man's race, during an interrogation?
,.

A: I never witnessed and never saw. On one occasion
was having a conversation with several individuals from the
out of his pants
unit. -joked about taking his
and showing it to a detainee. I did not know if it was a joke
or if it had actually happened. I did not want to know, so I
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STATEMENT OF SGT
NC, DATED 1 August 2004, CONTINUED:

did not ask. 11111110knew that I was offended because I walked
way and he never brought up the subject again. I do not recall
who was standing with him when he made the comments.
Did you hold a detainee in place whilellEillesimulated
Q:
sexual
acts with him, while both men were fully clothed, during
•
• an interrogation?
A: No.
Q: Were you present and did you witness any other physical
assaults on detainees by MPs or MI Interrogators?
A: No, only the incidents which we have already documented
previously within this, statement.
Q: Did you hear anyone brag about things they had done to
detainees, even things you were not present to see? Who? What
did they brag had happened?
A: I have previously discussed two incidents involving members
of Company A, 519 th MI, who made statements regarding possible
may have assaulted a
assaults on detainees. SGT
detainee by kicking him on the buttocks. Further, 11111110made
jokes, which I have previously discussed in this statement about
taking his penis out of his pants and showing it to a detainee.
Additionally, a short time after the second death of a detainee,
SSG 1111.110made an announcement to all the MI personnel that if
they had any information about the treatment of the two
detainees, to speak with him sometime during that day. Later
that afternoon, I approached SSG111111, that one of the MP's
spoke to me and said that other MP's were
(SPC
beating one of the detainees who had died. 11111111told me that
trikine the detainee with their knees into the
U12-YR—S__Ke
thighs of the detainees. He did not tell, me w at P s were
striking the detainee because I told him I did not want to know.
SSG 11111101.told me he would tell the appropriate people. Later
when CID started the investigation, SSG11111110told them that I
had come forward and provided this information. CID spoke with
me and I provided them with the same information that I had
CID documented a biography sheet during
provided to.
our conversation and they thanked me for the information. I do
not know what happened after that, they never spoke with me
again.
Q: Why did you not want to know what MP's had struck the
detainee who had died?
A: I did not want to be responsible.
Q: Did you ever See or hear any other incidents of MP's
striking detainees?
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No.
Did CID take a statement from you regarding the information
you had provided to them during their investigation?

A: I don't remember if they took a statement from me or not.
They spoke to me, but I don't know if they wrote anything down
or not, I don't remember signing any documents, they only had
Me complete a biography sheet.
Did you and other MI soldiers, threaten detainees with the
if they did not,c0oPerata?
I kfiOw whO the .1111illf is, but I never threatened my
detainees with him. No Other interrogators made this threat
while I was their partner. I don't know about any of them doing
that when T was not ID,Tent*
0: Who was tie.'
A: . FFQ--. -,- Q. Who developed the name of VIII. and decided to employ
:in- this role as. intiMidator? -- Why?
came from himself-. , He has a 011110
..,.
..._ - _ of the word

decided to employ
.On his Stomach, SSG
in the role of the intimidator, because he was much larger than
the rest of us and also due in part to his personality.
-

11/

k gents Note: At 1915, 31 Jul 04, a decision was made to stop
the interview and complete the remainder of the interview on 1
Aug 04. This decision was made due to the length of time of the
interview and the anticipated time required to complete the
interview. At 1300, 1 Aug 04, the interview was continued. SGT
was advised and stated she understood that the
was
order to' testify. and grant of immunity ordered by
still in effect.
'

With whom did you interrogate during your tour in
ghanistan?

A: During the initial deployment, there were no specific
interrogation teams, so I worked with all of the interrogation
personnel. I don't recall ever working with SGT 11111111141110
interrogate a
because it was a safety issue, having
during
an
111111111detainee. I. also never worked with
interrogation. These are the individuals with whom I either
worked, or later was assigned a. partner in an interrogation
team:

and
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111P

: During your interrogations, did you observe any physical
contact between the individuals you identified in the previous
question and detainees during interrogations? If so, what did

You see?

,

A:
- I observed him grab the arms of detainees
during' interrogations to assist them back into a safety position
or while he had the detainee doing PT. 1111111111111110 - I saw
him lYing on top of a detainee and also with his foot in an
inapprOpriate location (between the detainees legs near his
groin). I observed him lifting arms and. pushing the detainee's
buttocks off their heals by pushing on the backs of the
detainee's. .111.1111111110would lift the arms of the detainees
using the handcuffs and,would also push on their backs to get
the detainee to sit up. IIIIIIIIINNOW ■ would lift with the
shackles on the
as of the detainees. 1111111111100would lift
the arms of the detainees. Instead of using the shackles to
lift detainees arms, 111110would stand behind the detainee, and
place his foot between their legs. .His knee would be very close
to the back of the detainee, which would cause the detainee to
sit up. He would :hen grab them by the elbows and lift them
from a seated position. He also dragged the detainee by
grabbing the front of the detainee's shirt and forcibly moved
him from the middle of the room to the wall. When he reached
the wall, 11110pinned the detainee to the wall using his hands
on the front of the shirt of the detainee11111111011111. 11111111111111
and
would all grab detainees by the shackles and
pull up on their arms to raise the detainees to a seated
poSEETOri7--This
up on the shackle chains to get the detainee to stop resting his
buttocks on their heals. I saw all of the individuals leading
detainees from the doorway to the chairs of the interrogation
rooms because the detainees were blindfolded or had hoods placed
over their heads. They would also lead them back to the door
after the end of the interview so the MP's could take control of
the detainee and return them to their cells. The only Other
physical contact I was present for was when the detainee I was
interrogating was scared and angry. He grabbed my wrist and
would not let go. The other interrogator had stepped out of the
room and the interpreter grabbed the detainee by the arm and was
trying to pull his fingers off me. We were-able to get the
detainee to let go of my arm and I left the room. The MP's came
into the room and took the detainee downstairs.
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Did. Na and the MP' s play good cop/bad cop with one another
to illicit information fram detainees?
A: No The only interaction with the MP's was when they would
inform us of detainees who were talking and who they were trying
to talk with. I was never aware of the MP's being used to try
to gain information from any detainees.
Q: Did MI ever discuss techniques with person's outside the
unit?

A: Only with the Other Governmental Organizations who were
present at our morning meetings and worked in the same area. We
learned tactics from the Other Governmental Organizations and
the Australians. The Australians were working with us as part
of the task force and they taught us some of their techniques to
compare to American techniques.
Q: Was there significant interaction between ma and OGA/DIA?

A: Yes. Some of those organizations worked within our office
and in order for them to use our facility, the policy was that
one of us had to be present during their interrogations as a
spectator. We had daily interaction with some groups and
occasional interaction with other groups.
Q: Were these interactions formal or informal?

A: On their reports, we were not documented. We would prepare
interrogation reports, which comes after every interrogation.
The report would not identify the individuals by name, but would
identify their organization or reference "other" as the
organization. I would assume they had a. formal agreement with
chain of command to be present and use the facility.
Did OGA/DIA share information with MI?

4

-

Not to my knowledge.

Q: Did MI ever communicate to the MP's that certain detained
individuals needed to be "softened up"?

A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: What do you believe is meant by the term "softened up"?

A: I would say making the detainee do extra details, treating
hint as if he was a trouble child. Making him carry all the
water, make all the meals, take out the trash.
Q: Which MP's were present most often during interrogations?

A: There were never MP's present during interrogations. The
deaths occurred and it was very close to Christmas. We slowed
down the interrogation schedule. After the holiday, we began
the train up for the incoming unit. During this time, I do not
specifically recall MP's being present during any of the
interviews was involved in. The MP's were always available if
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STATEMENT OF SGT

_NC, DATED 1 August:2004, CONTINUED!
you wanted them to assist you, all you had to do was ask them,
but they still needed to guard their positions, so they could
not sit in on interrogations.
Q: Did, MI and MP's get together off duty or any other time and
discuss detainees, tactics, ect?

A: I never did. I hung out with the MP's off duty, but I never
talked about the detainees. I found other topics to talk about
on my off time. The MP's never talked to me about what they did
with detainees.
Q: Did SJA ever get involved with interrogation review,
procedures, or discuss anything with soldiers?

A: I remember the SJA walking through the facility, but I
cannot remember if they ever spoke to us or not. I don't recall
'if there were any changes to policies or procedures based upon
SJA review. If you had asked me this two years ago, I could
have probably told you.
Q: Did MI and the MP's work well together, or were they
antagonistic?

A: I would say we worked well together. Everywhere you go you
always have one or two individuals you do not get along with.
Q: Are you aware of any problems or issues between the MP's and
MI?

A: We were just mad because they locked the back door of the
facility and we had to walk the long way to eat.
Q: Was there romantic, sentimental or sexual activity among the
soldiers?

A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: Did MI have laptop computers with Internet access?

A: Yes F, there were three computers, wh-tc1 -rad -Trt-e-rn.-e-t---ace -s
Two of the computers were in the MI office area and a third
computer was located at the top of the stairs in a room on the
left. This computer was only there for a short time and it was
taken away. We were told it was taken away because people were
looking at sites they should not have been looking at.
.

Q: What type of sites were soldiers looking at that they should
not have been?

A: The command did not say what sites were being visited.
Q: Which soldiers had alcohol or pornography? How do you know?

A: We thought, that INNIMIlhad alcohol because IMO and I
were watching a movie together. IMO. was the only one who
was not present. 1111110pulled our team aside and told us that
if we had alcohol, we had better get rid of it We assumed that
4111110had seen 11111110with alcohol earlier, because
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tated he had observed a soldier with alcohol and since
and I had been together, I assumed it must have been
Q: What did soldiers do for entertainment in their of f
time?

duty

A Watch movies and play cards. Listen to music and read
books. Sleep and play basketball on the Air Force camp.
.

Q: Who within the unit had 111111111111. Describe them?

A: 11111110has the word 1111110 11111111Pon his stomach.
also has three oriental letters on either his right or left ,
shoulder area above the bicep. The letters are red. He has a
on the back of the shoulder, I cannot
recall if it was the right or left side. He also has a
Christian depiction of the 111111111111110 on the inside of his
has an
cannot recall right or left.
forearm7f
etween her shoulder blades below her neck She
has
across her lower back.
also has a
'on
one
of
his
shoulders
and
has
a
a tattoo of a`
tattooed on the back of one of his calves. 111111Phas a
n one of his shoulder biceps, I cannot, recall
the individuals had at the
right - or left. These were the
time we were deployed to Afghanistan, Since then, I have been
' tattooed on the inside
had the letters
told that
myself. When we
of his lower lip. I have not, seen the
attitude had changed
returned from the deployment,
I had heard
and he had adopted the phrase
that he had the letters tattooed on his lip, but he has never
shown them to me, so I am not sure if they are there or not.
Q: Did You evek- oonsider whether alternate interrogation
ou
e used7Inm -tead7of-thsr-methcds7-wheb-weme-me
employed by Ml'at the BCP?

A: No, I just used the methods we were told to use.
Q: Did You feel the MI interrogation techniques used at the BCP
were legitimate?

A: I would say yes to a certain extent. If you did not go
outside the limitations of the approach or technique that were
used then yes, they were legitimate. If you crossed the line
and went outside the limitations of an approach, then no, these
were not legitimate.
Q: Do you know of interrogators who went outside the
limitations of the established interrogation techniques?

laid on top of the
when
and
A: Yes.
detainee and 111110when he manhandled the detainee, moved him
across the room and pinned him to the wall. There are no others
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that I witnessed. There were rumors of others but I did not see
heM.

Qt

Were yOu aware datainees were being abused?

I assumed so when I saw4MONOMMOIlYing on top of the
detainee ,. Also when the MP told me that the detainees were
being. beaten. I never saw any detainee being abused myself.
:

•
If you were aware of abute or suspected abuse, whom did you
report this information to?

A: I informed SSGOOMPA
N4abOUt the inforMation the MP had told
me. I took care of41011110MYself by telling him not to dO
that ag441!I never informed SSG
about what occurred
with
Q
Did you observe any MI interrogators physically touch or
strike a detainee before or after an interrogation session?

A: Not before or after an interrogation session, I have already
documented the incidents where I observed MI personnel assault
detainees during interrogation sessions.
Q: Did you observe any MI personnel step on or kick any
detainees?

A I don't recall anyone ever stepping on the calves of an
detainees or kicking them. I had only heard SGT
(
talking about kicking a detainee on the buttocks, but I did not
see this happen.
Q
Did you talk with anyone about the deaths of the two
,

detainees?

A: I probably did, but don't recall anything specific. More
than likely I just said that two of them were dead.
Who do ou believe was res•onsible for the deaths of
detainees?

the

A No idea.
Q: Did you ever observe the MP's handling any unruly detainees?

A: No.
Q: Do you know about an incident in which a M/ interrogator was
alleged to give water to a detainee by poking a hole in a water
bottle and sqeezing the bottle, forcing water into the
detainee's mouth and choking him?

A: No I never heard anyone talking about anything like that.
Q: Do you know what background CPTUIPhad prior to the
deployment to Bagram, Afghanistan?

A: I know she had been to Bosnia that was all I know.
Q: Did you have any discuSsions with 1111pregarding
interrogation techniques?

A: Not that Irecall.
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Q: Since you shared a living space with CPT
during the
deployment, did she or yourself engage in conversations related
to the tactics, techniques and procedures within the BCP and
which of those worked better than others?

A; No.. We had conversations about family and friends but we
did not discuss work issues. She may have mentioned that she
was working alot, but that was obvious because she was not at
the tent as often as the rest of us.
Q

Characterize your relationship with CPT'''.

A: She was the OIC of the facility I worked in as well as the
Company Executive Officer and one of the roommates of the tent I
lived in We had a Professional relationship, but she also knew
being
if there was a personal issue we could talk with
her about it as well Alot of us characterize her as being our
glIp someone who would take care of us if we needed her to.
Q: Did

bring any policies, techniques, manuals or
Procedures from GTMO to the MI operation at the BCP?

A: Not that I ever saw.
Q Did you have discussions with
regarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?

A: Not that I recall. If I was going to use an alternate
method or try a new method during an interrogation, I would
discuss those with SSG
Q: Did you talk with allategarding if the interrogation
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?
A: No.

What guidance didAMIN,proylaimxggAg4LiAL9LAMusted slee
schedule or sleep deprivation?

A: That was what we talked about before. She said that we
could use the technique and it was effective for a period of
time. We could not use the technique for a long period of time
because it could make people mentally crazy.
Q: What guidance didillipprovide regarding stress or safety
positions?

A: That we were allowed to use them, but only for a certain
amount of time. I don't recall the time limit we were given.
Q: What guidance did111111110provide related to physical contact
with the detainees',

A:

I don't recall that she gave any guidance.

Q: What guidance did
against detainees?

'provide related to other abuse

A: Abuse was not allowed.
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: What direction did Illipprovide related to the utilization
of MP's for interrogation pUrposes?

1141
A: I don't remember if she said anything.

attend any interrogator de-briefings after
Q: Did
interviews were conducted?
A: She sat in on the morning meetings, but I cannot recall if

she ever sat in when we de-briefed with SSG
have on the content of the
Q: What input did
interrogation?
A:. The only time she ever interjected on the content of an

interrogation was when someone from the OJTF - 180 staff would
bring us information related to a specific detainee. She would
provide us with the information and tell us to see if the
information applied to the interrogation. She read through
interrogation reports for clarity.
Q: Did you have any conversations with 1111111 about detainees
being abused?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations withillaabout interrogators
striking detainees?

A: No.

about interrogators
Q: Did you have, any conversations with
stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?

A: No.
• Q: Did you ever hear anyone talking about stepping on the necks
of the detainees during interrogations?

A: No
Did the interpreters working with MI ever speak about
concerns they had related to interrogation techniques or
tactics?
A: They never spoke to the interrogators. They had been
if they had any
'instructed to speak directly to SSG ,

concerns. I don't recall if that ever happened or not, it
probably did. We saw interpreters come and work with us for
short periods of time and I would guess they did not get along
with someone or did not like something that was being done, so
they left.
about the general
Q: Did you have any conversations with
attitude and feelings of the MI mission and the interrogators
job?

A: No, not that I. recall.
imp
Q: Did you have any conversations withabout the two dead
detainee
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: Not that I remember.
Q: Did you have any conversations with IMMINFabout who was
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?

A: No.
like figure,
Q: If you have characterized CPT
as a
why would you not discuss a traumatic event within the BCP such
as the death of two detainees with her?

A: Didn't feel the need.
Q: Do you know what background 111111'had prior to the
deployment to Bagram, Afghanistan?

A: No idea.
Q Did you have any discussions with 111111111bregarding
interrogation techniques?

A: Yes, because he was the one we discussed our planned
interrogation technique with.
have the authority to approve or disapprove
4: Did SSG interrogation techniques used by MI within the BCP?

A: I would assume so, since he was the NCOIC.
Q: Who else within MI at the BCP had the authority to approve
or disapprove interrogation techniques?

A: I would say CPT... since she was over SSG OM* SGT
11Q11011111.yas able to give approval if SSG allgalhwas not present
: Did
bring any policies, techniques, manuals or
procedures from GTMO to the MI operation at the BCP?

A: Not that I recall.

mom

regarding the use of
Q: Did you have discussions with
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?

interrogation
A: Yes, as we have previously discussed, a
techniques, whether they were new or already established had to
be approved by SSG
regarding if the interrogation
Q Did you talk with
techniqUes used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?

A: I don't remember.
Q: What guidance did11111110provide regarding adjusted sleep
schedule or sleep deprivation?

A: Same as discussed before. It was, effective •because the
.11 want to talk because they are tired. It could
detainee
only be used for a short period of time because it could make
the detainee mentally crazy.
Q: What guidance did wImmmlow provide regarding stress or safety
positions?
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They were authorized for a certain amount of time, but I do
not remember how long that time was
Q What guidance didalliallaprovide related to physical contact
with the detainees?
I can't remember if he gave us any guidance.
A:
provide related to other abuse
Q: What guidance did
against detainees?

A: Don't do it.
provide related to the utilization
Q What direction did
of MP's for interrogation Purposes?

A: Just that the MP's would be there if we needed their help as
far as escorts to and from the interrogation rooms, latrines,
•and water.
Q Did OMMISattend any interrogator de-briefings after
interviews were conducted?

A: Yes, he was the one who debriefed all of the interrogators
after each interrogation session.
have on the content of the

Q: What input did
interrogation?

A: Whatever he wanted. If he wanted something added, •he would
tell you and if he wanted something taken out, he would tell you
that as well.
Q: What input did 111111khave on the implementation and
maintenance of the adjusted sleep schedule program for
detainees?

A: He was responsible for it. He could turn it on or off
whenever he wanted.
i req4 ng
ays'anY—cascuss-to
interrogation techniques?

A: Yes, I would discuss all my planned interrogation techniques
with him.
02: Did you have discussions withillppregarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation, techniques?

A: Yes, we would discuss all of the techniques because he was
the NCOIC and in charge of that.
Q Did you talk with 111.110regarding if the interrogation
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?
A: I don't recall ever discussing that.
Q: Did you have any conversations withennalkabout detainees
being abused?

A: Yes, when the MP came and told me that other MP's had been
striking the etainee who died.
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----_Did you have any conversations withommEmmapout
mmilimmmr
1/1
interrogators striking detainees?
,

.

I don't think I ever said anything to him.
A
about
Q: Did you have any conversations with

interrogators stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?

A: No.

about the general
Q: Did you have any conversations with
attitude and feelings of the MI mission and the interrogators
job?

A: Yes we did. He was the one who told us what our job would
be at the BCP when we first deployed. We would have ongoing
discussions with SSG 11111111111.about the relevance certain
detainees had to the MI mission at Bagram and the information we
were trying to develop.
two dead
Q: Did you have any conversations with1111111about the
detainees?

A: Yes, he was the one who told us the detainees were
officially dead. I remember him talking to us, I don't recall
anything specific other than they were dead
about who was
Q: Did you have any conversations with
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any discussions with

regarding

interrogation techniques?

A: Only if he was my partner, we would then discuss the
techniques that were going to be used for the interrogation and
who was going to be the lead interrogator.

ardthe use of
'
Yo
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?
II 1 •

-

-

-

A: Not that I recall, I did not work with him very much.

regarding if the interrogation
Q: Did you talk with
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?

A: No.

Q: Did you have any conversations with11111,about detainees
being abused?

A: No.

Q: Did you have any conversations withIllillpabout interrogators
striking detainees?

A: No.

interrogators
Q: Did you have any conversations withall.about
stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?

A: No.
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

------,
: Did you have• any conversations withMIIMIPak
-, out the general
attitude and feelings of the MI mission and the interrogators
job?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with 1111111.about the two dead
detainees?

A: I don't think so.
Q: Did you have any conversations with iiiii.about who was
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?
A: No.
Did you have any discussions with
regarding
Q
interrogation techniques?
A: Yes, if he was my partner. We would then discuss the
techniques that were going to be used for the interrogation and
who was going to be the lead interrog4torQ: Did you have discussions with liMMIliregarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?
A: Only if we were going to try something different, that one
of us had an idea. I am not 100% positive but I believe he may
have been my partner when I used homemade cookies as an
incentive technique during an interrogation
Q: Did you talk with
regarding if the interrogation
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?
A: No, but when he was lying on the detainee, I told him not to
do that again, because it was not appropriate. He said OK.
Q: Did you have any conversations with
about detainees
9

,A/ Just the one when I thought he was inappropriate by lying on
top of the detainee.
Q: Did you have any conversations with
about
interrogators striking detainees?
A: Just when he was lying on top of the detainee, I told him
not to do that again.
Q: Did you have any conversations with 1111111,about
interrogators stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with
ab out the
th
general attitude and feelings of the MI mission and the
interrogators job?
A: I don't believe so.
Q: Did you have any conversations with IIIIIIIIIpabout the two
dead detainees?
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

No.
: Did you have any conversations with
about who was
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any discussions withr111111111regarding
k
interrogation techniques?

A: Only if he was my partner, we would then discuss the
techniques that were going to be used for the interrogation and
who was going to be the lead interrogator.
2: Did you have discussions with 1111111/1111111regarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?

A; If he was my partner, we would discuss the techniques we
were going to use. I don't know if we thought of any new
techniques to try or not
Q: Did you talk withINIMPregarding if the interrogation
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations withal...about detainees
being abused?
A: No
Q: Did you have any conversations with
about
interrogators striking detainees?
A: No.
Did you have any conversations with
about
interrogators stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?
A: No._-1O-4)
—convers
al6v--the--genra],'tiudflngsoheMImiadt
interrogators job?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations withiNIENNOabout the two
dead detainees?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with
about who was
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any discussions with 11=11111111regarding
interrogation techniques?
A:
Only if he was my partner, we would then discuss the

techniques that were going to be used for the interrogation and
who was going to be the lead interrogator.
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STATEMENT OF
NC, DATED 1 August 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

regarding the use of
: Did you have discussions with
or
methods
instead
of
using the established
alternate techniques
interrogation techniques?

A: Not that I remember.,
Q: Did you talk withIMMIMMIkregarding if the interrogation
techniques used by Ma at the BCP were legitimate?

A: No

Q: Did you have any conversations with IMP about detainees
being abused?
•

A: No.

about
Q: Did you have any conversations with
.
11111111.ab
interrogators striking detainees?

A: No.

Q: Did'Ydu have' any conversations with 111110, about
interrogators stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?

A: No,

Q: Did you have any conversations with 1111111.ab
, out the general
attitude and feelings of. the MI mission and the interrogators
job?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with=MO about the two dead
detainees?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with 1111110 out who was
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?

A: No.
Did you have hi
lathemrc7a±,1

discussions with IMO regarding

A: Only if heiwas - my partner, we would then discuss the
techniques that were going to be used, for the interrogation and
who was going to be the lead interrogator.
Q: Did you have discussions with...regarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?

A: I don't think so, but it is possible we may have come up
with a new technique.
Q: Did you talk wit:hi...regarding if the interrogation
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with...about detainees
being abused?

A: No.
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

STATEMENT OF SGT
NC, DATED 1 August 2004, CONTINUED:

: Did you have any conversations withIIII1about interrogators
striking detainees?

A: No.
out interrogators

Q: Did you have any conversations with
stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?

A: No.
about the general
Q: Did you have any conversations with
attitude and feelings of the MI mission and the interrogators
job?

A: He, just always told me that he felt the mission we h d at
Bagram was "stupid".
Q: Did you have any conversations, with
detainees?

about the two dead

A: I don't beli:eve.so:
•

about who was
Q: Did you have any conversations with
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?
,

A: No.
regarding

Q Did you have any discussions with
interrogation techniques?

A: I may have discussed some, but I don't ever recall her being
my partner.
Q: Did you have discussions with11111110(11114 regarding the
Use of alternate techniques or methods instead of using the
established interrogation techniques?

A: No.
regarding if the
Q: Did you talk with
interrogation techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?
•

about

Q: Did you have any conirersations with
detainees being. abused?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with
interrogators striking detainees?

111111111(111114

about

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with 1111111.11111, about
interrogators stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?

A: Yes, I overheard her say that she had kicked a detainee in
the buttocks when the detainee would not get, off his heels. I
did not have a true conversation about anything, I overheard
what she said and then I left the area without speaking to her
about the incident.
,
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
2004, CONTINUED

d . about
the
.h
Did you have any conversations with
general
g
eneral attitude and feelings of the MI MisSion an
interrogators, job?

•

A: NO.
Q Did you have any conversations
two dead detainees?

out the
with111.110111111Y. about

A: No, just that I had overheard her being nervous that they
were dead.

Q: Did you have any conversations with
0110 about who
detainees
and why?
deaths
of
the
the
was responsible for

A: No
regarding

Q: Did. you have any discussions with
interrogation techniques?

•

A: Only if he was mr Partner,. we would then discuss the
techniques• that were going to be used for the interrogation and
who was going to be the lead interrogator.
Q: Did you have discussions with1111111110regarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation, techniques?

•

A: It is possible we may have brainstormed together.

•

Q: Did you talk with11111111111.regarding if the interrogation
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations
being abused?

withIIIIIIIIIpabout

A: No.
(2: Did you have any conversations with

detainees

about

Interrogators striking_d

A:
•

•

No.

•

111111110

about
Did you have any conversations with
interrogatters stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?
:

• A:

No.

about the
Q: Did you have any conversations with
general attitude and, feelings of the MI mission and the
interrogators job?'

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations
dead detainees?

withIIIIIIIIIIabout

the two

A: No.
about who was
Q: Did you have any conversations with
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?

A: NO.
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STATEMENT OF SGT
NC, DATED 1 August 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

IIIIIIIP regarding

Did you have any discussions with
interrogation techniques?

A Yes, if he was my partner and that was what we were going to
use I can only think of one or maybe two times when SSG
we
was not around and since he was the assistant to SSG
would discuss our interrogation technique with him for appro :val.
Q Did you have discussions with
egarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?

A It is possible, because he was usually sitting there when we
were discussing with SSG
Also, when SSG
was not
at the BCP, we would go t.
for approval of the
interrogation techniques,
Q: Did you talk withIUMIliregardinq if the interrogation
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?

A: No.
a

Q:Didyouhavencrstiowh
bout detainees

being abused?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with

about

interrogators striking detainees?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations: with
bout
interrogators stepping on the necks or icking detainees?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with
attitude and feelings of the MI mission

the general
_and theabout
interrogators

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with
about the two
dead detainees?
'-""m"111.1.1•

.A:

•

No.

Q: Did you have any conversations with
about who was
responsible for the deaths of the detainees —ã1 why?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any discussions with
interrogation techniques?

regarding

A: Only if he was my partner, we would then discuss the
techniques that were going to be used for the interrogation and
who was going to be the lead interrogator.
Q: Did you have discussions with 1111111regarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?
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STATEMENT OF.SGT.
NC, DATED 1 August 2004, CONTINUED:

IFII P

. It is possible, but I cannot remember specifics.

regarding if the interrogation
Q: Did you talk with
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations withAMINISOabout detainees
being abused?

A: No.
about interrogators

Q: Did you have any conversations with
striking detainees?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations withAlill.about interrogators
stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?

A: No.
out the general
Q: Did you have any conversations with
attitude and feelings of the MI mission and the interrogators
job?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with filnleabout the two dead
detainees?

A: No.
about who was
Q: Did you have any conversations with
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?

A: Na.
Q: Did you have any discussions with
interrogation techniques?

IMO

regarding

A: Only if he was my partner, we would then discuss the
techniques that were going to be used for the interrogation and
who was going to be the lead interrogator. ---Q: Did you have discussions with MINUM.regarding the use of
alternate techniques or methods instead of using the established
interrogation techniques?

A: It is possible, but nothing specific.
Q: Did you talk with 111111116regarding if the interrogation
techniques used by MI at the BCP were legitimate?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with 11111.habout detainees
being abused?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with
interrogators striking detainees?

about

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with AM. about
interrogators stepping on the necks or kicking detainees?
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STATEMENT OF SGT
NC, DATED 1 August 2004, CONTINUED:

No.
out the general
Q: Did you have any conversations with
attitude and feelings of the MI mission and the interrogators
job?

111!

A: No.
about the two dead

Q: Did you have any conversations with
detainees?

A: No.
about who was
Q: Did you have any conversations with
responsible for the deaths of the detainees and why?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any discussions with anyone we have not already
identified regarding interrogation techniques?

A:

Not that I recall.

Q: Did you have discussions with anyone we have not already
identified regarding the use of alternate techniques or methods
instead of using the established interrogation techniques?

A: No.
Q: Did you talk with anyone we have not already identified
regarding if the interrogation techniques used by MI at the BCP
were legitimate?
,

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with anyone we have not
already identified about detainees being abused?

A: No.
Q: . Did you have any conversations with anyone we have not
already identified about interrogators striking detainees?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with anyone we havq. not
already identified about interrogators stepping on / the necks or
kicking detainees?

A:

No.

Q: Did you have any conversations with anyone we have not
already identified about the general attitude and feelings of
the MI mission and the interrogators job?

A: No.
Q: Did you have any conversations with anyone we have not
already identified about the two dead detainees?

A: It is possible, but I do not recall anyone specific.
Probably just that two detainees were dead.
Q: Did you have any conversations with anyone we have not
already identified about who was responsible for the deaths of
the detainees and why?
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, TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

ill

No.
Q: Did you ever interrogate BT 412, Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A: Not that I remember.
Q: Did you ever interrogate BT 421, Mr. DILAWAR?
A: . Not that. I remember.
Q: Where you present within the BCP when either BT412
(HABIBULLAH) or BT421 (DILAWAR) died?
A: No, I was working on day shift.
Q: How did you find out about the deaths?
A: SSG mold us. He pulled the interrogators aside and
told us about the deaths. He told us that one of the detainees
was dead and the cause of death was undetermined thus far. The
same thing was said after the second detainee was dead as well.
Q: From your perspective, was the MI leadership involved in the
day-to-day operations?
A: Yes.
Q: Who did you socialize with while you were at Bagram,
Afghanistan?
MI&
A: On duty, the individuals I worked withligirclude the MI
personnel and the MP's on the shift. Off Duty, some of the MI
personnel and some of the MP's. The MI people .I socialized with
were SGTIONNOM011110, SPC
nd SGT IMO The MP
personnel I socialized with
I talked and did
things with other people, but these were the people I spent the
most time with.
Q: Did you discuss interrogation techniques with the
individuals you identified in the previous answer?
A: No, unless it was the MI personnel while we were on duty: —
Q: Did you discuss the death of the two detainees with any pf
the individuals with whom you socialized?
A: No, not that I remember.
Q: How did the deaths of the two detainees make you feel?
A: Upset. Because they were in our care and they were dead and
we had not had any detainees die to that time.
Q: Did anyone with MI tell you not to discuss the techniques or
procedures used at the BCP outside the unit?
A: Yes, SSG OEM OPTION. the MI 1SG and Commander all told
us not to talk about the techniques, procedures or our jobs
outside the unit.
Q:. What is your principle responsibility as a allcounter
intelligence agent?
A: Collect intelligence from local national personnel in their
own enviro ment.
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NC DATED 1 August 2004; CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

, How are counter intelligence interviews different from
11111
interrogations?

A: You are in the local national's house or place of work and
you cannot directly ask them about intelligende. You have to
listen to all their concerns as well. You have to work the
conversation to develop or:gain intelligence that is valuable.
During an interrogation, you are talking to a detained
individual who is going nowhere if he does not talk and
cooperate.
Q: •

Was the MI SOP you read and signed developed once your unit
arrived in Afghanistan?

A: Yes.
Q: Were you provided with a copy of the MI SOP?

A: To keep? No We signed it and it was filed, exactly-where
am not sure. - Somewhere in the MI office.

Q: .
Do you recall what the SOP stated regarding the conduct of
interrogations?

A; I do not remember.
Q: Did your chain of command encourage youto report
misconduct?
•
-

A: . It Was never stated one way or another that I remember.
. How is
misconduct normally handled within your MI unit?
A:. Brushed under the rug.
.
Q: Did you observe MP's or other perSonnel use sticks or clubs
around the, detainees to include the in probessing of detainees?

A: Not that I ever saw.

.

Q: Did any detainees. inform you they had been assaulted
Or
injured by anyone during any of your interrogations?

A: Not that I remember.
Q: Did you ever use physical force to make a detainee perform a
task as an interrogation technique?

A: YesQ: Did yiyu have
a full understanding of your mission and
responsibility while assigned to conduct interrogations at the
BCP?

A: To a certain extent. Because there was no SOP when we first
arrived. Even though-there is an SOP, does not mean it fully
explains what you can or cannot do.
Q: Did you ever ask yOur chain of command for additional
training or reference material related to conducting interrogations?
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

Yes. I asked SSG MMIIIIIM ecause he was our Platoon
11Sergeant.
But the most common response was "on the job
training" and no materials were provided that I recall.
Q: What was the problem with ere
using the fear-up harsh
interrogation technique?
.561
A: He has a cyangry mentality. Interrogators are told to
use more thanWirrerrogation technique to be successful. Meaning
you cannot use the same technique on every detainee. He was
only using the fear-up harsh technique.
Q: Could you deviate interrogation techniques, such as using
safety or stress positions, once the original interrogation plan
had been approved by SSG
or SGT MIMI"
A: No.
Q: Was it common for new detainees to be placed on an adjusted •
sleep schedule for the first 24-72 hours at the BCP?
A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: Did anyone outside the BCP know that standing restraint was
being used to enforce adjusted sleep schedule?
A: I. do not know.
Q: Did you ever raise the issue of your personal safety with
your chain of command related to you conducting interrogations?
A: No.
Q: As an interrogator, did you feel threatened while conducting
interrogations of detainees?
A: Occasionally.
Q: Were safety positions used as an interrogation technique to
illicit information from detainees?
A: Yes.
Q: Did an interrogator need prior approval to employ a safety
or stress position during an interrogation?
A: Yes.
Q: Why did you not notify your chain of command related to
1111111111111. or 11110assaulting detainees during interrogations?
A: Handled •at the individual level first. If it was a
continual issue, then it was brought to the command.
Q: Did you ever hear
threaten a detainee with any
sexual acts during an interrogation?
A: Not that I remember.
Q: Would you note a detainee's , medical condition in your
interrogation report if they made a medical complaint to you
during an interrogation?
A: Yes I did. I don't know if the other interrogators did this
or not
,
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STATEMENT OF SGT
C, DATED 1 August 2004, CONTINUED:

, TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

: Did anyone from CJTF-180 observe any interrogations?
106
A: I know a few of the CJTF-180 observed a few interrogations,
but I do not know who the individuals were, why the observed,
for how long, or how many interrogations they observed.
Q: Did anyone from the SJA ever observe any interrogations?

A:. I don't recall if they did or not.
Q: Who was responsible to oversee the decisions SSG11111110and
SGTIIIIIIMpmade related to approval of interrogation
techniques, adjusted sleep schedule policies and procedures?

A: My assumption would be CPT Illasince she was over SSG
Immo
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: I do not think so.
////////////////////////End

Statement////////////////////////
110
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NC, DATED 1 August 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,

111
AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ . OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME
I,
THIS STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 49. I
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY
ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS
AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE
STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF
BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

scribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
is 1st day of August 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC

ering Oath)
SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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SWORN- STATEMENT
File Number :
Location
: Fort Leavenworth Resident Agency (CID)
Date
: 2 Aug 04
Time:
Statement Of: OPPOOMMIMINININI
SSN
:1/1/111/111ims
de /Status :401f
Fort
Org/Address : Battle Comm and 'Battle taborat
ory,Gra
KS 66027
Leavenworth,
I, CPT
__1110 WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT
UNDER OATH:
Q: When were you deployed to Afghanistan?
A: I was deployed from August 26, 2002 through January 27, 2003.
I worked in the A Company, 519 th
Military Intelligence Battalion,
headquarters in Bagram, Afghanista
Q: What were you duties while deployed there?
A: I was the company 'commander of A Company, 519
th MI Bn.
provided administrative and logistical support to the
interrogation platoon that worked at the Bagram Collection Point
and the Counter. Intelligence Human Intelligence teams (1 team in
Bagram, 2 teams in Kabul and 1. team in K2, Uzbekistan). A typical
day would start with reading email traffic, then attend daily
meetings with the Task Force Dragon headquarters, which was kind
of like a daily battle update briefing. I would also attend a
daily Combined
Joint Task Force (CJTF) 180 meeting which was an
intelligence briefing to the Commanding General of the CJTF. I
would deal with any supply or property accountability issues along
with my
First Sergeant. We would also handle any administrative
paperWork
issues. The First Sergeant and I would go down to the
Bagram Collection Point and check on soldiers daily. Most of the
time it was to deliver mail. If the Task Force Dragon Commandant
was working to improve_the facility, they would occasionally give
the MP Company Commander, myself and the J2 a walk through to show
us areas that were being improved. Frequently my Operations
Officer, CPT
would be given a mission from J2 that I
would sit in on. She ha a requirement to brief interrogation
operations at the collection point to the CG during the .
CJTF
meetings, which I would sit in on. She received a lot of guidance
from the J2 Operations and, occasionally, the J2X, who is the
officer in charge of all human intelligence, such as
interrogations and counter intelligence. The J2 Operations
Officer was LTC
, wh
at the time, and the J2X was MAJo I believe was out of Fort Bragg
who was a Reservist._
Exhibit:
'1/.a
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STATEMENT OF CPT
TAKEN AT Fort Leavenworth
•Resident Agency (CID); DATED 2 Aug 04;
CONTINUED:
When I first got there, there was an OIC for the Intelligence
•operations at the BCP, a Major
namedAMOMDI
ThatbyMajor
left about three weeks after I arrived and wasthink.
replaced
a
female Major
who was more of a liaison officer. She
probably wouldn't say she was the OIC, but she was the senior
ranking Intelligence Officer there. She left by October 2002, and
CPTIIIIIVeca
me the defacto OIC for a couple months after MAJ
111111101eft. Anew LTC became the OIC in about Dec 2002. I
don't remember his name
Periodically,
I would attend a morning
•briefing at the BCP, in .which
CPT
give something like a
shift briefing. Sometimes First Ser eant and I would go and sit
in on that to see what was going o
.

Q: What involvement did you have with the Bagram Collection Point
(BCP) operations?
A: Little to none. I had UCMJ authority over the soldiers, so
they were my soldiers. When it came to how interrogation
operations were going to be run, that was the J2, COL MINIM I
remember COL 111111110specifically telling me that he was in
charge of interrogation operations and that any decision that was
going to be made about how many soldiers were going to be working
and how they would be broken down into shifts was ultimately going
to be his decision. The interrogation collection plan came from
the J2 shop. They would tell CPTIOMMto go and talk to certain
people. So, the J2 gave the intelligence collection focus and I
am sure he was persuaded by the CG of the CJTF to look into
certain areas. Like everything, I'm sure it was not planned in a
vacuum'''.
Q: What was the Military Intelligence mission at the BCP?
•
A: Our mission was to collect intelligence on threats against CJTF
180 or U.S. or coalition forces and any force protection issues
mainly at the strategic and operational level through the use of
interrogafion111110
Q: How well do you believe your unit performed that mission?
A: I believe they did a very good job. I will say that there was
a lot, of pressure to get more intelligence and to conduct more
interrogations coming from top down and probably the perception,
on occasion, was that we weren't being as aggressive as we should
have been on collecting intelligence. That is my perception of
some of the things that I saw and heard other staff officers say
Q: Did any of those, staff officers give any guidance as to how to
increase or produce better results?
A: There were occasions when the J2 hnne1s, either the J2
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operations or J2X, would give guidance on how to structure shifts
and put together certain teams. i can't recall any specific
instruction on different approaches or things like that. It was
more like putting together certain teams or shifts and that if you
interrogated a guy forty-nine times, go ahead and interview them
again.. There was a detainee review board that was conducted
either weekly or biweekly in which all the key players at Bagram
(the PMO, SJA, CPT AINIII J2
Operations, J2X, a J3 representative,
and every agency that conducted interrogations at the collection
point would usually send a representative, and the MP Company
Commander) would meet and discuss detainee.operations primarily
focused on which detainees to release, which to hold, and which
needed to go to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Occasionally, the First
Sergeant and I would sit in on one of these boards for situational
awareness and I would see either CPTIIIII1or SSG
the
Bagram NCOIC for interrogations, ask about what type of techniques
were allowed. From the beginning they were asking if they were
allowed to put the detainees into safety positions or utilize
sleep deprivation. i can tell you that up until the deaths of the
two detainees, we never got a clear cut answer from the SJA as to
what could or could not be done. Our guidance was "just don't
violate the Geneva Convention. Look at these Powerpoint slides.
Q: What interview/interrogation techniques were utilized by
Military Intelligence personnel at the BCP?
A: The policy was that interrogators would go into the
interrogation rooms in twos with an interpreter and an MP would,
ideally, be posted outside the door. MP's weren't always there,
though. Before the deaths, it was okay to put detainees into
safety positions. The interrogators could actually, put the
detainees into the safety positions or defend themselves and that
was the only times when they would be allowed to touch a detainee.
Safety positions or stress positions were pretty much the same
thing. If a detainee was combative, they could be put on their
knees and not sit on a chair with some type of hand restraints.
The only safety positions was on the knees or up against the wall
in a "chair" position with their knees flexed and their backs
against the wall. These positions were used on detainees who were
either uncooperative or combative. After the first death,
interrogators were no longer allowed to touch or put the detainees
into the safety positions. The only thing they could do was
defend thamselves. That came down from Legal and the J2
Operations and was briefed to my soldiers by CPT
and SSG
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0111.0. There were different approaches for interrogations that
came straight out of FM 35-52, Interrogation Operations. From
good cop-bad cop, fe
fear down and a whole laundry list of
different approaches
Q: Who authorized the techniques used in the BCP?
A: The techniques were all okayed by the J2 Operations
Q: How often did you talk with troops assigned to
your command?
A: Daily. I believe First Sergeant
and I were very aproacha
and the soldiers felt comfortable talking to either one of
u
Q: What did you discuss with your troops?
A: A
lot of times we would discuss how they were doing and how
things were at home. We wanted to know how their morale was.
Every once in awhile, a soldier might get an "atta boy" for
getting good intelligence. Mostly just talkiii
iirut their morale
or professional development/retention issues
Q: Were you ever made aware of concerns or issues any
of your
soldiers had about their mission or other soldier's conduct?
A: I was never made aware of any negative conduct. First
Sergeant
and I were informed that a lot of soldiers were wore out and
felt
that there was a lot of pressure to perform. They were not very
happy with the chain of columand as far as higher than the company
level about different issues that came up. There was a
personality conflict with the first J2X, MAJ
who
was in our battalion at one time. A
lot of it was his opinion
that our soldiers were lazy and weren't working hard. Different
issues arose regarding the relaxed grooming standard and civilian
attire. It was source of contention for MAJ
would
periodically go to the BCP and if he saw soldiers relaxing and
playing a video game or reading a book, he would say they were
lazy and not working hard. The soldiers weren't too happy about
that. I never had a soldier come up to me and complain about how
the detainees were being treated. Mostly, soldiers just wanted to
know when they were going home. The First
Sergeant and I began
noticing about halfway through the deployment, after CPTIIIIIIIp
SSG
came to us, that some interrogators were constantly nd
using the Fear Up approach in which they would yell, scream and
throw chairs around the room. So, we went to a Combat Stress Unit
on Bagram and asked them to come to the unit and assess the unit.
They held a sensing session and said that the soldiers seemed to
be burned out and want to go home. I had a soldier extended past
his ETS, SPC1111111111111. and was real quiet during the meetings
and the
Combat Stress personnel thou ht he might be suicidal. We
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CONTINUED:
made a follow-up appointment for him and it turned out that he was
just upset and didn't think speaking up would change anything.
The guidance the Combat Stress people gave us was that we should
try and give our soldiers more down time because if we kept going
at the current operational tempo, we were going to wear them out.
We told CPT...that we knew that
j2 was the asset manager for
the unit, but she should try and do w at she could to give the
guys more time off where she could.
Q: Did anyone ever come to see you to iscuss things they were
uncomfortable with?
A: NAP
.

Q: How often would you meet with CPT 11.11pand what would you
discuss with her?
A: We would meet in a company huddle about three times a week. I
would bring in my Warrant Officer from Counter Intelligence, CPT
IIIIIIIIpSSGIIIIIIII. and discuss Company a inistration things such
as awards, evaluations and supply issues
laCPTIIIIIp
Q: Did you conduct counseling sessions with
A: Yes, I did her initial counseling and then quarterly
counseling. I did that until she got promoted to Captain in
December 2002, then her rating scheme changed and I was no longer
her rater. She w
signed to me, but she always really worked
for J2 Operations
Q: What did CPT
t=ell you about what her soldiers were doing
at the BCP?
A: She only discussed BCP operations with me if there was an
issue. Mainly, she would say we need a decision on what exactly
we could or could not do during interrogations. We would talk
about civilian clothing and the relaxed grooming standards from
time-to time All we could do is go to J2 Operations and ask them
to help out CPT 11111.and give her
and decisions. Several
6c6.aions it was brought up during- guidance
the detainee review board, but
here was never any real commitment until the two detainees died
Q: What advide or guidance did you provide her?
A: I didn't give her any advice or guidance on Interrogations
because she was more trained than I was in that area. I gave her
advice where I could on leadership development, mostly trying to
help her become a good company commander. I would ask her if
there was any way to improve interrogation operations, but she was
get
of managerial guidance from the J2 Operations and
J2
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Resident Agency (CID), DATED 2 Aug 04; CONTINUED:
Q: If CPT
did 'not get gUidance from you, who did she talk to
about the mission and soldiers?
A: The J2 Operations. and J2X and then the new LTC OIC when he came
AMP
Q: Who was your First Sergeant?
A: 1SG
Q: Do you have anything to add to this statement?
A: I am not interrogation trained, I am a counter intelligence
guy. The interrogatore were tactical trained. I saw the training
they received before deploying, and I can.say most of the
strategic and operational intetrogationS they were doing was on
the job training. I think they worked hard and did a fantastic
job. Another problem was that we had counter intelligence
Soldiers doing interrogations due to an interrogator shortage Army
wide. So, there was a steep learning curve for what we tried to
a do.
do. I think - CPT 11111110Came up with a very good on the job training
program while they were there and they would train every
opportunity they had. :Every Saturday morning was blocked off for
training and they would get different organizations to come in'and
help them to fine tune their approaches. There w even an Army
psychologist that came in and talked a few times.
Q: Do you have anything . else t.
t.add to . this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
111
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AFFIDAVIT
I, CPT

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME
THIS STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 7. I FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH. PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD,
WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL
INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
.

:Signature o ,Person Making tatemen0
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by
law to administer oaths, this 2nd day of August, 2004 at Fort
Leavenworth, KS.

nature o

on Administering Oath)

SA
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ARTICLE 1367 - UCMJ
(Authority'TO Administer Oaths)
WITNESS:
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DETAILS
Operations
At 1500, 2 Aug 04, SA 111111111frinterviewed CPT OMMMMPHIIIIIIMP
Group B, Battle Command Training Program, Fort Leavenworth, KS 66027 (formerly assigned
to A Company, 519th Military Intelligence Battalion, Bagram, Afghanistan), who provided a sworn

statement detailing his duties as a Military Intelligence Company Commander deployed to
Afghanistan. UM. provided administrative support and leadership to the interrogators at the
Bagram Collection Point, while the Combined Joint Task Force 180 J2 section maintained operational
control of the interrogators. (See Sworn Statement of allinp, dated 2 Aug 04, for additional
details)/IILAST ENTRY///

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION
HQ, USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street
Ft Belvoir, VA 22060
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2 Aug 04
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DETAILS

Between 1600 and 1913 hrs, 3 Aug 2004, SAINWinterviewed

MAJ
1111111111pHeadquarters and Headquarters Detachment (HHD), 503' Military Police (MP)
Battalion, Fort Bragg, NC 28310 (FBNC) who was the Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) 180
Provost Marshal (PM) from Nov 02 to May 03 and supervised detainee operations for the
Commander CJTF180. 1111111.provided a written statement detailing his duties and
responsibilities as the CJTF180 PM as well as observations he made about the treatment of
detainees within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP). impstated he directed CP111111.110
Cdr, 377th MP Company to discontinue enforcement of sleep deprivation (as directed by MI •
personnel), but during spot checks his staff found detainees chained, prompting/Mir to reinforce
t he order and follow it up in email to the 377 th
MP Ops Staff. IIIMpfurther described his opinion o1
t he 377th MP Company leadership during the deployment and how he was notified of the two deaths.
See Sworn Statement of
dated ,3 Aug 2004,for additional details).
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE
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SWORN STATEMENT
File Number : 0134-02-C1D369-23533/0137-02-C1D869-23534
: Fort Brag
Location
Time:
:. 3 Aug 04
Date
rade/St tus:11111111
Statement of:
Otg/Address Headquarters an
quarters Detachment (HHD),
th
,MP
Battalion,
16
MP
Brigade,
Fort'Bragg,
NC 28310
503 rd
fit to make the following statement under
oath:
Q: Please describe your law enforcement training and
ience.
've been in the Military Police Corps for 13 years and the
first three years in the Army were with the Infantry. I've been
a Company Commander(for 18 months), a Provost Marshal (for 23
months in Germany) and a Small Group Leader/Career Manager
Captains Career Course at the US Army MP SChdol (for four
years).
Q:
Do you have any experience involving corrections either
military or 'vilian?
A: No.
Q: Wha ere the dates of your deployment to Afghanistan and
your duty position while assigned to the BaAir Base?
A: I think it was from 5 Nov 02 to 1 May 00 101 wasthe CJTF180
Provost Marshal, a staff officer working for a joint
headquarters.
Q: What was the scope of your duties in that position?
A; Providing policies and procedures for all the MPs in
theater. I think at the time this included four MP companies
doing very different missions ranging from—running Short Term
Holding Facility. (STHF) , detainee missions, duty law and order _
and training Afghani Army personnel. Ther'es an MP Battalion
there prior to my tour and we felt it was needed, so we put in a
Request for Forces (RFF) to stand one back up...1p
Q: Did you ever have an opportunity to review the ICRC findings
related to the BCP operations?
escorted the ICRC on visits
A: Yes, our SJA MAJ
and then there was an outbrief on their findings. Someone from
my shop was always at the outbrief.
Q: Were you aware of any problems thtu the ICRC, prior to the
deaths?
A: They did not like the "no talking" rule and wanted
privileges like showers and reading material. I don't recall
any complaints about the MP and nothing sticks in my mind about
complaints that regarded the health of the detainees
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
3 Aug 2004, CONTINUED:

111111111.111111 0

XEN AT Fort Bragg, NC, DATED

Q: Do you recall any complaints about mistreatment?

A: I had discussions with MAJ 111111111pabout the chaining of
detainees to the ceiling, I don't know if it was prompted by the
ICRC. I know I felt it was inhumane, it was a function of MI
wanting them to stay awake for multiple hours at a time. They
(MI) also wanted to play loud music and the chaining was
explained to me as a way to keep the detainee from sleeping. It
was not something I liked and I questioned it. MAJaiimip
said we could affix detainees to objects to protect them from
harm. For instance, there was one detainee who threw feces and
urinated and defecated on the floor, we would• have to restrain
him for his own safety to prevent him from getting entangled in
the razor wire surrounding the general po ulation cell. After
11111111111111Pand I talked, I told CPT
that the
practice of chaining people to anything especially the hesco
ceilings in Isolation had to stop. It created a problem with
not having enough MPs closely monitor them and the potential
problem c
if they (the detainee) fell asleep in the
chains
Q: Di
conversation with CPT
directing the
elimination of chaining occur before or after the two men died?

A: Before, because I remember when the second man died in his
restraints. (I was at Xhandahar) and I recall saying to myself
"that's not possible, we aren't chaining people up, I told them
to stop that".
Q: Did you deliver that directive to CPT

A: Yes, to his face in person. The command team was —not
functioning well. The 1SG UM was not in_the BCP_and
1111111k started off as a MI officer, so he had a idisadvanta
not having a strong foundation about his company's mission
.

Q:

What types of things did the outgoing CJTF180 PM (MAJ
pass on to you regarding the operation of the BCP?

Immo
A: His biggest thing was the

BCP SOP. He wanted me to read
through it and make certain I understood it. We toured the
facility and he told me I was to monitor the BCP itself,
transfer people to GTMO, repat mission and cutting the FRAGO's
to move detainees around theater.
Q: Did you note any problems with the BCP SOP when you read it?

A: MAJ
told me, when he got there, there was no SOP.
The way the PMO was structured, was there were two components,
Detainee Operations and Operations. When I got there Operations
was under the G4 (COL 11111111Pand dealt with customs, law and
order and de 1 ent/redeployment functions. Detainee
INITIAL
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411111.111.1111Clal
Operations was under the G3(COL
tour to consolidate all MP Ops under the G3.

worked during my

Q: Please discus the chain of command as 1 re ated to MP
Operations on Bagram Air Base, in Afghanistan in December 2002.

A: It started out when I arrived, different from how it was
when I left.. MALT allillawas rated by COL 111111111.and I asked
to be rated by COL
.and consolidated under the G3. CPT
111111pkworked for the Base Ops folks, but we had oversight for
their mission. I think MALT 111111110was his rater, he was the Base
Provost Marshal for Bagram. Our connection was as parallel
leaders with different mission,
did advise him of anything
that impacted the DLO mission.
Q: How often during your tour in Afghanistan, did you have
occasion to visit and/or tour the interior of the Bagram*
Collection Point (BCP) also known as the Bagram Detention
Facility (BDF)?
.

A: I tried to go down there about once every day, but on
average it was more like four times a week. My purpose was to
check on soldiers and sometimes i would go down at night for the
in - processing. I also had my night crew of staff in the JOC go
down there at night to check on th'n s cause if bad things are
gonna happen, it will be at night.
Q: Did you observe any problems during those tours?

A: They were not keeping good journal entries. I talked to CPT
1111110about the poor quality of the. logs. I talked to
soldiers and sometimes I did not get a "warm and fuzzy" about
their understanding of their mission. I really had to get—on to
about-his reports and the numbers not jiving a
lot. And then just soldier issues, MI soldiers sleeping•in -the
facility. We talked about getting them out of there and MI said
it was their facility too. I wanted them in a separate buildi
for work to discourage them from spending off time in the BCP 41111.

Q: Do you know who wrote the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
for the BCP?

A: The one I saw was written by CPT MINNIIMMIK it was like 70
pages long. CPT
started on it, while woMOMEMONIwas the
CJTF180 PM and it was finalized later in my tour. When LTC
IMMINOwas placed in charge of the BCP, he had input on the
interrogation ortion of the SOP, which was missing from earlier
versions.
Q: As th enior MP leader, did you have input into the
drafting or review of the BCP SOP, as it existed in the fall of
2002?
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N AT Fort Bragg, NC, DATED
3 Aug 2004, CONTINUED:
A: I had read through it before MAJAMMUNINEWleft, and yes, it
looked right to me. My question was why Interrogation practices
belonged in the BCP SOP, which was an MP mission. That was when
I sent it out for staffing to get input. My question was.., did
this SOP govern the entire scope of all functions in the BCP or
just the "da to day" operations of the facility, which was an
MP mission.
Q: Did you o serve any practices within the BCP, which were
contrary to existing Army policies governing the treatment of
detainees?

A: Just the chaining piece, which I talked with MAJIIIIIIIIIIW
I did not feel that practice was inhumane and it made me
uncomfortable. i did not view the sanitary conditions of the
place to be great. They were using cut off 55 gallon diums as
toilets, I got that cleaned up and put in port-a-johns for them.
I also questioned why they hooded detainees for movements within
the facility. It's a small building, you can pretty much see it
all from general population, so I could not see why we would
hood them when th
ade movement over obstacles (doors, stairs,
etc.) harder.
Q: Did you se any etainees restrained by chaining them to the
ceiling or bars ' Isolation Cells and/or airlocks?

A: Yes.
Q: Did y
eve op an impression of the detainees in the BCP
and their combativeness?

A: I did not observe any violence from detainees personally,
but I was told that there were violent detainees. I do remember__-getting_ to see one of the detainees who died get in-processed,the first one. He was very different than other men. He had a,
piercing gaze and was very confident, mo
re not. I heard
that he later kicked an MP in the groin
Q: Are you aware of any Pressure Point on ro Technique (PPCT)
training conducted by the 377 th MP Company, while in Afghanistan?

A: I don't remember them doing it, but I really was not in a
position to observe their "day to day" ops and training
Q: Under what circumstancesi
ii

on peroneal strike used?

A: Just for self-defense.
Q: Have you ever heard of a term compliance blow?

A: No, I have not.
Q: Could a common peroneal strike be applied to a restrained
person?

A: I wouldn't think so, because if they are restrained there
would b
n to. Only as a self-defense measure.
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
3 Aug 2004, CONTINUED:

TAKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC, DATED

Q: Did you have any familiarity with AR 190-8 (EPW Operations)
or AR 190-47 (Army Corre
A: Yes, I've seen both.
Q: Do you have any knowledge that chaining someone to a fixed
object is contrary to Army doctrine?
A: Yes, except for safety
be done, so I directed
CPT
stop using it.
Q: Did you ever observe any
ainee within the Isolation Cell
restrained to any fixed objects?
A: Yes, as discussed above.
Q: To your knowledge, were MI Interrogators at the BCP
authorized to direct a course •of sleep deprivation for
detainees? If so, what was the basis of that authority?
A: Yes, they did. I don't know the basis of their authority to
do it. They told us there was not a lot of doctrine governing
their mission. What I did not like was the fact that MI was
telling us to do something (sleep deprivation) that was
authorized for them. It put the MP in had position because
they had to enforce MI dictates.
Q: Were you aware of any quasi s ior surdinate relationship
between MI and MP, either through observations in the BCP or in
discussions with 377 th soldiers?
A: I think that was one of CPT_
major complaints. He
wanted to know who was in charge. I told him there was a
distinct break between the interrogation process and the running
of the BCP. I discontinued the MP's enforcing sleep dep for MI.
If MI wanted to do it, and it was permitted for them to do so,
then.. they... should be_ responsible_ to. enforce it. They said. the
did not have the personnel to do it, so it stopped happening.
Q: Did you observe any sleep deprivation at the BCP and if so,
how was it achieved?
A: I never actually saw them doing it. I got told about it
during my initial tour when I arrived. I asked why we were
doing it and was told that it helped MI and I told them it was
not an MP function.
I directed CPT
to not support MI in
that area, but I kept hearing that he would start doing it
again. I told him to knock it off. I think there were some
discussions between CPT MEM and CPT /11111011011111111" because
MP enforcement of sleep deprivation was contrary to guidance I
gave him and I think it was before the deaths. I discussed it
with MAJ
who sat right next to me in the JOC and
we wrote it into the BCP SOP that MPs would not be involved with
any aspects of the MI interrogation. Usually I would tell CPT
.

.
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0

STATEMENT OF MAJ
3 Aug 2004, CONTINUED:

AKEN AT Fort Bragg, NC, DATED

11111.1.in person and follow-u with an email to him and his Ops
NCOs (SFC 1111Mand others)
Q: Were you aware that 377 th M pe onnel were chaining
detainees to the wire ceilings in Isolation Cells and in the
airlocks of general population for prolonged periods of time (in
excess of 4 hours)?

A: I d•e'
of the

member it being that long, the punishment portion
said less than one hour I believe.
Q: Did you have any contact with CPT Mailjouring
w Ich you

discussed the mission's parameters prior to his company's
arrival in Afghanistan?
A: No, he was there when I arrived.
AIIIIIIIt
Q: What type of contact did you havel/WTT
glimm0 Cdr, 377 th MP Company, after you arrived? What was the
frequency of that contact?

A: I tried to find him every time I visited the BCP and talk
with him about facility improvements, how CJTF180 could better
support him and to familiarize myself with the facility and
operations, we would often tour it together.
Q: Did CPT IIIIIIIkshate with you any conce
about the
operation of the BCP including the use of sleep deprivation or
punishment provisions set forth for detainees?

A: I. don't remember him expressing concerns, but he did a
briefing for me the first time and told me how things worked in
the BCP. I directed them to stop supporting MI with sleep
deprivation and to discontinue chaining, but then later I found
out it was still occurring. I remember one of my NCOs (SFC
visited the - facility at night and saw a
detainee chained in the airlock. When she talked to me in the
morning, she said "I thought you told them to stop that". I
went down to the BCP and talked with CPTIMMOMMI
old me
that someone didn't get the word or did not know.

Q: Did CPT
element or CPT

ever share with you any friction wi MI

A: Yeah, he said there' was common friction. He said it felt at
times like MI was trying to run his operations as well as their
own.
Q: Do you know if the BCP had an assigned legal advisor to
consult with MP personnel in legitimate or authorized methods of
punishment or uses of forces?

A: I think MAJIMIUMMIDwas the defacto BCP legal advisor. He
did the use of force training. As far as I know there was no
other JAG offi 6 r assigned to the BCP.
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STATEMENT OF MAJ
3 Atig 2004, CONTINUED:

AKE

3 4- 02-C10369-23533
013 ? -0 2 - C10369-23

AT Fort Bragg, .1\1 -q, DATED

Q: Speaking as a seasoned MP Officer, what were your
impressions of the 377 th MP Company leaderShip, based on your
contact with them?
A: They were a very weak command team. It started from the
fact CPTIONIIIIIIhnd 1SG 1.111.1did not get along. It filtered
down, so that'd you'd hear some of the NCO's talking about how
the Cdr was weak and indecisive. I don't know if they did not
know how to lead or just weren't aggressive enough to execute,
but it was a bad team and they did not execute the corrections
mission well.
Q: How did you earn f the deaths of the two detainees who
died in December 2002? What did you think happened?
A: I was in the JOC for the first death and a call came in that
said one of the detainee had gone to the hospital. I was
contacted at Khandahar for the second death, so I learned about
it from a phone call. I was present for both autopsies and
learned the first man died from an embolism and the second from
heart disease. The first death did not cause an enormous amount
of concern caused it appeared natural, but the by the time the
second one happened and then both w
tiled homicide, we knew
something was seriously wrong.
Q:
Is there anything you wish
a
o this statement?
A: No.
////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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0134 - 02-010369-23533

STATEMENT OF MAJ
3 Aug 2004, CONTINUED. :

N AT Fort Bragg, NC, DATED

AFFIDAVIT
I;
READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS
STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE . 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 8-. I FULLY.
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT'MADE BY ME. THE
STATEMENT IS TRUE, I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS_ AND HAVE
INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF. EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I
HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR
REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT,. AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UN
UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

king Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths
i s rd day of August 2004 at Fort Bragg, NC.

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER 0137-02-CID369-23534

0134-0 2-C1D369-23533

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF I PAGE

DETAILS

About 1030, 23 Aug 04, SA IIIIMUNIM MO

received an authenticated duplication of
he medical records pertaining to BT-412, Mr. HABIBULLAH. The records had been forwarded in
response to a request for medical records previously submitted to Mrs.
Input
Section, Patient Administration Systems and Biostatistics Activity (PASBA), Headquarters, US Army
Medical Command, 1216 Stanley Road, Suite 25, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234. The records packet
included a copy.of the DA Form 4254-R, Request for Private Medical Information dated 28 Jul 04,
Memorandum verifying Authenticity of the Medical Record dated 5 Aug 04, DD Form 2064, Certificate
of Death (Overseas) 14 Dec 02 authored by LTC...WM
Armed Forces Regional Medical
Examiner (AFRME), DA Form 3894, Hospital Report of Death dated 4 Dec 02, DD Form 2064,
Certificate of Death (Overseas) 4 Dec 02 authored by LTCallniiiiiim, Afghanistan, a DD
Form 565, Statement of Recognition of Deceased authored by LTC
dated 4 Dec 02, DA
Form 3647, Inpatient Treatment Record Cover Sheet dated 4 Dec 02, a handwritten SF 600,
Chronological Record of Medical Care documenting details of medical treatment and response to Mr.
HABIBULLAH dated 4 Dec 02, copies of various laboratory test reports, a handwritten DA Form 2985,
dmission and Coding Information Sheet and an automated DA Form 2985, Admission and Coding
Information Sheet dated 4 Dec 04. (See Medical Records Packet for Details)
About 1045, 23 Aug 04,

SA 111111111111,

received an authenticated duplication of the medical records
pertaining to BT-421, Mr. DILAWAR. The records had been forwarded in response to a request for
medical records previously submitted to Mrs. Data Input Section, Patient
dministration Systems and Biostatistics Activity (PASBA), Headquarters, US Army Medical
Command, 1216 Stanley Road, Suite 25, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234. The records packet included
a copy of the DA Form 4254-R, Request for Private Medical Information dated 28 Jul 04,
Memorandum verifying Authenticity of the Medical Record dated 5 Aug 04, DD Form 2064, Certificate
of Death (Overseas) 13 Dec 02 authored by LTC11111111111111Armed Forces Regional Medical
Examiner (AFRME), DD Form 2064, Certificate of Death (Overseas) 10 Dec 02 authored by-IVIAJ in Bagram, Afghanistan, a DD Form 565, Statement of Recognition of Deceased
authored by MAJ11111111.111116dated 10 Dec 02, a DA Form 5006-R, Authorization for Disclosure of
Information, undated, bearing the name of MM/1111111111111, a DA Form 3647, Inpatient Treatment
Record Cover Sheet dated 10 Dec 02, a SF 523, Authorization for Autopsy dated 10 Dec 02, a
handwritten SF 600, Chronological Record of Medical Care documenting details of medical treatment
and response to Mr. DILAWAR dated 10 Dec 02, a DA Form 2985, Admission and Coding
Information Sheet and a handwritten DA Form 2985, Admission and Coding Information Sheet dated
10 Dec 04. (See Medical Records Packet for Details)
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 LAST ENTRY
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ADMISSION AND CODING INFORMATION

110N

b)(2)-2

Plate or
Cooney
COO
NAME

, • REGISTER NUMBER

For use of This farm, see AR 40400; the proponent agency Is OTSG
5. SE(

4. PAY GRADE

(Lmskrtrs4 Middle

:b)(6)

RELIGION

. ETHNIC

7. AGE AT ADMISSION

LI

17 •

16

11111111111131011:113
WILMINIUNINE1
Y
IMEIEIEIMEIE113E1
'ODIN
111111/1110
ElEll
11111E1131
6. DATE OF BIRTH NY V M M D

I

BACKGROUND

El 20

b)(6)

IL SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

11. FMP

LENGTH OF SERVICE

1 0.

EillEIEIOCI1131131131E1

,b)(6)

BRANCH f CORPS

HOUR OF

13. MARITAL STATUS

ORGANIZATION (Active Duty Only)

apmrssroN

46
910.%

13111010.

16. ZIP CODE OF RESIDENCE

15. BENEFICIARY CATEGORY

14. FLYING STATUS

50 1:1111:11
MEIN

17. UNIT LOCATION Mate or
Comb)? Code)

19.

IS. MOS •

TRAUMA

1311311311113113
111111111Minnimmimmom

YEAR

69 70 71

NAME/REIAlIONSHIP OF EMERGENCYADDRESSE.E

WARD

20. SOURCE OF ADMISSION/ AUTHORITYFOR.
ADMISSION
72

NO

ADDRESS OF EMERGENCY ADDRESSEE pnducle ZIP Code)
TELEPHONE NUMBER OF ENERGIBNCY ADDRESSEE

NAltg ANTI I retA'TION nF $.4FnirtAt TRPATMENT FACILITY

(b)(2)-2

75

73 74

77

78

79

80

81

82

. 83 184 185

0

o

86

87 1

28. DATE THIS ADMISSION (YYYYMAIDDJ

25. 157 TRANSFERRED FROM

24. CLINIC SVC .Abantnito
89

78

1
1/a

23. DATE OF DISPOSMON (Y Y Y Ykfif D D)

22. • MTF TRANSFERRED TO

21. TYPE OF DISPOSITION

102

101

90

103

104

1 05

U' 328.

. L. CATION OF OCCURRENCE
(Baffle Casually Only)
107 108

29. CATE

MW OF INITIAL ADMISSION

109 110 111 112 113 114

rA

ADMISS ON (Y Y Y Y M.M DD)

115 116 117 118 119

120 121 •122

11111111111111111111

FOR LOCAL USE

1151i ,
ci5q 7
EWA

4

VA

Oa, ND
CUAID9S1
,JsQ 0-)e.c/A

—141,

"D \

ADMITTING OFFICER (Sfsinalura, as required)

D AI

erg

or

c't-c•••001

7

SIGNATURE OF ADMITTING CLERK

USAPA VI AO

R111 1
61c

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1495

Air

-...... ------..

IZ

3. Register Number

Name (Last, First, MI) • - '

,•-•-)

-' 3-400; the proponent agency is OTSG
For use of this form, dr----4

I

J

20

Branch / Corps:

z

-

•
-

16. Zip Code of Residence:

.

15. Bertetclary Category

14. Flying Status

-

Hour of Admission

13. Marital Status

Organization (Active Duty Only)
. •
..

•

•12. Social Security Number
`,b)(6)

11. EMP

• ETS

10. Length of Service

•

Religion

9 •

UNK

30Y

.

1972:b)(6)

..

M

9. Ethnicity

'

8. Race

02

.--

1 3 • - 0 2 - C . 1 0 3 6 9 -2 3 5 3 3

0

.

7. Age at Admission

• 6. DoB (YYYYMMDD)

.-41 , xPT '-

•-

4. Pay Grade

b)(6)

•

2002548

*.t..4.11...111tV It In..n 1 i iciti1J11

HUI! IISSILMI ' -1'

' 7040 •-

K78 - PRISONER OF WAR/INTERNEES
18. MOS

17. Unit Location.
AF

.

.

• Ward:

Address of Emergency Addressee
Telephone Number of Emergency Addressee

Name and Location of Medical Treatment Facility:
7040 21. Type of Disposition

22. MTF Transferred To

23. Date of Disposition (YYYYMMDD)

CRO/OTH •

.

24. Clinic Svc - !Admitting

25. MTF Transferred From

•

2002-12-04

.

26. Date this Admission (YYYYMMDD)

XXX

2002-12-04

-

28. MW of Initial Admission

•27. L,ocation of Occurrence

•
-

Name / Relationship of Emergency Addressee

•

"

Carded for Record Only (CRO)

"

NO

InJ

-

20. Source of Admission

Prev. Admission

19. Trauma •

29.•Date of Initial Admission

•
.

FOR LOCAL USE

-

.

.

Type Patient (Inpatient / Outpatient): Inpatient

.

Diagnosis Narrative: pulmoneryembolism due to blunt force injury to the legs

•

•
•

Cause of Injury Narrative: iNJ BY OTHER SPECIFIED AGENTS. NEC, :ON LAND, OTHER/UNSPEC
•

'

'

.

.

•
-

•

•
.
'

.

•

.
.

.

Admitting Officer (Signature, as required)

•

rink

AutarnaTram l A
DOD

. .

Signature of Admitting Clerk

'
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t :34 - 702 -0 11J369 - 23533
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-

-

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, U. S. ARMY MEDICAL COMMAND
1216 STANLEY ROAD, SUITE 25
FORT SAM HOUSTON, TEXAS .78234-5053
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

5 August 2004

MCHS-i

MEMORANDUM FOR Investigative OperationS, Headquarters, US Army Criminal
6010 6th Street, Fort Belvoir, VA
investigation Command, ATTN: SA 1))(6)
22060-5506.
SUBJECT: Authenticity of Medical Record — EPIA1

). b (6)

1. The US Army Patient Administration Systems and Biostatistics Activity (PASBA)
• certifies this is a true copy of the original document.
Data Input Section. PASBA. 1216 Stanley
33.Our point of contact is Mrs. ;b)(6)
;ID)(6)
Road, Suite 25, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234-5053,
:b)(6)

End
Acting Director,
Patient Administration Systems
and Biostatistics Activity

BEfTER , 1,111E

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1497

DODDOACID13266

.1

r

./.-134-02-

C10369-23533
4137-02- C 183
69-23534

MCHS-ISD
SUBJECT: Authenticity of Medical Record
b)(6)

eputy Director
:b)(6)

Chief, Data Input Section

r(7)
;Li
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CERTIFICATE OF DEATH (OVERSEAS) . (71.34 - 02
Acte de cleces ID'Outre-Afer)
GRADE

Nom du decide (Nom at prenoms)

NAME OF DECEASED (Last, First. Middle)

(b)(6)

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
Numera de l'Aostnanee S.:iola

.

RACE

g.liq MALE

AGE APPROX. 35
YRS
_
•

Celibatalre '

SINGLE

Caucasique

CAUCASOID

OTHER (Specify)
Antra apheVied

Vets(

WIDOWED
Nom du plus pracha parent

NAME OF NEXT OF KIN

I

(b)(6)

SEPARATED
Separe

RELATIONSHIP TO DECEASED

•

'

•
CAUSE OF DEATH (biter only one cog
•

•

•

•

per line)

INTERVAL BETWEEN
ONSET AND DEATH
intervalle antra
Tattaque et le daces

'

.

MORBID CONDITION, IF ANY,
LEADING TO PRIMARY CAUSE
Condition Morbid*, s'il y a 'Get,.
menam a is cause Omens

'
•

.

UNDERLYING CAUSE, IF ANY,
GIVING RISE TO PRIMARY
CAUSE
Raison fandamantele, s'E. y a lieu,
ayent suscite Ta cause prtmaire

de la mart.

Ville ICode postal comprisi

BLUNT FORCE }NIMES TO LOWER EKR.EMITIES
COMPLICATING CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

Maladie Du condition directement reaponsable de la mart!

precurseurs

Parente du decide avec le susdit

Cause du dices (Frindiquer qu'une cause par lions/

CONDITION DIRECTLY LEADING TD DEATH 1DISEAOR

• Symptemes

Julf

Deciaraddil Medicate

MEDICAL STATEMENT

CAUSES

MUSLIM

CITY OF TOWN AND STATE (Include ZIP Code)

.

ANTECEDENT

OTHER (Specify)
ALM', (Spicaler)

FATHER

Domicile a (Rua)

STREET ADDRESS

JEWISH

Faminin

Culte

CATHOUC
Catholique

Mand

MARRIED

Neordide

Masculin

• 4---1
1_1 FEMALE

PROTESTANT
Protestant

DIVORCED
Divorce

—
NEGROID

REUGION

Etat Civil

MARITAL STATUS

Race

Saxe

SEX

DATE OF BIRTH
Date de raissanos

AFGHANISTAN

,
.
".

36- 9-2353 5

N/A .

NATION (e.g.. tithed Soles)
Pays

Dr visation

`,b)(2) - 2

IB

BRANCH OF SERVICE
Aura

CIVILIAN

.

ORGANI7ATiOt1

Grade

—C

-

•

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CONDITIONS 2
2
Autoscndi9fave

MODE OF DEATH
Condition* aces
•

AUTOPSY PERFORMED Autopste effaotuee

©YES Out

CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING DEATH DUE TO

•D NO Non

EXTERNAL CAUSES
Circonstancas de In mthrEuscitees per des causes exterieures

'

MAJOR FINDINGS OF AUTOPSY Conclusions princlpates da l'avtopsfa

DECEDENT WAS FOUND
UNRESPONSIVE IN HIS CELL WHILE
IN CUSTODY

NATURAL
Mart naturelle
ACCIDENT
Mort accidantelle
ntLINF no oo-riaru MIICT

SUICIDE

,
A

lAnn, AI

',1o)(6)

sificide

VIM;

4IIIMATIIRP

HOMICIDE
Homicide

nz'hologista

MC, USAF

S1

----_-__-,
DATE

'b)(6)
I pl arcmF no ATU

DATE OF DEATH Wow, day, meth. year)
Date de daces (Madre, If Jour. le mots, ('anruk)

I'

13

A A' A

AVIATION ACCIDENT

Data

DEC 02

C3

.Accident a Avian

YES Out

.

x

NO Non

..

',I3)(2) - 2

I HAVE VETWED. THE REMAINS OF THE DECEASED AND DEATH OCCURRED AT THE TIME INDICATED AND FROM THE CAUSES AS STATED ABOVE. '
J'ai examine les Testes mortals du &Hunt it je conclus qua le daces ett survenu 6 l'heute indiqUee at It la suite des amines anuatarees et dessus
, NAME OF MEDICAL OFFICER

Nom du rnildicin milittize ou du otedicin sanitaire

ETC (P), MC, USA

:b)(6)
Grade

GRADE

DATE

LTC (2)

INSTALLATION OR ADDRESS

ARMED FORCES REGIONAL MEDICAL EXAMINER

Installation ou edrasse

LANDSTITHL REGIONAL MEDICALCENTER
e eur-nrow

Data

•

TITLE OR DEGREE . Titre ou diplame

b)(6)
r

13 DEC 02

N. ,.. ,„.

I Stare &scare, Injury or complication ranch
2 Start conditions coorravains to the death, bar not relaredsa the direaseWondidon causing death
maniere de MOIlfir, sae qu'un arrirda coeur, etcI Prather Is nature de to maZadie, de la &assure au de la wrap:lea:fan qui a coorribee el la mom Mats sea to
2 Miser fa teradiare qui a roraribue la mart mats n'ayata nano, rapport year la maladle ou a la condition qui a pravoque la MM.

d
DD FORKtrl dAT ATE a

, F-Pq'M PPIFV11' 4ss.
13 I J IN friM crzaFoRm.wri 25 1150/97E, WHICH ARE OBSOLETE.
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CERTIFICATE OF DEATH KWERSEAS)—rActe de deeds geOurre Mer)

16.

%V

-

'NAME OF DECEASED

GRADE

Nem du decade (Horn et prenoins)

Leu, Flicl, &BUN

Grade

BRANCH OF SERVICE
Arme

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
Numero de l'Assurance Sedate

DATE OF BiRTH
Date de naissance

SEX

•

b)(6)
NATION (4, United Maim)
p ays

Organisation

ORGANIZA11DN
m,

.
RACE

Lr 2-1

LI FEMALE

SINGLE

•
Negraide

Celibatalre

MARRIED

DIVORCED
Divorce

Void

JEWISH

RELATIONSHIP TO DECEASED

Nom du • s proche parent

MEDICAL STATEMENT

•

•

ANTECEDENT
CAUSES

Condition motbide, si y a lieu,
menanti la cause primaire

.

pecurseurs
de la molt

CAUSE
Raison tandem entale. ell y a lieu,
tiyant suscite la cause pnmaire

----

INTERVAL BEEN
ON SET AND DEATH
Intervene entre
C attaque et le daces

•

A nr4e_c4---

_

•
---

UNDERLYING CAUSE, IF ANY,
GIVING RISE TO PRIMARY

Symptdmes

Vale (Code postal compris)

DeelaratruntOgcale

DISEASE OR CONDITION DIRECTLY LEADING TO DEATH 1
Maladie ou condition direeternent rasponsabla de la mom I

MORBID CONOMON, F ANY,
• LEADING TO PRIMARY CAUSE

OTHER apes&
Autre (Specifier)

Parerdd du decade M.:ea le susdit

.
CAUSE OF DEATH (IFnuirenty one enure petilne)
Cause du Mimes tNindiquer qu'una cause per ligne)

.

Culls

Jug

- •
CITY OF TOWN AND STATE (Include 2P Code)

•

.

.
-

_.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CONDITIONS 2
Atoms conditions significative; 2
•

NATURAL
Mod Behar:41e

NO Nor,

El yEs Oul

AUTOPSY PERFORMED Autopsieetfectuee

MODE OF DEATH
Condition do daces

Feminin

CATHOLIC
Catholique

•
SEPARATED
Separe

.—....----....------.—•Domicil& it (Rue)

SWEET ADDRESS

RELIGION
PROTESTANT
Protestant

Marie

•
WIDOWED

'

NAME OF NEXT OF KIN

tet Cive

MARITAL STATUS

Re

OTHER (Specity)
Autre (Sode/ler)

_

LI
44. 1:r
A .C7:
535cUliti

pt

Caucasiqua

CAUCASOID

NEGROID

rip,s-o-gA)

1A-C--

=.•

b)(6)

Seim

MAJOR FINDINGS OF AUTOPSY Conclusions prInclpales do rat/topes
.

•

CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING DEATH DUE TO
EXTERNAL CAUSES
Clrconstances de la mod suschees par.du causes exterieures

•
1'

.-

ACCIDENT'
Mod accidenteas
—...---------.—....--,------.
Nom du pathologists

NAME OF PATHOLOGIST

SUICIDE
Suicide

i DATE

SIGNATURE Signature

HOMICIDE
Homicide

AvIATION ACCIDENT

Date

.

DATE OF DEATH (Noun day, month, year)
OMB did decks Parse, Wow' le mots. r

1005.6-2-00

),

y../ 1-iyA.A.

PLAC,

CI YES Oji

Accident a Avian'
1--,. •
NO Non

' "'-

,b)(2)-2

.

I HAVE VEINED THE Rearms OF THE DECEASED AND DI A1TH OCCURgED ATTHEime INDICATED AND FROM THE CAUSES AS STATED ABOVE.
.Tei examine les testes models du Muni et $e ocinclus'9Ue In deeds ast sundinu ir rheum incliquee et it la suite des causes enumetees ci deesus
.
. •
TM.E OR DEGREE TV e cnr dlplOmd
ti medloln ianitalre

',DX6)

MAO
GRADE

DATE

?

Grath(

1 INSTAL;,DD)-2

Dale

sicNAT ;tr)(6)
•--

L____

.
. o complication labial; caused dtath, but nor mode idying such as heart/Ware, ere.
State &tease, Wary
I 169;
.
2 Pat' condition: contributing to the death,bul not related 10 therlicedre -Or:auldion'aitsleig death. .'
to
maniere
de mourir, to& fultweidu coma;
I Priem la nature de la 'naiad% de lo blexwer be dr a complication qui a contribul it lemon, Mai: non

2

Prater. ha condition gal a contribvi b la mon, mole n'ayour cum.) rapport arrell la malcuposakemett

DO FOR

ACLU-RDI 4534
p.1500
"A.Puu

Of

etc

qui a plAkflOri

1 AN t121

416-151DaA D1 3269

, WHICH ARE

OBSOLETE.

USAPA VtOO

exit, L,7-

35--/

1

,---) 0131-02-C10369-2:353
` 25533 ".
STAT-tVitNT OF RECOGNITION ONittE11167"W"--------"

I

For use of this form see FM 10-63. Proponent agency is TRADOC:
• PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY:

10 USC Sections 1481 through 1488.

-

-

.

To establish initial identification of deceased personnel.

PRINOPLE PURPOSE:

For documentation of visual 'identification of deceased personnel.
Disclosure of required informatitin is voluntary and will in no way affect or Jeopardize the individual effecting the visual
identification of the deceased person.
. ...... _. .
.
1 INFORMATION ON DECEASED
a. NAME (Last First, Middle Initial)
b. RANK '
5SN
ROUTINE USE:
DISCLOSURE:

C.

d. ORGANIZAn b }(2}-2

'

e. SERVICE COMPONENT
•.
-

Ai/

•

I

2. HAVE PERSONALLY VIEWED THE REMAINS IDENTIFIED ABOVE. RECOGNITION IS RASED ON THE FOLLOWING:
b. APPROXIMATE AGE
ears)
C. APPROXIMATE HEIGHT
a. SEX

•

rA

3

•

e. HAIR COLOR (If brown, indicate light or dark, as applicable)

f. BUILD/MUSCULARITY

bi,-,e,k---

.

(Slender; medium, heavy or obese)

1

.4.-:-7)-.-- .
(Fu ly describe by type and location ALL known scars, tattoos, birthmarks, amputations or other body markings/criteria to
support the identification (if none, so state))
. .

g. IDENTIFYING MARKS

.

-

.

.
.,
h. RELATIONSHIP TO DECEASED (CDR, KG, Friend, Brother, etc.)
.

i. LENGTH OF TIME YOU KNEW DECEASED

1".

(Number of roonthsor years)

A

.

i. REMARKS

.

Dr-)5LI-0)/4-1
.

.

.

.,.•
-

.

•

._

,
•

3. DETAILS OF VIEWING
a. DATE

• b. TIME

c. PLACE

4.. PERSON MAKING VISUAL IDENTIFICATION
a. NAME (Last, First Middle initial)

b. RANK /GRADE

d. ORGANIZATION

.

•
f. DATE SIGNED

'
,

5 WITNESS

.
I CERTIFY THAT THE INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFIED IN ITEM HAS VIEWED THE REMAINS IN MY PRESENCE. THAT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE THE
ABOVE STATEMENTS ARE TRUE. AND THAT THE REMAINS HAVE BEEN PROPERLY TAGGED AS THE ABOVE NAMED DECEASED.

4

a. NAME (Last,

First, Middle initial)

c. TITLE

b. RANK

jo)(6)

"4116;1'Ye PO

Pel'd
d

M(6)

ACLU-RDI rev
4534 p.1501
ea...-.

e. DATE SIGNED
on. "...fr._

fq.

A

.:.

b) 2)-2

r a_ At- ,•• ■■-•

-

•L

..- ...-...,,..

I

iE

••
Y-;
..-.--..---

0,1..3

pa
-0 °GI U5 9 - e3

I 3 7 — 0 2 -G 1

369— 2 35341

AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

MEDICAL RECORD

For use of this form, see Aft 40-60; the proponent agency Is Office of The Stirg eon General

This form will not be used for authorization to disclose alcohol or drug abuse patient information from
medical records or for authorization to disclose information from records of an.alcohol or drug abuse
treatment program. For authorization to disclose alcohol or drug abuse patient information, see
42 IJSC section 20dd, 42 CPR part 2, AR 40-66, and AR 600-85.
(Pursuant to the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 USC section 552 a)

.

.

'PHYSICIAN OR MEDICAL TREATMENT FACILITY AUTHORIZED
TO RELEASE INFORMATION

:b)(2)-2

'

•

It is understood that this authorization may be
revoked at any time, if requested in writing,
except to the extent That action will have already
been taken.

,b)(6)

PAC; ANC,-

PATIENT DATA
NAME (Last,

PIrst, MI)
'

PERIOD OF TREATMENT

.

DATE OF BIRTH

it

SOCIAL. SECURITYADENTIFICATION
NUMBER

.

(Momb, Day. Year)

TYPE OF TREATMENT
El OUTPATIENT

RESTRICTIONS ON INFORMATION (Spec&

l.:1 INPATIENT

❑ BOTH
•

-

•
•
USE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION
❑
❑

FURTHER MEDICAL CARE

❑ ATTORNEY

❑ INSURANCE CLAIM(S)

❑

DISABILITY DETERMINATION

OTHER (Specify)

INFORMATION DESTINATION
(Name and Address)

INDIVIDUAL OR ORGANIZATION TO WHOM INFORMATION SHOULD BE RELEASED

(ANY DISCLOSURE OFMEDICAL RECORD INFORMATION BY THE RECIPIENT(S) IS PROHIBITED EXCEPT WHEN IMPLICIT IN THE
PURPOSES OF THIS DISCLOSURE)
•

RELEASE AUTHORIZATION

DATE

J hereby request and authorize the named physician/medical treatment
facility to release the medical information described above to the named
individual/organization indicated.SIGNATURE OF PATIENT/PARENT/GUARDIAN

RELATIONSHIP TO PATIENT

IMPRINT OF PATIENT IDENTIFICATION PLATE WHEN AVAILABLE

•

V

T tinT

1
( I\,1
ilrol
fi
51 T
,,,..,,A,,.,_
4 ft [w f ,l
, %.--14% 1,,L,-,.. A t-tin.4 nel-/ .4
ACLU-RDI 4534I ),p.1502
DA FORIVI 5

6.2.%

1

1_1
.

usp.,„ v, 0,
.

-_-->,, i &ii,-- ?..5—

;IENT TREATMENT RECORD 1 Valtil 1193. "4 5 3 4

Automated FaCsimile

r

For use of this form, see AR 40-400, the proponent agency Is OTSG

'1. Register Nbr

2. Name
`,b)(5)

0000482

4. Sex
M-

5. Age
35Y

11. FIvIP
20

1

3. Grade

6. Race
UNK

7. Religion .

9. ETS

B. LnthOfSvc

13. Organization

b)(6)

15. FlyStatus

Admission Remarks

f421
10. PrevAdm
NO
14. Ward

.
17. Dept / Ben
•
K78 - PRISONER OF WAR/I NTE

18. BranchComs

19. U1C / ZIP

••

20. Type Case
inj

21. Source of Admission
Carded for Record Only (CRO)

22. Hour Of Adm:

23. Clinic Service
)00(

24. Name/Relation of Emergency Addressee

26. Type Dlsp
CRO/OTH

26. Date of [Asp
2002-12-10

276. Telephone No

28. Date This Adm:
2002-12-10

AdmittingOfficer:

30. Date Init Adm

32., Units Blood Components

27a.Address of Emergency Addressee
29. ReportingMTF
7438 31. Selected Administrative Data
Marital Status; M
In/Out Patient:

DoB: 1967(b)(6)

Inpatient

MOS:
.

.

.

33. Cause Of Injury:
989

!NJ BY OTHER SPECIFIED AGENTS, NEC, ON LAND, OTHER

34. Diagnosis / Operations and Special Procedures:
.,
not breath
Diag Code(s):

41400

9597

E9582

.

4275

.

.

Procedure Code(s): 9504 DO

.

.

.

.

35. Total Days This Facility
Absent Sick Days

Other Days

ConLv / Coop Care Days

Supplemental Care

Bed Days

Total Sick Days

ConLv I Coop Care Days

Supplemental Care

Bed Days

Total Sick Days

35. Total Days This Facility
Absent Sick Days

Other Days

.
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AUTHORIZATION FOR AUTOPSY

In the event 'authorization for autopsy h obtained by letter, telegram, voice recorded or monitored telephone call,
paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 shall be completed by medical facility Authorities and the letter, telegram, voice recording or
memorandum confirming telephone call of authorization attached to this form for permanent file.
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2. I (We) . request and authorize the physicians in attendance at the above named medical facility to perform a
complete autopsy on the remains of
understand that a complete autopsy may include, but not be limited to, examination of the head, eyes, spinal cord,
.I(We)
chest,
abdomen and extremities unless excluded under restrictions hereinunder, andi (We) authorize the removal and retention or use for diagnostic, scientific, or therapeutic purposes any parts, tissues, or organs as such physicians or their
designees may deem proper, and the final disposal thereof in such mariner as may be prescribed by competent authority
(Commanding Officer, Medical Director, etc.) in this facility.
This authority is granted.subject to the following restrictions:

(It No Restrictions. Write "None")

The following special examinations are requested:
.■■■■■■•••••

■■■■••■•

■••■•■■■•■

3. I (We) represent that I am (we are) the

tRchitronshipm.tatiorini)
of the deceased and entitled by law to control the disposition of the remains.
Signed
WITNESSES (medical facility staff members) :
Signed
Signed
(Name and Title)

Signed
(Name and Title)

FOR ADMINISTRATIVE USE ONLY
Case falls within jurisdiction of Medical Examiner/Coroner

YES ❑

NO. 0

Medical Examiner/Coroner released remains from his jurisdiction to this authority

YES ❑

NO ❑

SIGNATURE

DATE

TITLE

PATIENTS IDENTIFICATION (For typed or written entries 'give: Name--last.
first. middle; grade; date; medical facility}

1

REGISTER NO,

WARD NO.

AUTHORIZATION FOR AUTOPSY
Standard Conn 523 (Res. 11:1-75).
Prescribed by Central Services '
Administsation and Mteragcner Comm.
on itedicsl Records
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0137-02-010369-235.
The Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals and Public Law 89-97
(Medicare), provides the guidelines for requesting the voluntary information on
SF-523. A uniform'medical record format must be available recording the patient's
clinical course. The form is used to authorize physicians in attendance at a medical
facility to perform a complete autopsy. Failure to complete this form will prevent
the performing ofan autopsy on the remains. Standard Form 523 will remain in the
deceased's medical file and will only be released through a court order, subpoena, or
statute.
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3. Register Number

♦ ,11111.-0,-,•%•11

4. Pay Grade

7. Age at Admission

10. Length of Service

Ers

8. Race

35Y
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•I 11%11 / I If-41.1%,01

I

- the roponent agency is OTSG

5. Sex

1 3 4- 942 C 1 0 3 6 9- 2 3 5 3 3
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9. Ethnicity •

UI1K

Religion

•

9

• 11. FMP

12, Social Security Number
`b)(6)

20
Organization (Active Duty Only)

rt

—
0

-, 21

6, DoB (YYYYMMDD)
:b)(6)
1967

1.+1•

For use of this form

Name (Last, First, MI)
b)(6)

0000482 .

•

.

13. Marital Status

•
Hour of Admission

Branch / Corps:

M
14. Flying Status

16. Zip Code of Residence:

15, Beneficiary Category
K78 - PRISONER OF WAR/INTERNEES

17. Unit Location

18. MOS

19. Trauma
.

AF
20: Source of Admission

Ward:

In]

.

NO

Name / Relationship of Emergency Addressee

.

. . .
Address of Emergency Addressee

Carded for Record Only (CRO)
._______•
Name and Location of Medical Treatment Facility: •
7438 21. Type of Disposition

Prey. Admission

-

22. MTF Transferred To

Telephone Number of Emergency Addressee

23. Date of Disposition (YYYYMMDD)
..,

CRO/OTH
V-, Clinic Svc-Admitting

2002-12-10
25. MTF Transferred From

>Oa

•

26. Date this Admission (YYYYMMDD)
. 2002-12-10

27. Location of Occurrence

28. MTF of Initial AdmisSion

29. Date of initial Admission
-

FOR LOCAL USE
. Type Patient (Inpatient / Outpatient): Inpatient
Diagnosis Narrative: not breath
Cause of Injury Narrative: INJ BY OTHER SPECIFIED AGENTS, NEC, ON LAND, OTHER/UNSPEC

Signature of Admitting Clerk

Admitting Officer (Signature, as required)
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18
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BACK.
GROUND
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12. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
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to. LENGTH OF SERVICE
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ORGANIZATION (Active Duly Only) ,

HOUR OF
ADMISSION

13. MARITAL STATUS
46
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14 FLYING STATUS
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17. UNIT LOCATION (Slate or
Count, Code)
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PREY ADMISSION

18.

YEAR •

NAME/RELATIONSHIP OF EMERGENCY ADDRESSEE

WARD

20. SOURCE OF ADMISSIONI AUTHORITY FOR
ADMISSION

72

ADDRESS OF EMERGENCY ADDRESSEE (include 2IP Code)

NAME AND LO

ILITY

TELEPHONE NUMBER OF EMERGENCY ADDRESSEE

b) 2)-2
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

0065-04-CID277-

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE

DETAILS
About 1645, 23 Aug 04, SSG solaingasiimia MOMMINONIIII 66th
Military Intelligence Group, Kelley Barracks, APO AE 09107, reported that
he wished to make a statement concerning detainee abuse which he witnessed
during the month of December 2002 while he was assigned to the Bagram
Collection Point, Bagram, Afghanistan.

mummi.

About 1730, 23 Aug 04, SA IIIIIIkbriefed CW3
Operations Officer,
Bavaria District, of all known aspects of this investigation. CW311111111111
instructed SA
to contact the Department of Defense Criminal
Investigation Task Force (CITF) to determine if they had information
pertaining to this death investigation.
About 1800, 23 Aug 04, SA
made numerous attempts to contact Special
Agents with the CITF, all efforts met with negative results.
At 1943, 23 Aug 04, SSG MIIIIIMMISprovided a sworn statement wherein he
detailed an incident of detainee abuse by SPC MINO(NFI), A Company, 519 th
Military Intelligence (MI) Battalion, 525 th MI Brigade while he performed
duties as an interrogator at the Bagram Collection Point, Bagram,
Afghanistan. (See statement for details)
About 2000, 23 Aug 04, SAIIIIIIIIasSisted SSG 111111111111.11111in preparing a
composite sketch of
This sketch was generated utilizing the Faces
3.0 composite software. (See composite sketch for details)

milw

/MAST ENTRY///

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

SA

ORGANIZATION
Stuttgart Branch Office (CID)
Bavaria CID Battalion
Unit 30401, APO AE 09107

DATE
23 Aug 04

—7f-FOROFFICIAL USE ONLY
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the propo
LOCATION

DATE

Stuttgart Branch Office (CID)

„

-

cy is OD
TIrM

FILE NUMBER

75

LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME

SOCIAL

CI 0 369-23

CURITY NUMBER

GRADE/STATUS

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

COMTECH, 66 th

Military Intelligence Group, Darmstadt, Germany

I,

want to make the following Statement under oath:

I was stationed at the Bagram Control Point (BCP) detention facility in December 2002. Sometime around
December 15, I was supposed to interrogate a detainee (I believe that his number was 421). He was a taxi
driver from Khowst who was picked up on suspicion of launching a rocket attack against a US base in
Khowst. I had already interrogated the detainee once before and was just going to ask a few follow-up
questions
519
th m113,at the end of his interrogation withillkTFI), an MI interrogator with either A or B company,
IN 525th
MI BDE, named. At this point most of us were convinced that the detainee was
innocent. I believe that my questioning plan for the interrogation may have been about the environment in
Khowst itself and not about the rocket attack. I had worked until around midnight and made arrangements
for") wake me up when he was done with his portion of the interrogation. I slept in my office, which
was a few doors away from the interrogation room. I woke on my own around 2 or 3 in the morning. I
went to the interrogation room to see whythad not woken me up. I don't remember if the door to the
room was opened or closed when I arrived. I remember that the detainee
andalikvere in the room to my
right and another interrogator was standing to my left. illektood behind the detainee. The detainee was
standing slightly hunched over, with his hands shackled. He wore a surgical mask over his face and had a
hood over his head. The hood would have been either a burlap sack or a plastic sandbag...had grabbed
the hood material at the back of the detainees had and twisted it around his fist. This pulled the material
very tightly over the detainee's face. I had the impression thatallkwas actually holding the detainee
upright by pulling on the hood, that the detainee was tired and trying to slouch over. The detainee's shirt
was very wet with a large wet spot that extended down from his chin. There was a large puddle of water on
the floor (at least 2 feet in diameter) and at least two empty, 1.5-liter, water bottles were lying on the
ground. I immediately ordered
4o let go of the hood. I was furious at this point because I had seen
Illipighten the hood of another detainee the week before. On this prior occasion, I also had to tell him to
stop. In both instances, the interrogation had already ended. This behavior seemed to be completely
gratuitous and unrelated to intelligence collection. In both instances, the tight hood over a surgical mask
made me think that it would- be very difficult for me to breath if
I- were the detainee. I reported the first
instance to SSAmp,
(NFl) the NCOIC of the facility (who was also/Wperior)41111110old me
that he would address the issue and I believe that
'ssued guidelines after the first instance, stating that
interrogators should not touch detainees. I asked
hat had happened with the water, probably saying,
"What the hell happened with that water?'
in a very flippant, callous and sarcastic fashion,
"Well, we had him do a lot of PT and we had to make sure he
stayed hydrated" or words to that effect. It
sounded like a lie to me. I suspected, seeing the whole scene, thatalMor
the other interrogator had poured
water into the detainee's mouth. Simple hydration did not explain why so much of the water ended up' on
the floor and on the detainee. The wet spot on his shirt had obviously come from the detainee's mouth. It
was not sweat. I do not remember exactly how I phrased my next question, but I
asked vhether the
detainee had held the bottle himself or whether
had poured the water. 11111.eplied, again callously and
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arcastically. He said something like "He was too tired to lift his arms" or "He couldn't do it himself."
statement made it clear to me that
or the other interrogator had his hands on the bottle when the water went
into the detainee's mouth. I stayed with the detainee until the MPs arrived to escort the detainee downstairs.
I was outraged by the whole scene and I remember being so mad that I had trouble speaking. The next morning,
before the 9AM meeting. I told
what I had seen the night before and how mad I was. I do not remember
whether I learned of the detainee's death before or after this conversation. When I heard of his death, I
suspected that the rough treatment may have been a factor. I felt more strongly about this when I heard that the
detainee had died of a pulmonary embolism. I rotated out of Bagram, as scheduled, on or about 21 December,
2002.
and the BCP OIC
ere both extremely ethical and conscientious and always
insisted that their soldiers follow all applicable laws and rules. I never heard anyone ever advocate this kind of
behavior. These two instances are the only times I ever saw anyone at the BCP treat a detainee roughly. At
some point, alliphad ordered that all even remotely questionable treatments (stress positions, etc.) stop.Aillp
had tried to get policy clarification from JAG and the higher command at Bagram on acceptable use of stress
positions. The leadership'(not the BCP leadership) was too cowardly to commit to a policy in writing and
basically said, "When you've gone too far, we'll know what it looks like." Frustrated by this,11111PDrdered that
no techniques should be used that might possibly be borderline. As further evidence of the high ethics of the
BCP leadership, I believe thatmmediate supervisor, named
had been suspended from
interrogations at the time because a detainee had claimed that she had struck him. Detainees made a lot of false
statements and taking action on what was probably yet another false statement shows that the leadership went to
great lengths to protect the detainees. I expected to be contacted at some point by investigators in this case- I
was living a few doors down from the interrogation room and I had been one of the last to see this detainee
alive. I work for a sensitive intelligence program. Perhaps some of the 519 th MI BN personnel felt
uncomfortable mentioning my name to investigators. I am not sure why I have not been contacted. After
discussing this incident with my boss, he made arrangements for me to speak with CID here in Stuttgart.
Q. Can you provide the exact unit of assignment for
A. Its either A or B company of the 519 th Military Intelligence Battalion.
Q. Do you know
null name?
A. No, because we operated on a first name basis inside the camp. No one wore nametapes on their uniforms.
Q. Do you know if personnel in the BCP used pseudonyms for identification?
A. Some units did, but n•t the 519 th . They used real names.
Q. Can you describe
A. He is a
aM
hat only covere s the underside-of his chin and his -neck. No mustache. I betiev-e e wore e wore
wit
/
Q. Did an investigation take place concerning the death of this detainee?
A. I believe so; I just know that from newspaper articles.
Q. Can you provide a name or other identification for the detainee?
A. No.
Q. Can you describe the detainee?
A, I think he was 5'8", thin build, and looked to be in his mid to late thirties but was much younger. Dark skin
with little or no facial hair.
Q. When you observed
holding the detainee by the hood, did you observe the detainee exhibiting any signs
of distress?
A. The detainee looked tired and hunched over to the front. It looked as if Was holding him up by the
hood.
Q. Did the detainee seem to be out of breath or show any other signs of respiratory distress?
A. He seemed to be physically exhausted. I think that is why he was breathing hard.
Q. Where was the interview room located at the BCP?
A. It was located on the second floor of the BCP building, three or four rooms down from the interrogation
Headquarters office.
Q. Can you describe the room?
A. It had cement floors and walls, about 15' high ceiling. About 20 feet wide by 20 feet long..",
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TATEMENT (Continued)

Was there any furniture in the room?
A. A wooden table and plastic chairs. I do not remember how many.
Q. Do you have anything else to add to this statement?
A. No.
///END OF STATEMENT///0

AFFIDAVIT

I

fIREMIIIIIIIPHAVE READ OR HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON

PAGE__3 . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE
INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATEMENT_I HAVE.MADE THIS
STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OR BENEFIT,OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION,
UNLAWFUL INFULENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

WITNESSES:
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by Law to
administer oaths, this day of Aug,

at Buildin
AE 09107
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 UCMJ
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority to Administer Oaths)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 1954

ROI NUMBER

0134-02- C 1 D369- 23533/0137-02-C1D369-23534

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
DETAILS

At 1500 hrs, 30 Aug 04, SA IMIFFmet with COL
Deputy Commander, HQ,
USACIDC, 6010 Sixth Street, raft Belvoir, VA 22060 -td -f
him on the case status. During the
briefing the subject of re-interviewing u- canillawas discussed.
*nitial interview left
questions (due to conflicts between his statements and those of CO
and MA.1
MEM. about which of the attorneys was the Trial Counsel for the initial CID investigation. The
issue, however, is not germane to the investigation of the deaths and might have been the result of
confusion between the officers. The decision was reached to refer the matter (through LT(."
Staff Judge Advocate, HQ, USACIDC) to professional responsibility/ethics personnel within
the
of The Judge Advocate General (OTJAG) as it was not related to the investigative focus the detainees deaths. As such no further interviews of LTC
re anticipated by CID.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ENTRY///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

SA

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

31 Aug 2004
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER

0134-02-CID369-23533 / 0137-02-C1D369-23534

CID Regulation 195-1

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE
DETAILS

MI"

About 1010, 17 Sep 04, SA ONIMPinterviewed SFC
Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment (HHD) 503
ary Police (M
attalion
(Abn), Fort Bragg, NC 28310.
provided a sworn state
t detaining her
knowledge of operations within the Bagrarn Collection Point (BCP).
_
stated as
he Non Commissioned Officer in Charge (NCO1C) of detainee
Operations for the Combined Joint
ask Force (CJTF)-180 Provost Marshal Office (PMO), she would routinely visit the BCP and was
present during the in-processing of new detainees to the facility. During one of her visits,
observed detainees being processed into the facility restrained in handcuffs while inside a
emporary holding cell. She continued on her visit and observed a detainee in an isolation cell
restrained with his hands fastened to the bars of the window in the door of the cell. Due to the
h sical stature of the detainee, his hands were restrained above the level of his head. M.
reported her findings to the BCP MP Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) and also to her chain
of command. During a subse uent visit, she observed similar circumstances and again reported the
incidents. stated following the second re ort, the ractice of handcuffing
detainees within holding cells appeared to have been stopped.
denied
knowledge of any detainees being assaulted while held within the BCP. (See Statement for details)
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// LAST ENTRY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION
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111111111.

imp

want to make the following
statement under oath:
Q: Describe your Military career?
A: I came in the Army during September 1984 as a MP. I
attended basic training and Advanced Individual Training (AIT)
at Fort McClellan, AL. Upon completion of my basic and AIT
training; I. was assigned to Camp King Obersual, GM. 'I was
assigned to the MP Company and preformed railway security. I
left Camp King in 1987 and was assigned to the 21 st MP Company,
Fort Bragg, NC. I was a squad leader in a combat MP unit. I.
was deployed to Panama during.1988 with the 21 5t MP Company,
where we conducted road patrol security. I was also deployed to
Fort Lee, VA due to a shortage of MP's and performed road patrol
duties. During 1990 I was transferred to the US Army Garrison
(USAG) MP Company where I worked as the NCOIC for confinement
and I also was the NCOIC for Absent Without Leave (AWOL)
apprehension. During 1992 I was stationed in Kaiserslautern,
GM, where I was the NCOIC. of US Customs. I had oversight of 5
MP field offices responsible for Customs within Germany. During
1996, I returned to Fort Bragg and was assigned to the USAG MP
Company, where -I was- assigned as the- NCOIC for-Traffic AccidentInvestigation. During September 2000, I was stationed in the 8th
MP Brigade, Yongsan, Korea, where I served as the Brigade S-3.
I was responsible for the schools and training as well as
compiling the brigade commanders staff call slides. I returned
to Fort Bragg, NC, on 11 September 2001, where I was stationed
with HHD, 503' d MP battalion, where I was the NCOIC for Physical
Security under the Battalion S-2. During Aug 2002, I deployed
to Bagram ; Afghanistan where I was assigned to the Combined
Joint Task Force-180 (CJTF-180). While I was assigned to the
CJTF7180, I worked within the Provost Marshal Office (PMO) as
the NCOIC for detainee operations within the Afghanistan Theater
of operations.
Q: Describe the military schooling you have been provided
related to MP.' duties and responsibilities?
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101iii
- - 't I have

attended schooling related to traffid Accident
investigation. I was also the Nuclear Biological and Chemical
(NBC) NCO for my company, so I attended the NBC course. I
attended all of the professional development courses within the
Army enlisted schools, which included Primary Leadership
Development Course (PLDC), Basic NCO Course (BNCOC) and Advanced
NCO Course (ANOC). :I have been through civilian law enforcement
courses which included pressure point techniques, unarmed self
defense, how to apply pepper spray, Intoxilozer 5000, so I could
administer sobriety testing. I have attended training for US
Customs and Agriculture. I also attended courses related to
Physical Security and the _Force Protection Course Levels I and
II. T also attended the Army course for Equal Opportunity as
well as the Army Retention course.

Q: During your career as an MP, did you receive any training
related to detainee operations?

A: Yes, while I was assigned to the 21 st MP CoMpany, Fort Bragg,
NC, we would conduct field exercises related to detainee
operations. During these exercises a company of MP's would be
selected to go to the field to act as the Opposing Forces
(OPFOR). About a week later, elements of the MP Battalion would
go to the field and conduct exercises to locate and secure the
OPFOR soldiers. Once the OPFOR were captured, the MP's would
escort them to the tent city. The battalion would construct a
mock detainee facility. The facility would include tents used
for searching prisoners, segregation of prisoners, processing of
prisoners, issuance of clothing, medical and detention
operations. During the:field exercise, the 142's would be
.critiqued by M2 Brigade observers, who would evaluate the 4•Battalion on each phase of the exercise, to include securing,
safeguarding, and segregation of the OPFOR forces.
There were occasions when we would conduct similar training
in an urban environment. The exercise was conducted with the
same parameters.
During both BNCOC and ANCOC, we received classroom
instruction related to detainee operations, which addresses the
rights of the detainees and how they should be treated. The
course addtessed the Geneva Conventions,.the Laws of War and
rules of engagement for dealing with detainees.
While I was serving as the NCOIC for confinement operations
with the USAG MP Company, we were responsible for identification
and shipment of prisoners who had to be moved to Fort
Leavenworth, KS. There was a NCO on my staff who was school
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111-aimed as a 95C, Confinement Specialist. Although I did not
attended formal training with the Army Confinement School, I
received training from the NCO related to .conducting confinement
operations. I was also responsible for a block of cells within
the Cumberland County (NC) Sheriffs Office cells, were I
'conducted a daily head count and check of all military personnel
confined within the facility.
Throughout my career as a MP, I would apprehend and
transport suspects of criminal activity to include searching,
securing and vehicle as well as walking escort of the
individuals to the MP station, where they would be held within_
the confinement cells.
Q: While you were deployed to Panama with the 21 st MP Company,
were you involved with any detainee operations?

A: No. We were there for law enforcement. We worked side by
side with the Panamanian Defense Forces (PDF).
Q: Were you involved with detainee or prisoner operations
during any other deployments, prior to Afghanistan?

A: No.
Q: What dates were you deployed to Afghanistan?

A: I was deployed to Afghanistan between 1 August 2002 and a
date just before Valentines Day, February 2003. I cannot recall
the exact day I returned from the deployment.
Q: During your deployment to Afghanistan, describe your primary
duties and responsibilities?

A: I was assigned to the Combined Joint Task Force-180 (CJTF180), and worked within the Provost Marshal Office (PMO) as the
WMICfor detainee operations within-the-Afghanistan-Theater of
operations.
Q: Who else was assigned to the CJTF-180 PMO office that had
involvement with the detainees or the BCP operations?

A: MAJ IMMOONO/was the PMO initially and was replaced by MAJ
. MSG INIIIIIIMMINIVas working the detainee operation
mission that I was later assigned. He worked with MSG"...
who worked with MSG IMMEIMMIll, CPT 1111111.11111/111/111/11.
worked detainee operations Officer-in-charge (OIC) along with
CPT 1111111111111. who also drafted the Bagram SOP. CPT 41111111p
IIIIIMPwas brought to the PMO along with CPT 1111111/1/1111. came in
to take over our detainee operations mission.
Q: Do you know the current location or assignment of MSG

1111111111.11110
A: He is the 1SG for the 108 th MP Company, Fort Bragg, NC.
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.:;-- Do you know the current location or assignment of MSG
A: I do not know. MSG 411111111Ipwould know where he was at
currently.
Q Do you know the current location or assignment of CPT

111010111011110

A: I know she attended the Captains career course, Fort
Leonardwood, MO.
Do you know the current location or assignment of CPT

111111.

1111P
•
A: She attended the Captains career course at Fort Leonardwood,
MO,
Q: During your deployment to Bagram, Afghanistan, as the NCOIC
for Theater Detainee Operations, what were your
responsibilities?
A: I was responsible for reporting to the PMO cell of the
Coalition Forces Land Component Command (CFLCC), Camp Doha,
Kuwait, statistical data related to the detainee collections
points within Afghanistan. I would report the number of
detainees the movement of detainees. within the theater of
operations frOm the collection points at Kandahar and Bagram
Afghanistan, the repatriation of detainees and movement. of them
to the respective areas where they were being repatriated,
movements from both Kandahar and Bagram'collection points to the
US run detention facility at GuantanaMo Bay (GITMO), Cuba. I
worked 12-hour shifts and during those shifts, I was responsible
to conduct at least two physical checks of the Bagram Collection
pol-nt--(BCP),-- 1-cLct-conduct daily checks of the Kandahar
IIIIIIIMEM who.
ColectinP(KC),butmyspervio,MAJ
Was the CJTF-180 PM would conduct a physical visit of the KCP,
who was the first PM I'
That was different from MAJ
worked for in Afghanistan. He did not conduct any physical
visits to the KCP. I was always present at the reception and
discharge of detainees at the BCP. I was responsible for making
the security 'and movement coordination related to repatriation
of detainees as well as the aircraft movements. I also made
similar arrangements for the movement of detainees from
Afghanistan to GITMO. I assisted in drafting portions of a new
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).
Q: Describe the in processing procedure that you observed
related to the receipt of new detainees at the BCP?
A: I would go over to the BCP when new detainees arrived.
There we e ti es when I would accompany the MP's when they
Page 4 of
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0!!!!!orted the detainees to the BCP. Sometimes the detainee
would have plastic flexi cuffs on, which would be removed and
handcuffs placed on the detainees. The detainees were brought
into the front of the facility. The detainees would be placed
into the holding cage during the processing procedure. The
detainees would be brought out of the holding cell individually
and escorted by MP's to the processing room. The detainee would
provide personal vital statistical information or we would have
to wait for an MI interpreter to assist us in completing the
paperwork in the morning. The paperwork was completed, which
included the processing by the CID Agents assigned to the
Criminal Investigative Task Force (CITF). The medical
examination of the detainee would be completed and he would be
issued his BCP clothing. He would also be instructed on the .
rules of the facility. If the detainee would be sick, they were
segregated for health reasons. I only saw the use of MP
canines. This was usually done when there was a large group of
detainees brought to the facility. I was told the use of the
canines was to keep the detainees confused and to ensure the
detainees would remain calm and not try to cause a problem
during the in processing. It was used as a deterrent. The MP
canine would normally be placed in an office adjacent to the
area where the detainees were being processed and had no direct
access to the detainees. The canine handler would make the
canine bark and keep the canine on a short leash. The detainees
were scared of the canine. After_ a short peribd of time, the
canine would leave, once the atmosphere within the BCP was that
the detainees were under control,:and then the canine handler
would depart
Q: During the in processing, did you observe the MP yelling
instructions at the detainees related to the rules of the
facility and the expectations of the detainees while in under US
control?
.A: No I did not.
Q: Did you ever observe any MP's carry or utilize sticks or
riot batons during any portion of the in processing of
detainees?
A: No.
Q: Who would decide when and have the authority to employ the
use of the MP canine during the in processing of detainees?
A: I was instructed by MAJAMIlllhon one occasion to
coordinate with the MP canine and have them report to the
facility fo : eprocessing of a large number of detainees. I
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WOuld say the CJTF-180 PM or the Bagram Installation PM would
have the authority.
.Q: While you observed the in processing of detainees, did you
observe any detainees who struck or assaulted in any way MP or
BCP personnel?'
A: No.
Q: While you observed the in processing of detainees, did you
observe any MP, MI or other BCP personnel strike or assault any
detainee?
A: No. MI very rarely came .around when it was in processing
time. They would wait 'until the initial process was completed
before they completed, their mission.
Q: What MP Companies operated the BCP during your tour of duty
•
•
in Afghanistan?
A: When I first arrived, the 211 th MP Company was running the
BCP facility. They were replaced by the 377 th MP Company, who
was in charge of the BCP operation throughout the remainder of
••,
my tour.
Q: Did you perceive any difficulty with the transition of the
BCP operations from the 211th MP Company to the 377 th MP Company?
A: No, it happened so fast. All the equipment and unit
property was packed. The 211 th was only waiting to provide a
quick briefing to the 377 th MP Company and the - battle handoff was
complete.
Q: When you first arrived in Afghanistan, did the 211 t1I MP
Company or the CJTF-180 have an established SOP related to
detainee operations and operating the BCP?
A: No. The SOP was being developed. The instruction was to
conduct business based on the existing doctrine of the Military
Police.
Q: In what publications is the doctrine of the MP maintained
related to detainee operations? .
/9-4A: I do not remember. é
Q: When the 377th MP Company arrived in Afghanistan, did they
establish or discuss with you any internal or external SOP
related to conducting operations within the BCP?
briefed them on a
MAJ
A: They had to be briefed.
Commanders level. I went to the facility and talked with the
NCOIC's within the facility. There were areas where the MP's
were uncertain of and we discussed those areas. The Company
Commander was not much in control and did not pay much attention
to daily activities and how things were being done. Neither was
the unit 1SG. The Commander and 1SG were often not even present
Page 6
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in the facility throughout the day. The unit had several
members who had confinement experience as civilians. The NCO's
within the unit took on the responsibility to run the facility.
There were several Lieutenants who took interest and worked with
the NCO's to run the daily operations within the facility. When
MAJ
eplaced MAJ
he also briefed the 377 th MP
Company Commander, CPT
Q: What areas were the 377 MP's unsure of related to
conducting their mission within the BCP?
A: The assignment of numbers to the detainees. They had never
been involved in this type of operation before. Issues of
health related to the availability of medical assistance for the
detainees. During the day the medic was present within the
facility or would make several visits throughout the day. At
night, it was difficult to reach the medics. When we were
receiving personnel at the facility, often times it was
difficult to reach a medic. Prior to the deaths, it was decided
that a medic would be assigned to the BCP during the evenings
and be available for any medical concerns.
Q: Did anyone within the 377 th MP Company express any concerns
about the unit not being adequately trained to conduct the
mission within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did the CJTF-180 PM ever receive any indication or reports
that addressed the evaluation of training readiness of the 377 th
MPCompanywhiletcompdheirqu p-deloymnt
training at Fort Dix, NJ?
aa- I- know of. I- recall they were a little late - tri--Viri-g
in Afghanistan.
Q: Did the CJTF-180 PM monitor the training readiness status of
MP units identified to perform the detainee operation mission
within the BCP?
A: The only part of the detainee mission that they observed was
when they conducted the GITMO movement of detainees. The CJTF180 would attend the rehearsals repeatedly until the PMO was
satisfied. The 377 th did not conduct any training when they were
in Afghanistan.
Q: Who was responsible for drafting the SOP at Bagram, which
related to the operation of the BCP?
A: CPT Ilftwas overall responsible with the assistance of CPT
and myself.
Do ou know the current location or assignment of CPT
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N
e is going to college full time. After the completion of
ill
the deployment, he left active duty and then went to the US Army
reserve.
Q Do you know the current location or assignment of CPT
VOOMMOMMOMMUMMOW
A: She is in the US Army reserves and she is a 111111. I
believe intim
Q: Was a SOP officially reviewed and approved related to
operations within the BCP during your tour in Afghanistan?
A: No. I left and CPT MOMMIwas still working on the document.
Q: Was there interim guidance provided to the 377 th MP Company
or any other- elements within the BCP related to the conduct of
operations, pending the completion of the SOP?
A: When I started seeing things go wrong, especially if I saw
things more than one time, I would make MAJOINNIMaware of what
I saw. He would talk with CPT 111111111, the MP Company
Commander. He always backed up everything he did with e-mails
to document what he had told the MP Commander,
Q: what things did you see "going wrong" that you reported to
MAJ IIIIIINMPrelated to the 377 th and the operations within the
BCP?
A: The only thing that I really reported to MAJ
was that
during one of my visits to the BCP to observe the in processing
of new detainees, I observed the Persons Under Control (PUC) or
detainees were being chained to the cages. I know that they
were cuffed and leg ironed for transport. Once they had been
in-processed and examined by the medics, there was no need to
chain - them, - since-theyhad- been searched and- clared-ffiedically
Unless they were being combative, there was no reason to chain
them. On the first floor of the facility, there was a wire mesh
cage to the left of the medical office. This cage was used for
temporary holding of detainees during the initial processing.
If no detainees were being processed into the facility, no one
would be held in the cage. There were a number of detainees
inside the cage, I cannot recall the exact number, maybe seven
(7). They were all secured the same way. They all had
handcuffs on their wrists. I do not recall if they had leg
shackles or not. Some of the detainees were secured to the side
of the mesh cage with their handcuffs; I cannot recall exactly
how they were fastened. When I asked the MP on duty why they
were secured in that manner and handcuffed to the cell, the MP
could not provide a reason. There was also a detainee who was
wearing a cotton type surgical mask due to him possibly having
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1111111R

losis. He was the only detainee that was not handcuffed
within the cell. The detainee began coughing strongly and
appeared to vomit in the mask. I directed the MP on duty to
remove the detainee from the cell and have him cleaned up. I
know the detainee was removed from the cell, but I do not know
what was done with the individual. I spoke with the Sergeant of
the Gtard (SOG) and asked him if it was necessary to restrain
the detainees since they were not combative. He told he me
would handle the situation. I continued with my walk through of
the BCP and I went to the upstairs isolation cells. These were
small rooms abdut 6 foot by 8 foot constructed of plywood with
concrete floors. I observed a single detainee occupied one of
the cells. His handcuffs secured him to the bars on the window
of the door. His hands were held at a height slightly above his
head, as the detainee was not very tall. I asked the MP who was
monitoring the isolation cells why the detainee was restrained
and I was told that the detainee was irate and he had tried to
throw feces on the guards. I went back downstairs and I spoke
with the SOG and informed him of the detainee being restrained
by his handcuffs upstairs in the isolation cell. The SOG said
he would handle it and take the detainees out of the handcuffs.
I left the BCP and returned to my office. When I returned to my
office I discussed what I had seen with MAJ - He asked if
I had handled the situation and I told him that I had and what I
had done.
A day or two later I-was conducting my-routine walkthrough
of the BCP and I observed the same situation. There were a few
-detanees-being in processed to -the -facility. I dip-served a few
of the detainees inside the holding cage with handcuffs. I
continued on with my walk through of the facility. When I got
to the second floor, I went to the isolation cells and I
observed the same detainee being held in one of the isolation
cells towards the front of the area. He was still being
restrained with his hands cuffed around the metal bars in the
window of the isolation cell. I became angry because I had told
the MP's to stop restraining people with handcuffs inside the'
cells. I left the facility and I reported what I had seen to
MAJ 11111111111 I dO not know what MAJ 11411,did, but whatever he
did, the practice of handcuffing detalhee8 within the cells
appeared -to have stopped.
Q: When you made these observations of the detainees being
restrained within the cells using handcuffs, was this before or
after the death, of the two detainees?
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4111Pliiiii
. Before.
Q: Did you observe any detainees restrained in a standing
position or restrained to a fixed object after this incident?
A: Not after the second incident. I guess MAJ
did his

job

Q: During interviews with personnel from the 377 th MP Company,
they identified the use of logbooks to document incidents
related to the detainees.
During your walk through of the BCP,
did you document any incidents or concerns related to the
observations you made of the detainees in these log books?

A: No, not in their logbooks. I never touched their logbooks.
The MP's maintained the logbooks. I would always tell them to
document my visit within the logbook.
Q: Do you know what happened to the logbooks created by the
377 th MP Company? .

A: No clue.

Q: Did the 377 th MP Company provide the CJTF-180 PMO with a copy
of the logbook entries or an electronic version of the logbooks?

A: No.
Q: Were you aware that the 377 th MP Company was purported to
maintain an electronic version of the logbooks documented by the
MP guard force?

A: No.
Q: Did the CJTF-180 PMO staff ever review the entries within
the logbooks of the 377 th MP Company?

A: No. That was not our responsibility. That was the
responsibility of CPT alIllnlhas the commander. Every day he
vas-supposed to -review the -logbooks. At the shift change, the
SOG who was coming on shift was supposed to review the logbooks.
Q: Did you ever review any of the entries within the logbooks
of the 377 th MP Company during any of your visits to the BCP?

A: No. I watched them log me into the facility when I arrived.
Q: Are you aware of any documentation in the 377 th MP Company
logbooks, which identified incidents where the MP's used force
or struck any detainees?

A: No.
Q: Would incidents in which the 377 t11 MP Company MP's used
physical force or struck a detainee require them to notify the
CJTF-180 PMO?

A: Any incident or any time that they were involved in any sort
of a tussle with anyone. They6FiEa informed us when they had SI,
to move someone to isolation, although they never told us.
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Where is it documented that the 377 th MP Company was supposed
to report incidents related to the detainees was to be reported
to the CJTF-180 FMO?
A: That was in the old doctrine. The MP Commander had been
briefed that we were to be informed of all the incidents related
to the detainees.
Q: Do you recall notification of an altercation involving the
MP guard force and a detainee who was restrained in a standing
position in one of the air locks leading to a main cell? The
detainee had allegedly twisted his cuffs and an MP entered the
air lock to assist the detainee. The detainee became combative
and reportedly resisted the MP and began fighting and kicking.
The MP's removed the detainee from the cell, during which the MP
guard force reportedly struck the detainee several times before
being subdued. The detainee was then taken to an isolation cell
within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: What was the purpose of your walk through visits of the BCP?
A: To ensure that the detainees were OK. To ensure that they
indeed were present. For the health and welfare of the
detainees.
Q: What input did you provide to the draft of the Bagram BCP
SOP?
A: I did not actually sit down and draft anything. We all sat
down within the CJTF-180 PMO and bring the published doctrine
related to handling of Enemy Prisoners of War (EPW). We had to
update the documents because the detainees were identified as
Persons_ Under Control (EUC) who were treated_differentlythan_
tP16's. The last I heard before I re-deployed to the United
States after my tour was completed was that CPT 1111pwas going
to complete the drafting of the SOP.
Q: Did you receive specific instructions related to assisting
in the drafting of the Bagram BCP SOP?
A: I was just told to give my input based on my knowledge and
experience.
Q: What instruction, if any, are you aware of was provided to
for creating of the Bagram BCP SOP?
CPT
A: I know he was given in depth and specific instruction and
the creation of the SOP was his job. MAJ 101111111and MAJ./NM
provided the instruction. The SOP project had been ongoing
since before we had deployed to Afghanistan. MSG 1111111111Was
the individual who had begun drafting the document prior to CPT
=IP takin over the project.
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Q: Prior to your deployment to Afghanistan, did you receive any
training to the use of force as it applied to detainees?
A: No.
Q: Upon arrival within the Afghanistan Theater of Operations,
did you receive any training related to the rules of force
related to detainees within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Do you know of any training provided to the 377 th MP Company
within the Afghanistan Theater of Operations related to BCP
operations?
211th MP Company completed the
A: I am not aware of any. The
battle handoff, which would have been a training period for a
,few weeks prior to the 211 th MP Company departing theater.
Q: Do you know, of any training provided to the 377 th MP Company
within the Afghanistan Theater of Operations related to the use
of force related to detainees at the BCP?
A: I do not know, I was not part of the training between the
211 th MP Company and the 377 th MP Company.
Q: Was anyone within, the CJTF-180 PMO specifically responsible
for oversight of the BCP operations?
A: Ultimately it would have to the PMO. We had not structured
the PMO to address this below the PM0 level. We left the
company level operations up to the 377 th MP Company to handle.
Q: What if any training did the 377 th MP Company have related to
conducting detainee operations, specifically operating the BCP?
A: Just the battle handoff, that is all I know of.
,

hat_if_any modifications were made to the BCP operations
after the death of the two detainees?
A: There was a medic assigned to be present at the BCP at all
times. During the day a doctor was present with the medic. At
night the medic would stay at the BCP.
,

Did you have specific responsibilities related to the BCP?
A: No.
Q: How often did you visit the BCP?
A: At least twice on my shift daily. The entire deployment, I
think that I may have had 2-3 days off. So I was at the BCP
daily.
Q: Were your visits to the BCP announced or unannounced?
A: Sometimes I would call and let them know I was coming
because it was dark during my shift at night and I was walking
alone. Other times I would arrive at the BCP unannounced.
Page 12 of
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STATEMENT OF SFC
TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
-(Y, DATED 17 September 2004, CONTINUED:•
Q:

What areas did you visit?
A: I visited the bottom floor and the top floors. I would only
go to the areas of the facility where I knew detainees were
preSent. I would not go into some of the personal office and
rooms within the BCP becatse I had no need to do so.
Q: Did you observe the Isolation Cell areas?
A: Yes, I actually walked through.
Q: Did yoU observe any detainees within the Isolation Cells?
If so, were they restrained?
A: Yes. I saw one detainee restrained on two occasions, which
I have described previously within this statement. The other
detainees I obserVed within the isolation cells were not
restrained.
Q: . Were you ever restricted by the MP's from visiting the
isolation cell areas during your visits?
A: No.
Q: When you observed the isolation cells, did you ever observe
shackles or chains secured to the ceiling, walls or door of the
isolation cell?
A: No. I did observe the one detainee whom-I described earlier
in the - statement with his hands handcuffed around the bars in
the window of the isolation cell.
Q: What time of day would you visit the BCP and observe the
isolation cell area?
A: I worked the night-shift, which was between 1700-0500 daily.
About 3-4 hors into my shift and again 3-4 hours prior: to the
end of my shift-7'- The visits would be before and after midnight
-rte speOtively.
Q: -Did you oberve anyone chained in a standing position
anywhere within the BCP?
A: Yes. I observed detainees in the cage on the main floor
during the processing. I also observed the detainee with his
hand secured to.the bars of the isolation door with handcuffs.
I have described both of these incidents in detail previously
within this statement.
Q: Were you aware of the placement of Hesco barriers as a
ceiling in the Isolation Cells?
A. No, I was not aware there was a mesh ceiling within the
isolation cells.
Q: Were you aware detainees were chained to the Hesco barrier
ceiling as punishment and to achieve sleep deprivation?
•
A: No.
Q: Did you observe any interrogations inside the BCP?
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STATEMENT OF SFC411.111111.111111Mill TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
NC 28 10, DATED 17 September 2004, CONTINUED:
: - No. If interrogations were going on, there was always AV° Al
inside the room when I saw them.
Q: Did anyone express to you any issues with policies,
procedures and practices being employed inside the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any indication there may have been a problem
with the treatment of detainees within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did you give any guidance to MI or MPs about the operations
within the BCP?
A: Yes. MP's I would tell them not to secure detainees within
the cells in handcuffs, providing the detainees showers and
taking the detainees to the bathroom more often. I did not give
any direction, to the MI personnel.
Q: Did CPT
377 th MP Company Commander, ever
ask you any questions about the operations within the BCP?
A: No. He did not believe in talking to anyone unless he
believed you were important.
Q: Did 1SG sow 377 th MPCompany 1SG, ever ask you any
questions about the operations within the BCP?
A: No
Q: Did any other members of the 377 th MPCompany ask you any
questions about the operations within the BCP?
A: They would not ask me questions. We would talk during my
visits and they took guidance on the spot for any corrections I
made during my visits.
Q: Did CPT
A Co, 519 th MI Bn, ever ask you any
-questions—about—the operations-within- the—BCP?-/
A: No.
Q: Did you have any interaction with any members of the 519 th MI
unit within the BCP related to interrogations or operations
within the BCP?
A: They started getting into a habit of telling the MP's of
what they could and could not do. I did get in an argument with
the MI 1SG, who I cannot recall_ name at this time. I told
that the MP's did not belong to MI. The MI 1SG started
acting as if the MP's belonged to IIMpersonally, and the MP's
came to me and told me. I think this may have been caused
because the MP 1SG was not present within the facility and his
own soldiers did not talk with the 1SG. I took care of it by
informing the MI ISG that the MP's did not belong to
and if
111119wanted to do anything with the mPrslIllineeded to use the
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STATEMENT OF SFC
TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
NC 28 10, DATED 17 September 2004, CONTINUED:
377 'NP Company Chain of Command or come through us at the CJTF180 PMO.
Q: Describe the relationship between the 377 t11 MP Company and
Company A, 519th MI within the BCP?
A: When the 211 th MP Company was at the BCP, there were never
any issues 'elated to the relationship. When the 377 th MP
Company took over the BCP operations the relationship was good
for a while. It was explained to me that the MI 1SG was trying
to tell the MP's what to do down at the BCP, thataftras in
essence trying to run the BCP. That was when I called and spoke
with the ISG and informed Am that Ldid not run the BCP. I
informed INNIthat11111.was not in charge of the BCP operation and
that 11010was only in .,charge of the MI portion of the BCP. If
IIIIPwanted to task the MP's with any missions or guidance MOW
would have to go through the 377 th Chain of. Command or come to
the CJTF-180 PMO. When the MI and MP are located in the same
area, it seems that there is confusion as to who is in charge.
Q: Did you perceive any indication that the MP were taking
direction from the MI regarding the handling of detainees within
the BCP?

A: Other than the MP complaining to me and telling me that MI
was trying to tell them what to do within the facility. I would
never have known. They did not go into any specifics as to what
MI was directing them to do. They asked me to intervene and
tell MI that the MP did not belong to them.
Q: Did you inform MAJ 1111.10of the request by the MP for
intervention and your conversation with the MI 1SG related to MP
operations within-the BCP?- A: I do not know if I told him or not. Many things, especially
if it was within the NCO chain of command, I would try to handle
on my own and not bother MAJ
Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being used on
detainees in the BCP?
A: No
Q: Who authorized the use of sleep deprivation within the BCP?
A: I would have no clue who would do that. The only ones I
would think could authorize that would be maybe MI.
Q: Did you discuss the use of sleep deprivation with anyone on
the CJTF-180 staff to include the legal advisors?
A: No.
Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being achieved by
chaining detainees to the ceiling for periods in excess of 24
hours?
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STATEMENT OF SFC
TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
N
0, DATED 17 September 2004, CONTINUED:
A: No.
Q: Were you aware that detainees were being struck for "noncompliance" while held within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Within your career and training as a MP, have you ever heard
the term "compliance blow"?
A:
I have never heard that one.
Q: Within your career and training as a MP, have you ever heard
the term "perennial strike"?
A: Yes. I heard the term used within the BCP. I walked up to
several soldiers who were MP's assigned to the 377 th MP Company.
They were talking and I heard them refer to a technique called a
perennial strike. Based upon their conversation, I learned that
this involved striking the thigh of an individual. They said if
you pop somebody on the thigh it would make them go down and
render the individual in extreme pain. I walked away and
dismissed the comment because I had never heard of it before. I
thought they were trying to boast with one another. They never
stated that they used the technique and I did not see them
strike anyone using the technique.
Q: Did you have any involvement or contact with detainee BT412,
whom CID has identified to you as Mr. HABIBULLAH?
A: Never one on one contact. I may have been present when he
was brought into the BCP.
Q: Did you have any involvement or contact with detainee BT421,
whom CID has identified to you as Mr. DILAWAR?
A: Never one on one contact. I may-have been present when he
-was-brought- into the Dap-Q: Did you ever observe anyone physically strike or assault Mr.
HABIBULLAH (BT412) while he was detained within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe anyone physically strike or assault Mr.
DILAWAR (BT421) while he was detained within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did you ever observe anyone physically strike or assault any
other detainee within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: How were you notified of the two deaths in December 2002?
A:
I was notified telephonically. Both of the deaths occurred
during my shifts.
Q: What was your reaction to the deaths of the detainees?
A: After the call, I notified the shift Captain and then I went
to the. BC
I have to think about the first death. I went to
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TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
STATEMENT OF SFC
Ng, 283.10, DATED 17 September 2004, CONTINUED:
bOth deaths and :I recall the second death more vividly, as a lot
of time has passed.
I was called by one of the NCOIC's of.the BCP. I was
informed the detainee was in an arrest and was having trouble
breathing. I immediately informed the Captain and went straight
to the BCP. The ambulance had not arrived yet. When I walked
in, the MP company medic and someone else was performing CPR.
They were downstairs in the medical office. The detainee was
lying on his back. I don't recall what the detainee was
wearing. The ambulance arrived and I went outside and blocked
the street off, so no other vehicles could get on the road. I
rode with one of the 377 th.NCO's and we followed the ambulance to
the hospital. I had some MP's meet me at the hospital and we
set up a guard rotation due to the detainee being in the
hospital. After the guards were in place, I went in and
observed while the doctors were attempting to revive the
detainee. When the doctor declared the detainee deceased, the
remains were moved to a room at the back of the hospital and a
guard was placed on the door. I did not call CID, I do not know
who did.
When I initially arrived at the BCP and observed the MP's
trying to revive the detainee with CPR, the MP's were giving me
details that the detainee was not eating and drinking and was
acting wild and died. That was the same information they had
provided to me related to the death of the first detainee. It
seemed strange to me that two people would die of such similar
circumstances.
What information came to light, that had not preViously been
known, after the two detainees died in December 2002?
A: None that I am aware of.
Qz Are you aware of any conversations or e-mail between MAJ
Commander, 377 th MP
NOMMOMI CJTF-180 PMO and CPT
Company, related to the practice of securing the handcuffs and
leg shackles of detainees to fixed objects in order to achieve
punishment or to keep the detainees awake?
A: All I know is when I told'MAJI ■1111that I had seen a
detainee restrained with his hands handcuffed to the bars of the
isolation cell door a second time at the BCP, he made a
telephone call and sent an e-mail. I do not know what was said
or to whom he was speaking nor did I see any e-mail.
Q: Were any orders issued to the 377 th MP Company related to the
practice of securing detainees to fixed objects?

MM.
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STATEMENT OF SFC
September 2004, CONTI UED: TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
111111111111111111111.11111111.
NC 2 ; 310, DATED 17
I know MAJ 411111Pplaced something in an e-mail in writing,
but I did not read it.
Q: When were these orders issued relative to when the deaths of
the two detainees occurred?

A: Before the deaths of the detainees.
Q: Based on your knowledge, experience and career as a MP, what
do you feel should be done for those individuals responsible for
the death of the two detainees?

A: If they are indeed responsible, they need to go to jail.
Anyone who was involved with the death of a detainee, although
we may not like the detained individual, we are bound by the
laws of war and if we break those laws, then we need to go to
jail.
Q: Were you present during a briefing attended by CPT
and 10071111110, during which MAJIIIMPinstructed CPT
to stop supporting MI with sleep deprivation?

A: No.
Q: During your. visits to the BCP, did you observe any
practices, which were contrary to existing Army policies and
guidance governing the treatment of detainees?

A,: Just the hygiene issues. Early on during the tour, the
smell from the detainees was an issue. They were being provided
three baths a week and I directed additional opportunities for
personal hygiene.
Q: During your tour as the NCOIC for Detainee Operations. within
Afghanistan, were any visits or assessment teams provided to
assist in the establishment or structuring of MP. operations
- within the BCP?

A: I do not recall meeting anyone during my tour wh6 came to do
an assessment or provide assistance related to MP operations
within the BCP.
Q: Did you coordinate with anyone or receive any guidance from
anyone at GITMO regarding the operation of the detainee
facility?

A: No, the only guidance I received from GITMO was in regard to
aircraft movement of detainees to GITMO from the theater of
operation.
Q: What was the purpose for you observing the in processing of
the new detainees at the BCE'?

A: I had to be there twice a night anyway, so I decided to go
when there was something to watch.
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STATEMENT OF SFC
TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
NC
0, DATED 17 September 2004, CONTINUED:
411411iiii
: Do you know if the use of riot batons or nightsticks was
authorized for the MP operating within the BCP? (If so, undar
what circumstances)
A: No. We never came upon a situation where we needed to
authorize the use of the batons or nightsticks.
Q: Were riot batons or nightsticks available to the MP within
the BCP?
A: They were present, but not inside the building. They were
stored in a secured container.
Q: Could MI direct the MP guard force to enforce specific
activity of a detainee such as sleep adjustment?
A: Yes. If the MP was weak and did not know what he was
supposed to do, then the MP would probably support the MI
request.
Q: Did anyone ever tell you they were responsible for the
deaths of the two detainees?
A: No.
Q: Absent a formal Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the
BCP, are you aware- of any internal documents used by either the
377th MPCompany or the 519 th MI related to BCP operations?
A: No
Q: Having been shown photographs of Mt. HABIBULLAH (BT-412) and
Mr. DILAWAR (BT-421), are either of these men involved in the
incident you describe in which you observed detainees within the
BCP in standing restraint?
A: Not as I can remember. I do however recall both individuals
because of their death.
-Q:---DidLanyone-ever -inform- you detainaes - were being reatkained in a standing position for the purpose of sleep deprivation - or
punishment?
A: No.
Q: Did MAJ....or MAJ
discuss concerns with you
related to MP operations within the BCP?
A: No. Most of the time when they were upset they dealt
directly with CPT 11111111' 377th MP Company.
Q: Is there anything you wish to add to this statement?
A: No

////////////////////////End of Statement////////////////////////
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STATEMENT OF SFC
TAKEN AT Fort Bragg,
NC 28310, DATED 17 September 2004, CONTINUED:

AFFIDAVIT
I,
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME
THIS STATEMENT WHICH BEG
N PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 20. I
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY
ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS
AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE
STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF
BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

---

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to -admilaister
oaths7 t isr lath day of—September 2004 at -Fort -Bragg;
---

Oath)
SA 111111111Mlb
(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
Article 136 (b) 4 UCMJ
(Authority to Administer Oath)
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT
CID Regulation 195-1

ROI NUMBER

0134-02-C1D369-23533 / 0137-02-CID369-23534

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE
DETAILS

About 1812, 24 Sep 04, SA 11111111f orwarded a Request For Assistance (RFA) to SA
Darmstadt Resident Agency, USACIDC, to conduct an interview of LTC
66th Military Intelligence Brigade, Darmstadt, GM, APO AE 09175,
regarding his knowledge of operations of the Military Police and MI units within the Bagram Collection
Point (BCP), Bagram, Afghanistan.
About 1330, 27 Sep 04, SA 11111111Pinterviewed LTC
ho •rovided a sworn
statement detailing his knowledge of operations within the BCP. LTC
tated he did not
have any operational oversight related to intelligence operations of the MI unit within the BCP. He
stated he was assigned to synchronize the operations and intelligence gathered from MI
interrogations and to serve as the Chairman of the Detainee Release Board. LTC
elated
he was aware of sleep deprivation and standing restraint being used within the BCP. He denied any
knowledge of detainees being assaulted within the BCP.
About 1400, 4 Oct 04, SA
eceived the Agent's Investigative Report (AIR) of SA
which detailed the results of the interview with LTC
(See AIR and Statement
of T
or details)
/////////////////////////// /////////////////////////////////////////// LAST ENTRY//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

TYPED AGENT'S NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION

HQ, USACIDC
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DATE

EXHIBIT

4 Oct 2004
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
US ARMY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION COMMAND
INVESTIGATIVE OPERATIONS
6010 - 6TH STREET
FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA 22060

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

CIOP-COP-p0
24 September 2004
MEMORANDUM FOR Special Agent-In-Charge, Darmstadt Resident Agency, 5
USACIDC, Unit 29500 Box 14, APO AE 09175-0014
th MP Battalion,
SUBJECT: CAT 1 Request for Assistance (

0134-02-

CID369-23533 / 0137-02-CID369-23534)
1. This is a Category 1 Request For Assistance (RFA). On 6 Aug 3, HQ,
assumed
investigative responsibility for the above referenced Reports of Inve0stigationUSACIDC
(ROI's) related
to
the death of two detainees within the Bagram Collecon
Point
(BCP),
Bagram
Air
Base,
ti
Afghanistan, during December 2002. Both of the deaths involved blunt force trauma and were
ruled "homicides" by the Office of the Armed Forces Medical Exam
time of both incidents, the BCP was being facilitated by members of ter (OAFME). During the
e 377
Military Police
(MP) Company, a US Army Reserve Unit, that had been ordered to active
dutyth and
mission to run the BCP. Members of Company A, 519
assigned the
th Military Intelligence (MI)Battalion,
Fort Bragg, NC, had also been deployed and were working within the BCP conduct
interrogations of the detained personnel for intelligence pUrposes. Investigation to date
'mag
determined the MP's used peroneal strikes to the thighs of the detainee es
a
compliance blows), to achieve compliance and as a form of punishment.s (als known as
of the MI unit directed courses of sleep deprivation, enforced by MP's, t Additionally, members
o assit ni obtaining
information from detained personnel, which was achieved by chaining detainees
to Detainees
the ceiling
with their feet on the floor in a standing position with their hands above their heads.
_were-also-forced-to-remainin "safety" positions tlrerr krieerdurifig fifteirOgations as well as
maintain physically difficult positions during interrogations as a method to extract intelligence
information.
2. The first detainee who died, BT 412, was identified as Mr. HABIBULLAH and arrived at
BCP on 30 Nov 02. Due to his combative nature, he was placed in an isolation cell within the the
BCP on 2 Dec 02. He reportedly was restrained in a standing position within the isolation ce
and had refused food and drink. He was found unresponsive by the MP's and provided medicll
assistance on 3 Dec 02, however, was pronounced dead on 4 Dec 02. The second detaineemedical
who
died, BT 421, was identified as Mr. DILAWAR and arrived at the
BCP on 5 Dec 02. Due toIris
combative nature, he was placed in an isolation cell within the BCP on 8 Dec 02. He
reportedlyis
wasretind gpostwihnelacdhrfuseoanik.H
was found unresponsive by the MP's and provided medical assistance, however, was pronounced
dead on 10 Dec 02. Autopsy determined both detainees suffered blunt force injuries to their
lower extremities, to include deep contusions with intramuscular
hemorrhage and necrosis.
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These injuries,
coupled with other physical and medical factors, were directly contributory to the
deaths
of the detainees.
3. LTC
formerly assigned to Headquarters, 18 th Abn
Corps, Fort Bragg, NC, was deplo ed and su ervised the Commander, Company A, 519
th MI
Bn, during this deployment. LT
(PCS), to the 66 th
proceeded on a Permanent Change of Station
MI Brigade, Darmstadt, GE, APO AE 09175, in accordance with PCS order
099-19. His reporting date was no later than 15 Jul 04.
4.

Request your office locate, fully identify and interview LTC
egardi
knowledge of activities related to the preparation for deployment deployment and
op ng his
within Afghanistan and the deaths of the two detainees. A list of specific questions operations
has been
provided as an enclosure to this RFA to assist you in developing the interview. Contact with
the
undersigned must be affected prior to beginning the interview. The undersigned will be
available at his office and the statement may be reviewed prior to closure and signature of LTC
The statement cannot be closed without review b the undersigned to ensure
all areas have been
sufficientl
The statement
questions provided are not all inclusive and each question or area discussed with
LTC
ii/1/11/8/0
should be addressed in its entirety.
5.
POC for this investigation is the undersigned at 703-806-0224 (DSN: 656), Cellular
Telephonel
por e-mail
belvoir.arm .mil .

Encl
1. PCS Order 099-19 of LTC
2. Statement questions
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DEPARTMENT OF TECE ARIVIV
HEADQUARTERS, XVIII .AIRBORNE CORPS AND FORT BRAGG
•
Fort Bragg, North Carolina 28310
ORDERS imp
11 February 2004
DV!
•
11.111111111111ftup
TH
LTC 1 8
HQ ABN CORPS (WALTICAA) FORT
BRAGG, NORTH C.AROLINA 28310

ri9 Ansu

You will proceed on permanent change of station as
Your port call will be provided separately.
shown. lbformation concerning
Assigned to: 66 TH
Military Intelligence Brigade (WBU7.AA) Darmstadt Germany AFO
. AE 09175
Reporting date: Not later than 15 July 2004
Additional Instructions: (a) WITHIN TWO (2) duty days
of receipt of these orders
yo.4 must do two (2) things: (1) REPORT to the Soldier Support
Center (SSC) (Bldg
4-2843, Nomandy Drive WING D) BETWEEN TI
-IE HOURS OF 1300-1530 Monday,
TuesddY, Thursday, or Friday (SSC IS CLOSED ALL
DAY WEDNESDAY FOR
SERGEANTS
TIME
TRAINING)
to
schedule
an
appointment
BREW
to clear Ft Bragg.
with you a copy of your leave form (DA Form 31), IDY Orders
(if applicable),
Feimissive Thy if applicable), and ANY personal appointments
that8T-1703
you are Knox
already.
commi,tted
t. (2) REPORT to the local Transportation Office, Bldg
Street,
with (25)
copies of your orders government expense.
to arrange the shipment of personal property at
(b)
(c) You will depart current installation on-or-about 15 June 2004.
You condition,
are responsible
reporting to next duty station/school in satisfactory
physical
able toforpass
the
AR 600-9.
A.PFT and meet the height/weight standards IAW
(d)
Portions of your PCS entitlements may be taxable. Consult a legal assistance
attorney
or Community
and Family Services financial counselor to receive °uncut
PCS entitlements
tax information.
(e) You are required to report to
the family_houshigihousing referral
cu
serving your new duty station before you make housing arrangements for renting,
leasing, or purchasing any off-post housing.
(f)Dependents: Yes. You will serve the
y,"AL OTEI RS
Dnal CTE TO
"
in accordance with paragraph 1-9b(2), AR 614.30, witou
FMP scr
eeningYou are
authorized shipment of household goods and movement of your dependents
a. location within CO US. You are authorized travel to that designated location to
assist
your dependentsin
the Move. If you move your dependents and household goods
at government
expense and
request
family travel at later date, you will not be authorized
movement
of
your
dependents
and
household
goods to your gaining coratnand at
government expense.
-
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(g) Upon receipt of these orders, report to transportation
obtain port call information: Aiternate port, if desired port call section to
is authorized, If alternate
port is for personal converriencel
current duty .
mieage reimbursement will be limited from
stationonto cost favorable port. You have the option to travel commercial
(US Flag Carrier)
a reimbursable basis or to obtain government procured travel
which may include Air Mobility Command (AMC) flights. Reimbursement
the cost of the ticket or the AMC
rate ,
is
whichever is less. If you elect to travel limited to
commercially,
mustDefense
purchase
ticketregion
(s ) from the cotarnercial travel office (Ieisnre) at
you
your
installationyou
IA.W
Travel
ia
Tickets purchased from
agencies other than the installation, contactor willContract.
not be reimbursed.
.(h) You are not allowed to ship, transport or hand-carry privately-owned firearms to.
Germany
directed
by 97,
hpstallnation, Headquarters, United States Army Europe.
(i)
Effective
30 June
personnel
Points
(PAP)Travelers
were closed
with the
exception
of Atlanta,
GA. If you need assistance call
the Army
Assistance
excep t
at (800)
$82-5552.
(i) You
are authorized shipment of personal property and privately owned vehicle
IAN
JFIRJEJFIR
(k) You must report to Finance One-Stop 10 days
(I)
1.4w aNCUSAREUR
prior to your final out-processins
policy, all PCSing personnel must in-process through the
64th Replacement
(formerly
21stOnl
PRB) and travel on the sponsorship bus
(S-1311s)
to their coCommand
mmunity of
assignment.
above, Chief W ant Officer
y those soldiers in
ranks
and
arrficer Four and above, Command SGM, andthe
SGM
areofLTC
exempt
from this policy. Upon arrival and processing, the 64th Replacement Command will
notify
yourofcommunity
ACS Reception Center and your sponsor will be informed of
your time
arrival.
(m)report
Arrival in Germany on the weekend is strictly prohibited.
to
to the 64th Replacement Command
Yon are not authorized
or any unit of assignment
Saturday, Sunday or Legal Holiday.
OR a
tickets as well as those traveling with GoThis applies for personnel purchsing
-vernment
wn
procured
tithis
ckets.
Soladiers in
their
of Col
and DM CSM and above are exempt
from
policy.
theorank
(n)
Youand
mustabove
be HIV
empt
tested
gaining command.
_negative within six months prior to your reporting_date-to —
(o)-Sv
oldier is reassigned without completing his/her processing for Medical and Dental
preparation
for overseas movement prior to publication of orders YAW .AR 612-2 and
AR 600-8-11.
(p) Official travel arranged through commerci
goverment is NOT reim
al travel offices not under contract to the
(q) Leave data as stated onbursable.
DA Form 31.
(r) You are required to forward a
DA Form
3955, Change of Address Card , contai
your new home address to your PERSC011/1 assignment manager within 30 days
of
arrival at your new duty station or upon change ofresidence.
(s) This is
month tour with dependents,. and a 24 month tour
(t) Website:a 36
http s:wvvw .aeahrt.hqusareur.arr
without dependents.
n ymil/libra.ry/setup/mainwindow.htrn.
Information regardin g your assipment.

111121
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ORDERS 1
11111.HQ XVIII ABN CORPS & FT BRAGG, NC DTD 11 FEBRUARY 2004
(u) All

soldiers should
cant' a "Zero" balance on their issued Government Travel Card
before departing
the Installation,
(v)
Earlystation.
reporting not more than 60 days earlier than the NLT report date
PCS
is authorized
(w)
Four dog breeds and crosses of those breeds are prohibited in Germany:
Pit Bull ,
American Staffordshire Terrier, Staffordshire Bull Terrier, and Bull Tether, Service
• members may not bring these dogs to Germany.
(x)
Effective immediately, you will not ship, transport, or hand-carry privatel y-owned
Firearms (P0Fs) TO Germany unless theOFs
Po beimported
are covered by a valid
tbi
weapons possession
. card (Waffenbesitzkarte, or WBK).
(y)
Assignment requires a Top Secret Security Clearance and
compartmented information (SCI).
access to'sensitive
(z) DA PIIRC POC is MAT Rik
DSN 221-5504, Corn( 703) 325-5504.
FOR ARMY USE:
Auth: Not applicable
MDC: 4A04
Asgd to mgt dsg: Not applicable
Enl/REENLB: Not applicable
Con specialty: 35D
PPD: Not applicable
PK:IS/AOC: 35D
Pers scty code: A A, A
CIC: 241A21
Projected Specialty: 35D
Pers con no: El 0E012034
Aval date: 8 Slily 2004
Format: 410
FOR THE COMMANDER:

DISTRIBUTION:
PSBC, PERS SCTY BLDG 4-2483 (1)
CDR, CDR, 126 TB FIN BN (1)
CDR, lBO-RM Fr
BRAGG, NC 28310 (1)
CDR, 18 TH
CDR, 66 111 HQ ABN CORPS FT BRAGG, NC 28310 (1)
M1 I3DE DARMSTADT, GE APO AE 09175 (1)
LTC
Telephone OSN 236-2
483/4275 if you have any questions
concerning this order.

gjirair(5)
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Draft Questions — LTC MOM interview:
Q: What is your current duty position and responsibility?
Q: How long have you been in the US Army?
Q: What is your functional area?
Q: During your military career, have you been
involved in any deployments?
Q: When did these deployments occur?
Q: During your military career, have you ever worked with or supervised MI
operations related to detainment or EPW facilities?
Q: During your deployments, in what capacity did you deploy?
Q: What were your responsibilities during the deployment?
Q: Prior to your deployment to Afghanistan, were you responsible for the
identification of MI interrogation assets to be used within the Theater of Operation?
Q: If you were responsible for the identification of MI interrogation assets, did you
consider augmentation of Active Duty forces with US Army Reserve or National
Guard MI forces?
Q: How were potential augmentation forces selected to deploy in support of the
requirements placed upon Co A, 519 th MI Bn?
Q: Are you familiar with the level of training for the augmentation units selected to
deploy with Co A, 519 MI
Bn, related to MI interrogations?
_
Q: When did you deploy to Afghanistan?
Q: What positions did you hold during the Afghanistan deployment?
Q: How long did you hold the positions?
Q: What were your duties while deployed to Afghanistan?
Q: What were your duties and responsibilities with regard to the BCP?
Q: What did you view as the mission at the BCP?
Q: What was your Chain of Command while deployed to Afghanistan?
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Q: With
to you, what was the Chain of Command within A Company, 519th
MI
Bn atregard
the BCP?
Q: Did you rate CPT 411.111111..A Co, 519

th MI Bn?

Q: What comments did you make regarding her Officer Evaluation Report (OER)?
Q: To your knowledge, were any comments you made changed in any way?
Q: What was the experience level and background of CPT

VIM

Q: What was the professional reputation of CPT IMP
Q: Did you ever question CPT 1.1111111judgment?
Q: Was CPT 111111Pelose to her soldiers? (Too close?)
Q: Did CPT Inill.prior enlisted experience help. or hinder Was a
commander?
Q: Did CPT 1.1111.ever come to you for input, especially related to soldier issues?
Q: Did CPT
ever discipline, correct or Article 15 one of III. oldiers?
what for, when, what was the outcome?
If so,
Q: Were
the
BCP?you briefed as to the results of interrogations by the MI interrogators at
Q: Did CPT
leadership?

imp andlirsoldiers provide actionable intelligence to CJTF-180

Q: What was the overall quality of the intelligence provided by the MI
interrogators?
Q: How much pressure was placed on interrogators to develop intelligence
information?
Q: How closely did CPT
at Bagram and the BCP?
Q: Was CPT 11111116volved
Q: Did CPT

work with Other Governmental Agencies (OG
directly with interrogations?

gm ever observe an interview being conducted?

Q: Did CPT1111111pver conduct any interrogations?

OFECBTil
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Q: Did CPT glIpever
provide you feedback related to the effectiveness and
conduct of interrogations by MI interrogators?
Q: Did CPT MEP direct how interrogations were to be conducted?
Q: Did CPT

create interrogation methods at the BCP?

Q: Did CPT
have any input as to effective interrogation methods or the
development of interrogation methods?
Q: If CPT 11.11did not create the interrogation methods used at the BCP, where
did these methods come from?
Q: Did CPTIMIrapprove the interrogation techniques used by the MI
interrogators at the BCP?
Q: Was sleep deprivation used as a MI technique at the BCP?
Q: Why was sleep deprivation used and how was it administered within the BCP?
Q: Was CPT IMIP aware of the use of sleep deprivation by the MI interrogators
at the BCP?
Q: Did CPTIMIlpdirect the use of sleep deprivation by the MI interrogators at
the BCP?
Q: How do you know CPT ellirwas aware of sleep deprivation?
Q: Did CPT IIIIII1Por anyone else) express any concerns about any interrogator,
interrogation techniques, or related issues?
QVas CPT 1111.111114Vvare-of the policies, AR's and FM's governing MI
operations within the BCP?
Q: Did CPT _ver
seek guidance or approval for MI interrogation methods
being employed within the Bagram BCP?
Q: Did CPT
A Co, 519 th MI Bn, ever ask you any questions
about the operations within the BCP?
Q: During the deployment did CPT Illpbrief you on MI functions within the
BCP?
Q: Do you know CPT
Q: Describe your relationship with CPT
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Q: What was the nature of the relationship between CPT Mind CPT
IMMO
Q: Did CPT 11.1.1Phave any command or control over the activity of the MI
soldiers working within the BCP?
Q: Was CPT winfirpaware of the use of sleep deprivation by the MI
interrogators at the BCP?
Q: Did CPT
the BCP?

direct the use of sleep deprivation by the MI interrogators at

Q: How do you know CPT MM. was aware of sleep deprivation?
Q: Did CPTIMIIMpbr anyone else) express any concerns about any
interrogator, interrogation techniques, or related issues?
Q: Was CPT
aware of the policies, AR's and FM's governing MI
operations within the BCP?
Q: Did CPT.1.11Fever seek guidance or approval for MI interrogation
methods being employed within the Bagram BCP?
Q: Did CPT
BCP?

ever ask you any questions about the operations within the

Q: Did CPT

brief you on MI functions within the BCP?

Q: Do you know SSG

etail knowledge)

Q Di-d- SSG111.....hvoTk fth'Iroti at fife BCP fnArglfa—niSfin?
Q: Did SSG 1.1....11§peak with you while in Afghanistan regarding any
concerns he had related to the operations of the MI interrogators?
Q: Did you know SSG 411

■111111R

Q: What involvement or contact did you have with SSG
Q: What were SSG immiliduties?
Q: Did you ever provide any guidance to SS1111111111related to interrogation
techniques?
Q: Did you receive any guidance on performing MI operations within the BCP?

99 - forril
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Q: What Army policies, to include Army Regulations (AR), Field Manuals (FM),
guidance, etc., applied to MI operations at the BCP?
Q: Were these policies current and effective?
Q: Were any changes implemented "in the field" to clarify or augment the existing
policies?
Q: What provisions of the Geneva Conventions applied to MI operations at the
BCP?
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI activity
issued by Central Command (CENTCO1V1)? (Describe the pidance to include when
issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and details of the guidance)
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI activity
issued by Combined Joint Task Force — 180 (CJTF-180)? (Describe the guidance to
include when issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and details of the guidance)
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI activity
issued by Department of Defense (DOD)? (Describe the guidance to include when
issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and details of the guidance)
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI activity
issued by the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF)? (Describe the guidance to include when
issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and details of the guidance)
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI activity
issued by Other Governmental Agencies (OGA)? (Describe the guidance to include
when issued in related to the_deaths_(4/10-Dtc 02)-and details-of the gui -dance)
/
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI activity
issued by US Operations within Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (GITMO)? (Describe the
guidance to include when issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and details of the
guidance)
Q: Was there an MI SOP at the BCP?
Q: Did you create a Standard Operating Procedure for Military Intelligence
Operations within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP)?
Q: If a SOP was created for MI operations, was this created prior to the
deployment to Bagram, Afghanistan?

MA 0- F-ELIZZU
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Q: Did you coordinate the drafting of any SOP with CPT
within MI at the BCP?

1111111.3 r anyone else

Q: How much training did the BCP interrogators receive prior to deployment?
Q: Was any training of MI interrogators conducted once the unit arrived at the
BCP?
Q: How were the interrogators identified within the MI assets deployed to the
Afghanistan Theater of Operation?
Q: Were all the MI interrogators school trained to perform their mission?
Q: If they were not school trained as interrogators, what training did you rovide
p
to ensure they were proficient in the interrogation mission?
Q: Describe the oversight you provided within the MI unit to ensure interrogations
were completed to Army standards?
Q: Do you know which interrogators obtained the most or best results?
Q: Do you know of anyone who had a aggressive reputation among the
interrogators?
Q: Were any MI interrogators ever problematic?
Q: Were any MI interrogators disciplined for any reason?
Q: How experienced were the OGA interrogators compared with the Army
interrogators?
ic
ifTaGA interrogators providp training for US Army personnel at Bagram,
Afghanistan, related to interrogations?
Q: Did the US Army MI interrogators receive any training, which included or
involved techniques being used within GITMO?
Q: Were joint interrogations conducted using OGA interrogators and US Army MI
interrogators?
Q: What was done to further the training of MI interrogators at the BCP?
Q: Were you aware of any morale issues among the MI interrogators at the BCP?
Q: Did MI interrogators experience friction with the MP's?
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Q: What was your relationship with the MP Company operating within the BCP?
Q: What contacts did you have with the MP leadership/guard force did you have?
Q: Were any issues related to MI
directing the activity of the MP's brought to your
attention?
Q: Who was in charge of the BCP operation? (Why do you say that and was there
any confusion about that?)
Q: Did you give any guidance to MI or MPs about the operations within the BCP?
Q: Do you know of any guidance issued by anyone else to MP and MI about
operations within the BCP?
Q: Did CPT
2 77th MP Company Commander, ever ask you
any questions about the operahons within the BCP?
Q: What was your understanding of the relationship between the MP and MI
elements operating within the BCP?
Q: Were you ever aware of any perceived or actual senior/subordinate relationship
between the MP and MI elements within the BCP?
Q: How often did you visit the BCP?
Q: How often did staff members of the CJTF-180 visit the BCP? (SJA, LTC

111.1111110etc.)

Q: Were your visits to the BCP announced or unannounced?
@: What—areas did yoiivisit?
Q: Did you observe the Isolation Cell areas?
Q: Were there areas of the BCP you were not allowed to visit?
Q: Where there areas of the BCP you did not visit? (If so, why)
Q: How often did the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) visit the
BCP?
Q: Would yourself or other MI representatives accompany the ICRC during their
visits?
Q: Were any discussions conducted related to the complaints from the ICRC?
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Q: Were you aware of results of the ICRC inspections?
Q: Did anything change at the BCP as a result of the ICRC Inspections?
Q: Did you observe anyone chained in a standing position anywhere within the
BCP?
Q: Did you have any knowledge about or contribute to the design of the Isolation
Cells in the BCP?
Q: Were you aware of the placement of Hesco barriers as a ceiling in the Isolation
Cells?
Q: Were you aware detainees were chained to the Hesco barriers as punishment
and to achieve sleep deprivation?
Q: Did you observe any interrogations inside the BCP?
Q: Did you see or review the BCP SOP?
Q: Did anyone express to you any issues or concerns with policies, procedures and
practices being employed inside the BCP?
Q: When was the first indication there was a problem within the BCP?
Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being used on detainees in the BCP?
Q: Who authorized the use of sleep deprivation within the BCP?
Q: Was the authorization for sleep deprivation in writing? Cite the a
source To—c—ument

ippiwiate

,

/

Q: Was sleep deprivation an interrogation technique used by MI elements within
the BCP?
Q: Who within the MI Chain of Command was responsible for institution of sleep
deprivation as a technique within the BCP?
Q: Did you discuss the use of sleep deprivation with your legal advisor? If so, who
was that?
Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being achieved by chaining detainees
to the ceiling for periods in excess of 24 hours?

J
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Q: Are you aware of MI directing courses of sleep deprivation enforced by the MP
within the BCP?
Q: Did you observe any detainees during courses of sleep deprivation?
Q: Did you have any concerns with the use of sleep deprivation by MI
interrogators?
Q: Were you aware that detainees were being struck for "non-compliance" while
held within the BCP?
Q: Did you observe any detainees being struck for "non-compliance" by MP's at
the BCP?
Q: Did you observe any detainees assaulted by MI interrogators at the BCP?
Q: Were you aware of any incident involving a detainee being physically assaulted
by MI interrogators during interrogations sessions?
Q: How would allegations alleging assaults by MI interrogators during
interrogations be handled within the MI Chain of Command?
Q: Did CPT leinebr anyone else inform you of any allegations of assaults by MI
interrogators during interrogations?
Q: Were you aware of the use of stress positions by MI interrogators during
scheduled interrogation sessions?
Q: Define "stress position"?
Q: Are you familiar with the term safety position? (Define)
Q: Was there any discussion about the legality of stress positions used by MI
interrogators? (With who, when, what was the determination legal/illegal)
Q: Did you have any concerns with the use of safety or stress positions by MI
interrogators?
Q: Did any interrogation techniques have to be approved in advance? (How and by
whom)
Q: Was there any discussion related to specific interrogation techniques? (When,
where, why)
Q: What was MI involvement regarding repatriation missions?

(Ti")

TF.1
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Q: What contact was there between MI and the 377 th MP Company relating to
repatriation missions?
Q: Are you aware of any inappropriate conduct that occurred during any
repatriation missions?
Q: What were the criteria for releasing a detainee or Person Under US Control
(PUC)?
Q: How were you notified of the two deaths in Dec 02?
Q: How did the CJTF-180 staff members react to the death of the two detainees?
Q: How did the staff members of CO A, 519 th MI Bn react to the death of the two
detainees?
Q: Were you aware of any projected courses of action related to , the detainees who
died? Were they to be transferred to any other facilities?
Q: What information came to light, that had not previously been known, after the
two detainees died in Dec 02? Who told you?
Q: What actions did you take after the deaths of the two men in Dec 02?
Q: What changes were made at the BCP after the deaths and why?
Q: After the two deaths, an AR 15-6 investigation was conducted. In your opinion,
how well was that investigation conducted?
Q: What involvement, if any, did you have regarding the AR 15-6 investigation?

9: -WU-Us a procedure 1-57

/ -

Q: During your deployment, did you ever have reason to believe a procedure 15
should be initiated related to any personnel within CO A, 519 th MI Bn?
Q: When did you leave Bagram, Afghanistan and why?
Q: Are you aware of any information now that has not been revealed or discussed
related to the deaths of the two detainees?
Q: Do you have anything additional to add to this statement?

F11,1 9'RTFRITI
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AGENT'S INVESTIGATION REPORT

ROI NUMBER (0117-04-CID637)

0134-02-CID369-23533 /01

CID Regulation 195-1

37-02-CID369-23534

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGE

DETAILS

About 0900, 27 Sep 04, this office received a Request For Assistance (RFA)
(0134-02-CID369-23533/0137-02-CID369-23534), from the US Army Criminal
Investigation Command (HQUSACIDC), Fort Belvoir, VA, to interview LTC
Deputy Commander, 66 th
MI Brigade,
Darmstadt,
APO AE 09175 ,
reference his knowledge of activities related
to the
p
reparati on for
deployment, deployment and operations within Afghanistan
two detainees.
and the deaths of
About 1330, 27 Sep 04, SA
111.1.interviewed LTC IMMO
sworn statement relating his knowledge of the deaths Of twowho provi ded a
detainees
and
activities related to the preparation for deployment and operations
within
Afghanistan. (See Sworn Statement for details)
.

1

bout 1800, 27 Sep 04, SA IMO coordinated with SA 111111.1111111.1.0
Investigative Operations, HQUSACIDC, Fort Belvoir, VA, who reviewed a'co
of the sworn statement and approved it for closure.
py
STATUS: This request is closed in the files of this office. All
investigative actions have been completed. No further activity is
anticipated unless further requests are received.///LAST ITEM///

TYPED AGENTS NAME AND SEQUENCE NUMBER

ORGANIZATION
Darmstadt Resident Agency (CID)
5th MP BN
APO AE 09175
DATE

28 Sep 04
CID FORM4534
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For use of this form,

SWORN STATEM NT
see AR 190-45: The proponent
e Deputy Chief of S

LOCATION

DATE

Daggar Complex, Building 4361

TIME

27 Se

)..0y0

r Personnel.
FILE NUMBER

0117-04-CID637

FIRST NAKF,.miDDLE NAME •
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
6 th Military Intelligence

(MI) Brigade Darmstadt, Germany, APO AE 09175
want to provide the following statement, under
ath: In November 20 2, I was assigned as the Combined Joint 2 operations (CJ2-OPS), Combined Joint Task Force 180 (CJTF-180),
Afghanistan.. During my deploymant I was not aware of any detainee abuse
prior to the results of the AR 15-6 investigation, Commander's Inquiry,
initiated pertaining to the deaths of two detainees. I did not observe any
inappropriate behavior by the interrogators or MP's that were assigned at
the Bagram Collection Point, Afghanistan.
Q: SA MUM
A: LTC
Q: What is your current duty position and responsibility?
A: Deputy Commander, 66 th MI Brigade. I run the. group. The Group
Commander commands it and I run it. I am the Chief of Staff and I ensure
the staff is accomplishing all of its tasks. I ensure all the staff
elements complete their work, conflict resolution, and solve problems. The
interrogators are in the 2 nd MI BN, under a Battalion Commander. I do not
control the Battalion.
Q: How long have you been in the US Army?
21 years.
Q: What is your functional area?
A: My Military Occupation Specialty (MOS) and functional area is 35 which
is MI/Operations.
Q: During your military career have you been involved in any deployments.?
A: Yes.
Q: When did these deploymehts occur?
A
, Opera-tion- Jus---C-ause---(Panama) ;
Deser-t Shield-/-S to -( rraq) ;
1995, Operation Joint Endeaver (Bosnia); 2002, Operation Enduring Freedom
(Afghanistan).
Q: During your military career, have you ever worked with or supervised MI
operations related to detainment or EPW facilities?
A: Yes. While I was assigned to 66 th MI, Augsburg, Germany, in 1994-1997,
I was familiar with interrogations. I did not attend any of their
training, however, we had interrogators in the group so I knew what they
did. I was not aware of their interrogation techniques or procedures. I
didn't supervise it or command it. Afghanistan was the first time I was
actually working with interrogation operations because I dealt with the
detainee release board and any information that came out of the

•
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INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENTS
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AT Darmstadt, GE, DATED 27 Sep 04 , CONTINUED:

interrogations. i did not direct their operations or oversee how they
conducted them.

.

Q: During your deployments, in what capacity did you deploy?
A: I was active duty.
Q: What were your responsibilities during the deployment?
A: In Panama and Iraq I was an infantry officer/S-1. In Bosnia I was the
task force commander for the US National Intelligence Cell (NIC) in
Sarajevo. In Afghanistan, I was the CJ2-OPS for CJTF-180.
Q: Prior to your deployment to Afghanistan, were you responsible for the
identification of MI interrogation assets to be used within the Theater of
Operation?
A: No
Q: If you were responsible for the identification of MI interrogation
assets, did you consider augmentation of Active Duty forces with US Army
Reserve or National Guard MI forces?
A: I was not responsible.
Q: How were potential augmentation forces selected to deploy in support of
the requirements placed upon Co A, 519 u ' MI Bn?
A: I do not know.
Q: Are you familiar with the level of training for the augmentation units
selected to deploy with Co A, 519' MI Bn,
related to MI interrogations?
A: No. I did not get involved with that. They were already in place when
I got there.
Q: When did you deploy to Afghanistan?
A: November 2002.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

What positions did you hold during the Afghanistan deployment?
CJ2-OPS.
How long did you hold the positions?
Six months.

Q: What were your duties while deployed to Afghanistan?
j
ob was __to—synchronize- the-operationsi-th- intelligence .
Q: What were your duties and responsibilities with regard to the BCP?
A: Basically the Detainee Release Board. Chair.
Q: What did you view as the mission at the BCP?
A:
Interrogate prisoners for intelligence, determine if they met SECDEF
criteria for movement to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (GITMO), if not, released.
Q: What was your Chain of Command while deployed to Afghanistan?
A: The CJ2, COL 11111111Pwas my boss. The next person was the Chief of
Staff, BGIllimp
.

Q: With regard to you, what was the Chain of Command within A Company,
519 th MI Bn at the BCP?
A: I was not in their chain of command, however, by virtue of my position
under the CJ2, I helped coordinate the information between various agencies
(ie..CITF, FBI, CIA, etc...)
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Q: Did you rate CPT
A Co, 519 th MI En?
A: No. As far as I know, she was rated by her Battalion Commander.
Q: What comments did you make regarding her Officer Evaluation Report
(OER)?
A: None.
Q: To your knowledge, were any comments you made changed in any way?
A: No comments were made.
Q: What was the experience level and background of CPT all"
A: I don't really know. We talked about it at one time but I don't really
recall.
Q: What was the professional reputation of CPT 11111.
A: From what I can tell, she had a good professional reputation,
articulate, pro-active.
Q: Did you ever question CPT -judgment?
A: No, I did not.
Q: Would CPT
seek approval for techniques for MI interrogations
through you?
A: No.
Q: Was CPT 11111. close to her soldiers? (Too close?)
A: Yes, but I don't think it was "too close".
Q: Did CPT - prior enlisted experience help her or hinder her as a
commander?
A: No.
Q: Did CPT 111111ever come to you for input, especially related to soldier
issues?
A: I don't recall if she ever did.
Q: Did CPT
ever discipline, correct or Article 15 one of her
soldiers? If so, what for, when, what was the outcome?
A: I don't think there were any discipline problems.
Q: Were you briefed as to the results of interrogations by the MI
interrogators at the BCP?
A: Yes.
Q: Did CPT limpand her soldiers provide actionable intelligence to CJTF180 leadership?
A: Yes.
Q: What was the overall quality of the intelligence provided by the MI
interrogators?
A: Good. I don't know how you would rate the quality of the
interrogations report. There was actionable intelligence that came out of
the interrogations, however, not that much. The majority of the
interrogation results was whether or not the detainee met SECDEF criteria.
Q: How much pressure was placed on interrogators to develop intelligence
information?
.
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A: None that I saw. If there was any pressure, it was to get innocent
prisoners out of the facility.
Q: How closely did CPT IIIIPwork with Other Governmental Agencies (OGA) at
Bagram and the BCP?
A: Closely. They were integrated into our operation.
Q: Was CPT Illip involved directly with interrogations?
A: Yes. She was in charge of running the interrogators.
Q: Did CPT
ver observe an interview being conducted?
A: I believe so.
Q: Did CPT 11.1"ever conduct any interrogations?
A: I didn't see her conduct an interrogation but I know she mentioned it.
Q: Did CPT
ever provide you feedback related to the effectiveness and
conduct of interrogations by MI interrogators?
A: No. We never talked about the techniques effectiveness.
Q: Did CPT ...direct how interrogations were to be conducted?
A: I would say she had to.
Q: Did CPT
create interrogation methods at the BCP?
A: Not to my nowledge.
Q: Did CPT."'" have any input as to effective interrogation methods or
the development of interrogation methods?
A: Yes. My knowledge of CPT..." input revolves around our
interrogation review after the two detainee deaths in Dec 02.
Q: If CPT .1111.did not create the interrogation methods used at the BCP,
where did these methods come from?
A: The procedures were already in place when I arrived in Afghanistan but
I did not personally see them written or review what they were. When I
arrived LTC..., 111.111." took me around the facility for an
orientation. My job wasn't to run interrogation operations so I was not
briefed on their current procedures. My primary job with the BCP was to
coordinate the Intel support with operations and run the detainee review
board. I took over for LTC 1.11111111111Lhe set upthe detainee review
board process.
Q: As the CJ2-OPS, did the interrogation platoon fall under your
responsibility.
A: No. They fell under CPT 111.1.11 Commander, A Company, 519 th MI. COL
1111111110was placed in over sight of the BCP. However, the daily
activities of the interrogators were run by CPT... CPT Miranswered
directly to COL
to provide intelligence obtained from the
interrogations. She answered to CPT IIIIIIpin regard to the operations of
the interrogators.
Q: Did CPT
approve the interrogation techniques used by the MI
interrogators at the BCP?
A: I knew they were using interrogation techniques but I don't know what
she approved or the specific techniques that were
.

,
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Q: Was sleep deprivation used as a MI technique at the BCP?
A: Yes.
Q: Why was sleep deprivation used and how was it administered within the
BCP?
A: I believe it was just the MP's keeping the detainees awake by yelling
at them. The detainees they wanted to be in sleep deprivation were placed
upstairs in separate holding facilities. I know they were forced to stand,
handcuffed to chains that extended from the ceiling. I assume that if the
detainee fell asleep while standing, they would collapse which would cause
their arm to jerk and wake them up. I don't know how long they were kept
in that position. I observed that when I first arrived there. Their hands
were approximately chest level.
Q: Was CPT 1111111aware of the use of sleep deprivation by the MI
interrogators at the BCP?
A: Yes.
Q: Did CPT
direct the use of sleep deprivation by the MI
interrogators at the BCP?
A: I would have to assume she directed it.
Q: How do you know CPT fillInhvas aware of sleep deprivation?
A: It was plainly visible and discussed as a technique during the review.
Q: Did CPT
(or anyone else) express any concerns about any
interrogator, interrogation techniques, or related issues?
A: Not until after the deaths. That is after CENTCOM put out new
guidance.
Q: Was CPT'''. aware of the policies, AR's and FM's governing MI
operations within the BCP?
A: As far as I know.
Q: Did CPT
ever seek guidance or approval for MI interrogation
methods being employed within the Bagram BCP?
A: Not to my knowledge.
Q: Did_CZTANNONLgTer ask you any questions about the operations within
the BCP?
A: No.
brief you on MI functions within the
Q: During the deployment did CPT
BCP?
A: Yes. Just on the processes the detainees underwent after arriving at
the BCP.
Q: Do you know CPT
A: Yes.
Q: Describe your relationship with CPT 111/11111.
A: He was one of my Lieutenant in Bosnia and I therefore knew him in
Afghanistan.
and CPT
Q: What was the nature of the relationship between CPT
110Ih
.

mow
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A: CPT
as the Company Commander.
Q: Did CPT
ave any command or control over the activity of the MI
soldiers working within the BCP?
A: Primarily administrative as the Company Commander. Operational
direction came from the task force.
Q: Was CPT 11111111,aware of the use of sleep deprivation by the MI
interrogators - at the BCP?
A: I assume so.
Q: Did CPT an. direct the use of sleep deprivation by the MI
interrogators at the BCP?
A: No, he wouldn't have a role in that.
Q: How do you know CPT Winelwas aware of sleep deprivation?
A: The sleep deprivation used on the detainees was not a secret. It was
not discussed openly but was not hidden as I explained before.
Q Did CPT 11111.0(or anyone else) express any concerns about any
interrogator, interrogation techniques, or related issues?
A: No.
Was CPT lellWa aware of the policies, AR's and FM's governing MI
Q:
operations within the BCP?
A: I assume so.
Q: Did CPTIMMO, ever seek guidance or approval for MI interrogation
methods being employed within the Bagram BCP?
A: No
Q: Did CPT 111111,ever ask you any questions about the operations within
the BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did CPT 111111brief you on MI functions within the BCP?
No.
Q: Do you know SSG VAIRINIMMINnyminwr
(Detail knowledge)
No. I dealt directly with CPT
and 1LT
and then later, LTC
MCPLIaterrogator-OIC).
Did SSG
work for you at the BCP in Afghanistan?
A: I do not know him.
Q: Did SSG 111111.111111.speak with you while in Afghanistan regarding
any
concerns he had related to the operations of the MI interrogators?
A: I did not know him.
Q: Did you know SSG IIIIMMEInap
A: No.
What involvement or contact did you have with SSG
A: I did not know him.
Q: What were SSGINNIMMIIIPduties?
A: I don't know.
Q: Did you ever provide any guidance to SSG
related to
interrogation techniques?
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A: I did not know him.
Q: Did you receive any guidance on performing MI operations within the
SCP?
A: Just on my in brief with LTC 111 ■1111and daily guidance from COL
It did not have anything to do with interrogations but dealt
with my coordination responsibilities.
Q: Can you define your responsibilities as the CJ2-OPS?
A: I was to ensure that intelligence was synchronized with the operational
plan. That involved coordinating between the various intelligence agencies
within CJTF-180, Criminal Investigative Task Force (CITF), Federal Bureau
of Investigations (FBI), Defense Humint Services (DHS), Combined Joint
Special Operations Task Force (CJSOTF), OGA, and Combined Task Force 82
(CTF-82).. It was all encompassing, but did not include the operational
aspect of the interrogation platoon or the MP's. The detainee review board
was my closest affiliation with the interrogators.
Q: What Army policies, to include Army Regulations (AR), Field Manuals
(FM), guidance, etc., applied to MI operations at the BCP?
A: I don't know.
Q: Were these policies current and effective?
A: I was not aware of the interrogation policies.
Q: Were any changes implemented "in the field" to clarify or augment the
existing policies?
A: Yes. We had the review board after the detainee's deaths, which
changed all of the interrogation techniques (new guidance from CENTCOM).
We also adjusted the capture criteria for units in the field - ensuring
that only viable bad guys were being brought into the facility.
Q: Did you have any input as to which interrogation techniques would be
utilized from that point on?
A: Not much. People provided some input but it was pretty top driven by
CENTCOM. Any leeway given by CENTCOM was pretty much taken away by COL

1111111111111,---Q: What provisions of the Geneva Conventions applied to MI operations at
the BCP?
A:. From my understanding, we operated under all the provisions. The
detainees were not classified as EPW's, hence the name Person's Under US
Control (PUC). The only reason I know about the different interrogation
techniques is through the Fay report. I never personally saw the
interrogation technique guidance issued at the start of OEF.
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI
activity issued by Central Command (CENTCOM)? (Describe the guidance to
include when issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and details of
the guidance)
A: When we did the review after the deaths of the two detainees, that's
when I saw reference to the original CENTCOM guidal
reference
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interrogation techniques in Afghanistan. The new guidance revoked some of
the old guidance, reference sleep deprivation and stress positions. I
believed it said that you could still do some of those things but it
required a higher level of authorization.
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI
activity issued by Combined Joint Task Force - 180 (CJTF-180)? (Describe
the guidance to include when issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02)
and details of the guidance)
A: Only what I recall from the review. Initially, I believe COL
put a stop to everything until an investigation was complete.
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI
activity issued by Department of Defense (DoD)? (Describe the guidance to
include when issued in relation to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and details of
the guidance)
A: I don't recall any DoD guidance.
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI
activity issued by the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF)? (Describe the
guidance to include when issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and
details of the guidance)
A: Just the SECDEF detention criteria which had nothing to do with
interrogations. Also, the original guidance they were operating under when
I arrived in Afghanistan (which I never saw). I arrived just as the deaths
occurred, so the original guidance they were operating under immediately
changed - that's what I'm familiar with. I never saw any written directives
or guidance related to interrogations.
Q: Was any guidance or directives related to interrogations or other MI
activity issued by Other Governmental Agencies (OGA)? (Describe the
guidance to include when issued in related to the deaths (4/10 Dec 02) and
details of the guidance)
A: -I-don't know what they were.
Q
-,any-guIdance-or directiv-es-xelated_to_ ,interrogationa_o_r_o±herwr
activity issued by US Operations within Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (GITMO)?
(Describe the guidance to include when issued in related to the deaths
(4/10 Dec 02) and details of the guidance)
A: I don't know what they did.
4: Was there an MI SOP at the BCP?
A:
I don't remember. I know there was an MP SOP. It was imbedded in the
MP webpage. MAJIMMOMMOwas the MP OIC and should know where it was
maintained.
Q: Did you create a Standard Operating Procedure for Military Intelligence
Operations within the Bagram Collection Point (BCP)?
A: No.
Q: If an SOP was created for MI operations, was this created prior to the
deployment to Bagram, Afghanistan?

aminip
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A: I don't know what they did.
Q: Did you coordinate the drafting of any SOP with CPT 4MMOM or anyone else
within MI at the. BCP?
A: No.
Q: How much training did the BCP interrogators receive prior to
deployment?
A: I don't know.
Q: Was any training of MI interrogators conducted once the unit arrived at
the BCP?
A: I don't know.
Q: How were the interrogators identified within the MI assets deployed to
the Afghanistan Theater of Operation?
A: They just deployed with the unit.
Q: Were all the MI interrogators school trained to perform their mission?
A: They usually have to be. That's how they get their designator.
Q: Were you advised by CPT 111111110that non-interrogator personnel were being
utilized to conduct interrogations?
A: No.
Q: As the C32-OPS, would that have been concerned?
A: Yes. Not only as the CJ2-OPS, but also as an officer. I would want to
know how they were being utilized (as props, or direct interrogation). I
would definitely be concerned if they were being utilized as interrogators
to conduct interrogations.
Q: If they were not school trained as interrogators, what training did you
provide to ensure they were proficient in the interrogation mission?
A: None.
Q: Describe the oversight you provided within the MI unit to ensure
interrogations were completed to Army standards?
A: I did not have any oversight with the interrogations - unless as an
officer I saw something being done that I knew was wrong.
Q:-___Do_you_knawwhich_inteotors obtained the most or best results?
A: No.
/
Q: Do you know of anyone who had an aggressive reputation among the
interrogators?
A: No.
Q: Were any MI interrogators ever problematic?
A: Not that I'm aware of.
Q: Were any MI interrogators disciplined for any reason?
A: Not that I'm aware of.
Q: How experienced were the OGA interrogators compared with the Army
interrogators?
A: I don't know.
Q: Did OGA interrogators provide training for US Army personnel at Bagram,
Afghanistan, related to interrogations?
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A: Not directly. The OGA was not directly training our interrogators but
I'm sure there were professional discussions. That applied to CITF as
well.
Q: Did the US Army MI interrogators receive any training, which included
or involved techniques being used within GITMO?
A: I don't know.
Q: Were joint interrogations conducted using OGA interrogators and US Army
MI interrogators?
A: I don't recall any but we had a policy that no outside agency could
interrogate one of our PUCs without one of our interrogators present.
Q: What was done to further the training of MI interrogators at the BCP?
A:
I don't know.
Q: Were you aware of any morale issues among the MI interrogators at the
BCP?
A: No.
Q: Did MI interrogators experience friction with the MP's?
A: No, but if there was disagreement, it was brought to me to resolve.
Issues relating to interrogations would also incorporate the SJA.
Q: What was your relationship with the MP Company operating within the
BCP?
A: Pretty good.
Through MAJaligilhe
Q: What contacts did you have with the MP leadership/guard force did you
have?
A: Daily contact with MAJ
Q: Were any issues related to MI directing the activity of the MP's
brought to your attention?
A: Yes. Just about the sleep deprivation.
The MP's did not want to be
used to oversee the sleep deprivation. It was brought to my attention and
we insured the MP's were only doing things that were inline with their
training and doctrine. That occurred right after I arrived there.
How-d14-you_do_thisl
A: The MP's did not want to have anything to do with constantly waking up
the PUCs for sleep deprivation. I talked to MAJ....and he informed me
that that was not the MP's responsibility so I stopped them from doing
that.
Q: Were the MP's utilized to "soften up" detainees prior to the
interrogators interviewing them?
A: I would say "No". MAJIIIIIMwas very proactive in ensuring his MP's
were only doing what they were authorized to do. Anytime he thought there
was a deviation from that, he would bring it to my attention and we would
resolve it.
Q: Who was in charge of the BCP operation? (Why do you say that and was
there any confusion about that?)
A: MP's ran the facility and CPT
ran the in r ation piece.
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Q: Did you give any guidance to MI or MPs about the operations within the
BCP?
A: We just kept constant dialogue to ensure MP and interrogation efforts
were in sync.
Q: Do you know of any guidance issued by anyone else to MP and MI about
operations within the BCP?
A: I don't know of any other guidance.
Q: Did CPT all11111111111.1111, 377 th MP Company Commander, ever ask you
any questions about the operations within the BCP?
A: I don' t know OPT 11.111111111.
Q: CPT
was the MP Commander. Why didn't you have any
communication with him?
A: I worked directly through MAJ....my staff counterpart. I had no
authority to run the BCP. That was an MP mission.
Q: What was your understanding of the relationship between the MP and MI
elements operating within the BCP?
A: Just a professional relationship.
Q:• Were you ever aware of any perceived or actual senior/subordinate
relationship between the MP and MI elements within the BCP?
A: No.
Q: How often did you visit the BCP?
A: At least weekly.
Q: How often did staff members of the CJTF-180 visit the BCP? (SJA, LTC
etc.)
A : I'm not really sure but the SJA went with the . Red. Cross visits. LTC
111111111Pleft before I arrived but I don't know if his replacement, LTC
1111110 ever did.
Q: Were your visits to the BCP announced or unannounced?
A: Unannounced.
Q: What areas did you visit?
A: All areas.
Q: Did you observe the Itolation Cell areas?
A: Yes
Q: Were there areas of the BCP you were not allowed to visit?
A: No.
Q: Where there areas of the BCP you did not visit? (If so, why)
A: No.
Q: How often did the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) visit
the BCP?
A: At least monthly.
Q: Would yourself or other MI representatives accompany the ICRC during
their visits?
A: I did not go. I don't know if the interrogation leadership went at
all.
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Q: Were any discussions conducted related to the complaints from the ICRC?
A: I don't remember any. The SJA would go with them and he would later
discuss it with me. There were no serious issues.
Q: Were you aware of results of the ICRC inspections?
A: I can't remember any of the specifics
Q: Did anything change at the BCP as a result of the ICRC Inspections?
A: I don't remember there being any issues.
Q: Did you observe anyone chained in a standing position anywhere within
the BCP?
A: Yes, as I mentioned earlier.
Q: Did you have any knowledge about or contribute to the design of the
Isolation Cells in the BCP?
•

A: Yes. Later. We looked at one-way glass for observation; video cameras
in the booths directly connected to the interrogation CP so the
supervisor's could see what was going on at all times; and designed
additional interrogation'booths. •The new booths with one-way glass were
built but the cameras were not installed when I left.
Q: Were you aware of the placement of Hesco barriers as a ceiling in the
Isolation Cells?
A: No. I never really looked.
Q: Were you aware detainees were chained to the Hesco barriers as
punishment and to achieve sleep deprivation?
A: I knew the chains came down from the roof but I did not know that
they
were Hesco barrier.
Q: Did you observe any interrogations inside the BCP?
A: I did not observe any interrogations.
Q: Did you see or review the BCP SOP?
A: No. I just looked at the MP one.
Q: Did anyone express to you any_issues or concerns with policies,
procedures and •ractices bein•employed_inside_the-BCP?
A: No.
Q: When was the first indication there was a problem within the BCP?
A: After deaths, I was told the 15-6 revealed two interrogators were
involved with physical abuse.
Q: Who authorized the use of sleep deprivation within the BCP?
A: I don't know
Q: Was the authorization for sleep deprivation in writing? Cite the
appropriate source document
A: I don't know. I was not involved in that part of the BCP
(interrogation process).
Q: Was sleep deprivation an interrogation technique used by MI elements
within the BCP?
A: Yes.
EXHIBIT
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Q: Who within the MI Chain of Command was responsible for institution of
sleep deprivation as a technique within the BCP?
A: It would start at CPT OW I don't know what procedures they used to
determine what technique would be used.
Q: Did you discuss the use of sleep deprivation with your legal advisor?
If so, who was that?
A: I don't recall discussing it. It ended right after I arrived there
based on the review. MAJ 11111111111110was the legal advisor at that time.
Q: Were you aware that sleep deprivation was being achieved by chaining
detainees to the ceiling for periods in excess of 24 hours?
A: I saw the people chained but I had no idea how long.
Q: Are you aware of MI directing courses of sleep deprivation enforced by
the MP within the BCP?
A: I'm not aware of directing but I know it was an issue with the MP's at
the review.
Q: Did you observe any detainees during courses of sleep deprivation?
A: I saw some chained when I first in-processed.
Q: Did you have any concerns with the use of sleep deprivation by MI
interrogators?
A: I didn't have any at the time. It looked like it was under control.
The detainees looked tired but clean and not abused. They were clothed as
well.
Q: Were you aware that detainees were being struck for "non-compliance"
while held within the BCP?
A: I'm not aware of anyone being struck except for when it was revealed
that the blunt force trauma was the cause of death to the two detainees.
It was known that hitting the detainees was not authorized.
Q: Did you observe any detainees being struck for "non-compliance" by MP's
at the BCP?
A: No, I did not.
you-observe-any-detalnees -a.zszuIted-by-MIxnterrogators at the
A: No.
Q: Were you aware of any incident involving a detainee being physically
assaulted by MI interrogators during interrogations sessions?
A: Only what I heard of in the 15-6 that was conducted due to the detainee
deaths.
Q: How would allegations alleging assaults by MI interrogators during
interrogations be handled within the MI Chain of Command?
A: It was passed back to the 525 MI BDE.
Q: Did CPT 1111111.or anyone else inform you of any allegations of assaults
by MI interrogators during interrogations?
A: I heard it from MAJ
via the AR 15-6.
Q: Were you aware of the use of stress positions by MI interrogators
during scheduled interrogation sessions?
,
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A: Only what came out in the review.
Q: Define "stress position"?
A: Putting a detainee in an uncomfortable position. I never saw it. I
thought it was just an uncomfortable position to make them lose their focus
on their resistance to interrogation.
Q: Are you familiar with the term "safety position"?
A: Yes. It was putting a PUC in a position that would render it difficult
to attack the interrogator while being interrogated. i heard that being
discussed during the review. It appeared that they were the same
positions. According to the interrogators at the review, they stated that
their regulation defined safety positions. That was their argument to
them.
use
I never saw any documentation.
Q: Was there any discussion about the legality of stress positions used by
MI interrogators? (With who, when, what was the determination
legal/illegal)
A: Yes. During the review after the deaths of-the detainees, CENTCON said
interrogators could not use stress positions anymore. Some interrogators
argued that the stress positions served as safety positions. SJA, stating
new CENTCOM guidance, said not authorized. Discussed methods to secure a
PUC in the interrogation booth without causing stress (ie.. handcuffed to a
secure anchor on the floor, etc...). I could not tell you the difference
between a stress position or a safety position if I saw one. Only what its
intent was. A
safety position was for the interrogators safety and a
stress position was intended to break down
the focus of the PUC.
Q: Did you witness any of the detainees being irate or aggressive?
A: No.
Q: Did you have any concerns with the use of safety or stress positions by
MI interrogators?
A: No.
Q: Did any interrogation techniques have tolae_approved_in—advaneeBow
aby atom)
A: I don't remember.
Q: Was there any discussion related to specific interrogation techniques?
(When, where, why)
A: Yes. During the review, sleep deprivation and stress positions were
discussed. The terms were discussed but not the specific techniques.
Q:. What was MI involvement regarding repatriation missions?
A: Once the detainees were approved for release, it was the MP's
responsibility to get them back.
Q: What contact was there between MI and the 377 th
MP Company relating to
repatriation missions?
A: Once it was approved at the detainee release board, the mission was
turned over to the MP's.
EXHIBIT
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Q: Are you aware of any inappropriate conduct that occurred during any
repatriation missions?
A: No.
Q: What were the criteria for releasing a detainee or PerSon Under US
Control (PUC)?
A: Did not meet SECDEF criteria.
Q: How were you notified of the two deaths in Dec 02?
A: The MP's notified the command.
How did the CJTF-180 staff members react to the death of the two
detainees?
A: It was an immediate 15-6 with a medical review, to include autopsy.
There was a stop to any sleep depriVation or stress positions until further
review.
Q: How did the staff members of CO A-, 519 th MI Bn react to the death of
the two detainees?
A: I don't know
Q: Were you aware of any projected courses of'action related to the
detainees who died? Were they to be transferred to any other facilities?
A: One of the detainees was a recent arrival from OGA - last time we would
accept any PUC's from OGA. I don't know the specifics of the other
detainee.
.

Q: What information came to light, that had not previously been known;
after the two detainees died in Dec 02? Who told you?
A: The fact that two interrogators were physically handling or touching
the PUC's. I found out frOM the SJA after the 15-6.
Q: What actions did you take after the deaths of the two men in Dec 02?
A: All the things we talked about above.
Q: What changes were. made at the BCP after the deaths and why?
A: See above. To ensure the stress and sleep deprivation wasn't
contributing to their weakened condition.
.
Q. A611-1Afacility did-the-two-men---wha-dieel-dome-frora-priar-to-being-ten--to the BCP?
A: I know one was from OGA.
Q: When the facility (BCP) accepted detainees, was a medical screening
conducted?
A: Yes, upon their arrival. When they arrived, we would not always
receive background information on their medical condition. One of the
detainees that died came from OGA. He was already in bad condition when he
arrived. Since-we had no direct authority over OGA, a decision was made to
not receive anymore PUC's from them.
Q: Can you describe the condition of the detainee?
A: No, I received the report from his medical screening. I can't be
specific. I remember the doctors comment that the detainee was in poor
condition and may have had a heart problem.
.
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Q: How soon after the arrival of a PUC was a medical screening conducted?
A: Immediately. It was the first thing done as part of the in processing.
Q: After the two deaths, an AR 15-6 investigation was conducted. In your
opinion, how well was that investigation conducted?
A: I thought it was done well.
Q: What involvement, if any, did you have regarding the AR 15-6
investigation?
A: None.
Q: What is a procedure 15?
A: Reporting questionable Intel activities.
Q: During your deployment, did you ever have reason to believe a procedure
15 should be initiated related to any personnel within CO A, 519 th MI Bn?
A: No.
Q: When did you leave Bagram, Afghanistan and why?
A: In June 2003, due to normal rotation.
Q: Are you aware of any information now that has not been revealed or
discussed related to the deaths of the two detainees?'
A: No.
Q: Do you have anything addi ' 1 to add to this statement?
A: No.///END OF STATEMENT//
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AFFIDAVIT
I,
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON
PAGEI.ItI FULLY UNDERST ND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE
INITIAL D ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE CONTAINING THE STATE
NT. I HAVE MADE
P • • •• P
Y
THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT : "
" ' 4 UT
COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
tement) ,
/

WITNESSES:

-

SUBSCRIBED
SWORN BEF :I ' I'
, A PERSON BY LAW
TO ADMINIST
OATHS, THIS 27th DAY OF September, 2004
AT D. mstadt G • 11: 1
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
( Signature of Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

SAINgnallat____

(Name of Persomims
n Ad
e ng Oath)

Article 136, UCMJ
( Authority to Administer Oath)
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DETAILS

On 25 Aug 04, SAIMPforwarded a Request For Assistance (RFA) to SAVIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIp
Bagram branch Office, USACIDC, to locate and conduct a forensic examination of the
classified computers utilized by the 377 th MP Company during their deployment and operations within
he BCP. Additionally, to locate and examine the classified e-mail accounts for the CJTF-180 PMO
(MAJ
377th
r i 1 0)andtheComandr, MP Company (CPTIIIIIIIp.

iiimp

sAmpip
'

On 29 Sep 04, SA
received the Agent's Investigative Report (AIR) of
11111rdocumenting the investigative activity related to attempts to recover the computer systems
utilized by the 377 Military Police Company to transcribe the daily log book entries for activity within
the BCP. The computers had been removed from the BCP and were no longer able to be identified
by the Bagram Directorate of Information Management (DOIM), due to poor record keeping within the
Theater of Operation. SAIMIIIPhad recovered a copy of the hand receipt which reflected the
computers issued to the 327 th MP Company at the BCP during the August 2003 time period. It was
determined the 377th MP Company did not use these computers during their deployment. The e-mail
accounts for the 377 th MP Company commander and the CJTF-180 Task Force Provost Marshal had
been deleted from the main server and information related to specific e-mails contained within the
accounts was no longer able to be recovered. (See AIR and hand receipt of the 327 th for details)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
US ARMY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION COMMAND
INVESTIGATIVE OPERATIONS
6010 — 6 TH STREET
FORT BELVOIR, VIRGINIA 22060

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

CIOP-COP-PO

25 August 2004

MEMORANDUM FOR Special Agent-In-Charge, Bagram Branch Office Cl]), Bagram Air
Base, Afghanistan, APO AE 09354
SUBJECT: Request for Assistance ( 013 4-02-CID369-23533 / 0137

-02-CID369-23534)

1. On 6 Aug 03, HQ, USACIDC assumed investigative responsibility for the above referenced
Reports of Investigation (ROI's) related to the death of two detainees within the Bagram
Collection Point (BCP), Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan, during December 2002. Both of the
deaths involved blunt force trauma and have been ruled "homicide" by the Office of the Armed
Forces Medical Examiner (OAFME). During he time of both incidents, the BCP was being
facilitated by members of the 377 th
Military Police (MP) Company, a US Army Reserve Unit,
who had been ordered to active duty and assigned the mission to run the BCP. Members of
Company A, 519 th Military Intelligence (MI) Battalion, fort Bragg, NC, had also been deployed
and were working within the BCP conducting interrogations of the detained personnel for
intelligence purposes. Investigation to date determined the MP's used peroneal strikes to the
thighs of the detainees (also known as compliance blows), to achieve compliance and as a form
of punishment. Additionally, members of the MI unit directed courses of sleep deprivation to
assist in obtaining information from detained personnel, which was achieved by chaining
detainees to the ceiling with their feet on the floor in a standing position with their hands above
their heads.
2. The first detainee who died, BT 412, was identified as Mr. HABIBULLAH and arrived at the
BCP on 30 Nov 02. Due to his combative nature, he was placed in an isolation cell within the
BCP on 2 Dec 02. He reportedly was restrained in a standing position within the isolation cell
and had refused food and drink He was found unresponsive by the MP's and provided medical
assistance on 3 Dec 02, however, was pronounced dead on 4 Dec 02. The second detainee who
died, BT 421, was identified as Mr. DILAWAR and arrived at the BCP on 5 Dec 02. Due to his
combative nature, he was placed in an isolation cell within the BCP on 8 Dec 02. He reportedly
was restrained in a standing position within the isolation cell and had refused food and drink He
was found unresponsive by the MP's and provided medical assistance, however, was pronounced
dead on 10 Dec 02. Autopsy determined both detainees suffered blunt force injuries to their
lower extremities, to include deep contusions with intramuscular hemorrhage and necrosis.
These injuries, coupled with other physical and medical factors, were directly contributory to the
deaths of the detainees.
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3. On 5 Feb 04, SFC
Human Resource Command, Walter
Reed Medical Facility, Washington, DC was interviewed. SFC inlikrovided
a sworn
statement in which he explained he had joined the US Army Reserves and had been assigned to
the 377 th MP Company, Cincinnati, OH, when they deployed to Bagram, Afghanistan. SFC
imp stated
his primary mission was to support the unit personnel, which he did by running
the unit Tactical Operation Center (TOC) within the BCP. SFC Mipdescribed the collection
of information related to the in processing of the detained personnel, as well as documentation of
the MP journal entries, which he maintained on the SIPR computer within the
TOC area. The
MP journal entries memorialized their handling and incidents involving detainees and MP's.
SFC 1111111Palso provided a sketch of the BCP to include the location of the SIPR computer
within the TOC. SFCGIIIIIpwas unable to provide a serial number for the computer and could
only provide a generalized description of the computer equipment within the TOC. SFC111111
believed the computer may have been "wiped" during the transition of the MP companies in FiS
3.
4. Request your office coordinate with the current MP unit and Bagram Air Base Directorate of
Information Management (DOIM), to determine if the SIPR computer within the TOC area of
the MP operation may have been the same as that used by the 377 th MP Company during their
deployment between Sep 02 and Feb 03. If the computers are the same, please provide the
specific identification information related to the SIPR computer to support a search authorization
request. AdditiOnally, please coordinate with the DOIM and determine if e-mail accounts for
MAJ ummuip and CPT
commander, 377 th MP
Co, may be present on the SIPR e-mail server. If the e-mail profiles or .pst files can be located,
please request a hold be placed on the files and forward the specific identification information
related to the SIPR e-mail server to support a search authorization. In the event the SIPR
computers that had been assigned to the 377th MP Company are no longer located within the
BCP, please coordinate with the DOIM to attempt to determine their current location. Also
please ascertain if and the dates when the SIPR computer drives were "wiped or cleaned" when
they were removed or replaced within the BCP.
4—POC-for -this-investi-

gatindersigned at 703-806-0224 (DSN: 656) or e-mail

Encl
1. Stint of SFC
5 Feb 04
2. BCP Sketch by SFC
6 Feb 04
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About 2306, 24 Aug 04, this office received a Request for Assistance from SA
HQUSACIDC, reference the Category I Monitorship investigations 0134-02-CID369-23533 and 0137-02CID369-23534, who requested this office to coordinate with the Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram
Airfield, APO AE 09354 (BAF), to determine if the computer system(s) used to transcribe the logbooks of the
377th
MP Co between late Nov 02 and 10 Dec 02, were still available. SA 6.11.110,1so requested this office
to if the PST files were still available for the commander, 377 th
MP Co, and the provost marshal for BAF.
About 0923, 25 Aug 04, SAIIIIIMcoordinated with CPT
Ilinill.Officer
In Charge (OIC), BCP, BAF, and briefed him on what this office was requesting. CPT
elated that
when his unit took over the mission from the 327 th
MP Co, he signed for several SIPR computers; however,
he was not sure which of the computers were used to transcribe the logbooks during Nov-Dec 02 time frame.
SAVIIIMprequested if he could look at the hand receipts to show where the computers were located, and
which ones may have been handed down from the 377 th MP Co.
About 0945, 25 Aug 04, SAVINpikwas
contacted by CPTIMINIO who related there were 3 SIPR
computers, which were carried over from the last unit (327 th
MP Co), and were located in the Operations
Center, BCP. However, the hand receipts did not indicate the unit who had possession of the systems prior to
the 327th MP Co.
About 0950, 25 Aug 04, SA 111.11ftwas contact by CPT ilinlkwho provided the three serial
numbers for the above referenced computers as
_ , $1111. and NOM in which all three were
Dell brand computers.
About 1330, 25 Aug 04, SA'
coordinated with CW2
Installation
Property Book Officer (PBO), BAF, and provided her with the serial numbers (service tags) for the Dell
computer systems, which CPT'S'''. signed for from the 327 th MP Co. SA
equested her to
determine if those systems were in place with the 377 th
MP Co on their installation hand receipt. SAMOS
further requested that if those service tags did not match any of the
serial numbers of the-cornputers-which
the 327thIVIP CiTsigned for,en to provide the information of the system(s) for which they did have on their
installation hand receipt.
About 1345, 25 Aug 04, SA IIIIII.coordinated with Mr.
Network Administrator,
civilian contractor with ITT Corporation, BAF, who conducted a search of the profiles on the SIPR email
exchange server for...Nand 1111.111
which resulted in negative information. Mr111111111.0elated
that usually units taking over from another unit will keep the same account per the authorized naming
convention, and since the activity this office was looking for dated in late 2002, the DOIM did not keep the
data from that time frame.
About 1655, 25 Aug 04, SA coordinated with CW2
ho related the three service tags
(serial numbers) provided to her by SA
were for Dell laptops which were initially placed on the
installation property book in Dec 03; and, therefore, were not present at the BCP during the Nov-Dec 02 time
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frame. SA

requested her to research the 377 th
MP Co unit hand receipts to determine if she had
information concerning SIPR computer systems which they may have had at the BCP.
About 1055, 27 Aug 04, SAIllie was contacted by CW2
who related she had no
documentation for the 377 th
MP Co; however, she did have hand receipts for the 327 th
back to Aug 03.
MP Co, which dated
About 1351, 30 Aug 04, SA
coordinated with CW2
who provided a coy of the hand
receipt for the 327 th
MP Co, which was dated 1 Aug 03, and showed three desktop computers and five laptop
computers on their installation property book. (See copy of hand receipt for further details)
About 1521, 30 Aug 04, SAIIIIIIIII.coordinated with Ms
Helpdesk Clerk, ITT
Corporation, BAF, who reviewed the turn-in documents for this past year (2004) in which the earliest their
office had record of was Apr 04.
About 1535, 30 Aug 04, SANE. coordinated with 2LTIMINIIIMMis
Accountable
Officer, Supply and Services Activity (SSA), BAF, who searched the turn-in documents for e
327th
MP Co, and determined there were no documents reflecting computer equipment was turned-in. She
related that items, which were turned-in to the SSA for reutilization, were sent to the Defense Reutilization and
Marketing Office (DRMO) in Kaiserslautern, Germany. She further related that the prior unit operating the
SSA was the 1034 th
Quartermaster Co, which was a national guard unit from the state of Iowa.
About 1729, 2 Sep 04, SA...coordinated with SAWN..
and
and briefed him on all aspects of his
request for assistance and the activity of this office. Both SA
SIIIIMponcurred that it was
almost impossible to determine the location of the computer systems in question and whether or not they had
their hard disk drives wiped. Therefore, SA
advised SA
that he required no further
assistance from this office.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////LA ST
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About 1455, 30 Se 04, SA111.00 conducted a telephonic interview of

Headquarters and Headquarters Company (HHC), 18 th MP Brigade,
anheim, Germany, APO AE 09058.

11111.1,tated she was deployed to Bagram, Afghanistan
during the December 2002 time frame. She stated she was assigned as a Plans Officer within the
Provost Marshals Office (PMO), Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF)180.0.11.aid she had e
specific duties related to detainee operations and had only a general level of understandin as to th no
g
operation of the Bagram Collection Point (BCP). 41111111110stated during her t our at B,
v
isited the BCP on several occasions, however, never witnessed assaults of any detaagram
inees. He
she
Her had
isits were limited to the administrative offices of the 377 th
MP Company and the main detainee
holdingare thfislortheBCP.Sdinotrecalhvingerstdheiolancs.
She was aware of the deaths of the two detainees and had attended the autopsy of the second
detainee who died (DILAWAR), as an observer.
elated prior to the first death
(HABIBULLAH), she had no prior knowledge of the use of standing restraint. After the death of the
first detainee (HABIBULLAH), the use of standing restraint was identified as a concern. The MI unit
operating within the BCP was informed they would have to enforce the courses of sleep deprivation
related to the detainees, instead of having MP's enforcement. MI did not have sufficient personnel
and would often have sleep deprivation enforced by the MP's, although
as unsure of
exactly how that was affected. inestated
she perceived a comman n c• trsUe within
he BCP in that the MI unit believed they commanded the facility and the MP's also considered the
acility to belong to them. said she had no knowledge of any specific incidents involving
tstrikes of detainees by MP's. said if there were any incidents, it would have been related to
he MP's protecting themselves, although she could not be specific. She had never heard of the term
`compliance blow" and had not spoken with the 377 th
MP company commander. She denied having
w itnessed any assaults upon detainees by anyone within
the BCP.
also explained she had
no knowledge of MI operationse Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). She said the MP SOP
as dr fted by CPT ho was
also assigned-to-the CJIF--180 PMO operations cell.
elated the commander of the 377 th
MP Company received a briefin from the CJTF-180
PMO (MAJ
when they assumed the MP mission within the BCP
w
described
itnessing the in processing of detainees during which a muzzled MP canine was used to search the
detainees and their belongings. The canine was never in a position to cause any harm to the
detainees. She said she did not observe any batons or other weapons in the facility. 1111111.11stated
at the time of the deaths, the detainees had only been in the facility for a few days and the deaths had
been presented as occurrin due to natural causes. She said it did not seem like anyone had done
anything wrong at the time.
said she did not see and would be unable to identify the
detainees who had died, although she did attend the autopsy of the second detainee (DILAWAR).
said the 377 th
MP Company had posted rules of the facility on boards throughout the facility
hich identified what the detainees were not allowed to do while detained within the BCP.
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About 1610 30 Se 04, SAINIIIIIIII.conducted a telephonic interview
of ISG_
th

108 MP Company, Fort Bragg, NC 28310. INM1111111.tated

he had deployed and was present within Bagram, Afghanistan at the time of the deaths of the two
detainees at
the BCP. He said he worked within the CJTF-180 PMO operations cell and was
responsible for compiling data for the detainee data base system.
stated he rarely
isited the BCP and never observed any assaults or abuse within the BCP. He said he relied upon
he 377th
MP Company administrative section and command team to provide him with information for
his reports..11111111111Mstated he had never heard the term "compliance blow" being used by
MP's. He said the BCP had an established SOP, which had been re-written at least three times. He
said the. MI Company had an independent SOP and were provided a co of the MP SOP which they
reviewed.
tated he was informed by MA
whom he described
as a male
reviewed the draft MP SOP and stated it did not violate
anything Mi was involved with.
stated he was not aware of any issues related to the
command and control of the BCP. The facility was under the control of the MI and the MP mission
as to safeguard and care for the detainees. He was not aware of the use of standing restraint within
he BCP. imminorelated
the lights were constantly on within the BCP and he was not sure if
his was a method of sleep deprivation. Further, he was not aware of MI using MP's to enforce sleep
deprivation. He said no one spoke with him regarding any concerns or comments related to the BCP.
fated he had no contact with the detainees and had no knowledge of the two deaths.
He did not know who was responsible for the deaths of the two detainees.
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For use of this form see AR 190-45 and AR 195-5; the proponent agency is US Army
Criminal Investigation Command
RECEIVING ACTIVITY

,
HQ, USACIDC

LOCATION

IX

OWNER

377th MP Co
US Army Reserve Center, 1600 Seymour Ave
Cincinnati, OH (513)351-1245 ext. 222

Records
GR

•'

23533
6010 6th Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

ADDRESS (Include Zip Code)

NAME, GRADE AND TITLE OF PERSON FROM WHOM RECEIVED

Custodian o
SF

-

CRD REPORT/CID ROI NUMBER

1 OTHER
LOCATION FROM WHERE OBTAINED

REASON OBTAINED

TIME/DATE OBTAINED

From the right hand of SFC OM in the orderly room of
the 377th MP Co

Evaluation as Evidence

0955/26 Jan 04

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES

ITEM

QUANTITY

(Include model, serial number, condition and unusual marks or scratches)

NO

1

5

Sheets of white paper containing the training schedule for the 377th MP Co, 1600 Seymour Ave,
Cincinnati. OH, MTOE: 19667LAR02 for the period of 16-18 January 2002. Each sheet is labeled page
1-5 o pages. Marked for ID on the lower right hand corner on the front of each sheet: 0955/26Jan04/

2

7

Sheets of white paper containing the title of "Class Roster" for various classes on various dates. Sheet one
is labeled "01-12-02, Process EPW/CI at a collecting point or holding area, Instructor: SPC OMB, CPL
WIS. Sheet two is labeled" 16Jan02, Perform as a Guard, 191-381-1302, Instructor: Pvt
Sheet three is labeled: "16Jan02, Control Internee Movement within a Correctional Confinement FR 07,
". Sheet four is labeled, "16Jan01, Control a vehicle to exit from a confinement
Instructor: PV2
. Sheet five is labeled, "16Jan02, Interact with Internees 191-381-1290,
facility, Instructor: SS
Instructor: SPCIIM, SSG gm. Sheet six is labeled, "17Jan02, Participate in riot control formation,
SheersFiTh is labeled, "17Jan02, Employ Baton, Riot, Instructor: SGT...
Instructor: SGT
All seven sheets contain various printed and signed names. Sheets marked for ID on the lower right hand
corner on the front of each sheet: 0955/26Jan0411111111
Sheets of white paper stapled together the first three of which contain typewritten outline pertaining to
standards of acceptability in any defensive tactics, levels resistance and control, handcuffing, and PPCT.
last six sheets contain photocopies of what appears to be a manual entitled PPCT Defensive Tactics
Instructor Manual (7-93), pages 3-9 through 3-14 with the address of PPCT Management Systems, Inc.,
t, IL 62260. Marked ff;z:7 ID on the lower right hand corner on the front
500 South Illinois, Suite 3, Mil
of each sheet: 0955/26Jan04111111111.///,40 s--F .1texil hi

Inv
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EVIDENCE/PROPERTY CUSTODY DOCUMENT
For use of this form see
AR 190-45 and AR 195-5; the proponent agency is US Army
Criminal Investigation Command

HQ, USACIDC

RECEIVING ACTIVITY

LOCATION

NAME, GRADE AND TITLE OF PERSON FROM WHOM RECEIVED

I X! OWNER

SFC
Supply NCOIC

23533
6010 6th Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

377th MP Company
US Army Reserve Center, 1600 Seymour Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45237

LOCATION FROM WHERE OBTAINED

From the right hand of SF
in the supply room
of the 377th MP Company, 1600 Seymour Avenue, Cincinnati,
OH 45237
NO.

0134-02-CID369
CRD REPORT/CID ROI NUMBER

ADDRESS (Include Zip Code)

, AGR

OTHER

ITEM

k

REASON OBTAINED

Evidence

TIME/DATE OBTAINED

1150/26 Jan 04

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES

QUANTITY

(Include model, serial number, condition and unusual marks or scratches)

Photographs, 4 inches by 6 inches, kodak paper, color prints, made of paper type construction with a
glossy finish, scratched and scuffed, marked individually with 840-892 #11 Mar/04/02111111.111.111111
HOUR; 840-892 #12 Mar/04/02
, HOUR; 840-892 #14
Mar/04/02
840-892 #16 Mar/04/02
840-892 #18 Mar/04/02
840-892 #22 Mar/04/0
Marked for ID on lower right hand comer on bac of each photograph: 1150, 26Jan04,
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////LAST ITEM///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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MPR/CID SEQUENCE NUMBER

EVIDENCE/PROPERTY CUSTODY DOCUMENT
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For use of this form see AR 190-45 and AR 195-5; the proponent agency is US Army
Criminal Investigation Command
RECEIVING ACTIVITY

HQ, USACIDC

LOCATION

NAME, GRADE AND TITLE OF PERSON FROM WHOM RECEIVED

IX! OWNER

I I OTHER

377th MP Co
US Allay Reserve Center, 1600 Seymour Ave
Cincinnati, OH (513)351-1245 ext. 222

From the right hand of SF1111111ftlie orderly room of
the 377th MP Co
NO,

23533
6010 6th Street, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

ADDRESS (Include Zip Code)

Custodian of Training Records
SFC
10 AGR

LOCATION FROM WHERE OBTAINED

ITEM

CRD REPORT/CID ROI NUMBER

REASON OBTAINED

TIME/DATE OBTAINED

Evaluation as Evidence

1205/26 Jan 04

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES

QUANTITY

(Include model, serial number; condition and unusual marks or scratches)

5

2

Sheets of white paper stapled together containing the training schedule for the 377th MP Co, 1600 Seymour
Ave, Cincinnati. OH, MTOE: 19667LAR02 for the period of 1-3 March 2002. Each sheet is labeled page
1-5 of 5 page4sier for ID on the lower right hand corner on the front of each sheet:
1205/26Jan0
Sheet of white paper in military memorandum foil :at containing the 377th MP Company's letterhead. The
signature block is that of CPT
MP, Commanding, dated 22 January 2002, Subject:
Drill Schedule gaze FY 02. Marked for ID on the lower right hand corner on the front of the sheet:
1205/26Jan04'HLAST ITEM///
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ITEM
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RELEASED BY

RECEIVED BY

PURPOSE OF CHANGE
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EVIDENCE 1-2
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teS.-'21 4

NAME, GRADE OR TITLE

NAME; GRADE OR TITLE '

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE

NAME, GRADE OR TITLE

NAME,.GRADE OR TITLE

Replaces DA FORM 4137, 1 Aug 74 and
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For use of this form see AR 190-45 and AR 195-5; the proponent agency is US Army
Criminal Investigation Command
RECEIVING ACTIVITY
LOCATION

HQ, USACEDC, Investigative Operations

—6c2 •

-

gT5E5 3

CO?

CRD REPORT/CID ROI NUMBER
3.,-3

1011/1111111110

LOCATION FROM WHERE
From the hand of

ITEM
NO.

7

Fort Belvoir, VA 22060
DRESS Include Zi Code)

NAME, GRADE AND TITLE OF PERSON FROM WHOM RECEIVED
OWNER
X OTHER

,3

TAINED

REASON OBTAINED

TIME/DATE OBTAINED

Evaluation as
Evidence

1930, 2 Mar 04

while at his residence

DESCRIPTION OF ARTICLES

QUANTITY

(Include model, serial number, condition and unusual marks or scratches)

Sheet of, plain white bond typing style paper, bearing black in color typed print consisting of "secret...14
September 2002...SUBJECT: Physical Condition of Detainees from Kandahar Air Field,
Afghanistan...PUC Number
..PUC Numbeillik.PUC Number
SPC, ARNG". The document also bears an ink signature of SPC
Item marked for
identification with 2 Mar 04/1930
on the lower right hand corner.
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////Last Item///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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DATE: 4 OCT 2004
FROM: HQ, USACIDC, FT BELVOIR, VA //CIOP-COF//
TO: DIRUSACRC USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CICR-ZAll
SAC, BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE, USACIDC, AFGHANISTAN
CDR, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, FORT BRAGG, NC
CDR, 300TH MP BRIGADE, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN
SJA, CJTF180, BAGRAM AIR BASE, AFGHANISTAN
CDR, 111 th MI BRIGADE, FORT HUACHUCA, AZ
DIR AFIP WASH DC
#
CDR 3D MP GRP FT GILLEM GA //CIRC-ZA//
CDR USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CIOP-ZA//
#
SUBJECT: CID REPORT - 9111 STATUS/SSI - 0134-02-CID369-23533 5H9B/5H4J/5H3D/5C1S/5C2B/5Y2E/5S1/5X6/5M3A/5X1/5Y2A6/9G1/9G2A
DRAFTER:
RELEASER:
UNCLASSIFIED - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES:

1. 4 DEC 2002/0040Z (4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME);
ISOLATION CELL #7; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM
AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
2. 1 DEC 2002/0001 - 4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
3. 3 DEC 2002/1650 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; ISOLATION CELL #6, BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
4. 4 DEC 2002/0001 - 1 APR 2004/2400; VARIOUS LOCATIONS, CONUS &
OCONUS.
2. DATE/TIME REPORTED: 4 DEC 2002, 0220
3. INVESTIGATED BY: SA

SA

41111.111111111111111111111.A
;SA

,SSA

SA

,iNDSA

SA

SA
4. SUBJECT: [CORRECTED] 1.

ALPHA COMPANY,
519TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII
AIRBORNE CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [MALTREATMENT OF A
PERSON IN US CUSTODY (UNFOUNDED)], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT
(UNFOUNDED)], [CONSPIRACY (UNFOUNDED)], [DERELICTION OF DUTY].
[CORRECTED] 2.

ALPHA COMPANY, 519
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII

ACLU-RDI 4534 p.1591
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a 2-

AIRBORNE CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; AKA:0111111.11.11111
[ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A
PERSON IN US CUSTODY], [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
[CORRECTED 3.

ALPHA COMPANY,411111111111
519TH
MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY],
[DERELICTION OF DUTY]

".

[CORRECTED] 4.

41111111.10111111.111.111.1.0

FORMERLY OF
ALPHA COMPANY, 519TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH
MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC;
[DERELICTION OF DUTY], [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY],
[MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY], [CONSPIRACY
(UNFOUNDED)].
[CORRECTED] 5.

377 TH MP COMPANY (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR A ENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT (UNFOUNDED)], [MAIMING
(UNFOUNDED)], [INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER (UNFOUNDED)].
6.
377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
sl
e),11/116FOIrfringla
YMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US

ARMY a ri FRE

CUSTODY]
[CORRECTED] 7.

411111.1111

1

41111.1111111111111.111111.k MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMO
ENUE, CINCINNATI,
IN
OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
8. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APROXIMATELY 30 YOA, TARI, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976], [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM
CONFINEMENT]

'ID
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377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
io.
1111.111111111111111.111111.4111111110377 T MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
11.
377TH MP COMPANY (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]

41110111.1111/11.

12.

377 MP COMPANY (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
13.
377TH MP COMPANY (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SE OUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
14.
377 _ MP COMPANY (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE OFFICIAL
STATEMENT], [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
15.
377 MP COM Y (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE OFFICIAL
STATEMENT]
[CORRECTED] 16.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE
OFFICIAL STATEMENT], [DERELICTION OF DUTY], [NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE
(UNFOUNDED)], [FAILURE TO OBEY LAWFUL ORDER (UNFOUNDED)],
[CONSPIRACY (UNFOUNDED)].

b
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5. VICTIM: 1. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APPROXIMATELY 30 YOA; TART, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [NEGLIGENT
HOMICIDE], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY], [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
2. UNKNOWN; CIV; AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER ID: PERSON UNDER
CONTROL (PUC)(NFI); [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
3. US GOVERNMENT (BCP, BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN,
APO AE 09354); [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM CONFINEMENT], [DERELICTION
OF DUTY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976 (UNFOUNDED)]

IMIffarii

117171141IffifIARY

POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
6.

on r 7

mi

• IPOLICE
• COMPANY
inD(US
MILITARY
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
377 MILITARY POLICE COMP
(US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
6. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY: THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS
BASED UPON AN ALLEGATION OR PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND
MAY CHANGE PRIOR TO THE COMPLETION OF THE INVESTIGATION.
"THIS IS A STRONGHOLD FREEDOM INVESTIGATION."
THIS IS A CATEGORY I MONITORSHIP INVESTIGATION
9th STATUS REPORT:
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The purpose of this status report is to document the probable cause findings of the
supported trial counsel as the case nears completion.
On 1 Oct 04, MA
, Chief, Task Force Legal Advisor, articulated his legal
opinion after reviewing all available case materials to date Based upon his review of the
case facts in their totality, MAJ alle opined there was probable cause to make the
following additions, deletions and corrections to previously documented offenses. Of
particular note, there is currently no probable cause to believe any of the subjects
committed the crime of Negligent Homicide.
According to AFIP Medical Examiners, the autopsy finding that a blunt force injury to
HABIBULLAH's left leg is where a fatal blood clot formed is only supported by a
preponderance of the evidence. The investigation has not conclusively established the
individual responsible for that injury. Further, the medical examiner's opinion is that,
regardless of the any blunt force injury, a significant factor in HABIBULLAH's death
was prolonged, enforced standing by restraint. The prolonged, enforced standing caused
blood to pool in the victim's legs, significantly aiding in the formation of the blood clot
that became a fatal pulmonary embolism. The investigation did not conclusively
determine a single individual was responsible for ordering or approving
HABIBULLAH's prolonged standing restraint.
All interrogators were culpable for Dereliction of Duty for failure to conduct
interro ations within applicable policies. According to the CJ2 (COL glinft
the only authorized techniques for interrogations in the BCP were those
outlined in FM 34-52. That manual specifically prohibits physical contact, which the
evidence indicates that all listed individuals used during interrogations.
Additionally there is probable cause to believellinlikommitted the offenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Maltreatment o a Person in US Custody
because evidence indicates41111/111,ondoned or ratified physical contact during
interrogations: In response -to-comp-Writs by an -iriterpretEi; regarding the conduct of some
MI personne1,11111111111conunented that in Bagram they "had to be a little rougher" on
detainees than they were in GTMO (or words to that effect). Further, evidence indicates
mumselected specific interrogators for certain interrogations based on their
willingness to get physical with the detainees.
Probable cause exists to believe...committed Dereliction of Duty because, as a
detainee guard force noncommissioned officer (NCO), it was his duty to ensure detainees
were treated humanely and not subjected to assaults. He violated this duty when he failed
to correct soldiers who bragged about their use of excessive force against various
detainees. He also committed Assault and Maltreatment when he authorized or ordered
soldiers to give unnecessary knee strikes to a restrained detainee.
Previously listed offenses regarding-Here unfounded based upon insufficient
evidence to indicate criminal intent. Recent evidence has come to light indicating that
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.vas straightforward with a BCP legal advisor regarding the true purpose and use

of safety positions. Further, recent evidence indicates ...repeatedly sought
guidance on permissible interrogation techniques. However, the offense of Dereliction of
Duty was added because (according to the CJ2), FM 34-52 techniques were the only
techniques to be used in Bagram and11.111was clearly told this. 41.11111ought to go
beyond this guidance and failed to ensure her subordinates acted JAW this guidance.
Evidence also indicates that she an
ondoned interrogation techniques beyond
that allowed in FM 34-52, but no direct evidence that and
were acting
in concert with regard to physical assaults of detainees.
The offenses of Negligent Homicide and Conspiracy were unfounded as they relate to
.1.11.due to the fact there is insufficient evidence to believe
acts or
omissions were the legal cause of HABIBULLAH's death. Legally, sufficient evidence
of intervening officer and senior NCO chain of command supervision exists to mitigate
4.11111111 responsibility for the abuses by his soldiers. Failure to Obey a Lawful Order
was unfounded because credible evidence indicates...attempted to timely
comply with the order of the BCP legal advisor to end the practice of overhead chaining
prior to the second death and his soldiers simply failed to follow that guidance. The
offenses of Dereliction of Duty and False Official Statement with re and t
remain valid in that there is still probable cause to believe
did not adequate y
investigate complaints of abuse of detainees advanced by the ICRC and deliberately
mislead investigators about the conduct of his soldiers during the investigations of both
deaths.
Offenses against were unfounded as the evidence againsta.prelates solely
to the death of another detainee. There was a previous miscommunication between MAJ
41.pind the investigating agents on this issue, resulting in an earlier erroneous titling
in this investigative.
This investigation is pending administrative closure.
-

814 STATUS REPORT.

The purpose of this status report is to add T as a subject of this investigation for the
offenses reflected above. This report also updates offense listings related to...
.1.111.1.11pand makes biographical changes foi..110
On 1 Jun 04, MAJa.putTask Force Legal Advisor, opined
should be
listed as the subject for the aforementioned offenses based upon her misrepresentation of
information to the Bagram Legal Advisor.
ed legal advisors to believe the
function of "safety positions" involved dangers to the interrogators, when in fact "safety
positions" were used to illicit information due to the degree of discomfort they caused the
detainee. The pervasive use of "safety positions" by all interrogators demonstrates full
knowledge and acceptance of the technique by.I.ONCOIC) and ...(0IC),
who acted in concert to mislead the legal advisors and Bagram CJTF-180 leadership
about the true purpose of the technique.
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MAJOINItuther opined
excessive use of force constituted maiming. The
medical examiner opined the damage inflicted upon HABIBULLAH's legs was so great,
even if he had survived, both legs would have had to be amputated. 410111111kvillful
criminal assault resulted in HABIBULLAH's death, thus constituting involuntary
manslaughter.
It was the opinion of MAJ
hat
was culpably inefficient in the
performance of his duties, which allowed a number of his soldiers to mistreat detainees,
ultimately leading to HABIBULLAH's death, thus constituting negligent homicide.
76 Status Report:

Investigation established credible information to believe
was aware of the
abusive practices of his Soldiers and made a number of statements designed to indicate to
investigators he was unaware. Witness interviews establishallillehad a meeting
with Platoon Leaders and Platoon Sergeants in which he directed the cessation of "illegal
PUC Beatings".
ater admitted he knew his Soldiers were striking detainees.
111111111111. dereliction in the performance of his duties resulted in a lack of control and
created an atmosphere in which prisoners were routinely mistreated by 377 th MP
Company soldiers and subsequently expired from their injuries.
On 10 May 04, Task Force Legal Advisor, MAJIIIIIIIIIIMpffice of the Staff Judge
Advocate (OSJA), FORSCOM, Fort McPherson, GA opined there was probable cause to
believe the
ommitted the offenses of Dereliction of Duty and False Official
Statement.
Request name checks on the above named subjects.
66 STATUS REPORT:

Thepose of this status report is to add five military_policemen from the 377th MP
Company as subjects of this investigation. Investigation established credible information
to believe ammiii
0 and
lso committed the offenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Maltreatment of a Person in US Custody, when
they struck HABIBULLAH using excessive force.

■

This re ort also addresses the submission of False Official Statements by
to USACIDC
Special Agents during the early phases of this investigation.
Between 21 Jan and 26 Mar 04, agents assigned to the PUC Task Force completed 94
interviews and interrogations resulting in numerous, confessions, admissions and witness
accounts which provided credible information to believe the aforementioned subjects
committed the above listed offenses. In specific, 377 th MP Company unit members,
issued sworn statements including but not limited to the following:
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On 23 Jan 04, SPC
377th MP Company, Cincinnati,
OH 45237 stated she witnessed
and11111111111chain HABIBULLAH to
the wire mesh ceiling of an isolation cell. After securing him,
delivered
at least two common peroneal (knee) blows to the thigh, which lifted the detainee off his
feet. 411111111warnedgMaineto step back and then delivered a "sidekick" to
the chest (abdomen) of HABIBULLAH.
On 23 and 29 Jan 04
as advised of his rights and interviewed. Both
times,111111/111111ssued sworn statements admitting he struck HABIBULLAH in the
common eroneal at least twice (in presence of bothall/Mandall.110.
tated he found HABIBULLAH in his cell ten minutes later and he was not
certain he detected a pulse on HABIBULLAH, contrary to what he told investigators in
early Dec 02.
ecounted a conversation wit hallilla in which
11111111.1 stated he "must have given that guy (HABIBULLAH) fifty common
peroneals and he deserved every one of them".
On 21 Dec 02,
ade a statement to CID (in connection with a second detainee
deaths, as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534) in which he denied seeing
anyone strike either detainee. On 23 Jan 04,
as advised of his rights. He
waived his rights and admitted he observedlIMIII.strike HABIBULLAH, the
night of the detainee's death.
On 4 Dec 02,
knowingly rendered a statement he knew to be false. He told
CID AgentsaIIIIIIII.did not strike HABIBULLAH. On 24 Jan
advised of his rights and he requested counsel, at which time the interview was
terminated.
On 24 Jan 04,1111111110,vas advised of his rights and interviewed.1111111111confessed to
delivering at least two common peroneal (knee) strikes to HABIBULLAH when the
detainee resisted putting the-hood on.
tated
vas with him and
also -defivemd-two-knee -gulkeno HABIBIJCLAM —Additionally,
admitted he struck over 20 PUC(s) within the BCP unnecessarily for various infractions
of the rules, (misconduct addressed in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534).
fillairalband MIIIP were advised of their rights and requested counsel. All
interviews in which subjects requested counsel were terminated immediately and not
pursued, as no immediate defense counsel(s) were available for consult, by those soldiers.
anclailiewere previously interviewed on the following
and each provided a sworn statement denying they witnessed anyone strike a detainee
and further denied striking a detainee themselves, statements which were false.
On 26 Mar 04, the results of the recent interviews were discussed with the Task Force
Legal Advisor, MAJIIIIIIIMISOffic e of the Staff Judge Advocate (OSJA),
FORSCOM, Fort McPherson, GA. He opined there was probable cause to believe the
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listed subjects committed the identified offenses. MA
hould be listed for Dereliction of Duty.
and

her opined

Request name checks on the above named subjects.
5th STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to addillnlipand inil(377 ill MP
Company) as subjects for the offenses of Assault Consummated by a Battery and
Cruelty/Maltreatment of a Subordinate. Additionally, this status report corrects
ULLAH's identification to HABIBULLAH.
Investigation established probable cause to believe...nand Inilladelivered
between 2-4 blows each to the lateral aspect of the thigh region of HABIBULLAH while
he was restrained in a standing position in the Isolation Cell. Both soldiers described
their actions as "compliance blows", which were unauthorized.
On 19 Dec 2003, SA11111111111.)ordinated this investigation and the actions of
and ON111111111with MAJM.1111•11., Trial Counsel, Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate, 3 rd Infantry Division, Fort Stewart, GA 31314 (who has been designated by
XVIII Abn Corps as the Trial Counsel of record for this case). MAJOINIIIIDopined
both bear individual responsibility for the assaults they
nd
• inflicted and seeking approval from SSG.... perform an illegal act did not
alleviate them of culpability.
Investigation continues by CID. Request name checks

and 411.111111111110

4TH STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to identify three Military Intelligence (MI)
Interrogators as subjects for the offense-of Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment of
Subordinates and Misprision of ..Serious Offense relating o their abusive physical
treatment of detainees (PUCI. during interrogation sessions. Additionally, this status
report identifies three Military Police (MP) personnel as subjects for the offenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment of Subordinates relating to
their practice of "compliance blows" upon shackled detainees. Lastly, this status report
addresses assaults (under the Afghan Penal Code of 1976) by ULLAH upon four
members of the MP guard force during combative episodes, while in detention and during
ULLAH's attempted escape from confinement on 3 Dec 2002.

and
Investigation established credible information to believe MI Interrogators
0committed the offenses of Assault & Cruelty/Maltreatment in their physical
111
ere observed by witnesses
assaults on PUCIIIIINFIA.01/1and
pulling on a detainee's beard, yanking his head around by his beard, kicking him in the
buttocks and legs and forcing the detainees to maintain contorted, painful body positions
during interviews. FM 34-52 (Interviews and Interrogations) specifically prohibits use of

■
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force during interrogations. AR 190-8, paragraph 2-1a(1)(d) states, "The use of physical
or mental torture or any coercion to compel prisoners to provide information is
prohibited." It further states, "Prisoners may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed to
unpleasant or disparate treatment of any kind because of their refusal to answer
questions." Investigation established credible information to believe this misconduct was
reported to
the MI NCOIC, who excused it as necessary to the mission, did
nothing to stop the behaviors, and failed to report it or prevent further occurrences.
Investigation established credible information to believe ULLAH physically assaulted
members of the 377th MP Guard Company fl/MINO
and
hen he kicke
'n the groin, punche
d attempted to
escape co mement by grabbin
hirt, shoving him and running from his cell.
During these incidents,
andallillidelivered blows with their
fists and knees to defend themselves, subdue ULLAH and prevent his escape, as allowed
for under the self-defense provision of Use of Force guidance.
Investigation has established credible,information to believe MP Guard Force Company
personnel OM and..., committed the offenses of Assault Consummated by
Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment when they delivered strikes, with their knee, to the
lateral aspect of the thigh region of ULLAH as punishment for non-compliance with
procedures or directives. This behavior was termed a "compliance blow" by MP
personnel, but is strictly prohibited under the provisions of AR 190-47 (Army
Corrections). On at least one occasiongalMikought and gained permission to strike
a restrained ULLAH from SS
P Sergeant of the Guard (SOG), establishing
credible information to believe SSG
s a principal and as such also committed
the offense of Assault Consummated by Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment.
.

Additionally, members of the MP guard force while following guidance set forth in a
portion of the Bagrarn Control Point SOP (entitled Disciplinary Measures) placed
ULLAH in "standing restraint" as punishment. This was achieved by chaining his arms
overhead to a fixed object (ceiling) for varying periods of time ranging from 30-60
minutes. AR 19047, paragraph 1240e, prohibits the use of irons, restraining straps and
jackets, shackles, hand irons, or legs irons as punishments and prohibits fastening
prisoners to stationary objects. Securing a prisoner to a fixed object is also prohibited
under AR 190-47, paragraph 9-7e, except in emergencies. AR 190-8, paragraph 6-11a(4)
prohibits " inhumane, brutal or dangerous" disciplinary punishments and specifies the
"age, sex and health of the civilian internee will be considered."
These deliberate blows to restrained individuals, the use of shackling/restraint devices as
punishment and for sleep deprivation (directed by MI interrogators) collectively
constitute unnecessary, excessive physical force and violence to persons under the care,
custody and control of US forces, and who are entitled to protection IAW AR 190-8,
paragraph 1-5 (Enemy Prisoner of War, Retained Persons, Civilian Internees and Other
Detainees) and therefore constitute Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment.
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Investigation to date has found no existing CJTF 180 guidance that authorized any of the
described actions as approved tactics, techniques and procedures (other than the use of
standing restraint as a disciplinary measure in the BCP SOP). The responsibility of
supervisory personnel beyond the NCO level has yet to be determined, but is under
continued investigation. The culpability of the writers, reviewers and approvers of the
BCP SOP are also under continued investigation.
No determination has been made on criminal culpability pertaining to the death of
ULLAH. Investigation continues.
Request name checks be performed on all listed subjects.
The Casual Liaison Officers (CLO) were re-designated as CW3 111111111111111111and
CW
who can be reached at DSN: 656-0299/0224; COM: 703-8060299/0224; or electronic message address:
belvoirm .mil and
rnil respectively.
3rd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report a revised opinion of the cause and manner of
death of ULLAH, after a review of the preliminary findings by

Lercommi

On 13 Dec 02, LTC'
reported after a review of her preliminary autopsy
findings she felt the cause of death of ULLAH was pulmonary embolism resulting from
blunt force injury to the legs. The manner of death was homicide. LT
explained a pathologist's determination of homicide does not necessarily mean murder.
In their terminology it simply means other than natural death caused by outside events.
There was no way to determine which injury precipitated ULLAH's death. This opinion
is preliminary pending toxicology and pathology studies. Investigation continues by the
USACIDC.
2nd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report the preliminary results of an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains.
On 8 Dec 02, LTC (Dr)
Armed Forces Regional Medical
Examiner, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center, APO AE 09180, conducted an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains LTOMMINIMMIbpreliminary opinion was the cause of ULLAH's
death was a pulmonary embolism brought about by a blood clot in the pulmonary artery
near the heart. The manner of death was as yet undetermined pending a review and
special study of the results of the autopsy and the circumstances reported surrounding
ULLAH's death. The autopsy revealed his kidneys were grossly unremarkable. There
were no obvious indications of renal failure.
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Investigation revealed ULLAH was captured and turned over to US forces by an Afghan
warlord (NFI) just prior to being detained at the BCP, BAF. Investigation continues by
the USACIDC.
INITIAL REPORT:

On 4 Dec 02, SA
CITF, Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram
Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09311 (BAF), reported a Person Under Control (PUC)
died after being found in his cell unconscious with shallow breathing.
Investigation revealed ULLAH (PUC 412) was captured in action against the US on 28
Nov 02, and was transported to the BCP on 30 Nov 02. ULLAH resisted in-processing
by being combative and noncompliant. ULLAH refused to eat anything upon arrival at
the BCP until his death. ULLAH attacked 3 Military Police guards punching one on the
chin, kicking another in the groin, and biting another. Due to his behavior, ULLAH was
placed in an isolation cell, restrained with handcuffs and shackles, and chained with his
hands chained to a waist belt with a chain connected to the waist belt in the front and
rear, with those chains fastened to the ceiling. This held him securely to prevent harm to
himself or others; while maintaining him in a standing position. ULLAH was checked
about 2400, 3 Dec 02, he refused food and spat on the guard.
About 0015, 4 Dec 02, the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) checked on ULLAH and noticed
he was unresponsive. The SOG, a trained Combat Medic, opened the cell door, checked
ULLAH for signs of life, finding he had shallow breathing and a weak pulse, but his
blood pressure was normal. An ambulance was called and upon arrival of the ambulance
the Emergency Response personnel found ULLAH to have no signs of life and no life
saving measures were performed.
About 0040, 4 Dec 02, ULLAH arrived at the 339th CSH, BAF, where Dr (LTC)
OM. Emergency Physician, found no signs of life and performed no life saving
measures. Dr 21.1.:kronounced ULLAH dead on arrival. Dr
had full body
x-rays exposed of ULLAH's_body, which-revealed no acuWtraurna noted.- -Blood
examinations revealed acute renal failure and a lack of urine also indicative of acute renal
failure. A visual examination of ULLAH's body revealed no bruising, nor evidence of
obvious external injury.
ULLAH had no known medical conditions, and was not taking any medications. An
autopsy is pending by an Armed Forces of Pathology pathologist and will be conducted at
BAF.
7. CID REPORTS ARE EXEMPT FROM AUTOMATIC TERMINATION OF
PROTECTIVE MARKINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHAPTER 3, AR 25-55.
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DATE: 2 JUNE 2004
FROM: HQ, USACIDC, FT BELVOIR, VA //CIOP-COF//
TO: DIRUSACRC USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA PCICR-ZAH
#
SAC, BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE, USACIDC, AFGHANISTAN
CDR, 525TH MI BRIGADE, FORT BRAGG, NC
CDR, 300 TH MP BRIGADE, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN
SJA, CJTF180, BAGRAM AIR BASE, AFGHANISTAN
DIR AFIP WASH DC
CDR 3D MP GRP FT GILLEM GA //CIRC-ZAll
CDR USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CIOP-ZA//
SUBJECT: CID REPORT - 8 TH STATUS/SSI - 0134-02-CID369-23533 5H9B/5H4J/5H3D /5C 1 S/5C2 B/5Y2 E/5 S1/5X6/5M3A/5X1/5Y2A6/9G1/9G2A
DRAFTER: 11111.11111111111.1111.
RELEASER:
UNCLASSIFIED - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES:
1. 4 DEC 2002/0040Z (4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL' TIME);
ISOLATION CELL #7; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM
AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
2. 1 DEC 2002/0001 - 4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
3. 3 DEC 2002/1650 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; ISOLATION CELL #6, BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
4. 4 DEC 2002/0001 - 1 APR 2004/2400; VARIOUS LOCATIONS, CONUS &
OCONUS.
2. DATE/TIME REPORTED: 4 DEC 2002, 0220
3. INVESTIGATED BY: SA

5. SUBJE
519 H MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 H LPHA COMPANY,
MI BRI GA DE, XVIII
AIRBORNE CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [MALTREATMENT OF A
PERSON IN US CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT], [CONSPIRACY].
CO
LPHA COMPANY, 519
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII
AIRBORNE CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; AKAMMINIM.
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[ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A
PERSON IN US CUSTODY]
3.

ALPHA COMPANY, 519TH MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY]
[CORRECTED] 4.

ORMERLY OF
ALPHA COMPANY, 519 TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH
MIBRGADE,XV ORNCPS,FTBAGNC28310;F
[DERELICTION OF DUTY], [CONSPIRACY].
[CORRECTED 5.

377 MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT], [MAIMING], [INVOLUNTARY
MANSLAUGHTER].
6.
1.......11111.111.11111.377 TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
7.

77TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED Ea A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT_O_F_A PERSON IN US__
CUSTODY]
8. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APROXIMATELY 30 YOA, TARI, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976], [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM
CONFINEMENT]
9.
7 MILITARY POLICE
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
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377T MILITARY POLICE CO
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
,

11
77TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, 01-1 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
12.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
13.
; 377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
14.
, 377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE OFFICIAL
STATEMENT], [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
15.
77_ MF' COMPANY, (US ARMY
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE OFFICIAL
STATEMENT]
[CORRECTED 16.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE
OFFICIAL STATEMENT], [DERELICTION OF DUTY], [NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE],
[FAILURE TO OBEY LAWFUL ORDER], [CONSPIRACY].
5. VICTIM: 1. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APPROXIMATELY 30 YOA; TART, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [NEGLIGENT
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HOMICIDE], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY], [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
2. UNKNOWN; CIV; AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER ID: PERSON UNDER
CONTROL (PUC)1111.(NFI); [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY], [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
3. US GOVERNMENT (BCP, BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN,
APO AE 09354); [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM CONFINEMENT], [DERELICTION
OF DUTY], [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
4.

377TH MILITARY POLICE COMP AN Y (US

ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976 (UNFOUNDED)]
4111111111111%.=11.1rri MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (USS
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
411.1111111111M
371171111MIIMTOrMlli
Ny,US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]

7
i=111.1131111111111.111
111
TAIIPRCRPT (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
6. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY: THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS
BASED UPON AN ALLEGATION OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND
MAY CHANGE PRIOR TO THE COMPLETION OF THE INVESTIGATION.
"THIS IS A STRONGHOLD FREEDOM INVESTIGATION."
THIS IS A CATEGORY I MONITORSHIP INVESTIGATION
8th STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to adds a subject of this investigation for the
offenses reflected above. This report also updates offense listings related tcallne
Wilfintaiillaand makes biographical changes for
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On 1 Jun 04, MADMEN. Task Force Legal Advisor, opinediftlishould be
listed as the subject for the aforementioned offenses based upon her misrepresentation of
information to the Bagram Legal Advisor. 11111.kd legal advisors to believe the
function of "safety positions" involved dangers to the interrogators, when in fact "safety
positions" were used to illicit information due to the degree of discomfort they caused the
detainee. The pervasive use of "safety positions" by all interrogators demonstrates full
knowledge and acceptance of the technique bANIORNCOIC) and 40111/(OIC),
who acted in concert to mislead the legal advisors and Bagram CJTF-180 leadership
about the true purpose of the technique.
MAJ11.111further opined excessive use of force constituted maiming. The
medical examiner opined the damage inflicted upon HABIBULLAH's legs was so great,
even if he had survived, both legs would have had to be amputated. 11.1111. willful
criminal assault resulted in HABIBULLAH's death, thus constituting involuntary
manslaughter.
It was the opinion of MAJ
hat RIM was culpably inefficient in the
performance of his duties, which allowed a number of his soldiers to mistreat detainees,
ultimately leading to HABIBULLAH's death, thus constituting negligent homicide.
7th Status Report:
Investigation established credible information to believe
was aware of the
abusive practices of his Soldiers and made a number of statements designed to indicate to
investigators he was unaware. Witness interviews establish
lad a meeting
with Platoon Leaders and Platoon Sergeants in which he directed the cessation of "illegal
PUC beatin s". 11.1..ater admitted he knew his Soldiers were striking detainees.
ereliction in the performance of his duties resulted in a lack of control and
created an atmosphere in which prisoners were routinely mistreated by 377 th MP
Company soldiers and subsequently expired from their injuries.
--- On 10-May 04,---Task Force Legal-Adv-isor,MA
Office of--the Staff-Judge
Advocate (OSJA), FORSCOM, Fort McPherson, GA opined there was probable cause to
believe the
committed the offenses of Dereliction of Duty and False Official
Statement.
Request name checks on the above named subjects.
6th STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to add five military policemen from the 377 th MP
Company as sub'ects of this investigation. Investigation established credible information
to believe
L
lso committed the offenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Maltreatment of a Person in US Custody, when
they struck HABIBULLAH using excessive force.

-E)D-10
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This report also addresses the submission of False Official Statements by
USACIDC
Special Agents during the early phases of this investigation.
Between 21 Jan and 26 Mar 04, agents assigned to the PUC Task Force completed 94
interviews and interrogations resulting in numerous, confessions, admissions and witness
accounts which provided credible information to believe the aforementioned subjects
committed the above listed offenses. In specific, 377 th MP Company unit members,
issued sworn statements including but not limited to the following:
On 23 Jan 04, SPC
77th MP Company, Cincinnati,
OH 45237 stated she witnesse d chain HABIBULLAH to
the wire mesh ceiling of an isolation cell. A er securing him, all101111.111elivered
at least two common peroneal (knee) blows to the thigh, which lifted the detainee off his
feet. 1111111110warned .1.11.11111to step back and then delivered a "sidekick" to
the chest (abdomen) of HABIBULLAH.
On 23 and 29 Jan 04,
as advised of his rights and interviewed. Both
times, 41.1111.1.issued sworn statements admitting he struck HABIBULLAH in the
common peroneal at least twice (in presence of both....indal...
.11.1.. stated he found HABIBULLAH in his cell ten minutes later and he was not
certain he detected a pulse on HABIBULLAH, contrary to what he told investigators in
early Dec 02.1111.1.11.ecounted a conversation within which
611.1.1111tated he "must have given that guy (HABIBULLAH) fifty common
peroneals and he deserved every one of them".
On 21 Dec 02,
made a statement to CID (in connection with a second detainee
deaths, as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534) in which he denied seeing
anyone strike either detainee. On 23 Jan 04,
as advised of his rights. He
waived his rights and admitted he observed
strike HABIBULLAH, the
night of the detainee's death.
On 4 Dec 02,
knowingly rendered a statement he knew to be false. He told
CID Agents
did not strike HABIBULLAH. On 24 Jan 04,411111.1Was
advised of his rights and he requested counsel, at which time the interview was
terminated.
On 24 Jan 04, g..avas advised of his rights and interviewed, confessed to
delivering at least two common peroneal (knee strikes to HABIBULLAH when the
detainee resisted putting the hood on.
tated
was with him and
11111.1.11.1so delivered two knee strikes to HABIBULLAH.
admitted he struck over 20 PUC(s) within the BCP unnecessarily for various infractions
of the rules, (misconduct addressed in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534).
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11.11.111.111indallinewere advised of their rights and requested counsel. All
interviews in which subjects requested counsel were terminated immediately and not
ursued, as no immediate defense counsel(s) were available for consult, by those soldiers.
and 11.11.vvere previously interviewed on the following
and each provided a sworn statement denying they witnessed anyone strike a detainee
and further denied striking a detainee themselves, statements which were false.
On 26 Mar 04, the results of the recent interviews were discussed with the Task Force
Legal Advisor, MAJ
Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (OSJA),
FORSCOM, Fort McPherson, GA. He opined there was probable cause to believe the
listed subjects committed the identified offenses. MAJe.lfurther opined
andf1=1111111hould be listed for Dereliction of Duty.
Request name checks on the above named subjects.
5th STATUS REPORT:

The purpose of this status report is to adde.1.1)andie...377th MP
Company) as subjects for the offenses of Assault Consummated by a Battery and
Cruelty/Maltreatment of a Subordinate. Additionally, this status report corrects
ULLAH's identification to HABIBULLAH.
Investigation established probable cause to believeall..andel...delivered
between 2-4 blows each to the lateral aspect of the thigh region of HABIBULLAH while
he was restrained in a standing position in the Isolation Cell. Both soldier_s described
their actions as "compliance blows", which were unauthorized.
On 19 Dec 2003, SAMS coordinated this investigation and the actions of
andineeekvith MA.1.1.1.1.11. ria l Counsel, Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate, PInfantry Division, Fort Stewart, GA 31314 (who has been designated by
XVIII Abn Corps as the Trial Counsel of record for this case). MAJ....Opined
allIllWctlIlIllallbo-th—bear-i-trdiVidua-tresponsibiliT-fof'th---e assault's they - inflicted and seeking approval from SS AINININ perform an illegal act did not
alleviate them of culpability.

Investigation continues by CID. Request name checks on1111111111111and
4 STATUS REPORT:

The purpose of this status report is to identify three Military Intelligence (MI)
Interrogators as subjects for the offense of Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment of
Subordinates and Misprision of a Serious Offense relating to their abusive physical
treatment of detainees (PUC
during interrogation sessions. Additionally, this status
report identifies three Military Police (MP) personnel as subjects for the offenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment of Subordinates relating to
their practice of "compliance blows" upon shackled detainees. Lastly, this status report

bah L91
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addresses assaults (under the Afghan Penal Code of 1976) by ULLAH upon four
members of the MP guard force during combative episodes, while in detention and during
ULLAH's attempted escape from confinement on 3 Dec 2002.
Investigation established credible information to believe MI Interrogators 411111111.and
ommitted the offenses of Assault & Cruelty/Maltreatment in their physical
- ere observed by witnesses
and
assaults on PUCOI(NFI).
pulling on a detainee's beard, yanking his head around by his beard, kicking him in the
buttocks and legs and forcing the detainees to maintain contorted, painful body positions
during interviews. FM 34-52 (Interviews and Interrogations) specifically prohibits use of
force during interrogations. AR 190-8, paragraph 2-la(1)(d) states, "The use of physical
or mental torture or any coercion to compel prisoners to provide information is
prohibited." It further states, "Prisoners may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed to
unpleasant or disparate treatment of any kind because of their refusal to answer
questions." Investigation established credible information to believe this misconduct was
the MI NCOIC, who excused it as necessary to the mission, did
reported to
nothing to stop the behaviors, and failed to report it or prevent further occurrences.
Investigation established credible information to believe ULLAH hysicall assaulted
and
members of the 377th MP Guard Com any 1111111111111110,
when he kicked in the groin, punched1111.110and attempted to
escape confinement by grabbing111111.10shirt, shoving him and running from his cell.
During these incidents,4111111.111111111.11DandallMedelivered blows with their
fists and knees to defend themselves, subdue ULLAH and prevent his escape, as allowed
for under the self-defense provision of Use of Force guidance.
Investigation has established credible information to believe MP Guard Force Company
personnel OM and...6 committed the offenses of Assault Consummated by
Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment when they delivered strikes, with their knee, to the
lateral aspect of the thigh region of ULLAH as punishment for non-compliance with
procedures or directives. This behavior was termed a "compliance blow" by MP
_personnel„but is_stxictly_prohibited_underAhe provisioof_AR 19a-47 (Army
ought and gained permission to strike
Corrections). On at least one occasion,
MP
Sergeant
of the Guard (SOG), establishing
a restrained ULLAH from SSG
a principal and as such also committed
credible information to believe SSG
the offense of Assault Consummated by Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment.
Additionally, members of the MP guard force while following guidance set forth in a
portion of the Bagram Control Point SOP (entitled Disciplinary Measures) placed
ULLAH in "standing restraint" as punishment. This was achieved by chaining his arms
overhead to a fixed object (ceiling) for varying periods of time ranging from 30-60
minutes. AR 190-47, paragraph 12-10e, prohibits the use of irons, restraining straps and
jackets, shackles, hand irons, or legs irons as punishments and prohibits fastening
prisoners to stationary objects. Securing a prisoner to a fixed object is also prohibited
under AR 190-47, paragraph 9-7e, except in emergencies. AR 190-8, paragraph 6-11a(4)
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prohibits " inhumane, brutal or dangerous" disciplinary punishments and specifies the
"age, sex and health of the civilian internee will be considered."
These deliberate blows to restrained individuals, the use of shackling/restraint devices as
punishment and for sleep deprivation (directed by MI interrogators) collectively
constitute unnecessary, excessive physical force and violence to persons under the care,
custody and control of US forces, and who are entitled to protection IAW AR 190-8,
paragraph 1-5 (Enemy Prisoner of War, Retained Persons, Civilian Internees and Other
Detainees) and therefore constitute Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment..
Investigation to date has found no existing CJTF 180 guidance that authorized any of the
described actions as approved tactics, techniques and procedures (other than the use of
standing restraint as a disciplinary measure in the BCP SOP). The responsibility of
supervisory personnel beyond the NCO level has yet to be determined, but is under
continued investigation. The culpability of the writers, reviewers and approvers of the
BCP SOP are also under continued investigation.
No determination has been made on criminal culpability pertaining to the death of
ULLAH. Investigation continues.
Request name checks be performed on all listed subjects.
The Casualty Liaison Officers (CLO) were re-designated as CW3.11.111111111and
who can be reached at DSN: 656-0299/0224; COM: 703-806CW
0299/0224; or electronic message address: 41=11V,belvoir.army.mil and
imiimpbelvoinarmy.mil respectively.
3rd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report a revised opinion of the cause and manner of
death of ULLAH, after a review of the preliminary findings by LTC.....111
•

-OrilT3 Dec .02; - LTC11111111111111111reportarafreraTevitwotherpretimin -ary-autopsy
findings she felt the cause of death of ULLAH was pulmonary embolism resulting from
blunt force injury to the legs. The manner of death was homicide. LTC1111111111111/111.
explained a pathologist's determination of homicide does not necessarily mean murder.
In their terminology it simply means other than natural death caused by outside events.
There was no way to determine which injury precipitated ULLAH's death. This opinion
is preliminary pending toxicology and pathology studies. Investigation continues by the
USACIDC.
2nd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report the preliminary results of an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains.
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On 8 Dec 02, LTC (Dr)
ed Forces Regional Medical
Examiner, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center, APO AE 09180, conducted an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains. LTCB
preliminary opinion was the cause of ULLAH's
death was a pulmonary embolism brought about by a blood clot in the pulmonary artery
near the heart. The manner of death was as yet undetermined pending a review and
special study of the results of the autopsy and the circumstances reported surrounding
ULLAH's death. The autopsy revealed his kidneys were grossly unremarkable. There
were no obvious indications of renal failure.
Investigation revealed ULLAH was captured and turned over to US forces by an Afghan
warlord (NFI) just prior to being detained at the BCP, BAF. Investigation continues by
the USACIDC.
INITIAL REPORT:

On 4 Dec 02, SA 11111111111111118, CITF, Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram
Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09311 (BAF), reported a Person Under Control (PUC)
died after being found in his cell unconscious with shallow breathing.
Investigation revealed ULLAH (PUC 412) was captured in action against the US on 28
Nov 02, and was transported to the BCP on 30 Nov 02. ULLAH resisted in-processing
by being combative and noncompliant. ULLAH refused to eat anything upon arrival at
the BCP until his death. ULLAH attacked 3 Military Police guards punching one on the
chin, kicking another in the groin, and biting another. Due to his behavior, ULLAH was
placed in an isolation cell, restrained with handcuffs and shackles, and chained with his
hands chained to a waist belt with a chain connected to the waist belt in the front and
rear, with those chains fastened to the ceiling. This held him securely to prevent harm to
himself or others; while maintaining him in a standing position. ULLAH was checked
about 2400, 3 Dec 02, he refused food and spat on the guard.
About 0015 4 Dec OLthe Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) cheekecLon ULLAELand,noticed

he was unresponsive. The SOG, a trained Combat Medic, opened the cell door, checked
ULLAH for signs of life, finding he had shallow breathing and a weak pulse, but his
blood pressure was normal. An ambulance was called and upon arrival of the ambulance
the Emergency Response personnel found ULLAH to have no signs of life and no life
saving measures were performed.
About 0040, 4 Dec 02, ULLAH arrived at the 339th CSH, BAF, where Dr (LTC)
.11111.11 Emergency Physician, found no signs of life and performed no life saving
measures. Di ronounced ULLAH dead on arrival. Di
had full body
x-rays exposed of ULLAH's body, which revealed no acute trauma noted. Blood
examinations revealed acute renal failure and a lack of urine also indicative of acute renal
failure. A visual examination of ULLAH's body revealed no bruising, nor evidence of
obvious external injury.
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ULLAH had no known medical conditions, and was not taking any medications. An
autopsy is pending by an Armed Forces of Pathology pathologist and will be conducted at
BAF.
7. CID REPORTS ARE EXEMPT FROM AUTOMATIC TERMINATION OF
PROTECTIVE MARKINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHAPTER 3, AR 25-55.
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DATE: 10 MAY 2004
FROM: HQ, USACIDC, FT BELVOIR, VA //CIOP-COF//
TO: DIRUSACRC USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CICR-ZA//
SAC, BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE, USACIDC, AFGHANISTAN
CDR, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, FORT BRAGG, NC
CDR, 300TH MP BRIGADE, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN
SJA, CJTF180, BAGRAM AIR BASE, AFGHANISTAN
#
DIR AFIP WASH DC
CDR 3D MP GRP FT GILLEM GA //CIRC-ZA//
#
CDR USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CIOP-ZA//
SUBJECT: CID REPORT - 7T11 STATUS/SSI - 0134-02-CID369-23533 5H9B/5H4J/5C2B/5Y2E/5S1/5X6/5M3A
DRAFTER:
RELEASER:
UNCLASSIFIED - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES:
1. 4 DEC 2002/0040Z (4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME);
ISOLATION CELL #7; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM
AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
2. 1 DEC 2002/0001 - 4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
3. 3 DEC 2002/1650 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; ISOLATION CELL #6, BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
4. 10 DEC 2002/0001 -1 APR 2004/2400; VARIOUS LOCATIONS, CONUS
& OCONUS.
2. DATE/TIME REPORTED: 4 DEC 2002, 0220
3. INVESTIGATED BY: SA
SA
Ma SA

GNI SA

esiminianigriim
a
011111
ast
A

SA

lll SA

4. SUBJECT: 1. UNKNOWN (NFI); [NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE].

2.
41111111111111
ALPHA COMPANY,
1 MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY]
3.
1111111111111.1111111111110111ALPHA COMPANY, 519 MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE

2,66
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CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY]
4.
ORMERLY OF
ALPHA COMPANY, 519 TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH

MIBRGADE,XV ORNCPS,FTBAGNC28310;F

[DERELICTION OF DUTY]
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
6
377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]

anamm 7.111.1.11,1111111.111.111111111.1.
MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
8. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APROXIMATELY 30 YOA, TART, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [ASSAULT:
AFGEA4s4 PENAL CODE-OF-197611A-TT-EMPTED-ESCAPE-FROM
CONFINEMENT]
9.
77 MILITARY POLICE COMP
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
10.

377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
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377 MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]

377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
13.
377 MP COMPANY, (US
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
14.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE OFFICIAL
STATEMENT]; [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
15.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE OFFICIAL
STATEMENT]
[ADDED 16.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE
OFFIC-IAL-S-TA-TEMENT];-TDE-RELICTfON-AON3UTY]
5. VICTIM: L HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APPROXIMATELY 30 YOA; TART, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [NEGLIGENT
HOMICIDE]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY]; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
2. UNKNOWN; CIV; AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER ID: PERSON UNDER
CONTROL (PUC) all(NFI); [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
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3. US GOVERNMENT (BCP, BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN,
APO AE 09354); [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM CONFINEMENT]; [DERELICTION
OF DUTY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976 (UNFOUNDED)]
5.
77 MILITARY POLI COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
6.
377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPAN (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
6. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY: THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS
BASED UPON AN ALLEGATION OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND
MAY CHANGE PRIOR TO THE COMPLETION OF THE INVESTIGATION.
"THIS IS A STRONGHOLD FREEDOM INVESTIGATION."
RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION: THIS REPORT WAS PREVIOUSLY RESTRICTED
BY USACIDC(AT THE REQUEST OF THE CJTF180 COMMANDER DUE TO
CONCERNS ABOUT THE CLASSIFIED ACTIVITIES OF PERSONS UNDER
CONTROL (PUC). THIS REPORT LIFTS THAT RESTRICTION.
7th STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to add CPTIIIIIIIIICommander, 377 th MP
Company, as a subject for the offenses of Dereliction of Duty and False Official
Statement.
Investigation established credible information to believellaninvas aware of the
abusive practices of his Soldiers and made a number of statements designed to indicate to
investigators he was unaware. Witness interviews establish had a meeting
with Platoon Leaders and Platoon Sergeants in which he directed the cessation of "illegal
PUC beatings". 41111111111ater admitted he knew his Soldiers were striking detainees.
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41111111. dereliction in the performance of his duties resulted in a lack of control and
created an atmosphere in which prisoners were routinely mistreated by 377 th MP
Company soldiers and subsequently expired from their injuries.
On 10 May 04, Task Force Legal Advisor, MA
Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate (OSJA), FORSCOM, Fort McPherson, GA opined there was probable cause to
believe the
committed the offenses of Dereliction of Duty and False Official
Statement.
Request name checks on the above named subjects.
6th STATUS REPORT:

The purpose of this status report is to add five military policemen from the 377 th MP
Company as subjects of this investigation. Investigation established credible information
to believell/1111111.111.11111111111. and
so committed the offenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Maltreatment of a Person in US Custody, when
they struck HABIBULLAH using excessive force.
This report also addresses the submission of False Official Statements by
d
to USACIDC
Special Agents during the early phases of this investigation.
Between 21 Jan and 26 Mar 04, agents assigned to the PUC Task Force completed 94
interviews and interrogations resulting in numerous, confessions, admissions and witness
accounts which provided credible information to believe the aforementioned subjects
committed the above listed offenses. In specific, 377 th MP Company unit members,
issued sworn statements including but not limited to the following:
On 23 Jan 04, SPC
77th MP Company, Cincinnati,
OH 45237 stated she witnessed
n
chain HABIBULLAH to
the wire mesh ceiling of an isolation cell. _After securing him,411/11.11111111elivered=
at least two common peroneal (knee) blows to the thigh, which lifted the detainee off his
feet. MOM warned
o step back and then delivered a "sidekick" to
the chest (abdomen) of HABIBULLAH.
On 23 and 29 Jan 04,
was advised of his rights and interviewed. Both
times, Minialbissued sworn statements admitting he struck HABIBULLAH in the
common eroneal at least twice (in presence of both-and
.
stated he found HABIBULLAH in his cell ten minutes later and he was not
certain he detected a pulse on HABIBULLAH, contrary to what he told investigators in
early Dec 02.
ecounted a conversation within which
stated he "must have given that guy (HABIBULLAH) fifty common
peroneals and he deserved every one of them".
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On 21 Dec 02,
made a statement to CID (in connection with a second detainee
deaths, as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534) in which he denied seeing
anyone strike either detainee. On 23 Jan 04, 40...vas advised of his rights. He
waived his rights and admitted he observed
strike HABIBULLAH, the
night of the detainee's death. .
On 4 Dec 02,
cnowingly rendered a statement he knew to be false. He told
CID Agents
did not strike HABIBULLAH. On 24 Jan 04,
as
advised of his rights and he requested counsel, at which time the interview was
terminated.

EMI

On 24 Jan 04,...was advised of his rights and interviewed.
confessed to
delivering at least two common peroneal (knee) strikes to HABIBULLAH when the
detainee resisted putting the hood on.
statedilinallewas with him and
41111.1111111 also delivered two knee strikes to HABIBULLAH.
admitted he struck over 20 PUC(s) within the BCP unnecessarily for various infractions
of the rules, (misconduct addressed in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534).

Ow

grararMieand

were advised of their rights and requested counsel. All
interviews in which subjects requested counsel were terminated immediately and not
pursued, as no immediate defense counsel(s) were available for consult, by those soldiers.
.111111.11,... and...were previously interviewed on the following
and each provided a sworn statement denying they witnessed anyone strike a detainee
and further denied striking a detainee themselves, statements which were false.

On 26 Mar 04, the results of the recent interviews were discussed with the Task Force
Legal Advisor, MAJ
Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (OSJA),
FORSCOM, Fort McPherson, GA. He opined there was robable cause to believe the
listed subjects committed the identified offenses. MAJ
her opined
and
should be listed for Dereliction of Duty.

in

Request name checks on the above named subjects.
5th STATUS REPORT:

The purpose of this status report is to add.1110.0and 1.111. (377 th MP
Company) as subjects for the offenses of Assault Consummated by a Battery and
Cruelty/Maltreatment of a Subordinate. Additionally, this status report corrects
ULLAH's identification to HABIBULLAH.
Investigation established probable cause to believe...ind
delivered
between 2-4 blows each to the lateral aspect of the thigh regio_ n of HABIBULLAH while
he was restrained in a standing position in the Isolation Cell. Both soldiers described
their actions as "compliance blows", which were unauthorized.
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On 19 Dec 2003, SAWS coordinated this investigation and the actions ofd111.1
andel.. with MAJIIMMIR. Trial Counsel, Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate, 3"I Infantry Division, Fort Stewart, GA 31314 (who has been designated by
XV_ III Abn Corps as the Trial Counsel of record for this case). MAJ4111111111 opined
1111111.11.nd 41.11.1111both bear individual responsibility for the assaults they
inflicted and seeking approval from SSGeelleo perform an illegal act did not
alleviate them of culpability.
Investigation continues by CID. Request name checks onalleinand MUM
4TH STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to identify three Military Intelligence (MI)
Interrogators as subjects for the offense of Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment of
Subordinates and Misprision of a Serious Offense relating to their abusive physical
treatment of detainees (puce* during interrogation sessions. Additionally, this status
report identifies three Military Police (MP) personnel as subjects for the offenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment of Subordinates relating to
their practice of "compliance blows" upon shackled detainees. Lastly, this status report
addresses assaults (under the Afghan Penal Code of 1976) by ULLAH upon four
members of the MP guard force during combative episodes, while in detention and during
ULLAH's attempted escape from confinement on 3 Dec 2002.
Investigation established credible information to believe MI Interrogators 0.1.111 and
11111.1.committed the offenses of Assault & Cruelty/Maltreatment in their physical
assaults on PUC alk(NFI). imp and elee.lwere observed by witnesses
pulling on a detainee's beard, yanking his head around by his beard, kicking him in the
buttocks and legs and forcing the detainees to maintain contorted, painful body positions
during interviews. FM 34-52 (Interviews and Interrogations) specifically prohibits use of
force during interrogations. AR 190-8, paragraph 2-1a(1)(d) states, "The use of physical
o'r mental torture or any coercion to compel prisoners to provide information isL
prohibited." It further states ; Prisoners-may ot-be -threatened, insulted-Tor exposed-to
unpleasant or disparate treatment of any kind because of their refusal to answer'
questions." Investigation established credible information to believe this misconduct was
reported tole.. the MI NCOIC, who excused it as necessary to the mission, did
nothing to stop the behaviors, and failed to report it or prevent further occurrences.
Investigation established credible information to believe ULLAH physically assaulted
members of the 377 th MP Guard Company 111.1111.4111.1.1.11111111.and
MUM when he kicked in the groin, punched and attempted to
escape confinement by grabbing
shirt, shoving him and running from his cell.
During these incidents, and delivered blows with their
fists and knees to defend themselves, subdue ULLAH and prevent his escape, as allowed
for under the self-defense provision of Use of Force guidance.

b 6,1 C_
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Investigation has established credible information to believe MP Guard Force Company
personnel OM. and alIMP committed the offenses of Assault Consummated by
Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment when they delivered strikes, with their knee, to the
lateral aspect of the thigh region of ULLAH as punishment for non-compliance with
procedures or directives. This behavior was termed a "compliance blow" by MP
personnel, but is strictly prohibited under the provisions of AR 190-47 (Army
Corrections). On at least one occasion, iffalesought and gained permission to strike
a restrained ULLAH from SSG
MP Sergeant of the Guard (SOG), establishing
credible information to believe SSG
's a principal and as such also committed
the offense of Assault Consummated by Battery and Cruelty/Maltreattnent.
Additionally, members of the MP guard force while following guidance set forth in a
portion of the Bagram Control Point SOP (entitled Disciplinary Measures) placed
ULLAH in "standing restraint" as punishment. This was achieved by chaining his arms
overhead to a fixed object (ceiling) for varying periods of time ranging from 30-60
minutes. AR 190-47, paragraph 12-10e, prohibits the use of irons, restraining straps and
jackets, shackles, hand irons, or legs irons as punishments and prohibits fastening
prisoners to stationary objects. Securing a prisoner to a fixed object is also prohibited
under AR 190-47, paragraph 9-7e, except in emergencies. AR 190-8, paragraph 6-11 a(4)
prohibits " inhumane, brutal or dangerous" disciplinary punishments and specifies the
"age, sex and health of the civilian internee will be considered."
These deliberate blows to restrained individuals, the use of shackling/restraint devices as
punishment and for sleep deprivation (directed by MI interrogators) collectively
constitute unnecessary, excessive physical force and violence to persons under the care,
custody and control of US forces, and who are entitled to protection IAW AR 190-8,
paragraph 1-5 (Enemy Prisoner of War, Retained Persons, Civilian Internees and Other
Detainees) and therefore constitute Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment.
Investigation to date has found no existing CJTF 180 guidance that authorized any of the
described actions as approved tactics, techniques and procedures (other than the use of
standing restraint-as a disciplinary measure inhe BCP-SOPY-The responsibility of
supervisory personnel beyond the NCO level has yet to be determined, but is under
continued investigation. The culpability of the writers, reviewers and approvers of the
BCP SOP are also under continued investigation.
No determination has been made on criminal culpability pertaining to the death of
ULLAH. Investigation continues.
Request name checks be performed on all listed subjects.
The Casualty Liaison Officers (CLO) were re-designated as CW3 41111111111111111.and
CW3
who can be reached at DSN: 656-0299/0224; COM: 703-8060299/0224; or electronic message address: MM.,belvoir.armv.mil and
falliarkbelvoir.army.mil respectively.
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3rd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report a revised opinion of the cause and manner of
death of ULLAH, after a review of the preliminary findings by LTC411111111111111111.
On 13 Dec 02, LTC GIIIIIIIIIPreported after a review of her preliminary autopsy
findings she felt the cause of death of ULLAH was pulmonary embolism resulting from
blunt force injury to the legs. The manner of death was homicide. LTC
explained a pathologist's determination of homicide does not necessarily mean murder.
In their terminology it simply means other than natural death caused by outside events.
There was no way to determine which injury precipitated ULLAH's death. This opinion
is preliminary pending toxicology and pathology studies. Investigation continues by the
USACIDC.
2nd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report the preliminary results of an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains
On 8 Dec 02, LTC (Dr) 111111111111111111111111110A rme d Forces Regional Medical
Examiner, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center, APO AE 09180, conducted an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains. LTC allIllIllpreliminary opinion was the cause of ULLAH's
death was a pulmonary embolism brought about by a blood clot in the pulmonary artery
near the heart. The manner of death was as yet undetermined pending a review and
special study of the results of the autopsy and the circumstances reported surrounding
ULLAH's death. The autopsy revealed his kidneys were grossly unremarkable. There
were no obvious indications of renal failure.
Investigation revealed ULLAH was captured and turned over to US forces by an Afghan
warlord (NFI) just prior to being detained at the BCP, BAF. Investigation continues by
the USACIDC.
INITIAL REPORT:

On 4 Dec 02, SA
CITF, Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram
Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09311 (BAF), reported a Person Under Control (PUC)
died after being found in his cell unconscious with shallow breathing.
Investigation revealed ULLAH (PUC 412) was captured in action against the US on 28
Nov 02, and was transported to the BCP on 30 Nov 02. ULLAH resisted in-processing
by being combative and noncompliant. ULLAH refused to eat anything upon arrival at
the BCP until his death. ULLAH attacked 3 Military Police guards punching one on the
chin, kicking another in the groin, and biting another. Due to his behavior, ULLAH was
placed in an isolation cell, restrained with handcuffs and shackles, and chained with his
hands chained to a waist belt with a chain connected to the waist belt in the front and
rear, with those chains fastened to the ceiling. This held him securely to prevent harm to
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himself or others; while maintaining him in a standing position. ULLAH was checked
about 2400, 3 Dec 02, he refused food and spat on the guard.
About 0015, 4 Dec 02, the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) checked on ULLAH and noticed
he was unresponsive. The SOG, a trained Combat Medic, opened the cell door, checked
ULLAH for signs of life, finding he had shallow breathing and a weak pulse, but his
blood pressure was normal. An ambulance was called and upon arrival of the ambulance
the Emergency Response personnel found ULLAH to have no signs of life and no life
saving measures were performed.
About 0040, 4 Dec 02, ULLAH arrived at the 339th CSH, BAF, where Dr (LTC) Ina
41111111111. Emergency Physician, found no signs of life and performed no life saving
pronounced ULLAH dead on arrival. Dr diad full body
measures. Dr
x-rays exposed of ULLAH's body, which revealed no acute trauma noted. Blood
examinations revealed acute renal failure and a lack of urine also indicative of acute renal
failure. A visual examination of ULLAH's body revealed no bruising, nor evidence of
obvious external injury.
ULLAH had no known medical conditions, and was not taking any medications. An
autopsy is pending by an Armed Forces of Pathology pathologist and will be conducted at
BAF.
7. CID REPORTS ARE EXEMPT FROM AUTOMATIC TERMINATION OF
PROTECTIVE MARKINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHAPTER 3, AR 25-55.
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DATE: 30 MAR 2004
FROM: HQ, USACIDC, FT BELVOIR, VA //CIOP-COF//
TO: DIRUSACRC USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CICR-ZA//
SAC, BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE, USACIDC, AFGHANISTAN.
CDR, 525TH MI BRIGADE, FORT BRAGG, NC
CDR, 300TH MP BRIGADE, DEARBORN, MICHIGAN
#
SJA, CJTF180, BAGRAM AIR BASE, AFGHANISTAN
DIR AFIP WASH DC
CDR 3D MP GRP FT GILLEM GA //CIRC-ZAll
#
CDR USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CIOP-ZA//
SUBJECT: CID REPORT - 6 TH STATUS/SSI - 0134-02-CM369-23533 5 H9B/5H4J/5C2B/5Y2E/5S1/5X6/5M3A
DRAFTER: 11111.1.1.111111111.
RELEASER: 11.1111111111111111.
UNCLASSIFIED - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES:
1. 4 DEC 2002/0040Z (4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME);
ISOLATION CELL #7; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM
AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
2. 1 DEC 2002/0001 - 4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
3. 3 DEC 2002/1650 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; ISOLATION CELL #6, BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
2. DATE/TIME REPORTED: 4 DEC 2002, 0220
3. INVESTIGATED BY: SAIIIMMEM1116,4111. SA111.11111111.111110

S SA .111Mialiallea. SAIMMIMINIMOMISA
fammeineSAIIMIEMMENIMUS SAffiallaa
SA faill.11111111

SA

411111111111111.111111,1111,SA

4. SUBJECT: 1. UNKNOWN (NFI); [NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE].
2.
LPHA COMPANY, 519 MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY]

60.0.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111111111111.11111.
ALPHA COMPANY, 519 MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY]
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DO

ellime

FORMERLY
FORMERLY OF
ALPHA COMPANY, 519 TH MILITARY INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525
TH
MIBRGADE,XV ORNCPS,FTBAGNC28310;F
[DERELICTION OF DUTY]

[CORRECTED 5.
377 H MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE) ,
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]

4.1111111161111111111111h
rill
377TH MILITARY POLICE

y (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]

Y POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
8. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV;
APROXIMATELY 30 YOA, TARI, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM
COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER
ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH; (NFI); [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976], [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM
CONFINEMENT]

77TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
10.
77 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
[ADDED] 11.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE),
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1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
[ADDED] 12.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
[ADDED] 13.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMATED BY A BATTERY]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [FALSE OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
[ADDED] 14.
377TH MP COMPANY, (US ARMY RESERVE),
1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE OFFICIAL
STATEMENT]; [DERELICTION OF DUTY]
[ADDED]

1

377 MP COMPANY, (US ARMY
RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH 45327; AR; [FALSE
OFFICIAL STATEMENT]
5. VICTIM: [CORRECTED] 1. HABIBULLAH, MULLAH [DECEASED];
AFGHAN CIV; APPROXIMATELY 30 YOA; TARI, AFGHANISTAN; MALE;
OTHER; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE
09354; XZ; OTHER ID: PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) 412; AKA: ULLAH;
(NFI); [NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE]; [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
_CUSTOID Y+TA-SSA-ULTa)N-SU
BY-A-13-ATTERY].

2. UNKNOWN; CIV; AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER ID: PERSON UNDER
CONTROL (PUC)1111, (NFI); [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
3. US GOVERNMENT (BCP, BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN,
APO AE 09354); [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM CONFINEMENT]; [DERELICTION
OF DUTY]
[CORRECTED]4.

377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY
(US ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR;
[ASSAULT: AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976 (UNFOUNDED)]

2,10G1C__
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377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]

377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]

377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
6. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY: THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS
BASED UPON AN ALLEGATION OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND
MAY CHANGE PRIOR TO THE COMPT.F.TION OF THE INVESTIGATION.
"THIS IS A STRONGHOLD FREEDOM INVESTIGATION."
RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION: THIS REPORT WAS PREVIOUSLY RESTRICTED
BY USACIDC (AT THE REQUEST OF THE CJTF180 COMMANDER DUE TO
CONCERNS ABOUT THE CLASSIFIED ACTIVITIES OF PERSONS UNDER
CONTROL (PUC). THIS REPORT LIFTS THAT RESTRICTION.
6th STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to add five military policemen from the 377 th MP
Company as sub'ects of this investigation. Investi ation established credible information
to_baliev also conurdtmtthz —olfenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Maltreatment of a Person in US Custody, when
they struck HABIBULLAH using excessive force.
This report also addresses the submission of False Official Statements by41111Mik
USADDC
Special Agents during the early phases of this investigation.
Between 21 Jan and 26 Mar 04, agents assigned to the PUC Task Force completed 94
interviews and interrogations resulting in numerous, confessions, admissions and witness
accounts which provided credible information to believe the aforementioned subjects
committed the above listed offenses. In specific, 377 th MP Company unit members,
issued sworn statements including but not limited to the following:
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On 23 Jan 04, SPC
377th MP Company, Cincinnati,
OH 45237 stated she witnessed
nd
hairs HA_l3IBULLAH to
the wire mesh ceiling of an isolation cell. After securing him,
elivered
at least two common peroneal (knee) blows to the thigh, which lifted the detainee off his
feet.1111111.11warned411111111111M step back and then delivered a "sidekick" to
the chest (abdomen) of HABIBULLAH.
On 23 and 29 Jan 04,
as advised of his rights and interviewed. Both
.
times wssued sworn
statements admitting he struck HABIBULLAH in the
common eroneal at least twice (in presence of both
and MEM
stated he found HABIBULLAH in his cell ten minutes later and he was not
certain he detected a pulse on HABIBULLAH, contrary to what he told investigators in
early Dec 02. IIIIIIIIIIIItrecounted a conversation with
in which
immatated he "must have given that guy (HABIBULLAH) fifty common
peroneals and he deserved every one of them".
On 21 Dec 02,4111111111111made a statement to OD (in connection with a second detainee
deaths, as documented in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534) in which he denied seeing
anyone strike either detainee. On 23 Jan 04,
was advised of his rights. He
waived his rights and admitted he observed
strike HABIBULLAH, the
night of the detainee's death.
On 4 Dec 02,
knowingly rendered a statement he knew to be false. He told
CID Agents
id not strike HABIBULLAH. On 24 Jan 04,
was
advised of his rights and he requested counsel, at which time the interview was
terminated.
On 24 Jan 04,
was advised of his rights and interviewed.
on fessed to
delivering at least two common peroneal (knee) strikes to HABIBULLAH when the
detainee resisted putting the hood on.
stated
was with him and
eiliallealso delivered two knee strikes to HABIBULLAH. Additionally,
_admitted he struc-k-over 20 PUC -(s)-withirrthe-BeP-mmeces=fily—fors in radions
of the rules, (misconduct addressed in CID ROI #0137-02-CID369-23534).

fainalla andenalawere advised of their rights and requested counsel. All
interviews in which subjects requested counsel were terminated immediately and not
pursued, as no immediate defense counsel(s) were available for consult, by those soldiers.
and
were previously interviewed on the following
and each provided a sworn statement denying they witnessed anyone strike a detainee
and further denied striking a detainee themselves, statements which were false.
On 26 Mar 04, the results of the recent interviews were discussed with the Task Force
Legal Advisor, MAJ faillialla Office of the Staff Judge Advocate (OSJA),
FORSCOM, Fort McPherson, GA. He opined there was probable cause to believe the
listed subjects committed the identified offenses. MAJMIlkurther opined
and
should be listed for Dereliction of Duty.
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Request name checks on the above named subjects.
5th STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to add allilliand 4111.111 (377th MP
Company) as subjects for the offenses of Assault Consummated by a Battery and
Cruelty/Maltreatment of a Subordinate. Additionally, this status report corrects
ULLAH's identification to HAl3LBULLAH.
Investigation established probable cause to believe Mal and 41111111111.deli vered
between 2-4 blows each to the lateral aspect of the thigh region of HABIBULLAH while
he was restrained in a standing position in the Isolation Cell. Both soldiers described
their actions as "compliance blows", which were unauthorized.
On 19 Dec 2003, SA
oordinated this investigation and the actions of 41110111111
and with MAJ 41111111111111111111Trial Counsel, Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate, 3ra -Infantry Division, Fort Stewart, GA 31314 (who has been designated by
XVIII Abn Corps as the Trial Counsel of record for this case). MAJ 01111111opined
411111.1.0.nd411111011111
. oth bear individual responsibility for the assaults they
inflicted and seeking approval from SSG..., perform an illegal act did not
alleviate them of culpability.
Investigation continues by CID. Request name checks on 4111111Mand MOM

4TH STATUS REPORT:
The purpose of this status report is to identify three Military Intelligence (MI)
Interrogators as subjects for the offense of Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment of
Subordinates and Misprision of a Serious Offense relating to their abusive physical
treatment of detainees (PUCapuring interrogation sessions. Additionally, this status
report identifies three Militag_Police4MP)TersonneLas_subjectslor the-offenses-of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment of Subordinates relating to
their practice of "compliance blows" upon shackled detainees. Lastly, this status report
addresses assaults (under the Afghan Penal Code of 1976) by ULLAH upon four
members of the MP guard force during combative episodes, while in detention and during
ULLAH's attempted escape from confinement on 3 Dec 2002.
Investigation established credible information to believe MI Interrogators (and
committed the offenses of Assault & Cruel_ty/Maltreatment in their physical
assaults on PUCIIIII(NFI).
and
were observed by witnesses
pulling on a detainee's beard, yanking his head around by his beard, kicking him in the
buttocks and legs and forcing the detainees to maintain contorted, painful body positions
during interviews. FM 34-52 (Interviews and Interrogations) specifically prohibits use of
force during interrogations. AR 190-8, paragraph 2-la(1)(d) states, "The use of physical
or mental torture or any coercion to compel prisoners to provide information is
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prohibited." It further states, "Prisoners may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed to
unpleasant or disparate treatment of any kind because of their refusal to answer
questions." Investigation established credible information to believe this misconduct was
reported to 1111111.the MI NCOIC, who excused it as necessary to the mission, did
nothing to stop the behaviors, and failed to report it or prevent further occurrences.
Investigation established credible information to believe ULLAH physically assaulted
members of the 377 th MP Guard Company (
and
amikvhen he kicked
in the groin, punched
nd attempted to
escape confinement by grabbing hirt, shoving him and running from his cell.
During these incidents,, 111111110 andINIONIII0delivered blows with their
fists and knees to defend themselves, subdue ULLAH and prevent his escape, as allowed
for under the self-defense provision of Use of Force guidance.
Investigation has established credible information to believe MP Guard Force Company
personnel
and
committed the offenses of Assault Consummated by
Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment when they delivered strikes, with their knee, to the
lateral aspect of the thigh region of ULLAH as punishment for non-compliance with
procedures or directives. This behavior was termed a "compliance blow" by MY
personnel, but is strictly prohibited under the provisions of AR 190-47 (Army
Corrections). On at least one occasion,MIN/1 sought and gained permission to strike
a restrained ULLAH from
MP Sergeant of the Guard (SOG), establishing
credible information to believe SSGallales a principal and as such also committed
the offense of Assault Consummated by Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment.

&sown.

Additionally, members of the MP guard force while following guidance set forth in a
portion of the Bagram Control Point SOP (entitled Disciplinary Measures) placed
ULLAH in "standing restraint" as punishment. This was achieved by chaining his arms
overhead to a fixed object (ceiling) for varying periods of time ranging from 30-60
minutes. AR 190-47, paragraph 12-10e, prohibits the use of irons, restraining straps and
jackEts, shackles, hand irons, or legs irons as punishments anciprohibhsiasiening_
prisoners to stationary objects. Securing a prisoner to a fixed object is also prohibited
under AR 190-47, paragraph 9-7e, except in emergencies. AR 190-8, paragraph 6-11a(4)
prohibits " inhumane, brutal or dangerous" disciplinary punishments and specifies the
"age, sex and health of the civilian internee will be considered."
These deliberate blows to restrained individuals, the use of shackling/restraint devices as
punishment and for sleep deprivation (directed by MI interrogators) collectively
constitute unnecessary, excessive physical force and violence to persons under the care,
custody and control of US forces, and who are entitled to protection IAW AR 190-8,
paragraph 1-5 (Enemy Prisoner of War, Retained Persons, Civilian Internees and Other
Detainees) and therefore constitute Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment.
Investigation to date has found no existing CJTF180 guidance that authorized any of the
described actions as approved tactics, techniques and procedures (other than the use of
standing restraint as a disciplinary measure in the BCP SOP). The responsibility of
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supervisory personnel beyond the NCO level has yet to be determined, but is under
continued investigation. The culpability of the writers, reviewers and approvers of the
BCP SOP are also under continued investigation.
No determination has been made on criminal culpability pertaining to the death of
ULLAH. Investigation continues.
Request name checks be performed on all listed subjects.
The Casualty Liaison Officers (CLO) were re-designated as CW3
and
CW311111111111111111111111who can be reached at D_SN: 656-0299/0224; COM: 703-8060299/0224; or electronic message address:
belvoir.ann .mil and
4111111111111.@belvoir.army.mil respectively.
3rd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report a revised opinion of the cause and manner of
death of ULLAH, after a review of the preliminary findings by LTC ONIMITS
On 13 Dec 02, LTC IIININIIIIIIreported after a review of her preliminary autopsy
findings she felt the cause of death of ULLAH was pulmonary embolism resulting from
blunt force injury to the legs. The manner of death was homicide. LTC1111111.1.1111.
explained a pathologist's determination of homicide does not necessarily mean murder.
In their terminology it simply means other than natural death caused by outside events.
There was no way to determine which injury precipitated ULLAH's death. This opinion
is preliminary pending toxicology and pathology studies. Investigation continues by the
USACIDC.
rd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report the preliminary results of an autopsy of
ULLAH`s_remains
On 8 Dec 02, LTC (Dr)
Armed Forces Regional Medical
Examiner, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center, APO AE 09180, conducted an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains. LT0110111111.1 preliminary opinion was the cause of ULLAH's
death was a pulmonary embolism brought about by a blood clot in the pulmonary artery
near the heart. The manner of death was as yet undetermined pending a review and
special study of the results of the autopsy and the circumstances reported surrounding
ULLAH's death. The autopsy revealed his kidneys were grossly unremarkable. There
were no obvious indications of renal failure.
Investigation revealed ULLAH was captured and turned over to US forces by an Afghan
warlord (NFI) just prior to being detained at the BCP, BAF. Investigation continues by
the USACIDC.
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INITIAL REPORT:

On 4 Dec 02, SA
CITF Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagrarn
Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09311 (BAF), reported a Person Under Control (PUC)
died after being found in his cell unconscious with shallow breathing.
,

Investigation revealed ULLAH (PUC 412) was captured in action against the US on 28
Nov 02, and was transported to the BCP on 30 Nov 02. ULLAH resisted in-processing
by being combative and noncompliant. ULLAH refused to eat anything upon arrival at
the BCP until his death. ULLAH attacked 3 Military Police guards punching one on the
chin, kicking another in the groin, and biting another. Due to his behavior, ULLAH was
placed in an isolation cell, restrained with handcuffs and shackles, and chained with his
hands chained to a waist belt with a chain connected to the waist belt in the front and
rear, with those chains fastened to the ceiling. This held him securely to prevent harm to
himself or others; while maintaining him in a standing position. ULLAH was checked
about 2400, 3 Dec 02, he refused food and spat on the guard.
About 0015, 4 Dec 02, the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) checked on ULLAH and noticed
he was unresponsive. The SOG, a trained Combat Medic, opened the cell door, checked
ULLAH for signs of life, finding he had shallow breathing and a weak pulse, but his
blood pressure was normal. An ambulance was called and upon arrival of the ambulance
the Emergency Response personnel found ULLAH to have no signs of life and no life
saving measures were performed.
About 0040, 4 Dec 02, ULLAH arrived at the 339th CSH, BAF, where Dr (LTC)...
4111111.Emergency Physician, found no signs of life and performed no life saving
measures. Drellielpronounced ULLAH dead on arrival. Drilaillitiad full body
x-rays exposed of ULLAH's body, which revealed no acute trauma noted. Blood
examinations revealed acute renal failure and a lack of urine also indicative of acute renal
failure. A visual examination of ULLAH's body revealed no bruising, nor evidence of
obvious external injury. —
ULLAH had no known /medical conditions, and was not taking any medications. An
autopsy is pending by an Armed Forces of Pathology pathologist and will be conducted at
BAF.
7. CID REPORTS ARE EXEMPT FROM AUTOMATIC TERMINATION OF
PROTECTIVE MARKINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHAPTER 3, AR 25-55.
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DATE: 12 DEC 2003
FROM: HQ, USACIDC, FT BELVOIR, VA //CIOP-COF//
TO: DIRUSACRC USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CICR-ZA//
ENDURING FREEDOM BRANCH OFFICE//CICR-EF//
SAC, BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE, USACIDC, AFGHANISTAN
CDR, 519TH MI BN, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, FORT BRAGG, NC
CDR, 377TH MP COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
#
DIR AFIP WASH DC
CDR 3D MP GRP FT GILLEM GA //CIRC-ZA//
#
CDR USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CIOP-ZA//
#
SUBJECT: CID REPORT - 4 TH STATUS/SSI - 0134-02-CID369-23533 5H9B/5H4J/5C2B/5Y2E/5S1/5X 6
DRAFTER:
RELEASER:
UNCLASSIFIED - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES:
1. 4 DEC 2002/0040Z (4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME);
ISOLATION CELL #7; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM
AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
2. 1 DEC 2002/0001- 4 DEC 2002/0510 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
3. 3 DEC 2002/1650 BAGRAM LOCAL TIME; ISOLATION CELL #6, BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09354
2. DATE/TIME REPORTED: 4 DEC 2002, 0220

.
SA 111111=111111111111,
gig SA

3. INVESTIGATED BY: SAMINIMI
S SA 1.0111111.11104.. S A

aiNTIMINS4111111

4:SUBJECT17-UNKNOWNT,TF-1);-NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE.

LPHA COMPANY, 519 MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY]
3.

ARY
AL A • MP Y, 519
MI
BRIGADE,
XVIII
AIRBORNE
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A
BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US CUSTODY]
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LPHA COMPANY, 519TH MILITARY
INTELLIGENCE (MI) BATTALION, 525 TH MI BRIGADE, XVIII AIRBORNE
CORPS, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310; FC; [MISPRISION OF A SERIOUS OFFENSE]
377T MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMO k AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
377 r MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT
CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY], [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
CUSTODY]
8. ULLAH, HABIB [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV; APROXIMATELY
30 YOA, TART, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT
(BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER ID: PERSON UNDER
CONTROL (PUC) 412; (NFI); [ASSAULT: AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976],
[ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM CONFINEMENT]
5. VICTIM: 1. ULLAH, HABIB [DECEASED]; AFGHAN CIV; APPROXIMATELY
30 YOA; TART, AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT
--(BCP); BAGRAM AIRFIELDT-AP(A - 09354) XZ; -0THER-111-PERSON-UNDERCONTROL (PUC) 412; (NFI); [NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE]; [MALTREATMENT OF A
PERSON IN US CUSTODY]; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
2. UNKNOWN; CIV; AFGHANISTAN; MALE; OTHER; BCP,
BAGRAM AIRFIELD, APO AE 09354; XZ; OTHER ID: PERSON UNDER
CONTROL (PUC) lk (NFI); [MALTREATMENT OF A PERSON IN US
- CUSTODY]; [ASSAULT CONSUMMATED BY A BATTERY].
3. US GOVERNMENT (BCP, BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN,
APO AE 09354); [ATTEMPTED ESCAPE FROM CONFINEMENT]; [MISPRISION
OF A SERIOUS OFFENSE]
377TH MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US

C
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ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
5.
377 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]

ammei6.`1111111111,11111111111M111111101111.
7 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
77 MILITARY POLICE COMPANY (US
ARMY RESERVE), 1600 SEYMOUR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OH; AR; [ASSAULT:
AFGHAN PENAL CODE OF 1976]
6. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY: THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS
BASED UPON AN ALLEGATION OF PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND
MAY CHANGE PRIOR TO THE COMPLETION OF THE INVESTIGATION.
"THIS IS A STRONGHOLD FREEDOM INVESTIGATION."
RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION: THIS REPORT WAS PREVIOUSLY RESTRICTED
BY USACIDC (AT THE REQUEST OF THE CJTF180 COMMANDER DUE TO
CONCERNS ABOUT THE CLASSIFIED ACTIVITIES OF PERSONS UNDER
CONTROL (PUC). THIS REPORT LIFTS THAT RESTRICTION.
4TH STATUS REPORT:
The-purpose-of-this-staturepert is-to-identify three Military-Intelligenee (MI)
Interrogators as subjects for the offense of Assault and Crtielty/Maltreatment of
Subordinates and Misprision of a Serious Offense relating to their abusive physical
during interrogation sessions. Additionally, this status
treatment of detainees (PUC
report identifies three Military Police (MP) personnel as subjects for the offenses of
Assault Consummated by a Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment of Subordinates relating to
their practice of "compliance blows" upon shackled detainees. Lastly, this status report
addresses assaults (under the Afghan Penal Code of 1976) by ULLAH upon four
members of the MP guard force during combative episodes, while in detention and during
ULLAH's attempted escape from confinement on 3 Dec 2002.

ar*

Investigation established credible information to believe MI Interrogators IMMIMand
1111111110 committed the offenses of Assault & Cruelty/Maltreatment in their physical
assaults on PUC(NFI). -11111Manddlillilllwere observed by witnesses
pulling on a detainee's beard, yanking his head around by his beard, kicking him in the
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buttocks and legs and forcing the detainees to maintain contorted, painful body positions
during interviews. FM 34-52 (Interviews and Interrogations) specifically prohibits use of
force during interrogations. AR 190-8, paragraph 2-la(1)(d) states, "The use of physical
or mental torture or any coercion to compel prisoners to provide information is
prohibited." It further states, "Prisoners may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed to
unpleasant or disparate treatment of any kind because of their refusal to answer
questions." Investigation established credible information to believe this misconduct was
reported to
the MI NCOIC, who excused it as necessary to the mission, did
nothing to stop the behaviors, and failed to report it or prevent further occurrences.
Investigation established credible information to believe ULLAH hysicall assaulted
embers of the 377 th MP Guard Company
and
when he kicked
the groin, punchedallialand attempted to
escape confinement by grabbin
shirt, shoving him and running from his cell.
During these incidents andliiillidelivered blows with their
fists and knees to defend themselves, subdue ULLAH and prevent his escape, as allowed
for under the self-defense provision of Use of Force guidance.
Investigation has establish d credible information to believe MP Guard Force Company
personnel and
committed the offenses of Assault Consummated by
Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment when they delivered strikes, with their knee, to the
lateral aspect of the thigh region of ULLAH as punishment for non-compliance with
procedures or directives. This behavior was termed a "compliance blow" by MP
personnel, but is strictly prohibited under the provisions of AR 190-47 (Army
Corrections). On at least one occasion,ellMsought and gained permission to strike
a restrained ULLAH from SSG
Sergeant of the Guard (SOG), establishing
credible information to believe SS
s a principal and as such also committed
the offense of Assault Consummated by Battery and Cruelty/Maltreatment.
Additionally, members of the MP guard force while following guidance set forth in a
portion of the Bagram Control Point SOP (entitled Disciplinary Measures) placed
-UEL-AH
ing restraint" as -puniihment
ieved by chaining hisarms
overhead to a fixed object (ceiling) for varying periods of time ranging from 30-60
minutes. AR 190-47, paragraph 12-10e, prohibits the use of irons, restraining straps and
jackets, shackles, hand irons, or legs irons as punishments and prohibits fastening
prisoners to stationary objects. Securing a prisoner to a fixed object is also prohibited
under AR 190-47, paragraph 9-7e, except in emergencies. AR 190-8, paragraph 6-11a(4)
prohibits " inhumane, brutal or dangerous" disciplinary punishments and specifies the
"age, sex and health of the civilian internee will be considered."
These deliberate blows to restrained individuals, the use of shackling/restraint devices as
punishment and for sleep deprivation (directed by MI interrogators) collectively
constitute unnecessary, excessive physical force and violence to persons under the care,
custody and control of US forces, and who are entitled to protection IAW AR 190-8,
paragraph 1-5 (Enemy Prisoner of War, Retained Persons, Civilian Internees and Other
Detainees) and therefore constitute Assault and Cruelty/Maltreatment.
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Investigation to date has found no existing CJTF180 guidance that authorized any of the
described actions as approved tactics, techniques and procedures (other than the use of
standing restraint as a disciplinary measure in the BCP SOP). The responsibility of
supervisory personnel beyond the NCO level has yet to be determined, but is under
continued investigation. The culpability of the writers, reviewers and approvers of the
BCP SOP are also under continued investigation.
No determination has been made on criminal culpability pertaining to the death of
ULLAH. Investigation continues.
Request name checks be performed on all listed subjects.
The Casualty Liaison Officers (CLO) were re-designated as CW34111111111.11111111 and
CW34111111111111111111111 who can be reached at DSN: 656-0299/0224; COM: 703-8060299/0224; or electronic message address: 011111110gbelvoir.army.mil and
gailliMa,belvoir.arrny.mil respectively.
3rd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report a revised opinion of the cause and manner of
death of ULLAH, after a review of the preliminary findings by LTC
On 13 Dec 02, LTClii
reported after a review of her preliminary autopsy
findings she felt the cause of death of ULLAH was pulmonary embolism resulting from
blunt force injury to the legs. The manner of death was homicide. LTC 11.1111111111.1t
explained a pathologiSt's determination of homicide does not necessarily mean murder.
In their terminology it simply means other than natural death caused by outside events.
There was no way to determine which injury precipitated ULLAH's death. This opinion
is preliminary pending toxicology and pathology studies. Investigation continues by the
USACIDC.
2nd STATUS REPORT:

This status report was submitted to report the preliminary results of an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains
On 8 Dec 02, LTC (Dr)
Armed Forces Regional Medical
Examiner, Landstuhl Regional Medical Center, APO AE 09180, conducted an autopsy of
ULLAH's remains. LTC
preliminary opinion was the cause of ULLAH's
death was a pulmonary embolism brought about by a blood clot in the pulmonary artery
near the heart. The manner of death was as yet undetermined pending a review and
special study of the results of the autopsy and the circumstances reported surrounding
ULLAH's death. The autopsy revealed his kidneys were grossly unremarkable. There
were no obvious indications of renal failure.
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Investigation revealed ULLAH was captured and turned over to US forces by an Afghan
warlord (NFI) just prior to being detained at the BCP, BAF. Investigation continues by
the USACIDC.
INITIAL REPORT:

On 4 Dec 02, SA
CITF, Bagram Collection Point (BCP), Bagram
Airfield, Afghanistan, APO AE 09311 (BAF), reported a Person Under Control (PUC)
died after being found in his cell unconscious with shallow breathing.
Investigation revealed ULLAH (PUC 412) was captured in action against the US on 28
Nov 02, and was transported to the BCP on 30 Nov 02. ULLAH resisted in-processing
by being combative and noncompliant. ULLAH refused to eat anything upon arrival at
the BCP until his death. ULLAH attacked 3 Military Police guards punching one on the
chin, kicking another in the groin, and biting another. Due to his behavior, ULLAH was
placed in an isolation cell, restrained with handcuffs and shackles, and chained with his
hands chained to a waist belt with a chain connected to the waist belt in the frprit and
rear, with those chains fastened to the ceiling. This held him securely to prevent harm to
himself or others; while maintaining him in a standing position. ULLAH was checked
about 2400, 3 Dec 02, he refused food and spat on the guard.
About 0015, 4 Dec 02, the Sergeant of the Guard (SOG) checked on ULLAH and noticed
he was unresponsive. The SOG, a trained Combat Medic, opened the cell door, checked
ULLAH for signs of life, finding he had shallow breathing and a weak pulse, but his
blood pressure was normal. An ambulance was called and upon arrival of the ambulance
the Emergency Response personnel found ULLAH to have no signs of life and no life
saving measures were performed.
About 0040, 4 Dec 02, ULLAH arrived at the 339th CSH, BAF, where Dr (LTC)IIIIM
"
Emergency Physician, found no signs of life and performed no life saving
measures. Draillaltronounced ULLAH dead on arrival. Dr411.111110had full body -x---rays-exposedTAIILLAHnody, whielfreVealed no acute trauma noted. Blood examinations revealed acute renal failure and a lack of urine also indicative of acute rend
failure. A visual examination of ULLAH's body revealed no bruising, nor evidence of
obvious external injury.
.

ULLAH had no known medical conditions, and was not taking any medications. An
autopsy is pending by an Armed Forces of Pathology pathologist and will be conducted at
BAF.
7. CID REPORTS ARE EXEMPT FROM AUTOMATIC TERMINATION OF
PROTECTIVE MARKINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHAPTER 3, AR 25-55.
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DATE;
FROM;
TO:

22 DEC
13;17
B7TH me DET (ABN)(CID)(FWD) //C%
DIRUSACRC USACIDC FT BELVOIR YA //CICR -2A//
ENDURING FREEDOM BRANCH OFFICE //CICR -EF//
SAC" BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE, USACIDCr AFGHANISTAN
SAC, 87TH MP DET(CID), CAMP STRONGHOLD FREEDOM
#
DIR AFIP WASH DC
CDR 3D MP GRP CID FT GILLEM GA //CIRC -ZA//
#
CDR USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CIOP-ZA//
SUBJECT: CID REPORT - 3D STATUS / SST - 0134 -02 -CID369 - 23533
5H9B
DRAFTER'
RELEASER:

41111111111111111

UNCLASSIFIED - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES;
1. 04 DEC 2002/0030 - 04 DEC 2002/0040; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT
(BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, ARMED FORCES AFRICA/CANADA/EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST
09354
2.

DATE/TIME REPORTED; 04 DEC 20027 0220

3.

INVESTIGATED BY: SA
111.110 SA
4.

ma BAimiumi„

SUBJECT; (NONE); [UNDETERMINED DEATH].

5. VICTIM; 1. ULLAHr HABIB [DECEASED]; CIV; AFGHANISTAN; TAR',
AFGHANISTAN; M; OTHER; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM
AIRFIELD, ARMED FORCES AFRICA/CANADA/EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST 09354; XZ;
OTHER ID; BT *412; ENFI3; [UNDETERMINED DEATH].
6. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY; THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS BASED
UPON AN ALLEGATION OR PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND MAY CHANGE PRIOR
TO THE COMPLETION OF THE INVESTIGATION.
"01

~m

w

"".

111

V STIG

RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION; IT IS REQUESTED THIS,REPORT,BE
RESTRICTED TO USACIDC CHANNELS ONLY DUE TO THE SENSITIVE NATURE
OF THIS INVESTIGATION AND CONCERNS OF THE CJTF-180 COMMANDER
PERTAINING TO CLASSIFIED ACTIVITIES RELATING TO DETAINEES - .
THE DELAY IN REPORTING WAS DUE TO NO ACIRS CAPABILITY AT THE
SITE OF THE OFFENSE, AND INFORMATION WAS HAND CARRIED TO AN
ACIRS CAPABLE LOCATION ON NEXT AVAILABLE AIR TRANSPORT.
3RD STAT; THIS STATUS REPORT WAS SUBMITTED TO REPORT A REVISED
OPINION OF THE CAUSE AND MANNER OF DEATH OF MR J4LIA 4H , AFTER A
REVIEW OF THE PRELIMINARY FINDINGS BY LTC 11101111111111
ON 13 DEC 02, LTC IMIIIIIIIIREPORTED AFTER A REVIEW OF HER
PRELIMINARY AUTOPSY FINDINGS SHE FELT THE CAUSE OF DEATH OF MR
ULLAH WAS PULMONARY EMBOLISM RESULTING FROM BLUNT FORCE INJURY
TO THE LEGS. THE MANNER OF DEATH WAS HOMICIDE. LTC 410,00
EXPLAINED A PATHOLOGIST'S DETERMINATION OF HOMICIDE DOES NOT
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NECESSARILY MEAN MURDER. IN THEIR TERMINOLOGY IT SIMPLY MEANS
OTHER THAN NATURAL DEATH CAUSED BYOUTSIDE EVENTS. THERE WAS NO
WAY TO DETERMINE WHICH INJURY PRECIPITATED MR ULLAH ~ S DEATH.
THIS OPINION IS PRELIMINARY PENDING TOXICOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
STUDIES.
INVESTIGATION CONTINUES BY THE USACIDC.
2ND STAT; THIS STATUS REPORT WAS SUBMITTED TO REPORT THE
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF AN AUTOPSY OF MR ULLAH'S REMAINS.
ON 8 DEC 02, LTC (DR) Almilogimmiggimi ARMED FORCES
REGIONAL MEDICAL EXAMINER, LANDSTUHL REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER,
APO AE 09180 , CONDUCTED AN AUTOPSY OF MR ULLAH'S REMAINS. LTC
PRELIMINARY OPINION WAS THE CAUSE OF MR ULLAH'S
DEATH WAS A PULMONARY EMBOLISM BROUGHT ABOUT BY A BLOOD CLOT IN
THE PULMONARY ARTERY NEAR THE HEART. THE MANNER OF DEATH WAS AS
YET UNDETERMINED PENDING A REVIEW AND SPECIAL STUDY OF THE
RESULTS OF THE AUTOPSY AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES REPORTED
SURROUNDING MR ULLAH'S DEATH. THE AUTOPSY REVEALED
E TH
KIDNEYS
WERE UNREMAKABL
R
EAND THERE WAS NO INDICATION OF RENAL FAILURE.
INVESTIGATION REVEALED MR ULLAH WAS CAPTURED AND TURNED OVER TO
US FORCES BY AN AFGHAN WARLORD (NFI) JUST PRIOR TO BEING
DETAINED AT THE BCP, BAF.
. INVESTIGATION - CONTINUES BY THE USACIDC.
INITIALT
ON 4 DEC 02, SA iiii.111111111111111111 CITFr BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT
(BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09311 (BAF),
REPORTED A PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) DIED AFTER BEING FOUND IN
HIS CELL UNCONSCIOUS WITH SHALLOW BREATHING.
INVESTIGATION REVEALED MR ULLAHr BAGRAM TEMPORARY #412, A PUC,
WAS CAPTURED IN ACT/ON AGAINST THE US ON 28 NOV 02, AND WAS
TRANSPORTED TO THE
INPROCESSING BY BEiNG COMBATIVE AND NONCOMPLIANT. MR ULLAH
REFUSED TO EAT ANYTHING UPON ARRIVAL AT THE BCP UNTIL HIS DEATH.
MR ULLAH ATTACKED 3 MILITARY POLICE GUARDS PUNCHING ONE ON THE
CHIN, KICKING ANOTHER IN THE GROIN, AND BITING ANOTHER. DUE TO
HIS BEHAVIOR" MR ULLAH WAS PLACED IN AN ISOLATION CELL,
RESTRAINED WITH HAND CUFFS AND SHACKLES, AND CHAINED WITH HIS
HANDS CHAINED TO A WAIST BELT WITH A CHAIN CONNECTED TO THE
WAIST BELT IN THE FRONT AND REAR, WITH THOSE CHAINS FASTENED TO
THE CEILING. THIS HELD HIM SECURELY TO PREVENT HARM TO HIMSELF
OR OTHERS; WHILE MAINTAINING HIM IN A STANDING POSITION . MR
ULLAH WAS CHECKED ABOUT 2400, 3 DEC 02, HE REFUSED FOOD AND SPAT
ON THE GUARD. ABOUT 0015, 4 DEC 027 THESERGEANT OF THE GUARD
(SOG) CHECKED ON MR ULLAH AND NOTICED HE WAS UNRESPONSIVE. THE
SOG, A TRAINED COMBAT MEDIC, OPENED THE CELL DOOR, CHECKED MR
ULLAH FOR SIGNS OF LIFE, FINDING HE HAD SHALLOW BREATHING AND A
WEAK PULSE, BUT HIS BLOOD PRESSURE WAS NORMAL. AN AMBULANCE WAS
CALLED AND UPON ARRIVAL OF THE AMBULANCE THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE
PERSONNEL FOUND MR ULLAH TO HAVE NO SIGNS OF LIFE AND NO LIFE
SAVING MEASURES WEOPERFORMED. ABOUT 0040, 4 EC 02, MR ULLAH
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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ARRIVED AT THE 337THwCSH. BAP . . WHERE DR (LTC)
EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN r FOUND NO SIGNS OF LIFE AND PERFORMED NO
LIFE SAVING MEASURES. DR 001111PRONOUNCED MR ULLAH DEAD ON
ARRIVAL. DR 11.10.11HAD 17 FULL BODY XRAYS EXPOSED OF MR ULLAH'S
BODY WHICH REVEALED NO ACUTE TRAUMA NOTED. BLOOD EXAMINATIONS
REVEALED ACUTE RENAL FAILURE AND A LACK OF URINE ALSO INDICATIVE
OF ACUTE RENAL. FAILURE. A VISUAL EXAMINATION OF MR ULLAHrS BODY
REVEALED NO BRUISING NOR EVIDENCE OF OBVIOUS EXTERNAL INJURY.
MR ULLAH HAD NO KNOWN MEDICAL CONDITIONS. AND WAS NOT TAKING ANY
MEDICATIONS. AN AUTOPSY IS PENDING BY AN ARMED FORCES. OF
PATHOLOGY PATHOLOGIST AND WILL BE CONDUCTED AT BAF.
THE CASUALTY LIAISON OFFICER (CLO) IS CW3 .AT DSN
31S-821-1133. NO COMMERCIAL LINE. IS AVAILABLE.
INVESTIGATION CONTINUES BY THE USACIDC.
7. CID REPORTS ARE EXEMPT FROM AUTOMATIC TERMINATION OF PROTECTIVE
MARKINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHAPTER 3y AR 25-55.

•
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-DATE.; -4TO

OWDEC 200"4 1'4:Ur
', 87TH MP DET (ABN)(CID)(FWD) //CICR -EF//
'DIRUSACRC USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CICR-ZA//
ENDURING FREEDOM BRANCH OFFICE i/CICR - EFif
SAC, BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE p USACIDC7 AFGHANISTAN
SAC? 87TH MP DET (CID)? CAMP STRONGHOLD FREEDOM
DIR AFIP WASH DC
CDR 3D MP GTIP CID FT OLLLEM GA //CIRC. -ZA//
CDR USACIDCJ-T BELVOIR VA //CIOP-2A//
CID REPORT 2D STATUS / SSI 0134r02-CID369 - 23533

•rRopi

•

#

• ,#
SUBJECT:

5H9B

DRAFTER'

=
.

„

UNCLASSIFIED- FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES:
1. 04 DEC 2002/0030 - 04 DEC 2002/0040; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT

•BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, ARMED FORCES AFRICA/CANADA/EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST
'09354..
2.

DATE/TIME REPORTED: 04 DEC 20027 0220

3.

INVESTIGATED BY SA

4101141141MINIVIMOMIP

imp SA 41111.11111.111111111111111.7 4.1
4.

SA

IMOMMINIMINID

SUBJECT; (NONE);' [UNDETERMINED DEATH].

5. VICTIM: 1.‘ULLAH, HABIB [DECEASED); CIV; AFGHANISTAN; TART,
AFGHANISTAN; Mt OTHER; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT (BCP), BAGRAM
AIRFIELD7 ARMED FORCES' AFRICA/CANADA/EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST 09354; XZ;
BT #412; INFI3; IUNDETERMINED DEATH].
S. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY; THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS BASED
UPON ANALLEGATION OR PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND MAY CHANGE PRIOR
TO THE COMPLETION OF THE INVESTIGATION.
14TS-TS—ATSTRONG14CILD-rikEeDONVEST-IZATTONV
RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION:. IT IS REQUESTED THIS REPORT BE
RESTRICTED TO.USACIDC CHANNELS ONLY DUE TO THE SENSITIVE NATURE
OF THIS. INVESTIGATION AND CONCERNS OF THE CJTF-180 COMMANDER
PERTAINING TO CLASSIFIED ACTIVITIES RELATING TO DETAINEES.
2ND STAT:• THIS STATUS REPORT WAS SUBMITTED TO REPORT THE
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF AN AUTOPSY OF MR ULLAH'S REMAINS.
ON 8 DEC 027 LTC (DR) 411.1111111111111111110ARMED
FORCES
_
REGIONAL MEDICAL. EXAMINERS LANDSTUHL REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER,
APO
0 , CONDUCTED. AN AUTOPSY OF MR ULLAH'S REMAINS. LTC
PRELIMINARY OPINION WAS THE CAUSE OF MR ULLAH'S
DEATH WAS A PULMONARY EMBOLISM BROUGHT ABOUT BY A 'BLOOD CLOT IN
THE PULMONARY ARTERY NEAR THE HEART. THE MANNER OF DEATH WAS AS
YET UNDETERMINED PENDING A REVIEW AND SPECIAL STUDY OF THE
RESULTS or THE AUTOPSY AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES REPORTED
SURROUNDING MR . ULLAH'S DEATH. THE AUTOPSY REVEALED THE KIDNEYS
WERE UNREMARKABLE AND THERE WAS NO INDICATION OF RENAL FAILURE.
rrko•
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INVESTIGATION REVEALED MR ULLAH WAS CAPTURED AND TURNED OVER TO
-44 FORCES BY AN AFGHAN. WARLORD - ( NFI) JUST PRIOR TO BEING
DErAilms.AT THE SCP. BAF..
,
.
INVESTIGATION CONTINUES BY THE.USACIDC.
INITIAL:
ON 4 DEC 02. BA
CITF. BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT
BAGRAM AIRFIELD. AFGHANISTAN* APO AE 09311 (BAF)*
REPORTED A , PERSON - UNDER CONTROL (PUC) DIED AFTER BEING FOUND IN
HIS*CELLAJNCONSCIOOSWITH SHALLOW BREATHING.

•-INVESTIGATION REVEALED' MR ULLAH* BAGRAM TEMPORARY #412* A PUC,
WAS,CAFTURED IN ACTION AGAINST THE US
28 NOV OZ, AND WAS
TRANSPORTEDTO THE App ON 30 Ncw OZ* MR ULLAH RESISTED- .
INPROCESSING BY,BEING-COMBATIVE AND NONCOMPLIANT.. MR ULLAH
REFUSED- TO',EAT ANYTHING UPON ARRIVAL. AT THE BCP UNTIL HIS DEATH,
MR ULLAH ATTACKEDMILITARY POLICE GUARDS PUNCHING ONE
THE
CHIN*: KICKING: ANOTHER IN THE GROIN, AND BITING ANOTHER DUE TO
HIS BEHAVIOR. MR ULLAH WASPLACED:IN'ANISOLATION CELL*
RESTRAINED-WITHHAND CUFFS 444 SHACKLES, AND CHAINED WITH HIS
HANDS. CHAINED TO A WAIST BELT WITH A •CHAIN CONNECTED TO THE
WAIST BELT IN-THE.FRONT AND REAR* WITH THOSE CHAINS FASTENED TO
THE CEILING. THIS HELD HIM SECURELY 10,PREVENT HARM TO HIMSELF
-

OR OTHERS; WHILE MAINTAINING HIM IN A STANDING POSITION. MR
ULLAH WAS CHECKED ABOUT 2400, .3 DEC 02. HE REFUSED FOOD IAND SPAT
ON THE[GUARD.• ABOUT.0015# 4. DEC 02*. THE SERGEANT OF THE GUARD
(S,OG) CHECKED ON MR ULLAH AND NOTICED. HE WAS UNRESPONSIVE* THE
..$0Q0 A, TRAINED COMBAT. MEDIC. OPENED THE CELL DOOR* CHECKED MR
ULLAH FOR SIGNS OF LIFE. FINDING HE HAD .. - SHALLOW BREATHING AND A
WEAK: OLSEi. BUT: HIS BLOOD PRESSURE WAS NORMAL. AN AMBULANCE WAS
:CALLEUANDUPON. ARRIVAL OF THE AMBULANCE.' THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE•
:PERSONNEL FOUND MR ULLAH . TO HAVE NO SIGNS OF LIFE AND NO LIFE

- • SAVING:MEAWREWERE PERFORMED o ABOUT 0040*4 DEC 024 MR ULLAH

ARRIVED AT THE 339TH CSH. BAF, WHERE DR (LTC) 100011111111110
OF Li
Ett1t117r—T-7—
LIFE, .$AVING,MEASURES.
DR '1111111101
. _
PRONOUNCED MR ULLAH,DEAD:ON
ARRIVAL.:DRAIMIM HAD 11 FULL BODY XRAYS EXPOSED OF MR'ULLAH'S

BODY WHICH REVEALED NO ACUTE . TRAUMA NOTED* BLOOD EXAMINATIONS
OF URINE ALSO INDICATIVE
OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE: A VISUAL EXAMINATION OF MR ULLAH'S BODY
REVEALED NO BRUISING. NOR. EVIDENCE. OF OBVIOUS EXTERNAL INJURY - . .
REVEALED ACUTE RENAL, FAILURE AND A LACK

MR ULLAH HAD NO KNOWN MEDICAL CONDITIONS, AND WAS NOT TAKING ANY
MEDICATIONS'. AN AUTOPSY IS PENDING BY AN ARMED FORCES OF

PATHOLOGY PATHOLOGIST AND WILL BE CONDUCTED AT BAF.
THE . CASUALTY- LIAISON OFFICER (CLO) IS CW3
3181-$21 -r1133. NO COMMERCIAL LINE IS AVAILABLE.

AT DSN

INVESTLGATION CONTINUES BY THE USACIDC,
7. CID' REPORTS ARE 'EXEMPT FROM AUTOMATIC. TERMINATION OF PROTECTIVE
MARKINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHAPTER 3, AR 25-55.
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DATE: 04 DEC 2002 13:21
FROM 87TH MP DET (ABN)(CID)(FWD) //CICR-EF//
TO DIRUSACRC USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CICR-ZA//
# ENDURING FREEDOM BRANCH OFFICE //CICR-EF//
# SAC, BAGRAM BRANCH OFFICE, USACIDC, AFGHANISTAN
# SAC, 87TH MP DET (CID), CAMP STRONGHOLD FREEDOM
# CDR 3D MP GRP CID FT GILLEM GA //CIRC-ZA//
# CDR USACIDC FT BELVOIR VA //CIOP-ZA//
SUBJECT: CID REPORT - INITIAL / SSI - 0134-02-CID369 - 23533 5H9B
DRAFTER :
RELEASER..
UNCLASSIFIED - FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
1. DATES/TIMES/LOCATIONS OF OCCURRENCES:
1.04 DEC 2002/0030 - 04 DEC 2002/0040; BAGRAM COLLECTION POINT
(BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, ARMED FORCES
AFRICA/CANADA/EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST
09354
2. DATE/TIME REPORTED: 04 DEC 2002, 0220
3. INVESTIGATED BY: SA
4. SUBJECT: (NONE); [UNDETERMINED DEATH].
5. VICTIM: 1. ULLAH, HABIB [DECEASED]; CIV; AFGHANISTAN; TARI,
COL CTFON-POINT
AFGH A NISTAN; • • HER; B A
BAGRAM
AIRFIELD, ARMED FORCES AFRICA/CANADA/EUROPE/MIDDLE EAST
09354; XZ;
OTHER ID: BT #412; [NFI]; [UNDETERMINED DEATH].
6. INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY: THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS
BASED
UPON AN ALLEGATION OR PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION AND MAY
CHANGE PRIOR
TO THE COMPLETION OF THE INVESTIGATION.
"THIS IS A STRONGHOLD FREEDOM INVESTIGATION."
RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION: IT IS REQUESTED THIS REPORT BE

\c-) 174-c--DODDOACID-13413
(
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RESTRICTED TO USACIDC CHANNELS ONLY DUE TO THE SENSITIVE
NATURE
OF THIS INVESTIGATION AND CONCERNS OF THE CJTF-180
COMMANDER
PERTAINING TO CLASSIFIED ACTIVITIES RELATING TO DETAINEES.
CITE, BAGRAM COLLECTION
ON 4 DEC 02, SA
POINT
(BCP), BAGRAM AIRFIELD, AFGHANISTAN, APO AE 09311 (BAF),
REPORTED A PERSON UNDER CONTROL (PUC) DIED AFTER BEING
FOUND IN
HIS CELL UNCONSCIOUS WITH SHALLOW BREATHING.
7

INVESTIGATION REVEALED MR ULLAH, BAGRAM TEMPORARY #412, A
PUC,
WAS CAPTURED IN ACTION AGAINST THE US ON 28 NOV 02, AND WAS
TRANSPORTED TO THE BCP ON 30 NOV 02. MR ULLAH RESISTED
INPROCESSING BY BEING COMBATIVE AND NONCOMPLIANT. MR
ULLAH
REFUSED TO EAT ANYTHING UPON ARRIVAL AT THE BCP UNTIL HIS
DEATH.
MR ULLAH ATTACKED 3 MILITARY POLICE GUARDS PUNCHING ONE
ON THE
CHIN, KICKING ANOTHER IN THE GROIN, AND BITING ANOTHER. DUE
TO
HIS BEHAVIOR, MR ULLAH WAS PLACED IN AN ISOLATION CELL,
RESTRAINED WITH HAND CUFFS AND SHACKLES, AND CHAINED
WITH HIS
HANDS CHAINED TO A WAIST BELT WITH A CHAIN CONNECTED TO
THE
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

WAIST BELT IN THE FRONT AND REAR, WITH THOSE CHAINS
FASTENED TO
THE CEILING. THIS HELD HIM SECURELY TO PREVENT HARM TO
HIMSELF
OR OTHERS; WHILE MAINTAINING HIM IN A STANDING POSITION. MR
ULLAH WAS CHECKED ABOUT 2400, 3 DEC 02, HE REFUSED FOOD AND
SPAT
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ON THE GUARD. ABOUT 0015, 4 DEC 02, THE SERGEANT OF THE
GUARD
(SOG) CHECKED ON MR ULLAH AND NOTICED HE WAS
UNRESPONSIVE. THE
SOG, A TRAINED COMBAT MEDIC, OPENED THE CELL DOOR,
CHECKED MR
ULLAH FOR SIGNS OF LIFE, FINDING HE HAD SHALLOW BREATHING
ANDA
WEAK PULSE, BUT HIS BLOOD PRESSURE WAS NORMAL. AN
AMBULANCE WAS
CALLED AND UPON ARRIVAL OF THE AMBULANCE THE EMERGENCY
RESPONSE
PERSONNEL FOUND MR ULLAH TO HAVE NO SIGNS OF LIFE AND NO
LIFE
SAVING MEASURES WERE PERFORMED. ABOUT 0040, 4 DEC 02, MR
ULLAH
ARRIVED AT THE 339TH CSH, BAF, WHERE DR (LTC)samm
EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN, FOUND NO SIGNS OF LIFE AND PERFORMED
NO
LIFE SAVING MEASURES. DR HARRIS PRONOUNCED MR ULLAH DEAD
ON
ARRIVAL. DRIIIMINAD 17 FULL BODY XRAYS EXPOSED OF MR
ULLAH'S
BODY WHICH REVEALED NO ACUTE TRAUMA NOTED. BLOOD
EXAMINATIONS
REVEALED ACUTE RENAL FAILURE AND A LACK OF URINE ALSO
INDICATIVE
OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE. A VISUAL EXAMINATION OF MR ULLAH'S
BODY
REVEALED NO BRUISING NOR EVIDENCE OF OBVIOUS EXTERNAL
INJURY.
MR ULLAH HAD NO KNOWN MEDICAL CONDITIONS, AND WAS NOT
TAKING ANY
MEDICATIONS. AN AUTOPSY IS PENDING BY AN ARMED FORCES OF
PATHOLOGY PATHOLOGIST AND WILL BE CONDUCTED AT BAF.
THE CASUALTY LIAISON OFFICER (CLO) IS CW3

AT

DSN
318-821-1133. NO COMMERCIAL LINE IS AVAILABLE.
INVESTIGATION CONTINUES BY THE USACIDC.
7. CID REPORTS ARE EXEMPT FROM AUTOMATIC TERMINATION OF
PROTECTIVE
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MARKINGS IN ACCORDANCE WITH CHAPTER 3, AR 25-55.
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Exhibit 390

Page(s)

1939 - 2054
US CENTCOM
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referred to

Page(s)

2085 - 2105
Exemption(s)
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withheld.

